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The Magazine of Art,

EL JALEO.

(.From the Pirluye by J. .«. Satymt. !<alo)i, ISi-J.)

AMERICA IN EUROPE.

EW tilings are more interesting or

more difficult to speak of than

the develojiment of a new school,

either in art or in literature.

That America is rapidly pro-

dueiug a new school of painting,

with distinct and peculiar ten-

dencies, and in some instances

with new and peculiar aims, we shall, with the

help of such examples as we can refer to in this

article, be able to prove. All who have studied

the art exhibitions of the present year in London

must have been struck by the work contributed by

Americans; but before touching upon American pic-

tures in London, it is advisable to consider the

school at its head-quarters, which are to be found,

not on the other side of the Atlantic, in Boston

or New York, but on the other side of the Channel,

in Paris. Thoughtless critics have often asserted

that America cannot produce great artists, owing to

the absence of anything like an aesthetic tradition;

and at first sight the fact that so many artists from

the younger country prefer studying in the Paris

schools to remaining at home would seem to show

that some such want has been felt. But, on the otiicr

hand, the Paris studios contain quite as many English-

men as Americans ; and in the matter of art, since time

began, there never was any country so hampered and

harassed by crippling conventionalities and senseless

traditions as our own. In truth, this beggary of

tradition is so far from having been a stumbling-

block to the Americans, that it has proved their

greatest blessing. To it they owe the inestimable

advantage of being able to bring fresh and unpreju-

diced minds to bear upon the study of nature and

of the Old Masters ; and wherever they have decent

opportunities of learning, their jirogress is astonish-

ingly rapid. It is an old saying that one learns i

far more of an artist by a careful examination of his

studies and sketches than from his finished work

;

and nothing, did space pemiit, would be more profit-

able than to consider in detail the studies of certain
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Franco-Americans. As this, however, we cannot do,

we must content ourselves with an examination,

more or less cursory, of the general characteristics

of their method and achievement.

The most prominent of these is the immense

attention which they give to the study of what is

called " value," in dealing with which they have

undoubtedly attained to a very remarkable degree of

mastery. As this term will recur in the course of

the present notice, and as it has been hitherto

very little employed in England, we shall try,

before going further, to give it some sort of defi-

nition. It may be briefly stated that value bears

the same relation to the illumination of a picture

or drawing that tone bears to its scheme of colour.

In the study of values the artist has to deal with

objects placed at varying distances from the eye,

and with their relative intensity of light and shade,

quite independently of any fortuitous similarity or

difference of tone or colour. For instance, an object

some yards distant from the spectator may be of pre-

cisely the same colour and of the same tone, in relation

to its immediate surroundings, as another one within

easy reach of his foot or his fingers. It will, however,

be wholly different in value : that is to say, its image

will be impressed with far less vigotir on the eye.

So that proficiency in the art of values—and it is

almost an independent art-^may be said to consist

in the power of adequately rendering the impression

of relative strength and weakness conveyed by the

objects selected for representation. It is through

the study of value alone that any true rendering

of atmosphere can be compassed. This capacity is

evidently a necessary of life in art— so plainly a

necessary that it appears incredible that any artist

should refrain from its acquisition. But, unfortu-

nately, there are great groups of painters—notably

in England—who ignore it altogether, and who seem

to consider that the flatter their pictures can be

made, and the more like wall-paper designs of the

baser and more highly-coloured sort, the greater is

their claim to consideration as artists. On the other

hand, it is certainly true that a too exclusive study

of values is fraught with peculiar perils. Wherever

the values are true, a striking impression of nature

will be given ; and an artist who is not overburdened

with conscience will sometimes rest content with the

cheap success that may thus be won, to the entire

neglect of accurate drawing and that beauty of

line without which no work of art can be complete

—or, perhaps, can even be said to exist at all.

From this failing the American school is any-

LE E^CIT d'uN IWABIK.

(from the Picture l/y H. Bacon. Saion, ISSS.)
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(liinnf Imt free; and willi :i very (iMi^Tant ilislaiioc

of it wo shall presently have to deal. In the mean-

time it is pleasant to be able to heighten the praise

that we believe to be its due by drawing attention

to a very beautiful example of the work of one of

its most eminent masters. The original of our full-

page illustration, Mr. Bridgman's " La Plantation du

Colza," exhibited in this year's Salon, and after-

wards on view in Rond Street, is a sterling work

suffered a little from a certain hardness of manner,

acquired, perhaps, from his master, Gerome. A very

different, and by no means so satisfactory an example

of American art, is the " Fleurs des Champs " of

Mr. Daniel Strain, which we have pictured below.

It shows a girl asleep on a grassy slojie, still gra.sp-

ing the handful of blossoms she has been gather-

ing in the fields. There is good work in the

treatment of the grass and flowers, which are well

FLLUl.,5 M,^^ LlLiill'S.

(From the Picture by Daniel Stmiji. fialot), ISS2.)

in all respects—uncompromising in treatment and

delicate in sentiment. Mr. Bridgmau pictures a misty

morning, full of silvery light. In the background is

a sweeping line of barren hillside, topped with a

narrow slip of sky. In the immediate foreground

two women stoop over a freshly-cut furrow, plant-

ing the grain. In rear of these—a noble mass, in

which, however, there is no neglect of detail—is a

plough with three horses ; the ploughman turns to

speak to a man behind, and his gesture, as he turns,

is admirably presented. There is a delightful impres-

sion of life and movement in all the figures; the

scheme of colour is full of freshness and charm ; and

the values and relations are excellently apprehended

and portrayed. Moreover, the picture is distinctly

original ; both in conception and execution it is un-

like the work of any living man, while at the same

time it is free from anything approaching eccen-

tricity. It is a new departure for the painter, and,

as we think, a great advance upon his older work.

Always an accomplished draughtsman, Mr. Bridg-

mau has been hitherto a little timid and imper-

sonal—has suggested, so to speak, an artist in search

of his individuality. Many of his pictures, too, have

understood and broadly treated ; but the figure, if

rather graceful in arrangement, id very feebly drawn,

especially about the knees. The subject is pretty,

but wit'h a prettiness not altogether acceptable.

Before such pictures as the "Fleurs des Champs'"

it is difficult to avoid a suspicion that they have been

painted for the Philistines. Of course there are

Philistines and Philistines. Their name is legion,

their home is everywhere, their preferences ai-e varied

and amazing. But their ideal artist is probably the

eminent M. Bougereau, one of whose works has just

been purchased for a New York drinking-bar : to be

a kind of in-door signboard, an unfailing excuse for

"cocktails" and "juleps."

Far preferable to " Fleurs des Champs " is Mr.

Julian Story's " Entombment "—the original of

our last engraving—exhibited in this year's gather-

ing at the Grosvenor Gallery. It unites some

admirable qualities : good and harmonious com-

position, vigorous drawing, and a sober scheme

of colour effectively carried out. Mr. Story

—

who is a son of the Amei-ican sculptor, by the

way—is not guilty of straining after sentiment-

ality; he rather inclines to realism and drama, and
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loaves his juctiivc to speak for itself in the ian<;^iuigo

of modern art. The poise of the dead Christ is ex-

cellently rendered, and there is much to commend
in the kvinin<^ figure of the Virfjin. Exception

may be taken to Mr. Story's negro (he is too ob-

defects of the school to whidi their author })olongs.

l^p to the present Mr. Sargent has been brilliantly

and deservedly sueeessful. Such of our readers as

have visited the Fine Art Society's Gallery in Bond

Street have had the opportunity of seeing more than

LE EEM0in,Et7R.

(From Ihc Picture hii WalOr Gail. Salou. ISSS.)

viously introduced for merely mechanical purposes

of contrast) , and to a certain immatureness of execu-

tion which is apparent in one or two places ; but the

aim and conduct of the work are so healthy and

sincere that its faults may be passed over in silence.

In striking contrast with the " Entombment-" are the

pictures of Mv. John S. Sargent. They illustrate some

of the best qualities and some of the most glaring

one of his works—among others, a remarkable por-

trait of M. Carolus Duran, vigorous in execution,

and showing much power of analysing and render-

ing character. Mr. Sargent's " Portrait of a Lady/'

another of this year's exhibits, is admirable likewise,

and bears witness to the painter's innate faculty

of arrangement—a faculty which seems common to

most of the leading men of the school. Infinitely
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less pvaisewortliy tlian eithor of these works is the

picture reproduced at the head of this article—the

notorious '' El Jaleo," which took a certain portion

of the puhlie by storm at the last Salon. It is

preposterously clever—far too clever, in fact, for a

decent work of art. It is of great size, and not an

inch of it but is touched with triekiness and cliic.

At the first glance, no doubt, a general impression of

the subject is conveyed. The spectator is dazzled by

a general glare of light, and bewildered by a whirl

of tumbled drapery, so that lie lias no time to con-

sider what may be the function of those uncouth

blacknesses behind. Only after some moments of

THE ENTOMBMENT.

iFrom the Picture bu Julian Story. Grosvcnor GaUeri

anxious examination does it dawn upon him that

these strange excrescences purport to be human

beings playing the guitar. It is, of course, true that

something of this kind would happen in nature;

but still, when our eyes have become accustomed

to the flare and glare of a gas-lit room, and we are

finally enabled to distinguish the figures at some

distance from us, we generally find that their out-

lines and relative proportions are such as we should

have expected. But Mr. Sargent's black dummies

are a perfect revelation ; they are unlike any-

thing hitherto discovered on the habitable globe.

Nor is the figure of his dancing Gipsy easy to make

out. Her arms are at-

tached to her by strings,

and she appears to have

only one leg. An im-

pression of rapid move-

ment which is obtained

at such a sacrifice as this

may fairly be said to be

hardly worth the price.

There would be nothing

to bestow but praise upon

the effect of light which

j\Ir. Sargent has produced

in " El Jaleo," but for

the fact that he has

heightened it by having

resource to the common-

place trick of placing a

strip of burnished gold on

the lower part of the frame

immediately against the

picture. Throughout the

work drawing is immo-

lated to value ; but, on

the other hand, Mr.

Sargent's values are

thoroughly studied, and

his atmospheric effect is

well-nigh irreproachable.

He has chosen a most

difficult subject to deal

with, and he has brought

to bear upon it such a

dexterity of handling and

such a knowledge of

coarse effect as few

painters have at their

command ; but this is

all. "El Jaleo" is an as-

tonishing piece of clever,

slap-dash, reckless clap-

trap, and is no more
like a work of art than
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a R'Cond-rafo " bravura " song is like music. It has

ijeen compared to the work of Goya ; but in Goya's

sh'ghtest sketches there is an energy and a mental

j)ower which may be sought in vain in " El Jalcn."

And here, in considering Mr. Sargent's peculiar

talent and accomplishments, and judging him by his

best jiictures and his worst, we come upon the master

vice of the Franco-American schoul—the want of a

firm and abiding foundation to build upon. There

is no real depth to be found in the art which it pro-

duces. Its ambition is too often cheap, its achieve-

ment too often merely popular. It exhibits no trace

of that patient waiting for Nature to reveal herself,

that passionate desire to stand face to face with her

deeply-hidden secrets, which has characterised the

great art of every age, from the earliest times down

to the glorious epoch of Millet, Rousseau, and Corot.

These names will suffice to make the Nineteenth

Century great in the annals of art, when all the

manifestations of technical skill on which the men
of our time are wasting their souls and their energies

alike are swept away and forgotten.

A great artist once said that execution was the

chariot of genius. In the American chariot we have

not as yet seen any genius ; still, the presiding sjiirit

that directs its motions has a peculiar charm. This

charm is not, perhaps, abiding ; but for a while sub-

mission to its influence is by no means unpleasant. It

is that of a delicately sensitive spirit, tinctured with

melancholy, and easily contenting itself with the

outward show of things, as long as they are not too

definite and striking, and admit of a certain dreamy

vagueness of treatment. There are many landscape

painters in America who excel in conveying some

such feeling as that we have indicated. Mr. Whistler

at his best is one of its most admirable exponents.

Of course, this is only one side of American art. There

are plenty of American artists who deal in realism

more or less pure and simple. Of these, a good ex-

ample is Mr. Walter Gay, whose picture of " Le Re-

mouleur " is well worth talking about—as a reference

to our fifth engraving will show. It is an excellent

rppresentation of an old knife-grinder plying his

trade in a French street. The gesture of the body is

admirable, the action of the hands is specially well

studied, and the intent expression of the old man's

head as he bends over the blade on his wheel could

not be better. Owing to the just and well-considered

balance of the figure, and the thorough truthfulness

of the light and shadc>—a consequence of that atten-

tion to " value " of which we have i^een talking

—the pictui'e is full of life and movement, and an

impression of sunlight and the open air.

It may be interesting to note that some of the

other American pictures exhibited this year in Paris

display considerable power. Foremost among these

was a portrait of an old man (Mr. Peter Coojjcr) Ijy

Mr. W. M. Chase, very thorough in execution and

uncompromising in treatment. Mr. Mowbray, one

of the most promising artists in the American colony,

sent "Le Recit" and "Les Aquafortistes," two little

gems of genre painting—minute in detail, and yet

broad in touch. " Plein de saveur egalement" (as

a French contemporary has observed) " le talent de

M. Frank Myers Boggs." Mr. Birge Harrison's

"Novembre" was one of the best landscapes exhi-

bited ; it represents the interior of a wood in winter,

under a cold grey light, and displays a true feeling for

nature. Of peculiar merit likewise were Mr. W. J.

Harrison's " Chateaux en Espagne;" Mr. Ridgway

Knight's " Un Deuil ; " and Mr. Bacon's vigorous

and successful study of character and scenery on

the French coast—" Le Recit d'un Marin "—which

we have engraved. The list is by no means ex-

hausted, but our sjiace is limited. We shall content

ourselves with remarking that although we ha\e

hitherto had no great art fi-om the American school,

the capacity for producing it assuredly exists, and that

the results already achieved are but an earnest of still

greater success in the future. In America there is a

highly-cultured and keenly appreciative public, inter-

ested only in good art, and in nowise to be confounded

with the i^icture- buying, money -spending ignoi-a-

muses with whom we are mostly familiar in Europe.

It was—to the shame of Europe be it spoken—among

this public that the great masters of French land-

scape first won recognition. It is at this moment

true that the glories of Jean-Fran(;ois Millet's art

are more highly appreciated, and more intelligently

and reverently studied, on the other side of the

Atlantic than they are among us at home. These

facts are significant. Mere dexterity will presently

have had its day ; the mimics of Bastien Lepage,

and Bonnat, and Carolus Duran will subside to their

proper level. With a good technical tradition and

an intelligent public, American artists should be

capable of much. We need only wish them a little

more sincerity and a little less artifice.



BYWAYS OF BOOK ILLUSTRATION.
TWO JAPANESE ROMANCES.*

JHE 3AJIUEAI S FAMILY.

HERE are two illustrated Japanese romances, one,

" Chiusliingura, or the Loyal League," trans-

lated into English by Mr. Dickins ; the other, " Les

Fideles Ronins," rendered into French by M. Gaus-

seron from the American edition of Messrs. Greey

and Schiouichiro Saito. Each is an imaginative

version of the story of the " Forty-seven Ronins,"

the gem of Mr. Mitford's collection. No one who
has read it once will be likely to forget that drama

of clan fidelity ; but it may be as well, in the interest

of those who have not, to recaj)itulate the leading

features. In 1701 the chief of a clan, insulted by his

superior, fell upon him with his sword in the precincts

of the palace, and was condemned in consequence to

self-destruction. By the same edict the lands and

castle were forfeited to Government, and the elan dis-

persed. Now Kuranosuke, the Karo, or chief vassal of

the clan, was a man of excellent conduct and courage

* (1) " Chiushingura, or the Loyal League." Translated ty

Frederick V. Dickins. (London : W. H. Allen and Co.) 1881.

(2) " Les Fideles Runins." Traduit par M. J. Gausseron.

(Paris; A. Quantin.) 1882.

—a man " worth millions." He gathered the clans-

men together, as if to defend the castle ; for that, it

seems dimly to appear, would have been one way of

doing honour to the manes of their chief. But this

was not his genuine purpose. Explaining to the

clan the vanity of any such defence, he laid before

them a document binding the signatories to self-

destruction, and to this sixty-three were prevailed

upon to set their hands. Kuranosuke had now sepa-

rated the wheat from the chaff j to the sixty-three

he explained his true intention. The document was

a blind ; they were not to slay themselves, but to

execute vengeance on their dead chieftain's enemy.

To this desperate engagement forty-seven proved

faithful. For something more than a year they

watched the movements of their adversary, themselves

hunted by spies, apart from their homes and families,

feigning recklessness and degradation, and contemned

by all for the apparent tameness with which they

had accepted the ruin and dishonour of their clan.

At length, when all suspicion had been lulled to

sleep, they carried the mansion of their powerful
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enemy Ijy niijlit, put liim to the swonl in the midst

of his giiards, and quietly resigned themselves into

the hands of justiee. Then they could say, in the

words of one of the romances now before us, " we

deserted our wives, we abandoned our children, we left

our ao-ed folk uneared for, all to obtain this head."

Tlie authorities condemned them as criminals to the

l)ain of self-destruction; but the people of Japan,

both high and low, greeted their achievement with

an outburst of apj)lause ; their memories are cherished

to this day, their story is become a theme for the

novelist, and the grave of Kuranosuke was honoured,

only thirteen years ago, with the most distinguished

mark of Imperial approval.

Tiiere is no form of conceit more common or more

silly than to look down on barbarous codes of morals.

Barbarous virtues, the chivalrous point of honour,

the fidelity of the wild highlander or the two-

sworded Japanese, are of a generous example. We
may question the utility of what is done; the whole-

hearted sincerity of the actors shuts our mouth.

Nor can that idea be merely dishonourable for which

men relinquish the comforts and consideration of

society, the love of wife and child and parent, the

light of the sun, and the protection of the laws.

The seductions of life are strong in every age and

station; we make idols of our affections, idols of our

customary virtues ; we are content to avoid the

inconvenient wrong and to forego the inconvenient

right with almost equal self-approval, until at last

we make a home for our conscience among the

negative virtues and the cowardly vices. A story

like this of the Konins shakes about our ears the

ramparts of our crockery Jericho. We cry out for

a while on the insufliciency of the men's motive or

the barbarity of their act. But our hearts soon

begin to misgive us, and we recognise at last that

for no purpose under heaven, however excellently

just, could we collect forty-seven of our relatives or

neighbours to be thus contemptuous of the terrors

of death and of public opinion.

The historical incident, it will be seen, involves

important moral issues. Nothing can be more

instructive than to observe the play of native

imagination about a theme of such a character ; and

in both of the volumes under review we find the same

quality of moral vigour. It is from the moral rather

than the romantic side—it is not as a feat of arms,

not as a story of the sword, but of pathetic duty

—

that the action has been strengthened. It is as a

case of competition of duties, and the continued

triumph of the superior duty, the duty to the clan,

that the tale has been throughout considered by the

writers. Our duties here in England weaken as

they get further from the hearth, until patriotism is

but a fitful and tepid consideration, and honesty to

IKE CLAS MUSTliElNO AT TUli CASIUi.
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the State a stretoli of Quixotry. To these Japanese,

on the other hand, the clan came far before the

family; and both of our authors have fixed upon

that doctrine with singular zest, and lavished a con-

siderable wealth of fancy in varying the conditions

in which it is displayed. To one character after

another clan virtues are made to clash with filial

duty, with married love, with the becoming prudences

of social life ; and one after another makes the nobler

choice and goes forth to die. From the point of

view of literary art this is an error of design. The

main outline of the story already strikes the note

with epic brevity and force. A true artist might

have been content, in addition, to elaborate the figure

of Km-anosuke—a loyal Lorenzaecio—lulling his

enemy's suspicions by a life of heartless dissi-

pation, divorcing his beloved wife, pointed at with

fingers as he went reeling homeward from the

tea-house, and conscious through all his loathed

carousals of the sad purity of his heart and the

tragic death that followed at his heels. But our

two authors go on to show us, in the history of one

Ronin after another, the same wrenching of the

family affections, the same incredible nobility of

mind in man and woman, Samurai and commoner.

The mother of Communal kills herself that her

son may jjursue his duty with the lighter heart.

The servants of Kuranosuke are with diificulty

restrained from suicide. Honzo manoeuvres to be

killed. Gihei is eager to sacrifice his infant son.

The Karo of the villain dies as gladly for his master

as the Karo of the beloved chieftain. Something

in this iteration sets the teeth on edge. We grow

weary of the triumph of clan duty as we grow weary

of the triumph of the point of honour in Corneille's

" Cid." There is even something in this continual

return of the motive, this moral "air and variations,"

which faintly reminds us of the elaborate method

of such a book as " Quatre-Vingt-Treize ; " and the

manner of Dumas had been more suitable in such

a case than the manner of Hugo. Indeed, I have

a thought of regret that this excellent fable never

fell into the hands of the author of the " Mousque-

taires." He could have given it the fire and action

which it somewhat lacks; he would have put some

devilry into the fighting ; and his spirited, boyish,

but really adequate presentation of character was

excellently suited to so chivalrous a tale.

And yet these innumerable episodes are, in them-

selves, touching and pleasant. The good women, the

simple homes illuminated by respectful love, the

honest pieties which tempt the Ronins from the

dark path of duty, are dwelt upon and made amia-

ble in our eyes. The whole web of the men's lives

is kind, courteous, and elegant. They make verses

with their wives ; they make verses as they sight the

sunny peak of Fuji on their way to death. Tiie

flowers of the wild cherry are dear to them. When
Kuranosuke allows one of the vassals to visit his

family on the way to the catastrophe at Yeddo—an

indulgence which he rigidly refuses to himself

—

" The perfume of the flowering plum-tree jwsses

swiftly," says he. " Profit as best you may by these

delightful moments." The vassal goes ; after a day

and a half he reaches the miserable house to which

his family has been reduced by the ruin of the elan

and his own adherence to duty ; at the door his

wife is washing clothes, their baby on her back
;

and even as she washes she prattles to the child

about her absent husband and his desired return.

Truly a moment to wring the heart of a man who
was looking at these things for the last time. And
yet when he discloses his presence it seems she

scarcely interrupts her task. " Oh, honourable

husband !
" she says, " how glad I am to see you !

Mother has been very anxious on your account.

Honourable mother, where are you ? my husband

has come home." The simplicity, the absence of

exaggeration, the thought of her mother-in-law

leaping out among the first—how amiable a family

picture !

The first of our illustrations represents another of

these family scenes. The husband has been long ill,

threatened with blindness; the wife, the servant,

and two children have made a long and painful

journey to attend upon his wants ; they find him in

a crazy house, full of tatters and patches ; and there

you behold the family united. The servant nurses

the baby, the wife sits respectfully before her lord,

the elder child is sjjeaking :
" Dear papa, do your

eyes hurt you ? I am so glad I came ; now you will

have somebody to rub your back ! You know that's

good for invalids." Perhaps the last idea is a

reminiscence of his own ; for both the children have

been down with small-pox on the journey, and are

but just recovered. Here again, and in all these

scenes, there is the same absence of caresses, so

strange to the Western mind, the same affection

understood and passed over in silence or with but a

word. This wife, for instance, has undertaken a long

journey to comfort her husband ; she knows besides

the certain death that awaits him ere long ; yet on her

arrival she first inquires after his health, and then,

having elaborately saluted him on her knees, " My
honourable husband," she says, "it is now many,

many months since I have seen you. All the while I

have sighed after the time when I should see your face

again." This distance, this subjection of all relations

to etiquette, is still more drolly illustrated when

Rikiya comes with a message and is received by

Konami, his betrothed. The one blushes like the

plum-tree, the other like the wild cherry; and the
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irirl, fi>ri^ftfiil of her mrtuiu'fs, draws uoar (d lici-

beloved. " Uikiya drew back with an offended air"

it seems. " Ilokl !
" he cried, " this is scarcely civil.

All the world knows that when a message is to

be received the forms of politeness ought to be

rigidly observed." Well, every country has its

lustom. There were plenty of true marriages con-

ducted from the altar to the grave according to these

nice conventions. Our Ronins were accustomed to

see their wives kneel before them and stoop their

foreheads to the mat ; but their hearts bled when

(hey had to part with them. It was pity and love

lor his young wife that kept back one of the number

on the night of the attack, until he had actually

to be sent after and led away. And there could be

no prettier marriage relation than that of the old

Samurai who was a poet and had a poetess to wife.

His last letter, written on the eve of battle, is a gem.
" Although our separation is the result of a resolu-

(ion of so old a standing, we both of us feel cruelly

its sadness. During the day, you write, your affairs

]n'evcnt you from cLwelling on the thought of oi;r

misfortune, but when the night comes you think of

me and cannot sleep. My poor dear wife, I feel

even as you feel You tell me that you

were pleased witli my verses on the defde of Osaka.

1 liave a great admiration for those you sent me in

your letters; and 1 hope, whenever you have a mo-
ment, you will write and send me more." And so he

goes on advising her about her health, talking of old

bereavements, and touching once on bu.siness ; and

ends by sending her a salted goose to make a soup of.

In the same letter, among other matters, there is a

sketch of ho\v the conspirators lived when they were

all gathered together, waiting for their spring. The

younger ones kept house, and served at table ; they

had sometimes leave of absence for the theatre. All

were full of courage and even mirth ; they had all

nicknames ; and the old poet, among others, was

familiarly called " tlie doctor." Happy and simple

ways : mirth, innocent pleasures, and innocent free-

doms, prolonged up to the very margin of their

voluntary grave.

Both in matter and in illustrations the French

version is the more interesting ; unfortunately, it

is a translation of a translation, and is disfigured

by the fatuous error of translating proper names.

Messieurs Leblcu and Duval are not at all happily

introduced to English readers under the style of Mr.

The-Blue and Mr. Of-the-Vale; nor can a book Ik-

anything but arduous reading where the characters

masquerade with sucli titles as Fortune-Six, Rc-

fliEMIEE-COJIl'AQXON lELLINO TUE NEWS.
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foltt'-Precoco, or Lac-Wisteria. Even the translator ami behind and aronnd all these, the well-known

seems to have lost his head, for the Chevalier Petit- features of the scenery of Japan : the square sails

Bosquet loses his own name at an early page, and of vessels putting out to sea, the black pines, the

meets his death under the alias of Bosquet-Droit. mountain summits, the congregated roofs of towns.

UAIE-KOUOE GIVINli THli Pt^•^iO^^ OF HIS LiNCE.

Mr. Dickins's versioii of the other romance has a

more outlandish smack, more of the trick, colour, and

imagery of an alien language, society, and literature.

His original, besides, is more fiery—fuller of fight-

ing and brave words ; but it is at the same time

decidedly inferior ; and " Chiushingura " is perhaps

more curious than interesting. But it is interestino'

too : both are interesting—first for their intrinsic

merit, and secondly as a piece of foreign travel among
strange scenes, manners, and virtues. Both in the

text and the illustrations a hundred little touches

transport us into the houses, beside the busy shores,

and on the mountain passes of Japan :—messengers

shaken all day and night in flying litters ; the

hunter, caught by rain, begging a light for his match-

lock from the traveller who passes with a paper

lantern ; the rowdy coolies at the river ferry ; the

young man, on his way to die, hopefully saluting the

hill Fuji on the day of his majority ; the Samurai at

home, with the pipe, the kettle, the glasses, and the

two swords laid by upon the bamboo sword-rack;

For both volumes all the illustrations have

been designed and cut by natives, but in neither

do they represent the highest order of Japanese

work. The consummate generalisation, the singular

clarity and elegance of design, are not here so

conspicuous as in many of those enchanting pic-

ture-books that find their way to us from over

seas, and are a joy for ever. The effect is some-

times a little scattered, the details too much in-

sisted on. But the cuts in M. Quantin's book,

four of which we reproduce, are still of striking

excellence : vigorously drawn, and composed with that

happy knack peculiar to the nation ; in which every

incident of the subject and the very title of the

picture are put together like the elements of a

pattern ; and both in the use of the line and the

opposition of the flat black and the full white,

some of the charm of arabesque is added to the

significance of rejiresentative art. One of our

examples has been already described. The second,

which represents the elan mustering at the castle.
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li'lls its own stiiry witli (oo much spii-it tc

(|uiro a eoninientary. But the third and t'ourtl

SDinc even carried in litters ; ai'.d still uo IIaie-Rou<^e.

Poor Premier-Coin j)a<^noi), who is a loyal servant,

and holds his master's f^'lory for his own, bej^ins to

grow sick at heart ; when lo ! here comes the third

company, and, marching at the head, acknowledged

leader, Ilaie-Rouge in his battle-armour. The

servant falls on his knees in the snow ; the trans-

formed drunkard pauses, speaks to him, sends mes-

been seen at his l)rother's house, drunk as usual, the sages to his family, and gives the pennon of his lance

1 are

in a different case. One of the Ronins of Ako was a

<'crt:iin I laic-Rouge (I am now quoting the French

l»ii>k with its distracting nomenclature), a very

drunken dog, a disgrace to his family, and a sore

concern to his brother, the Chevalier Tourbiere, who

was a severe, respectable Samurai. Haie-Rouse has

day before, and has been refused admittance. Early

in the morning a great clamour in the city wakens

the Chevalier Tourbiere, who comes to his door, as in

our third picture, and learns from his eager servant,

Premier-Compagnon, that the deed has been done,

that the clan of Ako has wiped out their chieftain's

shame, and that they are now retreating from the

ruined mansion of their enemy amid the acclamations

of the mob. Instantly the question arises : Has poor

Ilaie-Rouge wiped out the errors of his life by a

share in this heroic deed, or has he been lying some-

by way of relic. And then, as his companions are

already some distance before him, he overtakes them

by running, and disappears for ever from men's eye-

sight. " Look at him ! look at him 1 " cries the

servant to his neighbours in the crowd. " Honourable

gentlemen, that is the Chevalier Haie-Rouge, the

brother of my honourable master. He oidy belongs

by adoption to the clan of Ako, and behold him to-

day among the avengers ! " And so he wanders on,

until his hero is long out of sight, and the bystanders

tell him he has gone "mad with joy;" thence he

ihere drunk while his companions trod the path of speeds home, where the drunkard's hat and half-

duty ? Premier-Compagnon is despatched to spy emptied saki-bottle are religiously laid aside in honour

out the fact ; he must not ask ; to ask, and to be of his memory. Happy drunkard, who has thus

answered in the negative, were an intolerable shame, realised the last and dearest of human illusions, and

Everywhere the mob is up, pushing for a glimpse of at one blow gloriously wiped out the stains and

the heroes,

and Premier-

Compagnon
has much ado,

tramping in

the snow, to

get a sight

of them. At
length he gets

into the front

rank of the

crowd, and

beholds them,

in three com-

panies, leav-

ing the man-

sion of the

Prince of Sen-

dai.wherethey

have been en-

tertained. The

first company

passes ; no

Haie - Rouge.

The second

company pas-

ses ; it is led

by Kuranosu-

ke,and almost

all the men
are wounded, KXTRANOSUKE ORDERIKO SUDAIXJ to CliATH.
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dishonours of a life ! The two pictures seem to me
both excellent : Premior-Compagnon quite a creation

in a rough way, and his grinning excitement in the

first scene admirably distinguished from his half-

hysterical glee in the second. I need not call the

attention of the reader to the composition of the

fourth plate, it speaks for itself sufficiently ; but I

hope he will not fail to observe the droll white dog

in number three.

From Mr. Dickius's translation we reproduce, by

the publishers' per-

mission, no com-

plete picture, but

two groups, the

fifth and sixth of

our illustrations.

They are much
worse designed

and executed than

those we have

already studied

,

but they have a

certain interest of

their own. In the

fifth, Kuranosuke,

after having long

deceived a trea-

cherous clansman,

Kudaiu, has at

last broken forth

on him with blows

and curses. "This

very night," he

has said, " the very

eve of our lord's

death - day— ah !

what evil things

have I been forced

to say about him
with my lips ; but

at least in my heart the vengbauoe.

I heaped reverence

uj)on reverence for his memory—this very night was

it thou chosest to offer me flesh. I said nor yea nor

nay, as I took it ; but, oh ! with what shame, with

what anguish did I, whose family for three genera-

tions have served the house of Hanguwan, find myself

forced to let food j^ass my lips on the eve of my lord's

death-day ! I was beside myself with rage and grief,

every limb in my body trembled, and my forty-four

bones quaked as though they would shiver in pieces."

And then, having unpacked his heart with words, he

orders the traitor out to die. The cut does not agree

in details with the text; it has little merit, and that

little seems to have evaporated from our reproduction

;

but even there an effort after the heroic may be

observed in Kurnnnsuke's attitude as he stands, lean-

ing on his sword, above the rest. In our sixth picture

the final onslaught is shown with a certain grim in-

tensity which can scarcely be paralleled in either of

the volumes under study. Justice is rarely done either

to passion or action. The assault, in the French

book, is a piece of jumbled folly, and the conflict

with the coolies almost undistinguishable. As for

the midnight murder, in the English book, it is

melodramatic if you please, but sadly laughable.

That violent

action should be

thus inefficiently

treated is, of

course,exceptional

in the vigorous

and fantastic art

of Japan ; but

that emotion, so

much dwelt upon

by the writer,

should l)e thus

slurred Ijy the

draughtsman,
seems not only a

characteristic, but

probably a com-

mendable feature.

The eye of the

Japanese is as

quick to single out,

as his hand is dex-

terous to repro-

duce, the truly

pictorial features

of a landscape or

an incident. But

with these fea-

tures he appears

to rest content.

The mass of in-

cidental informa-

tion which goes to the making of a modern Euro-

pean landscape—the difference of planes, the intri-

cacy of outline, the patient effort after a combina-

tion of local and general colour—contrasts strikingly

indeed with the few, learned touches by which a

Japanese will represent a mountain or a city. The

Oriental addresses himself singly to the eye, seek-

ing at the same time the maximum of effect and the

minimum of detail. It may be an open question

whether we should attribute the purely pictorial and

unemotional character of the bulk of these illustra-

tions to the same artistic singleness of purpose or to a

mere defect of skill. Whatever is the cause, I should

say the lesson to be learnt is the same, and it is
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uiie which the art o£ Japan is particularly fitted to

enforce. Pictorial art in the west is still following'

false gods, literary gods ; it strains after passion,

which is heyond its purpose and beyond its capa-

city to communicate ; it too often addresses itself to

other faculties besides the eye, or, if to the eye, then

without simplicity of means ; and, in common with

all our arts, it labours under the desire of the artist

to represent, before all things, his own ability and

knowledge. Robkut Louis Stevenson.

SCULPTUEE IN PICTLAND.

THE early sculptured stones which exist in large

numbers in various parts of these islands

deserve much more general attention than they

have ever received. They possess an interest of a

high order for the archiEologist and the historical

antiquarian, affording illustrations and comparisons

and suggestions of great importance, and raising

questions by no means easy of solution. The de-

coration is often so beautiful that the artistic sense

is charmed no less than the antiquarian. The re-

semblances in ornamentation oblige the observer to

wonder whether races develop like ornaments at like

stages of existence, though separated by half a world

and by ages of years. The geographical distribution

is one among many points of interest. No Scottish

stone north of the Tay and Clyde can long be mis-

taken for a Northumbrian. A cultivated sense will

tell whether an English stone belongs to Mercia

—

that is, the Midlands—or not, and will generally be

able to distinguish a Yorkshire stone from a Berni-

cian. No stone of any of these families can be mis-

taken for an Irish or Welsh or Manx stone. But

—

and the fact is most startling—it would not be easy

to tell, of whole groups of decoration, whether they

belong to the Pictish monuments or to the golden

plates discovered by Schliemann at Mycenae.

The sculptured stones of the east of Scotland

north of the Tay are a class to themselves, and

differ from any stones found in any other part of the

world. !Mauy of them are easily visited from Perth.

As a stranger walks down the village street of

Meigle, and past the kirkyard, his steps are arrested

by a very remarkable sight. Standing boldly up

on the high ground of the kirkyard is a great

flat stone 8 feet high and nearly 4 feet broad

(Fig. 1), covered with figures in relief. The main

feature of this side of the stone is a blurred human

figure in a tunic, the pleats of which are still clearly

marked, apparently torn at by four lions, whose

outlines are singularly bold and free. At the top

are five figures on horseback, two of the horses

in the attitude of trotting being represented with

extraordinary vividness. With these are hounds

of the greyhound type; and at the foot is a con-

test between a monster and an animal, in which

an armed man is about to intervene. There is a

Centaur bearing branches, which—with stones,, and

other unwrought weapons—were assigned in classic

art to his race, to distinguish them from human
beings. The branches here are unusually realistic

;

and it may be remarked that on a stone at Glammis

a female Centaur carries weapons very like human
hatchets. On the reverse of the stone (Fig. 2) is

a beautiful " wheel " cross, the only one known
of this shape, studded with bosses which recall the

description of the " wondrous tree " in Csedmon's

" Dream of the Cross." On the broad shaft of the

cross are intertwining animals of the lacertine and

cameleopard types, telling almost certainly of a

connection with the early Celtic art of Hibernia.

On either side the shaft are nondescripts. Tenons

project from the sides of the stone—an arrangement

not found elsewhere. I shall add in this place that

the J\leigle and other monuments are admirably

pictured in Dr. Stuart's " Sculjjtured Stones of

Scotland "—published for the Spalding Club—from

which our illustrations have been adapted.

From earlj' times this stone has been called

VAXNOEA 9 STONE AT SIEItiLK.

Vannora's stone, from the tradition that after

Arthur's death Guinevere was imprisoned at Meigle,

and eventually torn in pieces by wild beasts.
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Arthur's cousin Modred succeeded to the kingdom by some one who knew what a female fish of

of the Picts, and Meigle was no doubt the royal that size in good condition looked like, but who
residence of one division of Pietland. The centre in his desire to show the pectoral fin in outline

has brought it too low down. There is also—and

this is not found elsewhere in a similar position and

alone—a complete triquetra, or triangular knot,

differing from the ordinary type in having the

angles rounded.

The very beautiful stone shown in Figs, o and

4 was dug out of the foundations of an old kiln

which stood near Meigle kirk. It is 5 feet liigii

and nearly 3 broad. The cross is remarkably grace-

ful, and the ornamentation of the central circle

—

which the engraver has given uj) in despair—is very

well designed and executed. The interlacing work
on the arms and head (see also Fig. 13) is the one

feature which is common to the sculptured stones

of all the families we have mentioned, but no

trace of it is found at Mycenae. It is well known
to students of Irish and Anglo-Saxon manuscripts.

E FOUNT) NEAE JIKIGI.E KIRK.

of gravity of Arthur's struggles should be placed

much further north than antiquaries in the south-west

are inclined to allow ; the Welsh bards even gave

him a castle at Dumbarton. Taliesin was the court

poet of Reged, and lived in Cumberland and Annan-
dale. Thus the connection between Guinevere and

Meigle is not so absurd as at first sight it seems,

and British bards are not so poor an authority for

matters in " Scotland " as the designation " Welsh "

might imply. If we reject the local tradition that

this is Guinevere being " riven to dethe for nae gude

that she did," we must take our choice between Artemis

with her lions (the usual two being reduplicated), and

Daniel in the lions' den. Mr. Anderson, in his

charming "Rhind Lectures in Archaeology for 18S0,"

chooses the latter, showing similar representations in

the catacombs (two lions), at Amiens
(four), and at Lincoln (five). The

classical Centaur rather points to

Artemis ; and it may at least be

suggested that the early Daniels are

adaj)ted Dians.

On the other side of the kirk-

yard path is another beautiful stone,

which we do not figure. It is about

5 feet by 3, and bears on one side

a very good example of the Celtic

cross, like that which we shall see

at Aberlemno. On the reverse it

has several men on horseback, a

mirror and comb, a huge eel or

serpent on a Z-shaped rod, a camel admirably sculp-

tured in the act of kneeling, and several other devices.

Among them is a salmon ^SJ inches long, designed

STONE AT ABEKLEMNO.

FKOM A STONE AT
LLAXDEVAELOG -

FACH, BRECON.

To follow the endless intertwinings is puzzling

enough even when a pointer is used ; to do so with

the unaided eye is impossible. The patience and

skill shown in a single jjage of the " Book of Kells "

or the " Lindisfarne Gospels " are simply beyond con-

ception ; and it is almost as diflicult to conceive

how the stone-cutter can have wrought in bold relief

all his elaborate patterns, with the never failing

alternation of under and over. Any one interested

in the matter may follow the interlacing through

many hundreds of crossings and never find the

alternation fail. Towards the bottom of Fig. 3

the interlacing band is a triple one, and this was

much easier to cut, as a broad interlacing belt was

first produced, and then two grooves along each

section divided it into three ribands. We are

indebted for a knowledge of this to the blunder of
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;iii (Mi'ly CVltic L-mss-i-uttiT :it lJ;inili'Vacli>.i;-r;icli, c'lniic I'riini Scythi;i Iiy the scmtli ul' the Ciispian,

near lirocon. The early workmen in A\'ales diil very they may have had an earlier tratlitiun still i>\' (lie

rou<>-li work as eompared with the yreat Pietish sliapeless elephant—so early that the limuv lia 1

masters. This partieular workman was euttinii' a ahx'ady in their time Ijccome pnrely a syndjol.

THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE CELTIC OKOSS.

fifjure of eight with a circle round the intersection,

and having cut oft' the broad band ju'ematurely near

the point where it ought to have turned to pass

under the circle, he left the band undivided—

a

unique piece of naturalness (Fig. 5).

The large figure on horseback on the reverse of

the stone—somewhat spoiled in effect by the saddle-

cloth — is a valuable example of the dress and

weapons of the early period to which certain symbols

assign this stone. These symbols are the "elephant"

and the " crescent." With many varieties of detail

a strange figure like this so-called elephant recurs

constantly on the Pietish stones, the features of a

trunk, shapeless fore-feet, and long tusk-like jaws

being always present : excej)ting the last of these

features in Fig. ^O. The Picts got their name, not

from staining their whole bodies with colour, but

from being tattooed with various

forms. The Pietish chronicle

opens with the statement that

they derive their name from the

pictures on their bodies, pro-

duced by inks rubbed into jjunc-

tures made with iron needles.

Nothing is more likely than

that some vague tradition of

Cajsar's elcjihants survived among
tliem, kept alive by many gene-

rations of rude tattooing, and

that this and other symbols are

nothing but tattoo marks trans-

ferred to memorial stones. Or,

since the Picts are said to have STON'E AT ST. VIGKAX S (^FACE AND EDGES)

At Meigle there are sculptured stones enough to

form a museum of considerable size ; and the old

school-room has been fitted up to receive the col-

lection. Three or four miles from ISIeigle is Eassie

station, close to which is a very fine stone with

a beautifully designed cross occupying its whole

length, of a character resembling that at Aber-

lemno (Fig. 6), and with men on foot in tunics and

long capes (Fig. 14), a tall man in a short cape (Fig.

15), a stag, some well-drawn cattle, winged human

figures, and two of the best known " symbols." The

next station is Glammis, and here are two famous

stones. A mile further along the railway is another,

St. Orland's Stone at Cossens, scarcely ei^ualled any-

where in the beauty of the interlaced knot-work which

covers the shaft of the cross, and quite unique among
stones of this early date in bearing the representation

of a boat, with a high prow and

stern, and with five persons in

it. We are on the edge of a

district which was in early times

a great sheet of water, represented

now by the loch of Ft)rfar, and

it is natural to suppose that St.

Orland's Stone was the memorial

of some boating catastrophe. In

panels above the boat are four

men on horseback, engaged in

hunting, two with saddle-cloths

and two without; and imagina-

tion suggests that this hunting

party, consisting of two chief-

tains and two attendants, took
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to the boat and were drowned with the ferryman.

The ground close to the stone has been carefully-

dug, with the result that about 15 inches below the

surface five stone cists have been found, each con-

taining human bones in the last stage of decay.

No doubt many of

these stones were

sepulchral, and, as

they usually bear

some signs of sylvan

sport, it is interest-

ing that a stag-hunt

should be the one

thing we can clearly

make out on a tomb-

stone at Mycense.

Our next stage is

Aberlemno. Here,

in the time of Gor-

don's Iter Septenirionale, there were four or five

obelisks. Figs. 6 and 7 show the smaller of the

two grand stones still standing ; it is 7 feet 6 inches

high, the other 9 feet. The great cross on the stone

is of the form called Celtic. The designers of the

Pictish stones exercised their ingenuity in inventing

endless adaptations of one main idea. There seems

to be a probability that the " Celtic " cross was

developed from the Greek or Maltese cross in a

circle, by the addition of the Latin arms and head

and shaft. This development is shown in Fig. 8.

How much of the early ecclesiastical history of these

islands may lurk under this growth of the Latin

on the Greek it would here be out of place to sug-

gest j but it is diflScult to look upon the long series

of such crosses without thinking of Gregory and

Augustine adapting the liturgy they found in

Britain by inserting portions of the Latin use. At
first sight the beauty of this cross is somewhat

marred by the shape of the " wheel," which is far

from being a perfect circle. But on investigation

STONE AT SOBSIE PBIOBT.

it is seen that the wheel is formed of portions of

four circles. Fig. 9 shows the development of this

cross. Fig. 10 shows how beautiful a cross would

be developed fi-om five equal circles within a sixtli

—a device found on a stone at Llandyssilio, in Pem-
brokeshire ; at Meigle there is a cross of these pro-

portions. It may be noted that groups of circles

like these represent the paten, with the wafer of the

celebrant and those of the people.

The scene below the " symbols " on the reverse

of the stone (Fig. 7) is vividly presented. A
chieftain (see the saddle-cloth), closely pursued by

the enemy, flings away his shield. In the next

line another of the enemy (see the short tail) is

confronted by men on foot—one of them with a

remarkable hat—sheltering a disarmed man. The

attack of the bird records some fact lost to tradition.

The horses here and at Meigle are all of one type,

and are remarkably well executed ; the breed shows

characteristics which would have done credit to any

age. It may well be asked

where the Picts got horses

of such high breeding and

courage, and how their

artists learned to sculpture

them Avith such skill in

attitudes unlike any exam-

ples they could have seen

of Greek or Roman art.

The sculptors represented

the fetlock as few draughts-

men can. Evidently their

horses were numerous ; and it is an interesting fact

that many hundredweight of horseshoes were dug

up last century in Lancashire, on the probable site of

one of Arthur's battles with the Picts. The sharp

hock and the high action of the hind-leg point in the

direction of the Arab, while the peculiarly lofty action

of the fore-feet may recall the methods by which the

Parthians trained their horses to step high. When
Scottish history emerges from obscurity in the early

Middle Ages, we find horse-breeding still carefully

attended to ; the last monarch of the old line had

several establishments for this purpose.

St. Vigeans (originally St. Fechiu's) is a j^arish

close to Arbroath ; before the foundation of the

great abbey by William the Lion, it was the more

important place of the two. Its fine red sandstone

church stands on a curious conical mound washed by

the winding Brothock, the Romanesque tower with

saddle-back roof standing out well from the trees.

On this mound is a collection of early sculptured

stones second only to that at Meigle. The church

stands on the site of previous edifices, and some stones

of the collection were found in taking down a wall

which was an old wall in 1242. In like manner

FEOM THE STONE AT
BOSSIE.
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many of tlie most intcrestiii''- of tbo Eu<rlish stones

liave been iireserved to us through the trying

process of being smashed up by early Norman

builders and used for filling in walls and founda-

tions. Figs. 11, 12, and 13 show one face and the

edges of the chief glory of the collection, entirely

unique in bearing an inscription supposed to be

Pictish. No other stone in Pictland has an inscrip-

tion, while the Argyllshire crosses of the lona type,

and the stones iu Wales and Ireland, abound in

them. There is no inscription at Myeente. The

words here are supposed to be droden ipe tioret elt

forcus, and this is supposed to mean Drosten, son of

Voret, of the race of Fergus. Inasmuch as Columba

required an interpreter in Pictland, and we have

probably no other scrap of Pictish, it is not sur-

prising that we cannot go beyond supposition.

These names are all of them connected with the

Pictish royal race ; and one of the many Drosts or

Drostans, whose father- is not named, though in

another list the father of the then Pictish king

is called ^'oret, was slain in this neighbourhood in

the year 729. It is presumably a portion of his

memorial that is now before us. The remaining

portion has been found, and when it is pieced on

to the top the whole is about 6 feet high.

The scroll on the edge of this stone, like the

inscription, is quite unique in Pictland, while it

occurs with all manner of beautiful variations in

the north of England at a date quite as early as

that named. It is evidently connected with classical

art. The bear is very true to nature, and is very

unusual. The sea-eagle and the fish do not occur

elsewhere ; they remind us of an episode in

St. Cuthbert's life. The unconcerned manner of

the boar and of the huntsman may indicate that

the latter is meant to be in ambush ; or perhaps his

riding-hood may show that

he has been unhorsed and

so brought to close quar-

ters. The use of the cross-

bow is very interesting;

so is the hooded cape, of

which we shall see three

good examples shortly.

The mirror and comb are

not unfrequently found on

these stones; it was pre-

cisely this present that

Pope Gregory sent to the

queen of Edwin on the

conversion of Northumbria

in 627—the museum at

Whitby claims to possess

the very comb. The
" spectacle " ornament is

seldom more clear than liere, but it usually has a

broader band to connect the two circles. In all

probability it represents the golden buttons or clasps

with which the royal mantle was fastened at the

neck, the " broken sceptre " being a bar which

kept the clasp from flying open, an arrangement

shown more clearly in eases where the connecting

Viand is broader. How necessary some strong fas-

tening was may be seen from the shape of the

long mantle and short cape in Figs. 14 and 1.5,

taken from the stone at Eassie. Some of the exam-

ples of the " spectacle " ornament might be pairs

of gold buttons from Mycena;. The "crescent"

probably represents a personal ornament which had

become symbolic. It rarely appears, as here, without

an L-shaped bar • (see Fig. 4) . It is tempting to

surmise that it represents a diadem which stood

upright on the head, held in that position by two

highly ornamented pins ; some such arrangement

as this would account for the supposed "glory"

round the upper part of the head of figures which

can scarcely be meant for saints—as at Leeds.

Without the bar, and with the spiral ornament

shown in Fig. 11, Dr. Schliemann himself might

be taken in by it.

Hurrying on from Arbroath, we find a harvest

of stones in the Carse of Gowrie. Figs. 16 and 17

take us to the memorial chapel in the grounds of

Rossie Priory, near the old castle of Moncur. There

was a dreadful slaughter in this neighbourhood in the

year 729, according to the annals of Ulster, and

it is conceivable that this stone is a sign of the

slaughter. It is unique in having a beautiful cross

on both sides. The figures at the top of Fig. 17

are worthy of remark. Those on the sinister side

resemble the figures which are called Pride and

Avarice when they are found on each side of a

man, in which case the

cock as well as the fox

has a human body. At

Wirksworth, in Derbyshire,

on a most remarkable stone

^—^r^ ,.«_•. of Roman character, and

t ^ f
I II at Kirriemuir, they appear

rS —-^.rt^ '<) li one on each side of the

Cross of Calvary. The

figure with the human
body has hewn off a wolf's

head, while the cock or

peacock seems to be peck-

ing at the axe. It is an

evidence of the care and

meaning with which the

sculptors wrought, that

this head and neck exactly

bTOM:. AT ST MADOEs fit ou to the aulmal on
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tlio (loxtor side wlioii its human head and ncek are

removed, and when so fitted produce the very re-

spectable creature shown in ¥\g. IS; it wouhl not

be difticult to write an allegory on these materials.

The rectantyilnr fret in the central circle of Fig. 16

and on the arm in Fig. 17

is beautifully executed. The

elephant and the crescent will

be scon in Fig. IG. It is im-

possible to avoid suggesting

that in the figures at the top

of this stone we have a very

early sculptured edition of

"popular tales" from the

Teutonic and Norse. There are

evidently transformations, and

the reference to the werewolf

is unmistakable. The thief

on the dexter side of Fig. IC,

carrying off two swans, refers

us to the belief that any one

who secured a " swan-form "

had power over the damsel who had been accustomed

to take that form. Perhaps the semi-winged figure on

the sinister side is a half-transformed swan-maiden.

It is noticeable that the intertwined animals at the

sinister base of Fig. 17 have the heads of men.

Five minutes' walk from the Glencarse Station is

the very fine stone shown in Figs. 19 and 20, about

6 feet high and 3 feet broad. It stands in the

kirkyard of St. Madoes, and was found many years

ago when the kirk was moved from a site nearer

Pitfour. The panels containing the three men on

horseback are too low for their length, especially

the bottom one ; and a squeezed appearance is the

result. The cross, too, is

sculptured somewhat awry.

But the details are wonder-

fully good, and there is

something very weird in the

sight of these three Pictish

chieftains in hooded capes,

riding grimly on as they

have done for many a hun-

dred years. We may take it

that they are portraits, from

the difference in the horses'

tails. If we are prepared

to accept so late a date as

980 for this stone, the

locality fixes its meaning

very clearly. Kenneth III.

came down, as we know, from

the battle of Lnncarty to

pj, „,,
reward the peasant Hay and

CROSS NEAR lUpruN. his two sons for having

held a defile against the Danes. He halted at

the plain, probably at the " Stannin' Stanes of

Semmidoes," now enclosed in the park of Pitfour.

At the Falcon Stone, named in the earliest charters,

and still i/i sifn though much sunk, he flung up his

hawk ; it marked out by its flight the rich estate

of Errol, and returned to the stone. The Hays were

there and then put in possession and ennobled. This

sculptured stone, found within bowshot of the Stan-

nin' Stanes with their cup-marking, and in sight of

the Falcon Stone, represents the heroes mounted on

war-horses in the garb of nobles, and bears the old

Pictish symbols of nobility, which here—at this late

date and after fusion with the Scots—depart further

from the type than in any other case. If this theory

be correct, the present owner of Pitfour might well

erect a pent-house, to jireserve the fast disappearing

portraits of two at least of his maternal ancestors.

Fig. 21 shows a type of cross which is found in

the small district held l)y the Niduari Picts, in the

south-west corner of " Scotland." It will be seen

that nothing could well be more unlike the Pictish

cross slabs. The same type is found in Wales, and

in the island of Bute, and we may take it that

though it is found in Galloway it has nothing to do

with the colony of Picts

once settled there. Fig.

22 represents a remark-

able cross, nearly 9 feet

high, unique in Pict-

hind. It stands near

l)up2>lin, in the imme-

diate neighbourhood of

Forteviot, a principal

residence of the Pictish

kings. A mere glance

shows how much the

form of this cross, with

its curiously elongated

head, has in common
with the noble example

from lona in Fig. 23,

though it has no

" wheel," and how un-

like it is to the crosses

hitherto described. The

"wheel" is usually sup-

posed to be a charac-

teristic pf lona crosses

;

but as a matter of fact

this magnificent cross of

St. Martin and a smaller

cross at Kildaltou in Is-

lay are the only Scottish ^ "
"'^

crosses with the disen- r.

ffasred circle connecting st. ji.vrtinS cros^, io\a.
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the arms. Almost all the crosses ou the central west

coast of Scotland are cruciform stones, while this of

Dujjplin is the only cruciform stone in Pictland, ex-

cepting an evident foreigner near Panmure which

is an exception to all rules. The horse, too, on the

Dupplin cross, and the soldiers, are very different from

the horses and men we have seen so far. . This cross

presents, then, an interesting problem : why should

there be near Forteviot something so entirely unlike

all other crosses in Pictland, and so like some of

the crosses in lona and the adjacent district of the

mainland V That part of the mainland was occu-

pied by the Dalriad Scots, and in the year 850 the

royal line of that kingdom and the royal line of

the Picts became united in the person of Kenneth

MacAlpin, King of Dalriada, whom all the chronicles

call a Scot, not a Pict. He died, according to the

Irish annals, in 858, and the Pictish chronicle places

his death at Fothuirtabaicht, that is, Forteviot,

which soon after ceased to be the royal residence.

Thus we may have here a memorial of the first

Scottish King of Pictland. G. F. Browne.

"SHEEK HULKS."

(From the Picture by Elchanon Vorveee.)

SEAFARING men are always picturesque. They

are human, and they have the vices of humanity;

but their semblance is never commonplace—^tliey

bear their mortalitj^ gallantly and with a braver

air than their brethren ashore. They may be the

greatest ruffians unhanged; but their appearance is

more or less in their favour, and the ideas they

awaken are more or less stirring and suggestive.

Execution Dock has a better sound thau Newgate;

and the abstract Pirate will always be a more ro-

mantic entity than the bold Burglar or the gay and

gentlemanly Highwayman. He is infinitely more

atrocious than either, it is true ; for his business is to

scuttle ships, and cut throats, and make his captives

walk the plank. But he is inseparably associated

with ships and the sea ; he has a dash of El Dorado

and the Spanish Main ; he pursues his calling in a

glory of gunpowder and rum ; and at last he is either

sunk with all hands or hanged at the harbour mouth,

so that his desperate sjjirit haunts the ocean in death

as in life, and he is a seaman even on the gallows-tree.

What is true of jjirates and piracy is doubly true

of honest shipnien and straightforward seafaring.

There is nothing in art so beautiful and mysterious

as a ship ; there is nothing in nature so solemn and

tremendous as the sea ; and to have to do with them
is to be touched with the heroic quality of both.

Adventure is the sailor's trade ; his ways are uncertain

and full of peril. His life in his hand, he goes out

into the deep :—to stand the innumerable hazards of

wind and wave, the chances of wreck, the danger of

fire, the disastrous issues of hurricane and storm.

To us ashore he is both curious and enviable ; for he

is as it were a dim, inarticulate message from the

unknown. He has been to foreign parts, and their

mystery and remoteness are faintly imaged in him.

We can imagine as we look how Hanno and his

mariners appeared to Carthage when they returned

from their voyage to southward ; and how Columbus,

when his caravel put in again at Palos with the

secret of the western seas. For, little as is left him

to do, he has a part in their inheritance, and is

adventurous and daring still.

When he is old—as in Herr Vorveer's picture

—

he is, they say, a bit of a bore, being addicted to

rum and long stories, and to the discussion of storms

and wrecks beyond the memory of man. But a

savour of blue water clings about him always. He
has dealt with the sea and ships ; and he retains a

somethinjr generous and romantic until the end.

A NEW PKOCESS.

MR. BICKNELL is an American landscape-painter

and etcher. One day, when taking an im-

pression of an etching, he observed that after wiping

his plate one part of it retained more ink than he

desired. Moreover, the superfluous ink did not

readily come off. This circumstance suggested a

little experiment. Adding more ink to the surface.

he rubbed it into a moonlight scene quite unlike

the picture etched on the plate ; and having taken

an impression, he found that the ink thus laid on

gave tones quite distinct from those of the etched

lines. To all appearances here was a discovery ; and

Mr. Bicknell, one may suppose, reasoned with himself

somewhat in this wise:—"If I can get effects so
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charminp; in tone ;uk1 quality hy :i mere aecident,

cannot 1 intentionally produce a picture wliich shall

contain at least as good if not better ? " Accord-

ingly ho set to work, and in about two years had

reduced his idea into a system.

His plan of action, so far as I have been able to

gather, seems to be this :—He paints his picture, not

on a canvas or board, but on a zinc plate, with pre-

pared ink or oil-colour—generally sepia. The richer

and deeper the tone required, the greater the quantity

of ink or colour laid on; high lights are left blank

or wiped clean with a piece of rag ; sharp contrasts

of light and shade are obtained by removing the colour

with a point ; broad masses of tone, as in skies, are

laid in with a few swift sweeps of a large brush
;

delicate distances, quiet mists, atmospheres of storm

and sundown are wrought with thin colour applied

with thumb or finger and the ever-useful rag. The

picture being finished, the zinc plate is placed in an

ordinary press, and an impression taken on the finest

India paper, only a slight pressure being necessary.

The painting is thus transferred to the paper, and

the plate is left clean for another subject.

Several writers have described the new process as

an " imitation of etching." Now this is a complete

error. The two methods have nothing in common
save the colour of the ink and the quality of sugges-

tiveness. The primary characteristic of an etching

is that its effects are produced by lines drawn with a

sharp point; j\Ir. Bicknell's effects are produced by

brushes, by pieces of rag, or by the fingers—all which

are blunt. The only lines to be seen in his work are

those inseparable from the use of a thinly charged

hog-hair tool working on the unyielding surface of a

zinc plate ; and though, as already noted, a point is

sometimes used, its effect is not, as in etching, to

produce black lines, but white ones. In fact, the two

methods are entirely different. And as wath mani-

pulation so with effects. Mr. Bicknell's pictures

have qualities which are entirely distinct and novel.

With a peculiar individuality his method combines

the best characteristics of several: the spontaneous

suggestivencss of etching, the breadth and delicacy

of water-colour, the strength of oils, the mystery

and softness of mezzotint, and the power of black and

white proper to wood-engraving. And in these respects

the old processes can be said only to approach the new

one. Certain of its tones, though apparently produced

with great simplicity and ease, convey an atmospheric

delicacy more beautiful, and perhaps more faithful,

than can be obtained in washed or stippled water-

colour; it has great breadth, and—since alteration

and correction can be effected swiftly—great freedom;

it permits of vigour of handling and distinction of

effect; and its darks, though in some sort to be

matched in mezzotint, are remarkably rich and deep.

Of the possibilities of the medium I shall say

little. Mr. Bicknell has only used it for landscape

;

but there is no reason why it should not be used for

the figure also. Again, it appears useful as a medium

of design for wood-engraving, and for this reason :

verj' few modern wood-engravers can invent an intel-

ligent system of lines for themselves. The traditions

of Bewick and Linton seem in a fair way of being

lost in the imitation of American styles, which are

death to wood-engraving as a fine art. In this case

the use of a hog's-hair tool produces a series of lines

or suggestions of lines whose usefulness is consider-

able. Every hair, so to speak, makes a distinct

mark ; so that if the brush is handled with intention

and decision the engraver, when the picture is pho-

tographed on to the block, will have most of his lines

already planned. Anothm- consideration is that Mr.

Bicknell's method embodies the essential character-

istic of tint engraving—the power of placing white

on black. These considerations should, I think, com-

mend themselves to artists and engravers on wood

;

and as the method is, or might be made, a rapid

one, it seems particularly suitable for the illustrated

journals. Haery V. Barnett.

"MAIDEN DEEAMS."

LOOK at you in the passionless pride,

The stainless trust of your maiden years.

And I wonder how much the dog at your side

Knows of your delicate hopes and fears.

As wise as he is he scarce can guess

All that I'd give to take his place.

To hear you those pretty thoughts confess,

To sit at your side and look in your face.

My little lady, this thing is sure

That, till upwards flow the sacred streams.

No folly of mine your heart shall lure.

No word of mine shall disturb your dreams.

Walter Heeries Pollock.
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GIOVANNI COSTA, PATRIOT AND PAINTEE.

'xliil)ition of Pro-

fessor Costa's works at

the Fine Art Society's

rooms was in some re-

pects the most memorable

event of the season. Before,

the Roman painter had been

comjjaratively nnknowu in Eng-

land. His private friends were many,

and among his admirers were artists so

trious as the President of the Academy
whose masterly portrait we reproduce —

and amateurs so accomplished as Mr. George

Howard. There were others too who, without

having the privilege of his acquaintance, had

long watched his progress with attentive sympathy

;

who year after year scanned the walls of Burlington

House and the Grosvenor Gallery in the hope of

discovering one of those views of blue mountains, or

reedy banks and olive-grown shores, which had for

them so rare and indefinable a charm. But to most

of us the exhibition was the revelation of a new power

in contemporary art. While collectors and dealers were

thronging to the Hamilton Sales, and vying with

each other in offering fabulous prices for dubious Old

Masters and buhl tables and cabinets less precious for

their ornamentation than as the property of illustrious

personages dead and gone, many turned with relief

from the crowded rooms at Christie's to the quiet

gallery where they could study at leisure so many

examples of a thoughtful and original painter, or,

forgetting to Ije critical, dream themselves back into

the pleasant South once more.

There is much in Professor Costa's art which is of

the deepest interest to the student of landscape. It

has the rare quality of distinction, without a trace of

formalism or artificiality. It reveals profound learn-

ing, and an exquisite obedience to the leading prin-

cijoles of comjwsition. It is always marked by the

truest refinement, and often by a touch of irresistible

poetry. Then it is utterly unlike the art of bis

compatriots and contemporaries. The great majority

of the modern Italians seldom paint landscape unless

as a background for the actors in some romantic or

mythological scene. They revel in theatrical effects,

in sensational colouring, and violent contrasts ; or

they seek to attain popularity by mimicking the

cheapest mannerisms of the worst French school.

Professor Costa, on the contrary, loves Nature for

her own sake, and studies her every aspect with

unwearying affection. He refrains from all that is

startling and discordant, and while he knows how to

blend the brightest hues in a perfect harmony, he

habitually inclines to the use of subdued tints and a

sober richness of colour. Again, his work bears but

little relation to the art of the later Renaissance, and

still less to the classical landscapes of the succeeding

age. He has not gone for inspiration to Claude or

Poussin, but has sought it in the beautiful world

about him. In the restraint and tranquillity of his

ON THE SEAbHOEt NEAR EOME . A SIKOCCO DATi.

{from the I'Murc hu Giocanai Costa. By rciiiiission of the Itcv. Stoji/unl Brooke.)
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art, in flic f\\i>\,\- i,[ his suljjecls, and the styli! iif Tliu fancy is in curious contrast with the facts,

his colonrinn-, he reminds one of tlie old Florentines Few living painters have lived a more stirring life than
and ITnihrians. Often, as you look at his jjictures, the man whose creations breathe this air of serene
you think of Perugino's backgrounds, sometimes of repose; none assuredly has spent so much of time
painters earlier yet; and now and then you feel the and thought anil energy upon politics and the game
same before his portrait studies. .Vnd witli him, as of war. For Oicjvanni Costa has both fought and

(From the Portrait by Sir Frederick Lebjhton, P.R.A.)

with the.se old painters, there is no trace of hurry or

unrest. Oline llast, 0/iiie Rant has been his device.

His achievement bears many signs of diligence and
thoughtful ness, but not one of weariness or impa-
tience. So irresistible is this impression that many
of the visitors to his exhibition were heard to exclaim
that surely all this must be the work of a fortunate

man—of an artist whose career had been tranquil

and favoured beyond the common.

suffered in his country's cause, and much of his work
was produced in the stress of that long and desperate

stmggle which brought about the independence of

Italy. He was born at Rome in 1S2G. The Italy

of his youth and early manhood was the Italy of

Carbonarism and the Austrian Domination. It was
quick with conspiracy and discontent ; it was a hot-

bed of patriotic excitement and resolve; it bred con-

.'ipirators and jwlitical fanatics as naturally and thickly
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;is, tliree centuries before, it had bred painters and

humanists and sculptors. Costa was one of its chil-

dren ; and he was not two-and-twenty ere he had

drawn the sword for himself and his fellows. He
has himself recorded the honourable part he took

in the great and moving political events of his

earlier years. His record is addressed to the readers

of this magazine ; and I shall quote it in its integrity,

as it deserves.

" During my whole political life," he says,

" without thought of party spirit, I have supported

whichever side appeared at the moment to be

working most honourably for the freedom and

welfare of my country. I have placed myself and

my fortune, therefore, at the service of one party

after another, seeking neither honour nor place

in return, and receiving none. In 1848 I fought

under the Papal flag against the Austrians ; and in

1849 I went out with the Republicans against the

Pope. Thenceforward, until 1853, I remained a

follower of ^lazzini. In that year the Liberals met

in my studio to organise their union with the Pied-

montese, and I joined the Piedmontese regiment of

lancers known as the Aosta Cavalleggieri. In 1859

I returned to Rome to suppress the committee of the

National party, which was compromising the Italian

Government abroad, and to awaken a revolutionary

spirit in the people against the Papal Government.

I became a member of the Revolutionary centre

which I had organised, and was a leader of the

popular movement which, after much heroism, was

cheeked at Mentana, where I served on Garibaldi's

staff. From that time until 1870 I took no public

part in politics, but from my retreat at Florence I

endeavoui'ed to organise a party in Rome who, when
the time came, would open the gates to the Italian

troops. Our attempt was frustrated by the Govern-

ment, and nothing was left me but the honour of

entering the city in the foremost ranks of the Italian

army. On that occasion I fought my way through

the streets of Rome at their head, and was the first

to enter the Capitol."

"With 1870 Professor Costa's political career was

ended, but his exertions for the good of Italy were

active as ever. He laboured strenuously to relieve

the sufferings caused by the inundation of the Tiber

in the following autumn, and, as a member of the

municipal council, has always been foremost in every

charitable work. That he has deserved well of his

country, there can be no manner of doubt ; and if

he has not reaped the rewards due to his courage

and devotion, it is because his patriotism has been

of a more disinterested nature than that of most

people—Italian or other.

"The fact that I worked with all parties in

turn," he continues, " has left me the goodwill of

none. I am now living in retirement and repose, and

am free to devote myself to the study of art, which,

besides supplying me with the means of existence,

has brought me good friends and a contented mind."

Turning to that aspect of his life which calls for our

more special attention, Signor Costa proceeds to give

a short account of his artistic development, and of

the steps by which he has mastered his admirable

method. " I loved art from my childhood," he

writes, " but my wish to become an artist was

oj^posed by my parents. I learnt Latin, and I was

educated by priests, fii-st of all at jMontefiascone, and

afterwards at the Collegio Bandinelli. It was not

until 1852 that I was able to devote myself to art.

Then I began to study landscape-painting from

nature, in order to free myself from the cramp-

ing traditions of the schools. At this time I

painted the picture, ' Women Carrying Wood to

the Boats near Castel Fusano,' which was first

exhibited in Rome by the ' Promotrice ' Society,

and which was specially mentioned by the Bebais.

The interest manifested by French critics encouraged

me to exhibit the picture in Paris, where I was wel-

comed as a brother artist by the first painters of the

day—Corot, Gleyre, Meissonier, Troyon, Ricard, and

the rest of them. It was during these years, while I

was still studying natm'e, that I formed friendships

with Colman, Mason, Leighton, Boklin, Emile David,

Cornelius, and Overbeek. I may say that, from

1852 to 1859, I lived in the Roman Campagna,

between the Alban hills, the Sabine range, and the

sea, without once neglecting a sunrise or a sunset.

' The Brugnoletta,' ' Fishermen Resting before the

Work of the Night,' and the design of ' Women
at the Fountain at Ariccia,' were all closely studied

from nature at this time.

"When after 1859 my share in the last insur-

rections prevented my return to Rome, I took up

my residence in Florence. Here I met with a few

young men who realised those principles of art which

should be studied by a nation called to a new life.

They abandoned the old studio and romantic tradi-

tion to follow me in my out-door studies, and

pursued the quest after truth in nature with real

enthusiasm and love. At this period I idealised

the picture, ' A Sirocco Day on the Seashore near

Rome,' and some others for which I took sketches

in the forest of Gombo, near Pisa. In 18(54

I returned to Rome to take part once more in

politics. I lived on there in retirement, painting

portraits and working at the pictures which I had

begun in Florence. In 1867, after Mentana, I re-

turned to Florence and began the picture, ' Earth's

Last Kiss to the Dying Day,' originally inspired by

the sceneiy of the Tuscan Maremma. I went on

painting portraits^ too, as well as landscapes, and in
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187(1 was floctcd I'rofi'ssdi- at the Florentine Academy

.if Fine Arts. While in Rome, after 1870, I

loudly condemned the art of the followinjj of

l'\irtiiny and ^^ertumni, who were then uppermost

;

and setting my face against all foreign imitations,

which were only practised as likely to sell well, I

tried to unite the young artists in a noble endeavour

to raise the tone and character of art, and to

form a conception of landscape - painting based

upon the simple study of nature. But my efforts

were fruitless. I only succeeded in becoming the

most unpopular artist in Italy, and was doomed

to total obscurity by the neglect and apathy of

my fellow-countrymen. For this reason I made

friends with the foreign painters who visit Rome;

and I have now exhibited my pictui-es in London,

\\here I have found my best friends in the first

artists of this noble country. And, I may say," he

adtls, with pardonable pride, " that the exhibition,

in which I collected the greater part of my life's

work, has won me the sympathy and interest of

the most cultivated and refined part of the nation,

including the royal family and many most distin-

guished statesmen and artists."

It is scarcely to be wondered that a nation which,

under the pretence of restoration, has wantonly

defaced and destroyed its noblest monuments,

should be incapable of appreciating the best of its

artists ; but while we regret the ignorance of Pro-

fessor Costa's countrymen, we can only rejoice in

the good fortune which has brought his work to

England. The exhibition of last summer consisted

chiefly of a selection of landscapes lent by his Eng-

lish friends, and including subjects from all parts

of Italy. Professor Costa has painted the Pontine

marshes and the desolate plains of the Campagna
with as true an insight, as delicate a feeling, and

as complete a technical mastery, as the lemon-groves

of Capri or the jagged peaks of the Carrara hills.

No one familiar with Italian scenery can fail to be

struck by the essential truthfulness of all his work.

I am speaking not so much of the petty literal

accuracy which is so dear to the inferior artist

and so important an attribute of inferior art, as

of the unerring symjMthy with which he catches

the innate and peculiar spirit of the scene before

him. It is a fact that his work suggests such

epical descriptive phrases as Shelley's " inviolable

tpiietness," and the "sleep that is among the lonely

hills" of Wordsworth. Memories of travel, visions

that long ago sank deep into the heart, awake again

as we look at these pictures of Italy. We, too, have

seen that sunset dying behind the tombs of the

AppianAVay, over these plains crimson with decaying

verdure, and "spiritualised with endless recollections."

We, too, remember that autumn walk among the Alban

hills, when the brown leaves were slill on the trees,

and there was not a breath of air to stir their

boughs, not a sound to interrupt

" Tho intense tranquillity

Of silent hills and more than silent sky."

One secret of the painter's success resides in the ex-

(juisite variety and subtlety witli whicli he renders

the Italian atmosphere. The bri<;ht clearness of

tramontana time so utterly unparalleled in English

weather; the flying dust you breathe and taste and

feel when the sirocco is blowing; the hot breath-

less look of rocks and sky, the parched appearance

of the sandy shores, and the motionless sleep of tlie

waves in sultry weather ; the wet, grey clouds and

chilly mists muffling the hills after a night of rain

:

he knows and renders them all, and that so vividly

and well that they seem to breathe upon you from

his canvases, and his work appears to you like very

Italy.

Another point worthy of notice in Professor

Costa's art is that he seldom chooses what other

artists would seize upon as picturesque or striking

forms. True it is that the fine outline of the Carrara

peaks has furnished him with more than one motive.

But, as a rule, he seems to prefer scenes which are

comparatively tame, and lines that are comparatively

vague. What he loves best is a flat expanse of sea-

shore, with peasants at the plough, and A procession

of lateen sails hovering like white sea-bii'ds in the

distance; or a sloping field of corn, lit up by a

cluster of scarlet poppies, or a red cart half hidden in

the brushwood. It is in the representation of such

scenes, and the sentiment peculiar to them, that

his power is greatest, and his art at its strongest

and most original. Let us take, for instance, his

little picture, " A Winter Day in the Woods of

Fajola," belonging to Sir Frederick Leighton. It

shows a group of seven trees : a peasant reposing

beneath them, while his sheep ni'bble the short grass

hard by. Between the bare stems is a view of low

wooded hills under a grey sky, with a break of

yellow light towards the west. The subject is simple

enough, and yet it would be hard to find a picture

which is more expressive in itself, or which sum-

marises more exactly the peculiar scenery of the

Alban hills. Or again, consider a still smaller

sketch, the " Study of Reeds." It is literally this,

and nothing more. But the reeds bend to and fro

on the breeze with graceful motion ; the sun shines

in the clear pools below; a yellow water-lily peeps

from among the broad green leaves. A breath of

country freshness steals over you as you look ; and

instinctively your thought reverts to green fields and

cool waters, far away from these " mazes of heat

and sound," and alone with nature.

The Latin shores near Rome have supplied Pro-
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fessor Costa with many sabjects ; more especially

the immediate vicinity of Porto d'AnziOj the An-

tium of Horace, where the wealthy Romans had

their villas, and where, among the hlackened ruins

of Nero's palace, they foimd the Belvedere Apollo.

This coast is evidently the tiriginal scene of our

first engraving, " On the Seashore near Borne : a

Sirooeo Day," the landscape which—as he tells us

—^he jiainted and then "idealised." This picture,

which belongs to !Mr. Stopford Brooke, is certainly

one of the best of Professor Costa's larger works.

Here, without losing his habitual delicacy and refine-

ment, he has put forth unwonted vigour, and has

been entirely successful. The broken ground, with

its stunted brushwood, stands out against a back-

ground of foam-crested waves, while a gleam of

sunlight breaking through the dark clouds npon the

weary woodman below gives the whole a certain

nobleness. The figure is fijiely painted, and goes

far to redeem Professor Costa from the reproach—if

that be a reproach which was equally a characteristic

of such mighty payea^i^fet a« C-orot and Constable,

and Theodore Rousseau—of being better able to

deal with nature than with man. I must add that

I greatly prefer this picture to that other " largest

landscape" of the Roman painter's which has pre-

viously been engraved in this magazine. In this

one, however—" Evening on the Sands at Ardera," as

it is called—^the action of the wind on the trees by

the beach is realised extremely well ; and the quiet

distance, with a stone-pine and ruined tower afar to

the right of the troubled scene, is one of thcise

touches of poetry in which the artist excels.

The value of Professor Costa's long studies

during the years sjtent in the Campagna is shown

in the great variety of moods under which he has

represented nature. He has shown us how well

he can paint brilliant sunshine and blue seas in

his study of the famous Faraglioni rocks from Cajiri,

where every ripple of the dancing waves seems to

sf.'arkle with light. But as a rule his favourite

mom^ents are the early morning when the hills are

still in shadow, and a golden sunrise is breaking

over the sky, or the " quiet evenfall " when the sun

has set, but the glory of its parting beams still

lingers on the plains, or touches the western clouds

with red. It is hard to imagine an^-thing more

full of breezy freshness and radiant light than his

"Venice," rising out of green waves on a summer
morning; while the sense of gladness in a world

waking to new life is finely expressed in the Httle

picture called " Daybreak : Boeca d'Amo," which

forms the subject of our third engraAing. Dawn
is breaking over the purple hills towards which the

flight of birds are winging their way ; and in the

foreground a peasant is "stirring among the feathery

grasses of the marshy bank.

The picture from which our last illustration is

taken was painted after sunset, as we learn from

its title
—"Earth's Last Kiss to the Dying Day."

The sun has dropped l>elow the horizon, and the skj-

is dark and stormy. The sea-gulls circling overhead,

and the waves rolling upon the beach, help to give

an impressifin of dreariness and regret for the day

that is done, and a past that can return no more :

—

' Che paia il giomo piang-er che si mnore."

But the painter's thoughts of evening are not always

cold and sad, as we might suppose from this pic-

ture, inspired by the lonely wastes of the Tuscan

Maremma, and painted when the hope of a new
Italy had passed away in blood and darkness on tlj-

field of Mentana. To assure ourselves of this t\c

need only turn to the sunHt slopes, and palm and

orange gardens of his superb " Capri ;
" or to that

di-eam-like sketch— of the banks of Aiiio— in the

I
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Cast:ine of FloruiKf : of trees and boat and river

—

all flo<xleil with the solemn rapture of sunset.

Several of Professor CVw-ta's earlier studies were

exhihitwl in the collection. Tliey are interesting

examples of the different stepii by which he reached

his present mastery of form and colour. More than

one is remarkable for grace of comp<^>sition and rich-

ness of t<jne. For instance, the " Women of Ariecia

Waiting to Fill their Jars" seems worthy of treat-

ment on a larger scale; while for depth of colour

the painter has never surpassed the splendid tone

of the n.-d sunset glow—which spreads over a

sea and Ijeach where tired fishermen are sleeping

—in the wonderful little picture belonging to Sir

Frederick Leight^jn. Professor Costa's later works

are generally more sulxlued in colour, and are all

marked by a high degree of finish. His delicately

drawn foliage ; his silver-grey olive-groves, where

happy children gather flowers, or a yonng mother

r<jcks her child to sleep ; his hills of palest blue,

and woods lightly touched by the mellow tints

of autumn, are the work of jKjwers matured, and a

talent refined and elevated by long years of study,

with no hinH of vigour of prime. If the dates given

in the catalogue are accurate, the present year has

witnessed the completion of some of his finest

work. His "On the Road to Gubbio " displays all

the rich luxuriance of the Umbrian plain, with

its gardens of fig and vine, its olive and cypress

groves spread out against the arid glo[»es of the

Apennines. In his picture of the Carrara hills, seen

across a broad expanse of plain through the mi.>fty

atmosphere of an early autumn morning, he has

invested forms undeniably grand in themselves with

a more solemn splendour and a deepene<l poetry.

Professor Costa has not confined hinis<'lf exclu-

sively to the scenery of his own country. Although

Italian landscape naturally formed the chief part

of his exhibition, English lanL>s and English [pastures

have supplied the Roman artist with several sub-

jects ; and he lias i>aintc<l our cloudy .skies and moist

verdure with his aoiustom^nl skill, and the profound

sentiment of nature jieculiar to him. Conspicuous

among these English sketches is his delightful

" Study of the Old Garden at Naworth Ca-stle,"

where he lias successfully introduced a lady in a

green dress against a background of trees and grass

—^just as in the vine and fig and palm trees of his

Italian landscapes, every shade of green is mingled

together in jierfect hannony. He has even made

poetry out of the Black Country, and found a motive

to his mind—the motive of an " Idyll "—in a hollow

where pools of water sleep at the foot of mossy

trunks, and far hills appear through the trees beyond.

Professor Costa has spoken warmly of the rec-og-

nition which he has met with in England. It must

not \je forgotten, on our f>art, that he has still a

claim on our gratitude for his recognition of Mason,

and the important share he had in the culture and

development of Mason's talent. The " Idyll in the

Black Countr}'," already referred to, was painted by

him when he was staying with Mason in Stafford-

shire; and there c-an !>e no doubt that the artist of

the " Evening Hymn " owed much to his example

and influence. It is easy to see the links which drew

the two together in a friendship which may have

produced larger results than we imagine. The same

refined sense of beauty, the same poetic feeling, are

present in the work of both. They Iji^th looked with

deep sympathy on the lives of the workers and toilers

eaeth'e last cise to tbe dtisg vax.

(From the Puiure by Cioooimi OmIo. By P'.rmiaum u/ Uv. PainUr./
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iirouiid them^ and have shown in their pictures how

fully they realise the intimate eonneetion that exists

between the daily tasks and simple joys of the poor

and the beauty of earth and sky which embraces

them. In those long days when the Roman painter

lived on the Campagna, watching each sunrise and

sunset with ever-new delight^ he did not shut bis

eyes to the labour of the peasants in the field. The

titles of several smaller studies—" Winnowing in the

Campagua," " Threshing," " The Charcoal-Burners "

—bear record to the interest with which he took

note of the different industries in which they were

engaged. This union of the highest appreciation of

natural loveliness with the truest sympathy for the

lives of the poor meets us frequently in the nobler

forms of modern art. It is a subject on which

Wordsworth loves to dwell, and which inspired many
of Millet's masterpieces. In Costa's work there

is something of the sentiment that inspired the

" Semeur " and the " Angelus ;
" and this alone is

enough to raise him high over his fellow-countrymen.

Above all, by his happy method of combining real

with ideal beauty, he has found out for himself the

true lines on which the modern landscape-painter

—

if he would be, in the true sense of the word, an

artist—must work. JuLiA Caetwiught.

VALLAURIS AND ITS ALLIES.

LASSICAL loottery has not

had so much influence on

that of the modern world

as might have been ex-

pected from its singular

beauty. One of many rea-

sons for this is perhaps

sufficient : that the vases

of Greece and Etruria for

the most part remained

'«™'i" '»- undiscovered in the bowels

of the earth at the period of the Renaissance.

It is true that we find references to fictile vases

as belonging to a few great collections ; that of

the Medici, for instance, contained more than one.

But the great finds of antique pottery belong to

comparatively recent times. Buried for centuries

in the tombs of old-world Greece and Italy, they

were not recovered until inferior styles had taken

too strong a root to be easily disturbed. Some

of the old shapes, indeed, never died—that of the

amphora being, perhaps, the most remarkable in-

stance of survival. But the majority-—and these the

most distinguished by their elegant proportions and

pure lines—may be said to have perished with antique

civilisation. Now we all know these beautiful forms,

and scarcely less beautiful names—oenochoe, aryballos,

lecythus, and the rest. As in sculpture, so in pottery,

it was for the Greeks to reach the perfection of form.

Perfect also, in its way, was their style of decora-

tion : chaste, severe ; not regardless of colour, but re-

legating it to a place subsidiary. INIodern pottery

has, on the other hand, always given the first place

to colour. The classical motives of Italian majolica

came, not direct from ancient art, but filtered through

the designs of modern painters. Its conventional

ornaments were largely arabesque ; and where vases

were made on ancient patterns, the models were

Roman rather than Greek, and, moreover, were taken

from stone and marble, and not from pottery. Even

in later periods — that for instance of the semi-

classical revival under the First Empire in France

—

the inspiration was at best impure; and our own
Wedgwood may be said to have been the first modern

jiotter who achieved anything like a restoration of

the old art in its severe beauty of form. He suc-

ceeded not only in reproduction, but to a certain

extent in reconciling the ancient spirit to modern

uses. This his treatment of that most unclassical

vessel the teapot is enough to prove. For cujjs and

saucers, sugar-basins and slop-bowls, some easily

adaptable classic forms may be found; you may
empty dregs into a small crater, and drink from a

fijathus. But the teapot, with its cover, handle, and

spout, has no kinship with classical art. Neverthe-

less, Wedgwood's teapots, especially those in black

"basalt" and "jasper," were severely beautiful in

shape. It may be said that if the Greeks had drunk

tea they would have brewed it in vessels not unlike

to these. Though the style which Wedgwood in-

troduced so successfully died out like an exotic

—

never taking strong root in j^opular taste—the shapes

he designed for his tea-equipages are even now used

as models for the silversmith ; and if you may seek

them in vain in Messrs. Phillips', in Oxford Street,

you may find a good many of them at Messrs.

Watherston's, in Pall Mall.

If reasons be asked for this apparent blindness of

the people to the beauty of classical form in pottery,

again it may be said that one will be enough. The

influence of Oriental pottery, esjicuially porcelain, was

supreme. That its power should be incontestable at

the tea-board is not to be wondered at ; but in other

places it won and held its position by the marvellous
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heauty of its colour. If colour and form had bad a

fair start, it is probable that colour would have won

;

but in the revival of keramic art in the last century,

colour had, comparatively speaking-, all its own way.

(Miina and Japan furnished the models of transparent

l)astc and brilliant hues, which all Europe set to

work to imitate. Dead Greece, with its exquisite

shapes, was ignored. Not that the forms of the

extreme East are to be despised ; they have a quaint-

ness and dij^nity—and sometimes a beauty—of their

own. But (speaking broadly) of the two special de-

lio-hts which baked clay is capable of embodying

—

the delights of form and colour—the palm for form

must be given to Greece, and the palm for colour

to China.

Broadly speaking, too, the combination of these

two qualities in a high degree has been left to our

own days. We have not yet succeeded, it is true, in

covering the pure shapes of the Greek potter with

hues as brilliant and beautiful as those which once

issued from the kilns of China. One of the most

enterprising and successful of modern keramists has,

however, approached as near to it as perhaps is

possible in faience. This is M. Clement jMassier,

of Vallauris. If he cannot attain the splendour of

the Imperial Yellow, or the pellucid loveliness of

Agate Blue, he can coat his elegant vases with a fine

Peacock tint, a rich dark original red, and many
other striking and peculiar colours ; he has a true

artistic feeling for purity of form. He does not, as

will be seen from our illustrations, confine himself to

classical models ; but he is always fastidious in the

beauty of his lines and the harmony of his propor-

tions. Whether he derive his inspiration from the

"biberon" of Southern Europe, or an owl-headed vase

from Trny, or the jars and bottles of tlie I'last, he

turns out nothing which is coarse or ungainly ; so

that even when he is most modern or most Oriental,

his work is regulated by that fine sense of measure

which is the basis of classical art.

M. Massier may be said to have founded not only

a new industry for his own workmen, but that school

of modern pottery which relies f(;r attraction on sim-

ple shapes covered with simple colours. In England

several manufactures, aiming at similar effects, have

started up of recent years ; and to the existing list

additions may be expected. Two of these, Dunmorc

and Linthorpe, have achieved no little fame by work-

ing mainly in this direction ; while at Gateshead,

Leeds, and other places, potteries have added such

ware to their staple manufactures. At a recent ex-

hibition in the room of the Society of Arts there

was a striking display of the more recent produc-

tions of the Linthorpe factory, mainly Oriental in

character. Though not so crude and gaudy as the

startling pots of Messrs. Maw, the Linthorpe colour-

ing did not err on the side of sobriety or amenity.

The ware, however, presented many novel effects and

rich combinations, and the Linthorpe glaze is not

exceeded in brilliancy even by that of Vallauris.

Vases large and curious in shape, and some of great

beauty, come from these works, and the experiments

being made there—in splashing vases with glazes of

different colours—seem likely to produce enduring

results. There is, however, nothing which needs more

art than the employment of accident in the service of

beauty; and the running of one glaze over another

has to be very dexterously managed to be pleasant to

the eye. In many of the Linthorpe vessels the con-

trasts of colours are too strong, and the drip of the

VALLAUKIS.- I'UKK SIlil'HS A-Nli jliU'Xj; COLOVES.
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liquid is too ajijiarcnt. The more modest Dunmore
ware is genefally good in shape and quiet iu colour,

and is not easily distinguished from early Vallauris.

Nevertheless, without wishing to disparage any o£ the

efforts of English keramists, it seems certain that in

this particular branch of pottery M. Clement Massier

is supreme both in taste and skill.

He is also its originator. Though beautiful

shapes and colours existed in pottery before his day,

Elementary as they may be, the lessons of Vallauris

are good ones. Eyes that have once learnt them

will not easily be satisfied with base shapes, however

lavishly bedaubed with colour and gold. Not only

by means of his own productions, which penetrate

into almost every house, but through those of other

manufacturers whom his success has moved to

rivalry, M. Massier will exert a potent and whole-

some influence on the culture of his generation.

i'K liECOKATIONS,

he was the first iu Eurojie to bring them within the

reach of the poor. Now no cottager who has a six-

pence to " bless himself with " need be without the

benediction of a vase for his flowers which is not only

pretty in colour but comely in shape ; and if those

who are richer load their mantelpieces with ugly

"chimney ornaments," the fault is wholly theirs. It

is not always true that pretty things are as cheap as

ugly ones ; for some beautiful materials are costly,

and the production of some kinds of beauty demands

expensive labour. But the saying i-eally holds good in

regard to simple pottery ; for clay is eheaj) and produc-

tion easy. M. Massier may well be proud of his share

in bringin"' this result aliout. It is something to have

given everybody an opportunity of possessing objects

of pure and simple beauty. Ridiculous as he seemed,

the young man in Punch who despaired of living

up to his teapot was not altogether to be laughed

at. If there is no moral property in beautiful colour,

the admiration of perfection of any kind is not

unworthy. Of course there are degrees of noble-

ness in aesthetic admiration, and the young man in

Punch would have found it still harder to live up

to the perfect shape of a Greek vase. Putting

morality aside, however, and thinking only of art,

if there is one faculty that requires to be cultivated

(especially in England) it is the sense of form.

Now that the way is open, it seems easy enough.

The ordinary soft pottery produced by every nation

has only to be thrown or moulded into beautiful

shapes, and covered with some pleasant colour and a

fine glaze, and the thing is done. Usefulness and

beauty are mated. Unfortunately, it is not so easy

as it looks. There is no keramic college in which the

secrets of the potter's art—the mixture of the claj's,

the composition of the glazes, the certain production

of required colours—can be learnt. Will M. Deck

tell you how to produce his Sang-de-Bceuf ? will

even M. Massier yield the secret of his Peacock-

Blue? How does M. Mallet contrive his wonderful

pictures of tropical scenery, with their glowing hues

and brilliant golden lights ? Even in such com-

p)aratively simple work as that which at present

concerns us, it is scarcely at once that any potter

gets satisfactory results. His craft is one in which

everybody must to a certain extent be his own

master. Much modern faience, pretty enough to

look at, will not hold water; the clay is porous,

the glaze cracks into a thousand minute fissures.

This was once the case with Vallauris. Only the

other day I saw a little vase made by another

famous French potter, and cleverly painted with

two chickens. I congratulated the purchaser ; it was

not cheap, but it was pretty. A rose and some water
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seemi'il harmless thing's t'noiis;li, hut next iiKirniiii;'

tlu' little vase was a wreck. Though ghized inside

and out, the water had permeated to tlie chickens,

;nid tliey had " scaled off." Even in ordinary Icad-

^iazed soft potter}'—the class to which the wares

ut" Vallauris, Dunmore, and Linthorpe helong—it is

necessary to find (1) a clay or mixture of clays that

will lii'come hard and unporous at a heat low in

com[)arison with that needed for stoneware or porce-

laiu ; and (2,) a o-laze that will form a perfect union

with the body. As to the coloui-s, whether they

lie jiaint or enamel, applied under the ghize or mixed

with the glaze itself, the difficulties of manipulation

are legion ; and no potter can arrive at any certainty

without j)rolonged experiments and many failures.

Great as has been the advance in the science of

keramics during the last quarter of a century, there

is still no royal road to success in it.

The career of the Vallauris potter has—for one

of his calling— been singularly free from reverses

and disappointment. His father and grandfather

—

he writes me—were potters both ; so that he was
familiar with the mechanical part of the business

in his early years. But he was born with an artistic

taste, which was scarcely satisfied by the excellent

and famous fire-clay saucepans and pipkins of his

ancestors. Even now (it may be said in parenthesis)

Vallauris is distinguished for the first-rate quality

of its culinary ware. It may be added that thougli

the existing ^I. Clement Massier was the first of his

family to decorate the drawing-room with objects

of beauty, his father advanced beyond the kitchen.

\\ ithout abandoning his marmites and casseroles,

he began to make vases, cornices, and Ijalustrades

to ornament the numerous villas which
some five-and-thirty years ago were

being built round the beau-

tiful bay of Cannes. The
new manufacture

demanded new
clay ; and the na- :

tive earth which

had supplied the

Romans centuries

before with mate-

rial for their lamps

and amphorEE was
now moulded and

baked into decora-

tions for the resi-

dence of an ex-

ChaneellorofEng-
land. The genesis

of the producer

and the consumer

seems to have been

149

contemporaneous. M. Massier was ready for L(jrd

15rougham, and Lord Brougham for ^I. Massier.

Tlie famous Scotchman not only built the first villa

at Cannes, but was also the first patron of M.
Ma.ssier's new industry. It thrived prodigiously,

and no doubt the taste and enterjjrise of the father

stimulated the artistic talent of the son.

AMien about fifteen Clement grew weary of

balustrades and cornices. lie luul become acquainted

with classical art, and was eager to imitate t\ie

forms of old Roman pottery. Whether or no there

were kilns in Roman Vallauris it is impossible to

say ; for thougli it existed in the Eleventh Cen-

tury, nearly every vestige of it was destroyed about

the Fourteenth. At all events, the young potter had

seen specimens of the ancient ware, which had been

dug up in the fields ; and a friend of his, the old

Abbe Alliez, furnished him with models for his first

essays. The Abbe had written a book—a history

of the ancient monastery of Lerins—which young
jMassier helped to transcribe for the press. In re-

turn the priest taught him something of history,

and lent him drawings of antique vases. He also

made drawings for

himself of all such

objects as he came

across; so that about

18C0 he had quite a

gallery of designs,

and was in a posi-

tion to commence a

VALLAUBIS.—ni. : FLOEAL DECORAIIO^iS.
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littlo private Ronaissanee. Chance—in tlie person of

au Italian workman, who stayed some years with the

Massiers—assisted him greatly. From him he learnt

carving and modelling, as well as the composition of

some enamels, the history of Italian keramies, and

the Italian ]angn;ige. Perhaps, however, his greatest

the earliest to enconrage his talent and assist in its

development. One of these was the painter Henri

Bonnefoy. From him Clement Massier received

lessons in design, and learnt to understand what is

meant by purity of line. The other was the late

Alexander Munro, the sculptor, whose drawings, casts,

VALLAUKIS.— IV. : FLOKAL DEC0KATI0N3.

fortune was the father who encouraged his efforts,

and gave them absolute liberty. The little vases

which the boy made soon attracted attention, and

he was wisely left to find customers for his own
wares. In this way he built up a connection of his

own, and found an opportunity of entering into per-

sonal communication with men of learning and taste.

At sixteen he numbered many such men amongst his

friends and encouragers, nor did he fail to learn

something from them all. That he profited much
by his varied and persistent studies is evident, for

in 1861 he succeeded in producing a Sea-Blue

enamel, with which he covered his vases. Purity of

shape he had already achieved, and in those days its

combination with a beautiful new colour was a

triumph of originality. The success which might

not have attended the production of mere beauty

was assured by its conjunction with novelty. The
circle of young Massier's customers widened to a

public. He woke up one morning to find himself

not only an intelligent pioneer, but the founder of

a new industry.

He had many clients among the English residents,

but the artists who frequented Cannes were not the

last to discover and apj)reciate the Ijeauty of his

work. Among them two deserve special mention as

and pottery were placed at his disposal for study and

imitation. M. Massier did not send any of his wares

to the Paris International Exhibition of 1867; he

did what was perhaps better—he went and saw how
little he knew. On his return he set to work with

renewed energy to discover certain colours he had

seen and admired there. After some trouble he

succeeded in adding a yellow, a dark blue, and an

olive green to his enamels. His next impulse was

received from a visit he paid to Italy in 187^, where

he collected ancient vases and cups, which he repro-

duced. Hitherto, he had confined his efforts to

small pieces ; now he began to make large ones for

the decoration of halls and vestibules. Success again

attended him, and in two years the number of his

workmen hatl increased to twenty.

He is now sole proprietor and director of the most

important of the potteries at Vallauris, and employs

from a hundred and fifty to two hundred hands. Such

a progress made in eight years is astonishing, and

could not have been attained without a complete

revolution in his system of manufacture. He had

gone on steadily ; but his advance seemed likely to

come to a sudden stop. His small vases were jjretty,

but they would not hold water, while the large

ones were fragile exceedingly. The novelty had
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partly worn out, and the public had hej^un to llnd

that they i-ould not put flowers in their classical

jars, and that their grand urns would not stand

a knock. M. Massier stood face to face with a

great difficulty ; the very existence of the industry

he had founded and reared was seriously threatened.

It was not a little change that was needed; every-

thing was wrong—bad paste, soft glaze, impotent

iiring. To commence de novo, to spend time and

money in fresh experiments while his old business

was decaying, to keep the ship afloat with a leak

forward and aft—this was what he had to do. Of
course he did it, or this article would never have

been written.

But it was not done in a day, nor without a

severe crisis. To use his own words, " J'allai ^ deux
doigts de ma perte." That he was earnest and indus-

tricKis goes without saying ; but for a potter he was
not unfortunate, for the clay he wanted he found not

far away. Nevertheless, the discovery took time and

money, and when it was made he was not at the

end of his troubles, for the new earth would not

marry Avith the old glaze. Fresh experiments re-

sulting in fresh discoveries produced the required

email-couverte ; and in 1877 M. Massier was able

to produce work satisfactory from a commercial

as well !is an artistic point of view. In other

words, his ware was useful and durable, as well as

fine in .'ihapo and beautiful in hue. To his colours

a very notable addition was made before 1878, after

some years of experiment. This was a Peacock-

Blue, deep and soft, almost identical with that

found on Persian faience. It was no doubt partly

to this discovery that M. Massier owed his great

success at the Paris Exhibition of 1878. It pro-

duced a small sensation amongst artists. Not only

M. Gerome, who had suggested the effort, but

many others, including MM. Bonnat, Cabanel, Cot,

and Jules Lefebvre, wrote their congratulations.

Even amongst his fellow-labourers one at least was
found to add his voice to the chorus of praise. This

was none other than M. Deck, one of the most

famous of modern keramists ; not less noted for the

success of his researches than the perfection and

taste of his manufactures, the discoverer of Sang-de-

Boeuf and Underglaze-Gold, he did not fail to greet

the appearance of the new colour with a generous

cheer. Such artistic and professional appreciation

was, however, by no means confined to the pottei-'s

colouring, but extended to his shapes and taste and
theory of art. The silver medal at Paris in 1878,
and diplomas of honour at Marseilles in 1879, and
Tours in 1881, were scarcely so much prized as the

warm recognition he had already received from his

peers. Commercial success has not tended to relax

his scientific and artistic efforts. Quite recently they

"ii«i;.i|»ii«i|ll||l|||i|l(|ipp)M^^^^
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have yielded another colour lo his choice palette,

scarcely inferior -in beauty and im2iortance to his

Peacock-Blue. This is a red, something between

beetroot and crimson, a colour at once rich and trans-

parent, admirably suited for large vases for the

garden and the hall, to light up dark corners and

warm cold spaces. I may add here that M. Massier

still continues the manufacture of architectural orna-

ments in terra-cotta, but the culinary utensils were

given up in 18G0.

Our illustrations, which are taken from sjjecimens

lent by Messrs. Howell and James, show throughout

careful attention to beauty of form. The first is of

vases covered with a single colour, in which not only

beauty but simplicity of shape is achieved. In the

second the vases have been specially designed for the

exhibition of pictures to be painted on the sides.

The shape of the vases, as such, is sacrificed to a cer-

tain extent to the decoration, but the compromise is

effected with some feeling for grace and real purity

of line. In the other three are figured vases of various

shapes, Oriental, classical, and European, mostly deco-

rated in that modern impasto style which, known by

the name of Barbotine, is perhaps the most important

contribution which Europe has made to the resources

of keramics. Hitherto the extravagances of this school

have been avoided by M. Massier-—as, we trust, they

always will be. Cosmo Monkhouse.

"THE GEAPHIC AETS."*

IN the literature of the fine arts there are few at least as concerns English criticism is just—into

more readable or more instructive volumes than two schools : a school of censure, and a school of

that which Mr. Hamerton has lately published under inquiry. The judgments of the former school, the

DESIGN FROM THE " IIYrNEEOTOMACHIA POLIPIIILI " (VENICE, 1499).

the al)ove title. Critics of art may be divided, ac- school of censure, are founded on authority and

cording to Mr. Hamerton—and the division so far personal taste, and delivered with the tone and tem-

• "TlK' Gniiihic Arts." By PhUip Gilbert Hamerton. pei' of irrefragable dogmatic conviction. Mr. Ha-
(Fiomlon: 8ccley and Co.) 1882. merton mentions no names, but it seems impossible
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not to recognise in his account of this school an

alhision to the methods and the influence of the

most powerful of English critics,

Mr. Ruskiu ; whose fervid genius,

requiring that to its utterances

should be accorded not examina-

tion, but assent, claims, and some-

times exercises, upon his followers

an authority all but prophetic.

The school of inquiry, in Mr. Ha-

merton's words, " follows another

method. It repudiates the notion

of authority, and is doubtful of

individual judgments, including

those of the critic himself ; it

examines, compares, and offers the

results of its examination and com-

parison, but always as results that

may be considered subject to con-

tinual revision. In this school,

the pride of the critic, his pre-

eminence and success, are not

to lead the fashion and influence the market, but

simply to throw a little more light on the true

nature of the work that is done." " It is my
desire," adds Mr. Hamerton, " to be a faithful ser-

vant and scholar in this school." If, in the sentences

above quoted, Mr. Hamerton intends to imply that

criticism of the authoritative, the morally convuiced

and impassioned kind, knows no worthier jjride than

the pride of leading the fashion, and aims at no

higher success than success in influencing the market,

then he is certainly quite unjust to it. But to the

claim which he puts forward on his own account,

as a loyal servant and scholar in a school of a dif-

ferent temper, there is no exception to be taken.

Nothing, indeed, can be further removed than is

Mr. Hamerton's

writing from any

pr. 'tension to in-

sjiirationorsacred

fervour. His tone

is simply that of

a sensible man
imparting infor-

mation on sub-

jects which he has

carefully studied,

yet whereon he

acknowledges
himself open to

correction. If his

style has little

either of bril-

DEATH AND THE wAOGONEE. liaucy or conecn-

(From Holbein's ' Dance 0/ Death:') tration, it is On

DEATH AND THK KNIGHT.

7n Holbein's ^' Dance of Death.")

the other hand singularly flowing and free from effort.

ISIr. Hamerton allows himself no crudities either of

thought or statement, and even in

the discussion of technicalities he

is never tedious. Indeed, the great

point of his work lies in its lucid

and agreeable treatment of a num-

ber of technical and material con-

siderations, which are essential to

the understanding of the manual

arts, but which, either from want

of knowledge^ or dread of dulness,

writers on those arts are very

generally prone to overlook.

The field of criticism traversed

by Mr. Hamerton in his easy, un-

pretending manner is an extremely

wide one. He attempts nothing-

less than to describe in succession

all the chief processes and aj)pli-

cations of graphic art—that is to

say, of drawing, painting, and

engraving—that are or ever have been in use.

He prefaces his undertaking with an account of

the laws and conditions of graphic art in general

;

and in treating of each jjrocess severally, he endea-

vours to define its characteristic qualities and virtues,

and the relation of its results to nature. As often

as the case admits, the process under discussion in

any given chapter is illustrated by Mr. Hamerton

with an example, whether executed originally for

his especial purpose, or reproduced in fac-simile

from some work already existing. Some of these

illustrations are very beautiful and appropriate

;

others, I think, might have been better chosen.

Thus it can only be regretted that the chapter on

pencil-drawing is not illustrated with some one

of the exemjilary

studies from life

or from the an-

tique made by

Professor Legros,

unquestionably

the finest master

of that material

now living. From
some chajiters,

especially those

on oil-painting

and fresco, illus-

trations are in-

evitably absent,

since not even the

perfection of mo-

dern reproductive DEATH AND THE ABBOT,

methods could (Fyom Holbein's " Dance 0/ Death.")
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enable those diguitied and complete colour-processes

to be illustrated adequately. But on the whole,

the plates in Mr. Hamerton's book are of a cha-

racter to make it, leaving its literary contents out

of the question, one of the handsomest and most

valuable of modern illustrated volumes. Particu-

larly to be admired are the beautiful fac-similes

by IMessrs. Goupil of heads in monochrome by

Lionardo da Vinci and by Mr. Burne Jones; and

of others in colour by Watteau, Zucehero, and an

early Flemish master; with the etching by iSIr.

Sherborn after one of the portraits attributed to

Piero della Francesca in the National Gallery, and

the two woodcuts, by Pannemacker and Mr. Linton

respectively, which are reproduced for the illustra-

tion of our article.

Mr. Hamerton's double accomplishments, as a

judicious man of letters and as a working artist

accustomed to live face to face with nature, and

to make experiments in many varieties of technical

practice, qualify him in a peculiar degree for the

task which he has undertaken. In a work of such

comprehensive scope, it is inevitable that much
should find place of a nature to suggest doubt or

to challenge criticism. There are very manj', indeed,

of the practical and technical matters discussed in

Mr. Hamerton's volume whereon the present writer

is not in a position to offer criticism, but only to

receive and be grateful for instruction, as every

reader must be grateful for instruction so pleasantly

conveyed. But if I had to point out what seem

to me the characteristic shortcomings of Mr. Hamer-

ton's most valuable work, I should say, first, that his

choice of examples seems not unfrequently capricious.

He is apt to leave out, in the consideration of this

or that branch of art, the name of its central repre-

sentative, and inclined, I think, to give too much
prominence to names of little interest, or of an in-

terest purely temporary, English, and provincial. He
is careful, indeed, to disclaim for his work all cha-

racter of historical comijleteness ; and he reminds us,

as to his references to the history of art, that they

FEMALE KESTREL.

{Enuravcd by Bacick.)

are not systematic but casual, and made fclr the sake

of illustration merely. Yet it is at least singular,

in a book containing chapters, and chapters on the

whole very much to the point, on " Outline," on
" the Classic and the Picturesque Lines,'' on " Pen-

and-Lik," and on " Auxiliary Washes," to find no

mention whatever made of such an artist as Flaxman;

whose drawings, whether in pure pen-and-ink outline

or having the modellings indicated in washes, are

among the best and most characteristic ever pro-

duced : Flaxman, assuredly the most Greek-spirited

draughtsman since the Greeks themselves, and in

the history of art at least as typical a master of the

classic, as Rembrandt is a typical master of the

picturesque, line. Again, in the discussion and illus-

tration of the arts of pen-drawing or wood-engraving,

it is surprising to find entirely overlooked so central

a name as that of Ad. Menzel, the famous modern

German designer of historical and character subjects

for wood-engraving, the masterly exponent of the

spirit and aspects of the age of Frederick the Great.

It would be easy to multiply similar instances of

omission.

jMoreover, it is to be remarked throughout Mr.

Hamerton's work that he shows little sympathy for

the more abstract forms of pictorial art, for those

monumental or decorative orders of work which stand

at a considerable distance from Nature, and reproduce

her appearance in subordination to strict controlling

principles of design. Thus, of the noble decorative

art of mosaic he sjjeaks briefly and slightingly (on

page 187), and of the scarcely less important, and

perhaps more popularly interesting, art of glass-

painting scarcely at all. Neither has ]Mr. Hamerton

anything to say of tapestry, that is to say, of real

or woven tapestry ; though he devotes a chapter to

the cheap substitute for it, .which is provided by

painting on canvas of a peculiar grain in colours so

prepared as to imitate the dyes employed in woven

work: a subc'itute which (though jNIr. Hamerton

does not allude to the fact) was largely employed in

the Middle Ages, and which, as he points out, has

lately been re\'ived with improved methods by certain

decorators in France.

Possibly Mr. Hamerton may be inclined to regard

these decorative arts of mosaic, glass-painting, and

woven tapestry, as foreign to the purpose of his

work, inasmuch as the resulting product in each

case is not the handiwork of the original designer

himself, but of workmen who, by means of various

mechanical contrivances, interpret his design in a

new material. But, then, neither is the product of

the engraver's art in most cases the work of the

original designer, it is an interpretation involving

the use of a series of mechanical contrivances ; and

on ensjravincj JNIr. Hamerton bestows a due measure
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of :itloM(i(in. It woulil nitlior sccin as if our auflior's

comjiarative no-jlcct of the mominiental and doeora-

tive forms of art siiranjij from a real lack of interest

in tlicni, and further, as if tliis lack of interest were

due to tiie same general attitude of mind which

niakts him, as it ajipears to me, xnijust to mueli of

the greatest art of the past. He does not seem to

be really in .sympathy with any hut the most dis-

tinctively modern developments of those arts of

which he treats. Everybody knows that the pro-

gress of mechanical and chemical invention has put

into the hands of the most insignificant craftsman

of our day means which the greatest artists of other

days did not possess. The art of oil-painting, as a

means for representing natural appearances in some-

thing almost approaching the subtlety of their real

relations, their real variety and mystery, is essen-

tially' a modern art. Still more modern are the com-

plicated devices and refinements of tone and texture

to which we have become accustomed in the work

of the engraver on metal or wood. Now Mr. Hamer-
ton, as it seems to me, attaches far too much import-

ance to art's recently attained perfection of technical

resources. He constantly writes in too complacent a

strain of the value of the work done by the modern

workman with his elaborate means, and in too dis-

paraging a strain of the value of that done, with

their more primitive and simple means, by the work-

men of the older schools. The truth surely is that

the value of a work of art by no means depends

upon the mere nearness to nature which, by dint of

elaborate resources, the artist has been able to attain

:

it by no means depends upon the multitude and com-
plexity of the natural truths which he has represented.

AVhat it depends on is the importance of those natural

truths which the artist has singled out from among
the multitude, and on the effectiveness of the relations

into whicli he has brought them. With the simplest

means a far more true and telling artistic effect is

often produced than with the most complex. Mr.
Hamerton would never, I think, directly or in general

terms contradict this. Indeed, some of the most
judicious and carefully thought passages of his book

are contained in that early chapter " Of Useful and
/Esthetic Drawing," in which he combats and disposes

of the doctrine that mere truth is the test of excellence

in the fine arts. Nothing could be better said than

what Mr. Hamerton says in the course of his conten-

tion that truth, in the sense of a literal correspondence

with natural facts, is in these arts altogether subordi-

nate to the aim of producing esthetic pleasure. Yet
in his subsequent chapters he seems to judge as though
the test of excellence were after all, if not truth in

this sense of a literal correspondence with natural

facts, nevertheless truth in the sense of a representa-

tion comprehending as many and complicated natural

facts as possible. The iniconscious adoption of this

standard leads him, I think, to write sometimes of

the great old masters with a condescension which is

OWL.

(Eiiyravid btj linrh-l;.)

quite out of place. Certainly no painters since the

complete development of the technical art of oil-

painting have spoken more jMwerfully to the human
spirit than Raphael or Lionardo da A'inci. But

Raphael and Lionardo are put down, according to

Mr. Hamerton's standard, as primitives. Certainlv

the frescoes wrought from the days of Giotto to the

days of Michelangelo, on the walls of Italian churches

and convents and civic halls, convey most effectively

the greatest messages that have yet been conveyed

l)y the painter's craft to the minds of men. Yet the

art which was competent to do this is put down, on

account of the number of comparatively unimportant

things which it cannot do, as a primitive and ineffec-

tual art : nay, the j^i'eposterous terms in which its

achievements are spoken of by a modern English ex-

perimenter in mural painting, JNIr. Herbert, are

quoted apparently with approval. It matters very

little how many thiugs this or that art, at a particu-

lar stage of its development, cannot do, provided it

can do effectively those things which are most worth

doing. A similar tone of disparagement towards

ancient results, judged according to the standard of

modern processes, runs through Mr. Hamerton's

chapters on line-engraving and wood-engraving, which
in other respects are among the most interesting and

instructive in this volume.

Our illustrations are taken entirely from the sec-

tion of the work before us which deals with the art

of engraving on wood. First comes a cut from that

famous and fantastic classical romance of the A'euc-

tian Renaissance, the " Hypnerotomachia Poliphili,"
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EEEECCA.

(Engraved by S. Pamiemacker, after a Picture by Landelle.)

illustratiBo- the primitive manner of the art as it was of linear drawings in black on white. All woai-

ongmany^oyed for multiplying the simplest kind engravings, simple or complex, which merely ex.st for
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the sake of niiiltii)lyinw pen-di-awinsfs, are justly the wood-eutter who engraves a drawint? in fac-
iaeluded by Mr. Hamerton in one class, as fae-simile simile cuts away the main mass of his material so
work. In th.Mn the en^'raver does not work aeeord- that it shall jiriiit white, and leaves standing, so

STULiV OF A HllAD.

(Engraved by VT. J. Linton, nftrr a Drawing by Titiaii.)

ing to the principle which in a certain sense is most
legitimate and natural to his material, the principle,

namely, of cutting out of his main mass, which where

it is left intact prints black, the spaces or tlie lines

which he desires should print white. Instead of this,

150

as to print black, only certain ridges where the

draughtsman has traced the lines of his drawing.

In the case of the early Venetian cut, " observe," says

Mr. Ilamerton, " how carefully, as a general rule, the

lines are kejtt well clear of eacli other, and what a very
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considerable thickness is given to all of them. See

how strong are all the markings on the trunks of

the palm-trees^ and with what clear, bold simplicity

all the lines of the Roman armour in the left-hand

corner are marked out. Notice the extremely laconic

manner in which the form of the lizard is expressed,

and think how very differently Bewick would have

engraved it. The primitive wood-engraving ex-

presses a great deal with its simple line : here we
have animal and vegetable forms carefully observed,

architecture and armour clearly explained to us, and

distant land drawn with much truth and a good

understanding of its use in composition, but there is

no delicacy of shade, and hardly any linear accent

or contrast." Mr. Hamerton here does entire justice

to this pleasing piece of early work ; but to the far

richer and more impressive examples which come

next, of work belonging to the same general class, he

is, I think, much less than just. I allude to his

examples from the famous " Dance of Death," or

more properly, " Images Historiees'^—Storied Images,

or let us say Picture Stories—of Death, engraved by

Hans LUtzelberger in fac-simile from the drawings

of Holbein. ]\Ir. Hamerton is careful to warn us

against supposing that these represent the last word

of wood-engraving; and indeed, as to the complexity

and multiplicity of the natural facts imitated in

them, they will obviously stand no comparison with

the work done every day for any modern English,

still less for any modern American, illustrated

periodical. But on the other hand, these little prints

do represent the very highest expression that the art

of wood-engraving has yet reached in two far more

vital 2:)oints : in dramatic and ethical significance,

and in power combined with simplicity of decorative

effect. Neither is it reasonable, I think, to say with

Mr. Hamerton of such work as the woodcuts done

after Holbein and Diirer, that "they are nothing as

woodcuts, their merits are simply the merits of the

artistic design ; the engraving is less than nothing,

for if we could have the original drawing before the

knife of the cutter touched it, we should gain by

the exchange." Surely the truth rather is that the

fidelity and the spirit with which the old engravers cut

the lines which the great painters drew for them, are

among the very highest virtues of which the art of

wood-engraving is capable ; and moreover, the inven-

tion of this new and effective art of multiplication by

printing reacted to the improvement of the draughts-

man himself, by causing him to produce, in order to

be so multiplied, drawings of such completeness, such

dramatic and decorative richness and excellence, as

he would not have produced for any other purpose.

Our next illustrations are drawn from a more

familiar field. They represent the art of the gifted

English reviver of wood-en":raving in the last cen-

tury, Bewick. This self-taught and great rustic

master was one of those whom Mr. Hamerton justly

puts into a separate class, as practising their art " for

its own qualities as an independent kind of engrav-

ing.'"' Bewick's business was not to cut the lines of

another man's drawing, but freely to interpret the

natural scenes and objects which he loved in accord-

ance with the conditions of the material wherein

he worked. Neither has any man, as our readers

know, ever turned those conditions to account in a

more straightforward or more workmanlike manner.

Avoiding all showy dexterities and fours de force,

Bewick in the legitimate and natural resources of the

woodcut, the black space or spot, the white space or

spot, and the white line cut out of black, found the

means of suggesting with extraordinary fidelity and

spirit the vital appearances both of birds and animals

taken singly, and of rustic landscape and figures.

What Mr. Hamerton has to say of his work is in the

main just, but with his tendency to disparage simple

processes, he again, I think, greatly underrates

Bewick's power in some points ; especially will his

remarks on the master's poverty of resource in grey

tones seem exaggerated to readers acquainted, for

instance, with the famous little tailpiece to the

" Missel-Thrush."

Lastly, we reproduce from Mr. Hamerton's work

two striking, and strikingly contrasted, examples

of the elaborated modern art of wood-engraving

as 2:)ractised by two of its chief masters, M. Panne-

macker and Mr. Linton. M. Pannemacker has

chosen for interpretation a painting of an Egyptian

woman by M. Landelle; Mr. Linton, a drawing of

an old man's head by Titian. M. Pannemacker, as is

apparent, has worked with severe academical skill,

and almost exclusively by means of long flowing lines

of varying width, running nearly parallel across the

several surfaces represented ; Mr. Linton's work, on

the other hand, is full of short free lines curving and

crossing each other in many directions. That the

system in Mr. Linton's singularly spirited and

original woodcut is one of white lines jiloughed out

of the black will be at once apparent. But an en-

graving like M. Pannemackei"'s, though the artist's

principle of work may be really the same, does not at

first sight produce the same effect upon the eye. The

fact is, that when any representation in alternate

black and white lines is set before us, we at first sight

naturally think of it as having been drawn and

shaded in black on white paper. This is the method

of drawing with which from childhood we are all of

us familiar ; most woodcuts exist for the purpose of

multiplying in fac-simile originals thus drawn ; and

it is in this sense that the eye is naturally predis-

posed to interpret every woodcut. It is only when a

wood-engraver insists severely on turning to account

I
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the cspocial conditions and resourct-s of his material,

as Bewick in his simple cuts from nature used to

insist, and as Mr. Linton lias insisted in his elaboi-atc

rendering- of an old master's drawinij^—it is only in

such extreme cases that we are practically driven tn

put ourselves at his own jwint of view, and to tiiini<

of him as having worked, not, like the engraver in

metal, by tracing black lines on a white field, but

by cutting white lines and spaces out of a black field.

There is one question on which space fails us to

speak, though it is of the utmost importance in re-

gard to the future development of the art of wood-

engraving, and that is tlie question of the legitimacy

or illegitimacy of those methods of work which have

lately been carried to such extraordinary perfection

in America, and by which the wood-engravers of

our countrv are beginuinir ti> be strnntjlv influenced.

Is this elaborate and wonderfully skilftd imitation

by wood-cutting of the effects of other kinds of

engraving and drawing, and of the mystery and

coni])lcxity of natural appearances—is this hitherto

luiiniagined subtlety and variety in the treatment of

tile material a thing to be admired and encouraged

or not? Mr. Hamerton exjiresses himself on the

jmint with hesitation, and admits that his views have

changed, or are changing. Some high authorities,

and among them Mr. Herkomer, are known to be

opi)osed to the adoption in wood-engraving of these

preternatural refinements and dexterities from be-

yond the Atlantic. Neither arc there wanting

signs of a reaction in America itself : but the phe-

nomenon is one altogether too interesting to be dis-

cussed in the postscript to a review such as the

present. Sid.xey Colvi.v.

"AN EXOTIC."

From the Picture v.\ FRiKnEicn Prolsz.

IT is recognised that the painter of to-day is un-

fortunate in his surroundings. The theory of

the age has been described as " Darwinism tempered

with Le Follet." Imagination is finding its best

and loftiest expression in science ; and for all our

talk of art, the instinct of luxury is a great deal

more curiously considered than the instinct of beauty.

No doubt the spiritual life of the times is picturesque

enough ; for culture has taught us to be passionate,

and self-conscious, and peculiar. Materially, how-
ever, the times are commonly the reverse. They talk

Ruskin ; but they dress ridiculously, they furnish

inelegantly, they build abominably, they are nothing

if not fashionable and prosaic. And as matter for

art, they are little better than non-existent.

It is not easy to look heroic in a Windsor uni-

form or a Princess robe. It is possible to do so, no

doubt ; for human genius and greatness of mind have

a knack of asserting themselves in spite of their

environment. But it isdiflSeult; and when all is said

and done the hero who is appropriately attired will

always have the advantage of the hero who has left

tl.j question of his appearance to a common tailor.

Chinese Gordon is assuredly as heroic as Achilles

;

but it would be pushing the democratic idea too far

to assert that he would either look' as well or paint

as well. Descending in the scale, it is obvious that

Titian was luckier in his Venetians than !Mr. ]Millais

is in his Englishmen ; and that the modern painter

who should fill in an heroic picture with contemporary

types and accessories, as (for instance) Veronese filled

in his " Marriage at Cana," would get well laughed

at for his pains. Of course the genius of the master

counts for something. It is easy to believe that if

Efimbrandt were alive and at work, he might invest

a dress coat with mj'stery and romance, and achieve

the transfiguration of a pair of sixteen-button gloves.

The moderns who have tried to prove the theory

are neither few nor insignificant; but in practice

it has not yet been justified. The apotheosis of the

Dolly Varden is still to achieve ; Mr. Thornycroft's
" Lord Beaconsfield " suffers dreadfully by con-

trast with Caffieri's " Rotrou," and we turn from

M. Tissot's frills and furbelows and the bonnets of

M. Degas as though \nx\ Dyck and Titian were still

among us to paint us better things.

There is therefore all imaginable excuse for the

painters who are dissatisfied with modern elegance :

—

whether, like Mr. Alma-Tadema and the President,

they see nothing but portraits in the present, and

turn to the past for subjects for imaginative work;

or whether, like MM. Lhermitte and Lepage in

France, and jMessrs. Reid, Clausen, {ind Legros in

England, they concern themselves only with that

section of contemporary society in which the pic-

turesque quality has been preserved by poverty and

the absence of complex and trivial emotion. All

the same, praise is certainly due to those who have

faced the difficulty boldly, like the artists men-
tioned above, and to those who—like Herr Prolsz in

" An Exotic "—have sought to master it by making
their work a presentment of character and man-
ners, and by flavouring its interest with a touch of

so-called comedv.
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THE CRUISE OF THE ROVEB.

THE CEUISE OF THE ItOVER: " ACBOSS THE WESTEEN SEAS."

(Drawn by Seymour Lucas.)

THEY sailed away one morning when sowing-time was over,

In long red fields above the sea they left the sleeping wheat

;

Twice twenty men of Devonshire who manned their ship the Rover,

Below the little busy town where all the schooners meet.

Their sweethearts came and waved to them, and filled with noise of laugliter

The echoing port below the cliif where thirty craft can ride ;

Each lad cried out, " Farewell to thee !
" the captain shouted after,

" By God's help we'll be back again before the harvest-tide/'

They turned the Start and slipped along with speedy wind and weather

;

Passed white Terceira's battlements, and, close upon the line.

Ran down a little carrack full of cloth and silk and leather.

And golden Popish images and good Madeira wine.

The crew with tears and curses went tacking back to Flores

;

The English forty cut the seas where none before had been.

And spent the sultry purple nights in English songs, and stories

Of England, and her soldiers, and her Spaniard-hating queen.
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At last the trade-wind caught them, the pale sharks reeled hefore them,

The little Rover shot ahead across the western seas

;

All night the larger compass of a tropic sky passed o'er them,

Till they won the Mexique waters through a strait of banyan-trees.

And there good luck befell them, for divers times they sighted

The sails of Spanish merchantmen bound homeward with their wares

;

And twice they failed to follow them, and once they stopped benighted

;

But thrice the flag of truce flew out, and the scented prize was theirs.

But midsummer was on them, with close-reef gales and thunder.

Their heavy vessel wallowed beneath her weight of gold

;

A long highway of ocean kept them and home asunder.

So back they turned towards England with a richly-laden hold.

But just outside Tamjiico a man-of-war was riding.

And all the mad young English blood in forty brains awoke.

The Bovfir chased the monster, and swiftly shorewards gliding.

Dipped down beneath the cannonade that o'er her bulwarks broke.

Three several days they fought her, and pressed her till she grounded

On the sandy isle of Carmen, where milky palm-trees grow;

Whereat she waved an ensign, a peaceful trumpet sounded.

And all the Spaniards cried for truce, surrendering in a row.

THE CfiUISE OF THE ROVER: " JUST OUTSIDE TAMPICO."

(Drawn by Seymour iiicas.)
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Alas ! the wiles and Jesuitries of scoundrel-hearted Spaniards,

The Scarlet Woman dyes their hands in deej^er red than hers.

For every scrap of white that decked their tackling and tiieir lanyards

Just proved them sly like devils and cowardly like curs.

XI.

For out from countless coverts, from low jialin-shadcd islands,

That fledged in seeming innocence the smooth and shining main.

The pinnaces came gliding and hemmed them round in silence,

Ail manned with Indian bravos and whiskered dogs of Spain.

XII.

The captain darted forwards, his fair hair streamed hehind him.

He shouted in his cheery voice, " For home and for the Queen !

"

Three times he waved his gallant sword, but the flashes seemed to blind him,

And a hard look came across his mouth where late a smile had been.

XIII.

We levelled witli our muskets, and the foremost boat went under,

The ship's boy seized a trumpet and blew a merry blast
;

The Spanish rats held off a while, and gazed at us iu wonder.

But the hindmost pushed the foremost on, and boarded us at last.

XIV.

They climbed tlie larlmard quarter with their hatchets and their sabres;

The Devon lads shot fast and hard, and sank their second boat.

But the Popish hordes were legion, and Hercules his labours

Are light beside the task to keep a riddled barque afloat.

XV.

And twenty men had fallen, and the Borer's deck was reeling,

And the brave young captain died in shouting loud " Elizabeth !

"

The Spaniards dragged the rest away just while the ship was heeling.

Lest she should sink and rob them of her sailors' tortured breath.

XVI.

For they destined them to perish iu a slow and cruel slaughter,

A feast for monks and Jesuits too exquisite to lose

;

So they caught the English sailors as they leaped into the water,

And a troop of horse as convoy brought them north to Vera Cruz.

XVII.

They led them up a sparkling beach of burning sand and coral.

They dragged the brave young Englishmen like hounds within a leash ;

They passed beneath an open wood of leaves that smelt of laurel,

Bound close together, each to each, with cords that cut the flesh.

XVIII.

And miles and miles along the coast they tramped beneath no cover.

Till in their mouths each rattling tongue was like a hard dry seed.

And e'er they came to Vera Cruz when that long day was over.

The coral cut their shoes to rags, and made them wince and bleed.
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THE CEUISE OF THE HOVER: "MILES AND MILE3 ALONG THE COAST."

{Drawn by Seymour Lucas.)

Then as they clambered up the town, the jeering crowd grew thicker,

And laughed to see their swollen feet and figures marred and bent.

And women with their hair unloosed stood underneath the flicker

Of torch and swinging lantern, and cursed them as they went.

And three men died of weariness before they reached the prison.

And one fell shrieking with the pain of a poniard in the back,

And when dawn broke in the morning three other souls had risen

To bear the dear Lord witness of the hellish Spaniard pack.

But the monks girt up their garments, the friars bound their sandals,

They hurried to the market-place with faggots of dry wood.

And the acolytes came singing, with their incense and their candles.

To offer to their images a sacrifice of blood.

But they sent the leech to tend them, with his pouch and his long

And the Jesuits came smiling, with honied words at first.

For they dared not burn the heretics without some show of trial.

And the English lads were dying of poisoned air and thirst.

phial.
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XXUI.

So they gave them draughts of water from a gi-eat cold oarthcii fiikiii,

And brought them to the courtyard where the tall hidalgo sat,

And he looked a gallant fellow iu his boots and his rough jerkin,

With the jewels on his fingers, and the feather in his hat.

xxiv.

And he spoke out like a soldier, for he

said, " Ye caught them fighting,

They met you with the musket, by

the musket they shall fall

;

Tliey are Christians in some fashion, and

the pile you're bent on lighting

Shall blaze with none but Indians, or

it shall not blaze at all."

XXV.

So they led them to a clearing in tin'

wood outside the city.

Struck off the gyves that bound them,

and freed each crippled hand.

And dark-eyed women clustered round

and murmured in their pity,

But won no glance nor answer from

the steadfast English band.

For their lives rose up before them in

crystalline completeness.

And they lost the Hashing soldiery,

the sable horde of Rome,

And the great magnolias round them, with wave on wave of sweetness,

Seemed just the fresh profusion and hawthorn lanes of home.

THE CKUISE OF THE ROVER WITH FAGGOTS OF DEY WOOD.

(Draim by Seymour Lneus.)

XXVII.

They thought about the harvests, and wondered who would reap them ;

They thought about the little port where thirty craft can ride;

They thought about their sweethearts, and prayed the Lord to keep them

;

They kissed each other silently, and hand in hand they died.

Edmund W. Gosse,

AKT ON WHEELS.
(musi?;e de cluny.)

A CARDINAL reclining gracefully in his coach

met a monk mounted on a sorry nag. " How
long," said his eminence, " have monks been iu the

habit of going a-horsebaek ? " "Ever since St. Peter

took to riding in his own carriage," replied the ceno-

bite. If France was the scene of this encounter, the

repartee had a sting of its own ; for nowhere did tlie

habit of coaching convey such an imputation of luxury.

Even ladies were afraid to incur the reproach. As

late as 1640—almost a century after coaches had

come into existence—the wife of Christopher de

Thou, president of the Parliament of France and

father of the historian, dared not enter the carriage

her husband used on account of his gout, but rode

behind her lackey on horseback. When we read that,

as early as 1457, Ladislaus, King of Hungary, sent
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Charles VII. of France a ])reseiit of a cavriatye, the

body of which " trembled," i.e., was hung on leathern

straps, it seems strange that eig-hty or ninety years

later, in the reign of Franyois I. (1515—1517),

there should have been only three coaelies in Paris

—one belonging to the queen, another to Diane de

Poitiers, and the third to a nobleman who was too

fat to mount a horse or go afoot. Even as late as

the reign of Henri III. (1574—1589), ladies and

gentlemen went to court and to dinner-parties in

spurs. And more than half a century after, when
Louis XIV. entered Paris, the ladies of the court,

instead of being in carriages, rode on white nags

splendidly caparisoned. This dislike to coaches was

perhaps in some degree due to the rudeness of the

builder's art; and without doul)t it was deepened by

the antipathy Henri IV. entertained to their use, and

the tragedy of his last ride. From the form of the

vehicle in which he was seated when assassinated

by Ravaillac, it is clear that, at the beginning of

the Seventeenth Century, a French coach was little

better than a box with ' a canopy on four poles.

It appears, moreover, to have been very ponderous

;

for on this occasion there were seven noblemen in-

side with the king, two persons sitting on each seat,

and two in each boot. Henri's coach experiences

were unhappy from the first ; for once as he was

driving with four horses to St. Germain, he was

dragged into the river at the Bridge of Neuilly,

the ostlers having forgotten to water the horses.

After this he never went to St. Germain without

six horses, and a postillion on the leader.

England appears to have been behind even France

in the use of coaches, for whereas there were three

in Paris in 1550, it was not until five years later

that the first coach was made in England. It was

built by William Rippou for the Earl of Rutland.

Queen Elizabeth preferred a coach which she ob-

tained in Holland. It seems certain, indeed, that

in the Low Countries generally the coachbuilder's

art was in a high state of development at this time

;

for in 1560 Antwerp could boast of no less thau

five hundred coaches. It was the same in Italy

;

for while in Paris a coach was so unpopular that,

as I have noted, the wife of a president of the

Parliament dared never venture to ride in one, the

French ambassador at the Vatican was followed by
a train of a hundred and fifty whenever he went to

have an audience of the Pope. He did at Rome as

Rome did.

Before coaches became general in Paris, sedan-

chairs were the favourite means of locomotion.

Their first use in France is attributed to Marguerite

de Valois, wife of Henri IV. The covered sedan

was not, however, introduced until the reign of

Louis XIII. (1610—1043). It came into fashion

in England in 1034, and its vogue was general by

the middle of the century. Moliere refers to it

in his " Precieuses Ridicules." Very soon every

man and woman of quality had their own sedan-

chair and chairmen ; and in place of the line

of carriages now to be seen drawn up outside the

theatres, was an endless file of sedau-ehairs, which

were shouted for in turn. Some of the nobility

became so fond of sedans that they travelled about

the country in them. The Duchesse de Nemours,

for instance, went a journey of a hundred and thirty

leagues in this fashion every year. She took with

her forty chairmen, who carried her by turns; and

she was ten days on the road.

Among the many imjirovemeuts in coachbuilding

which began to be introduced in the middle of the

Seventeenth Century was one that deserves notice

in this connection : the body of the coach took the

from of a double sedan. About this time, too, panel-

ling, glass windows, and complete doors with sliding

glasses began to be used, and soon became fashion-

able. Springs appear to have been applied to car-

riages in England in 1665. Mr. .Pepys writes in

his diary for May 1st of that year :
—" After dinner

T went to the tryall of some experiments about

making of coaches go easy. And several we tried,

but one did prove mighty easy (iiot for me to describe

here, further than that the whole of the body lies

upon one long sj^ring), and we all, one after another,

rid in it, and it is very fine and likely to take." And
again, on September 5th :

—" After dinner comes

Colonel Blunt in his new chariot made with springs,

as that which was made of wicker, and wherein a

while ago we rode at his house. And he hath rode,

he says now, this journey many miles in it with

one horse, and outdrives any coach, and so easy, he

says. So, for curiosity, I went in it to try it, and

up the hill to the heath and over the cart-ruts, and

found it pretty well, but not so easy as he pretends."

In 1594 the Marc^uess of Brandenburg, father

of the first Duke of Prussia, possessed thirty-six

coaches, each with six horses. This taste seems to

have passed with the rest of the inheritance ; for, in

1660, Philij) de Chiesa, a Piedmontese in the service

of the great Elector Frederick William, invented the

berlin. Instead of one perch it had two; between

them, from the front transom to the hind axle-tree

bed, were two strong leather braces, which could be

tightened if they stretched by means of jacks or

windlasses. As the coach was placed upon these

braces instead of being suspended from high posts,

it no longer swayed to and fro, but played gently up

and down with the movement of the carriage—

a

difference in motion which those who suffer from

sea-siekness can appreciate. These improvements

very soon produced a remarkable change iu the
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populnrity of coaches botli in I'hig'laiul ami France.

The Company of Coach and Harness Makers was

founded in London in 1(!77 by royal charter. In

1()5(), in Paris, the Due de Roannez obtained from

Colbert the privilcfje to establish public carriaf^ps

;

and the kinji;, Louis XIV., g'ave an extraordinary

impetus to their use by himself turning' jarvey one

day in a freak, and drivinq; Mdmc. de Montespan

from the public stand in St. Germain to the palace

of the queen-mother. This set the fashion in Paris,

and hackney carriages became the rage. The fashion

was in no way damped when the town heard that

the Due d'Enghien, in trying to imitate his sove-

reign, had run his vehicle against a waggon full of

stones, and had been hurled into the gutter with as

little ceremony as any common jehu. In 1602 a

very remarkable attempt was made to introduce a

kind of omnibus. The author of this useful insti-

tution was no other than Blaise Pascal. Several

noblemen supported the enterprise, and vehicles to

hold six each began to ply for hire in different

quarters of the capital. The drivers wore a blue

uniform, embroidered with the king's arms and those

of the City of Paris. At first these carriages were

a great success ; but a rise in the fare from five

to six sous, and the increased competition of the

hackney coaches, brought the venture to a premature

close. Such, however, was the spirit of progress abroad

that, while in 1600 there were but 300 coaches in

Paris, a century later, in the reign of Louis XV.,
there were as many as 15,00U.

When public coaches were first established in

Paris no page, soldier, lackey, nor tradesman was

privileged to enter them. To be seen in one's car-

riage was a proof of nobility, and notwithstanding

all the pains taken to mark the difference between a

hackney and a private vehicle by the use of liveries

and armorial bearings on the one hand, and on the

other by the application of a number in enormous

yellow character-s—a custom introduced in 1098

—

a thoughtless world might after all mistake a linen-

draper for a lord. That such a distinction did really

attach to the use of carriages appears from the fact

that in Rome and Naples many noblemen lived in

the garrets of their palaces, and starved themselves

to be able to coach it daily in the Corso. That great

master of ceremonies, Louis le Grand, made the right

of entering the royal carriages a Ijrevet of nobility.

The privilege was most charily granted, and by the

monarch in person. Flawless titles of nobility were

required, and even these were not always sufficient, as

in a book which Louis kept himself he has often

written against the applications " refused," "deferrerl,"

and so forth. During the minority of Louis XV.,

the honour was only granted to those who could

trace their nobility as far back as the Fourteenth

Century. Thus a carriage was such an appanage

of rank that the habit in any but a person of

quality seemed pretentious and illegitimate : like

false arms and spurious family portraits. This

explains why prudent IMistress Gilpin sent her

hackney a little way down the street :

—

" But three doors off the chaise was stayed,

And there they all got in,

Six precious souls, and all agog

To dash through thick and thin."

Hungary has the right to claim the invention

of the modern coach. Kotze, the name of the

town in which the vehicle was first built, has been

phonetically preserved in the word by which it is

ITALIAN GRAND UALA CAERIAOE : MTJSEE DE CLUNT.
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known in almost oveiy language in Europe. Mr.

Thrupp, whose " History of Coac'lilniilding " all in-

terested in the art should read, considers that the

Gorman waggon is the parent of the coach. As that

ancient conveyance is not unlike our timber-cart, it

probal)ly represents the carriage that has existed

among the peoples of Northern and Eastern Europe

from the most remote times. If this conjecture be

right, it may be said that the magnificent state coach

notorious for this kind of folly. A state coach

built in 1629, for the marriage of Duke Eduardo

Farnese with Margarita of Tuscany, kept five-and-

twenty silversmiths at work for two years, and shone

with some five-and-twenty thousand ounces of silver.

This almost equals the carriage which, in 1860, the

Sultan had built for one of his wives, and which,

being made as far as possible of silver, cost £15,000.

In Italy, too, the greatest artists were employed to

FRENCH STATE CAEMAOE : MTISEE DE CLTTNY.

in which Louis XV. rode to his coronation was the

collateral offspring of Eginhard's carpentum

:

—the

waggon drawn by four oxen and led by a tall

ox-driver, in which on solemn occasions the long-

haired Merovingians exhibited themselves to the

people. To examine the under part of any of the

old state coaches is to find that it bears a close re-

semblance to the timber-waggon. A striking feature

in the more ancient ones is the set of standards used

for suspending the straps on which the coach was

hung. Another point is the wedge-like shape of the

body, which answers again to that of the waggon.

Deprive a state coach of its carving and gilding,

its mythological fantasies, and its magnificent up-

holstery, and it would look almost as rude and clumsy

as its ancestor. Incessu paiet dea ; it betrays its

bumpkin origin in its very gait :

—

" Here comes the eoach, so very slow

As if it ne'er was made to go,

In all the gingerhread of state,

And staggering under its own weight."

On the decoration of these carriages the most

extravagant sums were spent. Italy was especially

paint the panels of coaches. Vasari has given several

examjjles. Thus in 1513, when, on the election of

Leo X., two triumphant cars were liuilt, Pontormo

painted them all over with mythological scenes in

grey camaieu. One of the carriages built for a

civic procession which took place at Florence on

St. John's Day, in 1516, was decorated by no less

a person than Andrea del Sarto. The same custom

existed in France, for, as some months ago I had

occasion to remark in the pages of this Magazine,

Francois Clouet, as the king's limner, painted what-

ever was needed on the royal carriages, and on the

occasion of a royal funeral gave both coffin and

hearse a coat of black.

Nothing, therefore, was spai'ed in order to render

magnificent the shell of the human mollusk. It was

not, however, until the mechanician became equally

inspired with the painter that anything like a beautiful

result was obtained. This became the case towards

the latter end of the Seventeenth Century, and we

see the firstfruits in the fine collection of Eighteenth

Century can'iages at Cluny. The principal treasure

—the original of our first engraving—is an Italian
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npahi carriago, traditionally roportccl to have liclonycd an ornamentation as pretty and graceful as that

to Pope Paul ^ ., who reigned t'lnni l(iil.") tn lli^il. oi' llic Italian carriage is rich and elegant. It is

TTATTA-J STATE CAEEIAGE : MUS£e DE CLUNY.

This tradition must be rejected. It begins more

than a hundred years too soon. The carriage, by

its ornaments and general character, belongs to the

Eighteenth Century. It is in a state of perfect pre-

servation ; and, as it is equipped with all its gear,

it might, if occasion offered, take its place with its

six horses in a public festival. It has done duty of

recent years ; for the last time Pius IX. visited Bo-

logna it was used for his solemn entry into the cit}'.

almost wholly of wood, the least possible quantity

of metal being used in its construction. The body

rests in berlin-fashion on a double perch, between

which are long leathern straps curling over wheels

with great circular plates all notched and gilded,

by which means the aforesaid straps were tightened

or loosened at pleasure. The panels are painted with

mythological subjects on an aventurine ground.

Though not equal to those of the Italian carriage,

they are cleverly executed. The one on the side

seen by the public is a Triumph of Amphitrite,

extending the whole length of the body. An extra-

ordinary effect of lightness is sought and achieved

ITAIJAN SKDIOLA

The next in imjjortance, as shown in our second

illustration, is a state coach of French origin, appa-

rently belonging to the early part of the Eighteenth

Century. Its character is thoroughly French. The

natural heaviness of the framework is relieved by
152
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by the brilliant colouring- of the paintings and of

the ribbons which adorn every unoccupied space, as

well as by the complete framing of the body of the

coach, with its windows and doors, in gilded foliage.

It is heightened, too, by the fact that, with the

exception of the back, the upper part is almost

entirely of glass. The springs are different from

those of the Italian carriage. All the forms seem

to prove it the oldest carriage in the room.

There aretwo other Italian carriages, both extremely

elegant ; one is styled a gala carriage, the other

—

figured in our third engraving—a state carriage in

the form of a gala chariot. The latter is the same

kind of vehicle as that which M. Roubo has called a

voiture k I'Anglaise. This was a very elegant form

of carriage, notwithstanding M. Roubo's refusal to

admit that it possessed any beauty or grace, that

patriotic Frenchman considering it a duty to de-

nounce the servile adulation of English coachbuild-

ing. The springs of the former are English, for

they have stamped on them a crown, with the name,

Holden Constable, London. A feather, sculptured

in high relief, on the splashboard, has given rise

to the idea that it once belonged to a Prince of

Wales ; but this is eleai-ly a mistake. Both have

painted panels, the chariot's being adorned with sym-

bolical figures of Science, Literature, and Art.

Under glass cases are some very pretty little

models of carriages towards the end of the reign of

Louis XIV. Another model represents the corona-

tion coach of Louis XV. It was got up by the royal

jeweller, and remained in the possession of his family

until it came to Cluny. In the same case is a sin-

gular vehicle, a hand cabriolet. The body is that of

the ordinary cabriolet, the hood opening and shutting

by means of a double compass. It has two poles, one

in front and the other behind, and when it rested

it stood on four feet. Among the most interest-

ing objects in this part of the museum are two

specimens of the sedan

chair. One, dating from

Louis XV., is richly

adorned on either side

with landscapes on a

gold ground, and in

front with armorial

bearings. Its fashion

is shown in the picture

opposite. The other

is simpler, but must

have been very pretty

when its pale green

tints were fresh, and

some lady of the court

of Marie Antoinette,

her tall peruke coveredBELiN : MUSliE I)E CLUNY.

with a towering bonnet heavily laden with ribbons,

bobbing and curtseying to a line of bowing peri-

wigs, deftly ducked into her place and seated herself

without disarranging a single ribbon, or crushing a

furbelow of her marvellous toHrnure. Children also

enjoyed the luxury of being carried about in sedans,

instead of being condemned, as in the present day,

to the slow and sleepy motion of the perambulator.

A very handsome specimen belonging to the reign

of Louis XV. is preserved at Cluny, an engraving

of which is introduced below. It is open, with seats

placed vis a vis. The panels are painted with babies

and bouquets of flowers, and the varnish is said to be

very old.

Two very singular vehicles in use during the last

century are represented at Cluny : the Italian sediola,

and a very handsome Dutch gig in the form of the

tilbury. The sediola, a kind of sulky, is said to be

still running about Bergamo ; it was in common use in

various parts of Italy in the last century. It is only for

one person, and its peculiarity is found in the disjjropor-

tion to the body of the enormous wheels and shafts.

Fixed without any kind of suspension to the shafts,

it obtains a spring from their enormous length. It

is allied to the Norwegian carriole, the Neapolitan

calesso, and the Cuban volante, all of which are said

to owe their origin to the cabriolet or hooded gig,

which dashed about Paris during the last qviarter of

the Seventeenth Century. The sediola figured in our

fourth woodcut bears an inscription which appears to

indicate that it was made at Verona. The body is

decorated with carvings of mythological subjects in

bold relief. The wheels are elaborately painted, twelve

animals being represented outside the tire, and as

many birds on the inside. On the interior of the

footboard the game of goose is portrayed, the owner

no doubt finding this an agreeable means of divert-

ing the tedium of his solitary journeys. The Dutch

tilbury—which companions the sediola in our picture

—is a far more civilised vehicle. It is suspended on

straps, which go over small wheels at the back, so

that they can be loosened or tightened at will. The

seat, a very well-jiadded and comfortable arm-chair,

is covered with red velvet. The outer sides and back,

with the front of the splashboard, are pictured with

agricultural subjects—horses, cattle, and so forth

—

in the style of the Dutch school. There are holders

for lamps, and

there is a large

low step for a

footman sus-

pended behind on

straps; altogether

it is a handsome

vehicle, strong

and light. CHILD 8 SEDAN : MUSEE DE CLUNY.
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Choice, but far from bciiifr comjjk'ti', the jjathcriiijj

of carriages at Cliiny sliould form the nueleus of a

collection that would be as good a means as exists

of studying the out-door life of the last two centuries

—a means whose interest is absolutely fresh and new.

Even as that worn-out th'itobligeanl which the author

of "The Sentimental Journey" discovered in the

innyard, and for whose misery he professed so much
graceful pity, the wreck of many an interesting old

vehicle might be unearthed in odd corners and out-

of-the-way nooks. It should at least be possible to

bring together all the carriages Roubo has described

as existing in 1770:—Tiie berlin ; the diligence il

TAnglaise (answering to the English post-chaise),

with its progenitor^ the chaise de postCj in which the

coachman seems to be nearly on his horse's haunches;

the calcche, open at the sides, with a roof and two
seats; the diable, a similar vehicle with only one

seat ; and the grand cabriolet, shaped like a hansom
without the driver's lofty perch. To these ought surely

to be added a good specimen of that lumbering old

caravan, the diligence ; for although

there are people still living who
made the grand tour when there was

one on every high road in France,

it will soon become as curious as

the megatherium— as impossible

as the postillion's boots that are

figured opposite the present writer's

signature. Richakd Heath.

GEEEK MYTHS IN GEEEK AET.—II.

HELEN OF TROY.

A BOUT the figure of Helen of Troy there plays a

J-i- halo whose brightness no time may dim. In

her image the beauty-worshij) of the Greeks culmi-

nates ; she is peerless among women as Achilles

among men; she is the mortal whom for her perfect

loveliness none may criticise save to his own hurt.

The poet Stesichorus dared in his " Destruction of

Troy" to sing of her evil deeds and the sorrow she

wrought to Trojan and Greek ; and for his impiety

the gods smote him blind, nor restored liim his eyes

till he chanted his palinode " Not true is that word
which I spake." Even Homer (so they fabled) was
blind because he uttered blame of Queen Helen. In
these modern days it is impossible—nay, perhaps

it may not be wholly desirable—that we should so

passionately worship this vision of beauty. Our

HELEN OF TEOY.— I. : FEOil A OKEEE CYLLS. OBTEBSE. (Circ. 400—300 B.C.)
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HELEN OF TEOT.— II.: FKOM A GREEK CTLIX. REVEESE. (C'ilC. 400—300 B.C.)

standard o£ morality is uo longer seslhetic; we do

not say, nor feel, with the Greeks that the beautiful

is the good, though we still hope that the good

is the beautiful. Our task—and it should be a

pleasant one—is but to follow the fairest woman
of the ancient world through a few scenes of her

chequered life as it appears in art and literature,

and to note how the Greeks felt towards her them-

selves, and how they expressed her charm in different

epochs of artistic thought and feeling.

Helen, though a mortal, was yet descended from

the gods. She was the daughter of the beautiful

Leda and the divine Swan— even Zeus himself.

From her earliest days she was under the special care

and guidance of the goddess Aphrodite, whom, even

when she would fain resist, she is obliged to serve.

When she was still a girl—one legend says—the

hero Theseus forced her away to his home in Athens.

It is her love for Paris, however, that we have to

consider. He was by no means her first lover—he

is only one among a succession of suitors. In a

previous number I remarked how frequently the

storj' of the Judgment of Paris occurs on the vase-

paintings of the Greeks. In this Judgment we

remember Aphrodite triumphed, and her guerdon to

Paris was the promise of the " fairest and most

loving wife in Greece." Straightway (as we learn

from the ancient poem of the " Kypria ") she bade

the shepherd-prince build a ship and sail for Hellas,

taking with him -^ilneas as his comrade. These

two stories, then, the Judgment of Paris and the

Rape of Helen, are in close and immediate connec-

tion, and as such we find them decorating the beau-

tiful cylLv (now in the museum at Berlin) whose

obverse and reverse are figured in our first and second

pictures. The design is in red on a black gi'ound,

a fashion which became fashiona1)le about the end

of the Fifth Century B.C., almost to the exclusion

of the earlier mode—of black on red. The style

is very delicate, with traces of archaism in the

formal rendering of the very beautiful drapery ; but

there is a general freedom about the whole com-

position which prevents me from dating it earlier

than 400 B.C.

To the right of our first illustration—of the

under side of one half of the cylix—is Paris, the shep-

herd-judge. This time, however, he is not seated

among his flocks, but in his own regal home. It is

the custom in vase-painting to indicate a temple

or a house by one or more columns. This indi-

cation is purely conventional. To a Greek vase-

painter it would have seemed quite unnecessary and

inappropriate to set the famous shepherd against

the realistic background of a rural hut. Moreover,

Paris, though a shepherd, is a king's son. As such

perhaps—more probably in his capacity of judge

—

he holds a regal staff in his right hand ; from his

left, as the three goddesses ajjpruacli, he lets fall
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his lyre. I shall not tarry to discuss the work iu

detail, as to-day our husiness is with Helen ; but I

must note in passing that Hera brings up the rear

of the procession, holding in her hand a tiny lion,

a symbol possibly of sovereignty and might, and

that vietorious Aphrodite leads the van with a love-

god perching on her fingers. For Aphrodite is

victorious ; and on the other side of the cijlLr, repro-

duced in our second illustration, you may see the

issue of her triumph.

The picture there tells its own tale. Fair

Helen is seated on a goodly carven chair, a toilet

casket on her knee, a love-god at her feet, a maiden

with a mirror by her side. But she who loved to

deck herself with every gaud, she whose toilet is

figured with every profusion of luxury on a hundred

vases—she turns aside from her jewels, her head

rests on her hand. Is it only a dire foreboding?

or has the arrow already gone home? Before her

stand three goodly men. Foremost is her faithful

husband Menelaos, with the Spartan sceptre in his

hand ; and with him—as his honoured guest—is

the Trojan Paris, the man who is to darken and

dishonour his home. Paris, too, turns away. They
meant no harm, thought the vase-painter, with easy

and submissive morality ; they could not help it,

these things are the work of fate. By the side of

Paris stands ^iilneas, his comrade by the special

ordinance of Aphrodite. They both wear, hanging

behind their necks, the petasos—a broad, shallow

hat, in vase-paintiug usually an emblem of travel,

or the attribute of the great wanderer, the ever-jour-

neying Hermes. On their way-worn feet sandals

are bound. Menelaos wears none ; he is at home.

Helen's averted head and downcast gaze is a piece

of jiathos somewhat too exquisite for vase-painting.

Her expression, indeed, inclines me to date the vase

a good deal later than the drawing on the other

side would warrant. The style of the two sides of

the cup is markedly unequal. That of the Judgment

is careful, finished, and severe, with great delicacy of

detail. The second design, on the contrary, is rough

and careless, and, though full of meaning and inten-

tion, extremely faulty in execution. Often, to our

great disappointment, we find one side of a vase de-

corated with the utmost skill, and turning to the

other, are confronted with work which seems to have

been deliberately " scamped."

Menelaos has brought home the messenger of

fate ; but worse is behind. Could he not at least

remain in Sparta and ward off the evil issue of his

luiwitting act? Will not a prophetic instinct warn

him to tarry with the wife who still loves him,

and guard her in her hour of peril ? In our next

vase-picture is the answer. He has left her ; he

has started on his journey for Crete, bidding her,

with unconscious irony, see well to the comfort

of his guests. The drawing reproduced in our third

illustration is from the obverse of a vase disco-

vered at Kertsch, and now in the Hermitage at

St. Petersburg. It is late iu date, but extremely

fine in execution. In the centre of the. design is

Helen ; on her head are a gorgeous wreath and veil.

Slie sits luxuriously on a dclicately-carven chair ; her

feet rest on a footstool. She no longer looks away

from Paris. The struggle is over ; it is already too

late for Menelaos to return. There is nothing of

the faint moral protest to be discerned iu the earlier

work. The intention of the design is wholly volup-

tuous. Paris, in splendid Phrygian attire, is sur-

rounded by love-gods ; his misgiving is ended for

ever. To the left of Helen stands a lovely handmaid,

bearing a fan of specially charming shaj)e. The

female figures grouped on either side are attendants

likewise. The two youths who lean in graceful

attitudes to the right and left are probably the

brothers of Helen, Castor and Polydeukes. They, we

learn from the Kyjjrian poem, had first hospitably

received Paris on his landing, and might have come

on with him to the house of Menelaos. We shall

meet them again on the reverse of this vase : figured

later on—in our fifth engraving.

Our fourth picture is taken from a wholly

different class of monuments

—

i.e., marble reliefs.

The example from which it is engraved—now in the

National Museum at Naples—has been long familiar

to archaeologists, and, so far as I have been able to

ascertain, the place of its discovery is not known. It

is probably a piece of original Greek work, dating

about the third century B.C., or possibly the end of

the fourth. The exjiressiveness of Ajjhrodite's face

would prevent an earlier ascription. It is of special

importance, not only for its charm and grace as a

piece of art, but because it embodies in the fullest

and most vivid manner a peculiar phase of Greek

feeling. Most of the faces are mutilated j but

wherever the work is undamaged the execution is

very careful and good. The motive is clear, as

over the head of each of the principal figures the

name is written. To the left sits Helen, with

drooping head ; by her side, with one arm cast

tenderly about her, is Ajihrodite, whispering to her

we know not what of love and bliss. The tiny

figure perched on the pillar behind her is Peitho, or

Persuasion, the personified speech of Aphrodite. To

the right is the graceful figure of Alexandres, as

Paris was called by the Asiatics, and as his name

usually appears on Greek monuments. He is simply

clad as a Greek youth. His gorgeous Phrygian

attire, however suitable for the decoration of a vase,

would have been quite out of place on a relief, and

the Greek artists had too fine a sense of the fitness of
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tilings to suei-ilicc g'ood histo to reulism. 15y liin side

a love-god with high tapering' wings pleads, and not

in vain. The old}' unpleasing jjoint in (his charming

work is the way the cami)osition falls asunder inlo

two distinct parts. This vexes tlic eye, which looks

to see the square space more compactly filled. Turn-

ing from the style to the subject, it is obvious that

the artist has expressed an idea very frequent in

Greek art :—that love comes to mortals from (he

goth. Helen loves at the prompting of Aphrodite,

Paris at the whisper of Eros. This to our minds

perilous doctrine the Greeks held unHirichingly.

By its help they excused much that to us seems

unpardonable, and were able to admire much that we
find unworthy. Homer, when he shows us Helen

restored to her husband's home, makes her lay all the

blame on Aphrodite, whom—as later poets said—none

might withstand. We have to bear this in mind
when we wonder to see Helen escape uncensured.

In most early civilisations we find some favourite

failing, be it revenge or love, condoned because com-

mitted at the bidding of the gods.

One act of the drama is over; Paris and Helen

have met and loved. The second act is the flight

to Troy. It is depicted by artists of different epochs

with every variety of invention. Sometimes Helen

flies by stealth, but willingly; sometimes she is

dragged off by force ; sometimes a chariot waits for

her ; sometimes it is a ship laden with stolen trea-

sure. On the whole, the designs divide

themselves into two classes : those in

which she goes by her own will, and

those in which she yields to force.

We have selected a typical instance

of each.

First—in our fifth illustration—is

a design from the reverse of the vase

whose obverse is figured in our third

engraving. There Helen listened to

the beguiling speech of Paris ; here

she has mounted the quadriga by his

side, and is taking her way to Troy.

Above her a love-god carries what

seem to be the wedding torches, for

the flight is by night ; and at the

horse's head stands Hermes, the mes-

senger of the gods, with his sacred

caduceus in his hand, as if to give

the enterprise at once countenance and

safe-conduct. Behind are Castor and

Polydeukes, the two youths pictured

on the obverse of the vase ; they look on,

concerned indeed, but with no attempt

to arrest their sister's flight. This acqui-

escence of the brothers is possibly an

echo of a less known version of the

story. In the writings of Dio Chrysostom, who
took his version from the " Kypria," an Egyptian
priest is made to give what we may fairly call the

Trojan side of the question. We are accustomed,

from reading the "Iliad" only, to hear only the

tradition of the Greeks. According to Dio Chry-

sostom, then (and probably this form of the story

was widely current in Asia Minor as opposed to

Greece proper), Paris presented himself, together

with Menelaos and the other wooers, as a suitor for

the hand of Helen. He came, not as a simple

shepherd, but with all splendour and magnificence,

and offered many costly gifts. By his great beauty,

his eloquence, and the influence of his father Priam,

he won over Helen's brothers, and made them look

down on Menelaos as a mere nobody in comparison

with such a sjilendid j^oungster as himself. It

would seem that this is the version adopted in our

picture. The presence of Hermes and the brothers,

and the altogether formal and seemly aspect of the

departure, lend at least possibility to the conjecture.

The " Kypria," from which Dio Chrysostom appears

to have derived his materials, had Paris for its hero.

It would therefore naturally be popular among
Asiatics : and doubly so if it placed the Asiatic hero

in a more favourable light than the "Iliatl."

We have seen Helen a willing captive. Let us

turn to what is to us a more pleasant sight—her cap-

ture by force, as figured upon a vase of unique beauty

HELEN OF THOY.-IV FUOM A JIAEbLE RELIEF. 3(W-2lJU B.C.)
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and iiitt'ii'Kl. Our sixth and sovenlli illustrations arc age, as Homer says, "when youth is most gracious."

taken I'roni the obverse and reverse of a cutijlos, or He advances to the let't with the long formal stride

dee)) two-luiudlcd cup of Hieron, discovered a few by which early art suggested swift motion. With

iieli;n of TiiOY.—V. : niosi a oueek vase found at KEETSCU. KEVEESE. (CilC. 300 B.C.)

years ago by Bamn Sj)inelli in his excavations on his

estate at Acerra, not far from Capua. The vase is

now in his private museum, which his kindness and

courtesy makes accessible to visitors. In a previous

number, when treating of vases representing the Judg-

ment of Paris, I called attention to the remarkable

beauty of a c^li.v designed by the artist Hieron.

Tliis second example of his work is perhaps the

finest in conception, though not in execution, that

is known to us. Beneath one of the two handles

is inscribed, " Hieron made ; " but in another part

of the vase occurs a second qualifying inscription,

" Makron painted." We must suppose that Makron

was a painter working in the studio of the distin-

guished craftsman Hieron. If so, he had so com-

pletely caught the manner of his master that their

styles are indistinguishable. This coli/los is the only

vase we possess that bears his signature.

The obverse is reproduced first. In the centre

is the graceful charmer Paris, dressed not as a Phry-

gian dandy, but as a Greek warrior, with a crested

helmet on his head and a long spear in his hand. It

would be hard to lind anything more perfect in the

way of drapery than the beautiful, symmetrical,

close-lying folds of his nnder vliiton, in contrast

with the ampler treatment of his over-mantle. He
is a very young hero, with soft, close, full hair,

and the tirst down mantliuii' on his cheek : the

his left hand he firmly, nay almost fiercely, grasps

his bride, beautiful Helen, who follows with down-

cast head, reluctant, but not reluctant long. In

vase-painting this grasp—of " hand upon wrist,"

as the Greeks said—is the common sign of marital

power, a survival of days when the lover fought for

and captured his lady. Behind Helen, and pressing

close and hard upon her, is the cause of all her un-

doing, her mistress Aphrodite, weaiing on her head

a graceful cap, the cecryphalos. Behind, as though

the queen of love were not enough, there follows

her handmaid Peitho, goddess of persuasion. She

holds in her left hand a flower, with a delicate up-

lifted gesture, very characteristic of the art of the

Fifth Century B.C., and particularly of Hieron's vases.

Still further behind is a boy page, in front of whom
is the inscrij)tion, " Makron painted." Leading the

procession is /Eneas, the Phrygian's comrade. He

carries a splendid shield, with a lion as its episeme.

All the figures are inscribed with their names,

and the inscription of ^Eueas confirms the opinion

already stated, that the youth who accompanies Paris

is usually intended for this hero, in accordance with

the tradition of the " Kypria." The design is in red

on black, as are all the vases of Hieron's make we

have. He is, in fact, one of the best representatives

of the early fine or transitional style of drawing.

The exeeutiou is very unequal—more so than is usual
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in liis work; and this ni;iy lu^ dno tc tlu' di'licionci.'s

of his sn]>i)()S(Hl i>n]>il Makron. The hands of IVitho,

and indoiil of llolon, are of the nni-jliest ; hut, in

sentiment and manner the desiu^n is unsurpassed.

Between ohverse and reverse there is an interval

of many j'oars. In tlie tii-st Helen <joes fortli with

Paris from the home of Menelaos. In the next she

comes face te face, after lonj;: yeai-s of sorrow, with

this husliand she so lightly betrayed. Of these

yeare art tells us little, jioetry much. No vase-

painting shows us the queen as she sat weaving

into lier purple pcp/o.'i the woes of Troy, nor when,

at the bidding of Iris, she went forth, iid eonieiy

and delicate, to watch from the city walls the duel

of lover and husband. Beautiful she was always,

for we know how I'riam and his elders watched her

as she went, and marvelled, and could utter no word

of blame. Nor can we see her as she laments witii

Andromache over the body of dead Hector—Hector,

whose gracious lips had never given her one sharp,

accusing word. We wonder, perhaps, that, the Viise-

painter left lis no picture of all this. Tlic hicf

remains, though the explanation is yet to si'ck, that,

the stories of the "Iliad," the only poem of all tlie

cyclic scries extant, are not so popular with uncl('nt,

artists as those which told tiutir prelude and se((ucl

—

the "Kypria" and the "Iliou-persis,"or " Destruction

of Troy." It is from this latter that is derived the

motive of the reverse design—ligurcil in our seventh

picture—of tlie Sj)incl]i ro/i/lo.t. Hciicalli one handle

of the vase, wh(>re there is si>aee I'ur a m>iiIim1 llijurc

only, sits King Priam, the agi'd monarch who, Helen

says, was always kind to her, whatever rough woixis

the women-folk might speak, in his Iciml he liold'i

a erntch-like sceptre, syniliol at once of old a;;,' ami

ri>yally. The sight In- ga/es at is moving enougli.

ISIenelaos, a bearded warrior, with spear and helmet

and huge shield, dniws his sword in all the fury of

revenge to slay his faithless wife. llcr reckoning

is surely cninc :il i:is1 ; in ;i iiinmciil, it sccnis, hIic

must 11.' dead a( liis H'cl . Hnl no! liis head sinks,

his hand fails, for from the fac ol' Ibin Aphro.lilo

draws away tiie marriage veil, and I lie old demonic

licauly shines forth and strikes him powcrlesM ami

dundi. No artist coidd havi< chosen a moment, more

intenstdy dramatic; it, is the linal triumph of Irre

sistible Aphrodit.e. Helen is simply pasMive. The

gestures, it, is to lie noted, are extraordinarily exprcM-

sive, but there is no play of emotion in the i'aei'H;

angry Menelaos, friglilcncil Helen, victorious Aphro-

dit,e, all cml tlx'ir lips with the same pi 1 scorn. A

si ndlar absence of en ml ion, of i ml i vidua lily, is oliHerv-

able in most of llir .iil, ol' the lime before I'hcidiuM,

.iimI iliirino' III,, pciinil of his activity. It wan not

iinlil anotlirr general ion and a, m-w repreiirnliil ive

artist,— l'raxit,clcK had a,ri,srii, thai, I he I'aee, :ei in

tlu! " llcrrn(,'S " of Olyinpia, liee;iiii(' a, Iiiediuin I'oi Ihe

(!X])ression of varied ami comiilcx Hpiritind I'molion.

With this new arrd)ition art Hccms to Iohd iilmoMt

at once its maji'stic ideality. In the iniiigen bolii

aujaf or tuoy.—vi. ; ta/jn liLX. tyutuLU <-'/nfi/.« isr rnyMju. 'jiiry.HiiK. ['Jir'„ v/i h.<:,)
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o£ jjods and men it seeks to express what is mo-

mentary, accidental, even trivial. We lose the vision

all too soon of what is permanent, what is real, what

is in the highest sense ideal. As for Helen, her

housewifely cares. It is as if Paris had never been,

and the topless towers of Ilium were yet unfalien.

Somehow Homer could never speak harshly of

Helen ; she was too near to him, and her influence

HELEN OF TEOy.—VII. : FROM THE SPINELLI COTYLOS. 400 B.C.)

anguish is over, and the curtain falls upon a scone

of amity and peace. Faithful Andromache is carried

off, to waste her life in cruel slavery. Faithless

Helen takes her husband's hand, and is led by him

to the ship that is to bear them back to the home she

had ruined; and as they go down to the ship hand

in hand, men wonder at her beauty, and forget to

wonder at her forgiveness. In literature we meet

her yet again. In the " Odyssey," Telemachos,

when he goes to Sparta to seek tidings of his father,

finds Helen seated in all honour among her maidens

and "grave damsels," busy with the distaif and all

was too potent and too gracious. But the moral sense

awoke in bis successors, and they do not shrink from

heaping curses on her beautiful head. To ^-Eschylus

she is the ruin of ships and men and cities;

she goes lightly forth from her husband's doors,

})earing for her dowry destruction to . Troy ; she

dares intolerable things, while in the desolate home

her husband seeks her with empty eyes through a

weariness of wandering dreams. Such sorrow it was

not for early art to attempt. Tragedy is rarely pic-

tured on Greek vases; still more rarely is the pre-

sentment satisfactory. J. E. Harrison.

A PKE-RAPHAELITE COLLECTION.

I
SHALL best describe the collection got together

by Mr. Trist at his house in Brighton by saying

that it has been formed to live with. He has no

gallery, unless the bright recess on the landing hung

with his Masons and other pleasant works may so

be called. His is not a large collection, but it in-

cludes few things which are not interesting and choice.

It shows an individual but by no means a narrow

taste, engaged for a quarter of a century in careful

selection from the work of contemporary artists.

Albert Moore and Madox Brown, Arthur Hughes and

Legros, Rossetti and Mason have all of them attrac-

tions for the collector, whose bias is towards fine

colour and refined sentiment rather than towards any
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particular province o£ art ur any special sect of artists.

The f;-atlierinf]^ is therefore of "general interest, but it

has its s])ecialties. One of these is the number of

pictures by men who, notwithstandint? their remark-

able gifts, for some reason or other luive been left

behind in the race for fame. Of John Carrick, for

instance, whose artistic aim seems to be to hold the

mirror up to nature literally and unsentimentally, -Mr.

Trist possesses some fine examples. Worthy of John

Brett arc his pictures of Nice and the Alhambra and

the Land's End, so minute and thorough are they

in execution, so rich in their sunlight and so clear

of air. As substitutes for reality such transcripts

are incomparable. By the late John Raven, an

artist almost equally gifted in fineness of vision and

accuracy of hand, but with a larger measure of

poetry, Mr. Trist has two beautiful landscapes, one of

which received the honours of engraving. A mag-

nificent view of Estella by Mark Anthony, two or

three small specimens of the same true and original

artist, and a fine gloomy mountain scene by Midler's

friend and fellow-worker, Dighton, are further ex-

amples of the collector's recognition of merit un-

accompanied by public applause. Such pictures as

the Legros iu his possession—a beautiful and solemn

" Communion " and a most masterly gouache of the

head of a priest — as Albert JNIoore's exquisite

"Pomegranates," and Richmond's rather Masonish

" Calves," belong to a category of production that is

better known and more generally appreciated. And
in a measure the same may be said of those examples

of what is popularly termed the " Pre-Raphaelite

School," in which the chief interest of his collection

is centred.

To those who cared for art thirty years ago,

especially those who then were young, the advent of

the Pre-Raphaelites was a very " rose of dawn," full

of fair promise, the like of which cannot be expected

twice in the same existence. The lights in the art-

firmament were few in those days. We had seen

the last wild flash of Turner's genius, and the

Academy grew duller year by year. Its certain plea-

sures could be counted on the fingers. We were sure

of some agreeable work by Staufield, Creswick, and

Cooke ; we were tolerant but tired of Cooper's cows

;

we had little else in which to trust. A Landseer

perhaps—perhaps not; a Maclise possibly, or one of

the sweet-coloured over-refined heads of Sir Charles

Eastlake ; now and then a Mulready or a Webster

—

these were the strongest excitements to be looked

for in Trafalgar Square. Suddenly—at least it

seems suddenly in retrospect—the spaces of infinite

dulness and commonplace, of feeble colour and still

feebler sentiment, began to be lit up here and there

with pictures like windows into an unknown world.

The acres of vul<r:ir portraits, the roods of chilly

landscape, the poles of " high art " of the Gandish

school, began serving but as foils to the earnest,

strange, and brilliant work of a few young men.

Something more than strange—extravagant indeed

—seemed these highly-coloured men and women
with blazing costumes and uncouth attitudes, set

in landscapes of vivid green with purple skies.

What did it all mean ? That Mr. Ruskin told us.

He said that it meant the truth; and, odd as it may
seem, he was right. Never before had we realised

how dependent we were upon art for our knowledge

of nature. Grass was green and skies were blue,

and the sun was the source of colour. Tl'.ese and

many more such ph3'sical truths were in those days

like a revelation. But this was not all : the young

men had a " j^urjjose " in their work. Behind the

reverent copyism of nature were ideas, and they

were the ideas of the thinkers and poets of the time.

It was not only an artistic but a moral and intel-

lectual movement. Art for the first time in our

memory was promising to catch up and keep pace

with literature. We had mastered—at least some

of us had—our abstruse Tennyson, and grappled with

our cryptic Browning; Carlyle and Kingsley were

moving us to worship heroes and labour ; but our art

lingered with Young and Crabbe, with Dr. Johnson

and Mrs. Hemans. Study of nature in holy humility,

the gospel of hard work preached with the paint-

brush, revolt against falsehood and convention—
these were but parts of a movement which seemed

not only an innovation but a creed. Of course it

did but seem ; for we know^ now—-or if we do not,

it is not for want of telling—that work is an un-

mitigated evil, that " purpose " destroys art, that

Carlyle was dyspeptic and Kingsley no match for

Cardinal Newman. But the dreams were not only

pleasant but noble, and to those who once indulged

in them Mr. Trist's Pre-Raphaelite pictures are a

treat of no common order. It is not easy to forget

the days when we first saw Tennyson not only in

print but in paint.

The last sentence contains, I think, about the

shortest expression possible of the effect of the early

pictures of the Pre-Raphaelites on the cultured public

of the time. This is how they looked from the outside.

Of the movement from within, and the different intel-

lectual forces which were engaged iu its generation,

this is no place to speak at length. Of one who is

admitted on all sides to have been its fountain-head,

and by whose recent death the very brain of it may

be said to have been stricken cold, the jNI.iGAZiNE of

Art will soon contain a far more authoritative account

than any I could write. Yet, of this remarkable

genius—Dante Gabriel Rossetti, famous not only as

a painter but as a poet—it is necessary for me to say

a few words to illustrate those specimens of his art
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which Mr. Trist possesses. To umlerstuud tliem

ever so little one must know that his works were

scarcely so Pre-Raphaelite as the artist himself.

A modern Englishman by birth, his blood was

Italian and his spirit of the Fifteenth Century.

Living in the midst of us, " on London stones,"

he looked on life through windows stained with the

extraordinary power, some of its constituents most

palpable in his pictures may be named. There is,

first of all, his strangeness ; he was unique and

brilliant—if not a new star, at least a new comet in

the intellectual heavens. Then, there is his indi-

viduality ; everything that came from him, whether

in words or colours, was not only tinged but saturated

EEGINA COEDIUM.

(Painlid bii JJaittc Gabriel Eossetti. By Permission of T. 11. Trist, Estj.)

symbolism, the romance, and the legends of the dark

ages. He was, too, a living paradox in several other

ways. Without any defined religious opinions, he

was singularly sensitive to supernatural impressions

;

greatly influencing all imaginations with which his

own came into contact, and gifted with rare insight

into and sympathy with other minds, the compass of

his own intellectual horizon was not so great as that

of many men who were in a sense his pupils ; and his

emotions, though intense, were of no great variety.

Without attempting to analyse the source of his

with his idiosyncrasy. Next, there is what for want

of a better word I will call his supernaturalism ; he

saw what we saw, and he painted facts as faithfully

as he could, but they were all transfigured by the

glamour of his fancy into visions which did not

correspond with the impressions they made upon

others. He was no idealist ; if he wanted a Magda-

lene or an Achilles he painted frank images of his

models or his friends ; if he wished to paint the Rose

of Roses he would paint a rose in all its freshness

and individuality; however mystical in feeling or



SILVER AND GOLD.

(^Painted by Arlhur Hughes. By Permission of T. H. TrisI, Esii.)
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conventional in arrangement, lie gave vivid and real

presentations of existing oLjects. Yet he threw

always over all a spell as of an enchanter. This,

with the exception perhaps of his singular gift of

colour, is the greatest charm of his pictures. Few

artists have so completely woven the actualities of

life into the fabric of their fancy as Dante Gabriel

Rossetti.

Mr. Trist's " Regina Cordium," painted in 1800,

and engraved for tliis article, is a singular instance

of this. Rossetti's Hearts' Queen is a woman with

a face which before all things is strange. Its type

is not noble nor its expression (or no-expression)

attractive ; but it is almost impossible to pass it by.

Its physical details—the strangely arching eyebrows

which narrow where eyebrows generally grow broader;

the large transparent eyes which look through and

beyond you ; the pronounced red lips ; the oddly-

arranged hair of ruddy gold—forcibly claim atten-

tion not only from their peculiarity, but by the

force of their presentation. It is a face that neither

Rossetti nor any other artist could have invented,

and one which perhaps no other artist would have

painted—at least as Regina Cordium. A high degree

of beauty and a large measure of refinement would

be necessary to most men's conception of the sub-

ject, but this creature has neither; yet Rossetti saw

her face and chose to crown it before others more

lovely and more loveable. She is a mediiEval Venus,

ample and strong, a queen of tourney, with an evil

empire over weak hearts. This is what Rossetti's

fancy has made out of a modern Englishwoman

who would probably have struck an ordinary observer

only as having a curious expression and a rather

voluptuous set of features. In the decking and

bedizening of her he has shown much ingenuity.

The slide of her many-stringed golden necklace is

a clever combination of heart and arrow ; her

shoulders are covered with red raiment, through

which the gold ground shines; behind her is a flat

gold background, on which as on a wall a morella

cherry with unripe fruit is trained espalier-wise.

One of her exquisitely painted hands holds a

purple gladiolus for a sceptre, and the other rests

upon a gold balcony covered with a white chequered

napkin having squares alternately open-worked and

plain. On one side a beautiful rose rises as out

of the garden below. Such a mixture of the con-

ventional and the real is seldom to be seen out of

an ancient missal. The whole of this picture of

the Nineteenth Century strikes us like a large

illumination from a mediaeval litany.

Besides this very characteristic and powerful

picture, gorgeous in colour, fine in finish, and strong

in physico-magnetic intention, Mr. Trist possesses six

other examples of Rossetti. These are a scene from

the life of King Rene ; a study of Miss Herbert ; a

fine cruel head of a Bacchante (or perhaps the daughter

of Herodias), all three in oil; a finished drawing

of Mr. Leyland's " Lilith," and another for a

DANTE S LEAH.

{Painted by O. D. Leslie. By Pcrmiisioii uj T. H. Tri.it, Esq.)
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never-paintod picture representing " Michael Scott's

Wooing," both large, highly tinislieil, and in red

chalk ; and a water-colour drawing of the design for

a stained glass window executetl for a college chapel

at Oxford. The only one of the oils which is of

sufficient importance to rwjuire special notice repre-

sents a scene in the honeymoon of King Rene, but as

this will, I believe, form an illustration of the article

I have mentioned before, I will only say of it that it

is rich in the artist's favourite harmonies of red and

gold and green, with accidentals as it were of blue

;

tiiat it is crowded with heraldic and symbolic sug-

gestion in the decorative devices that cover the many

draperies ; and that the young king and queen are

kissing one another with pretty intensity over the

pipes of a small organ on which she is playing.

There is not a touch in it which does not remove

the scene a pace backw-ard from modem life into a

fantastic world of romance.

" Michael Scott's Wooing " is a very elaborate

composition in pure diablerie. The principal group is

formed of the wizard and a beautiful girl seated side

by side. Her hair is falling loose from her drooping

forehead. Spell-bound, half fainting, she appears to

be suffering her awful wooer to withdraw a ring from

her finger, while a cowled Woman at her side is cut-

ting a cross from her girdle—her only safeguard

against infernal art. Behind there stands, or floats,

a beautiful spirit with a musical instrument, domi-

nating the group like a priest at a wedding. The

light is dim, and the background teems with innu-

merable spiritual figures. That the dread Knight of

Balwearie was ever reported in legend to have Ijeeu

the villain of a piece like this I can find no rumour.

But whether the scene is a pure creation of Rossetti's

fancy or proceeds from some old ballad, it is magical

in its effect, and shows him in graphic art, as in

poetry, a master of supernatural illusion.

In these, as indeed in most of Rossetti's designs,

the spirit is romantic and mystical— neo-mediieval

rather than Pre-Raphaelite in the modern use of the

latter word. But at first his work was inspired with

the religious sentiment of early Italian art ; and Mr.

Trist is fortunate in possessing an exquisite though

small example of the style which will always be

associated with his early picture of the " Education

of the Virgin." This is the design for the stained

glass window already mentioned. It is rich and

lovely in colour, sweet and almost noble in senti-

ment, and in design as nearly masterly as any-

thing Rossetti ever did.

In two pictures by Ford Madox Brown we find

similar artistic principles acting on a very different

nature. Even when his imagination is employed in

realising the past this artist's sympathy is all with

ordinary humanity and common-sense. He gives you

" modern touches " to make the old more real, for

ever bringing the past into the present instead of

thrusting back the present into the past. In the

picture which we engrave he has painted a scene from
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tlie life of King Rene, painted in the same year

(1861) as Rossetti's, but very different in feeling.

A middle-aged king and a plain comfortable queen

are sitting together hand in hand, tlioronghly en-

joying the task of settling the plans of their new
palace. The same desire for choice and fine colour

and for veracity in costume, the same search for the

uncommon and the picturesque, are observable here

as in the Rossetti ; but there is no glamour nor

romance. The hero and heroine are plain man and

woman, and but for their costume and surroundings

might be Mr. and Mrs. Jones sociably engaged in

planning a new house. It is not a picture to please

at first sight, but one eminently calculated to

" grow on you

:

" till Mr. and Mrs. Rene become

dear old friends from whom it would be painful

to part. In Mr. Trist's other Madox Brown a

Scripture subject is treated with similar "realism."

Elijah is restoring the widow's son to her, bearing

him in his arms from the upper chamber down a

steep stone staircase. She stands with extended arms

and face of rapture at the foot. The prophet is

bearded and portly
;
you feel the weight of the boy

on his shoulder, the weight of his foot on the stair,

the support he is fain to get from the hand-rope.

But the physical difficulties of the situation do

not detract from his dignity. The string of onions

hanging from the roof of a room Ijcyond, and the

hen with its one chick on its back, add to the

homely reality of the scene, something the like of

which is probably happening to-day in some Eastern

cottage. There is a spiritual effluence from the

most ordinary things, says Rossetti ; miracles do

not alter usual appearances, says Madox Brown.

(Painted bit Edward Bu

A LAMENT.

; Jones. By Pcnni^sion u/ T. 11. Tnst, Esq.)
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Perliaijs no painter has Leon -so niiicli iulhu.'ncftl

by Rossetti as Biirnc Joiios. So potent has beou tho

cliarni that it is diliiuult to imayine what Ibirnc

Jones's yenins wouUl liave produced without its stimu-

lus. Never-

theless the pu-

pil excels his

master in se-

veral respects.

Thoufifh not

so sj)lendid a

eolourist, he is

a sweeter and

a subtler one,

and, in spite of

some perverse

mannerisms, a

much greater

and better

draun-litsinau.

He is also more

of an idealist,

with a finer

sense o£ pro-

portion, and a

truer feeling-

for rhythm
;

and the field

of his imagina-

tion is ever so

much larger

and more pop-

ulous, if his vi-

sion be hardly

so intense.

Though Mr.

Trist's " La-

ment " — the

original of our

fifth illustra-

tion—is awk-

ward in com-

position, and

one of its

figures is un-

couth in fea-

ture and figure,

these two sad

girls mourn-

ing amidst the ruins of the past strike a chord of

that melancholy pathos which echoes through ages.

It needs no words—indeed no words were adeipiate

—to explain the sad sweet sentiment, rising almost

to tragedy, in the rigid face and limbs of the durnb

singer with her silent lute. Nor can I do more

than suggest the eifeet of the picture's pure trans-
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(Painttd by Ford Madox, Broicn. By Permission of T. n. Trist, Esq.)

parent tones, with the admirable masses of red and

blue in the dresses, the amber-coloured instrument,

and the clear cool grey of the shattered walls.

There is probably no house in which the tender and

loveable art

of Mr. Arthur

Hughes can be

better studied

than in Mr.

Trist's. His
" Silver and

Gold "and Mr.

G. D. Leslie's

"Leah''' (from

Dante's "Pur-

gatorio") come

nearer to what

tlic]jubliereck-

ons as Pre-

Raphae lite

than any other

of tho works

we print ; for

they are " pu-

rist "in feeling

and filled with

almost infinite

detail of gra.ss

and leaf and

flower. Much
as we admire

Mr. Leslie's

later Avork,

which has kept

before us con-

stant visions

of the inno-

cent beauty

and unsophis-

ticated ele-

gance of Eng-

lish girls, there

isenough intel-

lectual effort

and manual

labour in his

"Leah" (exhi-

bited in 1860)

to make half

a dozen of his Celias and Follies. If the Pre-

Raphaelite movement did nothing else, it at least

strung uj) the energies of our young painters to

put into their pictures not only all they knew, but

whatever they could think and feel. The charm-

ing contrast of youth and age to which the title

of " Silver and Gold " has been given, tells its tale
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too plainly to uood description iu the text. Except

that he is a timid and imperfect draughtsman, and

somewhat too sweet and over-gentle, it is difficult to

understand why Arthur Hughes should have failed

of those academic honours which have fallen to the

lot of men of far more ordinary endowments. I

know of no modern picture more poetical in feel-

ing or more exquisite in colour than his " Morte

d'Arthur/' nor has any one drawn Ophelia more

lovely or more pathetic. In the Trist collection

you see him always exquisitely tender and true in

colour, always sweet and wholesome in sentiment

:

Avhether he appears in some lovely English landscape

with flowery foreground ; or in that sketch for " The

King's Orchard" (made famous by Mr. Ruskin's

praise in 1859—the well-remembered apple-blossom

year at the Royal Academy) ; or in the charming

group of children in church dabbling their fingers

in live sunbeams. In the matter of execution, the

patience and dexterity of such pictures as that of the

sailor-boy at his mother's grave, with its dewdrops

and cobweb and Chingford Church covered with

innumerable ivy leaves, are notable indeed ; while

in "Enid and Geraint," and another picture of a

female head, he has given us the quintessence of

English womanhood, with its loveliness, its purity,

and its sweetness of disposition.

The old Pre-Raphaelites were unclassical of

necessity, the modern were anticlassical by choice.

The grand harmonies of line, the proportion and

balance, the divine ease, which characterise true

classical style, were scorned by the men who were

seized with the desire of beginning everything all

over again. But their deliberate refusal to profit

by the experience of ages was not shared by

young Frederick Leighton. The President's first

exhibited picture, though it represented the triumph

of the Aboriginal Pre-Raphaelite— Cimabue—
showed a sympathy with Italian art, not before,

but after it had profited by the study of the

antique. By him Mr. Trist has a beautiful view

of Capri, showing his affinity with his friends

Giovanni Costa and the late George Mason. Of

Professor Costa, Mr. Trist has three good examples

;

and our fourth engraving is from one of the most

charming works of Mason, who was certainly no

Pre-Raphaelite in the sense of taking for his model

the immature art of Italy. His " Staffordshire Land-

scape," though studied from nature and inspired by

modern sentiment, has a breadth, a dignity, a re-

pose which can scarcely be attained without a study

of classic art. For Rossetti, though he drew Helen

of Troy, Pheidlas lived in vain; but it was not so with

Mason, though he only drew trees and geese and

country girls. In compositions where the human

figure plays a more important part—as in Mr. Trist's

exquisite study of a milk-girl—this is naturally more

obvious ; but the " Staffordshire Landscape " yet

belongs to the classic side of art, for the charm of

its design rests in the exact disposition of carefullj'

chosen forms. The qualities of its sentiment and

colour are modern and personal to the artist, one of

the few true pastoral poets who have painted. So

original is this jrainted poetry that I do not know

any one of his literary brothers, except perhaps

Collins, with whom he can be justly compared. In

the work of both of these thorough artists—in

the " Staffordshire Landscape " and in the " Ode

to Evening "—the union of classic style and modern

sentiment is perfect. Cosmo Moxkhouse.

HOGAETH'S HOUSE AND TOMB.

HOGAEIH S PUNCH-BOWL.

O the lover of the Eigh-

teenth Century few

spots in the vicinity

of London are more

fertile in reminiscence

and suggestion than

the straggling village

of Chiswick. It is

true that the purity

of its red-brick Au-

gustanism has now
been largely adulte-

rated by modern stuc-

co; but there are yet a

good many buildings

along this bank of the "smooth-sliding" Thames

that have a genuine old-world air, to which the

modern imitations of Bedford Park can make little

or no pretence. Some of them, too, possess his-

toric interest. We cannot perhaps distinguish the

" small grocer's shop " in Chiswick Lane where

Rousseau boarded when iu England ; but down

a turning out of the Mall, not far from the

" Red Lion "—at whose door still hangs the old

whetstone which, as its inscription affirms, has

"Sharpened Tools on this spot above 1,000 (?) years"

—once lived Alexander Pope. His residence was

No. 5 in a block now known as Mawson's Row

;

and among the MS. sheets of the " Iliad " pre-

sented by Mallet's widow to the British Museum,
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there are still many envelopes adtlressed " To Mr.

Pope, at his house in y" New IJuihlings, Chiswiek."

Hard hy, comparatively speaking, is the once famous

mansion of the poet's friend and patron, Richard,

Earl of Ihirlington, where John Gay ate and drank

and frisked about the kind protector to whom he

addressed the " Journey to ]'>xeter." " I live almost

altogether witli Ijord Burlington," he writes to

Francis Colman ; and, in the alwve-mentioned rliynied

epistle, he speaks of Pope's unloading

"The boughs irilhin his reach,

Tlio piirplo vine, blue pUini, and blushing poach,"

in the same liospitahle " Chiswick liowers." Josepli

Warton would probably have decided that " within

his re.ach " was a " poor exjiletive
; " but I prefer

to think that the " fat bard " (as Gay called him-

self) was poking his own good-natured fun at the

diminutive figure of his friend.

It is, however, round the quiet old-fashioned

church with the raised graveyard that the thickest

memories cluster. Somewhere here, beneath the

vestry stones, a vague tradition (into which one

must not pry too closely) fixes the final resting-place

of Oliver Cromwell; and here, without a doubt, is

deposited all that was mortal of Barbara Palmer,

Countess of Castlemaine. Here, too—to confine our-

selves more strictly to the Eighteenth Century—sleeps

the beautiful Lady Ranelagh, to whom the author

of " Tom Jones " likened Sophia Western ; and in

the churchyard is Fielding's friend Ralph— the

Ralph that " made night hideous " in the " Diin-

ciad," from which stately and unpleasant pillory he

yet looks out on us. Here, again, is Goldsmith's task-

master, the bookseller Griifiths, and the awful Dr.

Busby, and Zoffany, and Sharp the engraver, whose

" happy touch," to use a French simile, " turned

copper into gold," and who believed in Brothers the

Prophet. Not far from Sharp's gravestone is the

tomb of another disciple of Brothers, the landscape-

painter Philip de Loutherbourg, whose inordinate

epitaph is rounded off by a quatrain which Professor

Colvin woukl not endorse:

—

" Hero, LouTHEKBOuRG, repose thy laurol'd head !

While Art is cherish'd thou oan'st ne'er be dead :

.Salvatoh, PorssiN, Claude, thy skill combines,

And beauteous Nature lives in thy designs."

In Lord Burlington's vault lies Kent, the artist

Jack-of-all-trades so mercilessly quizzed by Hogarth.

And this brings us to the chief glory of the Chiswick

burying-ground, the tomb of Hogarth himself.

It stands a little to the left on entering the

churchyard from the street, and its general aspect

is so accurately given in the accompanying sketch,

taken from the vestry window, that any detailed

verbal description is rendered unnecessary. Upon

the north side, which, in the picture, fronts the

spectator, is Garrick's famous but not faultless

epitaph, here copied verbatim el lilcnilim :—
" Farcwel, great I'uintcr of l^Iankind !

Who reach'd the noblest point of Art,

AVhoso picttir'd Morals charm the Jlind,

And through the Eye correct the Ilcart.

" If Genius fire thee. Reader, stay :

If Nature touch thee, drop a Tear;

It' neither move thee, turn away,

Kur IIogaiith's honour'd dust lies here."

From a passage in Mrs. Piozzi's " Anecdotes," it

has been supposed that the well-known but generally

misquoted quatrain by Johnson

—

" The Hand of Art here torpid hcs

That traced the essential form of Grace

;

Hero Death has closed the curious eyes

That saw the manners in the face "

—

wa.s also an attempt at an epitaph by the " Great

Cham of Literature " which was rejcclcd in favour

of Garrick's. But it is clear, from a letter printed

in the " Garrick Correspondence," that Johnson's

lines were only a suggested emendation of Ciarrick's

vcr.';es, submitted to him for criticism.

Above the epitaph is a tablet in low relief, repre-

senting a mask, laurel-wreath, maul-stick, palette,

pencils, and a book inscribed " Analysis of Beauty,"

a monumental issue of the famous work published

by Hogarth in December, 1753. On the east side of

the monument, under the Hogarth arms (azure, a

sun in splendour, for Hogarth; impaling, argent, a

chevron gules, between three blackbirds, for T/iorn-

Iilll), is an inscription to the painter and his wife

Jane, Sir James Thornhill's daughter, who long sur-

vived her husband. On the west side is another

inscription to the memory of Lady Thornhill, the

painter's mother-in-law ; and on the south side one

to his sister Anne. The tomb was first erected by

his friends in 1771, seven years after his death.

When fresh from the mason's yard, it is said to

have been handsomely " coloured and gilded
;
" but

with lapse of time and neglect it grew sadly dilapi-

dated. In 1856, however, it was carefully and sub-

stantially repaired at the cost of William Hogarth, of

Aberdeen. When, in the process of restoration, the

grave was opened, the little coffin of the painter

was seen among the others, but the coffin- plate was

missing. It is supposed to have been "conveyed"

some twenty years before.

From Hogarth's tomb to Hogarth's house is

but a stone's throw. Re-entering Church Street,

a few paces to the left bring you into Burlington

Lane. Out of this a turning to the right leads to

the " Feathers Inn," where three roads meet. That

to the extreme left is Hogarth Lane, which extends

from the little ale-house above mentioned to the
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Duke's Avenue. A short distanee down this lane,

and still to the left, is " Hogarth House," the entraneo

to which is a gate flanked by two leaden urns, fondly

supposed to have been the gift of Garriek to the

painter, but in

reality erected

some thirty

years ago by a

Major Russell.

These may be

seen in our

picture. The

house, tlie gar-

den wall of

which goes a

long way fur-

ther up, is a

narrow, old-

fashioned, red-

In'ick building,

with a project-

ing wooden

bay - window

to the upper

storey. It

stands in about

a quarter of an

acre of ground.

This is at pre-

sent encum-

bered with
glass houses

and pig-styes

;

but in Ho-

garth's day

that part of it

which faced

the house was

laid out " into

long, narrow,

formal flower-

beds,"afterthe

Eighteenth
Century fa-

shion. It con-

tained five

large trees—

a

mulberry, wal-

nut, apricot,

double - blos-

somed cherry, and hawthorn, the last of which was

a favourite haunt of the nightingale, while there

were still nightingales in Chiswick. At the present

date the mulberry alone survives. One huge limb

has been removed, but the old tree (it must have seen

at least some hundred and fifty summers) still looks

HOGArLTn S TOMB IN CHISWICK CnUECIIYARD.

hale and hearty, and at the beginning of May last

was putting forth its first fresh leaves. It was

Hogarth's pleasant custom (writes Leslie in his " Life

of Reynolds ") to invite the village children every year

to eat the mul-

berries, which

it still bears in

good seasons;

and the little

festival thus

stablished was

religiously ob-

served by his

widow. Once,

says tradition,

the tree was

struck by
lightning, and

Hogarth had

it carefully

braced and
girded. There

are irons yet to

be seen among
the branches

;

but whether

they are those

adjusted by

the painter it

is now impos-

sible to decide.

At the ex-

treme end of

the garden was

the stable,with

doors that

opened into

Hogarth Lane.

Judging from

theareaitoccu-

pied, it could

not have been

very spacious

;

but it probably

sufficed for

that historic

equipage for

which Catton,

the coach-

painter, de-

signed the crest, and in which Hogarth made his last

journey to Leicester Fields. Above it was a small

room popidarly known as the studio, with a window

looking also upon the road. Both stable and room,

which seem to have been of wood, and covered with

magnificent ivy, were pulled down some years ago
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by the Inisband of tlie present tenant, wlio rei)b(al

them witli structures more to his taste.

Along one of the walls was a nut-walk, prettily

arched over by a row of filbert-trees. At one end

of this stretched a stone slab where Hogarth was

accustomed to play at nine-pins; at the other, in

what was known as " the churchyard," stood a couple

of rude headstones to the memory of a favourite

bird and dog. This, apparently, was in that part

of the garden facing the entrance gate, and now

occupied by a row of pig-styes. The two little

monuments, the mar"ks of which were to be seen

not long since, have disappeared mysteriously. In

Mrs. S. C. Hall's " Pilgrimages to English Shrines,"

there is a woodcut of them by the late Mr. Fairholt,

which must be accepted as correct. They are fre-

quently spoken of as if both dated from the painter's

day ; but this is a mistake. The smaller one, which,

according to Ireland, was scratched by Hogarth

himself with a nail, commemorated the loss of a

favourite bullfinch as follows :

—

" Alass, poor Dick. 1760. Agpd 11."

Below was the outline of a bird's skull and cross-

bones. The other and larger stone was of later

date, and must have been erected by Mrs. Hogarth's

cousin Mary Lewis. This was to a dog, and bore

the words :

—

" Life to the last enjoyed, here Pompev lies. 1791 "

—

an obvious adaptation of the line from Churchill's

" Candidate," which forms his epitaph at Dover. It

shows how persistently the memory of Hogarth's old

enemy lingered in the Hogarth household. About

the house itself there is little worthy of remark.

In the parlour, a panelled room, the two windows

of which are seen in our illustration to the left,

the chief decorations in Hogarth's lifetime were a

few engravings from Sir James Thornhill's frescoes

in St. Paid's, and a head or two by Houliraken.

Of his own prints there were none. The best of

the upper rooms is the one with the bay-window,

which I am personally disposed to think was the

real studio. There is a certain recollection of it in

that somewhat disappointing picture the " Lady's

Last Stake," exhibited by Mr. Huth at the Old

Masters in ISSl. Over the front door was a mask

of George II., whicli, like the urns of the gate, was

of leatl.

When the painter acquired Hogarth House is

not '•bar. There seems, however, to be little doubt

that it originally belonged to Sir James Thornhill,

HOOAETH's UOUSK, at CHIoWICK,
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who died in 1734'. His wife died in 1757. Dr.

Morell said that Hogarth came to Chiswick " nut

long after his marriage" (1729); Clerk that he

bought the house about 17'43, and Nichols, soon

after 17-18. It is possible that all these accounts

are incorrect, and tliat Mrs. Hogarth inherited it

under her father's will. In any case, after her hus-

band's death in 176-1', she continued to reside in it.

When, in 1789, she too passed away—a stately lady

whom old inhabitants remembered to have seen sail-

ing up the aisle of Chiswick Church on Sundays in a

silk sacque, raised head-dress, and black calash—she

left it to her cousin Mary Lewis, in whose arms

Hogarth had died. At Mary Lewis's death in 1808 it

became the property of other persons, and has since

had several tenants. One of these—and a worthy

—

was the Rev. H. F. Cary, the translator of Dante,

who inhabited it from 1814' to 1826, and whose son's

letter to Mrs. S. C. Hall contains some particulars

of which I have availed myself in the foregoing

account. Another resident was Mr. N. T. Hicks,

the well-known " Brayvo •" Hicks, of melodramatic

lame, and, as I am informed by judges, capable on

occasion of higher things. The last lessee was a Mr.

Thomas Clack, whose widow at present occupies the

''ouse. Austin Dobson.

THE NATIVITY IN ART.

HE Nativity of our Lord has been

a favourite motive in well-nigh

every age of art. Under its two-

fold aspect—as the opening scene

of the life of Christ, and as a

symbol of the great Christian

doctrine of the Incarnation—it

was the theme of every mediaeval

painter in turn. In later years its dramatic quality,

the varied treatment of which it is capable, and the

idyllic beauty and significance of the group gathered

round the cradle of Bethlehem, made it attractive

to artists more secular in inspiration and ambition.

From the unknown painters of the Byzantine period

to the Overbecks and Miillers of our own day, each

master has handled the subject in a different and

peculiar manner, with some new element of incident

or imagery, some fresh expres-

sion of sentiment, some original

touch of invention and imagi-

nation. To give the history of

their Nativities here would be

impossible ; I can do no more

than glance at a few princij)al

features in one or two of the

more important examples.

The Nativity is not one of

the motives in use during the

earlier epochs of Christian art.

The Adoration of the Magi

—

as typical of the calling of the

Gentiles—is found upon sarco-

phagi throughout the Third

and Fourth Centuries ; but the

Nativity nowhere aj)pears until

the Sixth. In the commonest

form of the oldest Greek and

THK NiTIVITY,

{Painted by Perugino. By Pennission of

Messrs. Loiigmaiis & Co.)

Italian representations, the Virgin Mother reclines

beneath the rooftree of a rude hut or the rough arch

of a cavern, with the new-born child in swaddling

clothes laid in her arms or by her side. From the

first the ox and ass are present as emblems of the

Jewish and Gentile world. Sometimes a ministering

angel figures in the scene, and sometimes St. Joseph;

and in the Ninth Century, attendants are introduced

washing the Child—an episode common in the me-

diaeval art of both Germany and Italy. This arrange-

ment was adopted by the painters of the Revival,

and retained, with slight modifications, until the

middle of the Fourteenth Century.

Giotto, as was his wont, inspired the withered

old forms with new life, and breathed a new soul

into the time-worn and halting old types. In his

hands the Virgin, St. Joseph, and the little Christ be-

came the typical father, mother,

and child ; and amid the ex-

ultant and joyful wonder of all

Italy, the Holy Family in its

true sense was revealed to man.

At Assisi the great Florentine

employs the common Byzantine

convention ; but in his work in

the Arena Chapel he adds to it

a touch of his own profound

and passionate humanity, and

paints the Mother reaching out

loving arms towards t'.it Child,

as a maiden holds Him up to

her embrace. Niccola Pisano's

Nativity on the famous Bap-

tistery pulpit is a curious med-

ley of classic forms and con-

ventional types. His Virgin

is diademed and veiled, and
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might be a Roman matron ; and tlic trough which

represents the manger has exactly the shape and onia-

mentation of an antique sarcophagus. Niccola's son

THE NATIVITT.

(PaiHtoJ by Lorenzo di Credi. By Permission of Misers. Longmans it Co.)

Giovanni is far less antique and far more naturalistic.

His figures abound in gesture and expression; his hand-

maids trying the temperature of the bath in which

they are about to plunge the Divine Child are touched

with Giotto's own spirit^ and are fashioned with some-

thing of Giotto's own style. Giovanni, too, it is who

first introduces—in the upper space of his bas-relief

—

the Angel appearing to the Shepherds : a motive re-

peated by Orcagna in the tabernacle of Orsanmichele

and by Ghiberti in the "Gates of Paradise." The

Adoration of the Shepherds is generally combined

with the Nativity in the work of these sculptors, and

of the painters their contemporaries; and now and

again they bring in a herd of calves, and very often a

flock of goats or sheep. In the Fourteenth Century

the sarcophagus-like trough gives place to a bundle

of hay or other fodder; sometimes to a sheaf of

wheat, symbolical of the Bread of Life. Later on,

the Child is laid upon a cushion, or couched upon a

bank of glad and pleasant grass, starred over with

springing blossoms : with tufts of daisies and purple

columbine, with strawberry bloom and forget-me-

not, and ruddy clove carnation, the last especially

appropriate as the divine diantlius. Sometimes the

Infant appears with finger on lip, signifj'ing that

He is the Word of the Father. At others He
stretches hands to His Mother or looks up gravely

at the angels quiring in the skies above Him. With

the Fifteenth Century the Nativity enters on a

new phase in the liands of the mystical painters

of Florence and Umbria. In the latter part of the

Fourteenth Century an impression got abroad that to

show the Mother couched and recumbent was to be

somewhat irreverent and common. At Prato, Agnolo

Gaddi painted her in a silting posture ; and in the

cryj)t of the Spagnuoli Chapel Giottino showed her

in adoration before the Child. Adopted by Angelico

and Masolino in the Ijeginning of the next century,

this convention soon Ijecame general. Both in the

cells of San Marco, and in the panels which he

painted for the plate chests of the Annunziata, the

monk of Fiesole represented the Virgin and St.

Joseph kneeling, with hands devoutly folded be-

fore the Holy Child. The picture breathes the

pure and saintly spirit of the sweet old mystic

—

the soul whose life was one long gentle ecstacy

—

known, and rightly known, as Beato Angelico. Ox
and ass bend down their heads to greet the Infant

King, and on the thatch above six angels kneel

and sing the " Gloria in excelsis." The same

simple devotion marks the engraving after ^lartin

Schongauer, which is the subject of our fourth illus-

tration. There is greater realism in the dresses. The

faces are of homely German type, and the whole bears

the stamp of northern imagination. Instead of the

stable we have a Gothic portal overgrown with ivy

and creeper. Through the open arches the shepherds

and a woman—probably Mary Salome—are approach-

ing. Above, three angels sing from an open scroll.

Joseph stands behind the Virgin with a lantern in

THE NATIVITY.

(Painted by Lorenzo di Credi. Dy Permission of Messrs. Longmans £ Co.)

his hand to signify that the time is night ; and in the

distance another angel comes shining forth to the

Shepherds on the hillside.

Following in Angelieo's train, the painters of the
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Fifteenth Ceutuiy vvcut a step further thau he, and

ceasing to regard the Nativity as an historical event,

treated it always as a Christian mystery. They re-

])resented not only the ~\'irgiu, but all the legions of

the Blessed, in worship of the advent of Divinity on

earth : in the language of Botticelli's Sibyl, "il Veni-

mento del Re di

Pace." One of

the first to paint

these mystic Na-
tivities was a con-

temporary of F^ra

Angelico, the Car-

melite monk Fi-

lij)po Lippi, the

roystering hero of

one of Robert

Browning's most

notable mono-

logues. Althougli

his life and cha-

racter were very

unlike those of

the beatific friar

of San Marco (for

he loved gaiety

and wine and ad-

venture like the

veriest pagan, and

had been captive

to the Turk, and

in love and in

drink all Italy

over) , not even

Angelico has ex-

celled the gentle

loveliness of his

Madonnas who
gaze in ecstasy

on the Child, or

the charm of the

rosy-pinioned an-

gels who worship

on the daisied

meadows at her

side. On one

delishtful

THE NATIVITY.

now at Berlin, the young St. John and St. Bernard

kneel on either side the Virgin in a grove of tall

trees illumined only by the radiance of the heavenly

Babe.

Usually there are neither shepherds nor dumb
animals in these mystic Nativities, which, as a rule,

have few accessories. St. Joseph is seen sometimes,

other saints more often. In some the donor of the

picture is portrayed among the worshippers; in others

the painter himself. Both Lippi and Francia have

painted themselves in this manner. The angels are

very rarely absent. Commonly they are quiring

above; often they kneel to the ChikI, presenting Ilini

to the Virgin, or offering Iliui a flower or a bird.

Sometimes, as in our first illustration from Lorenzo di

Credi, an angel

proffers Him a

cross. In a pic-

ture by Holbein,

an angel caresses

Ilim. In the Na-

tional Gallery are

two remarkable

examples of the

mystical Nati-

vity, and in both

the angels bear

a principal iJai-t.

One is by Sandro

Botticelli, the

other by Piero

della Francesea.

Sandro's angels

appear in every

corner of his pic-

ture. They fall

embracing on the

Shepherds' necks,

and lead them in

to hail the return

of the Golden

Age in the ad-

vent of the Prince

of Peace. They

sing their Glorias

on the roof of the

lowly shed; they

dance in round

upon the clouds;

they wave olive

Ijranches and
dangle crowns in

air in an ecstasy

of solemn joy.

The Umbrian
painter's seraphs

rejoice after a more stately and measured fashion.

Five angels, strong and graceful in their youthful

beauty, with rose garlands on their brows, stand

round the Holy Family, making music on viol and

lute, and with «ide-opeued mouths outpouring their

celestial pa?ans ;

—

" Such music, as 'tis said.

Before was never made

But when of old the sons of morning sung."

—

Millon.

(^From an EijfjraHnfj hy Martin Sckl>nganfr.)
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Another painter, renowned for his mystical Na-

tivities, and who, like Eotticelli, belonged to the

following of Savonarola, is Lorenzo di Credi. He
excels in them, and he produced them in large

numbers. All are fair in aspect and tender in

sentiment, if somewhat monotonous in character,

as may be seen by the two examples reproduced

—by permission of the publishers — from Mrs.

Jameson's " Legends of the Madonna." The

sculptors of the Medicean age must not be for-

gotten either. Many are the reliefs in which

Donatello and Mino Da Fiesole and Rosellino have

pictured the birth of their Lord, with kneeling

Madonnas and bands of young -eyed cherubim.

Many—through " Robbia's craft so apt and strange
"

—many are the Virgins who clasp hands and kneel

to the little Saviour in the delicate blue and white of

Robbia ware ; while fruits and flowers are wreathed

and festooned and garlanded in infinite variety

about them. Prominent among the larger altar-

pieces of his school is a Nativity at Siena, in

which the Shepherds' eager heads are quick with

life and emotion, while the sweet humility of the

Virgin comes near to Raphael's early creations.

It was reserved for Perugino—a specimen of whose

style, from the " Legends of the Madonna," is repro-

duced in our first woodcut — and Francia to set

the seal of technical perfection on these mystical con-

ceptions. To the first one's hand we owe that most

beautiful of all ideal Nativities—the altar-piece of

the Certosa, now in the National Gallery. Almost

equal in merit with this famous picture is the small

panel in the Villa Albani, in Rome, which belongs to

Perugiuo's early period, and was painted before fre-

quent repetition had made his hand mechanical, and

dulled and conventionalised his imagination. The

poor stable has become a stately porch, through whose

arcades there comes a pleasant glimpse of clear pools

and far blue hills. A noble St. Michael, with bur-

nished cuirass, the warrior St. George, and two

others from the hierarchy of heaven stand between

the pillars, and ox and ass look solemnly forth over

a palisade in the rear.

We give an illustration of an interesting

Nativity— or, to speak with strict accuracy, an

Adoration of the Shepherds— by a painter who,

like Piero della Francesca, combined the highest

imaginative faculty with a passion for the scien-

tific in art. This picture, which is the property

of Mr. Boughton Knight, of Downton Castle—by
whose permission it has been engraved for this

Magazine—dates from the early years of Andrea

Mantegna, and was probably painted soon after the

Eremitani frescoes, to which, in certain respects, it

bears a marked resemblance. The tone of Man-

tegua's work is finely and distinctly religious, but

his achievement has little in common with that of

the mystic painters whom we have been consider-

ing. His Virgin might be some peasant looking

maternal love upon her new-born boy, but for the

angel-heads—a living glory of vermilion and gold

—that swarm round her and about, and speak of

an awful and a superhuman Presence. The original

sketch for this figure and that of the Child, who lies

on a corner of the Virgin's mantle, may be seen

among the drawings of the Uftizzi Gallery ; in this

every fold of the drapery is precisely similar, and the

only point of difference is the absence of the cherub-

heads that in the Downton Mantegna make the air

heavenly round both Mother and Child. Joseph sits

beside her, fast asleep, leaning his elbow on the trunk

of a tree. On the opposite side two Shepherds, all tat-

tered and ragged and poor—as true to life and nature

as Courbct's own—bend, cap in hand, more in wonder

than in awe at the strange sight. Two others are

crossing a wooden bridge on the same errand ; and

behind them, on the rocky hillside, angels tell the

good tidings to other Shepherds, one by one. In

the many planes of distant landscape beyond, Man-

tegna has endeavoured to express, within the narrow

limits of one small panel, all the busy stir of that

work-a-day world which he so loved, and which

held so many and great attractions for him. A
ferry-boat is traversing the river; men and women

are plying their callings on its banks; flocks and

herds are pasturing; a road winds up the hill be-

tween fruitful meadows; and the horizon is broken

by the towers of a distant city. The picture, which

was exhibited among last year's Old Masters, is as

fresh and brilliant as a Limoges enamel. In four

centuries it has not cracked nor faded, but is as it left

Mantegna's hand : a tiny masterpiece of colour and

invention and drawing—a little window opened for

us upon a remote and beautiful world.

Already the beauty and the interest of secular

objects were diverting the attention of the painter

from the mystical interpretation of life in which

earlier masters had been absorbed, and on every side

new visions of joy and wonder were dawning upon

their eyes. The next age witnessed a still greater

change in the conception of the Nativity. The

old devotional feeling was dying out, and the great

masters of the Renaissance made use of the sacred

subject to show their special strength. In the

Loggie Raphael paints a pastoral group which

might have stepped out of Arcady. His Shepherds

shoulder a slaughtered lamb, and angels pelt the

Child with roses as He gambols in the Mother's arms.

The Venetians seized upon the romantic elements of

the theme ; and, with their native love of worldly

splendour, they crowded the Stable with worshippers

in shining raiment. Bonifazio a-ud Bassano dignified
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the Shepherds with trains of bondwomen and lonfj

processions of iioeks and herds. Titian flooded the

scene with the grlow and glory of sunset, and again

with the exquisite presence of moonlight and the

sheen of stars. Palma, rising higher than them

all, achieved a masterpiece of the union of pas-

sionate devoutness with the splendid fashions of

the world in the " Nativity " of the Louvre, where

the scene is framed in a lovely setting of his own

blue hills. Correggio, borrowing a familiar motive

from the old Florentines, produced his " Notte,"

famous as an example of his mastery in chiaroscuro,

and filled tlie air with a rout and revel of joyous boy-

angels. Almost at the same time a painter of a very

different order, the Lombard Luini, set the same

scene graciously before men in his picture in Como
Cathedral—ill-composed, indeed, but full of exquisite

detail and tender sentiment. The kneeling Virgin is

one of Lionardo's loveliest types ; and in the youthful

shepherd, pointing upwards as he tells of the blessed

vision, classic grace of form is blent with the purest

Christian feeling.

Another century, and we come to Rubens and the

Rolognese. The Nativity was a favourite subject

with the noble Fleming. It was an opportunity for

magnificence of every sort—in colour, in arrange-

ment, in character and gesture and drama; and he

availed himself of it to the full. The original of

our sixth illustration is strikingly dignified and

vigorous. The action of each individual member of

the group is admirable ; and the head of the kneeling

matron is especially fine. But the painter has failed

in his Virgin, and his cherubs are almost coarse. We
are conscious of a want of refinement, and miss the

spiritual feeling to which we are accustomed in the

work of the Italians. The old order of things was

changing fast, and the altered conditions of life and

of religious thought required art of another kind.

In the hands of the Carracci and their follow-

ing, who now took possession of Italy, the Nativity,

it must be owned, fared far worse than with Rubens

and "\'an Dyck. With them it was degraded into a

stage-play, and became an occasion for the display of

startling effects and exaggerated action. Picturesque

grouping and variety of attitude were the artists'

chief aim. Thus the head of the ^'irgin in Guide's

THE NATIVITY.

{Painlrd bij rcttr Paul Biibetts.)
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" Nativity " was a bad imitation o£ the antique

Nio1)e, and her form was enveloped in heavy folds of

drapery, studiously arran<^ed and displayed : as by an

actress who has neither the sentiment of dress nor the

ability to manage it spontaneously and directly. The

Shepherds were

turned into Ro-

man pifferari in

broad hats and

sheepskins, and

made to blow into

their bagpipes as

for a country re-

vel. It was so to

speak the Gloria

on a brass band
;

and the peasant

girls who fol-

lowed, staggering

under their bas-

kets of fruit and

eggs and fowl,

were bound for

a kind of holy

fair. The worship-

pers prostrated

themselves ex-

travagantly, and

Joseph gesticu-

lated with equal

vehemency and

indecorum. Ox-

and ass were as-

signed chief parts

in the scene, or

were stretched

obtrusively at full

length in the fore-

ground. All re-

pose, all dignity

and reverence were

sacrificed to pas-

sion for effect.

The idyllic charm

and simple grace

which had be-

longed to the

Presejjio of the Old Masters disappeared completely

in these colossal romps, where no amount of tech-

nical perfection could compensate for the absence of

nobler qualities.

Our last illustration is engraved from a picture

by Nicolas Poussin, the most renowned of the old

French masters, " the prophet and the sage, " as

Millet calls him, of the old French school. He was

in some sort a follower of Domenichino ; but he had

THE NATIVITY.

(Painted iy Nicolas Poussin.)

few of the Italian painter's faults, and his merits,

which were many and great, were altogether his own.

A contemporary of Corneille, he had in him even

more of the antique Roman than that great and

famous dramatist himself ; and the place of his

pictures in art is

much the same as

that of "Cinna"
and " Les Ho-

races " in drama.

Certain of his

qualities, in fact,

are the qualities of

Corneille. He has

the Norman poet's

dignity and dar-

ing, his large

dramatic instinct,

his noble temper,

his commanding

vigour of expres-

sion, his fine he-

roic imagination

;

and the prophets

and demigods who

people his can-

vases are gifted

with the lofty

stature, the im-

perious gesture,

the stately pre-

sence, the superb

ambition of the su-

perhuman figures

—the great types

east as in bronze

—who people the

great playwright's

theatre. And he

has, what his ana-

logue has not—or

has not always at

least— an unerr-

ing instinct of

proportion, a re-

markable sense of

propriety and of

measure, a notable power of balanced and harmonious

composition. He is never incoherent nor incomplete,

he is seldom guilty of tediousness and hardly ever of

bombast. He is pre-eminently the jminter of order,

of lucid conceptions and symmetrical effect ; he has

the tact, the discretion, the faculty of adaptation and

arrangement, the intellectual indepiendence, that are

characteristic of his race; he is, in fact, a type of

the heroic Frenchman, and his achievement may be
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described as tlie most complete expression in art of

the higlier and more serious qualities of the French

genius. The " Nativity " at present under considera-

tion is not one of his best works; but it may be

unhesitatingly accepted as characteristic of his capa-

cities and limitations, and as exemplifying his method

and ambition with singular directness and success.

It is vigorously conceived and finely grouped and

composed; full of movement and the portraiture of

gesture, yet symmetrical in arrangement and severely

direct and simple in effect; abounding in character

and emotion, yet touched with something of the

dignity and composure of classic art. It is a trifle

pompous and histrionic, it is true. But Poussin

lived in an age of histrionics and of pomp. He is

theatrical, but it is in the best and the most honour-

able sense of the word. His picture can be likened

to nothing worse than a scene of Corneille's " Poly-

eucte," or the " Saint-Genest " of Rotrou ; and these

are among the masterpieces of what is—artistically

speaking, at least—the most perfect drama of the

modem world.

Among modern representations of the Nativity,

Sir Joshua Reynolds's well-known picture, familiar

to most of us by engravings, is not to be despised.

Here, at least, the faces are pleasant and the action

natural. The whole is conceived in a reverent

spirit, although the jilayful movement of the Child,

and the gestures of the angels sporting with Him,

may be considered misplaced as reducing the sub-

ject to the level of an ordinary study of character

and manners. Julia Cartwiught.

*^^9*^^*—

VELASQUEZ.

Hl'j master-quality of Velasquez is

distinction. He is the least ro-

mantic of great artists, and with

that the most exemplary and com-

manding. His is the very genius

of prose; his work, at once refined

and vigorous and sincere, is a per-

fect expression of good sense, good

taste, good temper, and good breeding ; his life is

prosperity in action ; his practice and tradition are

arguments enduring and irresistible against extrava-

gance and cant. He is perhaps the artist who has

best deserved success, and in whom the attributes

of self-knowledge, self-confidence, and self-control

are most conspicuous in fact and most eminent in

result. He left behind him scarce a page to blot,

scarce a blunder to correct; his story is undis-

figured by the record of a single dubious action ; his

morality and conduct were those of a gallant and

worthy gentleman. He is the Perfect Courtier in

art: as Ribera is the Bravo, as Michelangelo is the

Prophet and the Seer.

His life and work are in curious contrast with the

temper of his epoch and the ambition and achieve-

ment of his race. In 1599, the year of his birth, the

romantic spirit had in some sort ceased from being

active, and had become mainly literary and sesthetic.

The memories of Columbus, the greatest sailor before

Nelson, and of Cortes, the boldest adventurer since

Hannibal, were still green and fragrant ; Cervantes,

half Homer and half Amadis, the last of the knights-

errant, was seventeen years from his grave, and had

not published the first part of his " Quijote
;

"

Alonso de Ercilla, the poet of the " Araucania,'' had

only just produced that epic he had lived ere writing;

the Peninsula was yet anxious and amazed before

the fatal raid of Sebastian of Portugal. But for

all these things and others like them the time of

heroes and of high adventure was over. Spain was no

longer the Spain of Isabella the Catholic or of the

Emperor Charles; it was the Spain of Philip II. and

the Inquisition. Outwardly the empire was still

prosperous and still mighty ; but at the core it was

already corrupt, and its innumerable members were

touched with the first symptoms of dissolution. The

end had dawned; the full noon of destruction was

but a matter of time. In swiftness and complete-

ness the ruin of the Invincible Armada— broken

to pieces twelve years before by English ships and

English seas—was a type of that impending upon the

state which had sent it forth. Tratle was dwindling

;

poverty was deepening. The sovereign was pinched

in his palace ; the peasant hungered and idled in his

hut. Year by year expenses grew greater, and reve-

nues grew less
;
year by year the difficulty increased

of keeping armies in the field, of bribing statesmen

and captains, of paying spies—and of buying daily

bread. In the universal struggle for existence the

habit of peculation had become not only a necessity

but a fine art. In Mexico and Naples, in Flanders

and Sicily and Peru, the word was extortion, and

the fact was worse than the word. Manufac-

tures there were none ; such commerce as existed

was mostly in the hands of the Jews ; between the

devil and the deep sea—with feudal rights on the

one hand and church privileges on the other— the

peasant left his plough to rot in the furrow, and

went out to keep sheep, or to beg, or to plunder
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nobly on the highway. The corn was eaten in

blade; the plate fleets were pawned ere they eoukl

set sail. They sold the ingots in the mine, the oil

ere the olives had formed on the tree. There was

penury everywhere ; and everywhere there was in-

difference, the disdain of labour, the despair of per-

sonal success. Under the Inquisition and the Kiiif^

the empire struggled and suffocated as uinlcr an

enormous double nightmare—a nightmare witli the

implacable immobility of a granite Pharaoli. Fnc

thought was the unpardonable sin, and free speech

was death or utter disgrace. Every Spaniard was a

spy upon his neighbour ; the jails were gorged with

prisoners ; the ghastly burnt offerings of the Act of

Faith had become a popular amusement, like the

bull ring or the play of canes. Over the civilisation

of two worlds there brooded the awful shadow of the

Grand Inquisitor; and within its limits civilisation

starved, and enterprise was stayed, and humanity

itself declined and went visibly to decay.

With the death of the second Philip, the arch-

bigot, the crowned Familiar, there was a change for

the better. Philip III. was milder of mind and

weaker of will, and with the latter years of his life

and reign a kind of Renaissance—or as much of one

as was still possible under such circumstances and

after such a preparation—began for Spain. The work

of destruction, however, had been too thoroughly

conceived and too steadily done to be an-ested even

for a time ; and Spain reviving is after all but Spain

before death. Continued through a good half-century,

the morose and bloody practice of Philip II., that

" Spider of the Escurial," was not to be got over.

Its effects were general and permanent ; its tradition

became an influence in art and letters alike. There

had been too much of public torture and private

despair; the stake and the wheel had played too

great a part in common life ; the fact of hell-fire had

been too often and too hideously presented, its horrors

too persistently parodied. The minds of men were

affected in one of two ways. Either they accepted

the Inquisitorial practice as glorious and normal,

and looked unmoved upon its operations and results

;

or they took to trifliug elaborately and exquisitely,

to the pursuit of fantastic artificial ideals, and to the

exercise of a mystical gallantry, incredibly super-

subtle in expression, and in fact a wild and curious

mixture of earthly and heavenly love.

From the beginning these conflicting tendencies

—

a savage austerity and a morbid refinement—are the

principal facts in literature and art. The poets are

like Gongora, and look upon their art as an inex-

haustible opportunity of quibbles and conceits that

are almost maniacal in extravagance ; or they are

like Calderon, and to indulgence in an eloquence not

less fatiguing than splendid they add a habit of in-

tellectual and imaginative cruelty that, unconscious

as it is, makes their finest work scarce less intolerable

to the modern sense than the premeditated bestiality

of Zola itself. It is the same with the painters

—

Velasquez alone excepted. Either they are painting

little sacred love songs with Murillo; or they are

(laying and racking and crucifying with the Spag-

nuoletto. It follows that Cervantes, who is com-

monly regarded as a representative of his race, is

in truth the lea.st Spanish of men; his soul is a

world too gentle, his fancy a world too generous

and h\nnane, his humour a world too tender and too

sweet. The typical Spaniard is Kibera, is Quevedo,

is Zurburan, and has as little in common with

Cervantes as with Raphael or with Phidias. He is

the true countryman of Torquemada. The fanatic

and the tyrant are strong in him. He creates as a

justiciar and an inquisitor. His imaginings are of the

torture-chamber and the cross ; his visions are lurid

with the fire of hell. He is a student of the passion of

pain—an adept in the agony of mortality. In sepul-

chres he is at home, and to him the shapes of corrup-

tion have a meaning and a beauty of their own. He

loves to materialise the terrors of death and judgment,

and to wander in thought among the tremendous

presences of the Beyond. His achievement, in truth,

is an intellectual Act of Faith ; is a sermon full of

threatenings and of doom, and dreadful with the

promise of the "Wrath to come. So that a certain

famous picture of Valdez Leal—the picture which,

Murillo told him, stank like a charnel-house— is re-

presentative work. What it portrays is nothing less

than the Victory of the Grave ; it is the Sting of

Death made visible and palpable. The drama is the

universal tragedy, the scene the universal sepulchre.

Side by side in the infinite darkness are the heroes

of the life of the world. Priest and soldier and

king, each was mighty of his kind; and upon each

the common curse has fallen, and to each the end

of things is the same. It profits nothing to have

battled, and nothing to have preached and plotted

and ruled. The attributes of all are weighed in one

only balance, and the virtue of them is found equal.

The sword is no lighter than the sceptre, the crozier

is no heavier than the crown. Theirs is the equality

of corruption ; they are citizens of the republic of

death. And they lie all impotent and amazed—alone

in an immitigable eternity, with the sign of God's

anger in their sight, and in their hearts the thought

of the life they lived and the deeds they wrought

implacable and hideous as the worm whose prey

they are.

For work of this sort—work conceived as a threat

and done as a revenge—the Spaniard had a boundless

admiration and an unalterable respect. It took hold

upon him by the heart and the imagination at once,
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and it exalted the sterner instincts of his nature into

so many variations on the cardinal virtues. It told

him that the Holy Office was with him not in life

only, but beyond the grave as well ; and it pictured

immortality as an endless procession of tortures,

as a hazard of interminable pain

It taught him to be indifferent

to suffering, to disdain

compassion, to think

vilely of mexcy, to

quit the Ijeauty

of this woild

foi the
hoiKiis

of the nest, to prefer the squalors of asceticism

to the grace and tenderness and charm of generous

and heroic existence. To him the beauty of Hellas

was but immorality in thought and deed ; and the

gods of Hellas were but cold and unattractive ab-

stractions, useful at best to round

hyperbolical comparison,

or to garnish out an ama-

tory stave. He found

his mythology in

the "Acta Sanc-

torum," his

Olympus
in the

TUE INFANTE, DON BALTAZAE CARLOS.

{Pamted by Vi'Iasqmz.)



PORTRAIT OF AN ACTOR

{Painted by Vtlasqiiez.)
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TlicLaid, his ideals of action and appearance in

the luiclean venerableness of legendary monks and

hermits in ecstaey. For this he fed his mind upon

the savage moralities of Quevedo and the grim

imaginings of Zurburan, on the romantic relent-

lessness of Calderon's verse and the magisterial

cruelty of Ribera's design. Turning from these,

he passed to the opposite extreme, and became

gallant in piety and mystical in love. He wor-

shipped his lady as the expression of a kind of

mortal and peculiar sanctity, and he courted the

Virgin and her saints in terms akin to those in which

he celebrated his mistress' eyebrow. The two sen-

timents—of love and devoutness—got inextricably

mixed both in theory and in fact. The "Autos

Sacramentales " of Calderon and Lope are only to

be described as devotional masques, or miraculous

operas ; the villancicos and cancioues and romances of

the " Cancioneros Sagrados" and " Romanceros Espiri-

tuales " are neither more nor less than spiritual sere-

nades ; the rhapsodies of Santa Teresa are amatory

in expression and effect, as are the passionate lyrics

of ]\Iaria Doceo; there is little or nothing to dis-

tinguish the ballads of which the Saviour and his

Apostles are the heroes from those that tell of

Oliver and Calainos and the fair Moor Lindaraja;

and, even in Assump-

tion or Ascension, there

is only the intention of

perfection to distin-

guish Murillo's Virgins

from the girls who knelt

before their shrine.

Simply and sincerely

expressed, this assimi-

lation of human and

divine—of earth with

heaven and of mortal

with sujiernatural— is

very far indeed from

being, I will not say

offensive, but amazing

or even unsympathetic.

Nothing, indeed, can

be more charming than

much of the ver.se to

which I have referred

;

and it is certain that

if Murillo is great at

all—which is doubtful

—he is great by reason

of his tenderness and

sweetness. But in an

epoch of revival—at a

time of awakening and

enterprise and young

endeavour—directness and simplicity are qualities

that, in the nature of things, are hardly to be looked

for. At such periods there is wont to be a riot

of discovery, a debauch of invention, a frenzy of

originality—in fact a sort of epidemic of intellectual

and imaginative egoism.

Conspicuous among the consequences of imper-

fect culture are pedantry and affectation and extra-

vagance ; and of these qualities the literature of the

Spanish Augustan Age—with certain brilliant excep-

tions—is one interminable parade. Its heroes were

conceptidas almost to a man. They dealt in conceits,

and hyperboles, and rhetorical magnificence with a

kind of intellectual passion. They refined upon refine-

ment, they exceeded in excess ; until simplicity be-

came a vice, and naturalness a proof of churlishness or

of vulgarity. They were the Don Juans of metaphor,

the Homers of the quibble ; and alike in sentiment

and its expression they carried affectation to a point

not reached before or since by the ingenuity of man.

In their hands the drama became a wilderness of

conceits and inappropriate eloquence; the satire, an

opportunity of being abnormally indirect and unin-

telligible ; the sonnet, a dark mysterious oracle ; the

ballad, a literary exercise; the point of honour, a moral

ailment; the passion of love, an epilepsy of meta-

physical rhodomontade

—a cold insanity of

statement and idea.

They laughed while

they sinned; but they

went on sinning. On
occasion Lope, the re-

presentative Spianish

poet, could be as hy-

perbolical as Calderon ;

there are jiages in

Tirso, a kind of Spanish

Fletcher, that the poet-

aster Villamediana
might have envied

;

Quevedo, the Swift of

Spain, is now and then

more conceited and

obscure than Gongora

himself-— the Gongora

of whom it is said that

not even Spaniards can

understand him. The

solemn melody of Jorge

de Manrique, the rich

and heartfelt eloquence

of Luis de Leon, the

directness and force of

the ballad poets, the

clarity and grace and
FROM AN EatJESTEIAM I'OETKAIT OP PHILIP IT.
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cIku'iii 111' Ciistillejos and the older lyrists, tlie ((nii-

luaiuliiig' vigour and ease of Hurtado do Meiidoxa, the

perfect elof^ance and distinction of Gareilas(j—all had

passed away like a dream. These siiif^'ers had hut

cleared the i;rciuiul for a sentimental and e.\i)ressional

Bahel ; they had only prei)ared men's minds for an

intellectual Confusion of Tongues.

Of e.\eesses of this sort Velasquez, like Cervantes,

was almost wholly guiltless. His theory of art is

the reverse of that which ohtained among his con-

temporaries ; his practice, a rediictio ad absiirdam of

the ])rinciples on which they produced, the ambitions

they affected, and the ideals they pursued. lie left

them to su]i full of horrors or to be drunkeu witii

affectatinns as they pleased; ho refrained as carefully

from brutality on the one hand as from eccentricity

and sentimentality on the other. From first to last

he was a student of nature ; and his achievement is

but the repetition, in a spirit of cheerful and practical

wisdom, and in terms of incomparable directness and

distinction, of lessons thus learned and facts thus

discovered. Our illustrations—of the prince on his

jennet, the actor at his part, the idiot at the kennel

side, the royal head of King Philip's brilliant barb

—are thoroughly representative of his ideal and

his aecomidishmeut. What ho was mterested in

was the life about him, in all its circumstances

and under all its aspects : from the beggar in the

gutter to the place-hunter at the palace gate, from the

water-seller at his stall to the king upon his throne,

from the taverns and factories of Madrid to the

fountains and alleys at Arenjuez and the presence-

chandjcrs at Huen Retiro. lie looked on all these

things with the composure of a great and trauijuil

intelligence; and his expression of their essentials

is one of the richest treasures in the world's in-

heritance. He touched ujion little that he did not

understand ; and whatever he touched upon with un-

derstanding he made his own for ever. The first and

greatest exponent of the theory of naturalism, he

painted no more than he could see ; and if romance

and heroic emotion lay far without his ken and be-

yond his reach, he had such an insight into the i)lain

truth of things, such a perfect faculty of selection,

such an imperial grasp of subject, such an absolute

command of means, as rank him with the kings of

art, and make his record of the experiences he had

and the observations he gathered, as precious a con-

triljutiou to our knowledge of the prose in nature

and in manners as exists in art. W. E. H.

THE LILLE BUST.

At the Musee Wic.vr. Attributed to Raphael.

ilMONG the treasures of the Musee

Wiear at Lille is the well-known

bust in wax, of which an engraving

accompanies this article. The main

strength of the collection formed

by M. Wicar lies in drawings by

the old masters, more especially in drawings by

Raphael ; and to Raphael also has been attributed

this fascinating work of sculpture. It is modelled

with so true and so sensitive a touch, the forms

of the girlish face are so pure, and its expres-

sion so suave and winning, that it seems indeed

worthy of the hand of that unmatched master of

i'eminine innoeency and charm. The poise of the

throat is full of grace : the ripple and softness of the

hair have been indicated by the modeller without

detail, but with admirable feeling and skill. When,
however, the impression made by these obvious and

generic charms of the work has subsided, and we
examine it more closely, we fail to find in it any" such

individual marks of style as will really justify us in

associating with it the name of Raphael. At suc-

cessive periods of his life Raphael was governed by

different ideals of virgin beauty; but the ideal of

each period is distinctly marked, and to none of them,

nor to any of the phases of transition between them,

does the bust of the Wicar Museum iu its precise

features correspond. Still less are we able confidently

to propose any alternative attribution. So that this

delightful and unique work of the Italian Renais-

sance must, in the absence of farther evidence, be

suffered to remain unnamed.

Not that there is any antecedent difiiculty in sup-

posing that a work of this nature shoukl have come

down to us from the hand of Raphael himself.

Among the multifarious and consuming activities of

his career at Rome, we know jwsitively that sculpture

found a place. Nay, thei-e exists here iu London, in

the rich collection of Italian scul[)ture ])reserved at

the South Kensington Mu.seum, a piece of work

which in all jirobability is his. Tins is the small

sketch-model in terra-cotta of the prophet Jonah,

numbered 7,"){j1 in Mr. Robinson's official catalogue.

We know from ^'asari that Rajjliael designed a

sepulchral monument for the Chigi chapel iu the

church of Sta. Maria del Popolo at Rome, and that

the two figures of Jonah and Elijah for this monu-

ment were executed, under his superintendence, by
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the sculptor Lorenzotto. Another and still earlier

writer speaks more explicitly of a model for the figure

of Jonah having been prepared by Raphael himself.

There can be no doubt that the little terra-cotta

figure at the South Kensington IMuseum is such a

model, though

Lorenzotto in

working out

the statue hns

changed the

inclination o!'

the body, and

introduced
several varia-

tions of detail.

Whether the

model as we

have it was

indeed actual-

ly made by

Raphael him-

self, or only

by Lorenzotto

from drawings

supplied by

Raphael, must

remain an

open question

;

though from

the days of

Dyce and Her-

berfc, when
they recom-

mended its

purchase by

the nation, to

our own, the

majority of

connoisseurs

have held it

for an actual

work of the

master's hand.

Another
and more im-

portant work

of sculpture

by Raphael,

the last of which we have any knowledge, is in

the Hermitage at St. Petersburg. In the blithe

world of Greek fable and enchantment, the dolphin

was supposed a friend to man ; and once upon a

time a boy was riding on a dolphin's back through

some Grecian sea, when the kind creature unwittingly

pierced him with his" sharp dorsal fin, so that he died.

And the dolphin was grieved at this, and brought the

(III the Mus

body sorrowfully to the shore. So ran the story

which Raphael has treated in his " marble boy," as

the work is called liy the contemporary writers who

mention it. The dead child's head and left arm hang

helplessly over (he l)ack of the dolphin, who brings his

own head close

"'-' to the child's,

and has curled

his body into a

couch forcarry-

> ^ I ing therelaxed

limbs in safety.

The work, exe-

cuted no doubt

by a subordin-

ate hand, bears

abundant evi-

dence of Ra-

phael's design,

and is marked

by a full mea-

sure of his in-

alienable feli-

cityand charm.

Besides the

example in

marble at St.

Petersburg,

there is at

Dresden an an-

cient east or

model of this

work in plas-

ter, and two

other copies in

marble are or

were lately

known to exist

— one in Flo-

rence, and one

the property

of Sir Harvey

Bruce, who ex-

hibited it at

the Art Trea-

sures Exhibi-

tion in Man-
chester.

It would be pleasant if to the model for the

Jonah of the Chigi chapel, and to the marble child

of the Hermitage, we eould add the charming girl's

bust of the Wicar Museum as a third authentic work

of Raphael in sculpture. This, as has been already

said, we are not justified in doing, though as a work

of art it is in truth the most beautiful and attractive

of the three. Sidney Colvin.

Atli-ilutal to ruiphad.)







THE MIJEDEE OF THE GUISE.

(Pam(«7 hi/ Paul Delaroche.)

MILLET AS AN ART-CKITIC.

i]ORN in 1814, Millet was some tliroe-

aiul-twenty years old when, in 1837,

the year of such handiwork as Ary

Scheffer's " Le Christ," and the

tremendous " Messe des Morts " of

Hector Berlioz, he set foot for the

first time in Paris. Seen from afar—from the quiet

gallery at Cherbourg where he copied Jordaens and

Van Loo, and from the tiny pastoral hamlet on

the cliffs of the Hogue where he had learned to

read Virgil, and to plough and sow, and to discern

the meanings and essential qualities in nature—the

city had appeared to him as a kind of intellectual

El Dorado, " the centre of knowledge and a museum

of all great things ;
" and he was urged toward

its splendid and fascinating mysteriousness as by

the promptings of a familiar spirit. His first im-

pressions—of loneliness, terror, hatred, disappoint-

ment—were moving enough. To him, fresh from

green Norman uplands and the patriarchal simplicity

of Gruchy, the flagrant cynicism of the Paris that

was Balzac's seemed hideous and abominable. He

was bewildered by the tumult and the teeming life

:

he was affronted by the multitudinous immodesty

;

the dirt, the noise, the flowing kennels, the squalid

lodgings, the pictures in the shop windows—naked

lithographs by Achille and Eugene Des'eria, the

eleghnt brutalities of Gavarni, the melancholy black-

guardisms of Travies—were alike unnatural and re-

pulsive ; and it was only after much home-sickness

and internal debate that he could bring himself to

remain. It was not that he doubted of himself, or

that he had any fear of failure as a painter. At no

moment in his career did it ever occur to him that

self-confidence might possibly be pushed too far, or

that what he had to say might, after all, be not

worth saying. His aversion was purely moral ; his

trouble was composed of equal parts of amazement

and disgust. He was a solemn and earnest young

bumpkin, reared upon the Bible and Virgil and the

writers of Port-Royal ; and of a sudden he found

himself struggling for consciousness and life in the

foul ocean of Parisian existence—plunged to the neck

in the mud-bath that has " Rulla " for its epic and the
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" Comedio Ilumaiue " for its universal liistory. It is

liardly too much to say that he would not have l)een

Millet, and that he would never have painted the

"Angelus" and the "Semeur/' had his loathing been

less, and his terrors lighter, than they were.

Young as he was, he had already thought out a

theory of art. "Je suis arrive h Paris," he says,

" avee des idees toutes faites, et je n'ai pas juge

apropos de les modifier depuis." He had a message

of his own to deliver, in fact ; and I do not doubt

that little as he knew, and much as he had to learn

—

he had never taken brush in hand—he was in some

sort resolved upon the manner of his utterance, as he

was upon the matter. Had he alighted in Raphael's

Rome or Buonarroti's Florence, I suspect that the

spirit of his prelectioiis would have remained un-

changed, and that he would have appropriated no

more of the methods he could see and study about

him than would serve to educate and perfectly de-

velop ideas of technical expression that were already

years old, and had been keeping abreast in growth with

the artist's growing consciousness of capacity and

with his increasing knowledge of the function of art

and of the nature and terms of the announcement he

had come to make. As it was, his bourne was the

Paris of Romanticism, and had for its most popular

masters, not Ingres and Delacroix—the one the

Wellington of line, the other the Napoleon of colour

—

but Louis Boulanger, the prince of painters according

to Hugo, and tlie two Deverias, and Paul Delaroche,

the Shakespeare of Piiilistiuism, the accomplished

Robert-Fleury and the sentimental Ary Seheffer, with

Schuetz and Leopold Robert, and the improvisatore

of forms and aspects, Horace Vernet.

Now Romanticism is of all theories of sesthetics

the one that may most aptly and readily be burdened

with the reproach of theatricality. The expression

of a furious reaction against the stupid j)etlantry

that had been since Malherbe a governing influence

in intellectual France, and against the systematic

jierversion of those eternal rules in obedience to

which so much of what is best and noblest in French

art had been achieved, it was, to begin witli, an effect

of imitation, and of imitation concerning itself not

with essentials, but only with externals, and with

externals imperfectly seen and still more imperfectly

understood. Affectation flourished ; and veracity,

grown equally noisome with the principles of classic

art, was abandoned to academicians and curates.

The movement was an irresistible opportunity of

melodrama; and its heroes—as if inspired by the

example of Frederick and Dorval, and of Rachel

and Socage, who were making the stage of France

the most illustrious and commanding in the world

—were histrionic almost to a man. They were quite

sincere in their impersonations ; but it was as actors

are sincere, and as actors who do not quite understand

the words of their j)arts. In these they were but

letter-perfect at the best ; but they played them till

they believed in them and in themselves. Pathos,

humour, dignity, terror, sublimity, simplicity—all was

artificial. Phoebus and his girls inhabited a Par-

nassus contrived upon the pattern of Abbotsford. It

was an epoch of pose, the Golden Age of the tableau,

a splendid and sonorous apotheosis of mimicry. The

Virgin Justice did indeed return, and among the bless-

ings she brought in her train were Didier's honour

and the renovated maidenhood of Marion Delorme

—

were the erotic falsehoods of Camille de Maupin and

the random cynicisms of Mardoche, the Byronics of

the " Symphonic F\ntastique " and the cheap terrors

of the " Ronde du Sabljat," the lackadaisical prurience

of Seheffer and the unnatural ineptitudes of Petrus

Borel : with the virtue of Leila, and the passion of

Antony, and the humour of Robert Macaire, and the

Shakespearean quality of " Cromwell " and " Her-

nani." Everybody was Gothic, fatal, terrible, con-

temptuous alike of destiny and the classic in art.

They adored the grotesque; they garbed themselves

in wild waistcoats of crimson satin and majestic

Spanish cloaks and the hat of the free and indepen-

dent brigand ; they partook of ice-cream from skulls,

they made their pastime of horrors and mediseval

oaths, they took a decent pride in singing choruses

unfit for print; they refrained enthusiastically from

barbering and the theory of virtue, and went about

in a glory of hair and imposing adjectives. In

imagination they revelled in crime, and as artists

they shrank from nothing. They liked to think of

and picture themselves as practical desperadoes of

the most relentless type :—as tigers in revenge, as

hj'tenas in craftiness and subtlety, as Lucifers in

pride and fearlessness and force of will, as lions in

hixury and in love. They wooed their mistresses

—

in print at least—with threats and truculent impre-

cations :
—"Par la mort, madame"^—"Par Tenfer"

—" Par le sang •"—and so forth ; they went armed

against husbands, and were amorous of discovery

and the duello ; in their raptures they were trucu-

lent, savage, formidable.

" Quel plaisir de tordre

Nos bras amoureux.

Et puis de nous mordre,

En huiiant tous deux !

"

runs the parody; and the parody is by no means

extravagant. All was excess, confusion, mediosvalism,

immorality, revolt, Toledo blades, and universal

boyishness. Art became another word for indi-

vidual caprice; tragedy, a question of subject; ex-

travagance, a substitute for imagination; passion,

an excuse for indecency. In all quarters at once

" the word it was bilbo ;
" and Shakespeare, Byron,
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Sci)tt, Schiller, Goi'tlu', and Calik-ioii wciv (jiKiteil

in defence of all that is abnormal, and broufjlit

forward as examplinjj evcrytliin<r horri]>le. Dela-

roelie, tlie mildest of men and talents, j)ainted no-

thin<;- but death-beds, seail'olds, and murders ; Dela-

croix exulted in plai^-ues and massacres and combats;

Preault, the C'hamfort of the movement, produced

a "Tuerie" in bas-relief; Berlioz has become im-

mortal as the musician of orgies and sabbaths and

of the presences of Pandemonium and the al)yss;

the past of Victor Hugo, at over eighty, may be de-

scribed as fivc-and-sixty years of violent melodrama ;

Gautier persistently mistook offensivcness for crea-

tion ; Dumas, the most boyish of men, Ijas drama-

tised every crime in the calendar ; for a quarter of

a century George Sand and impropriety were con-

vertible terms. It was as though every one bad

resolved to descend, as Baudelaire has it, "au fond

de I'ineonnu pour trouver du nouveau." What is

remarkable is that side by side with this preposterous

insufficiency of matter there exist incomparable ex-

cellences of manner. The Romanticists were boys

in years and experience and the capacity of thought

;

but they were grown men from the first in technical

dexterity and the capacity of form. Victor Hugo
not only emancipated French verse ; he may almost

be said to have created it anew. Dumas invented

the modern drama, and produced the strongest and

best examples yet achieved ; while in narrative he

approved himself not only a great artist in method

and a great inventor of incident, but one of the

finest story-tellers the world has ever seen. Berlioz,

the very genius of technical accomplishment, took up

instrumental music, as he says, " where Beethoven

had laid it down," founded the modern orchestra,

and used it so brilliantly and well as to have left

his successors—the most and least inventive alike

—

no choice but imitation. Barye made sculpture a

living art once more; Gautier's literary accomplish-

ment, in prose and verse, is almost phenomenal ; the

style of George Sand is one of the high-water marks

of prose ; the black and white work of Honore

Daumier has never been surpassed ; the draughts-

manship and colouring of Eugene Delacroix have

been compared with Rubens's own. If, as now is

evident, in heart and imagination not less than in

tact, dignity, measure, and restraint. Romanticism left

much to be desired, and was, indeed, conspicuously

imperfect, there is no denying that it had the virtue

of form in incomparable fulness, and that, in this

respect, its teaching and example have gone far to

revolutionise the practice of the world.

Blessings like those I have enumerated—blessings

mainly "de retlet et de reverbere," as old Mirabeau

would have put it—were not at all to Millet's taste.

He was out of love with Romanticism almost ere

he knew it ; for the Icmdest and most brilliant of

its tendencies were naturally antiixithetic to him,

and he was deaf and blind to the greater nunilx'r

of those burning cpiestions by which the minds of

all Romanticists alike, from Hugo and Dumas down

to the impassioned Philothee O'Neddy and the ardent

Augustus MacKeat, were most constantly and most

vigorously moved. A countryman of Poussin, he

had more than Poussin's gravity of temper, and

more than Poussin's heroism of mind. He had

been nurtured, as I have said, upon Virgil and the

Scriptures, upon Bossuet and Augustine and Jerome,

upon Fenelon and Pascal and Nicole; bis kith and

kin had all been given to the practice of an earnest

Christianity; he had lived long in a pastoral country,

at the sea's edge, in close communion with nature;

his mind and imagination were epical and solemn.

In a certain sense, too, he was well and widely read,

and in all probability he knew a good deal more about

the theory and practice of good literature than the

hot-blooded young fanatics who fought the battle

of " Hernani," and applauded the sparkling tedious-

ness of " Albertus." At Cherbourg he had passed

his time between books and pictures, devouring all

the literary matter he could lay hands on, and

judging it decisively and surely. He knew Homer
and he knew Paul de Kock ; he was an adept in

Hugo (whom he admired deeply—and discreetly), and

in American Cooper; he had discovered Byron, and

Shakespeare—whom he idolised—and Walter Scott,

the sovereign of romance ; he had read " Faust
"

and Schiller, and Uhland's ballads and jMoutaigne's

essays ; he had drunk of Beranger's champagne

and the sweet wine of Lamartine, and the delicious

poisons of Musset. He was enamoured of the

heroic, in art and in life ; he held sincerity for a

cardinal virtue and affectation for one of the deadly

sins ; he went so far, in his lusty and simple

Puritaiiism, as not only to avoid the theatre itself,

but to opine that no actor could possibly be other

than false, and that the society of actors and

actresses and the study of the stage were bad f<n-

serious art and serious artists alike. To beauty of

form he was in some sort indifferent, at all events

as compared with greatness of soul. The qualities

that affected him in art were the reverse of those

most vigorously pursued by the more distinguished

of his contemporaries. Mere gracefulness of line

and vivacity and charm of colouring, mere gallantry

of phrase and brilliancy of expression, appear, what-

ever the medium, to have had no sort of attraction

for him ; he cared nothing for the commonplace,

and nothing for artifice, for trick, for insignificant

and unprofitable dexteritj'; he was a thousandfold

more curious of matter than form, of meaning than

expression, of essentials than externals. Poussin,
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Michela.-elo,Durer,Lionardo-the masters on whom of these incomparable men that he learncjl to be

he formed himself, a;d in the study of whose practice the Millet we know, and, possessing h.mself of the

THE CHRISTIAN MAETYK.

(Painted fry Pan! Ddarochc.)

he developed and completed his own unrivalled method only secrets he coveted, assured himself of victory

—were precisely those to whom the capacity of per- in the struggle upon which he had entered. They

feet expression had been least precious as an end and it was who taught him to represent in visible shapes

most useful as a means. It was in the familiarity the hidden soul of things ; to clothe his imaginings
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with dignity and give heroic import to the work o£

his hands; to make mystery apparent and real, and
translate the unspeakable into terms that should

be understanded of men. How should one to whom
all Beethoven has been revealed surrender himself to

the worship of Wagner ? How should one who has

comprehended Shakespeare and JSschylus be pas-

sionately interested in Rousseau and Chateaubriand,

and prefer the vague romance of " Atala " to the

superhuman tragedy of the " Oresteia," or the ener-

vating eloquence of the " Nouvelle Heloise •'•'

to the

tremendous griefs and terrors of " Lear " ? Millet,

with that in him which passeth show, went on his

own way from the outset, and left the braveries and
gallantries of Romanticism to whomsoever they might
please. He liked them as little as he liked the horse-

play at the Chaumiei-e,

or the Pierrots and De-

bardeurs he may have

seen at Musard's balls.

It must be o^v^led that

the Romanticists re-

paid him in kind. He
lived to become the

most romantic of mo-

dern painters, and to

do work in which the

quality is felt at once

to be legendary and

heroic. But the ro-

mance was not that of

" Ruy Bias " and the

" Francesca de Rimi-

ni;" it avoided the

Injured Husband and

took no count of the

Toledo blade ; the pro-

fessional Romanticists

were unaware of its

existence. Perhaps

the bitterest and nar-

rowest of the artist's

many critics— bitter

and narrow as they

all inclined to be

—

were Theophile Gau-
tier, a "vaillant de

dix-huit cent trente,"

and Paul de Saint-

Victor, a Romanticist

of a later date and
a more dubious type.

They mistook him for

a realist, and they

handled him as Jeffrey

handled Wordsworth

:

as arrogantly as they could, that is to say, and with
a want of understanding as complete as prejudice

and vanity could make it.

This was long years after. For the moment
Millet was new to Paris, and was behaving in a way
that goes far to justify the nickname of "the Wild
Man of the Woods" that was presently to be
bestowed upon him by his comrades in Delaroche's

studio. He was suspicious and shy enough to refuse

assistance from the hrst of those to whom he pre-

sented the letters of introduction with which he had
been equipped at Cherbourg ; because, if you please,

the chance was saddled with conditions as to his

incomings and outgoings, which he did not feel at

liberty to accept. In much the same spirit he betook
himself to the house of another of his consignees, who

STAKTINO FOE -WORK : " LE DEPART POUIt LE TKAV,UL

{raiiitcd by J.-F. MUM,)
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was an expert at one of the museums. The good

man received him kindly, was greatly taken with his

work, and promised him introduetions to all sorts of

painters, and a place in the Ecole des Beaux-Arts

;

but Millet was afraid of schools and rules, and the

baffled expert saw him no more. And in a similar

humour of distrust did he endeavour to achieve the

consummation of one of his dearest wishes. For the

moment he thought little of work or cheerful lodg-

ings. "What he really lived for was to see the Old

Masters in the Louvre ; and every morning he went

out in search of them, not daring to ask his way to the

museum for fear of looking a fool, and hoping always

that he might end by coming upon it by chance.

This, in fact, he did—from the Pont-Neuf ; and he

hurried up the great staircase " avec les battements de

cceur et la precipitation de quelqu'un qui atteint un

grand but." He found himself in a place " oii tout

ce que je regardais m'apparaissait comme la realite de

mes reves.'' And thereafter he spent a whole month

with the immortals ; studying, pondering, analysing

;

living the life of their creations, suifering in their

griefs, joying with their joys, dreaming himself into

their dreams. Save for them, he was utterly alone
;

and there were moments when home-sickness came

upon him so mightily that he often half-made up his

mind to take the road for Gruchy, and tramp the

whole way back again. But the Old Masters had

taken possession of him. He went to them, and they

consoled him ; and at night he forgot his troubles in

thinking of their works and ways. His impressions,

albeit imaginatively expressed, are singularly precise

and luminous. For Boucher and Watteau, whom he

was afterwards to imitate for bread, he cared nothing.

Boucher, " n'etait qu'un entraineur
; " his nymphs

and goddesses were "de petites creatures deshabil-

lees ; " to admire them was impossible—with their

" jambes fluettes, leurs pieds meurtris dans le Soulier

k talon, leur taille amincie dans le corset, leurs

mains inutiles, leurs gorges exsangues." He for-

got them in the contemplation of the burly and

glowing beauties of Rubens, or the worship of the

antique Diana :
" si belle, si noble, et de la plus haute

distinction de formes." As for Watteau, " c'etait un

petit monde de theatre, qui me peinait. J'y voyais

la eharme de la palette, et la finesse de I'expression,

et jusqn'a la melancolie de ces bonshommes de cou-

lisses condamnes k rire. Cependant les marionettes

me revenaient sans cesse k Fesprit, et je me disais

que toute cette petite troupe allait rentrer dans une

boite apres le spectacle, et y pleurer sa destinee." As

may be seen by this delicate and suggestive criticism,

IMillet was enamoured of other qualities than grace

and fantasy and charm. What he sought was sin-

cerity, was strength, was what is large and liberal

and majestic. He could see in Lesueur, " the Jan-

senist of painting," " une des grandes ames de notre

ecole;" and the great Italians possessed him with their

beauty and their skill. lie liked Velasquez only as a

craftsman; he admii'ed Murillo in his portraits; he

found much to consider in Ribera. Of Rembrandt,

whom ho did not know till afterwards, he speaks as a

higher essence, a being supernatural and august. " II

ne me repoussait pas, mais m'aveuglait," he says ;
" je

pensais cju'il fallait faire des stations avant d'entrer

dans le genie de cet homme." Scarce less authorita-

tive and exact is his description of the Pre-Raiihael-

ites—of Angelico and Mantegna and Lippo Lippi.

They affected him profoundly from the first; he

would look at Mantegna's " Saint Sebastian " till he

felt himself bleeding and shot full of arrows ; and

while he lived he retained his reverence for them and

his first impressions of their handiwork, with its pas-

sion, its simplicity, its inexhaustible humanity, its

poignant and unalterable sincerity. First and last,

however, the gods of his idolatry were Poussin and

Michelangelo. He studied them incessantly, reading

and re-reading all they had written, getting by heart

all they had produced, making their precept and

example the basis of his accomplishment. To him

Poussin, "sans cesser d'etre le metteur-en-scene le

plus eloquent," was " le prophete, le sage, et le philo-

sophe " of the French school ; and he adds enthu-

siastically that he could spend his whole life before

Poussin's work without ever having too much of it.

F^or Michelangelo—" eelui c|ui ine hanta si fortement

toute ma vie," as he describes him—his reverence

was still greater, his admiration still more intelligent

and impassioned. The sight of one of that Titanic

master's drawings—of a man in swoon—affected him

much as Berlioz was affected by the " Iphigenie en

Taiu'ide,"or the immortal "Moonlight" Sonata. "The

expression," he writes of it, "of the unstrung muscles,

the planes and modelling of the body oppressed by

physical torture, gave me sensation after sensation.

I was anguished, I pitied, I suffered with that very

frame and in those very limbs. I saw that he who
had done thus much might embody in a single figure

all the good and evil of humanity." Read in the light

of Millet's own work, this last sentence is curiously

significant. It was his, as I have said elsewhere, to

do for a class what he felt the great Florentine might

do for the race. His landscapes and his effects of

weather are typical and eternal ; his figures are

legendary and heroic. His Sower strides afield with

" the port and gesture of the First Husbandman."

His Shepherd, in " Le Berger au Pare," lifts his

crook in the mysterious moonlight with a gesture

that assumes all human authority.

Beside the patriarchs and heroes of the Louvre

the moderns in the Luxembourg cut but a poor

figure. With Millet, as with Thackeray, Delacroix,
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THE SOULIOIE WIVES: " LES FEILJIES S0ULI0TE3.

(Pai)ttcd bii Ary Sclieffer.)

the Berlioz of painting as Berlioz is the Dela-

croix of music, alone found favour among them.

A great intelligence, a great draughtsman, a great

colourist, a gi-eat inventor, inspiring himself from

Ruhens on the one hand and from Constable on

the other, he had been for fifteen years the most re-

nowned and daring captain in all the romantic host.

He had stepped at once into the command left vacant

by the death of Gerieault; he had painted the

" Bataille de Nancy," the " Hamlet," the " Revolu-

tion de Juillet," the "Massacre de Scio," the

" Marino Faliero ;" he had produced, in the "Faust"

lithographs, a work which had won from Goethe

himself the confession that in certain scenes himself

had seen less clearly and imagined less vividly than

his illustrator. Nourishing himself upon Byron, Scott,

Shakespeare, the greater Germans, he had found for

the si)irit of Romanticism at its highest and clearest

an expression so vigorous and commanding as to se-

cure him a place among the princes of modern painting.

Chief among his pictures in the Luxembourg was that

illustration of Dante—the famous " Barque du Dante
"

—with which he had broken ground as a painter, and

which we have engraved as our frontispiece. It is

of Virgil and the Florentine embarked with Charon,

— the " vecchio bianco per antico pelo " — and

passing Acheron, the mournful river, among the

afflicted and desperate spirits of the damned ; and in

energy and daring, in vigour of design and imagina-

tiveness of colouring, in abundance of invention and

variety and truth of gesture, it remains among the

masterpieces of modern art. IMillet saw it, and

others with it ; he found them " grands par les gestes,

grands par I'invention et la riehesse du colons ;" and

he always loved and studied their author as he de-

served. Years afterwards, indeed, he is found making

special journeys from Barbizon to Paris to attend

the Delacroix Sale, and, albeit in the direst poverty,

devoting some hundreds of francs to the purchase of

certain of the master's drawings. For the master's

rivals in the Luxembourg he felt then and always

little but indifference or disdain. Tiiey were popular

all over Europe, but he could discover nothing in

their work but " figures de cire, costumes de conven-

tion, et une fadeur repoussante dans I'inveution et

I'expression." The master-works of Delarochc, " Les
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Eiifants d'Edouard," and tlio [)icture of the dyiiifij

Elizabetli, seemed no more than " de gjrandes vi<>'-

nettes/' or at best " des effets de theatre," not

forgetting " la pose et la mise-en-seene." With the

famous " Murder of the Guise," too, reproduced at

the head of the present article, Millet may well have

been acquainted at this time, inasmuch as it had been

painted two years before, liad been bought for 10,000

francs by the Due d'Orleans, and had won the artist

a European reputation. The " Christian Martyr,"

the original of our third illustration, is many years

later in date. Both are good theatrical pictures. In

the first, the heroic figure in which was painted from

Geoffroy the actor. Millet would probably have found

suggestions of a tableau from Dumas' " Henri Trois

et Sa Cour," less the qualities of movement, energy,

invention, with which that admirable writer's work

abounds; in the second, which is hardly so impressive,

he might have noted something of the religious pano-

rama and something of the magic lantern. I make

no doubt that neither of them ever induced him to re-

consider his opinion . Of Louis Boulanger, the author

of the " Mazeppa " and the " Ronde du Sabbat " of

Aehille Deveria, who for a day or two was supposed

to have more genius and more art than Delacroix

;

of Ary Scheffcr, the painter of " Faust et Mar-
guerite," and " Francesca de Rimini," and " Les

Femmes Souliotes," as shown on the preceding

page in the act of "resolving to cast themselves

from the rocks after the defeat of their husbands,"

the austere young critic says nothing positive and

conclusive. I imagine these and others to be in-

cluded in the condemnation I quoted above : of a

whole body of painters who had nothing to show for

their renown but conventional costumes and wax-
work figures, and " Tme fadeur repoussante " in

conception and execution. They were not the men
for him. He miglit have painted his " Starting for

Work," the original of our fourth engraving, for no

other reason than to show how utterly he disapproved

of their theory of art, and how remote from them
and their work—in sentiment, in ambition, in ideal

—

he was. He liked them ill enough at three-and-

twenty; for he concludes his profession of faith by

declaring that they it was, and not Bocage and

Frederick, not "Antony " and the " Tour de Nesle,"

who made him contemn the stage and mistrust and

disparage the actor. W. E. H.

AKTISTS' HOMES.
MR. HUBERT HERKOMER'S, AT BUSHEY, HERTS.

OWVDAYS, in

oui self-con-

scious times,

artists are apt

to speak of

the mission of

their art with

a solemnity

which is some-

what dubious.

The average

painter is a

peis(in who
k HOW'S how to

m ike the best

of both worlds

—by which I

mean not so

much the ter-

restrial and ce-

lestial spheres

of the theologian, as the two worlds of the real and

the ideal. Of these he is bound to make the best in

his art, and he is wise to make the best in his life.

Happy is the man whose art is very much of a

handiei-aft. Why then is he beguiled into using the

language of a kind of apostle of the yEsthetie ? That

the character sits strangely upon him is evident from

the fact that he makes no sacrifice for his priest-

hood. His eye and his heart should be constantly

under the training of nature; but he lives in a

town, and in a town where even the primitive

things of nature—the light, the air, the shadows,

the clouds and stars — are spoilt. I confess that

I should be pleased to see more artists living away

from London—in the clear air : whether they breathe

it in the countries of the great art of which they

are fond of talking, or among the peasants they are

fond of painting, or in some English village where

the dust is pure of coal, and the shadows are dark

with atmosphere and not with soot, and the sunset is

lurid with cloud and not with smoke. At least, if

a painter chooses London, he should do so simply,

and not in the character of an apostle. He can

" live beautifully " in towra, but there is undoubtedly

a better part; for London life is hardly possible

without such social distractions as are inconsistent

with singleness of heart and anything like constant

apj)lieation. Hubert Herkomer is evidently one of

the few who consider the liffht of heaven worth
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the Loiuloii season. To him a two months' hcili(hiy

ill the (leeline of the year's loveliness and at the

fill' end of ten months of streets and squares is no

pn)of of siu-h a passion for Nature as earns that

favour and that eonstaney of hers whieh is the sub-

jeet of the motto upon last season's Royal Academy

catalogue

—

" Nature never clij betr.iy

The heart that loved her."

The man from whose golden poems that fervent

tools he must assume different ])owers, subject him-

self to different limitations, and order his thoughts

ill a different system of rei>resentation. Not his

medium of expression only, but his subject also he

changes, pa.ssing from the composition of an imagi-

native group to the study of one face in the repose

of portraiture, or to that of nature in mountain and

sky. He probably iinds more rest and recreation

among the methods and manners, the powers and

restrictions, of mezzotint, line, and colour, than

ME. keekomeb's nousE : the studio.

verse is taken gave constancy for constancy, and

never betrayed the Nature who betrayed not him.

But then, to Mr. Herkomer, absence from his

work would never be a holiday. He goes to

Bavaria and to Wales to paint, takes his change of

air in a tent pitched under the rocks ; and his daily

recreation is only that variation of labour, that

alteration of bis methods of expressi(;n, which, by

giving his art fresh instruments, rests the artistic

mind fatigued with one attitude. He works with

the brush, the water-colour pencil, the engraver's

burin, the etcher's point; and with each of these

158

another might enjoy in the game of politics re-

lieved by fo.K-hunting and shooting and angling.

He has placed himself away from town so that his

time and thoughts may be undividetl, yet near enough

to be within easy reach of exhibitions, friends, sitters,

and the music which he loves second only to his own

art.

The approaches to Bushey are not particularly

attractive. London dies away in a different manner in

all her suburbs, and perhaps nowhere more slowly,

more flatly, with a more persistent lingering of the

scr.ips and shreds of her industries, her coal and brick.
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than on the side of Willesden Junction. That great

wilderness and tangle of lines passed, things assume a

more rural aspect. Still there is nothing exactly lovely

in the neighhourhood. Bushey itself is dominated

l)y a high-level railroad upon its dreary arches ; but

the village is not a bad village, and looks as peace-

ful as if it were deep in Arcadia. At the end of

the little still street, with a small commonplace

garden in front, stand the two joined cottages of

which Mr. Herkomer has made his house—by name

Dyreham. The building is unnoticeable, and has

been left^as regards its outer form, just as the tenant

found it. Within, the distribution of the rooms has

been little altered, except by the intercommunication

of the two cottages. A small drawing-room on the

left and a small dining-room on the right, a still

smaller servants' hall, and a very attractive series of

bright little kitchens and offices, on the ground floor,

have eleven tiny bed-rooms above. But if the shell

of the house is ordinary, far other is the interior.

In a little vine-grown

workshop at the back

is made the whole of

the furniture— side-

lioards, ca-

binets.and

ME. HEEKOMEE S HOUSE : A COKNEE IN THE DEAWING-KOOM.

chairs, designed in the purest Gothic taste, and

finished with the finest labour of hand and tool. Of
the work and the workman I shall have more to say

hereafter. The Herkomer household is not obtrusively

aBsthetic; yet there are few members of the cullus

who would not consider Mr. Herkomer's chairs as

treasures, while the familiar design and colour of a

Morris paper—the fruit pattern printed over the old

willow leaf—are the first things to be observed in

the dining-room. The ordinary plaster ceilings, too,

have been everywhere replaced with oaken beams,

generally divided by lines of colour to carry out the

tints of wall or dado; and the high brass fender

dear to the man of taste stands before every fire-

place. There is certainly no affectation anywhere;

but if this thoroughness of workmanship, this purity

of design, and this low harmony of colour are Philis-

tine, then by all means let Philistinism flourish and

increase.

In the drawing-room—parts of which are pre-

sented in our third and fifth illustrations—are two

elaborate cabinets of oak. One of them has a lovely

series of the seasons painted by Mr. Herkomer in its

panels—single figures, full of grace and freshness
;

and there are spots of good colour in pottery, china,

and fans upon their shelves. Flowers, daintil^^ har-

monising with the jar of old crackle or

other iine-toned porcelain in which they

stand, bloom everywhere ; and in a corner

stands a si^inning-wheel, such as the

mother of Mr. Herkomer's mother may
have sung to in her Bavarian home. The

chimney-pieces are surmounted by a facing

of blue-and-white tiles, with china on the

shelves ; and very close to the upper shelf

comes the low oak ceiling with its lines

of colour. Conspicuous in the dining-

room, which is pictured on our opposite

page, are the portraits of the painter's

father and mother, and these are in his

eyes the most precious possessions in the

house. The one is a memorial of a face

that has passed away, but the original

of the other is present as the patriarch

of the household. In the decorative colours

of the simple walls a particularly happy

effect is to be noted : one of the little

upper chambers being furnished with a

light-blue Japanese leather-paper— that

one which is well known to the lovers of

such things, and in which some small

designs and lines of gold are mingled.

The room is dadoed with wood painted

blue to match, the ceiling having the

same blue between the beams. Another

of the little group of rooms is arranged
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for the same paper with yellow paint, to aocnnl

with the gold in it. Much blue is used in the ujjper

storey, this most difficult of colours, with which no

" decorator " can be trusted, being in every instance

prepared bv Mr. Ilerkomer himself. Indeed, there are

evervwhere signs that the artist has that wholesome

share of the workman's nature with which a painter

cannot (though a writer may easily) dispense.

The studio is the heart of Dyrcham. It is built

out at the back— a tall roomy structure, with a group

of outbuildings in the rear. A path through a

little space of garden leads to its door. ^Vithin,

everything speaks of work; for though there is no

lack of decoration, the hands of the father and son

are seen in it all. The easels stand at the further

end. In our illustration, two of last year's Academy

pictures will be recognised—the landscape, and the

portrait of Archibald Forbes. The high walls are

hung all over with materials of a greenish colour and

quiet design. The Gothic oaken tables, the cabinets,

the seats of every shape and kind, including a noble

chair with steps and a dais—these are all from one

industrious hand. Among them is a carved bench,

which is a relic of other times, and still bears the

direction written upon its back, when it was sent as

a present to the young student in London, by his

father. " We can afford better wood now," says the

artist, with a backward glance at more difficult days.

Mr. Hubert Herkomer himself has undertaken the

decoration of the mantel-

piece, which is to be sur-

mounted, up to the roof,

with metal work—coppei',

brass, silver, and iron,

chiselled and hammered

by his own hand in de-

signs of decorative figures.

The metal is applied in

plaques upon the flat wall.

A bust of Mr. Herkomer

stands on the cabinet to

the right. At the far end

of the studio is a recess,

in which will some day

be built an organ ; the

zither, meanwhile, is his

favourite musical instru-

ment. In recesses at

the back, too, are the

artist's store of books,

with mysterious places for

the stowage of his can-

vases, and shelves upon

which, for the study of

form, are ranged plaster

casts of famous heads.

About the midillc of the sludio, just under a sky-

light, stands Mr. llerkomer's etching-table beneath

its canopy of ground glass, with neat drawers as full

of instruments as the terrible shallow drawers you

shudder at in a dentist's room. Everything is in

perfect and perpetual order; and yet this pleasant est

oiafe/ien looks as though it was the scene of family life

as well as of artistic laliour. Signs of the painter's

work are mixed with signs of the leisure of others :

a bit of art-embroidery lies half-finished on a table,

and a sleek cat nurses two blue-eyed kittens before

the fire.

Through the further door of the studio the garden

is reached— a rather utilitarian garden, blooming

with apple blossoms, and showing an unusual array

—

with rows of whitened canvases drying in the air.

Here stand the hut and the tent which ^Ir. Herkomer

and his family have used for camping out in Wales :

both models of clever practical contrivance, which

have stood the strain of hurricanes without the fail-

ing of a rope or a peg. When in working order,

the hut and tent are fitted with hammocks for beds,

and with a hundred space-saving appliances. Life in

camp is of course life out of doors ; but a shelter must

be in readiness in case of bad weather. The paint-

ing hut is fitted with a camera, and with a large plate-

glass window and every necessary arrangement of

skylight. Hanged along the back of the studio and

house are the auxiliary workshops of this multifarious

art-factory. Foremost in

interest is the room which

we have figured in our

last engraving : the room

where Mr. Herkomer,

senior, labours at his oak

carving, turning, and

joining. Such beautiful

labours were less appre-

ciated some thirty years

•ago than they were in

the Sixteenth Century, or

than they are again now;

and Mr. Hubert Her-

komer has made a candid

confidence to the auditors

of one of his lectures as

to the dire struggles and

anxieties of the past days

of his family. It is im-

possible to note without

interest the affectionate

and filial care with which

the hardship of the past

is made amends for now.

The venerable artist-work-

man is happy in theMK. IIEEKOMEK S IIOrSK : THE DINniG-EOOM.
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enjoyment of the finest materials, the finest toi.ls,

that heart could desire. But his simple, or rather

ascetic, habits have not changed j the teetotallers,

and those very

thorough vegeta-

rians who deny

themselves even

the use of fish,

may boast of him as a fine exemplar of their doctrines.

Like his son, he speaks English admirably, and

is a diligent student of English literature after

working hours. And working hours with him are

invariable ; no artisan called by the stroke of a

bell which must be obeyed is more punctual to his

task than he.

Close to the wood-carving workshop is the

printing-room, a sketch of which we have printed

in our initial. Here several men are at work pro-

ducing impressions from Mr. Herkomer's mezzotints

and etchings. We see a splendid press roll smoothly

round, and a print of Mr. Millais' portrait

of Lord Beaconsfield lifted out. A proof

» of the same artist's " Caller Herrin',"

which Mr. Herkomer has also engraved,

stands near; he speaks with enthusiasm

of the head, which he considers as fine

as anything the master has ever painted.

" In doing this work," he adds, " I am
nothing but a copyist. The art is to

render what you see in the picture, and

not what you fancy you would like to

see." In the same manner, he explains

the sympathy and the respect and appre-

ciation which are so striking in his por-

traits ;
" I am fond of my sitters, and I

am fond of them exactly as they are, and

not as I imagine them to be, or would

like them to be." He asserts that even

affectation, the most disagreeable of

human characteristics, cannot keep away

the artist's liking, but that he has become

fond of even an afiiected sitter. Besides

the two engravings after Millais, he has

been busy reproducing his own work.

The portrait of Mr. Wynne, amongst

others, was translated into a fine mezzo-

tint before its exhibition in the last

Academy.

Very soon the little space of land

adjoining Dyreham will be covered with

the buildings of Mr. Herkomer's art-

school. His intentions with respect to

this entei'prise have been expressed by

himself with great precision and direct-

ness. Like most observers, he sees much
to desire in the art-schools at pi-esent

estal)lished in England, and yet—believ-

ing in the value of individualitj' in the

student—he is not altogether an advocate

for the French studio system. He deems it important

that the learner should " find his own identity," and

yet should not lose time by too complete liberty. Nor,

apparently, does he rejoice to see the young talent of

England under the strong influences of French studios,

for he believes English characteristics to be worth

preserving. What he will offer to students is a mid-

way between the art-school and the master system.

He has decided that in no case shall the course of

teaching be gratuitous, because he believes that every

young man or woman who has a conscience is pre-

served against temptation to idleness by the thought

that their friends have paid something for them, and

thus have given a hostage into the keeping of their
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hoiKiiir. IIo Ijt'liovos, too, Unit tho gratuitous system ami comliinatioii in line are intep^ral parts of the

of the Royal Academy Schools has been the cause artistic capacity, and are no more to be iicquired

of much of their unsuccessfulncss. At the same time

(lie sum paid by his students will be nominal.

The bulldin<!^, drawn and desif^netl by Mr. Ilerkomer

himself, is to consist of three studios, one of them

liavinfT a special j^lass arran<i;'ement for the study of

the model in diffused day lij^'ht ; and in October, 1SS;5,

it is expected tbat the enterprise will be afoot.

It is reported that on his return from America

Mr. Ilerkomer intends to pull down this old house

of his, ;ind build him a new one in its room. This

may or may not be true; but assuredly it is possil)le,

and even probable. That indefatigable interest

which, as we have seen, the artist i.s in the habit

of importing into the practice of his art, and which

has made him eager to excel in every method of

expression in turn, he also imports into the tonctins

of his every-day existence and

tiie facts and accidents of his

surroundings. Ilis theory of life

is the very antipodes of that con-

tained in the French aphorism

which insists upon it that " le

mieux est I'ennemi du bien."

He is never content to let well

alone, but is always seeking for

the better. He changes, he shifts,

he revises and redecorates and

rearranges; so that his environ-

ment has the attribute of an

endless variety of aspect, and its
"

circumstances seem gifted with an

innate and peculiar capacity of

metamorphosis. What is more

to the purpose is, that the capacity is ne\er A
fault, but that the result of its exercise is always

ingenious and impressive. It would be well, in-

deed, if everybody's surroundings were as happily

inspired. But that is, of course, impossible. The

instinct of fitness, the knack of consummate ar-

rangement, the faculty of ordoiniuiice in colour of genius itself.

MR. HERKOMEr's house : STUDIO OF MR. HERKOMER, SENIOR.

through study—though study will go far to educate

and develop them—than the incommunicable quality

Alice Mevnell.

THE PIPES OF ALL PEOPLES.

HE popular idea of art as applied to

tobacco-pipes may be said to have

its base in monstrosities in meer-

schaum and vulgarisms in cherry-

wood and briar. The popular idea

is natural, perhaps, but wrong ; for

it happens that in all ages, and amongst all peojiles,

pipes have been the subject of ornamentation more or

less tasteful, and of design more or less beautiful,

original, and rare. And of this no more striking

proof is conceivable than the curious collection re-

cently exhiliited by Mr. Wareham, the art-dealer, at

his galleries in Castle Street, Leicester Square. To

any one who was previously unacquainted with the

extent to which workmanship and invention have been

applied to these instruments of luxury and comfort.
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the collection was a revelation. There were gathered

together from every quarter of the world pipes of

all times and of all nations, in inexhaustible variety

and of never-ending interest. Some idea of the

value of the col-

lection may he

gathered when

I say that it was

appraised for

buying purposes

at over ten thou-

sand pounds.

riXTS OF A rUE-mSTOEIC MEXICA>f PIPK.

There were pipes of gold and silver, brass and

steel and iron
; pipes of stone and clay, and pipes,

in hundreds, of ivory and all kinds of wood ; pre-

historic pipes dug from Aztec graves, and cold

and solemn in their rude art ; pipes from the

frozen heart of Russia, quaintly carved from tree-

roots by loyal peasants—" For the Ernperor ;

"

gorgeous masterpieces of jewelled silver from Persia

and India, and strange and rarely brilliant specimens

from Sumatra and China and Japan. There were ugly

and clumsy machines, of savage aspect, from the

interior of Africa and the wilds of North America;

and from the frosty lands of Esquimaux and Scandi-

navia came quaint and genial-looking pipes of whale-

bone and of granite. Then there were graceful metal

pipes from Italy, and richly wrought specimens of

Gothic and classic carving from Germany and

France ; while the early clay pipes of our own
land were moulded in such pleasing forms as are

rarely if ever seen now : even the stems of the re-

spectable "churchwardens" had beauty in their curves.

But the collection was not confined to pipes : it in-

cluded also everything connected with the luxury of

narcotics. It comprised tobacco-pouches of cloth,

linen, silk, leather, skins of reptiles, woven grass, and

bead-embroidery and porcupine quills ; tobacco-boxes

of brass and copper and silver, many of them very

old, and engraved with pictures—of Scripture scenes,

of conviviality, of landscape; boxes of Birmingham

japanned-ware, and boxes made of Chinese enamel and

grey and red quartzite. There were cigar-cases which,

in their way, were dreams of tasteful ornamentation
;

English cases of silver repousse and plain steel and

wood ; cases from France and Germany and India,

of handsome buhl, and Dresden porcelain, of silver

filigree and gold inlaid with enamel ; above all,

cases from Japan, made of metal, tortoiseshell,

lacquered papier-mache, silk and paper,

and woven bamboo and grass, all quick

with the charm of Japanese fancy and

workmanship. There were pipe-stoppers

and prickers, and fire-strikers, recalling

memories of flint and tinder ; there were

jars for tobacco and snuff from Delft and

Angouleme, from Dresden and Copenhagen

—jars of gres de Flandres, and Venetian

and German glass, of pewter and copper

and wood, all comely, and all more or less

ornamented by painter and engraver. There

were snuff-mulls and mills and spoons;

snuff-bottles from Africa, India, China;

snuff-rasps, or rappoirs, in ivory and wood

;

with snuff-boxes, of course, by the score.

And there was a delightful collection of

iietsiihc's—the carven buttons of ivory and

wood by which the Japanese fasten their

pipe-cases to their girdles.

This remarkable gathering was made by Mr.

William Bragge, F.S.A., of Birmingham and ShefReld.

It was his hobby, and he devoted himself to it with

an intensity of devotion, and at the same time with

an intelligence of judgment, quite remarkable. The
result is a unique assemblage of curiosities, and

one which it is safe to prophecy will never be seen

II. NOETH A'MT^RICAN INTIIAX TO^^ATIA^^^£ PIPE.

again. But it was something more than a mere

hoard of curios : it was an uncommoTi manifestation

of centuries of art and a valuable contribution to

ethnographic science. And so far is this true, that

when, a few months ago, the collection was offered
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Indians inherited the practice of smoking, throuoli

generations of ancestors, from the pre-historic peoples

-XOETH AMERICAN' PII'K : STONE BOWL AND
WOODEN STEM.

of the New World. And the sections of Mr. Bragge's

collection devoted to the pipes of the American

Indians and of the North Pacific Coast are amongst

the most interesting, alike from the point of view of

human history and the point of view of art. Pro-

bably everybody, whether acquainted with Cooper's

novels or not, has heard of the calumet. It will

be news to most people, however, that there is

not only a pipe of peace, but also a pipe of war.

And it is not a little curious and significant that

the more forbidding weapon is usually the better

decorated and moi'e artistic. The calumets, as a rule,

are simple, and rather ugly; but the tomahawk pipes,

of which I have sketched two, have some claim to

consideration as examples of savage ingenuity of

invention and skill. In our second illustration, for

instance, is a curious instrument, bought at Toronto.

The bowl and blade are of one dark stone, and rudely

engraved with a characteristic pattern. On the right

and left are two beavers, sculptured with good

grasp of line, and fairly well modelled, while crawling

ESQUIMAUX PIPE OF WHALEBONE.

up the remaining side of the bowl are two animals

which might be baby beavers, or lizards, or any-

thing. The stem of wood carved in a simple floral

pattern, and with a tapering mouthpiece, is all but

10 inches long. In sjiite of its suggestions of war-

trails and whoops, and bloody scalps, this pipe is a

mild and even genial object to regard. Not so the

formidable weapon pictured in engraving

number three—as vicious a machine for

the consumption of tobacco as ever was

made. The hatchet-blade, spear-head,

and bowl are of iron, and are graven,

more or less regularly, with a geometrical

pattern. The stem, terminating in a

mouthpiece, and perforated through its

whole length, is of some hard dark

wood, very evidently turned. The design

scratched on the cleaver-like blade is

significant : an inebriated Indian aims

a deadly blow at a respectable trader,

who offers him a mysterious bundle as

a peace offering. There is reason to

believe, however, that

this i^ipe is not of Indian

make, but was supplied

to one of our red allies

in the American War
by the Board of Ord-

nance. Both the pattern

and engraved tragedy,

however, seem to be

native work. Another

curious Indian pipe is a

bowl of greystone from

the St. Lawrence River,

arranged for three

smokers, and — some-

what in the manner of

a Japanese neisnkt'—
carved with great spirit

and originality into an

odd jumble of human

beings and bears and

beavers. Less artistic,

but perhaps more eccentric, is a

wooden pi-oduetiou from the North

Pacific coast. It represents a house

I
fitted with glass windows, and a

corpulent chimney chained on one

side to a large bos out of which

grows a sort of bent stove-pipe, and

fastened on the other to what looks

like the pillow-end of a sofa, over

the top of which a strangely-dressed

figure gazes into vacancy. All these

paraphernalia adorn the top of the

stem. It is supposed to be an ab-

originaVs idea of a steamship. Another

and more tasteful eccentricity is that

shown in my fourth sketch. It is

of black stone, nearly 18 inches

VII.—CHINESE
TOBACCO-PIPE.

Vm.—CHINESE
OPrUM - PIPE

OF SHAOEEEN
AND SILVER.
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lonjf, and represents a steamship likewise. Here

the savage miml, unable to account for the real

motive-power, imagines the

paddle-wheels to Ijc licked

round by the tongue of

a coiled serpent, fastened

to the tail of the vessel

by a stout arrange-

ment of hawsers

and pulleys. On
the deck is a

heap of mer-

c h a n d i s e,

with two

remark-

able

IX.—JAPANESE PIPE-CASE AND TOBACCO-BOX.

individuals, wlm, judging by the pile of tobacco be-

tween them, the gigantic size of their pipes, and the

expression of their faces, are making themselves very

ill with a sort of tobacco debauch. In sketch No. 5

we have another North American pipe, which in some

respects is curious. The animal—a sort of leopard

—

is carved of some dark stone, the spots of the skin

being represented by a series of incised circles filled

in with some white substance. The stem is of wood,

circular, and ornamented with grooved lines.

The pipe represented in my sixth drawing is a

capital example of the skill and humour of the

Esquimaux. Indeed, there are several specimens

from Asiatic Russia, the work of Samoyedes and

Esquimaux, which may fairly be said to confound

those learned persons who think that the remains of

pre-historic European art could not have been pro-

duced by semi-savage races. The materials used by

these northern people are sometimes granite, but

usually mammoth ivory and whalebone. The ex-

ample iinder notice is of the last ; it is from the

Ethnographic INIuseum of Copenhagen, having been

given to 'Mv. Bragge in exchange by Professor Thorn-

sen. The animals, which are extremely well modelled,

and full of rude character, humour, and imagina-

tion, are carved in one piece with the pipe, which is

13i inches long.

China and
Japan were par-

ticularly well re-

presented. The
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jiroductions of the Celestial Empire are fine examples

of a remarkable development of Eastern art. Many
were the opium

-

pipes : with tul.H?s of

jade and tortoiseshell

and polished sha-

green and enamel and

bamboo, and bowls

of rare porcelain and

richly wrought silver

—some of them iinely

chased and painted

ill colours or in gold.

The opium-pipe
shown in sketch

No. 8 is a capital

piece of Chinese art.

The tube is of sha-

green, whose rich,

dark splendour forms

a fine contrast with

the sheen of the silver

bowl and mounting.

The clip and socket

are richly chased and xi.— nr.suN y\u<iuiix.

set with coral ; the

tip and mouthpiece at either end are of green jade ;

and the pipe is one of the handsomest in the col-

lection. The other exam pie

of Celestial handiwork

(No. 7) has an interesting

history. The shagreen

opium-pipe is 2^ inches

long ; this one, however,

measures less than a

quarter of that length.

It is, in short, a tobacco-

pipe ; and the curious

thing is, it was engraved

in " Edwin Drood," under

the impression that it was

used for smoking opium.

The notion has evidently

arisen from the smallness

of the bowl ; but both

Chinese and Japanese to-

bacco-smokers rarely take

more than one or two

whiffs at a

time. The Japanese tobacco-pipes are

even smaller in the bowl than this, and

XII.—IXBIAN WATEK-PIPE,
OR HUBBLE-DUBBLE.

X.—BKASS PIPE, FUOSI SUlIATIiA
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it is wortli notin<^ that the bowls of the early English

and Dutch clay pipes were no larger. The stem and

mouthpiece are of

silver, and richly

enamelled. Of the.

Japanese pipes

and appurtenan-

ces it may be said xiii.—Italian pipe op steel.

that they were

thoroughly representative of native art, and that is

saying a great deal. Some of the finest examples of

Japanese metal work I have seen were included in the

collection, and one or two pipes, wrought entirely of

gold or silver, or both, were admirable and enviable

indeed. Want of space prevents me from picturing

them ; but I have sketched (in No. 9) a pipe-case and

tobacco-box, with the cord and nefsuJces.

The pipe shown in my tenth drawing comes from

Batta, in Sumatra, and is a very handsome imple-

ment. It is of brass, is 31 J inches long, and has

a brass chain and picker attached. Mr. Bragge

describes the ornamentation upon it as characteristic

of the locality : it, at all events, belongs to the

far East; and the pipe possesses an air of grace

and distinction. From Sumatra to India and Persia

is (for present purposes) a short step, and the In-

dian and Persian examples were very noteworthy.

Sketch No. 11 is a

splendid Persian Nar-

ghile ; the chillum

and rising stem are

li inches high, whilst

the smoking tube (not

shown) , which springs

from the bowl at an

acute angle, is over

19 inches long. The

bowl is a cocoa-nut

—

the lower half carved

with a hunting scene

in low relief ; the

upper, covered with silver enamelled in colours with

heads and flowers. The chillum is of silver, richly

chased, and both stem and tube are ornamented

with animals and birds in black on a white ground.

No. 12, again, is an Indian water-pipe, or hubble-

bubble. The water-bowl is of black nut, held by
four acanthus leaves in silver, chillum and stem

(which is 14 inches long) being of the same metal.

Another Indian or Persian pipe, from General

Lysons' collection, is too remarkable to pass without

notice. It is a large wooden bowl, round which is

coiled the body of a serpent studded with silver

scales, a fine garnet being set in the centre of the

reptile's head. The bowl stands upon a " lingum," or

stand, of green jade, round which is coiled a serpent

in silver. But no words can tell the richness and

splendour of thisp.nrt of the collection. Wedgwood
lavished much of

his skill on pipes

and pipe-bowls
;

and several of his

^jOEOcoisj;^^^^^ NljMjjj/s* «^' hookah vases and

^^^^^^gss^^""^
^*«»»s>^

chillums were
»^

taken to India

by John Company to beguile native rulers. One of

these pretty bits of keramic art has found its way
back to England to take its place in Mr. Bragge's

collection : amid pipes of many metals and of such

astonishing workmanship, that,

when it saw them, even Bir-

mingham blushed and con-

fessed itself beaten.

In Nos. 13 and 14 I have

tried to give an idea of two

extremely beautiful pipes from

Italy. Some of these Italian

pipes, if not exactly " ballades

in blue china," are certainly

poems in porcelain. One dainty

specimen presents a hand car-

rying leaves, and enfolding the

figures of an old man whose

hand rests on a skull, and of

a babe holding a rosebud.

Others are of ivory (carved

with exquisite skill) and of

Venetian glass. The two ex-

amples I have chosen are both

of metal. Thebowl

of one (No. 14)

is of silver filigree,

of the most deli-

cate and charming

description ; while

its stem is a fine

tube of blaek wood,

18 inches long, with a silver ferrule and

ivory mouthpiece. It is probably the

most graceful of all the seven thousand.

Almost as pleasing is the

other, made wholly of steel.

The bowl-cover is perfo-

rated, the bowl itself being

engraved with an orna-

mental scroll pattern. I

cannot discover the date

of this, as of many others

mentioned in this paper

;

but it may interest some

readers to learn that it
XVI.—aEEMAN PIPE OF CAEVED

still tastes of bad tobacco. wood.

iV.—GERMAN PIPE OF BOX-
WOOD, SILVEE MOUNTED.
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As an fxainplo of manipulation in sUrl it is of great ])i'rsona{res — sometimes represented with marked

merit, but it must have made hot smol<in<>;. re.si)ect, sometimes with bitter satire ; while others

Germany, of course, was strontjly represented, are decorated with jiortraits of literary and theatrical

There were wooden bowls, showing Time holding a celebrities, and with objects so grotesque, impossible

silver scroll of the Ten

Commandments ; bowls

ofagate and chalcedony,

and scr])entine and jas-

]icr; and bowls of porce-

lain innumerable. One,

I remember, represented

some graceful girls car-

rying Cu|)id in a basket

of Howers ; and there was

a Berlin bowl with a

))ortrait of Gutteidjcrg.

Old pipes from Meissen,

too, were notable for

their portraits ; and one

of a later date, elabo-

rately painted with the

Cologne arms, is said to

have been smoked in the

Guild procession of that

ancient city. My selec-

tions (15 and 10) are

admirable examples of

wood-carving. The one

isof boxwood, lOi inches

in length, beautifully

carved with acanthus

foliage, and mounted

with silver. The other

shows a curious adap-

tation of Gothic design;

the carving is of the most elaborate kind, and in

very high relief, the quaint and handsome effect

being much enhanced by the rich brown of the

wood. The design on the bowl represents a country

carriage dragged by two frisky horses, and cranmied

with rollicking peasants, the picture being com-

pleted by the introduction of foliage and grass,

while below, on the front of the receptacle or socket

into which the bowl fits, are two fighting chamois.

This sculpture is of true Gothic character, and

though rude, is spirited and bold.

The French seem to have taken to tobacco with

all the brilliant and tasteful energy they have dis-

played in most other things. Certainly their pro-

ductions evince uncommon talent and ingenuity.

Most of them possess some touch of elegance,

distinction

—

ehic. Some are quaint : as when,

in 1866, politics somehow got mixed up with

tobacco, and pipes were fashioned in the shape of

Roehefort's " Lanterne." Many, again, are adorned

or vulo-arised with the effigies of more or less famous

and absurd as to be un-

exampled in the whole

i-aiige of nature or of

Imman fancy. The i)ij)e

1 have chosen for illus-

1 ration (No. 17) is a

very beautiful work in

boxwood, of the time

(if Louis Quatorze.

Suili a jiipe might

D'Artagnan liave

smoked, or the noble

Porthos, or Poussin

jiuintcr of heroes. It

is gold mounted, and

the carving is as deli-

cate and refined as it

well can be. This heroic

j)ipe is considered, in-

deed, the gem of the

collection. It is valued

at forty poundssterling;

and 1 am bound to say

my sketch gives only a

faint idea of its beauty

and distinction.

It is a pity, I think,

that the poet prattles so

much of wine and so

little of tobacco. As a

rule, he reserves his seri-

ousness for wine and love and politics and mountain

scenery, and vain delights of that sort, and only sings

of tobacco, the " Universal Camerado," with a half

smile. So I make no apology for exhuming a lyric in

which the subject is handled with decent gravity :

—

RONDEAU.
" ripe of my Soul, our perfumed reveiie,

A mild-eyed and mysterious ecstasy,

In purple -nhorls and delicate spires ascending,

Like hope materialised, inquiringly

Towards the unknown Infinite is wending.

The master- secret of mortality,

The viewless line this visible life subtending.

Whilom so dim, giows almost plain to me.

Pipe of my Soul

!

And as the angels come the demons flee.

Thy artist-influence beautifully blending

The light that is, the dark that may not be.

The great Perhaps above all things impending

Melts large and luminous into thine and thee,

Pipe of my Soul!
"

Evidently this rhapsody was written by a good and

grateful smoker. Hakuy ^'. Bakxett.

FBENCH PIPE OP BOXWOOD, GOLD MOU.NTKD.

TIME OF LOUIS OUATORZE.
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THE story of the artist of " Cuiu " ami "Alicl"

—en<>-ravin{4's of which a(C()iii]>:iiiy tliis artich-

—is one of ge-

nius striigij-Iini>;

to light against

ovorwiiehning

obstacles : as a

vigorous tree

will force its way

to the sunshine

through the very

stoues of a wall.

Dupre, in fact,

was a living

proof of the

innate power of

the artistic in-

stinct to expand

in spite of cir-

cumstances.

He was born

at Siena on the

1st of March,

1817, and was

of French origin,

his grandfather,

a cloth merchant,

having come to

Siena under
Francis of Lor-

raine, then

Grand Duke of

Tuscany. Trade

failed, and Fran-

cesco, Giovanni's

father, was fain

to earn his bread

as a journeyman

wood-carver. In

this capacity he

removed, when

Giovanni was

about four years

old, to Florence,

where he was

employed in the

(Bi/ Giorannl Dupri.

decorations of the Palazzo Borghese. The home wa.s

not a happy one. There were household j/rivations

and family discords, which increased, till Francesco

began to wander through the country in scarcli of

work. He left his wife in Florence, but he persisttnl

in taking his son witli liini; and the poor little fellow

was often left alone for days in a strange town.

At Pistoja the

'"erms of his

1 ?elingforsculp-

ure were de-

eloped by his

uccess in carv-

ig a figure for

marionette

heat re; and at

Prato they were

ncouraged 1)y

iiis vicinity to a

iiaker of pla.ster

asts, a Luc-

licse, whose
\firks he de-

lighted to copy,

ud even dared

o correct.

But his body

rrev.' frail while

his mind grew

strong and clear.

ijo delicate was

he that his com-

panions nick-

named him " il

morticino " (the

little corpse).

The truth is, he

fretted for his

mother. Once

or twice he ran

:iway from Fran-

cesco to return

to her, till at

length he was

apprenticed to

Paolo Sani, a

wood-carver in

Floi-enee. Artist

as he was to be,

he was still less

than an artisan.

All the hard labour of the shop was laid on him, and

many a time, with a basket of chips on his head, has

he crossed that Arno bridge over which, but a few

months ago, his body was borne in state, with a

mourning train of dei)uties and representatives of all

.INO.

rjjiszi, Florma:)
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the fine art societies in Italy. He had to assist his

mother and an invalid sister in their household

expenses, and his youthful life was full of trials

and privations. He could not write a letter ; but

he could draw exquisitely, and he could carve an

angel or a cornice better than any one else in the

shop. He was too poor to get into the Accademia

delle Belle Arti, whicli seemed Parnassus to him

;

but his more fortunate friends would lend him their

drawings to copy. His literary studies were confined

to such books as he could buy for a few pence at

a stall, and spell out in his spare hours. His little

library was certainly more fit to nourish artistic

imagination than to train a man for the world. It

contained a Tasso, " Paul and Virginia, " Atala,"

" Orestes," the " Congiura de' Pazzi," and imagi-

native work of the same sort.

From copying academical studies he passed on

to drawing from the life; and he filled a little

album with sketches of any friends .who would sit

to him. But though he rose in his master's

estimation and had plenty of friends, ' a certain

unsatisfied yearning was always in his heart. He

was so melancholy that his companions dubbed him
" the poet." He would spend hours on the Piazza

della Signoria among the statues by Michelangelo,

Doiiatello, Cellini, and Gian Bologna, sadly thinking

that if he could only go to the Academy he should

learn to make such statues himself. He longed for a

little money, for means and opportunity, for a chance

to sculpture marble gods instead of wooden angels.

But the wooden angels were leading him upwards

unawares. His father got a commission for a " Holy

Family," and doubting his own ability, allowed his

son to carve it for him. This first proof of Dupre's

talent was stolen from the workshop, and has never

been traced. After some instruction in the studio

of Signor Magi, he determined to attempt a statue

in wood, and chose Saint Filomeue for his heroine.

The work was exhibited at the Belle Arti in 1838,

and Avas afterwards bought by a Russian, who

—

much to Dupre's displeasure—changed the name

to " Hope." The artist's reputation was increased

by a crucifix which was purchased by Signor Eni-

manuele Fenzi as a wedding gift to his son. But

he was still unsatisfied; he was a mere wood-carver,

and he wanted to be a sculptor.

His indomitable spirit piressed forward to this

goal. Discouragement seems to have had but an

invigorating effect on him. In Magi's studio he

had one day modelled a torso in competition with

a fellow-student. An artist entered and, after a

glance at the two sketches, saluted his rival

with, " Ah ! here is indeed a true artist," while

he passed by Giovanni with a cold bow and " good

mornino'." The slio-ht stunff him into new am-

bition, and again he vowed to be a sculptor or

nothing. The competition for the triennial prize for

seul])ture at the Belle Arti was drawing near, and

the artist Ulisseo Cambi advised Dupre to compete,

offering to lend him part of his own studio to work

in. The subject was a " Judgment of Paris " in

relief. Du]ire found it too great a work to be

undertaken in spare hours, and left Sani's workshop,

taking work for half the day xmder Pacetti, and

giving the afternoons to his modelling; but the life

was a very trying one. At Pacetti's shop he was

set to carve a coffer in imitatiob of the antique, and,

though he hated the deception, he succeeded so well

that it was sold as the work of Benvenuto Cellini's

friend, Del Tasso, one of the best of the Cinque Cento

wood-carvers. In Cambi's studio the master annoyed

him by his corrections, which would often impair the

whole conception. The work was not as original as

it should have been, but Dupre and another shared

the prize between them. The triumph found the

young man in a sad hour ; for the news of it came

in only just in time to bring a smile to the face of

his dying mother.

A little later Dupre was tested by disappoint-

ment and found wanting. He had modelled an

"Elias" for a competition at Siena, which might

have won him ten years' bread and opportunity of

study. One day, as he was busy on his model, full

of hope, an official letter announced the fact that the

Government had suppressed the prize, and endowed a

chair at the university with the money. In his first fury

of disappoiutment he dashed his model to the ground

and broke it to pieces. And yet this very passion was

but another step to his fame ; for in his repentance he

determined to atone for it by some grand work—

a

work which should li\'e, and which he would produce

alone, with no thought of winning prizes, and with

no help from academies. His first thought was a

"Dead Christ;" but he sought a more original mo-

tive, and fixed upon the "Death of Abel." He took

a studio in the Piazzetta San Sinione, and began to

work on Holy Thursday, while all the world were

merry-making at Carnival. His work very nearly

ended in a tragedy, for he and his model were almost

asphyxiated by the fumes of a large charcoal brazier :

Dupre only just managing to crawl to the door

in time to save them both. To his mortifica-

tion he found it impossible to support his family

till September when the "Abel" was to be ex-

hibited, and yet find time to finish his statue, and

money to pay his model. At this juncture a few

sculjjtors of note—Costoli, Santarelli, and others

—

who saw great promise in his work, got up a

subscription for him, and enabled him to come off

victorious. Some of his admirers opined that his

" Abel " ought to be called " Adonis." Bartoliui,
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the director of tlie

Academy, said it

wanted unity, for

one hand was clen-

ched and the other

merely closed. Mon-
talvo, the director of

the Royal Galleries,

told him loftily that

the left ear needed

correction ; when he

came back Dupre

allowed him to sup-

pose he had taken

his advice,and Mon-
talvo admitted that

he recognised the

improvement. His-

tory repeats it-

self: ^Michelangelo

treated Pier Soderini

in the same fashion

three hundred years

before in regard to

the nose of the

"David."

The model fin-

ished, a crowd of

friends assembled

in the studio to help

cast it in plaster.

It was sent to

the Academy ex-

hibition, where it

attracted immense

attention, and so

aroused the jealousy

of professional stu-

dents — that an

outsider of whose

training in art

no one knew any-

thing should out-

shine them all !
—

that they began to

say very uukind

things. They sug-

gested, for instance,

"that it was not

modelled at all, but

a barefaced impos-

ture—a cast taken

from life." They

even went so far

as to pose Dupre's

nude model in the
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same position and attempt to verify their words ; and

though the measurements did not at all correspond,

and both Bartolini and Sabatelli declared they

had often seen the artist at work in a legitimate

manner, the tongue of slander was not stayed.

Of course this only roused the artist's spirit. He

vowed he woidd make another statue; and though

his detractors taunted him with " Una statua in piedi

uon la faril/' he declared he would make one not

only standing but in motion. The idea of a Cain

—

fierce, remorseful, rushing from his crime—was work-

ing in his brain ; but how were the means to be

obtained to realise it ? Providence sent him a wel-

come patron in Count F. Benini, who made a generous

offer of money to be repaid when fame was achieved.

Full of gladness and resolution, the artist set to work,

and day by day the wild despairing figure grew into

being and form. It was still unfinished when the

Grand Duchess Marie of Russia and her husband

Prince Leuchtenberg came to see it. They were so

much struck by its beauty that they shook the

sculptor's hand and exclaimed, " The ' Abel ' and

the ' Cain ' shall be ours !
" The prices were fixed

at 1,500 scudi (£350) for the "Abel," and 2,000 for

the " Cain." One can imagine the joy with which

Dupre returned to his faithful wife on that evening

and forbade her to work at ironing any more, for

sculjjture would keep them after all. His first thought

on receiving an instalment of the price was to return

the Benini loan ; and the story of how the creditor

destroyed the bond, and refused to take the money, is

very graphically related in the debtor's autobiography.

From this point his life is one round of successes.

It mattered not that the Academicians sneered, and

said that " this time Abel had killed Cain ; " the

world at large and the world of patrons had recog-

nised Da})re, and he took his place forthwith among

artists.

In the lives of most great men, marriage is secon-

dary to fame. Dupre, however, esteems it his salva-

tion, and the only foundation of his renown. It gave

him purer interests at the most hazardous period of

his life, and supplied him with a motive for earnest

work. In his " Rieordi Autobiografici " he tells the

story of his boyish love and early marriage with such

charming simplicity as to make translation impossi-

ble. It is an urban idyl, from the time when he

sees a modest maiden pass his workshop, with little

quick steps—" a fleeting impression, but one which

kept coming back all day, like a vision, to comfort

him "—to the evening when, sitting by the odorous

lemon-trees in a little terrace, he kisses one of her

curls, and she puts a scented flower in his button-hole.

IMaria was only a deft little laundress, and he a

journeyman carver ; but the perfume of this fresh

and delicate young love lingered about and hallowed

all their married life. His marriage is really prior

to any of his work, he being only nineteen when it

took place on the 2nd of February, 1836.

It may be asked how did this illiterate young

man rise to the mental level of trained artists ?

His own studio became a school to him. While

the " Cain " was growing into form, the studio be-

came the resort of a knot of famous men. Here

the poets Giusti, Prati, Niccolini, and Aleardi talked

with the letterati Thouar, La Farina, and Gargiolli

;

while the artists Sabatelli, Bartolini, and others, held

animated discussions on the topic of the day—the

debate between the "Academici " and the " Naturalisti."

Dupre, who had an innate feeling that truth to

nature is the highest truth in art, felt his convic-

tions shocked when Bartolini became director of the

iiiiiipmii
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Academy, in Rioci's place, and putting aside all

Ricci's beloved antiques, set the students to draw

from a livings model—a deformed dwarf. " Then,"

says he, " my head began to turn, and dreadful sus-

picions dawned upon me of the imperfections and the

vulgarity of nature." \A'hile the theorists were argu-

ing (he question, the young fellow, (piictly modelling in

their midst, was taking in

every word and possessing

himself of some of the right

principles of art. Some of

these he clearly expresses

in his " Ricordi :" as that

" nature is the true model,

but she must be perfect na-

ture, not imperfect, faulty,

or spoiled by any of the con-

sequences of sin
; " that

" thought governs inspira-

tion, but is not to be en-

tirely free ; it must be kept

within the bonds of good-

ness by the will ;
" that " in

the moral world the evil

thought is that which is

contrary to goodness; in the

intellectual, that which is

opposed to truth ; in the

ideal, that which is contrary

to the beautiful." The

highest artist, says Dupre,

is he who keeps right in all

these ways. The statue of

Giotto, now in one of the

niches under the Uffizzi,

was designed while the rea-

listic theory was in the as-

cendant, and Dupre deprived

it purposely of grace to re-

present with more truth the

shepherd youth turned citi-

zen. He forgot the refining "

influence of art itself; and («;/ f'""'''

his "Giotto" is very unlike

our conceptions of the vast and potent genius who
gathered into his painting all the poesy of his age.

Calamatta was probably right—and not unjustifiably

severe— when he told Dupre that "he had sinned

against art in making an ugly statue." In the

"San Antonino," which is also under the Uffizzi,

Dupre has shown a much higher sentiment, having

given the monk-bishop— as our engraving will show

—a very noble and gentle dignity.

Commissions now came frequently to the studio.

The Emperor of Russia wanted two groups finished

which had been begun by Bartolini; Prince Demidoff
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ordered a " Petrarch " and a " Laura " as pendants

to the " Dante " and the " Beatrice " already sculp-

tured by Du]jre ; while the Gnmd Duke of Tuscany

commissioned a jewel casket, in carved ivory, as a wed-

ding present for his daughter. Yet with all this, Dupre

only just managed to make a living ; and when the

political disturbances of 18IS-9 took i)lace, no more

orders came in. The little

coterie of poets and artists

met in a studio where no

mallets were sounding, and

instead of discussing ideal-

ism and the bello, got heated

over politics. Dupre him-

self woidd have joined the

campaign, had not his Maria

persuaded him to stop at

home and watch over her

and her babes. He stayed,

but enforced idleness and

straitened means preyed on

his health ; an attack of

nervous prostration followed,

which was only overcome by

a journey to Naples with

his wife. The Grand Duke
not only defrayed Dupre's

expenses in this trip, but in

the following year sent him

to London, with a model

which he had made in clay,

to take part in the compe-

tition for the Wellington

Memorial. In this he ob-

tained one of the first prizes.

Nearly all the statues whose

easts crowd Dupre's studio

in Florence are posterior to

this, but none are so perfect

in modelling as the "Abel,"

and none so vigorous and

original as the "Cain." The

"Saffo," made in 1857, is

pleasing and graceful, but

not entirely classical in spirit. The same year saw the

production of the " Baccante Stanca" and the monu-

ment to the Contcssa Ferrari-Corbelli in the church

of San Lorenzo. These are two very different works;

liut, as Dupre wisely says, the two different trains of

thought served to maintain the even balance of his

mind, and the serious feeling of the design for the

monument counteracted the deteriorating effect of

the more sensuous subject. The monument is very

graceful. Allegorical figures of IModesty and Charity

stand on either side the sarcophagus ; and at the

l)ack, beneath a canopy, is a charming relief of the

niqwK)
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Angel of tlie Resui-rection guiding tlie soul to

heaven.

Diipre, I may note, had a very strong love of

allegory, as is seen in his monument to Cavour in

Turin, and in the " Angel of Death," " Charity/' and

" Gratitude," three finely composed groups, now in his

studio. The grandest of all his allegories is, how-

ever, the relief of the "Triumph of the Cross,"

which adorns the lunette of the centre door of Santa

Croce. This great composition is full of thought.

The cross gleams in light at the summit of the arch,

angels kneeling in adoration around it. An angel

beneath, in the act of prayer, forms a link between

earth and heaven. In the foreground are two splen-

didly modelled nude figures : a slave whose bonds have

fallen asunder, and a savage whose face is illumined

with the heavenly light—emblems of the power of

the cross to release from the bondage of sin and the

darkness of ignorance. At the sides stand majestic

groui^s of the principal champions of the cross, in all

ages, among which the figures of Constantine, Char-

lemagne, and some female saints are very beautiful.

On the other hand, the " Pieti\," which forms the

subject of our second engraving, is one of the artist's

least happy conceptions ; it was executed in 186^ for

a monument in the cemetery of Siena. Had Dupre

left it as first designed, it would probably have beea

much more pleasing ; but some ofiicious critic having

compared it to Michelangelo's " Pietk," Dupre im-

mediately destroyed his model, and for a long time

could get no inspiration for a second. The dead

Christ lies on the ground ; the Virgin, half kneeling

and with arms outspread, supports His head and

shoulders on one knee. Her attitude is entirely

overstrained.

Dupre died in Florence on the 10th of January,

188:i, after a few days' illness. Among the friends

gathered round his bed, the philosopher Augusto Conti

was, strange to say, the one whom the sculptor called

on to say the last prayer when his voice failed him.

He left the statue of Fra Beato Raimondo, for the

Archduke of Lorraine, unfinished ; and his express

desire is said to have been that unfinished it should

remain. Leadeh Scott.

THE COALY TYNE.

THE COALY TYXE : NEWCASTLE QUAY.

TANDING on

the High Level

Bridge at New-
castle, and look-

ing around at

the unprepossess-

ing buildings

heaped one above

the other on

either bank of

the stream, it be-

comes diflicult to

realise that Tur-

ner ever painted

the scene, or that

Akenside was not

indulging in un-

justifiable poetry

when he wrote

—

'
' Would I again were with ye ! Oh ye dales

Of Tyne ! and ye, most ancient woodlands.

* * * * *

How gladly I recall your well-known seats

Beloved of old, and that delightful time

When, aU alone, for many a summer's day

I wandered through your calm recesses, led

In silence hy some powerful hand unseen."

In truth, the Tyne of both poet and painter differed

vastly from the Tyne of to-day. In his boyhood.

Akenside may have wandered down "the Butcher

Bank," where he was born, to paddle in the rippling

shallows which crept almost to its edge. Behind him,

in gabled quaintness, would stand the ancient town

house of the Earls of Derwentwater. To right or to

left there was not a building that did not date back to

the reign of brave, arrogant, masculine Queen Bess.

Tyne Bridge, on oaken piles driven centuries ago by

Hadrian's soldiers, was ramparted with Tudor houses,

just as was that London Bridge along which swept

the scourge of the Great Fire. And the river itself ?

Where Akenside may have played it would plash and

ripple upon sandy shores. The vessels that sailed

up on the high tides were such lumpish colliers as

that in which Captain Cook served his rough ap-

prenticeship to the sea. Westward, above bridge,

the sun set over wooded hills, sundered from the river

by a level stretch of rich pasture laud, browsed over

by herds of lowing kine. The hand of the magician

Time has tampered with this quiet pastoral; and

with what an effect ! Where the sand was washed

into ribbed heaps by the tide Newcastle has built for

itself a massive quay; the quaint old bridge has been

succeeded by an iron wonder which swings upon a

pivot and allows tall ships to sail onward to where

Armstrong's furnaces are belching forth smoke and

flame ; the High Level Bridge, lofty and graceful

and strong, has linked the highest points of the
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opposite shores ; and tlie distant hills arc as if tlicy

were not for the mass of houses and furnaces and

factories and the thunder-cloud of smoke and steam.

Yet the scene is interesting still ; and there are some

who, because of its practical significance, would call

it impressive and even sublime. The artist whose

work accompanies this note has first pictured it

as it looks at early morning. His point of view

is a little landing-stage about two hundred yards

below the spot where I have imagined Akenside at

play ; and in the tiny corner piece we use as an

initial he has fixed for us a glimpse of Newcastle .

Quay, with its cluster of brigs and schooners, laden

wnth fruit and vegetables from overseas.

Only one who knows it intimately would confess

to an affection for a river like this. A stranger

invariably looks upon it under the influence of

certain unfavoural^le prepossessions. It has the repu-

tation of being the most depressing stream in Europe.

It has been " coaly " ever since Milton coupled it

with the epithet—always coaly, always associated

with the idea of smoke and fuseousness and grime and

swart unpleasantness. When Mr. W. L. Wyllie

exhibited in last j'ear's Academy an admirable

painting of the Thames below bridge, and called it

" Our River,^' the critics almost unanimously agreed

that, because there was a great deal of smoke in the

air, and of dilapidation on the banks, and of mud in

the water, it must be a picture of tlie Tyne. This

was a new illustration of the jjrovcrl) of a dog and a

bad name. The Tyne was ordered out to execution

many years ago. My business just now is to break a

lance in its defence : to declare that it is a painters'

river; that it abounds in ])ictures from its source to

the sea; that it is no less worthy of being placed

on canvas in those portions of it which lie between

Newcastle and the main than in its higher reaches,

where, in two branches—a fork of clear swift water

—

it flows by moor and fell, and. lonely hamlets anil

ruined halls. There is a noble picturescjueness in

some of the buildings which line its banks. The

sun sometimes builds up superb effects with those

vapours in which the prosaic observer sees but

suggestions of Stygian caves forlorn. Those quick-

flowing waters, so inextricably associated with the

products of the mine, are often very brilliant and

attractive to the eye, for the Tyne reflects the sky

very much as rivers do elsewhere, and has also a rich

local colour of its own.

In our third picture is another glimpse of

Newcastle Quay. Looking through one of the

openings between the tall offices which extend along

TUE COALY TYNE : THE HIGH LEVEL BIUDUE.
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its front, the draugbtsman has pictured us one of

those flights of stairs which make Newcastle at once

inconvenient and unique. It leads to the foot of

Pilgrim Street, up which pious people from many

parts of England were wont to pass on their way to

the church and sacred well of St. Mary at Jesmond.

The tall spire is that of All Saints' Church, under

whose shadow, in a house now let in tenements, once

dwelt " Jack Scott," Lord Chancellor of England.

Here everything has heen charged within the memory

of men still living ; for when the century was young

that portion of Newcastle which fronted to the

river still retained much of its Elizabethan aspect.

There, however—as earlier in London—there was a

great fire which destroyed many hundreds of houses,

and caused "the Quayside," as the long range of

merchants' offices is called, to be rebuilt : not without

pride and ostentation, and a tendency to palatial

magnificence. The depth of water at the Quay is

sufficient to allow even the largest steamers to unload

at it, and one such steamer in the process of unload-

ing our artist has drawn for us on the opposite pioe

In " By the Wharves " he takes leave of Newcastle

and, far behind the hull of a second

steamer, we catch a fleeting view of

the town, with its brave old castle

and its famous steeple of St. Nicholas',

" showing," as an old writer has it,

" like the cypresse tree above the

low shrubs."

The Tyne has been more or less a

shipping river almost from

the time when ships first

visited our shores. Wander-

ing bands of Norse adven-

turers, seeking a settlement,

sailed up its j^leasant reaches

as early, it may be, as when

Alfred was allowing the cakes

to burn at Atheluey. They

came in such numbers, in-

deed, that their tongue may
still be distinguished in the

rr.gged Northumbrian burr,

while there are pilots on

Tyne-side who are the true

heirs no less of their tastes

than of their physical pecu-

liarities. No-sKidays the river

is like a long dock from

Shields to beyond Newcastle.

Groups of sailing vessels at

anchor, keels, screw colliers,

cattle-ships, and merchant-

men lie everywhere on each

side of the waterway : some

loading and some waiting to load ; some but lately

released from the slips, glittering in new paint, their

hulls so high out of water that they look as if it

might need ladders to scale them. Yet it is only

during comparatively recent years that large vessels

have been able to enter the Tyne. As you sail down

the river to Shields it is probable that you will

encounter a broad, unwieldy structure concerning

THt COALl T-iNE ALL S1I^T3 CHI. ELH, FEOAI "NEWCASTLE QUAY.
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j)roportion as it allowed the river bed to

aecunuilate. Ultimately the Tyne was so

fjori^'ed and choked witii sand that the

little passenger steamers plying between

the villages on the river banks used not

unfrecjuently to stick fast in the middle

of the journey, where they must wait the

rising tide to be released. As there was

generally a fiddler on board—one who had

embarked in the hope that such a mis-

adventure would occur— the passengers,

who, it may be surmised, had not much
of the temper of the laird of Monkbarns,

contrived to pass the time pleasantly

enough : sometimes engaging in a dance,

and at others taking turns in chanting

what, in tiie sjiecch of ])rovincial reviewers.

THE COALY TYNE : UNLOADINO.

which you feel uncertain as to whether it

is a new variety of ironclad or some gigantic

species of steam crane. On either side of

it is a chain of iron buckets which is

continually being dragged up from the hold

in one direction and lowered into it in the

other. This uncouth monstrosity is a " Tyne

dredger." During the last thirty years or

so it has transformed the Tyne from a

narrow creek, full of sandlwnks, into a deep

and noble river, admitting the tide along

some twenty miles of its course.

During the first half of the century

the stream on which " Rome's burnished

prows " had floated had this disadvantage

as a shipping river : that only a vessel of

very inferior tonnage could get up as far

as Newcastle, while even the smallest

coasting schooner ran the risk of grounding

on her way out to sea. The bed of the

river was the property of the Corporation

of Newcastle, and, feeling some pride in the

possession, that ancient body seemed to

think that it would be all the richer iu
THE COALY TYNE : BY lUE WilAUTKS.
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is known as " the productions of the local muse :"

—

lyrics in praise o£ "canny Newcastle/' or telling how
" Of all the rivers north and south. There's none like

coiUy Tyne."

Midway between Newcastle and the sea is Jarrow

—the Saxon Gyrwy—now a large and flourisliiiig

town, but of yore a quiet monastery, the home of the

Venerable Bede. Just below it is a huge quick-

sand, covered at high tide by the waters of the

Tyne, and looking like an extensive bay. This is

Jarrow Slake, into which there pours a dismal little

river called the Don. Of old the Don was strong

and impetuous, and ploughed its way through the

sands and mud of the Slake with so much deter-

mination as to clear for itself a wide and deep

estuafy at the point of its junction with the Tyne.

Here, in the time of the Saxon Heptarchy, rode the fleet

of King Egfrith of Nortliumbria. At the head of the

Slake, on a piece of rising ground, anciently embowered

among trees, stood the church and monastery of St.

Paul, of which there now remain the ancient Saxon

tower shown in our last sheaf of sketches, and a few

ruined walls of the cloisters once inhabited by the

companions and successors of the Venerable Bede.

There is no more illustrious spot in England than

that which is covered by Jarrow Church and its

ruinous surroundings. Here, as Mr. Green has

observed, " the quiet grandeur of a life consecrated

to knowledge, the tranquil pleasure that lies in

learning teaching and writing, dawned for English-

men in the story of Bede." The great Anglo-Saxon
teacher and chronicler was born in the neighbour-

ing village of Monkton, whose inhabitants probably

obtained a precarious living by fishing in the river.

The surrounding country was " an ample space of

wood and morass " which, according to Gibbon, the

Roman conquerors of Britain had " abandoned to

the vague dominion of nature." In the year aftei'

Bede was born, Benedict Biscop, one of King
Egfrith's thanes turned monk, began to build the

Monastery of St. Peter at Wearmouth, and in 682

he had also erected the Monastery of St. Paul at

Jarrow. It was in a doubtful hour for Christianity

in Britain that the matin bell first sounded from
St. Paul's. Three years later St. Cuthbert died,

stricken with the news that the Northumbrian king

and the flower of his army had perished in the fatal

battle of Nechtansmere. There is no legend of those

days which is at once so wonderful and so touching

as that which tells how Cuthbert's monks took up
the body of their saint, and wandered for years with
it from place to place, until it was at last enshrined

where now stands the noble cathedral whose towers

are mirrowed in the quiet Wear.
Standing on the site of Jarrow Church ^ the

church of our last little sheaf of pictures—wliere

the masons were at work, Bede may have watched
tlie king's ships, with their ehoric crews of long-

haired warriors and their shining bulwarks of

shields, sailing into the harbour which is now
the Slake, or putting off from thence to sea. There
was probably no other shipping in the Tyne. At
a later period, when the great scholar had been about

seventy years dead, and his monastery was declining

from its pristine fame, fleet after fleet of Danish ships

sailed up the river, to pillage and to slay. In 793

the monks of Lindisfame were journeying with

St. Cuthbert's bones ; and as they stood terroi"-

stricken on a hill a few miles away, they saw quick

tongues of flame shooting upwards, and the

marauding Danes visible and active amid the cruel

glare. That year a great battle was fought at

Jarrow, and the invaders were overthrown. Then
the monks returned with great singing of hymns,

and for eighty years had respite from trouble.

But at length a fleet of Baltic pirates sailed up

the Tyne, ravaging to right and to left, and the

monastery was once more given to the fire.

Thenceforward for two centuries it sinks out of

history, and is not again heard of until after the

Conquest, when a few monks—I know not under

whose guidance—roofed in the blackened walls with

wood and thatch and resumed the sacred duties

which had been savagely interrupted two centuries

before by the wild worshippers of Thor and Odin.

In 1069, however, Norman William, having vowed to

bring Northumbria to a more perfect obedience, gave

Robert Comyn a commission "to burn, to harry,

and to slay
; " and the monks were burnt out

once more, and fled to Lindisfarne. The place lay

under an unlucky star. All attempts to revive its

traditions were followed by disaster. It was not

even suffered to keep the bones of its saintly teacher;

for a Durham monk, who cunningly went once a

j'ear to pray on Bede's tomb, secretly gathered them
into a bag and stole them away.

A Tyne sailor once described Jarrow town as one

of the four quarters of the world. Modern Jarrow

grew up around a coal-pit, as ancient Jarrow had

grown up around a monastery. It is a place where

you may see a pillar of cloud by day and a pillar of

fire by night; for it is a town of ship-yards and blast-

furnaces and Cyclopean industry. Here was built

the first screw collier, the progenitor of the vast line

of steamships which has almost driven the black collier

brig from the face of the sea. Where the ship-yard

slopes down to the river is a row of iron skeletons,

growing rapidly into steamships under the continuous

hammering of swarming crowds of workmen, who look

as small among the curving ribs of metal as the

Lilliputians must have seemed to Gulliver. This

very ship-yard has turned out some of the vessels of
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our royal navy ; and when the Emperor of China,

wishing to emulate the Barbarians, bethou<^ht him

that he would create an admiral and an ironclad fleet,

it was to Jarrow that the orders for the Chinese

gunboats came. The river broadens out nobly where

these iron ships are launched. In the whole course

of theTyne there is no finer sweep of water than that

which lies between Jarrow Shdie and the harbour at

Shields. On cither hand, ere the harbour is reached,

are the Tyne and Northumberland docks, one full of

colliers, the other of merchantmen, and both with a

vast tangle of masts and rigging sloping against the

sky. Unlike the Mersey in this, the Tyne stands in

small neetl of docks, for along its whole course to

beyond Newcastle there is a succession of coal staiths

and quays, where the ships load and imload as safely

as if they were in dock.

Shields Harbour, portions of which are represented

in our pictures of the High and the Low Lights,

has such a dingy, smoke-dried picturesqueness as is

not to be found in any other seaport on the coasts.

It has a curious history, this harbour of Shields.

Where two considerable towns now slope down to the

banks of the river a few fishermen, soon after the

Conquest, put up some wooden sheds, or shiels, in

which to shelter from the east wind. On one side

of the river the priors of Tynemouth held sway, and

on the other the Prince Bishops of Durham. These

great ecclesiastics took the fishermen under their

jirotection, finding them useful on fast days ; so

that by-and-by the shiels accumulated until they

became villages, whereat the citizens of Newcastle

grew wroth, affirming before the men who rode the

eyre that the prior of Tynemouth had built a town
upon the banks of the water of Tyne on one side, and
the prior of Durham another on the opposite shore,

" where no towns should stand, but only huts for

fishermen." Newcastle claimed a large jurisdiction,

not only over the river, but over all its foreshores.

Every year, until a river commission came into

existence, the mayor and corporation, on Ascen-

sion Day, were rowed down the Tyne in two gal-

lant barges in order that they might proclaim their

ownership on the river bar. The pageant still

survives, and has even grown in dimensions ; but

it is a mere water frolic without serious significance,

and comes round only once in five years.

It is on the north side of the harbour that you

find most points of attraction and interest. The
town has been built on the side of the steepest hill

imaginable, and the streets slope downwards unl;il

they end in a long, narrow lane running parallel

with the shore. This is the sailors' quarter. Dr.

Dibdin, writing in the early part of the century,

thus speaks of it, in the magnificent English pecu-

liar to him ;
—" It can never be forgotten for its

combined narrowness, stench, and dense population.

Human beings seem to have been born, and to have
kept together since birth, like onions upon a string.

It is a rushing stream of countless population.

And what houses ! what streets ! what articles for

sale !
" Little of all this has changed ; but it is

esisy to forget the dirt and misery which thrust

themselves before Dibdin's practical (and pompous)

mind in a sense of the quaint and pietures(|ue.

From the Low Street, as it was anciently called,

the river is approached by innumerable narrow

])assages leading to landing-stages and wharves.

The houses do not seem to have been built so much
as to have been cobbled together. They are kept

out of the river by strong wooden piles. Frequently

they are themselves of wood, and they jut outwards

in odd-fashioned ways, as is shown in our little

drawing of the Low Lights. There is endless variety

in Shields Harbour. It is stuffed with sailing vessels,

and keels, and wherries, and fishing-boats, and balks

of timber, and tall steamers : all in a kind of order

that looks like confusion ; and usually so close

together that the foy-boatmau, rowing ^out to land

passengers from the incoming steamer, must pick his

way as carefully as if the river were bestrewn with

wrecks. The town rises in row above row of houses

up to the High Lights, and between them there

always floats a blue or purple mist. Down below,

with its short masts and its white awning, lies

H.M.S. Castor—pictured with Jarrow Church and

Tyneside Priory—from which, when a vessel is

ashore, the guns roar out a warning to the port.

On the north side of the Tyne, between the river

and the sea, there thrusts out a bold headland, on

whose summit, "their very ruins ruined," their foun-

dations deep down among forgotten graves, are the

remains of Tynemouth Priory. Tynemouth Priory

was one of a chain of monasteries stretching along

the coast from "high Whitby's cloistered pile" to the

sacred island of Lindisfarne. The Romans had only

left Britain a hundred and seventy-five years when
Edwin, King of Northumbiia, built a church on the

Tynemouth cliffs. In 651 Oswin, King of Deira,

was buried there. The church at the mouth of the

Tyne suffered even more frequently from fire and

foray than the monastery up stream at Jarrow; but

the monks exhibited towards it the same attachment

and devotion, returned after every fresh assault, until

at length, in the reign of Henry III., they reared

one of the most beautiful monastic piles that was

to be found in the whole of England. After the

dissolution of the monasteries the Priory of Tyne-

mouth—like the Roman wall for long before and

long afterwards— became the prey of whosoever

stood in need of building materials. Only during

the present century has it been seen to be a treasure
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SHIELDS HAEBOVK : THE LOW LIGHTS.

worthy of preservation. Of old it covered all

the promontory, the cloister walls standing peril-

ously near the cliff's edge ; now there only remain

a small chapel, a portion of a groined roof, and

that magnificent remnant which stands out clear

against the sky in our picture. Tall, graceful, and

slender, these ruined walls, standing on the most

tempestuous part of the English coast, must have

been built with wonderful knowledge and skill,

for no modern structure of the same height, and

equally unsupported, could live through a single

winter's storm.

Pictured beneath the Priory, the long rampire

of the Pier, curving sinuously so as to oppose more
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<'ffcctnal1y tlio fury of the waves, runs out almost to

tlie niiiUllo of the bar. It is not a pleasure pier, like

those at Brifjhton and Southsea ; but a sturdy mass

of stone and concrete, designed to prevent the rush

of Iieavy seiis into the harbour. Even in calm

weather, when the roar of the factories and the

lianimerin<T of the ship-yards float seaward in heavy

throbs, the swell of the ocean breaks against it

witii sullen loudness and sends the broken water

swiftly to the feet of the cliffs. Nowhere on our

coasts are storms more frequent or more terrible. I

have seen a large steamer strike the end of the pier

and break in two pieces like a splinter struck with an

adze. In one night, four or five years ago, fourteen

vessels went ashore between darkness and dawn. Yet

the pier and its companion at South Shields have

made the river so much safer of approach than in

years past that it is called a harbour of refuge. To

see vessels running for safety where the waves seem

to be miles long is to have a terribly vivid idea of

the dangers of those who " go down to the sea in

ships." When a heavy wave breaks against Tyne-

mouth Pier it seems to leap up into the clouds. Before

the pier was built such a wave would have carried a

vessel on to the "Bhiek Middens," a moss-grown reef

lying about midway between Tynemouth Priory at

the Low Lights at Shields. Many a tall ship has

ground herself to pieces on those fearsome rocks,

and among others the vessel which, as tradition says,

landed the Prince of Orange at

Torbay. Y'et, as Mr. Richard Wel-

ford has written :
—" In the history

of maritime adventure is recorded

no more pleasing nai-rative than

that which tells how these towns

at the mouth of the Tyne, where so

much life was lost, originated the

two great systems of saving it

—

South Shields the Life-Boat, and

North Shields the Volunteer Life

Brigade." The Life Brigade house

stands on the cliffs near the head

of the pier. On stormy nights a

great fire burns in the grate; and

brown-bearded fishermen from Cul-

lercoats and brave shop-keepers

from Shields—clad in sea-boots and

guernseys and sou'-westers, with

their life-belts close to their hands

—lounge in groups at the hearth or

stand looking out into the storm,

ready, whenever the guns of the

Castor are heard, to leap into their

boat and for other lives do battle

with the perilous sea.

Our last sight of the Tyne shall
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be of calm weather and sunny air, with the cloud-

shadows coursing over the " flowing glaze" as over a

field of corn. A fleet of pilot boats dances in the

offing; two great steamers are pa.ssing each other

at the bar, one home from the North Sea, the

other on her path to the Thames ; and far away

on the horizon trails a low-lying banner of smoke,

the legacy of ships which have sunk out of sight

beyond the sky-line. The mouth of a great ship-

ping river is almost like a crowded city street ; but

instead of cabs and carriages and carts, the traffic

is of stately ships, some it may be for "the haven

under the hill" which lies behind us, some for ports

on the Spanish Main, and the liarbours of Cathay,

and mysterious cities on the farthest verges of the

world. AA HON Watson.

mow CllUHCH. II. 11. -M. \TiJl:. III. TYNLMuUrU rKIOKY.
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PICTUKES AT THE FITZWILLIAM MUSEUM.—I.

THE VENETIANS.

N the galleries of the Fitz-

william Museum at Cam-

bridge is exhibited a

collectiou, the projjerty of

the University, of some

five hundred and fifty pic-

tures of various schools.

The foundation of the

collection is due to the

generosity of our admi-

rable benefactor, Richard,

seventh and last Viscount

Fitzwilliam, of the Fitz-

williams of INIerrion and Thorncastle. This amiable

and cultivated Irish nobleman was educated at

Ti-inity Hall, where he took his degree in 1764. He

succeeded to the title in 1776 ; after which he lived

principally between his ancestral seat of Mount

ISIerrion, near Dublin, and the house on Richmond

Green which had belonged to his maternal grand-

father, Sir Matthew Decker, a wealthy London

merchant of Dutch origin, whose devotion to the

house of Hanover had won him royal favour and a

baronetcy. Lord Fitzwilliam had no taste for public

life ; but in the great age of amateurs and collectors

he was an amateur and collector among the first. He

collected, principally during his youth, an important

library of printed and manuscript music ; he collected

illuminated books and miniatures, and a magnificent

series of engravings of the old German, Nether-

landish, Italian, and French masters : these last it

was his favourite occupation to clip and paste and

arrange in volumes with his own hands. He formed

also, principally on the advice of the famous dealer,

Samuel Woodburn, a considerable gallery of pictures,

in addition to the not unimportant collection of

family portraits which he inherited both from his

father's and his mother's side. Dying a bachelor

in 1S16, and having always had a peculiar affection

for Camljridge, Lord Fitzwilliam bequeathed all tliese

collections, together with his lilirary of books and

a number of personal memorials, to " the Chan-

cellor, Masters, and Scholars" of that University,

and in addition the sum of £100,000, the interest

of which he desired should be applied, first to the

erection of a suitable building for the exhibition

of his collections, and next to "the promotion of

learning and the other purposes of that noble

foundation."

Hence the origin of the famous and admired Fitz-

william :\Iuseum at Cambridge, with its imposing

fajade, its magnificent external colonnade, and its

sumptuous interior vestibule of coloured marbles and

mosaic. With the contents of this museum, but with

one part of those contents only, namely the pic-

tures, we shall in the present series of articles be

concerned. These are exhibited on the first floor, in

one large and four smaller galleries, in the construc-

tion of which the architect (he was a brother-in-law

of Lord Beaconsfield) has studied effect more than

utility : the walls of the galleries are too lofty, their

enrichments too elaborate, and their lighting, it must

be confessed, imperfect. Lord Fitzwilliam's origi-

nal bequest of pictures has been since his time aug-

mented from various quarters. The main additions

have consisted, first, of a bequest by Mr. Daniel ]\Ies-

man, of a numerous and very curious collectiou of the

minor works of the minor Flemish and Dutch masters;

secondly, of a group of Venetian pictures, originals

and copies, bequeathed by one of the Cambridge men

most justly honoured in his day for his own and his

kindred's sake, Julius Hare ; and thirdly, of inherited

pictures presented to the museum at intervals during

his lifetime by a member of our body whom we have

but lately lost, Mr. Augustus VanSittart. Other

more or less valuable gifts and bequests have come

in from time to time, including one of modern

English pictures, few of them of first-rate quality,

by Mrs. Ellison ; three fine Hogarths bequeathed

by the representatives of the Leicestershire family

of Arnold; some good miscellaneous works from the

collectiou of an Essex clergyman, Mr. Leasingham

Smith ; a Frans Hals and an early Murillo presented

by the popular senior tutor of Trinity, Mr. Prior;

and so forth. Professor Legros has given us (and

grateful should we be if other living artists of his

calibre would follow his example) a noble landscape

study of his own, of an effect of autumn storm, besides

his fine picture of " Jacob's Dream." It is with the

oil-paintings exhiljited on the walls that I am here

exclusively dealing, or this would be the place to speak

also of one of our most cherished possessions of all,

the cabinet of water-colour drawings by Turner,

chosen and arranged for the historical illustration

of the artist's genius, which was presented by Mr.

Ruskin in 1861.

The total collection thus formed is singularly

miscellaneous in character. The great numerical

preponderance of small works by comparatively ob-

scure masters of the Seventeenth Century gives it

an attraction to the special historical student out of

proportion to that which it possesses for the ordinary
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visitor. Tlie hitter is apt to pass dopreeiatiug-ly by,

while the former takes delight in discriminating and

iilentifving, the works o£ the unnumbered patient

haiidieral'tsmen who in that age enrolled themselves

nnder the banner of St. Luke in the painters' guilds^

of the cities of Holland, Flanders, and Brabant, and

who toiled complacently all their days, each in his

own chosen province, or call it rather his chosen

p;iddock or back-yard, of art : one continually re-

presenting the same pet subject of still-life; another

the same, or almost the same, tavern jest ; a third

for ever i»laying variations on the single theme of

skirmishers in buff jerkins and coloured scarves ex-

changing i)istol-shots by the wayside ; a fourth de-

voted to tile study of imprisoned light and shadow

in church aisles and transepts; a lifth, after his return

from Italy, manufacturing perpetual reminiscences

of the shadowy foregrounds of Tivoli and blue aerial

distances of the Campagna. The critical catalogue

of the Fitzwilliam ^luseum pictures which I have

now in course of preparation will have, I think, to

contain articles on as great a number of these lesser

Dutch and Flemish masters as that of any puljlic

gallery in existence. And if we thus possess scraps by

a great many painters of whom a scrap is quite enough,

we possess scraps only by many others of whom a full

representation would be desirable. Not a few second-

rate names in the history of art are indeed well and

richly illustrated; as that, for instance, of Adam
Elsheimer, and among the Dutchmen that of Gerard

Dou. But of the very great names, three or four only,

as those of the elder Palma, Veronese, Rembrandt, and

Hogarth, are represented by really first-rate examples;

while in specimens of those earlier devotional and

poetic schools of Italy, whose work for our own age

possesses so great a fascination, the collection of the

Fitzwilliam Museum is at present poor. Such as it

is, however, the gallery is one far more interesting

and important than is generally known. In de-

scribing some of its principal contents, I shall begin

with the works of the Venetian school, of which we

possess some notable examples ; the majority bought

by Lord Fitzwilliam from the famous gallery of the

Duke of Orleans on its dispersal in 1798, a few others

acquired by Julius Hare in Italy during the second

quarter of the present century.

Perhaps few readers of this Magazine will be

familiar with the name of the painter whose work

stands first in our list of illustrations, Francesco Rizo

da Santa Croce. He came from the village of Santa

Croce, in the beautiful valley of the Brembo near

Bergamo, and in Bergamo and the adjacent townships

his altar-pieces are still not uufrequent : one or two

are at Venice, another is in the Berlin Museum, and

a duplicate of our own example exists in the collection

of Lord Dudley. Like so many another paiuttr of

the towns and territory round about Venice, Francesco

da Santa Croce must have gone young to the great

city ou the lagoons, and attached himself to the

school of John Bellini. If the reader desires to

realise the relations borne to that great and noble

master by the abler order of his followers, let liini

study, first the four typical examples by Bellini him-

self in the National Gallery, the " Madonna and

Child," the " Agony in the Garden," the " Death of

Peter Martyr," and the " Portrait of the Doge

Loredano;" and then let him turn toVincenzo Catena's

large picture of the " Kneeling Knight," or his little

one of " St. Jerome in his Cell." At some distance

after such gifted followers of the school as were

Catena, Basaiti, or even Bissolo, comes a merely

docile and uninventive imitator like this Francesco of

Santa Croce. He is proud of his discipleship, and

asserts it sometimes in his signature by the addition

to his name of the letters D. I. B.—for " Discipulus

lohannis Bellini." Of those august enthroned Ma-

donnas, with their supporting saints and their rich-

hued canopies, which reveal the power of Bellini's

hand and the solemnity of his temper to the wanderer

in Venetian galleries and churches, our museum

possesses no original example ; but this " Marriage

of St. Catherine " by his humble follower—a picture

once the especial favourite of its owner. Archdeacon

Hare—affords a welcome and sufficiently skilful

reminiscence of his style.

The subject is the very usual one of the

mystic marriage of St. Catherine of Alexandria.

According to the religious legend of the Middle

Ages, that virgin queen and martyr had been be-

trothed to Christ in a dream. She is here, as in

kindred representations without number, imagined

as being spiritually present with Mary and Joseph

and with Christ in the days of his infancy, and as

receiving the betrothal ring from the Divine Child in

person. Until lately the picture was disfigured by

the gross re-paintings of some meddlesome restorer,

who among other things had introduced a green cur-

tain with a straight perpendicular edge across exactly

half the background; but in its present improved

state, although with some of its final glazings sacri-

ficed, it is a thoroughly agreeable example of the ripe

religious manner of the Venetian school, just before

the characters of Venetian painting were transformed

and molten into new splendour under the influence

of Giorgione and Palma and Titian. Francesco Rizo's

earliest dated picture belongs to 150-1, and the present

work probal^ly belongs to the ten or twelve years

next ensuing. No other influence than that of

Bellini, and to some extent that of Carpaccio, is per-

ceptible in it ; the crisp folds of drapery, and clear

precise flesh outlines, are altogether Bellinesque; so

is the character of the bronzed and ruddy head of
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THE MAKRIAGE OF ST. CATHEKIXE.

{Painted by Francesco Rizo ila Santa Croce. FitewiUiam iftisnim.)

Joseph. The St. Catherine is a type of Francesco's

own, and has great delicacy in the maiden bloom of

the face and the drawing of the lips and eyes ; the

colours of the dresses and brocades are rich and glow-

ing, especially in the reds; the blue of the distant

hills in the landscape is a little raw and cold. The

reader familiar with the National Gallery will call

to mind the noble and romantic embodiment of

the same theme which we possess in the picture by

Titian, where in a foreground of rich sward and

flowery copse the martyr saint, a creature of glowing

girlish humanity, kneels attired in pale saffron, and

eagerly presses forward to kiss the Child on the lap

of the blue-robed Virgin; while in the distance the

skies are opened aljove the purf)le mountains of

Cadore, and a shaft of sunlight gleams upon the

travelling shepherd as he throws back his head to

gaze at the messenger ' of heaven bestriding the

clouds above him.

Our second illustration comes from the opposite

pole of Venetian art to this. It represents a subject

of Greek mythology, and is the work of the last of all

the great painters of Venice ; of the mighty, festal-

tempered magician and master-in-chief of pictorial

pomps and ceremonies, Paul Veronese. This is not

one of the pieces, such as those familiar to the

student in the Louvre, at Dresden, at Turin, or in

our own "Family of Darius" at the National Gallery,

in which Veronese has marshalled a throng of richly

apparelled figures in the forecourt of some majestic

palace, with soaring balustrades and peopled terraces

that mount and multiply themselves impossibly into

the blue. The scene passes in an enclosed chamber,

with only one outlet uj)on the sky, and the actors are

only three in number. It is the old Greek story of

Hermes, Herse, and Agraulos. Herse and Agraulos

were daughters of the mythic Cecrops, dwelling

with their father in his royal house on the Acropolis
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of Athens. Tlie <?o(l Hermes looked upon Herse
and loved her, and his love fillctl A-nmlos with
jealousy. At one moment, saj-s Ovid—whose hm"--

euter it, and vowed that she would never stir till he
abandoned his purpose. " So he it," said the god,
and at a touch of his maj,'-iu wand the door sprang

HEEITES AST) AGKAULOS.

iPainted by Panl rcroiicse. Fitzwilliam Museum.)

drawn Roman version of the stor}' in the " Metamor-
phoses" is that with which Veronese will have been
familiar—at one moment Agraulos longed to die

;

at another she was bent on revealing her sister's

fault to their sire. At last she placed herself before

Herse's door one day when Hermes approached to

open, and Agraulos found herself struggling in
vain to move or rise; her limbs stiffened, the
blood left her veins, her voice was frozen within
her, and without a cry she was turned into a
stone—"and into no white stone," adds the poet;
" her own heart's blackness tinctured it."
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For dramatic power and energy of gesture in

illustrating a tale like tliis^ no student familiar with

Venetian art would look in the work of any master

of that school except Tintoret. Least of all would ho

expect such qualities from Veronese. To the rendering

of emotion by movement or facial expression Veronese

was indifferent ; the gesture of surprise and half

retreat of the seated Herse is right as far as it goes,

but barely sufficient to tell her story ; her blond face,

like Veronese's faces in general, is almost a blank, nor

is even the spaniel at her feet much excited at the

intrusion of the god. There is more life in the action

of the prostrate, struggling figure of Agraulos on

the other side, and in that of Hermes as he advances

striding over her body, though even here the drawing

is a little constrained and odd : and it almost seems

as if the composition of the figures had been sacri-

ficed in order to exhibit as broad a surface as possible

of the rich brocaded rug on the table. It is by

beauty and delicacy of colouring, and not by dramatic

power, or even by skill of grouping, that Veronese

in this picture triumphs. It is probably a work

of his early time, and in nothing that he ever did

is there greater—in very few things is there so

great—finish and luminousness of flesh-modelling, or

a richer invention and more harmonious arrangement

of the accessories. The lovely silver blue and creamy

white of Herse's garments, with their reflection in

the tint of her bosom and limbs ; the modelling

of the body of Hermes ; the shadow of his cadnceus

where it falls on the shoulders of Agraulos ; the

conduct and combination of the colours of gold and

bronze, and veined marble and amber, and olive-green

and lilac and rose, in the furniture and appurtenances

of the chamber—these delicate and admirable luxu-

ries of the eye are things to be seen and delighted

in, but not to be described in words. That Veronese

was contented with his work is manifested from

the fact that he has signed his jDicture, as he very

unusually did, with his name in full
—" Paulus

Veronensis fac." For whom the piece was painted

we do not know; it belonged in the eighteenth cen-

tury to the gallery of the Duke of Orleans, and

was brought thence by Lord Fitzwilliam.

With these two works of Venetian art, one in

the grave religious manner by an imitator of the

first great master of the school, John Bellini, another

in the radiant worldly and mythological manner of

its last great master, Paul Veronese—with these, the

examples of that opulent and fascinating school con-

tained in the Fitzwilliam Museum by no means come
to an end. Of the rarest of all ^'enetians, Giorgione,

we possess no original work indeed, but a reminis-

cence, in the shajae of a full-sized copy, with modifi-

• cations, of the admirable and long unrecognised

Venus at Dresden. In that picture Giorgione, for

the first time in modern art, took the simple physical

charm of womanhood for his theme, ennobling it to

the utmost point by beauty and dignity of line, and

by splendour and poetry of colour. The goddess

lies sleeping at full length on her back, with her

head resting on her right arm, and her face turned

to the spectator; beneath her is a white drapery

crumpled in broad breaks and folds, and behind her

a sweeping landscape of hills and trees and steep-

roofed buildings beneath a solemnly-glowing sky.

The brilliant and conclusive identification lately made

by Signer Morelli of the neglected picture at Dresden

as the true original by Giorgione, formerly in the Casa

San Marcello at Venice, will involve the re-writing

of more chajjters than one in the history of art. But

these are questions into which we cannot here enter.

Enough that our own modified copy, or rather adap-

tation, of Giorgione's work is ascribed on somewhat

insufficient grounds to Padovanino ; and that though

far enough away from the high quality of the

original, it is perhaps the best of several nearly

identical repetitions of the same theme which exist

at Darmstadt, at Apsley House, Dudley House,

Dulwich, and elsewhere.

An original " Venus and Cupid " of our own, in

some sense a rival to the work of Giorgione, we do

possess by the hand of a great Venetian master, the

elder Palma. This, like the Veronese, was bought

by Lord Fitzwilliam from the Orleans Gallery; it

had formerly been in that of Queen Christina of

Sweden. It had sufi'ered grievously from restora-

tion ; chiefly, by good luck, in the form of heavy

repaints. These have latterly been removed, and the

picture, though not all that it once was, remains

a work of admirable beauty, ranking in the cate-

gory of Palma's work alongside, and I cannot but

think even in advance, of his two other preserved

pictures of the nude, the Brunswick "Adam and

Eve-" and the Dresden "Venus." The former,

painted on panel, is a little dry and unsatisfying

both in colouring and in the contours, neither is the

boskage behind the figures of the primeval pair as

rich in design as we should have expected it ; while

the Dresden picture, compared with kindred works

by Giorgione or Titian, is still more disappointing.

In our own " Venus and Cupid " the head of the

reclining goddess, one of Palma's familiar types, is

effectively relieved against a cave or shadowed bank of

earth ; there is great felicity of design in the poise of

the arm which she holds out to receive from Cupid

the arrow he is offering her. The colouring is not

golden, but for Palma singularly fair and silvery

;

the limbs of the goddess and child make up in

delicacy of modelling for what they lack in refine-

ment of contour. The si^acious and rich landscape of

mountain, meadow, and river is epual to the very
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best in Palina's work, ami his touch is at his freshest

and most vigorous in the flowers and foliage of the

foreground.

Still in a kindred vein of mythology or quasi-

mytliology, we have the important school picture

of Titian, finished apparently in several places, and

unepiestionably in the landscape, by the master's

own haiul, which was long groundlessly known as

"Philip II. and the ^larchioness of Eboli." The

true history of the group of paintings from Titian's

studio, to which this work belongs, has only lately

become apparent, and is as follows. To the afore-

said picture of Venus by Giorgioue, Titian, after

the master's death, is recorded on good authority to

have adiled a figure of Cupid. By it, at any rate,

he was assuredly much impressed; inasmuch as he

adopted its design with slight modifications for his

own famous " Venus '" in the Tribune of the Uflizzi

at Florence, which is in reality an undraped portrait

of the Duchess Eleonora of Urbino. This fashion of

mythological undraped portraits took, it seems, with

gallants desirous of commemorating their mistress's

beauties; and later in his career Titian had many
demands for such jnctures. For these he adopted

a quite different ty])e and arrangement from those

of (iiorgione's and of his own early work ; reversing

the position of the figure on the couch, and introduc-

ing the likeness, not of the lady onl}-, but also that

of her lover seated near her feet. Many variations of

this new design were repeated for various patrons by

himself and his scholars. One such version, partly

painted by himself, is this at the Fitzwilliam ^Museum.

A weaker duplicate, by some Flemish disciple of the

school, enjoys a greater reputation than it deserves

at Dresden. Other variations of the same motive,

with different heads in the case of both the male and

the female sitter, are at ]\Iadrid and at the Hague;

one of those at ]\Iadrid being probably the earliest

of the whole series, and a completely authentic work

of the master's hand. Sidney Colvin.

AET IN THE NUESEKY.

ONCE upon a time the children of the world were

happiest in their authors. INIen of genius and

women of talent were proud to write for them, and

to write their veiy best. The wisdom of their elders

was distilled for them into parables and tales, into

apologues and nursery novels and cradle epics, that

rank to this day with the masterpieces of literature;

so that they grew lettered even while they whipped

their gigs, and had a relish of sense and wit while

yet they brandished battledore and blew out points

of war upon wooden trumpets. They had Jean La

Fontaine to begin with : La Fontaine, the king of

fabulists, with his incomparable ease and simplicity

and directness, his inexhaustible imagination, his

perfect drama, and his immortal style. If they

wearied of him, and

cared no more fm-

Maitre Corbeau and

Dame Belette and the

rest of the four-

footed hierarchy he

had called into being,

they had but to utter

a cry to be brought

up for amusement

before the admirable

author of " Peau-

d'Ane"and "Ma Mere

rOie," the nursery

Homer, the uever-to-

^^^^^^^1
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Mr. Gay produced him the live-

liest rhymes imagiualjle ; and the

Brotliers Grimm dehghted him

with !i gathering—a kind of Four-

and-Tvventy-Blackbird Pie—of all

the elves and kobbolds of haunted

Germany; and Walter Scott made

histories for him against the time

when he should be a boy ; and

Hans Christian Andersen, who all

his life long was childhood in

person, contrived such fancies for

him as till then the world had

never seen, nor is likely ever to

see again. Nowadays he is hardly

so fortunate. He has all these

treasures to fall back upon, of

course ; and he has such " novel

splendours " as " Through the

Looking-Glass," and "The Water-

Babies," and "Alice inWonderland,"

to enlighten him if the other glories fail to dazzle

and to charm. But it is shrewdly suspected that he

has changed with his elders :

that he is sceptical of the

miraculous and the super-

human, and a thought too

NEW YEAE.

(Drairn hij Kate Gtrcnmcay.)

the gratification of his pampered

appetite is jierhaps the daintiest

ever seen. A hundred years back

anything was thought good enough

for him. If he sought to realise

the appearance of Tom Hickathrift

or any one of the Seven Cham-
pions, and turned for encourage-

ment and imagination to the

chronicles of these worthies, he

feasted his eye upon such hobnailed

work as he himself, with a slate

and one poor stick of pencil, could

equal, if not altogether surpass.

Oliver Goldsmith was content to

write up to such cuts as nowa-

days would be held unworthy the

wares of a hawker of ballads

;

and excellent John Newberry, the

great original Children's Publisher,

thought it no shame to publish

them, and would indeed have been puzzled to supply

bis tiny customers with anything better. As for the

hideous libels upon man and art and nature—the

smudgy abominations, the

grotesque ineptitudes— that

used to accompany the moral

much addicted to realism and stories in the spelling-books,

mental improvement and the they were of themselves

SEPTEMBEB.

study of " cold morality."

This may, or may not, be

true. What is certain is, that

if his literary habit be less

constant, and his literary taste less critical and

(Drmm by Kate Grec-nan

enough to produce a gene-

ration absolutely blind to august.

beauty and incapable of dis- (Draivn Inj Kate Greeimway.)

criminating between a bad

picture and a good one. That they did their work.

strong, than at his time of life the literary taste and produced the effect that was to be expected of

and habit of his ancestors

were wont to be, he is very

much their superior in the

matter of art, and has im-

measurably the advantage

of them in the matter of

pictures. Fortune, indeed,

has so far favoured him in

this respect that he may be

said to be something of an

art-critic ere he leaves his

cradle, and an adept in

style ere he sees fit to

abandon long garments for

short, and the passive plea-

sures of the bottle for the

activity of the spoon. It

is his own fault if he be

not ; for his aesthetic oppor-

tunities ai"e innumerable,

and the matter produced for

~^'f){' \-^-=^l

-lECADES AMBO.

(Draicii till Randolph Caldccott.)

them, the pitiful imbecility

of the British school during

the Dark Ages of British

Art-—the years, that is to

say, immediately preceding

the action of the Pre-

Raphaelite Brotherhood—is

sufficient to show. In these

days the "old reproach has

been wiped away. Nursery

literature is a thing of the

jjast ; nursery art shows

radiant and delightful in

its room. Nothing is too

pretty or too good for our

little ones, as there was

nothing too cheap and too

bad for the little oues of

a century ago. They are

happy in fine paper and

pleasant type ; they rejoice
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THE CAT AND THE FIDDLE.

(Draicn by Randvlph Caldccolt.)

t- ^S--

in colour-printing that gives their books a claim

to be considered as works of art ; they are deluged

with examples of taste and skill and the genius of

production that fairly brighten the places into which

they enter. And it must be confessed the meat is

nearly always worthy of the dish, the feast of the

table, the matter of the pages in which it is set

forth. The nursery has its Millais and Leightons

and Tademas, even as the Royal Academy itself.

Mr. John Tenniel is not a whit more illustrious for

his Punch cartoons than for his portraits of the

Duchess, the Cheshire Cat and the Anglo-Saxon

Messenger, and for

his immortal picture

of the Hatter's Tea-

Party. Gustave Dure

has drawn his best for

children, as in "Croquemi-

taine " and " Baron Munchau-

sen." There is nothing in all

George Cruikshank's work much

better than the illustrations to

" Grimm's Goblins " and the sur-

prising presentment of Giant Bolster.

Herr Richter's toy-books have been the

delight of countless thousands, old and

young. The master-works of ]\Ir. Walter

Crane, the " Baby's Opera " and the

" Baby's Bouquet " (so beautifully printed

and produced by Mr. Edmund Evans) are

among the most graceful and attractive

publications of the century. And in their

162

kind and degree the picture-books of INIr. Caldecott and

Miss Greenaway are looked for almost as eagerly, and

almost as keenly enjoyed, as those famous Christmas

numbers themselves—the Christmas numbers that

used to come forth bearing the great and honoured

name of Charles Dickens.

The two artists last named are certainly the most

popular of those whose function it is to make chil-

dren happy. Ever since Mr. Caldecott published

his incomparable " House that Jack Built " he has

been saluted the king of nursery artists ; ever since

the production of " ISIother Goose," that quaintest

and prettiest of all

fantasias ever made

on the cradle songs of

England, Miss Greena-

way has been hailed their

queen. The review of nur-

sery art that did not begin

with one or other of them would

be a contribution to the literature

of anarchy, and nothing else. These

two—-Mr. Caldecott, with bis grace-

ful invention, his pleasant humour, his

habit of easy, brilliant, and suggestive

draughtsmanship, bis talent for pretty faces

and pretty figures, and pleasant landscapes,

and the works and ways of animals ; INIiss

Greenaway, with her woman's love and

understanding of babies, her charming

naivete and simplicity, her unaffected and

delightful fancy, her inexhaustible good
IN LUCK.

Waller Crane.)
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temper, her enchanting quaintness of conception

and design—these two it is who must be first con-

sidered, or the universal nursery would topple and

ruin upon our heads. This

year, it must be owned—in

all humility—Mr. Caldecott

is hardly equal to his reputa-

tion. His invention is less

singular and complete than

before ; his execution is more

careless and less expressive;

his subjects are less poj)ular

and affecting. The legends

he has selected for illustration

are three in number. The

first is that one which tells

of the misadventures of the
^j^^

rude Young Man who wooed lOraim b>i e
a certain gamesome Milkmaid,

and who, after offering marriage with incredible

promptitude, withdrew his offer the moment he found

that he must expect no fortune but his lady's face.

goes flying and jumping and bumping into space.

And finally we behold him riding, sore and sorrow-

ful, away along the lane, while in the meadow,

beyond the hedge, his assail-

ants and the Cow indulge

in a spirited jjas i/e quatre.

There are good things in this

comic pastoral : as, for in-

stance, the Pursuit, the Re-

jection, the sketch in which

the Cow looks ou at her

mistress approaching from

afar with the Young Man

;

and one, the coloured picture

of the proposal, is as elegant

in effect and suggestive in

^j_
gesture and intention as most

Gremaimii.) that Mr. Caldccott has done.

But on the whole the work is

felt to be a little hurried and careless, and to be in

more ways than one unworthy of its predecessors.

In the second of his picture-books, which contains

It was charmingly sung and acted by Miss Terry the legends of " Hey Diddk Diddle " and of " Baby
as Letitia Hai-dy—to the elderly, staid, half-clerical Bunting," the artist is seen to far greater advantage,

Doricourt of Mr. Henry Irving; and the fact that at all events as far as the epic of music and madness
it was so sung and acted may possibly have per- is concerned. His portrait of the Cat who played

suaded Mr. Caldecott to attempt its illustration, the violin, and whose performance produced such
In a kind of pictorial prologue he j)ictures the tremendous consequences, is—as our illustration will

hero of the song, " a poor young squire," in the prove—an inspiration. He is evidently a Tom, and
act of imbibing mercenary ideas from his mother of the most daring and unconventional type; he

(who is young and fair enough to be his sister), abounds in humour and in impudence; he has even

and having it imjiressed upon him that he must go gone the length of taking more than is good for him,

forth and marry money ; we are shown him setting and is in a state of transcendentalism not easily

out upon his quest ; and we are presented to the described. Three centuries ago he would have been
Milkmaid leaving her trim-built cottage for the burnt for a wizard. As it is, he is merely inspired to

fields. Then begins the story proper, the " Where play rigs with the universe in general. To see him,

are you going to, my pretty Maid ? " of history and as Mr. Caldecott has drawn him, exulting in larks

tradition. They meet ; they flirt ; he proposes and and the consciousness of demonic capacities, while

is accepted ; he inquires, rejects, and is mocked at and his wife and her kittens look on at him from a re-

scorned. And so we fare on to the epilogue. The spectful distance with an amazement not unmixed
Milkmaid—who is a pert and daring hussy, for all with terror, is to see a sight at once disturbing and
her specious artlessness—despises him so loudly that impressive. And no sooner does he get fully under
he runs from her as fast as his boots will let him. weigh with his awful solo than the world is shaken

Other milkmaids, her com-

panions, who have been en-

joying the fun behind hedges

and over gates, a|)pear at once

upon the scene. They pursue

him ; they capture him ; they

bear him back to the place of

wooing with derisive and im-

mense determination ; they set

him astride on his mistress's

Cow ; they look on with jjeals

of laughter while his mount
curvets and prances, and he

THE TORN FLOimCE.

<ixucii bi/ G. A. Kuitstaiii.)

to its centre, and a time of

prodigies begins. After fiddling

to the family Children and

making them, dolls and all, to

dance like mad, he is seen to

perch himself on the top of a

wall, and there start fiddling

once more. The result is a

kind of Universal Spree. The

Dog laughs ; the Cow kicks

over her pail and clears the mad
Moon at a bound; the Dish and

Spoon are moved to amorousness
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and to flip,-lit ; the Plates and Decanters lan<jiiish

on their shelf, or give chase to the guilty couple in

a fury of pursuit; the Fowls are jwrsuaded to tread

a measure on the green; two adniirahle I'igs, in a

rapture of " music and moonlight and feeling," per-

form together in a hrawl that discloses every button

of their waistcoats and makes their tails uncurl and

quiver and lengthen and trill like the cadenzas intro-

duced into the Kreutzer Sonata. These two amiable

i-ips—reproduced in our fifth picture—are " worthy

peers" of the four-footed Magician to whose bow

they dance ; and even of the Dog that Worried the

Cat, in the " House that Jack ]5uilt." ]\Iore in

their praise it is not easy to say.

So much for Mr. Caldecott. Now for Miss

Greenaway. Her " Almanac " is one of her daintiest

works. Nowhere has she been more graceful and

unconventional ; never has that peculiar quality of

cherubic dowiliness which she is accustomed to im-

part to her youngsters

been more pleasantly ap-

parent. New Year she

figures as a winsome lass

yet young in her teens,

in a short waist and an

old-fashioned hat, and an

old-world scarf and slip-

pers, scattering flowers

as she goes ; Old Year,

as an aged woman, pick-

ing her way by lantern

down hill towards a church in the valley. Not

less pretty and original are her presentments of the

seasons : Summer, in a couple of babies flirting

solemnly imder an immense green umbrella ; Winter,

with a young mother and two little ones, fur-clad

and rosy, and stamping the snow to warm their

thirty tingling toes ; and so forth. The Months are

figured in a set of head-pieces and tail-pieces, and

in a procession of flowers. The head-piece for May
is like an illustration to Herrick's " To Meadowes,"

for it shows us a green field with virgins gathered

therein

—

" To kias and bear away

The richer cowslips home ;'*

that for September—which we reproduce ; with

the tail-piece for August, of an adorable little

caricature of Izaak Walton—sets forth a hint of

Michaelmas and apple-sauce, and brings home to

us with considerable force the wise and ferocious

nature of that " fearful wild-fowl," the British

Goose. That the bookling, which is delightftdly

printed and produced, is likely to be delivered over

to the tiny folk for whose pastime it is made we

hesitate to believe. It will probably be locked away

in an impregnable hold, and only brought out when

children are good ; wlien they may claim with some-

thing like assurance some sixjcial and peculiar meed

UOLY DUCKLINOS.

{Dmtcn by Ernest Griset.)

THE LAND OF NOD.

(Druii-n hil Lizzie Lau-son.)

of benevolence and reward. This is by no means

the ease with her "'Little Folks' Painting Book"

—

the children's book to which we owe our ravishing

little round of " Amorini." It is a book for wear

and tear—a common, every-day delight ; it contains

some of the artist's most amiable work ; it should be

popular all the world over.

Next to Miss Greenaway and ]\Ir. Caldecott this

year comes Mr. Walter Crane. To his delightful

inventions for the new edition of "Grimm's Goblins"

we referred last month. In the present paper we

are enabled to point our criticism by the publication

of a couple of tail-pieces—to " Hans in Luck " and

the " Rabbit's Bride "—and of what is to our mind

the best full-page picture in the book—the picture of

the beautiful Dumb Princess and the Six Swans, her

enchanted brothers. The two first remind us a little

of the work of Bennett. They are, however, so full

of fanciful humour, so aptly invented, and so expres-

sively drawn, that they command our admiration and

respect as original work. There are many others in

the new " Grimm," which are their equals if not

their superiors ; so that it is not easy, if the publica-

tion be considered as a whole, to praise it too highly

or soon to exhaust its interest. Of the full-i)age

pictures we cannot

speak so well. They

are mannered in in-

tention and effect, and

the impression they

produce is unfamiliar

and transient. To put

the matter in other

words, Mr. Crane is

seen at his best and

strongest, not as a

maker of imaginative

designs, but as an art-

ist in decoration. Tliis

is true, not only of

the new " Grimm "

but of " Pan Pipes"

FOX AND GRAPES.

(Dratcn by Lizzie Latvsi
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as well, the pleasant book of old songs illus-

trated by him for Messrs. Routledge. In this the

fly-leaves, the borders, the decorative inventions

generally, are excellent indeed. The figure subjects,

with some few pleasant exceptions, are unsympathetic.

They are what is called " JSsthetic " in manner and

sentiment alike

;

they suggest the

mediaeval Hellas of

Mr. Burne Jones

and the mediaeval

England of the ar-

chitect of Bedford

Park ; and they

give by no means -

an irresistible idea

of the fashion.

Something of the

same sort may be

said of ]\Ir. Theo.

Marzials' arrange-

ments of tlie rare

old melodies which

Mr. Crane has

illustrated — the

" Spanish Lady,"
" Green Sleeves,"

" Black-eyed Su-

san," " Come Live

with Me," and the

rest of them. They

are quaint, a little

" conceited/' and

not extraordinarily

appropriate or ef-

fective. The book,

we should add, is

for all this a plea-

sant one to have.

In its way it is

unconventional,

and in its way it is

attractive ; it will

set people singing

some of the pret-

tiest old world

ditties ever made

;

and it will teach

them some pleasant and profitable lessons in the

matter of decorative art.

For the illustrations from " Grimm " we are

indebted to INIessrs. Macmillan ; for those from
" Hey Diddle Diddle " and from Miss Greenaway's

"Almanac,'-' to Messrs. Routledge. The little vignette

we have called " The Torn Flounce " is from " The

Maypole," one of the toy-books published by Messrs.

THE DUMB PEINCESS.

(Draim hij Walter Crane.)

De La Rue, by whose permission it is here reproduced.

The book, which may be descriljed as the frolicsome

old English round, " Come Lasses and Lads," done

into pictures—by G. A. Konstam and Ella and Nella

Casella—is pretty and graceful and Caldecottish

enough in its way; but it is hardly so good or so

well produced as

the "Dreams,
Dances, and Dis-

appointments" we

had from the same

artists last year.

The rest of our pic-

tures—the quaint

and whimsical
humour of Griset's

"Ugly Ducklings,"

the graceful, ten-

der, human ima-

ginings of Miss

Lawson, the comic

lovekins of Miss

Greenaway — we

owe to one or other

of the admirable

publications for

j uveniles—maga-

zines, for example,

like" Little Folks,"

or nursery serials

like " Bo -Peep,"

and "The 'Little

Folks ' Painting

Book "—produced

and published bj^

Messrs. Cassell,

Better, Galpin and

Co. As for Mr.

J. C. Harris's

" Uncle Remus "

(Routledge), the

last book on our

list, it is, as every-

bodj' knows, a most

curious and enter-

taining work. It

derives additional

value from the

fifty excellent pictures contributed by Mr. A. Elwes.

They complete that heroic apotheosis of the Ralibit

—" Ole Brer Rabbit "—which is partly contrived

by Uncle Remus in the text. Mr. Elwes knows his

hero by heart, and has drawn him with so much of

insight and humour, and so much of vigour and in-

vention, as to make his society one of the pleasantest

experiences imaginable.





PRINCE EDWARD VI. AND HIS WHIPPING BOY.

(Drawn by W. S. Htacty from his Painting in the Royal Academy, ISS2.)
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HORSES AND DOGS.

R. FRANCIS GALTON remarks, in

his " Ileivilitary (ionius," tliat tluTc

can be no doubt that artistic merit

is to some extent hereditary, and

that it would bo easy to collect

a large number of modem names

to show how frequently the artistic talent is a

family possession. Charles Lutyens—on whose life

and works I propose to dilate—affords a good and

pertinent illustration of Mr. Galtou's theory. The

ciders of the house—which, as the name implies,

was originally Danish—exhibited in a marked degree

the artistic tendencies and the artistic capacity which

characterise their descendant.

Although he has bestowed much time and atten-

tion on landscape painting, Mr. Charles Lutyens lias

deviitcd liimsclt' more especially to the painting of

portraits, both human and animal. He possesses

in a high degree the qualities which go to make a

good jiainter, and he is especially distinguishetl for

the earnestness wliicli he throws into all that he

undertakes. This is evident in the many canva.ses

he has exhibited, in all of which he displays that

thoi-ough gra,sp of the subject without which it is

difTicult for a picture to be impressive, however good

the details may be. Born in 1S29, at Southcot

House, near Reatling, he displayed at a very early

age an unmistakable bent for art. At the outset,

however, he met with obstacles which for the time

he was unable to surmount. His father—an old

soldier— imbued with the ideas against art and

artists which were only too prevalent at the time,

discountenanced what in his eyes was merely a

youthful and impracticable whim. He had destined

THE IIAnxIiSSIXU OF THE BLACK HORSES.

(Painted by Charles Lutytm.)
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his son for a military career, one of the few careers

which in those days were considered tit for an eldest

son with a patrimony; and this destiny^—for a time

at least—was fulfilled. Sacrificing his own inclina-

tions to his father's wishes, Mr. Lutyens studied for

the army, and in 18iS obtained a commission in

the 20th Regiment, with which he served for five

years in Canada. Soon after the creation of the

School of Musketry at Hythe, he was appointed on

the Staff as Assistant-Instructor, and remained some

time attached to that establishment. But if the call-

ing of his choice was denied to him as a profession,

studio of Baron Marochetti, who, with characterisi ic

perception, had understood that in the young cap-

tain of infantry there were the makings of a good

painter, and had been mainly instrumental in in-

ducing him to take up art as a career. It is

])erha])s not generally known that Marochetti in

early life had practised painting, and had been a

friend of the illustrious Gericault.

Lutyens studied with INIarochetti for nearly

eight years, dining which period he made the ac-

cjuaintance of Edwin Landseer, then at work on

the lions of Trafalgar Square, an acquaintance

there was nothing to prevent his following it as a

pursuit. During the whole of his military career

he eagerly and earnestly devoted every spare moment
to the study and practice of art, steadily develop-

ing the aptitude and increasing the capacity which

he possessed. At last the artist in him triumphed,

and the soldier was beaten off the field. Yielding

both to his own wishes, and to the urgent repre-

sentations of the many friends he had made in

the art-world, he resolved, on obtaining his cap-

taincy, in 1859, to retire from the army, and devote

himself entirely to the profession which had always

been the object of his ambition. He entered the

which ripened into the warmest friendship and inti-

macy. It is not surprising that under such guidance

so apt a pupil should have made his mark in art.

His first contribution to the Royal Academy (1864)

was a portrait of the children of Mr. and Mrs. (now

Sir Robert and Lady) Hay, with pon\-—a large and

powerful composition. It occupied a prominent place,

and attracted much notice. In 1866 his old friends

of the Hythe School of Musketry showed their ap-

preciation of the talent of their former eomi'ade,

by requesting him to paint a full-length portrait of

General Hay, which was presented hy subscription

to the School, and now hangs there in the mess-
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room ; iilso full-len<?th portraits o£ tlic lato (Joiienil

Ilaliiliiv and (ienoral Railelift'e, Iiispectovs-General

of Musketry. In tlu'se and many others of his com-

I)Ositions h.- discarded tlie stereotyped accessories ol"

portniit ])aintin.<j. There is little doubt that con-

ventionality in surrounding's, sug<?estive of weary

sittino^s and studied attitudes, detracts much from

the effect of many portraits of unquestionable

merit in themselves. Lutyens was not slow to per-

CL'ive this, and he has not scrupled to free himself,

whenever he has considered it advisable, from the

shackles of tradition. In lieu of the formal back-

f^round of drapery or balustrade or conventional

landscape, he generally introduces in connection with

his model some incident of country or domestic life.

His hunting men arc portrayed in the midst of some

picturesque or stirring episode of the chase ; his

children, with a pet pony or dog. The picture which

is the subject of our full-page engraving is a very

good example of his style. This composition, entitled

" Major Ih-owne, Master of the Northumberland

Hounds, and Daughter, Crossing the Coquet River,"

was exhibited at the Royal Academy in 1878. The

figures are full of life and vigour, and the group-

ing is judicious and eilectivc ; the brawling stream

with the cop.se in the background, and the meadow

dotted with tardy red coats tailing off in the dis-

tance, form a spirited and pleasing landscape. Nor

has the artist neglected details, of which indeed he

exhibits a great mastery. The wet coats of the

hounds, for instance, as they emerge from the water,

are admirably painted, and the dogs themselves are

life-like. The picture has a freshness and a vigour

about it which are very taking. In striking con-

trast is the original of our first engraving, "The

Harnessing of the Black Horses," painted for the

Earl of Bradford when Master of the Horse. It

deptcts an incident of life in the Royal Mews. These

horses, which are of a peculiar breed, are only taken

out with the cream-coloured ones on state occasions.

Hence the solemnity with which the coachman, in

all the gorgeous splendour of his office, superintends

the putting to of the royal roadsters. They are

painted with much skill and power, whilst the

homely appearance of the child, who looks on appa-

rently unimpressed by the gravity of the occasion,

brings the resplendent surroundings into still greater

relief.

Where Mr. Lutyens excels is in his portraits

of horses. Here the sense of truth which charac-

terises all his works can be brought into full and

advantageous exercise. He is a lover of horses, he

is versed in their management and habits, he has a

perfect knowledge of their " points," he is a hunt-

ing man himself ; and his portraitures are very

evidently the outL'ome of a union of sound talent

and practical experience. Newmarket, which he

visited for the first time, professionally, in 187-1',

may truly be described as the scene of some of his

greatest triumphs. Since that date lie has painted

l)ortraits of many celebrated racehorses, including

Doneaster, Sefton, Marie Stuart, Isonomy, Gang-

Forward, and King Lud. The first and the two

last portraits obtained the honours of the Academy,

but in all a finish and power of execution are

displayed which won for the artist a well-deserved

reputation, not only among painters, but among

sporting men and owners of horses. The portrait

of Doneaster, especially, attracted much attention in

Paris, and an eminent patron of the turf is reported

to have described it, tensely but truly, as a princely

portrait of a princely horse. Of special excellence,

too, are two groups of mares and foals, painted

for Mr. Sterling Crawfurd. Indeed, almost all Mr.

Ijutyens' portraits are so full of sincerity and vigour

that it is doubtful if anything so good has been

done since the days of Stubbs. An aptitude of so

special and marked a character was hardly likely to

escape the notice of Edwin Landseer, who assisted

his quondam pupil with much valuable and judicious

advice. Community of ideas in art, added to per-

sonal sympathy, bad created between the two artists

a friendship which lasted until the death of the

elder, and which undoubtedly exercised on the career

of the survivor an influence which can be traced

in his works.

For some j-oars the friends met almost daily.

On one of these occasions, a question was raised

as to whether it would not be advisable that Mr.

Lutyens should go abroad to study, in conformity

with the practice of many English artists, whereupon

Landseer is related to have exclaimed with charac-

teristic impetuosity, "The continent! why not stay

at home and study that grandest of Old Masters,

Nature." Lutyens took the advice, and has had no

reason to repent. In his more recent efforts he has

fully justified the opinion of his illustrious friend, and

more than sustained his claim to be considered an

artist of no ordinary merit. With much landscape he

has painted several portraits. He produced a testi-

monial picture to Lord Huntingdon, and a large pre-

sentation picture to Mr. Rolleston, of Nottingham,

and he is at work on a portrait of a racehorse for the

Earl of Bradford. One of his two latest contribu-

tions to the Academy, the portrait of Miss Gallwey,

daughter of General Gallwey, attracted on varnish-

ing day that notice which is so often the precursor of

a lasting and well-deserved approval. It is, indeed, a

very charming picture. It represents a pretty, grey-

eyed, brown-haired girl, with a bouquet in her hand,

peeping out of a half-opened door. The pose is very

graceful, and the colour is pleasant and appropriate.
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Tlic other (•(mtril)uti(>ii, a ])(>rtiait of TlieLais, llic turn, nuu-h less for the admiration it deserved,

winner of the Oaks of ISSI, has the ability whieii This, as we know, is the fate of nuieh excellent

characterises Lutyens' work; but it is imt a lari;e work; but il is none the less mortifying for beinf

picture, and it was hung too hii;h for iuspee- thus geiieial A. E. TOEIIENS.

AN AAIERICAN PALACE.

"VTO art has more rajiiilly developed in the United

-1.1 States during the last decade than architec-

ture. No new school has been created, and no new

types of beauty have been formidated ; but l)uildiug

has l)ecome artistic, and new modifications of anti(]ue

and foreign styles have been adapted to local needs

and fresh material. Domestic architecture is espe-

cially remarkable for beauty of treatment and ex-

cellence of workmanship. Of course there is yet

much that is worthless ; but when

there is a tendency towards progress,

criticism must not be too severe, nor

praise be grudgingly withheld. The

chief merits in American architecture

are a clear perception of the fact that

decoration should be constructive, a

ecrtrtin exuberance of fancy, some

skill in relieving monotony of tone

by the use of coloured stones, tiles,

and terra-cotta mouldings, and un-

questionable dexterity and ingenuity

in the production of interior con-

veniences. In recent years large

sums have been lavished upon our

private residences, and many sump-

tuous buildings have risen in Boston,

Chicago, San Francisco, and other

leading cities, but more especially

along Fifth Avenue, the justly cele-

brated street of New York. Herein

the marble palace of the late A. T.

Stewart—which is reputed to have cost 1,300,000

dollars—has until now been most conspicu(Uis. It

is, however, of a severe style, and its a'.pect is

frigidly elegant rather than cheerful. Of late, too,

the new hou.se of the Union League Club has

been occupied, and has attracted much attention

for the variety and richness of its interior appointments.

But every private residence ever before constructed in

America is entirely eclipsed by the house of the American

Railway King, Mr. William H. Vanderbilt.

Here I should note that it is but one of five mag-

nificent houses recently built by Mr. Vanderbilt and his

two sons on Fifth Avenue, between Fifty-First and Fifty-

Seventh Streets. The last two are widely diverse in style

and plan. Tluit of jNIr. W. K. Vanderbilt was designed by

Mr. R. M. Hunt, bn.ther <.f the late William M. Hunt,

the well-known painter. The material, a light-grey

limestone, would be more agreeable if of a warmer

tint ; but it has a fine grain and is easily carved.

The style is of the Transitional, or Later Gothic, and

without imitating suggests the yet extant buildings

of that jieriod. The architect's object has been two-

fold : to achieve a pyramidal effect by making his

lines convertre to the central irable on the Fifth

ME. W. K. VANDEnBILT S HOUSK, FIFTY -TlllfiP
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Avenue side; and while lavishly employiuc^ decora-

tive sculpture on his walls, so to mass his ornamen-

tation as to produce a number of wide unbroken

spaces, thereby gaining in breadth and concentration

of effect. The carving is profuse and good, and the

gables and pinnacles are surmounted by statues, one

of which, as in media3val architecture, is a portrait

of the architect. The bracket or corbel supporting

the oriel on the Fifty-Third Street side— which

aspect of the house is shown in our first picture

—

is surrounded by a remarkable frieze of cherubs.

The most important feature is the beautiful angle

turret. The residence of Mr. Cornelius Vanderbilt

was designed by Mr. George Post, and was sug-

gested by the Seventeenth Century French Chateau,

with an harmonious interfusion of ideas adapted

from the Flemish and Jacobean schools. The ma-

terial employed is red brick, with facings of grey

limestone. The combination, of colour thus secured

is warm and agreeable — Ijy no means an un-

important feature in a climate like that of New
York. The stone-work and carving are elaborate in

parts ; but as the lines—accentuated on either side

by a large gable or dormer window, not altogether

in harmony with the other forms—are simple, the

design must be studied to be fully appreciated. The

interior adornments, by Messrs. Colnian and Tiffany,

are after the more recent fashion of decorative art.

The residence of Mr. William H. Vanderbilt,

the father, with the adjoining house built for his

daughters, are, howevei', the most important of the

group, both in respect of dimensions and of general

design. The plan of these houses was made by Mr.

Vanderbilt himself. The decoration, including the

furnishing, was done by the Messrs. Herter Brothers,

of New York, and the construction was superintended

by Mr. Snooks. The material employed is the rich

brown freestone so common in the elegant mansions

of New York. It must be frankly admitted that no

especial originality is apparent in the exterior, and

that the external decorations are not in accordance

with the canons of architecture—that is, they are

not always constructive, but have been contrived as

adjuncts rather than as component pai-ts. At the

same time it would be idle to deny that the general

effect is uncommonly elegant, attractive, and im-

posing. The carving is elaborate and the execution

conscientious and thorough. The band of oak leaves,

which entirely encircles the lower storey of each build-

ing, is an exquisite piece of work, and may be sin-

cerely admired even by those who take exception

to it as being not constructively decorative. The
metal-work in the railings, of which we give a speci-

men farther on, is admirably designed, and offers

a good example of the excellence attained by the

American artisan in the industrial arts. The rather

heavy uniformity of sombre colour is relieved by

a band of scarlet in the dead wall of the balcony

recess, and the railings are gilded. Externally the

northern house is one building; within it is divided

into two, for the accommodation of Mr. Vanderbilt's

daughters. They enclose a grass plot in the rear,

and are united by a common vestibule, entered from

Piftli Avenue. Access to each mansion is obtained

herefrom ; and thus, while each is entirely separate,

on festive occasions guests can pass from one to the

other without exposure to the elements. The vesti-

bule walls are of marble, inlaid with panels of

Venetian mosaic by Tiuetti. The floor is also of

marble, and of imitation Roman mosaic. In the

centre stands the famous colossal Malachite Vase
from the Demidoff Sale. The roof is of bronze,

lighted by delicate stained glass.

The entrance to Mr. Vanderbilt's house is guarded

by admirable copies in bronze of Ghiberti's " Gates of

Paradise," made by fiarbedienne, at a cost of 2.5,000

dollars. They open into an inner vestibule, on either

side of which are bronze doors leading, the one into

a snug but sumptuous cloak-room ceiled and lined

with polished mahogany, and the other to Mr. Van-

derbilt's private office. It is not until, through a

double door opposite the entrance, you pass into the

Central Hall that you completely realise the plan of

this magnificent abode. It is built in the form of a

hollow square. The Central Hall, or Court, runs sheer

to a roof of stained glass, which diffuses a subdued

light over the coxirt below and the surrounding gal-

leries, on which the living-rooms are built. The floor

is composed of inlaid woods. Opposite the entrance

is a grand fireplace of carven wood, reaching to the

ceiling, and supported on either hand by caryatids.

On the hearth is a pair of immense and elaborate

antique brass andirons, which in the ages past per-

haps graced some ducal hall. Above, the sides of the

surrounding galleries are embellished with sumptuous

carvings of wood— of gilded cherubs and garlands on

a ground of sea-green gold. At every corner the

galleries are supported by square piers of polished

African marble of a reddish tint (resembling Scotch

granite), whose capitals are in figured bronze picked

out in gold. The galleries, which are hung from

ceiling to floor with superb Gobelins, are reached

by a broad, imposing staircase, panelled to a height

of six feet with English oak. The three windows

on each landing are filled with stained glass de-

signs by Mr. John Lafarge, of New York, and are

in the best style of an artist who probably has no

superior in America. The leadings are so skilfully

arranged that every part of the design is formed

of a distinct piece of glass ; so that the lead nowhere

interferes with the flow of line, nor is ever supple-

mented by paint overlaid to aid the drawing.
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Tlic Drawiiiji'-Room—an anjjfle of whicli is pic-

tured in our lifth illustration—is on the east side,

faein;^ Filth Avenue, and is enteretl throui^h slidini;-

doors direetly from the Hall. This su[)erl) a[)artnuMit

is nearly square. It presents what niij^ht be ealled a

Harmony in Crimson and Gold. The walls are hunj^

with fij^-urud velvet of jiale erimsou, which in certain

li<^hts assumes the effect of peach bloom. The

carpet is of tiie same hue. The vaulted ceilini,', which

is in jiale azure picked out with Jjold, with figured

g'old in tiie fj^roinings, is united to the walls by a

noble cornice of carved wood, covered with gold and

])ale metallic green gilding on a ground of mother-

of-pearl. Over each of the three massive gold-

cncrusted doors are cherubs, and on either hand of

each door-post stands a pillar of onyx, jewel-inlaid,

supporting a gilded sphere which encloses a cluster

of lights. The abruptness of the angles is modi-

fied by an arrangement consisting of pedestals su])-

porting female figures, one-third the size of life,

in solid silver. In either graceful hand these royal

maidens sustain a spear with a circlet of jewelled

metal attached, behind which is a diadem of lights

;

while in rear of each are mirrors

of burnished crystal. The west

entrance is flanked by two

cabinets by Barbedienne, inlaid

with iridescent mother-of-pearl

and bearing five Limoges ena-

mels by Sayer. A superb gilded

table (carved in New York)

stands near the southern end;

the top is of the same exquisite

material as the cabinets. The

seats of the Loviis Seize chairs

are covered with costly Chinese

embroideries. A cloisonne ca-

binet by Barbedienne, one of

the finest pieces produced in

Europe, and other noble objet/i

d'arf, contribute to the niag-

nificeuce of this drawing-room

—

the handsomest in all America.

When the lights are burning

its sjilendour is akin to the gor-

geous dreams of oriental fancy;

and' yet with all this dazzling

opulence there is no hint of

tawdriness. The effect has been

perfectly massed, and the pro-

fuse decorations are harmonised

with consummate taste.

South of the Drawing-

Room is the Japanese Room

—

shown in our fourth picture.

As the great doors between

them are always open, and the draperies are always

drawn, the two apartments really form a suite of

reception rooms. Every portion of this charming

nook, the bronzes and other j)ortable ornaments

alone excepted, has been made in New York. But

the effect is jjreciseiy that of the boudoir of some

oriental ]irinccss. The rafters of the ceiling are

iijicn, as if tn f.lmw liic mof above; and the

upper part of the walls is finisiu'd in bamboo. A
light cabinet witii shelves and open work runs

round the room, and this, like the woodwork

generally, is tinted with rich red lacquer. In one

corner is a divan cushioned w'ith figured silks from

Japan. On either side the door, su])p(nting a cluster

of lights, stands a great female statue in Japanese

costume, cast by ChristoHe of Paris, in imitation

Japanese bronze. Opposite the door is a large and

elegant fireplace, whose mantel and every ornament

are Japanese likewise. For the window, looking on

to Fifth Avenue, Lafarge has executed stained glass

compartments representing flowers and birds. The

tail of a peacock is rendered with marvellous splen-

dour and faithfulness to iiatmc.

MK. W. H. VAXDEEBILT S HOUSE : THE LIBIlAItV.
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The Library—a corner of which is figured on the

pveeeding page—is on the other side of the Drawing-

Room, and corresponds in size and place with the

Japanese Room. Tlie panelHng and shelves are of

rosewood, touched with satin-wood, and inlaid with

mother-of-pearl. The hangings, drapery, carpets, and

upholstery are of a tender turquoise-blue. Master-

pieces by Gerome, Verboeckhoven, Meissonnier, are

judiciously distributed about the walls. The mantel

serves to relieve the heaviness of the array of mono-

tinted woods. It is of wood carved in rustic fashion

—in crossbars, gilded with dead gold. The spaces

between are inlaid with small diamond-shaped mirrors,

which give a certiiin airiness, as if you were hjoking

through the ceiling into space.

The Dining-Room is entered both from the

Japanese Room and the Central Court. It is, per-

haps, the most satisf;ictory, from an artistic point of

MK. W. H. VANDEKBILT S IIOUSL . THE 1 ICTUEL OALLLKY.

is faced with agate and topped with Limoges enamels

by Sayer and Solon. The brazen fender is decorated

with globes of opalescent glass. Admirable vases

from Sevres or from Miuton's, and superb specimens

of glass ware, are scattered about; and bookcases,

stored with choice editions of standard authors, line

the lower half of the walls. The library table is one

of the finest pieces of cabinet-work ever turned out

in America. It was designed and carved in the

establishment of the Messrs. Herter, and is of black

walnut, highly polished, and inlaid with mother-of-

pearl. The ceiling is a most interesting feature, and

view, of the many sumptuous chambers in Mr. Van-

derbilt's mansion : as, after the Picture Gallery, it is

also the largest. The floor is inlaid with patterns in

colour, and the walls are of English oak, profusely

and elegantly sculptured. The rich golden-yellow of

this wood gives an indescribable warmth and cheer-

fulness to an apartment which, owing to the build-

ings on the other side of the street, is lighted only

from the south and east, and then chiefly by reflected

light. The windows are filled with stained glass

by Oudinot, of Paris, representing the Field of the

Cloth of Gold. The vaulted ceiling is decorated with
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hnntingf sopnos by Luminals. Tlic sidoboartls, ali?o

of oak ; tho chimney-piece, roaeliinrr to the ceiling'

;

the diairs, which are covered with leather stamped

and coloured—in fact all the exquisite and elaborate

carvinj;^ in tliis superb nfuest-chamber was executed in

New York, and reflects the hij^hest credit on Ameri-

ciin industrial art.

The Picture (jallery and the Conservatory till

the rear of the house. Tho former, as may bo

seen by our picture—the third— is of stately dimen-

sions : the ceiling', twice the height of the adjoining

rooms, receiving its light through a roof pierced

with delicately-figured glass. It is approached

from the Central (^ourt through an archway on tho

right, and through a triple doorway from Fiftj'-First

Street, for Mr. Yandorbilt intends to open it to the

public on certain days in tlic month. These street

doors arc of bronze, and the vestibule is paven with

Homnn mosaics, and lighted through stained and

jewelled glass. The

(lallery is divided

into two apart-

ments : a principal

hall with a smaller

showroom rn snife.

The main entrance

is a deep alcove,

containing a noble

mantel and chim-

ney-piece of carved

wood. The floor is paved with paly-tintofl marbles,

and the lofty wainscoting of ebonised Circassian

wood harmonises well with the rich maroon hang-

ings, wliich are stamped with gilded designs. The

vaulted roof is gracefully united with the walls by

a cornice of small panels in light and dark woods,

and its subdued monotony is variegated by carvings

of amorini in panels, and by caryatids exquisitely

sculptured in wood. A luxurious and costly orien-

tal cai'pet overlies the central floor, and midway

upon it stands a massive ebony table, with drawers

for rare prints and art volumes. The visitor's com-

fort is further completed by luxurious sofas and

fauteuils. The oriental-looking balcony over tho

archway is intended for an orchestra. The smaller

Gallery includes, half-way uji, a second gallery,

devoted to water-colour paintings. Its railing is

carved in Indian patterns ; it is reached by a door

in the entresol on the main sl-airwnv in the Ccntr;il

Mli. W. li. VA^"IJliIiIJILT a UOUSK ; THK JAPiNtSi; KUOil.
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Court. Gracefully as this has been managed, it is

still a break in the continuity of movement by which

you pass from one scene of beauty to another : even

as in sleep you glide through the successive phases

of a gorgeous dream.

The pictures are hung with great judgment. It

is evident that they have been chosen with a decided

taste for certain schools and subjects, and a certain

indifference to other subjects and schools. There

is, for instance, but a single Corot—an excellent

specimen of the master's genius. Another feature

of the collection is the uniform cheerfulness of the

subjects selected. With the exception of the De

Ntuvilles and Detailles, almost every composition

pictures some quiet domestic scene, some gala day

resplendent with laughter and song and brilliant

costumes, some group of lovely women luring the

fancy with their charm of dress and their witchery of

person. Now it is a troop

of spirited horsemen ;

now a tranquil river

scene; now a sunlit forest

glade; and now a quiet

pastoral or a joyous /'cVe

champetre. Here you may
while hours away un-

disturbed by the mighty

city's roar, and passing

quietly from the contem-

plation of one painting

to another, forget that

nature is ever aught but

smiling, or life anything

but a series of happy epi-

sodes passed amid scenes

of beauty and woven into

harmonious sequence by

love and song. The art

with which this result

has been obtained is none

the less triumphant be-

cause it was, perhaps,

unconscious and intuitive.

Here are works by Con-

stable, Thomas Faed, and

W. M. Turner, who is

responsible for a small

but very choice water-

colour. There are also

capital paintings by De-

fregger and Knaus, the

latter represented by a

large and noble village

fete. But by far the

larger part of the collec-

tion is devoted to the

contemporary Flemings, Frenchmen, Spaniards, and

Italians. Alma Tadenia,Van Leys, Clays, and Israels;

Gerome, Millet, Meissonnier, Couture, Delaeroix,

Detaille, De Neuville, Bonnat, Diaz, Troyon, Rosa ,

Bonheur, Rousseau, Dupre, Jacque, and Daubigny
;

A'ibert, Tapiro, Boldini, Villegas, Fortuny, and

Madrazo, are among the celebrated artists who are

Mr. Vanderbilt's favourites. They are in most cases

lepresented by several examples of their best styles.

Among well-known pictures are Gerome's celebrated

"Sword Dance;" Alma Tadema's "Entrance to a

Roman Theatre ;
" Fortuny's " Dance of Arabs ;

"

" The King's Favourite," by Zamacois ; Munkacsy's

"Breakfast Scene;" and De Neuville's "Le Bourget,"

which pictures the storming of a church by the Ger-

mans in the Franco-German war, and the wounded

captain, hurt unto death, carried forth by his com-

rades, while the Prussians gaze upon them with a

ME. w. H. vandehbilt s iiuusk : tuk deawing-eoom.
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stolid and half-brutal respect. In tlie small (Jallcry,

opposite tlie window, whose light counterbalances

the shadow of tlie AVater-Colour Gallery above, is

the miniature half-len<^th portrait of Mr. Vanderbilt,

painted by Meissonnier.

Tlie Vanderbilt Collection is remarkable in that

it contains but little statuary. Plastic art, indeed,

except of a purely decorative type, is scarcely repre-

sented in this noble mansion. An abundance of

admirable carvings greets one everywhere in the

friezes and cornices ; but, except a small and very

beautiful ivory statuette in the drawing-room, and

superb bronzes hei'c and there, the sculptor's art is

hardly recognised at all. It is to be noted, too, that

the Picture Gallery contains no pictures by American

artists, with the exception of a couple of portraits by

Baker of New York. Some might be inclined to

grumble at this, and to consider it evidence of a lack

of interest in native art. But, in other parts of his

residence, Mr. Vanderl)ilt has employed native talent

wherever it would answer his purpose. Evidently

he decided to form a collection of the highest order of

contemporary foreign art, which would give pleasure

at the present time and would have an historic and

educational value in future ages ; for the truest his-

toric painting is that in which the artist derives in-

spiration from his own time, and paints the men and

scenery of to-day for the children of to-morrow.

The living-rooms of the family are on what

Americans call the second floor, the first according

to Continental usage. Mr. Vanderbilt's Bedroom is

on the south-east comer, and is furnished with

simplicity, but at the same time with the utmost

elegance. Connected with it is his Dressing-Room,

fitted up in exquisite style. The bath, which is of

silver, is concealed by sliding doors which reach

from floor to ceiling, and, as in all the apartments,

are lined with mirrors of the purest glass. Mrs.

Vanderbilt's Room, leading out from Mr. Vander-

bilt's and occupying the centre of the fayade, is

es[Xicially noteworthy for the beauty of its half-

vaulted ceiling, of which the large flattened centre

is superbly painted by the artist of " La Cigale." It

represents Aurora ('basing Night. The form of the

goddess, clad in a delicate cymar, disparted to show

the beautifully modelled limbs, is one of the finest

])ieces of flesh-painting Lefebvrc ever produced. The

whole work is, doubtless, the noblest decorative paint-

ing yet seen in America.

The Guest-Chamber adjoining this apartment,

and the other rooms occui)ied by the family, are

fitted up with the same lavish luxury, each different,

yet each in entire harmony with the common scale

of sumptuousness and with the general system of

good taste. This impression, of consonancy with

difference, is one of the remarkable features of this

magnificent abode. Nowhere is there repetition,

3'et nowhere is the taste offended by violent con-

trasts, or by incongruities or solecisms in arrange-

ment. You pass by easy transition from one room to

another, the eye enchanted, the imagination fixed,

as if in some fairy palace. An equable, summer-

like temperature pervades every part; the garish

light of noonday is tempered by massive embroideries

or pictured panes; and at eventide the gleam of

clustered lights, flashed back by crystal mirrors, is

modulated to a genial glow by jewelled screens.

Nowhere is there evidence that comfort has been

sacrificed to display ; but splendour has been so

guided as to give

an aspect of home

to what, less deli-

cately and skil-

fully mauage^l,

might have been

butsorareous

cheerless palace.

S. G. W. Benjamin. EL IN BAILINGS.
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"FOR AULD LANG SYNE."

From the Picture by Ed. Schulz-Briesen.

THE garrulity of age has too often been the butt

of profane satirists, and unreasonably, for what

would age be without its powers of reminiscent

creation ? Monstrous is the eld that consumes its

stores of retrospection in silence, and is so thoroughly

possessed by the bodily sense of the inevitable vanish-

ing-point to which it is hastening that it becomes

crabbed through brooding on the bitterness of that

knowledge. It is true " the old man eloquent " oft( u

lapses into tiresomeness and intolerable reverence for

lights of other days. Old ladies arc seldom thus

exasperating. The man of humour may feel the

incongruity between the frailty of age and the

strength of age's memory ; but to the man of feel-

ing, however deep his sense of humour, the grotesque

element, so obvious in the outpourings of two old

gossips, becomes absorbed in pathos. In " For Auld

Lang Syne " we have two old gossips " garrulous

under a roof of jjine," like Tennyson's magpie ; with

the little circumstance of comfort, the hissing kettle,
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and " To each her eat, to each her cup of tea."

Uueniloiis age has but its oft-iterated, unavailing

regret

—

" Whfii I w:is young! Ah, woeful wliciil

Oh, for the chaugo 'twixt now auil Ihc ii ;

"

but (liecrfui, talkative age, that delights to take far-

sweeping glances into the past, triumphs over the

arid present in that sweet retrospect. Thus, while

one gossip may rehearse again her entrance into pro-

vincial society, the other rouses herself into something

approaching enthusiasm over the list of her many
con(piests—an Ilonieric catalogue of the Stre[)hons

and Lubins who have fallen befoie her deatli-dnin!>-

eyes. Some of their tenderest recollections, those

over which they linger longest and taste with keenest

avidity, are of the slenderest material : some brief

llirtation with a cavalier at a chance junketting

;

some briefer meeting with a fascinating Werterian

student homeward bound from college. The roseate

pictures fail only with the failing tea. They have

such temjwrary vitality, however, that the time of

flowers comes back and the time of snows almost

evanishes. What says Malherbe ? " Je les posse-

day jeune, et les possede encore il la fin de mes

jours I
" Old age may chorus him as often and

as lengthily as it will.

GEEEK MYTHS IN GKEEK AKT.—III.

DEMETER.

IN the British ^luseum, in passhig from the seated woman whose beauty can scarcely pass unnoted

Archaic Greek Sculpture Room to the room of the by the most careless. There is a softness, there is a

Mausoleum Marbles, the visitor enters a small ante- pathos in the face, a look of tempered sadness about

chamber. Here, on his right, he sees the statue of a the mouth and eyes that make us say instinctively,

DEilETEE. —I. : THE KATilODOS, OR OOING-DOWN, OF TEESEPUONE.

(Frum a Girtk Atiijihura, at \apks.)
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as we might of some liuman acquaintance, " That face which was happily discovered in the last century
has had a history." The woman has passed the first at Moscow, and which is now our chief and earliest

DEMETEE.—II. : THE AX0D03, OE EISINQ-UP, OF PEB3EPH0NE.

(From a Greek Mixing-Bowl, at Kaples.)

bloom of youth ; it would be sad indeed if such pathos

were imprinted on the features of a young girl. Her
figure, too, is full and matronly ; she wears the veil

that has been her bridal attire ; ample drapery is

cast about her in beautiful, simjile, almost careless

folds ; her hair is long and abundant. She is very

calm for all her sorrow, and very gracious. Before

spealving further of this statue of the beautiful god-

dess—for goddess she is—we will learn more of her

story from other artists and from old world singers,

and visit her again when we know what lifelong

sorrow has set its seal on her face.

Hers is a famous history. She is Demeter, the

holy goddess. Herself most beautiful, she had a

daughter lovely as herself, Persephone by name, a maid
with " slender ankles," the poet tells us. One day in

Enna, Persephone was playing in a soft meadow,
gathering Howers—crocus and violet, and flowering-

reed and hyacinth and narcissus—when of a sudden the

earth yawned, and forth there burst a golden chariot,

and Aides, the dread king of the lower world, seized

the maiden and bore her weeping and wailing away to

be his queen in the shades below. This is the drama's

first act. It is told in full in beautiful language,

which we have here no space to transcribe, by the

piiet of the " Ilymn to Demeter," the manuscript of

source for the story of the " Mother and Daughter."

The incident was known among the ancients as the

Kathodos, or Going-Down—as the descent of Per-

sephone into Aides' kingdom, whence she was to

return iij her Anodos, or Rising-Up. It is simply

and beautifully pictured, as a moment of resistance

and of fear, in our first illustration, which is taken

from an amphora now in the National Museum
at Naples. The design is in red on a black

ground ; its style is formal and early, though, from

the careless writing of the inscriptions, some have

thought that it is rather an imitation of archaic

art than an authentic original. Aides emerges from

the nether empire at a bound, glorious in his royal

sceptre and bearing a horn of plenty, symbol of

the hidden riches in the underworld—those riches

from which he took his other name of Plouton, the

Wealthy One. Persephone flies in terror with out-

stretched arms. Between the two figures, above the

sceptre of Aides, are the words " Beautiful is the

Maid." They have no immediate reference to the

lovely Persephone, but are the dedication of the vase

itself, a love-gift to some girl of olden time. They

are very often found on vases, as is the tender inscrip-

tion, " Beautiful is the Boy," likewise.

So the Daughter was ravished awaj", and seen no
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more of men nor of wods. In her >^reat despair the

Mother fared forth blindly across the whole wide earth

for nine davs long, tasting nor ambrosia nor nectar,

neither refreshing her weary limbs with fair water;

till ou the tenth day Hekate, the toreh-l>earer i)f the

Realms of Death, eneonntered her, asked of her

sorrow, and together thi-y betook them to the sun-

god Helios, who sees all things. He, and he only,

knew ; and he told her the fate of her lost child. And

he bade her Ik? of good ehcer, for she had for her son-

in-law the great King Aidoneus, and King Zeus him-

self had given command that so it should be.

But the mother cared little for the royalty of the

underworld, ami in bitterness of heart she wandered

forth anew. At length she came to Eleusis, to the land

of King Keleos. This sojourn at Eleusis, the place of

coming, is full of significance, as we shall presently see.

Here Demeter disguised herself as an ancient serving-

woman, and was hired by the Queen Metaneira *o

take charge of her infant son Demophoon. She

drinks the draught of kiikeon, honey mead, and lays

aside her sorrow for a while to smile at the jests of

the s'erving maid lambe. By the divine nurture of

the goddess the child grew as a young god, for by

day the wondrous Nurse anointed him with ambrosia,

and at night, when his parents saw not, she laid

him in the living fire. But one night the fear-

girdled Metaneira, in her foolish fondness, kept watch,

and she cried aloud to see the peril of her boy. And

Demeter heard her, and was wroth that a mortal

should gainsay her when she would have given her

nurseling immortality. She spake and revealed her-

self, and bade them build her a fair temple wherein she

might teach them to do worship. At the bidding of

King Keleos, when the women had told him their

tale, the fair temple was upreared;

but Demeter still sat apart in bitter-

ness and grief for her daughter.

And she sent trouble upon the

world, and for the full circle of

a year withheld the fruits of the

earth, so that men ploughed and

sowed in vain, nor would she know

pity nor relent till Zeus made

promise that her daughter should

be given her again.

Then Hermes went down into

the house of Aides, and found him

by Persephone ; and Aides, when

he had heard the bidding of Zeus

and the sore anger of Demeter,

smiled, for he was no ungentle

husband, and bade Persephone go

forth and comfort her mother

once more. But first he craftily

gave her the honey-sweet seed (From an Arch

DEMETEK.—III.

of a pomegranate to cat, that she might return

to him again. Very quaintly and simply has the

old artist conceived Perse])hone's return to the sun's

light and the bosom of her mother in the design

copied on the page op]H)site. The drawing is taken

from a krater, or mixing-bowl, in a private collection

at Naples. In the Homeric hymn we hear that King

Aides sent forth his queen with all the pomp and

pride and circumstance befitting her august destiny,

in a golden ear, with swift deathless horses. This

tremendous chariot appears on many vases of rather

late date, when the vase-paiiiter delighted in ornate

and splendid scenes. The artist of our illustration

has simpler tastes. Probably he had never read or

heard the Homeric hymn, so he conceives the Atodos

after a fashion of his own. Persephone rises simply

from the ground ; over her head her name is written

with the curious spelling Persophata. By her side,

his herald's staff in his hand, stands Hermes, whose

special function it was to guide mortals and im-

mortals to and from the Kingdom of Shadows.

The attempt to render a full-face view of his

pefdMs, or winged cap, is not very successful.

Hekate with blazing torches attends her Queen,

and the Mother, sceptre in hand, waits quietly her

daughter's embrace. Hekate it was, as I have told,

who, " carrying in her hands a light," first met

Demeter and brought her tidings.

The artist says nothing of the tumult of the meet-

ing between mother and daughter. From his simple,

stately picture he keeps away such elements of pas-

sion as might complicate and confuse. The poet's

art imposed no such restriction. He tells us that

the longing mother rushed forth to meet her child

like a wild Ma;nad flying amid the mountains; how,

united at last, they comforted

their hearts ; and how the com-

] act was nuide that for two-thirds

of the j'ear Persephone should

dwell with her mother in Olym-

1 us, and for the other third

(because she bad eaten of the

jwmegranate seed) she should

abide with Aides, the grim yet

kindly king, in the shades below.

Then at last Demeter relaxed from

her sore displeasure, and again

she let the fields bear their crops,

that men might have food, and

the gods their sacrifice ; and there

was gladness over the whole earth.

And, moreover, she revealed her

mysteries to the just king of

the country, to Triptolemos, to

Diokles, to Eumolpos, and to

Keleos, who had sway over the

TKIPT0LEM09.

if Grevk Vase.
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pcojile. Tliese rites and mysteries it was lawful

for no man to utter, but blessed was he who might

behold them.

Of these mysteries I shall say a few words later

on; but for the present I shall pause an instant

at the name of one to whom the goddess divulged

them, the hero Triptolemos. The hymn-writer

jiasses him without comment, because he is con-

cerned with Demeter in her twofold capacity, as the

mother of Persephone and as the foundress of the

Eleusinian Mysteries. We, however, will first con-

sider her under her simpler aspect, as the goddess

of corn and plenty, the patron of the fruitful earth.

As such she was linked in a special manner with

Triptolemos, who became a central figure in Attic

mythology, and is represented with endless variety on

vase-paintings, some few of which I shall now con-

sider. Triptolemos, as is signified by his name, was

the ''thrice plougher;" as such he is the counter-

pai-t of Demeter, the Earth-Mother. Tradition varies

as to his birth. Sometimes, as in the " Hymn,'' he

is a local king, sometimes he is the child Demeter

nin-sed, but always he is the messenger she sends

forth to bear the seed of corn over the wide earth.

In our third illustration the fancy of the early artist

has figured him as a grave and bearded king seated

on a wheeled throne. On his head is a wreath ; in

his hand a phiale, or wine-cup. This wine-cup is the

symbol of parting. He is about to go forth on his

world-wide journey, and before he departs he will

pledge the goddess, whose herald he is, and perchance

will jjour a libation in her honour. He bears, too, a

curious branch of foliage, symbol of those gifts of

fruitfnlness he carries forth to men. This curious

expression of foliage—the hard black line with the

dots on either side—^is thoroughly characteristic of

every early vase-painting. It disappears, roughly

speaking, about 450 B.C. It is sometimes found,

even where there is no reference to it in the subject,

covering the whole background of a vase.

A less austere representation of the Messenger

King is shown in our fourth picture, a drawing

from a vase in Lej'den, of a style that is probably

some fifty to a hundred years later in date than

the black figured vase-painting that precedes it.

Here Triptolemos has grown young. He is no

longer the bearded king we saw about to jom-ney

forth on the momentous mission assigned him by

his immortal mistress ; he is such a tender gracious

youth as might well have been Demeter's nurseling
;

and that he is so is typical of an advance in time,

and of a change in the theory of art, by which the

attributes and the presence of youth are substituted

for those of bearded and venerable eld. To the

young king's chariot there are added wings, to bear

him over land and sea. In his hand is a sceptre,

with a sheaflet of wheat, which is a great advance

in naturalism on the curious foliage of the' picture

before. He also bears a wine-euj:). Beautiful Demeter

is about to pour the parting draught of wine from a

graceful oinochce (wine-pourer) which she holds in

her right hand, while her left is raised with the

gesture that indicates speech. Behind stands Perse-

phone, in her hand a ribbon, which she is perhaps

about to bind round the hero's head. The design,

which is very delicately wrought, is in red on black.

DEILETEK.

—

TV. : THE DEPAKTURE OF TKIPTOLEMOS.

(From a Greek Vase, at Lnjden.)
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A similar spene is pictured in our fifth illustrati(iii—

a

ami sinipl('><t aspects „l' tli.- jrn.idcss as the bouu-

drawiii- from an amphora, or two-handlod jar, in the teous fruit-bearin- Earth. The Greeks knew of

British" Museum. Mother an<l <hiui.-hter are not other earth-p.cklesses than Demeter. There was

easily distinguishable in va.se-paintin-s, by face and the mighty Go herself, the mother of the Giants,

ti.rure at least ; but it is usually the mother who who on the Perf,''amcne marbles ujjreared her vast

hkmetkr. - V. : thiptolemos on his winoed cae.

(From a Greek Amphora, iii the British Miiscmn.)

pours the wine into the out-held cup. Both hold

sceptres, for both are queens. In the present ex-

ample Demeter has long flowing hair. Behind her

stands Hekate, with her torches ; and a maiden runs

forward with a basket—an offerings doubtless of fruits

and corn. Behind Persephone comes another torch-

bearer—possibly Artemis ; and last of all is pictured

an aged, white-haired man, holding a horn full of

fruits. This venerable king is probably none other

than Aides himself, figured in his aspect of Plouton,

the Wealthy One. He it is who sends up from the

nether world that abundance of corn and wealth of

produce which it is the mission of TriptolenKjs to

distribute.

It woukl be difHeult to exhaust the number of

Triptolemos pictures. In Attic literature and art the

subject was a very popular one. Suphokles, we know,

wrote a drama on the subject. Dowu to vases of the

latest period and the latest style Triptolemos appears.

He is always a beautiful youth, and more and more

does he incline in face and figure to the sensuous as-

pect of a young Dionysos j and he is surrounded not

unfrequently by the Satyrs and Mtenads, who are the

wine-god's attendants. Sometimes Aphrodite and

Eros are present, as though the hero's departure were

a love-scene. Once, from below his suake-yoked

chariot there flows a fertile reed-grown stream

marked " Neilos." So far abroad, into scenes where

Orphic influences are active and evident, we need

not follow. I shall only note that his connection

with Demeter marks for the most part the primary

165

form to help her struggling sdus. There was Rhea

Kybele, savage and dreadful. But these goddesses,

though sometimes, owing to special influences, con-

fused with Demeter, were rather personifications of

the earth uncultivated, barren and terrible, not of the

earth as a fruitful mother—the land that is ploughed

and sown and reaped that man may live. Of these

primaeval and dreadful earth-goddesses—of Ge and

Rhea—it is never told that they had a fair daughter

who siwrted (like Herrick's virgins) in the Maytinie

meadow-land. Who is the blooming daughter? who

but the manifold offspring of Earth, the fertile

mother—the flowers, the fruit, the corn, all the glad

blossoming of the spring? Demeter, then, is the

goddess of the cultivated earth, the goddess who bade

man cease from his wandering ways and build him

houses and sow seed and gather of her fruits. It

follows naturally that she is the great giver of laws,

the bringer of fixod ordinances and of settled cus-

toms, and the manners that are kindly and venerable.

She is Thesmophoros, as the Greeks called her ; and

because she is the goddess of hearth and home, of

order and custom, she is above all things friend and

helper of housewives, of women who rule in the

home. She is the goddess of marriage, the patron

deity of civilised woman, woi-shippcd by her with cere-

monies for the most part unknown at the great

festival of the Thesmophoria, upon which no man

might look and live. Of this aspect of Demeter we

know but little. The one profane man who, accord-

ing to Aristophanes, was rash enough to look and
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lucky enough to live brought hack with him no more

trustworthy account of what he had seen than

Captain Lemuel Gulliver brought from Lilliput and

Laputa.

So far our vision of the Demetor cycle is clear

;

her aspect is full of peace and prosperity ; but there

isj as we have already seen, a sadder, a more mys-

terious side to the character of the Mighty Mother.

The fair daughter, Persephone, in whom are figured

the kindly fruits of the earth, glatldens the world in

the springtide. But in the autumn and winter the

mother is reft of her child ; the fruits die down and

are seen no more ; Persephone is the bride of Aides.

Not one year, but always, is enacted the great parable

of the Kathodos—the Going-Down. Still the spring-

time returns; the flowers arise; again the earth-

mother rejoices, for, in the gladness of this Resurrec-

tion, this Anodos, Persephone leaves the dark dwell-

ing of Aides to bring light and joy to mankind.

This dying, this uprising, this doctrine of Resurrec-

tion after death, is it for men as well as flowers?

Did any thought of this allegory touch the minds of

the Greeks ? Let us go back to Eleusis. There, if

anywhere, we may see. And lest we carry with us

any tinge of modern doctrine and association, let us

clear our vision by a glance at one more Greek vase-

picture, a drawing by the master Hierou.

His beautiful two-handled cup, from which the

designs are reproduced in our sixth and seventh

illustrations, stands fitly in a place of honour at the

entrance to the third Vase Room in the British

Museum. Twice in previous numbers have I re-

marked upon the extremely beautiful style of the

drawing that adorns such vases as bear the signa-

ture of Hieron the potter. Here I shall dwell rather

on the subject than the manner. We are in the

presence of a goodly company. Triptolemos, the

lovely youth, is starting on his journey; and this

time it is Persephone who pours the wine of parting

into his bowl. In her left hand she holds a torch,

and in her right she presents an oiuochoe of charm-

ing shape. Behind him Demeter stands arrayed in

a robe most wondrously wrought; possibly a copy

of a garment worn by priestess or goddess. Espe-

cially to be remarked is the lovely draping of her

under-raiment over the arm. If there could be a

doubt from whence Triptolemos started, this vase

would settle the question. It is from the sacred city

Eleusis. The vase-painter has painted no landscape,

no jutting hill, no fair blue bay, no fertile Thriasian

plain ; and yet we are sure of the scene, for by the

side of Persephone there stands a maiden with a

flower in her right hand, and daintily uplifted

drapery in her left hand, and, near her, her name is

inscribed " Eleusis." Such was ancient landscape

art. Its colour.s were human symbols ; it used

a, nymph for a background. When, a few months

ago, I stood by the ruins of this very city Eleusis,

the figure of this gentle nymph was present with me,

and she seemed to me instinct with tlie quiet beauty

of the place. Ou the vase, however, there are greater

ones than this lovely lady. Here, for instance, is

King Eumolpos, the blameless one, as the hymn-

writer calls him. He is seated on his throne to the

left in our seventh picture; and near him his

Apolline swan, for does not his name mark him as

the sacred choir-leader, the prophetic sweet singer ?

Down to historical times the high priests of Demeter

were chosen from his descendants, the Eumolpidse.

Next, to the right, walks Zeus, with sceptre and

thunderbolt; next Dionysos, god of wine, with a

vine branch in his hand. Next, that sea as well as

earth may rejoice at the going forth of Triptolemos,

Amphitrite, clasping a fish, symbol of the sea, her

home ; while seated at the extreme right is her

husband, the lord Poseidon, the owner of a temple

at Eleusis. Demeter is reconciled ; there is peace at

last in high Olympos. Gods and men are met

together to watch the goddess send forth her hero

on his mission.

Here, as elsewhere, we have had the representation

of the simplest aspect of Demeter, her aspect as the

corn-giver ; but the presence of the beautiful nymph

Eleusis, and still more of the king-priest Eumolpos,

permits the transition to other and graver thoughts.

There are few great religious ceremonies of which

we know so little and would fain know so much as

these mysteries of Eleusis. Some details we have of

preliminary rights, of processions, of fastings, of

purifications, of feasts and revelry, but when we

come to the actual ceremony of initiation we know

almost nothing. The temple at Eleusis was of vast

size ; its ruins still remain, though in part built over

by a modern village. Pausanias tells us of a shrine

to Triptolemos, and of temples to Poseidon and

Artemis ; but what he saw within the temple of the

great goddesses he is "forbidden in a dream to

divulge." So great importance did the dwellers in

Eleusis attach to their mysteries that they fable of

Eumolpos, that when he was forced to become sub-

ject to Athens he yet stipulated that the feast of

Demeter should still be held at Eleusis, and the

high-priesthood remain hereditary in his family.

Besides the Eumolpid priest, who was called the

" Hierophant," or " Shower of Sacred Things," we

hear of the Dadouchos, or " Holder of the Torches,"

the Hierokerux, or " Sacred Herald," and the Epibo-

mos, or " Minister at the Altar
; " but we know

little or nothing definite.

It is the 15th day of the month Boedromion

(September—October), the throng of candidates and

intending spectators meet the Dadouchos and the
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Hieropliiiiites in the Painted Foreh at Athens.

There they listen witli reverence as these sacred

)M-iests unfold the i)rofi-ranime of the fjreat festival

that hi'gins ujwn the morrow. On that morrow

the cry is heard, to which all must hearken, " To

the sea, ye mystic!" and the waitincj throiij;- hurries

to the hliie bay, there by the fresh salt-water, to be

purified of sin. On the I7tli day follows a sacrifice

of swine, consecrated to Demeter ; the imaj?es of such

sacred beasts stand by the goddess's side in her

shrine at the British Museum. On the ISth day

another aspect of Demeter's functions came before

the mind of the eager worshijjjjer ; the day was con-

secrated to the worship of a kindred deity, to Diony-

sos, giver of the plenty and gladness of wine, as

Demeter of the fulness of corn. On the 2()th day

the preliminary ceremonies culminated in the lac-

chos procession from Athens to Eleusis. The god

has no i)Iace in the Homeric hymn
;
probably he was

a development of later days and more complicated

thought. She seems to have liecn akin to Dionysos,

even the most luxurious lady was allowed to enter a

chariot. To guard the god, and to add sjjlendour to

the show, chosen bands of youths follow in the train.

Tiiey wound in order through the Agora anil Keram-

eikos, through the Dipylon, along the road tliat leads

through the olive groves of Ke])hiss(js, through the

lovely pass of Daphne, down to the Thriasian j)lain.

In their march there seems to have been many a halt

for sacrifice—halts that were welcome enough to

home-tarrying Athenian matrons ! To lacchos alone

Aristophanes tells us the toilsome way was painless.

At nightfall the procession wound down into the

Thriasian plain, there to be met in all probability by

a counter-pageant headed by the priests of ]"]leusis.

On this plain they halted, and held a night-long

festival by torchlight, in lionour it seems of Deme-

ter's frantic torchlit search. Here was the "gleam-

ing coast," bright with the flicker of torches ; whore,

as Sophokles has told, the " holy goddesses twain

nurtured for mortals sacred rites." It is just at this

point, when our curiosity is wrought to the highest,

DEMETEE.—VI. : THIPTOLEMOS AT ELEUSIS.

a Tiiu-HuiuUcd Cup by nteron, in the British Miisniin.}

perhaps in some sort a personification of the frenzy,

the ecstasy, the sacred fervour, which the Greeks

associated w'ith the worship of the wine-god. It is

a hymn to lacchos, that in the " Frogs " the initiateil

chant in the lower world. The procession started

from the laccheion, the god's own shrine ; his image,

crowned with myrtle and bearing a torch, was borne

iu front ; the worshippers followed, all afoot, not

that on art and literature alike a sacred silence falls.

On the 2:lnd and 23rd days the ceremony of initia-

tion took place. On the 24th there was held a

gymnastic contest of youths, and a little later

the procession wound back again through the pass

of Daphne. As they crossed the Kephissos bridge

on their homeward journey, the uninitiated flocked

around to "chaff" and front their happier neigh-
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bours ; some allusion to the jests of lambe which

roused Demeter from her grief was no doubt intended.

"We turn unwillinoly from certain facts attested

by manuscripts and inscriptions to conjectures as to

the ceremony of initiation. It seems probable that on

these mysterious 23nd and 23rd days, those to be

initiated witnessed some series of sacred pageants,

some panorama in action of Demeter's life. The
initiated are spoken of rather as spectators than as

learners ; it was a sight they saw rather than a doc-

trine they received. The final ceremony consisted, it

would seem, in a preliminary state of depression, fol-

lowed by triumphant joy. Plutarch tells us that the

initiated were shut u]) for a time in darkness, where

With all these complicated associations present

to our mind.s, with the thought of Demeter as the

kindly goddess of the fertile earth, as the stricken

mother, as the mistress of the sacred lore of an after-

life, let us look once more at her face as it is j)re'

sented in the statue so happily transferred from Knidos,

of which the head is figured in our last illustration.

It was found by Mr. C. T. Newton, on a rocky plat-

form below the Akropolis at Knidos, at the base of a

limestone cliff of extraordinary steepness. This plat-

form is known, from inscriptions found near the statue,

to have been dedicated to Aides and Hermes, in con-

junction Avith Demeter and Persephone, and other

kindred divinities. It is thought to have Ijeen the

DEMKTKE — VII. : EUMOLI'OS AND THE OLYMPIAN DEITIES.

(From a Ta-o-HumUcd Cup by melon, in tlir British Muse

they probably heard strange horrible sounds, and that

they emerged into scenes of light and beauty, amid

torch-bearing troops of beatified men and women.

There is little doubt that scenes from the life of

Demeter were enacted, and it may be that by long

intense broodings over her sorrow and the succeeding

joy of the Anodos, they attained to some vivid con-

ception of a life hereafter ; it may have been to them

the passion of Lent succeeded by the rapture of Easter.

Whatever we may conjecture as to the precise nature of

the ceremony, this we know for certain, that the best

and noblest spirits rejoiced reverently in the fact of

their initiation, and spoke of it as a pledge and assurance

of joy in the after-world. Let us hear Sophokles

—

" Thrice happy they, who, having seen these rites.

Then pass to Hades ; there to these alone

Is yrantcJ life, all others evil find."

enclosure to a private chapel ; and fiom the character

of the letters of the inscription Mr. Newton dates the

dedication at about 350 B.C. Our beautiful statue,

therefore, was in all probability the work of a

sculptor of the time of Praxiteles. The master's

greatest work, the incomparable " Aphrodite,'" was

executed for this very city of Knidos, whose citi-

zens refused to barter their statue for the payment

of their whole civic debt. I have spoken of the great

expressiveness of the face. It is just this quality of

expressiveness which is characteristic of Praxiteles

and his contemporaries. After the ideal beauty, the

abstract perfection of Pheidias, as we know it in the

Parthenon marbles, there came a tendency to the

utterance of individual emotion, of pathos, touching

with earthly unrest the faces even of Olympian gods.

This is no conjecture ; we have now a criterion by
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which to judge of tlie style of Praxiteles, an aetual that in the curiously small face, in the lifted far-off

original nndoubtedly from the master's hand, the eyes, there is a general expression of weary yet

])atieut exjjeetation. Siie is tlie mother who, year

liy year, must long for her daughter—tlie goddess

wlio knows of the dimness of tlie world below as well

as of the brightness of the world above. We do

not worsliip her in the simi)le fashion of the lady

("lirysina (who dedieatcd the shrine at the bidding of

famous "Hermes" of 01yni]iia, a cast of wliicli is

now at the Britisli .Museum. It could stand in no

place where, for all its beauty and nameless charm,

this element of unstable emotion is more keenly

appreciable. Far higher, because far calmer, is the

beauty of our " Denu-ter," though the world knows

DEMETEE.— VIII.: THE KNlIilAN 1>I.\1^,1^.1

^Fwm Ihr Slutue in tin' Bntmh Musdiiit.)

less of her fame, and though the name of her sculptor

is uncertain. It may have been Praxiteles himself at

a time of riper skill, maturer inspiration, when the

fever of youth had calmed itself. Still there is in

her face that quality of personal feeling for which, so

far as we know it, we look in vain among the sculp-

tures of the time of Pheidias. Professor Bruun, in

an elaborate criticism of the head, notes that the

skin of the brow is drawn at both sides, as with

protracted weeping ; tliat the outside corners of the

mouth sink sadly ; that the parted lips seem to sigh j

Hermes in a dream) with votive offerings of tiny

marble ])igs and lighted lamps, nor do we in our

gloomier moments devote to her avenging might the

neighbours who have stolen a garment, or a bracelet,

or a husband. But we may give a thought some-

times to the higher physical and spiritual conceptions

which found their embodiment in the myth she per-

sonifies ; and, if we enter the little temciios in which

she is now enshrined anew, we may give at least one

reverent upward look at the changeless beauty of her

immortal face. J. E. Harrison.
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THE INTEEIOE OF ST. PAUL'S CATHEDEAL,
PAST, PEESENT, AND FUTUEE.

N a paper which I con-

tributed to The Maga-
zine OF Art for June

last it was my endea-

vour to show in what

manner and in what

degree the Gothic and

classical elements of

design were blended

in Wren's cathedml,

and how by his bold

and inventive management of the various difficulties

involved, he had produced an exterior of supreme

excellence, both in its grouping and in its detail,

well displayed in our first illustration. The en-

larged drawing of one of the western spires upon

the following page will show the highly studied and

careful composition of the subordinate parts, and will

afford an additional evidence of the freedom and

originality which I noticed (The Magazine op Art
for March, 1882) in speaking of Wren's treatment of

towers and spires. We saw, too, that the design of

the interior had suffered from the compromise to a

far greater extent than the exterior. I further pointed

out that the original position of the oi'gan, on a screen

separating the choir from the dome, which also was a

feature derived from English cathedrals of the Gothic

character, had been carried by the Commissioners in

Wren's despite, and that whereas in every other par-

ticular Wren's opinion was sound and that of his

critics and controllers wrong, in this individual

instance judgment must, in my opinion, be given

against the architect. And the point is an Impor-

tant and crucial one, involving, as I think, the main

blemish in the interior as we now see it.

Tradition is precise enough as to the strength of

Wren's opposition to the position of the organ ; and

a story used to be current, the authority for which

I cannot give, that he declared that "the whole in-

terior effect was spoilt for a box of whistles." It is

with tl>e utmost diffidence that one would venture

to attribute to him mistaken judgment in a question

of such importance. It is not, bowever, difficult to

account for his feeling in the matter. I have shown

that the earlier was to the end Wren's favourite

design, and have no doubt that the conception of

that interior permanently influenced his judgment.

In it his idea had been that of a classical church,

in which the entire effect should be given at one

coup d'a'il. In an interior of this kind such an inter-

ruption to the range of vision as a screen and organ

involved would have been a fatal eyesore. As we
have seen, a Gothic plan was forced upon him.

Those who are familiar with the ground-plans of

Gothic cathedrals will see by a glance at the third

of our illustrations how closely the usual mediasval

arrangement was adhered to in laying out the present

cathedral ; and by comparing this with the ])lan of

the earlier design given in my last paper they can

scarcely fail to see that the conditions of effect

were radically changed thereby. The builders of oiu-

Gothic cathedrals showed a true instinct in breaking

the length of their interiors by one or more partial

obstructions, and so adding to the effective length by

the aid of an clement of mystery. In spite of the

crude modern practice—which has been to bring the

extreme east into immediate and obvious view of

the west by the removal of obstructions—in the vain

idea that size and dignity were thereby enhanced,

the more cultivated judgment tends more and more

to justify the ancient practice.

Wren, however, was in one respect less advan-

tageously placed towards such a cpiestion. On the

one hand the exclusive fashion of his day combined

with his own training and propensities, on the other

his first and favourite conception, prevented him from

realising the true elements of effect in an interior

arrangement such as that to wdiieh he was unwillingly

committed. He was unable frankly to accept the

conditions of a Gothic plan, and" no doubt clung

tenaciously to the idea he had conceived, though the

power of realising it was no longer present. As

a confirmation of this view, and as ocular demon-

stration of the species of effect which was congenial

to Wren's ideas, I may refer my readers to the

interior perspective of the earlier design given in

my last paper; or, better still, if they would take

the necessary troul)le, I would ask them to visit the

model of it, and in either case to try and realise the

radical difference between the conditions of effect

implied in the intended and in the accomplished

schemes.

It is also worth while in this connection to studj'

for a moment the best and most masterly of all Wren's

executed interiors, that namely of St. Stephen's,

Walbrook, of which our last illustration gives a

fair though somewhat inadequate idea. The varied

and almost sumptuous effect produced by this in-

terior is most striking, and fully justifies the enthu-

siasm which it aroused among Wren's most cultivated

contemporaries ; and the wonder is only enhanced to

those who can analyse the means employed and see
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liV \vli;il c.iiiiiiai'Mlivrly siiinili' iiiotliuils tlic ivsult

is attiiiiail. l'\>t: uuv invsoiil pui'i>oso, liowovur, il

is must importuut to note how far i-emovcd thu

iirniiifjement is from the media-'vul idea, and how

compli'tc'Iy moth'rn is the effect. It is scarcely

siir[)risin<^ that Wren, to whom conceptions such as

this were familiar and cun<^-enial, shoidd have found

a ditticulty in comprehending^ tiie conditions of effect

which were cognate to a school of architecture which

was strange if not antagonistic to his genius.

The main and central defect of the interior of

St. Paul's as it now stands has always seemed to me
to be this. Looking eastward from the nave, as in

the interior j)erspective presented in our fourth pie-

ture (the illustration, I should note, like those of the

exterior, the western turret, and the ground-plan, is

from Mr. Longmans' " Three Cathedrals Dedicated

to St. Paul "), the eye is carried through to the

apse by a long tunnel, in which the " crossing " is

a mere accident. In this, which should be the

main view, the dome seems to have little effective

value, while the poverty of the design of the apse

and of the altar arrangements becomes unduly appa-

rent. Thirty years ago the effect was very different.

From the same point of view the eye was suddenly

brought up at the ojjening of the choir by the screen

and organ. The space beyond, through a sense of

mystery gained by a partial obstruction, obtained an

enhanced apparent length and value, while the defi-

ciencies of its design were obscured. Being checked

at this point in the direction of length, the desire for

extension found abundant scope in the dome, which

was thus brought into effect, and obtained its full

value to the sense. It seems almost trifling, in the

face of so grave a loss to the architectural effect, to

lament the deterioration of the unrivalled quality

which its ancient position gave to the tone of the

organ, or the removal from its original place of the

well-known memorial to the architect. Nor is it pos-

sible altogether to regret a change which has had

some part in tenninating the old sleepiness, sloven-

liness, and exclusiveness of the services. The change

in these respects has been altogether favourable, and

possibly a still further step in ritual arrangement

might involve a remedy for the evil which I note,

as I shall explain in its proper context.

Passing from this point for the present, I may
notice some further defects in the interior, the next

in importance being the arrangement of the arches

opening into the dome. This also originates in the

Gothic character of ;he plan, though in this case it

is impossible to avoid admiring at the same time the

ingenuity displayed. Of the eight arches opening

into the space under the dome, four are of greater and

four of less height; and the inequality is redressed by
the formation of additional arches at a higher level

above the lower, and corresponding with the loftier,

the intermediate space being accounted for by the

introduction of galleries. The lower arches are seg-

mental, and spring from the tops of the main cornice.

Though the solution of the ditticulty is rather in-

genious than agreeable, it is difficult to think of

any arrangement by which the exigencies of the plan

could better have been met ; and in this case,

loo, conditions which were forced on the architect

must be credited with whatever of awkwardness the

problem involved. The apse is unsatisfactory in the

dropping of its clerestory windows below the level

of those of the rest of the church, which diminishes

the effect of height where it is most needed. In

a Gothic apse the level would be maintained, as

the difficulty would be obviated by the greater elas-

ticity of the groining ; but the satisfactory com-

bination of an apsidal clerestory, a feature of Gothic

architecture, with a classical form of vaulting, was to

Wren, and would be to us, a difficult if not an in-

soluble architectural problem. When, however, these

exeejitions have been stated, which are few indeed

compared with the huge difficulty of the luidertaking,

even the interior design must remain for us a monu-

ment of architectural skill, if not of perfect beauty.

It is of course beside my purpose to note those

matters, not a few, in which Wren delil)erately vio-

lated the received grammatical rules of the " oixlers."

It is an especial characteristic of his design that he

handled style with the freedom of a master, and gave

to classical architecture an elasticity which it had

lacked before. It would, therefore, be in the last

degree unreasonable to condemn him for a departure

from such canons as are mainly serviceable to lesser

men, and are universally applied by pedants alone.

As the question of the decoration, or as it has

been called +b.e comj)letion, of St. Paul's has been

within recc .t years much and frequently agitated,

and is still more or less before us in a practical form,

it may be worth while briefly to trace the various

ideas which have been jiroiwsed since the building

was left by Wren, and to discuss what treatment it

really requires. And firstly, as to W^ren's own ideas

on the subject. It has been the custom, in all the

changes which have been either contemplated or made
in the cathedral, to refer to the authority of " Wren's

intentions." It is certain, however, that if Wren ever

formed any distinct ideas as to the completion or

decoration of the cathedral, they are at least very

sparsely recorded; and in the matter of decoration

it may be questioned whether the authority of

his opinion would have been of equal weight as

in more purely architectural questions. We have,

however, on record the following facts. Wren de-

signed a baldachino of " writhed " Corinthian columns

to sm-mount the altar, of which a drawing is still
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extant. Although in detail it is not among the most

successful of his designs, it would nevertheless have

been a great addition to the apse, which as he left it

was meanly and inadequately furnished. Further, he

contemplated decorating the dome with mosaics, and

arranged to import Italian craftsmen for this pur-

pose. But his intention was frustrated by the com-

missioners, and ThornhiU's melancholy daubs were

forced upon him. It is perhaps not wholly to be

regretted, considering the decadence of Italian art,

that he was overruled in his intention, as it would

scarcely have been in his jwwer to have raised the

decoi'ative work to the standard of his own. Some

evidence, too, of his intentions may j)Ossibly sur-

vive in a somewhat rare engraving of which I have

seen one or two copies. In this the galleries under

the dome are masked by groups of figures repre-

senting the four evangelists, with curtains behind

them supported by cherubs. Above the segmental

cornice are j)]aced seated figures like in character to

those on tlie tomb of the Medici in Florence, while

groups of figures soften most of the more abrupt lines

in the architecture. The pendentives are adorned by

figures apparently carved in relief, showing a com-

position not wholly dissimilar in intention to that

adopted in the work now executed in mosaic. The

main j)anels of the interior exhibit designs of Scripture

subjects. The engraving is inscribed as follows :

—

" The Interior of St. Paul's, Decorated Agreeably to

the Intentions of Sir Christopher Wren ;
" but its

authority is very doubtful in matters of detail.

It is known that in 1773 a proposal was made

by the Royal Academy of Arts for undertaking the

adornment of St. PauPs, and six artists were selected

to carry out the work. They were Reynolds, West,

Barry, Dance, Cipriani, and Angelica Kauffnian. No
record exists of the manner in which the work was

to be carried out. Probably Gwin's engraving, that

mentioned above, had established the idea of adorning

the jjanels with Scrijjture subjects, and Sir Joshua and

his colleagues would, if they had been permitted, have

followed the type of decoration therein indicated. The

scheme was opposed by the Archbishop and Bishop

of London on the ground that the plan savoured of

Romanism, and it came to nothing, which on the

whole is perhaps little to be regretted. The cathe-

dral, therefore, remained precisely as Wren had left it

until some thirty years ago, when ThornhiU's paint-

ings were restored by Mr. Parris. Some four years

later it was determined to hold special services in the

dome to large congregations. This laudable endeavour,

which might under more far-sighted and more critical

supervision have been turned to the best artistic

result, became the starting-point of a series of inno-
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vations of which the end lia.s not yet been readied.

First of all, tlio eathedral furniture, always to tlie

tune of "Wren's intentions," comnienewl a restle.'^s

movement, wliieh amounted in time to a " fjeneral

post." The organ disappeared from its orig'inal posi-

tion, tlierehy losing, as I tliink, for ever its unrivalled

tone ; the screen on whieh it stood vanished—to re-

appear as an inner doorway to the north transept

;

while the organ after many wanderings became

absorbed in the larger instrument which now occu-

j)ies the side arches of the choir. Then various ex-

perimental attempts at decoration began to show

themselves. The arches supporting the dome and

other features were painted white with the ornament

relieved in gold—

a

vulgar device which

need not have unduly

taxed the artistic

powers of the hum-

blest journeyman,

and which simply

serves to make the

natural stone look

dirty ; the penden-

tives were adorned

by mosaics in them-

selves of excellent

design, but their

introduction could

only have been justi-

fied by their being

recognised as integral

portions of a well-

digested scheme of

decoration for the

whole building.

Moreover, various

new features began

to appear, notably a

pulpit of " chaste

"

and utterly un-Wren-

like design, over-

hung by a utilitarian

sounding-board of a

truly marvellous ap-

pearance.

Finally, the in-

congruity of the

various crude ten-

tative efforts at "com-

pletion " began to be

apparent to the least

observant. The an-

cient cry of "Wren's
intentions," which

had been so variously
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and liberally enii)loyed, ceased to charm opposition

into slumber, and it became manifest that if anything

further were to be tolerated it must be accepted as a

part of a reasoned and comj)rehensive scheme. Stimu-

lated by the celebration of a national thanksgiving in

is 72, the authorities resolved to face the problem. A
subscription list was opened, .in architect selected,

and a design prepared. 15ut though the com-

mittee had thus taken the only course which could

conceivably lead to an harmonious result, the enter-

prise failed. The public were justly terrified by the

colouring of the design, and appalled by the mag-
nitude of the estimates. It began to bo apparent that

neither had the time come when decorative art was

equal to the enter-

prise, nor had the

man arrived who was

capable of handling

it ; and after a fruit-

less and costly effort

the idea once more

lapsed into chaos. Of
late, however, a new
attempt of a more

tentative kind has

been made to start a

scheme. Sir Frederick

Leighton and Mr.

Poynter are prepar-

ing designs for de-

corating the interior

of the dome in mo-

saic, and the public

will soon have the

opportunity of judg-

ing of their effect

before they are trans-

lated into an inde-

structible form. The

enterprise is at least

hopeful on many
sides : from the high

qualifications of the

artists; the un-

doubted authority of

the original architect

for the idea ; and,

lastly, because the

dome is the only fea-

ture of the building

which may with any

show of reason be

treated apart from

the whole. The least

hopeful feature of the

undertaking seems to
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be this : that, considerinf; the magnitude of the entire

scheme and the fiuctuations of style and taste, the

prospect of a complete and harmouiijus ensemble is

still infinitely remote.

So much for the efforts made or projected for

the "completion" or " decoration '^ of St. Paul's.

Those of past times seem to have been almost

always wrong,

while that of the „—
present has con-

siderable claim to

regard and sym-

pathy. If, how-

ever, I had to indi-

cate the essential

mistake which

has set the past,

and is likely to

set the futxire, on

the wrong- tack, I

should say that

it was the idea

involved in the

words " comple-

tion " and " de-

coration," and

that what would

set the future

right would be

the adoption in

their place of the

word "furniture."

Let us see what

the words involve.

"Completion"
involvesthecarry-

ing out to greater

perfectness ideas

either originated

by Wren or ob-

viously and be-

yond question

imj)lied by his

work; and I have

tried to show that

there are scarcely

any authoritative

records of his de-

clared intentions,

while the intima-

tions from the

work itself will

be always fomid

to vary infinitely

according to the

predilections of

schools or individuals. As for " decoration," this im-

plies as its first condition a complete artistic con-

ception which shall rise fully to the standard of the

architecture, and demands a vast amount of widely

spread artistic power to carry it out. Up to the

present time no such idea has satisfied even an un-

critical public taste, nor is there any indication of

the existence of

such a school

~~~"-^ of workmen as

would prove equal

to the require-

ments of its exe-

cution. Moreover,

both " comple-

tion" and "deco-

ration " imply

permanence—the

infliction on all

posterity of the

ideas of the pre-

sent. Few will

maintain that the

decoration of

buildings is an ai-t

adequately mas-

tered in our own

time ; while as a

safeguard against

the results of a

prevalent weak-

ness inthis branch

of art, we may at

least lay claim to

a modest diffi-

dence based upon

the recognition of

superior compe-

tence in the past.

This is a whole-

some attitude

which may bring

forth its fruit in

due season. Mean-

while we may
well, so far as our

greatestbuildings

are concerned, de-

precate the multi-

plication of vilia

corpora for crude

experiment. "Fur-

niture," on the

other hand, im-

pliesno more than

the addition ofGBOUND-PLAU OF ST. PAUL's.
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removaMo features, and may he uiuliTfalu'ii loss dilli-

dently. I believe, further, that it niiyht he made far

more simply and at less cost to fulfil all the main re-

quirements (if the interior of St. Paul's, and to remove

or mask many of the defects already enumeratt^l.

The first of these is the tunnel-like appearance of

the church as viewed from the west end—the absence

of any feature which shall arrest the eye at the

entrance of the choir, and briiij^ the dome to bear.

This, as we have seen, \\as formerly done by the

screen has been removed and cannot be replaced,

and as, in the interim, the ritual of the services has

(greatly developed, a new arrang'enient which I have

seen suggested seems worthy of attention. The arch

at the entry of the choir mio-ht be partially screened

off, the space behind it being reserved for the ser-

vices at which there is a smaller attendance, and

under the eastward arch opening from the dome

an altar might he erected, surmounted by a Lalda-

cliino, which architecturally would be an adequate

THE INTEKIOE OF ST. PAUl's.

organ and the screen on which it stood, both of which

departed hence, unnecessarily as I think, but still in

the best of interests—the employment of the dome
for large congregations. If, however, the architectural

importance of the feature had, as might well have been

expected, been duly understood, it might, without dis-

regard to the practical requirements, if not retained,

have been replaced by some feature of equivalent

architectural effect. The special services originally

instituted were evening services unattended by any
sacramental ritual ; a pulpit and space for the clergy

and choir alone were required, and these might easily

have been provided without the destruction of the

screen, the choir being reserved for smaller services

and for sacramental ceremonies. As, however, the

substitute for the feature removed. In connection

with this an arrangement of stalls might be intro-

duced, and the larger services, both predicatory and
sacramental, might be conducted in full view of a

congregation occupying three-fourths of the area of

the church. The altar would no longer be seen, as it

now is, in the diminished dignity of a remote per-

spective, but would obtain its due prominence, while

the present choir would be available as a morning
chapel for all such services as did not demand an
increased space. Nor would such an arrangement
be without some degree of precedent in the ancient

and even the modern usage of our own Country.

In many of our cathedrals the ladj'-chapel is still

used as the choir of St. Paul's would be used: for
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subordinate services. By this one change alone the

church would in my opinion gain more in dignity

and effect than by all the decorations which have

yet been proposed.

Again, tlie tunnel-like effect is greatly enhanced

by the bareness and monotony of the nave piers. In

with ; and as the conditions would be thus elastic, it

would surely not be difficult within a few years to

obtain all that would be needful for the due furnish-

ing of the nave, while the choice and arrangement

would be within the competence of the cultivated

ecclesiastics who form the cathedral body.

INTEEIOE or ST. Stephen's, waibeook.

an ancient cathedral the westward face of each such

pier would probably have been furnished with an

altar surmounted by a reredos. In St. Alban's

Abbey many of the corresponding positions still

show traces of the pictures which served as reredos

to the several altars. No doubt originally each had

its altar and its picture; and the entire vista as

seen from the west must have been extremely im-

posing. It is now of course impossible to adopt this

precedent absolutely, but surely it might afford a

suggestion as to effect. Why should not the faces of

the piers be furnished with pictures, framed and

hung in their places, of sacred subjects, either by

ancient or by living artists, or by both? As they

would be each in its several frame, it would not be

essential that they should be of similar character or

of one school. All that would be requisite would be

that all should be of good design. Even absolute

uniformity of size and shape might be dispensed

As the main defect of the interior might thus

be remedied, so it would not be difficult to obviate

another which I have mentioned by a similar treat-

ment. The apse, as I have tried to show, is dis-

appointing in its architectural effect, while the altar,

even considered only as the altar of the choir, is

deficient in dignity and adornment. Here again fur-

niture, properly managed, might come to the rescue.

We have seen how Wren himself pi'oposed to dignify

the altar, though doubtless his ideas of its importance

would scarcely be on a par with our own. Although

the effect to be remedied would now have become

limited to the choir, still it would be desirable to

give full dignity to the altar arrangements, and at

least to divert the eye from the apsidal defects, if

not to break or mask them, by a reredos. No doubt,

too, the principle I advocate, when once adopted,

would find SC0JX3 in other and subordinate matters, on

which it is superfluous now to dwell. Wherever
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baroness and desolation were felt, as they now are

almost universally, they could be modified or reme-

died. Points of interest might be obtained in every

part of the building, and it might be made to afford,

as it never yet has done, objects of religious and

artistic interest such as should be demanded of so

great and so central a building.

Having had this view now for many years in

mind, I have never j^et seen reason for regarding it

as impracticable or absurd. On the contrary, every

new visit to the building, each new experience of the

difficulty of otherwise arriving at a result which shall

be generally satisfactory, has led me more and more

to regard this as the one escape from insurmountable

difficulties. Such prejudices as Puritanical ideas

miffht have raised are less and less to be feared. It

is now a recognised aim that our churches should be

sumptuously furnished, as it was formerly that they

should be dreary and desolate. The idea of finding

in Wren's intentions an adequate guide for the

future has been pretty generally exploded l)y painful

experience on the one hand and by increased know-

ledge on the other. The waste of well-intended

jiublic gifts upon abortive or injurious enterprise

has been severely felt, and the general confidence

has so far been shaken as to dread any step from

which there is no retreat. I claim for this sugges-

tion that it is safe, conservative, economical, and

elastic, and that by its adoption, no less than by

far more ambitious undertakings, tbe reproach under

which Wren's masterpiece labours might be removed

from us. Basil Champneys.

"MY MODEL."
From the Picture by Raimundo Madeazo.

JIINCE long the Madrazo (one of whom
is the artist of " My Model ") have

been representative Spanish painters.

Facile draughtsmen, dexterous and

showy colourists, with a vein of

pleasant, rather trivial invention,

they produce work that is fashionable and even

popular, and that is sometimes almost good. The

world they paint is a world of carnival and opera

:

a world all light loves, and flying follies, and

Cynthias of a minute, and such passion as abides

in a flask of champagne ; a world made up of remi-

niscences of Watteau, and suggestions from Theodore

de Banville, and inspirations from the Opera-Comique,

and imaginings from Wardour Street and the Quartier

Breda. Theirs are the virtuosi in powder and silk

breeches who play quartetts in chambers bright with

bric-a-brac and pleasing textures ; theirs the ladies

in masks and blue satin dominos who sit on lonely

ottomans, to look chic and have their portraits taken;

theirs the Columbines who listen, in green arbours

and rosy bowers, to Harlequins making love over

grapes and Venice glass ; theirs the brisk and gallant

barbers who strum eternally upon guitars among brass

basins and soapsuds and curling-irons and towellings

neatly painted ; theirs the students in picturesque

black, and the bull-fighters in picturesque pink and

blue, and the Don Juans in picturesque white and

scarlet ; theirs the serenades and dicings and dances,

and cheap and particoloured jileasures generally. Y(3u

may come upon their work in any picture-shop you
care to explore in Paris or in London, in Rome or

New York or Madrid— in fact, wherever picture-

shops exist and picture-dealers ply^ their honourable

and far from lucrative calling. It is odds that

seeing them once you will think of them well and

cheerfully ; but that you will like them less the more

you see of them ; and that you will end by wishing

the Madrazos and their innumerable following—for

the original Madrazo, as Hugo says of Judge Jeffreys,

" a fait des petits "—had never been born. For at

best they are but the confectionery of art—the choco-

late creams of painting. And of these pretty kick-

shaws the stomach does not exist that is not soon

disgusted—disgusted even to the adoration of beef and

pudding; of Hogarthian moralities, and solid family

portraits, and the heroics of Maclise and Haydon.

In "My Model" Raimundo Madrazo has produced

a skilful and pleasant study from the life. He has

been true to his name, however, and his work, while

it has touches of reality, has also more touches

of pose, of invention, of significance more or less

dramatic, than serious portraiture should display.

His sitter has appeared in many of his pictures : in

<' Pierrette," in " Una Bodo," in the " Salida de un

Baile de Mascaras." Here, as elsewhere, she has

been idealised into a theatrical tyj)e. Not only is she

Spanish to the mantilla and the fan, she has become

—as was said of Hernani's honour—more Spanish

than Spain. She looks as though she had walked

straight out of a comic opera—words by Scribe,

music by Auber; as though she were impossible apart

from a comic Alcalde, a Duenna, a gay Brigand, and

a cachucha all black silk hose and castanets. So to

bedizen and belittle Mother Nature is for many of

us the top of art.
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THE SPECIAL ARTIST.

K luivf hcuiil nuich in late years of

the wuiulurtul teats of the SjK'cial

Cunespondeut, but of the work of

tlie Sjieeial Artist next to notliiii<^.

Speeial Correspoinleiits, indeed, are

eomparatively an aneiciit institu-

tion. Some of them, like Dr. Russell, have <i;ro\vn

old in the serwce, and now sit in the (juiet of

well-earned rest and a brilliant reputation. Their

editors (very shrewdly) keep their exploits and their

names before the public eye ; and when they re-

turn home from their wars, their search expeditions,

and their voyages of discovery, they become lions,

they write interesting if not very valuable books,

they deliver lectures all over the kingdom, and even

elsewhere. Of the Special Artist, however, but little

is heard. And yet, when you consider his work and

his peculiar difficulties, you must admit that he is at

least as remarkable a person as the Special Corre-

spondent. I, for one, go so far as to say that he

is by far the more astonishing character of the two.

His progress has been swifter, for though he is only

in his early youth, he has done astounding things.

Then he represents a development of art much more

novel than that of brilliant letter-writing. I can

say, in fact, as one who has done both, that under

pressure of time it is much less difficult to write

a column or so of fairly accurate and picturesque de-

scription than to make a comprehensible sketch of a

scene which may have existed only for a few minutes.

It may be laid down as a journalistic axiom that it is

easier to describe with the pen than to delineate with

the pencil.

There is a vast army of well-meaning folk who

imagine that they are cut out for Special Artists.

Now, though some Special Artists show an unmis-

takable tendency to general effeteness, as a rule it

is necessary that they should be able to do something

for their salaries. And yet the conductors of our

leading illustrated journals are constantly pestered

by people whose artistic powers are indescribably

slight, but who are ready to go to the ends of the

earth at a moment's notice and sketch very badly

anything and everything. A Special Artist need not

be a great colourist nor a first-rate draughtsman. If

he is both, all the better, of course ; but they are

not essential attributes. What is absolutely neces-

sary is that he should sketch both rapidly and accu-

rately. They who can do this are. few; so that a

first-rate Special Artist is a joy to his employer for

as long as he can keej) him.

There are Specials and Specials. Tiiere is, for

instance, the gentleman who, having gone with

an expedition, say to Madagascar, and there met a

duke and a marquis in disguise, has returned to

England with an increased sense of his own import-

ance, and a curious delusion that he has somehow

become related to the aristocracy. Ilis girth is

greater, and he is affably distant in his manner to his

old friends. His hotel expenses, I believe, are heavy,

and his sketches scarcely as good as they used to be.

There is, too, the voluble and fantastic being from

the North—a man of energy and resource, good at

sudden deaths of great personages and colliery ex-

plosions. He has a fancy for climbing to inaccessible

coigns of vantage from which to sketch. He goes

in for " novel aspects," and prefers views from the

corner of a parapet or the summit of a tower to

straightforward work on the solid ground. By way

of change he sometimes sketches in the heart of

a seething mob, and he can even execute clever

portrait outlines in a railway carriage travelling at

fifty miles an hour. He will sketch a whole street,

with accurate architectural details, in thirty minutes,

and the movements of his person are quite as rapid

and almost as picturesque as those of his pencil.

Then, there is the War Special, the man of great

campaigns. He is not unacquainted with the interiors

of military prisons. His work is always individual,

and often imaginative in the highest degree. He does

things in his own way ; but that way is a good one.

Ao-ain, there are the younger men, who think nothing

of calmly walking down a mile and a half of open

road peppered by the enemy's bullets, and who have

even been known on occasions to punch dictatorial

colonels who have been guilty of mistaken inter-

ferences. Finally, there is the variety wjiich puts up at

the best hotel in a big city at least a hundred miles

from the seat of war, and there concocts sketches

under the influence of champagne and one-and-nine-

penny cigars. I should add that this last variety is

uncommon. It may be accepted for fact that the

Speeial Artist, as a rule, is thoroughly conscientious,

and is often as brave and daring as he is faithful.

Mistakes occur now and then ; an occasional error is

inseparable from the conditions under which he works;

but, on the whole, his productions are remarkably

accurate, and the wonder is, not that blunders are

so many, but that they are so few.

The ideal Special Artist is by no means easily de-

scribed. It has been long thought—is thought still,

I believe, in some high quarters—that if a man can
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sketch in outline with decent accuracy, and is ener-

getic enough to got his notes despatched from the

scene of action to his art-editor with the least delay

possible, he is capable of doing all that can be reason-

ably required of him. To a certain degree this is no

doubt true ; and I may say that the Grrqihic alone re-

ceives yearly thousands of sketches from all parts of the

world, the work of friends whose artistic achievements

are of the most amateurish description. In cases of

emergency a mere rough outline is no doubt accept-

and vivifying them with spirit; the imagination,

not (if llegnault, which in these practical days is

considered by newspaper readers a little far-fetched,

but, to quote a famous and appropriate instance, the

imagination of De Neuville, as displayed in " Le

Bourget." In that picture we have, along with

pronounced realism, a very powerful and affecting

imaginative faculty ; it is the exercise of that faculty

which alone makes the picture great. We are moved,

not by the accuracy with which a thousand-and-one

J&^ IT^U < t^eiW«^^ C^-a-m.;rr/ .„<i i/tU^j

THE LAST BrrOUAC OF AH.

(Drawn bij Siidney Ball.)

able. But the Siiecial Artist is a very different person.

If he cannot paint great pictures, he must at least be

able to see them : to see, that is, the picturesque essen-

tials of the scenes or incidents he is employed to sketch.

In short, he must be able to do more than merely draw

outlines swiftly and accurately ; he must be at least

an artist in the best sense of the word—a man whose

mind is not only open to various and broad impres-

sions, but also stored with knowledge and strengthened

by experience. He must be gifted in some measure

with that rare quality, imagination— by which I

do not mean the power of picturing the impossible,

but the power of investing bare facts with charm

details are realised ; not by the material facts of

masonry and cannon and armed men, though these

in themselves are impressive; but by the intangible

yet real idea they are made to express : the awful

mingling of wreck and conquest, the stolid respect

of the victors, and the defiant despair of the van-

quished, heroic even in the moment of an incompar-

able defeat. Such, I take it, is the idea in " Le

Bourget." Now there is an idea of some sort in

every incident, in every pageant, in everything worth

pictorial record ; this idea it is the business of the

Special Artist to seize, and transfer as much of it as

he can to his sketch. In itself, of course, the sketch
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would not, could uot be, what is usually understood

by the phrase a " good picture

;

" but it shcjuld

possess the makings of one ;—just as, supposing om-

ideal Special Artist had been at Le Bourget, his

sketch, rough and incomjslete though it might be,

should have indicated not only the general grouping

of the figures, the aspects and positions of the build-

ings, and the kind and degree of atmosphere and

light and shade, but should have expressed the germ

of that idea, which, as I have said, gives the pic-

ture human interest, and makes it much more than

a dry record of incident. If mere facts were all

that were required, the Special might throw away

his pencil and take to instantaneous photography. I

must add, so far as pictorial qualities are concerned,

that the sketches of some Specials are now and then

rather worse than indifferent photographs. They

give us facts with more or less accuracy; and that

is about all. Sketches which are destitute of spirit

and innocent of imagination, however full and accu-

rate in detail, are not properly realistic; they are

dull and unsuggestive—they are the raw material,

the commonplaces of illustrated journalism.

Not, however, that a Special Artist can do with-

out facts. It is a rale with him to " take copious

notes,'' of character, of costume, of architecture, of in-

cident, and even of effect ; and these memoranda are

always of the greatest service in building up accu-

rately the details of the main picture. A Special

present, for instance, at the recent ceremony of the

new Law Courts, would fill up the intervals of wait-

ing by making sketches of the various state costumes

—perhaps " thumb-nail " portraits of the function-

aries who wore them—indicating little idiosyncracies

of bearing and gesture and expression. He would

make, also, a variety of sketches of the broad general

aspect of the scene, so as to get it thoroughly in his

mind : thoroughly mastered and ready to hand as it

were when the culmination of the ceremony should

arrive. And at this point his abilities are most

severely tested. There comes an instant when the

scene resolves itself into a true picture, which re-

mains for a minute, perhaps, and then melts. For

that supreme moment the Special Artist watches with

all his faculties ; it bursts suddenly upon him, and

instantly he must select and record its essentials.

The teeming details, which (though he sketch never

so rapidly) he cannot indicate with his pencil, he

must photograph in his memory. All this imijlies

the possession of a rare combination of faculties

:

swift and accurate observation, great coolness and

self-command, a tenacious recollection, and above all

a complete and ready knowledge of pictorial necessi-

ties—composition, light and shade, and balance both

of line and of effect. The work of the ideal Special,

in short, should record leading facts with artistic

charm, and with some suggestion of human interest

and human sentiment.

Again, the Special Artist must be a diploma-

tist; he should possess a good knowledge of men.

For though, of course, he is furnished with copious

and admirable introductions, and all the authority

which the status of his journal can give him, he is

certain to come in contact with a variety of people,

official and otherwise, whose object in life is to be

unpleasant, especially to any one " connected with the

IJress." Gates are often locked against him—though

the judicious administration of a little affability

tempered with firmness, or, in some cases, a touch

of gold or silver, will nearly always open them
;

whilst his success in war-times depends very much
indeed upon his personal bearing, and the " rela-

tions " he can establish with the powers that be in

the field. His position, indeed, is delicate, and calls

for the exercise of much tact and discretion. Like

his comrade the Correspondent, he is liable to be

regarded as a nuisance; though this feeling is only

openly expressed by an icy politeness which seems

jjcculiar to the British officer.

His work in the battle-fields, though more
dangerous, is occasionally far less difficult than his

work in sudden emergencies at home. An exjilosion

shatters a colliery and kills or imprisons hundreds

of men. The manager or art-editor of our illustrated

paper is involved in his next year's Christmas num-
ber; or there has been an affair of dynamite in

St. Petersburg, or a funeral of a great statesman, or

a wild and horrible assassination in Ireland. He is

puzzled about time and space. He begins to exhibit

a touching faith in the generosity of mankind, and

a firm belief in the existence at the colliery of a

small army of amateur artists who will send up

sketches on the chance of accejitance. Calmed and

ennobled by this expectation, he goes on with his

Christmas number, or his funeral, or his assassina-

tion, and allows the colliery to wait. One, two, three

days elapse ; no sketches have arrived, and he has

doubts about the army of amateurs. Meanwhile the

daily papers are full of harrowing "scenes at the

pit's mouth," and the interest and sympathy of all

England are roused. The situation is critical ; the

Special is telegraphed for. He arrives, is instructed,

and leaves by the first available express for the

scene of action. Tliere his difficulties begin. He
finds himself regarded with scorn, because Mr. So-

and-So, from a rival journal, has been and gone

two days before. He is taunted by the miners,

even in the midst of desolation and death ; he is

hustled by hurried officials, and hampei'ed by excited

crowds ; and being an artist, and therefore a man
of feeling, he is affected and distressed by the grief

and ruin and anxiet3- which surround him, and the
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awful mystery of the event. And tliiis obstnictwl,

thus troubled, ho has to work with speed and preci-

sion, to take full notes of the main features of the

scene; and his subjects must be numerous enough

to till, say, two pages of his journal. Then when

he has done all that is possible or necessary, he

finds there is barely time to catch the train back to

town. He " does it" however; he travels all night;

and worn and weary and even haggaril, he turns up

at the olHce early in the morning with his batch of

materials. He may consider himself lucky if he

escapes the further labour of drawing some of them

on wood. All this necessitates the greatest energy,

activity, and self-command; a cunning economy of

time, a shrewd and swift selection of essentials, and

highly, not to say specially, trained sketching power.

Thanks to the kindness of the proprietors of the

Graphir and the Illustrated London News, we are

enabled to give fac-similes of sketches by various

Specials, which are certainly interesting, and which

perhaps are more instructive and complete as illus-

trations of the peculiarities of their art and the

difficulties under which it is prosecuted, than all

that I have said or can say. Our full-page engrav-

ing—of the assault on the great Gravitza redoubt at

Plevna—is by Mr. Villiers, of the draphic, who has

done first-rate work in Afghanistan and on other

theatres of war besides. "What it pictures wa.s one

of the chief events in the famous siege. After a

tremendous bombardment of five days, the Russian

infantry assault on the redoubts began on the 11th

September, 1877; and on the Uth Skobeleff was

master of the place. Then, however, Osmau let

loose his Turks upon the victors, and Skobeleff was

hurled back upon his entrenchments, and the redoubt

recaptured. The fighting was of the grimmest

type ; the slaughter done was horrible. There were

fifteen hundred dead in the redoubt alone ; Skobeleff

lost three thousand men—the fourth of his w^hole

command—in one short rush of a few hundred yards.

It is in scenes like this that the Special Artist has to

work. And it was at the instant of the desperate

last assault that took the Russians into the redoubt

that Mr. Villiers m;xde his sketch. It is obvious that

since the assault was delivered late in the evening of

a very foggy day, Mr. Villiers must have been literally

xm; iiHixocEKOs fight.

i,Draii:ii by HtiUit Johiisun.)
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in the thick of the fig-ht. Ilouyli aiiel hurried as the

sketch is, it is far more impressive, suggestive, and

real than any engraving can be, and it is not with-

out that quality of imagination which, as I have said,

is a necessary attribute of the first-rate Special Artist.

Imagination and individuality are distinguishing

features of the work of Mr. Sydney Hall, another

Graphic sjiecial, very famous for his admirable ser-

vices in the great war of 1870. "The Last Bivouac

of All,''' of which we give a reproduction on a jjre-

ceding page, is not the least impressive of his draw-

ings. Mr. Villiers works with a rather hard pencil

handkcrcliicr Frdm his neck. The faces that were not

blackened or blood-stained seemed more livid in the

ghostly light. Above them shone the stars. They

used to say that the spirits of the dead become stars.

Their last bivouac of all was a ghastly spectacle."

Mr. Hall, I may add, was twice a prisoner—-once on

each side—in this war, and has been twice to Canada

for the Graphic, his last expedition being with the

prairie tour of the Marquis of Lome, in which he

encountered many difficulties and had many adven-

tures ; and he has done much able and accomplished

work here in England. He is an M.A. of Oxford,

i)lA^M^^y(; . \rJL^ <+"
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THK BATTLE OP UKODVENGO.

(Dratm hy C. E. Fr'nn'-)

on a thin paper, dashing in his "effect" with a slight

wash of Indian ink; but this sketch of Mr. Hall's

has been executed with neutral tint and white on

a grey-toned paper. It was taken on the field of

Champigny during the siege of Paris, and it pic-

tures an incident in what the artist has described as

"the weirdest walk I ever took in my life." The

scene was the hill above Villiers. " The crest of the

hill,''^ says Mr. Hall, " was covered with straw,

from which the relief was taking armfuls. We
followed them. We passed a group of some fifty

dead arranged in five rows. Many of their poses were

beautiful—most were horrible, all were awful. Some

with uplifted arms, some pressing them to their sides

as if still clasping musket at support, one tearing the

and, as my little quotation from one of his Graphic

letters shows, he possesses a considerable share of

literary ability.

The sketch of the Naval Brigade clearing Alexan-

drian streets, which we have reproduced in a reduced

fac-simile for our fifth illustration, is a good speci-

men of the work done in the Egyptian War by Mr.

Melton Prior for the Illustrated London News. It is

simple and expressive and lively. The scene is indi-

cated for us quite as much as need be, and the work

is evidently that of an able and experienced hand.

I may say here that, on account of the limited space,

tliis is the only representative of the Illustrated

News I am able to give. It would have been appro-

priate to have included with these specimens one of
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Mr. Simpson's clever and accomplished style ; uiid

otIierSj too, miylit have been introd\ieed with ad-

vantage. Mr. Prior, I should add, is a man of many
wars ; and has done, besides, much excellent work at

home in times of peace.

The sketch of the " llhinoccms Fiji-ht " is by

Mr. Herbert Johnson, who is on the Special Staff of

the (Inijj/iic. Mr. John.son, it will be rctnembcred,

accompanied U.K. II. the Prince of Wales in the

famous "proo-ress" through our Indian Emiiirc, and

the sketches thus furnished created much attention.

Our illustration is a fac-simile of one of them, and

represents one ol' the curious and somewhat brutal

exhibitions ar-

ranged for the

entertainment

of the distin-

guished visitors

by the Gaikwar

of Baroda. Mr.

Johnson writes

on the back of

the sketch :
—

"The fore-legs

of the animals

were chained.

This prevented

them moving

very fiist, and
their slow un-

gainly move-

ments as they

made for each

other with a

snort and a

grunt were al-

most ludicrous,

especially when
one, getting an

ugly prod, turn-

ed tail and made
an awkward at-

tempt at a

gallop. As was

the case in the

elephant and

buffalo fights,

the brutes were

separated direct-

ly they began

to get danger-

ous." Mr. John-

son, with his

coadjutor Mr.
F. A"il]iers, has

only recently

THE NAVAL ISEIGADE AT ALEXANDEIA.

il'rota the ahckh hy Mdlon Prior.)

returned from Egypt, where an adventure happened

to him which I give here, because it illustrates the

Special's audacious pertinacity and the difficulties

with which he has often to contend. Mr. Johnson

was attached to the Indian Division, whose advance

on Cairo was expected to be separate from that of the

main force under Sir Garnet Wolseley\ At the last

moment, however, the two columns were combined

;

when, as the regulations forbade more than one re-

])resentative of each journal accompanying a force in

the field, he became an outcast. Alert staff-officers

threatened arrest, imprisonment, expulsion from the

country ; and the Special was caught more than once

trying to smug-

gle himself to

Cairo disguised

as an officer's

servant, and

several times he

was ignomini-

ously hauled out

of hiding in

baggage-trucks.

At last he got

to Tel-el-Kebir

by crouching be-

tween trusses of

hay in a forage

train — where

the mosquitos

and the heat

rendered him

totally unrecog-

nisable. He
was thus able

to dodge staff-

officers and cen-

sors ; but hav-

ing no rations

of his own, and

being unable to

claim any from

the authorities,

he fell into des-

iderate straits.

He tells me
that he walked

all over the field

of Tcl-cl-Kebir

the day after

the battle there,

" looking for a

breakfast," and

finding none;

and at last,

worn out, he
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declared himself late in the afternoon to Sir Garnet,

who, under the circumstances, offered him a seat in

his train just starting for Cairo. All went well

afterwards, and

Mr. Villiers

being down with

fever, Mr. John-

son took his

place and re-

mained at Cairo

until ordered

home.

Mr.J.Robert

Brown, another

Graphic Special,

has a singular

power of rapid

and accurate

sketching. He
is versatile ; he

can sketch any-

thing, from a

printing-machine to a royal procession ; but his forte

is architecture. I have before me some sketches

which, if I had room, I should like to introduce

:

sketches of elaborate interiors, crammed with detail

and yet broad in treatment and large in style ; pic-

turesque bits of old Edinburgh and Newcastle, full of

individual charm ; and a view of Durham, which in

its way is a little triumph of pencil-work. Mr. Brown

is not a war Special; his dealings with the army

have been confined to reviews and sham-fights. But

he represented the Graphic at the Philadelphia Ex-

hibition, and also at the last universal bazaar at Paris.

He can tell also a sad tale of recent misery and

degradation in the west of Ireland, whither he was

sent, towards the close of Lord Beacousfield's last

administration. The sketch—our last—of horses in

a coal-mine—near Wilkes Carre, in the Wyoming
Valley, U.S.A.—is not, perhaps, thoroughly repre-

sentative of his work and style, but it is character-

istic, and it indicates well what can be done under

difficulties. In this case these were of no ordinary

kind. Anthracite, Mr. Brown tells me, " emitted gas

tremendously ; and the word was occasionally given

to ' escape as soon as we conveniently could

;

' in-

deed, it seemed time when Idue flames began to play

on the outside

of the

amps !

safety-

IN A COAL MINE

(From the iii.etch bu J. It. Broim.)

Mr. C. E.

Fripp, son of

the well-known

water-colourist,

is the youngest

of the Graphic

Sj)ecials. He
has already seen

much service,

having served

through the last

three wars in

South Africa

—

the Caffre, the

Zulu, and the

Transvaal. He
has a rare sketching talent, and indomitable energy

and pluck. I had hoped to give a fac-simile of his

sketch of the battle of Ulundi, the decisive engage-

ment in the Zulu War ; it is at once so suggestive,

picturesque, and expressive. That, however, is impos-

sible, and we must be content with his note—repro-

duced in our fou^rth picture, a page or two back—of

the battle of Unodwengo. Here, indeed, is the making

of a picture—the blue sky and mountains in the

bright morning light ; the swarms of Zulus in the

middle distance, the front ranks of our infantry blaz-

ing away at them, the rear ranks digging shelter

trenches ; and in the foreground a fine suggestion of

struggling men and horses. The battle with all its

romance and motion, its incidents and excitements,

its contrasts and amazing din, is delineated quite as

fully as need be ; and the sketch—which is six times

the size of our illustration—is an admirable specimen

of its kind. IMr. Fripp, I should mention, is one of

the ablest of figure-draughtsmen ; his South African

sketches show a notable grasp of character, both

individual and racial. Hakky V. Barnett.

CUKEENT AET.

TWO of our illustrations arc from works in the last

exhibition of the Royal Academy. Of these,

the first, which forms our frontispiece, was one of

many subject-pictures which last May received severe

handling from critics ; and that this was in some

respects thoroughly well merited we shall not attempt

to deny. In point of colour and brush-work this pic-

ture of the prince and his suiiffrv-douleiirs is far from

satisfactory ; its composition is weak and its expres-

sion artificial. Then Mr. Stacey has erred—rather

seriously we think—in investing the subject with a

sentimentality which really does not belong to it.
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It is by no means certain that the subject was worth

paintin*^ at all ; but if it was, the artist's view

should have been a humorous, not a solemn one.

For, reg".iril it how one will, the idea and the fact of

such a scapegoat are laughable and absurd; even the

serious a.'<pect it must have possessed for the whip-

])ing-boy himself is humorous, though the humour

is of a grim and gruesome kind. Besides, the

punishment thus awarded to the wrong person was

probably slight and formal, though painters and

story-tellers are no doubt within their rights in

making it as -terrible and as pathetic as may suit their

purposes. The whipping-boy is a familiar figure in

history. Mungo Murray was wlujjped for Charles I.,

and D'Ossat aud Du Perron, both of whom after-

wards came to be cardinals, were beaten by Pope

Clement VIII. for Henry IV. of France. Mr.

Stacey's boy is pi'obably Barnabas Fitzpatriek, who,

according to Fuller, stood for Edward VI. Mark
Twain has turned this minor episode of history to

very good account in his recent book for children,

"The Priuce and the Pauper:" even as Walter Scott

has dealt from a different point of view with another

of the tribe in the " Fortunes of Nigel."

Hermann Philips is a young painter of excep-

tional promise. Several canvases by him formed

the most gratifying and impressive contribution

to Mr. Colnaghi's recent exhibition at the Guardi

Gallery, which we have already reviewed in detail,

and which contained not a little strong technical

accomplishment by older and better known painters.

His excellence is essentially one of colour pure and

simple; colour which is not brilliant nor very re-

fined, but peculiarly rich, solemn, and individual.

Among the moderns there is little doubt he has

been influenced to some extent by Kaulbaeh, whose

work he greatly admires. But he is also an earnest

student of the great school of Venice—the school of

Titian, Tintoretto, and Paul Veronese. Not, how-

ever, that his colour is theirs. It is not without

reminiscences of the great colourists of Italy ; but in

the main it belongs to the modern German school,

from whose insincerities and jjaljjable tricks, how-

ever, it is free to a notable extent. It is somewhat

curious that, an admirer of Kaulbaeh, and trained in

the Kaulbaeh tradition, Hermann Philips should be

so feeljle a draughtsman as he is. In this respect,

indeed, his pictures are vigorous contradictions of Mr.

Kuskin's dictum, that a "faithful study of colour

will always give power over form." Doubtless

greater attention to form will be seen in future

work; but so far his apjireciation of it seems vague.

Much of his drawing is loose and sketchy in the

extreme, though we are far from saying that it is

without beautiful suggestions and possibilities of

grace. In the ])icture we have chosen for reproduc-

tion, for instance—" The Troubadour "—the advan-

tages of beautiful line seem to have been almost

totally neglected. In the landscape there is a touch

of the Venetian feeling modernised and enfeebled

:

the characteristic absence of rural life and labour ; the

familiar mountainous land and wild romantic forest

and rolling clouds, the broken foreground of rocks

and herbage and undulating tree-stem. But the

treatment of these is a little rough and a little

slovenly, and there are elements of exaggeration and

unfitness. The serene Italian melancholy has been

cast aside for a threatening and romantic gloom

;

and it becomes a question whether, in view of the

coming storm, these ladies and children would not

seek a necessary shelter and leave the troubadour

to waste his sweetness on the desert air. Tlie chief
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merits of the picture are its well-balanced, if sombre

colour, its broad, sincere, and expressive handling',

and its treatment, which, whether you agree with

it or not, is at least fresh and unhackneyed, and not

untouched with imagination. At tlie Guardi Gallery

it was hung in a remarkably bad light, so that its

qualities could not be properly seen. In point

of colour, beautiful though it be, it is not so not-

able as some of the painter's work : such as the

" Dame Allemande," which was a sort of rich and

hiscious feast, a full strong harmony that plunged

to say. It provokes in fact an interesting discus-

sion : How far is an artist justified in placing on his

canvas a double interest—that is to sav, an interest

of landscape and an interest of human life ? The
justification depends altogether upon the idea to

be expressed. Millet wished to paint the Angelus;

and he painted a group of figures and a landscape

which are co-existents—which belong to each other.

In themselves they are both interesting : field and

village would be beautiful without the peasants

;

and the pe:usants would tiuK^Ii our hearts apart from

NO TIDINGS.

(rainttd by Frank Hon, A.R.A. Exhibited at Messrs. Arthur Tooth and Sons' Gallrry.)

you deep in a dream of luxury. Certainly for one so

young—Hermann Philips is, we believe, about thirty

years old—the painter's work is of singular beauty

and power ; and if he manages to avoid the ruinous

insincerities of what has been happily dubbed the

School of Bric-;\-Brac, there seems no reason why he

should not become the greatest colourist of his time.

As an artist in the full sense of the word he has yet

much to learn, and also not a little to unlearn; as

a colourist pure and simple, and judged only by
these half-dozen paintings at Mr. Colnaghi's, he

has already done good things.

Of Mr. Yeend King's " Freshwater Sailors,"

the original of our large engraving, exhibited at the

Society of British Artists, there is something more

168

village and field. But the two together blend into

a perfect expression of the painter's thought. Here,

indeed, humanity and landscape are utilised at once

to one end—the Angelus ; but since the object is

absolutely human, the landscape is rightly treated as

a subordinate though an essential j)art of the whole.

Take either away from the other, and the Angelus

ceases to sound.

Now we have applied this test very practically

to Mr. Yeend King's work. Regarded altogether,

and without reference to its title, it is a landscape

—

a glimpse along the valley of a stream, under a bright

sun and a broken sky ; in the distance, a village

nestling at the base of undulating hills ; in short, an

ordinary English landscape, painted with breadth
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and solidity, with feeling for sunlight and air. The

urchins are entirely secondary ; they are jjainted with

such subordination to the general effect that they

might almost be overlooked, as indeed they ought to

be ; they constitute an appropriate but by no means

a necessary incident. But it appears from the title

that the object the artist had in view was not to

paint an effect of shadow and sunshine, the contrast

and glory, of an English summer's day, but rather

to give us a piquant study of boys engaged in what

is perhaps the most serious and absorbing of boyish

occupations. The result is that we can take his

Freshwater Sailors clean out of his landscape, not

only without either suffering from the dislocation,

but also without our losing an iota of the expression

of his idea. Here they are. Freshwater Sailors, every

inch of them ; rags, earnestness,

gesture, humoui-, boyishness, and

all ; the story is quite as completely

told as is necessary. The truth is,

Mr. King has painted two pictures

on one canvas ; that both in them-

selves are commendable and even

admirable ; but (unlike Millet's

landscape and peasants) neither is

necessary to the other to express his

main idea—at least as that idea is

indicated by the title. Of course

a certain amount of landscape, as

may be seen by a reference to our

cut, was appropriate, as an aid to

expression and as an accessory

;

our contention is that Mr. King

has given us far too much. Still,

the picture is uncommonly clever.

In fact we may say that it is too

uncommonly clever ; for even its

faults are due to cleverness rather

than to want of perception or an

inability to think. And we may
add that cleverness is the great

and immediate danger, not for

Mr. King only, but for the whole

of the young and promising school

to wliich he belongs.

In " No Tidings," figured in

our third engraving, Mr. Holl has

painted a picture which, in point

of unaffected human interest and

simplicity of .style, is not only one

of his best, but one which on the

whole is better than anything of

Its kind we have seen for some

years. It is better than Israels,

for it is simpler and less mannered,

and there is no impertinence of

technique to divert attention from the story. In

technical qualities, indeed, it contains much that is

honest and right. It has rich and sombre colour ; a

handling at once powerful, direct, and restrained;

a strong though unexaggerated effect of light and

shade, and an original scheme of grouping. But, as

we have said, these qualities are not impertinent;

they are subordinated to the main interest, to the

telling of the story; and though admirable in a high

degree, they affect far less than the sentiment they

are made to express. It is not at all a bad instance

indeed of a picture telling its story without a title.

The idea is where it ought to be—on the canvas;

and every part of the work helps to formulate it,

to make it not only visible but clear. The in-

terior speaks for itself. The fisher-lads brooding

LE DOMINO NOIE,

(From the Draicing by Naroiw. ExhihUul at Mr. M'Lcan's aulliri/.)
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stolidly, as lads will ; the mother gazing into the

light that is more storm and wet and wind and salt

spray than sunshine ; the fifirl's uns|K)ken sympathy,

expressal in the gentle touching of lier mother's h;ind

—all these speak with a jiathos no less simi)le than

true. Not one ol" these humble Usher- folk regards the

sjiectator—they dare not look at themselves. Tliey

are gatliered together in their trouble away from

outer things, and in a silence laden with tliought,

unspoken but understood. Even the shadows are

deep with the mystery and gloom of the cruel sea,

and the light struggling in at the little window

brings, with memories of the storm's turmoil, a wet

radiance that saves hope from sinking to despair, and

with its faint and transient splendour gives promise of

better things, of " good tidings'' and joy and peace.

Signor Navone's brisk and lively little water-

colour, " IjC Domino Noir," the original of our

fourth engraving, is a rather superior example of the

aforesaid School of Bric-h-Brac. If its invention is

slight, and the subject a trifle artificial, the draughts-

manship is dexterous, and the colour is neither in-

artistic nor unrefined; in short, the execution is far

less tricky, and the sentiment, such as it is, less

obviously conventional than is usual in works of its

class. Of that class, and its weaknesses and im-

pertinences, we have already spoken more than once

;

there is therefore no necessity for repeating our views

in this place. Nor is there much to be said of " Le

Domino Noir " itself. So far as we know, it has no

history; it might stand fairly well for an illustra-

tion to Auber's brilliant opera; and on the other

hand it may have been painted with no such aim.

So far as intention and detail go, it is just like

scores of other works of its order ; but it is lifted

above their level by a less flimsy and insincere tech-

nique, and by a touch of nature rarely seen in them.

In our last illustration we give an engraving of

what, all things considered, was certainly the best

piece of scidpture in last year's exhibition at the

Royal Academy—the " St.-Jean " of M. Auguste

Rodin. This statement may surprise, inasmuch as

it is more than probable that most visitors never saw

M. Rodin's bust at all. It was badly placed in the

background amidst a number of sugary nothings and

lifeless ineptitudes, where the public never wander

—

where, too, that remarkable person the newspaper

critic rarely ventui-es, and then only to disregard or

to condemn. In short, it attracted little notice, least

of all from the critics ; and this is the more un-

accountable because, in spite of its being in a bad

light, and at a scarcely proper distance from the

ground, its union of vigour and dignity and intensity

could not fail to fix the attention of any one who

had eyes to see. A bronze replica of the head of a

complete statue, it is as striking in its technique

and in its conception as anything we know of pro-

duced in this century. Considered as modelling pure

and simple, it appears a masteri)iece of delicacy,

truth, and understanding. The sculj)tor'K methoil

—

his iiandling, his style—is at once sensitive, broad,

and expressive, and is founded upon, if it does not

attain to, that of the purest and noblest practice of

the Renaissance. In this respect, indeed, M. Rodin

has assimilated the master-quality of all great art

—

simplicity ; and to this he allies an insight at once

delicate and keen, a fine distinction, and an imagi-

nation of the loftiest and most vivid type. Nothing

in modern sculjiture, unless it be his own work, can

be found to equal the subtlety and refinement, the

delicacy and reality of the features in this St. John

;

just as the head, with its simple and strenuous

virility, its imposing truth of gesture, and its in-

tensity of expression, is a real and great creation.

As a general rule sculpture—more than any

other form of art, perhaps—is condemned to suffer

in a flat reproduction, and the present instance is

no exception. The distinction and intensity of the

features have dwindled; and yet, in spite of these

faults, which to some extent are unavoidable, the illus-

tration suggests—as well perhaps as wood-engraving

can—the aspect and sentiment of the real thing.

It is a bust, however, to be seen; and once seen

it is likely never to be forgotten. Even those who

fail to appreciate its rarer and nobler qualities con-

fess that it is at least strong and telling. These,

however, are the least of its merits; it is rather as

an example of imaginative art, as an expression of

human sentiment, and as a successful combination

of modern realism with classic ideality, that it de-

serves to be studied and remembered.

Of ;M. Rodin himself there will presently be much

to say. For the moment we shall but note that he is

a pupil of Barye, and that—after years of toil and

obscurity—he made his first great stroke at the Salon

of 1880, with an "Age d'Airain," a superb nudity:

of a man in the prime of years and the fulness of

strength. It was designed and modelled with irre-

sistible authority; it was instinct with imagination

and the quality of style ; it revealed a great sculp-

tor. But it was savagely criticised for all that :
as

realism, naturalism, and a score of "isms" beside. It

was succeeded, in 1881, by the " St.-Jean," exhibited

in the Salon, and again last year at Vienna. In

Paris it attracted a good deal of attention, and was

visited with a good deal of enmity and respect ; at

Vienna it was ill placed, and had to yield to work

of no more account than Idrac's " Salammbo." It

is larger than life, and entirely naked ; the hand is

raised in a large and imposing gesture—as of one who

sways a listening multitude ; the head is thrown

back, and the mouth is open in the act of speech.
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It is the presentment o£ a kind of inspired santon, standing, was hardly seen. Just now the artist is

a desert saint, a wild and awful eremite, sunburned engaged upon a pair of colossal bronze doors for

and savage, desperate with fasts and vigils and the the Palais des Aits Deeoratifs. The subject is the

ST. -JEAN.

(From the Bronze hi) Augustc Rodiii. ExhMted at the Royal Acadtmy, ISSi.)

possession of a great, implacable idea. Last year

M. Rodin exhibited nothing but portraits. In Paris

those of MM. Carrier-Beleuse and Jean-Paul Laurens

were prodigiously successful ; in London that of

Professor Legros, its extraordinary merit notwith-

" Diviua Commedia,^' and the work will be in relief.

Some parts of it exist already in the round :— a super-

human " Dante ;
" a lovely and affecting " Paolo and

Francesea ;
" a terrible " Ugolino." There is nothing

like them in modern sculpture.





IL RAMOSCELLO.

{raintal by Dante Gabriel Itossetti. By Permission 0/ W. Gmliam, Esq.
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ROSSETTI AS A PAINTER.

ACERTAIN mystery hung always over tlie name

ami the work of Rossetti while he lived. To

the world at large his performances alike in poetry

and painting were for years known only hy hearsay.

At length, in 1S70, he publislied a Vdlume of verse

which proved him to be truly a poet ; hut his

pictures, with very few exceptions, still remained

unknown except to the mem-
bers of a small private circle.

By them—b}' us, I had almost

written, only that in fact I

was one of those who touched

that circle from without, and

never strictly belonged to it

—

but however by the group of

Rossetti's immediate friends

and disciples, these pictures,

which the public never saw,

were from the first regai-ded

with an admiration language

seemed inadequate to express.

The woi-k that long appealed

so powerfully to a few has

now, since the artist's death,

been submitted for the first

time to public criticism. The"!

winter exhiljition at the Royal

Academy, and another held

more privately in the rooms

of the Burlington Fine Arts

Club in Savile Row, have
(

afforded to those who sought

it an opportunity of estimat-

ing Rossetti's powers as a

painter for themselves. What,

we have now to ask, has been

the impression made, and what

is the verdict to be recorded ?

The court whose judgment

has been invited is after all

from the nature of the case

a limited one. The great

majority of persons have no

eyes in art for anything

which is not either a direct

reflection of their eveiy-day

experience, or else a repetition

of conventions with which

habit has already made them
familiar. To them the work
of Rossetti can hardly appeal.

169

His art is as remote from realism (ju the one liaiid,

as it is from commonplace artistic iiction on the

other; it is at once acutely original, and almost

exclusively poetical and imaginative. Not that I

would by any means be inidcrstood to imply that

in order to lie poetical and imaginative, art must

necessarily deal, as that of Rossetti most commonly

KING RENE S IlnNKntOON.

(raintfd hij D. G. nusselti. Ily I'n 0/ J. II. Trist. L-»q.)
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1 did, with far-fetched and visionary conceptions. The

most snbstantial trinmphs of poetry and imagina-

tion are doubtless their triumphs over flesh and

blood ; the strongest and most enduring art is that

which finds its material in the normal operations of

nature and destiny, discovering and asserting elements

of mystery and impressiveness, of tragic or heroic

import, in the ordinary relations of human beings to

the universe and to one another. To do this, to do it

with convincing and commanding power, is, let us

admit, the task of the great central artists of the

world : but then of these how small has at any time

been the number ! and how difficult has at all times

been their task ! In the modern age especially, how

all but insuperable seems the difficulty which besets

the artist, of reconciling the claims of beauty and in-

terest in his work with the claims of reality and truth.

So man}' elements of beauty and interest have been

banished out of life, so many of comfortable dulness

or comfortless turmoil have been substituted. The

outward and collective aspects of our civilised exist-

ence tend daily to grow more monotonous and in-

expressive :—dim, colourless myriads swarming in

smoky twilight through featureless wildernesses of

stucco and brick, what in good truth is an artist

to make of us ? I speak especially of the pictorial

artist : for the wi'iter the case is not so b-.rd, since

the principal business of literature is with the mind

and heart, and civilisation cannot so tame and vul-

garise men's inward and spiritual parts as it has

proved itself able to tame and vulgarise his outside.

Occasionally, indeed, there appears a painter having

an eye for the dignity and beauty still latent

in familiar things, one who can reveal an affinity

between the commonest shows of life and the rarest

—between the gestures to be observed every day in

field or street and those immortalised in Parthenon

sculptures and Vatican frescoes. Such painters, each

occupied in his tentative, imperfectly accomplished,

English way with the finer aspects and more poetical

suggestions of the actual life round about him,

were Mason and Walker among ourselves : such

was a sterner and more masculine master in France,

J.-F. Millet. But for the soul athirst for pictorial

colour and splendour and variety, satisfaction in the

actual world truly is hard to find. Such a soul is

almost inevitably tempted afield in search of its

delight : other ages and imaginary worlds allure it,

and to the treasures which it brings back there clings

a character of far-sought curiosity and strangeness.

It is precisely this character of curiosity and

strangeness, of beauty not found at hand but sought

longingly and far; which constitutes the so-called

A'omantic clement in modern art. Now Rossetti was

' essentially a romantic : I have even heard him exjiress

a doubt whether familiar themes and surroundings,

and every-day passions and affections, were capable in

the modern world of yielding effective material to art

at all. At any rate his own instincts led him irresist-

ibly to the choice of material of an opposite kind

;

and if his work differs from that of other romantic

artists, it is chiefly in that he was more than they

were to the manner born. In the midst of the Nine-

teenth Century he belonged by nature rather than by

effort to the Middle Age, the age when the colours

of life were most vivid and varied, and the sense of

supernatural agencies most alive. Dante Rossetti

was thus truly and not artificially akin to the master

after whom he was named. His genius resembled

that of the real Dante, not indeed in strength, yet

in complexion. He had the same cast and tendency of

imagination as inspired the poet of the "Vita Nuova"

(To embody all the passions and experiences of the

numan heart in forms of many-coloured personifica-

^on and symbol : he was moreover driven by some-

thing like the same unrelaxing stress and fervour

of temperament, so that even in middle age, which

he had almost reached when I first knew him, it

.seemed scarcely less true to say of Rossetti than of

Dante himself, that

" Like flame within the naked hand,

His body bore his burning heart."

A mind teeming with coloured and mystical ima-

gery, and a sustained high temperature or intense

habit of the soul—these, then, were the gifts with

which Rossetti grew up, and began before the close of

boyhood to attempt both poetry and painting. The

time was one more favourable in England to literature

than to the sister arts. The great poets of the open-

ing century had been acting iipon the minds of two

generations, and even of those most decried at the

outset the virtues had by this time made themselves

felt; while of the new generation the chief poet was

Tennyson, in whose chiselled and jewelled verses

themes alike classical, mystic, and modern were em-

bodied with equal accomplishment and grace. A poet

beginning to write at such a time and in such an

atmosphere was without excuse if his work lacked

at any rate form and finish. Accordingly we find

that the poetry of Rossetti was remarkable, first as

last, for the qualities of technical expertness and

resource, and whether it stands or falls with pos-

terity, it will at any rate not fall from the fault of

inadequate workmanship. As an artist in English

verse he shows himself unquestionably master of

his materials.

"With Rossetti as a painter the case is different.

The years during which he grew to manhood were

those when the state of English painting was at

its worst. In landscape, the genius of the aged

Tm-ner had wasted itself in fantastic experiments.
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unci hopeless beatings of leai-us-\vinf;-s a<i;:iinst tlie

sun, wliile the sane examples of the Norfolk school

and of Constable, operative and fruitful as they

liad proved beyond the Channel, had found no ful-

lowinjj at home. In tigure-painting' there at the

same time reig-ned almost exclusively a spirit either

of lifeless :K'ademic convention or else of Hinisy

domestic and historical anecdote : men of the pith

and vigour of Madise or Dyce were exceptions,

and beginners of high aim like Watts and Madox

Brown found no encouragement. In such a state of

things a si)irit like the young Rossetti felt as if he

had nothing to learn from contemporary teaching.

The schism which he headed among the students of

his time was a movement, half, indeed, of serious and

enthusiastic purpose, but half also, as is justly said

in the preface of the Burlington Club catalogue, of

whimsical and contemptuous revolt against what he

held to be the brainlessness and triviality of the

time. The name "Pre-Raphaelite" was so far

justified in that, as the primitive j^ainters of Italy

and the Netherlands had been men of fervent soul

seeking to recover the means of expression in a lost

art, so also these young Englishmen had in them

something which truly craved expression, and so,

at least in their judgment, had the true aims and

methods of painting been in their time once more as

good as lost. They felt that they had to begin again

from the beginning, with such helj), indeed, as they

could get from men like-minded with themselves, but

with none from authority or tradition ; and they set

to work accordingly.

Great needs to be the courage of the artist who

thus rebels against authority, and declines to profit

by the teaching of his time. In the technical and

material processes of art, it is so easy, com2>ara-

tively speaking, to reach mastery by mounting on

the shoulders of others, so difiieult to fight your

way to it alone. Let the seceder possess what

gifts and make what efforts he will, his work is

certain to retain for long, if not for always, a cha-

racter of crudeness and inexperience. When we

look at the work of the early, the original Pre-

Raphaelite schools of Europe, we are not put out

by faults of proportion and perspective, because we

know that the laws of proportion and perspective

had not yet been discovered ; but when we look at

the work of a modern artist, and perceive these or

kindred faults, we feel that he is not technically up

to the standard of his time : that in a word he is

in some degree not a master but an amateur. Now
taking the paintings of Rossetti all together, it is

impossible, I think, to deny that they bear in some

measure to the last this stamp of technical inexperi-

ence and amateurship. Some brilliant and original

excellences, even of the technical kind, he indeed in

the course of practice acipiired ; but they are rarely

ipiite harmoniously balanced, or free from an ad-

mixture of failure in other directions. To some

of Rossetti's contemporaries, his vivid realisation of

mediaeval life and legend, his glowing and rich vein

of symbolism, whereby spiritual conceptions of a

new and highly impassioned kind were invested

with appropriate bodily form and colour, were things

that spoke with a peculiar and thrilling power. In

their eyes what mattered the artist's shortcomings,

provided he was capable of thus stirring them to the

deepest fibres of their souls ? To others, in whom
the same fibres are less awake, it must be expected

that of such work as this the weaknesses, exaggera-

tions, and self-repetitions will alone or principally

be pert'eptible. The business of criticism is to try

and anticipate the impressions of posterity, striking

a balance between the enthusiasm of some and the

dislike or indifference of others.

Rossetti's artistic career as a painter may be most

conveniently divided, I think, into three periods.

The first period extends from the artist's boyhood

to about his thirty-fourth year (18i7—1SG2) ; the

second from 1»G^ to 1870; the third from 1870

till his death last spring. In the first period Ros-

setti's aim in art was almost entirely of the dra-

matic and narrative kind ; his pictures were almost

always intended to embody a story, and represented

several figures engaged in a combined action. The

subject and inspiration are sometimes Ckristian and

ascetic, sometimes literary and romantic ; very often

they are drawn directly from Dante, and only in

one imijortant instance from modern life. The

scrijjtural and mystical vein seems predominant at

the outset, and is best represented by two oil-

paintings, the "Girlhood of Mary Virgin" {1849)

and the "Ecce Aneilla Domini" (1850), and one

water-colour sketch, the "Annunciation^^ (1852).

In these the sentiment is singularly pure and

poignant, corresponding, as closely as painting can

correspond with poetry, to that of the early lyric of

the " Blessed Damozel." The two oil pictures, with

their clear and fair keys of colour, and their careful

precision of drawing (the intention insufficiently aided

by knowledge), are as interesting an expression as

can be found of the spirit of fervent and ascetic

Christian piety which has inspired more than one

grouj) of painters in a century ; as Cornelius and his

companions in Germany, and afterwards Scheffer and

Flandrin in France. The key changes as time goes on,

and Rossetti's religious paintings towards the close

of this same period become full of dramatic invention

and flaming colour : witness the large and striking,

by no means thoroughly accomplished, altar-piece

from Llandafl: Cathedral ; the rich and subtle, though

in truth over-elaborate, " ^lary Magdalene at the
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Door of Simon the Pharisee ;
" or best of all, the ad-'

mirable water-colour called " Bethlehem Gate," where

in the darkness an aureoled dove precedes the flight of

the Holy Family, one scarlet-winged angel peremp-

torily leading the mother by the wrist, while another

closes the gate througli which are seen the soldiers

of Herod already at their work. Among our own
illustrations is an example of this vein of Rossetti's

work, in the shape of a rough and slight, but charac-

teristic, drawing of Mary and John at the foot of the

Cross ; note the passionate feeling in the two chief

ligures, and the new thought in that of the discijjle

driving off a flight of crows or vultures in the back-

ground. Of Rossetti's romantic and literary predi-

lections during this period, the evidence is contained,

first, in the early designs in line or water-colour

suggested by Faust, by Coleridge's Genevieve, by the

story of Lucrezia Borgia, by that of some French

marquise of the Brinvilliers type buying poison to

murder her rival, and again by ]\Ir. Browning's
" Pippa Passes.''' Next, or almost contemporary with

these, come the designs and water-colour pictures to

the Arthurian cycle, in the production of which

Rossetti was strongly influenced by the poetry of

TUE VIEGIN AT THE FOOT OF THE CEOSS.

(Drawn by D. O. JlossMi. Ily Permission of A. Lcgros, Jisq.)
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Tennyson, with others inspired by various le<,'onds of Dante's Portrait," the "Dante on the Anniversary

tiie Middle A.,^'. Tyi.iual examples are the "Arthur's of 15eatrice's Death," and "Dante's Dream of the

Tomb," the " Wediling of St. Geortre," " La Belle Death of Beatrice." These arc all water-colours of

Dame Saus Merci," and the mystic and often repeated the years 1850—1855, and arc amon^^ the best and

STUDY OF A UEAD.

{Drawn hy D. O. lioasiUi. Jiij Piriiiission o/ A. Legros, llsq.)

" How They Met Themselves." Our illustration of

"King Rene's Honeymoon" represents another theme

several times repeated by the artist about the same

time. Lastly, his master and poet of poets, Dante,

inspired first of all the somewhat crude and boyish,

though already ingenious and vivid, " Dante's Meet-

ing with Beatrice," next the " Giotto Paintin;^

soundest as well as the most thoughtful and deeply

felt work of the artist's life : the last is the same

design which towards 1870 he worked out in oil, and

on a heroic scale, with modifications that to my mind

are not improvements.

To this first period belongs also the beginning

of Rossetti's single and exceptional, never-finished
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picture of modem life, called " Fouud/' The design

is sliown in a little pen-drawing of 1853; the work-

ing out was attempted and dropped again at intervals

till the end of the artist's life. Isolated parts only

reached completion, of which the woman's head is by

far the most interesting, and shows a rare power in

the rendering of acute and complex emotional exj)res-

sion. The figure and action of the man are marked

by some of the weakness of the early Pre-Raphaelite

ideals ; the calf in the market-cart is an excellent

piece of realistic work ; but the artist either lacked

interest in or command over the details of the

London landscape. In order that his work might

be finished, and its parts brought into relation with

one another, these details were still needing to be

filled in when he died.

To sum up generally the characteristics of this

period, the first are vividness and ingenuity of dra-

matic presentment, the idea so predominating over the

matter that actions are allowed to appear as strained,

and compositions as naif, as they please, provided only

the emotional and intellectual points are driven home.

These are among the qualities whereby Rossetti's work
is oljviously and spontaneously allial to that of the

INIiddle Age : others are his enjoyment of the quaint

invention of costumes and furniture, and the weight

of symbolical meaning which he makes every circum-

stantial detail and accessory bear. Others, again, are

his neglect of the elements of chiaroscuro and atmos-

phere in painting, and his delight in and insistence on

the element of colour. Many of the little pictures of

this time flash and glow like jewels or the fragments

of some gorgeous painted window. Sometimes this

brilliancy and variegation of colour is carried to a

point where harmony is left quite behind ; in other

instances, as in Mr. Boyce's beautiful version of the
" Meeting of Dante and Beatrice in Purgatory," a

water-colour of 1852, a scheme of extraordinary

daring, as it were malachite and emerald, sapphire

and turquoise and lapis-lazuli set side by side, is

nevertheless so treated as to satisfy as well as amaze
the colour-sense. Always interesting by their stamp
of poetry and romance, and to those to whom they

more especially appeal, thrilling by their poignancy of

emotion, and originality and vividness of colour, these

were the little pictures that had so powerful an effect

on the minds of a few of Rossetti's contemporaries

and juniors. Aided by his own magnetic personality

and contagious fire of spirit, by his impulsive and
generous temper, and his persuasive and authoritative

power of speech, the work he did at this time made
him, to every spirit susceptible of imaginative and
poetical influences with whom he came in contact,

a focus of inspiration such as no other man has been
in England in our time.

During the next period, from 1SG;3 onwards, the

dramatic and narrative aims which had hitherto pre-

dominated in Rossetti's painting' gradually ceased to

inspire it. A few, indeed, of his finest small water-

colours in the old vein, with some added freedom of

action and depth and variety of tone, still belong to

this period : such are the " Hesterna Rosa," which in

quality and expression curiously recalls the work of

Delacroix, the " Merciless Lady," the " Fight for a

Woman," and the "Return of Tibullus to Delia;" all

four belonging to about 1805-07. But the charac-

teristic products of the new time are single female

heads and half-figures in oil. Such subjects Rossetti

generally repeated in more than one different version

or replica, and the more important of them he always

carefully worked out first in the shape of a cartoon in

coloured chalk. Occasionally the theme is still sug-

gested by literature, as " Beata Beatrix " by Dante,

and the " Bride " by the Song of Solomon ; but

more commonly it is of the artist's own invention.

Rossetti's invention in this order of subjects is of two
kinds. Either he simply takes some type of beauty

that interests him, attires her in gorgeous and far-

fetched ornaments, and strains all his powers to ex-

press as he feels it the mere sensuous charm of

womanhood a7id rich array : or else he invests her

with a halo of intellectual attributes and secondary

meanings, making of herself a personification, and a

symbol of everything that adorns her.

Central examples of the former class are " Monna
Vanna" and the "Blue Bower," which mean nothing

more than is apparent to the eye. A minor example,

quiet in colour and comparatively simple in treatment,

but of great beauty and delicacy, is the " Ramoscello,"

engraved, by the kind leave of its owner, Mr. William

Graham, for the frontispiece of this article. The

name of the subject is taken from the spray of foliage

the sitter holds in her hands. Another of our illus-

trations, the charming outline reproduced in Fig. 3,

represents one of the rapid chalk studies from life

which preceded in Rossetti's practice the preparation

of his more elaborate chalk cartoons for j)ictures : it

is the property of Professor Legros : a number of

fine studies of the same kind were exhibited in the

d(nvu-stairs room at the Burlington Club. Of the

other class of Rossetti's single figures, the symbolical

and intellectual personifications, central examples are

"Sibylla Palmifera" and "Venus Verticordia," the

one personifying the mystery of beauty, the other

the sweetness and the sting of love, and each so

charged with meaning that fully to express it the

painter-poet has had to employ both his arts, and

to accompany his picture with a sonnet.

Beginning, after a few earlier essays like the

" Bocca Baciata" (1859), with the first "Beata

Beatrix " and the " Aurelia " (1803), the productions

of this class and period include certainly all that
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is most ti'chnicully acoomj)lisli('d, it not wliat is most

slrikiiif^'ly inteivstinj'' and sii<;'«>;t'stivo, in llossetti's

work as a painter. He by decrees acijuired lnvadtli

and ease and a real mastery in the desi<^n of tliese

sinj^-le Tcmale halt'-li<^iires and liead.s. Certain quali-

ties of oil-paititin-;' also he mastered with entire

sueeess. Depth of tone and ehiaroseuro he as yet did

not seek, but ho attacked and vanquished the most

dariii<>' ])rol)lems of colour in equal and diffu.stxl lijjht.

For the combination of keen and ilashiny intensify

with mystery and delig-htfulness of quality, his paint-

ings of tissues and jewels and flowers at this period

stands, it is no extravagance to say, alone in art.

Witness the cornflowers and passion-flowers, the

hawthorn tiles and green robes, and amethyst and

ruby and turquoise-enamel jewellery, of the "JJlue

Uower : " or the roses and hon(>ysuckIes and butter-

flies of the " Venus Yerticordia." Splendid and

elaborate as are these details, they are nevertheless

in each case kept duly subordinate to the effect and

haiTnony of the general scheme.

In flesh-painting Rossetti's manner is less assured,

but in those faces which he has not afterwards

spoiled by retouching, he obtained a fine quality of

bloom and charm, with much delicacy of modelling

and shadow; the "Blue Bower," in spite of the

unattractive facial type, is nevertheless, from its

pure and unretouehed condition, the best example.

The gloss and mystery of hair, also, Rossetti could

render with admirable cunning, but what he most

cared for in the face was the exj^ression of soul, and

accordingly it is on the oi-gans of the soul, the eyes

and mouth, that his chief efforts are concentrated.

In the setting and colouring and expression of the

feminine eye he in truth exhibits an extraordinary

mastery. From the pale grey unshadowed ones that

seem to swim in the head of the " Beloved,'" to the

sombre orbs and " tenderest regretful gaze " of the

" Proserpina," eyes so beautifully drawn and painted,

and of such impassioned and such various appeal, are

scarcely to be found in the whole i"ange of painting.

But with mouths Rossetti was much less successful.

A few there are, in the pictures of this time, beauti-

fully drawn and delicately modelled indeed ; but before

long he begins to let his ideals run away with him.

The great change, as it seems to me, happens

about 1S7(), after the completion of the gorgeous
" Mariana " and of the large, laboured, and, as 1

cannot but think, unsatisfying "Dante's Dream."

Many of Rossetti's admirers are accustomed to

write of the works produced after this date—the

" Veronica Veronese," the " Ghirlandata," the

" Vision of Fiammetta "—in language of super-

lative and unmeasured praise, as though they were

at least equal to the best of similar creations of the

preceding years. To me it seems, on the contrary,

that they exhibit for the most part a manifest

falling-off in artistic sanity and .self-control. They

are always, indeed, the work of a ])oet, of a man
wlio perceives thinfjs through a medium of strong

imaginative emotion, and who has striven, in these

visionary shapes, to express a profound and fervent

sense of the power of licauty and sex, and of the

awe and mystery of life. Tlicre is always a fine in-

tention to be discerned in them : in the concei>tion,

an abundant wealth of ideas, of that involved, sym-

bolical kind which lend themselves equally to verbal

and pi(,-torial expression, and cannot be got jierfectly

intelligible in either : in the realisation, a striving

after sweep and grandeur of design, with imi)res-

siveness of type and splendour and sug'gestiveness of

detail. But the artist, as I have already indicated,

has become the slave o. nis own predilections. He
has found a particular cast of beauty, with lips at

once full and pining, and eyes overshadowed l)y a

great thundei'-cloud of hair—he has found this, and

the length of throat, the litheness of limb and sinu-

ousness of pose that go with it, so consonant to his

imaginative mood, that he repeats them again and

again, sometimes with a mechanical insistence and

exaggeration, especially in the drawing and colouring

of the mouth, that almost degenerate into caricature.

Technically he aims more and more at depth of tone,

and at the same time his sense of colour becomes

sicklied. In the flesh particularly, he in many
pictures of this date gets a morbid tint into the

shadows, and a dragging and stringy quality into

the handling, that stand in the strongest contrast

to the work of his healthier days.

Unfortunately during these latter years the desire

came upon Rossetti to retouch, and as he thought

imjjrove, many of his earlier pictures. Most of those

so treated have suffered cruelly in consequence

;

witness, especially, the almost ruined " Lilith " ex-

liibited at the Burlington Club. Again, what a

decay of the colour-sense is shown in the un-

wholesome pink stars and haloes, the dusky hot-

ness and livid shadows of the "Blessed Damozcl"!

what a change, in the whole cast and temjier of the

imagination, from the mood in which the poem itself

had been written thirty years before ! In this new
series of mystic and symbolic, or merely sumptuous

and fanciful, female incarnations painted in the last

twelve years of Rossetti's life, there seems indeed to

Ije only one, and that is the " Proserpina," flt to be

chosen as a thoroughly adequate and worthy example

of his powers. I speak of the best of the several

versions of the theme, that exhibited at the Burlington

Club, and belonging to !Mr. AV. A. Turner : which

is indeed, I think, as impressive and finely wrought

a piece of poetical art as modern painting- has to

show. Sidney Coi.vin.
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AN OLD ENGLISH MANOE HOUSE.

IIKRE nie few pla<?es in Eng-

land which are so completely

pervaded with the true sen-

timent of the early days of

English civilisation as the

subject of this paper—nor

does the spirit of modest and

homely dignity breathe else-

where more eloquently from

landscapes, gardens, and buildings at once. I can

imagine no more thorough relief from the oppres-

sive sense of the pretension and fussiness which is

becoming the characteristic of our modern buildings,

as it is of contemporary life, than a visit to this idyl-

lic monument of an earlier, simpler, and not less

worthy age—a relief which will not be limited to the

time spent in a visit. The vision of it should be a

resting-place in the memory, as well as a standard of

quiet, dignified,

and unobtru-
sive worth.

The place

of which

I speak is

1 ''htham

lOHTUAM MOAT HOUSE.— I. : THE SUUTH BRIDGE.

Moat House. It is some six miles from Sevenoaks,

and you drive to it past Seal, where is a late Gothic

church with a rather good tower well placed, and
past the boundaries of Knole Park.

It is situated in a small and well-wooded valley,

but with a rapid fall from the level of the moat to

a lake below. The stream from the valley above is

conducted into the moat at several points. Thus the

water is always fresh, clear, and wholesome. The
idea of stagnation, duckweed, and perhaps of fetid

vapour which one is apt to associate with ancient

moats is here particularly wide of the mark. Dark
clear water with motion enough to make trout at

home and happy in it, the murmuring of falling

water breaking the silence of the valley—these are

as truly in harmony with the house, which is yet a

dwelling and a home, as are stillness and decay with

other monuments of antiquity from which life has

long since departed. But though the sense of present

life is of the essence of the scene, the sense of an-

tiquity is in no way diminished. Ightham seems to

have had the rare fortune, so far as a visitor can

judge from the result, of having been continuously

under the control of owners of discretion and taste,

which has kept it clear of the danger of neglect, and

the still greater peril of pretension.

The little valley, enclosed by a modest

rising ground on the right, with the course

of the stream which feeds the moat duly

indicated in the upper valley, the half-tim-

bered building shutting in the view on the

loft, the forest and evergreen trees grown

shapely in the sheltered ground, the hedges

of clipped yew— all these form the perfect

setting of the house itself, and have the rare

note of having grown with it and for it;

while here and there a line of ancient yews,

once ])lanted for a fence and long since grown

beyond the power of trimming into long

straggling trunks and boughs, shows that

old English gardening was not so different

from that which we are apt to associate

with the formalities of the last two cen-

turies. The colouring which such scenes

take in the " inward eye " of memory must
generally be influenced by the circumstances

of season, weather, and companionship under

which they were first seen. When I saw

Ightham for the first, and not I hope for

the last time, the season was winter, the

weather was foggy with a misting rain, and
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a nioilenito height above the adjoining

liuiklings. The slairea.se is in one plane

witli its walls, and is indicated externally

the narrow windows only. There are

traces to be seen of the ancient draw-

In-idge, which is now replaced hy a per-

manent stone structure. To rig-lit and

left of this feature the biiildings are

of equal height. The upper storey, of

timber construction and overhanging

the moat, is on three sides completely

covered with plaster. Originally, no

doubt dark oak timbers contrasted with

white plaster between, and gave a far

more picturesque result; and the fenes-

tration has been considerably modified

since the first building. But the gate-

way tower is jiractically intact, and is

an excellent example of the amount of

dignity which is compatible with mode-

rate scale and modesty of aim. Why
is it that so many ancient buildings of

the most homely proportions seem such

as would not derogate from the highest

feudal dignity ? while the costly and

ambitious efforts of our own day seem

worthy only to glorify the shoddy wealth

of an advertising and adulterating trades-

man ? I take it that this gateway was

the company of one from whose song there "breathes

the mild and almost mythic time of England's prime"

seemed to be the only point in my favour. But in the

veiled light the deep clear water seemed to have gained

in clearness and in depth; the swans upon it shone the

more silvery, as though supplying the light which the

day lacked ; the yew hedges reflected a deeper ami

more mysterious green ; the scene was the more iso-

lated and the solitude more intense; the solemnity of

the aspect gave a " sober colouring " to the home
of generations passed away. One felt that a great

imaginative painter, such as George Mason, would

have wished thus, and not otherwise, to represent

it, and was content that thus only should it live in

the memory.

The building itself rises straight from the moat,

and has two storeys, the lower of stone, the upjjer for

the most part of half-timbered work carried out on

oak brackets. Its plan is that of a quadrangle, and

there are indications of a second open space which has

since been occupied by buildings. The main entrance

is beneath a gateway tower of mingled stone and

brick, probably mainly of Tudor date, which rises but
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in ancient days tho only dry appro;ieli to the

premises. There are now two other entrances,

one at the back across a stone bridge to the offices,

the other on the garden side across a slight wooden
strneture. The last is no doubt altogether recent,

and probably the retainers in old daj's entered the

postern by means of a punt. On the garden side

there is the same projecting storey as by the

gateway. It contains the chapel, of wliich I

shall have much to say.

At the back of the building, parts of which

are pictured in our first and second illustrations,

this arrangement is discontinued, and the whole

of this side forms an irregular but picturescjue

conglomeration of stone and half-timbered work,

the latter remaining in this case for the most

part in its ancient state. To the right of the

bridge (in the illustration they are concealed by

it) are found the oldest features which appear to

an external view. These are the two-light win-

dows which open from a vaulted chamber in the

interior of the house. The half-timbered work
is itself for the most part of great antiquity,

and may safely be assigned to the Tudor period,

though it is difficult to fix an exact date for work
of this character, which during three centuries varied

very slightly in detail.

To return to the main entrance. The gateway

opens on to a quadrangle perhaps some eighty feet

square. In front as you enter is the principal door-

way of the house. It is of very modest proportions,

but of beautiful detail, with shafts, moulded caps and

bases, and an excellent door of richly moulded oaken

boards and good ironwork. On the left as you pass

this doorway is the Banqueting Hall, which is of

small area but lofty. It is spanned by a bold stone

arch, which serves as principal to the roof-timbers;

in which respect it resembles the banqueting hall of

the old archiepiscopal palace at Mayfield, now con-

verted into a chapel for the convent established there.

There is a traceried window to the right as you enter,

which originally opened into an inner quadrangle or

yard, now occupied by buildings. All this is of the

date of Edward III., and belongs to the earliest

period of which any specimens remain. The tracery

of the window is of similar character to that which
I have noticed at the back of the building. The
Hall has been enlarged by a projecting window with
numerous mullions and transoms, and a fireplace of

later date has been inserted, both of which features

seem to belong to the Tudor period. Passing through
the Hall, a door on the right leads to the staircase—

•

shown in our third picture—which is of the time of

James I. It is an excellent specimen of the work of

this date. The heavy and solid woodwork is adorned
by detail of great refinement, and the whole feature,

lOHTKAM MOAT HOUfiE

THE EASTERN GABLES.

though small in actual size, has

an air of much character and

dignity. Through this we can

pass to the vaulted chamber of

which we saw the windows outside. This is placed

beneath a chamber which is known as the old chapel,

but which I was not able to see. It is difficult to

ascertain what was the original purpose of the vaulted

chamber. It has been suggested that it was the char-

nel-house, an assignment which, for many reasons,

is ojjen to grave doubt. There is no trace of a fire-

l^lace; but the vault may have served as a cellar,

or been turned to some other use in the domestic

arrangements.

Eeturning towards the Gateway Tower, imme-

diately to the right, adjoining the Hall, are the

two gables of our fourth illustration. They are

of half-timbered work, with mullioned and tran-

somed windows of oak, one of which projects

with a coving in the characteristic manner of the

Elizabethan age, and both gables have excellent

traceried barge-boards. To the right of the entrance

gateway, as we stand facing it, is another gable of

about the same date, in which is placed the clock.

It is surmounted by a small bell-cot (pictured in

our fifth engraving), probably of the last century.

The door to the right of this gable leads uj) a wide

staircase to the Chapel, which is a remarkably
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perfect specimen of very late Ciolliic. Tlio <iUl

waggon roof is perfect and intact, and still pre-

serves traces of decoration, in which may be dis-

covered the devices of Henry VIII. and of Catharine

of Arragon. The rood-screen and the return stalls

arc complete, and are in their original positions.

The choir occupies the greater portion of the Chajwl,

and the exterior space is filled with ordinary benches.

The pulpit is mainly of the same date, but

appears to have been reconstructed at some later

period. Probably it originally faced towards the

external seats; but its position seems to have been

changed, possibly wlien the external seats ceased to

be occupied, and now faces towards the chancel. In

the windows is some stained glass, of early Sixteenth

Century tj-pe, and apparently of Flemish workman-

ship. The tracery of stalls, puljjit, and rood-screen

—seen dimly in our last illustration of the place

—

is excellent in workmanship, though very late in

character, and it is worthy of remark that the

roof, which in a modern design or in a " restoration
"

would be given as an "ojxjn timber" roof, has the

original plaster coming almost to the surface of the

timber. It is astonishing how long architects and

the public have taken to learn that all Gothic roofs

were not open-timbered ; that the majority were ceiled

in a sensible and comfortable manner, and made

ready for decoration. So far has the misconception

prevailed that we constantly see ancient roofs stripped

of their original boarding or

plaster, even when the result

is unconstructional and sense-

less. Not onl}' so, but new
roofs are constantly designed

which are based upon exam-

ples of the Middle Ages

stripped of the ceilings which

completed them. No anoma-

lies, no absurdities in the

result seem to have given

the designers pause, the muti-

lated jirecedent having the

power to supersede all con-

siderations of common sense

and of beauty.

Looking back as we re-

turn to the entrance gateway

the ensemhle is of excellent

effect and of most varied

interest. To the left the pic-

turesque gable with the clock

and bell-cot ; on the side

facing us are the picturesque

Elizabethan gables, the large

window of the Hall, and the

modest and beautiful door- IGniUAM MOAT HOVSE -

way. To the right the eil'eot is less satisfactory, for

the ancient oi)enings have given place to pointed sash-

windows with intersecting bars, such as were thought

sixty years ago to be a short cut to Gothic architec-

ture. These, with a Venetian window in a gable in

the exterior near the Chapel, and the rather monoto-

nous rough-cast with which the old half-timbered

work of the exterior has been covered, are about

the only incongruities in a very varied but most har-

monious whole J
and, indeed, there is little enough

to take exception to, and an abundance to admire.

Opposite to the entrance gateway, in the limits

of the grounds, is an excellent half-timbered build-

ing, which was originally the stabling of the house.

It is now converted into dwellings, but externally

retains its original character. As I mentioned above,

it is of iulmirable effect in enclosing the surroundings

of the Moat House, and forms a barrier on the one

side as the rising ground does on the other. It is said

originally to have accommodated sixty horses, and if

this be so we may take it that the horse of earlier

days was as modest in his requirements as the man.

It may be of interest to the reader to know the

changes of ownership which the house has under-

gone, and these, considering that its history covers

more than six hundred years, are by no means nu-

merous. The original owners were the De Hants,

who were possessed of it in the time of Henry II.

Their tenure, which did not close until the reign of

Henry ^'11., seems to have

been at least twice inter-

rupted, as it is recorded that

Sir Thomas Cawne died

possessed of it in IST-l, and

that Richard de Hant for-

feited it in the reign of

Richard III., having sided

with the Earl of Richmond.

It was restored to the family

by Henry VII., and passed

by purchase to the Clements,

then to the Aliens, and in

1592 to the Selbys of Nor-

thumberland. In the time

of Charles I. one of this

family, dying without issue,

left it to a namesake, from

whom the present family is

descended. Long may they

hold it, and form as excel-

lent custodians of it in the

future as they seem to have

been in the past.

After all, though no doubt

many of us often think how
delightful it must be to spendTHE CLOCK AXD BELL-COT.
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our lives in an old house, where the poetry of ancient

work and of old associations would be a constant

element in our lives, it is only fair to reflect that this

cannot rightly be done without

considerable sacrifice. It is not

always pleasant to have to

ci'oss an open quadrangle in all

weathers. Even within doors

some sacrifice of warmth and

comfort, and possibly of light,

will have to be made. The

combination of an ancient fa-

bric with all the appliances of

modern comfort can usually

only be made at the sacrifice

of the character of the build-

ing, and has when made been

almost always attended with

the most disastrous results to

art. So that it is no small

debt that the public owes to

those who will be content to

live in an old house without

remodelling and spoiling it.

The principles on which Igh-

tham Moat House has been

maintained may well be taken

as an example by all who own

such habitations. They are, to take them as they

stand ; to adapt your life to them rather than them to

ordinary modern ways ; and above all to alter nothing.

There are but two matters as to which I should

inilTH.VM MOAT HOUSE.

be inclined to make some sort of suggestion. First,

if, as I imagine, the old half-timbered work of

the upper storey remains intact behind the plas-

ter, it would greatly improve

the exterior to uncover it.

It is astonishing with how
little reason, in a plastering

age, rough-cast was added to

walls, whether of masonry or

timber construction, and it

does not do to conclude that

because it is there it was there-

fore necessary for warmth or

for dryness. Secondly, there

seems to have been a lake

above the house which has

lately been filled up. This

would have been a great ad-

dition to the landscape, and

an excellent preserve for trout,

and I canuot help wishing it

back again. Let us hope that,

if anything, no more than this

may be done, and that the re-

storer's hand may for ever be

absent from this charming

abode. So may it remain for

the future as it is for us, with

its most congenial and harmonious surroundings, a

monument of the modest and homely dignity of an

older time and a protest against the pretensions vul-

garity of the present day. Basil Chajipneys.

THE CHAPEL.

"ULYSSES AND TELEMACHUS."
From the Pictuee by Doucet.

T is curious to compare the atti-

tude of literature and art, and

indeed of cultivated society in

general, towards classical tradi-

tion during the first revolution-

ary period in France, with that

which has come into vogue since

the events of 1870-1. Under

the Convention, and during the

reign of the first Consul, the art and manners of

the Roman Commonwealth were reverenced with

an enthusiasm that came perilously near the line

where the flattery of imitation degenerates into the

absurdity of unconscious caricature. The morals

and dress, as well as the deportment and speech

of the people, fell under the influence of this re-

publican rage. An affectation of austerity was

supreme ; deputies posed as conscript fathers ; Lu-

eretias and Coi-nelias were to l)e found in every

street. The fashion invaded all the arts alike.

At Feydeau and at the newly -established Opera-

Comique the levities of old were supplanted by

such works as the " Telemaque " of Lesueur. The

Classical ideal was paramount in the minds of artists,

as the Romantic ideal some thirty years later. Such

a thing as M. Doucet's " Ulysses and Telema-

chus" was impossible. It is the natural expres-

sion of Zolaism in art. The faith and morals held

by classicists and romanticists alike have (M. Zola

tells us) received their death-blow : their artistic

creed and the gods of their worship are vain things,

and their ideal is dead and buried. Literature and
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(from the Picture by Doiicil. Orand Prix de Borne for Painting, ISSO.)
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Alt are become tlie lianJmaids o£ science, and have

only to do with facts. Naturalism has produced but

little work more striking in its perverse materialism

than this " Ulysses and Telemaehus ; " and so far

from its appeal to the heart and understanding

being as irresistible and perfect in lucidity as the

" naturalists " would affirm it to be, it needs consider-

able elucidation. No reader of Homer would conceive

that it could possibly be intended to picture one of

the most touching scenes in all the " Odyssey "

—

the scene in which, in the hut of the swineherd

Eumix'us, the hero reveals himself to his heroic son,

while Athene looks on and rejoices in her favourite's

happiness. A prodigal son repentant and grovelling

at his father's feet, while the family cook pronounces

a blessing on the reconciliation—this it may be, but

no more. All the same we are told that glory and

exaltation of thought and Greek feeling for the

beauty of form must give place to "facts.''' If men
and women are to be represented on canvas, they

must be the men and women we see about us; and

so long as they are painted with something approxi-

mating to technical mastery, the artist is not to

concern himself with the puerile imaginings of poets.

AVhile, however, it is lamentable to see Zolaism pene-

trating art and productive of work degrading in

example and pernicious in aim, it is consolatory to

note that the effect of it all is the reverse of trium-

phant, for that the theory has only to be consistently

practised to refute itself.

-^.^^04«s;«

SHERATON'S FURNITURE.

NE of the most remarka-

ble results of the trouble

and thought bestowed

by a very large number

of people in the present

day upon the furnishing

and decoration of their

rooms is the strange

mixture of styles they

manage to heap to-

gether. In the days when drawing-rooms and

dining-rooms were furnished by the upholsterer at

so much per cubic foot, there was always a certain

unity between the various pieces of furniture. True

it is that during the greater part of this century

this unity has been a unity of

ugly forms, of coarse mouldings,

of crude colours, and of vul-

garity generally. The intimate

relationshi25 between the sofa

and the drawing-room table has

been obtained by the rej^etition

of some strange projecting bulb

of polished walnut in both. The

similarity between the dining-

room chair and the sideboard

is due to the blood-red colour

of the mahogany, and to the

wanton twisted carvings which

produce discomfort in the one

and pomposity in the other.

But still there has in all this

been unity of design, which in

the modern eclectic fashion of

furniture is usually lost.

This sacrifice of unity is often due to a deliberate

desire to obtain what is called a j)icturesque effect.

There are many people who really enjoy quaint com-

binations of objects produced in widely separated

countries and in widely separated ages :—who delight

to place a Japanese monster on an Empire pedestal, or

a Louis Quatorze clock on a semi-mediaeval chimney-

piece. But the mixture of styles more often arises

from the ignorance of them. This is esjjecially true

of the furniture of the last century. The whole of the

furniture made between the years 1750 and 1800 is

usually classified under the generic term " Chijopen-

dale," and is generally believed to possess but one

character. As we shall see presently, no mistake can

be' greater than this. The style of Chip))endale in 1 754,

when he published his book, is

as different from that of Shera-

ton forty years later as the

flounces of a modern Parisian

dressmaker are from the chaste

drapery of a Greek sculptor.

Chippendale's work is different

in material, in execution, and

in design from Sheraton's. The
former worked in mahogany,

used deep undercut carving and

pierced work, and as a rule over-

laid his pieces with prominent

and eccentric ornament. The

latter, as a rule, used inlaid

woods, seldom had recourse to

much carving, and in his orna-

ment was almost always chaste

and severe. Each has his own
merit, but the merits of the two•A SHEEATON KNIFE-BOX
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are not the same. To sueh an extent dees tlie diiTer-

cncc go that Sheraton refei-s to Chipjienilale's work

as out of (late and passe : just as we niij^ht refer to

tlie red mahogany sideboard of our neighbour Jones's

house as a thing that no one would buy nowadays.

It is a most unfortunate thing that the admirers

of the work of Sheraton and his contemporaries liave

soklom been discriminating in their judgment. Tlie

mediiBval reaction of the last fifty years was so narrow

in its dogmas as to exehide from its followers the

appreciation of any other than the favnurcd stylo.

Those who kept alive

the taste for the furni-

ture of the last century

were chiefly collectors,

who, while they at-

tained to great tech-

nical knowledge, were

seldom able to dis-

tinguish between its

jwculiarities and its

merits, and were often

in the habit of attach-

ing greater value to

specimens remarkalile

rather foreecentricities

than those qualities

which are really admi-

rable. In more recent

years a fashion for

Sheraton's furniture

has sjH'ung uji, and

has so widely spread

that modern cabinet-

makers have found it

worth their while to

reproduce many speci-

mens, and even to

attempt original work

in the same style.

Both the workman-

ship and the designs of these are in many cases his reputation in his own time must have been high,

excellent, and should in every way be encouraged, for the book, even in its own day, was costly.

But it is scarcely to be expected that manufacturers The uncertainty which attaches itself to the actual

of the present day, guided only by the demands of authorship of many objects attributed to Sheraton in

fashion, should be in a position to discern the good no way detracts from the interest of his book. It is

and the bad. The subject should be approached sym- even thus rather increased, as we find him not an

pathetically. Every effort should be made to fully isolated designer working up to an ideal of his own,

understand the aims of the designers. But at the Init a prominent member of a trade, no doubt with

same time those canons of taste which experience has more education than his fellows, and having a firm

taught us should be rigidly applied to every example, conviction that if only they are properly carried out

This is the more necessary, since it is impossible to the latest fashions of his day are good enough to last

suppose that at any time during the last century the for ever. We may accept most of what he says as

general level of taste was so high, that it could pos- being the ordinary view of the time, and thus gain

sibly have answered for any cabinet-maker to have a clear knowledge of the aims and methods of the

worked always up to the highest possible standard. decorators his contemporaries.

II.—A SHEKATON CHAIE.

It must not be supposed that Sheraton was him-

self the designer of many of the pieces of furniture

of his own date that now pass by his name. He tells

us, in fact, in the j)reface to his second volume, that,

" In conversing with cabinet-makers, I find no one

individual equally experienctxl in every job of work.

There are certain pieces made in one shoj> which arc

not manufactured in another, on which account the

best of workmen are sometimes strangers to particular

pieces of furniture. For this rea.son I have made it

my business to ap]ily to the best workmen in dif-

ferent shops, to obtain

their assistance in the

explanation of such

pieces as they have

been most acquainted

with." He has, how-

ever, given his name
to his style, to a great

extent jirobably be-

cause of the excellence

of his own workman-

sliip, but chiefly be-

cause he published a

book on his art.

It must not be sup-

posed that every piece

which is found to cor-

respond with one xif

his own illustrations

is therefore his, for

the number of cabinet-

makers among the list

of subscribers is so

great, that probably

there was a very large

number of pieces of

i'urniture made by

others from his de-

signs. This fact, how-

ever, also shows that
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JIi.s book, which was published in the year 1794',

is as unhke a modern furniture-maker's ilhistratcd

eataloo-uo as can well bo imagined. It is in two

fair-sized quarto volumes, and contains, beside the

drawings and descriptions of examples of furniture

of various kinds, a treatise on geometry, on the five

orders of architecture, and on perspective. All these

are accompanied by the most admirable engravmgs.

Fortunately for us, Sheraton was as fond of the use

of his pen as of his pencil ; indeed, there is much

amusement to be extracted from his writing, although

it is scarcely probable that he himself intended it

to be humorous. His desire is to instruct, and he

velopment which the forms of furniture had undergone

during the forty or fifty years which preceded him.

About the middle of the last century the fashion-

able style was an adaptation of the French taste of

the time, called Rococo. Devoid alike of chastity

and true refinement even in its native country, in

our own we find it swelling out into all imaginable

curves and bulges, a chaos of meaningless carving.

The tradition of the school of Grinling Gibbons, how-

ever, had not been entirely lost ; and if the forms

were thus coarse in conception, the execution was

often most admirable and delicate. But about the

year 1750 a reaction commenced, which might fitly

III.—A SHEKATON SIDEBOARD.

takes every opportunity of doing so. To quote his

own words—" For the sake of making every part of

this book as intelligible as I am able, I shall, in the

course of proceeding, explain such technical [inter-

preted in a foot-note as being derived from Te^vT?,

tecJuie, art] terms as may be necessarily used on the

subsequent pages, and which, for propriety's and bre-

vity's sake, cannot well be avoided on subjects of this

nature. And, in attempting this, I hope not to give

these explanations as the produce of my own skill in

etymology, but shall recommend them to the reader

as they are found in the writings of men of unques-

tionable abilities in this way." It is doubtful whether

any modern cabinet-maker would thus give us the bene-

fit of his learning, or would even possess it himself.

In order to understand fully the aims and tendency

of Sheraton's work, we must briefly glance at the de-

be called tlie Pompeian Renaissance. Tlie first begin-

nings of this reaction are to be found in Chippendale's

work. For although he is in the main essentially

French in style, yet he not only is more refined in

his designs than his immediate predecessors, but even

in some of his pieces exhibits a classical simplicity.

This classical revival was to a certain extent

simultaneous in France and England. In France it

finally developed into the style known as the Louis

Seize. In England it was fostered and brought to

perfection chiefly through the admirable drawings of

the brothers Adam. These two returned to England

about the year 1760, after having travelled and

studied for several years in Italy. The accuracy and

beauty of the vast number of drawings of ancient

Roman architecture and decoration which they pub-

lished, together with the good sense and cleverness
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with which they adapted them to modern require-

ments, gave a wonderful stimulus to the classical

movement, and enahlcHl all desij^'iiers to ji-rasj) with

fair accuracy the detail oi: the new style. But even

the brothers Adam themselves did not entirely re-

linijuish the Rococo fashion at once; and mixed with

their delicate and restrained detail we often find the

strangle unwieldly curves and mouldinj^'s of the earlier

style. The furniture made durinj;' the period between

the dates of Chippendale and Sheraton partakes of

this transition character. And it would be a most in-

teresting study to trace the several stages of change.

We are now in a position to understand the

allusions which Sheraton makes to his predecessors,

and his views on the fashions of his own day, which

he regards as so per-

fect. When we- read,

for instance, this

motto placed under

his emblematic fron-

tispiece, "Time alters

fashions and fre-

quently obliterates

the works of art and

ingenuity; but that,

which is founded on

geometry and real

science, will remain

unalterable," we are

at first inclined to

exclaim, in the words

of the Ettrick Shep-

herd, " Let ilka

[artist]
,

great and

sma', staun' on his

ain feet, and no be

afeared o' the takin'

o' his altitude, by

quadrants in the

hauns o' geometrical

critics.^' But what

Sheraton did really

mean is that beauty

of form should de-

pend firstly on sci-

entific construction

(necessarily geome-

trical), that the orna-

ment of furniture

should not interfere

with this geometrical

form, and that if

these conditions are

properly fulfilled we
must as a matter of

course have insured a

171

IV.—A SHERATON DESK AND BOOKCASE.

permanent principle, independent of passing fashion.

lie thus forestalls the modern doctrine <jf "construc-

tivcncss," of which the mediicvalists of this century

are a little inclined to believe they have the mono-
poly. This is the i)rinciple on which all his best

W(jrk is designed. I'lvery part is of the form best

adapted for its purpose. The lines of construction

are clearly marked. No attempt is made, except in

some few cases of which we shall speak later, to

disguise the strength of the weight-bearing por-

tions of his pieces, either by hiding them or by de-

ceptive ornament. The legs of his tables, chairs,

and sideboards have thus usually a straight axis,

often they arc turned or flute<l; but perhaps his most

graceful form of leg is square in section, tapering

in a pleasing i)ropor-

tion towards the foot.

Between the lines of

support thus marked

Ave find that he uses,

as a rule, surfaces of

wood, sometimes or-

namented with carv-

ing in low relief,

more often with in-

laid wo(k1s of dif-

ferent colours. There

is thus nothing to

interfere with the

prominence of the

constructive lines.

Designs of fur-

niture conceived in

this manner must

of necessity depend

much upon prc^por-

tion for their beauty.

In complicated com-

binations of promi-

nent ornament the

eye loses itself as it

were in a maze of

forms, crossing and

re-crossing the main

lines. But when

simple shapes are

sharply defined, and

when every piece of

wood is doing the

work it seems to be

doing, the e^^e will

easily detect the

slightest mistake in

the justness of the

relative sizes of the

parts, and will value
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fully whatever of grace and elegance is presented to

it. The importance of the study of the five orders

of classical architecture, which was felt so strongly

by Sheraton that he regards it as an essential part

of the cahinet-maker's education, becomes thus clear.

And it is no doubt partly owing to his very accurate

knowledge and careful observation of drawings of

ancient examples of architecture that he learned to

each repeated clement is exactly suited to its place.

The proportions and shapes of each bell-flower in a

pendant, for instance, will be found on examination to

have been carefully varied according to its length and

position. And he shows in many of his more elaborate

scrolls that he must have practised himself in the art

of designing by careful copying of the best examples

and jirobably of natural objects thcmiselves. These

V. A SHEKATON I'MliZE.

excel in this particular branch of his art. In fact

for this quality alone he deserves to rank amongst

the first of furniture designers.

But in his best work he not only succeeds in pro-

ducing graceful proportion in the constructive forms

;

he also heightens his effect by a judicious applica-

tion of ornament. The ornament in itself, though

satisfactory as a rule, is seldom original. Almost all

of it, and all the best of it, is either directly copied

from, or is founded upon, those antique examples

which the brothers Adam illustrated so admirably in

their works, and which occur again and again in every

piece of decoration of the time. Most of them con-

sist of combinations of classical urns, rosettes, tent

ornaments, festoons, swags, scrolls, and pendent bell-

flowers. If these forms are not very interesting in

themselves to modern eyes, yet we must recollect that

in Sheraton's time they must have possessed a most

refreshing purity. It is diflicult, too, to conceive of any

other style of decoration so well suited to his material

and method of work. The simple curves of which it

is composed lend themselves easily to inlay, and the

colours of the various woods have a natural harmony

with each other. Nor is it devoid of grace, and that

of a very subtle kind. If we examine any piece of

the ornament closely we shall find that it is never, so

to speak, stereotyped, but that the actual drawing of

characteristics are combined to a remarkable degree

in the sideboard shown in our third illustration. In

this piece we can see at a glance the system of con-

struction. The lines of support are carried up un-

broken from the ground, and are separated from the

other parts by a distinctive treatment of ornament,

which has in itself a strong vertical tendency. The

ornament over the remaining portions follows the

natural divisions of the sideboard, and combines in the

various panels most of the patterns which Sheraton

employed. These patterns are executed in inlaid

woods, the larger pieces being alternately of satin-

wood and mahogany, while the smaller are stained

chiefly with greens, yellows, and browns. The sys-

tem of ornament is simple, and wanting perhaps in

life
;
yet it must be admitted that it produces a rich

and graceful effect, and is devoid of any suspicion

of vulgarity. Both in this example and in the knife-

box shown in our first picture we may observe

Sheraton's fondness for curved surfaces. The great

advantage of these is the manner in which they re-

flect the light, not uniformly over the surface, but

prominently and brightly in certain parts, while the

remainder is comparatively dark. These curved sur-

faces give at the same time a pleasing contrast to

the straightness and flatness of the other parts with-

out destroying their value by prominent projection.
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III this liittiT example we may also observe tliat tlie

lines ol" sii])j)oit are elearly marked by means ol" pro-

mineut relief, and take t)ie form of delicately lajicr-

in<^ detached columns of a form fcnindcd on tlie

Ionic order, but carcriilly adiipted to suit its place

and material.

In the chair lij^urcil ill our second engravin<;; the

same princijdes are carried out. There is here a cim-

siderablc (luantity of carved ornament, as well as of

niouldinj,'-; but not only is tliis ornament made subor-

dinate to the obvious lines of construction, but actually

assists in fi'iving to each part its proper value. For
instiincc, where the horizontal bar which supports the

seat is tenoned into the hg we find the vertical

Hutin<j of the Icf^ interrupted, and a square rosette

carved, suggestin"' that that point is the junction of

a horizontal and a vertical force. The form of this

chair is not un<^raceful or stiff ; there is, in fact,

scarcely a straiglit line in it. But how well it

compares with its modern counterpart—designed, as

it would seem, to use up the greatest amount
of wood with the least possible strength ! with its

joints placed in such positions iis to be liable to

break under the slightest strain! The cornice and
pediment of the desk and bookcase which are shown
on a preceding page, and the clock opposite, are ex-

amples of Sheraton's delicate treatment of the more
purely ornamental and less constructional forms.

The pediment is of the shape introduced into England
from Italy as far back a.s the time of James I., and
occurs frequently in chimney-iiieces, panelling, and
other decorative features of that date. Originally

composed entirely of straight lines, it gradually lost

its severe character, until during the early half of

the Eighteenth Century it was combined with the

florid style then in fashion. Here we find it still

in the late curved form ; but it is subdued and

refined, so as to harmonise with the more chaste

character of Sheraton's ornamentation. The cornice

and frieze below it are adaptations of those of the

classical architecture which he had so careful Iv

studied.

A particularly attractive detailed sijecimen of a

frieze is shown in our fifth picture. Although it

belongs to the antique type of scroll, its treatment

is, as far as I am aware, entirely original. The
curves are full of grace and vigour, and the com-
binations of form both beautiful and ingenious. It

was intended, no doubt, to be executed in inlaid

woods, the shading and drawing being supplied by
slightly incised lines, which assume a black colour

when the surface is polished. The design is most
admirably adapted to this sort of treatment.

A more general idea of the appearance of a room
furnished by Sheraton may be gathered from our

seventh illustration—which is adapted from one or

more of his own designs. A somewhat rigid stiff-

ness and an accurate symmetry are amongst its

most prominent features. The arrangement of the

furniture along the walls in rows would scarcely

suit our modern fashion of covering the floor

with miscellaneous groups of chairs and small

tables, till it becomes a matter of some skill t<i

steer clear of the multitude of obstacles; but tiic

stiffness of the arrangement rather belongs to the

manners of the age than the taste of the designer.

We can picture to ourselves iu such a drawing-room

the stately bows of gentlemen in knee-breeches and
powdered wigs a.s they paid heavy compliments to the

beauties amongst the series of ladies seated against

the walls. The

decoration of 9^
such rooms was

often both fan-

ciful and elabo-

rate. The walls

were usually di-

vided into panels

surrounded by

delicate plaster

mouldings, and

filled with
painted orna-

ment imitated

from the an-

tique examples,

of which so

many copies had

at that time

latelycomefrom

Italy. The ceil-

ings were in the

same style, and

often very rich

in design and

colour. The few

of these rooms

thatnow remain
intact certainly

belong to a

much higher

type than those

we now inhabit,

for in these the

aim of the deco-

rator seems to

be to obtain the

greatest quan-

tity indepen-

dent of quality

for the money

^Pt'nt. VI. — A SHEEATOX CLOCK-CASE.
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I cannot leave the subject of Sheraton's furni-

tiiiv without uotieinjj the unfortunate fact that he

did not always abide by his principles. The love of

complexity for complexity's sake must have been as

common in his day as it is now. And we must

suppose that he found himself compelled for the sake

of his pocket to pander to this taste. Such lapses are

most common in such slight pieces as candle-branches,

where indeed they are most excusable. Fortunately

most of these have jjerished from the flimsiness of

their construction. The most glaring instance of all.

a woman and partly a monkey, is behind the curtain,

to denote that such as practise it lurk in secret."

Such a piece of furniture as this (and the style of

it fully bears out the six pages of description in the

above style) is quite unworthy of the simplicity and

good taste of most of Sheraton's work, and need not

be allowed to affect his reputation. The qualities

of the bulk of his furniture—the qualities of sober

straightforward construction, made charming by a

delicate sense of proportion and a still more delicate

use of an attractive character of ornament—will insure

VII.—A BOOM IN SHEEATON S STYLE.

however, is that of a bedstead, part of the descrip-

tions of which I cannot forbear to quote. This

bedstead was designed for ro3'alty itself, and was

covered with a symbolism suited to its lofty destina-

tion. On the top are figures of Democracy and

Aristocracy supporting monarchy. Serpents, figures

of Mercury, crowns, and lions combine and intertwine

to signify wisdom, fame, and courage. Justice, cle-

mency, and liberty are typified by three figures on

the top. " Law is represented by the figure of a

respectable elderly lady sitting on a tribunal chair."

" The ornaments of the head-board are emblems

of love and continency, exj3ressed by the figures of

Cupid, Chastity, and a troj)hy below. Cupid is rejire-

sented as drawing his bow to guard Chastity from

the violent attempts of Impurity, whose figure, jiartly

him in the future, as they have insured him in the

past, the full appreciation of all who have eyes to see

where merit lies apart from the conventions of style.

There is no doubt too that, quite independently

of fashion and folly, they will exercise a good and

lasting influence on art-workmen and art-workman-

ship. It is one thing to imitate mechanically, and

another to imitate with understanding. In the first

ease the result is merely a reproduction of accidents

and externals. In the second the workman contents

himself with the essentials of his model, which he

adapts to uses of his own and moulds to purposes of

his own design. To such as are capable of this second

tyjte of imitation, Sheraton's masterpieces, as is com-

mon with the work of a true artist, will be always rich

in suggestions and ideas. Eustace Balfouk.
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SELLING THE BOOTY."
From the Picture by H. F. C. Ten Kate.

THE scene is some kind of mediseval parlour : in

the Low Countries— the European cock-pit

these centuries past—or some hotly-contested bit of

Germany. Fire and sword has been the order of the

day. Abbeys have been sacked, rich burgomasters

and syndics have been divorced from their belong-

ings, castles and country houses have been gutted

from rafter to cellar ; in fact, the sacred image of

Property has been profaned in every direction. And

in this corner of. Jewry—arranged and furnished

with a careful eye to stage-effect—certain gentlemen

soldados have halted a stage on their way to the

gallows, to coin into good ringing guilders such

trifles in the way of "purchase" as, with bilbo and

opportunity, they have been able to assimilate.

Casket and flagon, ring and tankard and chain,

hilt and aiguiere and carcanet—it is evident that

they have done a roaring trade. It is evident, too,

that they have brought their wares to a bad market,

and that Levi and Aaron, the hunters of shekels, the

rare artists in usury, will mete to them as they have

measured unto others, and send them swearing to the

nearest tavern. Does not the Jew at the table leer

engagingly ? and does not the hag to the left make

signs to the venerable rascal at the fire ? In war's

history it has been thus from the first. " Ce qui

s'en vient par la flute s'en va par le tambour." It

is the universal fortune. Why it should never be

painted otherwise than as a scene in a well-staged

play is a question too vast for argument.

THE PACES OF THE HOESE IN AET.

IT is being hinted in many quarters—" The Horse

in Motion," l)y J. D. B. Stillman, M.A., M.D.

(London : Trvibner and Co.) 1882. " Animal Me-

chanism," by E. J. Marey. " Int. Seient. Series."

(Kegan Paul and Co.) 1874. Also, Marey in

Nature, vol. xix.—that a new era in animal paint-

ing is abovit to be inaugurated. It is not a re-

naissance we are to expect, but a revolution ; for

it appears that, except now and again by acci-

dent, artists from all time have wrongly represented

the paces of quadrupeds. It will be asked. What
artists, what sculptors are to figure as the leaders in

this new departure ? whose are the epoch-making

names ? There are none. It is the odograph and

the camera which are to be crowned with laurels.

The former is a machine invented by Professor

]\Iarey for the purpose of registering the formula;

of animals' paces. Upon the products of the latter

—upon instantaneous photographs of quadrupeds in

motion—Dr. Stillman's dicta are based. The odo-

graph enables Professor Marey to say of the frieze

of the Parthenon that " the greater part of the

horses are represented in false attitudes." Modern

works of art, he tells us, he will not permit him-

self to criticise ; but it is evident that if he did so,

the odograf)h would make sad havoc among them.

Dr. Stillman, as the prophet of instantaneous pho-

tography, foresees that before long all the famous

jiaintings, in which " he [the horse] is a promi-

nent figure in the gallop, will be relegated to the

museums as examples of old masters, to illustrate

the progressive stages in the development of art."

We are also told that already many artists are modi-

fying their drawings so as to bring them into con-

formity with the truths brought to light by instan-

taneous photography.

The principal, although not the only fact which

is leading to this expected revolution is that at

THE PACES OP THE HOESE IN AET.—I.

no instant during the

gallop are the limbs

of a horse actually in

the position with which

every one is familiar as

suggesting the animal

at full speed. The in-

ference drawn is that

all artists, from Phidias

to Gericault, have been THE PACES OF THE HOKSE IN ABT.— II.
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wroiif^:, ami that tliey must make a fresli start, i>v

if tlii-y do Hot it will only he because (so Dr. .Still-

man siiys) " there is too much capital invested in

works of art all over the world

to allow the innovation." What
is to be substituted for the

ordinary representation of the

<^all(>|) ? Dr. Stillnian has pub-

lished a series of instantaneous

photoi-raphs (most valual)le in

their way) representinj;- all the

positions a horse's limbs pass

throujjii during' the stride.

Any or all of these artists are

to make use of. Figs. 1, i,

3, 4 are drawings from the phi)tograj)]iSj and are

put forward as examples of what we are told we
ought to expect from artists. If this were uot an

age of superstitious faith in anything that clothes

itself as a deduction or calls itself scientific, if in-

stinct were not unduly discredited, men would smile

at the " facts " and trust the artists. But in mid

Nineteenth Century argument must be met by argu-

ment. I therefore propose to offer some reasons for

believing that we are uot on the eve of a revolution

in the representation of locomotion.

The first thing which strikes one is that only

in representing the gallop are scientific men in a

position to give authoritative lessons to artists. The
walking pace, Professor ]Marey says, consists in put-

ting down in succession the right fore-foot, left hind,

left fore, right hind; and he says that two feet are

always t)n the ground, so that the horse is at one

moment laterally, at another diagonally sujjported.

He tells us further that a horse going down hill with

a load may have three feet on the ground at once,

but only in these circumstances. Accepting this

teaching, there are thousands of pictures we must
cease to admire. One does not need to go far in the

examination of the works of animal painters to be

convinced that walking horses are more commonly
rejiresented with three feet upon the ground than

with two. Some years ago one of the horses in

Miss Thompson's " Roll-Call" was severely attacked,

and proved incorrect by scientific men, odograph in

hand. Tolerance was the

utmost art could get from

truth. The late Prof. Garrod
says {Nature, vol. x., p. 40) :—"It is evident that the

representation (Miss Thomp-
son's) is correct, except in a

very slight point, which is

that the right hind-leg is

on the ground, though just

on the point of leaving it.

THE PACES OF THE UOHSE IN AET
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whereas it ought 1o be just off it, because in walk-

ing there are never more than two legs on the

ground at the same time." This was written in

1S74. At that time what I

liiu.-t r;ill camerism was uot

invented. Art, if it did uot

believe in itself, had to accept

this gracious concession to its

weakness. But Dr. Stillman

has come to the rescue, saying,

"A horse (w'alking) never rests

ou two legs . . . one of

the reserve feet holds the

ground till the other has the

start." If the observations of

])aco by the camera had come out before those by

the odograph, science would ha\'e accejited Miss

Thompson's horses and condemned some other

artists'. If the never of Marey and the never of

Stillman are both accepted, walking horses must be

represented with all four feet on the ground or with

none. Probably, in the meantime, artists, if they

trouble themselves about the matter, will be in-

clined to accept both dicta, in so far as each one

verifies some of their own observations.

Against the artistic conception of trotting, science

has little to say. It appears that in this pace first one

and then the other pair of diagonal feet reach the

ground. This artists are admitted to have observed.

Speaking roughly, they rejiresent trotting in one of

two ways : either with one diagonal pair of feet de-

picted as supjjorting, or at the moment when all four

hoofs are in the air. All the feet raised suggests a

fast trot, the other position a slow one. The remark-

able thing is that this convention is not merely conven-

tional. The artist has observetl what the ear of science

has noted (see Figs. 7 and 8)—viz., that in a fast trot

the moment of susjiension is the longest pause in the

cycle of the stride, whilst in the slow trot it is very

short. Professor Marey tells us that his experiments
" confirm the standard theory of the trot." They
do so except in one particular, which is brought to

light by Dr. Stillman's photographs. It ajjpears from

these that when the trotting horse is in suspension,

the fore-foot farthest in advance is stretched straight

out with the sole at right

angles to the leg. Artists

often represent it curved. I

shall discuss this departure

from the " truth " later on

in reference to the gallop, in

regard to which painters and

sculptors commit a similar so-

calletl error.

If artists are in the main

correct about the slower paces.
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if they introduce variety into their representations

of these, it is difficult to believe that the one con-

ventional way—the Gericault way—of suggesting a

gallop (a typical example of which the reader will

recognise in our picture of a Roman chariot-race) has

been adopted without good reason. The difficulty in

the way of want of faith in artists is increased when
jumping is taken into consideration. I find on com-

paring Dr. Stillman's photographs with a number of

sporting ])ictures that the jumping horse's positions

in the latter do not conflict with the observed facts.

anee. These are to convey new knowledge. A New
Zealand or Californian picture is merely a diagram

for those who have never visited the countries ; on the

contrary, a sunset^ however intense, is a picture. We
have all seen glowing sunsets. But a sunset during

an eclipse would be useless if not objectively correct,

as, however striking, it could not have artistic value.

A function of pictures is to revive and intensify

former impressions; and I assert, witliout fear of con-

tradiction, that neither Marey's nor Stiilman's dia-

grams of galloping horses, treated never so skilfully.

THE PACES OP THE HOUSE IS AKT.- THE CONVENTIONAL OALIOP.

We have, therefore, this astonishing thing, if we

adopt Dr. Stiilman's views about the inaccuracy of

the conventional gallop : that the hundreds of artists

who have painted a steej)lechase, or a run with

hounds, have observed the jumjiing and shut their

eyes to the galloping. This would be hard to believe

even if there were not, as there are, direct arguments

in favour of the conventional gallop.

Scientific men, being in the habit of dealing

with objective facts in their own province, are apt to

attach too little importance to subjective impressions

when they come out of it. Now in matters of art,

the observer is of even more importance than the ob

served. In diagrams and sketches of things we have

never seen, objective correctness is of the first imj)ort-

would revive recollections of that happy day we spent

at Epsom. To us horses at full gallop appear ex-

tended. To the lover of art agreeing to this all is

said. The scientific mind still asks the why. The

answer is :—Simply because the eye does not receive

and obliterate impressions as fast as a machine for

the production of instantaneous photographs. It is

quick enough to observe a trot; but it actually

sees a galloping horse extended as it sees a quickly

revolving wheel blurred, because, although there is

no instant when all or even two feet are extended,

it nevertheless notes the fact that during the stride

each of the four feet does reach the extreme point,

and not only reaches it, l)ul seems to dwell longer

at it than at any other. Passing out over and re-
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turning along tlie last inch is for the eye a pause

at the extreme. A galloping horse is represented

extended for the same reason that the swinging of

a pendulum is suggested by

being drawn at one or other ex-

treme of its excursion, or that

lightning is drawn as a streak,

and not as a spark, which it

actually is.

If this were all, it could be

argued that artists might vary

their pictures by representing

the galloping horse at the other

extreme (that is, with all its

legs curled up under it), the more cogently, as it

happens that at one instant of the stride a horse's

feet are so curled up (see Fig. 3). Apart from the

exceeding ungainliness of the attitude, any unpreju-

diced person must admit that Fig. 3 does not sug-

gest galloping. " I do not like you, Dr. Fell " is con-

clusive in such a case ; but " the reason why " has

its value. The position shown in the diagram is a

pause between two strides. It is neither the comple-

tion of the last nor the beginning of the next. The

pendulum is perpendicular. But, it may be said, the

idea of effort having been made is at least suggested

by the horse being in mid-air. He has evidently

made a bound. Now in galloping a horse does not

bound, as any one who has ever ridden knows. The

body of the animal undulates one might almost say

gently. In trotting, indeed, the horse bounds, so

that the rider who has any regard for his comfort

must " post.^' On the galloping steed the rider sits,

or may sit, close and comfortable. Dr. Stillman has

shown that at no moment during the stride are the

animal's withers higher from the ground than when

he is standing. On the contrary, they are consider-

ably below the gauge line most of the time. This

laying of itself down to its work

is for the observer the most marked

feature of galloping. It is almost

permanent. The eye can appre-

ciate it without effort. It is to

galloping what outstretched wings

are to flying, light to day, a street

lamp to a " nocturne." Therefore

Fig. 3 does not represent, and

does not suggest, a gallop. If it

suggests anything, it is jumping.

It is now easy to understand a

point already alluded to. It appeared that in trot-

ting (and it is true also of galloping) that the fore-

foot which is about to reach the earth is really stiffly

stretched out (as in Fig. 7), whilst it is usually re-

presented bent, with the sole of the foot at right

angles to the ground. One of the points which

THE PACES OF THE HORSE IN AKT. -VII.
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makes the instantaneous photographs appear uncon-

ventional is this stiffness of the i)rojected fore-foot.

If any one directs his attention to this point he

will easily detect this rigidity

in horses trotting fast. But if

he is not making an exclusive

effort to observe it, the general

impression is of a reaping-hook

sweep. It is of course right of

artists to represent the general

impression, which is of a bent

leg, except in the case of springy-

stepping horses which are being

held back. In their case, from

the relative slowness of the descent and the length

of time occupied by it^ the " truth " is the more

general impression. In the gallop, from its greater

quickness, it never can be right to represent the

straight leg.

Before leaving the subject, a few words about the

Greek and Roman rendering of paces are necessary,

although the space at my command precludes me
from entering upon it with all the detail its interest

deserves. The conventional gallop we have been dis-

cussing is that of modern Europe. As far as I know
we have no means of actually determining whether

the Greeks and their Roman imitators in art would

have rendered a full gallop as we do or not. They

would seem in their delineation to have recoiled from

the sentiment of the horse carrying as it were its

rider where it chose. The suggestion which per-

vades classical representations is that of man's power

over the noble animal. Greek art dealt, so to speak,

with man, and man only. A horse at full gallop, un-

restrained, with a man as a mere burden on his back,

would 23robably have appealed to the Greeks as an

irreverent degradation of nature's lord and master. In

our illustration from the Parthenon frieze we have

young men calmly and with ease

restraining steeds whose every atti-

tude expresses the will but not

the power to break away from

them. To criticise these or other

classical horses from the odograph

or the camera point of view is

impossible. Some of Dr. Still-

man's jjliotograjihs of broken and

intermediate jjaces approximate,

indeed, to their attitudes ; but they

only apjiroximate. Dr. Stillman's

horses had not the terrible Eastern bit in their mouths,

a bit that can snap a horse's jaw across like a bit

of firewood. To ride as an ancient Greek seems

to have ridden would bring an Englishman under

the notice of a society for prevention of cruelty

to animals. A Greek evidently rode like a modern
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Arab. He threw his horse into all sorts of intor-

nieiliate paces, goading him one instant, restraining

him the next. The middle horse in our illustration,

for instance, has evidently made a bound and been

dragged on to his haunches, as only an Eastern bit

coulil drag liim. On the Trajan Column, altliough

there are many horses charging in battle, there is

only one with anything but a terribly tight rein.

Tlie iirevaiiing attitudes are, therefore, ([uite different

from what they would be in a modern picture of, say,

a cavalry charge. The one exception on the Trajan

Column is in the case of a soldier, who is probaltly

starting off with oixlers. His horse is just setting

off at full gallop, and it is interesting to observe

tliat, except that the hind-feet are still touching the

ground, the attitude is that of the modern extended

couventiim. There is perhajjs another reason wiiy

the gallop is not common in classical art. Any
one who has witnessed races in the East will bear

me out that the horse at full gallop is not what

would appeal to an artist as representative of the

affair. The English jockey pulls his horse with the

mere effect, as far as the bystander is concerned, of

imperceptibly shortening his stride ; but an Eastern

jockey, with a solid bit, is either breaking the

animal's stride or, by his loose rein, giving the im-

pression that the horse has run away. With an

Eastern bit a horse cannot be jockeyed. The Greek

as a horseman was, as I have said, doubtless of the

Eastern school—the violent hand, the balanced seat.

As an artist, it is easy to understand that the moment
of full gallop was not one he would care to seize, any

more than a modern would take for an equestrian

statue the instant when there was daylight between

the hero and his saddle.

In these observations I by no means wish to

contend that the scientific observation of paces is of

no use at all to artists. One might as well argue

that they can gain nothing from a knowledge of

anatomy. Dr. Stillman's photographs are valuable

for verifying artists' observations, but as capable of

being abused as photographs of landscape. It is

expected by Dr. Stillman, Professor Marey, &c., that

artists will be enabled by their observations to in-

troduce greater variety into their representations

of paces. This is very probably the case ; but

certainly not to the endless extent which they an-

ticipate. AVithout seeing its significance in this

relation, Dr. Stillman points out that many of the

paces overlap each other. That is to say, for ex-

ample, there are moments in walking in wJiieh the

limbs are in the same relative position, as at cer-

tain instants during the trot. Cantering and gal-

loping similarly overlap each other. Clearly this

vast No-Man's-Land is a barren field for the artist.

He is restricted to the use of such positions as sug-

gest the motion he is to represent, and no other. For

some reason, which I am unable to detect, the whole

vast series of ingenious photographs of intermediate

paces (breaking from one pace to another) also appeals

to one as artistically valueless. Many of the jumping

positions, and all the galloping ones, are so ungainly

as to be only useful for caricature.

Some remarks which Millet is reported to have

made regarding a horse j)icture by a veterinary sur-

geon, place the relation of technical accuracy to art

in their true light. Millet said, " The positions of

his horses are ridiculously stiff and completely an-

tagonistic to the principles of art. But this man
knows more about horses than any painter I have

ever seen, and the picture would be invaluable to an

artist. Art is not the copying but the transfiguring

of nature. Art is artifice, and has to represent as

living what is really lifeless and immobile. If you

copy nature literally as a photographer does you kill

her. Suppose that photography could take a horse

at full gallop, the horse would run no more.'^ We
can imagine Millet delighted with Dr. Stillman's pho-

tographs, still more pleased with Mr. Muybridge's (of

Boston) arrangements of them for the zoetrope j but if

Dr. Stillman's views as to their value are ever accepted,

if it is ever forgotten that " art is not the copj-iug

but the transfiguring of nature," the word may as well

be erased from the dictionary. W. G. Sijifsox.

A FAMOUS MODEL.

MOST painters of ^Madonnas have a favourite type

of face which, with many variations and

changes, recurs again and again in their work

:

whether they find their ideal in the depths of their

own invention, or, as was Lionardo's wont, they follow

up and down the streets such beauty as they see.

Certain peculiarities of feature or colouring—Monna
Lisa's smile, Simouetta's long throat, the ruddy golden

hair which Perugino loved—take hold of an artist's

fancy, and become inwrought with every effort of

his imagination. Some painters of strong indi-

viduality—as, for instance, Botticelli and Francia

—

give all their Virgins one same expression of divine

sorrow or tender reproach. Only the very few ai'e

gifted with Raphael's imagination, and can cover a

sheet of paper with a dozen different faces, each one
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TlIK MAI)ONNA I)EL SAtCO.

(Painid bn Miilira ill Sarin.)

fairer than the last. But it is not often that a

painter dwells so exclusively on one model, and

shapes his women-heads—Virgins, saints, angels, and

Florentine ladies alike—so exactly after one pattern

as Andrea del Sarto. His model, as everybody

Ivnows, was his wife, the fair Lucrezia della Fede,

whom he loved too well for his happiness and his

honour. In the whole of art-history there is not a

sadder tale than this, as Vasari told it long ago

;

as Robert Browning, reproducing every detail with

photographic minuteness, has immortalised it in his

poem ; as Alfred de Musset has tried to tell it in his

dull, unwholesome little play. Henceforth he stands

before the world as a man " damnetl in a fair wife
"

—a melancholy instance of a genius whose moral

ruin and artistic failure, so far as regards the higher

aims, have been worked by the love of a woman who

allied herself with the lower instincts of his nature.

At the age of twenty-five no artist had a greater

career before him than this sou of the Florentine

tailor. His extraordinary talent had attracted the

notice of one great man after another, till even

Michelangelo could say to Raphael, then at the

pinnacle of his glory, "there is a little fellow in

Florence who would bring the sweat to your brow

were he engaged on works as great as yours." He
had already painted several of the wonderful mono-

chromes of the Scalzo cloister; and the frescoes in the

court of the Annunziata, on which he was still en-

gaged, showed him, as draughtsman and as colourist

alike, to be second to none living. It was then that

he became intimate with the beautiful Lucrezia, the

wife of Carlo Recanati, the herreUajo—the maker,

that is, of the felt and velvet caps worn in those days

—who lived in the Via San Gallo. Lucrezia's origin

was common ; her father was poor and vicious ; her

own temper was proud and vindictive. She lived at

variance with her husband ; but she could be gracious

and charming to her admirers, and she easily won

the painter's heart. His passion for her led him to

neglect his work ; and, regardless of his friend's

warnings—a sudden illness having carried off the hatter

—he married the beautiful widow without further

delay. It was soon after his marriage (celebrated on

the 26th December, 1513) that he painted his wife's

portrait in the " Nativity" of the Annunziata frescoes

:

as a youthful matron richly clad in flowing robes,

coming to congratulate the jMother on her Child's

birth. Lucrezia appears to us in the j)ride of her

beauty, as she appeared to the enchanted eyes of

her young husband in the first flush of his wedded

happiness. Tall and stately in figure, she gathers

her drapery about her with a dignified repose, and

the smile that plays on her fair face seems to show

how conscious is she of her charms, how powerless

is Andrea to escape from the spell which has bound

him. From this time the face appears and re-appears

in all his work : in the kneeling Magdalene of the

" Dispute of the Trinity," in the angel of the " An-

nunciation;" in the two famous Madonnas—"Of
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the Sack" and "Of the Tribune"

—

wliiih wf iv-

produce ; in the allegorical figure of Faith—a pi;!

y

on her name Fede—holding chalice and host. " lie

always iwiutcd his women from his wife's portrait/'

hand remain, one at Berlin, the other at Madrid.

Both give us the same handsome matron with

—

" The peifcct brow,

And perfect eyes, and more tluin perfect mouth."

lUK VIBOIN OP THE TEIBTJNB.

(Painted by Audna dtl Sarto.)

says Yasari, " and even when she was absent, and

ho made use of other models, so deeply was her

image engraven in his mind, so constantly had he

studied her features, that almost all his women-

heads resembled hers."

Two authentic portraits of Lucrezia by her husband's

In both portraits she wears a white handkerchief

folded over her striped woollen bodice, full yellow

sleeves, and a white cloth loosely twisted among the

coils of her chestnut hair ; but the Madrid portrait is

the more youthful, and evidently belongs to those

bright days of early married life in which Andrea
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painted the fresco of the " Nativity." As we look at

the tiuely moulded ueek and arms, at the comely face

which wants no beauty but that of soul—the soul

which is missing in all Andrea's pictures—we ask

ourselves with the jwet, what might have been,

" Had tlio mouth tliere urged
' God aud the glory ! never care for gain,

The present by the future, what is that ?

Live for fame, side by side with Agnolo

!

Raphael is waiting : up to God aU three 1

'

I might have done it for you."

But the perfect lips are silent; and the beautiful

eyes could never speak the word which might have

raised Andrea to the heaven that was for ever shut

xipon him.

For a little while we can well believe that the

summer of the young painter's bliss lasted, and he

paid little heed to the reproaches of his friends, who

comjjlained that he had forsaken them. But if

Vasari's tale is true—and since he had known Andrea,

and Lucrezia was still alive when he wrote, its sub-

stance can scarcely be disputed—the sequel proves

that Andrea was only another example of the old

truth that to them the gods hate they grant the de-

sires of their heart. Not only did Lncrezia's over-

bearing temper drive away the painter's apprentices,

Pontormo among them; but her vanity attracted other

admirers, who excited her husband's jealousy and

made him miserable. Iler extravagance involved him

in foolish expenditure which brought him into diffi-

culties and caused him to neglect his own parents,

who are said to have died in the greatest poverty,

while Lucrezia's relatives lived on the fruits of his

labours. Some of this may be ascribed to Vasari's

habit of exaggeration, or to his personal dislike of

Lucrezia; but much of it is no doubt true. The

painter's behaviour towards his generous patron,

Francois I., is historical. In the spring of 151S he

accepted an invitation to the court of France, where

his pictures had already made him famous. There

he remained several months, painting (among other

masterpieces) the " Pieta " of the Belvedere and the

" Charity " of the Louvre, and enjoying the king's

own favour and friendship. Meanwhile Lucrezia,

who had remained in Florence, became impatient

—

" more eager," says Vasari, " to profit by her hus-

band's gains than to see him again ;
" and although

he sent her presents, and told her to build the house

she wanted, she wrote letter upon letter urging him

instantly to return. At length Andrea yielded to her

prayers and oljtained leave of absence from the French

king for two months, at the end of which time he

promised to come back with his wife. On this condi-

tion he returned to Florence, taking with him a sum
of money to buy works of art which he was to bring

back with him to Paris. But once at home again, in

the company of his beautiful Lucrezia, he lost all

sense of loyalty and honour. He loaded his wife and

her relatives with presents ; he spent the king's

money in building a house in a street behind the

church of the Annunziata. And then, fearing to face

the just anger of Fran9ois, he refused to stir from

Florence, and never more returned to France.

Idle he certainly was not. Fresh commissions

came to him from all quarters. The Medici, whose

return he had celebrated in triumphal arches and

cars, gave him work of all kinds. He painted the

allegories of the Scalzo, the " Madonna del Sacco,"

the "Last Supper" at S. Salvi, and many altar-

pieces more :
" master^jieces," says Vasari, " for

drawing, grace, and beauty of colouring," but always

failing in strength of jnirpose and nobleness of

thought, so falling short of such masters as Fra Bar-

tolommeo and remaining far below Raphael :

—

" So still they overcome, because there's still

Lucrezia—as I choose."

Even his Christ of the "Last Supper"—the Redeemer

in that supreme moment of parting—has nothing

ideal or elevated in form or exf)ression, but is little

better than a peasant, with no redeeming quality of

deep) feeling or divine intention. All through the rest

of his life Andrea seems to have looked back with

lingering affection to the time he spent at the court of

France, aud to have bitterly regretted his ingratitude

and infirmity of purpose. In his anxiety to recover

Frangois' favour, he painted several pictures, intend-

ing to despatch each one in turn as a peace-offering

to the offended monarch. But whether before the

work was done his courage failed him, or whether the

high prices offered him by Ottaviano de Medici or

some other patron were too tempting to be refused,

he never carried out his design. Once, in his last

years, he went so far as to make an agreement with

Giovanbattista della Palla, the French king's agent

in Florence, to execute a work for his master. In

his anxiety to regain his old patron's good graces he

exerted himself to the utmost, and produced the

noble " Sacrifice of Isaac," now in the Dresden

Gallery. But this masterpiece, in which Andrea

rises above his usual level, never reached its desti-

nation. Perhaps, as Vasari suggests, rran9ois re-

fused to accept the work of an artist whose faith-

less conduct had disgusted him with all Florentines.

Whatever the reason, the picture remained in Andrea's

studio after his death, when it was bought by Filippo

Strozzi.

So he stayed on in Florence, preyed upon by

his wife and her greedy kin, who followed him

even when he removed to the country, aud paint-

ing one picture after another with ever-increasing

facility of hand aud corresponding mannerism of
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style and emptiness of tlioiisl.t. The l';iee is si ill falling f''"'" "'"'''i- •''>* 'j':"''< '"P- t'"' ^^'"'^ ^Tt'S. ^cn-

Luerezia's—with the fair brow and the soulless eyes sitive mouth, and pensive, diseonsolate expression—

—but the eoiourinj? lias beeome misty and uncertain, such a portrait as we reproduce below,

and the once masrerly fusion of tints and shadows Long afterwards, in tlie year 1570, Jacopo da

has resulted in a curious ^vey- Empoli sat in the court of the

ness of tone. Finally, after the Annunziata copying Andrea del

sufferings of the siege of Flor- y ^ Sarto's famous fresco of the

once, Andrea fell ill, and at the -.|i|
||

"Nativity," when an old woman

end of a few days he died, almr.st ,^ ,^^^^H^>. "
stopped by his side on her way

alone—on the 2;Jnd of January, /C'- |H^^^^Pt» *" "^*''^*^- P-^i'iti'iJ? to the figure

1531. His wife Luerezia kept / " Tf ^Sp °^ ^^^'^ ^'"^"'" matron in the pic-

away from his bedside for fear T"^' ^* W ture, she told him that there was

his sickness might be the plague.
,

A ^ JjL ber own portrait, for that she

To the last his love for her was Afc7\^^'^H^ i

^'^"'""^'^ ^^'"'' ^^^ ^^"* ^'^^ ^^^^
°*"

constant as ever. By his will, 1 ^m~^ J^^^ Luerezia della Fede. There is

dated four years earlier, he left \ ..,,^^0^ .mmK^»%_ singular pathos in the little story,

her all he possessed ; and he even \^^S^^^^^^fSm ^^^"'''^' ^^'^^^'^ Florentine writer has

remcn)l)ered Maria, her daughter ^BHHHl^^. ^W ^°'*"''^ *° ^'''l"'''*^" "^'^^ ^^'''"^*' ^'^'^"^

by her former husband, the /ht- ^^^KK^jM.^^W *° °^°'' ^""^'^ reparation, poor and

re//<i/o. Should Luerezia marry ^^Bl^^^^^^r ^""^^ though it be, to Andrea's

again, he says expressly she is to ^^HHim'^^ memory. Luerezia had tormented

keep the jewels which he had ^^^H^^^ ='"'1 ^'^'^^'^^ '""^ i" '"'^ ^'^^
'

*"''"

given her. Luerezia, however,
^^WPS*^

],:ul neglected him on his death-

never found a third husband ; she a.ndbea del sabio. bed, and left strangers to bury

remained unmarried during the (Paintai by nimscif.) him. But after all, as she looked

forty years of her second widow- back on those first days of her

hood. She realised a considerable .sum by the sale wedded life, more than half a century before, it

of his pictures, for he had laboured to the last; was still her chief pride to remember that she had

but she retained some love for her dead husband, been the beloved wife of the great and famous

and she would not part with his portrait :—one of painter men called " Andrea Senza Errori "—Andrea

those familiar half-length figures with the long curls the Faultless. Julia Caktwright.

THE SOUTH DOWNS AS A SKETCHING-GEOUND.

OPLEY FIELDING in times gone

by, and Hine in times that are our

own, have made excellent capital

out of the rolling hills which bound

A large extent of the Sussex coast,

and artists of less renown occa-

sionally deal successfully with them. Still, it has

always appeared to me that, as material for land-

scapes, "those grand steadfast forms," as George

Eliot calls them, are not, and never have been,

held in the estimation they deserve. It is the

fashion to say of the South Downs, as of the Alps,

that they are " not paintable," and to stigmatise

them as a treeless waste bordered by a shipless sea.

So far as one part of the Downs is concerned,

the description has, perhaps, a certain amount of

truth in it ; but all the same it ought not to make

the white umbrella and camp-stool the rare objects

they are among the coombs and hollows, in the holts

and denes, and along the edge of the bold, chalk-

faced bluffs of the Sussex seaboard. Hereabouts

there is a certain beauty which makes the district

very fruitful of motives and ideas. There is no

doubt that it is a beauty peculiar to itself: a beauty,

too, which it is far from easy to render adequately.

The vast stretches of smooth, unbroken verdure rising

and falling in soft graceful curves, like the undulating

billows of some suddenly arrested sea ; the absence

of strong or abrupt contrasts to mark the successive

planes of distance ; the necessity of depending for

success in conveying the impression of space on the

portraiture of the subtlest gradations of tone and

atmosphere—these are facts to give the random and

haphazard sketcher pause. Great skill and infinite

labour are demanded to produce on the mind of the

spectator as he gazes at a picture of the Downs a

corresponding sense of that magnitude and open

breezy freedom with which he is possessed as he
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OLD SHOEEHAM.

stands inhaling tlio clear, sweet-scented air on one

of their rounded crests.

At this minute I am not thinking of such

well-known artist-haunts as Goodwood and Arundel

Parks : with their vast outlooks and finely-timbered

slopes, their deep, dense, ferny brakes and thickets,

where the dappled deer herd in the cooling shade, and

where the river sparkles and flows, and the lake

" scatters silver lights.''' Such qiiiet and cheerful

pastorals as that one presented in our third picture

—

of Arundel Town and Castle, with the placid Arun

gliding in the foreground, and the palace of the

Howards on the hillside to the right—are far from

my thought. What I have now in my mind appears

at first glance more prosaic and less promising

—

that part of Downland, say, which stretches from

Beachy Head in the east to Chanctonbury Ring,

at the rear of Worthing, in the west—the belt of

country, in fact, which girdles Babylon-by-the-Sea

from the Devil's Dyke ridge northwards, to Oving-

dean, Rottingdean, Newhaven, and Seaford in the

south. Anywhere •within the area thus indicated

are to be found multitudes of those large and simple

graces which form the leading attractions of what
I shall call Downland proper. And this part it is

which I wish to exalt to a loftier prominence than

it seems to hold among the resorts of the sketcher

from nature.

In trying to estimate a little in detail what are

some of the more striking of its features, I shall

quote from Harrison Ainsworth—a writer who was

most keenly alive to them all. Sitting on one of

the ordinary eminences^ " No hills," he says, " can

be more beautiful than these South Downs. They
may want height, boldness, grandeur, sublimity

;

they possess not forest, rock, torrent, or ravine ; but

they have gentleness, softness, and other endearing

attributes. We will not attempt to delineate the

slight but infinite varieties of form and aspect that

distinguish one hill from its neighbour ; for though

a strong family likeness marks them all, each down
has an individual character. Regarded in com-

bination with each other, the high ranges form an

exquisite picture. Contemplation of such a scene

soothes rather than excites, and inspires only feelings

of placid enjoyment. . . . W"e have a peaceful

landscape before us, of a primitive character, and

possessing accompaniments of pastoral life. Yonder

is the shepherd with crook and dog, watching his

flock browse on the thymy slopes—the unequalled

sheep of the South Downs, remember. At our feet

lies a well-cultivated valley, with broad patches of

turnip and maugold-wurzel on one side and a large

stubble-field on the other, where the ploughman with

his yoke of patient oxen is at work. In this valley

you may note a farm-shed and a sheep-fold, with
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rows of hay-staoks and corn-stacks at various |njiiits,

cvidencinj^ the fertility of the soil. In front of us is

the British Channel. A burst of sunshine illuniines

the tall white cliffs on the east, and gleams upon the

far-off lighthouse. That jiharos i.s on Heachy Head.

On the near height, overlooking the sea, stands a

windmill, wliile a s<ililary harn forms a landmark on

that distant liill. Altogctlur a charming picture.

Hut we have not yet fully examined it. The beau-

teous hill, on the brow of which we are seated, has

necessarily a valley on either side. On the right,

and immediately beneath us, is a pretty little village,

nestling amid a grove of frees, above whose tops

you ma)' discern the tower of a small, grey, old

church. . . . On the left, and nearer the sea, you

may discern another, and considerably larger village,

almost as pictiu'csque as the former, and possessing a

grey, anti(jue church at its northern extremity. . . .

Behind and around on every side, save towards the

sea, are downs—downs with j)atches of purple heather

or grey gorse clothing their sides—downs with small

holts within their coombs, partially cultivated or per-

fectly bare—everywhere downs.''

That they require much clever management
truthfully and attractively to develop their pecu-

liar beauty with the brush I have already insisted
;

and if they do not at all times lend themselves

readily to pictorial treatment the same can be said

of most landscapes. Judgment and experience are

necessary to catch the favourable moment. It must

be watched and waited for:—whether it come with

the cloud-shadow or gleaming sunburst, as they hurry

up and down the steej)s almost as if endowed with

life ; or whether it steal upon you in the twilight,

when the blue smoke from some solitary homestead

curls up the copse in the hollow, softens while it

magnifies the crest above, and mingling with the

tender opalescent sky, or the mystery of the distant

sea, produces the desired effect. Natural mist is

rarely seen on the South Downs ; the valleys are

as dry as the hill-tops, and give forth few or none

of those miasmatic vapours so valuable to the

painter's art and so prejudicial to his health. But

by cunning and contrivance their substitute can

be fou!id. Especially can they be hit upon at mellow

autumntide, when the stubble hea]) is burning and,

like the cottage chimney, " is sending up its fumes

in useful vagueness and admirable uncertainty." So,

too, the sea-fog, when not too dense, on occasion is

IVauglit witli advantages. By its aid I have seen

tile loftiest downs magnified into mountains. As it

swirls round their crests, or sweeps up the valley from

the coast, the silvery, sheeny light it includes and

distributes, illuminates and varies with exquisite gen-

tleness the soft green monotony of nature. Such

accidents are invaluable aids to the combination of

CHANCTONBCKY RINO.
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those atniosnlierio t'li'ects upon which the successful

treatment of Down scenery greatly depends. If tin:

sulijects do not strictly make sky jiictures, as they

AETJNDEL TOViy

are called, they are at least of such an open breezy

character as almost to merit the title, and to establish

a right to be considered from the same point of view.

The Downs have changed since the days when

Copley Fielding worked such wonders with them.

A good part has come under cultivation ; but though

plough and harrow have in a measure destroyed their

pure and matchless surface, cutting it uj) into huge

chess-board patterns, it may still be said of them,

with Shakespeare, that " there is some soul of good-

ness in things evil, would men observingly distil it

out.'^ The good in this case is to be distilled out of

great spaces of waving corn and the innumerable

beauties which follow in the wake of harvest. The
golden grain waving in the wind, or partly cut, or

stacked in sheaves and stooks, or lying in long curv-

ing swathes ; the many noble tasks of husbandry ;

the carting -home towards the farmsteads in the

great, broad-wheeled waggons ; the stacking in the

comely riek-yard ; the spectacle, presented later on,

of mild-eyed oxen, great-horned and dun of hide,

toiling patiently before the plough across the stubble,

and followed by a train of swirling rooks :—here are

surely ample materials for art of the best and noblest

type. As suggestive in its way, too, is the every-

day aspect of the soft tixrfy hills. Scarcely ever can

you tramp a mile across them without encountering

breaks and declivities on their sides which have but

to be skilfully attacked and appropriately lighted

and shaded, at once to afford a standpoint and

sufficient contrast to the tender tints of the vasty

j)uri)le distances. The steep, white, winding roads

may be adapted to artistic needs, and made to act

like magic threads

of silver, in guiding

the eye through the

intricacies of the

"labyrinthine hills;"

for they go vanishing

abruptly round the

corner of one big

bluff, to i-eappear

in sinuous and ever-

dimii.itliing curves

ujwn its nearhand

neighbour ; and so

over hill after hill

beyond, until they

are lost upon the

bounding ridge or in

the depths of some

solitary coomb. The

flocks of sheep, too,

are nobly character-

istic of the place :

—

whether straying

across the broad pastures, watched over by the

solemn shepherd, long-coated and slouch-hatted, and

posing statue-like upon his crook ; or being driven

down some of the aforesaid roads with the cloud

of dust in their trail. Millet would have rejoiced

in their presence, and have dealt with the Downs
as with the plain of Chailly. There is no reason

why his many scholars and admirers should cross

the Channel, and follow the great master of piastoral

])ainting so far as to Barbizon and Gruchy. It is

their own fault if they go further afield than Beachy

Head and Chanctonbury Ring—than the seaboard of

the county of the Downs.

Moreover, even within the limited area of the

Southdown country which I have circumscribed, the

eye is never wearied with monotony : it does not

gaze upon a broad expanse of downs alone. Looking

down towards the sea, it rests lovingly on such

a picturesque relic of past days as Old Shoreham

— the scene of our first picture— with its long

bridge over the estuary of the Adur and with its

Norman tower peej)ing out among the trees. And
there away to our right we see Cissbury Hill, the

delight of antiquarians, with its remains of an old

Roman camp—its single fosse and broad vallum.

There, too, a little further north, rises up Chancton-

bury Ring, the third highest point in the county,

its summit capped, as our artist has shown, by a

thick grove of trees, making it a landmark for all

the country round. And looking inland we catch
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liollow, ami tlieiv—
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liall' l.iin.'.l in :

' W'luii' widr far-ruacliiiig downs a vali' ciifol.!,

An old-time farm lifs uostliuir out of slight.
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niiind Miillini'st—the motive of our last illustration.

There is a world of pieturesqiie suggestiveness in the

very name Midhurst itself—a town amid woods

—

anil we could ))ic(ure for ourselves the did! old market

Tlie red-tik'd homestead peeping toivard tlic liglit

Amid a grove of oaks huge-boughed and old :

And lichens, through quaint tenderness grown bold.

Run riot o'er the place in silent might,

And crimson sunset-flushes now to-night

Flash all their greys and yellows into gold.

Here changes come not, nor a stranger's face :

The very winds seem linked unto the place,

And bring no news of what the world's about."

Of course if we choose to travel further afield than

Clianctonbury Rintj, passing west along the inland

ridge of the South Downs, we shall find new beau-

ties til arrest our gaze in tlie well-wooded country

town on the hanks of the Rother, well fenced in

with trees, even if we had never seen it. Or if we
prefer to wend our way once more to the south face

of the Downs, we may distinguish the high spire

and the Norman kee]) of Arundel and the perpen-

dicular bell-tower of Chichester. Truly he who makes

a sketching-ground of the South Downs has choice

enough and to spare, and will not readily determine

where first to pitch his tent and attempt to repro-

duce the beauties around him—the unique phases of

scenery and circumstance, the fair new field for

artistic operations. "W. W. Fexn.

•5a»»»«s^«—

"THE FIVE SENSES" AT THE NATIONAL GALLERY.

AMONG the many additions recently made to the tlicse pictures, very little is known. lie was born
-LX. National (iallery are the five small oil-paint- at Antwerp, 1614; he was apprenticed to the third

ings on jiane], of which wood-engravings accom])any Peter Breughel in lC2(i; he was free of the Guild of

this article. About Gonzales Ccxpies, the ]jainter of St. Luke, lOKt; nnd its president, 16.55, and again,
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1680; aud he died in 1GS4. That

much we k^am from Crowe, quoting

from " Liggeren " of Antwerjj Guild.

To this I may add tliat he studied

painting under David Ryckaert, a

Flemish artist of no particular note,

and married his master's daughter in

due course. We hear something of a

second wife. Then Descamps knows
what children he had and when thev

died—knows, too, that Gonzales him-

self died in 1684, and was Iniried in

St. George's Church, at Antwerp ; Inil

of a romantic story told about him

by D'Argenville, Descamps know^
nothing. This story " mout be true,

as Uncle Remus says, " an' agin it

moutn't." Let my reader take it a(

his own valuation.

Gonzales, accunling to romanti

D'Argenville, was a very handsomi

fellow, and was, moreover, though as .1

married man he ought to have known
better, somewhat over-gallant in hi-^

THE FIVE SENSES- HI AU\'0.

(From the Picture bii Guiizalea Cvqiiis.)

behaviour. Being at one time in the ser-

vice of the Duke of Lorraine, he fell pas-

sionately in love with a beautiful young
lady, and the sentiment seems to* have

lieen reciprocal. Naturally enough, objec-

tions were made on the part of the girl's

]iaients ; but, nothing daunted, she put on

male attire—like the Bailiff's Daughter of

Islington—and came to her lover's house

in the guise of a Polish student. At this

pass matters could not long remain. En-

quiries were made, and suspicion soon

rested upon the painter and his charming

guest. Accordingly they fled to a village

in the neighbourhood of Antwerp, and

there essayed to hide themselves from

prying eyes. But the energetic pursuit

of an outraged wife and injured parents

obliged them to hurry on once more, if

they would escape from the troubles and

penalties of a legal process. Suddenly

they disappeared together, and thence-
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forward concealed themselves so \v

that nothing' more was ever heard of

either of them. Such is the substance

of D'Argenville's little tale. It is ro-

mantic cnou>'-h ; hut, in face of the

entries in the " Liggeren," I fear it

cannot also be true.

Romance apart, however, there is

very little to say about Gonzales Coques.

His personality is and must abide a

mystery to us. The main thing to re-

member about him is that he fell

strongly under the influence of A'an

Dyck. He gave himself up to painting-

portraits, and imitated the greater master

as closely as he could. There is, how-

ever, this difference : the copyist always

worked on a smaller scale than the

painter he copied. His figures are very

seldom more than ten or twelve inches

high. It was for this reason that he

got the nickname of the " Little Van

Dyck," by which he is commonly known.

THE YVTE SEXSKS : TASTE.

(from the Picture by Gonzuhs Cor/iuf.)

What he lost in size he added in finish.

The delicacy of his handiwork is very

remarkable. That love of finish pos-

sessed liim which was one of the great

virtues of the Flemish school. During

the Eighteenth and the early part of

the Nineteenth Centuries the Dutch

painters were perhaps foolishly admired
;

it has now become the fashion to cry

them down. Neither procedure is right.

The true lover of art will always be

ready to admire good work, of whatever

kind it may be ; but he will not claim

that all good work shall be placed on

the same level or equally esteemed. Let

the reader be patient with me for a

moment, and I will exijlain.

Here is a man who inherited from

his predecessors every kind of knowledge

that he could require about the laws of

drawing and the methods of handling

brushes and pigments, who had an eje

for colour, and knew how to group and
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harmonise difforeiit tints most pleasantly tojiethfr

—

a man who was gifted by nature and education alike

with an infinite deal of jierseverance, was always eayer

til eomplete what he nndei'took .is well as he enidd, and

was absolutely incapable of seanipini^- or of prodiiciiii,''

pretentions work. Can we not be content to admiie

the evidence of these virtues ? If he and his fellows

were not prophets, and had no visions of lands that

were brighter and fairer than their own flats, why
should we quarrel with them ? They give us all

they had to give, why should we ask for nioie ?

Coqnes, at any rate, knew how tn ]iaint with

Ljdod rich colours— '' wnrni brown Hesh-toues," and

wliat-nol. He was good at "greyhounds and dtlicr

dugs, and employed an open-air background by jirc-

ference." In his case careful work seems to have

been sufficiently rewarded ; for we read that very

soon the prices that he was enabled to charge removed

his works quite beyond the reach of ordinary buyers.

His picture of the family of a certain Nassonigni

made a name for him at court; and thenceforward

he sunned himself in the comfortable radiance of

regal favour. And this was ])roductive to him not

only of " a medal with the Prince of Orange's

portrait hanging from a gold chain," which all his

biographers are careful to mention, but of orders

for work of various kinds from this and the other

prince or king, likely to be very well paid.

His paintings were mostly of the kind known as

conversation pieces—portraits of^ a whole family at

once, seated about a table jierhaps, or otherwise

grouped indoors. " His productions," says Smith,
" usually represent family parties, in the upper ranks

of society, grouped in the most pleasing manner,

either in the interior of elegant apartments, ojjen

vestibules, or on the terraces of noble mansions,

and in gardens ; always displaying a fine taste in

the decorative and accessorial parts of his pictures.

He also availed himself of the elegant costume

of the Spaniards (then the prevailing fashion at

Antwerp) to give picturesque effect and beauty to

his figures." An example of this sort is the picture

numbered 8^1 in the National Gallery; and in

Buckingham Palace there used to be, and perhaps

still is, a work of the same type, representing the

family of M. Verhelst.

Coqnes, like most other artists of his day, was
glad to avail himself of the assistance of his con-

temporaries ; for, as with the medical men of the

present time in their treatment of disease, so was it

in those days with the jiainters of pictures. One
part of the whole field was taken possession of by
this and the other practitioner as his own. The
painters, in a word, were mostly specialists. One
man painted animals and another flowers; a third

was eminent in landsea}i(>, and a fourth in figures.

Coqnes, a figure painter, would call in Artois to help

hinr in his landscape backgrounds, and (Jhering for

his architecture, while Peter Gysels would lend him

a hand if he .stood in need of fruit or flowers.

But the influence of \:u\ l)yek by degrees became

more and more predominant in Coqnes' work, and it

is upon those portraits on a small scale, which are

the proof of it, that his fame is really based. Of
these the most valuable in existence are probably the

jwirtraits of William Penn and his wife, jjreserved at

Dungannon, the jirojierty of the Earl of Ranfiirly
;

they, it is niueli to be liojied, will some day find their

way to a winter exhibition at Burlington House.

Tlie " Eive Senses" likewise belong to this class.

We do not know for whom they were painted. They
come to us from Brussels, having been purchased last

May at the Du Bus de Gisignies sale, and in all

probability they have never before been out of the

country where they were produced.

At once the best and the most interesting of the

set is the first, symbolic of the sense of " Sight." It

is a portrait of Gonzales Coques' friend, the Antwerp

painter, Robert van den Hoecke (1609— lt)08). He
is near a table, on which lies a plan of Ostende, as is

proved liy the name inscribed upon it. In his right

hand he holds a picture of a camp which he has just

finished painting; it corresponds to the plan on the

table, lloeeke's picture.s, says Bartsch, "are gene-

r;dly very small and full of figures. He excelled

in subjects which admitted the introduction of a

very great number—such as battles, eneamjiments,

marches, attacks, pillages, and the like. His drawing

is very correct, /ik iuuch fine, and his colour delicate.

He enriched all his compositions with a prodigious

number of figures brought together into a small area,

so that.it is difficult to observe their variety; yet if

they be closely examined, each will be found to be

distinctly and correctly drawn." It is evident that

the choice of this painter-engraver as an impersona-

tion of the sense of sight was peculiarly apt, his

delicacy of handling having been uncommonly ad-

mired, alike by his contemporaries and by modern

amateurs. Very few of his pictures are known ; but

eight may be seen in the Belvedere at Vienna, and

one, at any rate, in the museum at Berlin. Most of

his twenty-one engravings are more easily accessible.

In Coqnes' portrait the artist is girt with a sword—

a

somewhat extraordinary appendage, one would have

thought, for a peaceful craftsman. It is not, how-

ever, introduced at random. It is Hoecke's badge

of office ; for among the favours conferred upon him

liy the King of Sjiain was the post of Controller of

Fortifications throughout the whole of Flanders. His

studies of camp-life were thus productive to him not

alone of suggestions for paintings, but of more jirac-

tieal aji])lications as well.
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As the sense of " .Siylit '' is symbolised in the pre-

sentinent of a painter, so the sense of " Hearing " is

shadowed fortli in the portrait of a musician. It is

not the sense alone that the artist cares for, hut llic

art by wliich the sense is appealed to. Wn are able

awaken the iiij^liest emotions of the .soul through tlie

medium of the sense of taste. Some day, perhaps,

we shall have Beethoven's symphonies translated

into dinners and servi-d up in dishes and turceus.

In the meantime Coques, having- no heroic artist

to say that the first picture of the series is a jiortrait in Taste to depict, nor so much as a Goufle or a

of lloeeke because C. van Caukercken was <,"(jod Soyer, fell back upon some boon companion with a

eiiou<,rh to engrave it and jjut the name underneath, real capacity of enjoying a good thing, and made an

Unfortunately no such help comes to us in the excellent and very delicate portrait of him, sparklin

c;ise of the musi-

cian, and nameless

he has to remain.

The painting is of

course a portrait

.

There is that in

the attitude of the

player, in the ges-

ture of his hands

and head, that is

characteristic of

a man engaged in

his favourite pur-

suit. There is no

touch of the model

about him ; he is

not in any sense

got up for the

occasion. And
this is one of the

virtues of Coques'

paintings ; if he

does not dej)iet

heroes, he at all

events depicts

men. All his peo-

ple are human ;

they sit at their

ease and behave

themselves with-

out constraint.

They do not seem

to know that any-

body is looking cm

at them. Their

THE FIVE SENSES : TOUCU.

tFniiii III' rielurc by Gonzales Coqu

with humour and

kindly feeling.

The personiti-

catioii of the sense

(if " Smell" is in

strong contrast

with the jolly

Taster. It seems

possible, too, that

the contrast is de-

lilierato and inten-

tional, lie is a

man stout, rather

gross, and evi-

dently sulky, of

Fulstaff's tonnage

liut without his

humour. From

the pijje he is

smoking he seems

to derive but little

satisfaction j one

judges that pro-

bably Coqueshim-

self was no smoker.

The dapper man

objects to the pol-

lution of the at-

nio.sphe re, and will

not represent the

lover of tobacco

as even satisfied

with hisown weed.

The sense of

" Touch" is sym-

utr himself hleed.coats and cloaks are naturally f<ilded, not pulled this bolised in the figure of one lett ^

way and that for the sake of symmetry and balance. lie has breathed a vein in his left wrist, and is catch-

Good composition is attained, but you do not .see ing the stream in little measures. In his hand-

how it is done. The art conceals itself, and is so

much the more to be admired.

Look, for instance, at the Taster enjoying his

Rhine wine and peppered oysters. You see at once

that the things really are good to the palate. If you

did not know their flavour, you yourself woidd be glad

to try, with so happy an example before you. As

yet cookery has not been elevated to the position ot a

tine art. No compounder of condiments has arisen to

is the old phlebotomists advise—he clutches a staff

:

—to steady the lindj, and by putting some strain

upon the muscles of the wrist to keep the issue

within due limits. The hair is exquisitel}^ finished
;

every stuff is properly distinguished with its own

gloss or bloom ; while the blue ribbon " points
"

round the waist serve as a beautiful contrast to the

sombre c.li.urs of the coat and the plain brown wall

ind. W. Mautin Conway.
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TWO OLD LONDON MARKETS.

ONE of the less obvious results of tliat unmeasured

extension of the metropolis, which perplexes

the political economist and rejoices the speculative

builder, is a certain lowering in the literary value of

localities. London is too dispersed, too huge, too

indeterminate in its limits to justify invidious dis-

tinctions. There are a score of streets which are as

populous as the Strand; a score of squares which

vie with Trafalgar ; a score of hills that overtop the

traditional summit of Ludgate. Captain Morris may

have sung of Pall ]\Iall ; Mr. Frederick Locker may

still sing of Piccadilly ; but these are poets, and

poets, although Shelley calls them the " legislators

of the world," have this in common with their graver

brethren of St. Stephen's, that their enactments are

occasionally disregarded. The times, iu short, are past

when places had their part in the recognised deco-

rations of letters—when the Monument could point

a moral or the pump at Aldgate adorn a tale. And
yet in the bygone days, when London was smaller,

they seem to have enjoyed a significance which now
is almost inconceivable. To take up an old number
of the Si^edator or Taller is to feel at once the

presence not only of a swarm of obsolete indi\'iduali-

ties— bucks, l)loods, toasts, Mohocks, fine ladies,

sober citizens, coffee-house politicians, and the like

;

but of the very haunts and regions where they

assembled —• the Mall, the Spring Gardens, the

Opera House in the Haymarket, Ozinda's, and the

Cocoa-Tree. We cannot hear, in fancy, beneath

the old-fashioned italics and capitals of Addison and

Steele, the rustle of silk and the flutter of fans, or

THE STOCES MARKET, OLD LONPOX.

(ArUsl UHknwrn. llil J'a-muision of Missis, llairil Gravcs.1
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see (" in our mind's eye, Horatio ! ") tlie " brave

vibration" of buckles and solitaires and amber-headed

canes, without calling up at the same time the

^rounds and accessories of that Augustan archi-

tecture which, says Mr. John Ashtmi, bears so faint

a resemblance to its modern imitations. Locality,

in those leisurely and luiembarrasscd days, seems to

have entered into the blood—to have lent a colour

to the figures, as certain places do to certain animals.

By the courtesy of Messrs. Graves, of Pall Mall,

we are enabled to present our readers with copies,

hitherto unengraved, of two of these Eighteenth

Century backgrounds — the Stocks Market and

Covent Garden. The former no longer exists; the

latter still maintains, if not its ancient aspect, at

least its ancient boundaries. Both, of yore, were

frequently liidicd together by the poets and essayists.

Steele, for example, couples them in that charming
" Day's llamble," which forms No. 454 of the

Sju'clalor

:

—" It was very easy " (says he, speaking

of the fleets of market gardeners who convoyed him
down the Tiiames) " to observe by their sailing, and

the countcuanees of the ruddy virgins who were super-

cargoes [Sir Richard hath ever an eye for a ruddy

virgin], the parts of the town to which they were

bound. There was an air in the purveyors for Covent
Gardion, who frequently converse with morning rakes,

very unlike the seemly sobriety of those bound for

Stocks Makket." So, too, Fielding, in his delect-

able parody of Ambrose Philips :
—" Oh ! my Kis-

sinda" (says Lovegirlo)—
"Oh I my Kissindal Oh! how sweet art thou ?

Nor Coyest Gauiies nor Stocks Makket knows
A (lower like thee."

But the association of the two must have been more

a matter of convenience than similarity ; for while

Covent Garden, as one of the notes to this play

euphemistically has it, was " well known to all gen-

tlemen to whom beds were unknown," the Stocks

Market seems to have been a market for " Fruits,

Roots, and Herbs " only.

It looks quiet enough in the picture, and not

over-encumbered with business, this old emporium
of Georgian London, which has so long gone the

way of Troy and the " Maypole in the Strand." It

dated (say the chroniclers) from the time of the first

COVEXT GAIiDEX, OLL^ LOXIiOX.

{Frum Ihc Pkturc Ij J. Xulklans. By rermission 0/ Messrs. IIcwv Graves.)
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Edward, in whose reign a Lord Mayor built it for

the sale of fish and flesh ; and its name was derived

from the fact that a pair of stocks had stood pre-

viously ou the spot. Under Henry IV. it was rebuilt,

accommodating', in 1543, " twenty-five fishmongers

and eighteen butchers.^' On the east side were

trees ; fruit-stalls occupied the north side, butchers

the south-west corner, and gardeners and florists the

remainder. The statue round which these last were

grouped (shown in our engraving) had a curious

history. A certain Sir Robert Viner bought it a

bargain at Leghorn, and subjected it to a trans-

formation not unlike that by which Mrs. Jarley, of

the Wax-Work, turned " Mr. Grimaldi as Clown "

into the semblance of Lindley Murray, for the

benefit of Miss Monflathers' boarding-school. It re-

presented John Sobieski trampling a Turk. This

would not do in the Caroline Stocks Market ; so,

with Latham's aid. Sir Robert turned Sobieski into

Charles II. and the Turk into Oliver Cromwell.

Trampler and trampled are now no more; and the

site is occupied by Dance's Mansion House, whose

first resident was that resolute Sir Crisp Gascoigne

who refused to believe in Betty Canning.

Of the view of Coveut Garden there is less to say,

because, to speak paradoxically, there is so much to be

said. We are liere concerned, however, not so much
with the Covent Garden of Hogarth's " Morning "

and Fielding's burlesque tragedy, as with the square

in its topographical aspect; and the best introduction

to the picture will be to describe another, to which it

was no doubt the fellow. This was exhibited at Bur-

lington House in 1879-80, and showed the market

from the westward looking towards the fagade of

St. Paul's Church. In the centre was the old column
and dial, also to be distinguished in the present cut,

which was taken down in 1790. Round this were

grouped some of the notabilities of the neighbour-

hood. In front of the column was a very handsome
basket-woman known as the '•' Duchess," among whose

admirers report numbered that Duke of Wharton
of whom Swift and Pope painted so black a portrait.

Near to her stood Catherine Lady Archer, whose

house on the northern side of the square, long famous

in this century as Evans's Hotel, is now occupied by
the Falstaff Club. In different parts of the picture

other personages connected with the market were dis-

persed. One was a sleek Counsellor Silvertongue-

looking divine, who was supposed, upon somewhat
insufficient evidence, to represent Dr. John Craddock,

rector of the church, and afterwards Bishop of Kil-

more ; another was one George Carpenter, well known
about the Garden, and whose speciality consisted in

the skill with which he could carry a tall pile of

baskets on his head, and shake off one or more as

required. This picture, which, when exhibited, be-

longed to Mr. Graves, has since passed into private

hands. It Was a work of considerable beauty and

interest, rather French in treatment, but finished

with great taste and minuteness.

The picture of Covent Garden now reproduced in

The Magazine op Akt, and which has also been re-

cently acquired by Mr. Graves, is evidently a different

view of the same spot by the same hand. That looked

to the westward ; this (apparently) looks eastward

towards Russell Street, showing the Piazzas at the

bottom, and the booths of the southern side. In the

middle, as in the companion canvas, only much smaller,

is the old dial, round which the sellers of rice-milk,

porridge, and so forth were wont to congregate.

The principal personages are again Lady Archer, who
wears a magnificent dress with red stripes, and the

Duchess, who is presiding over a show of vegetables,

the " Batavian grace " of which can hardly be fairly

estimated from a copy in black and white. Of the

two this picture is perhaps the less interesting,

because it possesses less incident ; but in mere tech-

nique it is fully equal to the other. From the

presence of Lady Archer in both, it ma)' perhaps

be assumed that they were originally painted for her

or at her desire. She was a grand-niece of Edward
Russell, Earl of Oxford, the admiral who fought the

French off La Hogue, and was the original owner of

the old house now the Falstaff Club. When he died

in 1727 he left it to her and her husband, Thomas
Archer, of Umberslade, who was ci-eated Lord Archer

in July, 171-7. Lady Archer died in July, 11 o^,

before which time the picture—whose costumes are

those of 1735—must of course be dated.

The painter of the " Stocks Market " is uncertain.

Though differing in detail, it has certain affinities to

one exhibited in the British Gallery in 1817, among
the works of Hogarth. But Nichols attributed that

to a namesake, one Joseph Nichols ; and it is possible

that the present picture may be by the same artist.

The painter of the "Covent Garden" is also somewhat
uncertain, although Mr. Graves, whose exjierience is

unique, confidently attributes it to Joseph Nollekens,

father of the sculptor. He was in London from 1733

to 1748, when he died in Soho. He studied in this

country under Tillemans, and had copied much from

Watteau and Pannini, which would account for some

of the foreign characteristics of his style. This

attribution of one picture (and consequently the

other) to his brush is, however, compai-atively modern.

The view which Mr. Graves exhibited at the Old

Masters had long passed traditionally with its last

owners as Hogarth's (which is obviously incorrect),

while Nichols suggests that it may have been b}'

Herbert Pugh, a dissolute artist who lived in the

Piazzas, and died of drink and debauchery at an

early age. Austin Dobson.
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THE HERMITAGE AUTOTYPES.

IN the series of reproiluetidiis in aulotypc ol'

liietures from the Museo del I'railo, pulilislicd

nol iiKiiiy montlis aj^o liy Brauu and Co. in Paris,

and by the Autotype Conii)any in London, we have

wliat seems tlie liij^hest possible expression of artistic

])hotography. Of the numbers of this famous set it

is really not too mueh to say that they brou<;ht tiie

treasures of the great Spanish collection within

actual reach of home-keeping Englishmen. They

were at once so vigorous and so faithful—so full and

varied in tone, so literal and so graphic as regards

the quality of form, so rich in suggestions of colour

and handling and style—as to give the student a

practical working knowledge of the master-works

they reproduced, and to bring him into intimate

relations with the gallery whose more notable features

they were designed to record.

As represented by a first instalment, MM. Braun's

new series—of reproductions in autotype of pictures

from the Hermitage Collection in St. Petersburg—is an

improvement, and a great one, upon the Prado master-

pieces themselves. To begin with, they are larger,

for they measure eighteen inches by fourteen. And

being larger, they are also clearer and more repre-

sentative of their several originals. They are richer,

that is to say, in the subtler qualities of design—in

delicacy of form, and intention of line, and indi-

viduality of modelling ; they convey a stronger and

a more affecting impression of the attributes of

power and dignity and mass ; they present a fuller

and a more expressive combination of suggestions of

colour; they are more opulent in tone, and more

brilliantly successful in their presentment of light

and shadow and effects of atmosphere. To say this

is to give them the highest possible praise ; but it is

not to praise them more than they deserve. They

are certainly the finest photographs of pictures ever

produced ; and to possess a half-dozen of them is the

next best thing to possessing half a dozen of their

originals.

The first issue is of twenty-five pictures. Chief

among them are a couple of Raphaels :—a magni-

ficent "Portrait de Vieillard" (-iO), and the famous

and delightful " Vierge de la Maison d'Albe" (38),

which is one of the painter's good things, and one

of the good things of sacred art. It is curious to

compare these two—so perfect in effect, so faultless

in accomplishment, so full of elegance and dignity

and charm—with the four superb examples of the

romantic and potent genius of Rembrandt by which

they are accompanied. One (SOO) is a " Descent from

the Cross "—a dream of strange radiances and glooms

and tragic action. A third (80:J) is the astonish-

ing " Uanae," a little ejiic of mysterious light and

shadow and passionate gesture and emotional effect.

A fourth (811 (lix) is a detail from the incompar-

able " Portrait d'Homme dans un Bonnet de Four-

rure," painted with an energy and a sincerity

that are almost .savage, yet touched with all the

master's imagination and with all the master's ro-

mances, and in effect as imjircssive and tunudtuous

as an adagio of Beethoven. Side by side with these

comes the admirable " Toilette de Venus" of Titian

—

chaste, noble, majestic ; a masterpiece of the poetry

of the human form. And this, in its turn, may be

confronted for contrast's sake with a dignified and

l)eculiar " Sainte Famille" (14) ascribed to Lionardo,

but probably the work of Cesare da Cesto; with a

" Persee et Audromede " (552) of Rubens—as full of

clangour and vigour and daring as can be ; and with

a singularly sweet and touching example of Bernar-

dino Luini (77), a "Sainte Catherine." Turning

from these we come uj)on a superb Holbein (4tJ6), a

" Portrait de Homme," which takes rank with the

best in existence ; upon a very beautiful Van Dyck

(616), the portrait of Philip "VVharton ; on a de-

lightful Rubens (676), a portrait of Helena Four-

ment ; and by a dashing and triumphant Franz Hals

(770), a " Portrait d'Amiral." More remarkable in

certain ways than any of these are reproductions

of a noble Claude (1,429), and of Ruysdael's " Le

Marais" (1,136), a landscape of singular beauty and

charm. In these, such effects are realised in the

representation of atmosphere and distance and illu-

mination as have heretofore been deemed beyond the

range of artistic photography to achieve.

The value and importance as an educational influence

of such work as we have endeavoured to describe are

not easily exaggerated. It reproduces as much as

is reproducible of some of the greatest pictui-es of the

world; it is in some sort as fruitful of example and

instruction as the originals it represents ; it may be

studied with infinite profit and considered with

infinite pleasure. It is cheap, and it makes an ad-

mirable decoration. Sunk in a mount of gilt oak,

or tinted paper—blue-grey, or grey-green for choice

—and set in a light frame of plain oak, doubled with

a flat of the same wood covered with dull gold, such

photographs as those of the " Vierge de la Maison

d'Albe," the " Toilette de Venus," the " Marais," the

Rembrandt portrait, would not seem out of place on

the walls of a palace. They would be everywhere

appropriate, as they are always interesting and always

beautiful.
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"THE MERMAID."
From the Picture by Otto iSinding

THE Mermaiden is certainly the prettiest and most

popular of all the myths of natural history.

Half of the sea and half of the land, a lovely woman
to the waist and below it a sealed and glittering-

fish, she gives the lie direct to the Horatian maxim

which declares the conjunction abominable, and that

in most trium^ihant terms. For centuries past she

has exercised a perfect fascination on the popular

imagination. You meet her in Homer and you meet

her in Tennyson—on the coasts of legendary Hellas

TUE MH. MATn .

(Fiovi the Picture hy Olto Sinding.)

and in the waters round the Isle of Wight. She

was in the remote, mysterious East a familiar of

the peerless Scherazade ; she has been seen at the

Grosvenor Gallery, with an introduction from Mr.

Eurne Jones ; and with her counterfeit presentment

the mariner is wont to tattoo all parts of his

manly form. There is no end to her metamorj^hoses,

and none to her charm. Science has dissected her,

proved her impossible, and dismissed her to the

limbo of phantasies and delusions, there to keep

company with fauns and

dryads ; and they who on

the sand with printless foot

do chase the ebbing Nep-

tune, and the Man in the

Moon, and the Family

Spectre, and the genius of

Benjamin West, and all

the other fine old crusted

superstitions. But she holds

her ground yet. With her

double nature, her prodi-

gious beauty, her romantic

associations and capacities,

we feel that if she is not

true, she ought to be, and

that if earth and water

are indeed innocent of her

society, then so much the

worse for them.

Herr Sinding has done

his best to piaint her as

the creature of the ele-

ments, the playfellow of

wind and wave, she really

is. With her blowing hair

and her desperate gesture,

she is one with the wild

weather about her. There

is a Wagnerish look in her

eye—as of one determined

at any cost on being dra-

matic and inspired—which

bodes of mischief. Her

spirits are rising with the

gale. She knows of the

coming tempest, and of the

inevitable wreck of the tall

ship at whose sailors she

is screaming her mad en-

cliantinir sonir.

-X^ ^-.'^sN.vV. ^^^*^=*l5
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A DREAMER OF DREAMS: GUSTAVE DORE.

GUSTAVE DORfi the designer and illustrator is

certainly a person of quite extraordinary parts.

His work in black and white has some of the short-

comings and defects of his work in colour, it is true

;

but it stands on a far higher plane of invention,

and belongs to a far higher order of craftsmanship.

The imagination is abnormal ; but it is genuine and

original in kind, and its measure is inexhaustible.

The invention is really prodigious; the ease, the

daring, the spontaneity are not to be gainsaid ; the

illuminating quality in its way and within the limits

of its capacity is unrivalled. If we are enamoured

of what is fantastic and quaint, and of what is

visionary and grotesque, we may turn to Dore with-

out fear of disappointment; for in these attributes

his talent was rich indeed, and his exjiression of

them is unique in illustrative art.

175

His most individual work has the gigantic vague-

ness, the rapidity, the impossible and affecting un-

reality, of a supernatural dream. He thought in

pictures ; and his thoughts are those of one to

whom the unseen, intangible world is more friendly

and more fruitful than the world in which men
dwell. They take no heed of flesh and blood, nor

the essentials of life, nor the unalterable truths of

nature. They deal with an actuality of their own
projecting and contriving : with a universe of fig-

ments and appearances, with a scheme of things that

is no more than a scheme of shadows. They work

and move in a region of dimness and illusion, of

shifting shapes and processions of strangeness—

a

region remote from fact and peopled with impos-

sibilities alone. Enchanted castles; landscapes from

the borderland of creation ; frenzies of architecture ; •
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turrets that topple up to heaven and abysms cloven ho was producing landscapes m pen and ink and

hell-deep; forests grim with mystery and presences working for Bertall, the caricaturistj and the /oK;7?a^

of magic; rocks that seem possessed by an evil spirit; puiir Rirej and at an age when most men are yet

THE MONKS OF SEBILE.

{From Dofes *' Rabdais^" published by ^Tessrs. Chatto avd Wiiuhu^.)

parades of monsters and chimoeras ; a phantasmagoria

of violence and terror and wonderment—this is the

general impression of Core's mind and Dore's art.

He was Alsatian by birth, and there was little

or nothing French about him but his name and his

magnificent assurance. The clarity, the technical

understanding, the sense of form, the neatness and

exactness of expression, the j)assion for what is defi-

nite and coherent and symmetrical, which are dis-

tinguishing characteristics of good French art and

the true French mind, were qualities not dreamed of

in his philosophy. He was German in his strength

and in his weakness alike. He loved much to invent,

and not much to complete his inventions. He had

hardly any wit, but he had a touch of real humour.

To the actual and the positive he preferred the

visionary and the unreal; he caved nothing for the

kingdoms of the earth, but was content with the

empire of the air ; he needed no more than a i>hiloso-

phieal idea—an inspiration from Hegel; a determina-

tion of Schopenhauer to the head—to have been jiure

German, and to have invented transcendental heroics

like Cornelius and Overbeek, or such epics with a

purpose as Richard Wagner's. Birth and fortune,

however, made him a Frenchman, and as a French-

man he won fame all over the world. At sixteen

learning to draw and trying to get an insight into

the practice of irainting he had made himself famous

with his illustrations to Rabelais and the immortal
" Contes Drolatiques " of Honore de Balzac.

These, it is generally admitted, are splendidly

successful. They contain his best work, his freshest

fancy, his most abundant invention, his richest

humour, his most sincere imaginings. The books

themselves are infinitely suggestive; and it may
fairly be claimed for him that he made far more

of their suggestiveness than could have been made
by any of his contemporaries. In Rabelais and in

Balzac there are heights of humour and depths of

meaning, both intellectual and emotional, of which

he scarcely seems to have suspected the existence.

But in both there are qualities that apipealed directly

to his peculiar talent, and ojiportunities that for an

artist of his temper and ambition could hardly be

improved upon. What seems to have touched him
most in the first is that quality of sublime extrava-

gance which has made the fame of Rabelais a fame

apart among modern reputations. Of the jihilosophi-

cal and human significance of his author, his daring

and destructive criticism, his omnipotent irony, his

luminous and far-reaching imagination, he rejiroduced

so little that he may be said to have known nothing
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at all about tlicm. His Rabelais is not tlic author of

the i)ilgrinia<4'e through all human knowledge and the

bird's-eye view of all human oxiJerience set forth in

the story of Pantagruel and Pauurge, but the poet of

Grangousier and Gargamelle, the jolly giants, the

parodist of the eock-and-bull epics of chivalry, the

historian of Frere Jean des Entommeures and the

campaigns of Gargantua, the Rabelais of Loup-garou

and the lie Sonnante and the death-bed of Rondibilis.

Working within the limitalions imposed upon him by

this partial view of a subject that in itself is as bound-

less as the sea, he produced a series of designs of ex-

traordinary spirit and novelty—a series in which the

purely external characteristics of Rabelais are better

presented than they have ever been before. What a

Kermesse in miniature, what a revel of dancing and

love-making and leap-frog and drinking, is that one

which is interrupted by Gargantua's birth ! What
an idea of jovial unreality is conveyed in the picture

of the boy-giant in his bath ! What a cataract of

confusion and dismay in the representation of Pan-

urge's victory over the Six Hundred and Three Score

Horsemen of the Army of the Dipsodes ! What a

pleasant invention in the portrait of the Master of

the lie Sonnante ! What a rush of fatness in flight,

of obesity gone active and distraught, of ponderous

confusion and dismay, in the picture—reproduced on

the opposite jiage—which shows how the riders of

Picrochole assaulted the abbey of Sebile ! What
gigantic good-humour in that which portrays for us

Gargantua at nurse 1 In the " Contes Drolatiques " the

work is better still. The invention is more daring and

abundant, the method more skilful and effective, the

types more varied and attractive, the illustrator's func-

tion—of illumination and explanation—more keenly

felt and more brilliantly and consistently exercised.

This book is one in which the tremendous ima-

gination of Balzac has fullest scope and shows at

its ripest and most luxuriant. It is rich in human

interest and emotion ; in those culminations of

reality, those blossomings of life and circumstance,

which are the very stuff of romance; in those sur-

prises of nature in the fact which are the essence of

art. And it is rich, too—richer, perhaps, than any

modern book—in the matter and spirit of the

grotesque. Balzac imagined and made it with a

keen relish of the old cspril gaiiloin in its rankest

and least tolerable expressions, so that it is a work

which anybody may be forgiven for declining to

peruse, and which to many can only bring disgust

and loathing. In form it is a masterpiece of imagi-

native pedantry; and in substance it is the strangest

mixture (and one of the strongest) that ever came

from the brain of man. It reminds you of Rabe-

lais and of Boccaccio, of Bichat and Antoine de

la Salle, of La Cousine Belle and Le Moi/en de

Parveuir, of Louis Philippe and Louis Onze, of the

France of the Burgundiaus and Armagnacs and the

France of Musset and George Sand. It is full of

tragedy and coarse joviality, of moving drama and

ribald wit, of brutal fun and violent and terrible

experience—so closely interwoven as to be insepar-

al)le, so fused and run together as to make dis-

integration impossible. In this debauch of genius,

this full-blooded and full-flavoured expression of

romanticism at its strongest and most reckless,

Dore, the last of the romantics, found his happiest

and greatest chance. The style has some of the

qualities of Balzac's own. It is unscholarly, it is

true, and it is rather fanciful than imaginative

;

and in these respects the artist is the exact anti-

podes of the writer. But it abounds in grotesque

humour, in strange and vigorous contrasts, in riotous

and daring suggestiveness ; it is full of the colour

and intention of its verbal model ; it is one of the

most successful essays in assimilation we know. Of

(From the Doyti •• Cfoquemituine," pithllshed by Messrs. Cixssdl, Pdttr, Galpin <L Co.)
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I

iHli KILilili Ul-' iHi; I'ALE IIOESE.

(From the " Dori Bible," published by Messrs. Cassetl, Fetter, Galpiii <t Co.)

the pictures themselves it is impossible to speak in bonds and men-at-arms, cupids and skeletons, hang-

detail The fantastic architectures j the crowded ings and stabbings and serenades— one knows not

battles; the impossible landscapes; the hurly-burly of where to begin on their consideration, one knows not

monks and nuns, of courtiers and crusaders, of vaga- how to make an end of selection and example. Ihey
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THE TOWN AND COUNTEY EAT.

(nraini fry Gustave Dnri. From "La Fontaine's Fables," vnblishrd by Messrs. Cassdl, Petter, Galpin <<• Cn.)

are found equally appropriate to the moving human o£ " Les loyeulsetez du Roy Loys le Unzieme," to

tragedy of " Berthe la Repentie " and the grim and the story of Imperia and the story of Bonne d'Ar-

cruel pathos of " Le Suceube," to the truculent humour mignac. One of them is reproduced on our final page,

of "L'Heritier du Diable " and the unsavoury farce It is from " L'Heritier du Diable," and it shows
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us Cochcgriie tlie soldier and the shepherd Chiquon

going ofE (after sujipev) tlirough the moonhght, to

that ambuscade in which the captain gets his death,

and is invited to pick up his head just as his head is

saying good-bye to his shoulders. It is goodj as

every one can see ; but it is neither better nor worse

than scores and scores of its companions.

In the same category with these are the illustra-

tions to Pierre Dupont's wild ballad of the Wander-

ing Jew and L'Epine's pleasant and spirited school-

room romance, the " Legende de Croquemitaine."

They include not a little of Dore's best and most con-

sistent work. In his " Juif Errant " he opened up

that vein of supernatural melodrama which he was

afterwards to exhaust in his designs for the " Inferno,"

and in certain of the illustrations he made for the

Bible; just as in the humour and legendary pic-

turesqueness of his " Croquemitaine " there is not a

little of his renowned "Don Quixote." In the first

he had but to give the rein to his imagination to suc-

ceed. He gave it ; and—save in the first jHcture, of

the road to Calvary—he succeeded. The dreadful

Wanderer is brought bodily before us, in all the cir-

cumstances of his tremendous journey :—in the grave-

yard, by the wayside cross, at the tavern door, in

scenes of battle and wreck and detestable desolation.

The air is quick with malediction ; nature and man are

in league to give him torment ; his charmed life is

but damnation in action. But at last there dawns

the Judgment Day ; and amid the ruins of the world

and all the terrors of the Apocalyj)se he puts off his

shoes (a touch no true Frenchman could ever hare

found; a touch worthy of Jean-Paul himself) and

prepares for death as a tramp prepares for bed. In

the " Croquemitaine " the work is slighter, the in-

tention is merely comic and fantastic, the endeavour

less sustained and vigorous ; of their kind, however,

the designs are admirable. The j>icture of Roland

riding into space ; the appalling spare bedroom at the

Crocodile; the shadowy Fortress of Fear; the awful

monster without the castle and the spectral and

loathly things that haunt its approach; the excellent

"Outpost of Owls" (which we reproduce), with its

jDhantasmal solemnity, its haunting effect of .stillness

quick with life, its humorous rendering of gloom
and mystery and expectation—all these are good
enough to rank with the best achievements in purely

fantastic art which om* times have seen.

In the designs for " Don Quixote," perhaps the

most pojiular of Dore's innumerable essays, there is

shown another culmination of his talent and a new
aspect of his invention. Hitherto he had been merely

fantastic and creative, inventing without much re-

ference to fact, and delineating with little regard

for natiu-e. But in the " Quixote" he did his best

to impart an element of truth to his work, and to

jn-oduce a something that should be not mere Dore

but Dore pfns the actual world. The results of this

endeavour are as satisfactory as could be expected.

His Quixote and his Panza are not, it may be, the

knight and squire of the incomparable book; but they

are effectively presented, and they help us to realise

some of the external aspects of Cervantes' conception.

In the pictures of those vast and grandiose imagin-

ings with which the truest gentleman in fiction is

wont to inspire himself for noble action and heroic

adventure, we have a great deal of the fancy of

" Croquemitaine " and the " Contes Drolatiques,"

with greater technical excellence and assurance, and

more of order and measure and the true pictorial

quality. The landscapes— the parched and naked

hills, the dim forests, the deep gorges, the sunburnt

steejis and highways—are certainly the best in Dore's

work. They are Spanish in type ; they are spirited

and fanciful enough to be suggestive of mystery

and adventure ; from certain points of view they

illuminate the text in a remarkable degree. It

is, however, in the chapter-headings and vignettes

that the best work is to be looked for, and that the

culmination already referred to, the advance already

described, will be discovered. In these rapid and

sparkling little sketches it is that the artist is nearest

nature. They are full of movement and character,

with enough of picturesqueness and fantasy ; they

set forth a great deal of intelligent observation ; they

are the record of an impression as strong perhaps as

Dore, by the nature of his talent, was capable of

receiving and retaining, of a state of things which

actually does exist, and is poles apart from the limbo of

Shadows and Appearances he chose, or was constrained,

to inhabit. It is impossible in this place to do more

than briefly indicate their merits. It is equally im-

jjossible to follow the hero of the great book on any

one of his innumerable adventures :—to do penance

with him on the bald and desolate peaks of the Pena

Pobre; watch by him at the Tomb of Montesinos;

give battle at his side to the Knight of the Mirrors

;

flee with him the witcheries of the hussey Altisidora

;

ride out with him to avenge the wrongs of Micomi-

cona, the peerless Princess ; charge at his stirrup

against the hosts of Pentapolin of the Naked Arm

;

sit in talk to him with the Curate and the Barber

;

or endure with him the spirits and enchantments let

loose upon him by the most impudent of Dukes. We
can do no more than plaj- at swords AVith him (in our

frontispiece) in his study chair. His eyes are fixed

and glassy ; his face is quick with jJassion and heroic

resolve ; in his brave right hand he brandishes

Durandal, the good sword ; and about him, made
real to his inner eye, there roars and clashes and

seethes the whole mythology of Chivalry. Amadis

charges at him from his shoulder ; here are Tirante
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the White, and Galaor the Inconstant, and the peer-

less Roland. There frowns the enchanted pate of

the giant Caraculiambro ; there Morfjanto hales off

the Princess of Trebizond ; there are the griffins, the

dragons with sail-broad vannes, the enchanted castles,

the pennons and banners and destriers—all the welter

and coil of adventure gone mad ; all the phantasms

of knight-en-antry flung together in one brilliant

and bewildering pell-mell. As for the other em-

prises, the book is extant, and our readers may
pursue them for themselves.

Space fails us, too, in which to discuss the merits

and demerits of the designer's other work :—the vast

landscapes and remote horizons, the skies and the

streams, the dim forests and long savannahs, of his

" Atala ;
" the pleasant dramatic quality, the love

and understanding of birds and beasts, in his " La
Fontaine ;

•" the skill in contrast and the range of

invention displayed in his " Dante ;
" the fecundity

and facility, the instinct of an-angement, the faculty

of representation, exampled in his illustrations to

the Bible; thearchitec-

tures and the crowds,

the battles and de-

scents, the glimpses

of Eden and the out-

looks into chaos, of his

"Paradise Lost." The
best and most striking

of all is probably the

pictorial commentary

on the " Inferno." It

would be idle to pre-

tend that Dore attains

to the fiery intensity

or the impassioned

clarity of imagination

of the great Floren-

tine poet. But for all

that his commentary

on the " Inferno " is,

in a sense, suggestive

ami comj^lete. It fol-

lows Dante and his

august guide step by
step through the nether

glooms—from the dim-

ness and dusk of that

"selva selvaggia" to

which, " nel mezzo

cammin della vita,"

the Florentine was led;

through the gate of

hope abandoned and the
" fiocolume " upon Ache-
ron water; through the

CHIQUOX AXD COCnLGEUr.

(fru»i Durd's " CuiUiS Drolaliquts.")

" aer pcrso " of the circle of winds ; among the tombs
that glow in the city of Dis; through horrible living

forests, and circles of fire, and circles of frost; among
all the dreadful sights and sounds of hell. At every

pause the artist speaks—often to excellent purpose,

never but to say something; and that, when your

author is Dante, and your theme the " Divina Corn-

media," is much. Our examples from this mass of

work show the artist in all his daring and his success,

and give some sort of idea of his peculiar versatility.

In the first, Virgil and the Florentine pass in the

vague and miserable immensity of the abyss among
the souls that are cloistered through eternity in

thick-ribbed ice. Then, marshalling his host of

Terrors through a gloom of earthquake and eclipse,

the Rider of the Pale Horse—swift, deadly, inexor-

able—descends on the ruining world. Next, amid a
rich chaos of cates and fruits and comfits, of fair

salvers and gorgeous draperies and shining salvers, the

Town Rat catches alarm, and is off and away. They
are much more easily criticised than equalled; and

whatever may be said

in their dispraise they

are manifestly the

outcome of a talent

unique not only in

its generation but in

all art.

It must be remem-

bered that Dore, by

the very nature of his

talent and accomijlish-

ment, was an artist

essentially popular,

lie worked not for the

few who can imagine

for themselves, but for

the many who crave

their pictures ready-

made. He may be

said to have read in

pictures ; and his fa-

cility in reproducing

his reading in a

graphic form has ena-

bled millions of people

to realise a great num-

ber of things that, but

for him, must always

have remained obscure

and unintelligible.

For these he has iden-

tified himself for long

with some of the

greatest books in all

literature.
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ELTON WAKE.

N excellent writer on de-

corative art has recently

made an epigrammatic

distinction between him-

self and other writers.

He says of his essays

that they originated in

his having something to

say about his art, instead

of having to say some-

thing. Mr. Elton, of

Clevedon, might differen-

tiate between liis pottery

and that of other makers in similar terms. His in-

troduction into the world may have been for greater

purposes than the manufacture and decoration of

earthenware ; but there is no doubt that among the

things he was designed to do was to show us some-

thing new in the way of pottery.

At all events it is certain that he need not have

turned his attention to this branch of art and manufac-

ture if he had not been so inclined. Although no one

would guess it from his later successes, he is an ama-

teur without training, one of those persons—usually,

but very wrongly, deemed so happy—who could be

idle if they chose. But he has not chosen to enjoy this

privilege, and is probably none the unhappier. He
had, as a matter of course, an early bias towards art,

which was not without some slight cultivation ; but

in decoration he has had no teacher, and in the handi-

craft of pottery his own wits have been his only guide.

With one slight exception, no one but those instructed

l)y himself have ever done a stroke of work at the

Sunflower Pottery ; and his most valuable assistance

has been afforded by one clever boy, now a clever

young man, of the name of Masters, who has de-

veloped under his guidance into a very able potter.

Nevertheless the nephew of Sir Arthur Elton has

within a few years discovered how to mix clays and

glazes, how to build kilns, and to bake a pottery of

unusual hardness. His decoration, as we shall see

presently, is remarkable both for its taste and origi-

nality ; but his rapid untaught mastery of technical

diflSculties is more remarkable still.

Rapid and satisfactory though it has been, his

histoiy is a succession of disasters ; but English

potters, like English seamen, do not know when they

are beaten, and Mr. Elton has turned all his mis-

chances into victories. To a reader of his diary

—

with extracts from which he has been good enough
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to supply me—the reasons for his perseveraiioe are

not easy to discover ; but the lon^ic of genius is

diflieiiit to formulate, and often the only proof of

its existence is its success. At jiresent he has

attempted earthenware only, made of brown m- red-

dish clay covered with a coloured coatiny of siiiiilnr

clay ground very Hne and worked u]) with water to

the con-iistency of cream. This is technically called

"slip." A stiffer slip is used for decoration. Tiiere

is little fundamental difference between Eltf)n, Barum,

Yallauris, Linthorpe, Dunmorc, and innumerable

other wares. In the last three of the particular

potteries mentioned the colouring matter is contained

in the glaze, and slips are not used for ground-colour.

Mr. Elton's glaze, on the other hand, though similar

in material, being what is called a "lead" glaze, is

always colourless. This is a peeidiarity, but it

belongs nevertheless to a very common class of

pottery:—not terra-eotta, which is "soft" but un-

glazed ; not stoneware, which whether glazed or not

is fired at a higher temperature and called " hard ;

"

but soft glazed earthenware. Yet, though Mi-.

Elton has only tried a description of pottery whi( h

all the potters of the world have made for eentuiies,

and though he is only a novice at it, he makes it

better in some respects than any I know. Fiom
certain very simple experiments I have made with i

few fragments of his ware and a hammer, it a])poais

to me to be harder to break and to be closer in t( \-

ture than other modern pottery of the same cl i^s

His glaze, too, seems harder tlinn ordinary h k

glaze, difficult to scratch, and

not liable to " craze " (or

crack) in firing. This is a

most important quality, as

soft earthenware is always,

or nearly always, porous, and

the use of the glaze in making

it water-tight is destroyed if

the glaze cracks. You may
leave Mr. Elton's vases full

of water on a bare table with-

out any fear of spoiling the

polish, and they will stand

any ordinary collision without

fracture. Headers may re-

member that in my article

on Yallauris I mentioned the

difficulty which M. Clement

Massier had found in dis-

covering a glaze to suit his

new " paste "—a glaze which

Would unite with it properly

without cracking. A good

glaze is one that will fuse at

the right time ; and this of

176

course depends upon the heat which the " paste

"

which it covers requires to be properly baked. It must
also expand and contract with the " paste," or else it

will assuredly cra<.'k like a skin tr)o tight or too loose,

'i'hat ^Ir. I'llton has obtained a sui)erior paste and a

suitable glaze is a sign that he has served his ap-

prenticeship, and is entitled to rank with craftsmen.

It was only in December, 1^579, that he fii-st

thought of turning his attention to art-work in

baked clay. Watching men making tiles in a brick-

Keld, the notion occurred to him of making clay

mosaics to be coloured and glazed for the decoration

of church walls. He took home some unburnt tiles,

cut them up, and, much to his satisfaction, completed

a medallion of Sir Philip Sidney. In the simplicity

of his ignorance he thought he had only to colour and

glaze his clay mosaics and bake them in an open kiln,

like a brick-kiln on a small scale, and the trick would

be done. He accordingly built such a kiln, and tried.

The result was, in his own words, "a dead failure."

He built another kiln, with the same consequences.

He then thought of an iron glass-

piiiitii's kiln but on calculating

tli( he it he required,

fmdiiig he could

111 f obt iin it in this

s lit (it kiln, he gave

up the idea,

md began

Qiaking ex-

periments
in glazes.

These he had

fired for him

ELTO.V W.IKE. JUU3 AXD VASES.
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in Bristol ; and they all failed. Ilis next experiment

was to construct a small kiln at home, after the

likeness of one he had seen at Bristol. This seems

to have been the beginning of his success. It is

true that his first firing spoilt

everything he put into the

kiln, but it showed him that

he had found a good glaze.

After another failure—which,

however, confirmed his faith

in the glaze—he thought he

would try pottery as well as

mosaic ; and, not being able

to throw on the wheel, he called

in the aid of a flower-pot maker.

A few things roughly made

by this artist, and decorated

by himself as roughly, together

with some large mosaics of

saints, were his next offering

to the Fire god, who, as usual,

treated them as mere fuel.

The ruin of another batch of

pottery by chalkstones breaking

through the- glaze shortly after

it came out of the kiln, revealed

the fact that there was some-

thing the matter with his paste.

This appears to have given him

pause ; and before he made his next effort he bought

some ready-baked and glazed plates, painted them,

and fired them in his kiln. This may be said to be

the end of his first chapter of accidents. Out of it

he got some valuable knowledge, especially as to the

depth of his ignorance ; while in the way of achieve-

ment there was the kiln made and a glaze found.

It was at this period that Mv. Elton hit upon the

idea which has given the special character to his

pottery. This was to make nse of and develop the

old plan of decorating by slip, and slip only. But

he was still far from its realisation. By the 12th of

June, 1880, when he went to Scotland for a holiday,

he had not got a clay free from chalkstones ; he still

relied mainly on the Flower-Pot Man for his shapes;

in firing he had had a few successes, but more failures;

and his kiln had proved so inefficient that he had

determined to pull it down, and build another on a

better principle. The next new kiln was even less

successful at first—partly on account of the coke

which he used in firing ; but after having several

batches spoilt with sulphur, he abandoned coke, and

had a grand success in October, 1880. He soon

afterwards grew discontented with his shapes, and

determined to teach himself every branch of the

manufacture. He set up a potter's wheel on his

own premises and practised at it every day ; he made

ELTON WAEE.—III.: VASE WITH FLOKAl
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numerous experiments in colour; and he altogether

succeeded so well that about April, 1881, his "Sun-

flower " ware became an article of commerce at

Bristol, and shortly afterwards in London.

The Flower-Pot Man was

now dismissed, and Mr. Elton's

only assistant was George

Masters, who daily became

more useful. But the ware

was still very inferior in quality

:

the glaze "crazing" and the

material being porous. The

young potter had struck into

the right path, but he was not

by any means out of the wood.

His diary records the peeling

of glaze and slip, the sticking

of the pieces of pottery to the

supports in the kiln and to

each other, and the destruction

of colour by the high tempera-

ture of the kiln. Till about the

middle of June, 1 8^2, successes

and difficulties alternated, but

the diary also records researches

and discoveries. Instead of

burning his goods once only

(clay, slip, and glaze all toge-

ther), he adopted two firings.

He discovered a simple but original contrivance for

applying the slip to the body while still veiy moist,

by which he not only saved time but secured more

perfect cohesion. He invented several other useful

mechanical "dodges;" and gradually, by repeated ex-

periments with clays, and by raising his temperature,

he approached his present non-porous body.

In June, 1882, kilns on a plan suggested by all

his disasters were finished, but he was again doomed

to disappointment. This was not a twelvemonth

ago, and all his ingenuity in altering and patching

the fine new kilns ended in utter failure. He
had to rebuild, alter, divide, and pull down, and

it was not till October last that the " Sunflower

Pottery " was in full working order again. Now
he has a kiln which seems to be absolutely under

control, and with an even heat in all its parts. His

failures and discouragements have been many and

serious. But considering that three years ago he was

absolutely ignorant of his craft, and that now, with-

out any regular training but that of experience, he is

completely master of it, as well as the possessor of

valuable secrets of his own, his success—both with

regard to the measure of it and the time he has

taken to achieve it—is probably unique in the history

of pottery.

I have spoken of Mr. Elton as having had no
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regular traininof; it may be well to state eloitrly a

few facts of his life. Born in 18-i(5, he was eJu-

eated at Bratlfield College, near Reading, went to

Jesus College, Cambridge, and then, his bent being

scientific, to Cirencester Agricultural College. Here

he had the WneKt of lectures from Professor Church,

the celebrated chemist, who in the pages of a contcm-

porary has recently i)uljlished an interesting article on

his old pupil's work. Then he married and settled

at Cleveilon, and to employ his leisure sat down
to mechanics and art-work of various kinds. His

father, the late Edmund W. lilton, was no mean

artist ; and his own (perhaps heretlitary) talent for

art found exercise in painting on china, iu designing

furniture, and in wood-carving without instruction

from any one. All this amateur art and science

was useful to him when he turned his attention to

pottery. With the exception of visits to some small

potteries where all he learnt was "picked up" with-

out teaching, and a few lessons in throwing from the

Flower-Pot Man of my story, he has had no help in

learning his crai't. His kiln, sliii-kiln, drying arrange-
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ments, wheel, studio, &c., have been constructed from

his own designs without any skilled labour; and with

the exception of Masters and the Flower-Pot Man he

has emplo3-ed no one in potting, except boys from the

village school, who have received their instruction

from him.

What follows is a short description of the process

now employed at the Sunflower Pottery. The clay

or ])aste is prepared, and the i)ieces are " thrown "

in the usual way. When they are dry enough, the

sketch of the decoration is deeply incised with ordinary

modeller's tools. As soon as the clay is a little drier,

slip of the requisite ground-colour is applied all over.

After another period of drying, the spaces within

the sketched outlines are tilled in with very stiff clay.

For example, if the outline is a flower's, the leaves and

petals are filled in with appropriately coloured stiff

slips : red lumps for the flower of a rose, and green

lumps for the leaves. Then comes a fourth period of

drying, after which the lumjis are shaped in low

relief according to the decorator's taste. Then the

piece is slightly fired—to fix the colour only. It is

then glazed, then fired again, and this time to the

highest heat it will bear. The ware at present is

stacked on shelves iu the kiln without "seggars."

The chief peculiarities of the process are the applica-

tion of the slip coating while the pieces are stid very

moist, the reserve of the hardening tiring till all

the decoration is complete, and the heat of this final

firing, which is greater than that usually apjjlied to

pottery of the same class.

There are only two \vays of decorating pottery

—

by slip, or by painting with coloured enamels. Fate

surpale, barbotine, impasto, are only so many different

ways of employing slip, or the paste itself, for deco-

ration. Wedgwood's beautiful Jasper W^are is au

instance of its application to stoneware ; and on M.
Solon's admirable low-reliefs we find it adopted for

porcelain. Both in Wedgwood and Solon Ware the

decoration principally consists of figures modelled in

white slip on jiaste of another colour. Barbotine is

the French workmen's name for the surplus clay

which adheres to the fingers in " throwing," and is

wiped off from one hand by the other and deposited

in a little heap. In the "impasto" work the colours

are mixed with diluted clay or "sliji," aud the de-

coration is applied with a brush. In some of the

so-called barbotine work, the brush is employed; in

some, modelling tools. Mr. Elton's process is a mix-

ture of sffvajfi/o, or scratched work, and luodelled slip.

Its peculiarity is, that all the slips are coloured, laid

on stiff and rough, and then modelled. The nearest

approach to it which I have seen is some rough pot-

tery made, I believe, in Belgium. A teapot given me
some years ago has a brown-red ground on which
is modelled flatly a root of primroses—the leaves in
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green, and tlie flowers in yellow, slip. This is the

description and style of decoration that Mr. Elton

has carried further than any one else—that is, further

in the right direction. I fear that the modellers of

those wonderful lilies and roses and shells and frogs

and cactuses which we now see sprawling over plates

and vases, think that they have carried the art of

slip decoration further; and so they have, but it is

not in the right direction. This "decoration " is not,

properly speaking, decoration at all. It hides and

ELTON WAKK. V. : PIECES
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renders useless, even when it

does not make hideous, the

thing it pretends to decorate

The success which has attended Mi
Elton in his essays in decoiation lo uo

doubt due in great part to a natural gift. But

it is also due to his allowing this gift to be re-

strained by the temper of his materials and tools

and the requirements of the occasion. He has not

sought to impose upon his ware any preconceived

ideas of decoration gathered from other branches of

art, nor has he attempted to compass with a bit

of wood and clay effects which can only be attained

by the use of a brush and pigments. He has allowed

his hand to be guided by the shape of the vessel, and

his forms and colours to l)e determined by the inspira-

tion of the moment. " Sufficient unto the day is the

decoration thereof" may be said to have been his

motto, in practice if not in principle. His designs,

though always strictly regulated by the nature of

his means of expression, are never without the fresh

charm of improvisation. His productions are, there-

fore, always homogeneous, however many processes

may have contributed to their completion, and their

total effect is one of spontaneity. He began, as he

says, like an ancient Briton—with roughly moulded

vessels and rude instruments. His clay was coarse,

and his decoration also. Both have since progressed

greatly, but pari, passu, with much of natural de-

velopment and brotherly sympathy. He has thus

never fallen into either of the two extremes of error

which are characteristic of much modern work of the

same family—inappropriateness and excess. For

whatever is decorated, a simple earthenware vessel

or a beautiful woman, the first principles are the

'^xmi., md .lie neiily summed up in the words—fit-

ness, and modeiation

That Ml Elton's dttontion has these qualities

will be apjinint e\(n tiom our woodcuts. From

tlicm \VL ( iiinot, iiiditd, see how well his colours

agree with one another :

not only on account of

their artistic arrange-

mi nt, but from a certain

oneness of quality for

which the language has

no name, producing a

iiimony not only of

tint but of tone.

But they at least

will show that

in each piece

the beauty of

the ornament is

entirely sul)jeet

to the character,

and only exists

!^ as applied to

that particular

vessel. Without

adaptation the

design could not be transferred successfully to another

object, however well it looks where it is. In the

right understanding of what may be called the "ad-

jective " character of true decoration Mr. Elton is

almost an Oriental. He is also one in his gift of what

is called conventionalising natural forms. Yet he is

thoroughly modern and English withal, taking "his

suggestions from the flowers and animals he knows,

and treating them with a freedom wdiich is only

limited by his personal taste. I am afraid that neither

his fauna nor his flora have any exact counterparts in

the world of nature ; but they are admirably suited

to the artificial world of decoration, for they possess

enough of the beauty and vitality and variety of the

things we know to satisfy the desire for recognition,

without suggesting comparisons which can only end

in disappointment.

One distinctive quality of Mr. Elton's decoration

is its freedom, and another is its boldness. The scale
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of it is always as larf^e as tlio piece will hear; the de-

tail is <jenerally confined to the emphasis of slrneture

and character. lie, however, takes advantaf»'e of the

capacity of his materials whenever they lend them-

selves to the expression of trnth, though he never

forces them into unwilling service. lie will, for

instance, by a little clever manipulation, make his

yellow enamel indicate the roup;hness and consistency

of a lemon, but he will not aim at the delicacy and

transparency of a petal. In every case—notwitiistand-

ing the in<jenuity and resource which may be displayed

ill particulars—the general effect is never hindered

by the elaboration of parts, and the decoration is

always dominated by the thino; itself, whether it be

juo- or vase or long-necked bottle. A rude luxuriance,

varied occasionally by some quaint or grotesque fancy,

is at present tlie character of I'^lton Ware, but this has

been settled by the material rather than by the artist.

All he has done at present should be looked upon

as little more than tentative—the production of a

genuine artistic faculty working under the limits

imposed by an imperfect medium of expression. As

far, however, as he and his ware have gone, their

progress has been singularly right.

Elton Ware is already useful ; it is also artistic

in the true sense of that much-abused word. What
tlie Elton Ware of the future may be no man can say;

for not a batch is tiu-ned out of the Sunflower Pottery

which does not show advance and freshness of one

sort or another. Lately (since the pieces we have

engraved were potted) it has produced new things

both in colour and shape. In the former Mr. Elton

has sho^\^l originality as well as taste. He has dis-

covered more than one colour which it would be

difficult to match. In particular I may mention

reds of varions tints—from pinky chocolate to a

bright anchovy colour ; and crimsons and pur])les of

great force. In some of his " splashed " pieces, the

reds and blues and greys combine into harmonies

which, in their

depth and soft-

ness, remind one

of the^«w^i'/vases

of the Chinese.

He has been also

very successful

with similar

blendings of red

and purple, red

and green, grey

and violet ; in-

deed some of

his recent work

seems carved out

of blood - stone

or of porphyry.

He complains, like all potters, of the difficulty of

yellow, but he has more than once succeeded in in-

troducing it with good effect.

In regard to shape, as in other matters, Mr. Elton

has not allowed his ambition to outstrip his skill, and

his forms have hitherto been characterised by sim-

plicity and quaintness rather than elegance or beauty.

In this respect much improvement has been made
of late, and more may be expected. In the shallow

bowl in our plate called " Bowls and Jars," and in

some of the bottles figured in our woodcut of " Pieces

with Plain Lips," the somewhat archaic character of

his early eft'orts has been changed for a more graceful

style. Hei'e, a few touches of finger and thumb have

sufficed to break the monotony of a plain lip ; there,

pressure applied to both sides has given a doul)le-

l)arrelled character to a neck. Both tliese simple

devices are shown in our illustration of " Pieces with

Shaped Lips." The effective quality of Mr. Elton's

simple " scratched " decoration may be seen in one

of the jugs we have engraved ; while another has

a quaint snake handle. The pieces represented by

themselves have been selected to show the special

character of his decoration, which concerns itself

principally with flowers and reptiles, though now
and then an insect is aptly introduced more Japonico.

Mr. Elton, I may add, is rather fond of snakes,

which, in their pliability of form, lend themselves

easily to keramic decoration, and which he uses with

singular success and skill. Cosmo Moxkhouse.

t;I,TON WAKE.— VI.: IIOIVI.S AND JAES.
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A GOSSIP ABOUT SOME FEENCH PAINTERS.

RENCH eonteniporaiy litera-

ture, as might be expected,

affords a g'ood many examples

of the true biog'raphical habit.

M. Jules Claretis, for instance,

in his excellent series of

" Peintres et Seujpteurs Con-

temporains " (Jouaust, Lib-

rairie des Bibliophiles), is often

singularly successful in collecting

little personal notes of the habits

of artists viewed apart from their

work. This is particularly the case

when he is dealing with the great landscape

painters—with Millet, Corot, Rousseau, and

others. No lover of the works of Corot will

be sui prised to hear that that ethereal genius

was a great smoker. It is pleasant to j)ic-

ture him at early morn among the woods

of ViroHay or by the forest at Ville d^Avray

J the ever-shifting mists under the influence

of the rising -sun, marking each varying effect, and

discovering in each delicate interchange ''silent silver

lights'" and pearly greys undreamt of. He wor-

shipped the veiled Infinite :
" on n'y voit rien, et

tout y est." What he most loved to depict, or to

suggest, was the vague mystery of sunrise and sun-

set. It was prettily remarked by Napoleon III.,

after a silent contemplation of his " Aurore :
"—" I

understand nothing of that. One must rise very

early in the morning to feel such poetry." A man
of infinite bonhomie was " le pere Corot," as he was

affectionately called, and one deeply beloved :^one of

whom Juks Dupre could declare that "as a painter

it will be difficult to replace him ; as a man he can

never be replaced." Apropos of Dupre—the land-

scape-painter of romanticism, one of the great tribe

of Constable—an interesting anecdote is recorded by

M. Claretie. Corot once sent him a sketch, super-

scribed with this simple line :
" A finir par Jules

Dupre." Dupre added some personal touches in the

shape of some cattle, and returned it with the modest

message :
" A finir par Corot." M. Claretie per-

tinently asks the fate of this doubly precious picture,

which seems lost. It was with the happy instinct

of an artist endowed with a serene temperament, and

with no flippancy, that Corot regarded his work as

play. " On me reproche," he said, " d'en trop pro-

duire. lis sont bons, eux ! Et si 5a m'amuse, moi I

"

This phrase, " 9a m'amuse," was a favourite with

him, and doubtless originated in a reminiscence of his

father. Finding that his son was determined upon
an artistic career, which he regarded as the resource

of the idle, the elder Corot said to him, " I should

have given you a hundred thousand francs to start

you in business. I shall only give you two thousand

francs a year. That will teach you. Allons, va, et

amuse-io\." Everybody knows to what pleasure and
profit to all lovers of art—this unique painter ac-

eej^ted the advice.

" History repeats itself " we know; but a curious

instance of anecdotal repetition in connection with a

story of J.-L. Hamon has never yet, I believe, been

noted. When studying under Delaroche he was

given to passing whole nights in contemplation

whilst others worked. On one occasion, he tells us

in his reminiscences, he sat apart in meditation, and

Gerome and others asked what he was doing, sur-

prised at such inactivity. " Je pense, leur dis-je, je

cuve mon sujet." At which they laughed. This in

itself is perhaps insignificant, but read in the light of

a story of Domenichino it is striking. It was his

habit similarly to work out in his mind any com-

position he was undertaking, and the habit he ex-

plained on one occasion by saying, " lo lo sto con-

tiuuamente dipengendo entro di me." Of Hamon
some stories are related which are too ridiculous

for credence, even supposing him to be possessed

with the Frenchman's scorn for languages other than

his own. When in Italy he observed on many
Italian monuments the word " Ingresso " (entrance

or admission), whereon he remarked, "Truly these

Italians esteem only one French artist. Ingresso I

M. Ingres !
" On another occasion, noting the fre-

quency of the inscription, " Cauova di vino " (wine-

shop), it is said that he petulantly objected, "No,
ho ; Canova is not so divine as all that." Hamou's

works have fallen so far into disrepute that it is

difficult to recall the time, by no means distant,

when he was the chief of a brilliant little band of

classicists, and earned the commendation of Gerome

and the enthusiastic eulogy of Gaulier.

Of extraneous distractions there are few more sin-

gular than Octave Tassaert's habit of writing for the

stage— a habit shared by Mr.Val Prinsep. Something

akin to this is the passion for gaming that possessed

Guido, and Parmegiano's- pursuit of alchemy. The

firm belief in his poetic powers is a pathetic incident

in Tassaert's melancholy career. Of the miseries

which artists have undergone enough has been written

to make the heart ache, though it must be confessed

that there have been fewer instances among thetn
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tlian amon<j pnots oF the ardent cntliusiasm of yimtli

l)ein<; extiiifi'iiislied in the o^hxnn of cclii)so, and tliat

Wordsworth's famous couplet—
" Wo poets in our youth begin in gladness ;

And thereof comes in the end despondency and mildness " —

finds few applications in their lives. It is jatifnl

cnougjh, however, to kimw (h;it such a <renius as

Gerieaiilt should be reduced to givin<i^ his masterly

paintin<^, " Le Cuirassier " (now in the Louvre) to

the son of his colourman in exchange for a new

canvas, observing that "he did not want to rub him-

self out." The story of the struggles of Jean-Fran-

5ois Millet would be found, perhaps, more pathetic

than anything in the biography of art, were it not

that the glory of his achievements and his native

nobility and courage absorb all other thoughts. A
charming picture is given by M. Claretie of Millet's

home-life at Barbizon. It is a summer night, and

the window is open ; the family is assembled about

the lamp-lit table ; the girls are knitting and sew-

ing, and the boys are all attention, while the father

is reading aloud to them Beranger's songs, or the

story of Ruth, or some incident from the lives of the

patriarchs of Israel. This little sketch of the painter

is thoroughly in harmony with all we know of the

serenity and simjdieity of his mind. It was from

no deficiency of geniality, but from a natural and

habitual seriousness that he was known in Delaroche's

studio as " I'homme feroce." This seriousness ori-

ginated in his deep sympathy with that mute pathetic

appeal, that "cry of the ground," which many poets

and some artists have so happily interpreted in their

landscapes.

He would speak (says M. Claretie) with indigna-

tion of artists " who flatter bad taste and depraved

passions for their own profit," and who, in the words

of Montaigne, "artialisent la nature au lieu de natu-

raliser I'art. Of his personal appearance M. Sensier

gives us a vivid idea from a photograph taken by

one of his friends at Barbizon :
—" He is standing

upright, in his sahofs, with his back to a wall, the

head erect and hair thrown back, the body straight,

hat in hand, and his gaze fixed as on something

menacing. He might be taken for one of those

enthusiastic peasants, the victim of our civil wars,

who, though conquered, faces death without fear.

This little portrait expresses the whole life of Millet.

He was pleased with it himself when I said to him,

' You look as if you were a peasant leader standing

to be shot,' and he seemed almost proud of this

interpretation." His love of the country was no-

thing less than second nature. There is a beautiful

passage in one of his letters in which he relates how,

on the day after the German invasion, he revisited

the place of his birth. In eloquent feeling, though

not in passion, it may Ix! compareil with the account

Berlioz gives of his visit to the home of his yotith,

at Cote-Saint- Andre, after thirty tumultuous years.

The few years after this journey, and previous to

his death, Millet spent in his woodland home. Not

long before the end, one day early in January, lS7iJ,

he heard in llie neighbouring forest of I'ontaincbleau

the crv "T a deer being killed by the huntsman;

and he remarked, " It is an omen. The poor beast

is calling me: I am going to die." A similar story

is related of the death of Felicien David. llius

even in its last beat did the heart of this true poet

and admirable painter beat true—ever in sympathy

with every voice of nature in " the vast earth and

ambient air."

It would be difficult to name any artist contem-

porary with Millet whose temperament offers a more

piquant contrast with his than Henri Kegnault.

IMillet's fcrtitude and calm are singularly opposed

to RegnauU's restless activity. From the day he

left the studio of M. Lamothe, witli the now cele-

brated exclamation, " Haiue au gris !
" on his lips,

the febrile impulse that carried him from Rome to

Spain and from Spain to Tangiers seemed to gather

strength. The effervescence of spirit is repeatedly

exhibited in his correspondence. The plans he pro-

jected for the future were on the literal and ro-

mantic scale of the visions in Gautier's romances.

He dreamed of enchanted palaces, lakes of lapis-

lazuli, plains all golden, cities of diamond, and all

the "barbaric pea'rl and gold" of the Orient. "Je

veux faire," he wrote, " les vrais Maures, riches

et grands, terribles et voluptueux k la fois, ceux

qu'on ne voit plus que dans le passe. Pitl^ Tunis,

jniis I'Egypte, 2^iiis I'lnde." Whether this passion

for colour and movement, this ebullient life-fever,

would have eventually subsided—whether underlying

all he possessed anything of Millet's power of giving

expression to " the still sad music of humanity"—is

now, unhappily, problematical. The miserable and

tragic day of Buzenval extinguished all hope of the

fulfilment of his promise. In connection with that

affair M. J.-B. Dumas relates that, during the siege of

Paris, he had learned that the Germans at Sevres had

destroyed his father's manuscripts and instruments,

and that, filled with a nervous resentment against

the enemy, he turned back from his retreating com-

panions to make that " one more shot " that resulted

in his death. M. Meissonier has represented him

in a brilliant and powerful allegorical sketch, dying

at the feet of Paris, and surrounded by a crowd of

combatants, living and wounded. This design was

executed at Poissy in a house full of German soldiers.

Those who have visited the palatial studio of Meis-

sonier, who are aware of the fabulous prices that

have been paid for his works, know that he, too.
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had to wait for recognition, though the day of suc-

cess came early, and has proved lasting. There was

a time when, we are told, he painted pictures with

Daubigny, for five francs the square metre. One of

the first pictures he exhibited, " Le Petit Messager,"

in the Salon of 1830, was sold for only 100 francs,

while for his " Friedland "—a work representing

Napoleon at the head of his cuirassiers—American

Stuart paid, according to some authorities, 300,000

francs, according to others, 400,000. This picture

is quite unique among Meissonier's works, in one

respect at least, as it measures above six feet by three.

A story is told by M. Claretie which curiously

illustrates the remarkably rapid rise in Meissoniers.

Seventeen years ago the artist painted a study on

panel of his son in the masquerade costume of a

Fleming—a subject from Metzu—which he sold for

2,000 francs. Hearing lately that it was for sale,

he commissioned a friend to buy it, coiUe que coutc.

M. Secretan, a well-known amateur, being acquainted

with Meissonier's desire, bought the little panel for

25,000 francs and presented it to the painter, who,

of course, attaches particular value to the friendly

gift. J. A. Blaikie.

COEDOVA.

IT is said that a certain S]ianiard, learned in matters

of art, once suggested a use for the decayed city

of Toledo. He j^roposed that the inhabitants should

be expropriated, and the former capital of the Gothic

monarchy turned into a vast museum. The plan was

more heroic than practical, not because Toledo has

any particular vitality as a city, but for the excellent

reason that the funds needed to carry it out would

scarcely be forthcoming. That falla de recursos, the

eternal want of pence which vexes Spanish public

men, has nipped many more promising schemes in the

bud. And Toledo is not the only town in Spain

which is fit to be put in a museum or turned into

one. Cordova is in very much the same case—

a

little more alive perhaps, and not condemned to

wither on a rock, but very sufficiently defunct none

the less. Its life is emphatically in the past. The

modern world has touched it once, and then to its

ruin. General Dupont sacked it shamefully in June,

ISOS. His whole army down to the drummer-boys

engaged in pillage, and there were 8,000 onzas,

which we very improperly call doubloons^ in the

CORDOVA,—I.: THK BEIDOK.
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general's own bajjijage when he marched awaj-— for the arms of Cordova are a bridge over water,

about £25,000 of loot. It was some consolation for Tiie real one shown in our first picture gives the

COEDOVA.—n. : the doob of the MOSatTB.

Cordova that he nuirchod to Bailen—to the most history of the eit}' in stone. The arches were built

ig-nominious beating man ever got. He would troop by the Arab governor Assam, in 719, on Roman
out l>y the l)ridge over the Guadalquivir, which is foundations, which is the pedigree of so many

itself a type of the city. In every sense indeed, Spanish " puentes del Diablo," or " puentes de
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Anibal "—bridges of the Devil or of Ilannibal, as

they are generally called. It is not a little charac-

teristic of the country that these old stone structures

are found to stand the terrible winter and spring

torrents far better than the spick and span iron

railway bridges run up on the cheap and nasty

system by native or Belgian engineers. The gate

at the town end was built by Herrera, the architect

of the Escorial, for Philip II., on the site of the

Arab Babu-1-Kantarah, and is ornamented by relievos

said to be Ijy Torrigiauo.

The glorious period of the city's history is so far

back as to be almost before the beginning of much

that is now antiquity. It began with the Abdur-

Rahman who founded the Ommayad dynasty in

Spain in 756, and ended with the fall of that house in

] 036. Cordova had been great under the Romans, but

the Arabs made a clean sweep of their work. What

was done by the Emirs and Khalifs of the Ommayad
line has been damaged and hacked about, but it has

never been supplanted by later builders. In a cer-

tain sense Cordova represents the Mohammedan rulers

of Spain more truly than either Seville or Granada.

The latter was a city of the Berbers, mere barbarians

and parvenus ; and in the other the Christian con-

querors have done as much or more than the people

they expelled. Cordova was the capital of Moham-
medan power in its great and heroic time. It was

the chief town of the Moslem during the half-century

of anarchy which followed the landing of Tarik and

the battle of Guadalete. The first Abdur-Rahman

marched on it after his victory over the Emir Yusuf

at !Mozara, which established the Ommayades in

Andalusia. The sacred banner of the dynasty was

preserved in the great mosque, and finally lost in a

battle under the walls. No army ever marched

under a simpler flag. It was only a turban untwisted

and knotted round the head of a lance. A certain

Abu Sabali improvised it at Colombera in the earliest

days of Abdur-Rahman's campaigns in Spain. His

descendants had every reason to love and trust the

city of Cordova. At a time when all the rest of their

dominion. Christian or Moslem, Arab, Berber, or

Spaniard, was in revolt against them, their capital

remained loyal. It was the impregnable fortress in

which they could await the turn of fortune in safety.

The workmen of the town formed at one time their

only army. The greatest prince of the line—the

Harun-al-Raschid of Mohammedan Spain— began

his reign, in the tenth century, as master only of

Cordova and the country round it. This was the

famous Abdur-Rahman III., the first of his house

who called himself Khalif. The dynasty are gene-

rally spoken of as Khalifs of Cordova ; but as a

matter of fact the first six princes contented them-

selves with the humbler titles of Emir and Sultan.

The dynasty had ruled, or ma<le believe to rule, for

nearly two centuries before the thiid Alidur- Rahman
called himself Emir al-Mumenin, which tlic Sjianiards

corrupted into INIiratnamolin.

Every sehool-boy knows—according to a conse-

crated phrase—the famous passage in the " Decline

and Fall " in which Gibbon has described the splen-

dour of this prince, and repeated his melancholy

summing-up of the teaching of life. Gibbon did

not believe much in Abdur-Rahman's indifference to

all his grandeur, and perhaps rightly. Yet if the

great Khalif could see even a little into the future

he had good reason to be sad. Within half a century

of his death his dynasty had gone to ruin. The

power had passed to the eunuchs of the palace, and

had been violently taken from them by the minister

Al-Mansur. A few years further on, and the family

of Al-Mansur too had gone to ruin, and with them

the power of the Arabs in Spain. Every governor of

a town set up for himself, and the savage Berber

fanatics crushed them all. Cordova was besieged,

stormed, s.acked, and utterly overthrown. The sceptre

passed to Seville and Granada, and the ancient capital

of Mohammedan Spain, the greatest and wealthiest

city in Europe, sank into a third-rate town.

As has been already pointed out, much of the

work of the Ommayad princes has disappeared. It

was not the Christians but the Berbers who did most

of the damage. The magnificent suburb, or rather

villa, of Rizzifah, built by Abdur-Rahman III.,

was so completely destroyed that not even the

ruins remain. The mosque was preserved by its

sacred character, and has had better fortune. It

has been badly damaged, but that at least was

by its enemies, and they left something. And

yet if the Christians had swept it away they

would at least have had this excuse, that it was

built out of the spoils of their own churches.

The Arab, who was himself no artist

—

-pace the

general belief to the contrary—was compelled to

rely on the taste and skill of other peoples. His

builders were Persians, Syrians, or Spaniards. His

materials were taken ready made from Roman

buildings. " Of the 1,200 monolithic columns,

now reduced to about 850," we quote Richard Ford,

"which once supported its low roof, 115 came from

Nismes and Narbonne, in France, 60 from Seville

and Tarragona, in Spain, while 140 were presented

by Leo, Emperor of Constantinople; the remainder

were detached from the temples at Carthage and

other cities of Africa." That, it must be confessed,

represents a tolerably sweeping pillage. And the

Arab was not particular as to uniformity. Jasper,

porphyry, verd-antique—all was fish that came to his

net. Neither had he much respect for form. If a

column was too long he sawed a piece off, or buried
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ill! end several feet in the ground. When it wns

too short he made {^oud the delieieiiey with a iieavy

("orintliian capital out of all proportion to the pillar.

There is not mueh more orij^inality in the form of

the huilding. It is simply an adaptation of the

basilica—an oblonj? measuring 39-1 feet east to west

and S')G feet north to south. The roof, of lareh-

wood, was low—only 35 feet high—and was originally

quite tlat, till in 1713 a certain Valle Ledesnia

added the present cupolas. One credit the Aral)

must be allowed. lie always insisted that the work

done for him should be good. AVhen this wooden

roof was taken down the planks, after nearly a

thousand years of service, were found to be so sound

that they were eagerly bought u]) by the guitar-

makei's. The fine dry climate helped them to endure,

no doubt ; but the greatest care must have been

exercised in choosing and drying at the time of

building. The arrangement of the pillars into nine-

teen longitudinal and twenty-nine transverse aisles

produces mysterious and weird effects of light or

half-light ; but it is a style of building which lends

itself far more to beauty of ornament in detail than

to grandeur of general effect. The general appear-

ance of this fairy-like interior can be judged of from

the sketch of the sanctuary El ISIihrab which is

shown in our last engraving. The strength of the

so-called Arab builders—for most modern authorities

seem to agree that the architects were really Persians

—lay in the ornamentation. Therefore, while the

general outward effect of the mosque is monotonous

and almost clumsy, the details are generall}'^ beautiful.

The spandrils and latticed openings of the doors, the

elaborate intersections of the upper arches, are delicate

and charming.

Wlrnt the Christian has done to the mosque is

tolerably well known. He has blocked up all the en-

trances but one (wdiich can be realised by the reader

in our second jiicture) , and he has built a comparatively

modern choir in the middle of the oriental forest of

pillars. This barbarism was perpetrated, in spite of

the opposition of the town council, in 1533 by

Archbishop Alonzo Manrique. It is not often that a

Spanish town council has done or tried to do any-

thing deserving the gratitude of artists, and there-

fore let the ineffectual opposition of the Twenty-Four

be recorded to their honour. Justice also requires

the admission that it has not been the rule for

Spanish prelates to be barbarians in matters of art.

No nation owes more to the great ecclesiastics of the

past than Spain, and she can afford to forgive Don
Alonzo Manrique for the sake of his brother church-

men. It requires an effort, to be sure, and not the

less because this choir is not of particular artistic

value, and has been itself further spoilt by the

fatally cojjious Churruquera, <>r at least by va|>id

work of his school. The actual barbarian, one I'edro

de Coruejo, who died here in 175S, is buried near

the Capilla Mayor, and if ^'anbrugh's epitaph is not

written over him it ought to be. The great tower

was recased and rebuilt in the Sixteenth Century

by Feruau Ruiz, and now looks more like one of

Wren's steeples than like its sister tower, the Giralda

of Seville. As our sketch of it shows, it would not

be out of place in the Strand.

Outside the mosque the city of Cordova is not,

as compared with many others in Spain, rich in works

of art. The mediaeval kings favoured Seville at its

expense, and the modern princes have neglected it en-

tirely. Henry III. built the gloomy and ponderous

tower of the Mala Muerte, and Philip II. caused a

gate to be raised ; but both the " new kings " of the

line of Henry of Trastamara and the Austrian line of

Charles Y. had their hearts elsewhere. None the less

the city had its Christian and mediaeval greatness be-

tween its capture from the Moors by St. Ferdinand,

the King of Castile, in June, 1235, and the end of all

things in Spain, about the end of the Seventeenth

Century. Its nobles boasted an exceptional purity of

blood, and may be justly proud of having produced the

greatest of Spanish soldiers, Gonsalvo de Cordoba,

the Great Cajitain. These nobles formed a species of

aristocratic republic and governed the city, by their

council of "Twenty-Four." In the Spanish novels of

the Seventeenth Century " Un Yeinte Quatro"—one

of the twenty-four—is an equivalent term for high-

born and most illustrious gentleman. They had whole

streets of stately houses, now falling into ruins, and

fought their battles out in the streets in the true

^loutague and Capulet style. Juan de Mena, who has

been somewhat magniloquentiy called the Spanish

Chaucer, was a Cordovese, and at the other end

of Spanish poetry—in every possible sense at the

other end—came Don Luis de Gongora, the most

obscure and inflated scribbler who ever took pen in

hand. Between the two the town produced Ambrosio

de Morales, the honest and laborious but not par-

ticularly readable historian. There is a fourth great

writer on the roll of fame of Cordova :—Thomas
Sanchez, the Jesuit, to wit. His name has an un-

savoury reputation, fur he wrote what is said by

competent persons to be the nastiest of all books of

casuistry, the famous treatise " De Matrimonio."

Ford knew it—he knew all the things of Spain

—

and he could not stand it ; and what Ford could

not stand, the modern reader had very much better

leave alone. Cordova had its fame in art too. Pablo

de Cespedes was a native of the town, and its silver-

smiths were renowned. If it ever had half the

industry Spaniards are fond of crediting it with it

must have been a busy place. But the authority

is duliious. The Sji.iuiard is greatly addicted to con-
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fnsinfj his imajj^inations and liis memories, as he takes

his memories for 1io|r's. Whatever its past activity

was it is (juiet enou<>-h

to - day — deadly (juiet.

Boots are to be boug-ht

no doubt, but the leather

has none of the qualities

we associate with the nauie

of Cordovan. Skill in the

dressinu' of leather, to-

fTother with most other

forms of industry, emi-

grated with the Moors.

The Cordovese of ancient

days were great tamers of

horses, and had a famous

breed of their own. The

Spanish jennet—a cor-

ruption of tlie word tjliieic

—came from the clr/wsti,

or breeding - ground of

Cordova. What this race

of horses was is not really

known. They are pro-

bably liarbs—or at least a

mi.\ture of those animals

with the native breed.

With a little ingenuity

and a little blindness to

facts it would be possible

to persuade oneself that

they represent the pure

Arabians of the first con-

querors. But unluckily

it is on record that the

invaders were very ill

supplied with horses, and

that what they had were

barbs. Abdur-Rahman I.

rode a mule—and a very

old one—at his first battle.

In the Middle Ages horses

were bred for war and

hunting, but as far back as

the Seventeenth Century

the breed was threatened

with extinction. The

Spaniard, when he ceased

to be a fighter and a

hiinter, had little need

for a good horse. Like

the Arab, he has always

considered that noble

beast a pure article of luxury. For purposes of

business he has always preferred the mule, or even

the ass. It was found necessary to prohibit the use

connovA.- iv. : the catitedeaI; towee.

of mules in the time of the Catholic sovereigns, in

order to keep up the number of horses. A royal

breeding establishment

was organised at Cordova,

on the spot where the

barracks of the Moorish

Alharas, the mounted

body-guard, had stood.

The French, who spoilt

so much else in Spain,

ruined this stud by carry-

ing off the best stallions.

Now the Spaniard who
Imys a horse is quite as

likely to go to England

for him as to Cordova.

Animals are even brought

from Hungary. It is said

that the race is chiefly

supported by the English

garrison at Gibraltar. Our
officers find them cheap,

and value them for sure-

ness of foot — a very

necessary quality in the

mounts of the Calpe hunt.

What sort of life do

jieople lead in the midst

of all this wreckage of

the past ? The question

is an interesting one, but

it is not easy to answer.

The foreigner who under-

takes to say what the life

of the more old-fashioned

kind of Spaniard is like

had need be a very bold

or a very easily satisfied

stamp of man. He must

be capable of persuading

himself that there is

nothing there but outside

:

that when he has looked

at the people bringing

their meat, fruits, and

flowers to market, and

there selling them or

offering them for sale,

has watched the women
at church, and the men
at the cafe, he has seen

all. That is what most

travellers have decided

entirely to their own satisfaction. Nevertheless there

is a good deal liehind the outside, and for the stranger

it is nearly as hard to discover the secrets of the



oriental barem. Fortunately Andalusia is not without

contemporary literature, aud some of those who have

escaped have told the secrets of the prison-house. It

is no use to look for them in the novels of Fernau

Caballero, the only modern Spanish writer much

known out of Spain. That very pious and excellent

lady had the misfortune to be a German, born in

Andalusia, but brought up in an entirely imaginary

religious world. Her stories tend to edification but

they are quite false as pictures of life. The body is

the body of Andalusia, but the

spirit is the spirit of German

neo-Catholicism. Any English-

man who wants to know what

the life of Southern Spain really

is, and possesses the needful

Castilian, may be recommended

to read either Juan Valera or

Pedro de Alarcon, two novelists

who are still alive. Both have

written novels, and both have

drawn careful pictures of the life

of to-day. The latter is a Grana-

dine, a native of Guadix, and the

former is a Cordovese. They are

good Catholics enough not to

willingly shock the feelings of

their countrymen, and yet both

are men of the world who know

that the past is the past, and feel

that if Spain is not to choke

altogether, it must wake up from

its sterile self-admiration. When

one has read ^"alera's " Pepita

Jimenez" or "La Cordobesa,"

one fact stands out among the

others—namely, that the pre-

siding genius, the household god

of Cordovese life, is boredom-

heavy, crushing, penetrating bore-

dom. The life of home is mono-

tonous to the last degree, and out-

side is nothing but small interests

and " the infinitely little." The

women are shut up and mentally

starved. There is one great prin-

ciple which rules all parents and

instructors—namely, that the heart

of man is desperately wicked.

There is only one way of keeping

the young in the straight path,

and that is perpetual watching.

Whatever they wish for them-

selves is sure to be wrong. Safety

is only to be found in following

the traditions. It is almost im-
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possible for an Englishman to conceive of the extent

to which the process of fossilising the intellectual

character has been carried among these people.

They are just a little, a very little short of those

tribes of savages who have become tattooed m
character by hereditary custom—to use Mr. Bage-

hot's admirable illustration; and the higher they

stand in the social scale the more complete has the

process been. The people who live in imposing houses

and, with more or less right to them, bear great

TiiK SANC'lUAEV.
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liistoric names, are hopelessly fossilisetl. Most nf

the town i)!ilaces with pretentious doorways, like

that of (ieronimo Paez—which we have pictured—are

indeed empty. The families to which they heloiifi;'

never inhahit them. But of course there is a inid<lle

class in Spain and the remains of a nobility. These

are the irredeemahly ifjnorant part of the nation. Tiic

Spaniard never has been able to bear wealth : he

becomes corrupted by luxury, as the good old jjhrase

has it. lie has only two ideas of how to use it

—

one is to hoard it up, and the other is to jianiper

himself with every sort of lazy indul<jence. The
consequences are often fatal enouc^h, and summed
up in a very popular saying which gives many a

family history—" The father a workman, the son

a ' caballero ' (which is nof to be translated gentle-

man), and the grandson a beggar." jM. Zola him-

self would scruple to tell the life of the typical young
Spaniard, particularly in the south, who belongs to a

wealthy family. The poor have been kept compara-

tively free by their very poverty. They cannot shut

themselves up, for if they do they starve. Hence it is

among them that we must look for whatever vitality

the town has left in it. Ignorant they are, and stupidly

wedded to old customs, but they have at least the

strength to learn. Moreover, what they have kept is

the best of the past—not antiquated pride and pre-

judice, but the picturesque dresses and striking cus-

toms. It is not a very healthy frame of mind which

is content to see. a people stagnating in ignorance

and poverty, because they still make an artistic spec-

tacle; but it is something that they still keep a few

elements of beauty. Even their rascality is pic-

turcscpie. In that respect, however, Cordova must

yield to Seville and Granada, which are the true

homes of the bull-fighter and the gipsy. Under
its particoloured outside it is one of the stupidest

of inhabited cities. Dust and dirt and neglect are

steadily finishing the work of Dupont's army. There

is only one chance for such towns, and it is that the

gradual increase of all Spain in wealth will at last

produce some sort of discontent with the slovenly

case which satisfies them at present. Perhaps in

time Cordova will wake up to a sense of the fact

that it is only a very little above Cairwan. The
discovery will be acutely painful, as all such awaken-

ings must ; but there is no doubt that it will be

exceedingly wholesome. Daviu Hannay.

"A DOMESTIC CATASTROPHE."
From the Picture ev Fkanz Defreoger.

EVERY dog has his day;" and the crouching

creature in Ilerr Defregger's picture is no ex-

ception to the rule. He has evidently had an exhila-

rating day. He has passed through the four acts of

an eventful drama—the Search, the Discovery, the

Pursuit, the Capture—and now he has reached the

inevitable fifth act—Retribution. The wounds on

the fair and flaccid body of his victim, like those of

Caesar, plead eloquently against him. He has no

advocate. The executioner holds the rope's end with

determination ; Justice, in the person of the mother

of the family, is stern ; and the children are indif-

ferent, if not amused. There is no sophist to expose

the injustice of punishment; none to show that

the intentions of the slajer of birds were excellent,

and that he has been merely possessed with " that

last infirmity of noble minds "—the desire to dis-

tinguish himself. Sentence has been pronounced

—

Jinf jiixiilia, though dogs suffer. He has murthercd

a goose, and he deserves his fate.

Whatever affection may be felt for dogs, there is

no denying that all who have studied the manners
and habits of the goose must become for once and
aye his friends and defenders. In truth he should

want no apologists. It is a noble bird regarded

from any iispect, and well deserves the epithet "rare"
so whimsically introduced by his laureate in the

ode :

—

" O thou rare bird ! aUhoiigli thou'rt rare

Vnuonimou common on a common."

Cincinnatus himself did not deserve more of the

Commonwealth than the sleepless sentinel who from

the Capitol aroused the sleeping virtue of old Rome.
In many respects he may be likened to " poor

\orick." He is a fellow of unbounded humour, if

not of infinite jest, and has on many occasions con-

tributed to setting " the table in a roar." Your duck,

in comparison, is but " a poor sixpenny soul." He
has but to fatten, after a gross, hoggish fashion

—to tuck his head under his wing, or go about

upon the water rejoicing in a stiff ridiculous tail.

For j-our goose, although he is gregarious, and

though collectively he may be defined as a republic,

exhibits such varieties of character that there will

hardly be found in a crowd two individuals exact

in deportment and expression. He will not follow,

sheep-like, any leader, be he tame or adventurous.

He will explore the stubble like a discoverer, and

go far afield ; and artists will hardly exhaust their

praises of his colour.
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EDWARD J. POYNTER, R.A.

AVOLT^rE of "Lectures on Art"—published l.y

Mr. Poynter some three years since—was the

most suf>;yestive and interesting Imok of the kind

whicli has appeared in Enj^-hmd <hirin<j the present

{generation. Others have written on tlie same subject

witli tlie practised skill of the j)rofessional author,

and have been aide to put what they have to say

into better literary form. We have had volumes full

of excellent information—generally second-hand, for

England does not shine in the path of art-historical

any more than in that of theoretical investigation

;

and we have had pages signed by great names, in

which subjective impressions vividly felt have been

set forth with enchanting cloq\ience. But we have

h;ul no works which can be compared with Mr.
Poynter's " Lectures " for the width of knowledge

and accuracy of observation shown in handling ques-

tions connected with practice, and with what I may
call the theory of practice. Quite apart, too, from the

interest which his volume inspires by the nature and

quality of its contents, it deserves the special atten-

tion of every student of his work, for the light

it throws on his personal predilections, his stii(li<'s,

and his character.

Now Mr. Poynter is essentially a learned painter,

and his art demands from those who a])proach it

knowledge at least sufficient to enable them to appre-

ciate the height of his aml>itiou and the nature of

118
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liis aims. Only those who have themselves pnsscd

throuoh something of the same searching' discipline

of mind ;\rid hand can exjsect to find pleasure with-

out an illnit in such work as his ; but to those

who courageously strive to put themselves a point

beyond themselves, such an effort will be in itself a

reward. An instinctive love of that which is strongest

and noblest and most beautiful is not, alas! iuuate in

all of us. Early surroundings will often warp the

direction of even a fine natural taste ; and there are

many amongst us—of whom, by the way, Mr. Poynter

himself has said some hard things—who are not sure

of what they like, who are not sure of what they

think beautiful, but who are haunted by the longing

to know and desire only that which is so.

To such as these one might say, " Try to like Mr.

Poynter's work. Do not be discouraged by a certain

lack of softness and grace, and by the absence of the

easy charms which tiee before the cruel exigencies of

a severe scholarship. Take heart, and try to find

out whether he does not give you something which

you can be sure of liking, and then he will perhaps

lead you to love the works of elder masters whose

mighty labours are probably repellent to you in

your present state of knowledge and of taste."

For the work of a modern painter will always be

the more easy to understand merely because he is

modern : because, however full and complex his art

may be, it is at least nourished from sources open to

us all. How much of patient toil and anxious look-

ing must go to the forming of eyes which can enjoy

the noble archaisms of an

Etruscan vase-painting ! It is

the gift of a day which is lost

to us, and sprang from condi-

tions which our imaginations

now vainly strive to reconstruct.

But the art which arises in the

very hour of our own life can

have no secrets which we may
not share; and in the present

instance we find the less diffi-

culty, since to the secrets of

Mr. Poynter's work he himself

has furnished the clue.

Every word of his " Lectures 1

on Art" is inspired by a pro- r'^-

found study and reverence for

the works of Michelangelo, the

most heroic master of modern

times; and we are thus pre-

pared for the character of

Mr. Poynter's art, which is

markedly grave and learned
^"

rather than spontaneous. Just ^ figure from

as the French realist cried (Paintut iv, e.

ml, after lonj.

nature me
g at his model, "Je ne vois

I'rise," one can imagine !Mr.

Poynter troubled beyond the power of speech or sight

when beholding the walls of that Sistine Chapel

whose glories he cherishes with constant passion and

worship. Now this passion for and worship of the

great Florentine has been shared by men of the

most diverse aims and character. Blake adored his

spiritual power; Reynolds bowed down before the

master in portraiture, who let no shred of indi-

vidual character escape the keenness of his vision;

and Fran9ois Millet—when he reckoned up the strong

sensations received in the magic world which opened

itself to him in the galleries of the Louvre—declared

that from Michelangelo alone did he obtain " com-

plete impressions." It is because his work is always

"complete" that each man who has some serious

gift or grace may find himself in Michelangelo

;

and there is one constant element in all he did

which makes his art peculiarly attractive to ^Ir.

Poynter. What we call " style," taken in its ab-

stract sense, is a quality extremely difiicult to define;

but it is incontestably a marked feature of the art

of Michelangelo, as it is, indeed, the indispensable

sign of all great art. Every work, of no matter

what date, which may claim to be a masterpiece

of art, is invariably impregnated with it. Whether

we turn to the stupendous achievements of classic

times, or to the glories of the Renaissance, we shall

always find this distinguishing element; and we

shall recognise that it is in virtue of its presence

that the slightest sketch or

the merest jotting of notes

from the hand of a master

acquires an untold value.

In England, it is only by

an effort of reason and reflec-

tion that we arrive at a con-

ception of " style ;
" neither

the public nor those who work

for the public have, as a rule,

any natural taste for it or any

instinctive perception of what

it means. Both English artists

and their English patrons can

and do take unalloyed pleasure

\ in an art which has absolutely

no trace of the jn-e-eminent

beauty we call style. This

peculiar characteristic has been

frequently noted by foreign

critics; and they have gene-

_^ .^^ rally attributed it to the fact
^

that art in England has for

THE "xAusicAA." ccuturies jiast been divorced

J. i'o>jnici,R.A.) from anv connection witli the
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development of great religious and jjolitica! institu-

tions. To these it seems to have owed the elevated

cliaraeter which it attained in aneient Greeee and

in the Italy of more modern times; and through

these tile artist liimself became an o])ject dl' in-

terest to the rulers i)t' the State. In England, .m

the other iianil, this divorce is so complete tiiat

the State has very naturally seen no reason for occu-

pying itself with the well-being of artists, nor I'or

interfering with the training of a class wliom it

could not employ-. So that artists from whom
all oflicial recognition of the national importance

of their jirofessiou was withheld have been forced

every line bears witness to his jxissession in a trans-

cendent degree of that quality of style denied to

lesser men and les.ser times.

Tiie desire to see that which is noble is almost neces-

sarily accompanied by some touch of that austerity

which comes out very stronglj'- iu the portrait of .Mr.

Poj'nter which we reproduce from an etching Ijy

Legros. For unless one in whom such a desire works

is born to exceptional conditions—conditions of which

we can now with diffic\dty conceive—he cannot be

satisfied without much conscious j)utting away of

things ignoble, without much painful effort, much
of the self-discipline and severity that leave their

to take the chances of such jjrivate patronage as sign on all it does. And at least until such sclf-

they might secure by their own efforts, and in order

to win the notice of those from whom alone they

could hope to obtain the employment of their powers,

they have necessarily been obliged to feel anxiously

for each turn of the popular taste. Art thus exists

discipline and such rejection of that which is low and

trivial have become instinctive by constant habit, the

pain of the effort needed will show itself in the man-

ner of all our striving, and will make us seem harsli

even when \vc would be most "jracious, so that if we
among us only as an object of luxury, and artists turn even to the illustrations which accompany these

have been forced, for the most part, into the more

or less frivolous office of entertaining the leisure of

classes whose occupation is amusement and whose

interests are purely personal. In portraiture antl in

the painting of anecdotic subjects the English painter

finds that his services are chiefly required : in

these two branches of his art he displays brilliant,

solid, and often original powers, but the grand quality

of style is not bis birthright, and such as seek

after it are forced to look back for support to the

schools of other days and other climes. Thus we
constantly find such of

the painters of England

as are visited by inward

promptings which make
them ill at ease in the

circumstances by which

they are surrounded, re-

ferring to Michelangelo as

to the supreme standard,

in relation to which they

judge of themselves and

of their work, since of

all the masters of modern

days not one has shown

in so large a measure the

evidences of nobility of

style. Thus, too, one who
has, like Mr. Poynter, not

only an instinctive love

of style, but an inborn

desire to see that which

is noble, turns naturally

to that great spirit which

knew nothing that was

not noble, and whose
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audience. For the En<^lisli public, as I have already

said, adores an anecdote or an illustration, and a picture

is always popular with them if it vividly presents some

already familiar theme—just as a joke to be favour-

ably received by an Entflish meeting' cannot be too

well worn. Mr. Poynter, therefore,, in taking for his

subject the Ca2)tivity of Israel in Egypt was certain

to arouse au outburst of pojjular sympathy ; and

his learned pre-

sentment of the

bondage of the

favoured nation

under their hard

taskmasters not

only attracted

the attention of

all those labour-

ing in the field

of Egyptology,

but awakened

the curiosity of

every English

household in

which the study

of the Old Testa-

ment was a daily

lesson.

But the ad-

miration which

his work excited,

and which it had

deserved liy its

intrinsic merits,

left the artist

apparently un-

moved ; for the

merits which as-

sured him regard

andhonourinhis

own profession

had very little,

if anything, to

do with the mo-

mentary popu-

larity which he

had obtained. Strenuously determined on perfecting

his own talent, he chose his next subject simply with

a view to the further opportunity which it would

afford for testing and developing his powers. He set

himself to the painting of "The Catapult" (1868;
engraved for this article), with the same unflinch-

ing resolution to meet every difficulty of conception

or execution full-front which he had shown from

the first. The story told by this work—which pro-

cured the painter's election as Associate of the Royal

Academy—was not, however, likely to arouse much

A STUDY OF V lU \I

(Draun by E. J. roiinb^r, R.A.')

interest in the general public. The fall of Carthage

before the brutal energies of Rome was no word of im-

port to English homes, and the suggestions of Mr.

Poynter's subject could not carry far with a popular

audience ; but it proved—and this was why he chose

it—a fresh test of his powers. The slaves of Pharaoh

appeared in myriad masses cast in strong relief upon

their own blue shadows chequered by the glaring

sun ; the soldiery

(if Rome -were

revealed within

the giant womb
of the monster

engine big with

the fate of

Carthage, their

swarthy flesh

glowing from

out its protect-

ing shades. The

complicated de-

tails of the vast

machine itself

were put on can-

vas with extra-

ordinary jn-eci-

sion, and the pro-

blems involved

in the working

out of its con-

struction had

evidently been

the subject of

deliberate calcu-

lation. Every

groaning pul-

ley and strain-

ing rope, every

beam and every

weight, was ad-

justed in accord-

ance with the

strictest re-

quirements of

the engineering

science of the past ; and it was again made clear

that the artist had in him, not only the stufE of

an archaeologist, but much of that peculiar mental

fibre which lends itself with pleasure to the treat-

ment of mechanical problems— the fibre which

has shown itself conspicuously more than once in

the history of art, and that in some of her very

greatest men. The putting into motion of this old-

world battery, with its strangely tormented system

of shafts and windlass, needs must give occa-

sion to the fullest variety of action among those
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(Fimn the Design for Mosaic hy E. J. Po'juter. n.A.)
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employed upon it ; and so we bad <^ioups of the strong

servants of Rome, stripped to the sun and wind, toil-

ing with an enci'gy which brought up their starting

muscles and their splendid thews till the flesh rippled

before our eyes like swelling waves beneath the

breeze, only with something of a far nobler beauty

of playing and changeful line. To the left, in strong

contrast, were the harnessed and helmeted archers

crouching within the shadows cast by the massive

supports of the shed which protected the catapult,

and laying shaft to bow

in defence of those who

worked. Tlie figures

of this second grouji

—like tho.se of one or

two of the subordinate

actors to the right

—

seemed to show some

slackening of the ner

vous force with which

Mr. Voynter had cha-

racterised the central

personages of his de-

sign ; and it was re-

marked by critics that

many of the figures

were in attitudes of

action rather than in

action, although less

obviously so than was

the case in some of

his previous woi'ks.

Now the power of

"drawing movement

"

would seem, except in

very rare instances, to

be in some measure

denied to men whose

main preoccupation is

that of attaining high

perfection and correct-

ness in draughtsman-

ship. For, to give the impression of rapid move-

ment, exaggerations always seem to be necessary

which are repellent to a steady judgment. Dashes

of brilliant suggestion will often render higher ser-

vice than the most accurate lines of definition, and

the very effort to be perfectly accurate will some-

times defeat its own end. Mr. Poynter, dwelling

always with great stress of intention on the forms

which he seeks to render, does sometimes come short

perhaps of producing exactly that impression which

he had intended to convey. In this way his "An-
dromeda and Perseus" {187"2) and his "Atalanta's

Race" (1876) were disappointing. The thrust from

the hand of Perseus, the tarrying of Atalanta, were

EDTVAED J. POYNTEE, R.A.

Etdiing by A. Lnjros. By Permit

moments of action which seemed to demand a certain

swiftness of vision incompatible possibly with the

painter's other gifts. Yet, with charaiteristic deter-

mination, he has fastened again and again on some fresh

crisis of transitional movement ; and in this respect, as

in many others, his perfect consistency of aim, strong

judgment, and tenacity of purpose have enabled him

to snatch victory from every apparent defeat.

Let us then—if we would fully realise the advance

made by Mr. Pnynter in the development of his

powers of design —
first examine his " St.

George and the Dra-

gon," a careful work-

manlike drawing exe-

cuted in glass mosaic

for the Central Hall

at Westminster in

1870, and then call to

mind the impressive

scheme for the decora-

tion of the Dome of St.

Paul's which figured in

the last Academy ex-

hibition. To judge of

the progress which he

has made in the per-

fecting of his powers

of draughtsmanship,

let us look at the

constrained attitude

(correctly enough re-

produced in our illus-

tration for the purposes

of this contrast) of the

Roman soldier placing

his arrow and his bow

in the left-hand corner

of "The Catapult,"

•and then turn to the

running figui'e of the

boy which we have

transcribed—with something of the impetuous grace

of the original—from " Nausicaa and her INIaids

Playing at Ball " (18Y9) ; or let us study the " Visit

to .-Esculapius," fitly honoured in 1880 by purchase

for the Chantrey Bequest. Or, again—if we would

see how much more easily than of old as well as

how much more expressively Mr. Poynter now con-

structs his groups—let us note the arrangement of

the soldiers who stand one behind another to the

extreme right of " The Catapult," and then obser\'e

the two figures of women wringing and washing

linen, our second excerpt from the " Nausicaa and

her jMaids." And, finally, in face of recollections

of the dryness and mannerism of some of his earlier

of Mefisrs. SceJryA
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portraits, let us place his charmiii<; stiuly of the heail

of a girl^beariii<5' date l>i8:J—which cdnibiiies beauty

of line and accurate inodclliny with lovely suj^'i^es-

tions of that ineffable ([Uality which gives what the

French call "envelope."

Lookin<^ and comparing' thus, we may learn niui'h

in many ways from ^^r. Pnyntcr. It is always

i^dnd t'l dwell awhile with him : especially for those

who are inclined (and there are many su(di) to prize

beyond measure the <>-lories of colour, the charms

of sentiment, and all such gifts as enhance what we
may call the emotional rather than the intellectual

pleasures of art. "We cannot but be reminded by

his work of the value of certain quite other gifts

and qualities which he possesses in a high degree

—

gifts and (pialities which are some of the rarest which

can fall to the lot of an artist, and which are espe-

cially rare amongst us at the present day. The wide

knowledge, the scientilie training-, which he brings

to bear on all he does ; the uiu'clenting tenacity

with which he takes a grip of his subject, nor lets

it go until he has wrought his will u])on it, re-

i;ar(llcss of all those minor considerations of ))rctty

handling which have first weight with those who in

the main desire to please ; his great powers as a

draughtsman; the spirit and intention which invari-

ably animate his design, may well furnish us with

fruitful matter for reflection. And, apart from all

the lessons which his art may bring, there are les-

sons to be learnt from the character of the arti.st;

for no one amongst us now has been more faithful

to his gift than he, no one more absolutely consistent

in steady purpose, nor more constantly animated by

lofty aims. Emilia F. S. Paitison.

ART IN THE GARDEN.—II.

LANDSCAPE gardening affords full scope for the

exercise of the most refined imagination. A
knowledge of engineering, geology, botany, and hor-

ticulture are important qualifications for a landscape

gardener, but good taste is one more important still.

Science and experience will enable a man to do any-

thing that can be done in a garden, but taste alone

can suggest to him what to do. The landscape

gardener should treat his subject in the same spirit

as the landsea])e painter, since the principles on which

his art must be practised are precisely the same.

The gardener, like the painter, has endless varieties

and gradations of form, colour, and light and shade

to deal with. The difference between them is, that

while the painter has to produce his effects on a

small canvas, the gardener arranges his in a sj)ace

that is sometimes measured by acres ; that whilst the

one employs a few poor pigments, the other has the

numberless hues of nature to combine into harmo-

nies and contrasts; and that whilst the one has to

Aiir I.N" iHi; UAi'.ULX. - 1. : ini; diana fountain, bushey paiik.
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content himself with a single definite effect o£ light

and shade, every one of the other's compositions is

being constantly varied by the ever-changing and ever-

beantiful natural effects of sunshine and shadow. The

painter produces his results with his brush and his

palette-knife ; the gardener gets his contrasts and his

gradations by the raising of slopes, the sinking of

hollows, the levelling of the surface of the ground, by

the planting (or cutting down) of trees and shrubs,

by the distribution of lawns and paths, by the mass-

ino- of flowers in exhaustless combinations of colour,

by" the use of water, and by the introduction of well-

chosen and well-placed accessories.

Roughly speaking, we may say that in gardening

our dark tones are formed by the foliage, our middle

tints by the lawns and paths,

and our high lights by flowers,

by architectural accessories, and

l)y water, which becomes our

deepest dark when it mirrors

overhanging trees in motion or

reflecting the sky. These ma-

terials, skilfully used, will always

suffice to arrange, in any space,

however large or however small,

an infinity of beautiful living

pictures—a sylvan landscape or

a classical composition, a bit of

wild nature or a dainty minia-

ture—if we only take care to

work in the spirit of the place,

and never forget that from each

point of view some one element

must dominate the rest.

Let us take a simple instance

in illustration of a broad treat-

ment of light and dark and

colour. Many of us, probably,

have observed that one of the

most unobtrusively beautiful

effects of park scenery is that

of a grassy amphitheatre—or

something approaching to that

form—clothed with trees, and

rising from the margin of a lake

or pool. Here the dominant

mass of dark is produced by

the trees, repeated in a still

darker key by their reflections

in the calm water ; the lesser

mass of middle tint is furnished

by the semi-circular sweep of

lawn in front, while the high

lights consist of the sky re-

flected in part of the pool or in

the silvery gleams that shoot

across its surface, as in the breeze it ruffles. There is

great unity of effect in this unbroken mass of the

trees, but no monotony, since there is gradation of

colour and of light and shade due to the position of

the individual trees, which seem from every point of

view to recede one behind the other as they approach

the centre of the curve, and to rise one above the other

towards the broken sky-line. Something like this is

the serenely artistic effect of the well-known round

pond in Kensington Gardens, encircled by its lofty

elms, or of the round pond in the avenue at Bushey

Park, shut in by its splendid horse-chestnuts, or of the

not dissimilar broad basin in the garden of the Tuile-

ries. Nothing could well be simpler in composition

—as our first illustration, of a portion of the Round

ART IN THE GAEDEN.— II. : A FOUNTAIN.
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Poud in Busliey Park, suggests— than either of

these garden effects ; but it matters not whether it

be in London or Paris or TedJington, whenever

we find ourselves standing by one of these stately

arrangements of foliage, water, lawn, and gravel we
experience a sense of restful satisfaction which fami-

liarity seems to have no power to lessen. This is

art in the garden on a grand scale; but if but of ele-

gant design, the simplest fountain, rising from green

turf or golden gravel, and sparkling, as in our second

illustration, against the dark foliage of some retired

garden nook, fascinates us in just the same way.

The secret of all such compositions is the unity ob-

tained by the thorough working out of a very simple

idea. A few masses are placed together as broadly

as possible, and no detail is admitted which does not

help the general effect.

The style and character of the park or garden

as a whole must bo the first consideration of the

landscape artist. It will vary according to the size

and situation of the ground. But whether we have

to deal with half a rood or with a dozen acres, the

quality that we should endeavour before all others

to get in planning garden landscape or garden archi-

tecture is repose. Nothing the least gloomy or monoto-

171)

nous is at all necessary—far from that ; but the

great masses of foliage, the broad sweeps of lawn,

the direction and curvature of paths and avenues,

must all be so disposed as to suggest that we can
take our ease in the garden and feel at home.

In reality there are but two styles of gardening

—

the artificial or formal, and the natural or picturesque.

In laying out a small garden we must necessarily con-

fine ourselves to one of these two styles if we want
to obtain any artistic result; but in a large garden
they may often both be skilfully combined with good
effect. Thus the stately symmetry near the house

may merge into the suggestive picturesqueness of the

landscape garden; and so, in artistic trausition, the

imagination may be led from the formality of archi-

tecture to the freedom of nature. Of the two, the

natural style seems more congenial to English taste
;

but we must not therefore run away with the notion

that it is easier to lay out a garden artistically in

this style than in the other, the reverse being rather

the case, and the old proverb being absolutely true,

that the highest effort of art is self-concealment. If

a garden is a work of art, we have no impulse to

exclaim, "What magnificent trees!" or "What
splendid shruljberies!" or "What handsome lawns!"
or " What winding paths !

" or " What gorgeous

flowers !
" but simply " What a beautiful garden 1

"
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To liiy out a Ijoautit'ul gaiden, wo must havr

tlio general effect of the finished work in our miiuls

b.^fore a sod is turned ; and having' once started

tlie work, we must resohitely carry out our plan,

regardless of the advice of friends or the opposition

of gardeners. There comes a period during the pro-

gress of every work of art, when, having emerged

from the suggestiveness of the sketch, and not having

nearly reached completion, none but the most ex-

perienced can discern in it any foreshadowing of the

ultimate effect, and when perhaps even the designer

himself is doubtful of the result. But as we work

steadily on, we see that our original idea was good,

and that any alterations necessary are merely matters

of detail that can easily be carried out when once

tlie broad masses have been establislied. In the

finished garden the unity of effect should Ije so com-

plete, and everything should seem so naturally in

its place, that a mental effort would be necessary to

imagine anything otherwise.

And how should one set about executing a work

of art of this sort ? The first thing is not to create

difficulties by fighting against nature ; our object

being to develop to the utmost the particular kind

of garden-beauty of which our special spot is capable.

Therefore, before adopting any ready-made plan,

before even designing one—on paper—for ourselves,

we should walk all over our ground, examining its

capabilities and its deficiencies from every point of

view, learning by heart, as it were, all the irregu-

larities of its surface, so as to turn them to the very

best artistic use. Then, unless we are very familiar

with the immediate neighbourhood, it would be well

to stroll round it, taking careful note of the nature

of the soil and of the trees and plants which flourish

best in it; and perhaps, in doing this, we may find

how, by a little judicious clearing, we may make some

handsome mass of foliage or some peep of distant

country form j)art of the apparent background of

our own garden. If then, from the windows of the

room from which the garden will be chiefly seen, we

reconsider everything, we shall have all the necessary

information to make a working plan suitable to our

ground. The general scheme being settled, the details

may be thought about. In designing these, we must

bear in mind that the eye must be led harmoniously

from one part of the garden to the other, but that

when once there—when once any part of the garden

has become the whole space within view—we may
treat that part as an independent work of art, or as

a separate bit of nature, so long as we are careful

to do no violence to the general spirit of the whole

garden

.

Some portion of a large garden ought to be en-

joyable in all moods, and be suital)le for all seasons.

There should be shelter from sunshine or wind, and

wide open spaces, sunny and breezy, to play in; tiierc

sliduld be walks and nooks where nothing meets

the eye that is not suggestive of repose; and there

should be paths amid borders and parterres glowing

with the beauty and brilliance of colour. Even in

winter a garden may be enjoyable ; for on a sunny

day, when not a flower is to be seen, it is still a

pleasure to stroll along a well-drained path open

to the south, and surrounded by the varied foliage

of evergreen-trees and shrubs. By artfully taking

advantage of the shelter of tall trees, it is by no

means difficult to jjlant out the wind with hedges

of evei'grcens, and to devise nooks and walks that

shall be a perfect trap for winter sunshine. As an

instance of this, I remember one day, early in

February, as far north as Berlin, coming unex-

pectedly into a little Italian parterre laid out in

the midst of the Thiergarten. I felt that I was in a

happy oasis of sunshine and sj)ring flowers, having

left behind a screen of sheltering trees everything

that told of the dreariness of winter.

The effects of light and dark in a garden are

due to the grouping of trees, and to the disposition

of paths, lawns, and shrubberies ; the most bril-

liant effects of colour are achieved by the artistic

arrangement of masses of flowers. But that which

beyond anything gives life to landscape gardening

is water. So subtle is the fascination of water for

eye and ear that it will enhance the attraction of the

most beautiful garden or park if only it be intro-

duced with skill and good taste. We must, how-

ever, resolutely forego this artistic luxury, should

we feel the slightest doubt about the water looking

in absolute harmony with its surroundings, or should

our supply of water, whether artificial or natural, be

insufficient to insure a permanent effect. It may
be artistically employed in all sorts of ways. For

instance, on a terrace, near the house, it may leap

or plash in a fountain, or simply flow into an orna-

mental basin. A little further off, it may reflect the

sky in a perfectly symmetrical pool, surrounded by

a margin of stone, with vases of flowers at inten'als.

Or, encircled only by lawn, its surface may support

the spreading leaves and attractive blossoms of the

water-lily, and reflect dark masses of rhododendron

or arbutus. Or, overhung by tall trees, it may issue

from some architectural background, and dance down

a succession of steps between vases of flowers ; while,

in the less formal part of the garden, it may be

treated as pure nature.

Often the most we shall be able to manage in

this last respect will be a tiny woodland pool or a

little meadow pond ; but either of these may be made

picturesquely beautiful—the one by reflections of

trees and rushes and sedges, the other by a few

feathery willows, and a mingled growth of sweet-
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scented iris, and flowerinnr rush, and tall yellow flails,

and i)urple loose-slrife, and meadowsweet. It' our

•ijarden were in a hii;-hland district we mio^ht contrive

a rocky tarn, or train a stream to tumble naturally

over its stony bed : and if there were ]>lei)ty of water

available, we might venture on a cascade, as has been

done with very good effect at Virginia Water, as fiur

third illustration shows. Even in a lowland district,

and in a day-country, we may be able to reproduce

a sni;dl lake, or to suggest that a stream is flowing

through part of our grounds. In either case it would
help the illusion if a small island, lightly planted

with osiers or alders, were introduced near one side.

An artificial .stream must be so managed that the

two ends are entirely masked by a bend planted with

trees or bushes, or by a low-arched bridge (of wood
or brick or stone—no "rustic" monstrosity will do)

half hidden by foliage, as in our fourth illustration;

and the actual outlet of the water must be some-
where beyond the bridge, otherwise our artifice will

be revealed by the floating leaves or scum that would
collect there. However contrived, the stream should

appear to come from and flow towards the world

beyond our garden, and so offer our imagination a

way out of the picture. To obtain a natural effect

the banks of all artificial water must be carefully

studied from nature. Looking at the banks of a

river or a lake, however small, we find that they

slope gently down in some places, covered with

velvety turf, to the water's edge ; that in others

they break off abruptly, showing the bare soil; that

sometimes the shore is hollowed out into little bays

and shallows ; and that here and there the sweeping
lines are suddenly interrupted by spits of sand or

gravel. All these accidents must not only be i-epro-

dueed around our artificial water, but must also be

positively accounted for by the formation of the

adjacent ground, and until that is done we need not

think we have produced a work of art.

A formal garden should not be too large— so that

it may always ])n kept in good order and be full of

beautiful plants and flowers at all .seasons of the year;

but a wild garden may be of almost any extent. Too
great an expanse of neatly-mown lawn is monotonous

in effect—to say nothing of the endless labour neces-

sary to keep it trim ; but in the outlying grounds

we may have lovely patches of flowery meadow that

shall be gardens in themselves. In the spring they

may blossom with crocus and cowslip and daffodil
;

in summer they may be radiant with ox-eye daisies

and glolje ranunculus and tall sjiikes of sorrel, with

columbines and campions, with all the elegant um-
belliferte and all the beautiful greys and purples of

flowering grasses. And when these have all been

mown down, the meadow may glow all over with

the golden autumn crocus. If there is a wood, as

there often is at the end of a large garden, we may
make little clearings where the sunny banks shall be
successively covered with vifdets and jjrimroses and
wood anemones, with woodruff and wood-sorrel, and
foxgloves and harebells and lianly iintimm cycla-

men; and in the wood itself wr in:iy have masses of

feathery ferns and ])atches of l)luc-bclls and lilies of

the valley. And, by properly preparing the ground
and artfully laying on water, we may have a boggy
tract that shall be sjdendid with golden king-cups

and tall iris, and reed-mace and spreading king-ferns,

and gemmed with the delicate and graceful blossom

of Parnassus grass.

In the various nooks and C(]rncrs that surround a

large garden all kinds of pleasant surprises may be

contrived, and, as we have seen, here and there a little

bit of absolutely natural beauty may be reproduced

in all its details. If rock is obtainable in sufficient

quantity, there is no saying what picturesque little

dells and glens may not be constructed :—something
very different to the monstrosities known as " Alpine

gardens,-" now rather in fashion, all slag and cliidcers

or angular bits of stone or brick ; where the lovely

little Alpine plants are stuffed away in " pockets,"

and all the charm of their natural growth and half

the beauty of their flowers completely hidden. It

is strange that while one sometimes .sees gardens
artistically planned and tastefully planted parterres,

always the "fernery,"or "pinetum," or "rock-garden,"

or whatever it may be called, in public and private

gardens, is nothing but a horrible medley, prim or

bizarre, suggesting none of the beauty of order

and none of the careless grace of wild nature. It

cannot be expected that every gardener, amateur or

professional, should be able to produce a work of art.

But surely any one who takes a fancy to manufacture

a " wilderness " should not ignore the elementaiy laws

of geology and botany ? and surely any one who cares

for trees and flowers, and has ever used his eyes in

bowery lanes, or over wild heaths, or among moun-
tain meadows, might be expected not to shock cverv

sense of the natural fitness of things?

There is no reason why, with a little taste and a

good deal of trouble, we may not make our gardens

pleasure-grounds in the best sense of the word, and

get from them the purest enjoyment for all our

senses. To delight the eye, harmonies and contrasts

of colour may be made to succeed one another all

the year round. We get them from flowers, from

the day when the first snowdrop braves the winds

of spring, till the time when the last chrysanthe-

mum hangs its head before the frosts of winter ; and
in the few remaining weeks they are plentifully

afforded by the varied and beautiful foliage of ever-

greens. Any one who has remarked the crimson

hues of the leaves of some varieties of berberis, the
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golden tips of the thuja aurea, the tender purple

points of the Japanese juniper, tlie delicate greenish-

yellow of the foliage of some specimens of the acuba;

or who has watched the effect of sunlight on the bare

ruby twigs of the common dogwood, on the orange

of hyacinths and wall-flowers; and these might

merge into the summer odours of stocks and roses

and lilies and mignonette and heliotrope and sweet-

])ea. In between the flowers might be l)ushes of

Daphne laurel and Persian lilac and snowy syringa

AET IN THE GARDEN.

—

Vf. : A GARDEN BRIDGE.

twigs of the golden osier, or on the scarlet beriies of

the mountain ash, may form an idea of the colour

resources of the landscape gardener, even in the depth

of winter. Then, to delight the sense of sound, we
may introduce into our garden the plash or ripple

of water ; or we may plant aspens and pines, and

the wind will whisper among their branches ; and

if we only give them safe thickets, the birds will

fill our shrubberies with song. And the gratifi-

cation we may give our sense of smell is almost

unlimited. We may make a garden walk that

shall be one long succession of seasonable scents.

After the violet and primrose the stronger perfume

and sweet-scented bay; the wall behind such a border

might be covered with honeysuckle and jasmine

;

whilst at intervals the path itself might be spanned

by arches of sweet-brier, and perhaps not far away

might be an avenue of limes. And then, in this part

of the garden, the turf might be composed chiefly

of lemon-thyme and dwarf mint, to be trodden into

perfume. And on summer nights, why should we

not be attracted from afar by some faint delicicius

fragrance, and, following it, find ourselves suddenly

in a solitary nook where, among night-scented stocks,

masses of tall evening primroses are yielding up their

odours to the moonlight ? Barclay Day.

A LEGEND OF JAPAN.

OXCE upon a time, in the mysterious Middle

Kingdom, Ukihira, governor of the province

of Mino, fell madly in love with the beautiful Kashi-

wade, a lady in his government. His passion was
returned, and for a time the lovers were supremely

happy. At last, however, the emperor recalled his

vassal, and the pair were constrained to part.

They wept and sorrowed greatly ; but the im-
perial word was not to be gainsaid, and they knew
that henceforth their lives must be divided, and

that for them the jileasure of the world was over.

Then Ukihira took a fair white ink-stone and wrote

upon it all the passion of an eternal farewell. He
placed it in his lady's hands, and departed upon his

miserable way. She saw his face no more, and her

grief was greater than she could bear. She shut

herself up from the world in Hokoubozi, the lonely

hermitage, in the mountain Ho ; and there, her

lover's last gift in her bosom, she wept and prayed

her unhappy life away.
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After many generations, the hermitafi^e in the

mountain Ho had come to be tlie habitation of

Gokoubo, the wicked and hypocritical priest of

Buddha, and of his mistress, the hapless Taori.

And not only was the house Gokoubo's, but the

ink-stone left by Kashiwade also. Now Taori's son,

the young man Kegiro, was outraged at heart by

Gokoubo's wickedness, and had sworn to avenge his

mother's shame by obliging her seducer to blacken

his soul with some damning crime. At last his hour

came. One night Gokoubo awoke with a start of

terror. He heard a noise as of the chinking of

money; he saw before him in the darkness the form

of one who seemed to be bearing off a great string

of coins; and he took his sword and cut down the

robber on the spot. Then Kegiro revealed himself

and died. Taori, the guilty mother, grew mad with

grief ; she snatched up Gokoubo's bloody sword

and slew herself on the body of her son. And

when he saw the evil which he had wrought,

(Jokoubo took Kegiro's string of coins and Kashi-

wade's talisman. He tied them both about his

neck, and he went out and drowned himself. And

Gokoubo, the murderer, and Taori and Kegiro, the

victims, were all three buried in Hokoubozi, the

lonely hermitage.

Tliereafter the Fatal Tomb was feared and avoided

of all but desperate men. It was ghost-haunted, and

beset with terrors ; for it had become an Influence,

and people prayed to it as to an evil spirit. It was

gifted with strange and unholy powers. It gave

his wish to him who asked of it ; and it avenged

itself upon him who forgot his obligation and ne-

glected its worship. To call down its anger was

the fate of a certain Assizouki-Kakorouko. He was

childless, and he asked a child of it, and his prayer

was granted. A son was born to him, and he called

him Ikkakou, and afterwards he returned no more

to the death-mound at Hokoubozi. But the Tomb
at Hokoubozi had a long memory and a longer arm.

It transferred its attention from Kakorouko, an old

man not worth hurting, to his son, the misbegotten

Ikkakou, who was young and strong and powerful.

He went out, by his master's orders, to take tlie

head of Sai-Sakou, the virtuous counsellor ; and,

behold ! the Tomb struck with Sai-Sakou's sword,

and Ikkakou's head was taken from his shoulders.

His death led naturally enough to the confiscation

of his goods aud the disbanding of his train. His

retainers were dismissed to their homes, each one of

them with twelve pieces of money in his pouch to

carry him on his way and start him in business

when he reached his journey's end. Among them
there were two whose road was one and the same, and

they agreed to take it together. One was the swords-

man Shohei, a man prudent, unscrupulous, resolute.

and treacherous ; the other, the soldier Tchoske, was

gay in temper and generous of heart—the antijiodes

of his com])anion in every way. Shohei knew that

his twelve pieces would not last for ever, and that

his chance in business, with no more capital than

these, was not brilliant ; and while his comrade

sang and told stories, he tramped off his miles in

a state of anxiety and mental arithmetic. One day

the two travellers came on a couple of hunters,

who were disputing over the carcase of a rabbit.

Tchoske at once went forward aud asked how much

the game was worth. They told him, and he bought

it on the spot. They departed with so much joy

and good fellowship that one of them, the unfor-

tunate Mataichi, forgot his gun. Now Shohei had

been thinking for some time that if Tchoske's pay

were only his he could put his little nest-egg out

at use with an excellent prospect of success. Such

is the influence of mental arithmetic on an unscru-

pulous mind ! The sight of his comrade's purse

made instant havoc of such scraps of his morality

as yet remained ; and hardly had the hunters gone

arm in arm over the brow of the hill ere he snatched

up the gun they had left behind, and with it shot his

companion through the heart. Then he threw the

weapon away, took the dead man's purse, and made

off. Next day Tchoshe's body was found in the

highway, and beside it, among the grass, the gun

of the hunter Mataichi. The coincidence was irre-

sistibly persuasive. Mataichi was haled away to

prison, and there he died, leaving a widow, the

sorrowful Mafouzi, and one little boy, at this period

of his eventful life called Kitaro, to do their work

as instruments of retribution.

Shohei put by Tchoske's purse. Upon his own

twelve pieces he married, and he set up as a wood-

seller, and for a time he suffered as he deserved.

His business would not thrive; he made only bad

debts, and took no ready money ; and to fill up

his eup of bitterness, his wife presented h\i\\ with

a daughter on the fifth day of the fifth month.

This is the worst of all the days in all the year, for

the child who is born upon it is born to work some

mischief on one or other of its parents. Shohei

resolved to get rid of his daughter at once. He
took her out with him, and after a long aud tiresome

march he left her on a doorstep (so to speak) , and re-

turned to his home as secretly as he could. The next

thing that hai^pened to him was that the river over-

flowed one night and swept away not only his stock

in trade, but Tchoske's jnirse aud the twelve pieces it

contained, so that he was left a beggar. This cir-

cumstance made him a widower. His wife fell ill

and died, and in this way was fulfilled the presage of

the ill-starred birth which hnd driven him to crime

some months before. Shohei, however, did not lose
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lii'iirl. On (lie fontraiy, lio instantly niiirrieil a^ain,

and toiik til earnini>- liis bivail as a comnidU wufxlnian

in the I'oivst on the mountain Ho.

The doorstep on which the wretched wood-seller

had abandoned his infant daughter was the doorstc])

of the wise, the yood, the virtuous Sai-Sakou, the

slayer of Ikkakou. He was not rich, but he was noble

and he was happy. He and his wife, the amiable Ko-

kikio, received the strangeling with joy ; they called

her Okoma ; they adopted her as their daughter;

tiiey gave her for a playmate their only son, the

lion-hearted Sai-Sabro. She was an angelic child,

but she had a defect : one of her little hands was

elenehed and would not open. After long study, after

searching' innumerable treatises and consulting with

multitudes of learned authors, Sai-Sakou at last dis-

covered a remedy. If he could but procure a handful

of earth from a secular grave, which he might apply to

his darling's hand, he was assured that the hand would

open instantly, and her beauty would remain without

spot or blemish. Such a grave he knew—the grave at

Hokoubozi ; and tliither he resolved to repair. Accord-

ingly he armed himself, put on a disguise, and went
forth on his desperate adventure. He was not long

in reaching the tomb; but brave as he was, he soon

had cau.se to wish that he had not come. For the

mountain roared and heaved ; the earth opened and

took him down into an abysmal darkness; he felt

himself the prey of invisible demons, the spoil of

legions of detestable spirits; and to his amazed and

terror-stricken eyes there appeared the tutelary

spectres of the tomb—the tortured souls of Gokoubo
the priest, of Taori his infamous spouse, and of

Kegiro, Taori's ill-starred son. In his despair he

cried for help, and his cries brought the woodman
Shohei to the mouth of the awful pit; and Shohei,

like the bold villain he was, descended to his aid.

Then all the hosts of the nether world arose against

the intruders; and Sai-Sakou drew forth his sword

and did battle with them ; and Shohei, the wood-

man, struck at them with his axe ; and for a time all

was terror and fury and despair. But of a sudden,

the two heroes found themselves attacked in the

flesh ; the darkness lightened ; the tumult stayed

;

and they saw—as in our first picture; while Taori

leered at them from behind, and the ghosts of

Gokoubo and his victim hung grim on either side

of her—that they were grappling, the one with a

terrific spider, the other with a tremendous serpent.

In a frenzy of fear they hurled themselves at the

sides of the pit ; and breathless and exhausted they

regained the light of day. There they discovered

that what had seemed a serpent was only a string of

coins, and that what had looked and bitten like a

spider was but an ancient ink-stone covered with

characters in the handwriting of centuries ago.

Sai-Sakou took the ink-stone for himself; the

string of coins he presented to his deliverer. lie

put away the talisman in a precious ease as a

rare and notable curiosity ; and he applied the

precious mould to his nurseling's fist. Okoma's
pretty fingers were instantly unclenched ; her hand

grew fairer and whiter than words can say ; and all

her beauty was increa.sed tenfold. What is still

more amazing, the opening hand let forth into day-

light and life two wonderful Green Flies—two speci-

mens, indeed, of the mysterious Sei-Fou, the incarna-

tion of Afiinity, the influences of love and marriage.

The.se charming creatures are found only in pairs

;

where the one is, there will the other be also ; and

when the wife has harboured herself in a maiden's

bosom, and the husband has taken up his abode at

the heart of a young man, that young man and that

maiden are constrained to be in love. The two en-

chanting insects released from Okoma's hand had

but a little way to fare. Once they sparkled round

the chamber. Then one of them returned to Okoma
and took refuge in her bosom ; the other took

possession of Sai-Sabro, the son of Sai-Sakou, the

virtuous man; and Sai-Sabro and Okoma were all

the world to each other in the twinkling of an eye.

The good Sai-Sakou and his amiable consort, the

jn'udent Kokikio, w^ere delighted. They smiled upon

their children's loves with all the benevolence of their

hearts; they betrothed them solemnly; and Kokikio

prepared for them as wedding garments two robes

of curious workmanship—two robes with running

horses embroidered on the hem. But on the eve

of the wedding day, the woodman Shohei came back

and demanded his daughter. Tears and entreaties

were vain. Shohei had the law on his side ; and,

in her sleeve the bridal robes designed for Sai-Sabro

and herself, the robes with the embroidered hem,

the hapless Okoma departed from her home, her

troth-plight broken and her happiness in ruins.

Shohei had prospered iu the world. The string of

coins had made a man of him, and he was a timber-

merchant in a thriving way. On the other hand, his

crimes had followed him up, and he had suffered. In

his walks abroad he had one day met a strange j'oung

man, Chomatz the name of him ; the strange young

man he found to be no other than the only son of

his first victim, the soldier Tchoske; to repair his

evil deed he had taken the strange young man into

his service, to attend upon his boy, Chotaro. Pre-

sently, missing some goldfish from his ponds, he had

suspected Chomatz of theft. Chomatz thought it

must be foxes; and, his theory being received with

derision, he had set a trap for the thief, in wliich

he had caught and slain, not foxes indeed, but the

son and heir of his master. After this involuntary

crime he had decamped, and had not since been
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heard of. Shohei, left cliildless and a widowei- at

a stroke (for his wife insisted on dying of grief for

the loss of her boy), had for some time remained

unmarrietl—-liad been content with making'' daily

j)ilgrimage.s to the sjraves of his wife and son. One

day, Iiowever, on his way to the cemetery, lie fell

in with a iiandsome lady, attended by a valiant and

enyai^ing sijuire. It was raining heavily, and the

tliree took shelter in the chapel. Tiien they fell into

talk. She confessed herself a princess—no less a

princess, indeed, than the younger sister of Yorinori,

the depo.>;ed emperor, and Shohei lost no time in

l)rolIering liis suit and asking her hand. lie was

accejited, and llie pair were presently married. It

is needless to say that Tatzki was no more a prin-

cet<s than lier esquire was an honest man. She was

an impudent adventuress, once

the wife of Tchoske, now the

colleague in rascality of tlie

swindler Joatchi, the younger

brother of Shohei's second

victim, the hunter Mataichi.

They ruled the timber-mer-

chant's house, looked after his

business, took care of his monc}',

and waited for the hour when
they could get rid of him,

and marry comfortably on their

honest earnings. This was the

home to which Okoma came.

Tatzki and Joatchi had de-

termined that she should elope

with her father's clerk, a certain

Kizo. To this end they feigned

to carry on a correspondence

with Sai-Sabro, and they told

Okoma that Kizo was her

lover's servant, and so obliged

her to be kind to him. Sai-

Sabro, however, was by this

time a married man. He had

forgotten Okoma : the fly Sei-

Fou had abandoned him in

disgust, and had flown into

the bosom of Kizo; so that

Kizo was madly in love with

his master's daughter. Matters

had reached such a point that

Okoma had given Tatzki an

assignation for Sai-Sabro, and

sent him one of the two bridal

robes embroidered by his mother

as a proof of her faith. Kizo

had received the letter and the

robe, and had been told to keep

the assignation, when, at the

180

nick of time, his mother arrived in ha.ste upon the

scene, and demanded an interview with Shohei. Her
name, she told him, was Mafouzi; she was the widow
of the hunter Mataichi, falsely accused of the murder

of a soldier; her son's name was not Kizo, but

Kitaro; years Ix'fore, after an inundation, .she had

found a purse with twelve pieces of money. No
claim had been made ; the twelve pieces were her

own ; she had come to take away her son, marry him

to his cousin Okimi, start the couple in life with her

little fortune, and so redeem the family from dis-

grace. Shohei, dismayed In' the pursuit of his double

crime, was glad to get rid of Kizo on any terms. The
unhappy clerk, still in jwssession of the robe with the

embroidered hem, was handed
.
over to his motiier,

taken home, and married to Okimi on the .spot.

OKOMA SKKKS A WATKEY GRAVK.

{Drawn by Felix Heyumey.)
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Okoma^ unable to keep her appointment, remained

heliind iu a high fever, and as mad as a hatter.

Kizo, almost as mad as Okoma, could not endure to

look upon his lawful wife. He beat her and abused

her to such an extent that she lost her wits. One
day, in her husband's absence, the poor creature found

Okoma's bridal robe, saw that it became her, and

danced out in it towards the river. Kizo, returning,

found the house turned upside down, the robe gone,

and the maniac with it. He ran out and searched,

and at last, in the falling night, he saw a woman
running down to the water—a woman in a robe

embroidered on the hem with running horses. She

plunged in—as may be seen in our last picture—and

he plunged after her ; he brought her to the bank ; he

found—not his wife, not the maniac Okimi 1—but his

master's daughter, the beloved Okoma 1 He took her

to his house ; he shut her up ; he wept, he prayed,

he loved ; Okoma remained inflexible. Weeks after-

wards a corpse was found in the river. The features

were unrecognisable, but it was clothed in a bridal

robe, a robe with an embroidered hem ; and then it

was evident to the world that Okoma was dead, and

to Kizo that he was a widower. In the end he pre-

vailed over his captive's scruples. She and he were

wed ; and for awhile there was peace.

Then, all at once, the Tomb grew angry and

active. Tatzki and Joatchi, inveigling Shohei to

Hokoubozi, with the design of leaving him behind

them there for good and all, were themselves precipi-

tated into the pit and slain ; and Shohei escaped

but to find, from their letters to each other, that the

woman had been Tchoske's wife and the man Matai-

chi's brother, lost all his wealth in another inundation,

and was stricken with leprosy. Sai-Sakou, the last

victim of Kashiwade's bequest, performed hari-kari.

Then Ikoma, Sai-Sabro's wife, became a haunted

woman. She was ghost-ridden night and day, and the

ghost was Okoma's. To lay the apparition once for all

they took her, oy the advice of a monk of great holi-

ness, a certain Teki-Shin, to the ruins of Okoma's
house, and there she lay down to sleep, while Sai-

Sabro kejst watch beside her, lance in hand. That
very night a band of robbers descended on the village

where Okoma dwelt, and in the confusion she escaped

her husband's home, and ran with all her speed to

the place where she had been so unhappy. Ikoma
saw her shadow on the blind, and shrieked in her

great anguish j and Sai-Sabro, rushing out into the

darkness, speared her where she stood, and slew her

on the spot (as M. Regamey has shown ; with Ikoma
in the house and Teki-Shin in the middle distance

to the right, and the emperor in the foreground

to left). When, after a little while, he turned to

look after the spectre, he found his lost Okoma.
A dreadful leper (shown in the right-hand corner

of the picture of murder) was weeping and lament-

ing on the corpse ; and in him the slayer recognised

Shohei. The recognition was mutual, and Shohei at

once prepared to slay in his turn. But Teki-Shin,

the monk by whose action all these woes had seenied

to come to pass, stepped iu and stayed his hand. In

all this, he said, there was the hand of fate. He
himself was not Teki-Shin, but Chomatz, called the

son of Tchoske, but really the son of Yorinori, the

deposed emperor. He had become a monk, in ex-

piation of the killing of Chotaro, and he was privi-

leged to explain the whole affair. It was all the

fault of Kakorouko. He had asked a son of the

Tomlj, and had neglected his duty ; he had been

inspired to build a temple, and he had put the in-

spiration away from him ; and the spirits of Gokoubo,

of Taori, and Kegiro had felt called upon to revisit

the earth and make things generally uncomfortable

—

Gokoubo, in the body of Okoma ; Taori, in the like-

ness of Tatzki ; and Kegiro, in the form of Sai-Sabro.

This it was which had obliged Sai-Sabro to kill

Okoma, played the mischief with Sai-Sakou and

Ikkakou, and made a leper and a childless man of

Shohei ; and it was all an outcome of the eternal law

of cause and effect—the law which says that nothing

shall be without its consequences, and that there can

be no human action which shall remain singular and

without results. Shohei was converted on the spot;

he became a monk and a follower of Teki-Shin.

He was healed of his leprosy, and died in the odour

of sanctity ; so did Mafouzi and Kizo ; so did Teki-

Shin himself; while Sai-Sabro and Ikoma contented

themselves with living happy ever after, like the

mere worldlings they were.

This wild tale is extracted from "Okoma" (Paris :

Eugene Plon et Cie.), an abstract in French, by M.
Felix Regamey, of the plot and incidents of Taka-

sivi-Bakin's novel, "The Story of a Piece of Silk

which is Eighty Feet Long." Tlie volume, which is

bound in yellow satin, and is read from the side, is a

jewel of j^roduction—a work of art in intention and

execution and effect. The initials are adapted from

the Chinese; all the tailpieces and chapter-headings

are transcripts from Hokusai and other famous

Japanese; the illustrations proper, some thirty in

number, are engraved from free renderings in water-

colour of the originals of Chiguenoi. How cleverly

M. Regamey has done his work, and how much of

the Jajianese spirit he has preserved in his graphic

translation, the engravings that accompany this

article will show. They lack the brilliant and taste-

ful colouring of the originals—which, by the way,

are superbly jirinted—but even in black and white

they are full of spirit and charm. A more suc-

cessful piis/ic//e of Japanese art has not often been

produced.
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THE SCOTTISH EXHIBITIONS.

IN tlic jJivsont exhibition of tlio Koyal Scottish

Academy there is much imjioi'tant work from

London : the President's " Phryne at Eleusis/' Mr.

Millais' "Caller Herrin'/' Mr. Pettie's "Eugene
Aram," Mr. MaeWhirter's " Ossian's Grave," and

Mr. J. Lorimer's " Chalmers " and " Professor Blackie."

Unknown to London as yet are "The Farmer's

Daughter" of Mr. Orehardson, and a half-length

girl's portrait by Mr. Tadema. The first—of a girl

feeding ])igeons—is of comparatively small size, and

is characterised by the artist's peculiar exquisiteness

and relinemcnt of colour. The Tadema, brand now
from the artist's studio, shows a dark-skinned, lus-

trous-eyed girl standing in a richly decorated interior,

holding in her hand a bronze Japanese vase filled

with great white flowers.

Mr. Keid's "Savonarola"—the prophet-nionk in

sleep on the floor of his cell—is treated with fit-

ting gravity and simplicity. In Mr. Herdman's

"St. Columba" we have energetic action and excel-

lent rendering of varied character. Mr. Loekhart's

comedy, " Gil Bias and the Licentiate," is a study

in combinations and contrasts of the most potent

pigments on the palette; but it is also a study of

varied and transient expressions of face and figure.

In both respects it is a marked success, though its

vividness has not been gained without some forcing

of colour. Mr. Gibb's " Last Voyage "—the mailed

body of an ancient warrior being borne in his

barge to the burial-place of his clan—is thought-

fully conceived and carefully executed, but is want-

ing in breadth, tone, and unity, in truth of rela-

tion between the crowded figures in the boat and

their environment of placid sea and rosy sunset.

Sir Fettes Douglas, the President of the Academy,

is represented by his " Benvenuto Cellini," a work

painted many years ago, and " The Armourer," while

several delicate and artistic water-colours exhibit his

present powers as a landscapist. Sir Noel Paton sends

a pleasant and fanciful scene of faery. From Mr.

Hole we have the "Golden Wedding" and a scene

from " Henry lY.," both examples of his old manner

and ambition ; l)ut in " The Night's Catch " his

art has taken a new departure, and he paints a

coast scene and important foreground figures with

much freshness of sentiment and charm of open-

air effect.

Among landscape-painters, Mr. George Reid has

an impressive rendering of Loch Skene, with a fore-

ground of dark ruddy peat mosses, and patches of

snow on the desolate grey hills. Messrs. Beattie,

Brown, Alex. Fraser, David Fartjuharson, exhibit

works on an important scale; Mr. W. D. !M'Kay
treats rustic figures in landscaj» surroundings with

his accustomed tenderness and quiet truth ; while

the life of fisher-folk, and the force and beauty of

the sea, find masterly expression in the canvases of

Mr. !M'Taggart. Mr. Lawton Wingate has several

small subjects, wanting the importance of some of

his former works, but accurate in tone and vivid and

direct in illumination. Mr. Martin Ilardie exhibits a

picture of rural labour in Roxburghshire, full of poetic

feeling and a mellow sunset glow. Mr. R. Paton

Reid has excellent coast and garden scenes ; and in

the cool colouring and clear truthful lighting of a

large orchard subject by Mr. J. Irving, we see mai'ked

results of a training in the Parisian studios.

At the Glasgow Institute is a remarkable gather-

ing of pictures by French and Dutch artists. Corot,

Millet, and Troyon among the dead, and such men
as Bastieu-Lepage, Breton, Frere, Laugee, and Blom-

mers among the living, form a tolerably adequate

and representative assemblage. Among the works

of Scottish painters in which the foreign influence

is apparent may be mentioned Mr. R. W. Allan's

"Safety amid Danger," a vigorously realised storm-

scene with a pier crowded with the spectators of a

WTeek. In his figure-pieces of country life, Mr. R.

M'Gregor has caught much of the quietude and

sober harmony of the modern Dutchmen ; Mr. James

Guthrie renders " A Funeral Service in the High-

lands" with French directness and solemnity; while

even in the productions of a painter of such estab-

lished reputation as Mr. George Aikman the traces

of a foreign inspiration are becoming more and

more clearly marked, to the very manifest gain of

his art.

If report speaks truly, several canvases by time-

honoured names have been rejected in order to make
room for better work. Mr. Lockhart in " His Emi-

nence •" has a new picture, a scarlet-robed ecclesiastic

standing in a Spanish verandah—a subject possessing

an obvious iiiolifas a study of splendid harmonies and

contrasts of colour; and Mr. Smart in "The Track

of the Storm " shows an effective landscape of more

than common size and importance. The paintings

of Mr. D. Murray are, as usual, fresh and vivacious

in handling and original in their selected schemes

of colour. He sends an admirable view of Glen

Sannox, Arran, but some of his smaller works, like

the little scene entitled " Sun-steep'd Noon," have

even more of poetry and completeness.
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AET- HANDBOOKS.

AMONG handbooks pure and simjilo there are few

better than the four new numbers of the ad-

mirable " Bibliotheque de PEnseignement des Beaux-

Arts," which we .owe to the judgment and enterprise

of M. A. Quantin : a " Peinture Anglaise/' by M.
Ernest Chesneau ; a " Tapisserie/' by M. Eugene

Muntz ; a treatise on " Les Procedes Modernes de \a

Gravure," by M. A. de Lostalot ; and a history of

"La Gravure/' by M. le Vicomte H. Delaborde, the

accomplished curator of the Cabinet des Estampes.

The first is historical and critical j it is a thorough

and intelligent work, and has a peculiar interest for

Englishmen as a representation, the most complete

and the most sincere we know, of the effect produced

by the English school upon French art and French

criticism. With the other three volumes it would

not be difficult to find fault :—to complain, for in-

stance, that in a critical and historical treatise upon

etching we should find no mention at all of such an

artist as Legros, and no more mention of such an artist

as Piranesi than can be crammed into the space of

three lines ; that in a technical and historical chapter

on wood-engraving we should look in vain for such

names as Roberts and Linton, and for the criticism

of such important innovations as those introduced by
the school of modern America. But the work is

in the main well done; and the books themselves

supply a long-standing want, and fill a very ugly

gap in art-literature. They are well written and

sufficiently illustrated. They can hardly be too

popular. The best, we may add, is probably " La
Tapisserie"—the contribution of M. Muntz. In con-

nection with these it will be not improper to men-
tion the two new South Kensington Art Handbooks,

published for the Committee of Council on Educa-

tion by Chapman and Hall—the "Scandinavian Arts"
of Hans Hildebrand, and the " Danish Arts " of

Chamberlain Worsaee, the learned director of the

Royal and Archaeological Museum of Denmark. Of
these two admirable little books it would be difficult

to speak too well. They are clearly and carefully

written ; they show an absolute mastery of their sub-

jects ; they are excellently illustrated. They may
safelj' challenge comparison with anything of the

land in print.

Among the books which have taken the form of

catalogues the first place is held by Dr. J.-P. Richter's

" Italian Art in the National Gallery," an important

and elaborate account of the Italian pictures in the

national collection, published by Sampson Low and
Co. It is a work of great labour and research, full

of carefully considered facts and scholarly deductions,

and absolutely indispensable—in the absence of the

official catalogue— alike to students and collectors.

On the other hand it is to be noted that Dr. Richter's

style is drj' and inexpressive, and that his judgments
are not always beyond argument or dispute. Thus,

he maintains the notorious " Entombment," which

many excellent authorities agree in condemning for

a clumsy forgery, to be a genuine Michelangelo. The
book, we should add, is excellently illustrated. Ex-
ception must be taken to the woodcuts, which are

extremely unsatisfactory, and to most of the etchings,

all of which are borrowed from the Gazelte des

Beaux-Arts. On the other hand, the twenty-one

heliographs that complete the work—the result of a

new process—are of singular merit.

A book of a very different order is the fourth

issue of " Le Livre d'Or du Salon," redacted by M.
Georges Lafenestre, and published by Jonaust at the

Librairie des Bibliophiles. It is sumptuously printed

and produced—as Jonaust's books all are ; and it is

sumptuously illustrated—with etchings by Lalauze,

Duvivier, Champollion, and half a dozen able crafts-

men beside. It contains a catalogue—more or less

curtly descriptive—of all the works found worthy

of official recognition—the medallists, the honour-

able mentions, the hors concotirs—in the sections of

painting and sculpture at the Salon of 1SS2. It is

thus a complete record of what is best—at all events

of what is most successful—in the art of its year.

This being the case, it is dispiriting to find that,

to judge by such pictures and statues as have been

thought worth engraving, the record is one of stuff

for the most part not worth recording.

A more even and wholesome delight is afforded

by the brilliant series of studies from the works of

the members of the Societe d'Aquarellistes Franijais,

which is published in Paris by Launette, and by

Goupil and Co. in London. The numerous " pro-

cesses " of the latter firm are employed in the most

perfect reproduction of drawings in pen and ink and

simple washes. Polychromatic drawings are neces-

sarily treated e)t cama'ieu, but the tints are varied

pleasantly, as in the " Eventail " of MM. Quantin

and Octave Uzanne. The parts at present published

include specimens of the refined comedy and fastidious

caprice of Henri Leloir, of his less inspired but

scarcely less accomplished brother Maurice, of Duez

and Detaille, of Franjais and the late Gustave Dore.

Harpignies and De Neuville, two of the greater

masters, are yet to come.
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BASTIEN-LEPAGE : PAINTER AND PSYCHOLOGIST.

M15ASTIEN-LKPAGK is .mt, iut1i;ii.s, thr

. -greatest of living- Froui/li painters, but lio is,

at till' in-fsent mun.unt, considerably the most interest-

in<''. It is for this reason of course that he is ni(jst dis-

cussed. Nearly everything- lie has done has i)rovoked

controversy; and in a mUieii where the ground of artis-

tic discussion is so well cleared, and its terms so well de-

lined as they are in Paris, controversy about the work

of an artist is merely

another form of eulogy.

Its continuance and ani-

mation in the case of

M. Bastien-Lepage, too,

are very suflicient proof

that hitherto he has es-

caped classilication. In-

deed his success in this

respect may almost be

set down as effrontery

;

for, notwithstanding- the

various fundamental dif-

ferences of French criti-

cism, it never really has

any doubt as to under

what category a painter's

work is to be considered.

But M. Bastien-Lepage

is perplexing, not because

of his versatility—there

are many painters quite

as versatile who arouse

no such interest—but

because it is so difficult

to really get at and fix

his individuality, ^et

his individuality is the

most marked character-

istic of his pictures.

And this paradox gives

his work an interest in

addition to that which

proceeds from its merits

more strictly intrinsic.

It need not be added

that these latter also

must lie considerable

and incontestable.

This has been true

of M. Bastieu-Leiiage's

career from the outset.

Conventional categories,

isi

SM tn speak, never took hold upon him. Some fifteen

ipr niore years ago he left his village home at Dam-

villers, in the ])e]>artment of the Mouse, to draw

under Cabanel, at the Ecole des Beaux-Arts. There

he spent two or three years. The rest of his study,

which has been unremitting (in France the time

when painters merely basked and ripened was over

long ago), has been solitary. His studio in general

(iainUd by l!a
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one may easily believe to have been the fields ami

vineyards of his native province. To have jiroduced

what he has, long and intimate observation of Nature,

study of her as a model, is manifestly as necessary as

" museum work " is to a different order of produc-

tion. His first picture was a decisive success. It

did not get the Prix de Rome, but that it did

not was considered a scandal by his fellow-students,

who every day laid crowns and wreaths before it,

which the authorities thought it necessary as con-

stantly to remove. The picture hangs now in M.

Bastien-Lepage's studio. One can understand how

it must have wakened the youthful enthusiasm of his

fellow-pupils, and how impossible it was for academic

judges to give it more than the second place. A
" Vision of the Shepherds " was probably never before

conceived and executed like this
;
yet its originality

is so direct and unaffected that it could not be

rightfully accused of eccentricity. This poise has

marked everything !M. Bastien-Lepage has since

done—the " Saison d'Oetobre," the " Mendiant,"

the "Foins," "Sarah Bernhardt," the "Pere Jacques,"

and other works with which every art-loving public is

familiar in misinterpreting reproductions, but which

need absolutely to be seen at first hand to be judged

aright. Lately he has done a number of water-

colours, which mark a nice sense of the different func-

tions of oil and water-colour so far as treatment goes,

and of whose conception the same general remark

may be made—they are strikingly individual without

being eccentric.

It is not only, or indeed mainly, the originality of

M. Bastien-Lepage's point of view which is objected

to, however. It is his technique. This is less puz-

zling. One may feel more certain here than in deal-

ing with the painter's psychological side. There

are, it is true, many and various ways of rendering

natural objects in painting. The entire attitude

toward their art of Titian and Rubens, of Correggio

and Velasquez, is not more diverse than the re-

spective ways in which they painted flesh, for one

example. Still, we all know how common a practice

it is for a critic, especially if he be not a painter, to

adopt some particular one of the various technical

standpoints as exclusively the proper one. English

readers certainly do not need to be reminded of this.

Mr. Ruskin's worst word for !Meissonier, for instance, is

that he is "all Holland and Belgium over again.'*

And a recent critic controverts Fromentin in this

way, " We should say, rather, that Rembrandt, what-

ever his merits may be—and we admit that they are

many—is a bad chiaroscurist just because he is an

extravagant one." It is as with creeds in religion.

The question concerns truth. The notion that there

are more kinds of truth than one, or at least that

truth is so multifarious and elusive as to show herself

differently to different Ijeholders, is not admitted ; in-

tolerance is easy, and finally, before one quite knows

it, one has called Rembrandt a bad chiaroscurist.

How else, indeed, should " schools " of painting

develop themselves so quickly, gain enthusiastic

recruits, and the hostility of advocates of other

" schools," who reproach the new-comers with—it is

always the main count in the indictment—untruth-

fulness? So there is nothing at all remarkable in the

ease and freedom with which M. Henri Houssaye,

who has written for many j'ears the Salon reviews for

the Revue des Deux Monies, relieves his mind about

M. Bastien-Lepage, when he has occasion to speak of

the latter's technique. With a subtlety that cannot

be too much admired, he makes Manet the initiator

of the group of painters at whose head is M. Bastien-

Lepage, by remarking as their main and common
characteristic their fondness for diffused light. The

difference between Manet and Bastien-Lepage, he says,

is that between " un peintre sincere et un peintre habile.

]M. Manet a seme; c'est M. Bastien-Lepage qui re-

eolte," he continues, and he concludes an outburst

nearly as eloquent as it is ingenious by "Le mouve-

ment impressioniste n'est pas une revolution dans

I'art comme le fut le niouvement romantique ; c'est

une contre-re volution. II restaurs le preraphaelisme."

It has long been evident that Pre-Raphaelitism was

a comprehensive term, and perhaps we ought not

to be surprised at finding even the French impres-

sionists classed under it. It is M. Bastien-Lepage's

fondness for diffused light, at any rate, which is at

the bottom of the trouble. He endeavours to paint

what he sees, it is very evident; and it is equally

evident that, though everything is lighted with equal

intensity, he sees more detail in the foreground than

elsewhere in his subject. Aecordinglj', he elaborates

this detail. The result is not always agreeable—im-

mediately, at all events. One is so habituated to a

conventional chiaroscuro of some kind as a necessary

accompaniment of even the most literal rendering of

nature, that to find the pictorial assistance of light

and shade so pointedly disdained as it is by M.

Bastien-Lepage is something of a shock. Occasion-

ally one has to make a distinct effort to get things

into their places ; the absence of the customary

plainly-marked compass-card of perspective is occa-

sionally disconcerting. But to call such painting an

affected archaism is so far from characterisation that

it is merely to note a superficial resemblance. " C'est

dans eette lumiere-lil que les Byzantins, puis Cimabue,

Giotto, Gozzoli, Rogier Van der Weyden, les primitifs

allemands, les Siennois du XIV'' siecle, les artistes de

I'ancienne ecole de Bourgogne ont peint leurs figures

plates et plaquees contre les fonds," says INI. Hous-

saye. Nothing could be more misleading. It is by

no means the diffused light in the Pre-Raphaelite
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paintiiifj mentioned l>y M. Ilmissiiye tliat one feels as

a limitation, and that eonstitutes at once one of its

gravest defects and or|-eatcsfc charms ; it is its absence

of atmosphere. And M. Bastien-Lepage Would be

quite justified in retorting in kind upon his critic,

and saying that his criticism, though ingenious, was

disingenuous, since he could not be supposed to be

ignorant of the pre-eminent importance of atmosphere

in painting, or of its absence in Byzantine illumina-

tion, or of the possibility of attaining it by a nice

discrimination of rehitive values, instead of by an

admittedly factitious chiaroscuro.

The salient characteristic of M. Basticn-Lepage's

much discussed technique is, not its eccentricity, but

its uncompromising realism. It is idle to pretend

that he perversely misinterprets the nature of which, so

clearly, he is so deeply enamoured. Perversity there

may be, if one chooses, in his ways of seeing. How
much, or how little, of system there is in his persistent

attitude towards his model, is a question difficult to

decide and useless to discuss. The painter himself

could not settle it. But to say that, however similar

the anatomy of his eyes to that of ordinary people's,

he does not see what he tries to paint, is the looseness

of exaggei'ation—the uncompromising quality of the

work is so marked, its good faith so apparent. No one

can have ever observed one of the countless originals

of M. Bastien-Lepage's backgrounds, the cold light

of a sun hidden behind a monotonous and amorphous

curtain of grey mist adding a quality to the already

light green of the leafage, and to the never discordant

notes of whatever else there may be of local colour

in the landscape, and have found the famous artist's

sense of reality at fault. His touch is magic in the

felicity with which it reproduces the general effect,

the landscape essence of the scene ; and the way ",n

which the foreground details are caressed and the dis-

tance softened and subdued, endues the whole with an

intimate individuality as well. It is not only out of

doors ; it is the north of France—no traveller would

fail to recognise it ; it is even some particular potato

field, some peculiar vineyard, of the Department of

the Meuse.

No, so far from accusing M. Bastien-Lepage of

untruthfulness, it is in his absolute fidelity to nature

that consists the originality of his treatment. So far

as we can yet know, it was the last step left to take,

the last transformation to work—really, literally,

with a submissiveness thoroughly monastic, to repro-

duce nature. The English Pre-Eaphaelitesmay have

had the same pretension, and undoubtedly they pre-

tended that this was the aim of the painters of the

early Renaissance ; but never at any time before M.
Bastien-Lepage was this aim logically cai-ried out.

He, and in a less striking degree, and within a nar-

rower range, his followers, illustrate it admirably

—

with an excellence bordering on perfection. A natural

scene just so placed with relation to the spectator

would be visually identical with its copy by M.
Bastien-Lepage : deprived entirely of the rectifica-

tion of indirect vision, on which one always depends

though always unconsciously, one would require as

much time in the one case as in the other, to resolve

the details into their just perspective. At least this

may be said of the painter's happiest efforts. And,

as if his originality were as varied and many-sided as

it is distinct, let us hasten to add that this very ex-

cellence, this perfection of achievement, is just what

we have to rejn'oach M. Bastien-Lepage with the

most. Let us confess it at once : the Anglo-Saxon

race, spite of all its panegyrists may say, has never

illustrated the aptness for strict and uncompromis-

ing logic which one is always finding in one way or

another to be a pre-eminently French characteristic.

The English Pre-Raphaelites talked a great deal

about the return to nature ; this indeed was their

niison-d'efre as a " school." Their American imita-

tors did the same ; but how feeble was the result of

the movement judged by its own distinctly enunciated

standard ! The men who really gave it dignity soon

began to feel towards nature as the peasant who, wit-

nessing Rousseau sketching, asked, " Why do you

paint the tree ; the tree is there, is it not ?
"—and

began to use trees and other natural objects to make

pictures of. It cannot be doubted that this was

logically weak, and it is plain that in just this respect

^L Bastien-Lepage and his followers are especially

strong. But the result of logically eschewing all

" jiieture-making " is inevitably the loss of pictorial

qualities, and it is for their pictorial qualities—their

composition of line, light, and colour, their relation

of masses to detail, in a word their design—that we

have acqiiired the habit of caring for pictures. That

is to say, our feeling towards a work of art, as dis-

tinct from the nature which is its material, is directly

proportioned to the amount of man, of mind, of

design that it contains plus its natural material.

But Nature is rarely or never M. Bastien-Lepage's

material, she is nearly always in exact strictness

his model.

Either in spite of, or independently of, however,

his notable lack of design, M. Bastien-Lepage has

pi-oduced a remarkable number of interesting works

since his failure to secure the Prix de Rome. "What-

ever he does it is impossible to neglect, on account

of the striking skill displayed on the one hand,

and on the other on account of the serious intellec-

tual elements of the work. One of the most discussed

was a union in one frame of two portraits, of the

painter's father and mother. It hangs now in his

rooms in the Rue Legendre, near the Pare Mon-
ceauXj where he showed it me the other day. The
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whole is in a lio;ht key—a Dainvilli'is l)a(ky-i'imiul,

with the dear f^Tecns :iml greys so iiH'vital)le in his

work ; there is as little of the tone and hne as of

the drapery and pose traditionally eonseerated to the

oomiiosition of important jiortraits. The fij^'ures are

two-thirds lengths, seatetl and turned towards each

other, h\it a gilt hand separates them, so that each is

unconscious of the other's presence, and sensihly iso-

lated, and there

is thus no resem-

blance to the

familiar device

of com bin i no-

portraiture witli

fjpnrc to assist the

illusion. Yet the

realit}- of the two

figures is start-

ling. One can

easily understand

that the work

caused a 1 i vely d is-

cnssion ; scarcely

a detail that does

not flout some

convention if you

put it in the cate-

gory of portrait-

])ainting, whore

it would naturally

fall if—but then,

nothing of M.
Bastien-Lepago's

falls into any cate-

gory whatever.

One readily com-

prehends, too, the

sincerity of the

painter's remark

made in answer

to some sugges-

tion of Tiline :

" Yes, I tliink

a painter should

ucver allow him-

self to become the slave of his art. Not what he can do,

but what he wants to do, is his true aim. Sometimes

one succeeds in the latter effort—mcasurabl}', that is

to say—paints a spot as large as your hand that seems

about as he would wish to have made it. Well, that

is something ; but it is not always sure. But to

paint simply to show what you can do, to illustrate

your skill already acquired !
" It is not difficult in

listening to M. Bastien-Lepage to account for the

essential difference between his work and much that

\)i a III mnih' at present. The- strongest desire to do

l;.v^lIl.^•-l,l:^A'^

(/'row Ihr Hus-ntir/ b>l Aiii/iislil

something Ix'yond I'ornier achievement could not here

lead him a.straj'. There is something filial in the

fidelity of the work in general scheme, in the absence

of any extrinsic Ijcautifying, in the way in which

the moral as well as ]iictoriai character of the origi-

nals is diviiicil :iii(l iiiler]irete(l, something even of

devotiiMi in the (nucli. i'lviilenf ly, one says to him-

self, if one has in p:iiiit tlie ]i(irli':iits of his j)arents,

one had bctterem-

ploy the method

of M. Ba.stien-

Lepage. Some of

the work, cim-

sidered as mere

luindling, is ex-

(|Misife ; in other

]iarts it is as

broad. IM. Bas-

t icn-Lepage has

familiarised us

with his extra-

ordinary gamut of

execution hereto-

fore; but never, so

far as we know,

lias he produced a

work of the eleva-

tion and dignity

of this in inter-

pretation of cha-

racter. One is in-

clined to hazard

the suggestion

that, ordinarily,

his practice ex-

cludes interpre-

tation, whereas

here, owing to the

relation involved,

the strictest con-

rmement to mere

representation

must have been

guided and quick-

ened by uncon-

scious sympathy. The portraits are at all events

unconventional without being eccentric, i"eal without

loss of refinement, and profoundly impressive. If

as yet the epithet " great " may be applied with

sobriety to any work of M. Bastien-Lepage, I should

apply it to this. Decidedly, rather than to the

" Jeanne d'Arc."

The " Jeanne d'Arc " was, four or five years ago,

the sensation of the art year. It had a score of bril-

liant cpialities, but it had also the flaw which is most

fatal to a work of largepretentions ; it was not simple-.

Saint Gaiidrnx.)
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Like all so-called "epoch-making" pictures, its theory,

its system, was too palpable. Very likely this way of

looking at, and this way of copying nature, may end

hy triumphing, people said, but at present the change

seems too abrupt, the reform too sudden, not to shock

us; these theories may be right, but just now they

are too evidently theories. After all, one does not

look at a picture to be convinced but to be charmed.

Still, it is impossible not to honour the attempt made

in this immense canvas, and all the more so from one

point of view because one can see that its unsatisfac-

toriness was perhaps inherent in the undertaking.

To make realisable the almost miraculous story of

Jeanne d'Are, saturated as it is with legend and

sentiment; to define it with the precision of ultra-

realism, and rob it of all the accretions of an idealism

conventional if you like, but none the less inseparable,

is plainly impossible. The painter starts out to re-

present the Maid as she mu.sf have been ; to give her

a Lorraine face, put her in a peasant's garb, and sur-

round her with Domremy local colour, is simple logic;

to endue her countenance with the rapt expression of

religious ecstacy is at least allowable. Here he must

stop if he is to be consistent. But to go thus far is

to accomplish very little towards an " epoch-making"

picture. So we have the visions seen by the Maid.

But the introduction of the visions is as plainly

wilful in M. Bastien-Lepage's work, as a conven-

tional representation of the Maid would be ; it is

simply less conventional. " Ah, but/' retort the ad-

mirers of the picture, " it is pitiable to be so literal as

that. The main thing is to have the essential part of

the picture serious and true ; can you not admit the

visions as graceful and necessary, but after all unim-

portant, decorations, introduced to give a flavour of

poetry to the whole ? " The test is, to be sure, there

;

whetlier M. Bastien-Lepage's logic stands or falls,

the point is, has he succeeded in giving his picture

a flavour of poetry, does he in general so succeed ?

I am perfectly willing to grant as to the " Jeanne

d'Arc," for example, that it was important even in

painting impossible visions to have them appear in

historically accurate costume ; only, for me, the result

has the look of an optical trick; it goes too far or not far

enough, it increases the confusion which the notable

absence of organic design causes ; it fails, in short,

in the bold attempt to create out of hand a striking

effect of combined reality and romance. There is,

as always, exquisite and masterly painting in the

" Jeanne d'Arc ;
" the face of the Maid is a master^

piece ; but the work as a whole leaves me cold.

This is undoubtedly the real obstruction which is

felt by his objecting critics in M. Bastien»Lepage's

work as a whole. He is not enough in love with

beauty, he insists too much on what is ugly in nature,

he is too uncompromising in his refusal to adorn in

the slightest degree the most forbidding subject

—

that is really the feeling at the bottom of much of

the hostile criticism which the " ecole naturaliste-

impressioniste " meets with. People have different

ideas of beauty; however, and it is not the smallest of

M. Bastien-Lepage's distinctions that he has at least

done so much towards turning attention from the

essential vapidity which under one form or another

constitutes the " ideality " of the art that is always

popular. After Bouguereau and Merle, after Lefebvre

and Cabanel, and even Baudry and Henner, the

directness, the reality, the robustness of M. Bastien-

Lepage's work come as a great refreshment and

stimulus to the jaded sense. One has the same feel-

ing sometimes in coming upon a Rubens at the end

of a gallery of Seventeenth Century Italian or French

pictures ; it is admirably competent work in the first

place, in the second it rises admirably superior to the

dependence on what is factitious of every description.

In one respect, indeed, the comparison is unjust to

the modern painter, whose intellectual is particularly

delicate and refined, and who never stoops to coarse-

ness himself whatever be his subject.

And this species of fastidiousness brings me
naturally to what I take to be M. Bastien-Lepage's

chief characteristic, his essential quality, involv-

ing of itself his main defect. It is, that his

moral attitude towards the world he paints is ap-

parently that of the spectator. It is impossible to

say, of course, and it is lost labour to inquire,

whether in reality a quick sympathy does not exist

between all that jseasant life he illustrates so finely

and his own susceptibility. The appearance is that

he regards it simply as a highly interesting spectacle.

One has only to think of the other painter of peasant

life par excellence to appreciate the distinction here

designed to be indicated. No one would doubt that

Millet was himself a French peasant ; no one would

suspect the same of his successor. After passing in

review the series which the latter's splendid contribu-

tion to modern art forms, one says how intimately

the author must have studied this life he depicts so

well, how admirably he has caught its picturesque-

ness and even its pathos. Then one thinks of the

" Semeur," or a dozen other Millets. It is not that

Millet was more of a poet, and so moves us more

;

it is that M. Bastien-Lepage does not move us at

all. Perhaps the reader will find a trace of a loving

touch, of a sympathetic absorption of the painter

in his subject, in the " Tired," here engraved. It

is certainly as distinctly charming as anything M.

Bastien-Lepage has done, but one feels the painter

himself as if he were a camera, and almost wonders at

the girl's unconsciousness in a presence of such search-

ing scrutiny. By the peasant character illustrated in

such works as the " Pauvre Fauvette," which also
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forms one of our eiiLfraviu^, lie is especially attractoil.

In the recent exhibition of the Societe Internationale

in the Rue de Seze, there was another not so hap])ily

executed ; and every one remembers the " Foins/'

which represents two labourers at their noontide

rest, one, a man, asleep, and the other, a woman,
wide awake and wearing, like the rest, the curious

.half-conscious half-ecstatic look of protest against

misery, and j)ining for far-off things. This expres-

sion, utterly undelinable in words, is perhaps M.
Bastien-Lepage's favourite problem. He interprets

it to perfection. One would look in vain for any-

thing approaching it in Millet. It is not pictorial,

it is not poetic ; it is psychological, and his hajipi-

ness in rendering it is one more proof of the ex-

ceeding quickness of his observation. It is some-

thing which might haunt another temperament, and

compel the development of its potentialities into

a great dramatic picture. Has the time gone by
for that? Is the art of painting to become, like

everything else of the present day, essentially scien-

tific, and busy itself with collecting facts as the

only worthy occupation? M. Bastien-Lepage's wild-

eyed young peasants are as clearly " human docu-

ments " as the characters of Zola. The attitude of

these two artists is nearly identical. It is easy to

read in the painter's work elements of a more or

less distinctly-held credo such as these: "The art

of painting has a future before it ; it is yet to be

developed in the worthiest of all the directions it has

ever taken—the illustration of human life, namely,

the representation of nature. In its own way it can

do this as well as literature, having advantages

peculiarly its own. Hitherto paintings have been,

in one way or another, more or less, inventions.

Artists have been enthusiasts. Man .and nature are

outweighed by their own visions and dreams. To
the painter of the future such terms as imagina-

tion, invention, enthusiasm, will sound fantastic and

antique ; he will realise that what is needed is

poise, observation, the scientific spirit, in fine, to be

in harmony with the intellectual movement going

on around hinr." M. Bastien-Lepago recently ex-

hibited in London, and more recently still in Paris,

two important pictures of London street-life—

a

boot-black and a flower-girl—which illustrate the

perfection of this doctrine, and in a measure en-

force its value—at least to the extent of enabling

one to understand the fascination (if the term be

not inappositely romantic) exerted by it in practice.

If there were ever "human documents" these are

they. The " criticism of life " they contain is mor-

dant. The semi-conscious hopelessness that is almost

content, the absolute inability to conceive of a radi-

cally different position in life for themselves, the

spiritless resignation to the Pariah estate, which

strike every stranger so forcibly in the faces of the

London poor, could not be better set forth in litera-

ture than they are here seized and presented in an

instant. One may wonder if he chooses when the

organic combination of such " documents " is to

come, when we shall have the nafuralixte epic or

tragedy. But if M. Bastien-Lepage makes no attempt

to give us that, he does nevertheless permanently and

powerfully interest us. And perhaps a painter who
can do that, at a time when it is a tacit convention

that the last word has been said in art, need not care

how we define him. W. C. Bkownell.

" EOSA TRIPLEX."

Drawn by Dante Gabriel Rossetti.

AMONGST Mr. Pocock's art-treasures, which in-

- elude a very fine collection of plates from the

" Liber Studiorum," are two drawings by Rossetti.

One is the fine head of Mr. John Ruskin, exhibited

at the Burlington Fine Arts Club ; the other, the

charming but unfinished drawing, a reduced fac-

simile of which we give as our frontispiece.

It is easy to see, even in our reproduction

—

the original is life-size, or nearly^how unfinished it

is. The hands, with one or two exceptions, are but

roughly drawn and modelled ; and much still remains

to be done to the draperies on the right. The maiden
on the left is the only one of the three that can be

called finished. Nevertheless, the charm of the de-

sign is fully conveyed, and the heads are complete.

One—the central head—has suffered from neglect.

But the others are much as Rossetti meant them to

be, and the whole picture breathes that mystical music

of line and colour which is his peculiar characteristic.

Few artists, if any, have employed coloured chalks

on so large a scale and with such success as he. His

skill in the simpler harmonies of colour is never seen

to greater advantage than in some of these drawings,

in which gold and blue and white and ]iink play

delightful changes. One such drawing, almost per-

fect in such slight colour-music, is Mr. Valpy's " La
Pia." ^lany show a mastery of brown, a colour

for which in his painting one seeks almost in vaiu.

Few who have seen them can forget his studies of

Mrs. 'William Morris and her children, or that
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siiperl) oiu' for the head ot" " Astarte Syriaca/'' which

belonjys to Mr. Clarence Fry. If the oil picture of

this had been worthy of the design, it would have

ranked with Mr. W. A. Turner's " Proserpina :

"

the highest praise which can be awarded to a Kossetti.

The design of " Rosa Triplex," though not with-

out its symbols and its mystery, is one which requires

little literary explanation. In this it differs from

the majority of Rossetti's pictures ; for he gene-

rally aimed at a subtlety of expression the precise

shade of which required the aid of symbols to

reveal it to the unprompted eye. In this case the

name, " Rosa Triplex," and the Howers in the hands

of the three fair dreamers tell all that is to be told,

or at least all that needs telling for the enjoyment

of the design. The colour is very pleasant. The

golden heads are relieved against a dark grey-blue

ground, and the soft white folds of the dresses

are warmed with delicate flesh tones and pink roses.

So far iis I know, the artistic motive is quite original,

and, like many of Rossetti's inventions both in

poetry ancl painting, is likely to be the parent- of

a thousand copies and adaptations. Three views of

the same face have often been given on the same

canvas—sometimes prosaically, as in the well-known

portraits of Charles I. by Van Dyck ; sometimes jioeti-

cally, as in Sir Joshua Reynolds's still better known
" Heads of Angels." But these maidens are not one

and the same. To arrange three different but sym-

pathetic faces, so as to strike as it were a chord of

beauty, was reserved for Rossetti. Although these

damsels have a far-off look which may be inter-

preted in many ways, I do not think that while he

drew them he thought of anything more terrible than

beauty. Their mood is not a merry one ; but their

light feet have never " walked in willow-wood."

Rossetti is known to have made at least three

drawings with this title. The first is assigned by
Mr. William Sharp to 1869. What has become of

it is not known, but that it was beautiful and

highly finished is evident from the photograph lent

by Mr. Pocock to the Burlington Club exhibition

already referred to. It was more spirited but less

spiritual; fuller of mirth though still maidenly; allied

in feeling rather to " Jolica?ur " and " Belcolore
"

than " Beatrix" or " Ophelia." In 1874', according

to I\Ir. Sharp, Rossetti repeated the subject in water-

colours ; and a water-colour drawing, called " Rosa

Triplex " and dated 1874, was exhibited last winter

at the Royal Academy by Mr. C. W. Mills. In this

the type of beauty was again altered, and not for

the better. Cosmo Monkhouse.

A MODERN COSMOPOLIS.

THE PaciKc coast of the United States, as you 1597, we cannot tell. There is no other pi

may see by the map, and still better in that suitable; and yet the narrative of Francis

admirable book, "Two Years Before the Mast," by scarcely seems to suit the featm'es of the

Dana, is one of the most

exposed and shelterless on

earth. The trade-wind blows

fresh ; the huge Pacific swell

booms along degree after

degree of an unbroken line

of coast. South of the joint

firth of the Columbia and

Williamette, there flows in

no considerable river ; south

of Puget Sound there is no

protected inlet of the ocean.

Along the whole seaboard of

California there are but two

unexceptionable anchorages,

the bight of the bay of

Monterey, and the inland

sea that takes its name from

San Francisco.

Whether or not it was
here that Drake put in in sax feancisco.— i. : nob hill

ace so

Pretty

scene.

i
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Viewed I'roni seawanl, tlie Golden (Jatcs sliniild •jive

no very Kiifjlish impi-essidii to justify the name of

a New Alliioii. On the west, the dee]) lies open ;

notiiinu' nr-AV hut the still vexed Farralones. The

eoast is rou^h and Kanvn. Tamalpais, a inonntain

of a meniorahle (i<^uve, sjiriiig-injif direct from the

sea-level, over-i)liun])S

the narrow entrance

from the nortli. On
the sniith, the Innd

music of the I'aiilic

sounds aloufi;' heaehes

and cliffs, and amongj

broken reefs, the sport-

ing place of the sea-lion.

Dismal, sliiftin<]f sand-

l)ills, wrinkled by the

wind, appear Ijehind.

Perhaps, too, in the days

of Drake, Tamalpais

would be clothed to its

peak with the majestic

redwoods.

Within the memory
of jwrsons not yet old,

a mariner mig-ht have

steered into these nar-

rows—not yet the Golden

Gates—opened out the

surface of the bay—here

girt with hills, there

lying broad to the hori-

zon—and beheld a scene

as empty of the pre-

sence, as pure from the

handiwork of man, as

in the days of our old

sea - commander. A
Spanish mission, fort,

and church took the

place of those " houses

of the people of the

country " which were

seen by Pretty, "close

to the water-side." All

else would be unchanged

.

Now, a generation later, a great city covers tlie

sand-hills on the west, a growing town lies along

the muddy shallows of the cast ; steamboats pant

continually between them from before sunrise till

the small h'-iurs of the morning ; lines of great

sea-going ships lie ranged at anchor; colours fly

upon the islands ; and from all around the hum
of corporate life, of beaten bells, and steam, and

running carriages, goes cheerily abroad in the sun-

shine. Choose a place on one of the huge, throbbing

182

ferry-boats, and, when you arc nudway iictwecn the

city and the suburb, look around. The air is fresh

and salt as if you were at sea. On the one hand is

Oakland, gleaming white among its gardens. On
the other, to seaward, hill after hill is crowded and

crowned with tli<' palaces of San Francisco; its long

streets lie in regidarbars

of darkness, east and

west, across the spark-

ling picture; a forest of

masts bristles like bul-

i-nshes al)out its feet;

nothing remains of the

days of Drake but the

faithful trade-wind scat-

tering the smoke, the

fogs that will begin to

muster about simdown,

and the fine bulk of

Tamalj)ais looking down

on San Francisco, like

Arthur's Seal on Edin-

liurgh.

Thus, in the course

of a generation only,

this city and its suburb

have arisen. Men are

alive by the score who

have hxxnted all over

the foundations in a

dreary waste. I have

dined, near the " punctual

centre " of San Fran-

cisco, with a gentleman

(then newly married)

who told me of his

former pleasures, wading

with his fowling-piece

in sand and scrub, on

the site of the house

where we were dining.

In this busy, moving

generation, we have all

known cities to cover

oiu' boyish playgrounds,

we have all started for

a couijtry walk and stumbled on a new suburb; but

I wonder what enchantment of the Arabian Nights

can have equalled this evocation of a roaring city, in

a few years of a man's life, from the marshes and the

blowing sand. Such swiftness of increase, as with

an overgrown youth, suggests a corresponding swift-

ness of destruction. The sandy peninsula of San

Francisco, mirroring itself on one side in the bay,

Ijcaten, on the other, by the surge of the Pacific, and

shaken to the heart by fref[uent earthquakes, seems

IX THE CHIXESE QUAKTEK.
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in itself no very durable foundation. According to

Indian tales, perhaps older than the name of California,

it once rose out of the sea in a moment, and some

time or other shall, in a moment, sink again. No
Indian, they say, cares to linger on that doubtful

land. " The earth hath bubbles as the water has,

and this is of them." Here, indeed, all is new,

nature as well as towns. The very hills of Cali-

fornia have an unfinished look ; the rains and the

streams have not yet carved them to their perfect

shape. The forests spring like mushrooms from the

unexliausted soil ; and they are mown down yearly

by the forest fires. We are in early geological

epochs, changeful and insecure; and we feel, as with

a sculptor's model, that the author may yet grow

weary of and shatter the rough sketch.

Fancy apart, San Francisco is a city beleaguered

with alarms. The lower parts, along the bay side,

sit on piles : old wrecks decaying, fish dwelling

unsunned, beneath the populous houses ; and a

trilling subsidence might drown the business quarters

in an hour. Earthquakes are not only common, they

are sometimes threatening in their violence ; the fear

of them grows yearly on a resident ; he begins with

indifference, ends in sheer panic; and no one feels

safe in any but a wooden house. Hence it comes

that, in that rainless clime, the whole city is built of

timber—a woodyard of unusual extent and compli-

cation ; that fires spring up readily, and, served by

the unwearying trade-wind, swiftly spread; that all

over the city there are fire-signal boxes ; that the

sound of the bell, telling the number of the threat-

ened ward, is soon familiar to the ear; and that

nowhere else in the world is the art of the fireman

carried to so nice a point.

Next, perhaps, in order of strangeness to the

speed of its appearance, is the mingling of the races

that combine to people it. The town is essentially

not Anglo-Saxon ; still more essentially not American.

The Yankee and the Englishman find themselves

alike in a strange country. There are none of these

touches—not of nature, and I dare scarcely say of art

—by which the Anglo-Saxon feels himself at home
in so gi'eat a diversity of lands. Here, on the con-

trary, are airs of Marseilles and of Pekin. The shops

along the street are like the consulates of different

nations. The passers-by vaiy in feature like the

slides of a magic-lantern. For we are here in that

city of gold to which adventurers congregated out of

all the winds of heaven ; we are in a land that till

the other day was ruled and peoj)led by the country-

men of Cortes ; and the sea that laves the piers of

San Francisco is the ocean of the east and of the isles

of summer. There goes the Mexican, unmistakable

;

there the blue-clad Chinaman with his white slippers;

there the soft-spoken, brown Kanaka, or jierhaps

a waif from far-away Malaya. You hear French,

German, Italian, Spanish, and English indifferently.

You taste the food of all nations in the various

restaurants
;
passing from a French prix-fixe, where

every one is French, to a roaring German ordinary

where every one is German ; ending, perhaps, in a

cool and silent Chinese tea-house. For every man,
for every race and nation, that city is a foreign city,

humming with foreign tongues and customs; and
yet each and all have made themselves at home.

The Germans have a German theatre and innumerable

beer-gardens. The French Fall of the Bastille is

celebrated with squibs and banners, and marching

patriots, as noisily as the American Fourth of July.

The Italians have their dear domestic quarter, with

Italian caricatures in the windows, Chianti and polenta

in the taverns. The Chinese are settled as in China.

The goods they offer for sale are as foreign as the

lettering on the signboard of the shop : dried fish

from the China seas; pale cakes and sweetmeats

—

the like, perhaps, once eaten by Badroubadour ; nuts

of unfriendly shape; ambiguous, outlandish vegetables,

misshapen, lean or bulbous—telling of a country where

the trees are not as our trees, and the very back garden

is a cabinet of curiosities. The joss-house is hard

by, heavy with incense, packed with quaint carvings

and the paraphernalia of a foreign ceremonial. All

these you behold, crowded together in the narrower

arteries of the city, cool, sunless, a little mouldy,

with the unfamiliar faces at your elbow, and the

high, musical sing-song of that alien language in

your ears. Yet the houses are of Occidental build

;

the lines of a hundred telegraphs pass, thick as a

ship's rigging, overhead, a kite hanging among them

perhaps, or perhaps two, one Euro2)ean, one Chinese,

in shape and colour ; mercantile Jack, the Italian

fisher, the Dutch merchant, the Mexican vaquero go

hustling by ; at the sunny end of the street, a thorough-

fare roars with European traffic ; and meanwhile high

and clear, out breaks, perhaps, the San Francisco fire

alarm, and people pause to count the strokes, and in

the stations of the double fire-service you know that

the electric bells are ringing, the traps opening and

clapping to, and the engine, manned and harnessed,

being whisked into the street, before the sound of

the alarm has ceased to vibrate on your ear. Of

all romantic places for a boy to loiter in, that

Chinese quarter is the most romantic. There, on

a half-holiday, three doors from home, he may visit

an actual foreign land, foreign in people, language,

things, and customs. The very barber of the Arabian

Nights shall be at work before him, shaving heads;

he shall see Aladdin playing on the streets ; who

knows, but among those nameless vegetables, the

fruit of the nose-tree itself may be exposed for sale?

And the interest is heightened with a chill of horror.

I
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Below, yi)U hear, tlie cellars are alive with mystery;

opium dens, where tiie smokers lie one above another,

shelf above shelf, close-packed and g'roveliing' in deadly

stupor ; the seats of unknown vices and cruelties, the

' Ti
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SAN FEANCisco.— rrr. : the tail of the shtppino.

prisons of unacknowledged slaves and the secret

lazarettos of disease.

With all this mass of nationalities, crime is

common. Amid such a competition of respectabili-

ties, the moral sense is confused; in this camp of

gold-seekers, speech is loud and the hand ready.

There are rough quarters where it is dangerous o'

nights; cellars of public entertainment which the

wary pleasure-seeker chooses to avoid. Concealed

weapons are unlawful, but the law is continually

broken. One editor was shot dead while I was there ;

another walked the streets accompanied by a bravo,

his guardian angel. I have been quietly eating a

dish of oysters in a restaurant, where, not more than

ten minutes after I had left, shots were exchanged

and took effect ; and one niglit about ten o'clock,

I saw a man standing watchfully at a street-corner

with a long Smith-and-Wesson glittering in his hand

behind his back. Somebody had done something he

should not, and was being looked for with a vengeance.

It is odd, too, that the seat of the last vigilance

committee I know of—a mediipval Vehmgericht—was

none other than the Palace Hotel, the world's greatest

caravanserai, served by lifts and lit with electricity;

where, in the great glazed court, a band nightly

discourses music from a grove of palms. So do ex-

tremes meet in this citj' of contrasts : extremes of

wealth and poverty, apathy and excitement, the

conveniences of civilisation and the red justice of

.Judge Lynch. The streets lie straight up and down

the hills, and straight across at right angles, these in

sun, those in shadow, a trenchant pattern of gloom

and glare; and what with the crisp illumination, the

sea-air singing in your ears, the chill and glitter,

the changing aspects both of

things and peojile, the fresh

sights at every corner of your

walk—sights of the bay, of

,^., Tamalpais, of steep, descend-

ing streets, of the outspread

city—whiffs of alien speech,

sailors singing on shipboard,

Chinese coolies toiling on the

shore, crowds brawling all

da}' in the street before the

Stock Exchange—one brief

impression follows and oblit-

erates another, and the city

. leaves upon the mind no gene-

\f ^- Vi; '-iS T'l' iind stable picture, but a

?-.j«fL__—.^^1
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prolusion or airy and incon-

gruous images, of the sea and

shore, the ciist and west, the

summer and the winter.

In the better parts of the

most interesting city there is

apt to be a touch of the commonplace. It is in

the slums and suburbs that the city dilettante finds

his game. And there is nothing more characteristic

and original than the outlying quarters of San Fran-

cisco. The Chinese district is the most famous ; but

it is far from the only truffle in the pie. There is

many another dingy corner, many a young antiquity,

many a terrain tiujiie with that stamp of quaintness

that the city lover seeks and dwells on ; and the in-

definite prolongation of its streets, up hill and down

dale, makes San Francisco a place apart. The same

street in its career visits and unites so many different

classes of society, here echoing with drays, there

lying decorously silent between the mansions of

Bonanza millionaires, to founder at last among the

drifting sands beside Lone Mountain cemetery, or

die out among the sheds and lumber of the north.

Thus you may be struck with a spot, set it down for

the most romantic of the city, and, glancing at the

name-plate, find it is on the same street that you

yourself inhabit in another quarter of the town.

The great net of straight thoroughfares lying at

right angles, east and west and north and south, over

the shoulders of Nob Hill, the hill of palaces, must

certainly be counted the best part of San Francisco.

It is there that the millionaires are gathered together,

vying with each other in display ; and you may see

by our first illustration something of how they look

down upon the business wards of the city. That is

California Street. Far away down you may pick out a
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building" with a little heU'ry j and that is the Stock

Exchange, the heart of San Francisco : a great pump
we might call it, continually pumping up the savings

of the lower quarters into the pockets of the million-

aires upon the hill. But these same thoroughfares that

"injoy for awhile so elegant a destiny have their lines

prolonged into more un2)leasant places. Some meet

their fate in the sands ; some must take a cruise in the

ill-famed China quarters ; some run into the sea; some

perish unwept among pig-styes and rubbish-heaps.

the broad natural daylight, and with the relief and

accent of reality, these scenes have a quality of

dreamland and of the best pages of Dickens. Tele-

gra])h Hill, beside.", commands a noble view; and

as it stands at the turn of the bay, its skirts are

all waterside, and round from North Reach to the

Bay Front you can follow doubtful paths from one

quaint corner to another. Everywhere the same

tumble-down decay and sloppy progress, new things

yet unmade, old things tottering to their fall ; every-

where the same

nut-at-elbows,
many-nationed
loungers at dim,

irregular grog-

shops; every-

where the same

sea-air and isletted

sea-prospect ; and

for a last and more

Nob Hill comes, of right, in the place of honour

;

but the two other hills of San Francisco are more

entertaining to explore. On both there are a world

of old wooden houses snoozing together all forgotten.

Some are of the quaintest design, others only romantic

by neglect and age. Some have been almost under-

mined by new thoroughfares, and sit high up on the

margin of the sandy cutting, only to be reached by

stairs. Some are curiously painted, and I have seen

one at least with ancient carvings panelled in its

wall. Surely they are not of Californian building,

but far voyagers from round the stormy Horn, like

those who sent for them and dwelt in them at first.

Brought to be the favourites of the wealthy, they

have sunk into these poor, forgotten districts, whei'e,

like old town toasts, they keep each other silent

countenance. Telegraph Hill and Rincon Hill, these

are the two dozing quarters that I recommend to the

city dilettante. There stand these forgotten houses,

enjoying the unbroken sun and quiet. There, if there

were such an author, would the San Francisco Fortune

de Boisgobey pitch the first chapter of his mystery.

But the first is the quainter of the two. It is

from Telegraph Hill or the near neighliourhood of

North Reach, that our three last illustrations have

been taken ; but the camera and the graver are un-

romantic tools, axid the strangeness and interest have

been somehow lost between the pair. Msited under
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romantic note, you have on the one hand Tamal-

pais standing high in the blue air, and on the other

the tail of that long alignment of three-masted, full-

rigged, deep-sea ships that make a forest of spars

along the eastern front of San Francisco. In no

other port is such a navy congregated. For the coast

trade is so trifling, and the ocean trade from round

the Horn so large, that the smaller ships are swal-

lowed uj), and can do nothing to confuse the majestic

order of these merchant princes. In an age when the

ship-of-the-line is already a thing of the past, and we

can never again hope to go coasting in a cock-boat

between the " wooden walls " of a squadron at anchor,

there is perhaps no place on earth where the power and

beauty of sea architecture can be so perfectly enjoyed

as in this bay. Robert Louis Stevenson.
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'A/T/NE be a col" for the hours of play ^

^'J- Of the kind that is built by Miss Grecnaway,

Where the walls are lo7v, ami the roofs are red,

And the birds are gay in the blue o'erhead

;

Jnd the dear little fii^ires, in frocks and frills,

about at their o^i'n suvet -wills.

And flay with the pufs, and reprove the calves,

Aiui do nought in the world (but IVork) by halves.

From "Hunt the Slipper" and "Riddle-me-ree"

To watching the cat in the apple-tret.

O Art of the Household ! Men may prate

Of their tcays "intense" and /talianate,—
They may soar on their wings of sense, and float

To the au dela and the dim remote,—
Till the last sun sink in the lastdit West,

'Tis the Art at the Door that will please the best;

To the end of Time 'twill be still the same.

For the Earth first laughed when the children came I

Austin Dobson
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WOMEN AT WOEK: DECOEATION.

-Tp51|N' the beautifying of the home

there are several branches of art

which seem especially adapted

to the more refined taste and

delicate handling of women

—

such, for instance, as the floral

decoration of panels, mirrors,

and doors, the painting of

tapestrj^ and the production

of artistic embroideries. Since

the art-schools have been estab-

lished there is scarcely a family

in which there is not at least one

daughter with talent enough to

be useful in home decoration. A visit to the studios

of some artists in Rome and Florence gives a good

idea of how useful such a talent may be made.

At Rome, in the studio of Mdme. Schmidt, nee

Baroness Von Preuscheu (born at Darmstadt) , are to

be seen some masterly floral panels and portiire& in

painted tapestry. Many of the German palaces are

enriched by her work, and, at Windsor, our own

Queen possesses a triptych screen of hers and a

panel with sunflowers. Her great decorative pic-

ture, " Cleopatra's Chamber," inspired a German critic

with the remark that " the Baroness Von Preuschen

was the creator of a new genre, that of historical

still life." Similar in kind is the art of Miss

Aumonier, who is already known as one of our best

flower-painters by her exhibits at the Dudley, the

Grosvenor, and the British Artists. As a designer

of floral panels she is not to be surpassed. A tapestry

panel now in her studio is a charming and original

mingling of ideal with decorative art. The centre,

" Spring," is a graceful Watteau-like subject set in

floral and ornamental scrolls. It forms one of a pro-

jected series of the Four Seasons. Still more beautiful

is a " piano back," designed to make that ungainly

instrument pleasing to the eye even when placed in

the middle of the room. It is a lovely study of

olive, browns, and yellows, painted on old gold satin.

It represents a lake with reeds, rushes, yellow iris,

and water-lilies; a long diminishing flight of swallows

skims across the waters in chase of a green-blue

dragon-fly. Miss Aumonier is also very successful

in her designs for artistic chintzes and wall-papers,

a branch of decorative art in which some advanced

students in our art-schools might achieve much.

Her studio is in the Ladies' Art College, 38, Via

degli Artisti, Rome, where Miss Mayor is making a

successful effort to found a school of decorative art

under the superintendence of Professor Bruschi, the

best master of fresco painting of the day. It is Miss

Mayor's ambition to make the college self-support-

ing ; and if sufficient funds can be obtained to pur-

chase the premises, to have the entire decorations

done by the pupils themselves. Miss Mayor has

also instituted an evening school for the young
people who earn their living as models. The
students voluntarily undertake their instruction.

There is an attendance of between fifty and sixty.

In Florence a young Italian artist, Signorina

Linda Rocchi, has attained a very high standard of

excellence in- floral painting. Nothing can be more

poetical than her panel in tempera, the " Coming of

Spring "—a low-lying chain of blue mountains, with

a flight of swallows shooting across the expanse of

sky, each one of whom bears on his outspread wings

some one or other of the flowers of spring. Sig-

norina Rocchi has decorated a large mirror with a

bunch of natural palm-willows and rushes, which on

one side nearly hide the frame. To complete the

effect, a branch of willow is painted across the lower

corner of the mirror, in which a dove sits in her

nest, while her mate is flying towards her across

the glass.

Florence, however, boasts in Fraulein Anna Fries,

of an artist who has taken higher flights than any

of these. Her taste for art is hereditary, her grand-

father being a well-known painter at Zurich. The

family not being very prosperous, Anna, at nineteen,

determined to strike out an independent career, and

after a struggle against the fears and prejudices of

her friends, she started with her sister for Holland,

\\here she painted portraits, one of her patrons being

the Queen of Holland herself. On her sister's

marriage she came to Italy, and here the works of

the early Florentines fired her with new ambition.

She became a good fresco painter, and her hand

has adorned many a palace and villa. It became a

familiar sight to see the slim young artist swinging

in her wooden cradle high in air, as with bold strokes

she painted a grand design on some immense facade.

One of her most successful achievements is the Villa

Aurora, at Careggi, which is rich and harmonious

in no mean degree. The designs in sgraffiti on

the first storey are Roman, the upper part is more

Pompeian, and the centre of the facade is enriched

with a copy in fresco of Guido's " Aurora." In

the medallion frescoes on either side the artist was

allowed to be original, and to produce graceful little

allegories of " Spring Driving away Winter," and
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"Autumn Triumi)binof over Summer." For a villa

near the Purta San Uallo, Miss Fries has painted

a very charminj^ ceiling in fresco, with allegorical

groups of ehildreu rejjresenting the Seasons. The

conceptions are fanciful and original ; the drawing

is excellent in its foreshortening to suit the arched

roof. One of her hest works is the " Alarriage of

Neptune/' painted in half-tempera for Prince Lievcn,

for a ceiling in Russia. It is an axiom with the

artist that a facade should give an idea of what
the house contains, just as an overture prepares the

mind for the emotions of the opera. She has covered

her own pretty villa with sf/mffiti of artistic sig-

nificance, while the front of Signor Schemboche's

house is adorned with designs emblematic of pho-

tography, an allegory of Apollo fdling the frescoed

medallion on the upper storey.

What these ladies have done for colour Mrs.

Freeman, the sculptress (30, Via dell Angelo Custode,

Rome), has dcme for form. Her studio is full of

delightful models for rendering home surroundings

elegant and poetical. Her model for a chimney-

piece, now in the Roman Exhibition, has on the en-

tablature a frieze of babies representing the Happy
Hours, and another frieze of Household Genii on the

marble fender. Her bronze clock is not less sufro'es-

tive, the face being surrounded by a garland of ex-

quisitely modelled children rei)resenting the Hours.

There are weary and sad Hours, busy and joyous

ones. The resurrection Hour of new day hovers

above as an Angel contemplating a butterlly, and

the Angel of Sleep holds the curtain of night.

In the studio arc some Gothic brackets, a cane-stand

supported by three children, and terra-cotta flower-

boxes for windows. Mrs. Freeman would render

even our pianos beautiful. Her design for one, of

a (lothic form, to be executed in carved wood, is

harmonious, as is her model of an organ-case repre-

senting the Heavenly Choirs in the act of praise.

Her models for the stucco decorations of a theatre

are also very beautiful. The wife of a well-known

American artist and author, she is herself of Italo-

French extraction and of English training. Her
feeling for art is pure and true. Sculpture, it is

certain, has not been generally regarded as an art

for women; but although there may be objections to

their practice of it in its grandest expression, yet

Miss Hosmer, Amalia Dupre, and ]\Irs. Freeman
have shown that in its more delicate phases—espe-

cially in that of child-form—nothing can be more

fitted for the expression of womanly emotion and

tender poetic thought. Leader Scott.

"VIETUOSITY."
From the Picture by W. J. Martens.

HE time is the Eighteenth Cen-

tury; the scene is Rome, or

Paris, or even London ; the per-

sonages are two connoisseurs

;

the drama is one of virtuosity.

The amateur in the chair has

picked up a statuette of price,

and picked it up cheap; the amateur on his legs

is bending over to admire and envy the find. On
the table—you may be sure that the artist has

done wonders with the table-cloth—is more pur-

chase of the same delicious kind : a Japanese vessel

put to such base uses as the holding of flowers;

and such a Proverb in Porcelain, such a Jemmy and

Jessaiuy idyll in Pate Tendre, as Mr. Austin Dobson,

a " Horace in biscuit," delights to write about. The

heroes of the play are mellow with virtuosity and

tobacco. It is evident that they would scorn the

modern .Esthete, with his daffodils and his cigarette

and his green and yellow melanchol\% as religiously

as though, instead of being their lineal descendant

and the heir of all their little follies, he were a

creature of another breed. For they are obviously

the children of an imperfect civilisation, and their

Theoi'y of Art is miserably inorganic and incomplete.

They are quite prepared, in the words of their own
delightful poet, to

" Grow eloquent on glaze and classing,

And half-pathetic over ' states.'
"

But if you bade them "live up to" so much as

the least of their treasures, they would probably,

so mournful is their ignorance, regard you as some

dismal lunatic—a Bedlamite of the arts, a person

to be barbered and blistered and chained

" ' Jlongst horrid shapes, and shrieks, and sights unholy,"

till your five wits were mercifully restored to you,

and you were capable of reason and a yard of clay

once more.

Rightly considered, this is a lesson in sociology.

The audacities of one age are the commonplaces of

the next. The Connoisseur develops into the .Esthete
;

the Mohock turns Man about Town ; the spirit of

Fielding becomes the spirit of Thackeray. It is

evident that Development and Advance are not

alwaj-s convertible terms.
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PLATEAU : THE RAPE OF THE SABINES.

(Ascribed to CttUni. German or Flemish Work; Late Rnmissance.)

MOEE ABOUT BENVENUTO CELLINI.

WHATEVER weaknesses may be found in Ben-

venuto's character, he was certainly quite free

from the weakness of iindervahiing his own achieve-

ments in any direction ; and he seems to have been

quite as proud of his performances as an artilleryman,

as of the- £freat " Perseus " itself. In the year 1 .r27 the

Constable de Bourbon, at the head of an army of 40,000

183

men, composed for the most part of the completest

ruffians in Eurojie, assaulted, entered, and sacked

—with every circumstance of atrocity—the city of

Rome. Their leader fell at the benjinniug of the

attack. And Benvenuto Cellini declares that it was

a ball from his arquebuss which killed him. He

—

Benvenuto—was near the city wall at the point where
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the I'liief attack was being made, lie and his com-

])anions were all armed—as most men liad to be at

that time ; and the artist was a practised marksman.

Looking tlirough the smoke and dust of the conflict

as well as he could, he perceived— I give his own
words—" a knot of battle closer and more crowded

than the rest. I took aim precisely at one whom I

saw raised up above the others : but the cloud of dust

prevented me from seeing whether he was on horse-

back or afoot. Turning to Alessandro and Cecchino,

I bade them fire off their arquebusses, and taught

them what to do to avoid being hit themselves by

those outside. When we had each fired twice, I

looked out cautiously from the wall, and beheld an

extraordinary tumult among them, and it was that

our volley had killed Bourbon ; and it was he whom
I had seen raised up by the others, from what I

afterwards heard."

All the historians agree that Bourbon died from

a bullet whilst he was leading his men to the wails

with a scaling ladder in his hand. It may there-

fore well be that Benvenuto's story is true. But

the Constable's death was of no service to the un-

fortunate citizens, as we know. It becoming evi-

dent that resistance was vain, and that the besiegers

would soon overrun the city like a pack of ravening

wolves, Benvenuto and his companions withdrew

from the wall and made their way to the Castle of

St. Angelo. When they arrived at the main en-

trance of the fortress, the enemy had already entered

Rome, and some were following close at the heels of

Benvenuto and his comrades. They just managed to

rush into the castle before the portcullis was lowered.

Almost at the same moment Pope Clement arrived

by the private way from the Vatican, where he had

lingered till the last moment, " not believing," says

Cellini, " that the enemy could effect an entrance."

Benvenuto, being on the battlements, found an un-

fortunate bombardier who had seen through a loop-

hole his own house sacked and his wife and children

massacred, and who in a paroxysm of anguish had

thrown down his match, and was weeping and tearing

his hair. Upon this he picks up the burning match,

and with the help of sundry other bombardiers, turns

certain pieces of artillery in the direction where he

thinks them most needed, and kills a great number
of the enemy. After this feat several of the Car-

dinals and gentlemen " blessed him and encouraged

him greatly." The upshot was that he was made
captain of the guns in the castle, and directed them
during the whole time of the siege, which lasted

from the 6th of May to the 5th of June, 1527.

And in the course of this service he performed many
doughty deeds. He says quaintly, but forcibly, " All

my designs, and my beautiful studies, and my fine

talent in playing music, were in the discharging of

that artillery." That is to say that he put the same

quickness of eye and hand, the same pnjud confidence

in his own powers, and the same red-hot earnestness

and enthusiasm, into this work of destruction, that

he put into his artistic pursuits. One incident led

to his imprisonment years afterwards. Pope Clement,

having well-founded fears as to the safety of the

jewels of the Apostolic Chamber, secretly called to

him Benvenuto Cellini, and gave him the commis-

sion to take them out of their gold settings, and melt

down the gold. Benvenuto, the Pope, and a con-

fidential servant shut themselves up in a chamber

of the castle, and there the goldsmith unset a vast

quantity of jewels of immense value, including those

in the jiapal tiara, or triple crown. The naked gems

were wrapped separately in paper, and sewn one by

one into the clothing of the Pojje and his servant

Cavalierino. Afterwards Benvenuto melted down the

gold, which amounted to about two hundred pounds

troy weight, and carried it to the Pope, who thanked

him and paid him twenty-five crowns, lamenting at

the same time that he had not the means of giving

more. A few days afterwards, the castle was yielded

up, the Pope remaining there a prisoner. Benvenuto

got out with the famous Orazio Baglioni of Perugia,

who escaped at the head of a small band, and reached

Perugia in safety.

In 1532 Cellini was forced to fly from Rome by

reason of his having wounded a jeweller named

Benedetto, by throwing a stone at him in a street

brawl. The man fell as though dead ; he was, in

fact, supposed to be dead. Clement was one of

Benvenuto's best patrons, as we know. The gold-

smith had done much work for him : among it the

medal in his honour which we have copied and

engraved. But this was more than he could en-

dure. On hearing of the murder, he ordered the

governor of Rome to catch Benvenuto and hang

him at once. The wounded man finally recovered,

and was as well as ever. But meanwhile Benvenuto

thought it prudent to make off, and take refuge in

the kingdom of Naples. The incident—amidst the

great number of stirring adventures in the memoirs

—would hardly have been worth recording, but for

a quaint word, which the writer sets down with all

imaginable coolness. Describing his journey made

on horseback, he says that he had a sum of money

on his person, and therefore was obliged to exercise

great astuteness and personal valour " in order not to

be robbed and murdered, as is the custom in Naples "

("come e il costume di Napoli"). After a short

time he returned to Rome. In October, 1534,

Cardinal Farnese was elected Pope, and assumed the

title of Paul III. The illegitimate son of this Pontiff,

Pierluigi Farnese, was hostile to Cellini, who de-

clares that he (the said Pierluigi) tried to have him
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assassinated. There is nothiii;;' at all imimibalile in

the assertion ; for Pierluigi Farnese, created by liis

father (Joiifalouiere of the Church, Duke of Castro,

Marquis of Novara, and finally, in 1515, Duke of

Parma and Piacenza, was one of the blackest sheep in

the very dinj^y lloek of Papal families and favourites.

Benveiiuto lied to Florence, and thence to "N'cnice

(which city lie luid never yet seen), in company with

the Florentine sculptor called II Tribolo. At Venice

the pair were entertained by Jacopo Sansovino, the

sculptor (also a Florentine), who lived there in great

state, and was architect to the Republic. Sansovino

and Cellini did not get on very hai-moniously toge-

ther: perhaps a little because they were both given to

some arrogance of self-assertion, and also because

Sansovino siwke sli'ghtingly of Michelangelo. It

must be owned to Benvenuto's honour that his admi-

ration for and loyalty towards that great man never

flagged or wavered.

After some time jjassed partly in Florence and

partly again in Rome, Cellini, seeing that he had

fallen quite out of favour with Pope Paul III.,

resolved on going to France, where he had reason to

expect a very favourable reception from Franyois I.

The moment, however, was not well cho.sen; for

in that year, 15-}7, Frau9ois was more occupied

with wars and rumours of wars than with the fine

arts and their professors. On his way to France,

Benvenuto passed through Padua, and was there

nobly entertained by Cardinal Bembo, who by the

way was not yet Cardinal, that dignity having been

conferred on him two years later. Here, at Bembo's

request, he made a medallion portrait of his host.

And he amusingly describes how that, although

"eminent in letters and poetry to a superlative de-

gree, of this my profession his lordship knew nothing

in the world; inasmuch as he thought I must have

finished the portrait, when I had scarcely begun it
;

"

so that he could not be got to understand that such

a small thing should require so much time to finish

it well. On account of the war between the Im-

perialists and the French, the only way open to get

into France from those parts was by the Orisons.

Benvenuto, describing his

route, makes wonderful

work with the foreign

names : so that we
read of " Valdistate " for

Wallenstadt, " Usanna,''

for Lausanne, " Grano-

poli" for Grenoble, and
" Fontana Belio " for

Fontaineblcau. Alto-

gether this first visit

was not successful. The

kins', although gracious

MEDAL OF CLEMENT VII. : 0BVEK3E AND EEVERSE.

(By Cfi/i>ii. /" the British Miismm.)

to the artist, was evidently absorlx'd in other affairs.

Even Benvenuto's patron, the Cardinal of Ferrara,

as he calls him (Ipjx)lito d'Este, son of Duke

Alfonso of Ferrara) was able to do little for him.

So he resolved to return to Italy, being dispirited

in mind and sick in body.

He had not long been back in Rome before he was

arrested and taken to the Castle of St. Angelo. His

statement is that he was a(;cused of having secreted

golil and jewels belonging to the Apostolic Chamber,

at the time of the siege of Rome, when, as I have

told, he was employed by Pope Clement to take

the jewels out of their settings. Whether he was

really suspected of this, or whether the charge was

merely a pretext, at all events it was made an en-

gine for endeavouring to e.xtort money from him ;

and Pierluigi Farnese it was who tried to get it.

His imprisonment in the castle, and his escape

from it, are perhaps the best known portion of his

life. I cannot here do more than briefly touch on

it. As he firmly refused to confess to any mal-

j)ractices, or to pay a large sum of money, he was

shut up in strict imprisonment. At first he was

not harshly treated. But after his escape—accom-

plished by knotting sheets together and swinging

himself down from a dizzy height—and recapture,

he was put into a cold and filthy subterranean dun-

geon, where he saw visions, and pitied and admired

himself hugely, and suffered much hardship. At

length, by the good offices of Cardinal Ippolito

d'Este, who assured the Pope that Fran9ois I. much

desired his liberation, he was set free. On the iiud

of March, 1510, he set out for France. Francois

treated him very generously, and in after-years

Benvenuto compared his liberality with the some-

what mean treatment he got from the Florentine

duke, Cosimo de' Medici. The first commission

which Benvenuto received from the king was for

twelve statues of silver, which statues were to

serve as candlesticks for the royal table. They

were to represent heathen deities, six male and six

female, and to be precisely as tall as His Majesty,

whose height, Benvenuto informs us, was about five

feet eight inches. The

iiiiiii lodging assigned to Cel-

lini, where for some time

he lived and worked,

was the famous Tour de

Nesle, which belonged

to the king, and was

by him assigned to the

Florentine. Cellini's

salary was seven hundred

crowns a j'ear, the same

as Lioiiardo da Vinci's

;

and altocrether he was
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very lumdsomely treated, notwithstanding some quar-

rels with certain courtiers and dignitaries who for

various reasons wished to snub him. It was whilst

working at his great silver candlesticks in the Tour

de Nesle (of which he usually speaks as the Piccolo

Nello) that the artist was honoured by a visit from the

king and his court:—the King of Navaiie and Ins

wife Marguerite de Valois, the Dauphin and Dauphiue

(Benvenuto's famous countrywoman, Catherme de

Medici), the Duchesse d'Etampes (the knig's mis-

tress), and all the nobles. Benvenuto was

hard at work with all his woi-kmen, on tlu

statue of Jupiter. He himself held a phte

of silver in his hand intended for the body

of the god. Of the workmen, some weie

making the head, some

the legs, and so forth,

after the master's clay

model. There was a great

noise of hammering and

chiselling, in the midst of

which the approach of the

courtly visitors was un-

heard. Benvenuto, at work

on the silver torso of Ju-

piter, had just been put

out of humour by a little

French boy in his employ;

and he administered a kick

to that luckless youth,

which sent him flying

across the workshop right

into the stomach of his most

Christian Majesty. " The

king," says Benvenuto, " burst

out laughing heartily, and I

remained a good deal out of

countenance.''

Benvenuto made a great

many imj^ortant works for Fran-

9ois : amongst others, the cele-

brated gold salt-

cellar (engraved

in our fi r s t

article) , which

he minutely
describes, and

which is now
at Vienna. He
incurred the

displeasure of

the Duchesse

d'Etampes,aud,

according to his

own statement,

she influenced

THE NAUTILUS CUP.

C7n the. Collection oj Bar Majesty. Asa'iied to Cellini.)

the king's mind against him. He tells a story of the

Comte de St.-Paul saying to the king, who expressed

some apprehension that the artist intended to leave

France, that if His Majesty

would confide Benvenuto to his

(the count's) care, he would

insure his not leaving France,

J) the simple method of hanging

him. Madame d'Etampes— to

} lease whom the speech was

m ide—laughed approvingly, and

said that it would serve Benve-

nuto right. Whereupon the king

smilingly replied that M. de

bt.-Paul had free leave to hang

Benvenuto Cellini

the moment he

could find an artist

of equal merit to

replace him. In

the July of the

year 15IS he left

France, and in

the following Au-

gust arrived in

Florence.

From this time

forward, with the

exception of a brief

visit to Rome in

the spring of

1552, he did not

k ive Tuscany again. His own
sovereign, the Graiid Duke Cosi-

mo, employed him in several

gieat works, the most important

of which was the bronze of

Perseus holding the head of

]\Iedusa, which still adorns the

Piazza Veechia. I do not know

in literature a more extraor-

dinarily vivacious

//^/y//>y' aid moving iiar-

''" *"'' '

"

ration than that

which Benvenuto

gives of the casting

of the " Perseus."

The force, reality,

and fire of it are

amazing ; and yet

perhaps there are

not two con-

secutive sentences

grammatically cor-

rect. The writer

abandons syntax
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in his breatlilcss hurry, and ihishcs miward with

the >i'usty, irresistible inipatieiice of a mif>'lity wind.

The whole operation of the castin<j was attended

with even more than common anxieties and difli-

culties. In the midst of it the roof caught lire,

and as the shed where the eastinu; took place was

in contij^uity with the house,' the alarm W'as veiy

f^reat. At len<^th, after ses'eral hours of violent labour

it appeared as though things were going well. But

Benvenuto—worn out with fatigue and excitement

—

was assailed by a violent attack of fever. He gave

minute ordei-s to his work-people, and staggered away
to bed, declaring that he felt himself (lying. He
had not long been lying

down when one of his

men rushed in, and in

a lamentable voice an-

nounced that all was lost;

that his work was ruinal

;

and that no remedy on

earth could be found for

the mischief. No sooner

had the words reached

Benvenuto's ears, than

he gave a roar " which

might have been heard

from here to the seventh

heaven," and dashing out

of bed, began to dress

himself, with blows and

kicks and oaths at every

one who came within his reach. Down
he rushed to the furnace—fever, fatigue,

and all forgot ti-n. He sent for fresh

wood, he placed it with his own hands,

he inspired his trembling coadjutors with

hope and courage, he cast into the flames

all his pewter plates and dishes by way
of alloy ; and at last he saw the glowing

metal—stagnant and half cold before his

arrival—grow liquid, and run into the

form like melted wax. On this he first

knelt down and gave thanks to (lod;

then he turned to a jilatcful of victuals

on a bench and ate heartily ; then he

went once more to bed, where he pre-

sently fell into a sweet calm sleep

without fever or any other ailment in

the world. T. A. Trollope.

[His memoirs have been often trans-

lated, and may be read in most of the

languages of Europe. Done into English

by Roscoe, they have been for years a

part of Bohn's " Standard Library."

Done into French by Leopold Leclanehe,

and illustrated with nine elaborate

DESIGN FOU AN OKNAMENT.

(From a Drawing ascribed to

Cellini.)

etchings by Laguillermie, Ihey were issued last

year by Quantin in a torm that makes them not

less precious to the book-hunter than they are

in themselves attractive to the mere book-reader.

The brilliant studies of M. Paul de Saint-^'ictor

and Mr. J. A. Symonds are too well known to

need more than a passing reference. The best and

most important publication ever produced about

the famous Florentine, however, is unquestionably

the " Benvenuto Cellini" of M. Eugene Plon. In

this magnificent volume (Paris : Plon et Cie, Rue
Garanciere) the author-publisher presents us with

the results of years of study and research—in

Germany, in Austria, in

France and Italy, and

England, wherever a

Cellini, authentic or as-

cribed, is known to exist.

In the brief space at our

(lisjiosal it is impossible

to do more than describe

it in general terms, and

equally impossible to par-

ticularise its many points

of interest. It resumes

the substance of the

memoirs and the " Trat-

tata;" it is enriched with

copious extracts from the

artist's correspondence

;

it sets forth a great

number of curious and interesting docu-

ments ; it tells us what Benvenuto

seemed to his contemporaries, and how
they talked and wrote and thought of

him; it includes a double catalogue—of

work that is really his, and of work
that is his by ascription only. Nor is

it only exhaustive and complete as an

account of the man and his life; it is

also a pictorial record — authoritative,

careful, and exact—of the artist and his

achievement. It is illustrated with a.

hundred engravings, eighty-two of which

are /loi:^ fcrte. Thirteen are etchings by

Le Kat ; twenty-five are heliographs by

Du Jardiu ; four are heliograj)hs by

Lemercier; fifty are drawn by Kreutzen-

berger, and engraved on wood by Guil-

aume. Chief among the Le Rats are

reproductions of the " Perseus," the

"Ganymede" of the Uffizzi, the bust

of Cosimo de' IMedici—reproduced on
wood in our first article—and the curious

portrait discovered by M. Eugene Plot.

The author of this last work is un-
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certaiu ; and the portrait, which is painted on por-

phyry, may not be Cellini's. M. Plon, however,

considers that Cellini's it is, and supports his

theory with good argument. Of the remaining

illustrations a veiy considerable proportion are de-

voted not to Benvenuto himself, but to the scores

of unknown artists whose work has been attri-

buted to him. Ewers, drawings, basins, cups,

keys, armours, medals, coins, shields, sword-hilts,

reliquaries, jewels—M. Plon examines all the doubt-

ful pieces in detail, and as often as not presents us

with an elaborate reproduction, in heliograph or on

wood, of the object in debate. The volume, there-

fore, may be regarded not only as a study of Cellini,

but as an accoimt, pictorial and verbal, of much of

the finest metal-work of the Renaissance. It is to

this latter section of the illustrations that we are

indebted for our third picture, in which Kreutzeu-

berger has drawn and Guillaume has engraved the

beautiful Nautilus Vase in the Royal Collection at

Windsor. This noble piece is in shell and silver and

silver-gilt, and is certainly not Cellini's. M. Plon

regards it as the work of one of the great artificers

in metal of Renaissance Germany. In the fine

])lnteau, engraved for this article, which represents

the Rape of the Sabines, he distinguishes the hand

of some German or Flemish artificer, of no special

note and no peculiar individuality, but trained in an

Italian workshop, and possessed of the Italian tradi-

tion and a full measure of Italian skill. As for

the charming " Design for an Ornament " figured

on the preceding page, it is certainly ascribed to

Benvenuto, and his it may possibly be.— Ed. Mag.

OF AUT.]

THE GIRL-STUDENT IN PARIS.

HE decorous, ea.sy-going Eng-

lish schools scarcely prepare

one for the rougher, more

business-like, and slightly

Bohemian " ificole pour

Dames." It is a startling

plunge, but the effect is as

refreshing and revivifying

as that of a cold compared

to a warm bath. Make the plunge, come up, shake

yourself all over, and set to work, and all your art-

life you will be thankful that you have done so.

Our studio was situated in the Boulevard de

Clichy, in the centre of one of the art-centres of the

city. Above, beside, all round us, were ateliers. As
we walked along a door would open, and a couple

of young men in blouses come and lean against the

door-posts for a breath of fresh air. Models seemed

to people the place. The seats under the trees on the

Boulevard were filled with Italian girls and boys eat-

ing their dejeuner between the morniug and afternoon

courses. They made charming groups sitting and

chatting round the Fontaine Pigalle. As we hurried

back to our own dejeuner we were sure to encounter

a broad grin and a flash of white teeth from the

negro to whom we gave a week some time ago, or a

respectful salutation from the old man whose white

beard was going to give us so much trouble in the

afternoon, or a familiar little nod and smile from our

last child-model, a fascinating imp who would not be

still two minutes together.

Work begins at eight o'clock, or a few minutes

later, for half a dozen of the most diligent students.

Except on Monday mornings, it is not till after the

first rest at nine o'clock that the atelier becomes

anything like full. But on Monday the pose for the

week is fixed. ^I. Krug is always there, and the

model mounts the platform and throws himself into

different attitudes until he arrives at one which

master and pupils all agree in liking. A white chalk

mark is then drawn round his feet or the legs of

the stool on which perhaps he is sitting, and we are

left to begin.

In the meantime the easels have been placed, and

the whole atelier is in lively motion, all of us trying

to get the view we best like : some objecting to

one position as being too like the one we had last

week, some wishing for difficulties, others for ease.

But at last we are all settled, and the jjosition of each

easel and stool having been chalked on the floor with

the initials of its owner, work begins. For a time

there is unwonted silence, broken only by a few

enquiries, such as, " How many heads do you make

him ? " till the hands of the clock have reached nine,

and some one calls time. Then the model relaxes

his pose, leaves the platform, and crouches before

the stove to warm himself ; or later, perhaps, when

the drawings are more advanced, he perambulates

among the easels to see what we have made of

him. Models take an immense interest in their

representations, and not unfrequently ask you to

give them the drawing you have just done. As for

us students, the atmosphere is already growing very

stuffy and bad, and we open the outer door of the

studio and escape into the courtyard, where we walk

up and down in true school-girl fashion, though
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many of us may liave lonjj passed that ajje ; or we

fi^o fartlier back still anil play as heartily as children

at ball, or battledore and shiittle-eoek, or lex r/rocex,

until some one inside, eaj^er for work, puts her head

out of the door and summons us with another call of

time. Then back ajjain for another hour, and yet

another; and then, j)erhaps, after the eleven o'clock

rest, the studio door opens and our master conies

in, taking' off his hat with a courteous " Bon jour,

mcsdames." He takes the place of the student at

the nearest easel and g-oes carefully over the whole

of her work, findinji;' out with unerrintij eye all the

faults of proportion in the first blockin<^ out of the

enxemhle. He spends aljout five or ten minutes with

each of the students, and his visit will be repeated

morning and afternoon every day of the week.

This, I should add, is by no means tlie ease at all

the ateliers in Paris. In some of the most famous

and best known you may be studying for weeks with-

out seeing a master. This may do for very advanced

pupils, who merely want opportunities and material

for study, but it is not enough for beginners in the

art of drawing the human form. Just at first the

differences between the French and English methods

seem to overwhelm one with difficulties. At South

Kensington you have been obliged to put in the very

toe-nails of a east, even when, with all your eyes, you
could not see a trace of them. At No. 11, Boule-

vard de Clichy, if you ventured on much more evi-

dent matters you were sure to hear, " Ne voyez pas

ces petites choses." The great masses of shadow
must be put in broadly and simply, and the lights

left untroubled by shadows. " Clignez les yeux " is

a very frequent counsel ; and " You must be half

blind to be a painter " is quoted to you over and
over again by the older students. Perhaps, after

four or five weeks' hard struggle, when your turn

comes for the daily correction, you may have the

happiness of hearing, " Premierement, je vous dis, je

vois beaucoup de progres dans cette tete;" and the

words cheer you on to fresh and greater efforts.

The afternoon work commences at one; but the

model then is draped, and as a rule you study the head

alone, not the whole figure, some painting and others

drawing it in charcoal. " Fusain " is the fashion

just now in the Paris studios, and no one uses crayon.

The model sits for four hours as in the morning,

with the usual ten minutes' repose at each hour, and
at five o'clock we turn our drawings to the wall and

dispei-se to our various jjeimions.

Ujjon the choice of a pension depends in a great

degree the pleasure or the misery of life in Paris.

Money is not generally over-plentiful with the art-

student ; and she naturally seeks a place where she

can live as cheaply as possible. It is hard to work

well all day if she has to return to squalor and

ugliness and unappetising food; and such things

are only too common. During my three months I

made two most unsuccessful ventures after a home.

The third, however, was lucky; and I and a fellow-

student found ourselves installed in two charm-

ing little rooms on the fifth floor, equipped with

the special attribute of that floor, a broad balcony.

Here on the bright May afternoons we used to give

five o'clock tea, inviting all the choice spirits of

the studio. In the evening after dinner there was

the cheerful little salon to sit in, where there was

often very good music, for many of our pensionnaires

were studying at the Conservatoire, and elsewhere,

for the opera. Or we jjractised our French by a

chat with our hostess, or the Swedish girls who were

there to see Paris and learn the language. Often our

landlady would give us tickets for a concert ; and

a merry party would walk off through the brightly

lighted streets to the Salle de Concert. But we

art-students did not very often indulge in such dis-

sipation, for bed at half-past eleven and breakfast at

half-past seven is not a very possible combination.

Unlike her London sister, the Paris student has

the opportunity of visiting the galleries on Sundays.

The treasures of the Louvre, the great examples of

modern art in the Luxembourg, the miles of pic-

tures that confuse and bewilder you in the Salon,

are all quite free on the art-students' one free day.

There is a service at the English church at half-

past eight ; you can go to that, and then, under the

trees of the Champs Elysees, await the opening of

the Salon at ten o'clock. Alice Greene.

OUT OF BOOKS IN SUEKEY.

THE season matters not. One may study Nature
as well in autumn as in spring, in winter as in

summer. And if the season does not matter, neither

magnificent jiictures have been painted of the sands

of Egypt and the rocks of Arabia—j)ictures that

extort, no less by their ideality than by their truth-

does the place, or one might say still less does the fulness, admiration from all. Beauty is hidden every-

place. A trained eye and imaginative mind can see where—in night as in day, in winter as in summer,
so much in seeming barrenness that, as we all know, in the desert as in the fruitful valley. And if rocks
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and sands can yield it, there is little fear that we
shall fail to find it in green lanes, in meadows wet

with dew, under hedgerows and on hillsides. And
the beauty of Nature never dies, only changes ; she

is for ever renewing herself, so that each season has

a separate phase of its own, unHlce that which has

gone before, yet not unlike, and, to a mind with any

feeling or understanding for these things, ^\holly

satisfying. " Seek and ye shall find " is as true of

the quest for beauty as of anything else ; and hajijiy

he—a jaded Londoner, for example—who has the

IN THE SWAMI'.

consolation of knowing that the search and its

reward may begin almost at his door.

To ask a well-worn question once again—how
many of us know anything, for example, of what lies a

little, and only a very little, beyond the beaten tracks of

railways and high-roads in the neighbouring county of

Surrey ? Is Kent an open book to all of us—Kent
the chosen county of Darwin, prince of naturalists,

and of others who find their work and their happiness

in the mysteries of the mighty Mother? What do most

of us really know of Hertfordshire and its character-

istics—dark oak-woods and gentle pasture lands ? or

of Buckinghamshire, whose countless beech-woods

are the delight of the bird-lover? Well, those whose

experience is limited to highways must confess that

even turnpike-roads are charming enough under happy

circumstances. Your thorough-going pedestrian of

course scorns them, for they give such ea.sy walk-

ing, they are so devoid of interest, so innocent of

adventure in comparison with by-paths which very

likely lead to the middle of some dismal swamp, the

aljode of frogs, snails, newts, and other dwellers of

the slimy desolation ; and grass-grown lanes which

may lead nowhere but to impassable barriers, or

Mck, by tortuous ways, to your starting-point. But

the thorough-going pedestrian is generally a mere

"athletic man in purjile stockings^'—less concerned

to drink Nature's lessons at her fountains than to

go in md out among his acquaintance, and tell them

h( w mxny mdes he walked on a certain day, and

ni h i\\ tew hours ; and we may leave him to his

dtvKes Hid he a thought for anything but his own
muscuHi development, he might linger for a little

neai some swamp, glad even there to learn a lesson.

He might see for himself how
such an old bull-frog as is shown

in our first picture gets his food,

perhaps; or on what quest those

dragon-flies hover and dart in

and out among the rushes and

buttercups ; or—and a strange

discovery it would be—whether

the bull-frog's neighbour the

snail is really as solitary as he

looks, or whether he has a mate

^ and a home. And the lesson

would be wholesome.

There is one turnpike-road,

and a well-known one too—that

, between Leatherhead and Guild-

ford—that may be followed, for

some distance at least, and give

pleasure at every step. Such

roadside grasses as we have

drawn for you farther on hang

heavy with dew ; butterflies and
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bets vie uitli each other in being first

to empty the "cluihced fiowers " of
their nectar; the winding Mole, spanned
by an ancient red bridge of many arches,

flows sluggishly under your feet. But
pause a moment to study the wild
flowers and grasses of which our artist,

in the delicate little sketch on our next pao-e, has
shown us so much. So fragile are they and so
many-coloured, that one hesitates to touch them for
fear of breaking the slender stalks or damaging the
bloom. And in the midst of them is set a wonder,
a miracle, great as they and as fairy-like—a spider's
web. In this single nook is ample study for a life-

time. Learn ever so little of these grasses or that
spider or yonder butterfly, you will still learn enough
to teach you that to master the science of even the
commonest objects of Nature needs patience, perse-
verance, intellect beyond what are given to most
men. Mount the rising ground and look back.
Leatherhead is beneath you, a film of pale blue
smoke softening the red of its quaint old build-
ings. To the north a vast landscape is visible,
stretching away over Esher, Kingston, Hounslow,
Jirentford, and as far as the hills of Hertfordshire! i

Eastward rise the Leatherhead Dawns, and near them
the Mickleham Downs, with a great yew-wood set
like a black cloud in their midst. Then as you turn
to resume your walk, the lovely stretch of Norbury
Park is on your left, beginning to show, according
to the season of the year at which you behold i",

whether spring or autumn, colours that are at once
the dream and despair of the painter. Perhaps it is

autumn
; the swallows have not yet gone, but dart

about as if anxious to miss no haunt of flies they
have known so well during the summer. As you
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busy in the road-

way, ill plumage of soberer hue

than that they wore in May and

June. " All the air a solemn stillness wayside grasses

holds,'' for tilings are ripening to their

death, and Nature knows it. Does the

straight way of the turnpike begin to pall on you ?

When you have passed East Horsley you may turn

aside to the left. At once you are in an ideal

Surrey lane. Tall hedges of bramble and oak

stand on high banks covered with autumn flowers

and meet overhead. The leaves are aglow with all

the colours the richness of the season affords ; the air

is full of the odours of autumn ; through gaps here

and there you get eameo-like views of the country on

either side lying happy in the golden sunlight ; and

the wind goes through the branches above with that

mysterious sound which, if a man could seize and

put it into words, he would be a poet indeed.

The delights of such a lane are even fuller in

spring than in autumn. What a wealth of wild-

flowers for the botanist ! AVhat numbers of ne\vl\-

born insects, perfect and

beautiful though clothed with

so brief a life ! Whata heaven

of song for the poet I and

what chances for the ornitho-

logist to learn and learn and

learn ! The lark up aloft,

the linnet on the bush, the

butterfly flitting everywhere,

the common weed by the

wayside, each living its life

with fulness and joy and

love—what a lesson ! Why,
it is worlh all the homilies in

the world. Such "happy
living things " are indeed,

as in his second jjicture our

friend the artist suggests,
' Signs of Spring," and, as

every one feels, brimful of

eloquent teaching. At the

end of the lane runs a broad

green road, with a beech-

wood on either hand. Some
of the trees are large and

shapely enough to have

charmed the heart of John

]']velyn could he have seen

them ; and underneath, acre

upon acre is covered ankle-

deep all the year round with

their scattered leaves. Eve-

lyn, by the way, recommends

that matti;esses be stuffed

with dried beech-leaves, and

declares such beds to be a

sovereign remedy against

rheumatism ; and indeed one

has heard of such leaves

being used for this purpose in

some of the remoter parts of Switzerland. Here in

these woods a wayfarer may come upon an encamp-

ment of gipsies, as did the writer of these pages.

One man was sitting in the entrance of a tent made

of old and miscellaneous rags. He was clearly not

such a jovial fellow as Whyte ^lelviile sings of :—

•' We've fowl of many a feather

—

A turkey-poult and hen,

A moorcock off the heather,

A mallard from the fen,

A leash of teal, a thumping goose

As heavy as a swan
;

He ought to wear his waistcoat loose

AVho dines with Gipsy John I

"

—

but one who was glad b\' chopping wood to earn an

honest penny, and help himself to do battle against

•ABA.HtiAO-r.
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tlie daiiii) cliills lit' lliit; 5iL'flutli.'d s|Mit. A mcIiuK-iI

spot indeed ! Nothing can exceed the de^ohition of

tliis part of Surrey, or the mystery that seems to

brood over it on an autumn afternoon. Tliere is the

veiled suniifrht, the blue vapour, the wind in the tree-

tops, the punji^ent odour of deeayiu';- leaves ; and

that is all. Close at hand is a dilapidated farm-house,

vine-covered and picturesque, but small and ill-built;

the barns moss-j^rowu and rickety, so that the rats

and spiders that have made their homes therein seem

to have little to fear from man's intrusion. Indeed,

just such inhabitants as you sec in our picture below

may be found in most of the out- buildings of this

old farm. There, not often disturbed by the fimt-

fall of man, they load happy lives, conscious of their

immunity, for the most part, from traps or terriers.

Sometimes a wayworn tramp scares them for a little

from their accustomed haunts, as he flings his weary

body on any heap of straw that the barn contains.

Sometimes also the farm-house cat makes their lives

a burden to them, as with vigilant eyes and terrible

daws she guards the newly-lioni

kittens lately deposited in a

i corner. But there seems little

other life about this habitation.

:,'

j

Everything wears a worn-out

look, and is very depressing.

Autumn seems here to have

made her perpetual abode ; all

things wear an aspect of decay,

and inevitably remind a man of

the inevitable end.

In a few minutes the scene

is changed. You mount Hock-

hurst Downs, and see on the

other side busy life. Gomshall

and Shiere, favourite haunts of

artists, lie beneath you ; the

tinkling of sheep-bells conies

up. In happy gardens down
yonder bees are gathering what

IN- THE BAKX,

.Mr. JJarraud calls their "Spring Harvest" (if you
chance to be there in May), or (if in autumn) you
may see a few drowsy stragglei-s peering into late

roses or tall hollyhocks, hardly conscious of what
they are about, perhaps, but happily oblivious

of the dark days coining. I'lcnty seems to have

dulled their wits and made them stupid. You
lift your eyes and on the right is the famous

ridge of Ilindhead, and nu the left the great spur

of Leith Hill. Clouds are Hying, and lights for

ever shifting ; the air stirs your blood, and you are

once more on the ukjvc, to find at the station

a train about io start. In you get, and are carried

swiftly off through Dorking and Reigate and Red-

hill, through the Meretham tunnel and the Caterham

cuttings
; you leave the wind-swept ridges of the

desolate downs and are borne on until, at Croydon,

you begin to smell London air ; and then, alas ! you

are reminded that holidays, especially those taken in

mid-autumn, are much like autumn days—they may
be bright, but they are very brief.

Or, again : to you who know Surrey only as a

region conveniently jjlaced for day-excursions in the

brightest and calmest weather, for picnics, cricket-

matches, tennis tournaments, or coach-drives. What
would be your astonishment if you could see it under

changed and startling conditions. If, from a sheer

spirit of adventure, you had determined to ascend

Box Hill, for example, when one of the late autumn

gales was at its height, the transformation of the

whole country-side would have thrilled you. Let the

writer relate his own and a fellow-traveller's ex-

perience under such circumstances.

The starting-point was Leatherhead again ; but

when they reached that pleasant old town the sky

was so blue and the air so mild that, in spite of the

immense force of the wind, they began to think that

there would be none of that desolation and gloom

they had. expected. They set out towards Mickle-

ham, and the beautiful vale in which that village

lies never looked lovelier. They were tempted to

linger, and turned aside into Norbury Park, entering

y one of the lodge gates. j\Iore richly varied and

charming silvan scenery

than that of this park

does not exist in England
;

but it may be mentioned

with a passing sigh that

only a part of its beauties

are thrown open to the

public without a written

permission from the pro-

prietor. Once inside the

gates, a desire to see that

famous group of yew-trees

called the Druids' Walk
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«

3ii^~s;

seized the wayfarers;

Ijut the necessary leave

had most unfortunately t

not been obtained. The celebrated grove

is jMobably unique. The trees are of un- ^^g

told age and gigantic size and girth. The <^

branches of one old patriarch reach the

ground all round it, and measure two hundred

and thirty feet in circumference, and the soli- ^
tude and gloom of the silent grove are said to

be well-nigh appalling. Mr. Jennings, in his delight-

ful book, " Field-paths and Green Lanes," gives a most

strikingly suggestive description of this part of the pari

Passing the home-farm, which lies on the

the Mole, the travellers mounted the steep

right, and then enjoyed a view of matchle

To the east the little red town of Leatheihe

and the vale of Mickleham were beneath them

Above this latter village rose

Juniper Hill, thickly clothed with

dark foliage, and the Mickleham

Downs. Then came the bold and

abrupt elevation of Box Hill, seen

to perfection now; then, farther

west, dense masses of trees in

all the richness of autumnal co-

A bPKIN IIMlVtST

ided Ijuyli'.li LuuKcipL. To one standing

on thi^ luight the gak seemed to Ije gith(.i-

j strength. Monstrous drifts of fleecy white

loud were swept over the sky ; the wind roared

past, and howled in the trees near. Suddenly

was heard a dull crash. Down in the meadows

beneath an elm had given up the hopeless

struggle, and now lay prone. It was shattered in a

^:-^ moment, and there seemed something almost

\ human in the agony with which, a second or

two before it fell, it wrestled with its de-

stroyer. A number of horses in an adjoining

k

/f'
louring, the dazzling green of the

wet grass in the warm sunlight, -' fi^^'ltl galloped off

the varied contour of the ground

;

tern.r and dismay to

and, away to the south, glimpses of the distant weald the farthest corner, and there formed very much as

of Surrey and Sussex, completed the picture of an sheep will form to repel a common enemy. Mount-
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ing to tlie wood, whicli was on ground still liighei',

there was startling evidence of what Nature can do

when she is roused. Heeeh, oak, elm, chestnut,

<'edar, lime, yew, had alike contributed to the scene of

ilesolation and ruin. Open ivnts in great trunks

showed where branches, in some cases as large as the

main stem of smaller trees, had been torn away by

the force of the storm ; the ground was saturated

with the rain of the previous night; the air was full

of whirling leaves, and the uj)roar was prodigious

and even dreadful. Turning round—for the danger

was considerable — the travellers made their way
down to !Micklchiiin. Here a ])ause of an

hour was made; Init in that Jmur a change

had taken place. (Mouds had come

up md (.o\nnl tin. sk\—n t the

white md >.hining mis^ts

of tilt moining, but daik

ominous looking

diilts—and th

111 w is

( hilh TIk vil-

,( sti( ct \v »s(h

sLitcd— not I ^

was to be seen. The
wayfarers, emerging

suddenly on to tlie bare

side of Box Hill, were

blown nearly off their

legs. The higher

they mounted the

fiercer were the

gusts, and

now that

the sun was
hidden the cold was very perceptible. A little shelter

was gained when the first box-trees were reached

—

those on the right—and here a change occurred in

the character of the gale. Tlie wind, which had

roared past on the open flank of the hill, chan<>-ed

its voice and now littidU shiukcl thiough lluse

bushes Thtv wtit distoited and ( out ittd twisted

ind tortuud into cviiy inngin ibli form, md as

tluy wcic now hid flit on the hilKidt and tlun,

by tliLir own el isticity uboundtd, tluy sienitd like

so many scourges in the hand of a giant. "When

the thick wood of box and yew on the summit was

reached, a scene similar to that in the woods of

Norbury appeared. The ground was carpeted with

the feathery shoots of the yew ; tens of thousands of

blood-red berries lay about; trunks were straining

and groaning and branches creaking; twigs and

leaves were whirled in all directions. The view

through the gaps here and there was superb—much
the same scenery as that of the morning, but how
changed ! The woods which, three hours earlier, had

seemed ablaze with rich and radiant colours, now
appeared dull and even sombre. The whole sky

was black and overcast excejjt where, westward,

streaks of pale light lay on the dark and distant

ranges. Leith Hill, with its pine woods, was of
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inky luie, while the viilley northwards was bhirred

by Hying- showers. The descent on the Dorking side

was nearly as arduous as the ascent from Mickle-

ham had been. There was something solid in tlie

force of this wind, and reports from every part of

the country told us what disaster and havoc it made.

It will be long remembered even by those who did

nothing more venturesome than force their way over

Box Hill when its fury was greatest.

In conclusion, better advice cannot be given to

the lover of nature than to make the acquaintance of

the little county of Surrey, and even to learn it by

heart. Its variety is astonishing. It holds within

its narrow compass more than one busy and crowded

and wuthal picturesque town, and countless recesses

that have all the solitude and many of the character-

istics of a Highland valley. The views from some

of the famous hills are such as would surprise even

a much-travelled man. One begins to understand

something of the spirit of Turner's art or Constable's

as, standing on the summit of Leith Hill or New-
laud's corner, one looks south. Light and shadow

follow each other majestically across the vast weald

of Surrey and Sussex, and perhaps, as you turn west-

ward and see mountains of cloud piled up over

Hindhead, you may be enchanted with

" All that Ideal beauty ever blest

The mind with in its most unearthly mood."

Xor is the county other than deeply interesting to

the archaeologist. Guildford, Godalming, Croydon,

are well known ; but less familiar, perhaps, are the

old moated houses that are met with now and then.

And the botanist may revel in the lanes and woods

of Albury, where, in spring, acre upon acre is carpeted

with every variety of wild flower. The geologist,

too, is happy when he comes upon one of those

curious " swallows " in the chalk under which the

Mole sometimes burrows—in the region of Box Hill

and elsewhere. And the tired city clerk or the

toiling barrister may find in the gentle repose of the

fields or the lanes, in the woods or on the hillsides,

or by such pleasant wayside rillets as are shown in

our last sketch, that peace which the great world of

Loudon can neither give nor take. H. E. AVakd.

THE LUGANO FEESCOES.

HE lake district of

Italy, where the

vallej-s of Monte

Rosa and the Sim-

plou slope down to

the plains of Lom-

bardy, may fairly

be described as the

country of Bernar-

dino Luini. He was

born at Luino, on

the east coast of the

Lago Maggiore, whose green hills command a noble

view ; and from his native place he derives his

usual name of Luino Luini. He is said to have

been Lionardo da Vinci's most famous pupil. His

finest works bear strong traces of that master; but

it is doubtful whether he ever came more nearly in

contact with him than by attending as a student at

the Academy of Fine Arts, founded by Ludovieo il

Moro at ^lilan, of which Lionardo was a director. But

that he studied the great master both in design and

colouring, there is no doubt whatever. He so im-

bibed his spirit that several of his works have been

attributed to Lionardo. There is, however, in Luini's

jiainting a tenderness, a grace, a spirituality pecu-

liarly his own—a special sweetness, a characteristic

and individual refinement.

AVe know but little of the lives of these painters

of the Fifteenth and Sixteenth Centuries. Their

inner self speaks to us in their works. We can read

there the piety, the simplicity, the courtesy and gen-

tleness, the loftiness and power that moved them :

but we long to know something more of the daily

life of such a man as Bernardino Luini. Born and

bred in the country, and not amid the strife of cities;

nurtured amoi.g the loveliness of some of nature's

fairest scenes, and under the wing of the good priest

of the village, we can fancy how, with his love of art

and eye for beauty, he grew up the simple, pious,

tender soul his works portray him, with wife and

children to beautify his path and keep his faith fresh

and green.

Lugano is in the Canton Tessiu, once part of the

Duchy of Milan, but wrested from it by the Swiss,

with other of its fairest proportions, in the beginning

of the Sixteenth Century. It was still Italy when

Luini painted there. Through all these centuries it has

retained its Italian character, and is one of the most

interesting towns of the lake district. Its situation

on the borders of the romantic Lago Lugano is very

picturesque. Its steep streets and long galleries of

round arches are a good specimen of Lombard
domestic architecture. The covered arcades are

filled with shops and stands of all conceivable wares

and goods, paramount amongst which are ready-
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mailc cIdIIios of every slijiiic mikI Inir. A1mi\c iIh'

tiiwn ris(_'s a stately cIuhtIi, tlie \i.'\v I'r.irn wliicli

is very lovely. And to all this the vegetation of

the surrouiulini;- hills, the villas, the vineyards, the

{^aniens, the walnut and eliestnut trees, form a lieli

and varied baekj^round.

The Laj^o Luyaiio, about twenty miles lonj;;' and

only one and a half broad, is exeeedinirly irrcf^-uiar

—

smilini;' and identic in its beauty near the town of

Luijano, where stand the noble sentinels, San Salva-

dore and Monte Ure, watebins;' both town and lake ;

wild and ruij<jed near Porlezza, where the traveller

from the loveliest lake of Christendom, the Lai><)

di Conio, embarks, after erossinj^ the mountain road

wbieh leads from Menaggio ; at its highest point

commanding a magnilieent view of both the large

lakes and the two tiny beauties called Piano and

Bene; then, finally, attaining a calm, majestic beauty

near the southern shore, where the Monte Generoso

lifts bis head above all his brethren and looks down
in quiet grandeur upon the green waters. It has its

special beauties, diverse from the lakes of Como and

Maggiore ; and it reminds you of some of the Swiss,

or even, here and there, of one of the Scotch lakes,

in spite of the white villages gleaming on the bill-

sides. At Lugano you do not often see the dream-

like beauty of light and colouring—the vague, sweet

softness, and delicate, translucent loveliness—which

characterises Italian views. You cannot discover

its varied graces all at once. To feel their impres-

siveness, you must search out the frowning ledges,

where the mountain eagle fishes in the dark waters,

or soars, with outstretched pinion, till he is lost in

the blue above ; or you must watch a thunder-

storm, when the clouds descend on the craggy

shores, and make weird effects of light and shade,

as the thunder reverberates from side to side

and loses itself in the bend of the lake in angry

growls.

And to know all the beauty of the Lago Lugano

you must climb San Salvadore, and pass through its

paths, shaded by clusters of vine, fig, olive, and

walnut trees, between steep banks of graceful cycla-

men and blue gentian, to the pilgrimage chapel.

Facing the north are the grim Matterhorn and

the beautiful outline of the Monte Rosa chain,

all gleaming in the morning sun. On the north-

west stretches the Lago Maggiore ; the river Tresa

winds its way through a beautiful valley between

that lake and Lugano; while still farther to the

west are a crowd of smaller lakes. To the south,

in the midst of the rich plains of Lombardy—" the

fairest and most memorable battle-field of nations

;

the richest and most highly cultivated garden of

civilised industry"—rises the white marble Duomo
of Milan, with its ten thousand statues, like a

distant sail at sea; and to the far-awaj' east may be

seen the white peaks of the Bernese Alps touching

the very skies. Lake Lugano itself lies at your feet,

its steep borders studiled with prettv villages, each

presided over by its musical cam))anilc, white and

lustrous in the pure sun. Immediately below you,

on the shore of the lake, is a cbun-h ynu j)asscd

on your way to the inouiitain. It is the rhui-cli nf

Santa Maria degli Angeli, and here are Bernardino

Luini's frescoes. They are some of his latest and

finest works, having been executed shortlv before his

death (about lo^JO), and they manifest all his virtues

and his one great fault.

The church is spanned by an arch dividing ilie

nave from the cboir, and this chancel-screen is com-

pletely covered with Luini's fresco of the " Cruci-

fixion." Viewed as a picture and as an essay in

composition it is disapi)ointing. It has Luini's one

fault, of failure in combination. It does not unite

as a whole, but is fragmentary in grouping and

in action. Luini—like another great painter of

the Lombard school, of kindred spirit, Sodoma

—

failed as a dramatist. Mr. J. A. Symonds says

that his nearest approach to a dramatic motive is

in this very fresco, where the Magdalene, kneeling

at the foot of the cross, has flung back her arms

in extremity of grief ; but to me the figure seems

stiff and constrained. The mounted centurion beside

her is a noble study ; and I find more dramatic

action in the figure beyond, with its passionate

appealing gaze at the outstretched Sufferer on the

cross. The Christ is scarcely as impressive as you

would expect ; and there is so much side action to

distract, so many groups, each one with its ov/n

special beauties, to stud}' and admire, that you do

not dwell on the cerrtral subject as you ought.

The ivy-crowned Genius, sitting at the foot of the

cross, is an exquisite figure, while the lovely group

of the mother and her children, to the left—one

might almost fancy they were Luini's own—are,

both in drawing and colouring, perhaps the finest

in the fresco. The Virgin swooning in the arms

of her friends is less happy. There is a failing in

tragic effect, and the group raises but little emotion

in the observer's breast, while the St. John is not

ideally great. The two figures on the piers of the

arch are noble conceptions of St. Sebastian and St.

Rocco. Hacknej'cd subjects as they are, they are

treated with an amount of freshness and grace which

stamps them as Luini's best work.

It is a wonderful fresco, with all its faults : a

work that must have filled the heart and mind of

the painter with ennobling thoughts and humble

prayers. The upper part of the screen has various

compartments, in which are portrayed different inci-

dents in the life of our Saviour. The group of
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angels abovi- the cross is very beautiful—particu-

larly in tlic two fair Presences who rest on the trans-

vei-se beams ; while another emotion is raised by the

grotesque little gathering above the crosses of the

thieves who have just expired. A good angel receives

the white spirit of the Penitent Thief ; while the

Devil, with all the conventional horror of hoofs and

horns, seizes on the wretchetl little black spirit of the

reviler of Our Lord.

We must look at this fresco tirst ; it is so pro-

minent as we enter the chin-eh. But there are

others for our study, less conspicuous, but more

complete in their unity and simplicity, and most

lovely in their tenderness and grace. Passing over

a half-length of Christ, which is not sjx'cially at-

tractive, we come upon a " Cenacolo " which has

been removed from the refectory of what was the

adjt>iuing monastery, now converted into an hotel,

after passing throvigh an intermediate stage as bar-

racks. It is a very fine work, reminding ns of

Lionardo's renowned " Supper," with which it may
well bear comparison. There is much variety and

depth of expression in the twelve Apostles gathered

round the table, much as they are in the Milan fresco

yet without any direct imitation. The St. John and

the Judas (with the traditional cat at his feet) are

not equal in conception to Lionaixlo's, but the other

evangelists, full of animation and emotion, do not

come far behind. Theiv is the same sublimity and

ineffable peace, though more of sadness, in the Divine

Figure in the centre, which is not, however, equal

to that marvellous head of Da Vinci's, radiant with

the repose of the peace that passcth understand-

ing, combined with heavenly majesty and human
tenderness.

But the gem of the Lugano Frescoes is the lunette

in the side chapel—the Madonna and Holy Child

with the youthful St. John^—which formerly stood

over a doorway in the inner court of the monastery.

This picture awakes the tenderest admiration in the

sympathetic student. It touches such a chord as

must have stirred in Luini himself when he repre-

sented the sweet young mother, in all her modesty,

nobility, and beauty, and with a spirituality of

countenance which Raphael only attains in a few of

his exquisite Madonnas—as, for instance, in the

Madonna del Gran Duca, in the Pitti Palace in

Florence, which greatly resembles this virgin-mother

of Luini. The infant Jesus is full of child-like joy

—an emotion Luini loved to portray—and turns

appealingly for the sympathy, or permission, of His

ilother, as he caresses a lamb which he appears to

be attempting to bestride. The youthful St. John,

already bearing the Cross, points with delight to the

game that is going on ; while the tender Mother,

with arms encircling both children, watches her own
precious boy with an expression of the greatest sweet-

ness and love. It is one of Luini's most refined and

graceful works, and haunts the memory like a melody

of ]Mozart. Cathekixe Dv.ncan.

AXDREAS HOFER AT INNSBRUCK."

FkoM the PlCTlRE BY pRAXZ DkFKEiH'.EK.

TTISITORS to the Engadine will recall the Hof-

V burg at Innsbriick. In connection with it, Herr

Defregger represents a stirring incident in the event-

ful career of Andreas Hofer. He is recei^^ng from

an emissary of the Archduke his credentials as ad-

ministrator of the Tyrol. The polishal and courtly

otHcer is effectively contrasted with the rough but

picturesque tigures of Hofer's followei"s, among whom
are his intimate friends Speckbacher, flayer, and

Harpinger, while at the extreme left of the canvas

is seen the Judas, Douay, the priest wlio betrayed

him. Hofer is adminxbly delineated; the strong

resolute face and noticeable beai-d and large frame are

conspicuous by the slight and supple Austrian.

The picture represents Hofer at the pinnacle i>f

his fame ; it is the climax in a short but brilliant

success. He has gained the most splendid of his

many engagements ; has defeateil Marshal Lefebvre

and his horde, and forced him to evacuate the

country. This was the 14th August, 1S09. Two
months later the Peace of Vienna was signed. At

the bidding of the Archduke Hofer submitteti to

the viceroy of Italy, Eugene Beauharnais. All

might yet have been well, in spite of the price

put upon his head by Napoleon, if he had not

been tempted by false news of fresh hostilities and

Austrian successes to re-enter into the fmy. It is

surprising that he should have believed in any possi-

bilitv of Austrian successes after his melancholy ex-

perience of his allies during the summer. Harassed

on all sides, deserte<l by his men, he withdrew into

hiding, refusing to take refuge in Austria. Be-

trayed by Douay, he was hurried to Mantua, and,

after a mock trial, he was shot.

Posthumous glory is a happy inheritance : but in

these da\s when the existence of heroes, however
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respeetalilo their testimonii-s, is doubted (unless indeed

tliey have been our contemporaries), tliere is some fear

tliat Hofer, in spite of poets, wilL share the fate of

William Tell. Already writers have arisen who are

bitter detractors from his renown, and who compare

him unfavourably with the peasant leaders of La
Vendee. But such authorities are French, and apolo-

gists of Napoleon. The next century may witness a

burning controversy as to whether such a man as

Hofer ever existed—and this in spite of his monu-

ment in the Hofkirch at Innsbriick. In connection

with this monument, by the way, a singular instance

of artistic sensibility is related. One among the com-

petitors was so affected with grief and mortification

at the jireference shown by the Emperor Francis f(n-

the present design that he immediately M\ ill and

shortly died. As if in justification of this unhappy
man's grief (though not of his death), the statue

has been subjected to severe criticism. But the

name will live in the Tyrolean valleys as well as in

English poetry. His countrymen might apply to

him the noble language of Wordsworth to Toussaint

L'Ouverture :

—

"There's not a breathing of the common wind

That will forget thee ; thou hast great allies

;

Thy friends are exultations, agonies,

And love, and man's unconquerable mind."

They are not likely to forget how, in the heavy hour

of Bavarian tyranny and French invasion,

" He came like PIkpLus through the f^ates of mom,
When dreary darkness is discomfited."

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS AS WORKS OF ART.

USICAL instruments

have been objects

for adornment in all

ages of art, from

archaic times to its

most florid develop-

ment in the Renais-

sance period. They

are, therefore, one of

the best illustrations

of the culture of

every age and coun-

try. Upon them the barbarous tribes of the old world

and the new have lavished all the art of which they

are capable, and the civilised nations of Europe

have bestowed every care on their ornamentation.

It would seem, indeed, that musical instruments are

fitted to delight the eye of man equally with the ear,

and the carver, the inlayer, and the painter have

here combined in the exercise of their skill, produc-

ing works that are now priceless treasures in the

cabinets of art-collectors.

The instruments still in use amongst barbarian

nations are ruder in form and construction than any

that are represented in antique art. They consist of

conch-shells; of whistles fashioned of clay; of bone

flutes; of drums headed with shark-skin ; and some-

times of a simple kind of lyre. Those of the pipe

kind are often designed in the form of animals, and

carved in wood and bone ; while the instruments of

percussion are painted with rude and fantastic devices.

Of the animal type are some of the instruments of

the Chinese : such, for instance, as the oi/, which is

shaped like a tiger ; and the san-heen, a kind of

guitar, which, though elegant in shape, is covered

with the scaly skin of the boa. Zoological in design,

too, is the meeyyoung, or alligator-harp of Burmah,

an instrument in the form of a crocodile, which has

glass eyes, and is flamboyant in red and gold.

The musical instruments of the ancient Egyp-

tians, the oldest with which we are acquainted,

were much more elegant ; they were constructed

with an evident apjjreciation of their adaptability to

artistic purposes. We are told by Diodorus Siculus

that the Egyptians had little knowledge of harmony;

but the character and beauty of the instruments

depicted on their monuments disprove this statement.

They used the single and double pipe, the nnfre, a

species of guitar, and the sacred sistriim, the scourge

of Typhon—a metal frame fitted with bars to rattle in

time with the music. Their chief instrument, how-

ever, was the harj), which, as the monuments show, was

beautifully shaped, and finished with great elaboration

of detail. It was of several kinds ; and the player

knelt on the ground to the smaller ones, but to the

larger harps, as represented in the tomb of Ramses III.,

he stood up. This monument, I may add, was long

known as the "Harper's Tomb," from the fine figures

of the royal harpers with which it was painted.

W^ith the Greeks music was a gift from heaven.

It was with music that Orpheus charmed the tre-

mendous presences ; it was with music that Amphion

conjured up the walls of Thebes ; it was to Apollo's

voice and lute that " Ilion like a mist rose into

towers." Every circumstance of Hellenic life, from

the cradle to the grave, was accompanied by its

sounds; and alike to the merry seasons of seed-time

and harvest, to the bacchanals of the time of vintage,
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and to the solemn coivinoiiials tliat altomlod tlio

obsequios o£ the depart^jU, did it render a litting and

sympathetic accompaniment. The gods themselves

were the authors of musical instruments—Apollo, son

of Latona, and Hermes, son of Maia, goat-footed Pan,

and Athene, the benelicent and the wise; they bore

them on Olympus, and they bore them in that marble

life they got from the sculptor. It is from this

latter source that we learn the nature of those used

by the (ireeks. The chief of these were the double

pipe ; the lyre, with its varieties, the kithara, the

phorminx, and the chelys ; and the psaltery, which

was a kind of harp. In form, as might be expected,

they strongly resembled those of the Egyptians, from

whom they were derived ; and like these they were

decorated with the chai-acteristic ornaments of the

national art. The lyre especially was designed with

much graceful scroll-work ; but tlie monuments do

not enable us to be precise as to details. There is

even less to be said of the instruments in use in

Rome. Roman art was inspired from Hellenic culture

;

the Roman flutes and cymbals were adaptations from

the Greek likewise, and do not claim more particular

notice here. On the decline of the Roman Empire,

and the advent of the hordes of northern barbarians

in Southern Europe, musical instruments lost their

aesthetic value, and it was long before they reached

the standard from which they had fallen. Mean-

while, however, the Persians and Arabians were pro-

ducing works that may well be compared with any

that hatl preceded them. Their instruments of music

are of especial interest, since it is from them that many
in modern use have been directly derived. The chief

instrument of (he Arabians was the lute, al'ud, which

they got from Persia. Of all musical instruments it

is proliably the most graceful in form; and, becoming

familiar to the western nations at the time of the

Crusades, it continued long the favourite instrument

of the troubadours. The Arabian, too, had instru-

ments of the violin kind, such as the kemangeli and

rebab, and many others very beautifully formed. As

for the instruments of the Middle Ages, both in

England and abroad, they were simple in character,

so far as may be judged from the representations in

manuscripts and painted glass, which are almost their

only record. Chief amongst them may be mentioned

the lute, the crowd, the harp, and the organistrum ; but

there were many others, of which Mr. Carl Engel has

given much information in his monograph on " Musical

Instruments," in the South Kensington Handbook

Series. From the conventional representations of

them to which I have alluded there is little to be

gained beyond a knowledge of their general forms

;

but it is evident that they were embellished with the

characteristic decoration of Gothic art.

But if tlie musical instruments of the Ancients

and of the Middle Ages were beautiCid in form and

ornament, it remained for Italy and the Renaissance

first to give them the value in art and in ornamenta-

tion for which they have been ever since so justly

prized. The instruments made in the Italy of

the Sixteenth and Seventeenth Centuries were pro-

bably the finest and the most elaborate ever produced.

They are valuable alike for beauty of material and

excellence of workmanship. They are the handiwork

of men whose names have sometimes come down to

us, whose genius and experience surrounded them

with pupils, thus founding schools of musical instru-

ment makers in many of the towns of Italy. Rome,

Bologna, and Venice were celeljrated for the manufac-

ture of the lute, with its varieties, the mandola, the

mandoline, the chitarrone, and the theorbo. The

lute consists of a pear-shaped body of cedar or pine,

with a neck of moderate length, which in those of

the theorbo type is double ; and the elegance of its

form made it a favourite with the workmen in the

north of Italy, who were assisted in its production by

the skill of German settlers. It was generally inlaid

with marquetry-work of tortoiseshell, mother-of-

pearl, and ivory, and its sound-board was adorned

with pictures. Prominent amongst Bolognese lute-

makers was Lucas Maler, whose works have always

been highly esteemed. The mandoline, most poetical

of instruments, which has been attuned to many a

lover's serenade, was a small kind of lute, generally

of the richest and most delicate work. The one

illustrated in Fig. 3 is Italian, of last century, and

is very finely inlaid. The beauty of the violin is

almost entirely a beauty of form, for it is necessarily

devoid of ornamentation, which would only impair

the quality of its tone. Its manufacture was carried

to perfection by the great artists of the Italian

schools. It is impossible to depart from the canons

of their achievement without deteriorating the quality

of the instrument; and therefore the art of violin-

making is one of the utmost exactitude. The great

Italian makers were the Amati, Stradivarius, and the

Guarnieri, all of the Cremonese school, whose works,

besides the merit of their tone, are prized for the

beauty of the lines on which they are built, and for

the transparence of their varnish, which gives a lucid

depth to the choice wood of which they are made.

A fine in.strument, at South Kensington, attributed

to Caspar da Salo, another of the most renowned of

the early Italian makers, is given in Fig. 4. But

if the violin itself was simple in form and pure of

decoration, its terminal scroll was sometimes carved

with a clicruVs head or a grotesque animal. Ole

Bull, the celebrated violinist, had a priceless Gaspar

da Salo which was thus decorated, with a carving

said to be the work of Benvenuto Cellini. There are

several varieties of the violin, such as the viole
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d'amour, the viola di Bardone, and the viola da is also enamelled. But the gem of the collection

gamba, in all of which the general form is retained, is a spinet by Annibalc dei Rossi, of I\Iilan, dated

Of the last kind there is a good Italian specimen 1577, for which the department gave ^£1,200.

at South Kensington, in which the neck is inlaid This magnificent instrument is of wood, with ivory

with a marquetry of ivory, and terminates in foliated in strapwork patterns. It is inlaid with decorative

scroll-work and in a woman's bust. But Italian stones, including jasper and agate, aud set with pearls

artists employed their greatest skill on instruments

of the harpsichord class, of which there were several

varieties, the predecessors of the modern pianoforte.

The chief of these were the clavicembalo, the archi-

cembalo, and the clavi-

eordo. There are some

most beautiful specimens

at South Kensington.

Amongst them is a clavi-

cembalo by Autonius

Baffo, of Venice, 1574,

which is painted with

flowers, and with Ajiollo

and the Muses, surrounded

with arabesques. Another

has a leather case, stamped

and gilt, with a Renais-

sance ornament and ar-

morial shield. There is

also a most elaborate

spinet, made at Murano,

near Venice, which is said

to have belonged to Eliza-

beth of Bohemia, daughter

of James I. This beauti-

ful instrument has a case

of stamped and gilt leather,

and is decorated within

with panels of mytholo-

gical subjects in coloured

glass, and with plaques of

silver foliage and enamel

on copper. The keyboard

2. QTJINTEKNA. (By Joachim Tielke. Sixteenth Centtirn.)

3. MANDOLIN. {Italian. Eighteenth Centnytj.)

4. VIOLIN. (B.v Gasjiar da Salo. Sixteenth Century.)

and garnets, and there are beautifully carved figures

in coloured ivory at each end of the keyboard.

It is figured in our first picture. I may add that

in Italy the manufacture of wind instruments never

reached the same perfec-

tion as that of stringed

instruments. Still, the

liutes were enriched with

much good carving. Of

these, a celebrated maker

in the early part of the

Kigliteenth Century was

Aneiuti, of Milan.

The inspiration of the

French school of musical

instrument makers was

derived from Italy, along

with the spirit of the

Renaissance; and its pro-

ductions have much in

common with thosealready

described. Their orna-

mentation consists in a

jirofusiou of scroll-work,

carving aud inlaying,

with tempera paintings of

mythological subjects and

landscape. Many of the

instruments made in

France are unquestionably

the work of Italians, wlio

were settled at Paris in

the Seventeenth Century.
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Tlic best lutes, as 1 have said, wore made in

Northern Italy ; hut many of tlie I'Veneh speei-

mens are of <^reat beauty. Paul Behinii was a

celebrated lute-maker at Paris in the he<;iiiMini;- of

the Seveiiteentli Century, as was also l)imani-iie

Drouyn about the same time. Instruments of the

violin type were never larjj^ely made in l'V;ini(', and

those that were jiroduced there never ail.icvcd the

elejifanee and i'Taeefulness of Italian work. It is not

uncommon to find the bellies of early specimens carved

with classical subjects in low relief or pictured with

floral desi<jns. The vielle, or hurdy-gurdy, a \iiilin-

shaped instrument of rustic nature (still to be heard

on London stones and along ]']no-lish highways), in

which the vibration of the strings is caused by the

revolution of a wheel, the modulation being prmlurcd

by keys, was much used

in France in the beginning

of last century, chiefly by

tlie shepherds and shepherd-

esses of the mock Arcadia,

then so fashi(^nable. One
of the best makers was

Varquain, of Paris, one

instrument of whose make
(now at South Kensington)

is inlaid with mother-of-

pearl and plain and coloured

ivory, the diapered neck

terminating in a carved

female head. The French

were good makers of harp-

sichords, which instrument

they call the clavecin. Of
these, Pascal Taskin, of

Paris, during the early

part of the Eighteenth

Century, was the most

accomplished. His instru-

ments are painted and

lacquered with Chinese

and Japanese subjects.

The manufacture of the

harp was greatly advanced

in France in the Seven-

teenth and Eighteenth

Centuries, when it was

much used. The pillars

of the French harps were

generally Huted, but some-

times they were enwreathed

with flowers ; and their

capitals were elaborately

carved. Often caryatides

were used to support the

neck, and the soundboard

w:is piiindd with ]iistoral scen.-s or with trophies and
lli'uris. At South Kensington there are two such
harps, one ]iresented by Mrs. I'l Richards, and another

said to have belonged to Marie Antoinette. The
latter instrument, which is given in Fig. :>, is painted

and gilt ; and the ]iillar, wreathed with flowers and

trophies of instnunents, terminates in a grotesque

mask, surmounted with a cujiid, while two birds are

carved at the foot. The sounding-board is painted

with women i)laying on musical instruments.

\\'e have seen how (lerman skill was utilised bv

the Bolognese lute-makers. It is natural to find that

the Italian influence is obvious in the musical instru-

ments produced in Germany and the Netherlands.

Vet here, oven more than in France, elegance of

form became of less account than gaudiness of sur-

face, an attribute which

was often developed to an

extreme. One of the best

makers of instruments of

the lute and violin types

was Joachim Tielke (1 fiOO),

of Hamburg; his produc-

tions are well shaped and

very characteristically de-

corated. There is a qiun-

tcrna or chiterna, in South

Kensington Museum, by

him, illustrated in Fig. 2,

which has a neck of tor-

toisesliell incrusted with

subjects in ivory and set

with precious stones. There

is also a viola di Bardone

of his, with an open fret-

work finger-board termi-

nating in three lions' heads,

while above the bridge are

carved figures of negroes.

Other celebrated German
lute-makers were Ludwig
Porgt, of Regensberg

;

Hans Gerle, of Niirnberg

;

and the three Tieffcn-

bruckers, IMagnus, AVen-

delin,and Leonhard. Ant-

werji was a great centre

for the manufacture of

harjisichords. There the

Ruckers, who are said to

have worked from 1570

to the middle of the fol-

lowing century, produced

instruments which for

'> HAi:i'. beauty of material and

Eiiihhciiih cciitunj.) excellence of workmanship
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almost equalled the masterworks of Italy. Germany,

too, was renowned for its organs. One of these, a

noble Sixteenth Century organ positive, or chamber

organ, now at South Kensington, is figured in our

sixth example. It is Renaissance in style, is painted

and gilt ; and is pictured, on the inside of the shut-

ters, with temjjcra paintings of the " Dismissal of

Hagar" and "Abniham's Sacrifice." Above the ])ipes

is an open fretwork ornament, with the portrait and

armorial bearings

of John George,

Duke of Saxony.

The iufiuenee

of the Italian

masters was felt

somewhat later

in England than

in Germany and

France. We know
from ma!Uiscripts

and reliefs that

many varieties of

instruments were

here in use during

the Jliddle Ages;

but until the reign

of Henry VIII.

they were simple

of form and slight

in ornamentation.

Then, however,

flat carvingbegan

to be much em-

ployed in theirde-

coration. Under

the Tudors many
instruments of

Italian manufac-

ture were import-

ed into England,

which became

models for native

workmen to fol-

low ; and their influence is marked in the school of

English violin-makers that rose about the year 1600.

The Earl of Warwick is the possessor of a curious

violin, dated 1578, which is most elaborately carved

with woodland scenes, and in which the finger-board,

terminating in a dragon's head, bears on a silver

plate the arms of Queen Elizabeth and the Earl of

Leicester : a circumstance that gives some colour to

the tradition that it was a gift from the queen to her

courtier. But the Seventeenth Century violin-makers

followed the Italian model in its simplicity, and their

chief, Pamphilon, did work that is not unworthy of

the inspiration. In the Eighteenth Century the

6. CHAMBEK ORGAN.

[German. Sixteenth Century.')

special vi'/lins of Steiner, the Amati, and Stradivarius

were copied with much success, and the lustre and

rich colour of the varnishes used gave the instruments

a strong resemblance to the originals. Through-

out the Tudor age, however, the most popular in-

strument was the virginal, on which Queen Eliza-

beth is said to have been a performer. Its best

makers were John Loo^^emore, Adam Liversedge,

and Stephen Keen. Their work is enriched with in-

laying and paint-

ing, and is mostly

elegant in shape.

One of Loose-

more's virginals,

nowatSouth Ken-

sington, dated

1(j55, is of oak

with a carved

stand, and has the

inside of the lid

painted — rather

variously and in-

congruously

—

with a doer-hunt,

a sea-fight, and

Adam and Eve

in the garden of

Eden ; while the

falling front is

similarly decora-

ted with a land-

scape, i> man
fishing, and the

presentments of

various birds.

Sometimes, as in

Italy,thevirginals

and spinet had

cases of leather

embossed and

gilt.

The manufac-

ture of musical

instruments was never so extensive here as in Italy

and France. Still, the Age of Anne was fruitful of

harpsichords of beautiful cabinet-work, often gilt and

inlaid with varied woods in the style of the date ; and

towards the close of the Eighteenth Century there

were in London some excellent lute and violin makers

who produced new varieties of these instruments,

which were very artistically designed. Of these,

harp-lyres, harj)-lutes, and guitar-lyres were manu-

factured by Edward Light and R. Wornum, whose

work was decorated with inlaying and gilding. The

instruments in use did not diiTer materially from those

I have described elsewhere. John Leyland.
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J'
EAN BOLOGNE, bcttei-

known as Gian Bolop;na, is

till' hist groat sculptor oi tlio

Italy of the Ronaissaucc. Ho

worked in the shadow of Miohel-

angolo, and in-oduced under the

impulse of that vast and jwtont

oenius ; ho was tlio rival, and the

superior of Bonvonuto and Ani-

niauati ; and when he passed

away, and his example ceased

from beinpf an influence and an

iiLspiration in art, -the deeadenee

began. Gian Bologna, in fact,

is iiltimns Bomanorum—the last

of that heroic race of sculiitors

which has its origin in Niccola

I'isano, and whose genius attains

its highest expression in Donatello

and in iNIichelangelo. His work-

ing life is close on seventy years

no^ja long. His achievement is colossal

'
"?''^'' •

ill ijuit; and infinite in variety.

He is the author of the famous doors of the Duomo

at Pisa, and of some of the most exquisite little sta-

tuettes in the whole range of modern sculpture ; his

are the "Neptune" and the "Isolotto" fountains, at

Bologna and in the Boboli Gardens at Florence, and

his the golden bas-reliefs in the Cabinet of Gems;

his is the wonderful "Flying Mercury" in the Bargollo,

and his the exquisite little "Nessus and Dejaneira
"

at St. Petersburg ; his the archetypal crucifixes of

the Soccorso Chapel and Inipruneta and the Pitti

Palace, and his the great equestrian " Duke Cosimo "

at Florence, and the colossal "Jupiter Pluvius" in the

gardens of the Pratolino Villa. He had grace, elegance,

vigour, imagination, invention ; he was a great artist

in decoration ; he was one of the most consummate

craftsmen of an epoch of craftsmanship. And withal,

he was not less excellent as a man than he was ad-

mirable and singular as an artist. He was, as one

of his contemporaries has said, "the best creature

breathing." Of meanness, envy, jealousy, suspicion,

hate—the qualities which count for so much in the

characters of men like Benvenulo and Ribera and

Baccio Bandiuelli, and of which we discern the

existence in a greater or less degree of violence in the

soul of Michelangelo himself—he seems to have been

absolutely incapable. Like Donatello, he was care-

less of money, and greedy of none but honourable

fame; he repaid his obligations tenfold; he was

gcucnius tn his patrons and his friends; his piqiils

made their fortunes out of his ideas and designs, while

ho himself continued ])Oor ; he lived but to do good

work, to porl'eot himself in his art, and to l)o a kindly

master and a loyal servant and friend. Characters of

this sort, characters in which the moral and the intel-

lectual faculties arc in snch perfect balance that the

impression produced by their consideration is one of

generous coniplctoness, are happily not rare in the

history of art. Men thus happily endowed were

Raphael and Luca Signorelli. On a lower plane than

thoy, and to a purpose less sjtlondid and imiiressive,

Gian Bologna was just such another.

This is the purport of the brilliant study which

M. Abel Desjardins* has contributed to the suporl)

" Grands Artistes " series published by Quantin—

a

series to which we have already had occasion to refer

in connection with the " Van Dyek " of ^\. Jules

Guiffrey, and the " Boucher " of M. Paul Maiitz.

Uniform with these is the work of M. Abel Desjar-

dins. In size it is folio; the paper and type are

irreproachable; of the seventy-one illustrations with

which it is adorned, twenty-two are produced in

heliogravure by the Dujardin process, while the

remainder—five of which, by permission of the

publisher, are reproduced in this article—are printed

in the text from the process blocks that nowa-

days so often do duty for wood-engravings. It may

fairly be described, too, as one of the best numbers

in a good series. M. Desjardins writes clearly,

elegantly, and impressively; he understands and

knows his subject thoroughly; his enthusiasm is

always measured and discreet. He is to be con-

gratulated on the production of a contribution to

the literature of art-criticism of enduring value

and interest. Much of the matter of his w(irk

appears to be his own. Much of it he owes to

the researches of the late M. Foucques de Vagnon-

ville. This gentleman, a native of Douai, and there-

fore a fellow-townsman of Jean Bologne, was moved

to write the history of the one great artist born in

the shadow of Douai belfry. To this end he devoted

many years to the study of the epoch and the man,

and gathered together a. mass of facts of great in-

terest and importance. M. Desjardins was the re-

cipient of this precious legacy. It could hardly

have been turned to better use.

With M. Desjardins' help we shall try to tell our

readers something of the artist's life and fortunes.

* " La Vie et I'CEuvre de Jean Bologne." Par Abel Desjardins.

(Paris : A. Quantin. 1883.)
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He came of a family of

artisans, who were natives

of the old Flemish city of

Douai ; and there, in 1525,

he was born. His father

would fain have bound him

to the law. He would be

an artist, however, and at

sixteen he went to Antwerp,

then illustrious in the pre-

sence of upwards of three

hundred masters, great and

little; and to one of these,

the architect and engineer,

carver and engraver, Jacques

Dubrceucq, he was bound

apprentice. They were master

and pupil for eleven years;

and their relations appear to

have been of the kindest.

Long afterwards, in 157^,

Dubrceucq, who had fortified

Mons, was captured with

that city by the Spaniards.

His old scholar was then

high in favour with the

Grand Duke Francesco; and

at the master's request, Jean

Bologne is found making

interest with his patron—

with what result is not

known—to get the prisoner

set at liberty.

Dubrceucq had studied

in Italy ; Italian art had

become a living influence in

the Netherlands ; and in

Italy, under a Flemish pope,

Adrian A^I., all Flemings

were in high repute. Like

so many famous men of his

race, Jean Bologne felt that

only in Italy was perfec-

tion ; and to Italy, as Rubens

and Van Dyck after him, he

determined to go. He was

twenty-seven years old when

in 1551, or thereabouts, in

company with the brothers

Floris, Cornelius and Franz,

he started for Rome, and

turned his back on Flanders

for ever. At Rome he re-

mained two years, producing

nothing original, but draw-

ing and co]>ying— in wax

IjliiaHUMifi

VIRTUE CHAIVING

the Group hy Gian Buloij> lu, in the lidrijelbi.)
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ami in clay—the nolile antiques in wliieh the city

al)(ninik'd. In liis old age he loved to tell how

jNlichelanjj^elo had seen and spoken with him. After

many month.s of study from the antique, he was

emlwldened to model a figure with a view to ask-

ing the old man's opinion and advice. He carried

his work in fear and treml)ling (as Blake, with

incrediljle want of understanding, is said to have

advised all artists to paint) to the great sculp-

tor's studio, and presented it, as we can imagine,

with all possible humility and awe. Michelangelo

took it in his mighty hands, crumpled it into shape-

lessness in an instant, remodelled it with infinite

power in the twinkling of an eye, and returned it to

the astonished aspirant, bidding him, like the terrible

master he was, "go learn to sketch first of all, and

keep the finishing till afterwards."

In two years the young Fleming's resources were

exhausted, and he prepared to return, by way of

Florence, to Douai. In Florence, however, he fell

in with the noble Bernardo Vecehietti— senator,

scholar, collector—a prince of amateurs, one of the

most enlightened and distinguished citizens of his

time. Bernardo, seeing that the Douaisian would do

better in Florence than in Flanders, obliged him to

stay his journey, lodged him in his own palace, gave

him money and work and opportunities of study, and

presented him to Cosimo's eldest son, Francesco dei

Medici, the heir-presumptive to the duchy. In

five years Jean

Bologne— now
Gian Bologna

—had become

a Florentine

artist, known
for an admirable

craftsman and a

good fellow, and

well I'eputed as

the author of

much good work

in bronze and

wax and clay.

What is more

to the purpose

is that he had

enemies as well

as friends, and

that to these it

was evident that

his " trade was

with sticks and

clay''' alone, and

that however

skilfully he
might " thumb,

thrust, pat, and polish " in soft material, a master-

piece in marble was beyond his powers. By the help

of Bernardo Vecehietti, who presented him with a

right block, he was presently able to prove that they

had judged him falsely. Out of Vecchietti's marble

he carved (1558) a "Venus" which established his

reputation. This was presently increased in a very

strange and pleasant fashion. Among the treasures

of Duke Cosimo was a block of Carrara marble of

extraordinary size. Baecio Bandinelli, a great ruffian

but a poor artist, had bought it years before for

Cosimo, and had marked it for his own, together with

the execution of the fountain—a "Neptune Charioting

his Sea Horses"—it was to adorn. In 1560 it was

brought to Florence, and excited an immense com-

motion. Benvenuto, who hated Bandinelli as much as

he loved good work and good materials, was incensed

beyond measure at his rival's preposterous good luck.

He stormed the duke's villa; he insisted, for the

honour of Florence, that there should be a competi-

tion, as there had been over the Baptistery gates and

the cupola of Santa Maria de' Fiori ; he claimed

the right to submit a marble of his own. The

duke was imable to withstand his instances. The

competition was ordered ; and as Baecio Bandinelli

died of grief and rage at the affront received and

the loss of his incomparable marble, it was confined

to Cellini and Ammanati among the older artists,

and to Vincenzo Danti of Perugia, and Gian Bologna,

put forward by

Duke Frances-

co, among the

younger ones.

The victor was

Ammanati, to

whom, on Va-

sari's advice,

Cosimo awarded

the commission

and the marble.

Cellini, as we
know, was a

great goldsmith

and a great artist

in little things

;

the Perugian

was impossible

from the start

;

and as for

Gian Bologna,

though to many
his mtiqiief/.e was

incomparably
the best of all,

the duke would

not so much as

OIAN EOLOONA.

(,From the Portrait by Dassano.)
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look at it. He had novor sc.mi any i;niit W"il<

in niarl)li' frnni the ynunf;' master's hiiiid
;
ami In'

was by no means anxious to run tlie risk ot luiiiu'

obliged to throw away his marble on an artist in

whose eapaeity he did not see his way to believinj;-.

As M. Desjardius notes, however, the ai)i)arent

failure was in its way a very o-rcat success. In a

little while the Boloj^nese were petitioning Duke

Francis—whose seulptor-in-ordinary the Fleming had

become, at a wage of thirteen crowns a month—

to lend them Gian Bologna for the fountain wliirli

they proposed to build in the great square i>f tlu'ir

city: a ])etition the outcome of which was the

famous "Fountain of Neptune" (15G:3-G8) ; while

years afterwards, when his fame was established, and

emperors and queens were bent on borrowing him

from his master for the adornment of their palaces

and squares, he was commissioned to produce the

great " Fontana dell' Isoletto," a masterpiece of

monumental sculpture, and the lovely " Fontana

della Grotticella" in the Boboli Gardens.

Meanwhile, he moved steadily onward, from suc-

cess to success and from achievement to achievement.

He had followed up the " Venus " with a spirited

and vigorous group in marble of " Samson and the

Philistines,'' soon to be sent to Spain. Then came

the "Fountain of Neptune;" and then, while this

was yet in hand, in a block of marble quarried under

the sculjitor's eye from the mines at Seravezza,

and brought down to Florence amid songs and

dances and public rejoicings, the admirable grouj),

reproduced in our second illustration, called at first

" La Fiorenza," and designed to represent the vic-

tory of Florence over her rival of Pisa, but after-

wards made abstract and moral, and dubbed "Virtue

Chaining Vice." This we have engraved on a pre-

ceding page. It was succeeded by the " Flying Mer-

cury," a statue which for boldness and novelty of

conception, for airy elegance of effect, for grace, and

excellence of modelling, is unique in modern art. As

may be seen in our reproduction of one of its as-

pects, the Herald of the Gods is actually a god, and

is actually in such a rapture of motion as beseems

his origin and his function. He is treading the

winds themselves, for the head beneath his winged

sandals is the head of Boreas, on the blast of whose

breath, made solid to his foot, he sjjeeds as on the

level land. In some such wise he appeared to

Shelley's Panthea :—
•.

" See where the child of heaven witli winged feet

Runs down the slanted sunlight of the dawn !

"

The "Mercury," we may add, completed the artist's

reputation. He was made a member of the Aoademia

del Disegno ; the Emperor Maximilian, to whom a

copy of the statue had been sent, did all he could

to persuade Francesco to send him to his court;

he received a commission from lln' Genoese to deco-

i-ate the (Jrinialdi Chiiii.l with statues and ba.s-

relicfs ; and for the Cathedral of Lucca he executed

a " Christ Arisen," a " St. Peter," and a " St.

Paulinus," in white marble all three. In addition

to all this, he set to work, for a whim of the duke's,

on the "Jupiter Fluvius " (loTT-Sl), the colossus

(figured in our third picture) which is still to be

seen in the ganlens of the \\\\:i Pratolino. Francesco

had built the villa and laid out its gardens, which

Tasso sang, for the delight of his mistress, the famous

Venetian, iJianca Capello; and in a grotto in the park

he obliged his favourite sculptor to build up an effigy

of the God of Rain some seventy-five feet high. The

deity, white-haired and bearded like an allegory of

old age, is crouched on one knee, and supports him-

self with one hand on the living rock. Under the other

he presses a great sea-monster, from whose enormous

maw there issues a sheet of water, which falls into a

semicircular basin below. The villa is now in ruins ;

the gardens are a waste ; the colossus itself—it is

sometimes called "The Apennine," by the way—is

more or less crazy and wrecked. The style is, how-

ever, vigorous and large ; and considered as a deco-

rative idea, the work has great and enduring merit.

Gian Bologna's next contribution to serious art

was the marble " Rape of the Sabine," an ideal

presentment in one combination of Youth and Age

and Maidenhood. The young Roman, a man in the

plentitude of comeliness and strength, bears off his

Sabine bride; and overthrown at his feet crouches

the old man from whom he has reft her. The

figure of the girl, struggling with outstretched arms

and unwilling body, is a masterpiece of beauty and

technical skill, and is in some sort a four de force

in the way of balance and arrangement, inasmuch

as it is poised in air, and is unsupported from within

by rods or tenons. The third figure is held to

spoil the effect of the group under certain aspects.

The young Roman, it is said, was modelled on

the lines of a certain Messer Bartolommeo di

Lionardo, one of the Ginori, renowned for his sur-

passing beauty, and called by the people " II Bel

Italiano." Gian Bologna found him at prayers in

the church of San Giovannino, and stopped to look

at him, so handsome and striking was his presence.

Messer Bartolommeo was somewhat disconcerted b^-

his attention, and asked him what he wanted;

whereupon the sculptor told his name and function

and the work on which he was engaged, and begged

him to sit for his Roman. This Bartolommeo readily

consented to do; and Gian Bologna paid him his

sittings with a sujierb crucifix in bronze, the work

of his own master hand. Like the "Perseus" of

Benvenuto, and like Donatello's " Judith," the group.
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\\liich was not un-

covered until 1583, was

lioused in the Lofjjgia

de' Lanzi ; and there it

remains until this day.

With the " Rape of

the Sabine," Gian Bo-

locrna appears to have

hecnme affluent. Kieh

as Franceseo was, he

luid <>iven him no more

than live-and-twenty

crowns a month for

years; and it was not

until the uncovering

of the group, and not

\nitil after reiieated re-

monstrances from the

honest old sculptor,

that he opened his

heart and his pin-se.

Then, however, he be-

stowed on the Fleming

a farm and farmstead

atTizzanodeirAntella,

with three fields at

Ghizzano and at Qua-

rato del Galuzzo. The

gift, which was free

of charges, was not a

large one, and had cost Francesco

nothing, having been confiscated

from Giuliano Landi. In 1.J87,

Francesco died, and Ferdinand

reigned in his stead. He and

his duchess, Christina of Lor-

raine, knew better how to honour

the great sculptor than Francesco

had done. They built him a

foundry at his h.iuse in the Via

di Pinti; and in 159:3, when he

went to Northern Italy, and saw

Venice, they gave him a two

months' leave of absence, lent

him a litter, and presented him

with letters of introduction to

all manner of noble personages.

Returning to Florence, he pro-

duced a " Hercules and the Cen-

taur," for the Ponte Vecehio ; a

bronze " St. Matthew," for the

Duomo at Orvieto ; a bronze

" St. Luke," for Orsan Michele ;

a pedestrian " Ferdinand," for

the Ijung' Arno at Pisa ;
and a

crucifix and two candelabra for

THE MAGAZINE OF ART.

THE FLYING MEECtlEY.

(F)-oiii /;"• Staluc hii Gian nologiia, iii

the cathedral there. Mean-

while, in 1595, he had been

commissioned to execute for

the same great clnn-ch, half

ruined by fire, a set of bronze

doors; and in six years (IGOl),

his pupils aiding, he had

produced the masterpiece we

know. These works were suc-

ceeded by the production to a

certain extent of the eques-

trian statue of Philip HI. of

Spain, and—at the request of

Marie de Medicis— of the

famous " Henri IV." which

stood for so long on the

Pont-Neuf ; and by the com-

jdetion of the Soccorso Chapel,

wherein he designed to be

buried. He was over eighty

years old when he accepted

the commissions of Marie

de Medicis and of Philip

III. ; and he lived to acquit

himself of neither. Both

were finished by Pietro Taeca.

The " Henri IV." was melted

up in the Revolution ; the

" Pliilip III.," pulled down

in 1873 to make room for

a republican monument.

In 1608 Gian Bologna, be-

ing then eighty-four years old,

expired at his house in the Via

di Pinti. He was buried in the

Soccorso Chapel. Here is Pietro

Tacca's bust of him ; another, by

Franqneville, is in the Louvre ;

and in the Louvre is the Bassano

we reproduce. In person he was

short and stout, and a little

lame ; but he enjoyed the rudest

health, and his teeth were white

and even till the end. It was

not given to him to equal Michel-

angelo ; and as this was the

end of his ambition, he may

be held to have been a kind of

failure. But it was his to live a

long and generous and laborious

life, and to win enduring emi-

nence in every branch of the

sculptor's art; so that he may

be held to have been one of

the luckiest, as he was one of

the most deserving, of men.
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A SCULPTOK OF HEROES : MARK ANTOKOLSKY.

IN a slum in Wiliio tlu'ic livcil sinnc forty years ago

a pDiir ortliiiilox Jew with many cares and a large

family. AH his life long he had struggled with Mis-

fortune, but the stubborn goddess was stronger than

he. She felt herself at home in his wretched little

hut. She settled there, and kept her wolf continually

at the door; till her miserable host was worried

off his wits, and looked as though he had run before

his time to waste and

ruin and decay.

One of his many
troubles was his son

Mark. He was a lank,

awkward, sickly boy,

with an intense and

thoughtful face. Chalk

and charcoal were never

out of his hand, and in

his passion for making

sketches he would for-

get to eat and drink.

He drew on the fences,

on the floor, on tables

and chairs, and, terrible

to relate, on the inner

walls of the hut itself.

He was often enough in

trouble for Art's sake,

and compelled to pay

in his person—in his

ears and cheeks and

otherwhere — for the

lawless and unreason-

able delight he took in

her pursuit. But pains

and penalties had no

effect upon him. He
would rub the sore

places on his frame

with an air of abstrac-

tion, and go out and

console himself im-

mediately with another

sketch. Once, when the

Jews were preparing to

make holiday, the great

brick stove in hisfather's

house had been elabo-

rately whitewashed; it

was not much, but it

187
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om the Statue hii

made the ronm look clean and eiieerful, and it was

a source of some pardonable jn-ide. You may imagine

the horror and indignation of the elder Antokolsky

when, on his return at eventide, he saw on the front

of the stove an enormous warrior flourishing a long

sword, and as black as charcoal and inspiration could

make him. This time the crime was so inhuman and

extraordinary as to make the tweaks and slaps and

pinches that were em-

ployed for minor of-

fences seem ridiculously

inadequate. The in-

jured father took up a

stick straightway, and

the offending son re-

ceived the soundest

thrashing imaginaljle.

It was well meant, no

doubt, but it was singu-

larly inefficacious. Next
day he was sketching

as vigorously as ever.

His parents were

so poor that he had to

draw where he could.

The commonest white

paper was beyond his

means ; and if chalk

and charcoal had not

been to be had for the

gathering he would

have fared but ill. His

desire, however, was

greater than his ne-

cessity; it gave him

patience and ingenuity,

and it compelled him

to succeed. Domiciled

under the same roof

with him was a book-

binder, who was accus-

tomed to cast forth

scraps and shavings

into the common yard.

These the Jew boy

gathered up with all

diligence. He pasted

them together; and in

THE PEOPLE. this Way he made him-

siark Antokolsky.) Self sketching blocks
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ami funvasus, and could draw without the fear oL'

a pair of red cars. Presently his father began to

take his passion for drawing less tragically and

with more intelligence; and in no great while, that

nothing might be lost and that money might be

made as soon as possible, he apprenticed him to a

carver. The lad became a craftsman at once, and

was able to earn from twelve to fifteen roubles

(some twenty-five to thirty shillings) a month, which

for a small boy in an out-of-the-way provincial

town is an enormous wage. And all the while he

stuck to his drawing, and plied his pencil diligently.

He was now comparatively rich : he could buy paper

and cheap water-colours. His talent and accom-

plishment got wind ; and presently the Governor of

Wilno, a certain General Nazimoff, enquired about

him, had him up for inspection, took an interest in

him, and, finding that his one ambition was to im-

prove himself in his art, and to become a student of

the Imperial Academy of Arts in St. Petersburg, gave

him a letter of introduction for the capital ; and with

this in his pocket he went on his lonely way.

The general's letter was almost useless, we are

told, and for some time Antokolsky had to fight with

poverty as for his life. In a sense he was well-

armoured enough ; for he had a will of iron, an inde-

fatigable industry, an absolute devotion to art, and a

heart and brain as full of ideals as a summer wood
is full of songs. But times were desperately hard

;

circumstances were desperately adverse. Antokolsky

had ten roubles (a pound) a month from a certain

Baron Ginsburg, it is true ; but five shillings a week

is not enough to keep body and soul together, much
less to study art upon. The Russian Academy of

Arts was given over to the devil of pseudo-cla.ssicism.

The subjects set at the examinations were all mytho-

logical ; and the students were cramped and hampered

into the bargain with all manner of conventionalities

and formal rules, without which it was not lawful for

art to be or do. Originality, truth to life and nature,

the veiy shadow of realism, were damned as vulgar and

degrading. In painting there had been some feeble

attempts to break these fetters. But sculpture was

the docile slave of formalism, and seemed to exist but

for the glorification of the dubious heroes of official

Russia. Vitaly, Pimenoff, Tolstoy, Baron Klodt

—

once considered as stars o£ the first magnitude

—worked almost exclusively on public monuments.

Whatever their task and whatever their theme, their

attention was directed not so much to the capacities

of their subject as art, as to its excellence as an oppor-

tunity of paying compliments in l)r()nze to the powers

that were. Vitaly modelled the Byzantine Emperor
Theoddsius and his wife in bas-relief for the Isaac

Cathedral in the likeness of Nicolas I. and his

Empress. Pimenoff, commissioned to produce an

immense equestrian statue of Nicolas I. for the

Winter Palace, represented his Emperor in the shape

of St. George, helmed and armoured as a Roman
warrior, with bare arms and legs, bestriding a fiery

steed, and in the act of spearing the Dragon. All

these masterpieces were absolutely worthless from

the point of view of creation and conception ; all

were feeble in execution ; all were touched with an

inane effeminacy of expression. No doubt there were

exceptions to the rule, and happy ones : Klodt's

" Kriloff," for example, and the realistic essays of

Kamensky, an artist of much talent, who died young.

But, in general, the ideals and ambitions of our

sculptors were as I have said ; and these ambitions

and ideals were stronger and more imperious at the

Academy of Arts than elsewhere. It is typical of

Antokolsky that, in spite of his preposterous environ-

ment, he showed himself from the beginning an

independent and daring artist.

In 1864 he exhibited his first work, an alto-

relievo, a " Jew Tailor." In the teeth of rules and

traditions, the subject was presented not in gypsum,

not in bronze, not even in marble. It was wrought

in wood, as if the author had been a common carver,

only anxious to appear a good craftsman, and

without any ambition to become an artist. "Who
knows ? " says the art-critic Stassoff, " it was perhaps

this very unassumingness of Antokolsky that won
him the medal (second class, silver) he received at the

exhibition ? " All the same, his work was an out-

rage upon official art. It represented a lean and

hungry Jew, in the cap and caftan of his race, sitting

cross-legged in the window of his little shop, and

trying hard to thread his needle at the light, and so

entirely absorbed in the effort that his eyes, his lips,

and every muscle of his face are parties to the trans-

action. Antokolsky had often witnessed the achieve-

ment in the slum at Wilno where he was born, and

where he had grown up an artist and a lover of nature,

lie succeeded in its presentation because he was truth-

ful and sincere. Next year he exhibited a second

alto-relievo, this time in wood and ivory. The subject

was a country miser counting his money. It took

the public by surprise. The reality of the type, the

greed and cunning in the face, the truth of gesture,

the uncompromising accuracy of detail and costume,

were not less novel than astonishing. People at once

began to look for something great from Antokolsky;

and he did not deceive their expectations. But they

had to wait for it. Poverty and affliction were heavy

on him ; and it was not imtil nearly five years after

that he achieved his triumphant " Ivan the Ter-

rible." This heroic savage, in whom Old Russia

is incarnate, appeared to him garlied in his monk's

frock, as one set between desjaair and the hope of

grace, between the promises of Holy Writ and the
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memory of his many crinios, witli tlie BiLlo on his

knee and at his side the legendary sceptre— tall,

solid, shod with livinj? steel—wherewith he tested

the manhood of his nobles, and l)eat out the Ijraiiis

oF liis enenMes, and took the life of his son. Tluis

il was tiia) the <;reat Tzar was revealed ; and as

Antnkolsky setdptured, so have we engraved.

When he conceived this immortal work he was still

starving' on a j)Ound a month. It would have liecn

mere midsummer madness to think of a studio of his

own. He tried to get cue in the Academy ; but he

tried in vain. He then asked jK'rmission to work

there during the vacation in the sculptors' class

rooms ; and after a great deal of circumlocution the

required jjermission was granted (1870) on condition

that in return for it he mended all the broken noses

and maimed hands and lame legs of the battered old

bas-reliefs which had been sent in on account of the

Academy g(dd medal. He began to work at his

"Ivan the Terrible" with the passionate and inde-

fatigable unrest peculiar to him. He wanted to

finish it out of hand/ under the impulse of an unique,

unbroken inspiration. The incessant labour, the old

unending hardships and privations, the miserable cir-

cumstances under which he lived and wrought, com-

bined to make him seriously ill. He took a horrible

cough, and began to suffer violently from pulmonary

haemorrhage. He was obliged to leave his work, and

go home and rest. In a month he was back again in

St. Petersburg. There a new grief was in store for

him. The class-room in which his model stood, by

order of the academical authorities, had been appro-

priated to other uses, and the terrible Tzar had been

parcelled out in fragments, and stowed away in a

lumber room under the roof. Antokolsky kept np

his heart. He was worn to a shadow with hardship

and illness ; he had no light to work in, and no room

;

he was faint and giddy and tired ; but he laboured

on. And at last "The Terrible" was finished.

Naturally enough, the artist's first idea was to show

his work to his professors. He was a young man,

however; and none of them were interested in his

work. Had it been a veteran's, like Pimenoff or

Baron Klodt, it would have been another pair of

shoes. But it was only Antokolsky's ; and they de-

clined to look at it. So the artist went and called on

Prince Gagarin, the President of the Academy, and

asked inspection of him. The President was very

civil, told him that he had long had his eye on him,

and that he would be delighted to come and see. He
came ; he saw ; he was conquered. No such work

had come from a Russian artist ; and he knew it, and

was enchanted with the knowledge. Next day he

returned with the Grand Duchess Maria Paulovna

;

she was every whit as much astonished and impressed

as the President. " The Emperor must see your

work !
" she said in iicr ecstacy. But to make this

possible another sacrifice was required of the artist.

He was still under the tiU^s ; at such a height the

J'^mperor and he were practically ten tliDUsaiid miles

a])art; and he was recpiested to cut n\> his work, and

get it carricil piecemeal down-slairs and .set up in a

bigger roiiui on the ground floor. This he positively-

refused to do. The President was persuasive ; the

Grand Duchess was benevolently imperious; but the

sculptor stood firm. Then, at a sign from Her Im-

perial Highness, a miracle was operated in the little

garret. The door became covered with exquisite

tapestry ; fair windows appeared in its walls ; it

grew glorious with costly furniture and silken hang-

ings ; and one evening at six o'clock there was a

strange and awful jingle of spurs on the narrow

stairs, and in came the Tzar. He looked affably at

the majestic presentment of his predecessor; and he

honoured the artist with a " gracious conversation :

"

— " Who are you ? "— " Antokolsky."— " Where

from?"— " Wilno."— "Very good, very good!"

With that there was another strange and awful

jingle of spurs, and the Tzar had vanished.

The monarch's visit to the studio of the neglected

young sculptor amazed and terrified the representatives

of official art. " What have you done ? " they asked

Antokolsky. " I have done an ' Ivan the Terrible !
'

"

was his rejoinder. Crowds of visitors began to besiege

the Academy ; and rapturous accounts of the new

genius and his magnificent creation were on every-

body's lips. The exhibition in fact, though on a much

smaller scale, had pretty much the effect of those of

^'eresehaguin later on. The number of visitors was

smaller ; but the surprise, the enthusiasm, the sym-

pathy, the interest in the new man, and the new

departure were fully as intense. The statue was

bought by the Government, and a bronze of it now
adorns the Hermitage collection. In 1S7;J South

Kensington endeavoured to obtain a gypsum cast.

But Antokolsky was in Rome ; the negotiations fell

through ; and South Kensington is wanting still.

The " Ivau the Terrible " made Antokolsky an

Academician, and so gave him a pension for life. He
was sent off to Italy at once, as it was feared that his

delicate health would break down under the ameni-

ties of the Russian climate. In 187^ he exhibited his

" Peter the Great," the original of our full-j):ige

picture, and iu lS7-i his "Christ Before the People,"

a reproduction of which is placed at the head of

this article. The great White Tzar, the immortal

Builder of Ships, is marching on an enemy. The

lines of Antokolsky's figure are instinct with the

heroic swagger, the irresistible will, the fiery and

indomitable resolution, of his tremendous original.

Thus might he have looked when he marshalled

his lines at Pultowa ; thus when he challenged the
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(From the Statue by Mark AntokoJsky.)
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barbarism oi his own land and tliu uivilisulimi of InrniL-r," he says, ' who rose in revolt ac^-ainst the

the West. The fifjure of the " Christ," however, is, exehisiveness and injustiee of the Pharisees and

as 1 think, the tiiier and the more original of the ISadducees, who jiroelainied the Kingth)m of Truth

IVAN THE TERRIBLE.

(From llie Stalue hij Mark Anto!;olsky.)

two. The conception is more human and profonnd

;

and Brotherhood and Freedom on Earth for the

the effect is nobler and more affecting. Antokolsky very people which in its fury and blindness cried

himself has described his intention, in a letter ' Crucify him ! crucify him !

' I have represented

to his friend Stassoff, and I shall not scruple to Him as standing before the people for whom He after-

quote his description. " I shall make Christ a re- wards laid down His life, forgiving them, ' for they
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kuow uot what they do.' " As it seems to me, his

Redeemer—outraged, bound, condemned. His meek
head bowed beneath the stupid execrations o£ the

churls He wouhl have lifted to Himself—is certainly

the most nidvinj^ and orio-inal in modern art.

ill 1S75, when in Rome, Antokolsky produced, for

the churchyard of Monte Testario, a monument to

Princess Obolensky,a young lady whom he had known.

She is sitting, in mute despair, on a great square stone

at tlie entrance of her tomb. The conception of

the work is strikingly imaginative. The pain, the

infinite regret, the speechless sorrow in the sweet

young face, are affecting in a high degree. This

excellent work was succeeded by a series of achieve-

ments in all of which the master-thought is like-

wise one of defeat and the breaking of life. In his

"Death of Socrates'" (1876) the hero is shown to us

cold and stiff in his chair, his arms inert and pendent,

his head fallen forwards on his breast, as his friends

and disciples may have seen him after the draught of

hemlock. In "Irreparable Loss" (1876) there is

presented the bust of a dead boy, pathetic and still

on the white pillows in which he is laid. Then comes

the "Last Sigh of Christ on the Cross" (1877), a

poignant realisation of the supreme agony, the ulti-

mate and consummate pang of the hour ujjon Calvary.

And then the famous " Head of John the Baptist

"

(1878), couched in grisly and awful quiet on the

charger of Herodias, with the broad keen glaive

beneath it that has just sliced through najje and

throat; the "Baron Ginsburg " (1878), a kiud of

threnody in marble; and the "Spinoza" (1882), of

which more hereafter. I should add that these

" sculptured elegiacs," these material and abiding

laments, are no mere illustrations of the primal curse

of mortality. In all the dominant idea is one of sorrow-

fulness and of reproach—is the idea, in fact, which

animates the " Christ Before the People/' and makes

the figure not only live for us, but seem charged

with heroic and tragical significance. The sculptor's

meaning is but too plain. He has seen that it is

the wont of the mob to persecute and destroy its

benefactors; and his work is one long descant, in

terms of heartfelt melancholy, on the vanity of human

effort and the sorrowfulness of human destiny.

Besides these, Antokolsky has j)roduccd a nundjer

not yet exhibited. The most important is certainly the

" Spinoza." The mighty Jew is represented at the

most tragic pass of his life. His writings have been

burned by the hangman ; he has been twice anathe-

matised : he is utterly forsaken ; his last days are

upon him. He is a bent and broken man of five-

aud-thirty— his face rather Dutch than Hebraic

in type. He is sitting mournful in a chair, his

hands are crossed helpless upon his breast, his knees

are covered with a rug. The pen has fallen from

his grasp ; a half-folded letter—a letter of ill news,

no doubt—lies on the floor at his feet. His face

is lit with a great and potent thought. All the

wickedness and meanness of mankind have not been

able to extinguish the light of his intelligence ; and

you read in his look the words of his device :
" Sadly

I pass over the malice and injustice of man to serve

the only God." Persecution, slander, hate—all this is

nothing to him. His thoughts soar higher, and the

sad eyes gaze into space as if they saw the mystery of

the future. "Poor, stupid men," he seems to say,

"you suffer and are sorrowful ; and yet you are afraid

of intellectual liberty and the truth which alone can

hell) and save you ! " In this spirit have the world's

heroes lived and died. Antokolsky, essentially a

thinker and a poet, has devoted himself to its expres-

sion, and has made himself a name and place unique

in modern art. Jzaac Pavlovsky.

SCENE-PAINTEE AND ACTOE.

THE days are long past when Roscius was a player

in Rome and every actor came riding on his

ass. The Roscius of to-day rides in a special train or

charters a steamer. He is not in himself an abstract

and brief chronicle of the time, but he compresses a

very microcosm in his portmanteaux. He carries

with him cities and temples, gardens and wildernesses,

alps and oceans, the sun and moon and stars of

heaven. His marbles are of real plaster, his green-

sward of real cotton, his forests of real papier-mache.

He may or may not act a play, but certainly he will

illustrate it. If he cannot hold the mirror up to

nature, he can at least work a magic lantern with

novel and ingenious slides. Sho'.espeare supplies the

text for the pictures, the lecture for the panorama.

At other times the drama becomes a species of egg-

dance, an adroit flitting in and out among fragile

gimcraeks. The actor is a sort of educated buU-in-a-

china-shop, not destructive indeed, but still less at his

ease, awed by the sanctity of crocker}'. If he does

not live up to a teapot, he acts down to it. A breath

of passion in such a scene would be as fatally out of

place as a tragedy in a card-castle. Life is presented

in a glass ease labelled " This side u])—with care."

Thespis' cart has become a furniture-van.

Some reformers would like to pass a sumptuary law
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for llio sliij^c, wliilf soini', like Ticck, would I'vcn revert

to tlio ElizaljL'tlian and Chinese fasliion of It'uviiifi^ the

spectator's iniaj^inatiou to eoiistruct tlie scenery, witli

tlie aid of a placard inscribed "This is a temple," or

" This is a drawing-room." Ail such hard-antl-fast

theories, however, are the result of that lack of drama-

turijie science—we must accustom ourselves to this

awkward word in default of a better—which charac-

terises English criticism. Any fixed rule as to the

amount of scenic decoration permissible must neces-

sarily he mistaken. As to the amount, I say, not as

to tlie j)ro])ortion. The problem is simply to arrive

at an understanding of the due proportion wliich must

exist between action and decoration, or more pre-

cisely between emotion and circumstance. And here

at the outset we meet with the general rule, subject

to many apparent but few real exceptions, that the

one element must be in the inverse ratio of the other.

The stronger the emotion to be portrayed, the less

elaborate must l)e the decoration, and vice verm. For

the loves of Strephon and Phyllis we require a back-

ground from Watteau, but Prometheus not only may
but must be chained to the barest rock.

The most obvious inference from this is that the

scenery of comedy should be more elaborate than that

of tragedy. And the inference is entirely just if only

we projierly define tragedy and comedy, and remem-
ber the tendency of the modern drama to fuse the

two. The " School for Scandal," a pure comedy of

manners, gives room for unlimited stage decoration.

It may easily be ill decorated, but it can scarcely be

over-decorated so long as space is left for free motion.

And here it is curious to note, whether as a mere

chance or as an example of Sheridan's dramatic in-

stinct, that the one emotional passage of the play

occurs in what is naturally the soberest and least

elaborate scene. This idea of proportioning the

scene to the business "then to be considered " is the

last which occurs to a modern manager. He gives

his scenic artist carfe hlanvhe, and insists upon each

decoration reaching a fixed standard of magnificence.

Juliet's bedchamber where she is to battle with the

grisly horrors of the tomb shall be as rich, if not as

gaudy, as the banquet-hall where she does nothing

much more serious than walk a minuet. Indeed,

there is a natural tendency to make the more emo-

tional scenes also the more elaborate, for the simple

reason that they are usually long.

In a certain sense this modern craze for over-

decoration exemplifies rather than contravenes the

principle I have laid down. It is precisely because

we must put up with a very limited (juantity of emo-

tion that we are treated to such lavish displays of

stained glass and tapestry. The great actor seeks to

concentrate attention upon himself, not by " taking

the stage " to the exclusion of his fellows, but by

limiting the inanimate accessories to the strictly

necessary. The mediocre performer, on the other

hand, is only too well plea.sed to divert from himself

any intensity of attention of which a modern audience

may be capable. lie will still be the " star" among
his fellows on the stage, but he does not grudge the

scene-painter a share, and that the lion's share, of his

"artistic triumphs." In this word "attention" we
have reached the underlying principle of the whole

matter. There is in any given audience a certain

quantity of attention which may, or rather must, be

secured. In the varying means which arc taken to

secure it lies the difference between greatness and

mediocrity. Greatness relies on itself, mediocrity on

its accessories. Let us take, as an instance of great-

ness which few will dispute, Salvini in the fifth act of

"Othello." It would be easy to display much erudi-

tion, taste, and liberality in the construction and

decoration of a Veneto-Moorish bedchamber of the

Fifteenth Century. Our greatest artist-archoeologists

would be delighted to provide designs, which our

scene-painters could execute with admirable precision

and refinement. The result would be an exquisite

interior, upon which critics would lavish columns of

description and praise. But the moment Othello

appeared on the stage we should find ourselves in

a dilemma as to whether he or the furniture should

be the main object of attention. Neither could be

appreciated without an exercise of our whole avail-

able power of mind—which, then, should it be? In

the case of Salvini there can be little doubt as to

how the scale would turn ; but even then the unde-

niable claims to notice of the architecture and furni-

ture would have a certain distracting effect. At
the very best, all the taste and lavishness would be

utterly thrown away. With a second-rate Othello,

again, the result might be different. In studying

the tracery of a window we might fail to notice

that such and such an inflexion of voice was an

effect of convention and not of truth; the play of

colour on the bed-curtains might blind us to spas-

modic gesture and "business" clumsily conceived.

We might leave the theatre with the impression of

having received on the whole a good deal of aesthetic

pleasure; and this, it may be said, is a sufficient

" plea in avoidance " of my argument. But it is not

so. There is one form of pleasure which dramatic

art alone can give ; another which is peculiar to

decorative art. We go to the theatre for the one, to

South Kensington for the other. Wlien the theatre

becomes a museum it tacitly confesses itself in-

capable of giving in full that ])leasure which is its

exclusive property, and so dues not completely fullil

its office.

The question demands a volume rather than a

few columns for its adequate discussion. There are
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all sDits of iiiiidifying' circumstances to be taken into

account. The length of time, for example, during

wliich a scene is to be presented to us is of great

importance. In " Forget-Me-Not " the whole action

takes place in the salon of a Roman villa, com-
mencing in a tone of light comedy and gradually

rising to a strongly emotional climax. Here all

possible elaboration may fairly be devoted to the
" set," since we have time to make ourselves at home
in it, as it were, before we become absorbed in the

process of emotions. Again, there is a distinction to

be drawn between a drama of personal passion and

one which represents rather an historical conflict

—

between a drama of individuals and a drama of

masses, so to speak. " Othello " is an instance of

the one, "Julius Caesar" of tbe other. Details

apart, there was nothing inartistic in the elaboration

which the Meiningen company devoted to the latter,

for a fair proportion was always maintained between

the background and the action to be exhibited against

it. I am speaking, of course, merely of the scenery,

and not of the famous " Meiningen crowds," which

open a totally different question.

Again, it is to be remembered that the modern
drama tends more and more to become a drama of

background, constructed with the set purpose of

reproducing the surroundings of life with minutely

detailed accuracy. This form of art is at least con-

sistent in its aim. Taking advantage of material

means unknown to the classic dramatists from
Shakespeare to Schiller, it strives after effects differ-

ing from theirs not only in degree but in kind.

The mere change in the illuminating medium is of

incalculable significance. With Goethe died the

candle-light drama, with Scribe arose about the same
time our present drama of gas and calcium. From
Scribe are descended, however they may disclaim

their parentage, Sardou with his electric bells and
Zola with his realistic lavoirs, soon to develop, per-

haps, into naturalistic slaughter-houses. Strangely

enough, too, the new conditions of scenic art acted

through Scribe upon Meyerbeer, through Meyer-

beer upon Wagner; so that scenically there is kin-

ship between " Parsifal " and " Nana." We, in

England, are mainly affected by the French tendency

to construct an action with the deliberate jiurpose of

placing it against a photographic background. One
advantage of this method, within due limits, is that

it glosses over mediocrity in acting. It is certainly

judicious in these latter days to cultivate a style

which demands in its interpretation respectable talent

rather than resplendent genius. When genius appears

it will have no difficulty in finding material to work
upon. But let us clearly recognise that this style is

not the style of Shakespeare, and that in applying

to his dramas modern methods of illustration we are

producing an impure form of art. We are decanting

old wine into new bottles, and the true aroma is lost

in the process. It is as though a painter were to go
round the Scrovegni Chapel and paint Turneresque

sunsets or Tadema interiors in the backgrounds of

Giotto's frescoes. We cannot return to the rush-

strewn, arras-hung stage of Shakespeare's time any

more than we can return to Garriek's tie-wig

and knee-breeches. But we can surely bear in mind

that Shakespeare's drama is not like ours of to-

day, a drama of background. The accessories which

form an integral part of the original conception of a

play by Sardou were unimagined by Shakespeare.

Thus everything which distracts attention from the

action as he conceived it, by so much diminishes the

legitimate effect ; or, in other words, whatever in the

background forces itself upon our notice is wrong

and out of place. Splendour and meanness are alike

to be avoided ; a sober appropriateness is what we
should demand. Fechter at the Odeon tried the

experiment of mounting " Tartuffe " with the rich

elaboration of a modern comedy, and the result was

disastrous. The Parisians preferred the dingy con-

ventional set to which they were accustomed, and in

this they showed more sense of fitness than would

have been found in a London audience. I do not

plead for dinginess, but I protest against irrelevant

and distracting splendour. William Archer.

-•5^»«««=j»

KABYLE JEWELLERY.

IN Kabylia the jeweller's art is a very ancient and

honourable mystery. Working memliers of the

profession are found in all the tribes; Imt perhaps the

Alt Yenni are the most celebrated for the number
and beauty of their patterns, the industry having been

concentrated and developed among them. Silver is

the only precious metal used ; they have never worked
in gold. Crucibles for the use of jewellers are made

of a particular kind of clay found in the country of

the Ait Yenni, and the paste formed of this clay is

mixed with hair to give it greater strength. It is

possible that the Ait Yenni tribe owe their pre-

eminence in this art to their almost exclusive pos-

session of the clay suitable for the manufacture

of crucibles. The operation is commenced by melt-

ing down silver coins, especially (if they can be had)
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ancient Spanish "douros." For some kinds nf jewels im an unvil, and made into plates ut dill'eient tliick-

the silver is kept i)ure ; for others it is mixed with an nesses ; it is also fasiiioned into wire of varions

alloy of zinc and tin, a sort of harharic silver which sizes—for rings, chains, and other kinds of orna-

forms a "ood stroiiw metal, much l)etter for constant ment— which are sometimes twistc<l for enamelled

wear than pure silver, and capable of receiving a very jew^els. The ornaments may be divided into two

KABYLE JEWELLERY.— I. : A K.VBYLE IIEAUTY.

high ]x)lish, which, however, is generally reserved for

the filigree ornamentation and the little beads imitating

pearls—the Kabyles showing their artistic instincts

by preferring to keep the flat parts of the trinket

either oxidised dark, or covered with coloured enamel.

Dealers in Algiers always tell yon these jewels are made

of " metaille," thereby saving their consciences from

the shadow of falsehood.

After melting, the silver or metal is hammered

188

classes : those enamelled in colours, and those de-

stined only to be decorated with coral, or filigree

work made by arranging the twisted wires in count-

less varied designs on the flat silver plates. The

first always have a plaque of metal made in the

required shape, on which are fixed twisted wires in

the pattern chosen, thus forming a closal-in space

intended to receive the enamel, the l)its of coral, and

the bright spots of metal intended to represent pearls.
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The wires are fixed in tlu-ir i)laees with little pincers,

and then made to adhere by means of a solder formed

of two parts of silver, one of brass, and one of arsenic

of suliihiir. This solder reduced to powder is iilaced

around the object to be set; the plaque is then heated;

and as the soUler melts at a lower teni|>erature than

a second, transparent dark screen, due to the oxide of

chrome; the third, of lif>'iit opaque green obtained

from bi-oxide of cojjper ; and the fourth, of an opaque

yellow which has for a base chromate of lead. Re-

duced to fine powder and mixed with water, these

en:uiicls are sj)read in thin layers on the beds pre-

KABYLE JEWELLEKY. — II : BROOCHES AND PINS.

the metal, the join is easy. The foundation of jewels

made by this method must be of silver with less alloy

than the solder, or the whole trinket would melt.

The common jewels sold at very low prices, which are

generally made of brass washed over with zinc or tin,

have ornaments so slightly fastened that they are

constantly dro]iping off. To solder silver the Kabyles

employ a substance formed of one part sulphur of

arsenic, one part bitartrate of potassium, and one part

of brass, melted together, to which is afterwards

added by a second fusion two parts of silver. The

enamels used are bought in Tunis or Algiers, and

are of European make. They are four in number

:

one a transparent blue, coloured with oxide of cobalt

;

pared for them ; the jewel is then exposed to the

proper heat ; and the enamel is fixed by melting.

This process, by which extremely beautiful results are

obtained at a very moderate price, might be easily

imitated at home. Pieces of coral are simjily fixed

in their places with wax, and are fastened there by

pressing down the overlapping bits of metal round

them. The unenamelled trinkets are as varied as the

caprices and fortunes of their makers.

The principal jewels made are double shoulder

pins joined together by a chain—often with an

amulet in the middle—used for fastening the dress

on the shoulders. A Kabyle woman's dress owes

very little to the art of the dressmaker. The bodice
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is formcil anew each morning, '>y lioiii}? secured on are somef iim.s(ini:iiiieiitwl with silvei- inlaid on metal,

the shoiddeis liy th.'se jiins, which are "generally alike At times they assume such I'ormidable dimensions

(Fig. II.). In our illustrative jKjrtrait two patterns as to look almost like small shields. Their usual

are^'iven. They are always very cla.ssieal in shape; form is round, but many varii-.! and sometimes very

and sometimes the pins are of such lar<^e dimensions elegant shapes are seen.

that one is not surprised to read how the Greek The turban head-dress is usually made of silk

women stabbed a man to death with the jiins of searves, most commonly black, and twisted into

their brooches. Brooches are of many dilTercnt varied forms. The diadems worn, as may be seen

forms anil sizes (Fig. ii.). The large round I)rooch

with hanging chains and ball pendants is only worn

after a woman has borne a child, and even then

with a difference. Thus the mother of a daugliter

wears hers in her bodice, but the proud mother of

r)y our picture of a Kabyle l)fauty, are very hand-

some and original ; they are usually made of three

plaques of metal joined together by semispheres of

bright metal, which have a very striking eft'ect. Tlie

plaques are always enamelled and enriched with

a son sets hers in the middle of her forehead, with rounded pieces of coral set in rows, much as in a

the balls falling over her eyebrows. From this Jewish high-priest's breast])late. The diadem is

honoured position it is sometimes torn off, and (lung placed round the turban-shaped head-dress, and sup-

in rage aiid defiance at the feet of the husband, ported in its place by means of small hooks, which

when some domestic difference of opinion has induced fasten on to the top of the turban. A row of various

him unduly to chastise her. Some brooches present pendants dangle over the eyebrow. Amulets form

exactly the same shape as those still worn by old an important item of a Kabyle woman's possessions
;

Highland women. It is strange how much signifi- they are sometimes large and square, containing a

cance is yet attached to these ornaments; her brooch written charm, usually a prayer from the Koran, and

is the last thing a Highland woman can be i)er- are attached to the side by long chains like a chate-

suaded to part with. Ear-rings (Fig. in.) are made of laine (Fig. iv.) . Sometimes they are round or oval,

many different patterns. Some are small, to hang and contain perfumes. Bracelets (Fig. vi.) are found

from the lobe of the ear ; some are very large, to

hook over the ear, supported by strings tied at the

top of the head under the

head-dress. The long dang-

ling chains which always

hang from these large ear-

I'ings are decorated at inter-

vals with bits of rough coral

and coloured glass beads

imported from Europe, and

often end in little pointed

bits of polished cornelian.

Long dangling chains and

drooping ornaments are a

great feature in Kabyle

jewellery, and in that of

the Bedouins. The negro

replaces chains and beads

with long strips of coloured

leather and white shells;

but the decorative feeling

is the same in all these

neiglibouring nationalities.

Even in the beautiful jewel-

lery of the Moorish jVrabs

you see delicate drooping

gold chains and pendent

pearls. Waist-clasps are

worn of many different

kinds. In addition to the

usual filigree work they

of innumerable shapes. Some are made of a band

of metal four inches wide, fitted to the arm, and

KAliYLK JEWELLEEY. EiK-RINQS.
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oni:imeiitc<l willi mile rc/iuii.sfs,' work. I'crlKips tlic

greatest care and wealth of fancy are bestowed on the

necklaces. Th(^y mostly consist of charms hung from

chains. A large richly-worked amulet forms the

centre, with many smaller ones around. No doubt

these charms all mean something, and have each a

special function in preserving their owner from harm.

Toads and fish are common; sometimes we have a

butterfly, a vase, a triangle, a flower . Many forms

of the cross are seen, perhaps introduced by Christian

slaves (who often escaped from Algiers into the

mountains), or due to still earlier

Christian tradition. Pistols, daggers,

and the conventional sign known

as the Hand of Mahomet,

often appear; to these are

added coral and amber

beads, coins, bits of

glass or cornelian,

ight - coloured

jiebbles, scraps

of motherof-

*f\.

pearl, o;

shells

or even

coloured

seeds, be-

sides nun-

bers of those

glass beads,

which commerce

has been pouring by

boat-loads, in almost

an unbroken stream

,

into Africa ever since the

days of the Phosnician merchants.

A Kabyle woman's jewellery be-

longs entirely to herself, and cannot

be claimed by the husband in ease

of a divorce. Naturally she is ex-

tremely particular about its shape

and quality. It is generally made

to order. The purchaser sends the

money necessary for the article he requires

;

the workman furnishes the brass, coral, and

enamel ; he then takes for his share one

half of the silver sent ; for jewels without coral

or enamel, the payment is the eighth or tenth.

It is said that people are now too poor to order

such handsome ornaments as were onee worn, but

the workmen are still quite capable of executing

any orders given to them.

It is very difficult now to purchase any good

Kabyle jewellery in Algiers. The tribes near that

town were some years ago severely tried by famine,

and they sold all their available ornaments, while

those who joined in the insurrection of 1871 were

very heavily fined, and the trinkets of the women

were swept away in the endeavour to raise funds

sufticieut to pay off those fines. A good necklace

(when it can be found) costs al)out three guineas ; a

fairly good brooch, and some classical pins, may yet

sometimes be picked up in the town ; as Kabyle

women (like their husl)ands) are litigious, and will

come into Algiers expressly to sell their jewellery,

to procure legal advice. Otherwise they will not part

with their treasured trinkets, but are often rich in

coral and amber ornaments. A merchant has assured

me that there arc no better judges of both, and that

they will not purchase inferior qualities. They do not

care about having coral in the form of beads, but

show their good taste by preferring it in its natural

form, only having it cut into pieces of convenient

size, and polished. The common people often wear it

quite rough. A woman who possesses the necessary

funds will often adorn herself with sixteen pounds

of coral and amber, thereby exciting the envy of

all her friends : whereas, if she were a slave, and

compelled to support that weight of one of the baser

metals, she would arouse the sympathy of all lie-

holders. At the hot baths of Hammam R'lrha,

Kabyle women often bathed in a complete suit of

jewellery, and sometimes refused to remove their

enormous head-dresses. These edifices must take a

long time to build up, and as the women often come

long distances to the baths, they may object

to wasting time in undressing their heads,

preferring to spend all the time in the water.

Their jewellery is probably

f.ivtened underneath the struc-

ture, and cannot easily be

removed. As, too, they

have very few opportuni-

ties of exhi-

bition, their

appearance in

all their war

paint is not

unnatural.

Silver - gilt

jewels are some-

times offered for sale

in Algiers, with Kabyle

enamelling on them,

but the ornaments are

moreArab than Kabyle,

EABYLE JEWELLEET.—

H

AMULET AND CHAIN.
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and liavf innlKiMy licoii made in order. In weinliinij-

materials!, workmen make use of little scales of Kun>-

jK'an nianiit'aedire. The stiff {jeoinetrieal designs

uhieli ai)i)ear on K.al)\ le iK)ttery, and woven slull's.

always found il inniossilde to copy a liead. Tiieir

onlv way of re|)rodueinj:;- French money is Ijy casting

it in a mould, when the eopy is always smaller than

the original. Tiie metal used is silver, with an alloy

KABTLE JEWELLKEY,

and "^ive so eharaeteristie and ori-

ginal an impress to these manufae-

tures, do not have any part in the

jewellery, but give place to more easy

and flowing lines. The whole of the

jeweller's art seems governed by a

different vein of feeling, and to draw

its inspiration from another and more

educated source. As the jeweller's

trade is entirely in the hands of men,

while women alouj are potters and weavers, it is

possible the two sexes are following totally different

traditions.

Alt-el- Arba, one of the centres of the jewel trade,

is also celebrated for the manufacture c)f base money.

Kabyles have always been renowned for "coining."

At one time the fabrication of false money was carried

on among them on a very large scale. The coins of

Morocco, Tunis, and the old Regency of Algiers were

the principal objects of imitation, as- the Kabyles have

NECKLACE.

of tin and brass, according to the

fancy of the maker. It is melted

in the same crucibles as those made

by the Yenui tril)e for the use of

jewellers. False money was usually

made to order. Strangers from a

distance came into the country and

took away large quantities to put

into circulation in their own neigh-

bourhoods. The sale of false money

in the markets ; hnt the Kabyles

repressed with extreme severity any attempt to pass

it in their own villages. Any one discovered in

such an act was stoned on the spot. The workers,

by a singular scruple, never passed their coins

themselves, seeming to think they would be dis-

lionouretl by entering on such a commerce. Still

I have heard of a Kabyle who, seeing some French

money, succeeded in imitating it exactly, and then

brought it in triumph to show to friends in Algiers.

was permitted
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He npjieni'cd quite unconscious of liavinfj offondeJ

in any way iigainst liie law ; but he had to bo

kabtlt; jewelleky.—vi. ; bracelets.

punished

—

pour deconrager les aidres. It is believed

that only one attempt has been made by Kabyles to

imitate gold coinage—in 1862 ; but the money was

so light and badly made that the "smasher" was at

once condemned, and the attempt has not been

repeated. The coins were of tin, washed over with a

liquid obtained from Algerine

Jews: the workmen engraved

on steel by means of bichloride

of mercury; and they also in-

laid silver on iron. Some amu-

lets thus treated have a very

good effect. Like our engravers

they also work an burin, and

operate directly with the dry

point of the hammer on the

metal to be engraved, which

may be silver, brass, or iron.

They also inlay silver on wood.

Their tools are of home manu-

facture, and are exactly analo-

gous to ours, but are not so

carefully finished. They en-

grave seals, inscriptions on

arms, and so forth. It would

be very easy for them to form

among themselves a school of skilful workmen ; for

they possess the quick, impressionable, artistic nature,

and with training and example should be capable of

much. Madeline A. Wai.lace-Dunlop.

AN APOSTLE OF THE PICTUKESQUE.

WE are so accustomed to speak with complacency

of the almost universal feeling for the beau-

tiful in Nature current in these days, that we are

apt to regard it as a modern manifestation and a

proof of our superior culture. It is not certain, how-

ever, whether it is not as superficial as it is common.

The picturesque tourist of the coaching days and

the sentimental traveller of the Eighteenth Cen-

tury possessed more advantages over the gregarious

tourists of to-day than our pride will admit. Their

conceptions of Nature were unaffected by the pre-

judices and unrestricted by the theories of sesthetic

critics. For them guide books were nothing more

than friendly finger-posts that indicated desirable

sketching-grounds, or historic mansions, or inns where

the madeira was above reproach. Such were safe

guides, for they never firesumed to dictate to the

traveller what he should admire, or to trifle with the

sensibility of his epoch. The Picturesque had not

suffered from inflexible definition; it was a quality

in landscape that was capable of vast amplification in

his mind. The early seekers after the picturesque

were discoverers, and acquired something of the

renown which is now the reward of more excursive

voyagers. In the days when gout was almost

universal, and the highways abounded in perils, it

was a venturesome undertaking to travel from

London to the Hebrides, as Johnson did, or, with

Gray, to explore the English lakes. On the other

hand, owing to the wilder country and the thinner

population, the charms of solitude and repose could

be attained with far greater ease than now. Novelty

lay, as it were, almost at the traveller's door. Yet

in spite of all these incentives to meditative travel,

pursuers of Picturesque wei'e few until near the end

of the century.

Among the early records of our tourists, the

writings of William Gilpin stand alone. He alone,

among all his errant contemporaries, sought the Pic-

turesque for its own sake and made the freest profes-

sion of his faith. He was the father of the modern

tourist. But from a literary point he was far more

than this. His works are absolutely contemporary

with the earlier movements in our poetry of a return

to Nature, and they are sensient with revolt. Be-

tween the deadly artificiality of the age of Pope

and the passionate sensibility of Wordsworth he is a

connecting link. It is impossible arbitrarily to fix
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any one peiioJ ulien our literature was tIiroiii;'liout

infected with a t'riyid insensibility to the beauty of

Nature. But regarding literature as the natural

medium for the outflow of that passion for Nature,

winch reached its culmination in Wordsworth anil

Shelley, it may l)e assumed that it was never at so

low an ebb as during the literary i)re-eminenje of

Pope. When we find Addison speaking of lakes and

woods, and the visual landscape, as " the dead pieces

of Nature "—by " dead pieces " he seems to mean

what is called " still life "—and when, later, we

meet with ])oems of such dei)lorable taste as Miss

Seward's sonnet on a coflin lid, we realise the revo-

lutionary force of that feeling to which even Gray

had given slight and hesitating utterance. Of

(iilpin little is known but that he came of an old

Cumberland family, and was for many years Vicar of

Boldre in the New Forest, and Prebendary of Salis-

bury. One of his ancestors was Bernard Gilpin,

the celebrated divine of the Reformation days.

A study of his writings reveals in him a man

of notable character, individual in humour, and a

shrewd and able critic. The quaintness of his style

has been too much insisted uj)on ; it is something

inherent to the age of which he was representative,

and is no more remarkable than that of Gilbert

White and others. It is as the precursor of the

Romantic revival in our literature, and as the prototype

of our old friend Dr. Syntax, that he forms so inter-

esting a figure. His fii-st work, "Observations on the

River Wye, &c.," is intimately associated with Gray.

Although not published till 1782, this book is an

accoimt of a tour made in 1770, during which year

Gray had been touring in the same neighbourhood ;

and Gilpin, in his dedication to William Mason, refers

to this coincidence, and observes of the work that

Gray " saw it in London about the beginning of

June, 1771." His view of Nature is large and dis-

criminating. He does not stigmatise the mere wild-

ness of the country as " savage," as is the custom

of his contemporaries, nor look upon the downs as

mountains, in the manner of Gilbert White. The

savage grandeur of a landscape had a peculiar

fascination for him, which is singularly modern in

feeling, and is prophetic of the advent of the

Radclvffe school of romance. His habitual tone

of praise in speaking of Salvator Rosa is highly

characteristic of this feeling. The intensity of his

hatred of regidarity of design, whether in land-

scape or architecture, is remarkable. He had no

feeling for Greek art, yet with all his notable

unconventionality of vision, he never confounds the

picturesque with the romantic. He observes on this

subject, "Certain views do not fall into such com-

position as would appear to advantage on canvas

:

but they are extremely romantic." Yet this love of

irregular line and wiM uiikcinpt nature leads him

occasionally into grotesque inconsistencies. Speak-

ing of Tintern Abbey, he says, "A number of gable-

ends hurt the eye with their regularity, and disgust by

their vulgarity of shape. A mallet judiciously used

(but who durst use it?) might be of service in frac-

turing some of them, particularly those of .the cross

aisles, which are not only disagreeable in themselves

but confound the perspective." Most picturesque

t(jurists will be inclined to think the parenthesis

more judicious than the observation. His criticism

of landscape is often expressed with felicitous quaint-

ness, as when he observes of the downs about Marl-

borough, " Nature in scenes like these seems only to

have chalked out her designs."

Emulous of the example of Gray, Gilpin made

an excursion into the lake districts of Cumberland

and Westmoreland in 1772, of which he published

an account in two volumes in 1780. En route he

visited Leasowes, Hagley, the Wedgwood potteries.

At Woodstock he had the courage to commend the

architect of Blenheim, and observes with much good

sense " that if we can keep the imagination apart

from the five orders, we must allow that he has

created a magnificent whole." He is very severe in

his strictures on Leasowes and Shenstcne's " adornetl

farm." While he jiraises some of the poet's inscrip-

tions he ridicules the frequency of his memorial urns

and pensive statuary. He censures him for his lofty

ambition to make rivers flow where Nature forbade

him. "A cascade or a purling rill should have satis-

fied his ambitii.n ;
" for it was useless, he adds, to

invite naiads to crystal pools w'liere all was stagnant.

His criticism on Lord Lyttelton's place is equally

judicious and equally in advance of the taste of

his own age. Some of his descriptions of lake

scenery are remarkable for their vigorous truth, and

are interesting and good in themselves, and not

merely because they are the earliest detailed accounts

of the district we possess. He commends the beauty

of Derwentwater with much feeling, and finds Bor-

rodale " replete with hideous grandeur." At the

sight of a " black-lead mine " he indulges in some

grandiose but characteristic reflections on the source

of the sketcher's pencil. It is in his dissertations

that Gilpin's individuality is often most evinced.

Without being discursive, he has also a vein of

gossip that is not unpleasing. Like most of his

contemporaries, he quotes ^ irgil very frequently,

but, unlike them, he shows alike his discernment

and modern spirit, by quoting Spenser and Cowper

in illustrating bucolic scenes.

Gilpin made other excursions at intervals, the

experiences of which he detailed in many volumes

similar in character to the two preceding works.

These are all illustrated by aquatints, incapable of
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uilonuutL' re})ruduL-tioii excujil in i;iL'-siiiiile. The

failure to represent their peculiar effects is sig;nally

shown in Mr. F. G. Heath's recent reprint of

" Forest Scenery "—encumbered by the way with

much superfluous matter in the way of comments and

interpolations—where the insipidity of the engravings

amply justifies Giljiin's own remarks on the use of

the monotint. In this bo(jk Gilpin appears in a new
character. He has doffed the garb of the tourist

and appears in the equally congenial character of a

country clergyman, whose special study is woodland

scenery. He is a little too didactic, and rather dry in

style, but the discriminative power and photographic

vividness of his descriptions are often truly won-

derful. It is disfigured, however, by an ungraceful

pedantry, and has not the naif charm of some of

his earlier works.

In his deliberate search after the picturesque,

Gilpin was undoubtedly animated by genuine artistic

feeling. Yet the absence in his works of anything

approaching " fine writing " or " gush " is remark-

able. His ardour was tempered by the cool critical

sense of his age. One of his charms is a repose of

style. He writes for no reading public, but addresses

a small circle of sober enthusiasts, who, with him,

have indulged in the amiable eccentricity of making

tours. He little dreamed of the prodigious literature

of the guide-books, or of the multitude that would

follow his example, without always being emulative

of his quiet and philosophy. His vagrant passion for

the solitary delights of the country must have been

strange in an age so distinguished for its sociability,

its lack of enterjirise, its delight in artifice and all

things artificial, its comfortable sense of the secu-

rity of watering-places, and its amazing conviviality.

His writings undoubtedly contributed towards de-

veloping into a fashion what was, in him, leniently

regarded as a vagary. J. A. Ulaikie.

WOMEN AT WOKK: THE SLADE GIKLS.

I.—JIEDAl OF CIIAELES H.U.LE.

(B.V Elinor HalU.)

IT is an iindeniable fact that the artistic production

of a nation, taken as a whole, is the outcome and

expression of its taste and temper. In art, as in

other things, the demand creates the supply, and

the lower the standard of public taste, the lower

will be the quality of the art provided. How far

pul)lic taste can be cultivated is a very wide question.

Could we accept unquestioningly the utterance of

a certain gifted author—" The arts are now yielded

to the flat-nosed Franks; and they toil, and study,

and invent theories to account for their own incom-

petence," and so forth—little effort would be made

towards improvement. But on the Continent the

Fine Arts are made a distinct department in the

scheme of Government, and ministers are appointed

whose special Awij it is to foster and promote their in-

terests; while in England there was, until a few years

ago, no official recognition whatever of the needs and
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claims of the Filiu Arts. A painter, nMiu'inlH'i-cd ance with thi' (""iitinciital iiictliuds of teachinf,', as

more l.y his misfortunes and untimely end than by well as with those of tlie Royal Aeademy and South

the attainment of his artistic ideal, but whose honest Kensington Schools, and liavinj,' a strono- conviction

enthusiasm and sound judgment in the cause of art of the evils existing in the latter, he set to work

education caused him to be unceasing in liis eflorts to to graft the good of the French method on to the

induce the Government to interest itself in this matter, foundation of the English. I remember listening to

wi-ote :—" Professors of Art at the Universities are as Mr. Poynter's inaugural axldress in the large life

much needed as

Schools of De-

sign." These

words have now

achieved fullii-

ment, and the

writings and lec-

tures of llaydoM,

no less than his

personal efforts,

liave doubtless

helped to pro-

mote the object

so near his heart.

TheGovernment

have provided

Schools of De-

sign all over the

kingdom, and at

the three chief

English Univer-

sities a chair of

Fine Arts is es-

tablished. These

latter, however,

are due neither

to the solicitude

of an art-foster-

ing Government,

nor the combined

convictions of

academic dons.

The munificence

of an enlight

ened and public-

spirited private

individual, Air.

Felix Slade, has

II.—STUDY IN KED CHALK.

(B;/ .Vi.ss .1. p. num.)

rofim of the new
schools, in Octo-

ber, 1*^71, in

wliicli he cx-

])Iained the jtrin-

eiples on which

he proposed to

direct the work

of the students.

Here, for the first

time in England,

indeed in Eu-

rope, a public ,

Fine Art School

was thrown open

to male and

female students

on precisely the

same terms, and

giving to both

sexes fair and

equal opportuni-

ties. And it is

to the precedent

then established

tliat ladies have

since elsewhere

had the necessary

advantages for

study placed

within their

reach.

In 18S0 the

north wing of

University Col-

lege wascniarged

tomeetthegiow-

iuir wants of the

made it possible to maintain a course of lectures on students, of whom there are now a hundred and

the Fine Arts at Oxford and Cambridge Universities

;

forty. In Mr. A. Legros an able and competent suc-

while in London, owing to a difference in the terms cessor to Mr. Poynter was found : one well fitted to

of his bequest, a school has been established for carry on the intelligent system of instruction already

practical instruction, presided over by a professor instituted. But Professor Legros did more than

who is himself an artist.

The Slade Schools have from the fir.st taken up an

independent position as regards the method of instruc-

tion pursued. Mr. Poynter, the first appointed Slade

Professor at London University, came, as it were, to

virgin soil. Bringing to his task a practical acquaint-

189

this ; he struck out in a line of his own, and his

"demonstrations,^' if they may be so called, are

among the most popular and useful characteristics

of his teaching. Not content with saj'ing to his

pupils, " Do as I tell you," he occasionally takes

brush or pencil from their hand and says, " Do as
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I do." It is an exemplilicatiou of the old saying,

" An ounce of practice is worth a pound of precept."

Not only when going from easel to easel, to correct

the students' work, does he sometimes jjause and

complete a study, the other students grouping round

and watching; hut on stated occasions a special model

is ordered, and the Prol:'essor, standing in the centre

of the life school, paints a complete study-head before

those students who are sufficiently advanced to be ad-

mitted to the life class. His method of work is simple

in the extreme ; the canvas is grounded with a tone

similar to the wall of the room, so that no back-

ground needs to be painted. With a brush containing

a little thin transparent colour the leading lines and

contour are touched in ; with the same simple material

the broad masses of shadow are put in, then gradually

the flesh tones are

added, the hnlf-tones

and lights laid on, the

highest lights being i,'

reserved for the last

consummate touches.

In about an hour and a

half, sometimes in less

time, the study is com-

pleted,and the watchers

have probably learnt

more in the course of

that silent lesson than

during three times the

amount of verbal in-

struction. It will per-

haps be asked whether

Professor Legros wishes

his students to paint

their studies in as shoit

a time as himself?

whether they may not

be tempted to imitate

the quickness and dash,

rather than by patient

plodding study to ac-

quire the certain facility

of the master -hand?

Against this there is

no siirer safeguard than

the watchful eye of the

Profes.?or and his as-

sistants. Work that

aims at being pretty

rather than correct,

which is showy when
it ought to be thorough,

which is hasty when it

should be careful, calls

forth the unqualified

.cJ^

blame of the master, and is, in fact, held up

to public obloquy. Ever ready to recognise talent

and encourage inilustrious, honest work, even where

no great talent exists. Professor Legros wages

incessant warfare against all attempts at pseudo-

mastery in his students' work. On the other hand he

does require a certain amount of rapidity in what

they do. The system of elaborate " stippling " and

manipulation which allows the student to take a

mental " nap," whilst his hand is busy with bread

and point, is not suffered. What is asked is an in-

telligent representation of the model or cast, with

special reference to action, light and shade, tone and

general correctness of drawing; and, before the student

can relapse into the above-mentioned mental drowsi-

ness, a fresh model, pose, or cast is put before him, a

fresh combination of

light, shade, and tone

is presented to him ; so

' that his energies are

constantly being called

into action and kept in

J exercise steadily. The

fact that more is learnt

in making several draw-

ings of various figureSj

,, in various positions,

than in elaborating on-

line drawing from the
"^ ...
,/ same point of view, is

/' / quite obvious.

It will be interesting

to examine more closely

the daily routine. Al-

though no competitive

test of proficiency is

required from a new
student on entering the

i schools, the Professor

examines the previous

j

work of the applicant
'

for admission, and re-

legates her either to

t
I

draw or paint from the

V'\ ' antique or from the flat,

/
' as he considers best for

\i her. In like manner
'•-:, every promotion from

\ \ one stage of study to

I
' another is referred to

..
\

—and controlled by

—

' the Professor. Auto-

! types from drawings
f --i by the Old Masters are

sometimes given to the

students to copy ; and

III.— STUDY IN BLACK CHALK.

(Bi/ the CouiiUss Helena Gleichen.)
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this exuollfiil pruLaiue, combinoil witli oi-iijin;il work

from the life, refines and etlueates both eye aud hand,

enforeing the utmost simplicity of iiandlinj^, to<rether

with the utmost expression of form. The life model

(lififure) sits daily in the two life schools from ten

till three o'clock—in the larjji-e life studio exclusively

for the male students, and in the life room of the

ladies, or tlie mixed class for students of citlier sex.

The latter is pictured in our engraving. The sketch

Saturdays, from half-past three till five o'clock, and

every half-hour a fresh position is arranged, sug-

gested by each student in turn, to suit his or her

composition. Any student may join this class on

payment of model fee of 3s. (id. per term. Very
good, rapid drawings are done during these half-hour

sittings. Our second, third, fourth, and sixth illus-

trations—by Miss Hard, the Countess Gleichen, and

Miss King—sufiiciently exemplify the style of draw-

''*!S*I?if;"

'^L

h

'fV
c- ^ « /v4^,..'-'>,f

Y'
._j

IV.—STUDY DT EED CHALK.

(Bij Miss E. S. Einrj.)

is taken ciunng the afternoon class, when half-hour

poses are arranged to assist the students in the com-

position subjects. In a variety of attitudes, suitable

to their work, the students are grouped round the

model, and in the right-hand corner a standing figure

with folded arms is easily recognised as Mr. Slinger,

the Professor's invaluable assistant. In this room,

which is well lit and spacious, being 40 feet by 35,

and 19 feet high, the Professor paints before the

students; the models are grouped to assist in the

composition of subjects, given out by the Professor

every three or four weeks, and afterwards criticised

by him. These models sit every afternoon, except

ing cultivated at them : the direct and simple method

of expressing light and shade, power and action,

with the least possible technical mechanism. The
last illustrates the style of model which sits in the

mixed class every day for five hours, so that ladies

have ample opportunity for making large and care-

fully finished studies from the living figure, an

advantage which already is—and in the course of a

year or two will be still more—perceptible in the

increased power and correctness of the figure paint-

ings by our lady artists.

An important feature of the Slade Schools, since

their enlargement during Professor Legros' tenure of
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office, is the accommodatiou proviiJed for the etch-

ing class. 'I'he plates are prepared, etched, and bitten

in, and printed on the spot, a press having been

set up for this purpose. There are about twenty

students in this class, and a prize is offered each ses-

sion for the best original etching. A list of prizes

may not be uninteresting, as it will help to classify

the different branches of instruction. Painting from

Life, £10 ; Drawing from Life, £5 ; Landscape,

painted during the vacation, £5 ; Painting from the

Antique, £3 ; Drawing from the Anticpie, £^ ; Com-

position, £10; Anatomical Drawing, £2; Etching,

£5 ; Anatomy, £3. Only those students compete

who have attended the schools during the whole

session ; they must also previously have made pre-

liminary drawings consisting of a head, hand, foot,

and figures from the antique, and, unless specially

exempted by the Professor, a couple of osteological

and anatomical studies. The male and female stu-

dents compete under precisely the same conditions,

and work from the same casts and models for the

competition subjects. Two prizes cannot be taken in

the same class by the one student

—

i.e., a student

in the life or antique class cannot take a prize for

both drawing and painting ; nor, having taken a prize

in the highest class (painting from liiV'), may he

afterwards compete in a lower class.

The competition for the Slade scholarships (six

iu number, value £50 a year, tenable for three years,

two of which are awarded each year) is conducted on

similar principles. The competitors cannot be over

nineteen at the time of the award ,: they are required

to have passed a preliminary examination in ancient

and modern history, geography, and mathematics, or

one modern foreign language and English. Mr.

Slade's object in fixing the age at nineteen was to

encourage students to commence their art studies

earlier than usual, the preliminary examination being

considered a necessary safeguard against the neglect

of the general education. It is Professor Legros'

practice to judge and decide from the work of the

student during the session, as well as from that done

in the more formal competition; this latter con-

sists of a drawing of a head and figure from life, a

painting from the antique, and a composition from a

given subject. The Slade scholars are required to

work in the classes of the schools during the tenure of

their scholarships, to render any assistance in teach-

ing, and to attend any course of lectures which the

Professor shall direct; and he makes a half-yearly

-THE LIFE CLASS.
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i-,.|,<>rf ol' tlicii- iin.;^Tfs> ;nul (..iKliict to the ('..iincll wliciv. tliduol, in a k'swr (lc>>'re.', ndviinta^rs wliicli

of till' ('ollc'f. -'^ "'"^' l''"^' ^^'*^'''^' ""'y <'''ti'''i!'''l^' ''I ll'*-' SIirIc- Schools.

Within tiio hist year ProtVssof Lc'j,'ros — J'.icUi: An analysis of the c(jniiH.'tilion lists since the founda-

fruicejjs amono- niodorn nudallists as aniony modern tiou shows that live Slade scholarships and twunty-lwo

Sr'-.S~ <^'t

ii/s

VI.—STUDY IN r.EU CH.\LK.

otcliors—has founded a class for the production of

medals. Many of the Slado pirls evince considerable

taste for the work, and a recent competition resulted

in the prize being awarded to Miss Elinor Ilalle,

dauo-hter of the distin<juished musician. In her ob-

verse she has, as our illustration will show, produced

a y;ood likeness of her father wdiich is also a finely-

ilrawn, vii,n)rously-modelled head ; the reverse pre-

sents a eharmin<>- allegory of the Genius of Music.

At the befjinning of this paper the exceptional

advantaofes offered to lady students in the Slade

Schools were point<xl out. During the first years of

its existence there were more women than men.

Now the numbers are pretty ec|ually divided, owing,

probably, to the fact that latlies can now enjoy else-

prizes have been carried off by female students. Bear-

ing in mind that the schools are but now in their

eleventh session, and that many of the prizes, such as

those for landscape, etching, anatomy, and anatomical

drawing, are of more recent institution, the proportion

of prizes gained by ladies is not insignificant ; and

from the ranks of former Slade students many have

obtained a position of standing among the artists

of the present day : Miss E. Pickering, Miss Kate

Greenaway, ^liss Hilda IMontalba, Mrs. John Collier

[in'e Huxley), ^liss Jessie jNIacgregor, Miss Edith

Martineau, and Miss Stuart-Wortley having all, for

a longer or shorter period, sought within the walls

of University College the aids to study denied to us

elsewhere. CiL\KLOTTE J. Weeks.
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where lilies have blossomed ; and in the baek;.;i'ound

the towers of Florence and Pistoiaj as they looked

in the days of Botticelli and Palmieri, rise in the

midst of a rocky landscape. The redeemed are

gathered round the throne in three circles. There

are the blessed spirits, denizens of the city of heaven,

the great multitude which no man can number—the

mystic rose which Dante saw revolving in radiant

rings round the light of God.
" Vedi nostra Citta C|uanto la gira." In that

white-robed company angels bear a, leading part,

angels with fair human faces and tender human love

in their eyes, who mingle with the rescued souls, and

tune their golden lyres, or look up to God in the

rapture of heavenly beatitude. According to Palmieri,

those angels who remained neutral in the strife with

Lucifer were degraded from their high estate into

the bodies of men. Now the gate is opened once

more; heaven is restored to them; and their old

comjianions welcome them as brothers loved and

lost. Their varied attitudes and movement were

the admiration of all Florence. Palmieri, too, was

pleased; since, as you may see, he caused his own
portrait and that of his wife, Niccolosia di Agnolo di

Serragli, to be introduced in the foreground, kneel-

ing and worshipping—remote in the far corners—on

either side the tomb. Nor did any one in Florence

dare a- word against the altar-piece when it was

placed in the chapel for which it was destined in

the church of S. Pietro Maggiore.

Five years afterwards Matteo Palmieri died—an

honest citizen and good Christian to the end. His

memory was honoured with a public funeral. All the

chief magistrates were present, and an oration was

spoken by his friend Alamanno Rinuccini over the

bier where he lay, with a crown of laurel on his

brows and his }X)em on his breast. The orator made

special allusion to his dead friend's pilgrimage into

the realms of the unseen, and rejoiced to think that

his sjjirit was now for ever happy in the city of his

true home. But a little later there was a marked

change of opinion. The "Citta di Vita" was pub-

lished, and fell into the hands of certain slanderous

persons, who were envious of the dead poet and the

living painter, and who began to detect dangerous

iieresies both in the matter of the poem and the sub-

ject of the picture. It was discovered that Palmieri's

principal theory—of the neutral angels being com-

pelled to animate the bodies of men, and so become

mortals—was a heresy invented by Origen. Some
went further, and discovered many of the errors of

the heresiarchs Pythagoras and Arius. Worse than

all, the doctrines of the poem had been embodied

in the picture, which hung above an altar, and had

thus outwardly received the sanction of ecclesiastical

authority. In vain was it pleaded on behalf of poet

and painter that no such guilty intention had ever

entered into their minds ; that, as Padre Richa sug-

gests, this was purely a poetic dream and no theo-

logical speculation. It was in vain that friends

brought forward the known integrity of Matteo

Palmieri's life in defence of his faith. The voice of

calumny jiroved irresistible. The poem was prohi-

bited ; the altar of the Palmieri ehai^el was laid

under interdict; the jsicture itself was covered from

the eyes of men. Sandro meanwhile had gone to

Rome to jsaint in the Sistine Chapel, and we do

not hear what he said on his return. But bitter

memories of slanderous tongues were no doubt in his

mind when many years afterwards he painted his

famous picture of " Calumny Triumjjhing over Inno-

cence," and Truth silently appealing from man's

judgment to that of heaven.

Richa, writing in the last century, gives a full

account of this curious incident, and tries hard to

vindicate the altar-piece from the taint of heresy,

although he thinks it necessary to add, that if the

charge were really true the excommunication was

just. After his time the picture was removed from

its original position and, like most of the others in

S. Pietro Maggiore, passed into private hands. A
certain Luigi Riccieri sold it to a foreigner, and

thus it came into the Duke of Hamilton's hands,

and remained for many years at Hamilton Palace.

Dr. Waagen describes it minutely, and when, in the

winter of 1873, it was first exhibited at Burlington

House its beauties attracted universal attention.

Finally, at the Hamilton Sale, in June, 18S2, it was

won by Mr. Burton, after a sharp contest with the

Louvre, for 4,500 guineas. It has suffered consider-

ably in the vicissitudes which it has undergone, and

many of the figures have been retouched. But
were its actual condition even worse, its acquisition

would be still inestimable, not only on account of

its curious history, or as being the largest tempera

painting which Botticelli ever executed, but because

it reveals in a rare degree that peculiar mysticism

which was so remarkable a feature of his genius.

Its presence in the National Gallery affords the

student an opportunity of comparing it with the

" Nativity " which Botticelli painted in his last

years, after the death of Savonarola. Professor

Colvin has pointed out the evident connection that

exists between the two. Palmieri's mystic dream had

lingered, perhajjs unconsciously, in Sandro's breast

to reappear again in this " Nativity." Here, as

in the " Coronation," is a rapture of receiving and

arriving. Angels welcome mortals with joyous em-

braces, telling them as they cast their arms about

them that at last their yeai'ning is satisfied, and that

one strict fellowship of love unites the heavens and

the earth. Julia Cartwkight.
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THE "WHITE HOESE:" A NOTE ON CONSTABLE.

SONSTABLE'S influence is a leading

factor in the sum of modern art. In

liis special field of landscape he fathered

a revolution of treatment and technique.

He founded a tradition which, if for

the moment it seems buried under all man-

of follies and eccentricities and im))er-

tinencies, is still in some measure a living-

force, operating through remote and unsuspected

channels, it is true, but operating, and not likely to

die yet awhile. It was left to alieus to discover, and

to acknowledge with that imitation which is the sin-

cerest flatterv, his glory and his strength. Except

by a few people of the stamp of Archdeacon Fisher,

Constable's genius was never properly felt in Eng-

land during his lifetime, and even at this moment

ii is anything but universally accepted. He lived

at a period when art was either scholastic or purely

romantic. In his time English painters did one of

two things—either they sat meekly on the stool of

ineptitude, or they rushed headlong down the hill

of poetry. Between these extremes there was little

room for Constable. His conception was too natural

and simjile ; his method—so unlaboured, expressive,

indefinable, above all so original—annoyed critics and

painters alike. In an age of wliite-lead, and—as

Constable himself called it—-"dado painting," the

beauty of English pastorals, the glory of English

trees, and the intangible mysteries and fleeting sjilen-

dours of English skies, could find acceptance only

of a few. Mr. Ruskin, bursting with enthusiasm for

Turner, liad but to speak of Constable to be perfectly

unjust. And Mr. Ruskin is of Constable's time as

well as ours; his influence and teaching sj^an the gap

between ; and the misguidance of his utterances is

now visible in the doubts which still prevail. Claude

and Constable were jugulated before the statues of

Turner and Harding; and it is only now, that is

after forty years, that the world is beginning again

to realise that Claude was a greater than Turner, and

that Constable was not only one of the most expres-

sive landscape-painters of any age, but that he is in

some sort the father of modern landscape, and one of

the living influences of modern art.

But if Constable, like his contemporary Berlioz,

met with scant favour in his own land, like Berlioz

he made his mark abroad. In IS-Zi several of his

best pictures were exhibited in Paris, and created an

impression both deep and permanent. The lovelv

valleys, the homely farms, the winding, wooded lanes,

the fresh and dewy fields of his beloved Suffolk did

more than amuse Paris at its gayest and giddiest;

they melted, as he foretold they would, the "stony

hearts" of the French painters. At that time there

were only three English artists spoken of at Paris:

Wilkie, Lawrence, and Constable; and of these Con-

stable certainly was chief in the Parisian mind.

The impression made by his works, indeed, is quite

singular in art-history. Delacroix, then in the flush

of his mighty youth, after seeing " these landscapes

by an Englishman," went home and entirely re-

painted his famous "Massacre de Scio." The
Classicists accused Constable of carelessness, but were

fain to acknowledge the truth of his effects. A num-
ber of artists proposed to purchase the pictures and
deposit them in a place where all might have access to

them for study. The French critics, of course, were

\cry angry with the French artists for admiring

him. But the painters stuck to their man, and in a

year or two the Prefect of Lisle invited him to send

these pictures for exhibition there.

In response to this invitation. Constable sent the

"White Horse"— the original of our engraving,

exhibited last year at Mr. White's Galleries, in King
Street, St. James's, and still in his possession.

Bought by Archdeacon Fisher, it is in some points

the most important and remarkable of all Constable's

works. In its realisation of the inconstancy of deli-

cate light and shadow under the shower-cloud and

tender sunshine of an English summer morning, it

is unique. Probably no better painter of swift effects

of atmosphere ever lived ; and it is doubtful if even

he ever painted the mystery and shifting radiance

of a showery sky and atmosphere as he has painted

them here. But Constable had a true imagination,

and it is visible in this exquisite effect ; in the spon-

taneous and natural gesture of the cattle nibbling the

bushes on the far- bank ; in the patient, sleepy, digni-

fied quiet of the hoise on the barge, in the movement

and mystery of the water; in the mass and richness

and nobility of the trees. In some sense the picture

is a valuable lesson in painting ; in another it is a

fascinating riddle. If you want to learn handling,

study the trees, the cattle, the water, the horse. In

the case of the trees and the cattle, you can see to a

great extent " how it's done ;
" in the horse you can

actually count the brush-strokes, and note the jierfect

precision and mastery with which each touch is made

to do all that is possible and necessary. In the water,

too, the sweep and direction of the handling are ob-

vious. But here begins the inscrutable, implacable

riddle : these depths and shadows and transparencies
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and reflections, these subtleties of tone and wonders

of colour—how were they got ? Constable himself

probably could not have told ; though, contrary to

general belief, his method was as seientilie as it was

original. However, here they are, to charm us with

their beauty and simplicity, to inspire us with their

manly strength and truth. It is, indeed, no wonder

that the "AVliite Horse" did Constable "great credit

at Lisle." It gained for him honourable mention in

the Prefect's speech, and, better still, a gold medal.

It was a new departure in sentiment and style ; it

strengthened and completed the effect produced in

Paris; and Dupre, Millet, Rousseau, Corot, became

possible forthwith.

Of late the Constable tradition has become much
clouded. French painters, not content with wisely

assimilating some of the many sterling qualities of

the English master, presently became mere imitators

of his manner, and from that the descent to carica-

ture was easy. Then individualisms and eccentrici-

ties crept in—the little foxes that spoil the vines.

Nowadays, the young English landscape-])ainter, if

he does not fritter away his energies in unscientific

vanity at home, spends his life in learning to imitate

the brazen insincerities of the latest French school.

He does so because he is told that French land-

scape-painting is the best. But the point which

he ought never to have missed is that nearly all

that is good in the best landscape art of modern

France is due to Constable, and that the only way

to learn and assimilate it is not by imitating the

mannerisms of latter-day jesters, but by drinking at

the fountain-head—the works of the great painter

himself. Hauuy V. B.\ene'1t.

•^s»+««^*»—

A FRENCH CATHEDRAL CITY.

IT is a curious circumstance that France, so in-

teresting and so near at hand, has been neglected

more than most countries by the ordinary tourist.

He goes to Paris and some other large cities as a

matter of course; but it rarely occurs to him to

deviate from the beaten track and visit some of the

smaller cities as he would do either in Italy or Ger-

many. And yet France abounds in towns offering

much of interest, especially to the lover of archi-

tecture: towns, moreover, some of which possess that

NOyO.N'.

—

I.: THE TOWN.
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L'liarminjr feature oharaotenstic of Italian cities, of

liaviny a distiiu-tly marked individuality of aspect.

The north especially has suffered from this neglect.

By common consent it has been pronounced flat, un-

interesting, and fertile ; and common consent deter-

Hollow can be so near the noisy capital. The very

railway seems afraid of disturbing its venerable slum-

bers, and discharges its passengers at a little distance

from the town proper, which is ajjproached by a

public garden and an avenue of chestnut-trees that

NOYON.—II. : THE MAKKET-PLACE AND HOTEL DE VILLE.

mines the movements of the ordinary tourist. But

every now and then a man is found with intrepidity

to step out of the pi-eseribed groove. Such a one

will find himself well repaid if he turns his steps

towards the little city of Noyon, in the department

of Oise, only a couple of hours distant from Paris,

whose kitchen needs, indeed, its fertile lands help

to supply. It is difficult to believe that this Sleepy

enhance the pleasing tranquil effect produced by the

whole place. But Noyon, though it is old and asleep,

bears about it no signs of decay. On the contrary,

as our first pictui-e, of the main street and the Grand

Place, will show, everything looks most substantial

and ])rosperous. It is a hale old age in which it is

rejoicing, strong, though averse from exertion. The

houses are large and massive. Some of them have
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louvre roofs, K'iving an Eij;hlcfntli ('ciitury <'liMr:i(ttT

to even the most modern [(orticin ol' the eity ; but

most of them are topped with warm r«l tiles, on

whieh colonies of jntjeons nestle and strut and eoo,

ehcmiial pniduels is carried on at Noyon. If tliis he

so, certainly its evidences ar<> not disagreeably pro-

minent, as in most manufaeturiiin' ])laees. The only

evidence thereof is perhai)s to be found in the one little

;».>-aiust disturbance. AVailcd -'ardens are a hostelry, where can be seen the ubiquitous and always

NOYON.— III. : THE NOKTUEEN" TEANSEPI ASD TUE BlSHOl' S r.iLACE.

special feature of the town. Wherever it is possible

to peep through a grating or an open doorway, a

charming garden, exquisitely tended, will be revealed.

But inhabitants the place apparently has none,

though you may read in Joanne that it has six

thousand. The streets are all deserted ; there are no

signs of people about ; the town looks as if neither

work nor play could be done in it. And yet this

same Joanne tells us that a fairly flourishing trade in

odious commis-rojingcur, clearly the only ti-aveller wath

whom the hostel-keeper was familiar, for, I remember,

he appeared uncertain into what category to place a

common tourist like myself. And yet, straight in

front of this comfortable tavern, rises the object that

should attract visitors from far and near, were it

only better known.

For slumberous little Noyon boasts a cathedral,

which is a very undiscovered gem, an archaeologieal
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and architectural treasure. It is the most beauti-

ful and most complete monument remaining in

France, or indeed elsewhere, of the transition from

the Round to the Pointed style. It must not, of

course, be compared with the great cathedrals of

Paris, Rheims, or Amiens. When it was built such

vast edifices were undreamed of; but in its own way

it yields the palm to none of these. The exterior

is unfortunately so built up that only the eastern end

and west front are free to view; indeed, it is not

possible to see even this west front properly, for no

distant vista can be obtained. A farmyard has been

built all round it, and only from beyond a barn can

you see (as in our last sketch) its two tall, somewhat

austere towers. This west front, dominated Ijy these

two square towers almost devoid of ornament, is plain

and severe. It possesses a nai-thex, which juts forward

slightly, and from this three doorways open into the

church, corresponding to the three aisles of the in-

terior. They have lost the statues and bas-reliefs

with which they were once adorned; indeed, this

portion of the church in no way prepares you for the

beauties to be seen with-

in. This is rather done _^
by the eastern end that

faces the hotel and main

street, which here opens

out into a pretty green

Place, which at the time

I saw it was gay with

laburnums and lilacs in

full flower. Truly im-

pressive is the first

sight of this eastern end,

with its simple nobility,

its grey aged look, as

it abuts upon the grass

and flowers. It tells its

own history, too, pretty

plainly, showing clearly

by its massive simplicity,

its heavy buttresses, its

circular arches, that it

owes its existence to

Romanesque influences.

And yet withal there

is a lightness and grace

in the mode in which

the five lateral chapels

are attached to the apse,

and the manner in which

this is indicated outside,

that is less severe than

pertains to Romanesque.

The western front being

somewhat on the out- NOYON.—IV. : IN TIIE CLOISTERS.

skirts of Noyon, the church is most commonly

entered by the transepts, of which the two door-

ways also give upon the Place. Almost adjoining

the northern transept—figured in our third illustra-

tion—stands an old wood and plaster house, once

the Bishop's Palace, now the depository of such

portions of the monastic library as have escaped

the fury of war and pillage and the insanities of

revolution. It would have required more time than I

had at my disposal to discover whether any treasures

had been preserved.

Entering the cathedral, the first thing that strikes

you is that the same admixture of conflicting modes

of thought that characterises the whole exterior also

prevails here. The first impression—something of

which is faintly shadowed in our fifth picture

—

is one of surprise mingled with admiration. The

coH])-d'(eil is not overwhelming, as at Amiens and

other places ; nfithiug imposes, but everything

charms. From the first moment the beholder is at-

tracted to this church, which strikes the eye so

unusually. For it has two unfamiliar features—it

is built in four storeys,

_ _ and it is triapsal, the

transepts as well as the

choir ending in a semi-

circle. The effect of

this latter arrangement

is most beautiful ; and

the whole pile, though

massive, is far lighter

and more graceful of

aspect than the unmixed

examples of Romanesque

style. The unfamiliar

storey is known as a

tribune, and runs im-

mediately above the nave

at the point usually oc-

cupied by the triforium.

It is a lofty gallery, a

style of building quite

peculiar to this part of

France, and not often

seen even here. It ap-

pears to have been used

in order that the people

might witness thence the

grand pageants of the

church or the mysteiy

plays enacted on its

floors. Above this runs

the usual triforium, and

above this again a tall

clerestory. And hei-e,

looking at the forms
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assumed by the arches of these storeys, we can

behold the strange struggle of styles that wus

going on at the time the church wus built. It is

also pretty evident which will carry the day. The

manner, however, in which the round and pointed

arches are disposed at

Noyou is j)erplexing,
. ,

and ruthlessly over-

throws the dieta of

specialists who would

have it that architec-

tural changes, like

biological ones, con-

sistently follow the

laws of evolution. For

here are arches that

might date from ItJOO

surmounting arches

that must dat« from

liOO. The round arches

ought, of course, his-

torically, to be at the

bottom, as indicating

their earlier construc-

tion. Yet here the

nave and the tribune

are pointed, while the

tviforium and clere-

story are round. And
even so, the matter is

not simple ; for a look

down the nave shows

that it is composed of

alternate massive piers

and isolated columns

—an arrangement
such as was common
when the Romanesque

was dominant, and

architects had not yet

learned to combine

lightness of asjject and

strength. And tlie very

existence of the tribune

itself, although its

arches are pointed,

shows that it belongs to that period, for it is ex-

cessively rare in true Gothic buildings.

Very grateful to the eye is the arrangement of

these storeys—the arch of the nave becoming doubled

in the tribune, quadrujiled in the triforium, and then

again relapsing into the double form in the clere-

story. This, together with the admixture of styles,

produces an effect of beauty difficult to describe.

Moreover, the round arches incline slightly towards

the more elegant Saracenic horse-shoe. The Byzantine

inducnce has also impressed its character upciu the

choir, whose columns and cajntals bear evident traces

of this mode of thought, while in the five shallow

chapels that open out behind the choir apse is some

ancient glass which tells the same historical tale.

The church, it would

apixjar, was rich in

painted glass until the

Revolution, when the

glass was remorselessly

smashed, and the fane

for some time con-

verted into a Temple

of Reason. Time,

wars, and anarchy have

also effaced almost

all traces of the monas-

tic buildings attached

to it. There only re-

main on the south side

the skeleton of what

once was the episcopal

chapel, and on the

north some fragments

of what must have

been small but elegant

cloisters. Time and

want of money are the

cause of their decay.

The Government of the

First Empire, appealed

to for aid to preserve

them, had no funds

for such works of peace.

What stands are seven

bays, lighted by mul-

lioned, pointed, and

decorated arcades. A
tangled garden occu-

pies the rest of the

site, whose enclosing

walls are still upright.

The centre is occupied

by an old well, a

glimjise of which may
be caught in our fourth

illustration, surrounded by broken statues of saints.

It would appear as if this were the lumber-room of

the cathedral. A pell-mell of carefully trained and

tended fruit-trees, wild silver birches, sombre fir-

trees, trailing vines and creepers, springing from out

a carpet of rank grass, buttercups, daisies, hemlock,

and nettles, gives the place a half-deserted, half-cared

for, wholly poetical look.

These cloisters date from 1230. The rest of the

church is said to have been commenced in 11 50, and

Illii l.N'X'lilllUll OF TUt. CAlill-lJlcAi

THE WEST end).
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completed about IriOU. The edilk-e, however, uceupies

the site of one, if not of two earlier building's, in

one of which Charlemagne was crowned. Noyon,

indeed, has always had some historical importance.

It was besieged by Julius Csesar, was converted to

Christianity by the young Roman patriarch St.

Quentin, and became the site of the bishopric of the

famous St. Eloy, the goldsmith to Clotaire II. To

this day Noyon disputes St. Eloy's especial patronage

with Bologna, though why he became patron of the

latter place, seeing he never entered it, is not quite evi-

dent. Here Chilperic was buried, and here Hugh Capet

was elected King of France. During the wars with

the English, Noyon suffered much, as also during the

time of the League. It was then that it harboured

for some days the Earl of Essex, who had been

sent hither by Queen Elizabeth to offer Henri IV.

the aid of 4,000 English soldiers and 500 English

horse. Here, too, were born Jacques Sarazin the

sculptor, and John Calvin. The reformer is Noyon's

most famous son; but Noyon is not proud of him.

A local historian very amusingly tries to demonstrate

that he came of a bad stock : that his father, who was

apostolical notary, appro-

priated his emjiloycr's

wealth ; that his grand-

father, too, was a man of

little worth ; and that

young Calvin himself was

a wretched creature. But

there seems no reason to

give credence to these

statements. The house in

which he was born has

been pulled down : it is

said in hatred of the rene-

gade. Indeed, excepting a

Ilenaissance Hotel de Ville

— sketched, from the

market-place in front, in

our second picture—much
changed within and much

mutilated without, there

remains little that is really

old in Noyon, excepting

always the cathedral. The

outlines of the walls that

encircled the Roman town

can still lie traced, and fragments of antique stone

and brick are to be seen in a few cellars. But these

merit no attention. The great, the real attraction of

the place is the cathedral, and truly it well repays a

visit. It will not be easy to find a monument more

interesting and charming at the same time ; for, not-

withstanding the severity of its style, the epithet

charming is not misapplied. It is one of those edifices

that the beholder sees has been built from the heart in

earnest faith, and hence it apiwals to the heart and

goes straight to it. Helen Zimmern.

STORIES IN TERRA-COTTA.

IT will be necessary one day to write the history

of the Schools of Art, and the rise of the deco-

rative potteries at Lambeth will be an important

incident therein. Then fitting praise will be awarded

first of all to Mr. F. Sparkes, the first master of the

school. Then also the name of Mr. Henry Doulton

will be remembered with honour as the wise and

generous capitalist and employer of labour, who set

himself to stimulate the production of beautiful

things, taking good care not, as others have done, to

assume the merit of the brains and imagination he

could command, but to give honour where honour was

due, so that the names of his artists go everywhere

with his own. The present article is concerned with

only one of many. That one is George Tinworth.

This strange and powerful designer began life as
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a whoelwrifi'lit's son, and knew not only the pinch of

[(ovfi'ty, Init tlio li:n>luu'ss of a father. He knew

also the love of a mother who encotinincil his nrtistir

impulses, and ln-ed in him that reliy-ious eiitliusi;isiii

whii-h has been the main inspiration of

liis ail. Wcirkini;- nightly for years at

the Lainlu'th School of Art, alter haul

days at tinkering- carts, he acipiired,

under Mr. S[)arkes, a thorouyh know-

ledge of modellino-, and, after gaininL;

several prizes, entertnl the Royal Aca-

demy Schools in 1SG4-. There he won

the second silver medal in 18(!.j, and

the first in Ihe anti([ue school in tS()7.

In ISUli he exhibited at the Royal

Academy. Next year, his father dyini;-,

Mr. Sparkes introduced him to Mr.

Doulton, whose pots were then more

useful than artistic. AVith him he has

stayed ever since, taking no little share

iu the development of the famous pot-

tery, and finding by degrees an increas-

ing held for the exercise of his peculiar

talents. Here lie moulded in clay those

vivid scenes, suggested to his imagina-

tion by the Bible, which are the truest

expression of himself. Here he designed

the beautiful reredos of York IMinster,

the panels of which have from time to

time appeared at the Royal Academy,

and all the works which form the exhi-

bition in Conduit Street which is the

theme of this note.

Such knowledge of the figure as he

obtained in his studies under ilr. Sparkes

and at the Royal Academy, such deco-

rative ingenuity as has been developed

by his experience as a potter, have

aided him greatly in his more ambitious

efforts; but liis strong creative faculty

has nevertheless acted with less regard

to the fundamental distinctions between

graphic and j)lastic art than might have

been expected in one so soundly trained.

This artistic perversity may be roughly

compared with that of an author who

interrupts the flow of prose with a lyrii-

lilt, or writes verse without a careful

selection and arrangement of words.

It renders absolutely valueless a good

deal of clever modern scul])ture. But
it does not render Mr. Tinworth's work valueless,

because' he has a true imaginative vision which makes
itself felt in spite of technical errors, and is of higher

human interest than all scholastic aeeuracy. Oddly
as it may sound, it is not as a sculjitor that he claims

lyi

our s])ecial attention, but rather as a dramatic seer

with plastic instincts. As a poet he is near Bunyan,

MS a designer near Hot;artli. The latter he resembles

much, not iiMJ}- ill liis iminniir, lait in the stidiig

literary quality of his works, wliicli would often be

unintelligible without written explanations.

His works, the greater and the less alike, are

quick with human life and character, his conceptions

are forcible, bis invention is unfailing, and his impulse
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is always individual and sincere. In the pictorial absolutely necessary to the expression of the central

telling of a story he has few rivals ; the fulness idea ; but his anxiety seems to be r.ather to put in

and vividness of his reprosentations are limited only as much as he can without absolutely obscarino' it.

THE I1ISTKE3S OF HI.ROD.

{From the Terra-colta by Gronjc Tinirnrlh.)

by the means of his expression, and these he forces

with extraordinary success to perform services to

which their nature is not apt. Most artists do not,

and rightly, attempt such feats; but even if they

are right and Mr. Tinworth is wrong, it is impossible

not to admire the ingenuity with which he overcomes

or goes near to overcoming the natural stubbornness

of his materials. In his rendering of the Agony of

the Garden, for instance, he contrives to represent

with great force the solemn glriom of Gethsemane

—

an effect altogether foreign from the nature of sculp-

ture. In " The Brink of the Hill " he manages to

suggest the vanishing of Christ's figure, although it

stands there in solid palpable clay before us. Such

enterprises by artists untrammelled by conventions arc

always interesting. However unsafe, too, they may
be as examples, it is to such defiance of established

rules that some of the most precious of human
achievements in art are due.

Mr. Ruskin has well described Mr. Tinworth's

inind as " full of fire and zealous faculty, breaking its

way through all conventionalism to such truth as it

can conceive." Now the truth he conceives comes

generally embodied in crowds of figures with abun-

dant realistic and symbolic accessories. His imagina-

tion does not concentrate the truth into an isolated

figure or group worthy of undivided attention—it

takes a comprehensive, almost a panoramic, view of

dramatic events. With most artists who deal with

subjects of high spiritual significance, it is a predo-

minant care to eliminate every item which is not

He is probably the first who, in representing the

Adoration of the Magi, thought it necessary to state

strongly that there were other visitors in the inn,

unconscious of the eternal moment, and among
them a common mother with a common baby. In

another panel the soldier who is twisting the Crown
of Thorns has pricked his finger, and is sucking it

with a woeful expression much enjoyed by his comrade.

In " The Tribute Money," children are looking into

the fish's mouth in the hope of finding another coin.

All these touches are characteristic of the verj pecu-

liar tone and temper of Mr. Tinworth's mind, which

from its want of certain sensibilities—such as reti-

cence in facial expression, a blindness in respect of

what to others is ludicrous and pathetic, and a de-

ficient perception of the relative artistic force of the

parts of his own conceptions—has filled his composi-

tions with apparent faults ; while it has enabled him

to give us a fuller and more popular dramatisation of

Biblical events than would otherwise have been pos-

sible to him. Leaving out all questions of right or

wrong in art, and taking one of the panels in which

the dignity of the central figure suffers most from

the collision with its rude realistic surroundings—

•

" The Entry into Jerusalem"—I doubt whether on the

whole such a probable picture of the procession lias

ever been designed. Artistically, the Christ has not

half the force of the ass's colt on which. He rides

;

but as a picture of swarming human life and varied

emotion, in richness of incident and completeness of

its wise en xchic, the thing is really astonishing.
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In tliis iiiid in most of the hir^fcr i):incls tlic main

fault is that the most strikiufj lif^ures are often

fouud playincj secondary parts. In the " Goinjf to

Calvary " the interest centres neither in Christ nor

Simon the Cyrenian, but in the thieves, especially the

unrepentant thief. In the " Harabhas " a<jaiii the

robber is far more effective than either the Christ or

the Pilate. In the " Preparin<j for the Crucitixion
"

the attention is diverted from the otherwise noble

of his sin, are truly conveyed in that prostrate

tiyure of despair. You hardly need to know that

the wretch went out and han<5ed iiimself. "The Dis-

missal of Ilag-ir and Ishmael " is an instance of

the fulness with which Mr. Tinworth is determined

to tell his story. Hagar and Ishmael, Sarah and

Abraham and Isaac, all fit in, and he has found

room besides for three trees and the tent, a well, a

bucket, a jar, a cock, and a basket of bread. Althouj^h

impersonation of Christ to the clever figure of the the distress of Ilerod at the request of Salome is

soldier engaged in hunting a pin among the folds often marked by the old artists, his "exceeding"

of his "irdle. In " The Descent from the Cross " the sorrow has never, as far as I know, Ijeen shown so

soldier with the shears occupies the attention too strongly as in our second panel. Notwithstanding

much; while in all the larger panels what lives the presence of his guests, the Tctrarch buries his

lono-est in the memory is the vigorous group of head between his arms and grasps the table-cloth con-

soldiers dicing at the foot of the cross. vulsively. This work shows how inadequate sculp-

This will jiartly indicate why we have preferred ture in small is to represent slight distinctions of

to illustrate ^Ir. Tinworth'.s invention by a few of expression. No amount of labour could give much

his less elaborate works. It is in these that the true distinctness of character to bearded heads of this size,

force of his imagination is shown most purely, in- The shades in the hollows of mouth, eyes, and nostrils

asmueh as they are comparatively unencumbered with reduce them to masks. In " The City of Refuge"

his luxuriant growth of minor fancies, and less dis- the potency of ^Ir. Tinworth's imagination is far

turbed by incongruities of sentiment. As a specimen

of his studies from life and his more purely sculp-

turesque feeling, the low relief lent by Mr. E. W.
Gosse, the writer of the admirable preface to the

Catalogue of the Conduit Street exhibition, would

have been an excellent addition to our selection. Of

his imaginative panels, I could have wished to add

" The Taking of Samson," a design of exceeding force

with a well-conceived figure of the treacherous Deli-

lah ;
" The Brow

of the Hill," for

that wonderful sug-

gestivenessof which

I have already writ-

ten; and "The Rais-

ing of Lazarus" and

"The Last Supper,"

for the freshness of

their conception.

In "The Re-

morse of Judas

"

the action of Judas

is passionate in the

extreme, and is well

contrasted with the

indifference of the

chief priests and

elders. The sudden-

ness and severity

of his repentance,

and the impetuo-

sity with which he

seeks to rid him-

self of the wages

better exemplified. Whether in ink or paint or

terra-cotta or marble, a design like this could not

fail to be effective. The Woman outside the door is

in the way ; we could dispense with the head above

the Avenger's arm ; the design would gain greatly by

an uninterrupted space between the Avenger and the

door. Otherwise I can find no fault with this energetic

and pregnant conception. Mr. Tinworth had no need

to write " Justice" on the hatchet-blade. His tale for

once is completely

text

THE DISMISSAL OF HAGAB AXD ISHMAEL.

iFruiii the 'i\rra<uUa bu Georije Tinicorth.)

told without

or symbol.

It is perhaps

useless to .speculate

as to the future de-

velopment of Mr.

Tinworth's genius.

It is easier to point

out, as I have done,

the reasons why
the way in which

he exercises his na-

tural endowments

is not satisfactory

than to state how
ihey might be bet-

ter employed. His

strong perception

of character would

seem peculiarly to fit

him for a dcpictor

of modern life; but,

on the other hand,

an imagination and
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an intellect so fed upon the Bible might find such individual and remarkable part. P]ach step towards

a career poor and cold. One would like to see the cold clear heights of intellectual art would lift

what he could do with the paint-brush and the him further from the racinesSj the homely vigour,

Till liLMOKBE Oi JUUAb

(Ffom the Tcrra-cotta }yy George Timcorth.)

etching-needle ; but in his case nature and accident

seem to have elected for him somewhat authori-

tatively his means of expression. Mr. Gosse looks

for his future development in the direction of pure

or purer sculpture. But though much might be

expected from this direction of his talent, it seems to

me that it would tend to a tearing asunder of his

complex gifts, and the leaving behind of their more

and the human sympathy of his natural self ; and if

we should lose a humorist we gain a sculptor. We
may well be content with him as he is—an original

and thoroughly English designer, none of whose

faults are without redeeming qualities, and whose

vivid vision, fervid feeling, and strong grasp of cha-

racter are far more valuable than any amount of

featureless orthodoxy. Cosjio Monkhouse.

CURRENT ART.

IN his largest work of the present year, " The

Night's Catch," the original of our first en-

graving, Mr. Hole has taken a fresh departure, and

has dealt more directly than has been his wont with

nature and with present-day humanity. The land-

seajie has been studied on the shore of one of those

lochs of the Western Highlands, which have been

made familiar to southern readers by the vivid de-

scriptions of Mr. Black—lochs enclosed on three sides

by green slopes and rocky mountains, and opening

out on the fourth to the ocean. The distant land-

scape and the folded hills are lying bathed in a dim

haze, the peace of night still covering them as with

a mantle ; the quiet-coloured sky above is marked
with faint, rosy clouds ; and the sun sheds a broad

path of brightness over the sea. Two fishing-buats

have come in, among the yellow-brown sea-weed.

One sailor is leaving his ship, stepping carefully

along the narrow plank. In the foreground, on

great masses of sloping rock, a bare-legged, bare-

headed boy is pouring out the brilliantly-tinted

contents of the single basket which contains the

whoh; of "The Night's Catch," watched rather

ruefully by the grave bronzed fisherman, who is

pulling off his tarpaulin coat, and by his com-

panion sitting on the stones beside him, with knit

brows and a still more anxious face. The figures of

these fisher-folk have manifestly been studied from

the life. They are excellent in drawing, their atti-

tudes have been well caught, and their rough seafaring

garments are given with unwonted vigour and truth

of texture. The same accuracy of study is visible
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in the oarffiilly ri'iidcred fdrms oF tlic rorej^numtl

rocks ; thi-re is ;i pleasing truth of rehition between

the figures and their landscape surroundings; while

there is thoughtful and poetic sentiment in the

contrast Ix'tweeii the beauty and effortless quiet of

Nature, her numberless ongoings of life proceeding

with their wontctl and majestic calmness, and the

fret and stir of the human life beneath, with its

worn faces, its jietty anxieties and cares.

In his " Highland Funeral," which we have en-

graved as our frontispiece, Mr. James Guthrie presents

a pathetic episode of humble life, seen amid a dreary

aspect of nature, and beneath a sulxlucd effect of

waning light. Perhajis "A Scottish Funeral" would

have been a better title, for there does not appear t-^

be anything specially Highland, distinctively (\'ltic.

in the ])hysi(jue or physiognomy of its various figures

It might be the funeral of a worshipper in (luil

Annandale meeting-house which Carlyle lias de-

scribed. The head of an humble house has passed

away, and his friends and neighbours have gathered

together to pay him the last honours. The company

has proved too numerous for the little cottage room
;

so the coffin has been removed into the open air, and

rests on a couple of chairs in front of the door

;

while roimd it the strong-limbed, stern-faced peasants

listen bare-headed amid the snow and beneath the

chill darkening sky of the late winter afternoon

to the praj'er of their white-haired minister, who
stands beside the dead, with the last soft radiance of

the sky resting on his aged face. They are grave

time-worn men, and their grimness contrasts with

the fresh tearful face of the child, some near rela-

tive of the dciul, which appears near the coffin. In

the picture, as conditioned by its subject, there is

manifestly little scope for grace of line and form, for

the introduction of colours lovely in themselves and

lovely in combination. The charm of its technique

lies in the truth, decision, and force with which the

faces have been modelled; in the quietude with which

the blue-blacks of the costumes pass into the browns,

and these again into cool, low-toned greys ; and in

the rightness of relation between these dark sombre

masses and that space of sullied snow and of russet

and wan j'ellow sky against which they are relieved.

An excellent " unity in variety " has been attained

' y the differing attitudes and faces, harmonised by the

one expression of devoutness which gives even the

more commonplace a certain dignity and nobility.

In its earnestness and solemnity the picture, which

is thoroughly national in sentiment and effect, rises

to the rank of real religious art.

" The Little Ones First "—^the original of our

second reproduction—is one of eight pictures con-

tributed by Mr. Edgar Barclay to the present exhi-

bition in the Grosvenor Gallery, where it is well

hung in the First Room. It belongs to a class of

out-of-door ffeiire which always wins the admiration

of a large section of the populace. Its incident is

pleasant, homely, and not without humour ; to hun-

dreds it will recall memories of similar, possibly

identical, moments in a country life. This maiden

THE NIOHT 8 CATCH.

(From the Picture by W. B. Hole, A.R.S.A. Royal Scottish. Academn, 1883.)
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indeed liiis many prototypes, thouyh in tliem the

sense of justice prol)ably does not produce so senti-

mental an expression as Mr. Barclay lias given her.

She is posing to ns with a duck, which by the way

seems very quiet and comfortable—which looks, in

fact, as if it liked it. The girl, however, does

not watch the fluttering, squeaking, chirping little

yellow ones at their enjoyable meal, nor does she

chide the grown-up bird in her arms for being rude

and greedy, and old enough to know better. Instead

of doing either or both of these things—perfectly

natural, be it observed, in a healthy and unsophisti-

cated girl—she gazes at us in a kind of (Iream of

mist and feeling and moonlight. Notwithstanding

this anomaly, however, Mr. Barclay's picture will

find its admirers, and plenty of them. The heroine's

sentiment may be a thought artificial, and the duck

may seem too fond of

being nursed ; but the

ducklings—after all the

most interesting objects

in the picture—are very

life-like and lively. The

work, tiio, has some

charm of tone and

colour, and on the whole

the impression it leaves

is pleasant, if not par-

ticularly strong.

Mr. Arthur Melville

has travelled much and

studied hard in the East,

whence he has lately re-

turned with a goodly

collection of pictures and

sketches. From the Red

Sea and Egypt, from

India and the Persian

Gulf, he has brought

home many varied im-

pressions of scenery and

human life. Sapphire

seas and golden sands,

Arab boats and British

steamers, grave sheikhs

and lithe fishers of pearl,

stately palaces and so-

lemn temples, have each

and all fascinated Mr.

Melville, as they have

fascinated other artists

before him, as they will

fascinate the world so

long as the Q^Q^p, its

cities and peoples ^n^id " the little

traditions, shall exist. a-roni tf,,c Piclure by Edgar Ba:

And of all Eastern .sights and wonders, tiie old'

world life and architecture of Baghdad—'the city

of Maroun the Great, and Giaffar and Mesrour

the Eunuch, the scene of the glorious Arabian

Nights—seem to have best riveted Mr. Melville's

attention. There he made many sketches, and one

of these, exhibited in the much-abused exhibition of

the Dudley Gallery Water-Colour Society, is repro-

duced in our third engraving. As we have already

remarked in our note on the exhibition, it is a very

clever drawing. It must be said that as a whole

the work lacks brilliancy, and that the execution

is not completely expressive. The picture, however,

is an impression ; and so regarded, it must be com-

mended for its admirable qualities of tone, of colour,

of suggestiveness. The sand of the foreground,

the domes and minarets of the famous mosque, with

theirtiles of shimmering

purple and bliie, are ad-

mirable in texture ; the

figures, if somewhat too

sketchy to be entirely

satisfactory, have plenty

of character and gesture

;

the colour generally is

at once harmonious and

varied, the tone well

balanced throughout.

But, even regarded as

an impression pure and

simple, Mr. INIelville's

picture seems a little

wanting in the very

important quality of

light. The call to prayer

takes place in the full

radiance of noon, and

noon at Baghdad is a

brilliant hour indeed.

The peculiar colour

effects produced by the

glare of Eastern sunlight

are suggested with dex-

terity and considerable

truth ; the roofs and

awnings, the costumes

of the crowd, the sand

and the walls and the

matting — the whole

paraphernalia of an

Oriental street scene,

with their splendid con-

trasts and subdued

harmonies—are in some

ONES FiEsr." measure determined j

dai/. Gmsi-ciior Caller!/, ISSS.) but the light which
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.J,IL^.4iMi^,

IIIK I AI L TO IT:VV1 V..

{From the Pictlirr tnj .Irthiif .\[,lriUe. iJlullnj GaUrnj. ISSS.)

transfigures these things, and makes even the

shadows hiniinons, is absent. In failing here, how-

ever, it is only fair to add that Mr. Melville fails

in excellent company. Older and more experienced

painlers than he have come hopelessly to grief in

attempting Eastern sunshine. At the hest, success

in realising an effect so difficult is limited; but there

is every reason why Mr. ^lelville, who is young and

anything but unambitious, should produce sometliing

more akin to nature than this.

In "The Surrender"—engraved on our next

page—wc have one of those tahlcnux rintiih of

old time which have gained for !Mr. J. D. Linton

so considerable a reputation. It is one of a series

depicting the life and works of a Sixteenth Century

soldier, and it pi'csents the hero in the act of receiv-

ing, from a conquered leader, the keys of some strong-

hold won " at point of fox ;
'" his captives—old men

and young men, and maidens and knights—all mar-

shalled to receive him, and his soldiers trooping

valiantly at his heel. Like most of his other works,

it is a success of archseological knowledge and tech-

nical accomplishment. In invention and imagination

it is not extraordinarily impressive ; in varied tex-

tures, in accurate realisation of material surfaces, it

is, as need scarcely be said, remarkably complete.

Armour and ermine, silk and velvet and lace, the

sheen of sword and shield, the glitter of jewels, and

the gleam of sunlit spear and burnished helm—all

these are treated with commendable and scrupulous

regard for fact ; and it goes without saying that

architectural form and colour are realised with as

much care and patience as the pano]dy of the con-

queror's charger, or the richly-wrought garment f>f

the personage who surrenders the keys of the fallen

citv. Considered as a composition, the merits of Mr.

Linton's new work appear somewhat conventional

;

considered as a picture, it is found to tell us not

much that is new. But it pleases with its bright

and harmonious colour, and it compels admiration

by its excellent handling.

The water-fly or water-flea is an insect of such

peculiar temperament and habit as to make its name
an appropriate and useful epithet of contempt. It

is found all over the world. It lives in shallow

waters ; it flutters gaily on the surface in the morn-

ing, and in the evening it hops and leaps there with

a kind of aimless and conceited sprightliness ; but

in the heat of the day it retires to the bottom of

its pool. lender the microscope it is, we are told,

a beautiful object ; for " its whole interior organi-

sation'' is visible through the transparent outer

covering, ^rodern science thus confirms the attri-

bution of our ancestors. For the water-fly was long

an emblem of emptiness and vanity. Shakespeare

uses it in this wise more than once, notaljly in
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"Troilus;" and Mr. Pettie has takoii a itliraso from

"Hamlet" for the title of his very clever picture.

The words—" Dost know this water-fly?"—occur in

the second scene of the tifiii act, and are addressed

hy Handet to Horatio, on the entrance of Osrick.

The picture, however, is not a i)resentment of the

scene. Clearly those frilled and courtly gentlemen

in the background are not the Prince of Denmark

and his friend ;

they are intelli-

gent nohodies —
senators, courtiers,

what you will

—

invented hy the

artist and adroitly

introduced here for

incident, for colour

and effect. And
• this water-fly, this

" idle immaterial

skein of sleeve-

silk," this " tassel

of a jjrodigal's

purse," is not

Osrick, but Mr.

Pettie's admirable

notion of a medite-

val j)etit cn'ri'—
some Scottish Fas-

tidious Brisk, it

may be : the kind

of creature who

lives for ns, a

fly in amber, em-

balmed in the lusty

and brutal humour

of Ben Jonson. He
is preferable by a

good deal to his

modern prototype.

His costume is pic-

turesque and grace-

ful ; feather anil

frill, doublet and

hose, and princely

sword, are all su-

(PuuiUd hij Juhu PiUh

poor world is pestered with such," and, with Hamlet,

feel " 'tis a vice to know him ;
" but it is impossible

not tcj have some measure of admiration for him.

His fo])perv, his "whole interior organisation" of

vanity and futility is jjatent ; but his sclf-sufliciency

is so masterful and final, his bearing is s(^ overflow-

ing with a sublimity of conceit, that he commands

amused ajipnival though he deserves contempt. As

to the technical

merits of ^Ir.

IVttie's work —
which was, ere it

went to the Aca-

demy, on view for

a short time at ]Mr.

AV bite's Galleries

in King Street,

St. James's— we

need say little. In

character and ges-

ture it is as good

as anything he has

given us; in colour

and handling and

light and shade it

shows his best

ability; in humour

and imagination it

stands higher than

most of his work.

Our last illus-

tration reproduces

something of the

vigorous humour,

the sturd}' swagger

and strength of the

great bronze which

Mr. Boehm has

executed—for pre-

sentation to Tavi-

stock town — for

the Duke of Bed-

ford, and of which,

by the donor's per-

mission, a replica

will be set up on

.:^B
WATEE-FLY?"

It.A. Ruija) Acaihmii, 1SS3.)

perior to the curly hat and stand-up collar, the Plymouth Hoe. In its way, which is a way of

tight trousers and the crutch-stick of his succes- i)rose and rather realistic romance, the statue is

sors. They, indeed, are representative of a period of an excellent piece of work. The attitude is easy

machinery, and baccarat, and the humour of Often- and natural ; the gesture is happily conceived and

bach and Herve, the morality of Zola and the lesser happily executed; the characterisation is large, abun-

Dnmas, the art of Schneider and Theresa and the dant, original ; in the matter of modelling and de-

irresistible Bernhardt ; he, on the other hand, is an

outcome of an age of heroism and romance. He is

a "diminutive of nature," no doubt
;
you may even

remember with mixed sorrow and anger " bow the

102

sign there is much to notice and t<j praise; the

effect of the whole is singularly cheerful and im-

pressive. So might the great admiral have stood

before the matchless Oriana, even Elizabeth the
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sliow. It was with a noble pride that, alter the ruin

of the Armada, he eould rebut the vaunts and lies

of Spain, and tell how, for all " their putting in

print " " the number of soldiers, the fearful burden

of their ships, the commanders' names of every

squadron, with

all other maga-

zines of provi-

sions," as " an

army and navy

irresistible and

disdaining pre-

vention," they

did not, " their

great,terrible os-

tentation" not-

withstanding,
" in all their

sailing round

about England,

so mueh as sink

or take one ship,

bark, pinnace,

or cockboat of

ours, or even

burn so mueh
asonesheepcote

on this land."

And afterwards,

with Hawkins

dead, and his

fleet a wreck,

and his hist ad-

venture turned

to a piece of

desperate dis-

aster, he eould

perish of a

liroken heart.

England had

need of him

;

he served her

well ; she will

know to honour

this lasting

witness to his

fame.

In this place

it will be con-

if such creatures of principle and avgunieiit could have Venielit to llote that the sculpture of the year is not

existed in the " spacious times " of Elizabeth—would remarkable. In the Academy, one of the best things

certainly have clamoured for his head. But, as is Mr. Onslow Ford's life-size statue of Mr. Irving

Mr. Walter Pollock has taken pains to show, he was as Hamlet. j\Ir. Thornycroft'.'? "Miss Sassoon" and

a true and loyal P]nglishman, a determined anti- Mr. Gilbert's " Study of a Head " are excellent. So,

Spaniard, a wise and daring commander, and as good too, is Mr. W. B. Richmond's bust of his wife—-per-

a Protestant and excellent a citizen as his age can haps the best sculpture in the Grosvenor Exhibition.

N'irgin Queen, when she sat and questioned him of

his voyage about the world ; so might he have stood

to receive the citizens of Plymouth when he returned

from singeing the beard of His Majesty of Spain; so

might he have confronted the valiant Lord Howard,

and turned to

win the his-

torical game of

bowls, having

time, as he said,

both to play that

out and to beat

the Spaniards

afterwards. Pro-

bably the sphere

and compass,

which a little

spoil thegeneral

effect and are

not altogether

free from the

reproach of con-

veutionality,ave

superfluons in

fact, as they are

certainly of du-

bious import in

art. For Drake,

thoughhe sailed

round the globe,

and was an ex-

pert and valiant

seaman,was not,

it woukl seem,

aseientific navi-

gator. He had

a good deal of

the privateer

(between whom
and the ])irate

there is only the

difference of a

syllable or so)

in his composi-

tion, as well as

something of

the hero ; and a

Radical editor

of the period

—

SIE FRANCIS DRAKE,

' hi J- E. Boehm, R.A. RniluI Amdcmil. 1SS3.)
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THE EXHIBITIONS.

AT Burlintjton House tliere is, as usiKal, moro o'ood

JLa. work abovL- the line than upon it. The <ralher-

inn- is ol" hiylier and better general qiudity than

usual. It inehidcs no jjieture of heroic intention,

and for any toueli of genius—a gesture that goes to

the heart, an c.xpre.ssion that moves to tear.s, a view

of nature or of human life that is a revehition of

some mysterious source of emotion not hitherto made

visible to man—you wouKl look in vain. It abounds

in cleverness ; in work that is manifestly sincere, and

that is good as far as it goes ; in pleasant and i)opu-

lar sentiment; in honourable evidences of technical

accomplishment, accurate observation, diligent study,

and sustained and laudable effort. But it is oljvious

that a golden mediocrity is the general fortune of our

painters, and that, so far as we have got, the picture

of the year is not in the Academy, but at Messrs.

Goupil's, and is signed, not " Millais," nor " IIoll,''

nor " Leigliton," but "Theodore Rousseau."

In jiortraiture, it is fair to add, the exhibition

is exceptionally rich. The honours of the year are

divided between Mr. Frank Holl and Mr. J. E.

Millais. ^Vith a good " General Lord Wolseley,"

and others of less interest, the former painter sends a

"John Bright," which takes rank with the best work

of the English school, and which, considered merely

as an achievement in the representation of modern

costume, is really surprising. The latter contributes,

among others, an admirable jjortrait of ]\Ir. Hook

—frank, vigorous, imposing, true; an excellent

"Lord Salisbury;" and, in " Une Grande Dame"
—a tiny beauty, in a m ib-cap, and lace, and a

wonderfid frock, and with a green parrot on her

finger—one of the prettiest and sweetest pictures

of childhood painted in modern times. Mr. Her-

konier's " Herr Hichter " has technical merit, and

renders fairly well the solid and simple strength of

the original; but the hands are meaningless and poor,

and the superhuman size of the thing—for !Mr. Iler-

komer has taken to painting portraits larger than

life—conveys an impression not of vigour, but of

affectation. The artist's "Sir ]{ichard Cross"- is

on the whole better, but it is touched with the .same

eccentricity. Mr. Collier's "Professor Huxley" is

better, we tliink, than the " Darwin " of last year.

Mr. Ouless is excellently represented ; his six con-

tributions are all good pictures and good portraits.

Mr. Watts's single picture, an essay in the arrange-

ment of different reds, is, on the contrar}', a dis-

appointment; it is not agreeable to .sec, and it con-

tains a curtain which is as badly painted as need be.

One of the most striking among the figure

pictures is I\Ir. Frank Dicksee's " Too Late : " a

romantic presentment—somewhat in the manner of

Sir Frederick Leighton—of the Foolish Virgins,

mourning and slumbering, in the light of a thin

moon, without the gate. Its technical accomplish-

ment is considerable ; it offers some good and imagi-

native colouring ; it is sudiciently sound and natural

in sentiment. To jNIr. Poynter's very remarka})le

" The Ides of March " we shall refer later on.

Mr. Orchardson's " Voltaire " is exceedingly skilful

work. The room, the dinner-table, the textures, the

attitudes and expressions and costumes of the Due de

Sulli's guests, the flowers, the glass, the wine—all are

most intelligently conceived of and most successfully

treated; but the heroic figure,' the A'oltaire after the

cudgels of De Rohan's lackeys, is not much more

than clever, and the picture is a trifle ineffective in

consequence. The President, who is not so ambitious

nor so interesting as last year, is represented by a

decorative frieze which is not particularly decorative;

by "A Vestal," which is perhaps his best picture this

year ; by " Kittens," the effect of which is that of a

piece of still life ; and by " Memories," a single figure

which may be compared with "A Vestal." The best

of ;Mr. Pettie's three or four is, as it seems to us, the

" Water-fly " of a couple of pages back. Mr. Reid's

"A Spill"—a huntsman after a tumble in a turnip-

field—is well painted, full of character, and with a good

open-air effect. Mr. ^laebeth's "A Sacrifice"—a girl

selling her red, red hair—is not extravagantly agree-

able ; his second exhibit, " The Signal," is charming.

]\Ir. "Waller's "The Day of Reckoning" may be looked

at with interest and with pleasure ; Mr. Millais, in

"The Grey Lady," has produced some excellent

craftsmanship and a true imaginative effect of colour.

jMr. Seymour Lucas, in "A 'Whi[)' for Van Tromp"
and " My Country Cousin," is much the same as

usual. Mr. Prinsep is seen at his best in his "Titian's

Niece." Mr. Briton Riviere is more than usually

imaginative and vigorous in his picture of the " Swine

of the Gadarenes;" is very human and natural in his

" Old Playfellows " and " The Last of the Crew ;

"

and is really humorous and true to fact in his

"Giants at Play," which introduces us to one of the

most delicious bull-pups ever painted. Mr. Yeames,

Mr. Marks, Mr. Calderon, Mr. Morris, Mr. Crowe

are as they have always been ; Mr. Fildes, in " The

Village Wedding," has produced a popular picture

;

j\rr. Frith, in "The Private View," has little to

say, and says that little rather ill ; Mr. Lockhart, in
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"Cavtlinal Beaton at St. Andrews " and "Aluasehar's

Fortune," is obviously skilful and conventional.

M. Fantin, in " L'Etude," is brilliantly clever.

Mr. Guthrie, in "To Pastures New," Mr. G. H.

Bougliton, in "Suspected of Witcbcralt " and " A
Dutch Ferry," Mr. Gliudoni, in "An Audience,"

Mr. Alma Tadema, in "The Way to the Temple " and
" An Oleander," Mr. Van Haauen, in " The Mask
Shop," Mr. E. J. Gregory, in a picture of " Drawing-

Room Day in Piccadilly," may all be studied with

pleasure and with profit. On a liigher plane, and

touched witli finer qualities, is Mr. Maynard Brown's

"The Last Look." It represents a ])oor woman, a

baljy at her breast and a company of children at her

skirts, looking farewelL at the coffin of her dead

husband. In gesture, character, sentiment, it is

admirable.

To pass to the painters of water :—Mr. Hook is re-

presented by four pictures, three in his best manner.

Mr. Colin Hunter lias, in " Lobster Catching "

and " A Pebbly Shore," two pictures of great merit

and enduring charm. Mr. Brett, as it seems to us,

has never done so well—has never been so ' true to

nature, so sound in art, and so free from a suspicion

of vulgarity—as in " Welsh Dragons " and "These
Yellow Sands." In "Between the Showers" and
" Calm Before a Storm "—especially the latter—Mr.
Henry Moore is seen at his best and freshest and

most veracious. In " Oyster Dredgers " Mr. Hemy
puts himself on a level with the best living painters

of watev; as does Mr. Wyllie, in his "Toil, Glitter

and Grime, and Wealth on a Flowing Tide," an

excellent picture of the London Thames. Of the

landscapes the finest are certainly Mr. W. B. Leader's

" Parting Day "—which is out and away the artist's

best work—and " Green Pastures and Still Waters,"

and Professor Costa's exquisite little canvas, "The
Mere." There are scores beside—good, bad, in-

different ; but these three seem to us the best.

At the Grosvenor Gallery the show of pictures

is of only average quality and interest. The me-
diocrities are largely represented ; the neo-medise-

valists have mustered vigorously ; the best is not of

surpassing excellence, and on view there is not a

little work on which all comment would be wasted.

The picture of the year is of course Mr. Burne Jones's

"The Wheel of Fortune." It is conceived with a

kind of elaborate intensity of romance, and it has

admirable qualities of drawing and modelling and ex-

pression. But it presents an epitome of the painter's

many mannerisms ; its sentiment is too personal and
peculiar to be generally attractive ; if it is epical in

subject, it seems only quaint and eccentric in treatment

and effect. Much the same may be said of the

famous painter's other contributions :
" The Hours,"

which is rich and beautiful in colour, and remark-

able in the rhythmical charm of its scheme of line ;

" An Angel ;
" and the " Philip Comyns Carr," the

saddest and intensest portrait of a little boy that

ever was painted. Mr. Watts's four pictures of the

four Horsemen in " Revelation " are heroic and very

nearly successful ; his "Knight" is quite excellent;

in " The Rain it Raineth every Day " he has done

admirably in colour and gesture and expression. ]\Ir.

Millais, on the other hand, is far below his highest—in

his " Duchess of Westminster," his " For the Squire,"

and his " Master Freeman " alike. The best of Mr.

Herkomer's many portraits, of men and women, old

and young, is probably the " Joachim ;
" the best of

Mr. Richmond's, which are curiously unlike each

other in sentiment and style, and make you think of

everybody but the painter himself, is assuredly the

" Mrs. Mirless," though the " Miss Davies " and the

" Mrs. Frederick Harrison " are both very striking ;

the best of Mr. Holl's is certainly his simple and

vigorous "John Tenniel." Mr. Collier's "Three

Sisters" has great merit—in colour, characterisa-

tion, handling, and effect ; and so, in a way of

its own, has Mrs. Collier's " An Artist at Work."

Among the essays in ffeiirt' and romance, special

mention may be made of Mr. Reid's " The Yarn "

—a very clever and pleasant work ; Mr. Macbeth's

skilful and novel "Sheep-Shearing;" Mr. Hale's

" Psyche before Venus "—a translation of Morris

into goodish Carolus Duran ; Mr. Boughton's " The

Peace-Maker"—the best thing in Dutch life and

landscape he has done ; Mr. Julian Story's "' Un Pen

de Musique ;
" and Mr. Clausen's " Winter Work "

and " Hay-Time," two simple and earnest pictures of

labour in the fields. Mr. Hemy's " The Ferryman "

and Mr. Henry Moore's "A Tide Race " take first rank

among the water-pictures ; Mr. Bartlett's " Summer-

Time on the Lagoon " comes next. Among the

landscape-painters Professor Costa wins as he jileases,

with " Old Kensington," " Morning on the Hills

at Branzi," and " The Alban Hills at Evening :

"

all three exquisite in colour, full of poetry, touched

with real distinction. After him come Mr. Keeley

Halswelle—with "Evening Mists" and "Royal

Windsor ;
" Mr. Ernest Parton, with a pleasant pic-

ture of twilight ; Mr. Mark Fisher, with several good

Mark Fishers ; Mr. Bloomer, with his pretty and simple

" Farm in Brittany ;
" Mr. North, with " Apples ;

"

and Mr. Hennessy, with " A Pastoral " and " With

the Birds." We have only space to add that Mr.

E. J. Gregory contributes some brilliant studies of

Venice as it is ; Mr. Van Haanen a neat and dex-

terous study from the nude ; Mr. Alma Tadema a

not very remarkable portrait ; Mr. Nettleship a most

unpleasant picture of a blind lion, not artisticallj'

good, we think, and painful enough to be repulsive,

we are sure. The rest must needs be silence.
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HENRY IRVING AS HAMLET.

(From the Stattw by E. Onslow Font Royal Academv, 1SS3.)
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A PAINTER OF PRETTINESS.

alCORGK ADOLPIirS STOREY—the artist of pictures, and that lie only of his kin has been

" Viola," " .My Lady Belle," " Little Uutter- favoured by tiiis second muse, it will be obvious

cup," and a score of graceful and charming fanta.^es that his talent is, to say the least of it, original.

LILIES, OLEANDEBS, AND THE PITTK.

(Painlfil bii n. A. Ulntfil. A.TI.A. nil Permixiioii of A. S. T)\snn. Esq.)

besides—in a family of eight, was the only one with

a taste for art. His parents, too, were altogether

unconnected with it, directly or indirectly. If I

add tliat he writes as well as paints, and ])rodncos

quaint and pretty verses as well as quaint and pretty

193

and that the why and wherefore of his possession

are not easily pei-ceived.

Rut to the many who enjoy his jileasant work, it

is of very little consequence whence ho derives his

talent. Oddly enough, it flourished side by side with
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a love for mathematics. Contrary to almost all pre-

cedent, Mr. Storey, when a yoirngster, was intensely

fond of calculation. Nor is this all. Still further to

invert and turn topsy-turvy the received ideas as to

a painter's quality and progress, he was, in 1852-53,

a fairly successful exhibitor at the Royal Academy

—two years, that is to say, before he entered, in 1854',

as a student there. He was at this time twenty

years old, having been born in London in 1834. He
had begun as a schoolboy ; for he won a tiny silver

palette as a prize for painting in oils, and at nine

years old he showed his turn for art by trying his

hand at modelling the heads and limbs of horses, in

the studio of M. Beliues, the sculptor. All the while,

as his love for mathematics had in nowise declined,

and as he gave both time and attention to their study,

it was deemed expedient that he should have a couple

of years in Paris, under M. Maraud, mathematical

professor at the Athenee-Royale. There he re-

mained from 1848

to 1850, passing

much more than

his leisure in copy-

ing pictures in the

Louvre, under the

guidance ofa well-

known teacher,

M. Jean Dulong.

Here was laid the

groundwork for

that delicate and

sensitive tech-

nique by which

his work is dis-

tinguished.

On his return

to England he

went into an

architect's office,

and wasted many
precious hours

over elevations

and plans. Dis-

gusted, as it

would seem, by

this vain attempt

to practically

unite his several

loves, he finally

entered Mr.
Leigh's School

of Art in Newman
Street. Messrs.

Calderon, Marks,

and others, of

what is called (.Painted by 0. A. Storey, A.R.A.)

the " St. John's Wood School," were his fellow-

students; and in their company he has worked

and flourished ever since. At first, his interests

were somewhat too many and too varied. He
produced much, and achieved but little. The mere

titles of his pictures show how long it took him

to settle down to any special class of subject. Thus
his first exhibit in the Royal Academy (1852)

was "A Family Portrait;" it was followed in

1853-54 by a " Madonna and Child," a " Holy

Family," " Sacred Music," " The Widowed Bride,"
" The Bride's Burial," " The Annunciation." In

18(54 he exhibited an historical picture, which

brought him a good deal of renown—" The Meet-

ing of William Seymour with Lady Arabella Stuart

at the Court of James I., 1609;" and next year

another of the same class, called " The Royal

Challenge "—of our Eighth Harry jjlaying at single-

stick with a peasant. After this, however, his

themes grew less

ambitious ; and

at Mr. Gambart's

Gallery, in 1 SG6,

he gave us, in

"Children at

Breakfast," the

first of those do-

mestic subjects

—

which are at the

same time por-

trait pictures—in

which he has been

so long and so

brilliantly suc-

cessful. It was

followed in 18C7

by " After You,"

a quaint and ex-

quisitely-painted

bit of character.

The backgrounds

in both were

painted at Hever

Castle, then—all

royal as its tra-

ditions and its

past had been

—

the summer house

of a kind of co-

operative society

of artists. Very

delicate andsubtle

characterisation,

too, marked Mr.

Storey's exhibits

in 1868 : the
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" Shy Pupil " and " Sayin<,' Grace ;
" whilst in 18(i9

—the year in which the new j^alleries at Biirlin<ft()U

House were opened—he came forward as the author

of three more pictures, which still further increased

his reputation. This was now estahlishcd be^'ond

dispute, and the positions he won in the public

esteem by his " Sister," " Going to School," and

"The Old Soldier," fully justified the excellent

places they obtained

on the walls.

The tlecade which

ha.s swept by since

then must be one

full of satisfaction

to our painter as he

glances back upon it.

It has brought him,

deservedly, within

the sacred circle of

Royal Academy As-

sociateship (for he

was elected A.R.A.

in April, 1876) ; it

has enabled him to

fulfil all those pro-

mises which he began

to make when, in

186t5, he strack out

a line for himself

;

and it has given him

time to develop that

leaning towards the

Dutch school of the

Seventeenth Century

— always more or

less manifest in his

work— upon which

he has grafted much
delicacy and beauty,

at the same time

investing it with all

that indulgent sym-

pathy with human nature which every one who knows

the man himself is aware that be possesses in a very

large degree. A kindly consideration and tenderness

for our little foibles and weaknesses always peeps

out from the fun which he delights in extracting

from them ; and as this is entirely free from every-

thing that is bitter or sardonic, so is it absolutely

devoid of the very faintest tincture of vulgarity. j\Ir.

Storey's satire is so good-natured, and the manner in

which it is applied so happy, that offence is im-

possible. It is obvious that he may nave profited in

this, as in many artistic respects, by the teaching

and advice of the late C. R. Leslie, R.A., whose

friendship he acquired at the outset of his profes-

(Drawn bi/ G. A. Slorcij, A.R.A.)

sional career. Much of his appreciative mterpreta-

tion of character is Lesliean, whilst his technique is

based upon the lx?st foreign teaching. These remarks

are more or less applicable to all his work, from

"Children at Breakfiist " and "The Shy Pupil"

down to his last exhibited picture. lie is seen at

his best in " The Duet " and " Only a Rabbit

"

{in the Royal Academy, 1870), " Rosy Cheeks" and

"Lessons" (1871),

"A Lovers' Quarrel

"

and " Little Ruttcr-

cup"(187^), "Scan-

dal," " Love in a

Maze,"and " Mistress

Dorothy" (1873).

These last-mentioned

three works attracted

particular attention,

the third of them

leading to those

marked successes in

life-sized female por-

traiture which have

become so con-

spicuous a feature of

the painter's present

reputation, and of

which we present

our readers with two

excellent examples,

in the " Viola " and

the "Lilies, Olean-

ders, and the Pink."

And a projMS of

his skill as a portrait-

painter, he tells an

amusing story of

one of his early ex-

periences in this

capacity during a

visit to IMadrid,

which he made in

the year 1863. He was commissioned to paint the

portrait of one Don Juan Moreno Benitcz, Governor

of Madrid. Some noble friends of his Excellency

became so interested in the progress of the picture,

that they, in order to watch it, used to inundate

the artist's studio with their company, and, being

idle themselves, were the cause of idleness in him.

Hence he found it impossible to complete the work

within the appointed period for sending it in to the

forthcoming exhibition, where the Dons were most

anxious it should appear. They exerted their in-

fluence, and obtained for the painter an extension of

time, and by this means he was just able to com-

plete his task a day or two before the exhibition

I M 1 I I 1 1
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opciH'd. The portrait, Iiiiwevcr, was so hadly liiiiij^

that its aspect was a jj^rievoiis tlisappuiiitmoiit to all

concerned. The powers which had i)r()cinvd the first

privilegw were now evoked again, and an appeal was

miule to the Minister of the Interior, who, looking

upon the matter as one of grave importance, wrote to

the President of the cxhihition, and the picture was

eventually taken fmni its had i>ositiou and placed in a

nionl," alsii ]iiirtiait.s in another style, added largely

to his fame; and "(jranduianinia's Christmas Visitors,"

the fourth of his coinhinations in that year, lent after-

wards, as an engraving, immense attraction to the

Christmas number of the (jra/j/iic. Two life-sized

portraits, and " Caught," and " The Whip Hand,"

together with, in lS76, "The Dancing Lesson," and

"^fy Lady Belle "—a study for which wc reproduce

—

llilliifil'i'v'J'' 'i^'iif:' i'':i ilvi^A^^^^

{Fvota a Vhutn<jrai>h by Fradttk.)

post of honour. " Imagine," says Mr. Storey, " an

outsider and a foreigner under similar circumstances

bringing similar pressure to bear on Sir Frederick

Leighton, and with a like residt
!

"

But to return to 187^3. " Scandal " showed our

painter's love of sly humour and domestic old-world

quaintness, whilst " Love in a Maze " exhibited an

additional trait, in the skill with which the landscape

background was treated. Again, in ISH, " The

Blue Girls of Canterbury " was a striking example

of his combination of subject and portrait pictures.

' Little Swansdown " and " Dame Octavia Beau-

carry us, in 1877, on to another highly excellent pro-

duction, namely, " The Old Pump Room, Bath," in

which the extent of our artist's versatile powers is

seen at their very best, as a reference to our full-page

reproduction of it will show. " Sweet Margery,"
" Portrait of a Lady a la Rubens," and two other

portraits iu 1S7S ; two more portraits, " Orphans,"
" Lilies, Oleanders, and the Pink," in 1879 ; toge-

ther with " Following the Drum" and "Daphne" in

1880; and "The Connoisseur" and "Sunflower" in

the current year— complete the list of the more im-

portant of his published works. How much besides
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liL' bus ludduci'd ill every sort of medium—water-

eolour, eteliiiig, blaek and white— I cannot pretend

to say.

More than once reference has been made to Mr.

Storey's powers as a poet; and the pretty double

meaning which is sometimes conveyed in the names

by which he christens his pictures, together with

the quaint and charming lines which he frequently

attaches to them in the catalogue, give us a clue to

what wo may expect to find in " Homely Ballads

and Old-fashioned Poems," the title of his little l)0ok

oi \erse. It is full not only of pretty dainty con-

ceits, but of that kind, genial sympathy with human

nature which is so marked a characteristic of the

man, and which appears, if not as j^owerfully at

least as pleasantly, beneath his pen as beneath his

brush, notwithstanding the modest estimate he gives

of himself in his preface. W. W. Fenn.

ELECTEIC LIGHTING FOE PICTUEE GALLEEIES.

MOST people know that there are two distinct

methods of lighting by electrical means : the

arc system, giving that peculiar form of illumination

which is generally called " electric light," and the

incandescent system, which gives a light more like

the best forms of gas or oil lighting. In considering

the subject of how best to light our picture galleries

by electrical means, we may well begin by consider-

ing which system gives the kind of light best suited

to our purpose. I unhesitatingly say that the arc

system is really the best from this point of view. I

know that to most people—I have myself been sub-

ject to the illusion—the light from an arc lamp is

hard, cold, ghastly; objects look strange, women

look like corpses, their dresses look hard, cold, and ill

arranged as to colour. In truth, the light from an

arc lamp is not a ghastly blue, but a pure white;

it cannot be distinguished from the light reflected

from a white cloud in the north : the light of all

others most liked by painters. It in no way alters

colours from the shade and tone which they have

by day. This is proved to demonstration by the

fact that haberdashers and silk-mercers can match

—

so that the match will stand by daylight—the most

delicate shades by the aid of the arc light, and by

no other kind of artificial illumination. The reason

of the prejudice against this beautiful light is not

far to seek. We have all been accustomed to a

very yellow form of artificial light, so that our brain

automatically applies a correction to what we see

whenever we know that we are looking at objects

illuminated by artificial light; and this correction is

still made with the are light, although it is no longer

required. After a few evenings spent in a building

lighted by it the illusion disappears, and we are able

to enjoy the delight of daylight by night. But

until the public at large have been trained to like,

instead of hate, the are light, it would be extremely

unwise to introduce it into a picture gallery. We
must, therefore, fall back upon the incandescent plan.

There are many lamps on this system which are

now before the public, and they show great differences

in the quality of the light they give. The first

point in lighting a picture gallery is to carefully

select the lamp which gives the whitest light. There

is as yet no chance of finding an incandescent lamp

giving so white a light as to give rise to the illusion

produced by the arc lamp. The whitest light at-

tainable is almost white enough not to produce serious

modification of strong colours. I should, however,

think that those lamps which give a decided yellow

or even slightly orange light would never illuminate

pictures so as to produce a satisfactory effect upon a

trained eye. In arranging, it would be well, if

possible, to conceal the lamps themselves from view.

It is always well that the actual source of light

should be invisible, and it becomes of even greater

importance when incandescent lamps are used. The

reason is, that as yet they are curiosities to most

people, who delight in staring at them, and thus

fatigue their eyes so much that if afterwards they

looked at pictures they would probably see them

covered with black shifting images of the carbon

filaments used in the lights. Probably one of the

best forms of illumination will be obtained by a

string of lamps near the ceiling, some feet from

the wall, with a screen behind them painted white

with some dead-surfaced pigment, and sufficiently

deep to hide them from the spectator. A good effect

would be produced in the case of a large picture

by placing before it, at a distance of about two

feet, a large frame blackened on the side next the

spectator, and studded all round on the side next

the picture with small incandescent lamps. It must

always be borne in mind that a better effect, and

indeed more light where we want the light, is often

to be got from several small lamps than from one

large one. Thus, it is often better to employ four

five-candle lamps than one twenty-candle lamp.

The reasons why this form of lighting should be

introduced without delay into picture galleries appear

to me to be very strong. Firsts if the arrange-
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ments am cairii'(l out iirniH'ily, tliciv is no danger

from fire at all. Tlien, the lamps bein<j henneti-

cally sealed, no <jas or vapour escapes into the air, so

that neither pictures nor frames can suffer; whilst

the air of the gallery remains fresh and pure. Anil

lastly, the heat thrown out is So small that they may

be put as close as may he necessary to pictures, walls,

or drapery. To >;et the best possible lighting:, it wouiil

be unwise for the director of any picture gallery to

select any "system" for himself, lie slmuld apply

to some competent electrical engineer, who is not

tietl down to the use of any particular j)atent or

patents, and got him to siipi)ly all that is wanted.

Nor need he fear that any great expense will be

incurred should the first arrangement be unsuccessful.

Almost endless arrangements may be tried if the

main " leads" or conductors are intelligently placed,

at but little more than the cost for the labour'of shift-

ing the lamps from one form of grouping to another.

This has been practically proved in certain private

houses, where redistribution has been practised from

day to day, until the right arrangement was hit off.

The question of working expense is one of some

importance. It will be generally necessary to use

some form of engine and a dynamo machine at the

gallery itself, and the interest on the capital thus

expended must add to the cost. But even then it

would be fpiite possible, by using a gas engine, to

light the gallery at something under twice the cost

of gas-lighting. Where there is spare steam power

on hire hard by the cost would be much less. And
any director who was fortunate enough to find natural

water power near his gallery would probably be able

to light his pictures electrically at much less than the

cost of gas. Even where the cost is double that of

g;us, the safety from fire, and the length of time that

ceilings and decorations will last without renovation,

would most likely more than cover the difference in

price. As to the mechanical power required, it is

estimated that up to about thirty lights, one horse-

power is required for each ten lamps of sixteen candle-

power each ; aljove that limit rather more lamps can

be kept shining for each horse-power.

The cost of production of energy varies. For

natural water-power it is nothing. Large steam-

engines only consume between two and three pounds

of coal per horse-power jier hoiu- ; small steam-

engines are less economical. The gas-engine, which

does not require skilled attendance, costs in working

about one penny per hour per horse-power. Gas-

engines, however, have this disadvantage, that the

larger ones require about two men to start them.

Of course, if after a private set of plant has been

set up a lighting company brings its mains near the

gidlery, the problem will have to be solved whether

it is cheaper to produce the current on the premises

or to put up with the loss on the sale of the ]ilant

and take the current from the company's mains. The

solution of this j)roblem involves the price which the

company proposes to charge. If the companies should

be so ill advised as to charge the maximum price to

be found in m<jst of the jjrovisional orders, or any

])rice but little under this maximum, it will l)e much

cheaper in the long-run to erect every man his own

gas-engine and dynamo, and generate his own current.

I assume that the lights are only used for four hours

a day all the year round, the economy of home manu-

facture increasing with the nuinber of hours during

which the lights are used, and farther with the

numlrer of lights to be used. So that the i)icture

gallery with some hundreds of lights would be lighted

at a cheaper rate per light than a private house with

twenty or thirty lights.

As soon as the present prejudice against the arc

light is overcome, should there be no light of the

same quality to be produced by other means, arc-

lighting will have to be adopted. Now arc lights

of less than several hundred candle-]iower arc not

likely to be produced economically at present—about

eight hundred to one thousand candle-power is the

smallest arc light Vi-orth considering. Just now we

can only get a sufficient diffusion of light by giving

up the use of the direct rays and by using light

redected from a rough white surface. The loss of

light by this method is very great ; but it must be

remembered that about two hundred candle-jiower

per horse-power is all that has as yet been obtained

in practice from incandescent lamps, whilst one thou-

sand to fifteen hundred candle-power per horse-power

can easily be obtained from are lamps. But before

arc lighting can be applied successfully to the illumi-

nation of pictures we must not only get rid of popular

prejudice, but the lamps themselves must be im-

proved. With the exception of one or two new types,

which are as yet on their probation, arc lamps give

a light which is unsteady in quantity and variable in

colour. Should progress not lead to the extinction of

the arc system by improvement in the incandescent

system, arc lights of perfect steadiness will be pro-

duced. There would still be precautions to be taken

before introducing them into art collections. Ordi-

nary arc lam])s burn in the surrounding air, and pour

into it oxides of carbon, which are bad to breathe, and

measurable quantities of ozone and nitric acid, which

have a strong tendency to spoil metals and -colours.

An arc light loses but little and gains much by

being shut up in an hermetically ck)sed lamp ; but

very few of these have been devised, and as this is so,

the risk of exposing works of art to the fumes of an

arc lamp is one which ought not to be run.

It may, perhaps, be noticed that up to this point

I have said nothing about the so-called semi-incan-
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doscent sj-stems of electric lii>;htint>'. My reason is

that I could better discuss them when considering

pure arc lights. All semi-incandescent lights depend

partly on small voltaic arcs, and have, in consequence,

the defect of throwing off vapours of a more or less

deleterious kind, and lend themselves less readily than

pure arc lights to being shut up in closed globes.

Whether we take the Joel, the Werdermann, or the

beautiful and cheap Lampe-Soleil, we get a very

steady light midway in economy between the pure

are and pure incandescent systems j but as a rule the

light is rather yellow. Unless I am greatly mis-

taken, in a very few years, as incandescent lighting

gets more economical and arc lighting more steady,

these semi-incandescent lights will be selected out of

the struggle for existence. Even at present, for pic-

ture-lighting purposes, they cannot be easily arranged

to give light by reflection; and as to get them to

v^rork economically they need to have a rather high

candle-power, I confess that I think it would be

difficult to get a good uniform distribution of light

by their use. Gordon Wigan, M.S.T.E.E.

THE PLANTIN-MOEETUS MUSEUM.

THE opening of a new museum in one of the

towns most visited by Englisli travellers is

a matter likely to be of considerable interest to all

lovers of art. On August 19, 1877, the Musee-

Plantin at Antwerp was first thrown open to the

public ; and since that date the arrangement of the

collections has gone steadily on. It is now finally

completed ; so that

it is high time to

call the attention of

the travelling public

to one of the most

interesting and in-

structive monuments

to be found in all

Belgium.

Eor the Musee-

Plantin is unique.

Other towns have

their picture gal-

leries, their collec-

tions of antiquities,

their libraries, their

famous churches,

palaces, and town-

halls; but none, save

Antwerp, can show

a house which is the

monument of the

industry of a single

family, whose mem-
bers w&re engaged

throughovit three

centuries in the print-

ing of books and en-

gravings. Within its

walls you may not

only find specimens

of the printer's art THE I'l.ANTI.N-MOnElUS MUSEUM.

-

in all stages of development ;
you may watch the

growth of his methods and the evolution of his

machinery. You may see the old types and the old

presses with which books, now almost priceless, were

printed in the Sixteenth Century, when old men
were still living who could remember the time when

there were no printed books at all. You may see the

ancient wood-blocks

from which the prints

were pressed that

adorned these ab-

original volumes.

You may examine

a world of copper-

plates designed and

engraved by famous

men of old. You
may see the draw-

ings which Rubens

furnished, and the

letters he wrote about

them, and the re-

ceipts for payment

which he signed. In

fact you may follow

the whole process of

development of what

is certainly the most

marvellous industry

of modern times

—

that industry which

has changed the face

of Europe, and revo-

lutionised its social

fabric — from the

days of its painful

infancy to those of

its tyrannous age.

For my factsTHE STAIECASE.
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about this notable family of ])riiitci-s I am iiululited

to the excellent Catalotrue and "Handbook" of the

museum, written by its learned keeper, JI. ^fax

Rooses. Christopher Plantin, the founder of the

house, was born in 1514 of humble parents dwell-

ing at Tours, or in its immediate neijjhbourhood.

As a child he was taken to Lyons, where he was

sent to school; and afterwards liis I'allit'r bmu^lit

him to Paris, and

left him there—with

a small sum of

money—to continue

his studies. The lad

was soon left to his

own resources ; so he

went off to Caen and

became apprentice to

the printer, Robert

Mace. " We never

had anything of our

parents," said he,

" save charges and

expenses." In the

Norman town he

married a wife and

found the great

friend of his boy-

hood, Pierre Porret.

This is an outline

of the true story of

Plantin's early years.

Legend tells another

tale—how Plantin

and Porret were sons

of an illustrious sire,

whose misfortunes

reduced his family to

beggary ; how tlie

two lads, not to com-

promise the glory

of their ancestors,

adopted plebeian

names, and set forth

to earn a livelihood

by the labour of their hands ; how Plantin became

a printer and Porret an apothecary ; and all the

rest of it. But, in this case, as in so very many

others. Legend is a liar.

It was not, however, as a printer that Plantin first

earned his fame, but rather as a bookbinder and

maker of caskets. lie was one of those artists in

leather whose works have now become so rare and

so priceless—the artists of whom such writers as

Mr. Lang can never speak without emotion. In the

practice of this noble craft he lived four years in

Paris. It was not till 1549 that he first established

194

THE I'LAN fIN-JI0KETU3 MUSEUM.

himself at Antwerp. The famous city was to owe

him something of her fame. He soon became

known in his own line as the best workman in the

Low Countries; but the Destinies had a great change

in store for him. One day—so runs the story—he

iinished a casket which had been ordered from him

by no less a ]iersonage than Gabriel de ^'IJ-'^'j secre-

tary of Kiiin' I'liilip II. of Spain. At night he sal-

lied forth to take

it home ; but un-

fortunately some

drunken revellers

mistook him for a

gallant musician of

whom they were in

search, and before

the mistake could

be rectified, Plantin

was run througli

and crippled for life

by the sword stick-

ing in his body. For

some days he lay at

the point of death ;

but fortune favoured

him, and he lived.

He gave up his maro-

quinerie, which in-

volved physical exer-

tions too trying for

his ruined frame,

and returned again

to his printing.

In the preface of

" La Institutione di

una Faneiulla Nat a

Nobilmente," which

beai-s Plantin's name

and the date 14.5.5,

he states expressly

that this is the first

book he ever pub-

lished. For seven

years he went on

woi'king quietly enough in a small way, and then

his ill-luck smote him with a new stroke. By order

of the Duchess IMargaret of Parma his house was

searched ; three of his workmen were arrested and

condemned to the galleys ; and he himself found

it advisable to run away to Paris and spend a

year there, to escape prosecution for heresy. As a

matter of fact, I may add, he seems to have been

orthodox enough. He was at one time a disciple of

Henri Niclaes ; but the substantial advantages to be

derived from the protection of Cardinal Granvclle and

the patronage of the Spanish court were enough to

THE COUKTYABD.
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THE rLANTIN-JIOKEIUS MUSEUJI.— III. : A BALCONY.

deter him from any deviation from tlie path of the

religion prescribed by the State.

In 15G3 Phmtiu returned to Antwerp, and asso-

ciating himself with certain capitalists, started on the

most visibly active period of his life. He was enabled

to employ a good many workmen, and greatly to

extend his operations. Assisted by advances from

the King of Spain, he undertook the publication of

the Royal Polj-glot Bible in five languages. The

work was commenced in 1568, and finished in 1.573,

after Arias Moiitanus, who corrected the proofs, had

been to Rome to obtain the Pope's approbation for it.

The sole right of printing Breviaries and Missals of

the version authorised by the Council of Trent had

been granted to the Pope's printer, Aldus Manutius.

Plantin obtained this right from him, as far as the

Low Countries were concerned, by payment of a

royalty of one-tenth, from which payment, however,

he was afterwards released. The boldness which he

showed in accepting, one after another, undertakings

of great magnitude and in\olving very large outlay,

is exceedingly noteworthy. Had he lived

in a less turbulent epoch he would pro-

bably have accomplished even greater

things. As it was, no man ever struggled

more valiantly than he against an almost

continuous stream of ill fortune. He
relied upon the promises of the King
of Spain and the jirosperity of the town
and country in which he dwelt. At the

critical moment both failed him. The
Spanish monarch was as low in funds as

the printer himself, and was absolutely

unable to jjay him the promised subsidies.

The industry of the towns of the Low
Countries was paralysed Ijy the hideous

war which finally ruined their trade, and

hurled down Antwerp from her place of

commercial supremacy. Along with all

other tradesmen within the walls, Plantin

was a great sufferer by the terrible sack

of Antwerp in 1576. He was forced to

reduce his staff, and to diminish the size

of his premises by one-half.

One cause of the buoyancy of Plantin's

fortunes may be traced to the far-reaching

nature of his connections. He used to

frecpient the Frankfurt fairs in person,

or to send his future son-in-law, John

Moretus, in his stead, to sell books and

receive orders. He had a branch house at

Paris. Driven for a time from Antwerp

by the war, he set up a shop in Leyden,

which was afterwards managed by another

son-in-law. By these and the like means

he valiantly waged his wars uj^on fortune

;

and if he did not die victorious, he at all events

never succumbed. He was never free from pecuniary

embarrassments, but he managed to keep himself

from being overcome by them; and in the midst

of disturbances which ruined the wealthiest nation

in the world, he laid the foundations of a fortune

which his descendants still enjoy.

Christopher Plantin died without male issue in

1589, and left his business to be carried on by his

son-in-law, John Moretus I. (born 1543, died 1610).

The originality and vigour of the founder did not

appear in his successor, who preferred the safe and

lucrative work of printing books of devotion, of

which he retained the monopoly, to the risks and

honours attendant upon the publication of classical

authors or scientific treatises. But under his son,

Balthasar Moretus I. (born 1574', died 1641), a new

impulse was given to the business, and all manner of

valuable works were published. Balthasar was the

friend of all the eminent men of his day. Rubens

painted hi.=! portrait, and the portraits of his family
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and of some of the great people of llio times, and tlicse

pictures form part of the oolleetion that adorns the

walls of the museum. Balthasar II. (born lt)15,

died 1671), the next head of the house, was a man

of far less enterprise. Long before his day it had

become, 1 may note, a settled family arrangement

that the business should descend as by entail, and

not be sold or divided on a tenant's death. Tims the

whole plant and materials—together with the library,

recoixls, books, and archives of all kinds—descended

from father to son, son-in-law, or nephew without

break till just the other day. Balthasar II. was a

millionaire, and was the last of the enterprising

printers of his house. His successors contented

themselves with the enjoyment of the easy income

they derived from the sale of the religious works

of whose publication they retained the monopoly.

Balthasar III. (1010— lO'JO) was ennobled by the

King of Spain. He was succeeded by his two sons

in turn ; then came a grandson, Francis-John (1717

—1768), and after him the conduct of the house

devolved upon his four sons in succession. It was

the son of one of these who sold the house and all

that it contained in the year 1870 to the munici-

pality of Antwerp.

With the growing influence of the family grew the

house in which they lived and worked. Christopher

Plantin, in 1.570, had gone to live in what was then

Martin Lopez' tenement. A part of it fronted a

garden which communicated with the Marche du

Vendredi; this part it was that he retained after

the sack of Antwerp, and of it he purchased the free-

hold. The name of the

house he called the

Golden Compass, from

his own trade-mark.

At different times parts

of the garden were

built upon and sold

;

and these were finally

l)i)ught back again and

added to the main es-

tablishment. In 1701

the house as it now
stands was com-

jileted by the

erection of cer-

tain buildings

and of the front

facing the mar-

ket-place. It was

not merely a

printing-house;

it included the

residence of the

master and of

most of his workmen. It contained a beautiful library,

a room for the archives, a printing-hall, chambers for

the men employed as correctors, a room for the work

THE PLAXTIX-MOIilUr-, MI'-^lIM
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of the type-founding, a shop, a counting-house, and

so forth. The house possesses some considerable archi-

tectural pretensions. Its style reminds one strongly

of our own Elizabethan. There are the same stone-

framed windows, the same arcades, the wealth of

panelling, the stately galleries. Our second illus-

tration gives a vivid idea of the solidity and pic-

turesqueness of the building. The first cut shows the

staircase (put up in 1021) in the principal entrance.

Upon the newel of the staircase are the boldly

carved armorial bearings, represented in the fifth

illustration, of Balthasar III., ennobled in 1699, and

his wife, Anne-Marie de Neuf. The second illustra-

tion represents the north side of the courtyard, where-

in stands the pump (blue marble and bronze) which

is figured later on. The busts over the arcade are

those of Balthasar Moretus II., erected in 1683, and

Balthasar IMoretus IV., erected in 17-'50. The bust

of John Moretus I., in our sixth illustration, is

on the south side of the courtyard. The balcony,

])ictured on the preceding I'age, separates two of the

galleries of engravings, and is a good example of

the woodwork of the Flemish Renaissance.

In converting the house into a museum, and

preparing its contents for exhibition, the authorities

have done wisely to preserve, as far as possible, the
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original arrangement of the whole. The visitor

enters at the inincijial door, pietiued in our first

illustration, and as he passes through the different

rooms of the building

he need experience but

little difficulty in peo-

pling the rooms in ima-

gination with the crowd

of busy workers whose

toil has made the place

illustrious and immortal.

He sees the cases of type

all ready for the com-

positors; the presses all

waiting for the press-

men ; the desks set for

the correctors ; the lib-

rary prejiared for the

students. He finds the

shop well stocked with

books that might be

actually for sale, the

shopman alone being

wanting. The two cen-

tral objects most likely

to attract his attention

are presses which per-

haps have felt the hand

of Plautin himself.

During his most busy

and successful period

the famous printer had

work for no less than

twenty - two presses.

Some he was forced to

sell ; but he and his

descendants jireserved these two as a memorial.

The lover of old books will .soon find his way to

the library. There are manuscripts, some of which

were used as cojjy for the press ; there are early

editions by other printers purchased originally as

models; and there is a fine collection of one

hundred "Editions Plantiniennes." Among the

THE PLANTIN-MORETUS MUSEUM.—

'

JOHN MORETUS I

manuscripts are some of considerable value and anti-

quity ; but otliers written expressly for Plantin by

scholars of no slight renown are of course especially

worthy of note. Among
the early printed books

the work of almost

every one of the famous

jirinters of the Fifteenth

and Sixteenth Centuries

is represented, some spe-

cimens being of the

utmost rarity. For the

lover of painting there

are the portraits of

Christopher Plantin and

his wife, of the father

and mother of John

Moretus I., of Arias

Montauus, of Justus

Lipsius, who had a

room in Plantin's house,

and of John Moretus I.,

all by Rubens. There

are likewise portraits of

most of the descendants

of John ^Moretus down
to the last head of the

family.

Of letters and designs

for the illustration of

books by Rubens and

other great artists there

is likewise store enough.

Many of the designs were

engraved and printed;

and, of these, plates and

impressions are in a gallery apart. One room is oc-

cupied by glass cases full of engraved blocks. There

are many sets of elaborate initials, besides wood-

cuts for books on every subject. One of the most

remarkable series is for a book of botany ; it stands

far in advance of the ordinary botanical illustra-

tions of preceding years. W. Martin Conway.

THE BUST OF

'A EOYAL MARTYE."
From the Picture by Struys.

I71EW historical cbaracters have more thoroughly

set chroniclers by the ears than Christopher II.,

sometime King of Sweden, Denmark, and Norway.

By some writers be is represented as a polite and

erudite monarch, the liberator of the peasantry from

feudal tyranny. To others he is a bloodthirsty

monster, "the Nero of the North." Herr Struys,

in his picture of the king in the prison of Son-

derburg, seems to have adopted the popular view.

Christian is perhaps speculating on the interference

in bis favour of the Emperor Charles V. and the

King- of Denmark. But Gustavus Vasa knows the
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(Fro/rt the Piclure by A. Struy».)
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value of his gaol-bird ; he is too dangerous to be

set free. He is certainly not prepossessing, after

Herr Struys. He has a dark expression of cunning,

and the aspect of a subtle-souled conspirator. His

career was highly eventful. After his invasion and

conquest of Sweden in 15^0, the capital held out

for some time, until through his ally, the Arch-

bishop of Upsal, an armistice was agreed to. Then

followed the accusation of the archbishop, involving

the noliility of Stockholm in a plot against the king,

who promptly beheaded ninety notables. Christian,

after this summary act, carried away six hostages.

Gustavus Vasa l)eing one. How Gustavus Vasa

escaped from Copenhagen, worked in a mine, led the

Swedes successfully against Christian, and became

King of Sweden, are familiar facts in history.

Equally well known is the story of the revolt of

Christian's Danish subjects, and his flight to the

Netherlands. During his nine years' exile he knew

Erasmus, was painted by Albert Diirer, and visited

England, Germany, and other countries, solicitmg

help. Finally he landed in 1.5;3'2, in Norway, with

an army of Brabantcrs and Dutch, was routed at

Aggerhaus, and imprisoned. He died in 1559.

GEEEK MYTHS IN GKEEK AKT.—IV.

DEATH AND THE UNDEIIWOIILD.-I.

' T7\ OR them shineth below the strength of the sun

_L while in our world it is night, and the space

of crimson-flowered meadows before their city is

full of the shade of fraHkincense trees and of fruits

of gold. And some in horses and in bodily feats, and

some in dice and some in harp-j^layers have delight.

And among them thriveth

all fair-flowering bliss, and

fragrance streameth ever

through the lovely land

as they mingle incense of

every kind upon the altars

of the gods."

Such is the dirge which

Pindar sang, when, more

than four centuries before

the Christian era, a Greek

hero went to his rest.

Such a dirge, full of glad

hope, of bright unclouded

faith, must have cheered

the hearts of the mourners,

as in the gloom of the

morning before the rising

of the Sun-God they laid

the dead man in his grave.

But a faith so firm, a vision

so clear, was not won in

a day. In Homer's time

the thought of death was

a dark foreboding ; men
clung to life in the warm
sunlight, and shrank with

childlike terror from the

gloom of the world be-

low, where none but

ghosts " swept shndow-like

PEATII AND THE THnJEKWOKLD.—I. : A DEATH-GENIUS

BEARING A SOUL TO HADES.

(From a Tumh, in the BrUiilt Museum.)

around." It was only by degrees that from the

poet's fancy, the philosopher's reasoning, and the

good man's honest conviction, there arose the vision

of the Hapjiy Isles, the Elysian Fields, the land

where the just are for ever blessed. Upon the causes

which resulted in the calm temperate faith of the

Greeks, the reasons of its

limitations, its analogies

and contrasts with the

faiths of other and less

gifted nations, time will

not allow me to enter. I

pur2:)ose to do no more

than examine a very few

of the many funeral monu-

ments which Greek art has

left us, and to gather

directly from them some

notions, inadequate but

true as far as they go, of

the Hellenic attitude of

mind towards death and

the world hereafter. It is

of the utmost imjiortance

that we should go straight

to the sources themselves,

whether literary or monu-

mental ; because so many
theories have been pro-

pounded as to the faith

of the Greeks in these

matters, that we are in

much danger of learning

rather what they might

have thought, or ought to

have thought, than what

they actually did think,
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feel, and express. Moreover, tlic roiRciitioiis ol' tlic

Greeks, as ol" all races capable of (leveli)pment, were

iniwlilied by such frequent tluetiiatiims of tlioiif^lit and

jYvliiij,—they were so ready to assimilate from without

as well as to mature from within—that we must note

carefully every indication of time and place, and imt

credit one epoch or one race with the hope and the

asi)iration that were the offspring of another.

In our lirst picture we may see how, to the fMUcy

of very early days, the dead wa.s borne lo hi-; honn-

in the underworld. It is taken from a tomb

in the Archaic Room of the British Museum. It

is a monument full of mystery, a standing prolj-

ieni to archa;ologists. In its own severe simple

manner it is as beautiful as it is mysterious. From

(he frieze which surrounds the top of the w"liole

tomb, brought to us from Xanthos, in Asia Minor,

we have figured only one slab ; to discuss the other

scenes would carry us too far into the field of diffi-

cult discussion. But to every student of Greek art

in our Museum this tomb should be the object of

his first visit. If he looks ouce, there is no fear

but he will look again, so great is the charm both of

its style, so haunting is the riddle of its meaning

which none yet has fully read. Fortunately, its date

may be fixed with some approach to aeeuracy. Xanthos

was destroyed by the Persians in B.C. 555, and such a

monument would scarcely have escaped demolition ; it

must be placed, therefore, not earlier than the middle

of the Sixth Century. Marks of archaic style

abound. The eye of the face, seen in profile, is drawn

full, the mouth has the set sweet smile, the hair is

stiff and conventional, and the drapery of the small

figure falls in simple parallel lines. Such character-

istics gradually disappear in the Fifth Century B.C.

Some of the mystery of the general design clings to

the slab we have chosen : the bird-woman is a Death-

Genius, the tiny figure she so tenderly bears along is a

soul going to the underworld ; thus much is certain.

This Death-Genius is the prototype of the Christian

angel. She is so tender, so womanly, that we do

not like to call her a Harpy, though she is swift and

strong ; she is so soft, so beguiling, we would fain

think of her as a Death-Siren, one of those gentle

ministrants of Queen Pci-sephone who comfort them

who mourn, and teach the souls below to chant the

lore of Hades. This Soul seems glad to go. She raises

one tiny hand to smooth the angel's chin ; she has no

fear of the strong, sharp claws which clasp her for

protection, not for hurt ; she seems like a lost child

cauglit close again to its mother's breast. The little

soul-figure is suggestive of thought among the early

Greeks. They imaged to themselves the soul as an

eiihilon, a small copy of the living man, a tiny shrunken

thing. Sometimes on vases it escapes from a dying

man's mouth (for is not tiie spirit the breath ? ) as a

small winged figure. Life in the upper world was warm

anil bright and glorious ; tfj the ancient Greek his

hotly was the great substantial reality, the soul a thin

weak essence. Later, when tiie race had grown to

manhood, and life seemed sometimes a burden and a

struggle, Plato could call the body a clinging, hamper-

int;', unreal jjrison-house, from whence the glorious

siiul wa-; one day to be emancipated. Later art and

later tiiought never seem to have laid aside this idea

of the winged messenger, dear to Christian as to

I'agan association. Perhaj)s there is in all mythology

no conception at once more enduring and more lovely

than this of the strong-winged Genius, mighty to

traverse sea and air and land, who without struggle

or shock, without haste or tarrying, bears away the

timorous soul to a new place of rest and safety.

To us the hybrid fornj of the ancient messenger,

the bird with the face and breasts of a woman, may

seem strange, at first jwrhaps even repulsive. But

to the Greeks it was familiar; they had borrowed

it from the East, the land of quaint symbols; and

when we see its meaning, if even only in part, we

shrink no more from the quaintness of its utterance.

In our second illustration we come upon the

winged messengers of later time and different func-

tion—more graceful, scarcely more beautiful, but

full of fresh meaning. And here I must i^ause for a

moment to consider the vase from which our drawing

is taken. In some previous papers we have had to

deal with a number of vases of various periods, in

which we found, roughly speaking, that the early style

of decoration consisted in black figures on a red ground,

the later in red figures on a black ground. In the

present picture we meet with a vase of quite a distinct

class. The shape is already familiar to us ; it is that

of a lekijlhon, or oil-flask, a tall vase with a narrow

neck, suitable for dropping out the liquid in small

quantities. The ground of the vase is painted white,

the neck is decorated with a beautiful pattern well

worthy of note ; the body of the vase is occupied by

the lovely design figured in our second engraving, no

longer executed in monochrome, but with the free

use of at least three colours—dark red, brown, and

yellow. The body of the figure to the right is red,

and so are the ribbons that adorn the tomb in the

background. The hair of both figures is mingled

yellow and brown. Very frequently on vases of this

character a fine bright blue appears. How much

of the colouring once laid on has been lost through

time and exposure it is hard to say; the effect of

what remains is still very charming.

These white Jeki/thoi with the polychromatic de-

signs were made, it is supposed, at Athens; they are

found also in Italian tombs, but were imported from

the centre of manufacture. The style of the draw-

ing upon them is for the most part exceedingly fine.
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DEATH AUD THE UlTOEKWOKLD.— II. : THE mNISTBATIONS OF BLEEP AUD DEATH.

(From nit Attic LihiiHios, in the Drili.ih Museum.)

In a previous papei- I noted that Greek vases are

uniformly found either in or near tomhs ; but I also

noted that the subjects designed upon them were

drawn from mythology in general, .and were not of

specially funereal character. The ease with these

Attic /ek//f//oi seems to be different : we find a cer-

tain uniformity of subject, mostly having reference

to death and the tomb, and we can scarcely fail to

draw the conclusion that they were made either for

funeral purposes, such as anointing the dead, or for

burial. The present dr.awing is a case in point. In

the background is a funeral stele, or grave pillar;

about it are bound the ta?niiB—the ribbons or sashes

with which the friends of the dead man loved to adorn

his tomb. In front the hero himself is borne very

gently to his rest. He is a warrior we know, for on

his stele a helmet is painted, but the fight is over, and

his Death-Angels lay him to sleep. There comes to our

mind, and still more there would come to the mind of

the Greek, the story of a warrior of old time, beautiful

Memnon, who fought with Achilles, and perished ;

and his mother Eos, the Dawn, sent two gentle Wind-

Gods, two Zephyrs, to bear him to his far-off home in

Lycia. Some have seen in these very figures on our

vase the likeness of two Wind-Gods ; and because the

figure to the left hand seemed older, and his hair

somewhat unkempt, they fancied Boreas, the north

wind, had come to help the younger Zephyr.

There is yet another hero of whom Homeric stoiy

tells that he was borne swiftly and gently to his

gi'ave—Sarpedon, who fell before Patroklos. When

Zeus above beheld the hero fall, because he loved him

he thus gave command to Apollo

—

" Go now, dear Phoptus, cleanse from the blaclc blood

The hody of Sarpedon, mine own seed,

And bear from fight ; and lave in river flood.

Anoint and clothe him with immortal weed.

Go give him to those ministers of speed.

The twin-born Sleep and Death, who with quick tread

M,ay take and lay him down in Lycian mead.

Where friend and kinsman may adorn his bed

With pillar and fair tomb, such honour have the dead."

I have quoted these beautiful words, not because I

believe that the scene represented on our lekythoH is

the burial of Sarpedon, but rather because we have in

Sarpedon's fate as it were the mythological proto-

type of a scene often before the mind of the Greek:

the scene of death and burial, whose ministers, for

heroes and mortals alike, are Death and his twin

brother Sleep, Thanatos and Hypnos. Sleep was the

younger of the twins, the figure to the right. He
it was who softly closed the heavy eyes ; and this soft

closing was symbolised in thought and in its artistic

expression by the folding of wings. In the Bronze

Room of the British Museum there is a beautiful head

of the sleep-gotl Hypnos ; small wings are attached

to his temples as if to show the drowsy nodding of

sleep. Hyjjnos himself. Homer tells us, disguised

himself as a night-hawk.

When Sleep has laid the hero to rest, then comes

his elder Thanatos, the figure to the left, and

they two lay the dead man in his grave. Until

lately the functions of Thanatos and Hades, the two
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Death-dods, wcro inurh coul'iisocl. ProfL'ssur Bnmii,

in a very interosting' tract (" Troisclie Miscellen/'

iii.), lias clearly shown that it was the special cha-

racteristic of Thanatos that he is the god of the

pliysieal side of death. Thanatos lays the body in tlie

grave; Hades receives the sonl in tlie lower world.

We have already seen a Death-Genius, a ministraut of

Hades or his bride Persephone, bear away a soul in

its arms; we now see a similar death ministrant lay

a tired body in its resting-place in the world above.

When Herakles iights with Thanatos to recover

Alkestis, it is not to the shades below that he must

go to find his foe, but to the grave in the upjier

world. Wlien the tortured Philoktetes would fain

find relief from the physical pain that wracks him, it

is to Thanatos, not to Hades, that he cries to ease his

stricken body—" Thanatos, the Healer, sole physician

of pangs incurable." It is then no passage of tlie

soul to the unseen world that is here figured, but a

lovely j>icturc of liodily rest; it is the drooping of

tired eyelids, the soft shadowing of black sleep-

wings, the laying to rest of the warrior in his well-

won grave. By our Lycian tomb-relief, it is less

religious, but even more human and pathetic. Such

a picture is for all time, and nur nntinu is ricli that

possesses it.

This figure of Thanatos, god of the funeral tend-

ance of the body, of the rites of burial, brings us to

a prominent feature in Greek thought as to death.

To us in modern days it may seem but a slight

matter where or how lie the bodies of our dead ; we

ask rather, in Christian phraseology, whither the

soul has departed. Eut to the Greeks it was other-

wise. The body was all-important ; between it and

the soul there was some undefined, intangible con-

nection. If the body remained unburied, the soul

knew no rest. Nay, more, offerings of meat and

drink brought to the grave could somehow avail to

DEATH AND THE XTNDEEWOKLD.—HI. : OnPHEUS IN HADES.

{From an Amphora, at Carlsrulie.)
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cheer and hearten the sti'engthless shade in Hades.

This connection lies at the root of many ceremonies

and superstitions otherwise inexplicable ; and par-

ticularly it explains the punctilious care bestowed

DEATH AND THE XINDEEWOELD.—IV. : THE PASSAGE BY

(From an Attic Lekythos, at Athens.

on the funeral rites. Upon their exact i>erfiirmance

it was the firm conclusion of early ages that the

welfare of the dead depended. When Odysseus fares

down into Hades the first soul who has speech of him

is the soul of Elpenor, his comrade, whom he had

left " unwept and unburied " on the island of Circe;

and the boon that the luckless ghost begs, nay com-

mands, is that his body may be burnt aright with

his armour, and a barrow piled, and his oar planted

thereon. No doubt, as time went on, the convictions

of early times became mere matter of traditional

reverence, but a I'everenee always alive and deep-

rooted in the religious Greek nature.

In our last picture a more familiar figure awaits

us. It is the ancient ferryman Charon. There was

a passage to the lower world by water as well as land.

A boatman is nearing the shore ; he leans upon his

pole; a curled line simply indicates the wave below,

a few reeds the marshy coast. A maiden is waiting

;

she must cross alone, it seems. She stands very

simply, with her head slightly drooping ; there is no

gesture of terror. The drawing is from an Attic

lehjihos now at Athens. The style and date seem

to be about the same as the one I have just do-

scribed ; but the drawing is far inferior. Still there

is much simple grace about it. The figure of Charon,

I must note, is foreign to early literature and early

art. He may very possibly have been imported from

Egypt, where the dead were rowed to their home
across the Sacred Lake. Anyhow, Homer knows

nothing of him. When Odysseus must voyage to

Hades, he makes the journey in his own black

ship; a wind from the goddess

Circe S])eeds him on his way
across the deep-flowing Oceanos;

he pays no fare to Charon. But

in the Fifth Century B.C., when
Polygnotos, the great painter,

decorate.l the Lesche at Delphi

with scenes from the underworld,

the grim Ferryman is installed

with due honours. There the

river Acheron flows ; in its ghastly

waters are dank reeds and dim

fishes ; and across the stream

Charon is ferrying a maiden and

her lover. In vases dating like

the present, somewhat later than

the time of Polynjnotos, and in the

same style—-of polychrome on

white—Charon is a not infrequent

figure, and in the popular religion

he is still more familiar. Before
«'-^™E. t]^p body was borne to earth, pious

relatives placed in the dead man's

mouth a coin to pay the boatman,

lest he should strand his fares on the hither side.

Such a coin, still clinging to the jaw-bone of the

dead, you may see in the British Museum ; but the

sight is more curious than beautiful, and may vrell

be taken on trust.

We have watched the soul in its passage by laud

and water ;
' let us see what, in the fancy of the vase-

painter, awaited it in the underworld. The design

in our third engi'aving is taken from a vase in the

museum at Carlsruhe, one of those large amphores de

luxe, of a late style of decoration, found so frequently

in the tombs of Lower Italy, and hence known as

Apulian. It might date about 300 b.c, or even

later. In the centre is a small temple-like structure,

very characteristic of this period of vase-painting.

Early art, in indicating the dwelling either of gods or

men, was content with a simple symbolic pillar; later

art, which has witnessed the triumphs of painting

and the illusions of perspective, desired, even on the

surface of a vase, some effect of distance. How unfit

such effects are in decorative design the eye notes at

once. Within the temple is seated Persephone the

queen, and by her side stands Hades, to whom all

men came ; both carry sceptres. At the entrance of

the temple stands a young Erinys or Fury with

lighted torches, for the shades below are dark and

di-eary. Two more Furies, of peaceful aspect, are

grouped to the left hand of the picture. They have
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ceased llioii- divad luliciurs t'(ir u time to listen to the

lyre ot" Ori)lieus the priest-poet. He stands near

the palace of Perseplioiie, in long, Hmving sacerdotal

robe and Fhiyi^ian mitre. He is the central figure

of the nivstieal Orj)hie faith, of whose doctrines we

know but little. In the lower plane of the picture

are some familiar figures. Here Sisyphos suffers that

hardest of torments, that torment which comes only to

the damned—-the pang of fruitless labour. Odysseus

saw him in Hades striving to roll the mighty rock to

the top of the hill, and ever as he reached the brow

it drove him back and rolled down again to the]>lain—

•

the " pitiless thing

!

" Close by the centre of the

lower row, as if to point the contrast, is Ileraklcs,

the hero of triumphant labour, tiie man who con-

quered death and Hades, who dragged Cerberos,

the " hound of hell," away to the upper air. Hekate

lights him on his way with her blazing torch. On
other vases of similar Apulian style we might, did

space allow, note other familiar figures: Tantalos,

tortured by fruitless desire, as Sisyphos by bootless

toil; Ixion, bound for ever on the torturing wheel.

They reflect clearly enough, though with little added

beauty of conception, the popular mythology of the

day. A few noted traditional criminals are there

for warning, but their sufferings are nowise em-

phasised. There is little to stir emotion, nothing to

shock taste. If I except the figure of Orpheus, there

is scarcely anything which can definitely be called

religious. W'c shall be still more struck with this

child-like simplicity of the Greek conception if we
read, in the eleventh "Odyssey," the descent of

Od^'sseus into Hades. There is no classification of

criminals, not even such a rough-and-ready division

as ^'irgil attains to in his sixth "^'Eneid," still less

the elaborate system of the " Divina Commedia."

In Homer's time even Tartaros and Elysium are not

differentiated, and save for the presence of the three

great typical criminals, Sisyphos, Tantalos, and Ixion,

we might conclude that all share alike. In the

picture that Polygnotos painted in the Fifth Century

B.C., a few criminals of more general import are added,

and a group of the "uninitiated" carry water in leaky

vessels—a symbol which marks a distinct advance in

religious conception. But to the end Greek thought

was characterised by the absence of that moral sanc-

tion of rewards and punishments which has been called

" othcr-worldliness." J.^nk E. IIaurison.

THE TAUNTON BUST OF FIELDING.

June, nCyZ, when Andrew Millar,

bookseller, " over against Cathe-

rine Street in the Strand,"

published, in quarto and oc-

tavo, the first complete, or

ostensibly complete, edition of

the works of Henry Fielding,

it was accompanied by a

]iortrait diawn from memory by
William Hogarth. Of this, in the

biographical essay prefixed to the

first volume—an essay to which not a few miscon-

ceptions regarding Fielding are plainly traceable

—

Mr. Arthur Murphy gives the following account :
—

" Considering the esteem he was in with all the

artists, it is somewhat extraordinary that no por-

trait of him had ever been made. He had often

promised to sit to his friend Hogarth, for whose

good qualities and excellent genius he always enter-

tained so high an esteem, that he has left us in

his writings many beautiful memorials of his affec-

tion : unluckily, however, it so fell out that no

jucture of him was ever drawn ; but yet, as if it

was intended that some traces of his countenance

should be perpetuated, and that too by the very

artist whom our author preferred to all others, after

Mr. Hogarth had long laboured to try if he could

bring out any likeness of him from images existing

in his own fancy, and just as he was despairing

of success, for want of some rule to go by in the

dimensions and outlines of the face, fortune threw

the grand desiderafum in the way. A lady, with a

pair of scissors, had cut a profile, which gave the

distances and proportions of his face sufficiently to

restore his lost ideas of him. Glad of an opportunity

of paying his last tribute to the memory of an author

whom be admired, Mr. Hogarth caught at this out-

line with pleasure, and worked with all the attach-

ment of friendshij), till he finished that excellent

drawing which stands at the head of this work, and

recalls to all, who have seen the original, a correspond-

ing image of the man" (pp. 91-iJ). It is further

stated by Nichols (" Genuine Works of Hogarth,"

iii. 350) that, according to a certain Dr. Wavell, of

Barnstaple, the lady referred to was Mrs. or Ivliss

Margaret Collier, possibly the Miss Collier who
figures in Richardson's correspondence as the friend

'

of Fielding's sisters. She had, says Nichols, " a

happy knack of taking the likenesses of her friends,

which she cut in paper with her scissors, and slightly

shaded with pen and ink." Another version of the

origin of Hogarth's drawing^for there is more than
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one— is, that Garrick "dressed himself in a suit of

his old friend's clothes, and presented himself to the

painter in the attitude, and with the features of Field-

ing." Upon the face of them, neither of these stories

(as has been justly urged) have managed more

cleverly than usual if he contrived to pass himself off

for a man above six feet high. But a more express

contradiction to both accounts is furnished by two of

HENRY FIELDING.

(After IToodyth and James Basire.)

is very credible. As regards that of Murphy, it is

inconceivable that an artist with the wonderful eye-

memory of Hogarth should need the stimulus of a

silhouette to enable him to reproduce features so

strongly marked as those of Fielding ; and as regards

the Garrick version, exceptional as " little Davy's "

powers of mimicry would seem to have been, he must

Hogarth's biographers. George Steevens, whose words

are reproduced through every edition of the " Bio-

graphical Anecdotes" down to 1808, says, "Mr.
Garrick, however, we can assert, interfered no farther

in this business than by urging Hogarth to attemjit

the likeness, as a necessary adjunct to the edition

of Fielding's works. I am assured that our artist
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bofjan and fiiiislu'd the lioad in thn presence of his

wife and another latly. He liad no assistance but

from his own memory, which, on such occasions,

was remarkuhly tenacious" (ed. 1781, paoje 131).

piece to his works, sketched this from memory " (iii.

291). When it is added that both Ireland and

Steevens were well acquainted with Iloirarth's repre-

sentatives, it is jilain tliat their statements must be

IIENKY FIKLDIXO.

{From the Bust by Margaret Tlwmai'.)

John Ireland, in " Hogarth Illustrated," is no less

explicit. After speaking of the Collier and Garrick

stories as " trifling tales to please children," he goes

on: "The simple fact is, that the painter of the

' Distrest Poet,' and the author of ' Tom Jones,'

having talents of a similar texture, lived in habits of

strict intimacy, and Hogarth being told, after his

friend's death, that a portrait was wanted as a frontis-

regardcd as conclusive, although they have been

strangely ignored by Fielding's biogi-aphers, who,

from Watson to Lawrence, have been content to

repeat jNIurphy's improbable account.

Besides this posthumous pen-sketch by Hogarth,

no trustworthy representation of Fielding is known

to exist. There is, indeed, in Hutchins's " History

of Dorset," an engraving after a miniature, which is
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still in possession of the novelist's descendants. But

this is too obviously derived from Hogarth to give it

any real value. Hogarth's sketch, therefore, remains

the sole authentic portrait; and although it does not

date from Fielding's lifetime, both Steevens and

Ireland concur with Murphy in attesting its fidelity

as a likeness. Apparently' it was rapidly executed (a

fact which makes Murphy's decorative circumlocution

the more ridiculous), and it was excellently engraved

in fac-simile by James Basire, who added the border

and ornaments, shown in the accompanying copy.

So f(n'tunate was his reproduction of the original

handling, that Hogarth is said to have mistaken an

impression of it without the frame for his own work.

The legend describes it as " Henry Fielding, iEtatis

XLViii." It must, in consequence, be assumed to

depict Fielding in 1754—-the last year of his life—

-

probably as Hogarth had last seen him. At this

date he was broken in health, and prematurely old.

He had severely tried his magnificent constitution in

his youth; he was a martyr to gout; he had lost his

teeth ; and he had been dangerously ill in 1749. Of
the handsome student from Leyden, who burst upon

London in 17'^S, full of life and vigour, and eager to

compensate himself by Momus and the Loves for the

lectures of the learned Vitriarius, little could have

survived but that " happy cheerfulness which " (he

says) " was always natural to me." As he grew
older, his courage and fortitude became more evident

;

his intellectual faculty remained cleai- and untroubled;

but physically he was a wreck.

In modelling the bust which is here engraved.

Miss Margaret Thomas has manifestly given careful

consideration to these points. While generally faith-

ful to Hogarth's indications, she has abstained from
any attempt at a too literal reproduction of his sketch.

Slie has sought to recall, not st) much the doomed

invalid of the " Voyage to Lisbon " as the Fielding

of middle age—the Fielding of Bow Street and " Tom
Jones, " to whom experience had brought dignity

without embittering his humanity. From the very

nature of the case, her work is ideal in character

;

but it is largely conceived and simple in treatment.

If, in the circumstances, it is impossible to claim for

it the convincing verisimilitude of a copy from the

life, it is equally imjjossible not to feel that it very

successfully suggests that mingling of humour and

gravity which was native to the great genius, who
was at once the creator of Parson Adams and the

energetic magistrate and philanthropist who wrote

the " Proposal for the Poor." It is a Fielding, in

fine, which, while it sufliciently complies with con-

temporary tradition, also commends itself to our

expectations and our intelligence.

Miss Thomas's bust is a commission from Mr. R.

Arthur Kinglake, J. P., of Taunton, brother of the

historian of the Crimean War. Its ultimate destina-

tion is the Taunton Shire Hall, where it will take

its place with the busts of Locke, Blake (the admiral),

and some other Somerset worthies whose effigies

already decorate that provincial Prytaneum. The

ceremony of unveiling it, in July, will probably be

performed by the United States Minister. Mr.

Lowell is known to be an ardent student and

admirer of the "Father of the English Nov«l;"

and it is only natural to assume that all who are

with him in this matter—and surely they are

few indeed who are not—should be looking forward

with delighted interest to the oration which he

will deliver. That it will do full justice to its

subject, exacting as that subject is, there can be no

doubt. ArsTix Dobson.

§ownefs on Uvo frescoes C» ^ignoreCCt.

I.—THE RESURRECTION.

T SAW a vast bare plain ; with, overhead,
•^ A half-chilled sun, that shed a sickly light

;

And all around, till out of reach of sight.

The earth^s thin crust heaved with the rising dead.

Who, as they struggled front their dusty bed.

At first mere bones, by countless years made white.

Took gradual flesh, atui stood all huddled tight

In mute, dull groups, as yet too numb to dread.

And all the "iuhile the summoning trump on high

With rolling thunder never ceased to shake

The livid vault of that unclouded sky.

Calling fresh hosts of penitents to take

Each his identity; until well-nigh

The whole dry worn-out earth appeared to wake.

II.—THE BINDING OF THE LOST.

TN boundless caves, lit only by the glare

Of pools of molten stone, the lost are petit

In countless herds, inextricably blent.

Yet each alone with his ovrn black despair.

While, through the thickness of the lurid air.

The bat-winged fiends, from some far, unseen vent.

Bring on their backs the damned in swift descent.

To s^vell the cro7vds that wait in silence there.

And, lo, the Binding of the Lost begins.

By ape-like fiends, each with a snaky cord.

That strains the limbs and saws the naked skins;

While rises up from each dim writhing horde,

Wliich, still unnumbered, gradually thins.

The first vague roar, Hell's first wild useless word.

Eugene LeE'Hamilt
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HE statup of Mr. Iiviiin' as

Hamli't, l)y Mr. OiisIdw

Ford, which we have copied

and engraved as our t'roiitis-

I'iece, is the cleverest essay in

Ihiglish portrait-sculpture of

its year. It is well and skil-

fully modelled ; the actor's

keen inteili'ji'ent face and nervous and expressive

hands are admirably portrayed in it; as a present-

ment of character and gesture it is of enduring

merit. And this is by no means all. It is to be

noted that in a statue, and especially in such a

statue as this, very much depends upon the choice

of moment. Mr. Ford, who would seem to know
his Lessiiig well, has wisely avoided an attempt to

fix any of those moments of fleeting and piercing

passiun which abound in " Hamlet." The same

objection which would apply to the representation

of these in sculpture would, if in a less degree,

apply also to the choice of, to take an instance,

any of the moments in the prince's scene with the

players, which, as given by IMr. Irving, is charged

with a finely balanced mingling of courtliness anci

familiar speech, a mingling so fine and so dependent

on delicate and momentary shading that even Mr.

Ford might be hard put to it to seize and present

its impression in marble. Now the moment actually

chosen is just the one which expres.ses the essence, as

a German commentator might call it, of Hamlet's

being— the thoughtfulness, the incertitude, the prince-

liness, the sorrow. The pose of the figure, the nervous

air of the hand as it rests on the arm of the chair,

the fervent bend of the head are all composed as only

an actor of the highest intellect for his art can compose

them. In the whole aspect, depending on a suite of fine

details, of the figure, there is a strange suggestion of

the many moods and passions of that entrancing per-

sonage, as to whom all of us who have ever thought

on the subject at all believe that we know more of

the heart of his mystery than do our neighbours.

This, indeed, is a distinguishing point in Mr. Irving's

genius and method. In whatever degree and in

whatever part he may or may not hit just this or

that point of execution, there is always this truth

underlying what he does—that from his own point

THE ADMONITION.

(Painted by J. D. Linton. Institute of Painters in Watcr-Coloms, 1SS3.)
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of view he thoro«<jhly knows his man ; and there is

always a time when he shows him to the audience

just as he knows him. Sueh a time IMr. Ford has

caught; and we pay a hi<jh com])liment to the

iiiiish and eareful elaboration of detail, his pictures,

however different in subject, differ very little in the

materials they afford to the unhappy mortal who has

to write about them. Thev are always excellent in

AN ABTIST AT WOEK.

(Paintid bij ^rali07l Collier. Omsiriior aallrrj/, ISS3.)

sculptor when we say that, looking at the statue,

we seem to hear Mr. Irving's, or rather Mr. Irving's

Hamlet's voice uttering the lines of the marvellous

soliloquy that bursts from him when he is left alone

in the presence chamber.

It is becoming more difficult every year—nay,

almost every month—to say something new about the

work of Mr. J. D. Linton. An artist of scrupulous

196

technical qualities—in colour, in textures, in draughts-

manship, and—in their special way—in composition

;

but they cannot be said either to give us a new view

of life or to heighten the significance of history.

They leave very little to the imagination. It is

nearly as true of Mr. Linton as it is true of Mr.

Tadcma, that one good picture of his will show you

almost everything he can do. These remarks apply
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witli some pertinence to " The Admonition/' en g-raved

as our first iiicture. In certain technical qualities it

has claims to rank as the best jjieture at the Institute

of Painters in Water-Colours, and among the best

things Mr. Linton has done. But in human interest

and freshness of idea it finds many competitors. Of
the story which it tells, little need be said. The only

point left to the imagination is the occasion of the ad-

monition. About the admonition itself there can be

no doubt— it is manifest in the full paraphernalia of

ecclesiastical pomp and ciicumstance ; but what the

maiden and the prince have been about that they

should have been admonished before the poet and the

fool is not very clear. Perhaps, on the whole, it does

not matter ; Mr. Linton wished to paint an " Ad-

monition," and it

must be said that

he has painted one

with more than his

usual success.

The worst of Mr.

Boughton's "Peace-

JVIakcr" is that it

is rather unequal.

Parts of the land-

scape are excellent;

the grey water and

shipping, and the

melting distance are

beautifully atmos-

pheric— soft, deli-

cate, and true in

effect. But the

foreground greens

are somewhat ob-

trusively immaterial

in colour, and are

scarcely in conso-

nance with the rest

of the work. In-

equalitv in the land-

scape finds a coun-

terpart in the

figures. The face

of the priest —
whose gesture and

expression, by the

way, are capital^

is a rather careless

piece of brush-

work ; and the

figure of the sulk-

ing husband is a

trifle too solid and

shapeless. The
wife, however, is

better; in the soft grey luminous air she stands and
knits and looks pretty enough to be considered with

genuine pleasure. Best of all are the children

;

they are as childlike as need be, and they are full

of life and charm. 'Tis true, and pity 'tis, that the

picture—like " The Sacred Mistletoe " in another

room—appears to have been painted in haste; but
the subject is pretty sure to be popular, and the

treatment of it can scarcely fail to raise a smile of

humorous understanding and sympathy.

In " An Artist at Work," Mrs. John Collier has

painted an admirable portrait of her husband, the

artist of the " Pharaoh's Handmaidens " and the

"Three Sisters," both in the Grosvenor Gallery,

where they command attention, the one by its

TTJENir-SINGLEBS : A HAED TASKMASTER.

(Painted by II'. D. il'Eaij, R.S.A. Royal Scottish Academy, 1SS3.)
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excellence of handling and dnuig-litsmanshij), the

other \>y its elever colour. Admirable in many ways

as it is, even the most friendly critic must admit

that the " Artist at Work " is calculated to provoke

the humour of the frivolous. Irreverent remarks,

indeed, have not been wanting ; and a plausible

first impression is th.it Mr. Collier, looking up sud-

denly from his canvas, is intensely astonished to see

his sitter melting away into thin air. This idea

once Conquered, it becomes clear that the work is

very clever and original. The aspect and gesture

of the subject have been not only caught but fixed,

and that with spirit. Some may think, not without

justice, that glance and movement are fi.xed some-

what too manifestly ; but it sliould be remembered

that both are exceptiomiliy ditiicult and unusual.

It is one thing to paint a portrait of some one

who poses for the purpose more or less conven-

tionally ; it is quite another thing to seize the like-

ness, the attitude, the expression, of an artist, in his

habit as he works. This is what Mrs. Collier has

done, and she has done it extremely well. There

is much to be said, too, for the technical merits of

her work. The handling is solid and accomplished
;

and it is notable that with a "noisy" and impertinent

background of bric-a-brac, treated with conscientious

realism, the relative values have been maintained.

Head and face stand well out from their surround-

ings ; and better painted brushes we do not remember

to have seen.

In his diploma picture, " Turnip-Singlers : a

Hard Taskmaster," shown this year in the Exhibi-

tion of the Royal Scottish Academy, Mr. W. D.

M'Kay, R.S.A., has chosen a subject which is typical

of his general practice : in which rustic figures

and their landscape surroundings are treated with

something like equal emphasis, and without any

very perceptible suboi-dination of the one element to

the other. A grand stretch of blue sky, swept

by billowy masses of mellow white and grey-purple

clouds, fills one-half of the upright canvas. In

front is a tilled field with the leafage of the young
turnips appearing among tlie earth, and curving in

green lines up the steep incline of the cultivated

hillside to where its outline, cutting sharply against

the sky, is broken on one side by a clump of dark-

green fir-trees, and on the other by the white-clad

figure of a girl. In the foreground is a grouj) of

rustics, at work with their hoes among the turnips.

To the left stands a red-bearded " grieve,^' consult-

ing his watch to see if the hour for mid-day rest

has arrived. On either side are ' fresh spaces of

vivid grass, touched here and there with the sharp

yellow of blossoming broom ; while to the extreme

right we have a vista of hayfield, with three figures

approaching with the labourers' mid-day meal, and a

distance of peaceful hill and wood bathed in the soft

blue of summer. The whole is treateil in a light

graceful scheme of colour, and forms a truthfid and

harmonious pastoral. The artist has adhered very

closely to homely nature and humanity, but has

sought for and depicted their beauties :—of brilliant

breezy sunshine, of the sweet colours of field and sky,

of the richly embrowned country faces illuminated by

the clear reflected light, and of the delicate mingling

hues which fitting atmospheric conditions have made

visible in the weather-beaten and time-stained gar-

ments of the rustics.

In The M.\gazine of Art for ]\Iay last the lead-

ing article was Mr. BrowncU's exposition of the

chief characteristics of Bastien-Lepage ; our fifth

engraving—a reproduction from his picture in the

Salon—illustrates the painter's mind and manner as

completely as anything he has j'ct produced. As

mere technique the work is, of course, excellent.

What has been called his extraordinary gamut of

execution, the wide gradation from simplest breadth

to almost exquisite detail, is illustrated here in more

than ordinary perfection. The landscajie—a Dam-
villei-s garden—is painted with his peculiar logical

accuYacy. The foreground details appear elaborate

studies from nature ; cool and tranquil light has

seldom been recorded on canvas with such careful

fidelity. The figures, too, are painted with a pecu-

liar, refined realism. The clothing, almost to its last

thread, is painted with all the artist's mastery of

texture. But the special technical triumphs are the

face and hands of the simple peasant and his sweet-

heart's hair. The young man and maiden are careful

portraits; realism has been carried to its utmost

limit in the lad's lower lip, cracked and puckered

by the sun and drj' air, and in the uncultivated,

wispy plaits of the girl. And yet it is not this

pre-eminent regard for fact, nor the masterly hand-

ling, nor the charms of colour and of tone, that is

the chief excellence of the work. The truth is that

M. Bastien-Lepage has produced a canvas which is

completely a picture. " L'Amour au Milage " is

something more than a powerful study of physiog-

nomy and character, like " Le Mendiant;" something

far better than the mere strength and life-like realism

of " Pere Jacques j" something more human even

than his " Pauvre Fauvette "—for while the child

seems standing for her portrait, this couple are entirely

unconscious of ever^'thing but themselves. As gesture

the picture is the best thing the painter has done.

The naturalism of the girl's pose is admirable, and

the attitude of the boy, softly whistling some inconse-

quential strain, and picking his fingers with anxious

self-consciousness, is perfect in its way. The psycho-

logical element, indeed, is as marked and successful as

the handicraft. But there is also another quality

—
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most important in every form of art, but seldom seen

in the art of Bastien-Lepage—the quality of sen-

timent. As a rule his pictures are found wanting

in humanity. Their intei'ests are of the intellect

rather than of the heart. " L'Amour au Village,"

however, possesses some measure of human feeling.

It is not deep, heroic, and ideal, like that of Millet.

In the hands of that great master the incident would

not have been less truly seized, but the sentiment

would have been elevated and intensified into a little

epic of human affection. In the hands of Bastien-

Lepage it is no more than a common idyll of peasant

life. As such it has its charm, and it is impossible

not to admire the keen but quiet observation, the

studious patience, the understanding of fact and

character, which the picture embodies, and the mastery

of means and materials which has turned them to

such remarkable account.

In Mr. Andrew C. Gow's " Trophies of Victory,"

we have a fair specimen of those quasi-historical

L AMOUE AU VILLAGE.

(Paintai bji Bastieii-Lepage. Salon. 1SS3.)
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pictures, without which— to paraplirase a familiar line

in the advertiseineiits—no Royal Academy would he

complete. The work is an illustration of a passap^o

of Motley's " United Netherlands," where it is told

selves by deeipherinjij the inscriptions and devices em-

blazoned ujMju them. The incident is not remark-

ably dramatic. But it sui^j^csts a pleasant and pic-

turesijue tableau, and this Mr. Gow has realised with

TEoniiES OF virxoni

{Painted by .1. C. Coir, A.R.A. Roi/al Academy, ISSS.)

how, on July 'Znd, 1600, Prince Maurice of Nassau,

at the head of the army of the States-General, had

crushed the hosts of Albert of Austria. After the

battle a banquet was held in honour of the Stad-

holder ; and while the guests, among whom was the

Admiral of Arragon (a prisoner), were still at table,

the standards of the enemy were brought in and

exhibited, the Stadholdcr and others amusing them-

considerable tact and skill. The composition, if not

very original, has no special fault ; the draughtsman-

ship is accurate and studied ; the colour is ingenious

and harmonious, and in places delicate; the light and

shade is well managed and not too emphatic ; there

are good qualities of tone; and the textures are care-

fully wrought. In its way it is as bright, skilful,

creditable work as the Academy can show.

THE TOMB OF GASTON DE FOIX.

THE death, at three-and-twenty, of Gaston de

Foix, on the battle-field of Ravenna, made a

deep impression on the popular mind, not only in his

native France, but also in Italy, the country of his in-

vasion. As a boy he had been sent by his uncle, Louis

XII., to serve under Trivulzio, governor of Milan,

and after winning his first laurels in the field, had
himself been made viceroy of the Milanese. In this

capacity he soon displayed such courage and such

captainship as made Europe ring with his fame, and
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earned him the title o£ the Thunderbolt of Italy.

For instance, in a single campaign, not more than a

fortnight long, he rescued Bologna, defeated the

Venetians, and took Brescia and Bergamo : an adven-

ture which remains almost without a parallel in

military annals. After this he marched on Ravenna

to meet the Spanish and papal armies, and at one

blow to crush the power of Julius II., and on the

banks of the Ronco, in the marshes between the

ancient imperial city and the pine-forest which

Dante and Boccaccio and Byron have sung in turn,

was fought the fatal battle.

Gaston appeared that day in the front rank, con-

spicuous by the blazon of Navarre upon his armour.

He claimed that kingdom as his inheritance, and

looked on the King of Spain, who had married his

sister, as the enemy who had robbed him of his

rights. He rejoiced the more to fight the Spaniards,

whom he regarded as his personal foes, and led him-

self the charge of his men-at-arms. After a bloody

battle the Spanish cavalry were completely routed,

and the infantry were already in retreat, when
Gaston, carried away by his ardour, charged the

retiring foeman at the head of a few soldiers, and

was struck by a Spaniard from his horse. Vainly

the gallant Lautrec called upon the enemy to spare

his life, as the viceroy of France, the brother of their

own queen. His comrades could but recover the

hero's body, pierced with fourteen wounds.
" Heaven save France from such victories 1 " said

Louis, with tears, when he heard the news of his

nephew's death ; " would God I had lost every inch

of Italy, if only Gaston and they who died with him

were safe ! " A lonely column on the banks of the

Ronco still marks the spot where Gaston fell, and

bears to this day the name of the Colonna dei

Francesi. His portrait was painted, as he lay there,

by Girolamo da Cotignola, after which, in a leaden

coffin covered with the lilies of France, his body was

taken to Milan and laid in state in the cathedral,

surrounded by Spanish banners captured in the fight,

and with the sword of the warlike Pope Julius himself,

in a golden sheath, at its feet. Louis XII. intended

to raise a sumjjtuous monument to his memory, but

before the work was even begun, the French had

been beaten out of Milan; and the Swiss soldiers of

the papal army, who looked upon Gaston as their

worst enemy, broke up his tomb and exposed the

corse on the ramparts. The pious hands of some
" discreet persons " removed it to a church belonging

to the nuns of S. Marta; and when, three years

later, the French re-entered Milan after Marignano,

Frangois I. commissioned the best Italian sculptors to

raise a good and worthy monument above the grave.

Chief among these was Agostino Busti, surnamed

Bambaja, and sometimes called Zambaja or Bambara,

a sculptor already illustrious for his work in the Certosa

of Pavia, and especially skilled in the minute deco-

rative art peculiar to the Lombard school. Eleven

others were associated with him ; but his is the only

name on the marble, and probably the tomb was

mainly by him. It was begun in the autumn of

1515, and two years afterwards mention is made of

it as in course of erection, in a letter addressed by

Arcangela, Prioress of the Convent of S. Marta, to

the French Bishop of St. Malo. The writer notes

that, from what the masters tell her, the work will

take four or six years, and that Monseigneur Lautrec,

governor of Milan, whom the French king has ap-

pointed to superintend, will not allow the duke's

body to be touched until not alone the tomb shall

be ready, but a stately chapel raised to .oof it in.

It is evident from the expression of the Prioress

Arcangela, as well as from the nature of some of the

carved fragments remaining, that Bambaja's original

design included a mortuary chapel. His drawing,

discovered by Mr. J. C. Robinson, and now pre-

served at South Kensington Museum, gives a

good idea of the general form. The sarcophagus

was to rest on a curved basement, supported by

pilasters adorned with Virtues, apostles and pro-

phets sitting at their feet. The sides were to be deco-

rated with bas-reliefs of Gaston's exploits and death,

separated by flat pilasters carved with trophies of

arms, horses, musical instruments, and other objects

of war and triumph. There was to be nothing

gloomy or repulsive. The skulls and cross-bones,

the ghastly skeletons which were beginning to dis-

figure the Renaissance tombs ' with their hideous

imagery, were banished from the monument of the

hero who had died young, beloved of the gods.

And in the midst of all this apotheosis of battle

and festival, on a richly-draped mortuary couch, sur-

rounded by statuettes and candelabra rising above the

sarcophagus, there should have reposed the effigy of

the warrior himself, armed and clasping his sword,

even as he had departed his victorious life.

The defeat of Pavia and the French reverses in

1525 put an end to Bambaja's eight or ten years'

labour. The tomb was left unfinished ; and though

the artist lived another twenty years and more, we

never hear that he. resumed his task. Vasari, who

visited Milan a year or two after his death, had

considerable difficulty in obtaining entrance to the

convent, and laments that so noble a piece of art

should be allowed to remain incomplete and to lie

in fragments about the ground. "For surely,"

he exclaims, "this is one of the greatest wonders

of art, a truly stupendous work :
" high praise,

when we remember that it was not by a Floren-

tine. Several figures had already been stolen or sold

;

and when, in 1674, the tomb was removed to the
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interior of tlio convent, much more of it had hecii

(lisiicrsL'd. A Milanese writer lells how one of the

mint:, haviiiij; (|uarrellecl with her companions as to the

ultimate disposal of the marbles, came hy niffl't) armed

with a hammer, and deliherately broke the delicate

sculptures on which Busti had lavished such treasures

of invention and of skill. AVhen, in the first years of

the present century, the convent was suppressed by

the French, the rcmaininir fragments of the tomb

were dispei-sed for good and all, and the monumental

elligy was removetl in 1807 to the IJrera, where it still

is. As many as sixty different fragments are scattered

over Italy alone. Of these, eighteen, originally

purchased from the nuns of S. Marta by Count

(iiuseppe Arcouati in 1712, belong to the collection

of the Busca family, and are at present in the villa

of Castellazzo, near Milan. Here, among the bas-

reliefs, are the " Siege of Brescia,^' the " March from

Bologna," the "Battle of Ravenna," the "Death of

Gaston," and the "Burial." They are vivid and life-

like representations of the chief events in the hero's

career. The battle-scenes in especial are surprisingly

real ; the throng of struggling combatants, of horses

rearing and plunging, of dead and dying heaped

together, being all most admirably designed and exe-

cuted. The taste and style of the minute ornamental

work which Busti lavished on the smaller reliefs

destined to fill the flat spaces on the pillars are

(juestionable ; but we cannot refuse our admiration

to the marvellous delicacy of execution displayed in

them—arms and armour, cannon, standards, chariots,

and musical instruments alike. These, again, are

surrounded by griffins and dragons, cherubs bearing

torches, slaves laden with spoil, and horses so deeply

cut in the marble that they are only held together by

the finest thread. All this is carved with exquisite

finish and a mastery of workmanship worthy of a

higher aim. You feel that the sculptor has allowed

his technical skill to go beyond the limits of marble

work. Four of the finest of these pilasters are now
in the Museo Civico of Turin, three others in the

Ambrosian Library, and three at Castellazzo.

Besides these sixty pieces in Italy, the museums
of Paris, Lyons, and Orleans possess some smaller

fragments ; Madrid boasts two unfinished reliefs

;

and South Kensington Museum has a more im-

portant share in the shape of two statues and

three fine bas-reliefs, as well as Bambaja's original

sketch. All three reliefs are dated. The first

—

a warrior leading a prancing horse, bearing the

motto, " Numquam tentes aut perfice "—is inscribed

1")15. The second—two archers standing on either

side a broken column, with the motto " Illaiso

lumine solem "—bears the date of 1518, and is an

evident allusion to Gaston's untimely death ; while

the third, dated 1253, represents his apotheosis in the

form of a warrior seated on a triumphal car, crowned

by Apollo. The two statuettes are figures of For-

titude and Charity; F^ortitude wears an exultant

smile on her parted lips, as if rejoicing in enduraiiec.

But better than all is the statue of Gaston himself,

in the Brera at Milan. This alone would give Busti

the foremost place among the Lombard sculptors

of Ins day. The hero lies in the simplest attitude,

clad in plain armour, with a wreath of laurel on his

brows and the cross of St. Michael on his breast.

His hands still clasp the sword, and the proud glad-

ness on the tranquil face tells us that he passed in

the moment of victory—"all joyous of countenance,"

quoth Vasari, "for the triumph he had won."

Even this statue has been mutilated. The fingers

and sword and one of the feet are broken off, while

the cross of St. Michael is only roughly sketched

out in the marble. Nothing can mar the severe

dignity of the figure and the fine expression of the

face. The sculptor has caught the character of the

young soldier who walked the streets of jNIilan, say

the chroniclers, erect and austere, absorbed in his own

thoughts and attended only by a single page. He
has given the noble features that new beauty which

comes from the last sleep ; he has invested them with

the charm of undying poetry which clings about the

brows of the untimely dead. You feel as you gaze

that it is well with Gaston, and that we may not

grudge the shortness of that space of life which was

all the Fates allotted him—those two months which

the Sieur de Brantome calls " Toute sa vie et toute

son immortalite." Julia Caktweight.

WRIGHT OF DERBY.

THE name of Wright as a painter is generally

associated with effects of strong artificial light.

It is as a specialist, and one of no great mark—

a

sort of English Schalcken who painted his figures

life-size— that he is principally known now. The
recent exhibition of his works at Derby has, how-

ever, sufficiently disclosed the fact that this man was

an artist of unusual versatility, and moreover a fine

draughtsman, an admirable colourist, a master of

technique of the old-fashioned kind. Wanting per-

haps in fervour, he knew exactly what he wanted

to do, and how to do it quietly and at once. As a
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merely imitative artist he had no suj^erior oi' his

time; he painted flesh well, and his textui-es were

all good ; whether, as he loved to do, he painted the

gradations of light in a bladder seen by the sun or

candle, or the head of a dog as in his group of the

painter than that hitherto allowed to him, espeeially

perhaps for his groups of children, which are of a

charm unexpected even by students of English art.

When we remember that he was also the designer of

that very ])athetic picture—" The Dead Soldier," that

THE CHEKEY-OATHEBEKS.

(rainttd hy WrUjhl of Derby. By rcrmission of C. E. Newton, Esq.)

Pickford children, he shows no want of freshness in

observation or skill in expression. The leatheriness

of the bladder and the silky coat of the dog are both

truly presented without any sign of hesitation or

effort. Nor is it only in technique that Wright's

reputation will be increased by the Derby exhibition.

He is clearly entitled to a higher rank as a portrait-

he was one of the first of English water-colourists,

and a remarkable and original landscape-piainter;

when we add to this the sense of elegance of form

and refined sentiment which characterise his illus-

trations of Sterne, and the sincere feeling for the

terrible to which his design of " Death and the

Woodman " bears witness, we see that his mental
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rnnjjc was scarcely exceeded by that ol" any artist For i'urtlier biosrapliiial details I must refer my
of his time. readers to a paper in "The Heiiquary " of 1801-, by

Some facts in liis lif.> are necessary to a ri^-ht Mr. W. Bemrose of Derby, who, I am f>-Iad to see,

understanding- of his \voil<. lie was born the same promises shortly to issue a more complete life of

THE OLAEIATOE.

(Painial by Wright of Derby. By Pernmsion of the Marquis of Lansdoime.)

year as Romney (1731), was the junior of Wilson

by twenty years, of Reynolds by eleven, of Gains-

boroucrh by seven. Hogarth died when he was

thirty. He was the fellow-pupil of Mortimer at

Hudson's. Pie painted while Sterne and Beattie

wrote. He showed a taste for mechanics and optics

when quite a boy, and though when he was fifteen

years old he developed a love of art which seemed for

a time to absorb his whole nature, these early tastes

reappeared, and ended by strongly influencing his

choice of subject. He was born at Derby, and

worked there as a portrait-painter till he was thirty-

nine (1773), when he married and went to Italy.

Returning in 1775, he set up at Bath, but removed
to Derby again in 1777, where, suffering much from

ill-health, he lived and painted till 1797, when he

died. He became an Associate in 17S2, and refused

the full honours of the Royal Academy in 1781.

197

the artist, compiled from Wright's own papers and

much unpublished correspondence.

The narrow limits of this article will prevent

any exhaustive study of Wright's work. With regard

to his, in many ways, remarkable position as a land-

scajie artist, especially as the painter of eruptions of

Vesuvius, fireworks at Rome, and similar subjects,

I shall only point out that he seems to have been the

first, at all events in England, to paint what may be

called "conflagration pieces," and to still have no

superior in them except Turner. Of his more imagi-

native work, as the scenes from Shakespeare which

he painted for Alderman Boydell's famous edition,

I can say nothing to much purpose in a few words.

I shall therefore do no more than briefly deal with

Wright as a painter of portraits, with and without the

addition of strange illumination and poetic sentiment,

prefacing- my remarks with a few words with regard
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to the causes which have led to the neglect of him

and bis works.

In his own day, notwithstanding his provincial

life and his unproductiveness in comparison with

more fashionable painters, Wright was greatly es-

teemed, and bis compositions, in which figures and

landscapes were seen by lamp or firelight, gave him

a special reputation. Mainly by the aid of those

admirable mezzotint engravers— Valentine Green,

J. R. Smith, Earlom, and Petber—this special repu-

tation has continued in some sort down to the present

day; but partly from the scarcity of his works in

this kind, and partly because the majority of them

have been hidden in private collections around

Derby, even this has dwindled to a shadow of its

former self. As a portrait-painter it is douljtful

whether, even in his own day, his reputation ex-

tended far beyond his own neighbourhood. His

fame was, of course, overshadowed then as now

—

then even more than now— by that of Reynolds

and Gainsborough and Romney. Fuseli says, "As
a portrait-painter Wright can claim little notice

;

"

but it is probable that the painter of the " Night-

mare " had not seen many or the best of Wright's

efforts of this kind. In the collection of his works

which Wright exhiljited in Loudon in 17S5 there

were only two portraits ; the rest were principally

candle-light " subjects " and " lirelight " landscapes.

Ilis strength as a portrait-painter has never been

seen till this Centenary Exhibition, when it would,

I think, have astonished Fuseli, as it has, I hope,

astonished Mr. Redgrave.

So it has happened that, from many causes, most

of them accidental, one of the best of the early

artists of the English school—an artist thorough,

original, and versatile—has been pushed aside till his

name has sunk almost into oblivion. It is now known
to few except collectors and students, and to them as

"Wright of Derby." Wright had reason to be ]n'oud

of Derby, and Derby has reason to be proud of him ;

but such localising suffixes in the case of artists—like

the Smiths of Chichester and Barker of Bath—have

practically a qualifying as well as a localising effect

:

as if the painter enjoyed but a jsrovincial reputation

in his lifetime, and was only a specimen of a neces-

sarily inferior article. But though neither of these

inferences would be true in the case of Wright,

who was an Associate of the Royal Academy

—

THE OEEEEY.

{JPa\ntoX by WrU/ht of Derby. By PcniitsBlon 0/ J, Osmai:toii, Eii.)
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mififlit indeed have been an Aoademieian il' lie had

not, for reasons best known to himself, refused the

honour—his provincial residence had a decided in-

fluence on his art as a portrait-painter. Thouj^h

he settled at Bath for a year or two after his

return from Italy in 1775, his sitters were princi-

pally his friends and the notables of his native town,

where he lived the greater part of his days. It was

not his ]«rt in life to paint lords and ladies, generals

and cabinet ministers— the stars of metropolitan

society ; but mayors and manufacturers, friends and

fellow-citizens, with their wives and daug-hters. lie

therefore, in comparison with Reynolds and (lains-

borough, was a homciv, almost a domestic portrait-

painter. Neither did he attempt to import into the

country the fashions and artifices of London town.

He painteil Jlrs. Jones and her boy Tommy, not as

Venus and Cupid, but the one in the silk slip and

lace stomacher she wore on Sundays, and the other

iu his best nankeen suit and frilled collar, with

his clean white stockings and rosetted shoes. Once,

indeed, when he had to represent Lady Wilmot
and her infant, he painted her (according to the

catalogue) " as a Madonna ; " but this charming

picture is an exception which proves the rule, for

it is nothing more nor less than a portrait in modern
costume with modern accessories, composed some-

what like a " Virgin and Child." The " Madonna "

motive is purely artistic, borrowed from Andrea del

Sarto rather than the Bible. But Wright's compara-

tively humble role as a portrait-painter was played

with a skill, a sincerity, and an earnestness which

deserve far greater recognition than they have yet

received, and there is little doubt that in faithfully

representing his neighbours with their habitual as-

pects and costumes he did a more signal service than

he could have achieved if he had only added one

more name to the fashionable portrait-painters of the

day. Wright, in his unsophisticated but very care-

fully studied portraits, shows us men and women
and children as they were at home. Every one is a

glimpse at the character and the daily life of the

times in which he lived. In a true sense these pic-

tures are historical—they are windows in the blank

wall of the past, equally interesting and pleasant

to students of art or of human nature. It is agree-

able to both to see Mr. Christopher Heath, banker
and proprietor of the Cock-hill Pot and China
Works, in his brown coat, \vriting a letter, with his

bandanna in his left hand, or Mr. John Whitehurst,

F.R.S., studying a section of Matlock High Tor.

The fidelity of the likenesses is at once beyond dis-

pute. We are in the presence of these men, and see

them as plainly as Wright saw them, with their firmly

modelled features, their individual complexions, their

own hands, complete. Mr. Cheslyu, in his suit of

greenish stone-colour, with his strong handsome

features, must have looked just like that as he sat

in his dark green arm-chair, his fine fresh complexion

showing to advantage against his powdered hair;

nor can we doubt the veracity with which Wright
has presented the image of that dear old lady Mrs.

Compton, in her satin shawl and her lace kerchief

tied under her chin. From the age of nineteen, when
lie painted his unusually vivacious portrait of his

sister Hannah, he had the gift of grasping the bodily

presence and character of his sitters, and placing them

firmly and unmistakably upon his canvas. Kemark-
able, not only for this property, but choice of colour

and clever painting of silk and lace and a variety of

other accessories, are his early portraits of Mr. and

Mrs. Chase. One would have thought that a youth

who could paint like this would not have had much
more to learn from Hudson ; but not satisfied with

himself, he went back to his old master for two

years to learn what more he could. As a specimen

of his more mature work I must not omit to men-

tion that of Mr. Ilolden in a grey suit, his hand

resting on the back of his chair. The silvery quality

of the colour, its pleasant if modest harmony of

greys and browns, and the unaffected but graceful

attitude, make this one of the most beautiful of

Wright's portraits.

Of his treatment of children we give a good speci-

men in our engraving of the little Newtons gathering

cherries. As we look at this and other similar groups

we are reminded rather of Romney than of any other

of Wright's contemporaries ; but we are reminded

also of that charming group of the Graham children

by Hogarth, which was engraved in The Magazine
OF Art for September, 1883. Wright is in some ways
a link between Hogarth and the later painters. A
pupil of Hudson, he never departed from the solid old

Dutch-English method of painting, which he carried

to great perfection, but never left. The "magnificent

sketching," the vital and impassioned touch, the

daring experiments of Reynolds and Gainsborough

which revolutionised colour and painting in England,

affected him little. These men had original genius

as painters and colourists ; Wright had not, though

he had great skill and taste. So it is not only

the manly simplicity of his portraits generally, and

the unsophisticated grace of his children which ally

him to Hogarth, but also his method. INIodern as

Romney in feeling, and like him in more ways than

I have room to point out here, in these pictures of

children Wright seems to be holding out one hand

to him and another to Hogarth. It is in these that

his powers as a colourist are best seen. Of the

naturalness of his gestures and the grace of his

grouping our engraving will speak to good purpose.

In these respects this and several others, such a-s
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those of the Avkwright and Bradshaw childreu, have

not often been excelled, even by greater men. In

the original of onr illustration one of the boys is

dressed in blue, the other in white and gold; the

hair of all three children is rich warm brown ;
the

flesh tints are very pure and fresh; the effect of the

strong notes of red in the cherries coming in here

and tliere is admirable; while the whole is set in

broadly treated foliage of rich green, warmed with

golden brown, as was the manner of those days. It

is impossible to give in words the total effect of the

colours employed, but the harmony is rich and full.

It is not till about 1765, or when this artist was

TIIK MAGAZINE OF ART.

believed to be " Mr. Burdett (faking notes), Young

Cantrel, Mrs. Sale, A. Wintermau, Mr. G. Snowden,

and Mr. Denby, organist at All Saints' Church, as the

philosopher." They were all neighbours of the artist

at Derby. The colour of this picture is remarkable

both for its daring and success. The light from

the lamp is warm and strong, flashing on the rosy

cheeks of the childreu. The rings of the orrery are

ferruginous in tint where the light strikes them,

and the coat of the philosopher is scarlet. Yet the

effect of all these reds is not " hot ;
" the flesh of the

children, though heightened in colour by the glare,

still looks like flesh, and the relation between it

It IS not till UUUUU ilUM, >Ji .yji^i. ..t..^ — ">
. . ,, 1 A *.

one-and-thirty, that we have any distinct evidence of and the red cloth coat is justly preserved. A great

the influence upon Wright's art of his early tastes deal of cool grey and blue is introduced with admi-

for mechanics and optical effects.

Tiiis was the year when the noble

picture of " An Experiment with

an Air-Pump" (presented by Mr.

Tyrrel to the Nationtd Gallery)

was exhibited at the Incorpo-

rated Society of British Artists'

rooms in Spring Gardens. " The

Orrery" and "The Gladiator/'

which we engrave, are dated the

following year. These are pro-

bably the grandest works of their

class ever painted by an English-

man. Even Mr. Redgrave speaks

in very high terms of the " Air-

Pump." They are all portrait

compositions; but they are allied

not so much to the " conversa-

tion pieces," which were painted

by English artists from Hogarth

downwards, as to the famous

Dutch portrait groups, and es-

pecially to Rembrandt's " Lesson

in Anatomy." Such grand ta-

Ueaiix vivaiits on so large a scale,

such dramatic union of genre and

portrait, to say nothing of such

elaborate effects of artificial

light, were new in England, and

constitute Wright's greatest

claim to the name, not only of

a master but an initiator. Put

him at whatever level you please

—below Hogarth,. Wilson, Rey-

nolds, and Gainsborough—he is

yet of their company as one of

the original forces of the Eng-

lish school.

The portraits introduced in

"The Orrery" are, according to

the catalogue before mentioned.

STEKNe's " MAUIA.

(Pointed bij Wright of Derby. By Fmnissim of W. Bemrose, Esq.)
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ruble effect in the costumes of the otliers, the shiuU's,

though deep, are soft and trans])arent, and the {gra-

dations of the light so true and delicate that the eye

passes from the warm focus to the darkness beyond

without any shock of violent transition. " The

Gladiator" is remarkable for the same qualities as

" The Orrery," especially in respect of that largeness

of style and majesty of design which seem to have

been the fruit of the Derby master's study of the

antique. The figure on the right, in profile, is

the artist himself; the others are .Mr. Burdett and

Mr. John AVilson.

Mr. Bemrose's picture of " Sterne's ' Maria,' " the

original of our last engraving, is one of the com-

paratively rare instances in which Wright attempted

sentiment. This picture has been engraved in mezzo-

tint by Raphael Smith, and, like "The Captive,"

catches the spirit of Sterne. There were few if any

artists of Wright's time who coulil c<)mj)are with him

as a draughtsman of the figure. That of " Maria "

is drawn with exquisite refinement ; the hands and

arms are lovely. In the beautifully soft folds of

the drapery the picture reminds one of llomney, but

it is thoroughly original, es])ecially in the sleeve that

has dropped from the shoulder. The colour of this

sweet picture is very pure and delicate. Wright

})ainted but one other picture which can properly be

compared with the " Maria." This was a present-

ment of the " Minstrel" of Beattie, a figure of great

elegance and fine expression. Its dirty condition

prevents one at present from judging of its colour.

Both these pictures were portraits. "Maria" was

Mrs. Bassano of Derby. " Edwin " was Thos.

Haden, an ancestor of Mr. Seymour Haden, who has

etched the picture. His etching will help to illus-

trate Mr. Bemrose's book. Cosmo Monkuouse.

—•$3»»»«s:»

THE "ARTISTS" AT WIMBLEDON CAMP.

THE " Artists," otherwise known as the 20th (late

3Sth) Middlesex Rifle Volunteers, have a pretty

considerable acquaintance with Wimbledon Common.
They have little private sham-fights there (usually

in a cheerful deluge of rain) ; there, too, they hold,

with other metropolitan corps, their annual brigade

drill ; a few have been discovered sketching there

;

while the majority know it well from yearly visits

to the camp of the National Rifle Association.

The Wimljlcdon Meeting may be regarded in two

lights : as a fortnight of work \vith serious aims,

or as a fourteen days' picnic with no particular

aim other than pleasant enjoyment. In both cases

its results are, generally speaking, beneficial ; and

whether you are one of those imperial bores called

shooting-men, or merely a town-dried searcher after

fresh air and recreation, you will find much to in-

terest and amuse. Even the first glimpse of the camp

THE CAMP, FEOU Tlli; WliUlLtlJOX i;^•IEA^•Cli.
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is e\liil;n';itiii<;-. It niattoi'S iioLhiiiH' wlR'tlR'r you lirst

see it dreaminof iu the misty brilliaiioe of a July

nroii, or wliether—as in my sketch made last year

aud engraved here—it

apjiears a strange viva-

cious flutter of flags and

canvas in the brisk wind

and shifting light aud

shadow of a stormy

morning. In either case

yotir first sight of the

greatpicnic ground gives

a genial flllip to anticipa-

tion. About and around

—I had almost said for

miles—there is a per-

petual stir and murmur,

a ceaseless coming and

going of all sorts and

conditions of men. At
the railway stations and

the entrances to the cam j)

there continues from

early morning till long

after sundown the most

sti'enuous battle of the

cabs, which, of all ima-

ginable shapes and sizes,

with horses of unknown

breed and incompai'able

dilapidation, and drivers

of every degree of dis-

respectability, seem to be

gathered here from the

ends of the earth, like blackguards on a theatre of war.

And the cries and laughter, the scrunch of wheels,

the tread of hoofs, the bang of the rifles sounding

high above the human hubbub, produce a reciprocal

airy eagerness in the visitor's pulse and mind.

I am told by men who profess to know, that once

upon a time the " Artists " had a section of the camp

all to themselves. Those degenerate days are over.

Artists who attend now, whether for pleasure or for

shooting, find quarters in the camps of other corps

—

the Scottish, the Civil Service, or maybe the London

Rifle Brigade. For it has come to pass that the powers

that be in the corps take no official cognisance of the

meeting, chiefly, I believe, because a conviction has

grown up that the fortnight is spent more in play than

in work. And I am bound to say that this opinion.

THE TEANSrOET-SEEGEANT EECITES.

I have l)een much struck with the Spartan self-

denial with which shooting men scorn the gaieties and

relaxations of camp life. To them the Wimbledon
fortnight is a volunteer

sf)lemnity, a period of

fasting, self-communion,

and silent vigil. Wrapped

in hisjKirsuit, your shoot-

ing man becomes a crea-

ture apart, a being with

distinct habits, a sinister

reserve, a fine contempt

for ordinary clay. For

instance : life at the

camp is an odd mixture

of military exactitude

and laughing unconven-

tiiinality. Reveille sounds

athalf-pastsix; andafter

that hour you will not

by any chance be per-

mitted to have secrets

with your blankets ; in

short, you innsl attend

parade. But there is no

necessity for dressing.

I have been roused ont

of a stolen snooze by

an orderly-sergeant who

wore nothing but his

cross-belt, forage cap,

and cane, and who swag-

gered rather more than

if he had been in full

uniform at a royal inspection ; I have seen the

captain commandant appear on parade in dress-

ing-gown and socks ; and I have seen a man

present himself in a piece of Turkey carpet, a fez,

and a cigarette ; and another actually enjoying his

morning tub in the ranks. But I never caught your

shooting man at his bath. The frivolous outsider

takes his openly in the light and air of morning;

the aVtlutions of the marksman are sacred from the

vulgar gaze—he performs them in the mysterious

jirivacy of his tent, probably before any of the

jileasure-seekers are awake. At roll-call he is the

only individual properly dressed; at breakfast he is

not visible—nor at lunch, nor at dinner, nor at tea;

the mess tent knows him not, and if he eats at all,

he must do so invisibly in holes and corners. By nine

cherished by a good many thinking people, is fully o'clock he is at the firing point, and there, or there

supported by the facts. Not, however, that our men

work not at all. As a matter of fact, we boast some

good marksmen, though not perhaps so many as com-

manding ofticers would like ; and one at least is gene-

rally to be found in the first sixty of the Queen's.

abouts, he remains all day. At gun-fire (seven p.m.)

he returns to his tent, cleans his rifle, and disappears

for the night, after perhaps a single sententious pipe

in his doorway. His speech is composed of scornful

monosyllables ; his manner seems based on a careful
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study of the snub direct. These jieculiui-ities :uv

due, I suppose, to deep thought on such matters as

wind-pressure, fore-sights and haek-sights, inners and

outers, and hulls—which, if yon once yield to them,

bind you with an insatiable fascination. But, eeeen-

trieities aj)art, the shooting man commands respect.

lie works hard, he maintains the credit of his cor])s,

and he makes not a little money. In short, he sets

a good example; for unless they were decent marks-

men, volunteers would not be of very immediate ser-

vice in an emergency. And of the various contests

in which he engages, that illustrated in the fifth

engraving is one of the most practical. My sketch

(made on the spot last year) represents the "Artists'"

Bcpiad in the Mullens Competition, in which the

conditions are not unlike those of an actual engage-

ment. The targets, shaped as men and painted grey,

move during the whole of the firing time, and the

competing .squads, starting several hundred yards

away, push towards them at the double for, say, a

hundred and fifty yards, halt, fire independently in

any position for so many seconds, advance again at

the double for a hundred yards or so, halt, fire

three volleys, advance once more at the double, halt,

and have another spell of independent firing. Each

squad has its own moving target, and the squad

that puts most bullets into its grey dummy soldier

wins the prize. On this occasion the " Artists," for

reasons which nobody has yet been able to explain,

were not exactly in the front of the scoring. The

conditions, in fact, are rather more severe than in

war, when I believe it is unusual to fire volleys at

a single specimen of the enemj'. Still, the ]Mullcns

Competition is a practical test of nerve and staying

power, as well as mere aiming skill.

Shooting begins each day at nine, by which time

the bulk of the camp population is to be found at

the various firing points, or loitering in that strange

tented thoroughfare, the " High Street," or—such is

human nature—in the refreshment rooms, which are

large. Those gay dilettante who remain amongst

the tents generally devote their mornings to the

rehearsal of amateur theatricals, to the tuning of

pianos, to the pretence of reading the daily papers,

to the serious business of the morning pipe ; and

by one o'clock these exertions produce a remarkable

desire for lunch. At two shooting begins again,

and from that time forward the stream of visitors

steadily increases until gun-fire at seven, when you

might think all London was come to look at the

camp. If you've nothing better to do—which is

pretty certain to be the case—j'ou will spend the

afternoon in strolling round and seeing what there is

to be seen, and to an artist or any other student of

nature and humanity there is much indeed. In

brlglit, hot weather the general effect is brilliant.

and a little tiresome. The constant blaze of sun-

shine becomes a lx)re (in a day or two distressing

symptoms develoj) in your nose)
; you get very hot,

very lazy, and very thirsty ; as sunstroke becomes

more than possible, you begin to have doubts about

the sanity of the Kille Association, the shooters, and

yourself ; and the strains of the Hungarian band

playing in the enclosure seem positively liatdul.

The only amenity is the presence of a large nuniljcr

of ladies, who, no matter how high the thermometer,

how rare the breeze, how hot the shade, somehow

contrive to appear fresh and cool. They come in

troops, dressed in wonderful ])ink, blue, and creamy

airiness; in hats of indescribable witchery, in gloves

and sunshades that are so many pretty poems. Chairs

—fancy that !—chairs are provided for them at the

shooting points, where they preside with the gay

dignity of fairies, and a smiling graeiousness of their

own. They are permitted " inside the ropes," where

no male dare venture but the shooting man, the

scorer, and the officer in charge ; and the officer

in charge is generally regarded with a deep and

lasting envy by the outside members of his sex.

He combines duty with flirtation, and to all appear-

ances ha.s attained a high state of efficiency in

that pleasant but difficult art. In fact, he is alto-

gether a favoured mortal; the ladies like him; his

smart uniform, his easy military bearing, the quiet

gallantry of his manner, his meaning eye— these

fascinate them, and ladies like to be fascinated. And
yet I have, seen him smoke a short pipe and read

the Baili) Netrs like any other man.

In rough weather, however, all this is changed.

The Camp no longer sleeps and dreams, but flutters

in the wind with a vagabond gaiety. Its thousand

flags become noisy, reckless even, and the movements

of the sightseers and

shooters are brisk with

the briskness of the

breezes, which sway the

trees, set the Windmill

creaking, and drive the

great clouds, pile on pile,

across the sky. The

heavy grey heat gives

place to a boisterous air

;

the dead level of mist

and glare, burnt common
and burning sky, give

place to an endless con-

trast of sailing shadows

and pale fleeting gleams

of sunshine, to the march

of storms, and strange

glimpses of blue-green

space k'tweeu. The grass AX IN-TKELSTED SrECTATOE.
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is green and long; except at the fii-ing points, wlicre

it is burnt short by the fire o£ the rifles, and

scorched into delicate yellows and reds and browns

—converted, in fact, into a lesson in colour-har-

monies. But the human kind are less interestinsy

than in fine weather. The shooting men are the

same, of course ; and that strange product of Wim-
bledon existence, the offensively robust person who

parades a pair of knickerbockers of a remarkable

cheek pattern and a head-covering of no known
shape or designation, is to the fore as usual, with

his field-glasses and comforting flask of sherry. But
the ladies disguise themselves in ulsters ; and as

for the officer in charge, he develops a view of life

which is little less than blasphemous.

If, however, leaving the shooting, the ladies, the

officer in charge, and all connected therewith, you

visit one or other of the camps in the afternoon, you

will find several unsuspected things taking place.

There is a great clatter of preparation in the mess-

tents for gigantic meat teas at seven o'clock, or some

more or less elal)orate entertainment afterwards.

Some do-nothings, in various stages of undress, are

lazily sipping claret-cup and talking scandal in a

secluded tent to the right. Farther down the row

of canvas dwellings some gentlemen in uniform are

making ready for a select tea-party of their own
;

and jtresently you see one of them, armed with a plate

and knife, walk off and disappear amidst the trees and

furze. lie has gone to cut ferns wherewith to decorate

their fruit-dishes—pleasant work, too, with the wild

flowers around you, and the sun going down in a

cloud of gold beyond the purple edge of the common.
And if you followed the fern-gatherer you might
lose your way in the quiet places, and perhaps sur-

prise a sergeant or some other good-looking member
of the force holding a secluded " social " of the kind

suggested in my last sketch, which, be it noted,

was done from the life, though I decline to say

whether I have "caught his likeness." As the after-

noon progresses, the Camp becomes more and more

lively. The select tea-party has a hundred prototypes

in other quarters of the tent city, and at gun-fire

everybody is busy with the important meal. The mess-

tent is crammed with camjjaigners, strangers, and

their friends, and inside and out the jollity and excite-

ment increase with every moment. Here and there,

however, you may observe an entertainment of the more

refined sort, such as I have sketched in my fourth

illustration. None of your one -and - ninepenny

AN AL-FUESCO ENTEIiTAINMENT.
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scrambles this. The situation is well adapted—on

the outskirts of the camp, where the vulgar crowd

ventures not ; where there is a ])leasant <>-limj)se of

gorsy common and dwindling lines of tents and

trees and glow of sunset ; whei'e the birds twitter

merrily, and the evening wind comes to waken the

leaves from dreaming, whilst your sisters, your

cousins, and your aunts talk graceful nonsense and

laugh heartily at pre-historic jokes; where perhaps

somebody's sweetheart makes music with a violin,

and fills the air with the melody of—what ? Beet-

hoven at Wimbledon is a mere monstrous shadow

;

and Gluek, Ilaydn, and Mozart are creatures of the

dead past. You will hear, probably, nothing deejier

than a lied by Mendelssohn, nothing brighter than the

elaborate impertinence of some modern jackanapes

of the fiddle. Possibly that is the highest musical

attainment at Wimbledon. The bands play some-

thing, of course ; mostly Wagnerian

arrangements of the " Lost Chord ;

"

but bands—well, they are useful at

the glorification of a winner of the

Queen's prize, and at assaults-at-

arms, where they distract attention

from the dirty flannels for which

athletes at Wimbledon are famous;

and they impress little maidens like

the deeply interested spectator in my
picture. But they are not original in

their ideas.

Not so Wimbledon audiences,

however, which are the least con-

ventional in the world. A year or

two ago I was at a large entertain-

ment in one of the mess-marquees

— a strange combination of sing-

song, theatricals, wax-works, flags,

Chinese lanterns, claret-cup, electric

light, and choruses. Lord and Lady

lOS

Brownlow and a dis-

tinguished party from

"the Cottage" were

present, and the com-

pany overflowed the

tent and stood on the

flower-beds outside.

A sentimental person

with a mealy tenor

voice sang a maudlin

ditty, when, without

any solicitation what-

ever, the peopk; in the

background suddenly

struok up a stentorian

cliorus. It ai)peared

from the libretto of

this burst of harmony that in the opinion of the

authors a glass of whisky would do the siiigijr no

harm, an opinion with which the singer seemed to

agree ; that it was seventeen miles from Wimbledon
to Womblcilon ; that a Duke of York once went up a

very high hill, and, for some reason not stated, came
down again ; and that Britons never will be slaves

;

the whole concluding with a grand funereal "Amen."
I have little doubt that, if you wander round the

camp after sundown this July, and look in at the

cntertamments always going on, you will hear that

chorus sung again and again with as much zest and

inconsequence as ever, just as you are pretty certain

to hear the transport-sergeant of the "Artists" give

a recitation, when he will probably display his manly
form in the attitude depicted in my sketch.

And so the evening passes until, at eleven p.m.,

the camp is cleared of visitors, and " Lights out '" has

PEACE AXD QUIETNESS.
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sounded. Tbe lij^-hts don't all go out, though. We
have invented a method of hiding a liglit in a tent

witli Japanese unibi-ellas. The jiatent is very suc-

cessful; and it is no uncommou thing for friends

to linger on till the small hours, in the mysterious

illumination of a shigle lantern thus shrouded. The

light is invisible from without, and so, if the captain

commandant is on the alert, he wots not of the per-

formances in the interior, for conversation is an

affair of whispers, and laughter a kind of smuggling.

My experience leads me to believe, however, that

the captain commandant is very likely to form one

of the party inside, where he gives the best song

and story of all. H.\iiRY V. Barnett.

•5a»»»«<—

A FOEGOTTEN SATIEIST.

IlE three "Tours" of Doctor

Syntax are not read in these

days, and it is chiefly for the

illustrations of Rowlandson

that they are valued. The

John Bull element would be

found too predominant. They

betray an age that enjoyed

prize-tights, and drinking-bouts, and excursions to

Tyburn ; an age characterised, also, by a lachrymose

sensibility, as a set-off to these ponderous pleasures.

Another obstacle to a revival of the popularity

of Doctor Syntax's "Tours" is that Rowlaudson's

drawings are fully intelligible and enjoyable with-

out their aid. The author of the "Tours" cannot

justly be censured for this. For it was not Row-

landson who illustrated Syntax, but Syntax who

attempted to illustrate Rowlandson. This inversion

of the natural order of things was not productive

of good literature.

• William Combe, the author of this amusing

assault upon the sesthetics of the picturesque (a re-

print of which, by the way, was produced not long

ago by Messrs. Chatto and Windus), was well on in

years when he achieved distinction by his fortunate

association witli Rowlandson. He had written much

in metrical illustration of the caricaturist ; but it was

as Doctor Syntax that his celebrity became general.

He is a figure of great distinction and interest in the

literary history of the last thirty years of the cen-

tury. To that period must be assigned the growth

of his notoriety, although Doctor Syntaxes quest of

the picturesque did not appear imtil 1813. His

life deserves more study perhaps than his writings.

He was born in 1741, presumably at Bristol, was

educated at Eton, where he met Fox and Lyttelton,

and thence proceeded to Oxford. His putative father

was a London alderman, from whom he inherited in

his twenty-fourth year the sum of .€2,000, which

he squandered most gallantly at the Hot Wells of

Clifton. His life seems to have been a genuine ro-

mance, and is still, in s^iite of all research, enveloped

in considerable mystery. He experienced extraordi-

nary vicissitudes. We have glimpses of him as a

beau of the Brummel type in Bristol society. He
appears to have done the grand tour, and he then

turns up in Loudon as a law-student. Here he

followed the fashion by inditing political letters to

great persons, and created an immense furore by a

clever but bitter satire, " The Diaboliad," which sul-

phurous production he regretted in his old age. In

that era of literary forgery and duplicity, the era of

Macphcrson and Walpole and Chatterton, he jialmed

off his " Letters of the Late Lord Lyttelton " on a

scandal-loving public. He finally settled down to

hack-writing and a Bohemian life. ,He is found

in the strangest company and the most piquant

situations. There is a delightful story told by a

friend who had met the young gallant walking one

day in one of the promenades near Bristol, with

two nymphs clinging to his arms, both weeping

copiously. Being asked the cause of the affecting

exhibition. Combe explained with consummate cool-

ness that he had only " trumped up some melancholy

tale of imagination to suit their palate and diversify

the scene," adding that he had not observed the

" pearly drops " which his pathos had excited. The

two ladies were Miss Hannah More and her friend

Miss Galton. He is credited with the possession of

great personal attractions and surprising powers of

conversation. In London he seems to have been

always entangled in a maze of intrigues. He spent

not a little time between the sponging-house and the

Bench. It was while an inmate of this prison that

Rowlandson's designs for the Syntax " Tours " were

sent to him for the text. Between these depressions

of fortune he enjoyed times of fashionable notoriety

;

when he caballed with politicians, wrote innumerable

pamphlets and poems, and finally extorted a pension

from the Government of £)lOi) a year. The dex-

terity with which he assumed the literary manner

of other men almost amounted to genius. Though

he was far from being a j^lagiarist, he covered him-

self with the grace and rhetoric of others, as with a
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{jarment which he wore with an L'nji^ayiii<jf natural air.

He was a kind of Michiu<^ Mallucho in the poHtical

Hterature of the age of Junius. He had many
pseudonyms besides that of "Doctor Syntax," and

he rarely repeated them, thus greatly enhancing

the mystery with which he enshrouded his work.

To ensure the attention of the town he frequently

answered his own epistles and satires. This usually

had the desired effect. But it was i)ot without its

drawbacks; for the immense success of Doctor Syntax

resulted in many imitations, in which Combe's verse

was imitated with facility, while Rowlandsoii's de-

signs were merely feebly travestied.

The origin of the idea of " Doctor Syntax " is not

clearly ascertained. It eertaiuly was not suggested

by Combe. If his memoirs are trustworthy, the

happy thought originated with Bannister, the actor,

who was a fellow-student with Rowlandson at the

Royal Academy, and who relates that Rowlandson

was much struck with its felicity, and at once pro-

ceeded to elaborate the conception. On the publi-

cation of the first "Tour" both artist and author

were accused of uttering a libellous caricature of the

clergy. It is very possible that the picturesque tours

of the ingenious Mr. Gilpin may have suggested to

Rowlandson, or Bannister, the idea of the eccentric

country parson in search of the picturesque. Gilpin,

it must be observed, never confuses the romantic

and jjicturesque. He distinguishes between these

essentials in landscape with a rigid insistency. This

is happily burlesqued by Dr. Syntax. The rage for

the romantic, as exemplified by Mrs. Radclyffe and
others, led to the fashionable cult of the picturesque,

the ffistheticism of that age, and this is satirised in

Dr. Syntax's tour. The heroines of the romances of

the period were all addicted to sketching, and were

searchers of the picturesque. Their jargon and affec-

tation are admirably imitated by Dr. Syntax. He
sets out on his journey with the determination to

outdo these amateurs, and he succeeds. The suc-

cess of the picturesque tourists stimulates the poor

country clergyman to write a tour. It is nothing

that he suffers, like Don Quixote, for his zeal. He
is assailed by highwaymen ; takes refuge up a tree

from a threatening bull; is upset in Keswick water;

awakes, like Christopher Sly, in a splendid apart-

ment in a house he thought to be an inn, and
is covered with ridicule and opprobrium. When
he loses his way and " makes a landscape of a

post" he certainly has tourists of the type of Gilpin

in his mind's eve

—

" I '11 do as other sketchers do

—

Put anything into the view.

He ne'er will as an artist shine

Who copies natuic line by line."

Again, when he speaks of a rival picturesque tourist

he certainly seems to refer to Gilj)in. He styles him
" Dr. G.," and speaks disrespectfully of his tour

—

"A flippant, flashy, flowery style

A lu/y morning to beguile ;

With every other leaf a print

0/ some Jiiie view in aqualiiU."

One of the tenets of Gilpin and his followers was
that the horse was a beautiful object only, but your
cow was the true picturesque. Accordingly Dr.
Syntax discovers that

—

" To the fine steed your sportsmen bow,
But picturesque prefers a cow."

Another wild craze was the worship of the unequal

and rugged in nature, while the picturesque ideal

is to " look to nought but what is rough, and ne'er

think nature coarse enough." And all the rest of it.

Rowlandsoii's designs are pervaded by the genuine

spirit of burlesque. In their gaiety and animal

spirits they aie Hudibrastie, while for grotesque

humour they are surpassed by none of the artist's

works. They are vastly entertaining. Who can re-

call, without laughter, the dismal moor where Doctor

Syntax on the back of Grizzle is consulting a guide-

post with a ludicrous expression of agony, while a

group of donkeys regard him with mihl surprise?

Inimitable, too, is the scene where the Doctor is

coj)ying into his note-book the wit of the window in

the inn-parlour, while Dolly, in the act of receiving a

kiss from her lover, is unconsciously bestowing the

contents of the kettle on the Doctor's feet, and a

most Hogarthian dog is filching a bone from his

plate. Even more delightfid is the grotesque figure

of Syntax sketching. In the hot fit of inspiration

he is eagerly bending forward in the saddle; the

"j)atient Grizzle" is snatching a hasty meal; and,

unknown to the artist, a lout of the most abandoned

order of rusticity is betraying his undisguised ad-

miration, lu the "Rural Sports"—where Syntax
fiddles to a group of dancing villagers, while a,

circle of elders look on—the force of Rowlandson
contrasts remarkably with Combe's feeble elegance.

He had read much, observed acutely, seen abun-
dant life; he had a retentive memory and great

facility of comjjositiou. With these advantages and
a boundless assurance, it is natural that he became
notorious. Much in him remains to this day an
enigma. To some he is an unmitigated scoundrel

and an unprincipled adventurer. Yet in his old age
he could number among his friends men like Horace
Smith. His habits of disguise have contributed to

the difficulties of truly estimating the man ; and it

is impossible not to regret the loss of his autobio-

graphy, which would have proved as amusing as one

of Smollett's novels, and a perfect microcosm of his

times. As it is, we have little more than gossip,

more or less scandalous. J. X. Blaikie.
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" POLICHINELLE."

From the Drawing by J. L.-E. Meissonier.

THE " Poliehinelle " of M. Meissonier is charac-

terised by all the refinements of his art. He is

not so much the type of Neapolitan Polichinelli as a

earnavalesque fi<;ure.

the Heleal Punch,

has the shrewd look

of a Pasquiu, and per-

haps has just perpe-

trated a sly epigram.

He is about to enter

the festive throng and

belabour an acquaint-

ance with his staff or a

joke—for he is a true

(jof/Hennrd. The artist's

infinite solicitude about

small thing's is ap-

parent from his man-

nikin's head-gear to

the rosettes on his

panto fles. Every crease

of his breeches, every

button of his jerkin,

the least little curve of

his ruff, every point

of his costume, in

short, reasonably sus-

pect of a wrinkle, have

all been the sul)jects

of anxious study. It

is possible that the

conscientious artist

imported the costume

from Naples, even as,

on another occasion,

he borrowed from the

Musee the historical

greycoat of Napoleon.

It is not difficult to see

that the original is a

masterly realisation of

a type. It is the im-

personation of the

spirit of honffonnerw.

thoseradiant with life and character. There are

who find in M. Meissonier's work nothing lie-

yond incomparable technique, nothing but a finish

that is over-nice and qualities of realism that are

photographic. They must consistently disapprove of

Terburg and Metzu. Eugene Delacroix came nearer

a sound estimate when he likened the artist to

Gerard Dou. It is a superficial judgment that is led

astray by M. Meissonier's exquisite elaboration of

detail, and cannot get

beyond a contempla-

tion of it. It is the

end, and not the means

to an end, the result

and not the method

that should be judged.

In the " Poliehinelle
"

the costume is an

essential, and is so

treated. The harmo-

nious accord of every

detail is not the least

striking characteristic.

The wrinkled face of

the old buffoon and

the suggestive bend

in the leg are scarcely

more individual and

typical of his nature

than the loose abandon

of his attire. He is

bound for the Corso.

He is intent on scat-

tering coti/elli, or

chaffing pretty girls

in balconies, who will

in turn whiten him

with flour; he will

have a jest for every

one, and knows he has

a good time before

him. He is a mad
droll, and " loves to

live i' the sun; " is

first in a frolic and last

in a fray ; and, like

the lady in " Pelham,"

thinks it far better to

be merry and wise

than honest and true.

When he departs this mortal life, it will be of an

indigestion of Chianti and sugar-plums, and his next

metempsychosis—or he is grossly and scandalously

libelled in this his portrait—will take him no

nearer the lieiglits of heaven than the stage of a

Punch's show.

POLICHINELLE.

'ing by Jcan-Louis-Erncst Meisaonicr.)





AT THE GOLDEN GATE.

(From the Picture by Val Prinsep, A.R.A.)
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DOliCllESTEll HOUSE.

Till'] |i(issil)iliiy nl" pnidiiriiiL;- ail an-liitrclui-al work it is still uvne reniarkahly Inie nl' Ij.inil.ni. Tlii'iv

of llic charactor, size, aiul mag-niliiriicc of nw niauy very laii^e Imuscs in Lniuiuii, suinc iarjjner

Doiiiu'stiT Iloii.se depends upon :i uumber of con- than Dorcliester lloiisc; imt there are none wliieh

ditions rarely found together. Even in the days can approach it in the interest it possesses of heiii.^

l.ul;rlll,.vil-.l: IKjlsl,.— I. ; a ill.l-,l;uAia> ; I;V AI.FKEIi STEVEN

when the rich of the earth were in the haliit of the work of a series of artists who designed each his

sjiending a much larger proportion of their wealth on share of the whole, under the control of a single mind
erecting themselves palaces, it is astonishing to find —that of the owner. It is very rare that one man is

how few, in this country at least, have been alili' to able to afford the money, to give the time, and above
carry out nearly to completeness a single great build- all to possess the taste necessary for carrying on a
ing. And if this be true of the country as a whole, great building satisfactorily. And even when all

19?
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these are present, hath ])iitienc-e and taet in no small

measure are needed to deal with the artists employed,

and oblige them to give their best work.

It is therefore with great interest that we study

the result of the rare combination of ciicumstanees

which has produced such a remarkable structure as

Dorchester House. In the first place the tiwner, Mr.

Holford, must be congratulated on the chance which

enabled him to

obtain such a

fine site ; al-

though, perhap^;,

on the principle

that " every-

thing comes to

him who knows

how to wait,"

chance is hardly

the word to em-

])loy. At any

rate he did suc-

ceed so much
beyond his ori-

ginal hopes that

he resolved, in

building, to take

full ' advantage

of the position

acquired. This

consists of the

angle enclosed

between Park Lane and Dean Street. Its merits from

an architectural point of view consist in the fact that

uninterrupted views can be obtained of the house,

both from the south and from the west, from com-

paratively long distances. As you drive up Park Lane

the south point with its portico stands so straight

in front that it almost seems as if that somewhat

|)icturesque and very cheerful thoroughfare had been

expressly designed as an approach. However, just

before reaching the entrance to an extremely cleverly

managed sweep up to the door, the road swerves to

the left, and you drive on past the western facade,

but at an amply sufficient distance from it to be able

to seize its effect as a whole.

The old house was pulled down in the year 1849,

and the late Mr. Lewis Vulliamy was instructed to

jsrepare plans for a new one. The choice was a most

fortunate one. Of Mr. Vulliamy's general merits as

an architect nothing need here be said. There can

be little doubt that he himself would have accepted

Dorchester House as a sample of his powers of

design, and have consented that the world should

judge him by it. But Mr. Holford showed both his

wisdom and his courage in employing a man who,

while he had adequate experience, yet was not over-

DOECHESTEE HOUSE.— U. : THE 8TAIECASE.

burdenetl with business, and was thei'efore able to

give that minute attention to the work without

which architecture must, even in the hands of the

cleverest men, degenerate into lifeless and mechanical

combinations of stereoty])ed forms. The modern habit

indulged in by many great architects, even by Wren
him.self at one stage of his career, of undertaking the

design and construction of so many buildings at one

time that they

cannot enter

minutely into

every detail of

them, has done

more jierhaps

than anything

else to lower the

general standard

of'Englisharchi-

teeture. Instead

of applying the

facility they

have acquired

by constant

practice to the

production of a

more complete

^ Iji^I perfection, they

abandon it to the

creation of mere

quantity, and

thus not only

lower their own taste, but example those whom
they are engaged in teaching in a mechanical method

of work.

The architect of Dorchester House was instructed,-

amongst other things, to adopt as a central feature

inside the house a staircase of large dimensions, sur-

rounded on the first floor by a wide corridor com-

municating with it by arches. This staircase, as one

of the most beautiful and interesting portions of the

house, I shall describe more minutely below. It is

noticeable now, as giving a ke}' to the external ap-

pearance of the whole. Round three sides of it, on

the east, south, and west, the principal rooms are

grouped; and the simplicity of the arrangement has

enabled the architect to obtain an external effect of

considerable grace and dignity. In these days, when,

under the intluence of the Gothic revival, the dignity

and repose of a simple design has almost ceased to

be a thing striven after, when the grouping of large

masses in grand proportion is despised, when the

beauty of a plain wall-space of carefully jointed

ashlar work is not recognised, when too often the

whole object of an architect seems to be to discover

how far he. can spread his ornament over everything

(as a g'old-beater miffht beat out a sovereign to cover
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a room), it is very refreshin<^ to liiul tlio i;niiiilt'ur of

rust in a modern building. The outside of Doreliester

House, too, is both graceful and relined in design.

Tliere is, of course, nothing about it of striking

originality. Hut in architecture striking originality

is certainly not a tiling to h'. sought after, and is

seldom successful when found. Much of the success

of the detail, both outside and in, is due to the fact

that no expense was spared in putting up models of

every portion before it was erected. The difficulty

of knowing exactly what appearance a moulding

will present when placed in position, and of estimat-

ing the corrections for pers])ective, for height, and

for the various optical delusions which so strangely

change the apparent shapes of many features, is so

great that few architects entirely overcome it. As
in the ease of the entasis of columns the experience

of former generations may teach us much, but it

cannot teach everything; and it is an inestimable

advantage to be able actually to test the form of

each .portion of a building experimentally before it

is finally and irrevocably decided upon.

The rooms of the house, as I have said, are

gnnijied round a central hall, which contains the

staircase. In the case of country houses this type

of plan is almost always undesirable. The hall

must necessarily rise through two storeys, and the

bedrooms thus open cut into corridors or galleries

immediately above, and within sight and hearing of,

the doors into the principal sitting-rooms. Thus all

noises penetrate into the bedrooms from below, and
the housemaids carrying pails and dusters may be

seen by the guests as they leave the breakfast-room.

But in the case of a London house few of these

objections apply. The first floor is not occupied by
bedrooms, but by the principal reception rooms.

These open on to the corridor which surrounds the

staircase, and are connected by wide doors with each

other. Thus a constant freedom of circulation is

maintained among the hundreds of guests whom
it is our custom to collect for purposes of entertain-

ment, and every room has an easy access to the

stairs. It must also be noted as an additional ad-

vantage of the plan that, since the staircase has only
to ascend through the comparatively small height
of the ground Hcwr, there is room to make it both
wiile and easy : points which add greatly to its

beauty, and enable guests to stop and talk as they
go up or down—criticised, no doul;t, from a bird's-

eye point of view from the galleries above.

Considerations such as these, combined with a

great admiration for the type of these central stair-

cases as seen in many parts of Italy, and more par-

ticularly at Genoa, no doubt induced Mr. Holford
to select this form of plan, and to entrust his

architect with its development under the i)articular

coiiililiiiiis rcijuireil. This has been done cleverly,

lirhly. :iiid beautifully. .V visitor on piussing through
the entrance-hall enters the lower vestilmle, which is,

in fact, part of a wide corridor running transversely

across the house. It is paved with marbles, inlaid

in a simple pattern derived from one of Ilajjliael's

cartoons. The combination of colour in these mar-
bles is particularly harmonious. The ceiling was

p;iinted by Signor Anglinatti, who belongs to the

modern Florentine school ; it is a j)leasant piece of

work. But perhaps the chief charm of the vestibule

is the view from it of the staircase seen between the

coupled Ionic columns of pink granite which support

the gallery. This view is nearly that represented in

our second cut, and is one of the most pleasing in

the house. It is one of the many examples of what
seems to have been the architect's special talent

—

the pijturesque grouping of architectural features.

The beauty of the marbles which cover the walls

and form the steps and balustrades is remarkable.

It is a most common idea, if we arc to judge by

experience, that the effect of the colours of marbles

mingled together in any manner must be harmonious.

There can be no greater mistake than this. In fait

it may be laid down as a general rule that the

more brilliant the material employed for decorative

purposes, the more careful must we be in the selec-

tion of the colours and the arrangement of the

masses. Now, with the exception, perhaps, of mosaic

and the precious metals, there are few materials more

brilliant in their effect than polished marbles ; and

yet how often would one rather have plain white-

wash I It is most heartrending to see, as you often

do, as the result of the expenditure of thousands of

jiounds, a mere kaleidoscopic medley. It is exactly

as if some millionaire had gone to the expense of

gathering together into one orchestra all the most

perfect performers on the various instruments, and

had then given them parts to play composed without

any relation to each other. It is a pleasure, there-

fore, to turn to such a piece of marble decoration as

the staircase of Dorchester House. Here the arrange-

ment of colours in masses has been carefully and

tastefully thought out, with a most pleasing result.

The only fault to be found, perhaps, is the mass of

unrelieved white of the pillars, archivolts, spandrils,

and cornice of the first floor, as shown in the sixth

illustration. The colouring both below and above this

level is pitched in a high key, and the separation of

the two by a mass of white, merely touched here and

therewith gold, and brought into strong relief by the

comparative darkness of the corridors behind, produces

a cold effect, and rather destroys the unitj- of design.

In spite of this, however, the effect is extremely

beautiful, the marbles lining the wall by the side of

the staircase being specially so. The de.-ign of these
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is in larg'e panels of vert-rouge, a rich dark-^ivoii, oune into the market at all. In brillianc}^ of colour

with an inlaid edf^iiig of red. These jianels are sei)a- they do not compare, perlia)is, with the finest speci-

rated from each other hy projeetinjy masses of Pavo- mens of the genuine antique, or with some few of

nezza, a beautiful warm-whitish marble streaked wit ii the modern Italian; but, considering the compara-

dark-gray, wliiili an'iin-i'ality (lie visible piers carrying- li\('ly small cost at which many of them may be

BOBCHESTEE HOUSE.—IV. : THE BED DEAWINr.-IlOOM.

the plinths of the coupled columns of the llrst storey.

Two string courses of the same marble, one at the top

and the other a few inches below, complete this part of

the design, forming a second set of shallow panels of

dark-green and red above the others. In this pleasant

harmony the delicate warm colour of the balusters

of Derbyshire alabaster should be noted as playing an

imjwrtant part. This is one of the many inshmces

of the successful use of British marbles. Against them
such a strange prejudice exists that few of them ever

obtained, and their very great beauty, it is really

marvellous that they should be so little used. So

strong is this prejudice that one marble merchant in

a large way found that visitors to his works used

often to admire his English marbles extremely, and

ask what part of Italy they came from. When in-

formed that they came from the British Isles, their

admiration ceased, and they talked of Italian marbles

more enthusiastically than ever.

It is not often that London householders can
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enjoy a space eveiT a fractioii of that covered by

Dorchester House. But it would be well woilli

while for them to consider how far the space they

have got at their disposal rnij^ht not be better and

more economically arrang-ed for real comfort by

imitating the planning' of that house in one parti-

cular—the devoting of a larger jiroportion of it to

the staircase and hall. In tiie smallest houses, of

course, every inch is made use of, and the rooms

are already fully small for their purpose, as well

as often inadequate in number. But the average

"front and back" house, say of the type found in

Eaton Place, is about as meanly arranged as a house

can be. As far as the rooms go, no doubt the most

has been done that can be done. But to dignify the

narrow jiassage leading to the front door by the name of

a " hall" savours of the ludicrous, while the staircase

is wholly uusuited in size and appearance to the rooms

to and from which it leads. There is no real difficulty

presented by the problem of planning a house on such

a site which shall have as much drawing-room and

dining-room accoihmodation as can be reasonably re-

quired, and which shall have at the same time both a

hall and staircase less abjectly " scrimpy " than those

usually met with. It is beyond the scope of the

present article to describe how this might be effected.

But those who are about to build their own houses

should realise that it can be effected. They should

consider, too, what great advantages such a plan

would present, apart from the increase in beauty and

charm : what a comfort it would be to have a stair-

case wide enough to accommodate the large fraction

of every London party that insists on congregating

thereon, and a hall wide enough to permit guests

to await their carriages without entirely blocking up

the way. A few such houses have been built ; they

are a refreshing change. Let us hope that the ex-

amjile will be often followed.

At the top of the stairs we enter the wide corridur

or gallery, which here forms the south side of the hall.

From close to this point is taken the view shown

in our last engraving, which gives a very good repre-

sentation of the general character and appearance of

the way in which the galleries open on to and sur-

round the staircase. The most prominent features of

this part of the design are the arches supported on

coupled columns. The columns are of the Corinthian

order on plinths. The arrangement is, of course,

an adaptation of well-known Italian models, but it

is an adaptation not only suited to its position, but

on the whole very successfully carried out. The
grouping is very picturesque, and the proportions

are decidedly good.

I may notice as a specially pleasing device the

manner in which the wall between the hall and the

saloon has been pierced with two arches. A portion

of this room is thus seen through the arch on the

right of our second picture, and from the opposite side

glimpses of the hall are obtained, as in the illustration

opposite. This alteration, made after the building was

complete, was due to a suggestion made by the late

Sir Edwin Landseer, and carried out by the architect

with considerable skill in overcoming the difficulties

involved. It was felt that, whereas on three sides

of the hall the columns with their arches formed a

separation between the centre and the galleries round,

thus gaining force not only from their obvious use in

carrying the wall above, but also from the shadows

and mystery behind them, on this fourth side they

looked comparatively weak, being there in fact mere

surface ornament, applied for the sake of the continuity

(>{ the order. The price paid for this great artistic

gain at first sight seems very great, involving as it

did the sacrifice as a room of the largest drawing-

room in the house. That is to say, this salocjn was

no longer isolated from those parts of the house

which are thoroughfares, and became rather a gallery

than anything else. But this price does not seem so

heavy when we reHect that the number of rooms

required in even the largest house is limited, and that

in Dorchester House there are in addition to the saloon

two large drawing-rooms eii suite with the saloon, and

two fine sitting-rooms in isolated positions on the

same floor, besides large rooms on the ground floor.

Thus in reality the sacrifice was small, and there

would seem to be even a certain gain in convenience.

It is undoubtedly a distinct advantage to be able, when
involved in the intricacies of a crowd of fellow-guests,

to see and watch those at a distance. The reason of

this is not difficult to find. It is not simply that one

can recognise acquaintances afar—this may be even

tantalising if one sees no chance of getting near

them ; but in observing in this way there is a satis-

faction which seems to place the mind in the proper

condition for enjoying social intercourse.

There is one feature in this arcade the presence

of which I cannot help lamenting—the use of the

broken entablature above the Corinthian capitals.

There is, no doubt, plenty of authority for this

amongst the masters of the later Renaissance, and

it would be going much too far to say that the

result is always bad. But the present example seems

to be a little unfortunate. The reasons are clear.

The entablature in Greek architecture was originally

a series of horizontal mouldings on the face of the

long stones which stretched from capital to capital,

and bore the weight of the superstructure, what-

ever that might be. Its mouldings, then, were

clearly designed to be the strong expression of hori-

zontal continuity. They were calculated to convey

the impression of great bearing power along con-

siderable lengths; and the lowest marks the point
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at wliicli an ovciily di^trihiitod wei^lit is f^atlu'ivd and <;ive brilliant finish to the liull. I cannot help

on to the pillars and capitals as isolated jioints \vishin<j that the lar<;-e surfaces of plain gold had

of support. When the Koinans combined tiie ardi been a little toned, say by some slif^-ht diaper pattern

with the architecture they hatl borrowed from tiu' running' over them. Such an effect would have

Greeks, they retainetl at least the api)earanee of a added much to the g'eneral harmonv.

continuous entablature doing its work of support. The saloon, one view of which is jii<tiired below,

which was, liowpver, in reality, done by arches placed is a large and well-])roportioned room. The walls,

between the pillars (now reduced (n pilastcis) . (overed with red damask, are devoted to pictures.

These arches were carried on piers, usually with The ceiling, a good piece of work of its kind, was

moulded iniposts broken Ijy the pilasters. The next designed by Mr. (). E. Fox, and executed by Mr.
step was the abolition of the pilaster in late Roman Alfred Morgan. The eliimney-piece was designed

times. Hut even down to the Romanescjue days avc by Alfred Stevens, the sculptor of the Wellington

tind the entablature remaining as a second eapifcd Monument in St. Paul's Cathedral. It is a fine bold

placeil above the first. What the Renaissance arehi- design, though not in my opinion up to the level

teets did was to take the entablature exactly as it of his work in the dining-room. The green and red

was without the arch at all, and place it between drawing-rooms follow in succession from the saloon.

the capitid and the spring of the archivolt, breaking The ceilings of both were painted by Signor Angli-

it off short and returning its mouldings. In this natti, while the frieze of the latter is a bright bit

position the reason of its existence is lost, and it of work by Sir Coutts Lindsay. Some idea of the

becomes simply a portion of

the capital. It was never

designed for this jmrpose,

and consequently not only

looks very awkward, but

also destroys the whole pro-

portion, by making the said

capital more than double the

height intended.

Above this arcade the

decoration depends chiefly

upon gold and colour. The
light is admitted from arched

windows round three sides

of the hall, fitted with tracery

of gilt metal, and also from

a skylight in the top of the

dome. The tracery of metal

has the advantage of giving

back a bright reflection at

night when the hall is lighted,

instead of the gloomy dark-

ness of ordinary windows

uncovered by curtains. The
arabesques between these

windows are by Mr. Mor-
gan ; they represent fruit

and flowers on a gold

ground, and are thoroughly

well executed. The paint-

ings of the dome were de-

signed and partly produced
by Sir Coutts Lindsay, who
indeed had control of all

the decorative painting in

the house. They are very

good specimens of his work. DUKCIIESTEE HOUSE.- A MANTEL IN THE SALOO."<.
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avchiteetural treatment of the red (Irawiiiy'-rouni may

be gained from our i)ieture. A partieularly liai)|)y

device is the arrangement of hinettes fitted with ojien

metal traeery over the windows, whieli not only give

a good high light in the room, but have a sueeessful

architectural effect on the outside. The furniture

of these drawing-rooms is well worth notice. Every

])iece is good of its

kind, and is thoroughly

adapted to the style of

its surroundings and its

individual place. With

all this, it is nowhere

overcrowded, so that

the merit of each piece

may be seen without

confusion, and the dig-

nity of the rooms is

not destroyed.

Passing along a cor-

ridor, which is in reality

the continuation of the

gallery on the south

side of the staircase, we

come to the dining-

room. This is in many
ways the most interest-

ing room in the house.

The whole of the de-

sign, and the execution

of all the finer work,

is by Alfred Stevens.

Unfortunately, he did

not live to finish it.

Had he done so, judg-

ing by the parts that

are complete, this room

would have been the

gem of the house. As

it is, however, the gene-

ral harmony is de-

stroyed by the strong

contrasts between the

finished and unfinished

parts, so that it is rather difficult to judge of

the design as a whole. The wall-space is divided

into compartments by Corinthian pilasters on plinths

supporting the entablature and cornice, from which

springs the eoved ceiling. This ceiling, as it now

is, forms no part of the original design, having

been painted by Mr. Morgan after Stevens' death.

The compartments of the wall are divided at about

two-thirds of their height from the ground by

an elaborately moulded string course running all

round the room between the pilasters, forming a

high dado, whilst a low dado is formed by the

continuation of the plinth mouldings. Between

these the panels are filled with cut and engraved

glass mirrors, surrounded by frames of dark wood

elaliorately carved and of great beauty, designed

and executed by Stevens. The two most interesting

features are the sideboarc

The sideboard is shown

DOKCHESTEK HOUSE.—VI. : A \aEW (fIKST FLOOk)

ACKOSS THE HALL.

and the chimnej'-piece.

in our first illustration.

Although in dark wood,

it reminds us very much

in character of the

Wellington Monument.

It is very elaborate,

but the ornament is

never allowed to inter-

fere with or hide the

principal forms, but is

rather used to give

them greater pvomi-

neuce and strength.

There is no want of

vigour, although the

style is one which

rather tempts the artist

to produce only delicacy

and grace, which quali-

ties, however, are not

wanting. The depth

of shadow in the re-

cesses is very pleasing,

and the whole is well

calculated to show off

plate to the very best

advantage.

Although from the

same brain and hand,

the chimney-piece in

our full-page engraving

is different work. Here

Stevens sought after

a massive breadth of

effect. There is some-

thing of grandeur and

repose in the two figures

which reminds you in

some degree of the work of Michelangelo. It is of

no use stojiping to inquire whether such a use of the

human figure is legitimate. In this particular case

the answer comes at once—that it has succeeded. It

maybe a tour de force ; but a tour de force by a

master may be permitted. Amongst all the artists

of modern days, there seem to be only two who

have possessed this particular quality of breadth

—

INIr. Watts in painting, and Alfred Stevens in sculp-

ture ; and Mr. Holford may be congratulated on

possessing what is in many ways the latter master's

greatest work. Eustace Balfour.
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(Painted by Val I'rinsrp, A.R.A.)

VAL PEIN8EP, A.R.A. : PAINTER AND DRAMATIST.

TO those whii are curiims in the science o£ first

impressionsj and of their effect on the infan-

tine mind, a record of the birtliplaces of eminent

jiainters would have a singular interest ; nor would

it be altogether without its significance to the less

subtle outer world. One thing which it would dis-

close on the surface is the large number of instances

in which even typically English painters have been

born away from British soil. I\Ir. Millais, it is true,

whom we usually assign to the Channel Islands, can

be claimed by Southampton ; Miss Clara Montall^a,

with all her foreign graces of style, is a native

of Cheltenham ; Mr. Boughton was born here, and

Mr. Hennessy in Ireland—their Americanism dating

from the age respectively of three and of ten. But
^Ir. Whistler is American born; Mr. Alma-Tadema is

from West Friesland ; ^Ir. Legros comes from Dijon,

where his great "Ex Voto " hangs in the public

gallery; Mr. Hubert Herkomer is from Bavaria;

and Mr. Tissot is a native of Nantes. And the list
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is by no means exhausted; for Mr. Ouless was born

in St. Heliers, Mrs. Butler at Lausanne, and Mr.
W. F. Yeanies in Southern Russia, while Mr. Val

Prinsep, the subject of the present sketch, owns
India as his native land.

Although he left Calcutta at an early age, ]\Ir.

Prinsep continued to be connected witli Ilindostan.

He belonged to what is called an Indian family.

More than a century ago his grandfather left the

Warwickshire vicarage of his father for the distant

East, notwithstanding a warning which the parson

received from a friend, in a letter still preserved,

that "Clive was the very devil." The boy sought

bis fortune and won it. Of the next generation

of the family no fewer than seven were in India at

the same time. One of the.se, Mr. James Prinsep,

lir.st started a feeling for historical research in the

Dependency ; and another^—the father of the painter

—rose to be a member of the Council of India, and

died in England, after sixty-five years of service.
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" His honoured ilays," s:iys his son, " were spared to

weleome my return from India" [after the paintin^j

of tlie Diirhar] J "but a fortnight after my arrival

he fell asleep in the fulness of years, leaving for us,

his ehildren, and for his many friends, an exam})le

of that unselfish devotion to duty and unassuming

ability found in many of those who have by their

unrecognised l;d)ours made India what it is."

Mr. Val Prinsep was himself destined for tl.e

Indian Civil Service; but he gave up his appointment

before he had completed his two years' residence at

Ilaileybury, and devoted himself to the study of

painting. Fir^t he went to Versailles, then to Paris,

where he was the pupil of Gleyre, and then to Rome.

Nor were foreign iuHuences the only ones at work.

Then, as now, Mr. Prinsep was a warm admirer of

Mr. Watts. In these early days he was also an

acolyte of Dante Gabriel Rossetti, and his tirst pic-

ture was all after the manner of the Pre-Raphaelite

school : a manner which was only a passing one with

him, and which he abandoned mainly under the in-

iluence of one who is now his next-door neighbour

in Holland Park Road, the President of the Royal

Academy.

That lirst pictnre portrayed " How BiancaCapelio

sought to Poison the Cardinal de' Medici." It was

hung on the line at the Royal Academy, to which

the painter has contributed yearly ever since, and

which elected him Associate in 1878. Very much in

the order in which they were exhibited are " My Lady
Betty," "Belinda," "Jane Shore," "Miriam Watch-

ing the Infant Moses," " A Venetian Lover," " Bac-

chus and Ariadne," " The Death of Cleopatra," " News
from Abroad," "The Harvest of Spring," "Lady
Teazle," " Newmarket Heath—the Morning of the

Race," "The Gleaners," "A Minuet," "The Linen-

Gatherers," "Reading Grandison," and "ABientot"

—the last three being the works by which their painter

was represented at the Paris International in 1878.

Of these we repi-oduce " The Gleaners " and " The
Linen-Gatherers," the latter one of the most attractive

Academy pictures of its year. The breezy subject is

pleasant, and the composition has that processional

movement, added to quaint zigzag forms, which

always takes the eye. The artist was happy, too,

in treating, with only slight idealisation, one of the

few paintable passages of English country-life still

unhackneyed, because unsought by the conventional

lovers of the picturesque. His linen-gatherers

straggle homewards over the downs with the gait

and action of nature ; and this rare merit is united

with solidity of drawing and of execution.

It was in 1876 that Mr. Prinsep received, some-

what unexpectedly, a commission which not only re-

sulted in (me enormous canvas, but which led to his

treatment in a number of smaller pictures of those

Eastern subjects with which his name and fame will

always be linked. Queen Victoria was to be pro-

claimed Empress of India in an Imperial Durbar at

Delhi, and the Indian Government wished to have a

picture of the brilliant scene to offer as a present to

the Empress-Queen. Lord Lytton, with all the imagi-

nation of the poet, suggested in his telegram that

Mr. Prinsep " would be able to mako all necessary

memoranda during the week the assemblage had to

last." No such delusion flitted through the brain

of the resolute artist, who, however, set out without

delay for what was, after all, the land of his birth,

and who was prej)ared to follow the Rajahs into their

own quarters and sue for "sittings." This he did,

as is well known to two publics—the artistic and the

literary. A whole year was devoted to making the por-

trait studies which were to appear a little later in the

great canvas occupying a wall to itself in the Royal

Academy ; and during that period Mr. Prinsep saw

as much of India as has perhaps been seen by any one

man ; and what he saw he put down in a diary, which

was subsequently published under the title of "Im-
perial India." In that volume we are allowed to

accompany the artist on the travels which his great

undertaking involved. We follow him from Bombay
across the great continent eastward to Allahabad, north-

ward through Rajpootana and the Punjab into the

high valleys of Kashmere, down through the plains of

Southern India to Madras and Mj'sore ; we see him,

perhaps with something like dismay on his face (a

face, by the way, which Mr. Legros has rendered in

our engraving with a quite masterly individuality),

when he first saw the ugly erection of glass and iron,

with reds and blues as crude as any which the Crystal

Palace could show, in which the great ceremony took

place ; and then we go with him in the after-pursuit

of Rajah, Maharajah, and Nizam, and watch him

while he paints them in the insufficient light of their

jialaces, in the " prickly heat," and amid the irri-

tating din of horns and the evil din of tom-toms.

Holkar was what the artist calls his " first victim."

" I never saw a man so bored," says Mr. Prinsep
;

but he frankly adds that he himself was bored equally.

He made a bad start, and was horrified when the

dreamy jiotcntate, at the end of an hour, asked to see

what had been done. " Ah !
" sighed the artist by

way of saying a " no " to which even a Maharajah

could hardly object, " the great God himself took at

least five-and-twenty years to make your Highness as

beautiful as you are ; how, then, can you ex]5ect mo.

to reproduce you in half an hour?" Holkar smiled,

and was, the artist flatters himself, "tickled."

In the course of his Indian tour, however, Mr.

Prinsep stumbled on some dramatic incidents by

which he could hardly fail to be impressed. Whether

they will ever be turned to account by him on
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ICf,

tli:it state

(iiiiviis or wlu'ther tlu-y will suf^^est situiitiuiis

thf sta-io, ivniains to be seen. Here, for iiistaiu

is a story fivMii lluar. Tlie Uajali
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li,,iiH-. Wlieii she had been there Imt a short time,

the Duke ol' H<linlmrj^h arrived in India, and the

Uaiah ol 11 war was eonijielkd to leave his l«lacc and

VAL PEINSEP, A.E.A.

(From the Drawing lu Lrriros.)

set envious eves upon the neitrhbonrins Rajah of to take part in his Royal Ili.i^hnoss's recoption.

Jevpore, because the latter had within his circle a What would become of Ganga in his absence? Ihe

beautiful Nauteh girl. Vast sums were offered to thought that she might return to Jeypore and the

Ganga-such was her name-if she would leave rival Rajah was too much for Sheo.lan Sing, and

Jevpore and come to Ulwar. She yielded, and a ,h/k before his departure he offered to marry her m a

of'fast-trottmg bullocks conveyed her to her new left-handed fashion: she had gold bangles fastened
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on her feet and was taken into the zenana. Ai;'aiii

the woman's vanity in Gang'a was touched, and again

she yielded. But once in the zenana, there was no

escape. Slie was jierpetually imprisoned with rival

queens, who, belonginti^ to noble families, looked

down on her as the dirt of the earth. Still, she

stayed on—forgotten by the Rajah, who never saw

her again, but who had his trium])h in swaggering

past the Ka jah of Jeypore and bo:isting that lie had

the marriage, she actually performed suttee, and

hajipily the British GovernnK-nt insisted on tlit;

acknowledgment of the boy's legitimacy.

On his return to England, Mr. Prinsep composed

his Durbar figures upon a canvas thirty feet long—

a

length which almost gives his picture a place among
the curiosities of art. Nor were the difficulties of

the subject any less than the size of the canvas ; it

was a giant among achievements which only a giant's

THE GLEANEKS.

(Painted by ral Prwaiji, A.R.A. By rcvmisslou of Sir Jmrph rnisr, ncal.)

singed his whiskers. In vain she wrote and licgged

to be liberated. In vain her old mother tlung her-

self at the feet of the political agent with a similar

petition. The zenana was sacred ; what could he

do? So Ganga took the affair info her own hands,

and starved herself to death. Another Rajah of

Ulwar, who had also married a Nautcli girl, had a

son. When the Rajah died the marriage was de-

clared illegal and the son illegitimate. The widow
was a Mohammedan, and did not believe, as Mr.
Prinseji puts it, that " Paradise was to be attained
by self-cremation." Yet, to prove the legality of

strength and resolution could have produced. The
single figures and simple groups which Mr. Prinsep

has since painted must have seemed to him a holiday

task in comparison with the greater effort. Among
these we need only mention two—that entitled "At
the Golden Gate," which we engrave, and "The
Roum-i-Sultana," exhibited in 1879 and purchased

by the Prince of Wales. In the case of " The Golden

Gate," the spectator may be left to make his own
romance. There has evidently been some kind of

" scene," for the broken cup on the floor tells tales,

and the sultana—whose hair, by the way, is dressed
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in rt'mark;il)ly occiilental fasliimi— stands ri'luikt'il

before tlie <4'l(ii'ions yoklen jmrtal "I' sunic tyrant's

sancluni. This heantiful iiietiire is princijially a

stndy— anil a very successful study— of drapery in

the small folds proper to the softer Eastern stuiTs,

and heloved liy Greek art. In the " lloum-i-Sultana"

the suhjeet is suggested by a tradition that Emperor

Akhbar had among his wives a European—a lovely

blonde—who lived apart in a pavilion of her own

at Futtey[)orc-Sikri. She reclines on cushions, and

a black attendant fans her weary face.

We have done but scanty justice to ^^r. I'rinsep

the artist; we must refer in still scantier terms to

Mr. I'rinsep liie driinialist. INfr. Prinsep's literature

is, III' eoursc, on aniitlier sialr than Mi<'helaiigelo's or

Kossetli's ; but his book on India, with its pleasant

lack of premetlitation, showed the jiossession of a

ready writer's pen. And when a sprightly little

])lav, called "Cousin Diik," won from the audience

on the first night a call for the author, only the un-

initiated were surprised to see Mr. Prinsej) respond.

"Cousin Dick," in 1870, was followed in 18S0 by

" M. le Due," with its good strong dialogue and its

jiowerful situations ; but since then the dramatist's

talent has been in abeyance, at least as far as the

public is concerned. Wll.lHII) Meyneli,.

CRAVEN AND THE DALES.

ri1lll:l deanery of Craven, iivolxilily Craigvean, the AVharfe, to the parislies of Wlialley on the south-

JL Stony Crag (Whitaker), is an irregular triangle west, and Bingley, near Bradford, on the east; and it

of grit and limestone, extending about thirty miles includes about twenty miles of the course of the Aire,

south from the sources of the ]!ibl)le and the which Hows from Malliam Tarn about the centre of

S'D TIIK PALES.— I. r THE STHID.
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this district. Its name is one of the oli local ones

which north-countrymen delig'ht in, in preference

to designations better known to the jiostul service.

They always tell you

they live in Cleveland, or

Richmond, or Holderness,

just as a north-western

Highlander will refer you

to Lochaberor Badeuoch,

to "Knoydart, Croydart,

Moydart, Morrer or Ard-

namurchan." It is also

the peculiar designation

of the great limestone

beds which form the most

chai'acteristic scenery of

Yorkshire. The expres-

sion, the great Crave.n

Fault, is, I believe, often

misunderstood, particu-

larly by unscientific

readers of Charlotte

Bronte's works. It does

not denote the extraordi-

nary wilfulness and un-

controllable eccentricity

of the entire population,

but is the geological name
fof an important disloca-

tion of the calcareous beds,

which — as our picture

shows—is specially con-

spicuous at Mai ham Cove.

I remember a long day

there with Prof. Ruskin,

and his unanswerable

question, whatever did

become of all the debris

of that great disruption ?

and how is it that that

280 feet of sheer cliff stands without slope or talus

at its foot, or sign of fallen boulders in any pro-

portion whatever to its greatness ?

Archaeology is generally considered slow read-

ing; but nobody who cares for either history or

natural beauty can think so of Dr. Thomas Dur-

ham Whitaker's quarto on the " Hiistory of Craven."

It is the ideal of antiquarian description, by one

wilful gentleman of Yorkshire for others like-minded.

The Abljt)t of Ebor complained of the universality of

that quality in the county ; and if portraits as well as

biography tell truth, the author on whom I chiefly

rely for my facts was no exception. He seems to

have been a very able and undeceivable man, punc-

tilious in honour, most kind and generous in all

action, but irascible and otherwise i)eeuliar to an

extent which made him a kind of hermit, either in his

great house at Whitley, or his other mansion at Little

Milton, where he was wont to say that he contended

with the owls for

CKAVEN AND THE DALES.— II. : GOKEDALE SCiUK,

sion. He and his works

are marked by some of

the best characteristics

of modern historical

study ; by thirst for first-

hand knowledge, by care

in reference and record,

and l)y faithful accuracy

in observation.

I may have, perhaps,

to speak of some dales

not in Craven ; still the

mountain limestone bears

that name, alternating

with the shale and grit-

stone. The word " dale
"

is Norwegian ; and other

terms, like fell and force

or-foss, bear witness what

race once prevailed in the

land, though Penigeut,

and Pendle over in Lan-

cashire, perhaps retain

names of Celtic fastnesses.

The dales have a scenery

of their own, quite dis-

tinct from, though with

various relations to that

of Derbyshire, of the

Lakes, of the Highlands,

and North Devon. They

are pastoral valleys, suf-

ciently wooded to make

forest-craft a regular em-

j)loyment all the year

round, like shepherding;

liounded by moors from 1,500 feet above the sea

to nearly 3,000 in certain hill-tops. These are

in their natural state clad with heather, which is

periodically burnt, in the interests of grouse as well

as of sheep, though the shepherd always wants much
wider contlagratiou than the keeper. The ling, as

heather is always called in these parts, is less rich

on the limestone than on the grit, where it is com-

bined with bilberries, crowberries, and cranberries,

and all small fruit the gor-cock knows of. Below,

one looks from the high moors down minor glens,

or "gills" as they are always called (our picture

of Posforth Gill will tell you what they are), to the

higher pastures, which sometimes remind one of the

Alps by their scattered dwellings of pastoral peace.

They slope to the wider vale in vistas of steep quiet
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fields divided by weathered grey walls, which seem

to go OH century hy century accuniulatint;' yellow

lichens, and minute beauty ot" contrasted hue ; whih'

the side-long steps left in their sides in building

determine ancient foot-paths through the grass,

which priest and layman, lover and monk, shei)lierd,

liunter, lady and milkmaid have trodden, life after

life. " Frequented by few are the grass-covered

roads;" and wayside "publics" find small encourage-

ment. Trees begin with " old thorns at top of old

lields "—as in Lucy Snowe's memory. Lower down,

the ash and whitebeam love the limestone best, and

are scattered about the pastures in a park-like way,

and with a mountain freedom of growth on the

rocky terraces. The beech and sycamore are a little

lower, flourishing in either soil, but the oak delights

to drive his perpendicular root ad Tartara between

the cracks of the millstone. The Voredale shale runs

from Linton and Kirkby-.Malham to the junction of

Kibble and Ilodder, near Clitheroe ; and that is

nearly all that concerns us about the structural

geology of Craven. As scenery follows rivers, and

rivers How acconling to watershed, and that is deter-

mined by upheaval and denudation, drift and so on,

I have to acknowledge my profound respect for

that science, though I must deal with the outsides

of things rather than with their anatomy.

Of the northern streams of Spenser's distich

—

" Still Aire, Bwift Wharf, with Oze (Ouse) the mortal miglit.

High Swale, unquiet Nyd and troublous Skell"

—

the two first, with Kibble, form the three chief vales

or dales of Craven. Leland never visited Craven,

and his accounts of them arc slight though tolerably

correct. Harrison, about forty years after, described

Wharfedale with perfect accuracy. Camden is

"coarse, though classically elegant; " and Drayton's
" Polyolbion " sings the praises of the three rivers,

and makes Kibble sing her own, thus :

" From Pcnigont's proud foot, as from my source, I slide

:

« • » « » »

And Ingleliorou^h Hill, of that Olympian brood.

And Pendle, of the north the highest hills tliat be.

Do wistly me behold ; and are behold of me."

The picturesque of this pleasant land is very

varied; but the easiest way to distinguish it seems

to us to divide it into scenery on earth and under the

earth. The dale itself—let us take Wharfedale, near

Barden, and the Strid, for instance—may combine
the interest of wild moorland with grouse and deer

;

of precipices, scaurs, and boulders ; of a wild and
beloved river; of fine rains of historical interest;

of big trees, and all beauty which can connect

itself with flock or herd, with woodcraft and the

chase, in its older and fairer aspects. One may read

Wordsworth or Kogers there in peace, and quote

"Kokeby" with impunity. Why that poem should be

thought so little of, neither I nor any other north-

man cati understand—but at all events, the dales

above ground have many charms for many si)irit8.

Then far below the surface, in the penetralia of

the limestone, run suidess rivers thundering unheard
;

and cleaving, mining, wearing, disintegrating, dis-

solving the rock into caverns; rushing into light for

awhile and returning to their earth ; reappearing,

and at last consenting to publicity and the usual

duties of conventional rivers. Now an<l then small

streams like Stearic Beck, in Nidderdale, pursue a

kind of middle course, in channels far below the

moor or woodland, but open to the sky, though

with cliffs all but meeting above, and feathered

with beech, bireh, and alder. It may be best to

take the surface scenery before the subterranean,

though the latter has the attractions of mystery,

or even terror, and has a depth of shadow adapted

for woodcut. To illustrate the great monumental

ruins of the Yorkshire dales is far lieyond me,

and I am not CDiicerned with their historical

CRAVEN AND THE DALES. III. : M.U.1IA5I COVE.
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interests. We may perhaps, with Whitaker, put

Bolton first as a feature in noble landscape, Rivaulx

and Fountains as specimens of architecture ; and

Kirkstall he places second to them.

Kibble then, soon after its rise above Ilorton

on Cam Fells, behold.s and is beheld of Ingleltorough

and Penigent, in tlie parish of Gigg-leswick, which in-

cludes the town-

ship of Settle

(of which we
have drawn and

engraved tlie

market-place for

you) with others.

At nibble Head

itsdeepand rocky

valley begins; its

first lion is the

curious ebbing

and flowing well,

celebrated in

Drayton's " Poly-

olbion"(Song2S),

and accounted

for as the trans-

formed being of

a panting nymph
of Craven, who
was turned into

a fountain to

escape the per-

secutions of a

satyr. How they

got so far north

Drayton omits

to mention. If

they had come
" a cracker " all

the way from

Arcady, that

would account

for the nymph's

exhaustion. He
says that being

much out of

breath, she invoked the Topic (or local) gods (one

adjective is as good English as the other), and—

•

" They turned her to a spring, which as she then did pant,

When, wearied with her course, her hreath grew wondrous scant;

Even as the fearful nymph then thick and short did blow,

Now made hy them a spring, so doth she ehh and flow."

The Silurian slates appear in the stream near

Horton, and on them rests the mountain limestone,

with its dry and cloven terraces. These rise like

endless fliglits of steps, and remind one of the hills

of Palestine in that resjieet ; they have their white

scaurs, and pavement-like spaces of bare rock, like

the threshing-floor of Araunah : only that, their

cracks are full of dainty ferns. The slates appear

again at Settle in this dale, and all the way across

to Malham Tarn and Goredale. The Kibble scenery

rises to grand mountain form in the hills overhanging

Settle, which is the capital of Kibblesdale, and a plea-

sant place to stay

at for sketcher,

geologist, or

fisliermau. The

Kibble salmon

come thus far

and no further,

being stayed by

the pretty water-

fall—just such a

one as is shown

in our sixth cut

—called, I think,

Stainforth Force,

or Foss. He who
has hooked and

played, killed and

eaten a sixteen-

pound fish be-

tween this and

Preston has had

some fun in his

time,andadinner

to be thankful

for afterwards !

All the way

the river winds

in the same order,

with successive

changes and a

rhythmic varie-

ty. From black

pool to broad

l)right shallow,

from millstone

cliff or scarped

(^uan•y to birch

and alder, or oak

and spruce cover ; or between park-like pasture

dotted with oak and ash and thorn ;
past Halton

Place, well beloved, and Hellifield Peel, the oldest

house save one in Yorkshire ; always in view of

Pendle Hill, the old abode of Lancashire witches.

Dale changes to vale, more bucolic than pastoral.

The half-wild herd gather and face you with bent

brows a passing moment—perhaps an otter vanishes

like a dream ; the water-ouzels slip in and out of

little holes, clad in black, and with white ties like

working clergy; a mallard gets up clattering from
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the pool, or a couk pheasant j^ocs oil' in the covor

liki' a liit'UDik, m- a liarnilL'ss cabal dI' rahhits scuds

ofT in a panic, or a sipiinrl runs up the farther side

of a tnc and contemplates you, sitting across a

bou<^h like a bird—the Craven character is lost in

the broad rich comfort of the West llidinj^—but

all is lonely still, and nothing more "cultured"

than swede turnips for the flock offends the i'\v of

shepherd or of hunter. So on to Preston and Lan-

cashire and a far other world ; we, however, cross

the hills by Hellifield to Malham Tarn and all the

springs of Aire.

There are three claimants for this title. Mal-

ham Tarn above Goredale comes first, and it is,

I believe, certain that sawdust has been run through

its subterranean outlet and reai)peared in the Cove.

It is singular that a sheet of water a mile long

and fourteen feet deep in the middle can main-

tain itself on a stratum so full of secret fissures.

Aireton Water is too far off; and Goredale Water,

springing in the great scaur or ravine, can only

be considered a feeder. The Cove (which is pic-

tured in our third cut) is an extraordinary wall of

limestone, rather concave, which absolutely closes

the little valley, and might remind one of the Cirque

(le Guvarnie. The beds lie as it were in vast coui-ses

of natural masonry, marked by grass and small

trees and with rather arch-like hollows, but quite

perpendicular. Whitaker speaks of a manufactory

there, and calamine pits have been occasionally

worked ; ]jut they are not open now, and the sweet

desert is left to its peace, hardly disturbed by the

occasional cattle-market of Kirkby Malham which

is held at its opening near the town, where its

waters unite with the Goredale beck. Much the

s«mc kinds of men and dogs, horses and oxen have

held such meetings—at all events, since the foun-

dations of Skipton Castle and Fountains Abbey in

the twelfth century.

Goredale, or Gordale—^the word has no sufficient

etymology, but Du Cange (\Miitaker, page 269)

connects it with the old French Gorts, pronounced

Gore, and related to Gurges; which is exactly what

one wants. It must certainly have been a vast

swallow-hole or pot-hole of other days, and that

term of all others would best apply to it. It is a

perfect scene with a perfect approach, one of the few

places in Fngland on an Alj^ine scale. The cliffs, as

our illustration will show, form a very irregular cirque

or rotunda about the same height as the Cove (say

300 feet) . It just oi^ens " its ponderous and marl)le

CRAVEN AXD THE HALES.- BAEDEN TOWEE.
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jaws" (this is Whitaker's most apt (|uotatii>ii) to the

lig-ht above. The pojnilar idea of its narrowness may

be estimated by an aljsurd tradition that one of the

Tempest family once leaped a horse over it, on whieh

Whitaker observes that the animal must have been

a hippogriff. The stone is almost marble in hard-

ness, and rings to the voice of its many streams with

a chiming echo. The floor of the chasm is heaped

with boulders of all sizes, all fringed

with heather ferns and rich with a

flora enumerated a-s to its rarer species

at page 606 of Whitaker. A few

native yews cling for their lives

above ; some white skeletons, some

black dwarfs, gnarled with the strife

of years. I never saw the Scaur in

snow, but should think it one of the

most glorious scenes in the world

under the circumstances. I know

not why painters avoid it.

The picturesque of Airedale soon

comes to an end. Flasby and its

Fell are a lovely haunt, sylvan and

pastoral alike. Eshton stands fair

and stately before its hills, with its

good collection of pictures, and a

true painter and hunter for its heir.

Also Coniston Hill i^ i

place, with a lale full oi

nice perch; but luim d ii-

grave, the Aire

is an insignifi-

cant stream in

the low coun-

try. Wherefore

let us back to

Penigent and

Ingleborough
and the north-

ern fells, where

Wharfe springs

close to Ribble

— "a sister-

pkasm*

,b«--a

<^'
CEAVEN ASn THE DALES.—VI. : KETTEEICK roBCE,

account (lib. xxi.) of the Durance:—"saxa glareosa

volvens nihil stabile nee tutum priebet." The deep

swallow-holes and chasms of the limestone rock in

the early course of Wharfe above Kettlewell are

part of the subterranean picturesque of Craven.

Above ground all that is seen of them is often a

wide-mouthed and treacherous funnel of greensward,

and below there is heard a sound of waters. Nobody
who goes too near the resi-

dent Kelpie will ever be

heard of more.

Kettlewell is fifteen miles

below the source of Wharfe,

and above Linton ; Linton

is three above Burnsall,

where we leave the lime-

stone and enter on the grit,

with its richer colours of

I'.eather and forest. Till then

the river is broad and peb-

bly, the purple moors are

withdrawn from the land-

scape; and till they return

to us below, our scenery

is all light tones of green

and grey. The woods have

been rather lately and very

rashly cut away from the

upjjcr glen, but here the

ashes toss their strong arms,

graceful as Spartan youths

and maidens. They are

grey-stemmed and of light

green foliage ; all the houses

are of the same monotony

of stone-colour to those who
do not look hard at them,

and show the same subtle

v.ixiet} of hue to those who do. The
- „,„ hill fl mks fall into noble sweeping

' iJ hncs which suggest, beyond all others,

wide '.pace, free range, and the strong

Lfo ^f the northern land. The silver

Ziff

nymph, beside

her urn." She is a fair and occasionally fractious

relative, and Romans called her Verbeia. On one

occasion, says our authority, she nearly drowned a

Roman prefect, Claudius Fronto, at a dee^j and

stony trajectus, or ford, and Camden nearly met the

same fate about fourteen centuries after. " Ipsa

enim equiti perinfestus est Wherf," he naturally

complains ; " quod ipse non sine perieulo meo sensi

cum has regiones f)erlustrarem : saxa enim habet

adeo kibrica ut equi vestigia fallant, aut unda

rapidior subducat.'"^ Whitaker compares this circum-

stance of the rolling gravel and boulders to Livy's

stream is full of silvery trout, and he

who can catch them with the fly may call himself

a fisherman from Dan to Beersheba, or from Devon to

Sutherland ; and from the dale side shine out scaurs

and ledges and taluses of white iimestone, whieh

blind one somewhat in the sun, but make glorious

lights against the blue aether.

Then from Burnsall to Barden, and from Barden

to Bolton, in fine weather, a sketcher, or any one else,

ought to be happy. We really think he is wrong if

he is not, in the presence of such groat and sinijde

beauty; facing the full charm of sylvan England

—

sitting on a grey stone, under the shade of a young
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bireh-treo, and as much at rest as tlie late Sir Arthur

O'Kellyn—looking; down dale over clift's an<l waters,

and moors all Tyrian, and woods all ^-iven and noM.
For these are the normal

and natural j)leasures oC

the sj)irit of man, and the

sij^'lit (if them was dis-

tinctly int<'nded for his

soul's delight. These

thiuijs if you do not

like, it is your uni.r'niKi

culpa, and not theirs.

The vale deepens, the

woods close in ; reaches

and pools no longer al-

ternate quietly ; huge

boulders and bottomless

cracks disturb the rest of

Verbeia (at least they

occur in her bed, and

may be credited with that effect in iigure). At all

events aI)out Diibley Mill, and again continuously

after Barden Britlge

—

" From pool to eddy, dark and deep

You hear her etrcams repine.

"

As for the Strid, a glimpse of which is shown in our

first illustration, it is to this day one of the most
beautiful and uncanny rapids in any English river;

resembling the Linn of Dee on a smaller scale, and
hollowed in Yorkshire gritstone instead of Aberdeen-

shire granite. In a moderate water it is perfectly

CEA.VEN AXD THE DATES.—VII. : SETTLE MAIiKET-PLACE,

easy to jumi) across, at the right place, and there

is a rather wider but ipiite easy l(>ap back again a

liUle hii^hcr up. I rrmcniber seeing a sipiirrel come
scani])ciMng from the abbey

woods, straight for the

narrowest point; and how
his back and brush flashed

red and gold for an instant

as he " nipped " clean over

from rock In rock. The
jump is easy, no doubt,

but you must get over,

because if you do not, there

is a violent rush and strong

undercurrent of water all

charged with air, in which

no swimmer can do much

;

and fatal accidents have

repeatedly occurred, twice

within mymemory ofabout

ten years. The spot is a favourite resort of Leeds and

Bradford picnics, and even intoxication cannot preserve

some people from casualty. However, from Barden

Tower, which is shown in our fifth engraving, to

the Strid, is a steep gorge, which opens before the

abbey on a bay of glittering meadow. It is about

two miles of such rock and scaur, wood and river,

as delighted the soul of Turner even to hoar hairs.

Perhaps Rivaulx had an equal share in his affections,

but he literally wept, in his last days, when he re-

membered Bolton. R. St. J. Tyrwhitt.

"NEWS FEOM THE WAE.'
From the Picture ey Carl Hoff.

THE scene of Ilerr Hoff's picture refers to times

anterior to telegraphs, newspaper bulletins, and

gazettes. The rank and file fell on the battle-field

without official cognisance of the fact; their lovers

and friends were pei-suaded of their decease only after

many months of anxiety. For those in high places

special despatches carried intelligence of success or

disaster at the extreme speed and urgency of steed

and spur. It is possible that the older and tardier

system was productive of loss anguish than the pre-

cision and brutal brevity of the modern gazette. If

the agony of suspense was then greater, the ex-

pectancy of hope was of longer duration. On the

other hand, men long considered dead occasionally

reappeared, coming like ghosts to trouble joy.

In " News from the "War," the chill of death is

conveyed to a noble family. The cavalier, who is

so sympathetically regarding the afllicted lady thus

smitten in her own house, has ridden hard and

with great distaste for his commission. The sym-
pathy of the hound is touchingly indicated; the

priest is administering his ghostly comfort, while

the younger lady has perhaps been faintly combat-

ing the intelligence with objections that have no

basis even in hope. Many will be the supplica-

tions addressed before the little shrine in the wall,

and resignation will supplant grief, but for one of the

group the chief delight of life is henceforth retro-

spective. In such scenes as this, if but the true

sentiment is powerfully given by the artist, it pre-

vails over all other critical considerations, and con-

quers by its unaffected and natural truth. No meie

dexterous reproduction of texture, no technique how-
ever brilliant, may altogether atone for failure in

conveying the deep pathos and strong human interest

of the situation.
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J\ p;ix-totoL' figure.

DAISED 0)1 a lillU carvcn corner shelf.

Half hiJJen by a iiirlain, slanJs a figure.

Too small lo have been left there by itself.

But that it seems to claim a right to space—
This baby gentleman with shirt of lace.

Ami small forefinger curving round a trigger.

A trigger only,Jbr the dainty hand

Has lost the rest of what was once a pistol.

But still remaitis the spirit of command—
The dandy grace heroic of the boy—
That makes me think of Dresden and of Troy,

Although I recognise the paste as Bristol.

So more from habit than desire to knonv,

Do^wn from its lonely stage I softly whisk it.

And turn it up, and, sure enough, below,

"A triangle enclosing two crossed swords—
Impressed," a mark which plainest proof affords

The piece is nothing less than Bristol biscuit.

And then / hear a hurried cry of "Oh,

Don't touch." And, crc the sentence is com-

pleted,

A slender lady with a face of woe

Has gently seized the figure from my hand.

Replaced it carefully upon its stand.

And bid me in a chilly voice "Be sealed."

"Your business, sir," she says; and I begin

To tell this victim of the china fashion

That I have come in search of next of kin.

To some one who has died withotit a will.

And soon her eyes grow kind, attentive, still.

Without a symptom of their recent passion.

Yes—as she sat there silent in her chair,

I thought I never saw more s'weet a creature.

And when she spoke Ifound her wise as fair.

Indeed 'twas hard my senses to convince

She 7uas the lady who a moment since

Shamed signs of "temper" both in voice and

feature.

And as I rose I said, "/ thank you much

Tor all your courtesy to me, a stranger.

I fear you thought me very rude to touch

Your Bristol boy. I have a piece or ttuo

IForthy of such a connoisseur as you.

And knoTi' the shock of seeing /hem in danger.

"'Tis injured, but indubitably fine,'

And, if you'll trust in one who has offended,

I kno^M a man—a genius in his line—
Whom I and Just a very fe-M employ.

He will restore for you your little boy.

So that you'll scarcely kno'^u he has been mended. ",

"Wo, no, forgive mr, but for me the charm"

(Her face greru strangely solemn as she spoke it)

"Lies only in the little broken arm.

Restore my boy^you knew not what you said—
/ had a little son, sir, who is dead.

And I was angry with him when he broke it."

Cosmo Monkh
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EXHIBITION POPULARITY.

UST tun years have elapsed since it

oecuvrod to Mr. Algernon Graves

to overhaul the principal Art Exhi-

bition Cataloiyues of London, from

17C0, with a view partly to test

the accuracy of their indexing, and

partly statistical—to be able to have all the titles

of the works of each artist visible at a glance. It

may be fairly assumed that he little contemplated

at that time the extensive research and exhaustive

inquiry which the idea involved. It is needless to

say that he found numerous errors in the hundreds

of catalogues he consulted : in some instances works

of art are altogether absent from their rightful

index ; in others the names of artists, then unknown

but afterwards famous, have escaped the original

compiler's notice. He has carried his labours so

far as to embrace the period of one hundred and

twenty years (1700—18S0), and his vast MS. Cata-

logue consists of twenty-nine folio volumes, containing

25,0U0 pages. Besides this immense undertaking,

Mr. Graves is completing a subsidiary work of great

interest and value. This is an alphabetical list of

artists who have exhibited within the period named,

with the number of their exhibited works, which

includes no fewer than 10,000 names not pre-

viously met with in dictionaries of this nature.

The value of these compilations is obvious, but the

full appreciation of Mr. Graves's work must become

strikingly apparent in the future, as the zeal of col-

lectors increases with the lapse of time.

Frequent consultations of these statistics have

abundantly vindicated their utility. To the student

of art and to the public generally they suggest

questions of wider and more popular interest than

appear on the surface. As presenting data by which

the popularity of public characters may be gauged,

they are of curious and even piquant value. During

the period referred to, Mr. Graves's index reveals

no less than two hundred and forty-one celebrities,

whose portraits have been exhibited on six or more

occasions, in sculpture, painting, or engraving. The

exhibitions in which these had place are those of the

Society of Artists, the Free Society, Suffolk Street,

and the Royal Academy.

In considering this list of portraits, mere fre-

quency in catalogues must not in every case be cited

as conclusive proof of popularity, nor can the test of

numbers be applied with equal force and justice to

persons flourishing towards the end of the period

indicated, as to those whose zenith of notoriety was

attained earlier in the century. For instance, it

would be unfair to assume that Mr. Henry Irving

enjoys less popularity than John Munden did, because

he is credited with six representations to fifteen of

the latter. But, with a few exceptions, Mr. Graves's

list affords a correct index to popular feeling towards

public characters, and it presents few anomalies that

are not capable of explanation. Several great names

are absent, but they are chiefly literary characters of

the type that is disdainful of notice. Artists them-

selves generally figure to greater advantage, perhaps,

than the verdict of to-day would ratify ; while in-

stances are not rare of mere ephemeral or accidental

notoriety giving a prominency to persons almost for-

gotten now.

The Duke of Wellington heads the list with a

considerable majority. It is an eloquent proof of

his popularity that no fewer than one hundred and

thirty-eight portraits, in one form or another, were

exhibited during his lifetime. Her present Most

Gracious Majesty takes the second place with one

hundred and seventeen, and is closely followed by

George IV. with one hundred and fifteen. The dual

character of Wellington, as statesman and warrior,

partly accounts for the superiority of his position

to that of Nelson, who numbers forty-five exhibits.

Napoleon's twenty-three must be taken to represent

the force of public curiosity to see the lineaments of

that national bugbear, and not as a measure of appre-

ciation. It is not surprising to find that Mrs. Siddons

is well to the front of the theatrical profession with

forty-three, and Garrick second with thirty. These

instances, and those of John Philip and Charles

Kenible with twenty-five each, are probably just

indications of esteem, such as the profession and

public would even now admit. It is somewhat

strange to find Edmund Kean, the prodigious Shy-

lock, Othello, and Sir Giles Overreach, with ten only,

and headed in the list by his son, Macready, Charles

Mathews, Mrs. Yates, Mrs. Charles Kean, and

Bannister, the friend and pupil of Garrick. Master

Henry Betty, the famous " Young Roscius," seems

to have been honoured by artists to an equal extent

with Fawcett, Liston, and Miss Fanny Kemble, who

all figure eight times, while he is only in a minority

of one compared with the superior claims of Cooke,

Miss Helen Faueit (Mrs. Theodore Martin), Mrs.

Jordan (the beautiful Dorothy Bland), and ]\Iiss

Mellon. But the "young Roscius" was the cynosure

of the town, a fashionable rage that was of furious,

if brief attraction. Among anomalous positions held
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in this list by actresses, that of Miss O'Ncil, who is

only represented seven times, is the most singular.

Her beauty, no less than her rare tragic power, should

have obtained further recognition than this from

]K)rtrait-painters. Another actress, celebrated for

lier beauty and pathos, Henrietta Sniiths(jn (after-

wards Madame Hector Berlioz), api)ears at the end

(if (he catalogue : an unaccountable fact, considering

the success of her Letitia Hardy in " The Belle's

Stratagem," her Juliet and her Ophelia.

Artists are well represented ; but the unpopu-

larity of Turner and Constable—with three and two

respectively—is striking, and we should certainly

have ex]iected to find more than seven portraits of Sir

Francis Grant. Instead of a fashionable and popular

President of the Royal Academy, like Reynolds or

Lawrence, at the head of the list of artists, we have

Sir Benjamin West considerably beyond ail others.

This is partly due to his limg oflieial tenure and the

direct patronage of the king; for he was never so

popular as Reynolds, nor so fashionable as Lawrence,

and he neither possessed the prestige nor the personal

attractions of those artists. While Thorwaldsen,

among sculptors, is in the lowest division of the

catalogue, (iibson holds the place of honour. To a

similar caprice of fashion, Flaxman's position is far

i)eneath that of Chantrey, though he is better placed

than Canova or NoUekens. After West, whose fea-

tures are portrayed no fewer than thirty-eight times,

Northcote takes the second place among j)ainters with

twenty-three, Reynolds and Lawrence following with

seventeen and fifteen respectively. Then we find

among great names like Wilkie and Stothard a

number of men scarcely so well known but all well

represented—Henry Bone, R.A., E. H. Bailey, R.A.,

and Sir W. Chambers, R.A. Some men who enjoyed

a high but fugitive renown, like Paul Sandby and

Farington, are fairly placed, while artists of such

genuine popularity as jNIatlise and Mulready are

unduly low in the list, with eight portraits each.

\V hile the reputation of Henry Sass was important

enough to ensure the exhibition of his features on

six occasions, Westall—with two—Etty—with two

—

Webster— with four—and a host of respectable

names, are of course absent.

Literary characters take strangely arbitrary posi-

tions. It is natural enough to find Scott distancing

•all competitors with thirty-seven exhibits, and to

note that Byron, who is second with twenty-one,

is emphatically apart from his old antagonist

Southey, who is represented thirteen times. But
it is singular to see Dr. Parr in a majority of seven

over Dr. Johnson. Perhaps his famous wig proved

as irresistible to artists as it did to Sidney Smith
and Peacock. AVliile Dickens is placed high on the

list with nineteen, Thackeray has but live. Amung

j)oets Wordsworth seems to have been in high favour

with artists, and Campbell, Moore, and Mr. Tenny-

son are all well represented. Thomson and Allan

(.'unningham hold gootl i>laces with eight each
; yet

Coleridge goes no further than four. Cruikshank has

a place in this goodly company, but unaccompanied

by cither Rowlandson or (Jillray. Lady Blessing-

ton, the famous Irish beauty, the most fashionable of

blue-stf)ckings, is far from being in close proximity

to Count D'Orsay.

Lord Brougham's exp<'rience in the art of achieving

notoriety gives him a superior place even to Pitt and

Fox, and he heads the list of statesmen. While Lurd

Palmerston, Sir Robert Peel, Earl Russell, and Mr.

Gladstone are highly represented. Lord Beaeonsfield

takes but four. Here, certainly, Mr. Graves's list is

no test of popularity. Another anomaly is the pre-

sence of Warren Hastings, but without the company
of Edmund Burke, of whom but five portraits have

been shown. William Cobbett, too, is absent (only

three of him having been exhibited), while Jo.'^eph

Hume and O'Connell are specially favoured. It is

striking to find Chatham almost the lowest in the

list of statesmen and far below Washington. Eccle-

siastical dignitaries are extremely well represented,

though not numerically in high positions. Dr.

Vernon, Archbishop of York, is most favourably

placed ; but there are few celebrated divines of the

period absent from the list. It is perhaps noticeable

that whereas Archl)ishop Manning and Cardinal Wise-

man occupy high places. Cardinal Newman—of whom
but five have been seen—is absent. Portraits of Sir

Rowland Hill seem to have been more frequently

exhibited than those of his namesake at Surrey

Chapel, while so striking a figure as John Wesley,

"the brand plucked from the burning," is only

represented by six.

These statistics undoubtedly reveal the capricious

influences of popularity. The first exhibition of a

celebrity led to others by rival portrait-painters, and

a species of competition ensued. But in the first in-

stance there was generally a genuine popular demand.

How it is that public cl aracters, engaged in similar

Yjursuits, who apparently enjoyed equal rejjutation when

living, are not all represented in ]\Ir. Graves's com-

pilation is not always clear. For instance, we find

Curran and Grattan, but not Lord Avonmore ; Mur-

chison, but not Lyell ; Sir William Curtis, but not

Beckford or Wilkes; Catalani and Jenny Lind, but

neither Grisi—responsible but for five portraits

—

nor Tietjens. The value of Mr. Graves's researches

does not admit of a doubt. The final results of

his immense labours will ultimately find a fitting

place in the Print-room of the British Museum, where

they will supply a want that has long been acutely

felt. J. AUTULU Bl.vikil.
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LATER GOTHIC GLASS IN ENGLAND.

THE progress of glass-painting was always piuture-

wards; but even more persistently was it in

the direction of light. Towards the Fifteenth Cen-

tury an ever larger proportion of white glass was

used, and that of a purer white ; whilst the coloured

glass was, on the whole, lighter and thinner in

quality. Even before any marked change was notice-

able in design or detail the brighter and gayer scale

of colouring foretells something of the character

which belongs to the coming style. A very striking

instance of this occurs in the great east window

of Gloucester Cathedral, in which the style of the

glass-painting ai)pears to have lagged considerably

behind that of

the architecture.

In type the stone-

work is absolutely

Perpendicular,

whilst the glass

is as absolutely

Decorated. Yet,

if the forms af-

fected by the

artist are the fa-

miliar forms of

the middle period,

the coloiu's are the

colours of the later

phase of Gothic.

This window,
which may be as-

cribed to the year

1350 or there-

abouts, showshow

soon the tendency

towards a lighter

scale of colour

developed itself.

The Perpendi-

cular period of

glass-painting ex-

tends over some-

thing more than

a century and a

half. Whinston

includes underthe

title of " Perpen-

dicular" all glass

from 1380 to

1530. It is more

practical, I think.LATER GOTHIC, FAIEHOED.

to classify it according to character than according to

date. It matters less to us whether an example belong

to this year or that, than whether it mark a phase in

the development of the art. But the amateur may
identify the last Gothic period with glass of the Fif-

teenth and eai-ly part of the Sixteenth Centuries

—

until, in fact, the Renaissance began to assert itself.

In a great deal of the earliest Perpendicular

glass there is a flatness and thinness of tint sugges-

tive of timidity, as if in the reaction against the

coarseness of Decorated work the artist had sought

safety in holding himself back, determined at all

events not to err in the way of excess. There is a

large class of win-

dows that may be

grouped under the

title of red-white-

and-blue windows,

in which there is

absolutely little

variation ujion the

very simple scheme

of white and red

figures upon a blue

ground, or blue and

white figures upon

a rul)y ground, the

ruby and blue being

for the most part

carefully kept asun-

der by intervening

white. Some yellow

stain occursalways,

but it does not very

distinctly claim at-

tention. Windows
of this kind are

jileasant enough in

effect, but their

beauty is of a kind

too negative to

kindle enthusiasm.

This timidity of

colouring, however,

does not seem to

have lasted very

long; it may even

have been more a

local feature than

characteristic of

any period. At all LATER GOTUIC, FAIKFOED.
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events the windows in tlic anto-clmiicl of New Col- sired, unless it were jus( sonnlliin^- mhhc of ivtieenee

lege, Oxford, which date from ahoiit tlie year l.'JSO, and self-restraint.

and belonj"- therefore to the earliest examples of the The famous windows at Fairford, in filoucester-

Perpendieular period, are as rich in tone as it is pos- shire, monopolise rather more than is their due of

fame. Executed somewhere

about the beginning' of the

Sixteenth Century, they

embody most of the qualities

of the j)eriod when Gothic

glass-painting wasa])pro;u;h-

ing its culmination ; but

they contain few instances

of exceptional excellence,

either in design or execu-

tion ; and in some respects

they barely reach the higli

level of contemporary work-

manship. The chief excel-

lence in them lies in their

colour, and no little of tliat

is due to the years that

have "intervened since they

were painted. Old glass is

always indelited more or

less to time and accident

for its effect. Something

of the quality of the colour

itself is accounted for by
the disintegration of the

material. Its surface is in

parts quite eaten away, and

everywhere it is specked

and pitted with minute

holes, which not only occa-

sion a variety in the colour

according to the variation

in the thickness of the

substance, but by refract-

ing the transmitted light

give to the glass a lustre

which no even surface could

afford. In the Fairford glass

the tints are mellower than

usual. The white in jjar-

ticular is stained with greens

and greys of indescribalile

variety and delieac}', and

this peculiar variation proves

to be due t<i the fact that

the glass is encrusted on the outside with all manner
of minute lichen. The windows are said to have

been buried for a time, out of the way of the icono-

clasts. This may have hastened the decay of the

siu'face of the glass, and so encouraged the growth

that now glorifies it.

The design consists mainly of figures and subjects.

sible for windows to 1

which there is so large a ]iro-

portion of white glass. The
grandeur of these windows

is the more remarkable when
we come to consider the

comparatively uninteresting

charaeterof the cano])y work,

of which it is so largely

composed, and the down-

right rudeness of tlie figure

drawing. In many instances

the heads are nearly twice

the size of nature, and the

hands and feet are "'dis-

played " more after the

fashion of botanical speci-

mens that have been pressed

in a book than like any-

tliing in human anatomy.

For all that they justify

themselves; and we lose all

sense of imperfection in the

dignity and beauty of their

effect. Something of this

is due to breadth of treat-

ment; something to beauty

of material ; most of all per-

haps to the way in which

the artist has felt the capa-

bilities of the material with

which he had to do, and

brought out all the qualities

of glass. To compare these

windows with the futile

effort of Sir Joshua Rey-
nolds, which occupies the

west window of the same
chapel, is almost to appre-

hend what may be done in

glass and what cannot.

Yet the later Gothic

glass-painter showed that

the art could be carried far

beyond the point at which

it is left by the craftsmen of the Fourteenth Cen-
tury. In the course of the next hundred years a

degree of pictorial perfection was reached, which
proves glass-painting to have been little, if at all,

Ix'hind the very highest art of that time. It was
characterised not seldom by a delicacy of execution

and a beauty of detail which left nothing to be de-

202
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frainofl in canopies, the only important exceptions

being the east and west windows, on which are repre-

sented respectively the scene of the Crucifixion and

the Last Judgment, each subject being carried across

the window through all its five lights. Unhappily

the Crucifixion is sadly dilapidated, and the Last

Judgment yet more sadly restoral. Some years ago

there was hot controversy as to the origin of this

series of windows. They were attributed by some to

Albert Diirer, by others to a Flemish source. Cer-

tainly they are not English work. There is proof of

that in the canopies, and still more plainly in the

little figures in grisaille which occur in the tracery.

Neither are they by Diirer. There are abundant

instances in them of draughtsmanship of which the

great German draughtsman could not have been

guilty even in his raw youth ; and there is literally

no internal evidence (nor any documentary it would

seem) to show that Diirer had anything whatever

to do with them. Between German and Flemish

work of the period to which they belong there is not

much to choose. Without pi-etending to determine

to which country they belong, one may safely say

that there is nothing in the windows themselves

to justify their being attributed to an artist of

greater capacity than the unknown authors of many
windows quite as beautiful scattered over England

and all the Continent. The husband of Agnes Frei

was not wont to show in his work any great appre-

ciation of a high type of female beauty ; but it is

unlikely that he would have drawn a figure so ill as

that of Eve in the subject of the Temptation—as

unlikely as that an artist who had not, so far as is

known, had any particular experience in glass-jjaint-

ing should have managed the stubborn material with

such consummate skill as is sliown in the glazing.

The accompanying engravings of the prophets

Malachias and Jeremias give a fair idea of the

series of larger standing figures. They are good

examples of the period, though not among the best.

Perhp.ps some of the Persecutors (in the clerestory)

might be put in that category ; but they are placed

too far from the eye for one to judge them very

accurately. Some of these are indeed fine in design,

and still finer in colour. Why, I wonder, did the

artist reserve his suj)reme efPort for the enemies of

the Chui'ch? Was he a heathen at heart, giving

secret vent to his feelings, and glorying in the im-

punity with which he could express himself in his

own language? No, he was probably not in the

least an unbeliever, but only an artist, just a trifle

tired of the conventional saints and sulijects " as

before," glad of an opportunity to do something not

so same and tame, and revelling in it when the occa-

sion came. Tliere is nothing at Fairford so splendid

in colour as certain of these Persecutors, except in the

unrestorcd portions of the west window. It was of

course intended that there the horrors of hell should

be represented in all the terror of reality. But the

artist certainly allowed himself some expression of

grim humour—not altogether irreligious. No less

obvious is the enjoyment he must have taken in the

colour of the flames and of the evil spirits in the

midst of them. It is this same love of colour that

accounts for the delight the medieval artist invariably

took in dragons and devils and hell-fire itself. At
Fairford, in the tracery openings above the lights

wh'ch contain the figures of the persecutors, little

devils are aj^propriately lodged where in the ordinary

way little angels would likely be found. They
haunted my memory for some tiuio after I saw them
—not as anything very terrific, but as bits of beauti-

ful colour. Many and many are the beautiful fiends

to be met with in old windows—black and brown
and purple devils, dancing in the midst of ruby

flames, with beads of white eyes that look cruel,

white carnivorous teeth, or yellow tusks; devils that

are themselves apparently red hot ; devils green and

grey, possessed of an iridescent and unholy kind of

beauty ; devils blue, and beautiful enough to scare

away from the beholder blue devils less tangi])le that

may have had possession of him. Beauty of colour

ajiart, these crude conceptions of the Evil One strike

us nowadays simply as grotesque. Yet they were

doubtless very real to the men who drew them, and

sometimes there is a grimness about them that is

impressive even yet. In a church at Bcauvais there

is a window in which the struggle of a woman with

the fiend is represented with tragic energy. It sets

one wondering who this poor creature was, wrest-

ling in the arms of the Evil One ? Did she escape,

or was she dragged down ?

To the last, Gothic glass shows by its very naivete

that the artists believed in what they represented.

There was no doubt in their minds about the actu-

ality of the things they portrayed, or they could

never have set them forth so simply. The absolute

impossibility of successfully realising a scene did not

deter them from trj'ing. In the Temptation window

at Fairford, Paradise is pictured in the background

with familiar architectural features, quaintly Gothic,

and a trim little fountain in its midst. The Creation

is a favourite subject in old glass. At Malvern

Abbey there is a capital f>xample, very beautiful in

colour. There is no flinching befoi'e the difficulty of

rendering the division of the light from the dark-

ness, the separation of the waters from the dry land,

and the like. Indeed the problem is sometimes

solved with considerable ingenuity, though not .alto-

gether in a way that commends itself to us. There

would be some absurdity in these days in represent-

ing the Creator as he is figured, for example, at
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Clialoiis sur Murne, in tlie form of ;i voiicnililt' \>'<\n',

witli crimson robe and triple crown. One of llic

most daring' desiyiis ever [Jiit into stained j^-lass is to

be fonnd in tin; cbnrcb of All Saints (Norlii Street)

at York. It is in illnstration of an old Nortbuni-

brian legend, cailetl "The Pryck of Conscience."

In it are bokliy figured sueli subjects as " the

fishes roarinj^-," "the sea a-lire/' "a bloody dew,"

and, as a climax, "the general conllaij;ratiiin of

the world "
!

At York, as I have said, is some of the very

finest glass of the latest Gothic ])eriod. In this

very church of All Saints is a window made u]) of

scraps of old glass, among which occur some heads

that are really beautiful (a rare thing in Gothic glass),

and painted with exceeding delicacy. In the same

window is a portion of white drapery which is dia-

pered, as our last illustration shows, with delightful

elaboration. This delicacy of painting and rich

elaboration of detail are highly chai-acteristic of the

best late Gothic glass ; but there is no really fine

example of cither to be found in the Fairford win-

dows. At St. Michael's (Spurrowgate) are the re-

mains of a very beautiful window, in which is repre-

sented, after the fashion of the period, the genealo-

gical tree of Jesse. The individual action of the

figures, which are executed almost entirely in white

glass, is as far removed as possible from the popular

idea of " stained glass attitudes." Again, in the

church of St. Martin-eum-Gregory, in the same
city, are some figures nearly all in ^hite on white

(quarry) backgrounds, which, for all the simplicity

of the scheme of colouring, hold their own, and are,

moreover, exceedingly delicate in effect. Painted

windows all in grisaille, or all in white and yellow,

were not at all uncommon in Lite Gothic work.

Perhaps they occur more often in England than else-

where. They are invariably delicate in effect, and

the artist managed usually to get the most beautiful

effects of golden-3'ellow stain. Yellow stain, by the

way, formed a very marked feature in late work.

The Fairford windows contain no very gorgeous in-

stance of it, but in the remains of English glass in

the old church at Cirencester, not many miles dis-

tant, there are some beautiful examples of goldeu-

feathered seraphim.

Some of the most beautiful glass of the Fifteenth

and early Sixteenth Centuries in this country is to

be found in the priory church at Great Malvern; and
there is a vast quantity of it, too : not exactly in siln,

for the greater part of it has been at some time re-

moved from its original position to fill windows which
had been denuded of their glass, or to make up gajis

in those which had been only partially destroyed.

This is the more to be regretted, because where
the glass has nut been disturbed it shows evidence

of decided intention on (be jiart of the designer, and

of Some originality alsn. It, wniiiil be dillicult to

lind anything at once more sinjplc and more satis-

factory in its admirable balance of white and colour

than the tracery of the great east window. The

whole of it is exceedingly beaulil'ul in effect; but

with the lower portion accident has had its usual

share to do. Less delicate, but richer in colour, is

the large window at the end of the north transept, to

which some historic interest is attached. It is said

to have been the gift of Henry VII., and the inscrip-

tion (part of which only remains) invites prayers, not

only for the donor and his queen, but also for Prince

Arthur and his wife. Since Prince Arthur's married

life extended only from November, 1501, to April,

1503, and it is for the "good estate " and not the

"souls" of the royal family that prayers are solicited,

the date of the window is pretty clearly established

as belonging to the very first years of the Sixteenth

Century. Other quite gorgeous windows at Malvern

arc the already-mentioned Creation window, in the

chapel south of the choir, and another, next to it, in

which are represented scenes from the life of Abra-

ham and Noah. The painting of the trees and

foliage in these windows is remarkable for the ten-

derness of the execution. Much of this refinement,

however, is lost to the casual observer in the thick

scum of dirt which obscures it, though it adds no

doubt to the richness of the colour.

The scope of this paper does not include the de-

velopment of Gothic glass-painting on the Continent.

But, in connection with the Fairford windows, it is

worth while for a moment to refer to some luidoubted

German work which also has been attributed to

Albert Diirer. The rejiutations of great men have,

in all ages, the way of absorbing the credit of lesser

or less known persons. The four large windows on

the north side of the nave of Cologne Cathedral are

most magnificent sjsecimens of their period, whoever

their author may have been. They are not quite

equal in design to some examples of Renaissance

glass, nor in colour quite so good as some of the best

work of French and Flemish artists in the Sixteenth

Centurj'. Restoration has, indeed, robbed them of

some of their glory ; but there is in them a dignity

of design, a beauty of colour, and a breadth of treat-

ment, rarely found in combination in the work of a

single artist. The great Albrecht might have been

jiroud to own them.

The most characteristic type of a Perpendicidar

window is that in which each light is treated sep)a-

rately with its figure or figure-subject under a canopy.

The canopy of the period was at least an improve-

ment upon that which had gone before. It was

commonly restrained within moderate dimensions.

It aimed, perhaps, more directly at imitation, for (in
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Eii^-laiul at least) it was invariaVdy all in white glass

relieved with yellow stain, as the original stone

crockets ami linials may have been relieved with gild-

ing ; but in effect it left little to

be desired. Colour was confined to

the subjects, which had the appear-

ance of brilliant pictures set in a

framework of silvery white.

In the Fifteenth Century the

glass-painter had come pretty gene-

rally to conceive the design of his

window as a field of white in which

was to be introduced a certain

amount of rich coloui-—not often

a very large amount. As a rule,

probably not more than one-fourth

part of the entire area was coloui-

;

for in addition to the white of the

canopy there was often a fair amount

of white in the draperies of the

figures, and the flesh tint also was

represented by white glass. Taking

this in connection with the aim

of the glass-painter after more

pictorial effect, it is easy to see

how a style of glass-painting

was developed so entirely different

from the more strictly mosaic

glass of the Thirteenth Century. The designer of

the early period must in the first instance have

imagined his design as mosaic. Tlie forms of the

pieces of glass to be employed entered at a very early

LATEK GOTUIC DIAPER, ALL SAINTS

YOEK.

stage of the work into his consideration, and he

mai)j)ed out his design according to the lines of the

leadwork, finally adding the painted detail by way of

finish. The painter of the latest

Gothic windows went to work very

differently. He began, in fact, at

the other end. He designed bis

subject more as a picture, bearing

in mind, no doubt, the fact that

it would have to be leaded up in

execution, but on the whole ar-

riving at the leads as the last

emphatic lines in his composition.

He might almost have sketched

his design in the first place with-

out reference to the introduction

of colour into it, except that the

ingenuity he displays oftentimes

in the way of introducing colour

shows that he must all along have

had a very shrewd idea on his mind

of the manner in which it would

have to be glazed. Indeed, if he

conceived his design in the first

place as a picture, he did not fail

to translate it into glass—and

very good glass too. Yet we see

here already the beginning of the

end. Impatience of restraint, and dissatisfaction with

the medium employed, betray themselves already j

and in the end^iese brought the art of glass-painting

to ruin. Lewis F. Day.

"LA MANZANILLA."

From the Picture by Emilio Sala.

THIS is an ideal portrait of the ideal Andalusian.

She has dark eyes and a daring and dazzling

smile ; her black and lustrous curls are jewelled

with crimson pinks, and kept within bounds by a

gallant comb ; glass in hand, with her light foot,

and her short skirt, and her great fringed mantle,

she stands for the woman of Southern Spain ; and

she is, or Spaniards lie horribly, the most delight-

ful expression of the " Ewiges Weibliche '' that, as

Carlyle would say, has yet got itself uttered. It

is not improbable that she is, so to speak, a near

kinswoman of the stage Irishman—that she exists

for picturesque and lyric purposes only ; but with

that we have nothing to do.

As Sala has painted her she is winsome and

attractive enough. She reminds one of the " Anda-

louse au sein bruni " whom Musset saw—or thought

he saw—at Barcelona, " ]iale comme un beau soir

d'automne." Indeed she is probably the same per-

son. Then, it is true, she was of noble birth and

In-eeding—the Marquesa d'Amai'gui, no less. Now
she is but plain Sanchica, or Pepita, or Dolores,

and consorts, not with elegant poets, but with vine-

dressers and muleteers. But that means no more

than that times have changed, and ideals with

them. Art has grown democratic and popular; and

where Musset sang of mai-ehionesses, and called

upon his page to string his guitar and come out

a-screnading

—

" AUijns, moil page ! en emtuscades !

Allons, la telle nuit d'ete !

"

—

Sala paints a Grisette, and does his best to make

her as graceful and irresistible as she is in Musset's

high-bred and enamoured rhymes.
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LA MANZANIJXA.

{From tkr navre Vy Evtdio Sala.)
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A PAINTEK'S FRIENDSHIP.

1 1 E annals of paintinij are not

larren in the record of faith-

ful and true-hearted friend-

ships. We often hear of mas-

ters who were drawn in some

especial manner to a scholar

eif promise in their workshop.

So Cimabue singled out the

young Giotto ; and of all his'puj>ils the saintly monk
of St. Mark's loved Benozzo Gozzoli the best, and

chose him for his assistant in his great frescoes.

Botticelli, too, loved his scholars with extraordinary

affection, and communicated no small portion of his

poetic fire to his favourite Filippiuo. On the other

hand, we find some men of genius who have inspired

their scholars with tlie passionate attachment which

Giorgio Vasari felt for his great master Michel-

angelo; others again who, like the "famous Urbinate,"

fascinate all around them by the charm of their

personality and the engaging sweetness of their

conversation. Sometimes two boys grow up to-

gether in the same atelier, and are linked together

by a similarity of taste and genius :

—

"Due giovin par d'etate e par d'amori,

Lionardo da Vinci e'l Perusino

Pier della Pieve che son divin Pittori."

Sometimes, as with Raphael and Francia, in later

life a mutual admiration for each other's work brings

artists hitherto unknown to exchange letters and

pictures. But there is one friendship beyond all

others worthy of record in the history of art

—

a. friend-

ship which, beginning in a childhood spent in the

same workshop, lasted through the long years and

adverse circumstances of a whole lifetime. This was

the nature of the link which bound together the lives

of Fra Bartolommeo and INIariotto Albertinelli in so

close and intimate a manner that their names are still

inseparable, and that to this day, close on four cen-

turies after, we can seldom think of one without the

other. And this friendship, to which we owe the

joint production of many noble works of art, is the

more remarkable in that the two men who became

life-long friends and partners were curiously different

in temperament and character, and because at a time

when party-spirit ran exceijtionally high, and civil

strife was actually waged between the contending

factions which divided Florence, the two painters

belonged to opposite parties.

Bartolommeo Fattorini, more commonly called

Baccio della Porta, the son of a muleteer, and Mariotto

Albertinelli, of Suffignano, near Prato, were both

a]iprcnticed at an early age to the painter Cosimo
Rosselli. Even then, when they were merely oeeui)ied

in grinding colours, running errands, or sweeping out

the shop, the two boys were already friends. "While

they were still very young they left the studio to set

up for themselves in a house which had belonged to

Baceio's father, near the gate of S. Pier Gattoliui.

Together they studied the maxims of Lionardo in

order to perfect themselves in the art of design and

colouring, and they soon acquired considerable repu-

tation by their own pictures. So close was their

union, says Vasari, that the two were as one body and

one soul. Yet the difference of their dispositions led

them ere long to take very different ways. Baccio,

whose virtues made him beloved nn Florence, and

whose habits were simjjle and retiring, sought in-

spiration in the silence of the Carmine Chapel and

the study of Masaccio's frescoes. His pious nature

and the pleasure he took in sermons attracted him

to the preachings of Savonarola, at that time start-

ling all Florence viiih his fiery eloquence. Soon he

became a devoted follower of the Frate, at whose bid-

ding he was the first to throw his pagan studies

into the bonfire of vanities that memorable carnival

time, and whose noble portrait, inscribed with these

words—" Girolamo of Ferrara, a prophet sent by

God"^—was one of his earliest works. Meanwhile

his gay companion Mariotto preferred the livelier

society which he found in the Medici Gardens, and

attracted the attention of Madonna Alfonsina, the

mother of Lorenzo de' Medici, who employed him to

paint her portrait, aud gave him other commissions.

While Baccio was a zealous piagnone, his friend thus

became a imllesco or partisan of the Medici, and

railed at the monks and their sect with all the

violence of an unruly temper.

For a time the cause of Christ and the Frate

triumphed ; the Medici were exiled, and Mariotto

was glad to take refuge in Baceio's workshop, where

he imitated his style so closely that his pictures were

often taken for those of his friend. Then came the

terrible events which ended in Savonarola's death

and the dispersion of his jjarty. Baccio was at St.

Mark's when the convent was stormed, and saw his

beloved master dragged away to prison and torture.

Crushed to earth by the horrors of' those days, and

the tremendous failure in which the great revival

seemed to close, he threw up all his engagements, and

took the vows of a Dominican monk at Prato in the

summer of 1500. Mariotto's grief and despair at

the loss of his companion were scarcely less than those
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of T?:icc'ic> f'di- tlic (Iciitli of S;iV(iii:inilM. For luiit;'

he ivriiscd ((I lirlicvc that lii.s I'riniil had ivally Irl'l

his ])aintin<^ to seek a refuge from tlie worhl in the

seehisiou of the cloister, ami tleclared tliat if he had

not hated the monks so cordially he would himself

liave followed Baooio's example. As it was, he con-

soled himself hy finishinfj the fresco of the "Last

Judjifment " which Baccio had l)e<;-nu in the cemetery

of tlie jijreat Florentine hospital of S. Maria Nuova,

and which in the bitterness of his soul he had vainly

struo;gled to paint in the year that followed Savon-

arola's death. Since lie had already been paid in part

for it, his failure to fulfd the contract distressed him,

and it was at his especial prayer that Mariotto under-

took the work. So faithfully did he dischartijo the

task imposed n])on him by his friend that many of

lii.s contemporaries held the whole work to have been

executed by the same hand, and in its now ruined

condition it is still a most interesting example of the

two painters* style. Mariotto's reputation was con-

siderablv increased by this work, and he opened a

shop in the Via Valfonda, where amongst other

jiictures he painted his masterpiece, the well-known

" Salutation " of the Uffizzi. But he was of too

fickle and variable a nature to work on steadily, now

that he had lost the companionship of his friend

;

and having married a wife named Antonia whose

father kept a wine-shop, he too thought he would

take up his new trade, and opened a hostelry outside

the gate of San Gallo. Here at least, he declared,

he would lead a merry life, live free from the re-

straints imposed upon him by the service of art, and

hear no more of muscles and perspective or of the

severe remarks of hostile critics, but enjoy himself

as he chose. Afterwards he opened another tavern

near the Ponte Vecchio, which tradition says became

the favourite resort of painters, and was even fre-

quented by Michelangelo. But before long Mariotto

tired of this new calling, returned to the old one

with some remorse for its abandonment, on the jier-

suasion in all probaliility of Baccio della Porta, now
Fra Bartolommeo of St. Mark's.

After four years spent in his monastic retreat

without ever taking up a brush, the new friar had

again resumed his painting. The old love was too

strong for him, and the influence of Raphael, who
visited Florence at this time and often conversed

with him of art, may have helped to revive the slum-

bering fires of his genius. On his return from a

visit to Venice in 1508, he set the workshop of St.

Mark's in order, and remembering his ancient friend-

ship, he sent for Mariotto to become his partner a

second time under these altered conditions. In his

retreat, I should add, he had never forgotten the

scapegrace he had loved. A year or two before he

had appointed him guardian to his brother Picre, and

entrusted him absolutely with the boy's property,

making in his agreement a curious ]>rovision that two

masses should be said yearly out of the proceeds for

the soul of his father, the muleteer, and two pounds

of wax candles burned thereat. By tlie terms of the

new partnership, into which the old friends now

entered, the profits were to be divided between

Albcrtinelli and the convent. Wliatever pictures

were painted by the artists were marked by a cross

and two rings with the joint monogram of the two

painters, while their individual names appeared on

the work which they undertook separately. Those

of Fra Bartolommeo generally bear the inscription

" Orate pro pictore," which we find also occasionally

adopted by Albcrtinelli. For three years the part-

ners worked together in perfect harmony, producing

many fine paintings, still to be seen in Florence

and elsewhere. Mariotto seems to have been as

contented in the convent workshop as he had been

of old when they lived together in the house by

the gate. But in 1512 a new prior of St. Mark's,

jealous of Mariotto's influence over F^"a Bartolommeo,

or dissatisfied with the results of the arrangement,

broke up the partnership. The stock was divided,

and the casts, lay-figures, and sketches (of which a

curious inventory is preserved in the convent books)

were left to Fra Bartolommeo for his use until his

death. Albcrtinelli, as might be expected, suffered

far the more by the dissolution. While the Frate

persevered steadily in his career and produced one

great work after another, poor Mariotto achieved

nothing worthy of his past triumphs. Even now

Fra Bartolommeo did not cast off his friend, but

helped him in every possible way. We find Alberti-

nelH at Viterbo, once more finishing a fresco begun

by the Frate ; and then working for the Dominicans

of La Quercia ; and again in Rome, executing com-

missions for Fra Bartolommeo's friend and patron

Mariano Fetti, formerly a lay-brother of St. ]\Lark's.

From Rome he returned to Viterbo, attracted by

some fair face whose charms in the end proved fatal.

A f//o.ifm, or tournament, was held during his visit,

and Mariotto, forgetting his age, rushed eagerly into

the games, to win distinction in the eyes of his

mistress. This unwonted exertioii brought on a

fever, and dreading the effects of malaria, he caused

himself to be carried to Florence in a litter. That

autumn Fra Bartolommeo, now at the height of his

renown, was thinking of accepting a flattering invi-

tation to the court of France, when he heard that his

old companion Mariotto Albcrtinelli was dying. He

hastened to his bedside, and on the 5th of November,

1515, Mariotto breathed his last in the arms of his

faithful and beloved friend. Fra Bartolommeo him-

self paid him the last sad oflices, and followed his

remains to the grave where they now repose in
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the famous and venerahk' old clmrcli of S. Pieti'o

Maggioro.

The last link was severed ; and the monk of St.

Mark's went back to his couvent-workshop with

strangely-stirred thoughts, we may well believe.

For two more years he painted, still making progress

in his art, and accomplishing one masterpiece after

another—the "Salvator Mundi," the "PietJl" of the

Pitti, and many famous works besides ; until in the

autumn of 1517 he caught cold one day, and after a

short illness died. Loud was the lament of Florence,

and great were the honours paid to his memory by

the monks of the convent, which he had ma<le illus-

trious for the second time in the history of art. His

was altogether a strangely different life from that of

the reckless prodigal whom he had buried two years

before. Yet the tie that bound them together in that

strong and faithful union was none the less real and en-

during; and to this day no one can mention the name
of Fra Bartolommeo, the Dominican painter, without

recalling the memory of that other artist, the scoffer

and hater of monks, the careless, wayward, restless

Mariotto, whom, with all his faults and follies, Baccio

loved so well. Julia Cartwmght.

CUREENT ART.

THE original of our first engraving is not the

least pleasing, as it is certainly not the most

important, of Mr. Napier Hemy's five j'ietures at

the Grosvenor Gallery. Probably Mr. Hemy is

best known to the world at large as the painter of

" Saved," exhibited there a year or two ago : a strong

and striking rendering of furious storm, and specially

notable for the admirable haudlins: and colour of a

great green curling wave in the foreground. Mr.

Hemy, however, shows us nothing of this kind this

season. After storm, calm. Even in the " Putney

Bridge "—which seems to us by far the best of his

latest works—the activity and bustle, the endless

change and varied movement of river life, seem

second to the effects of broad and sleepy sunshine,

and soft curtains of atmosphere, which are painted

THE I'EEKYMAN.

iPainled by C. Napier Hcmi). Grosvenor Gatlcrij, 1SS3.)
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witli much truth and force. And this sense of ([niet

:uul sorenity is more or less visible in all his otiier

contributions : in the excellent " 15uryainin<j for the

Catch ;
" in the two finished studios, " The Cool of

the Mornin<i' " and "The Edjjj'e of Falmouth Bay,''

scenery, and the every-day occupants of an every-day

boat. These materials have been turned to excellent

account, with some solid Innish-work, a fine eye for

colour, and a fjood fceling' for tone ancl quiet air.

Ever since he first exhibited in this country

FLOEA.

(DraiOi hi/ Georijc Clausen. Insliliilc of Painters in Watcr-Cohura, ISS3.)

and lastly in the pleasant little picture which—from

a drawing by the painter—we reproduce. Of this

there is not very much to be said, perhaps. The sub-

ject is hardly novel, and the treatment, accomplished

and attractive as it is, calls for no special comment.
It may be pointed out, too, that the "Ferryman"
himself is but a subordinate figure in the work,

which is only a pleasant transcript of river-side

203

Mr. Clausen's work has always been interesting. He
is fond of experiments, of trying the methods of

other painters living and dead. It is not so very

long since an accomplished art-critic said of him that

he " seems a Dutch Frere," and latterly he has been

imitating Bastion-Lepage, with no very good results,

and Millet, with consequences more or less beneficial

and effective. His works in oil at the Grosvenor
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Gallery this year are in the skilful and pleasant vein

to which we have been accustomed lately, and a

typical illustration of which—" The Gleaners "

—

we engraved some ten or twelve months ago.

In the remarkable Exhibition of the Institute of

Painters in Water-Colours he is well represented by

the " Shepherd with a Lamb," in the Millet-like

style, and by the " Flora," which we engrave. It

is, so far as we know, something entirely fresh in

Mr. Clausen's art. In point of humanity it is the

best thing he has done ; and being original as well

as simple and honest, it is more notable, and more

valuable as art, than all the imitative efforts together.

There is something very touching in the expression

of the old flower-seller's face, in the ingenious con-

trast of her weather-beaten aspect and poverty-

stricken figure with the fresh flowers; and, so far

as sentiment is concerned—and sentiment is much
in art—Mr. Clausen's picture is one of the best in

the gallei-ies. In res^Dect of execution, not so much
can be said for it. The handling is peculiar; it is

rugged, unequal,

almost unpleasant

—too conscious, as

it were, of the

artist's effort at

honesty. Indeed,

it is scarcely pos-

sible to believe that

the same hand

painted this and
" The Gleaners "

already referred to.

Mr. Clausen's style

in oil is smooth,

precise, and attrac-

tive ; in water-

colour it is harsh.

These points are

not pei'haps of very

great account

;

they are, at all

events, of second-

ary importance.

The first thing ne-

cessary in art is to

have something to

sa}'. IVIr. Clausen

clearly possesses

this necessary in

no small degree.

Herein, as it seems

to us, he differs

very much from

the vast majority

of modern artists.

THE IDES OF MABCH.

(PainUd by E. J. Pojlnitr, R.A. Royal Academy, 1SS3.)

Consequently, the terms in which he delivers his

message, if open to criticism and capable of im-

provement, are the least of the matter after all.

Our third illustration gives some little idea of

Mr. Poynter's " The Ides of March." This picture,

which has provoked considerable discussion, is one

of the best of its year. It is ostensibly an illus-

tration of that fine scene in "Julius Csesar," where

Csesar says

—

" Yet Caesar shall go forth : for these predictions

Are to the world in general as to Cassar ;"

and Calphurnia answers

—

" '\\Tien beggars die there are no comets seen

:

The heavens themselves blaze forth the death of princes."

As such it cannot be considered altogether successful.

In the play the human interest is supreme ; in the

picture the human interest seems subordinated to

the pregnant m\stery and significance of strange

contrasting lights and ghostly shadows, and the

large and weird forms of architecture in night air.

In short, we are

less interested in

the figures, which

seem scarcely heroic

enough for the oc-

casion, than in the

wonderful effects

of art and nature

which surround

them. It would

seem, indeed, that,

following a some-

what common rule,

j\Ir. Poynter has

set himself a very

difficult problem in

painting, in order

to show how well

he could solve it.

His success is sin-

gularly striking.

As invention his

is probably the best

picture of the j'car;

as mere painting

it must take its

place with the best;

as a victory over

well-nigh insuper-

able difficulties it

is a kind of mas-

terpiece. The paint-

ing of the polished

marble floor, for

instance, with its
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thousand li;;'its, ivllfclidiis, sliadcws—some wanii ^f. Rodin's '• J-;vc'," indeed, sums up in torms of

and golden i'lom tlie lamp so skilfully introduoed on jiassionatc signiticance all the pathos and the wcak-

the left, and others cold and grey from t!ie wild ncss, the folly and sorrow and shame of the oldest

bright blaze in tin

sky— all mingling

and contrasting in

infinite variety and

yet forming a broad

organie whole—the

painting of all this

is a veritable tuiir

lie fon-e of realisni

and eareful strength.

Further than this,

too, if llie (,";esar

and Calj>hurnia are

overpowered by

their surroundings,

it must yet be said

that Mr. Poynter

has contrived to ex-

press very much of

the spirit of Shake-

speare simply by

means of light and

sliadow and atmos-

phere, and such in-

genious suggestions

as the shadow of the

bust of Brutus; and

for these command-
ing qualities his pic-

ture is remarkable.

M. Auguste Ro-

din is known to

the readers of The
M.vGAZiNE OF Art
as the sculptor of

the m a w n i fi e e u t

PRIZE VASE : CHILDBEN PLAYINO IN FOLIAGE.

(B;/ Elinor UnWi. Sladc School, London, 1SS3.)

tragedy of all ; he

reveals to us Eve,

not as an immacu-

late and impossible

goddess, but as a

living woman, with

a woman's heart

and a woman's capa-

cities. But, indeed,

originality and in-

dependence are visi-

ble in all he does :

in the strange and

moving "Etude de

Tete"— a kind of

Socrates; in the "St.

John ;

" in the as-

ti in isliingly vigorous

and vivneious "Car-

ricr-Belleuse ;" and

—last, greatest, and

most impressive of

all— in the n(dality

and dignity of the

" J. - P. Laurens."

or the great quali-

ties of this very

mastcrlyand remark-

able work some idea

will be gained from

ourengraving, which

is a fac-simile of a

pen-and-ink drawing

by ^I. Rodin's own
hand. This drawing,

unlike drawings by
" St. Jean," engraved in the present volume (p. 170). most modern sculptors, is singularly good in itself—is

That engraving represents the head only ; the whole a striking instance of the power and expressiveness of

statue, or rather a cast of it, was, with several other pen-work when the instrument is handled with under-

examples of the artist's craft, exhibited at the Dudley standing. The method is of the simplest ; but every

Gallery. Of these the bust of the veteran painter, line, every touch has its place and its significance;

Jean-Paul Laurens, is undoubtedly the most com- and as a piece of modelling the whole thing is of

manding ; though every instance of his work pre- striking merit. It is, however, an incontrovertible

sents such rare qualities of sentiment and style as maxim that even the most careful and sympathetic
are not seen in any other modern sculptor—such, reproductions in the flat can never give even the

indeed, as must be sought for in the masterpieces best part only of the effect of the round : the one
of the Renaissance. Take, for instance, the exquisite merely suggests what the other realises. It is im-
chann of the two babies in the "Childish Kiss;" possible, therefore, fully to appreciate this splendid

nothing of the kind so natural and winning has been piece of sculpture without seeing it; all the more
done in modern times. Take, again, the magnifi- so, as it is extremely difficult to put into adequate
eently modelled "Eve;" where is the modern creation words the vivid and lasting impression it produces,

which embodies with such masterly technique so even at a glance. A critic who sees in the " St.

much of nature and feeling? It does not exist. John " nothiufr more than a middle-asjed French
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OKPricr, and iu the " Evo " merely a llat-fonted mueh realism— the likeness is of exee]>tional veracity

damsel, has declared that "before M. Rodin's busts —is touched with the serene dij^nity of antique art,

all criticism must be silent ;
" and with that opinion is elevated by a nobility of style which recalls

J. -p. LAirEENS.

(-Bitst in Bronze, by Aiqivste Bodin. Salon, 1SS2, and Egyptian Hall, 1SS3.)

it is scarcely possible to disagree. The two exhibited

at the Dudley Gallery are in the highest jilane

of sculptured portraiture, and in their several ways

they are almost on a level regarded as abstract art.

The " Can-ier-Belleuse " is of an order different from

the " Laurens : " it is realistic, picturesque, full of

vitality and daring ; and it is a masterpiece of

technique. The " Laurens," however, with quite as

majestic Homer in the British Museum, and which

is unparalleled among modern sculpture.

Our sixth illustration is an engraving of " The

Way to the Temple "—the diploma work which

Mr. Alma Tadema, in accordance with ancient

custom, deposited on his election as an Academician.

It hangs in the Third Gallery, where likewise is the

only other work the artist contributes this year

—
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"An Oloandcr." It must Iw

said tliat iK'itticr is of the first

imporlancc in jxiint of sub-

ject; and a decided opinion

as to their eonij)arative merits

in jjoint of technique seems

not nnjiislifiahlc. At first

si^'ht " The Way to the Tem-

])lo" strikes you as a fairly

representative si)eeimen of

Mr. Alma Tadema's skill.

The marbles seem painted

with his wonted careful dex-

terity ; the colour appears as

attractive and ingenious as

of yore ; and the realisation

of detail in architecture and

still life, and the contrasts

of shadow and sunshine, look

ccjual to anythinjj^ of the kind

he has done. If, however, you

go straight from the diploma

picture to "An Oleander," it

becomes clear either that the

former is below the average

in technical skill, or that the

latter is very much better

work than the i)ainter has

of late produced. As it

seems to us, " The Way to

the Temple" is on a lower

plane than the " Oleander,"

to which it appears inferior

iu almost every way : in

colour— compare the reds

and greens in the two pic-

tures ; in the representation

of still life; in draughtsman-

shiji ; in freshness of idea

and general brilliancy and

strength ; and even in that

important matter of the mar-

ble surfaces. Whether the

di[)loma picture is worse, or

the " Oleander " better, than

usual, we need notnow discuss

;

Init the difference between the

two is so manifest that it

cannot be passed over with-

out comment. The "Way
to the Temple " has its in-

terests, of course ; but the

" Oleander " is far preferable

to it—is, indeed, a singu-

larly bright and happy ex-

ample of the master's pecu-

liar and commendable skill.

THK WAY TU THE TKMILE.

iraintid. bu L. Altna TaiJUma, R.A. lioual Acadtmy, lt>S3.)
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Tn a ivcent issue of our " Chronicle of Art " it

\v;is tolil liow the mysterious and anonymous friend

who presented £10 to the pupils at the Slade School

in prizes for medalling had recently given the same

sum in prizes for sculptured vases. They had a fort-

night in which to design and produce a clay vase

with sculptured decorations representing " Children

Playing in Foliage." Many of them worked day and

night, and some would bring down in the morning

chuhby little clay babies which they had modelled at

home the evening before. The foliage was modelled

from nature ; and when we visited the scene of the

competition, leaves and sprays and branches of trees

still remained to tell the tale. As already an-

nounced, Miss Halle carries off the prize for her vase

—the original of our fourth engraving—because it

is the most completely and equally wTought, and on

the whole the best in design. Parts of some of the

others—notably INIiss Rope's—are even better in con-

ception and in draftsmanship ; but they are parts

only. The interest and value of the competition lie

in the fact that it opens up a field of art practically

untouched. There is absolutely no reason why the

vase should not become a necessity of household

decoration. In the abstract it is every whit as appro-

priate as a piece of blue china or an eastern rug,

and it may be turned to equal account, alike in

utility and ornamentation. Let the Slade students

design vases with a better sense of proportion, and
a keener feeling for flow of line and elegance of form
with lightness and grace ; and the results may be as

profitable as they are pretty certain to be beautiful.

Finally, if it be asked, " How, in the name of

wonder, came these students, who had never modelled

before, to model these vases and leaves and babies

with such excellence and feeling?"—the answer is,

that instead of being taught to stipj)le, they have

been taught to draw.

RAPHAEL AT UEBINO.

[jAPHAEL'S city is set upon the crest

of one of the wildest of the Central

Appenines. Three roads approach it:

from Pesaro and the Adriatic, from

Tuscany, from Umbria ; and from

each this Condottiere's stronghold, so

oiton sacked and taken, appears impregnable. It is

indeed designed by Nature to be the fortress of a

captain of free-lances ; commanding all the country

round, the pass of the Furlo, the pass of Lamole, as

well as the descent to the Adriatic. Romagna, the

Marches, Tuscany, and Umbria lie at its feet. From
the valley it looks hopeless to reach that high grey

city, so pathless, burnt-out, and desolate are the in-

numerable hills that close it in on every side; and from

the crest, looking back over that vast ocean whose

waves are the desolate Appenines, we seem to have

ascended into some long-deserted lava-world, where

nothing ever springs and from which there can be no

escape. Once inside the walls, the scene changes as

by magic. We are in the liveliest, noisiest of little

Lombard towns ; or we might think so, jiassing

through the bustling streets. The site of the Piazza,

that of the Corte, and as much as possible of the

town, has been carefully levelled ; the streets are

covered with arcades ; the people talk, not like

mountaineers, but with the thick, heavy accent of

Romagna. It is only when we leave the Piazza

del Mercato and the court, when we climb the black

rugged back streets with their desolate endless views

of surging hills, that we remember our first impres-

sion. For Urbino, the stronghold and fort, is also,

and yet more visibly, Urbino the most enlightened

court of the most enlightened despots of the Italian

Renaissance.

The Corte of Urbino is at first sight more like a

French chateau than an Italian fortress. It is a

large irregular building with round tourelles, broken

uj) into many masses of different heights ; so we see

it from the Caj)uchin Road, where Ra2)hael drew it

in his sketch-book now at Venice. From this point

nothing could be more beautiful and various than

its aspect, with the dome of the cathedral crowning

its spire and towers. In front, from the Piazza, the

Corte is more regular and less picturesque. From
this side the first view is a little disa]ipoiuting.

The proportions are beautiful, but neither solemn

nor impressive ; and, since much of the stone-facing

has never been supplied to the brick fagade, it wears,

despite the exquisite workmanshijD of the cornices,

an unfinished air. So much for the facade. Once

inside it is impossible to imagine a more enchanting

summer-house for princes. You walk through Baceio's

lovely court up the wide staircase with the exquisite

stone-carving, down the imposing corridor friezed with

the emblems and engines of war, into the large cool

rooms with their coloured friezes and carven mantel-

pieces delicately and sparsely ornamented with loves

and angels, with pots of pinks and roses, with nymphs

and heroes. The whole aspect of the place is that of

delicate restrained elegance. The fineness and slender-

ness of the ornamentation are everywhere remarkable.
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There is only a little earving- : a frieze to tlir iiKiiiti'l-

[lieee, a cornice to the windows, a lintel to the donr
;

liut that is of the most exquisite and fantastie heaut \

,

is aral)csque in which every curve and every line is as

harmonious as music. The sense to which this kind

of art apix'als, relying' neither on i)athos, interest, nor

humour, is eniinentl}' an aristocratic and courtly sense,

liie property of ])eople of culture and i)eople of leisure.

And this rare feelin<j for elegance and refinement is

not the only ilistinction that Urbino bears from other

Fifteenth Century castles; in no other mediieval palace

do I remember such a tiue sense of convenience and

well-being. They are not only show-rooms, those

friezetl and ornamental halls; they are above every-

thing rooms to live in. They arc built of all shapes,

with here a wainscoted reading-cabinet, and there a

large, low window, bowed out where they best may
catch the sunshine or the view ; and every window

has its wiudow-seat, where you may sit on summer

afternoons, with the fresh mountain-air blowing in,

and the wide view shining quite white outside.

Such is the iialace that Federigo di Montefeltro,

the greatest Condottierc of his age, built with the

aid of the Dalmatian architect Lauranno, the Sienese

Francesco di (iiorgio, and Baceio Piutelli the Floren-

tine. Here was collected the finest libi-ary of the

Renaissance ; here dwelt that urbane, cultured, and

righteous court, which served as a model to Chris-

tendom. It was natural that artists and men of

letters should collect to such a place: Gentile da

Fabriano, Paolo Uecelli, Piero della Franeesca,

Melozzo da Forli, Francesco di Giorgio, Gian Bellini,

Perugino, Signorelli, even the Flemish Justus Van
Ghent, visited the Duchy. But, at the end of the

Fifteenth Century, the most distinguished painter

native to Urbino was a certain Giovanni Santi, or

Sanzio, the sou of old Sante the corn-merchant, a

young painter well known at the court, who lived

with his father in a good airy house at the best end

of the Strada del Monte. The young man was not

only a painter, but a carver and gilder; not only a

carvci', but a poet and a man of culture. He seems to

have been, from the scanty records left us, a most

amiable and gifted person ; too anxious, perhaps, to

excel in all ways at once to become pre-eminent in

any; and so naturally sweet-natured and free from

envy as to have no jealousy of rival painters, but

rather to adopt their excellences and try his best to

use them to perfect his own ideals. This latter trait

he transmitted to his son, "always imitating, always

original,'' as our Sir Joshua declared. But Giovanni

Santi neither imitated nor originated in the same

degree as Raphael.

In l-iS;J Giovanni Santi, having earned a con-

siderable sum of money from his frescoes at Fano,

returned to Urbino and married. His wife was

the (launhtiT of Batlista Ciaola, a well-to-do mer-

chant of the place. All that we know of her is

the tradition of a sweet and gentle nature; the

profile in fresco of a pure and timid Madonna's face,

jiainted Ijy her husband on their bedroom wall ; and

her singidarly beautiful name— fit name for Raidiael's

mother—Magia. On (jood Friday, IJS.'J, falling

that year upon the Gth of April, Rniihad was horn

in the airy old house on the Strada del Monte.

There were many people to take pride in the new-

born son ; for old Sante, the grandfather, lived at

least to have his grandson laid in his arms; and

after his death, his old wife Klizabetta, and their

daughter Santa, stayed on in the roomy house with

Giovanni, the gentle Magia, and the infant Raphael.

Giovanni Santi was now the proprietor of the house

in Strada del Monte, and of land and money beside.

The cares of poverty never came to mar his peace, or

to take him from rhyming that " Chronicle of Duke

Frederick" which was the hobby of his leisure. Little

Raphael grew up among art and verse and courtly

things; since his father's "Chronicle" brought him in

contact with the circle at the palace. Indeed ISIesser

Paltroni, the councillor of the late duke, was for

ever about the house, and the child-duke Guidobaldo

sat to Santi for his jiortrait, continuing those favours

which his father had bestowed. So that Raphael, both

by circumstance and inheritance, grew uj) with a pre-

ference for all that is lovely and of good rej^ort, all

that is courtly and splendid and urbane.

But in 1491 a rude break came to this happy,

beautiful existence. On the 3rd of October, the

aged Elizabetta died. Magia, Raphael's mother,

followed her in four days; within the year Giovanni

married again. His second wife was Bernardina di

Parte, a rich goldsmith's daughter : a woman of

har.sh and impetuous nature, who never gained the

heart of her gentle, delicately-tempered little step-

son. Soon after the marriage he took his wife and son

to Cagli, a small fortified town, about five hours'

drive from Urbino, beyond the terrible blue gorge

of the Furlo. From that gorge you seem to enter

into another world. The desolate yellow-white day
hills of Urbino are seen no more; in front lies

the beautiful theatre-shaped valley of the iletauro,

where the winding coiling river is surely more deeply-

bluely green than any other water save the sea

;

and the sunny meadows, starred with pink anemone3,

are very green and fresh. Behind on all sides the

mountains rise ; mountains of limestone, snow-white,

cinder-white, and delicately pink. High up, in this

clear, austere, sweetly-tinted mountain region, lies

the town of Cagli ; white itself, with great round

bastions above.

Giovanni Santi had been commissioned by the

noble Pietro Tinuuii ti^ decorate in fresco his family
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cliapi'l in tlu' {'at;'li Cliureb. The frosoo, wliicli still

remains little injured by time and change, is Santi's

masterpiece. In the lower part the Virgin sits en-

throned in the marble recess of a church. Round

her stand two angels and four saints, the line of

figures forming an irregular and somewhat flattened

semicircle. A beautiful young angel leans towards

the throne on either side. That upon the left is

interesting not for its loveliness alone: it is the

accepted portrait of Raphael as he looked when, not

quite eleven years old, he eame with his father to

Cagli. The dreamy face is still childishly round ;

the lips are fuller than we remember them, and the

little chin recedes

;

the lifted eyebrows

are arched over eyes

still round andyoung;

but the face is very

clearly the same face

that Raphael painted

himself in after-years

for his uncle Simone

Ciarla at Urbino

:

the face that hangs

to-day in the Gallery

of Painters at the

Uflizzi.

At this time
Raphael was old

enough to feel the in-

fluence of his father's

work ; and, indeed,

he always retained

some of Santi's char-

acteristics. The com-

bination of the solid

and masterly pose of

Melozzo and Piero

with the rapt expres-

sion of Perugino ; the drawing of the little angels

on the vault, their rounded baby limbs drawn in

circles ; the love of black or dark colours lined with

green J the manner of giving luminous flesh-tints

(an underwash of light-red with the lights laid on

afterwards, and brownish shadows)—all these things

foreshadow Raphael ; but most of all the selected

type. The model for some of Sanzio's heads might

have sat to his son : there is the same calm air of

well-being, the large eye-sockets, the elevated eye-

brows, the low cheek-bone and flattened cheek, the

pursed mouth. It is the type of the " Madonna
della Granduca," and of all Raphael's early Virgins.

It is the type of Raphael himself. As in Perugia,

we are continually startled to find in many a water-

carrier and vetturino the rapt eyes, pointed face,

and scant, light hair of Perugino's visionaries; so in

THE MADONNA DELLA SEPTA.

(Painted by Raphael. I'itti Palace.)

all the villages round Urbino, the calm, aristocratic

tyjie of Raphael abounds.

The fresco finished and declared a masterpiece,

the Santis returned to Urbino, where Giovanni had a

commission to carve and gild .some candelabras and

angels for the Brotherhood of the Corpus Domini.

Raphael was now of use in the studio. He helped

his father to paint in fresco the now destroyed

chapel of the Salli family, and, it is said, comjileted

several easel-pictures : these are now lost. We do not

know if he ever learned the practical art of wood-

carving, but in his many designs for panels in after-

years he shows the love of his father's handicraft.

It is a curious fact

that though his ara-

besques at Perugia

have given the name
of " Raphaelesque "

to all this class of

art, Raphael himself

was evidently in-

spired by Baccio's

friezes and cornices

in the Corte of Ur-

bino. As I have

said, his early ac-

quaintance with that

lovely palace helped

to foster his natural

taste for courtliness

and decoration. We
owe much to the ac-

cident of our birth.

Rajihael owed his

beautiful face, the

t^'pe he naturally

chose to paint, his

love of elegance,

ornament, and anti-

quity, to his Umbrian race, and to his birth at

Urbino in its palmy time.

He was learning still in his father's studio

—

learning of his father and of that Timoteo Viti, who

afterwards became his pupil's pupil—when on the 1st

of August, 149'i, Giovanni Santi died, still young.

Raphael was left to the guardianship of his uncle, the

priest, Don Bartolommeo, no disinterested friend, and

to the care of a vehement and selfish step-mother.

It would have gone hardly with the boy, between

their quarrels and their greed, had it not been for his

mother's brother Simone Ciarla. But this loving

and life-long friend interfered in Raphael's behalf,

took him away from that noisy querulous household,

and looked out for a master worthy to teach a child

of such genius as he believed his nephew to possess.

Embarrassed with riches, their choice was difficult.
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His master, Timoteo Viti, roeommomlcHl l''r:iiicosco

Fraiieia of Bolocrna : others spoke for Bellini at

Venice, or Da Vinci at Milan. (Jiovanni Santi him-

self had always meant to seiul liis son to the threat

Mantefjna. Hut there was another artist nearer

homo whom Santi had often talke<l of to his little

lad, a certain Pietro Vannueei of Penii^ia, who, in

Umbrian eyes, was to ntlicr ]iaiiiters as Francis of

Assisi to other saints.

Therefore, in lt95,

Raphael crossed the

mountains aj^-ain, this

time on a lon<jer jour-

ney,toenterthestudio

of Perugino.

Four years after-

wards Raphael re-

visited his native cita-

to patch up some

worse than usual dis-

sension between his

pfuardian and bis

step-mother. He was

now the flower of

Peruwino's school ; a

small, slender youth

of sixteen, so l)eauti-

ful that his fellow-

students nicknamed

him "H Graziosis-

simo "—the pink of

prettiness, as wc

might say. He had

worked on many of

Perugino's jiictures,

and had himself

painted several small

studies in distemper,

which had earned

great pi-aise; but as

yet his style was im-

mature, his touch

was still his master's

touch. Raphael must

have found his city sadly changed and impoverished
;

nil the resources of the town had gone to redeem

Duke Guidobaldo from captivity. There was little

to be earned or learned in the melancholy place

;

and the young painter soon returned to the busy

study at Perugia, in the hilly Via Deligiosa. But

five years later, in 1504, he came to Urbino again.

In those five years he had painted almost as many
famous pictures, all in Perugino's manner. He
seems to have stayed some time about the court,

where he made many influential friends aud painted

several pictures for Guidobaldo. Before he left, the
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duke's sister presented him with a letter to the

Gonfaloniere of Florence, bespeaking for the young

painter all j)ossible help and protection.

The new free life there, the sight of so many

masterpieces, stimulated his imagination aud roused

his energy. Raphael the pupil became at once, sud-

deidy, Raphael the master. Almost the first ])icture he

painted in Florence was a masterpiece. This picture,

the " Madonna del

Granduea" (so sur-

named from Duke
Ferdinand's devotion

to it), is peculiarly in-

teresting as an illus-

tration of Raphael's

transition from the

stylo of Perugino to

his Inoader Floren-

tine manner. The

technique is broader,

more luminous, the

drawing freer and

stronger, than Peru-

gino's. But the sweet

spiritual expression,

that beauty of holi-

ness which is the

real charm of the

Umbrian school, still

lingers there. None
of Rajjliael's later

virgins, save the un-

rivalled " Madonna

di San Sisto," have

so divine, so heavenly

an air. Neither the

gentle majesty of the

" Virgin of Foligno
"

nor t he deep motherly

content of the well-

known, well-beloved

"Madonna della

Sedia"—as a com-

parison of our two

engravings will show—can rival the magic of this

look. Even Rajihael could only give it twice.

When, for the last time, he visited Urbino in

1400, he was, despite his youth, one of the acknow-

ledged masters of Italian painting. The court of

Urbino, always sympathetic to art, welcomed him

sincerely. The grandson of old Sante the corn-mer-

chant became a well-known figure at the palace,

which, at that moment, was in its zenith of culture

and elegance. It was the last time he ever saw

his native jjlace. Soon after Pope Julius sent for

him to Rome.

THE MADONNA DEL GEANDUCA.

(Painted by Raphael Ptttl Palace.)
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One clay, the lef^eiul goes, Micliolangelo enter-

ing the Vatican alcme, met llajiliael coming- out.,

surrounded by a great number of friends and fol-

lowers. " There you go, with your train, like a

prince," cried the scornful Florentine. "And you

alone, like an executioner," was Raphael's reply. It

is true. The medal of genius has on its obverse the

crown, on the reverse the torturing rack. To some

one is granted, to some the other. To Raphael,

Mozart, Shakespeare, the ease of a happy facile

nature and the crown of general praise; these are

the envial:>le Olympians. But there are others not

less great. Michelangelo, Milton, Beethoven

—

Titans ever struggling in lonely agony towards an

ideal never reached. Reading Raphael's history in

his native place, we understand more easily how

he came to be of the fortunate party. To see

him you must go to Rome—the city of the Vatican,

the Farnesina, the Chigi Chapel; to comprehend

him, to Urbiuo. Mary Robinson.

lEISH LACE.

THE history of lace-making in Ireland is more or

less the history of Irish distress. Art needle-

work was never there the occupation of the rich and

noble as it was in Italy and Spain. It owes its origin

to the charitable, who taught it in times of famine

to the peasantry as a means of winning bread. Be-

tween whiles, as the excellent pamphlet comjjiled by

Messrs. Ben Lindsej' and C. Harry Biddle plainly

tells, the work has flagged, to revive when the next

season of scarcity stimulated the country to new

exertion. There is no indigenous lace in Ireland,

and all the many kinds it makes are copies of foreign

models. This, though it shows a want of artistic

originality on the part of the workers, greatly adds

to the variety and charm of the Mansion House

Exhibition. Here are Rose point, Venetian point,

and Spanish point, Guipure and Brussels applique,

side by side with the laces that have obtained a na-

tional character of their own, as Limerick, Tam-

bour, Run, Irish point, lace crochet, and what is

called Ardee tatting.

The crochet laces and the Ardee tatting owe

their existence to the famine of 1816-47, when, from

the failure of the potato crop, nearly two million

persons perished from want of food. Lace-making

was then revived, and new centres created through-

out the country ; and the industry obtained a promi-

nence which, though at least a hundred years old, it

had never before attained. In 1830, during another

time of bad harvests, two ladies named Reid, of

Ahans, near Carrickmacross, heard of the success with

which a neighbour had taught her servant-maid to

make Brussels applique lace. They set themselves to

learn the art, and then to teach it to the young girls

in their neighbourhood ; and thus unostentatiously

was founded the Applique and Guipure industry of

Carrickmacross, of which so many beautiful exam-

ples are to be seen in the loan and sale eases at the

Mansion House. Some few years after a purely

commercial venture was made in Limerick, by a Mr.

Walker, of Oxford, who brought over from England

twenty-four lace-makers to instruct the women of

Limerick. Apt pupils they proved themselves, and

very soon many kinds of lace were produced in great

quantities, till Limerick Guij)ure and Applique suc-

cessfully rivalled those of Carrickmacross. Other

and cheaper laces were made beside—notably the two

kinds of worked net commonly known as Limerick

lace. Of these the more ordinary and less attrac-

tive is the Tambour, which is made by a thread

drawn through the net by a crochet-needle, and form-

ing a sort of chain. It is now the chief manufacture

of the waning industry of Limerick, for the Run
lace—the jorettiest of all cheap laces, in which the

pattern is formed in the net with a fine thread—is

rapidly passing away, as the Applique and Guipure

have passed already. The temptation to work

cheap, in the utterly false hope of a larger market,

and the unwillingness of the young girls of a city

to acquire so tedious and difficult an art as the

making of good lace, are among the first causes.

]\Ioreover, Fashion has tired of light net laces and

voted in favour of richer and heavier kinds. And,

indeed, this preference does not seem astonishing

when we look at the beautiful point laces of Innish-

macsaint, which compare with the old productions of

Italy and Spain. Venetian, Sjianish, and, above all.

Rose point lace are so marvellously imitated there

that it is difficult to realise that not one of the beau-

tiful fine time-stained laces before us was made before

the famine, or that these luxurious trimmings—as

also at Cappoquin, in Waterford^are the produc-

tions of the poorest people in the world.

The charity that prompted the rector's wife and

sister at Innishmacsaint inspired a nun in the con-

vent of the Presentation order at Youghal to copy

an old piece of point lace. She was a woman of no

ordinary penetration and skill. She showed a wise

discretion in the choice of her pupils, and a rare

ingenuity in her use of the patterns sent her for
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imitation. ]'jvery fresh pattern sii<;'j;Tste(l some new
(•()iiiI)iiiation of stitches or design till the lace made
in her school <;'re\v known as " Irish point,'' and

seenred a certain market for as mnch as can be

produced. Her success suggested the same course

to others, and now Irish point is made at New
iloss, Kenmare, Killarnc)', Clonakilty, Waterford,

and Kinsale, though Youghal still hears the palm,

the most beautiful laces in the whole exhibition

being the Irish point sleeves lent by Miss Laurence,

which were made there. At the time of the gi'cat

famine crochet was the fashionable needlework, and

this being the work in which Irish ladies were the

most skilletl, was naturally that they taught their

lirott'i/('e>i. The coarse, cheap kind is contemptible

enough ; and wherever—as is the case with the pearl

tatting of Ardee—the peasantry have succumbed to

the temptation of making it the industry has died
5

but the market town of Clones, in ilonaghan, had

in ^Irs. Hand, the rector's wife, a lady of immense
natural business talent, and under her management
the industry grew and flourished. Greek lace is

imitated so well as to be of almost equal value with

the original, ami A'enetian point is copied so skil-

fidly as to be scarcely distinguishahle from rer.l.

The Spanish point and Jesuit lace, as well as several

kinds of Guipure, are more than rarely beautiful ;

they are brilliantly fashionable as well, though many
connoisseurs still hold them inferior to the real point

laces of Innishmaesaint and Cappoquin.

In the cases sent by trading (inns there is much

that is rare and beautiful, though it is a little dis-

a]>pointing to those who look hopefully towards a

revival of Irish trade to find that in all the country

only one firm— Messrs. Forest and Sons, of Dublin

—have had the enterprise to send lace, the product of

native industry, to the London Mansion House. Not
a single tradesman in Cork, Belfast, Limerick, or

Waterford has availed himself of this opportunity of

making known and ajipreciated the beautiful results

of Irish .skill and handicraft ; and it is to private

collectors and English dealers that we are mainly

indebted for this op])ortunity of studying the history

and variety of Irish lace.

''THE FEEEY ON THE FIORD."
From the Picture by A. Askevold.

F late the i-eputation of Nor-

way has suffered a little

through the ardour of a

multitude of travellers, who
are troubled with " impres-

sions," and rest not till they

behold them in print. This

would be no evil if they

were genuine impressioni.'itcs

and masters of their art. As it is, artists and

folk-lore students and salmon-fishers are their in-

heritors, and are now able to correct their indiscre-

tions. The heights of the mountains have been

readjusted to the scale ; they are no longer of

.Vlpine magnitude, but frequently vast plateaux, more

or less dreary. The glaciers are beautiful indeed, but

tame and inextensive when compared with those of

Switzerland. The rivers, lakes, and fiords remain,

and, with the waterfalls and the deep wooded vallej's

and quaint villages, can disappoint no expectations.

The climate may be treacherous
;
you may be deluged

with many days of incessant rain up country at mid-

summer, and shiver with prolonged chill
;
you may

glow in the dry heat of a Parisian August and find

mosquitoes as far north as Trondhjem ; but you will

never forget the delightful slumberous calm and en-

trancing beauty of the upper waters of the fiords.

The scene of Ilerr Askevoid's picture is the mouth
of a fiord ; westward, to the left, opens the Atlantic in

a dead calm, and on the opposite side the Nus Fiord

glaciers are glittering under the noon-day sun. Some
slow unwilling cows are being urged into the ferry-

boat that is to convey them to the further shore.

The event is scarcely an action, and does not mar

the exquisite repose of the scene. There is no hurry,

and, we may be sure, no violence of any kind ; the

movement will be effected in a fashion in accord

with the idyllic peace that is paramount. The charm

of colour that is harmonious and not assertive is dif-

fused everywhere : from the pure translucent water of

the fiord in which, fathoms deep, the round white

jiebbles are visible through a delicate green medium,

to the great ice-fields of the foreland melting into the

haze of the horizon. Such a migration is one of those

incidents of travel that most delight the tourist.

He may take in its full significance as a portion

of the landscape with the easy span of meditation.

These peasants and their cattle and modest appurten-

ances are essential to full interpretation of the scene.

Soon he shall watch them and their boat disappear

—

" Soniewhcro far off, [lass on and on, and go

From less to less, and vanish into light "

—

Even as Sir Bedivere watched the vanishing of

Arthur into the myi-terious Cornish sea.
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THE CEKTOSA OF PAVIA.—I.

FROM Milan to Pavia spreads the flattest and munity. But the Ccrtosa still a])ides : in the vast-

most fertile part of the Lombard plain. The ncss of its proportions and the splendour of its

(lamp rich soil yields three crops in the year, and decorations one of the <rrandest monuments that has

ve<;etation becomes rank from its very luxuriance, ever Iwen raised by mortal hands.

Nothinfi: is to be seen but meadows of corn and It is a singular fact that both the Certosa of

clover, divided by canals whose sluggish- waters are Pavia and the Duomo of Milan owe their origin to

THE CEKTOSA.—I. : THE GATEWAY.

fi'iii<jed with thick rows of poplars and willows

;

nothing to be heard but the croak of the frosjjs in

the swamps around. Here, however, in the midst of

meadows and marshes stands the famous Certosa of

Pavia, the most splendid monastery in the world.

The spacious courts are deserted now ; silence reigns

in the cloisters which echoed to chaunt and litany
;

and the white-robed father who guides you through
the chapels and transepts is one of seven or eight

who are all that remain of a great and busy com-

205

one of the craftiest and most unscrupulous tyrants

in Italian history. Gian Galeazzo Visconti succeeded

in becoming master of Milan by a course of bloody

treachery and intrigue. When by force of arms he

had compelled the people to acknowledge him as

their sovereign, he seized his uncle and father-in-

law Bernalio, and shut him up in the fortress of

Trezzo, where ho afterwards caused both him and his

family to be poisoned. Then he reared these noble

sanctuaries, say Italian historians, in gratitude to the
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Viririn for the success wliich h;ul crowneil his schemes,

or, as others more eharitabl}' suggest, in expiation

of his crimes. Each of his great foundations marks

a step in the fulfilment of his hopes. When he

liad been recognised Duke of Milan by the people,

he laid the first stone of the Duomo in the year

1386; and when in 1395 the Emperor Weneeslaus

had confirmed his title, he proceeded to found a

Carthusian abbey in the part of Mirobello near

Pavia, which his father had enclosed for hunting.

Preparations for building were at once begun, and

on the 8th of September, 1396, Galeazzo himself,

attended by a brilliant train of bishops and courtiers,

laid the foundations of the Certosa, and endowed the

new monastery with great estates in the neighbour-

hood. During the remaining six years of his life the

works were actively continued, and at the end of

three years the church was already so far advanced

that mass was said within its walls, and twenty-six

monks were received. Galeazzo himself took great

interest in its progress, and at his death in 1402

left a fixed yearly revenue for carrying on the fabric

of the Certosa, after whose completion it was to be

devoted to the poor. The monks faithfully obeyed

their founder's dying

injunctions, and for

more than three cen-

turies kept the best

Lombard artists in

their service. In 1542

Galeazzo's bequest was

transferred to the poor

of the district, and from

that time the monks

themselves supplied the

necessary funds for the

great work from the in-

come of their estates.

The building and

decoration of the Cei-

tosa during so many
successive generations

naturally gave a powei-

ful impulse to the de-

velopment of art in tin--

part of Italy. Aschinl

of artists grew up und' i

its walls, and there n i-

scarcely an aix'hitect 'i

sculptor of note ij

Lombardy who at one

time or another of his

life did not take pait

in the works. Each sue -

ceeding age has left its

mark on the buildina:

;

THE CiBTOSA.—II.

and while the nave and central portions belong to an

epoch when the Gothic arch had supplanted the Ro-

manesque, the apse already bears signs of the classical

revival introduced in Lombardy by Bramaute, and the

facade, euj)ola, and cloisters are purely Renaissance in

style. Great uncertainty still prevails as to the archi-

tect who originally designed the Certosa, and the best

German authorities give the honour to Marco di Cam-
pione, one of the architects attached to the Duomo.

But the first contract was probably undertaken by

Bernardo da Venezia, whose name appears in a

recently-discovered document as engaged in digging

the foundations and superintending preparations for

the building in the days of Gian Galeazzo. After

him came a long roll of architects, sculjitors, and

stone-carvers whose names are preserved in the records

of the Certosa. Chief among them were Guniforte

Solari, who appears to have succeeded Bernardo da

Venezia as head architect, and who designed a fa9ade

which was never executed, and the brothers Mante-

gazza. These two Milanese scul2:)tors were employed

for many years at the Certosa, and in 1473 received

a house in Milan from the Prior Filippo de'Rancate

in payment for various sculptured marbles. Besides

working at bas-reliefs

for the facade, they

carved the sacrarii,

used to contain the

holy vessels for mass,

still to be seen in the

side chapels to the right

and left of the nave,

and several other fine

reliefs in the chapter-

house and transepts,

adorned with quaint

groups of angels and

delicately - sculjitured

leaves, Howers, birds,

and arabesques. In one

of these an "Adoration

of the Magi," which is

evidently an early work,

the jiortraits of Gian

Galeazzo and his son

Filippo Maria, are in-

troduced. Another, a

" Pieta " of really im-

pressive character, is

still more strongly

marked by the deeply-

cut outlines and car-

taeeous draperies which

are the distinguishing

THE PROPHET JONAH ; FBou THE tcatures 01 thcu" style.

FAfADE. But the most important
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of all the artists who contributed to the erection of

the Certosa w;is Autonio Aniadeo, who designed

the facade and himself executed a f>reat part of

its marble work.

Giovanni Antonio Amadeo, or Onrndeo, as he is

sometimes called, or Di Madeo, as he himself si-iiied

his name, had "jrown up on a farm behmi^inf;- to his

futlier in the nei<;libourhuod of the Certosa, and had

received his early art-training from the masters cni-

]iloyed there. The graceful angels carved on the

marble doorway which leads from the church into

the cloisters are still shown as his first work, and

were done when he w;is only nineteen. Soon after-

wards he was called on to sculpture the tomb of

Archljishop Lanfranc at Pavia, and to raise the

mortuary chapel of the Colleoni at Bergamo, where

his effigy of the sleeping girl ^ledea still charms all

eves by its touching purity and grace. In 1478 he

had returned to Pavia, where among other works

he carved the noble " Deposition " of the high altar,

and decorated another doorway with singing angels

and medallions of dukes of Milan. But it was not

until twelve years later, at the death of Solari, that

he was appointed Cnjjo-Mtiestro of the works, and

then designed the facade. He first made a clay

model to decide the position of the statues and reliefs

already prepared, and then in company with the

Maiitegazza and other artists began the long-delayed

work, which he carried on without interruption until

the first gallery was reached. All this while he

was head architect of the Duomo of Milan ; and in

l-f'J? he gave up his appointment at the Certosa

wholly to devote himself to the work of erecting a

cupola on the Duomo, an ungrateful task, in the

jierformance of which he was subjected by the

directors of the Fabbrica to perpetual insults and

annoyances which threw a gloom over his declining

years. The unfinished cupola was completed two

hundred and fifty years after his death ; but the

Certosa remains his own, and approves itself the

masterpiece of the greatest Lombard sculptor.

The wealth of decoration which is the prominent

feature of the whole building meets us at the

entrance in the paintings and ornaments lavished

upon the gateway, which forms the subject of

our first illustration. A spacious archway supports

the low widely-projecting roof, beneath which are

frescoes by Luini, only one of which, the " Annuncia-

tion," is still in tolerable preservation. This leads

us into the court of the convent, where the first

object that meets the eye is Amadeo's wonderful

fac^ade. 'While the walls, buttresses, and dome of

the church are built of the fine red brick, so much
used in Lombardy, the fa5ade consists entirely of

costly marbles, and is adorned with a profusion of

statues, bas-reliefs, and ornamental sculpture. In-

dependently of the accessories, the design is un-

doubtedly one of the finest of its epoch. The front

is divided into five equal spaces corresjwnding with

the internal arrangement, and separated by four

pilasters and two scpiare turrets, each of which is

adorned with six statues. In the centre is a richly-

decorated portal resting on four Corinthian columns.

Above this a triforium gallery extends over the whole

front, supporting a kind of shrine, which bears the

inscription, " Mary the Virgin, mother, daughter

and bride of God," and which is again crossed by

a second gallery. This upper triforium now terminates

the facade, but in the original design it was to have

been crowned by a colossal mosaic and gable which

has never been executed.

Tlie facade therefore remains still unfinished, and

must rank below that of the Duomo of Orvieto, the

only other one in Italy to be compared with it for

decorative beauty and richness. Every part of it

is covered with sculpture. On the basement we

have a series of reliefs from the life of Christ,

divided by statues of prophets, among whom Jonah

under his gourd and David with his harp are

conspicuous. The subjects to the left of the

doorway begin with the Fall of Man, and after-

wards relate to the Birth and Childhood of Christ,

while on the right are scenes from the Passion,

followed by the Resurrection and the Ascension.

Even the sub-basement which lies below this series

is enriched with heads of Roman emperors, heroes,

women, and cherubs. ^ledallions bearing these and

other devices ; trophies, coats-of-aruis—esjiecially the

serpent of the Yiscouti—groups of centaurs; and

myths; innumerable legends, fill up the vacant spaces

between the crowd of pillars and bas-reliefs.

Most of the finest specimens of sculpture, how-

ever, are to be found round the great arched portal

of the centre, of which we give a full-page picture.

This doorway, with the four square-headed windows

on either side, were designed and erected by

Amadeo's associate Benedetto Brioschi. At the foot

of the pillars we have the foundation of the Certosa,

and the funeral procession of Gian Galeazzo, two

reliefs crowded with figures often admirable in ex-

pression and character. Above on either side of the

doors, framed in vine-work, are the consecration of

the church, and the pope granting a charter to the

Carthusian order, besides a series of smaller subjects

relating to the lives of St. John the Baptist, the

Virgin, and two favourite Lombard saints, St.

Ambrose of ^Milan, and St. Sirus, the first bishop

of Pavia. Immediately above the portico runs a

beautiful frieze of angel-groups bearing instruments

of the Passion, and on the side walls we find another

finely-sculptured series of kneeling bishops, with

auMls hoverino: in the clouds above them. Here we
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A PEOPHLT

FAJABl,

FROM THE

seem to recognise the hand o£ Amadeo, to whom also

we surely owe the exquisite work on the great

windows, which are divided by slender columns in

the shape of candelabra encrusted with groups oi:

angels engaged in every form of worshij). Some are

jjlaying upon lutes and viols, others are singing from

their choir-books, others again kneel in adoration, or

simply stand with palms in their hands and eyes fixed

in rapt attention on the object of their praise.

All round these

windows and between

the reliefs and statues

scattered overthe whole

fac;ade are broad strips

of marble covered with

delicate sculpture in

every species of orna-

mental form. Birds,

fruit, and flowers of

every description, ])eli-

cans and griffins, vases

and burning censers,

cupids and reading

children are introduced

among arabesques and

rosettes of endless

variety ; each capital

and cornice is adorned

with some new leaf-

moulding or cherub-

heads, some fresh pat-

tern of scroll or bead-

work. The fertility of invention displayed by these

Renaissance artists is truly amazing; and it is worthy

of remark that although the designs are of a purely

conventional order, the leaves and flowers introduced

are carved with the utmost truth and nature.

The same love of ornament and careful attention

to details appear in the bas-reliefs. Let us take, for

instauce, the first of the series on the basement, to

the left of the portal. It is the Fall of Man, here in-

troduced as the opening scene in the drama of the

life and death of Christ. The Tree of Knowledge

occupies its centre, and every leaf and apple upon its

branches is carved with infinite pains and delicacy.

The serpent is seen twisted in coils round its stem,

and on either side are Adam and Eve in the act of

eating the forbidden fruit. Behind them is a grove

of trees, in which the foliage is rendered with the

same exactness and minuteness, even as the plants

among the grass at their feet and the clouds which

float in the sky overhead. Or take the Annunciation,

a sadly mutilated but very pleasing little picture.

Here the Virgin is represented standing under a

small Bramantesque temple, decorated with sculptural

medallions and arabesques and surrounded with trees.

God the Father appears encircled by a glory of cherubs

in the clouds above, the dove hovers iu mid-air, and

behind Gabriel are two other graceful angels who

stand reverently listening to the message which he

delivers. Both the Nativity and the Adoration of

Magi are remarkable for the varied landscape, build-

ings, and actors introduced in the background. The

latter is enlivened with camels and horses, while in

the Nativity we have shepherds in cap and crook
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attumled by their slieep, and a young mother holds up
her chikl to gaze in awe and wonder at the Babe. In

the scenes from the Passion, the fierce zeal of the

persecutors and the indifference of the spectators are

rendered with a good deal of dramatic power ; but of

the whole series, perhaps the most original in con-

ception is the quaint figure—shown in our second

woodcut—of Jouah sitting under the gourd : a plant

whose leaves a|)pear to offer but a poor shelter from

the very solidly-depicted rays of the sun, and behind

which rise the walls and towers of " that great

city " Nineveh.

In their present damaged state it is difficult to

speak with certainty of any separate subject as the

work of individual sculptors ; but all are distin-

guished by the long thin forms and clinging draperies

of the Lombard school, and most of the best reliefs

bear strong evidence of being executed by Amadeo
himself. In more than one case—as, for instance, in

the noble statue reproduced in our third picture—we
seem to recognise the hand of a still earlier artist,

probably one of the Mantegazzas ; while the later

marbles, especially the reliefs relating to the build-

ing of the Certosa and the elaborate decorations in

which they are framed, remind us forcibly of

Agostino Busti, the sculptor of Gaston de Foix^s

monument, and may be his work, since his name
appears among those of the artists engaged on the

facade. An excellent opportunity of examining these

interesting statues and bas-reliefs has been afforded

the student, by the admirable series of photographs

]mblished by the late Theodor Schiiller of Leipzig,

from which our illustrations are engraved. The

more closely we study these details, the more we
shall be convinced of the richness, grace, and variety

of the Renaissance school of ornamentation.

From an architectural point of view the fayade is

open to hostile criticism, and the lower part is cer-

tainly liable to the charge of excessive and minute

decoration, which " makes it fatiguing even to think

of.'^ But it is only fair to add that this accumula-

tion of objects is in a great measure relieved by the

fine play of light and shade caused by the careful dis-

position of the principal features. Even those who
are disposed to criticise the structure most severely

will allow with Mr. Street that it is a " magnificent

hybrid," unique in the marvellous richness and har-

mony of its general effect. Julia Cartwiught.

DEEBY CHINA: PAST AND PKESENT.

THE record of Derby keramics is portioned out in

distinctive periods. The first period dates from

1750 to 1769. In the former year William Duesbury

began to make china on the Nottingham Road, with

Andrew Planche, a French refugee, and ancestor of

the late J. R. Planche, as his chief assistant.

Duesbury had up to this date been a toy figure

maker at the Derby Pot Works, a concern which

had for a number of years done an important trade

in work which, though appertaining to primitive art,

is prized by connoisseurs. It will thus be seen

that china was manufactured at Derby within a

few years after the secret of porcelain was conveyed

to England. The works at Sevres were founded

six years previously; Berlin and Worcester one

year afterwards ; the factories at Chelsea and

Stratford-le-Bow a little earlier. Chelsea and Bow
exercise an important influence over Derby ware.

The second Derby period dates from 1769 to 1781'.

In 1769 Duesbury ajjpears to have purchased the

Chelsea works, which had attained a considerable

standing. He carried the Derby factory on jointly

with that at Chelsea until 1784, when the latter was
closed, and models, moulds, and men were transferred

from Thames to Derwent. The transfer brought to

Derby two Chelsea painters of repute : Withers, who

was regarded as the best flower-painter on china

in England, and Zachariah Boreman, the friend of

Wright of Derby, and the father of china-painting.

In the meantime (1775) the Bow factory was likewise

amalgamated with the Derby firm. The Chelsea-

Derby period is a notable one in the annals of English

keramics, and "Chelsea-Derby" is highly appreciated

by collectors. After 1784 followed the "Crown"
Derby period, which lasted until 1814. During this

time the Derby ware became second to none. Duesbury

died in November, 1786. He was succeeded by his son

and grandson, the latter for a time being in partner-

shij) with a clever Irishman, Michael Kean, a minia-

ture painter of genius and a designer of great skill.

Up to this date the high character of the works

was maintained. The king and queen were exten-

sive patrons; William Pitt ordered services; the

" Beautiful Duchess " was a liberal supporter ; and

Doctor Johnson went out of his way to visit the

works. The fourth period, that of Robert Bloor,

from 1814 to 1849, is a story of decline and fall.

He employed clever artist-workmen, and good pieces

were furnished ; but he adopted a fatal system of

getting up sales by auction, which resulted in the

production of hasty, imperfect work garishly deco-

rated. The high standard, which it had been the
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;iinl)iti('ii nl' till' I)ui'sbury.s to inaiiitaiii, dctcriciniti'il.

Tlif famous piviniscs were i)iilled down, and there

was an exodus of the workmen to Staffordshire.

China-making in Derlty was not, liowever, suffered

to die out. The fifth era extends from tlie ter-

niiiialion of llie Bloor period in ISl!) to the for-

mation (if tlie present flourishing; faetory in 1877.

Whiii the nlil works were closed, William Loeker,

who hail Kern ciinnrftcd with them for elose upon

half a ri'iitury, starti'il a small manufaetory. Mr.

.*^am[lson llaiiiock is the surviving partner of

this eoneern, which is still in existence, the produc-

tions lieing of the old type and character. But the

works are very insii^-niticant when compared with the

larger establishment of the Derby "Crown" Porce-

lain Company, which was started by Mr. Edward

Phillips, u managing director of the Worcester Royal

I'oreelain Company.

The work of each of these periods bears a dis-

tinctive mark, which enables the collector to decide

its date without much difficulty. Ducslmry, at the

toumlilioii of the factory, does not appear to have em-

liliiycd any mark, unless it was a script " D," or the

simple word " Derby ;
" but when he purchased the

Bow and Chelsea factories, " D ' with crossed swords

was used, together with " D " with crown. The

products of the "Crown" Derby period are identified

by " Duesbury, Derby " with a crown and crossed

swords intervening. The partnership of Duesbury

and Kean is marked with the initials " D. & K."

The Bloor period is recognised by the name of " Bloor"

on the monogram. "Locker & Co., late Bloor"

stamps the next survival ; while Mr. Sampson

Hancock's mark includes his initials, crossed swords,

crown, and the letter " D." The present Derby

"Crown" Porcelain Company's stamp consists of

two "D's" intersected under a crown.

The work of the Duesbury period is quiet and

chaste ; that of the Bloor period, though rich in

gilding and striking in colour, is heavy, and wanting

in the indefinable charm which belongs to the more

artistic productions. The present work unites the

excellenees of all the epochs : the deep, dark richness

of mazai'ine blue, the chaste modelling, the delicate,

transparent, biscuit " body," the wealth of gilding and

chasing. Tlie Howcr and fruit painting which is the

distinguishing characteristic of "Old Derby" has been

revived, and even improved upon. The pattern called

" Old Japan," in all probability the first introduced

at the old works, has been resuscitated in all its glory

of blue and gold and red ; while the application of

peculiar decoration, mostly in raised gold of Persian

pattern, has been introduced with a richness of effect

one searches for in vain in the old pieces.

Some four hundred hands were employed at the

old Derby works, which number corresponds in the

agti'ivgatc with the numlicr cn^-a^cil at tiic cxistiiiL;'

factory. Among them were several artists of genius,

who achieved their triumphs at a time when schools

of art and art galleries were a dream of the dim

future. There were William Billingsley, a flower-

painter of wonderful colour and delicate pencilling;

Withers and Boreman—William and Thomas Pegg,

the former of wlimn iiaiiitcd tlnwcrs so naturally

that he saeriiiccd Ids prmil to nuubid rcligimis

scruples over tlie passage in Deuteronomy which for-

bids the making of images or likenesses of things on

the earth or under the earth, and was reduced to

hawking herrings for bread—the brothers Brewer,

Richard Dodson, Leonard Lead, John Stanesby,

Thomas Steele, Dexter, Bancroft, and others. Each

of these had a speciality for flowers, fruit, birds,

shells, insects, animals, or landscajies. .James Rouse,

who painted flowers at the old factory, is painting

flowers at the new ; he is in his eightieth year.

The figures and groups of the old dynasty

in pure biscuit "body" have no little pretention

to art. Bow, Chelsea, and Derby figures were

produced by the Duesburys in great variety. In

most instances the modellers' names were identified

with their work. The total number of patterns of

these biscuit figures and groups—sentimental and

grotesque— made at Derby was upwards of .500.

Among these were not a few from the models of

Chelsea and Bow. The modelling, especially of the

drapery, compared with the most choice productions

of Sevres and Dresden, and was frequently passed

off by dealers for the continental work. A big book

might be devoted to the old Derby patterns : the

Derby Japan, done in cobalt blue, red, and green,

and richly gilt ; the Chantilly pattern, of blue, pink,

and sprig, with its elaborate tracery; the "Rodney

Jug," the "
' Prentice Plate," the Royalty services,

the Kedleston vases. We shall see their repro-

ductions in even purer body and finer colour in the

present factory on the Osmaston Road, where an old

workhouse has been turned from a place of paupers

to a palace of porcelain.

The show-room is a treasure-house of art ; IjuL

the contemplation of its beautiful objects is made the

more interesting by the visitor first inspecting the

various processes. The manufacture of the new
" Crown " Derby differs but little from the method

employed in the production of the old. Steam-power

is not used. The work is done by hand. A girl turns

the wheel with the nice gradations required by the

thrower; another assistant kneads and weighs the

clay and places it ready for his hand. The lump

of lifeless matter is thrown on the revolving disc.

It seems to enter instantly into sympathy with

the sensitive fingers of the thrower, rising into a

graceful vase, spreading into a saucer, shaping into
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ii yvr, i'oriiiiiiiT into a cup, as the cnso may be. The

method is just the same as that of the time of

the Pharaohs. Mechanical science cannot improve

upon the primsEval potter's wheel. The rotary

motion required in the next room by the turner is

yielded by a pedal. Tlie printing-room introduces

tlio visitor to an invention which has wrought a

revolution in keramics. After the copper-plate

printers have inked the patterns on their plates,

nimble scissors swiftly sh.ape them into the necessary

pieces, which are then applied to the porcelain. The

paper is then washed off, leaving the pattern reversed

on the surface of the china, in the colour intended.

It should be noted that the printing process is a

modern innovation, and was never employed in the

pr(iducti(in of "old" Dorl>y, and that at ilir present

works the decoration of the better class of "new"
Derby is all done by hand. The clay itself is a com-

position of flint, felspar, Cornish clay, and calcined

bones. The greatest care has to be exercised to pre-

vent foreign substances entering with the " slij),"

wliich is sifted through silk-lawn sieves, almost as

fine as a spider's-web. It is not until you have been

introduced to the l)iscuit-kilns, with their "seggars;"

entered the dipping-room where the ware is glazed ;

passed through the decorating, painting, burnishing,

and chasing rooms—that you return to view the

finished ware in the resplendent show-room and admire

it all the more through seeing the careful and critical

processes it has gone through. Edward Bradbury.

CURBENT AET.

MR. BRITON RIVIERE'S "Giants at Play,"

wliich forms the subject of our frontispiece, is

one of the pleasantest things he has done. Full of

humour, it is also full of nature ; and it was certainly

one of the best painted pictures in the Academy. It

has, too, the merit—which seems to become rarer with

every year—of telling its own story. The British

labourer in his hour of ease, that is, in his dinner-hour,

is painted to the life. The three broad and burly forms

are .idmirable realisations of a peculiarly British type,

and the expressions on the faces watching the laugh-

able staggering motions of the little terrier pup are

triumphantly imagined and realised. As for the pup

himself, it goes without saying that he is painted

as only Mr. Riviere could have painted him. His

futile babyishness, his preposterous pertness, his im-

becile vivacity and that weakness of the legs with

which the youth of his race, however gamesome, are

afflicted, are rendered with the truth and understand-

ing for which Mr. Riviere has been long and justly

famous. His admirers and he compose what is in

many ways the pleasantest group of its year.

Of Mr. Alfred Parsons' "Washing Day" mention

has already been made in our note on the exhibition

WASHING DAY.

(Painted by Al/ml Parsons. Royal IiistUuic of Pamtcrs in Walcr-Colours, ISiil.)
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of tilt' InstiluU' ol' Piiiiitcrs in WatiT-Cilnuis. It

\v:us one of tlie frusliest and plcasautest of the many

frusU and jili-asant pictures there; and it is perhaps

one of the best fhini;'s the artist has done. As a

landscape-painter Mr. Parsons possesses the impor-

tant qualities of strenyth and lucadtli, as may he

seen, not only

ill the oriii'inal

of our ilhisf ra-

tion, butalsoin

the very true

and effective

haekground
painted l>y him

to some <4'race-

ful lig-ures by

I lis country-

man, Mr. Ab-

bey. Mr. Par-

sons' women,

if they are

drawn with less

assurance and

completeness

than Mr. Ab-

bey's, are not

less natural nor

less lively. The
i^reat merit of

his picture is,

tliataj)artfroni

its charms of

tone and vera-

city, and its

pleasant co-

lour, it sug-

gests a stirring

and vigorous

sense of mo-

tion. It gives

us a glimpse

o£ washing day

at its best

—

that is, wash-

ing day ill the

country, with

a merry and

boisterous wind, that out of sheer hilarity might

blow clothes and lines and pegs and props clean

away, to the chagrin of the housewife, and the

amusement of small imps of boys. Possibly, how-

ever, the housemothers of the metropolis will not

be inclined to take such an extreme view. They

will gaze with envy at the open space, and think

of their stuffy little hole-and-corner " gardens " and

their big laundry bills ; they will note the fluttering

206
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(raintcd b'j W. ./. Tlevncsui/.

WITH THE BIKDS.

iTiioi- Galleri/, 1SS3.

liiicu (ill the line; and llicy will feel wilii sympathy

and some longing—not the longing of Autolycus,

by the way, in whom a hedgeful of linen did

always "set the pugging tooth on alge"—that it

must have been a "fine drying wind" which sug-

gested such an admirable and pleasant picture.

OfMr.IIen-

nessy's pleas-

ing and poe-

tical "With the

Birds" there is

not much to

be said ; and

what, there is is

almost wholly

by way of

praise. It is

by no meiins

his bestwork—
the "Pastoral'

(hanging near-

ly opjiosite to

it in the Gros-

venor Gallery)

is far more ori-

ginal in senti-

ment, which

is expressed,

too, with truer

feeling and

finer imagina-

tion. Still,

" With the

Birds" is con-

siderablyabovc

the average of

its kind; it pre-

sents a pretty

idyll w i t h

grace and de-

licacy and
cliarm. To
look on this

happy graceful

girl swinging

amidstblossom

and cool leaf-

age, and listening with a smile to the joyous ecstasy

of the birds singing in the bright air above her, is to

live again some idle happy days, and unconsciously to

murmur that pleasantest of Kingsley's songs—the

song that tells what comes of life when all the world

is young and all the trees are green.

Of the work of the late W. L. Leitcli—one of

whose best productions we have engraved—it seems

at this time idle to treat. For long the Vice-President

.?^.

»y (.;; the Arlwl.)
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HOLMWOOD COMHON.

(raiiitrd III II'. L. Leitcli. Royal Institute of Painters in Wuln-Colonrs, lSS-1.)

of the Royal Institute of Painters in Water-Colours

—at whose galleries in Pieeadilly a loan collection of

his drawings has appropriately been on view—he

represents a phase of this art which is fast fading

into the background of history, there to be a foil to the

fresher and stronger art which has succeeded. He

wrought in the formal imaginative convention of his

day, a style which had more regard for acatlemical

elegance and arrangement according to the canons

than for sentiment or idea—a style which gave birth

to a good deal that was careful and pleasing, and to

much technical accomplishment of the classic sort.

The result was well shown in the collection referred

to. Most of the works there were purely academical :

precise and graceful, and seldom anything more. Occa-

sionally, however, Leitch could break away from the

conventions which bound him down ; and when he

did, he showed he was capable of greater things. He
has so broken away in the " Holmwood Common

"

reproduced above. In this small picture he is at his

best. With plenty of fact, he gives us a genuine im-

pression, a sincere and by no means feeble sense of

storm and distance and gleams of sunshine sailing

over shadowed land and clouded sky. And the effect

is broad and true enough to remind us—in a small

way certainly, but a pleasant—of Constable. We
must add, too, that the handling is larger and more

suggestive, and the tone and colour more distinguished

and effective than in most of his work.

M. Fantin's " L'Etude " was one of, if not the

most accomplished and refined pictures in the

Academy. Hung on the line in a corner of the

second room, it formed an instructive contrast with

the vulgar swagger of the portrait by M. Carolus

Duran, which, with all its cleverness, is a strong ex-

ample of whatever is meretricious in a certain school

of modern art. The distinguishing characteristic of

M. Fantin's admirable study is a certain gracious and

dreamy refinement, the result chiefly of a singularly

successful harmony of quiet greys and browns and

neutral yellows, and a delicate realisation of light

—-soft, lambent, silvery, and all-pervading. As mere

painting, too, it is excellent. The flesh-painting is

very true in colour, and the modelling is as correct

and sincere as it is facile and unforced. The treat-

ment of the hair is well-nigh jjerfect in its way

—

it reminds us of Mr. Legros at his best; while

the flat surface of the wall which is the background,

and the forms and texture of the lady's dress, are

wrought with equal skill and truth and reticence. The

surface of the canvas on the easel seems to be the plain

surface of the canvas of the picture itself—an inge-

nious method of realisation which only the practised

artist could dare to use. For the tone of that bare

blank space must necessarily govern the tone of the

whole ; and thus, plain unquestionable fact in one

place is gained at the expense of difficulties super-

added elsewhere.

Mr. Simonds' bronze " Perseus "—which has been

described as "a Morris in the round"—very justly

occupies the place of honour in Ihe Sculpture Gallery

of the Royal Academy. It may fairly be esteemed

as the single respectable attempt to realise the heroic

of the year, and it gained not a little in effect
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and sifjiiificance by contrast with the vast amount

of scrupulous mediocrity witli whioli it was sur-

rounded. It has been said tliat the sliortconiin<>-s

of our youiifjer sculptors are due in great i)art to

want of practice, which results from the unpopularity

of the art ; and it cannot be denied that the cu-

courai^'cment to produce ambitious, or what used to

be calleil " ideal," work is of the slightest. But

this seems a somewhat dry and commercial view of

the question. The creations of a true artist arc not

dependent upon commissions, a superfluity of which,

as we know to our cost—as every exhibition has

proved—leads to slipshod workmanship and cheap con-

ception. Further, great art is not so much the result

of patronage as jiatronage is tlie consequence of great

art. At the same time, patronage and encouragement

are necessaiy, and it is much to be regretted that in

this country they are alike unseientitic and feeble.

])u/zling itself with some uncertain illustration of a

Greek myth. The bust of a burlesque actress, and

the presentment of peripatetic impudence in burnt

cork, tell the world of things it knows, since they

are parts of itself and belong to the age; but

to the world in general statues of Artemis and

Teucer and Perseus convey no meaning whatever.

The stories of classic history and mythology are

not popular ; the stories of the Bible are—whence

it comes to pass that Mr. Tinworth enjoys a wider

tield of sympathy and understanding than Mr.

Simonds. Tlie.se remarks, it must be noted, are not

meant to discourage the illustration of mythology.

There are many classic stories which embody the

enduring elements of humanity, and these, provided

they are told well, can liardly be told too often. The
mistake our sculptors make is that they do not go

to work with the high i)urj)ose oF expressing with

l'£tude.

(Painted by 11. Funtin. Royal Acadan'j, 1SS3.)

The classic recreations in which modern English

sculptors have so often indulged do not interest

the popular mind excei)t in so far as they may touch

the inner springs of feeling, the deep eternal sources

of human emotion. This they very seldom do ; and it

is but natural in the populace to gaze with satisfac-

tion upon sugary ideals of contemporary celebrities,

and to take a reprehensible delight in such detest-

able monstrosities as that terrible nigger minstrel in

the last exhibition at Burlington House, instead of

their utmost power the essential ideas and meanings
of the subjects which they choose, but merely with

the intention of showing what very clever i'ellows

they can be on occasions. This is all very able, and
interesting, and amusing; but it is not exactly art,

and, on the whole, it is wise not to encourage it

more than need be. "When our sculptors show in

their work as earnest and lofty a concern for senti-

ment and expression as they display in the rather

less important j)articular of technique, then will be
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the time to inquire into the question of patronage

and popular understanding.

Our last engraving is a repro<luetion of M.
Henri Lerolle's " A Misty Morning," whicli, all

things considered, was perhaps the most striking

picture in the exhibition of works by French artists

at the Egyptian Hall,

fn tlie matter of values

—

the quality in which Eng-

lish painters are so defi-

cient—it is not at all in-

ferior to the remarkable
" First Communion " of

Gervex which hung near

it ; while in conception

aiid execution it is far

more important. As a ren-

dering of a certain local

atmosphere and effect, it

has singular merit. The
soft mist, the j)early grey

shadows and white and

silvery high-ligbts, the dis-

tant trees looming cloudlike

througb the vapour, above

all the gbostly quiet of a

foggy morning, are rea-

lised and suggested with

unusual completeness, and

with rare qualities of

tone and light and shade.

Again, the figures of the

peasant women, if tbey

seem to have been in-

spired by J.-F. Millet, are

excellent in respect of

gesture ; they are drawn

in a sound and large and

simple style, which is

eminently refreshing. The
brush-work, too, is masterly

—observe the painting of

the potato-sack on the

ground ; and there is some

very true and grateful

colour in the greys and

reds of the soft crumbling

earth, and in the distant

plants. Still, the work is not, it seems to us, a

complete picture. It is a fine and faithful transcript

of facts—facts of air and light and vegetable nature

and human toil. It purports to represent a misty

morning ; but the misty morning is not so much
the subject as the women ; and these are not

painted with sufficient sympathy and insight to

make them heroically interesting. The artist, in

short, has not insisted, as an artist should, upon his

main idea ; his work is merely a collection of facts,

whose essentials are unsclected and unemphasiscd

;

and the sympathy it stirs is vague, the impression

it (trentes is not enduring. An illustration of this

important distinction was furnished by M. Lerolle

himself in " Waiting,'' a

smaller and a much less

ambitious canvas, in the

same exhibition. Here

matter and manner were

of the simplest : a dark

solemn twilight, a still

river fading into the gloom,

a Wf)man seated in an old

boat, alone and thoughtful.

But the idea of " waiting,"

the sentiment of susf)ense

and expectation, has not

often been better expressed

in j)aint. Facts were there

in ]ilenty, but they were

so artfully arranged that

their sum-total was a com-

plete expression of the

chosen subject. In the

" Misty Morning " the

facts are not arranged at

all : with the result that

the sum-total is doubtful

;

or rather that there are

several totals which clash

with one another, and in-

stead of unifying, disinte-

grate the work.

And here we close our

commentary on the princi-

pal English exhibitions of

1883. That in many ways

these exhibitions have been

a disappointment it would

be idle to dispute. In

painting, the one heroic

work they have produced

has been Mr. Burne Jones's

"Wheel of Fortune;" and

to many of us, that even,

for all its magisterial

qualities, has seemed unsatisfactory and peculiar. In

scul])ture, the honours have been all M. Rodin's.

In landscape, the success is Mr. Wyllie's ; in portrai-

ture, in spite of the brilliant craftsmanship of Mr.

Holl, as of the vulgar and tiresome ambition of

Mr. Herkomer, it is Mr. Millais'. The record is

not brilliant ; as yet the roll of fame is only a trifle

fuller than last year. This winter we may hope for

the nrmize by G. Simonds. Ilmjal Academy, ISS3.)
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A MISTY MOKNINO.

(faiiid'e! (ij/ /7o?iri Leriilk. Eijyptiau Rail, 1SS3.)

a little stir, a liftlc novolty, a littKM'iitorprisc. There the Grosvenor Gallery; with the Winter Exhil>itirm

will 1)0 the usual exhibitions—tlu! Old Masters at Bur- of the Royal Institute, an experiment, whieh should

lington House, the hero of the next new catalogue at hel)) us to both new pictures and new men.

FLOWERS AND FLOWER-PAINTERS-

IT seems little short of heretical to attempt to

destroy the association between Women and

Flowers, when their resemblances in nature and

aspect have been sung and celebrated for centuries.

I, for my part, have long been vaguely alive to a

something false in the ring of these high-flown

comparisons, and fancied the relation might be quite

an arbitrary one, based on an analogy external and

purely accidental. I even venture to say that

the resemblance to flowers, and certainly the love

of them, is no more an integral ])art of woman's

nature than of man's. In spite of the multitudes

who write of them and paint them, the variety and

significance of their forms and hues are felt by

few. The advance in the quantity and quality of

flower-painting seems mainly confined to mere tech-

nique ; the commonplaces of conception and treat-

ment are still to be found in high places.

There exists, no doubt, the type of face de-

scribed as " flower-like," and it is as often a young

boy's as a girl's. All the same, the beauties and

qualities of flowers are reseiwed for the perennial

Young Person of literature and art. All the

well-known similes—the roses and lilies of her

complexion, the tendrils of her hair, the violet-like

modesty of her drooping head—have crystallised, for
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those who look no fui-ther, into au article of literary

faith. In real life even, the thing has uncon-

sciously been pushed so far that the heart of many

an estimable young man beats higher at thought

of the hour when the Ideal Woman shall become

his Wife, and, arrayed in gardening gloves, shall

stoop to cultivate his plots and borders. She is

of the other sex, and therefore flowers must be

sweet to her beyond all created things. " Sweets

to the sweet"—what can be more logical? This

pressure of belief may be one reason why she is so

often dead to their "delicate delights," except in

words. I have known but one woman—and she

was perfectly womanly—who avowed, without the

least affectation of cynicism, that she " could not be

troubled" with flowers, except as an aid to her

dress or the adornment of her home. Though we

live in an advanced and utilitarian age, few have

the courage to avow that flower-worship is a little

tedious, simply because to be indifferent to it is

thought harsh and unfeminine. We are so accus-

tomed to see and read of women straying gracefully

to gather flowers, or setting other people to gather

them ; holding a bouquet and their trailing draperies

with a " light, firm touch," that we are apt to for-

get the supreme sense of conventional projjriety, the

keen hungering after the traditional fitness of things,

with which these admirable creatures are generally

endowed. We forget that there is no limit to the

uses of flowers as accessories to picturesque living,

in the lighter sorts of love-making, and as aids to

modern chivalry. In a much-italicised breath, they

" adore flowers ; " in the next perhaps a pretty

little awe-struck gasp makes you aware that the

" light, firm touch " has not been sufficient for the

increasing weight and volume of the nosegay, and
—"you must not go back for it, please."

Many women are impelled to believe seriously that,

because they are women, they must have an innate

comprehension, a special instinct, which helps them

to a right interpretation of floral mystery and beauty.

They are encouraged as well by much talk of the

dignity and sanctity of women's work, and a half-

scornful belief that " surely any one almost can

paint flowers ! " So that, on an average, more than

half the innumerable flower-pieces in our exhibi-

tions are by women. In all this t'aere is the con-

fidence of ignorance ; for, as a matter of fact, there

are many who paint flowers creditably, and only a

few, and those not usually women, who paint them

worthily. The present high standard of art certainly

forbids their being false to nature, or entirely

mediocre
;
yet for " refined taste and delicate hand-

ling"—I quote a leading art critic—you look in vain.

Painful memories crowd round you of the works of

lady-exhibitors—medallists, art-school mistresses, and

others well on in the profession : work all clever,

conscientious, crude though careful, curiously tren-

chant, and wanting in qualities of mass and delicacy
;

and, withal, absolute, self-assured, as though the task

of flower-painting was esteemed almost too trivial for

the painter's powers. The true flower-lover cannot help

shuddering at such scanty measure of observation and

tenderness. The general effect is nearly always pre-

meditated, prim, strained, and utterly lacking in the

careless profusion of nature. The drawing and com-

position may be good, admirable—anything you will

;

but successful—if success means revealing to the ob-

server, with a sudden flow of emotion, some subtle

impression in nature till then unknown or half-for-

gotten—no ! successful they are not. They might

succeed in interesting, would they only believe it, by

the careful delineation, with M. Zola, of overgrown

vegetables and realistic black-pudding; but with

flowers, as they might and may be, never. For if

in painting them, besides faithful analysis and care,

there be not added—what is less tangible but more

necessary—some degree of real love and understanding

of their peculiar differences, their secret essence, their

being, they must be, of all subjects, the most void of

any but decorative interest. And if these public

examples leave much to be desired, what shall be said

of most amateur achievements ? Of those ghostly,

tentative, or wooden outlines (so frequently supported

by a vague structure purporting to be au oriental

vase), which partial friends declare to be "sincere

and loving copies of nature " ? I take it, they had

better be left alone.

One cannot help wondering at the complacent, un-

reflecting tranquillity with which women sit down to

paint a great branch of lilac, with its massive depths

and intricate delicacies of detail. Men do not paint a

landscape, a figure, or anything else, whose general

aspects and lines say nothing to them in particular

—

nothing, I mean, productive of a marked impression on

the mind. Before you paint a thing you must know

if it affects you, and if so, in what manner or degree.

To get sound work—the work that looks /f//—the

sentiment and the nature of the model must, like

light, be refracted through the mind. The time spent

in looking and feeling your way towards work is

never lost. A painter is often working at high

pressure when he merely seems to be focussiug an

object with eyes half-shut and altogether idle. Why
should not this be true of those who paint flowers?

So far from its being a fact that any one can paint

them, it is a question whether flower-painting should

not be a special art, so much time, zeal, and discern-

ment does it in its highest expression demand. Yet

who thinks it necessary to study the differences in the

nature, appearances, and mental effects of flowers ? or

to discriminate and identify the kind of handling that
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each one ri'(|uii'i.'s ? But fow tV'el (li'f|ily the hituiit

meaiiiiifj ami varying charm of Horal life; still fewer

can articulate by words or signs their love and under-

standing of it. Nothing less than forcing their

conception into adequate form and shape will content

them ; and if they cannot express in some degree the

free and passionate, or tranquil and dreaming, beauties

of tield Howers, they prefer to leave them alone. All

literary work of high artistic merit hints, in dealing

with (lowers, at some new relation between our com-

plex nature and our externals, which appears right

and natural ; but all worn-out commonplaces it re-

pudiates. For some of us flowers possess a haunt-

ing and soul-stirring power; and they alone are fit

to handle them who can so express them as to make
this quality triumphantly apparent.

As it a|)pears to me, this is the secret of Leclair.

Here is a man who has thought it worth his while

to glorify flowers, and who can paint them all like

nobody else. His work stands alone. His pictures are

not so much studies as creations impregnated with

reality and imagination. Here are order in chaos,

harmony in ccmfusion, a simple directness of touch

and a perfect clearness of effect with a delicious and

intentional blurredness. A group by him is a perfect

synthesis of the colours and forms, I had almost said

the ijdours, of natural flowers. He is at once delicate

and broad, massive yet minute. He knows exactly

of what to be reticent, and on what to insist ; and

there is not one stroke of his brush but has meaning

and purpose. For the spectator the result is an atti-

tude of delightful fulfilment and vague anticipation

at one and the same time. Behind the great masses,

grouped in overflowing prodigality, with broad delinea-

tions of light and shade, something lurks—which is

nothing—which faintly suggests what were the sur-

roundings of these flowers in life. The something too,

which is nameless, but has been called atmosphere, is

breathed before and about them and gives one that

strange sense of immensity, that feeling of intense

desire and longing, which real flowers in multitudes

produce. Looking at them, the belief in age and death

passes like a bugbear fable. Your spiritual density

dissolves ; their burning shimmering hues reflect, as

it were, the glory behind the veil ; a quick delight

and belief is upon you, the world grows young and

golden ; the universe is fair and good. It is not diffi-

cult to fancy how Leclair loves flowers and fields,

especially if you have seen him wandering in the

meadows by Montmartre.

In Pelouse there is none of the wonderful divina-

tion of Leclair ; but he possesses an unsurpassed

largeness of conception, great dignity and impressive-

ness, and surprising vigour. He has, besides, peculiar

and rather sensational qualities, which are sometimes

unpleasantly obvious in his arrangement and treat-

ment of details; l)ut on these I shall ncjt insist. I

shall not soon forget my first impression of his apple-

blossoms, painted as you dream of them. A third

great master was Kossetti ; he had a jK)et's eye for

(lowers, and adverse criticism can seldom be passed on

his rendering of them. He had a hankering after

mystical marriages of blossoms, and his range of

colour is often so profoundly meditated as to make
them, not the accessory they should be, but a princi-

pal interest. Not many have known the significance

of flowers, nor demonstrated the hidden analogy

which links with them so much of our thought and

feeling. This it was his to do, and for so much we
may be grateful to him, as to all his kind whose

ideal it is to exalt or soothe us on our way. Try,

for instance, to read Obermann
;
you will note how

mice or twice he breaks away from the analysis of

his pale dcsjiair of life into a sort of flower-frenzy.

Turn to Balzac; in the complex, dramatic descrip-

tion of the meeting of Lucien and Vautrin you will

observe the curiously impressive effect of the wild

(lowers—a detail, yet the key-note of the whole

sombre and terrible picture. The world is old in

generations of men ; but external nature has still

many fresh apjjeals to our brains and senses, and of

these not the least potent is that she makes through

the lips of her flowers.

This, I take it, is why, to deliver their message

aright, has not hitherto been the function of the Young
Person. If—and we may all have our own fancies

about it—their various myriads are generated from the

dust of innumerable hearts and brains, they may be

taken to express something of the majesty of genius,

the unquenchable passion of loving and living, the

deep revolts and abortive aspirations of untamed

spirits—some deep peace and satiety, doubtless ; but

it cannot be said of them that they bring back much
of the light and ephemeral fancies which make up

a maiden's dreams. It is only, one may imagine,

the iutensest longings or the elemental qualities of

human nature that survive to blossom into being.

The blood-red swooning poppies, the fierce marigolds,

the purjile flowers of pain and passion, the tranquil

glad-eyed daisies, may well be the materialised

dreams and deeds, and despair and delight, of the

living who have gone before. Their quick perfume

comes like a sudden call, an eloquent thought, a sug-

gestion of some other condition of existence. The

brief glimpses of infinity which we snatch from the

hard facts of life may perhaps be only set forth fitly

by some great symphony, when the sounds convoke

for us images of strange flowers growing and un-

folding unceasingly, in innumerable changes of form

and hue: flowers illimitably grand and gigantic, and

of which the loveliest field flowers are but a shadow

and symbol. Katharine de Maitos.
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ORGAN- CASES.*

AT the present moment, owin.ij to the lapse of Since the commencement of the Gothic revival the

j\. those traditions which s^uicled the art of works of the Middle Ages of every kind have been,

former o-cnerations, those who are responsible for both here and elsewhere, industriously looked up and

or interested in design are forced to draw largely on illustrated, and G(jthic art in most of its phases has

OKOAN-CASES.-

the records of past ages. All aids, therefore, which

are afforded us for a more complete study of the

best examples of former times are to be welcomed.

* " The Organs and Organ-Cases of the Middle Ages and Renais-

sance." By Arthur George Hill, B.A. (London : David Bogue.

1883.)

CUAKlKc;;..

been pretty widely studied, if not absorbed, by the

adherents of the school, while the later reaction

ill favour of the Renaissance styles has led to an

almost equal amount of research among the produc-

tions of later types. So much so, that it is not easy

nowadays to find in the whole regiou of architectural
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study nny sinful,, aero wliich lias not licoii fonsiilcr- important iiistniiiu'iit wliich funds will allow uf, and

al>lv if n'>t folly worked. Mr. Hill, iiistij^ated, no has tried to make the "greatest amount of noise for his

douht, hy his hereditary coiineetion with organs, liiis money; and the arcliiteet, liavino; been allowed some

taken uj) the subject of organ-cases, of which, in the moderate residuum to employ for purposes of external

iiook whose title is given above, he has proilueed effect, has apparently, without any sjiecial knowledge

a very valualde and complete study, and having had of the construction of the organ and in complete

OliriAN-CASES.—II. : kino's college, CAMBItlDOE.

the good fortune to hit on a subject on which an

unusual amount of ignorance prevails, has dealt with

it in such a manner as to remove all excuse for igno-

rance in the future. The measure of the darkness

which has hitherto generally prevailed on his subject

is not far to seek. It is to be found in, I fear, a large

majority of the organ-eases which our own generation

has produced. Every one knows the prevalent type

of case which appears in our neo-Gothic churches.

The organ-builder has Ijeen asked to supply the most

207

ignorance of its history, ajiplied to the structure cer-

tain stock features of his peculiar Gothic, usually in

the favoured period of the Thirteenth Century, and

thus, with the best intentions, has violated the main

traditions of his subject, and produced what to the

better informed is little better than an archasolo-

gical monstrosity. Those who rely more on jx-rsonal

study have come off better ; but the fact remains,

that very few organs have been in these later days

furnished with cases such as would have passed
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imister in an earlier and, as to art at least, a more

exeellent age.

In order thoroughly to realise how an organ-ease

should be designed, it is necessary first of all to know
something of the history of the organ ; secondly, the

general conditions of its practical construction ; and

lastly, to have a thorough knowledge of the various

types of shape and enrichment by \vhich it was

formerly adorned. For instance, I spoke above of

the common habit of applying to the instrument

details of Thirteenth Century character. Any one,

however, with a moderate knowledge of the history

of the organ must be aware that the instrument of

the Thirteenth Century was of small size and un-

pretentious form, and could not be said to have a

ease at all in the present meaning of the term. The

organ of that date was usually a small and portable

instrument, with probably an octave or so of large

keys, such as were struck by the fist, whence it comes

that the player was called the " organ-beater." It

consisted of keyboard, wind-chest, bellows, and some

few pipes, and served to lead the unison chanting of

that date. Its appearance may be gathered from

various sources, such as pictures of St. Cecilia, of

angels with instruments, and so forth. Hence it is

that to the archfeologist the elaborfite case with early

pointed detail is a very painful anachronism, implying

complete ignorance of the elementary history of the

instrument.

It is not easy to see why such wholesale sacrifice

should be offered at the shrine of uniformity. If it

be admitted, as I would admit for argument''s sake

alone, that the earliest type of pointed architecture is

the purest and the best, surely we have had suffi-

cient examples of the charm of contrast in most of

our ancient Iniildings to form a precedent for some

degree of freedom such as would lead us to prefer the

introduction of furniture of a later type than that of

the fabric to the violation of all archaeological pro-

priety. The juxtaposition of the elaborate detail of

late Gothic or Renaissance features with the severity

of an early fabric often has the happiest result ; and

probably the majority of intelligent students find a

far higher, more varied, and more human interest in

buildings which have grown up to completion by the

efforts of successive generations, each working ac-

cording to its own ideas, than in those which have

been completed once for all in one and the same

style. But the heresy in favour of uniformity is

deeply seated, and will not easily be destroyed. In

its influence on restoration it has taken the life out

of most of our best old buildings, and, in view of this

heinous error, it is but a small matter that it has

produced various types of anomalous ugliness, among
which the standard organ-case is remarkable.

Even in such early days as the Thirteenth

Centiny, the organ was in very general use in

churches. It is a most frequent item in the ancient

inventories, where it almost invariably appears as

" a payre of organs "—a term the sense of which

has been much disputed, but which has, in my
opinion, been finally settled by Mr. Rimbault, who
explains it as meaning merely " an organ with more

pipes than one," the use of the word jiair being the

same as in such terms as a " pair of chessmen," a
" pair of beads," a " pair of cards,'^ or, as we say even

now occasionally, a " pair of stairs." Probably the

word implies something more than merely " more

than one," and bears the sense of a set or a series

;

but this explanation is in the main correct.

The organ of the Fourteenth Century was a con-

siderable advance on the above-named archaic instru-

ment. The clumsy keyboard was converted into a

manual of keys which could be pressed by the fingers,

and the compass was greatly increased to the extent

of nearly three octaves. No doubt, from the multi-

plication of pipes, the instrument became no longer

portable, and something like a case mv;st have been

required for the larger instrument. Mr. Hill gives

one example from Sion, in the Valais, which is said to

date as far back as 1390. It shows a very simple

form of grouping, the upper portion consisting of

two side towers and a central gable. But though so

simjjle and so early, it displays some of the charac-

teristics which became permanent, and which are

found even in examples of the last century. The first

of these is the expanding outline. It is obvious that,

as the lower portion of the organ has to contain only

the manual and the trackers, a very moderate width

—

some four feet or so—is all that is necessary for an

organ of moderate size. As the pipes occupy a much
wider spiace, an expansion of the upper portion is re-

quired, and in a wooden structure is appropriate, and

has an exeellent effect. The pipes become grouped,

the larger in towers or elevated features, the smaller

in panels, either rectangular or gabled ; and each set

is held in position and protected by " shades " with

traceried or carved work. For the protection of the

pipes shutters are hung at the side, which close over

the entire front; while they have an excellent effect

in the appearance by repeating in reverse the general

outline of the case, and affording appropriate spaces

for coloured decoration, besides adding to the ap-

pearance of expansion from a narrow base. On these

simple elements the full elaboration of later examples

is consistently founded. The expansion of the super-

structure may be not merely lateral, as in the case at

Sion, but may be made on all four sides. The towers

may be increased in number and may be varied in

plan ; the shades admit of any amount of enrichment,

and the shutters usually hold their place until the

instruments of later days became too large and too
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oliiboi-iite for tlieii' eni])loynK'iit, wlicn tlic tnidi-

tioii is still often preserved by projecting side-winf^s

of a purely ornamentiil deseription, but which have a

similar value in the general design. It is interesting

to trace, as we can in Mr. Hill's excellent series of

illustrations, the immense variety of eil'ects whi(;h

are due to these princi|)les of design, and to watch the

development of the organ-case from infancy to decay.

There are many things to be learnt from such a

study, and by no means the least important lesson

is the very slight effect which the change from Gothic

to classical detail had upon the general characteristics

of the design. Some few examples are given of jiure

(iothic character; others in which a Gothic ca.se has

been added to at a later date, as in the well-known

organ-case at Amiens; others in which the general

arrangement is Gothic and the detail completely

classical, to which type the large majority of cases

may be assigned. Few only are to be found in

which the classical idea is predominant both in

general form and in detail. Such a one i.s the

case at Santa Maria della Scala at Siena. But a

study of all but these few suggests the reflection,

iiow little at variance the two styles are; how well

they amalgamate ; how easily the transformation

from one to the other is effected. No doubt the

fact is that these examples, sprung as they all are

from a Gothic stock, preserve the evidence of their

parentage in all their developments. The picturesque-

ness, the variety, the composition are always Gothic

in the wider sense of the term, and the variation in

detail will offend the pedant only.*

In the first illustration given—of the great instru-

ment at Chartres; as figured by Mr. Hill—we have not

only t)ne of the finest organ-cases which are still in ex-

istence, but one that is especially ai)posite as enforcing

the theory I have maintained of the ease with which

the strictly Gothic features pass into and amalgamate

with those of later date. The history of this organ

is that of a Gothic instrument of the Fifteenth Cen-

tury enlarged in the earlier part of the Sixteenth

Century (the date given is 1513). The earlier is the

lower and central portion, and the side-wings and

superstructure have been added. The detail, how-

over, has been mostly altered in the enlargement, and

of the earlier organ the only unmodified features are

the bold angular brackets, and the small traceried

panels and pinnacles at either side of the " positive,"

or small front organ. The lateral enlargement is

• I had always 1)6011 accustomed to consider the regulation

cherubim, "little oranges with wings," which flit multitudinously

iihoit our later organs, as the most hopeless sign of the degradation

of art in the last century, and the most difficult to digest in main-

taining the Gothic character of organ-cases. As, however, Mr.

Kuskin has taught us lately, in a lecture at Oxford, that Gothic

has to do with the head and classic art with the body, the preva-

lence of this very feature may be the confirmation of my theory.

managed in a most masterly manner, the side towers

being connected with the centre by curved brackets

elaborately eusped, while the wind is conveyed by

small trunks whicii are visi))le at the sides of the

jxisitive. The style of the case generally is one with

which students of French architecture are familiar,

and of which the east end of Saint-Pierre, at Caen, is

one of the best examples. It is known in France,

where the term is used in a narrower and more

technical sense than with us, as the "Renaissance,"

which implies the earliest adaptation of cla.ssical

detail to Gothic features; and though the style is

always charming both to the andueologist and to the

artist, it seems never more thoroughly at home or

more appropriate than in features of this class, in

which the utmost freedom is appropriate both to the

structural requirements and to the material. The

immense variety of shape and outline, the boldness

of conception and unity of design disj)layed in this

example, are beyond all praise, and constitute it one

of the finest organ-cases still extant.

The organ-case of King's College, ('ambridgc

—

which we have drawn and rei)roduced in our second

engraving—is one of the best specimens left us of the

treatment of this feature in the school of the English

Renaissance, and is peculiarly interesting as showing

with what excellent effect the detail of this school may

be associated with the later Gothic. 1 imagine that,

whatever may have lieen thought necessary elsewhere

in the interests of my great bugbear uniformity, few

would be found who would wish to substitute even

the best Gothic case for that which is here illus-

trated. This organ-case will be associated in the

minds of all who know the chapel with the Renais-

sance screen which carries it; and though this is

considerably earlier, having been completed in the

reign of Henry VIII., the two features combine not

inharmoniously, the screen being the more refined and

interesting in detail. As it was in the more orna-

mental and less structural features that changes in

architectural styles first manifested themselves, there

is a special appropriateness in the contrast of the

early classical detail with the late Gothic fabric. The

organ-case itself is of very simple outline, consisting

of two side towers with a smaller central projec-

tion, showing a bold projection from the base. The

pediment, which was so staple a feature of the

Renaissance, is very cleverly suggested at the base of

the pipes on either side of the central feature, where

it follows the slope occasioned by the graduation of

the pipes. The "positive "is in its usual position,

and the whole, but for the angels at the top, is a

very complete specimen of the epoch. Possddy the

crowns surrounding the side towers, and the royal

arms in the centre, may arouse associations of not

the pleasantest kind, suggesting the ehurchwardenism
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of a later date ; but it is to be remeniljeivd tiiat

symbols of royalty are profusely exhibited in the

I'abi'ie, and that to the archccoloo-ist those ou the organ

will seem to be the tradition of an earlier and more

feudal, rather than foresliadowings of a later and more

vulgar epoch. Many points of interest are recorded

by Mr. Hill in con-

nection with the

history of this

organ. It was made

on the spot by

workmen intro-

duced into and

lodged in Cam-

bi'idge for the pur-

pose; and the bill

of costs is given

by him in detail.

The skyline of the

case, if we may use

the term, is pro-

bably due to the

desire to interrupt

as little as possible

the vista seen from

the west. It is to

be noted that this

case was originally

fitted with orna-

mental pipes, which

have now disap-

peared.

Our third illus-

tration — of the

organ at Stralsund

;

as represented by

Mr. Hill— carries

us a stage onward

in the history of

organ-cases, exhi-

bitiugthe character

of the later Renais-

sance, such as was

characteristic of the

middle of the Se-

venteenth Century.

This organ occupies the western gallery of a large

and lofty brick church, and is an admirably bold

piece of composition. The plan is a somewhat ela-

borate one, being composed of two prominent side

towers, from which the intermediate portions re-

cede in a curvilinear shape towards a central feature

which is in itself elaborately composed and sur-

mounted with a curved broken pediment. The

whole arrangement is most admirable and effective.

The juxtaposition of large and small pipes is most

OEGAN-CASES.— III. : STKAiSUND.

carefully managed with a view to varied and har-

monious composition, and the whole result is about as

satisfactory as it could well be made. It is to be

noticed that even at this distance from its (iothie

original, the mediaeval tradition is by no means lost,

and that in spite of pediment and cornice, urn and

console, the free-

dom and elasticity

of handling, the

angular central pro-

jection, the pierced

shades, &e., remind

us forcibly of the

earlier work, and

show that it is in

the letter rather

than in the spirit,

in the dialect rather

than in the lan-

guage, that the

change has taken

l)lace.

There are very

many points of in-

terest in connection

with my subject to

which, for want of

space, I can only

here briefly allude.

It would be worth

recording the fan-

tastic absurdities to

which the uncon-

trolled exuberance

of fancy gave rise

in later develop-

ments. So, too,

the record of the

wholesale destruc-

tion of organs and

organ-cases during

the Puritan regime,

the scarcely less

disastrous effect

wrought by the re-

moval of the more

modest for more pretentious instruments, and by the

zeal for uniformity which has been the taste of the

restoration mania—which have between them made

a holocaust of ancient examples—may in some sort

excuse the monstrosities which modern ignorance has

perpetrated. On all these matters, however, I must

be content to refer the reader to Mr. Hill. I shall be

more content to have aroused a desire for a further

study of his work than to have exhausted any reader's

interest in his subject. Basil Champnevs.
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"REST ON THE EOAD."
From the 1'iotuee by W. Velten.

EULLY equipped for the camjiaign, Herr Velten's

halberdiers are enjoying a halt in some old

farmstead. From the rear of the liouse we look

through the yard into the highway. The fore-

most group of swashhucklers are (juaifing Rhenish.

These in a surrounding of rurality. Instead of the

many-gabled front of the house, and the broad, un-

peopled village-street, we have a crazy moss-grown

barn, and all the accompaniments of somnolent

peace. The tired horses drinking, the fowls and

ducks and other rustic objects, give emphasis to the

profession of the v/arriors. One " neat - handed

Phillis ^' is bringing liquors, while another is dally-

ing in tlie sunshine outside.

These horsemen are followers of Tilly, perhaps, or

Wallenstein, and are pursuing the glorious art of

war in Saxony or the Palatinate. The romance of

battle does not often lie for them in such pleasant

quarters. This is no world for carousing merely, but

for swashing blows, and a plunge from the saddle in

the thick of the onset. It is a place of blazing towns,

and the harrying of cattle, the din and fury of. the

sack, and the thrilling moment of the saiive qui pent.

Promotion is a secondary vision with them ; prompt
pay is nearer to their hearts, and prosjwct of action

nearer still. The pastoral pipe is a shocking anti-

climax to the tuck of drum and the early bugle. In

a time of peace these rufflers degenerate into very dull

ruffians. It must be owned that even here they are

rather heroes by the grace of their tailor. Despoil

them of their hats and buff-jerkins only, and stick

them into modern helmets and red coats, and how
absurd and how paltry would they apjDear ! They
owe their picturesqueness to the same cause that

makes their surroundings valuable. Time has en-

dowed them with a certain part of their attraction;

romancers and artists, for purposes of their own, have

done the rest.

THE ART OF SEEING.

see the world as it ac-

tually appears, how

rare and difficult an

art ! To see the streets

we live in, the people

we meet, not through

the spectacles of asso-

ciation, but as they

actually appear, under

the conditions of light

and air in which we'

regard them 1 As hard

as to take one drop of

treacle clean from the jar, one brown pellucid drop

!

That endeavour always results in a long, thin, wind-

ing, seemingly endless filament. And in just the

same way the sight of one thing drags with it

another and another out of the unconscious memories

in our mind, or at the best recalls the same thing

under other aspects and with a different appearance.

We have yet to learn, the greater number of us,

to practise the art of seeing. This is quite a different

thing from looking at pictures. There the artist has

seen for us. To see for ourselves—that is the diffi-

culty. To see things as they appear, and not as

material substances, solid and changeless, standing in

an otherwise empty world. For, alas, we rarely see ;

we recall, we distinguish ; every scene on Avhich we
look is a symbol evolving a whole past of incongruous

remembrance. We see a tree ; it is a solid tree for us,

fit to make ships of, and good for shade in summer.

We look upon a town : the idea of crowded life,

power, poverty, the dominance of man, fills our mind.

Under all conditions it is much the same. The tree

is always a tree, the town is always a town. And,

though we see the same sight fifty times a year, only

seldom does it flash on us that on a misty autumn
day we look at flat and unsubstantial trees ; and

that against a flaming sunset St. Peter's dome is

but a wash of greyisli paint.

The question resolves itself into the amount of

importance, in painting or describing a scene, which

we are to attach to atmosphere. The question, of

course, is not new. Turner raised it in landscape, and

still earlier Rembrandt and Velasquez perceived the

vast difference that air and light make in the tones of

flesh. But, as a public, we have not yet come to

a satisfactory solution of that problem ; and, as a

public, it concerns us even more than the painters

and the poets; since genius, placed in any dilemma,

has a trick of taking the bull by the horns and

vaulting over it, leaving the creature there to daunt
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anil balTle iiiiiuls li-ss acroliatic. Let us, then, take

tlie tliiufi' into consideration on our own account; let

us make u[) our niinils whether those who insist ujxjn

the importance of a meilium that we i<^nore are

veritably in the wrong or in the right.

To begin. with, let us grant that we are iiuhilcnt

in the use of our senses. Until about two hundreil

years ago it did not occur to us to invent music. We
were quite satisfied with a pretty tune. Since then

our ears have greatly changed. They have grown
accustomed to hear, have demanded more, have

gradually perceived new sounds, found otliers beauti-

ful which they had dubbed repelling, till they have

called up for us Beethoven himself. We are indo-

lent; and this indolence of ours has invented con-

ventionality. To save ourselves trouble we frame a

little code of what things it is right, and what things

it is wrong, to see and hear. If you keep within

the code, you are classic, standard, legitimate; if

you step without it, meretricious and audacious.

Fortunately, the code itself changes; and though

forty years ago a green tree, for instance, was deemed
inconsistent with the sacred traditions of landscape,

it would probably be considered yet more meretricious

to stick to the good old brown and yellow now. At
present the question is of air. To paint things as

they look in air is inadmissible : a blue or yellow

plaster background is a sufficient symbol of a thing

so intangible and shifting. But let us remember the

green tree, and be wise in time. For surely, now that

we begin to apprehend them, we cannot long ignore

the value of those constantly changing conditions of

atmosphere and light : the value of the air, in which

lights tremble, shadows take tlieir colour, in which

the outlines of things are bathed and softened ; white

air shaken over the house roofs in the summer; blue

air of winter, through which the blackened branches

of trees perceptibly slant and droop. This we cannot

ignore in our painting or describing; neither the rela-

tive values of the tones and planes of light which are

the vision we behold, much more than is the mere
substance which they surround and vary.

There is a second obstacle to the true practice of

the art of seeing; an obstacle also connected with

the persistence of association, but intertwined with

other subtle things : with our instinctive taste for

the refined and lovely, with our sense of humour.
This is a real difficulty : to make the public derive

pleasure from the representation of an object beautiful

under the given circumstances, but under other and
more usual conditions not beautiful, but vulgar or

unsightly. Yet who cannot recall the moment in

which the beauty of commonplace surroundings burst

upon him in a sudden apocalypse ? I, for one, treasure

among my choicest memories one glimpse from a rail-

way train of a common London suburb. It was very

soieniu and strange. In the foreground, a pallid

huddle of irregular and ash-coluured shadows, in-

distinguishable, save for the salient outlines of one

or two tall chimneys, and, here and there, a spire.

This was the foreground, faded into unreality beneath

tlie storm and violence of a singularly lurid sunset.

Against this splendid and tempestuous heaven and

above the dim streets, one sole thing retained import-

ance and reality, whether of earth or clouds one could

not say. A huge dark crown, it lowered on the horizon

as though its unsubstantial iron should dominate

the pale, tratismuted city and daunt the magical sky.

It impressed me with a vague awe; no less with

admiration at the fashion in which its dusky shape

centralised all the scattered shadows of the scene,

and held them valiantly against the fiery reds and
purples of the sky, the w'an whitish-grey of the

streets. Such was the scene; I shall always remem-
ber its harmony of smoke and fire. For one moment I

looked at it with all the force of my eyes. The next

moment my mind looked too. I saw the gasometer

at New Cross.

Now on no account would I have you make an

ideal of gasometers. For the gasometer is usually

an ugly thing, a thing of mere necessity; but just

then, against that lurid sky of flame ever deepening

into purple-black, itself a shadow, dim yet empha-
sising the vaguer shadows of those fading streets, it

was a beautiful and important spectacle. Just then,

though we may see it so never again. The value of

the moment is the thing to learn.

It is sad how much we lose by our exclusive

devotion to orthodox, remote, ideal beauty. It is sad

to think how much we miss every day, in every

walk. We have only to look at things from the

natural standpoint as they appear in the air; and

wherever there is a tree, a somewhat broken back-

ground of irregular houses, a space of air, we shall

find a picture constantly v-ariable and often lovely.

For in the town the air is wonderful. Thickened

with smoke, it absorbs the colours of the sunset and

the sunrise, and changes to a haze of soft blue, of

fiery red, or fierce orange, at the end of all the

streets. But, then, who thinks of looking at the

view in New Cross or Bedford Square ?

It has become clear that our attention to atmo-

sj)heric effect must involve a certain sacrifice of

detail. And why not out of doors ? In an interior

where the range of view is narrow and the objects

are not equally lighted from all sides, many are

clearly seen in detail. Very few—if quite simply

and naturally a scene be regarded in its entirety

—very few details are seen out of doors. In the

free air, and especially in our climate seldom clear

of haze, the outlines of large objects are rarel}'

precise—that is to say unless the person seeing
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screw up his eyes in an unnatural attention. As

much as the natural a;lance of an educated eye per-

ceives, is seen with a certain largeness, a certain

suggestion. It is a whole, not an agglomeration of

parts. It is just this wholeness which people cavil

at. Precious work, loving work, truthful work—all

these beautiful words are reserved for the student

of detail. It requires then no truth, no care, no love

of Nature to regard her in her entirety ? Let go the

shadowy river blue at night, with the yellow lamps,

their stems unseen, watching its course ; let go the

white noon of an Italian summer, the whole plain

heaving in tremulous whiteness; let go the grand

effect of the light tlirown up from beneath on to

ihe stage where the dancer turn.s; let go the light,

the pose ! To attempt so much is to be audacious.

The reverent student, so they say, will take a bird's

nest or a twig, will carry it indoors out of its natural

place, and reproduce it line for line. Ay, there is

the twig as it lay on the table, its knotted bark, its

lichen patterning. It is well. But the twig as it

lived on the tree, out of doors, with the light lying

along it, a little uncertain in outline, because, being

so light, it is never quite .still ? You may make even

a twig heterodox if you paint it as you see it in its

place. A. ]\Iary F. Robinson.

GREEK MYTHS IN GEEEK ART.—V.

DEATH AND THE UNDERWORLD.-II.

HITHERTO we have confined our attention to such

monuments as dealt with tlie actual transit of

the soul to the lower world, or the body to the grave,

or to the after-life in Hades. AVe have now to deal

with another class, the actual stelai or grave-reliefs

upreared by the survivors in memory of their dead.

In our first

three illustrations

we have depicted

three funeral monu-

ments, chosen be-

cause, though much

alike in quiet dig-

nity of feeling, they

give us in their

varying styles of

execution a tole-

rably complete

chronological series.

The first (Fig. i.) is

from a funeral stele

now in the Villa

Albani at Rome. In

that repository of

Grseco-Roman art,

for the most part

lax in style and de-

cadent in concep-

tion, it stands alone

in its archaic sim-

plicity and undying

charm. If our eyes

are weary with the

lavish splendour of

the Roman villa,

hei'e may they rest

and be thankful. Where the relief came from is

unknown ; it is probably a piece of Attic work.

Much ingenuity has been in past days expended to

find for the design a mythological interpretation,

and the stele still goes by the name of the " Leu-

cothea Relief." But no mythology is required; it

needs no goddess to

take her child on

her knee, while the

maid stands liy, and

the elder children

watch with a love

just touched by un-

conscious envy. It

is a human mother

who has gone to

her rest; and what

monument could

they better uprear

that had lost her

than this witness to

her love ? It is

very long ago since

this ancient mother

with her strange.

clinging

held her

tenderly

;

is one

drapery,

child so

but she

of those

DEATH ANU TilK UNDliEWOKLD.- THE " LEUCOTIIEA RELIEF.

whom the ages

change not. She

may put aside the

quaint fashion of

her garments, but

the simjde joy of

her motherhood is

i
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tilt' siiinc Id-dMV. Wf know Iht I'.ii- wluit >lii' is;

Ih'i- sweet sinci'i-ity is \\i<[ ilisl ihIm"! ; ii:iy, it

iruin.s ill ;iii :ililii-(i;R-lialjlc i-;illii l)y ;ill tlic little,

outsido iniiniicrisiiis of arcliaie art — tlii- I'lill-laei;

]iinity wliieli it is dillieiilt to kei'i) unlnueliecl amid

the vulgarities of (jiu'co-llonian miisoums, unless

we <ri> armed lieforeliaiid witli a wlmlesome disj^ust.

Our desifi'ii, li(ii<>; kiKnvii in flie day wlieii niytlio-

evc, the stiff, curleil hair, the drapery with parallel loyieal interpretations were fasliionable as "Odysseus

lines. Perhaps we may date this tombstone about and his l)o<j," is of very sinijile iiiterj)retation. A
500 B.C. It is seldom we find such a union of Ixnuded citizen o£ the old school leans uiwn his staff,

stiff archaism and

soft tjrace. The

mother holds the

child, in a posture

taken straiji-lit from

11 at lire, si i yditly

away, that she ma}'

see her little one

to the better advan-

tage, and the eliild

stretclies out a

very Iar>;i' band.

The niaiil's luiir is

neatly rolled iiji.

Fashion seems then

as now to have

]>reseribed e<'rtain

tittino- liinils to a

s e r V i n f4-w o 111 a n '

s

costume.

Our second ex-

ample (Fij^. III.) is

in some sort later

and freer. 'Tis a

new shajie of stele,

of very moderate

dimensions. The

narrow slab is

crowned by a

charming piece of

ornamentation, fa-

shionable in the

stelai of the day.

Perhaps we may
date this monument
about 450 B.C. It

is distinctly in ad-

vance of our Mother

and Child. This

DEATH AND THE UNDERWOELD.—II.: THE Sli-.LL OF ILL

(From a Tomb at Athtns.)

a small lekythos, or

oil-flask, tied to his

wrist ; the liouse-

bold dog looks up

at his master, who
is thinking of other

things ; he looks

down, but not at

his dog. The exe-

cution is far from

perfect. In the

right leg, and

especially in the

right arm, we see a

]>osition attempted

which is beyond

the artist's power

to execute. He is,

after all, but an

(ii'dinary crafts-

man, and he works

in a period of tran-

sition. The bit of

drapery is very

daintily adjusted ;

the folds in the

upper part are ar-

ranged convention-

ally, not naturally.

Let us pass

over another fifty

years, perhaps
more, and turn to

the example figured

upon our present

page (Fig. II.). Is

it possible, you may
well ask, that the

artist who executed

stele now stands in the National Museum at Naples, a design so lovely, so jierfect of its kind, has left us

again surrounded by abundant specimens of tawdry no name by which we may reverence him? les; he

Gra>eo-lloman execution. The tourist passes it by, was only one among many, a craftsman with the soul

the photographer does not condescend to re)iroduce of an artist, a disci])le who worked under the in-

it. " No one asks for it," the man told me when he fluence of a great school, the school of the master

brought his camera to make the picture I desired. Pheidias. This seated lady is as lovely, as dignified,

He added, in his reflective Italian way, "One must as ideal as the maidens who walk in the Panathenaic

be learned to like these things." Scarcely ; there is festival along the Parthenon frieze. And we know

a pathos in these ancient tombstones that needs no her name, we feel instinctively a glow of delight that

learning to discover, only some purity of taste ; a we may address her by the only title that she claims

—
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A'.'-;

" IK'O'cso, Dauglilov of Pi-oxcnos." It is wrilton

above lier, thsit and nothing else. The Greeks knew

better tban to draw, the veil of family life. They

do not tell us with a vulgarity at once detailed and

blatant that she was a devoted daughter, a lilanie-

less wife, a revered mother—that she was mourned

by a large circle of inconsolable

friends. Nay, more, the artist

has left us no portrait, no clue

to the character of the lovely

lady. She is simply Hegeso, a

beautiful woman

—

the beautiful

woman, we might almost say,

for there is scarcely so much

of the individual, the personal,

as is involved in the indefinite

article. She is free from the

accident of individuality, she

is so large, so general, so ideal,

and yet so human. Look at

her a little closer. She sits on

her household chair, a chair

whose sweeping lines might

sadden the heart of the modern

designer. These lines seem

drawn to give the harmony of

contrast to the drapery folds

which fall about them.

Her maid brings a jewel-

easket. She is a model of

beauty even more simple than

her mistress. Her hair is

closely covered by a household

cap: a cap that really covered

the hair, that served its pro-

tective purpose ; not a mere

abortive badge of servitude like

the lace and ribbon of the

modern serving-maid. She wears

also shoes on her feet, for she

plies about in the dusty house-

hold service, and cannot expose

her shapely foot in the freedom

of sandals like her mistress.

Her dress has long sleeves, again

for protection. The drapery is (A'a;>?ra

altogether less ample, more fit

for service than the full robe of the seated mistress.

This fitness, the key to all the dilemmas of raiment,

is always present to the mind of the Greek. The

gesture of Hegeso's right hand is very graceful and

characteristic of this particular period of art. It

is the outcome of a school which, while it abounded

in manner, had no trace of affectation. You may

say the same of the peculiar folding of the drapery

behind and about the neck : there is a manner about

.V fX

DEATH AND THE UNDEEWOELD.—

]

TRANSITION PEEIOD.

it which is something more than natural, which

yet is far from artificial. We note that the group

is placed in a little temple-like structure, which at

one time seems to have superseded the simpler stele

shown in the picture before this one. It afforded

more scope for design, and also a slight protection

for the sculptures in higher

relief. Many more such stclai

are now to be seen in situ in

the Hagia Trias at Athens.

Most of them ai"e protected, but

terribly disfigured, by a frame

of wirework in front. When I

visited the tombs a talkative

little Greek maiden was in

charge, and unlocked the wire

grating for me. She was volu-

ble in explanations, and read off

the inscriptions very glibly for

my benefit. We came to one

lovely relief : a husband lays

his hand on the wrist of his

wife in token of last parting.

"This," said the little maiden,

"is 'ho iatros'" (the doctor)

"feeling the pulse of the lady,

who is ill; but she died after

all." Could but her ancient

ancestor have known that his

degenerate descendant VFould

charge him with depicting on

his stele the petty detail of a

sick-room !

Controversy has raged hot

and long as to the exact sig-

nificance of these stele designs.

A bygone school attempted, as

I have said, mythological inter-

pretation. This is now laid

aside. Another school sees only

the scenes of actual life. This

interpretation—so simple, so

human, so life-loving were the

^jjj^j,
Greeks—I have inclined to. A
third school would see the glori-

isevm.) fied life of the after-world. A
mother takes her child again

hereafter; a citizen meets his faithful dog; a lady

once more reopens her jewel-casket. Into the argu-

ments for and against these different views I have

no space to enter. The three monuments we have

discussed seem to me to admit of little doubt. About

my next discussion is endless; it does not seem to

me to admit of so certain interpretation.

The design (Fig. iv.), with which I close my series

of examples, is from a relief in the Yilla Albani;
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it lias bucu i^'t'iienilly afceptttl as a tdiiili ivlict', Imt

tliere is no certain proof. It is one of tliree ro|)liuas

of the same desiffn ; the two others are in the

National Museum at Naples and tlic Louvre. The

action in this world or the next? Is it meetin<f or

parting, joy or sorrow? On a modern tombstone we

are seldom left in doubt : a mother kneels by her lost

child's tjrave in frantic, desperate grief, in an unre-

original design, we conclude, was of somewhat high strained agony unseemly in art; or iierhaps she lifts

^*-'«<-.*'^'mwHJ 'j'^i^j<'yj'lwi^>^^y ,.- ^««

rcputatinn ; indeed tlie execution even of these copies

is very line, is thoroughly Pheidian in manner. The

drapery of tlie woman in the centre is entirely in

the manner of the best period; the attitude of the

bod}', thrown slightly forward, and the weight chiefly

resting on the right leg, that attitude which is

the natural graceful pose of every untutored woman,

and the tiespair, the born enemy, of every fashion-

able dancing-master, is seen in endless iteration

in the Parthenon marbles. This special pose is

to our minds essentially

feminine. The English man
stands erect in equal balance,

combative, defensive, in the

attitude in which he would

be least easily knocked down.

It is only Mr. Du Mauricr's

eniiisculate poets who are

allowed the bending, knock-

kneed pose of our centre

tigure. I am sorry to i-aise

unlovely images; but it is

necessary to note how the

Greek men, probably thanks

to their loose drapery, were

able to stand beautifully and

yet not look foolish. The
two male figures before us

are nowise effeminate, but

their pose is just that which

modern society relegates to

untaught woman. The beau-

tiful lines it lends to the

drapery of a figure are best

seen in the centre figure's

full robe, but they show
also in the short chiton of

the man to the left. The
balance of posture in the

two male figures is very

pleasant to the eye, and a

too rigid counterpoise of

design is just prevented by
the inclination of the centre

figure to the right, and the

difference of costume in the

two men.

Who are the three, and
what is this scene they

enact ? Are they gods or

heroes or mortals? Is the

eyes and hands to heaven in a fervour of iispiration
;

whatever the emotion, it is expressed with an inten-

sity at once unmistakable and repellent. It is not

so with Greek monuments. That very quality of

ideality, that dignity, that self-restraint which are

their greatest charms compel a certain vagueness and

t(j us a doubt about the subject-matter. In this

last relief one critic sees Hermes part Eurydice from

Orpheus ; and ho notes the downcast sorrow in the

faces of both husband and wife. Another sees Helen

DEATU AXD THE UXIiEr.WOI;I.l>.— IV.: (H'.AVE RI-.l lEl-

EUKTDicE. pnra: peeiod.

(ViUa Alhani.)
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It'll t(i jnin Aeliillos in tlii> island ol' Leukc',aiul ho marks

the culm gladnoss of both faces. All agree about

Hermes ;
yet even here there is no means of certain

identification
J
neither caduceus nor winged sandals,

only the petasos, the traveller's hat common to Hermes

and every other wayfarer. If we may not settle the

subject, let us rest content in the beauty of the

design, in its grace, its rest, its calm, whether of

sorrow or joy: a calm from which pei'baps we are not

justified in drawing any conclusion as to the Greek's

sure hopes of after-life, nor yet even as to his resig-

nation to death, but which, if it may not teach us how

he actually felt, may at least show clearly what he

thought fitting to express in art.

To feel with the Greeks we must not frame

theories, but live amongst them in their art and in

their literature ; we must look at many stelai, many

lekythoi; we must read Homer and yEschylus and

Plato ; we must let ourselves be carried up and

down by the fluctuations of their faith. We must

not try to learn from them more than they are

willing to teach, more perhaps than it is well for

us to know. We must be content that some touch

of mystery hangs still for them as for us about that

land whither "by hap])y lot travel all unto an end

that giveth them rest from their toils. And the

body indeed is subject unto the great power of death,

but there remaineth yet alive a shadow of life ; for

this only is from the gods; and while the limbs stir

it sleepeth, but unto sleepers in dreams discovereth

oftentimes the judgment that draweth nigh for

sorrow or for joy." Jane E. Harrison.

THE COUNTEY OF MILLET.—I.

THVj morning sun is reaching over the heather-clad

moorlands of the Hague peninsula, tipping all

with bright warm light. High on the bleak lone tops

the quaint churches stand out dai-k against the sky,

casting long shadows across the " swells." North

and south and west the rolling landes jut out into

the blue sea in huge cliifs or wild rocks; and far

away in hazy brightness are the bold outlines of the

Channel Islands. Below, the villages nestling in

valleys are still all in grey, but already busy morning

sounds come upon the breeze. The world is waking

up; and first the grey-clad milkmaids (1, 2, 3) pursue

their way along hillside paths, faintly seen amidst

brake-fern, heather, and rock. There, too, along the

white roads, which follow

the same winding course

as the stony bottoms of

the moorland streams,

they come, in groups of

twos and threes, seek-

ing their lowing kine,

pastured in those tiny

stone-walled meadows.

Hark ! how they hail

their fellows across the

valley, or greet a neigh-

bour in an adjoining

close. The blouses, too,

are all astir ; and horse-

hoofs ring out sharply

in the morning air, as

the willing mares arc

brought in from distant

paddocks. Then tinyMILKMAIU.

chapel bells are tinkling, and some quiet forms in

black steal out to kneel and pray. From the cottages

(;3) whose smoke creeps up in fine lilue columns

—

but look ! the milking-work is almost done, and the

stream of maids is setting towards the quaint-roofed

village. From all corners they come, bearing off

their white spoil in shoulder-carried band-held

pitchers. Look how the brass canncs gleam and

sparkle, now the sun is getting high ! The world

is all for breakfast. This is our peasant-painter's

country : let us adown too.

A short-skirted white-capped woman, Madame

Deschamps (4), vemw Joseph, is bustling about a

smoke-brown earthen- floored room. In the huge

open chimney a large

black pot is hanging

over a blazing fire,

paled in the morning

sun which streams in

at the open door. A
young woman, with

her sweet brown face

nestled in a little

white cap, is seated on

a low stool close to

the fire (.5), which she

is feeding with dried

brake-fern and furze

from the heap on the

floor beside her. A
noise of spoons, and

a dull thud as the

enormous loaf (6) is

bundled on to the 2.—ANOTHEE MILKMAID.

I
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3.—A COTTAUK.

(alile. Tlicii ;i s!i;iili>w in tlic ilunrwa y, ;iii<l a I'latlcr

of woihIcu .slides, as liall' a dn/uii sliort l)liic blouses rush

in, i'ollowc'il hy

alioyck'iiisliijirl,

wiio niiscliiev-

ously pinelics

her smallest

lii-olliei-. The
lii'iu'lii's rounil

the table are

I'liU, and all the

pocket - knives

—f^ood Enf^lish

steel, and lirii;ht

with many a

slice of bread

and meat —
come out. The

soup is ready

too, warmed up from last night's leavings, and is

]>oured smoking into a large bowl. The spoons

plunge in and out rapidly for some minutes amidst

silence ; the young woman has one arm round the

loaf as she cuts off big slices for the hungry mortals.

" Did you see Franyois cadet going a milking with

Nini this morning?" presently demands the hoyden,

between two spoonfuls. "Of course," blurts out a

blouse; "why, their banns are to be given out next

Sunday at mass. All the world knows they are be-

trothed, or they would never dare go milking to-

gether." And, indeed, it was a pretty sight to see

them this bright summer morning seated together

on the back of the stout old mare, Francois in front

will) the Cannes—-Nini be-

hind, her dainty feet and

aukles showing well below

her short grey skirts, much
as you may see them (9)

in my sketch. How eo-

(piettish she looked as she

jumped off at her cottage

door, before her lover could

get down to help her ! A
tanlot. They will go together

again this evening. How
Millet must have loved such

sights

!

The large bowl empty,

and breakfast finished,

several of the young men
go out into the fields, sickle

in hand, to cut the corn.

Another takes the mare
(each family has its mare),

ladder-flanked (7), to carry

in the sweet bay from the

iield near the sea. The two litth' Ij.ys are oiT to

school, while the hoyden and her sister go to a

smoke-filled outhouse to

cng-age in an enormo\is

wash. While they are

preparing it, let us fol-

low the children.

Nearly half - past

eight. What a lot of

healthy little urchins

are trotting off towards

school ! And the little

girls—what fine little

white-capped grey-pina-

fored tots ! I make
a dive into the crowd,

which disperses in all

directions. But I have

captured a pinafore (S).

What a strong little lady it is, and how shy, until

we tickle her. Then she goes off into a little

tittering rippling laugh, though she struggles to

follow her comrades. " How much lessons have

you ? " " Oh ! we come back for dinner at half-

past eleven, and the mditresse d'ecole n'est pas (res

mechante ; besides, there is the recreation." We
find out, too, that there is a two hours' afternoon

school, broken by the recreation. Then there is a

whole holiday on Thursdays. The little one escapes

and goes clattering down the street, peeping back

once or twice to have another look at les Anglais.

Most children go to school up to the age of

thirteen or fourteen, some even later. Then starting

I —MAnAME EKSCHAMPS.
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6.—A LOAF OP THE OOUOTEY.

ill lil'o Willi a I'air knowledg-e of olenientaiy subjects,

tliey study to develop their faculties by conversation.

Hard at work all day, the boys in the fields and the

g-irls at sewing or house-work, in the evenings they seek

amusement and rest iu talk. Priding themselves on

being malin undjiii, they

try to get the better of

each other in argument

or chaff, for they dearly

love a joke. The young

women of the Hague

indulge greatly in this

game, and in the case of

a " Parisian," peasant-

like they delight to lead

him on and on to dis-

parage their country

life, until, betrayed into

something silly, he

suddenly has the tables

turned on him. What pleasure it was to them to

cross-question im Aiir//ais, the first they had ever

seen !
" "What sort of jiails did English girls use

for milking ? " " Were there hills in England ?
"

" Sweethearts not go milking together ! It was un-

heard of
!

"

While the schools are busy with the hum of

little voices, and the master and mistress jwint

towards their white-figured blackboards, let us go

into the fields. Below the village the land slopes

down gently towards the sea, marked off into little

chessboard squares by lichen-covered greystone walls.

Up on the moorlands there are hedges or fern-

covered earth ridges to mark the boundaries of each

little field. And all the valleys are rich just now in

corn and hay. How quiet it is in the sunshine.

The cool breeze, the short shadows, the trickling

brooklet, the s-sh—s-sh of the sickle, the friendly calls

across the valley. Sun-bonneted and short-skirted

women are making hay into cocks, and binding it

into little bundles to be carried off to the barn, on

the back of the mare (10). Or men and women arc

cutting corn with the sickle,

bending low over their work.

How easy to picture young

Millet amongst the toilers

!

There is Monsieur 1' Anglais

with his white umbrella sail

unfurled on the moorland side,

and a group round him. "Why
does he want to take back a

painting of their fields?" "It

cannot be interesting to Eng-
lishmen, because t//e// don't

know that that is Francois'

close, and that Jean-Baptiste's,

-A PINAFOEE.

and that in the corner, Auguste's!" "_//.v .soiU i/ru'/rs

CL's Anglais ! and then too what a funny patois

they speak !

"

But we have

left our hoyden

and her sister in

the smoke. La

(/ramie lessive

comes but twice a

year, and when it

comes it makes

almost as much a

stir as a birth does

in the family. This

is a grancle graiide,

because sweet
Bonne is going to

be married, and she

must take away

her portion of the

house linen, which is being washed extra clean. It

is a wondrous process indeed. First, the linen is put

into a large tub ; then between two rough cloths

stretched over it a heap of wood-ashes. Upon
this water boiled in the pot is poured, and finds

its way through the tightly-packed linen, then by

means of a hole in the tub, loosely stopped with

straw, into a receptacle below. The water is then

reboiled, and again passed through the linen, until

that which runs out of the larger tub is boiling hot.

The fire to heat the water is fed with dried heather

or brake-fern, and requires constant attendance.

This done, the linen is carried to the done (12), the

open-air laundry I have pictured farther on, and there

piled for the washing. Soap it on the flat stones

;

then rub it, and rinse, and beat it, and rinse it again.

What heaps of linen ! What a spattering fire of

blows ! What a chorus of tongues these bright morn-

ings! How pleasant the pauses when the washer-

girls recline in their boxes and give themselves up

entirely to the pleasures of gossip. "What a funny

barring patois, with its drawling English-like

vowels, and o and a ending

nouns. Then ck is nearly

always k ; " un c/iaf," " un

kat ;" " une c/iaise," " une

kaisej" and English phrases

creep in, brought across per-

haps from Alderney by the

smugglers. Every one smug-

gles — when he can do so

safely. These women will tell

you queer stories of tobacco

bales being passed under the

customs ofticers' noses iu empty

cider-casks, or by millers' wives7.—OOINO TO THE FIELDS
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9.—THE WAY THEY EIDE.

in sacks of fldiir. Tlien what wild break-neck chases

over the rocks and np (he cliffs, smugglers bale-laden,

and preventive men
hampered by their

muskets, startling the

shackled sheep into

awkward bounds or

waddling trot, for all

the cattle and sheep in

this country have the

two legs on either side

linked together with

rope or chain. One
thinks affectionately

of these sheep, which

seem gummed on to

the cliff-sides; for they

will presently become

mutton, the well-

flavoured pre sale,

which, garnished with

mushrooms, is a fa-

vourite dish in the

country. Talking of

mutton—it must be dinner-time. Let us go into

another cottage, we may get something to eat there.

Pere Marmite is in the bee and gardening line,

and a fifty years' familiarity with herbs and bees has

made him a wondrous believer in his sj^ecial gifts for

curing all maladies with herb plasters or potions;

and, indeed, he tells ns that the rigkf, application

of the products of his honey-flies would do more

for most sufferers than a whole college of surgeons.

Then, can he not give strange Latin names to his

jilants and herbs that command respect and overawe

tlie most incredulous ? Nay, rather than to seem to

bait in his discourse for a paltry name, can he not

coin ingenious Latin-soimding words that fill the gap

respectably ? He loves to dilate upon his life's

occupations. For ten years he studied this and that

;

for twenty years he was in such a place, and did other

wondrous things ; then, again, for fifteen other long

years—and so the good man rambles on, making his

age at least that of Methusaleh's, with his tens and

twenties of years. He has but little faith in doctors

and new-fangled hives, and goes on shaking his head

over doctor-consulting people, and sulphuring his

bees, every year.

He and his wife (11) are at dinner: sonpe a la

(jraifse, their one dish. His wife chatters a little, but

he preserves an attitude of superior reserve. He has

an unutterable lord-of-creation contempt for woman's

intellect. " Poor things, they must talk !
" His

house is picturesque inside and out, and presently,

when he has drunk his brandied coffee, he will smoke
in the chimney-corner, while Mere Marmite brings

out her spinning-wheel. She tells him all the

morning's gossip in an apologetic sort of way, while

he puffs clouds of smoke and grunts from time to

time. Then he goes out suddenly without a word

into his flower-bright garden, busy in the sunshine

with buzzing bees. II croit que c'esf arrive ! Millet

would have dealt tenderly with him.

Shall we go down towards the sea this afternoon?

Down the quaint little straggling street into a narrow

spring-washed lane. Gently over the stones, and

you will keep dry. Cottages ; another street more

straggling ; past a little tavern ; then the cobbler's

hut, and within, two Dutch-like figures at work in a

Rembraudtic light. Oh ! what mud ! But yonder

nearly a dozen blouses are holding a young mare,

while the blacksmith puts on her first shoes. How
she kicks and plunges, poor beast—but they are too

many for her. Another lane with high hedges, and

then we come out into a little road intersecting a

wilderness of the greystone walls which mark off the

small fields. Corn, with reapers, men and women, or

the binders and stackers. Already little stacks are

rearing their heads all round. Then they will be

thrashed out by groups of flail-swingers on huge

square canvas cloths, and the straw will be carried

home on the back of the ever-faithful mares. But

look ! here is some unthrashed wheat going to the

barn. You can see but the nose and feet of the beasts

of burden ! There are lots of women in the fields

these days, but it is for harvesting only. The spade-

work—there are no ploughs—is all done by the men,

who grow vegetables and sometimes flax, as well as

corn, in their little fields. Each family has its cow

or cows, and generally a mare and some sheep. Then

there is the inevitable pig. The poorest families have

a plot of land, and in a village of five hundred in-

habitants there are perhaps but two day-labourers.

There are no large proprietors to overshadow the

-BUU.ND rOE THE BAK.N

little ones, and there is much independence and

wholesome pride. For though these Normans drive

the closest bargains, and will manoeuvre for days to
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fjain a small advantag'e in an exchange, they will

not receive without giving' in return. They seldom

say "Yes" or "No," but " Nons allons voir!"
" Peuf-etre ! " " Je ne (lis pas que non." They are

long-headed and shrewd. There are, however, some
wal/ieiireiije, and for these every one has a kind word.

On Thursdays the whole holiday at the communal
schools. The children of such go their weekly bread-

collecting rounds, their wallets over their shoulders.

In this little Hague world the well-to-do, and even

the struggling ones, never fail to take their share in

providing for widows and the fatherless. A family

loses its bread-winner and has to be helped. At
once friends and neighbours amongst the surrounding

villages offer their aid, in the shape of the weekly

piece of bread. Some give money too; others

morsels of meat. Then the little ones go far and

near gathering in from kind friends their support.

The wallets [bissacs) are simply " double sacks." An
ordinary sack is sewn up at both ends, and then a slit

lengthways is made on one side near the middle.

Into this opening the bread is put, and towards

evening the children return, their wallets l)ig at either

end with the week's provisions.

We are close to the sea now. The land here

is flat, the stone-walled plots running right down

to the beach. The line of shingle stretches out

in bold curves, and below, weed-covered rocks run

out towards the distant sea in green and golden

splendour. On either side a gloomy cliff, iron

bound, is fringed in with wild sea-horses. How
the swift ebb is rushing out towards the ocean

!

Then there are sandy stretches, and horses,

stacked up into strange heaps with glittering yellow

seaweed, struggle up towards the rich-coloured stacks

which line the beach. What a feast of colours in

this weed harvest ! Big green seas tumble up on

golden sands their yellow tribute, and blue blouses

rush knee deep amidst the I'oar to claim their spoil.

The patient panniered horses await amidst the heaps

the coming load. Dotting the shore there are round

pjA'ed holes which, in Millet's time, served to bum
all this wealth to grey ash. This at the market

towns commanded a good price as manure. How
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many smoke columns then on windy days were

I aught away across the moors ! But all this, with

the pretty groups around the fires, has passed away.

" It does not pay now," say the peasants sadly, as

they spread the weed over their fields. Then too,

along the coast, mounting the grim headlands,

tloseending into sheltered cones, or stretching across

bleak sweeps, is the chain of little stone huts for the

coast-guards. They are comfortable within, these-

huts, with hay-packed bed-shelves to shelter and

repose the grey-cloaked watchers on wild nights.

IJut this is a temperate climate, and the thick home-

spun that serves to keep out the searching moor-

breeze on chilly summer eves resists as well the

winter's cold. The garments are thus little changed.

No pinched waists here ; but even in the Hague,

where but one in twenty has seen a railway train,

and where many old women have never been to

Cherbourg, seven leagues off—even here women have

their little vanities. The question " How can the

human form divine be beautified?" is answered by

binding a roll of cloth round their hips, and

—

as you may see in my first and second sketches

—

it is over this original " dress - improver " that

neatly stockinged. Such their work-a-day dress, but

we shall see our Millet^s people in other costumes.

See ! the sun is getting low and the tide of

milkmaids is setting towards the sea. The moors are

bathed in purple and gold ; and burning yellow is

the strip of tide-bare weed-covered rocks. We are

on high ground now, but the sun is sinking fast

behind the blue. In what grotescpie forms does the

heather on these low moorland walls start out black

against the evening sky ! What wild strange shapes

it takes ! A thousand mad imjjs seem to clutch out

towards heaven. But a dark, silent figure stalks

towards us, its mantle all fluttering in the grey.

How the plant-fiends dance in the breeze, shooting

out scornful thumbless hands and long pointing

fingers ! But the shadow comes on all calmly.

" Bon soir !
" It is but the good cure v/ho is bound

for the manse below. Listen to the tinkle of the

Angelus, and see the peeping village lights down
there ! We must be going too. This is the path.

Scramble over the low wall, down the water-cut

path, and so into the highway. Quaint figures

of home- returning peasants with bundles or scythes,

and strange fodder-laden animals, stand out dark

1:;.—AX Ol'EX-AIK LAUXDKY.

their thick short skirts hang in heavy folds. They

have, too, a paletot, which is made of strijied cloth

woven in the country. This garment somewhat

re.-enibles a "Garibaldi," but flies out loosely behind,

b^'ing only confined to the waist in front by the thick

steel-blue apron. Their feet are protected by stout

but neat boots with wooden soles. Unlike the men,
who discard socks except on Sundays, they are always

209

against the sky. An unmilked cow lows complain-

ingly in the dusk. Tliere, "Crack, crack, j/ ! y '.

ere le nom d'lm c/iien
! " A rumble of wheels

and a cloud of dust, and the diligence rolls lumber-

ing down the hill, and vanishes into the darkness.

Presently we come upon it, empty and naked, the

gaunt shaft- pole pointing up over its black hood,

laid up for the night. Henky Glazebrook.
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THE LOUVEE DRAWINGS.

AlONG art-publicatious there are

few or none of greater in-

terest than "Les Dessins

du Louvre " (Paris : Lodovie

Baschet), the text by M.
Henri de Chennevieres, the

I'eproductions by Gillot. It

is a striking revelation of

the wealth and variety of

the great national collection. To many who are

familiar with the splendour and completeness of the

Louvre in painting and sculpture it will he a sur-

prise to learn of the existence there of a gathering

of studies and drawings of the great masters no

less representative. The two thousand examples

that adorn its walls do not form a tithe of the

vast total, the bulk of which is buried in the

gloom of the keeper's cabinets. No fewer than

thirty-five thousand remain thus buried, and from

these M. Baschet is selecting the more typical for

reproduction in his admirable work. The history

of the accpiisition of this prodigious eolleetiou is

detailed by M. Henry de Chennevieres—who, by

the way, has written a quantity of elegant and

sparkling French, in all of which there is not a

"qui" or a "que"—the most troublesome of all

the little foxes that spoil the grapes of Gallic

prose. Until 1850 these studies and sketches lay

in chaotic disorder, when M. Frederic Reiset com-

menced the great labour of classification, which has-

since been completed by his successor, the present

conservator, M. de Tauzia. The nucleus of this

collection was formed in the reign of Louis XIV.

by Colbert. That enlightened minister, while en-

gaged in purchasing pictures, marbles, and bronzes

for Versailles, began to collect the first designs of

the Old Masters as well. His liberality and fore-

sight were amply rewarded, and the royal collection

received immense additions through the legacies

of private individuals. The banker Jabach gave

the king his collection of over five thousand draw-

ings, among them some of Raphael's finest studies,

many of them once in the possession of our Charles I.

Lebrun followed suit with the whole of his sketches

in 1690. Extensive jiurchases were also made. Thus
on the death of the prince of collectors, P. J. Mariette,

author of the famous treatise on cameos, Louis XV.
bought, in 1775, thirteen hundred drawings at

the sale of his art-treasures. Then came the Revo-

lution ; and the confiscation of private collections

added materially to the riches of the Louvre. The

Italian plunder of the Napoleonic campaigns still

further augmented the national hoard, but the

retributive action of the Allies in 1815 eomjjelled

France to disgorge the bulk of these spoils. Since

then the most important acquisitions have lieen made

at the sale of the King of the Netherlands' collection

in 1850, with that of M. His de la Salle in 1878.

While to Colbert, M. de Chennevieres rightly

attributes the merit of the initiation of this magni-

ficent collection, it would seem that the reverent at-

tention of a few private enthusiasts was first directed

to the drawings of the great painters. The fervent

spirit of rivalry that animated kings and statesmen

during the later period of the Italian Renaissance,

and gradually spread through Western Eiu'ope, was

]irimarily employed in acquiring works of art to which

a certain amount of renown was attached. The
more critical collectors, such as Mariette, were pos-

sessed of broader and profounder views. Colbert

was an exception among ministers; his policy was

not merely insjiired by the taste of his royal master,

but was the outcome of his own enthusiasm for

the arts. He, at least, felt how incompletely an

artist was represented by paintings alone. It was

natural, however, that, in the full noon of the sj^len-

dour of Italian art, when all the great qualities of

painting reached a simultaneous culmination, the

avidity of collectors should be directed to one aim.

Thus we find many of the most precious of these

studies proceed from the modest collections of critics

and amateurs, and not from the cabinets of kings.

It is to the curiosity of the student and the pious

care of the disciple that we owe many of these in-

valuable first thoughts and inspirations of genius.

They are of the most piquant interest when studied

in the light of the full achievement of their authors;

and they are something more. From a sense of their

technical value in art-edueation is gradually deve-

loped an appreciation of their jjersonal and j'sycho-

logieal value, and the intimate and j^athetie insight

they afford into the passionate progress of genius, its

throes and exaltations and agonies. And this insight

into the personality of the artist is not limited to

his technical method and resources ; it is of almost

infinite compass, and is bounded only by the j)er-

ceptive faculty of the student. These studies range

from the inchoate essay of unrealisable conception

to an expression of sublimity and beauty so masterly

that the whole genius of the artist is revealed, and no

more perfect a personification of the artist's thought

is possible. To be faithfully acquainted with a series
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of such efforts is to obtain an idea oi: thu artist that

liis finished work will hardly supply : they affect you

with the force of an inspiration ; it is as if a veil is

suddenly withdrawn between his personality and your

own, you look on his work with something of his

apprehension, and you experience a divine refresh-

ment. That feeling of wonder which Sir William

Hamilton affirms is the natural product of ignorance,

and which is so frequently felt at the first sight

of a master-work of art, yields then to the reverence

of knowledge. The critical faculty is born, the

j)owers of comparative analysis are evolved, and the

master is recognised through the reasonableness of

an intellectual conviction. To regard the studies of

great artists merely as a student treats his anatomical

courses, and to look upon them chiefly as the dead

bones which the prophetic fire of the master subse-

quently makes to live and glow on his canvas, is to

miss half their significance.

No better example of the individuality of genius

and the value of these spontaneous records of insjiira-

tion could be given than M. Baschet's first spiecimen.

It is the head of a satyr by Michelangelo—a design

of incredible force, and possessing a passionate in-

tensity that reaches the ultimate tension of expres-

sion. A curious account of this drawing is given

by Mariette, in whose collection it once reposed :

" I have a very fine and rather singular drawing

by Michelangelo. It is a profile of the head of a

faun or satyr of almost natural size, which is drawn
with all the artist's knowledge and art upon another

head—a head of a woman, in red chalk, the work

of a mere ignoramus. Through the beautiful work

of Michelangelo this woman's head, which is also

in profile, is still to be seen; and it would apjDear

that its designer had carried it for correction to

Michelangelo, who, for his own delectation, trans-

formed it into the head of a satyr, because it was
so bad as to be beyond improvement. Perhaps, too,

he amused himself thus at the exjjense of one of his

followers who was working in despite of wisdom, for

examining the drawing I find its handling much like

Michelangelo's youthful manner, when he arranged

his lines with more care and his drawing was liker

engraving. Whatever it be, this jest of Michelangelo's

is curious." Among other drawings by this incom-

parable master is a remarkable study of the Virgin and

Child for the unfinished grouj) in the San Lorenzo

Chapel, Florence ; and a very striking study for a

slave, designed for the tomb of Pope Julius II. The
former is covered with the stamps of many amateurs

—Crozat, Mariette, De Claussin,Dimsdale, Sir Thomas
Lawrence—and was last in the collection of the King
of the Netherhinds.

To pass from Michelangelo to Titian is to ex-

perience an antithesis, although in the present

selection we obtain a most favourable view of Titian's

power of design. In spite of the remark of the

former artist to Vasari, ajnvjws of the " Danae," that

it was a pity that so great a colourist could never

learn to draw, his studies in the Louvre reveal his

true powers in this direction. The " Head of an Old

Man " is a fine example of Titian's sense of the sump-
tuous and the magnificent. It is drawn in black

crayon, heightened with white, the flesh texture being

marvellously given ; and is distinguished by great

nobility of sentiment and a remarkable combination

of breadth and finish. In a study for the " Virgin

and Child " we have evidence of the speed with

which he worked and the warmth of his conception,

his eai'e of ememhle and scorn of detail, in the coarse

and vigorous cross-hatching, and scars and blotches

of ink about the figures. The " Halberdier," on

the other hand, is a masterly drawing in red chalk

of quite jieculiar finish. These studies justify ]\I.

de Chenuevieres' final criticism :
—" In the hands of

Titian the red chalk ripens and melts into a lively

mellowness, his black and white acquire firmness and

liquescence. In spite of his idolatry of colour, in

spite of Michelangelo's remark, he is well worthy

of teaching the secrets and the powerful eloquence

of contour." The Louvre is jjarticularly rich in

studies of Raphael. Among the most remarkable

reproduced by M. Baschet is a singular figure of

Christ delivering the keys to St. Peter, designed for

one of the cartoons. It has a naively academic air,

and is far removed from the spurious idealism which

Mr. Ruskin condemns. The first sketch for the

fresco, "The Apparition of St. Peter and St. Paul

to Attila," is remarkable for careful finish and the

extraordinary fulness with which the conception is

realised. It has all the astonishing vivacity and

movement of the fresco. None of RajDhael's draw-

ings surjjass in beauty the lovely comjiosition of

" The Deposition in the Tomb." It is not surprising

that this should have passed through many collections

into many lands. Here, at last, is absolute eclecticism.

The highest qualities of the best masters of design are

united in it, and it is yet jjcrfectly Raphaelesque.

From among the hundred and thirteen examples of

Parmegiano's studies M. de Cheunevieres has chosen

one highly characteristic of that master. It is a

female figure representing Spring, nude, and of in-

expressible suppleness and grace. It is impossible

to contemplate its refined voluptuousness and think

of the artist as a man whose life-search was the

jihilosojjher's stone.

Among the schools rejiresented in M. Baschet's

publication the French is naturally prominent. The

examples of Watteau are of peculiar interest, and are

suflicient to support M. de Chenneviercs" opinion

that they are more comjjletely representative of the
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;ii'tist's wnywanl liunioui' mid iV'cundity of invention

tluni Ills pictures. Flemish inHueuee is marked in

them ; but they liave a grace, an elegance, a distinc-

tion peculiarly their own. Of typical figures we

have the famous "Knife-Grinder" and the "Bag-
pipers," besides a multitude of ladies and of lovers :

heroes and heroines of the Rococo epic of which

Watteau was the Homer ; the men and women of the

" Enchanted Isle " and the " Voyage to Cythera

"

—of a romance of life that was wholly compacted

of love, and a tender languishment, and a sweet and

melancholy delight in the foreknowledge of death.

Nicolas Poussin—with his austere yet impassioned

conceptions, his heroic moods and utterances, his

admirable drama—Bouchardon the sculptor, Greuze,

Boucher, and Daniel Dumoustier all find a place

in the gallery. The historical portraits of the last-

named master, which so admirably illustrate the

romantic era of Henry IV., are highly interesting.

Of Liotard, the miniaturist, some excellent examples

arc given. Rubens, the two Van Ostades, and Jan

Stcen—the last with the only drawing of his in

existence—arc also represented. The must interest-

ing of Albert Diirer's drawings is a study for the

engraving, " Christ at the Mount of Olives," dated

1518, showing in the group of sleeping disciples a

suggestion of Bellini, a reminiscence of Venice.

It is natural, in reviewing the splendid results of

M. Baschet's undertaking, to revert to the present

unsatisfactory condition of our own collections, and

to wonder that some such enterprise should not

be attempted here. The mention of Diirer alone

recalls the unique collection of his studies in the

British Museum, out of sight, and, it is to be feared,

out of mind. Though we do not possess a colossal

national collection like the Louvre, we could yet

produce a work not inferior in interest to the

present. Of this we shall further note that it

is published in weekly numbers, each containing

five of Gillot's admirable reproductions, at one franc

twenty-five centimes apiece. If it succeeds as it

deserves, the publisher intends to do for our own

Museum that which in this he is doing so well for

the Louvre. J. Arthur Blaikie.

"ON THE BANKS OF NILE."

From the Picture by W. Gentz.

li
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PICTUEES IN THE FITZWILLIAM MUSEUM.—11.

ADAM ELSHEIMER.

RITING some mnntlis ago in this

iiuin'aziue of the pictures in the

Fitzwilliam Museum, I said that

among the great masters of

painting, three only, the elder

I'alma, Paul Veronese, and Rem-
brandt, were represented in that

gallery h) shining and thoroughly adequate exam-

ples; while among men of real but secondary dis-

tinction in the history of. the art there were several

represented excellently. Of these secondary masters

none appears in the Fitzwilliam Museum to greater

advantage, or offers more interest to the student,

than Adam Elsheimer. We j>ossess of that rare

painter four certain and one questionable example.

No other public gallery in England has so many

;

and of those foreign galleries that are best furnished

with his works, only Munich and Florence surpass us.

Fame not less than Fortune might be represented

with the emblem of a still-revolving wheel, to such

ups and downs in the estimation of posterity is every

name once eminent almost certain to be subject.

Moderate as is the repute in which Elsheimer is at

present held by all but a few special students, there

was a time when he was regarded as one of the very

first of painters.

" So long as men do virtue prize,

So long as arts they exercise,

So long shall they proclaim

(rreat Elsheimer his fame,"

—

into such-like enthusiastic doggerel breaks out,

writing in the half-century following the master^s

death, the amiable and pedantic German historian of

art and artists, Joachim von Sandrart. Again, he

is spoken of as " the incomparable Elsheimer,'' " one

of the very most renowned and highly prized of

painters;" and—"even as our father Adam," it is

ingeniously remarked of him, " was the first man, so

this other Adam was the first who raised himself so

high and so near nature in the art of jiainting small

pictures, landscapes, and other curiosities, that he

became as it were a patriarch and precursor, whose

manner all other painters followed as the most per-

fect, choice, and natural."

From this high position to the comparative neg-

lect into which Elsheimer has fallen among ordinary

picture-lovers, the interval is wide indeed. Foreign

students have, it is true, devoted serious attention to

him of late years, but with us he has shared the dis-

esteem into which have fallen, with more or less jus-

tice, all the masters and all the productions of German

and Netherlandish painting in the interval between

the age of Diirer and the age of Rembrandt. We
are in the main quite right to see in the northern art

of that period—say from 1510 to 1620—a fruitless

effort to be something other than what nature meant
it to be ; a vain and tiresome assumption of Italian

airs and graces by men of hopelessly alien blood and

temper. Yet there is something to attract and much
to interest us, if we come to look closely, even in the

work of these industrious would-be Italians of the

north. Not, indeed, in that of a Martin van Heems-
kerk or a Cornelius van Harlem : the painters of

that bombastic vein are in truth intolerable. But
towards the close of the period in question there

arose among the northern sojourners in Rome men
of another temjier : men who did not vainly ape the

style of Michelangelo, or of any other master, but

endeavoured humbly and faithfully enough to express

the romance of southern life, landscape, and associa-

tions as they really felt it in their northern blood.

Among these Elsheimer is the most gifted and best

worthy of study. He had a spirit of true dis-

tinction, and fine artistic impulses ; he produced in

his brief career works of original and substantial

beauty and value ; and the degree of his personal

and artistic influence on those about him was extra-

ordinary. He was the son of a well-to-do tailor in

Frankfort, and was born in March, 1578. He made
his first studies under a fairly competent painter

of his native city, Philipp Uffenbach
; practised

for a little while independently ; and then jour-

neyed to the Mecca of northern artists, Rome. He
travelled probably by the route then usual, through

Venice, and was settled in Rome before 1600. Here

he spent the remainder of his days, and died young,

probably about 1620. He was an indefatigable

and for the most part a secluded student, living

and working face to face with nature, and ever

attacking new problems in his art. He laboured

much to jjroduee comparatively little : nevertheless,

under the nickname " Adam of Frankfort," he was

the most reputed and in a sense the most influential

painter of his time at Rome.

The stories concerning his life and fortunes there

are dubious and conflicting. Sandrart, from inquiries

made after his death, represents him as a mere brood-

ing recluse, having no thought except for his art,

and incapable of mauaging his affairs. He was mar-

ried, says this authority, to a Roman wife, who bore

him many children ; and so slow and so fastidious

a worker was he that he could never paint pictures
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eiiouyh to supjjort his family, but lived cm money
aJvaueed by his friend Goudt, and finally found

his way into a debtor's prison, where he fell into a

despondency, and thence into an illness, which pre-

sently carried him to his grave. This melancholy

legend had been followed and improved upon by

gossiping writers of every degree, until Dr. Bode,

of Berlin, called attention the other day to an

earlier and in some points incompatible account

given by a Roman painter and art biographer, Ba^-

lione, who had been Elsheimer's contemporary and

personal acquaintance. After speaking of his talents,

his persistent industry, his fastidiousness over his

own work and his readiness to help others, Baglione

goes on to say that Elsheimer was married to a

Scotchwoman, and that a sufficient jirovision was

made from the Apostolic Palace (under Pope Paul

V.) to secure his living in comfort: adding, what

his portrait by his own hand at the Uffizi confirms,

that he was a man of handsome features and courtly

presence; and finally, that he unhappily fell ill and

died in the flower of his age, from a stomach com-

plaint supposed

to have been

brought on by
incessant and

minute work.

This, we must in

all probability

conclude, is the

true, and San-

drart's but a

fanciful, ac-

3ount of El-

sheimer's for-

tunes and of the

cause of his

death.

Elsheimer
painted chiefly

on a small scale

on copper, a

practice thatwas

beginning to

be common, es-

pecially among
his Flemish con-

temporaries in

Italy. Within-

finite labour he

sought in his

little pictures to

reproduce the

expression and

details of the

landscape of the (Pamud by uhiu-

mountain districts surrounding Rome. The beauti-

fully outlined ridges and foldings of the Alban and

Sabine hills ; their airy slopes and deep recesses ; their

lakes, precipices, cascades, and ruins ; the impenetra-

ble shelter of their ilex groves ; their soul-expanding

prospects of the Campagna ; the first painter who fully

devoted'himself to the study and interpretation of these

natural beauties of the neighbourhood of Rome was

Elsheimer. Judged by the standards of to-day, his

landscape work is in some points tentative and con-

ventional; but excepting that of the Venetians, it

is both the most poetically felt and the most accu-

rately studied that had been produced up to his time.

His scale of colour is fulleV and deeper than that of

his Flemish contemporaries and followers ; in hills,

trees, and clouds he has a far nobler sense than they of

the relations of masses, while he is almost alone in the

affectionate care, and the forcible and brilliant touch,

with which he works out the flowers and foliage of

his foregrounds. Landscape, however, rarely stands

alone in his pictures : they almost always tell a story

as well, chosen now from the Bible or the tales of

Saints,nowfrom

Pagan litera-

ture, and esj3eci-

ally from Ovid.

Sometimes the

actors fill the

foreground,
sometimes they

are on a minute

scale and have

to be looked for

in the landscape.

Elsheimer has

a peculiarly fine

sense of the re-

lation of action

to scenery, and

never fails to

make his per-

sonages harmo-

nise happily

with their sur-

roundings. The

influence of

classic and of

Italian tradition

is perceptible in

his figures ; but

they are rarely

of that lifeless

cast—an incon-

gruous cross be-

TOBIAS AND THE ANGEL. twCCU HU SXCli-

ur. From the Enumvimj ly Wcnceslas nollar.) demy model and
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LATOSA AND THE PEASANTS.

I^l'ahitid hy Elshrimer. FUziciUiam Miiscmit.)

a Flemish boor— wliit-h disfigures tlie work of so many
of his Northern contemporaries. Their gestures, too,

are dramatic and well conceived, with much of the

old German shrewdness and forcible directness of ex-

pression.

In addition to the landscape and dramatic elements

in Elsheimer's little pictures, there is a third especial

element of interest. He was an ardent experimentalist

in unusual effects of light both natural and artificial.

Dawn and moonlight, the effect f)f torches flashing

upon trees and buildings, or reflected in the water

under a twilight sky, the effect of a cross illumination

from several lamps and candles in a room—these and

all other vivid, dubious, or exceptional effects of light

attracted him. Some of the experiments tried coarsely

by other painters of the time, as Caravaggio and

Gerard Honthorst, Elsheimer tried delicately and with

more success; many he invented for himself, and in

general must be considered the father and model of

the painters who work in artificial chiaroscuro, the

greatest of whom, of course, is Rembrandt.

Combining thus, in his laborious and brilliant

little pictures, novelties, as the art then was, alike

in landscape, history, and chiaroscuro, no wonder if

Elsheimer seemed to those about him a notable in-

ventor and pioneer in painting. Among more care-

less and easily contented workers, the solitary man
held pre-eminence by his conscientious passion for his

art : his work told manifestly of disinterested toil and

searching ; of vigils beneath the stars and beside the

lamp ; of a faculty exercised to the utmost in striving

to extract from the materials of nature an essence

new and grateful to the spirit. Many artists famous

after his death formed themselves more or less dis-

tinctly upon his manner : some were actually his pupils.

Not to speak of mere imitators, the great Rubens him-

self, then a young man in Rome, sought Elsheimer's

acquaintance, studied his method, and copied some

of his pieces. Almost all the classical painters of

landscape and incident in the Seventeenth Century

profited by his example in the choice of scenery and

in the manner of rendering it, and of bii'iging the
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actors in rehition to their backo-rouiul ; including even

such masters as Albani and Domonicliino, and espe-

cially, as Elsheinier's latest biographer, Dr. Bode, has

jiointed out, Claude Lorraiu. Cornelis Poelemburg

and his satellites—the whole school of Dutch painters

of classic pastoral, for what they are worth—took their

lirst inspiration from Elsheimer. The elder Teniers

was his pupil in painting, and Jan Van de Velde

his direct follower both in painting and in etching.

But the disciple most completely attached to and

identified with Elsheimer was a noble amateur of

Utrecht, Hendrik Goudt, who lived in close intimacy

with him at Rome, bought as many of his pictures

as he could, and devoted his remarkable and highly-

trained powers as an engraver to the reproduction

of his works, generally on nearly the original scale.

Admiration for Elsheimer seems almost to have

absorbed his powers : and when afterwards Sandrart

found him in Utrecht, a broken man, living with a

mistress whose love-potions, it was said, had over-

thrown his reason, his sole gleams of intelligence and

pride were still in talking of Elsheimer.

Many of Elsheimer's most characteristic things.

such as the larger " Tobias and the Angel," the

" Aurora," the " Cejihalus and Procris," and the glit-

tering torchlit scene of Ceres quenching her thirst

at the peasant's door, from Ovid, are comparatively

well known through the masterly engravings of his

friend Goudt. Some of these same examples, and

a good many additional, have also been engraved by

Hollar. For instance, the first of our three present

illustrations is taken from Hollar's engraving of the

group of Tobias and tlie angel, in the picture known

as the " larger Tobias ;
" the whole picture in which

the group occurs having previously been engraved by

Goudt. The work in question, somewhat injured, is

now in the possession of Mr. Samuel Sandars, and

was exhibited a few years ago at Burlington House.

Past a foreground of dense and carefully drawn foliage,

opening out on the left so as to give a view of an

azure champaign in the distance, travels, under the

charge of the protecting angel Raphael, the lad

Tobias, dragging after him the great fish he has taken

in the Tigris. Not every reader, probaljly, has in

memory the text of the aiwcryphal scripture here

illustrated :

—" And when the young man went down

CtrpiD AND PSYCHE.

0''rom the Picture by Ehheimev. Filza'iUiam Mu
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to wasli liimscll', ;v lisli leaped (lut ol' the river, and

wduld have devoured him. Then the angel said unto

liim, Take the fish. And the young man laid liold of

the fish and drew it to land. To whom the angel said,

Open the fish and take the heart and the liver and

tlie gall, and put them up safely. So the young

man did as the angel commanded him, and when
they had roasted the fish, they did eat it, and both

went on their way until they drew near to Ecba-

tane.^' A similar conception of the theme reappears

in a second version of the same story known as the

" smaller Tobias," wherein Elsheimer has represented

Tobias dragging the fish across some stepping-stones,

and followed l)y a spaniel preparing with trepidation

to jump from one stone to another ; evidently with

reference to the verse :
" So they went forth, and the

young man's dog after them." Elsheimer, like so

many other artists in illustrating this favourite story,

seems to have forgotten that the fish was cooked and

eaten immediately after its capture, and represents

the young Tobias as dragging it with him on his

farther travels. Or should we rather, instead of

construing the action literally, see in this traditional

adjunct of the fish merely an emblem enabling us to

identify the personage?

Two of Hollar's other engravings after Elsheimer,

which we have not attempted to reproduce, are taken

from originals formerly belonging to the great

Lord Arundel, which are now in the Fitzwilliam

Museum at Cambridge. These are a "Venus"
and a " Pallas

; " both are on the minutest scale.

The " Venus " has an almost Titianie depth of colour

in the blue sky and red and white drapery, and some

of Elslieimer's best feeling in the massing and soft-

ness of the forest trees, and of the gleaming volumes

of white cloud above them. Unluckily, it is injured

and blackened. So, again, past cure and almost past

recognition is the " Pallas," a candle-lit interior scene,

with the goddess seated in a great chair towards one

side, her emblems of lance, helm, and owl near by (the

owl seated on a chemical retort), and students of all

sorts working at books, at globes, at drawing from

the anatomical model, and so forth.

Of the two larger specimens of Elsheimer's work in

the Fitzwilliam Museum, neither, as it happens, has

ever yet been engraved, except in the woodcuts which

accompany this notice. Each is important and charac-

teristic in its way. The first is an example of the

artist's manner in the painting of daylight landscape

enlivened by the figures of a classic story ; the other

of his elaborate chiaroscuro work in scenes of artificial

light. The landscape piece illustrates the story of

Latona and the unmannerly peasants, from Ovid's

"Metamorphoses." Wandering, so the story runs,

with her new-born twins in Lyeia, the goddess, being

sore athirst, came one evening in sight of a pond, and

went down to drink of it. She found some peasants

at work among the sedge and osiers of the bank, who
refused, with jeers and insults, to let her touch the

water, and presently, jum]iing in, begaii to stir and

muddy it with their hands and fee-t. At that the

goddess cursed them—"Dwell in your pond, then,

for ever and a day "—and straightway the wicked

j)easants were turned into frogs. To Elsheimer, with

his predilection for lonely woods and pools, this story

seems to have had a peculiar attraction. He was at

all times much given to the rejietition of favourite

subjects : thus among his extant works there are

some half a dozen different versions of the " Flight

into Egy^jt," or, if we include under that title the

e])isode of the " Repose," as many as eight or nine :

the ejiisode, again, of Tobias and the angel travelling

together, from the book of Tobit, he, as we have

already seen, illustrated at least twice. The story

now in question, of Latona and the peasants, Elsheimer

painted three times. Two of the pictures seem to

have been lost. One of them, which belonged to Lord

Arundel, has been engraved by Hollar, the other by

Magdalena de Pas : in both, as in the example still

extant at Cambridge, the pool is conceived as lying

bordered, at least on one side, by heavy forest trees;

in both, the goddess has come up with her twins

from the right, and the peasants stand splashing

and flouting near the margin of the water. But in

Lord Arundel's picture there appears a view of an

open mountain country beyond the mere, while in

the foreground action the process of transformation

has not yet begun ; the three jieasants have still their

human shape. In the example engraved by j\Lag-

dalena de Pas, the figures are more in number and

on a much smaller scale than in the other two, the

landscape being quite predominant, and the trees

completely enclosing and embowering the scene ; two

of the peasants are already turning into frogs, and

throw up their hands in horror at their predica-

ment. For the Cambridge picture see our woodcut.

It is attested by the master's authentic signature,

A. ELSHEIMER, in the left-hand corner, and is treated

with a lighter and more sparkling touch than is

usual with him. The forest scenery, designed with

somewhat less than his customary art, retreats in

tones of rather exaggerated blue, such as occur

oftener in the works of Bril and Breughel than in his

own
; the story of the boors' offence and chastisement

is expressed with simplicity, humour, and dramatic

point : charming in design and exquisite in finish, in

a spirit closely akin to some of the choicest early

works of Rubens, are the twin babes Ajiollo and

Diana, lying on the ground while their mother in vain

holds out a bowl for water.

Our third example, illustrating the story of Cujiid

and Psyche, is an experiment in artificial lighting

I
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iinalogmi.s to tlio " Haucis and Philemon/' or to the

Madiiil pictiiiv of " Ceres Drinking at the Cotta<,''e

Door." Tlioiiyh not, like these two, widely known

by the engravings of Goudt and Hollar, the picture

is, of all Elsheimer's works, perhaps that in wliieh

he has obtained tlie highest polish and delicacy of

execution, and, in the personage of Cupid, the most

refined ideal of academic grace. The figures, about

seven inches high, are of a larger scale than usual

;

the absence of accessories is, for Elsheimer, remark-

able; the con<liict of the artificial light proceeding

from the candle held liy Cupid, though devoid of

Rembrandt's magic cpiality of vibrating mystery and

suggestiveness, is singularly skilful, striking, and

true to nature. There is a fine gleam of dark peacock

colour in the wings of the youthful god : his drajiery

is of a dusky red, and that of Psyche a rich blue.

What precise point of the story is illustrated seems

uncertain. In the text of Apuleius there is no exactly

corresponding situation. By the jii/.ris or casket

held in the hand of Love, with a wreath of vapour

escaping from it, and by the shamefast looks of

his bride, we might suppose it to be the final scene.

where he finds her swooning in the jaws of Ticnarus

after she has let loose the baleful dream from the

casket of Proseri)ine. But then who is the aged man

apparently explaining or expostulating in the back-

ground ? Again we must apparently assume some

vagueness of memory on the part of the artist.

So much for the works of Elsheimer in the Fitz-

william Museum. An acquaintance with them, and

with the aims and the historic place of this interesting

and once renowned master, will enable the student

to look with greater pleasure and instruction at his

pictures in other galleries : at the " Flight into

Egypt" and the "Good Samaritan" of the Louvre;

at the artist's handsome physiognomy as painted by

himself at Florence, where are also his " Mercury

and the Daughters of Cecrops," and a landseajie

with Hagar and an angel; at the " lliposo " of

the Belvedere; the "Aurora" in the Brunswick (ial-

lery ; the " Ceres " at Madrid ; the " Philemon and

Baucis " at Dresden j and most important of all, the

" Burning of Troy," the allegorical " Contento,"

the " Martyrdom of St. Lawrence," and the " Flight

into Egypt," at Munich. Sidney Colvin.

"A KIRGHIZ FALCONEE."
Feom the Picture by Basil Vassilivitch Veeeschaguine.

HE name of Vereschaguine seems

notable in Russian art. There

are no less than three artists

thus called, and all o£ them

are distinguished by much

technical ability and no mean

share of higher qualities.

Peter Petrovitch is a painter

of topography—a view of Sebastopol by him is

the property of the Emperor of Russia ; and Basil

Petrovitch is well known as a painter of Biblical

subjects, several of which were prominent features

of the great exhibition at Moscow last year. His

"Scene in the Life of St. Gregory," which bo-

longs to the Academie des Beaux-Arts at St.

Petersburg, is a really striking work, and " The

Descent from the Cross," painted for the Moscow

Cathedral, takes high rank amongst modern perform-

ances of the kind. Basil Vassilivitch Vereschaguine,

however, is altogether the most interesting figure of

the three. Born in the province of Novgorod in

the year 1842, he became a pupil of Professor Beide-

man at the Russian Academy, and afterwards of

Gerome in Paris, of whose teaching his work bears

the unmistakable impress. He has been a great

traveller : he may be said to know the Caucasus

by heart ; he wandered for some three years in the

Indies ; and he toiled and suffered with the Russian

armies through the campaigns in Central Asia in

1867-8, and in the tremendous conflict with Turkey

five years ago. He has acted as a kind of special

artist; many of his pictures are—or were, for Verescha-

guine has destroyed some of them himself—illustra-

tions of campaign life, and the heroic horrors of

battle ; and there are several engravings from his

sketches in that endless " Tour du Monde " of

Messrs. Haehette. He has had special exhibitions

of his works in all the capitals of Europe—twice in

London and Paris and St. Petersburg, and once in

Vienna, Berlin, Hamburg, and Dresden ; while he

was amply represented at the Moscow Exhibition of

1882. Altogether, therefore, he is a personage in

modem art-history.

Nothing is more significant in Russian art than

that it is only interesting and valuable when it

deals directly with Russian life. Outside its national

sphere it very rarely rises above a respectable

imitation of French cleverness. When, however,

it devotes itself honestly to the facts of native

existence, it invariably sets forth something that is

certain to be novel, and that is not improbably

touching and significant. The most memorable
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pictures at tlie Moscow Exliibition above referred

to were certainly those which illustrated Russian

life as it is. Such paintings as those of Maximoff

and Savitzki iind Repine

are full enough of ear-

nestness and inevitable

human fact as to l)e

really memorable. These

painters, having learned

their art in Paris, have

applied it to the illustra-

tion of the harsh and

moving realism of their

national life, and the

result is a revelation.

The author of the

" Kii-ghiz Falconer " is,

as may be seen from our

engraving, a pronounced

realist. He is, indeed, one

of the foremost of the

school. In the matter of

mere elaboration the " Kir-

ghiz Falconer" is a good

example of his work. It

is a cai-eful portraiture

of a quaint figure and a

picturesque costume. As

imagination its merits

are not very obvious ; in-

deed it may be said that

it is altogether of small

account when compared

with such pictures as

"The Opium-Eaters"—

a

scene in Tashkend, painted

with singular veracity and

insight—or those sugges-

tive and impressive pic-

tures of the war in

Bulgaria— " The Con-

querors," a straggling

group of battle-grimed

and wearied warriors,

standing in the desolation

of a hard-fought field

;

and " The Conquered,"

a wide plain of silent

dead, broken only by the

figure of a priest in prayer.

But if it has not the he-

roic qualities of these and

other productions of the

artist, it has an historic

value ; for it is a faithful

record of a type and a

custom that belong to a quaint and ancient civili-

sation passing swiftly away before the iron advance

of what we are pleased to call Western culture.

A KIEOHIZ FALCONKE.

(From the rictiirc bti Basil V. Vcnscliaguin
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THE LOWEE THAMES.—I,

IT is remai-kable that so little has been written of

the Lower Thames in comparison with what has

lieen said about its higher reaches. Mr. Leslie, for

example, has written a book on "Our River" in

which he does not even suggest that it flows tlirough

London's heart. The
Thames of Mr. Leslie

is not mine. He writes

of willowy banks and

sedgy breakwaters. For

him the river swoons

along through pleasant

landscapes, or sleeps

for long summer days

under the green shadow

nf larch or beech or

]ilane-tree. For me,

the Thames is the

mightier stream — at

once grim and splendid

—which divides llic

grandest city of tlio

world. "Earth has

not anj'thing to show

more fair!" exclaimed

Wordsworth, as, with

the morning mi.sts

aliout him, he gazed

down from old West-

minster Bridge. " Au
infected sea, rolling its

black waters in sinuous

detours," said a French

poet, as he looked at

the multitudinous ships

in the crowded Pool.

There is almost as

good reason for the

horror of the one spec-

tator as for the ad-

miration of the other.

It all depends upon

what one looks for,

and has the power of

seeing. I kuow a man
who, on his first sight

of the sea, observed

—

" How strangely it

smells \" And so there

are those whose obser-

vation of the Thames
211

has only enabled them to declare that it is

mudtiy river," or that it is " not so wide

expected."

And here, at the beginning, it seems p

say a word concerning the colour of our river

a very

as they

roper to

. There

THE LOWEE THAMES. —1.: PUTNEY DMDGE.
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are no two states of the tide^ and scarcely two suc-

ceeding daySj on which it will be exactly the same.

I am not speaking, of course, of the river as it is

played upon by storm and sunlight, by crisping

wind and shifting cloud, but only of the colour of

Thames water as it is seen when one is looking down
into it prosaically from, let us say, a recess of London

Bridge. It is not black, nor is it distinctly muddy.

Perhaps it holds more objectionable matter in solu-

tion than any other river in Europe or the world,

but its tone is as far from resembling the light,

somewhat earthy, brown of the Humber as it is

from approaching the dismal, Lethean blackness of

the Irwell. More or less brown the Thames is in all

states of weather and tide, but it is invariably toned

with the soft green of the olive, sometimes more,

sometimes less, but always sufficiently to give it

character and distinction. And so it comes about

that in your idle moments you may gaze downwards

over the Emliankment for hour after hour, and watch

the lapping tide without wearying of any monotony

of colour, but not without reviving pleasant re-

collections of the sea.

I propose that we should take the water at Put-

ney, and proceed down the river very much at our

leisure, until we find ourselves brought to a standstill

amid the confusing traffic and the crowded shipping

of Greenwich Reach. There, in our first illustration

(i.), is old Putney Bridge, with the moon shining

down upon it, on one of those nights when, as in

Keats's daring simile, the clouds are " like herded

elephants," and the moon is now obscured, and now
shines dimly through a vaporous cloud, and anon

sits enthroned for a brief moment in a clear space

of sky. Thus to make a pictorial record of one of

the oldest and quaintest of Thames bridges is like

writing history, for even as I write old Putney

Bridge is vanishing into the past. This subject of

bridges, indeed, is rather a sad one for a lover of the

Thames. Such as cross the river between Putney

and Westminster are chiefly costly disfigurements,

their ugliness usually being greater in j^roportion to

their cost and the newness of the date of their con-

struction. There ai-e those who find themselves able

to admire the new bridge at Chelsea, which seems

to have been suggested by a wild, bemuddled dream

of forts and Turkish minarets and Chinese j^agodas.

From such persons, doubtless, proceeds that "public

voice " which has been crying aloud for the destruc-

tion of Putney Bridge. They have reason with

them, in so far as that they are entitled to com-

plain of the bridge being weak, and dangerous for the

crowds on a boat-race day. It is now more than a

century and a half since thirty inhabitants of Putney

and Fulham advanced £74'0 each to build a bridge.

One suspects that they were men of taste as well as

of substance, for this bridge was no commonplace
viaduct, intended merely for a utilitarian causeway

between the hither bank and the farther. I suspect

that when they approved the design, they were

looking forward to the day when they would be

able to lean their elbows on the top of the quaint

triangular buttresses, and perchance to angle for

trout therefrom. Until the authorities began to

remove it piecemeal a few months ago, the bridge

was beautiful alike for form and colour. Nowhere
on the Thames banks was there anything equal to

the mossy green of its decaying piles. On either

side, when the tide is low, there is left exj^osed a

bright strip of pebbly beach ; and from hence what is

seen of the river and its banks looks much as it must

have looked a century ago, before the I'ailway or the

paddlo-steamer had made Putney quite so familiar to

the common cockney.

Far away as it seems from the heart of Londdu,

Putney is yet situated, like the home of " The

Gardener's Daughter "

—

" Not wholly in the husy world, nor quite

Bej'ond it."

Here we get into a region of purer air and more open

skies. Standing on Battersea Bridge, you may often

contrast the dim garment of smoke and cloud which

hangs over London, even on bright days, with the

tender blue and the clear grey of a heaven which the

winds sweep at their will. It is under conditions

like these that you begin to understand how the

beauty of the sky is less dependent on states of

weather than on states of atmosphere. Even in the

light of the most common day the sky lieyond

Chelsea is touching and noble when one looks upon

it after turning one's back on the grey canopy

which, as Mr. Kinglake says, " we Londoners have

agreed " to call by an identical name. A moon-

light like that which Mr. Seymour has shown us

over Putney Church is sometimes possible in London,

but so seldom that its occurrence ought to be

regarded as an extraordinary phenomenon. On the

other hand, the river never seems to be half so

wonderful at Putney, and beyond, as between West-

minster and London Bridge. Where the sky is

clear we get broader but more familiar effects of

light. There is a white gleam in the distance ; the

grey of the clouds and the blue of the heaven in

which they float are reflected at your feet. These

things can be relied on. They are what one expects

and encounters wherever there is a large space of

water. But the effects that are to be observed

" between bridges " are uncertain, multitudinous,

mysterious. Let us suppose, for example, that we are

standing on London Bridge on some dim morning in

spring. The sky does not exist for us, but eastward

through the mist there is a struggling point of light.
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Down beluw there is a frlitter of red sunli<jlit

across the water, with a solemn march of ghostly

sails through the impending gloom. Small vessels,

that a moment ago were faint shadows, loom for-

ward into the light, and stand out dark and solid

against a background in which warehouses and

wharves seem to have no more substantiality than

a dream. Whosoever hurries by such a scene, and

merely observes that " it is a dnll morning," has

vet to feel the power and make acquaintance with

the beauty of the Thames.

But we are over-running our artist, who is

still lingering in the moonlight on the old

Putney Bridge. He has been gracious enough to

leave out of

sight the hide-

ous aqueduct

with which the

Chelsea Water

Comjiany has

been privileged

to disfigure the

quaintest and

most interest-

ing locality up-

on the Lower

Thames. To

the end that this

thingofugliness

might be built

—when one is

standing on the

Bishop's Walk
at Fulham, it

cuts up the op-

posite landscape

precisely into

halves—the old

house was i^ulled

down in which

Theodore Hook
had lived and

laughed. Here

it was that after

one of those

roaring nights

squandered with

high and migh-

ty visitors from

town, Hook, as

his biographer

tells us, " rose

with a swim-

ming, bewilder-

ed head, and as

the fumes dis-

persed, perceived that he must write for money.'' He
lies buried at Fulham Church, among forty bishops.

He was one of the last and least of the notable men
with whom Fulham and Putney have been assoeiated.

At Putney Gibbon was born, and William Pitt died

at Putney Heath, stricken with the news of Auster-

litz. Thomas Cromwell, also, was bred to his father's

trade of blacksmith there. Wandering among the

quaint, time-stained houses of Fulham, you .seem to

encounter a long procession of notable forms. Richard

Burbage, the actor, leads off, arm in arm with John

Florio, through whose translation Shakespeare read

Montaigne. Henry Condell, too, is of the company.

There are the small figures of Pope and Richardson,

Swift's queru-

lous face, and

the benevolent

features ofGran-

ville Sharpe.

Towards the end

of the jiroces-

sion one catches

sight of Shelley

and INIary Wol-

stoneeraft ; of

Leigh Hunt and

of the elder ]\Lat-

thews. They

have all, as Car-

lyle says of the

Merovingian
kings, "wended

slowly on— into

eternity." What-

soever changes

may take place,

whosoever may
come and go.

Putney and Ful-

ham will con-

tinue to be asso-

ciated with these

names and faces.

Nor will it be

forgotten that

Samuel Pepys

fell asleep in

Fulham Church,

and dropped his

hat into a hole

behind the pul-

pit, whence it

was recovered

" by the help

of the clerk and

my stick."THE LOWER THAMES.—II. : CHEYNE WALK.
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The villages at fithcr onil of Putney Bridge are

remarkable rellections of each other. The church in

our illustration mighty for instance, stand for a

picture of the church on the other side of the river.

The two towers—which are apt to remind one of a

forlorn and miserable housosj among stables and cow-

sheds and refuse; but to the river he will never win,

save once through a narrow lane, and once at the

eud of an iron bridge. It is at Chelsea that we first

come upon the real beauties of the Lower Thames.

THE lOWEE THAMES.

—

TV. : LAMBETH PALACE.

border peel—are so much alike that there has arisen

a tradition that they were built by two jealous

sisters, in rivalry of each other. It is remarkable

that exactly the same story is told to account for

the existence of two churches in the little village of

Bywell, on the Tyue. The popular imagination is

by no means rich in invention, and it would seem

to be governed by peculiar and stringent laws, else

how shall we explain that similar circumstances

produce a similar legend on the coaly Tyne and on

the silver Thames ?

At Putney we are yet at a part of the river which

is familiar to excursionists and sight-seers. Both

Putney and Fulham still have some rural beauty

and attractiveness. From the bridge, looking down-

wards, however, you catch your first glimpse of the

more seamy side of Thames scenery. The dusky

Wandle percolates into the river. The Surrey bank

is crowded with soap-works, stareh-works, oil-works.

Nor are we afforded, as in many places lower down,

the relief of picturesque wharves, crowding sails, or

tall piles of timbers moss-engreened. From Ful-

ham to Chelsea there is no path by the river-side.

Whoso makes a detour round Ranelagh Gardens in the

hope of again reaching the river will find himself

wandering over dismal, stricken fields, by streets of

It is seriously related of Turner that he took a house

at Chelsea in order that he might study the effects of

the fireworks at Cremorne. Perhaps the tradition

is responsible for the existence of a recent picture

by jSIr. Whistler, who also took up his residence at

Chelsea, though in the days when Cremorne was no

more. But when Turner, in his last illness, crept out

on to the roof of his house, and looked out over the

river, we may be certain that it was not to familiarise

himself with such harmonies or contrasts of colour as

may be produced by Mr. Brock. He had painted

the Thames at intervals all his life. Any one who
wants to know why he went to live just where he

did should stand on Chelsea Pier when the sun

is hastening to set, and look up towards Battersea

Reach, or take up a position beside Mr. Seymour, who

has drawn us (m.) the almost unvarying group of

boats and sails which maybe found just above Batter-

sea Bridge. There is no portion of our river that is

so beautiful and marvellous as this when it is flooded

with the evening light. To me there are few things

more pathetic than a brief passage in Mr. Thorn-

bury's book :
" The day he died, nay, I believe the

very hour that he died, his landlady wheeled Turner's

chair to the window, that he might see the sun-

shine he had loved so much mantling the river and
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ylowinsj^ on the sails of passing boats." The boys

of Chelsea knew Turner as " Puggy Booth ;" by

his neighbours it is said that he was regarded as a

retired admiral. So little as this was known of

him at the end of his great, grim life by those

among whom he dwelt 1 I am tempted here to

relate an unpublished anecdote. A friend of mine

called on Turner, in company with two Academicians.

It was a hot day, and one of the R.A.'s ventured

to suggest that he was very dry. " James," called

out Turner, going to the landing of the stairs.

" What ? " said James, who was as gruff as his

master. " Fetch some porter." James came upstairs

and looked at the strength of the company. " How
much ? " he said ;

" a quart ? " " No," said Turner,

"a pint;" and then he went on with the conversation

which had been broken in upon by the unwelcome

suggestion of drought.

Very narrow and patched and (ripi)led is Battersea

Bridge; yet, withal, there is much that is pleasant

in its clusters of wooden piles. They were laid a

very little more than a century ago ; but they have

assumed the appearance of almost unimaginable age.

Also they have in j^erfection that dark mossy green-

ness which is so seldom seen except on some

decaying pier which is lashed and beaten by the

sea. The timbers of the bridge make a sombre

frame for the broad crescent of Battersea Reach.

There is nothing specially attractive about the

church, which stands by the river on the Surrey side,

but it always has a fine foreground of steamboats

lying at rest, sometimes for weeks on weeks, but

always fewest iu the summer-time, when the average

Londoner frequents the river, as he expresses it, " for

a blow." Beyond the Reach, the buildings which

we have passed are no longer repellent, for thus seen,

in mass they take attractive forms, and become

beautiful by reason of those deep purple tones with

which the kindly atmosphere enshrouds and refines

them. The scene is closed in by a low line of hills,

on which the trees and shadows are sleejiing. Turner

was wont to call this the English view of the river.

To the long, sedate stretch of water between Chelsea

Pier and York Road he was accustomed to give

the name of the Dutch view. There could, indeed,

scarcely be a greater contrast than between what one

sees looking up the river and then downward, from

a point like this. Were but the Thames broader it

would be easy enough to imagine oneself upon the

Scheldt ; and more so in these days even than in the

last years of Turner's life, for on the Surrey side,

along the edge of Battersea Park, there is a straight

THE LOWEK THAMES.—V. : THE HOUSES OF PAELIAMENT.
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and formal bank, edfi'od with diminutive and formal

trees, which only lack a church and a windmill here

and there to make the illusion perfect.

On the opposite bank the scene is Dutch in a

loftier style. Just beyond the embankment lie the

tall and venerable and time-stained houses of Cheyue

Walk (ii.). The place has the air of the Eighteenth

Century still. Alterations of some of the houses, the

building of stone balconies, the construction of bay-

windows, have not deprived it of its former appear-

ance of old-fashioned but dignified respectability. It

seems odd, almost, that a place associated with the

genius of so many generations should be so neat and

prim, so suggestive of the affected exelusiveness of

moderate station. Cheyne Walk appears to have

natural associations with Chelsea porcelain. It seems

altogether appropriate that china shei)herds and shep-

herdesses should have come from a neighbourhood

like this. If the doors of one of these serene old

houses were to swing open, and there came therefrom

a procession of beaux and fair ladies dressed in the

fashions of Watteau, who could affect to be surprised

at the circumstance. In connection with Cheyne

Walk there presents itself the rolling figure of Dr.

Johnson, hurrying down to the factory to test the

worth of some new ideas in porcelain manufacture, and

then coming back slowly and discontentedly, because

tlie vase he had modelled on his novel principles had

fallen to pieces in the oven. This row of old houses,

with its stolid High-Dutch impressiveness, is ajiiong

the most illustrious sights in all England. With what

greatness has it not been associated ? by what genius

is it not made venerable still ? But to this gene-

ration even Cheyne Walk must yield precedence to

Cheyne Eow. This is a dull, heavy, unpicturesque

street, only the end of which can be seen from the

river. One wonders how Carlyle could have been con-

tent to live in such a house as No. 5 for over forty

years, or how Maclise, his neighbour, could endure to

look for day after day on nothing but a high brick

wall. On Carlyle's contentment, however, we are

permitted to cast doubts. Has not Harriet Mar-

tineau told us how one day he sallied forth on a

lean pony, with a map of the world in his pocket, in

search of a new home ?

At the end of Cheyne Walk there has lately arisen

a stupendous pile of red -brick mansions. They

are very ambitious, and have a studied quaintness.

Nevertheless they contrast but ill with the plainer

Ijeauties of the houses of an earlier century. They

have also the demerit of concealing the finest view

of Chelsea Hospital, which may never more be seen

from the river to the same advantage as of old.

These sterile agglomerations of red brick are rapidly

creeping along the northern bank of the Thames,

from Chelsea to Pimlico. At this latter point there is

a line of new houses which is peculiarly trying to one

who remembers the river-bank as it was a few years

ago. But on Pimlico generally how can one pass any

judgment that does not seem harsh ? It is stark

ugliness, redeemed here and there on the river side

by a jutting wharf, or a cluster of barges, or an old,

clumpish coasting schooner unloading stone.

At Vauxhall Bridge we come in sight of

Lambeth— first of Doulton's elaborate factory, to

which the word " handsome " seems most applicaljle,

then of Lambeth Palace, of St. Thomas's Hospital,

and finally of Westminster Bridge. With Lambeth

Palace (iv.) our artist has dealt very lovingly, vignet-

ting it so as to leave out Lambeth Bridge, and bring

into the foreground the old, curious, ramshackle

landing-stage, which is so placed that it might

have been designed expressly to break the stony

severity of the Embankment. To all Englishmen

who esteem the history of their country Lambeth

Palace is of scarcely less interest than the Tower.

It has been the scene of councils and convocations.

Here Sir Thomas More was summoned before Cran-

mer, and Cranmer before Cardinal Pole. Here, too,

Anne Boleyn did penance in the brief interval

between her condemnation and her death. It is as

if on every stone of Lambeth Palace the record of

some troubled period of our history were graven.

But into matters of history I need not enter here.

In point of pieturesqueness Lambeth Palace is

unique, being not only curious and varied in its

forms, but also very opulent in beauty and variety of

colour. Probably pilgrimages to it would be more

frequent if it had not so powerful a rival on the other

side of the water. Of the architectural qualities of

the new Palace of W^cstminster, which Mr. Seymour

has also drawn for us (v.), there will always be diifer-

enees of opinion more or less bitter. The palace of

the archbishops is the accident of many centuries; the

Houses of Parliament have all the advantages that

may be supposed to belong to unity of design. They

are best seen as in our picture. Thus viewed, the

building appears less scattered than from any other

point of view—less dwarfed in height by its tremen-

dous length. It is ennobled, too, by its contrast with

the most squalid, and yet most really picturesque,

portion of Westminster. The shore between Lam-

laeth Bridge and the Embankment, which is shown

in our last two illustrations, is admirably typical

of most of the scenery of the Lower Thames.

Half-ruined warehouses, crumbling wharves, coal-

barges, sheds, decaying timbers, and a general

aspect of going to the bad—these elements, unsightly

enough to those who love only regularity of line and

imposing stone or stucco fronts, are rich material

for the harvest of a quiet eye; and there are few

places at which the elements of a good picture lie
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more muly to the hand tluiii on tlmt part ol' the dynamite. Along (he opposite shore tlio li^jlits make
bauks of Thames which fronts the quaint state- a vast semicircle, each light being represented in the

[
liness of the archicpiseopal i)alaee at Lambeth. water by a long, wavering reflection. The windows i
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When the lantern whieli signals to the outside

world that the House of Commons is at work is

burning into the small hours, bored or wearied mem-
bers of the legislature escape for a change of air

and scene to the s])lendid terrace which overlooks

the Thames. A police boat steals silently by, and

they know that for the present they are safe from

of the House on one side, the gleaming band of

distant light on the other, throw the middle of the

river into mysterious gloom. Westminster Bridge

is a series of dark impalpable arches. The Thames

barge, out at all times of night, creeps along like

an awful shadow. It is as solemn as midnight on

some Venetian lagoon. Aaron Watso.v.

AMEBICAN PICTURES AT THE SALON.

THE American contrilnitions to the last Salon

made, on the whole, an excellent showing.

Indeed, once demonstrate that you can paint, and the

average character of a French exhibition is not un-

friendly to the success of your own share therein.

The Swedish showing was admirable, for example.

Doubtless other " schools " would have made a simi-

larly agreeable impression if they had been repre-

sented in any force—always predicating the requisite

technical excellence. It is vain to deny the cardinal

importance of this last. In a general way one may
say that whereas, on the one hand, expression may
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1)0 at oiK'o vory porfuct iind voiy cinjity, on tlic other

its valuo funiislips an indispensable test, iF indeed

it is not a condition, of the value of the idea to

be expressed. Pictures whose authors have not yet

obtained (lireetinjj;' control over emotions for which

they would but cannot communicate the neeessaiy

visual justification, look better in company with

those of their kind than amonjij the products of an

art never so soulless but possessing the advantages of

intelligence and education. In fine, if one is to com-

pete successfully with academic excellence, it is only

to be done by transcending and not by contradicting

it. Elementary as this may seem, and as it unques-

tionably is, it has not always been acknowledged by

Americans any more than by other Anglo-Saxon

painters. Twenty years ago, to be sure, what was

then known as the " American school of landscape "

took very serious views of technique, and was very

severe upon pure " feeling," for which indeed it had

small aptitude ; but since then, and strangely enough

contemporaneously with the rise into importance of

a number of brilliant students returning from an

apprenticeship in Paris and Munich studios where

they had learned very much more than their predeces-

sors ever condescended to think it necessary to learn

of the art of painting, there has grown up in America

a disesteem for mere form and an exaggerated re-

gard for the merest glimmerings—in many cases—

-

of poetic feeling. To take a precise illustration

:

the success of such painters as 'Mr. Shirlaw and

Mr. Bridgman at the Exposition Universelle of 1878

created a feeling of melancholy surprise in American

art-circles, and it cannot be denied that if one were

to select from among American painters those whose

feeling for art is keenest, his choice would hardly fall

upon either of these. But what got them their

medals, and what is necessary for any painter who

wishes to get a hearing, was the respectability of

their equipment; and it is agreeable to observe that

whatever may be the influence of public opinion at

home since the renascence (or, in some respects, quite

as exactly speaking, the nascence) of 187C, the

American p)ainters who this year sent their works to

the world's art-show fully appreciate the elementari-

ness of an adequate technique.

Mr. William M. Chase, for example, is a painter

pure and simple, and as such capable of holding his

own in any competition. His portrait of Miss

Wheeler was properly hung high up to give place

to his " Girl Reading

:

" undoubtedly because the

superior simplicity of the latter gave an excellent

opportunity for the manifestation of the painter's

capacity, whereas in the more ambitious " Portrait
"

the easy and frank exercise of his powers was

somewhat overweighted by the more complex neces-

sities of the subject as he had conceived it. The first

necessity of a portrait from the ])oint of view of arf

is, of course, not that it should be a resemblance, but

that it should be agreeable ; and agreeable this por-

trait certainly was not. It is by no means unpleasant

to see in any painter of Mr. Chase's powers traces of

an enthusiasm for a master for whom he has an

undoubted natural sympathy; but after all it remains

true that the study of any master is useful only ai^

preparation, and reliance upon it of value only up to

the point when you take up the brush to begin your

own masterpiece. And the reason is clear : the

characteristics of any master or of any of his works

form a whole, not a congeries, the organic relation of

whose parts is disturbed when any one of them is

used as material in connection with anything foreign.

So when Mr. Chase gives us, however capital, an

example of Franz Hals's rendering of flesh, and

applies it to a lady of perhaps insufficient native

vivacity, and surrounds it with modern studio pro-

perties, his work visibly falls to pieces ; the casual

observer remarks merely that the ochre accessories

which fill a large portion of the canvas subdue nearly

to effacement the flesh-tones, which thus acquire a

grey and muddy look, if indeed he does not entirely

pass over a work in which there is a quantity of

good painting. The very essence of Franz Hals's art

is subordination of means to effect ; he has a manly

carelessness as to whether you see how he does what

he is trying to express, provided he enables you to

see it, that is almost morally refreshing. Exactly

the contrary is true of Mr. Chase's portrait. Miss

Wheeler counts for next to nothing in it, not only

in lack of character (which is a consideration legiti-

mate enough, but not referred to here), but in point of

pure pictorial relation to her surroundings. But all

these shortcomings become sources of strength in the

" Girl Reading." If one cannot he Franz Hals, he

can, nevertheless, if he be as clever and sympathetic

as Mr. Chase is, show very plainly the success with

which Hals's manner and method may be studied and

applied to one's own purposes. Here those purposes

are nothing more nor less than a triumph over the

difficulties of painting, and here consequently Mr.

Chase is thoroughly at home. In a general way,

and as regards the end to which the amateur likes to

see painting devoted—that is to say, to the creation

of something in itself beautiful—the picture cannot

be called in any degree striking ; but it was a capital

contribution to the French Salon for just this reason,

the reason that all attempt at picture-making is

subordinated to the successful display to the initiated

of its author's excellent technical equipment. Its

complexity of light and shade, the varied aspect of

its different surfaces at different distances, its

graduation of general and local colour, and above all

the happy way in which these elements blended into
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an effective whole at the proper distance—the dis-

tance also at which the sense of paint lost itself

in a well-nigh perfect rendering of quality—all this

constituted a canvas perfectly capable of holding- its

own in the most ditHeult competition in the world.

It might be called without either Hattery or injustice

" A Lesson in Painting," and it is not unnatural to

associate its excellences and defects with the habits

of mind naturally induced by his profession in a

painter who, like Mr. Chase, is an enthusiastic teacher

of his art. For there is most assuredly a defect

accompanying these excellences, and a defect which

is, of course, responsible for the little attention which

his picture received. And it is impossible to state it

in words, for it is of the very essence of art, and as

such ex vi termini, untranslatable. But one has only to

think of certain works in this same sphere to remind

oneself of the real difference there may be between

pictures which have no subject or a subject in the

nature of a handicap ; and for these it is not necessary

to go back a couple of hundred years and to Holland—

they are to be found in the next room of the Salon,

signed Vollon or Phillippe Rousseau. Indeed, from

its own point of view, Mr. Chase's " Girl Reading "

fails in art because evidently it was not his ideal, his

picture, that absorbed the painter's faculties in paint-

uig it; it was the problem of rendering the things

themselves, impedimenta merely in an art-sense, and

their relations under certain difficult circumstances.

Vollon's superb rendering of a piece of meat ready

for the pot an feii suggests itself in contrast, not

because it was better jiainted, that is to say, not

because it was a better i^ot an feu than Chase's

was, " A Girl Reading," but because he had used his

piece of meat to pictorial ends so subtly as to give

one a genuine emotion which the united etahifje of

the Halles would be powerless to excite. How?
Ah ! that is what no one will ever tell us.

Mr. Dannat's " Aragonese Smuggler " was con-

siderably more successful because of its excellence in

just those qualities, the lack of which, as I have

been saying, is perfectly in accord with excellent

technical skill. The subject being Simnish almost

begs the whole question, to be sure : a Spanish pho-

tograph seems to us more imaginative than almost

any design of pictorial composition. And it must be

acknowledged that the obvious excellences of this

smuggler were rather of a photographic order. The

picture easily might have been, the observer said

to himself, the work of the camera writ large and

THE FIEST STEr.

(raintnl by Frank I'nifukl. Sa/OH, 1SS3.)
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supplemented in certain necessary directions. But it

was not this that got it medalled. It was the evident

fact that the painter had been touched, artistically

impressed, by the type he endeavoured to render, and

that by force of this he had been enabled to touch and

impress the spectator, and, in a word, hold that com-

munication with him which is of the first necessity

in a work of the imagination. Certain loosenesses of

brushwork apart^and these matter of taste rather

than of grammar—the execution of the picture was

admirabfe in all technical regards ; and this accom-

plishment, as perhaps the reader may divine from

the reproduction given herewith, was creditable very

nearly in proportion to the apparent simplicity of the

scheme. To fill a canvas as large as this (the figure

THE ^MAGAZINE OF ART.

is life-size), and at the same time to satisfy the

irresistible appetite of the beholder for subordinate

details whereon to repose his faculties in the intervals

of appreciation, is extremely ditficult, and Mr. Dannat's

success was very nearly perfect. And he succeeded

here, and so converted what might otherwise have

appeared merely a model for fortunate proportions,

posed with happy firmness, and exercising his muscles

to the end of the action concerned with felicitous

singleness of effort, into a true picture, a real work

of the imagination, by his own absolute absorption

in, and the concentration of his energies upon, the

pictorial element of the subject he had to represent.

Thus, instead of a capital study, the result was a true

picture, vigorously conceived and adequately rendered.

ohildeen's poetkaits.

(Painted bi) John S. Sargent. Salon, 1SS3.)
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Nevertheless, if one had to depend entirely upon such

eireumventions of material difHculties as Mr. Chase's,

ameliorated by such sympathetie appreciation of the

picturesque as Mr. Danuat's, the art of painting

at any rate the most marked thini;' about him, and

what he has learned of M. Carolus Durau relates

only to tools and the use of them. His progress from

what may be called the mere amusement of a young

rOETEAIT or MRS. WHISTLEK.

{faulted bi/ J. M'Xcil ll'/iitdir. tialoii, ISSi.)

would surely play a smaller part in men's thoughts

and susceptibilities than it does. VoUou is delightful

beyond any gainsaying. But really, whether we share

it or not, we must acknowledge that there is some-

thing esoteric in the delight to be obtained from

whatever in the realm of art has only competence

and appreciativeness for its characteristics, and does

not enforce and elevate these by the element of the

creative imagination. And so the real distinction of

a painter like John Sargent is only recognised when

one approaches his work by the road we have just

followed, in order to appreciate the real value of an

indisputable individuality. As the Salon catalogue

says, Mr. Sargent was born in Florence of American

parentage, but he has passed very little indeed of

his life in the United States. But whether there is

anything racy in his work or not, his individuality is

painter, fond of exercising his art, to his present at-

tainment, has been very marked. From the " Capri

Peasant," which, in America at least, first brought him

into notice, to his Salon picture is a long way—the dis-

tance between a mere display of intelligent capacity

and the successful accomplishment of one of the most

difficult and dignified problems that a truly imagi-

native painter can feel the impulse to render. His

"Children's Portraits " was exhibited last winter in

the exhibition of the International Society of Painters,

along with a number of other canvases which a prac-

tised eye could see were in the same vein. There was

a beautiful and sympathetic portrait of a lady—

a

patrician whose blue blood Fortuny could not have

better rendered—and a number of Venetian studies

and sketches, Venetian women talking at the corners

of streets or at the depths of long corridors and what-
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not—all L'liic|ucut ivminiscences ol" the Museo del

Prado. But it is clear that, although it may be said

of Sargent much more truly than it was said of For-

tuny, that he is Velasquez come to life again, he owes

only to his recent study of that master what there is

of general truth and general point of view in his art,

and not the mannerisms of which mere artistic sen-

sitiveness becomes enamoured. Indeed it would bo

difficult to find a more distinguished illustration of

the real value of the study of the old by the younger

masters of painting than Mr. Sargent's " Children's

Portraits;" in the way in which the subject is ap-

proached and in the way in which it is handled, in

the concentrated devotion of mind and hand to the

development of its inherent artistic potentialities, there

is clearly a reminiscence of Velasquez ; one even thinks

of the special masterpiece in the Madrid Gallery in

which the painter has represented himself at work sur-

rounded by figures of children and the reflection in a

mirror of his royal sitters. But it is only because Mr.

Sargent has applied the same manner, at once large and

sympathetic, to the illustration of his own subject.

There is the same absolute naturalness and uncon-

sciousness in the children ; the same intimate differen-

tiation of characters without a shock to the ensemhle

of either character, interpretation, or artistic presenta-

tion ; the same grave and decorous, almost grandiose

pictorial treatment; with nothing in the accessories

which is not happily subordinated to the main idea of

the canvas : the whole resulting in a subtle fusion of

the pictorial with the purely intellectual. With less

distinction in the touch and far less importance in

general conception, the portrait of his father by Mr.

Alden Weir belongs to the same category, and is a

work of perhaps larger dignity, though of narrower

scope, in the portrayal of character.

What is it, nevertheless, which the two lack in

common to make them works of the very first rank?

Just that quality which in Mr. Chase's work is so

marked—namely, the effort for technical perfection.

It may at first thought seem singular to cavil with the

technique of either Sargent or Weir, who are both of

them remarkable for their pictorial conception and

presentation of a subject, and are, first of all, and

without literary or other alloy, painters. But a taking

technique even is not technical perfection, and one

may admire many qualities in that of both these

thorough painters and still recognise that there is a

point at which in each case it becomes unsatisfactory

or, indeed, approximatively speaking, ceases alto-

gether. That point is reached when the idea has

been communicated or the thought presented in all

its completeness. This is a very different thing,

of course, from the mere suggestiveness of the im-

pressionists. But between what may be called

adequate expression, fairly enough, and realisation.

the difference is very great. And by realisation, of

course, is not meant the exaggerated anatomy oi' a

figure-jjainter, or the botanising of a landscape-

painter, or the concentration upon his details of the

devotee of genre. Only, to be thoroughly satis-

factory, a work of art must not merely satisfy the

mind, it must please the sense as well ; and if the

foreground of a picture is as vacant and loose and

the background as obscure as those of Mr. Sargent's

" Children's Portraits," and if the definition of really

vital detail is as pointedly neglected as it is in the

work of Mr. Weir, the very basis on which the sense

reposes and in which it delights is lacking, despite

the palpable fact that what is positively necessary

for a correct induction is provided in abundance. In

other words, the painter's ideal is merely conveyed to

the beholder without being perfectly realised, and

there is not that fulfilment of one of the oldest and

least adequate definitions of a work of art, viz., the

interpenetration of an object with its ideal. With

j\Ir. Chase we have the object, with Mr. Sargent we

have the ideal; with Velasquez, say, we have the

identification of the two.

But one need not go so far back as "S^elasquez for

an illustration which may be found in this same

Salon. If in modern times there has been painted a

picture thoroughly imbued with the tradition of the

golden age of art, it is Mr. Whistler's portrait

of his mother. It has a thousand merits, which

during the three days preliminary to the opening

of the Salon kept a crowd of critics before it ; and

merits of an order felicitously emphasised by the

mass of nudities and tours de force surrounding it,

which, perhaps, accounts for the singular award of

a third medal only. The character of the subject

is interpreted with an exquisite delicacy, with the re-

sult that merely human and not necessarily artistic

sympathy must have recognised the universality of

the motherliness expressed in every line and trait

:

as if his subject had really (so far as the expression

may be permitted nowadays) inspired the painter.

The firmness of contour and decision of masses ad-

joined to the tender sobriety of tone, the remarkable

sense of interior fitness responsible for the subtly

harmonious character and even shape of the accessories

of the central figure, the achievement of beauty in

mere colour and chiaroscuro notwithstanding an

ascetic restriction to grey tones—these and a dozen

other characteristics make this canvas an admirable

definition in itself of what art—the art we really

mean when we speak of art—in truth is. Compare

it, for example, with perhaps the star picture of the

year—M. Henner's "Liseuse;" an appreciation of

the real difference between these two canvases is

itself "a liberal education" hi art. But what em-

phasises all this and gives the picture its quality of
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(lisHnction is tlic absdlute poise IjL'twuen the execu-

tion of the eoneeption and the conception itself. Mr.

Whistler could liave conveyed to us the same notion

of lofty and reserved character with his etching-

necdle^ but in that ease we should have missed a

noble work of the creative imagination. It is the

concentration of attention upon his pure eccentricities

(much fewer in number than is popularly supposed)

that prevents his recognition as, perhaps, the most

thorough, the most perfect, the most typical artist of

our time ; and that he could never be, if he were

given over to circumventing technical difficulties on

the one hand, or on the other were content with con-

veying to the beholder his own picturesque ideas.

Originality counts as well in the Salon as mere

eccentricity counts ill, and the two canvases of Mr.

Thomas Harrison in the esteem of the judicious must

certainly have triumphed over their ill-fortune in

being skied. His is a new name, but it is safe to

prophesy well of it. He has certainly a sentiment

for colour. The harmony of delicate tones in his

picture of a boyish outcast with a green jacket

and grey trousers seated on the ground and idling

with a pink fish and piece of coral, prettily defined

against the pinkish wall one finds in the outskirts

of Italian towns, was extremely agreeable, and its

motive thoroughly original. The type of face, too,

was entirely removed from the conventional Spanish

Steps model, and contributed a value of its own to

what was after all a mere nothing, but just such a

nothing as only a true artist would feel the impulse

to paint. The title, " Un Esclave," was in this sense

a weight to carry, perhaps ; for the moral considera-

tion suggested had less than nothing to do with the

true merit of the work. But a title is often better

fortuitous than designed. " Les Amateurs " — a

young couple in a boat, evidently caring less about

their fishing than each other—was hardly less charm-

ing ; more so, indeed, from a sentimental point of

view. The water reflections, with their vague defi-

nition and the peculiar misty light with which the

yellow green and silvery tones of the whole was

enveloped, were as far as possible removed from the

commonplace. At the same time it was equally clear

that the painter's effort had not been to get as far

away as possible from the commonplace, but to

express adequately the really original notion of a

" landscape with figures " which at the time of

working he had in his mind.

Of sentiment pure and simple Mr. Charles

Sprague Pearce, of Boston, contributed enough and

of an excellent enough quality to atone for any lack

of the same in the American contingent. His
" Prelude," an engaging young lady with black hair,

a pale and melancholy face, a brilliant and solidly-

painted red shawl, and a guitar which she was touch-

ing with evident diserimiuatiou, was a very pretty

study indeed, whose sentiment was so frank, that is

so unadulterated with sentimentality, that to call it

a " study " at all seems a little like begrudging its

just tithe of praise. If instead of being six feet by

four the canvas had only been as many square inches,

preserving the while its fidelity of touch and justness

of relations! But that is what is difficult. It is

only Meissonier who really knows the value of scale

in the painting of a clief-d'oeitrre. Still truer and

considerably larger in feeling was " The Water-

Carrier/' of which a woodcut is given herewith, an<l

in which the same model is brought into more pal-

pable relations with both the actual world of field

and sky and the wider capacities of the art of paint-

ing, so that she gains greatly in interest without

losing any of the simplicity and pensive grace which

seem her native endowment. The motive of the

entire picture is extremely agreeable and dignified as

well, and Mr. Pearce probably owes his medal to it

rather than to " The Prelude."

Landscape, the value of which in art is patrioti-

cally supposed by Anglo-Saxons to have been dis-

covei'ed by " modern painters," and of which equally

with their English contemporaries Americans may be

said to have a tradition which places them on a level

with foreign rivals—landscape, nevertheless, was not

affected by the American contributors. It is, perhaps,

a tenable theory that a painter of landscape alone is

in so far a specialist following a narrow line rather

than a painter properly so called—a painter, that is to

say, of anything and everything whatever; for which

reason it is impossible not to appreciate the effort of

Mr. Frank Penfold, for example, who is apparently a

born landscape-painter, to extend his range, so to

speak, and exercise himself in genre—witness his

" First Step," engraved some pages back. This is

painted with much truth—^with a fidelity, in fact, a

little too obviously painstaking; but it is clear that its

excellence consists in its naturalness, its observation,

its lack of " picture-making," except of the simplest

and most obvious order. It may be taken as a

satisfactory demonstration of Mr. Penfold's pro-

ficiency, but the frank and spontaneous exercise of

bis powers was much more manifest in his quiet and

tender " Autumn." And a respectable proficiency

in this sort of genre is, so far, more common than

noteworthy landscape in the Salon. Mr. Bacon's

" In Normandy," capable enough and evidencing its

open-air manufacture, but rather cold and colourless

;

Mr. Ridgeway Knight's " Sans Dot," a young and

sturdy peasant girl at her work in and amid grey-

green grass under a grey sky, and looking across

the field with pensive sadness at a troop of jeunes

viarie's, who frolic along the highway; Mr. Moss's

" Morning Prayer," and Mr. BrownellV " Lace-
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Maknr," rojicnliiis' tlic prosaic sido of Dutch lionic- was charming' in its deheate greys and parpens and its

liness; Mr. Walter Gay's "Armourer," of insuHieient pinlc flush over the red roofs, which latter, however,

force to atone for paintiness in a small picture ; Mr. might have lieen a little more stoutly defined without

Blackinan's true and pretty "Jour Gras;" Mr. ATay's loss to the gcnieral atnios]i]ierii' softness. Mr. H. W.

THE WATEE-CAKKIEK.

(PahiM hii Charlef: F:pra{iue Pmrce. Salim, 1SS3. By Pen, of 0. Schail!:, Esq.)

" Milton and his Daucnhters," to which one might

easily prefer Munckasy's treatment of the same

subject ; Mr. Edward's breezy and real but not too

solid " Retouv de la Peche "—all these, and others

whieh fell into the same general category, quite over-

balanced the landscapes whieh the Americans had to

show. Mr. Charles Davis's " Le Bout du Village"

Peirce's "October" was exceedingly agreeable also

for its pretty and varied modulations in a light key

of colour; and Mr. Clifford Grayson's " IJn Fichu

Temps " expressed its wet motive with complete

success. But in landscape this was nearly all; and of

important, solid, and large works, strongly painted,

full of out-door freshness and reality, the American
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^Painted by Frank Mi/crs Bums. fSalon, 1SS3.)

display would have been quite lackin<? but for the an American amateur. A big canvas by La Parge

contributions of Mr. Bog^g-s, one of which (engraved or Martin was what was needed to Vwlance the figures

aliove) was at once bought by the French Govern- of Sargent and Whistler, and make a truly rcprcsen-

ment, and the other " St. Germain-des-Pres," by tative American exhibit. W. C. Buownell.

PICTURES OF THE EING.'^

T is at least a probable opinion

that no exhibition of more

than say fifty modern pic-

tures has been seen within the

memory of the oldest critic

which did not contain a

Spanish bull-fighter. Long

before native artists had begun

to be heard of out of the pen-

insula these picturesque persons

had been the favourite models of some Englishmen,

and of not a few French painters of the romantic

epoch. Since Fortuny has come, and has founded a

school, their number has greatly increased. Picadores

with lance in rest, lianderilleros flourishing their

barbed instruments of tortui-e, and espadas taking

refreshment, have become stock-subjects. They have

* " La Tauromacliie. Recueil de Quarante Estampes, Rcpre-

sentant Difterentes Manieres et Feintes de I'Art de Combiittre

les Taureaux, Inventees et Gravees par Don Francisco Goya y
Ludentes." (Paris ; Loizelet.) 100 francs.
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become so common that they have even a tendency

to grow into a bore. By the time we have seen our

thousandeth torero we begin to speculate whether

there can be absohitely nothing in Spain but bull-

fighters, with their Andalusian sweethearts and a

chorus of old beggars. The popularity of the type

is, however, intelligible enough. It certainly is

picturesque, and then there is this also which must

not be forgotten, that foreigners—and it is mostly

for them that Spanish painters work—seem to think

that the bull-fighter is the most interesting object

in the country. They want him, and they get him.

Although, however, it has become a tradition that

the Spanish bull-fighter is the proper subject for a

Spanish painter, the popularity of the type is not

a mere matter of routine. Many painters I'epeat

it simply because it saves them the trouble of

looking at life for themselves, or because it sells

;

but it was a genuine national and artistic senti-

ment which first recommended " La Tauromaquia

"

to Spanish painters. When the peninsula began to
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ivvivc ;.t tlu' end d' tlu- l:isl iriitui-y there wiis a

i-cai'tiiiu both in litei-atuiv and art against the

classieal French mmlels of the previous generation.

In literature, a thing which by the nature of it

requires a certain amount of inherited reasoning

power in the artist, the movement was feeble enough.

In painting the reaction was more vigorous. The

essential was done from the moment that a man of

any artistic faculty had been found who had the

courage to look for himself. Such a man was

Francisco Goya, an artist who has had the not

uncommon fate to be greatly overpraised and also

unduly depreciated. To call hira the successor of

Velasquez is sutTieiently absurd, l)ut he was in a

very real sense the predecessor of Fortuny, Madrazo,

and Domingo. He went through much the same

training as these men have done. His education was

strictly classical, but he broke away from its influence

and struck out a line for himself. The period covered

by his long life is one which has an irresistible

fascination for Spanish artists and men of letters of

the present generation. He began working under

Charles III., and continued through the reign of

Charles IV. and the administration of Godoy, far

into the time of Ferdinand VII. Being a Liberal, he

spent most of his later years in exile. From the

days when he ceased to be a student until his death

he painted the things of Spain, and no doubt the

picture he has left of what they were between 1770

and 1820 has done much to make the period familiar

to artists of to-day, and therefore popular. It would

be curious to inquire into the causes which limited

his influence in his own time; for in spite of his

great personal popularity he can scarcely be said to

have had a school or immediate successors. It was

not, indeed, till Fortuny and his friends appeared

that Goya's work can be said to have been continued.

But that is not the question for the moment. Our

business is not with Goya as a master, but merely

with his pictures of the bull-ring.

At a time when his reputation was already well

established, when he was the most popular portrait-

painter in Spain, and had been employed to cover

the roofs and walls of chapels with religious pictures,

to which he contrived to impart a highly secular

tone, Goya began to etch his long series of studies

of popular types. Having once entered on this road,

he could scarcely neglect the buU-ving, and accord-

ingly he executed forty plates for the king's collec-

tion of prints known as the "Calcografia Real." These

plates have often been spoken of, and a few copies

have been made from the impressions published in

his time, but they were little known either in or out

of Spain. Lately, however, a completely new set of

impressions has been taken by JNI. Loizelet, of Paris,

and they are now within the reach of all the world.

If we are to acce[)l the ambitious classical theories

of Lessing, and lay it down as a rule that nothing

is artistic which is not beautiful, these etchings of

Goya's must be dismissed as wholly unworthy of

notice. Beautiful they certainly are not. Neither

can it be said that they are remarkable for the ex-

cellence of their technical qualities. The drawing

is frequently lamentable, the anatomy of men, horses,

and bulls at times more than primitive, and the

artist struggles with the difficulties of etching like

the merest beginner. To these defects must be

added a prevailing dimness, than which nothing

can well be more fatal to the truth in a picture

of a bull-ring. Whoever has seen one of these

disgusting spectacles, and every Englishman who

goes to Spain sees as many as he can, knows

that the glare of the sunlight is the most vivid im-

pressions he brings away with him. Yet when all

these deductions are made, there remains enough to

give the etchings a real artistic value. The effects

of light and shade are sometimes striking ; the men

and horses may be badly drawn, but the riders sit

tight, and the animals move. The absurdly small

bulls charge fiercely enough. What, however, really

saves these plates from failure is their cynical and

brutal truth. They do give the spirit and movement

of a very cruel phase of Spanish life.

Goya came in a happy hour to take a survey of

the bull-fight. That most vigorous and enduring

of Spanish institutions was just passing into the

last stage of its development in his day. At the

close of the last century it ceased entirely to be a

sport, and became what it is now—a gladiatorial

show; but the memory of its former state still

lingered. There were yet men like that Andalu-

sian noble—the last of the Romans—who enjoyed

nothing so much as letting a fiery bull loose

among the guests in his country house after dinner.

We have abundant means of knowing what the

bull-fight was in the Seventeenth Century from the

reports of travellers. The Dutchman Aarsens van

Semmelsdyk saw one in the great square of Madrid,

and thought it a fine amusement, but perhaps a little

dangerous. Clarendon saw one in the same place a

little earlier, when he was in Spain with Lord

Cottington on a mission from Charles Stewart

during the two years between the execution of

Charles I. and the battle of Worcester. The

Countess D'Aulnoy has recorded a certain amount of

fact on the subject in the midst of a great deal of

fiction and plagiarism in her much over-rated book.

But the bull-fight was freely used for literary

purposes in the Seventeenth Century. The English

reader will too probably not remember that

Almanzor, Dryden's overpowering hero, makes his

first appearance at a bull-feast in Granada, and,
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as nsuii), earrios all before him. In these early

(lavs the bull was let loose in a square, and every-

biich' who could trust his nerve was free to worry

liini. Croya has not neg-Ieeted this part of his

subject. There are various plates devoted to the

Itats of the valiant Moor Gazul, and other valiant

Afdors. These unjjelievers, who are credited with the

lidiiour of havinu;' originated the sport, are treated

with some artistic severity. They are, perhaps, the

meanest-lookino" men ever seen out of a caricature.

To be sure, the groat Charles V. himself is not much

better treated. Tiiat thunderbolt of war, who, as

all his biographers assert, was an accomplished

toreador, is drawn by Goya in the act of driving a

lance into a bull. The artist, who was an ardent

liberal, intended, perhaps, that he should be a type of

despotism, for he is certainly incredibly ugly. There

is, be it observed, all the difference between a toreador

and a torero, which separates Mr. Jones of the

M.C.C. from T. Smith of the Sussex eleven. The

former is an amateur who kills bulls for his own

amusement, the latter is the professional who fights

for pay. The toreador always fights on horseback,

and despatches his bulls with a short and heavy spear

called a rejon. He is only to be seen now at rare

intervals, when a royal fight is given at a corona-

tion, or such ceremony, and then he is accompanied

by a gang of professional toi'cros, who really do the

work. Goya's eleventh plate represents the Cid

killing his bull, but, in addition to the fact that

the hero is almost as little flattered as Charles V.,

the drawing is of little value. One of the seven

inedited etchings published by M. Loizelet represents

a piece of cruel folly such as even Spain has out-

grown. The subject is a combat between a bull and

a toreador who had the ingenious idea of using his

rejon out of the window of a carriage drawn by two

mules. He must have had a wonderfully developed

love fif mere cruelty.

All these are mere antiquities or survivals. The

great majority of Goya's plates are devoted to, the

bull-fight as it now is—that is, what Pepe Illo made
it. This great reformer and organiser, who, with

the help of other scientific persons, brought the

science of the ring into a thoroughly satisfactory

state, appears four times in the series, or, rather, four

plates are devoted to him. Three out of the number

give different versions of his heroic and lamented

dealli. Pepe Illo, who was Goya's contemporary,

drew up the rules of the ring, and was the reputed

author of the standard text-book on the subject. He
really did no more than supply the facts, which were

put into shape by one Gomez. The influence of

the practical man is, however, very perceptible in

this " Tauromaquia, o Arte de Torear," which is

astonishingly lucid, simple, and straightforward

—

qualities very rare in Spanish literature, at least

since 1616, or thereabouts. There is another and
later work by Montes. Pepe Illo, as he was called

in the fancy—his real name was Jose Delgado

—

deserved a poet quite as much as most of his

country's modern heroes, for he ended a life of honest

and intelligent attention to his business by a most

heroic death. Like some of his successors who have

died in harness, he committed the mistake of re-

maining too long in the ring. An espada, or, as

we persist in calling him, a matador, the man who
gives the fatal thrust with the sword, can rarely go

on working after he begins to approach forty. He
becomes too stiff, and is apt to lose his nerve. Now
Pepe Illo was beginning to decline in this way, but

he had not yet retired when he was in an evil

hour engaged to kill his bulls at an important

fesfa. He felt by no means in proper form in

the morning, and his friends urged him to send in

an excuse, and let some younger man take his

])lace. But Pepe was firm. He declared that he

was not ill enough to lie up, and that having

given his word he would do his duty. For a

time all went well, but at last he tried to perform

one of his most famous feats with the cloak.

His eye betrayed him. He miscalculated his

distance, was caught on the horns of the bull, and

killed on the spot. This tragic event seems to have

had a gi'eat fascination for Goya. He rejieated it

three times with considerable variations. If we are

to decide which is the artist's final conception of the

scene from the qualities of the etchings we must

select the un]mblished plate marked E by M. Loizelet.

It is the best of the forty in drawing, composition,

and workmanship. Goya has taken the moment
when the bull is rushing on with his head- up. The

uiducky Pepe is suspended head downwards from

a horn, and is grasping at one of the beast's legs,

perhaps in a frantic effort to stop him. In all

probability the unhappy man was seen to do some-

thing of the kind. A swarm of eapeadores are

rushing forward to help their chief, and a mounted

man—a picador—is charging among them. The

heads and figures of this plate are worthy of Goya's

reputation. The faces- of the bull-fighters are

ugly, but they are human, which is not by any

means always the case with his ugly faces. Even

the horse of the picador and the bull are drawn with

exceptional accuracy.

Some of the plates devoted to the feats of Pejje

lUo's contemporaries show considerable vigour.

No. 19, for instance, in which Goya has immor-

talised the madness of the great jMartincho. This

hero seems to have jumped from a table with his feet

in irons on to the back of a bull in the plaza at

Saragossa. How he got away afterwards does not
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appear. Porliaps Maitiuclio's feet were as supple as

Jack Shepherd's thumbs, and he eould slip his irons

off. However that may be, lie has had uo imitators.

The " Legerete et audace dc Juaiiito Aj)ii]ani duns

la Place de Madrid," shown iu No. 20, may be

.seen iu any bull-fig-lit to-day. Juanito is taking a

pole leap with a garrocha, or picador's lance, over a

charg-ing bull. The trick requires a good eye and a

steady nerve, but so does all the torero's work. Any
good modern espnda — Lagaitijo, for instance, or

Chicorro—can do it with ease. Another plate which

is worth looking at is No. 27, wherein the cele-

brated Fernando del Toro, a picador, is to be seen

challenging the bull to come on. The bull is a

somewhat comic beast, with a wonderfully curved

neck and diminutive head, but Fernando and his liorse

ai-e very like the real thing. This quality of truth is

indeed absent from few of tlie plates, even from the

inferior ones, which look as if they were the work of

Goya's jn-entice hand. David Hannay.

FASHIONS FOR THE FEET.—I.

THE collection of foot-gear at Cluny is full of

interest not only for artists, archaologists, and

ethnologists, liut for every studeut of human nature.

Originally formed by the eminent French engraver,

the late Jules Jacquemart, it was acquired by the

Musee de Cluny in 18S0. Further enriched by the

purchase of the collection of Baron Schvitter, it is

in every respect unique, not merely in its subject-

matter, but because it is at once very choice and

singularly universal. Here are not only examples

of boots and shoes from ancient times, the Middle

Ages, the Renaissance, and every period since, but

boots and shoes from every quarter of the globe.

The chief interest naturally centres in that portion

BOOTS AND SHOES.—I.

1, Female Shoe, Henri 11.; 2, Shoe of Catherine de Medicis; 3, Shoe, French (Sixteenth Century); 4, Female Shoe, Henri III.; 5. Italian

(Early Seventeenth Century) ; G, 7, Shoes, Louis XIV, ; 8, Italian (Seventeenth Century) ; 9, French, Regency ; 22, Boot, Louis XIII. 25, Military

Boot, Henri III. ; 2fi, Spanish Boot. Philip II.
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wliich is most complete, nml wliirli illustrates the

female fashions that have prevailed in Franoo and

Italy from the time of the Yalois to that of the

First Empire. One of the earliest examples is a

female shoe of the age of Henri II. (1). It is of

white stuff ornamented on the instep with a large

rosette of silver laee and a long metal point of

gilt copper engraved in chevrons. The heel is

so enormously high that the lady must literally

have stood on her toes. The long metal point

feet and had to be attached to the knee by a metal

chain. Its full proportions, however, were confined

to princes and great nobles ; lords and very rich

]ieople were permitted to wear toes a foot long, but

the middle class might not exceed six inches. These

protuberances were embroidered and trimmed with

laee, the ends being shaped like a horn, a claw, or

some other grotesque point. This prevailed until

the last c^uarter of the Fourteenth Century, when the

fashion gave way to a kind of sli])per with a very

BOOTS AND SUOES.—II.

10, 11, Shoes, Lcmis XV. ; 12, Slipper of tlie Princesse de Lamballe ; 13, Slipper, Louis XVI. ; U, Female Shoe, Louis XVI.

;

15, Shoe, Napoleon I. ; IG, Shoe of the Empress Josephine ; 17, Man's Dress Shoe, 1820.

is a remnant of a fashion which prevailed from

the Eleventh to the Fifteenth Century, and which,

though stigmatised by the bishops as immoral and

impious, and moreover rendered illegal in France by

royal decree, and in England by Act of Parliament,

refused to do more than retire into temporary banish-

ment, reappearing in the reign of Louis XL under

a form more offensive than ever. This was the long-

peaked shoe, called in France the cliaiissiire a poidnine

from the resemblance of the point to the prow of a

ship. William of Malmesbury attributes its origin to

a certain follower of William Rufus, and evidently

regards it as part and parcel of the disgraceful morals

of the Anglo-Norman court. In France it is traced

back to Geoffrey Plantagenet, father of Henry II.

of England, who is said to have had a great excre-

scence at the end of his foot, obliging him to wear

a peculiar form of shoe. The cordwainer appears to

have hit the public taste ; for the Plantagenet shoe

at once became the fashion, and every one wore a

long point, which gradually became elongated to two

broad toe just rounded off. But in another hundred

years the peaked toes reappeared, and this time men

wore points of iron a foot long, through the end

of which a chain was passed, so that they were held

aloft in the air. The same fashion a])]»ars to have

oljtaiiied in England, for Camden speaks of " shoes

and patterns being snowted and piked more than

a finger long, looking upwards." And here in this

shoe we have evidence of a lady as late as the days

of Henri II. wearing a long metal point. When
we find such remarkable persistency in a fashion

apparently unreasonable, we suspect that in some

way it peculiarly expressed the spirit of the latter

i\Iiddle Ages. In the shoe before us the union of

the high heel with the peaked toe produces a foot

which very truly represents a court in which the men

were satyrs and the women sirens.

The next female shoe of interest comes from the

wardrobe of Catherine de Medici (3). The long

toe has lost its point, and developed into some-

thing like a duck's bill, covered as far as the
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iiislcji with a iiicce nl' silk, dii wliicli arc WMjrkcil

rosettes of silver lace placed so close as to jj-ivc the

appearance of a metal surface. This slioe is made of

white leather, and seems to have lost its ornamenta-

tion. Both this example and another of the Sixteenth

Century (;i) are peculiar in having soles which connect

the toe and the heel in the form of a jjatten. The
second is made of white leather, and cut out lozenge-

wise with eight thong's, which unite in a central one

going up the instep ; the heel is painted red, and

made of leaves of leather pressed together. The most

reasonable shoe of the Valois epoch, and indeed of

the whole series from the French courts, belongs to

the time of Henri III. (-i). It is made to the natural

shape of the foot, and has a heel of moderate height.

Of fawn-coloured leather, it is cut out at the sides in

large lozenge-shaped openings, and fastened by two

straps, which spring from the neck and embrace the

central thong, the edges throughout being scalloped,

and the shoe embroidered with fine blue.

No specimen of woman^s wear under Henri IV.

is given, but to judge from a child's shoe, the

same fashion prevailed as that last illustrated. With
Louis XIII. the high heels and pointed toes reajjpear.

An Italian example (5) of this date resembles the

Henri III. specimen in its open sides, its scalloped

edges, and its method of fastening ; but the toe,

tending to a point, ends in a fine duck's bill. The
heel is painted red. A German shoe of about the

.same time is tasteful, but more domestic. It is of

grey kid, embroidered on the upper with a bold

design in black silk. The toe is pointed and slightly

raised ; and the heel towards the centre of the foot

is painted pink.

AVe now come to the Ludovican period, the early

pai-t of which coincides with that of Charles II. of

England, a i^eriod whose extreme frivolity and heart-

lessness are well exjiressed in its costume. What can

be more tasteless than the specimens (C, 7, 8) we have

engraved of the fashion of Louis XIV., with their

hard shapes, their crude glaring coloui's, and the

recrudescence of the peaked toe ? The heels have

again risen enormously, and turn the foot into the

cloven hoof of the early Valois period. The first is

of damask, embroidered with white, blue, and silver,

and fastened with narrow straj)s ; it is elevated

on a very high narrow heel widening out at the

base. The second somewhat reproduces the shoe

of Henri II. ; the wearer must have stood on

her toes. The material is of yellow silk, embroidered

from toe to instep with a tasteless covering of

silver lace ; the very high heel is in red morocco

;

it is fastened just below the ankle with a strap

and buckle. If these two shoes show how the art

of the Renaissance had declined in France, the speci-

men from Italy of the same period (8) is even worse.

One can hardly Ijclicve that such a, shoe was made
lur anything but a goat. Thus shod, it is difficult

to imagine how any creature less sure-footed could

maintain its balance. The die is oinamcntcd with

rosettes in cerise and yellow rib1)ons.

The Regency (1715— i72:}) is represented by a

boot (9) which, apart from its high heel, shaped like

a barber's wig-stand, would not be very ugly. The
front is even graceful in its lines, the flying flaps

giving it a floral appearance. The next series,

belonging to the reign of Louis XV., cannot be

denied a certain piquant grace. Later on I shall

have to remark the singular resemblance between the

typical form (10) of this reign, and that prevalent in

Mohammedan countries and in Japan. Only, the

beauty observable in Oriental and African specimens,

due to innate harmony, is here destroyed by the

elevation of the shoe on pegs, to a height which

gives it the appearance of springing from the middle

of the foot. In one example the whole foi-m of

the shoe, even to the treading down of the heel, is

oriental ; but, perched on its stand, it has exactly

the form of an old coal-scuttle (II). These pegs, it

would seem, were helpful in dancing, for Gay writes

in his " Trivia "

—

"The wooden heel may raise the dancer's hound.''

The slippers of this period are also quite Oriental in

character, being merely a sole covered luxuriously at

the toes.

The Louis XV. shape prevailed in the early years

of Louis XVI., but gradually gave way to a more
natural and sober fashion. Among the earlier speci-

mens is a shoe which appears to have been worn by the

ordinary public. It has still much of the old style,

but its proportions are very modest. The covering is

black spotted silk with a sort of puff-ball ornament

over the toe, also in black silk. The pointed toe con-

tinued some time, but the heel got flattened and began

to recede into its normal place. A specimen of this

period is a slipper (12), said to have belonged to the un-

fortunate Princess de Lamballe. It is sharply pointed,

but delicate in form. The material is pale green silk,

set off with yellow ribbons. But the shoe that must

be considered typical of the reign of Louis XVI.
has a very low heel, and a toe which, at first oval,

becomes what botanists distinguish as ovate. The

collection affords several examj^les of this gradual

change in the shape of the toe, commencing with a

very obtuse point, which in the end is quite lost.

The specimen engraved (13) is an extremely pretty

slijjper in green morocco with a red heel and a double

ruche of red taffetas.

These dainty shoekins must begin their last

dance, and many will be whirled away in the

tumbrils. The galleries of Versailles and the

Tuileries resound with the noisy tread of the
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daiigliters of the people. M. Jacquemurt has wisely

preserved a specimen of their foot-gear (14). It

is oval-toed with a flap on both sides of the instep

;

tlie front, opening slightly, is tied by a narrow

ribbon, as also the Haps could be if required, there

Ijeing holes pierced for the purpose. The heels are

painted red. Then the Republic gives place to the

Empire, and one of the first changes in fashion is

the reappearance of the pointed toe. Otherwise the

shoes affected during the Consulate and first days of

the Empire are in the antique taste. The shoe we
give (13) is in pearl-grey linen with a very restrained

up until the Wellington supjdanted it. If it bo

true that Bonaparte's lack of boots kept him out

of India, and led him into the jaws of temptation,

the boots in vogue in 1795 may be regarded as

historic, and ought to be represented in a French

collection. We should like also to see a specimen

of the pumps of the Directory, and the top-boots

of the Revolution, an outcome of that Anglomania

which was one of its early symptoms. But with

the exception of a small boy's boot of the age of

Louis XVI., we get nothing in the way of male

foot-gear until we come to a postillion's boot (18) of

BOOTS AND SHOES.—III.

18, Postillion's Boot, Louis XV. ; !!), Caulflron Boot, Louis XTV. ; 20. Fashionable Boot, Louis XTV, ; 21, Soulier de Vilaiu, Louis XIV.

23, Boot of Henri de Montmorenci, 10.32 ; 24, Flemish Shoe, 1530.

ornamentation in green silk ; it might have been worn

by the women of Etruria. Born of republican ad-

miration for Greek and Roman liberty, the fashion

soon passed away, and a singularly dull mode set in.

The specimen from the Empress Josephine's wardrobe

(16) is indicative of the bourgeois character of the im-

perial court. This fashion of neat, square, low-heeled

shoes prevailed during the Restoration with lioth sexes.

From 18:J0 we get a man's evening dress shoe of var-

nished leather (17). The instep is cut away, and

the opening made to represent an embroidered stock-

ing by a tracery of black kid on white leather.

Between this and the wear of Louis XV. there

is a great lack of male foot-ge.ai*. ,This is to be

regretted, as a number of interesting boots and shoes

occur in this period. We should have the various

military boots under the Empire, especially the

Hessian boot so common in the early part of this

century, and which in England was not quite given

the time of Louis X^^. To the same period probably

belongs a long flexible boot in shagreen leather, made

to completely cover the leg. It was tightened by

means of buckles at the top and below the knee.

Of the age of Louis XIV. we have three remark-

able boots with funnel tops—imperious, adventurous,

impressive. One is an example of the bellows boot,

the boUe a soiifflet; another of the cauldron boot, the

bolfe a c/iandroH (I'J). Tlie latter has a singular

appendage round the ankle. The piece which held

the spur is a sort of double flaji, apparently very

inconvenient for riding or walking. The former is

a handsome boot, the leg being made square rather

than round. The third (20) is carefully made, with

a top so enormous that a man could hardly wear a

pair without straddling. This is the more likely as

the foot is remarkably small. Evidently it belonged

to some pefit maUn' of the court of the Grand

Monarque. Compare it with our next, of the same
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]H'riiiil (:2 I ) , and ymi have a vivitl iilca i>\' wliat i(

cdsl liumaiiity lo iu'dilurc llii' jn'L'tly little i'ur-

l)el<,)Wi;il Lduis Quaturze sclyiiem-s.

The Louis Trcize boot (^2), included in our lirst

f>'roup, differed little from the 611/ /c i) .smtj/li/ just

described, except that the heel was hij;her, and

that the ujiper part fell back more uj)on the leg.

Of the same period is an historical shoe (23) which

belonged to the godson of Henri IV., the unfortunate

Henri de Montmorenei, lieheaded at Toulouse in

lt)'i2. It is (if ordinary leather, very long, with a

sipiare Hat toe; the npi)er is adorned with AJh'iir-

(Ic-lis, and on the band are the initials of the

duke, surrounded by arabesques. It is interesting

as showing the fashion of the courts of Louis XIII.

and Charles I. Among other very singular shapes

of the Seventeenth Century is one described as of

Flemish origin. Perhaps the others are of the

same fashion. Whether they are simply bootmakers' fiii.

freaks (ti), (ir appeitain tu any particidar class, I

cannot say. ''hey appear unic|nc, and tlicy may
possibly be dated two or three centuries after their

time. They are dated 1753; and as they are more

easily pictured than described, I shall return to them

on a future occasion. Of the Sixteenth Century

we have a tall pair of military boots of the reigu of

Henri III. (25), fitting close to the leg, and having

a low heel and rounded toe. A similar boot is

the great Spanish boot of the age of Philij) II.

(26). It is made in three distinct parts, and nearly

covers the whole leg; the heel is wedge-shaped;

it reminds us that one who was often arrayed in

such foot-gear, the victor of Lepanto, Don John of

Austria, was believed by some to have been poisoned

by means of his boots. Brantome, who tells the

story, says " it is generally held that he (Juan

d'Autriche) died j^oisoned pur (leu /jullhics jiar-

11. IlliATH.

CALAIS GATE.

c-

are to take the ])]

lALAIS GATE— to the

triumph of the Philistine

and the sorrow of the anti-

quary be it spoken—is to be-

come a thing of the past. By
the latest advices from Outre

Manche, a railway is to run

from the town to the lace-

making suburb of St. -Pierre;

a great central station, a

theatre, and a Hotel de Ville

if the old ramparts and deep

stagnant fosses ; and with them will go the time-

honoured portal and drawbridge which dates from

Richelieu and 16;35. Doubtless we shall hear next

that it is to be re-erected ; that the bricks have

been carefully numbered and preserved; and that

somewhere it is to be set up again for the edifi-

cation of the Freemaus of the future. We have

heard such tales before. What haj^pened to that

famous gate which crossed King Street, W^cstminster,

in front of the Chapel Royal, and which rumour gave

to Holbein ? Was it not to arise again, at the

end of the Long Walk at Windsor, with the added

beauty of extensions at the sides, from designs by

Saudby ? And where is it to-day ? We are told of

some of its eight medallions that " got worked into
"

keepers' lodges at Windsor ; and of others that found

their way to a country-house in Essex. But where

those precious relies, so carefully cherished (save the

mark !) by William, Duke of Cumberland, that en-

lightened patron of the arts, and the art of war

especially, did ultimately " get worked " to, no his-

tory has recoi-ded. And where are the stones of

Temple Bar? Here is a burden for that clever

balladist of Blue China and bric-a-brac ! Where are

the stones of Temple Bar?

—

Prince, when you hear good men complain

That now no more our temples are,

Add thou this legend for refrain,

—

" Wniero are the stones of Temple Bar ?
"

For the moment, however, we have less to do with

the destruction of ancient monuments—though that

were a fruitful theme—than with Calais Gate espe-

cially, and Calais Gate, moreover, in relation to art

alone. And its chief, if not its sole relation to art,

is its connection with the notable English jnctorial

satirist who used it for the background of one of his

pictures. We propose to reproduce that picture ;

and to tell once more how William Hogarth took

ship for Calais, and how he returned ignominiously

to his native land.

Acute observer as Hogarth was, it may be

doubted whether even the most enthusiastic of his

admirers would style him a large-viewed or liberal-

minded man. Ho was not cosmopolitan, but urban

—not to say parochial and cockney. The mores

homhiinii midlorum he had certainly seen, but he

could not add, et iirhes. Beyond this brief visit

to Calais of which I am now speaking, there is no

indication that he ever left the country, or even went

far out of London. He had indeed gone on a five
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diiys' tour to Slioeniess ; and tlieiv are traditions

(iL' Iiis residciR'c at the Ram Inn in Cirencester. A
writer in Ibifpn'ts Mciija:ine has discovered that he

])lanted a mulberry-tree in the (then) remote suburb of

llampstead; and he lived much, as we know, in the

ecjually remote suburb of Chiswick, where he had

an older mulberry tree of his own. Add to this

scant mig-ratioii, thai he was British to the backbone,

and possessed in its j>erfection that noble eontunn)t

for the foreig-ner, which is (or was) the proudest

privilenje of our insularity. Frenchmen, in parti-

cular, he detested. Drawiui^ his information chielly

from the hair-dressers, dancing-masters, and Hoiii^-

Lane refugees about him, he constructed from these

scraps and heel-taps the most gallant nation in the

world. In his eyes, all Frenchmen were frog-eaters,

scarecr(iws, consumers of sotipe-mahire. They were

monkeys in their manners, and starvelings in their

]ihvsitpie. \Vhy, an English butcher, bred upon beef

ami beer, could toss them in one hand, and does

accordingly in honest William's ]iii'liuv! Besides,

tliey consorted with Jacobites—willi renegade Scotch-

men !—with lean and hungry schemers everywhere.

Their advent in England— and their advent in Eng-

land was a good deal talked about in the middle of

the last century—was synonymous with the com-

inilsory introduction of wheels, racks, thumb-screws,

the Inquisition, monasteries at Blackfriars, and

wooden shoes. " What," said the " Gazetteer," with

a Hue confusion of metaphor, " shall we lie down

and be saddled with wooden shoes?" Never, while

there was a trained-band man in Brentford, or a

cudgel-player at Hockley-in-the-Hole

!

When, after the peace of Aix-la-Chapelle, William

Hogarth made his memorable visit to Calais, be paid

it much in this spirit. There is naturally a slight

ditference between his own olfleial account of the

affair and that of his friends, to whom it seems to

have presented itself in a more serious aspect.

According to them, Hogarth when in France

CALAIS GATE.

(From the Eldiiiuj hy H'lHiom Hoijarth.)
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Ix'liaved liiiiist'll' with ;i plentiful hick ot" xnro/f-

fiiire. Notliiiiu;' satistied him. He pooh-i)oohetl the

houses, the furniture, the ornaments, or spoke o£

them openly with scornful opprobrium. " In the

streets he was often clamorously rude. A tatter'd

bag, or a pair of silk stockings with holes in them,

drew a torrent of imprudent language from him."

His travelling companions, among whom were his

crony, Frank Hayman, and Cheere the sculptor

(afterwards Sir Henry) , strove vainly to induce him

to be more guarded in his language, especially as

there were plenty of Irish and Scotch within hearing,

who would have rejoiced in mobbing the sturdy little

Englishman. But admonition of this kind was only

thrown away. Hogarth merely laughed at it ; "and

treated the offerer of it as a pusillanimous wretch,

unworthy of a residence in a free country, making

him the butt of his ridicule for several evenings after-

wards.'' At last matters culminated when he was

amusing himself with a slight sketch of the gate of

Calais. He was taken before the Commandant, and

though the drawings ujjon him proved the innocence

of his design, he was informed that, had not the

Peace been actually signed, he would assuredly have

been hanged upon the ramparts. " Two guards," says

Steevens, " were then provided to convey him on

shipboard ; nor did they quit him till he was three

miles from the shore. They then spun him round

like a top, on the deck ; and told him he was at

liberty to proceed on his voyage without further

attendance or molestation. With the slightest allu-

sion to the ludicrous particulars of this affair, poor

Hogarth was by no means pleased. The leading

circumstance in it his own pencil has recorded.
''

It is quite possible that this account loses nothing

under the malicious pen of George Steevens, who,

from whatever source he received his information,

doubtless heightened it more sno. Walpole's version,

written at the time in a letter to Horace ]\'Iann,

of December 15, 1748, is far less "picturesque."

" Hogarth has run a great risk since the peace ; he

went to France, and was so imprudent as to be

taking a sketch of the drawbridge at Calais. He was

seized and carried to the governor, where he was

forced to prove his vocation by producing several

cdrirafiiriis of the French; particularly a scene of the

shore, with an immense piece of beef landing for

tlie Lion-d'Argent, the English Inn at Calais, and

several hungry friars following it. They were much
diverted with his drawings, and dismissed him."

After this we may fairly give the story as

Hogarth (who probably told it to Walpole) relates it

himself in the MSS. published by John Ireland in

1798. "The next print," says he, " I engraved was

the ' Roast Beef of Old England,'' which took its rise

from a visit I paid to France the preceding year.

The llrst time an F>nglishman goes from Dover to

Calais, he must be struck with the different face of

things at so little a distance. A farcical pomp of

war, pomjxius parade of religion, and much bustle

with very little business. To sum up all, poverty,

slavery, and innate insolence, covered with an affec-

tation of politeness, give you even here a true pic-

ture of the manners of the whole nation : nor are

the jwiests less opjiosite to those of Dover, than the

two shores. The friars are dirty, sleek, and solemn

;

the soldiery are lean, ragged, and tawdry ; and as to

the fishwomen—their faces are absolute leather.

" As I was sauntering about and observing them

near the gate, which it seems was built by the

English when the place was in our possession, I

remarked some appearance of the arms of England

on the front. By this and idle curiosity, I was

prompted to make a sketch of it ; which being

observed, I was taken into custody ; but not at-

tempting to conceal any of my sketches or memo-
randums, which were found to be merely those of a

l)ainter, for his private use, without any relation to

fortification, it was not thought necessary to send

me back to Paris. * I was only closely confined to

my own lodgings, till the wind changed for Eug-

hnul ; where I no sooner arrived than I set about

the picture, made the gate my background, and in

one corner introduced my own portrait—which has

generally been thought a correct likeness—with the

soldier's hand upon my shoulder. By the fat friar

who stops the lean cook that is sinking under the

weight of a vast sirloin of beef, and two of the

military/ bearing off a great kettle of sonpe-maiyre,

I meant to display to my own countrymen the

striking difference between the food, priests, soldiers,

&c., of two nations so contiguous that in a clear

day one coast may be seen from the other. The

melancholy and miserable Highlander browsing on

his scanty fare, consisting of a bit of bread and an

onion, is intended for one of the many that fled

from this country after the rebellion in 1744 [5]."

Hogarth's portrait is rej)rodu'ced as our initial.

In his own day it was copied as a watch paper.

Besides the figures he mentions, there are to the

left of the picture a pair of basket-women, who are

making merry over the resemblance to a human

face which a sufficiently " leathern " fishwife has dis-

covered in a skate which she holds in her lap. But

the painter has cleverly suggested a fact of which

they themselves are ignorant, and that is the strong

similarity between this face and their own weather-

beaten features. In the representation of the two

sentinels he has given full value to the " lean,

* Ireland says :
—" This proves he had reached Paris."

ITnfortunately, those who have seen the original MS. declare that

this passage does not occur in it.
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ragged, and tawdry " element in the French soldiers.

One has ])apcr ruffles, on which the words " Grand

Monarch, P." are plainly legible, his small clothes

are fastened by a skewer, and he has a large hole

in his gaiter. Opposite, his equally famished and

tattered companion spills his skillet of .vni/ir-

mn'ifjre from sheer astonishment. The squinting and

stunted figure next to this one is an Irish mer-

cenary. The painter has paid a compliment to the

national bravery by giving him a bullet-hole in

his hat. In the background, through the gate, a

priest is carrying the Host to a sick person ; the

people fall on their knees as he passes. The fat

Franciscan was a portrait of Pine of Pine's Horace,

the well-known engraver in St. Martin's Lane, and,

like Hogarth, an habitue of Old Slaughter's Coffee-

House, the Feathers, in Leicester Fields, and other

centres of good-fellowship. Hogarth painted his

portrait, which was engraved in 1750 by ^IcArdell.

With his appearance before Calais Gate, Pine was

only moderately pleased ; it procured him the nick-

name of " Friar Pine," and he endeavoured to induce

the artist to modify the likeness. This Hogarth

resolutely refused to do.

Judging from the date of Walpole's letter,

" Calais Gate" must have been painted either late in

1748, or early in 1749. "Soon after it w^as finished,"

says Steevens, " it fell down by accident, and a nail

ran through the cross on the top of the gate. Hogarth

strove in vain to mend it with the same colour so as

to conceal the blemish. He therefore introduced a

starved crow looking down on the roast beef, and

thus completely covered the defect." In 1761, when

exhibited at Spring Gardens, it belonged to Lord

Charlemont, the " amiable nobleman " for whom
Hogarth painted "The Lady's Last Stake." At

the British Institution, in 1814, it was still his

lordship's, but in 1875, when it appeared at Bur-

lington House, it had become the piroperty of Mr.

H. F. Bolckow, of Middlesborough-on-Tees. In

March, 1749, it was engraved by Hogarth and

Charles Mosley, with the title of "O the Roast Beef

of Old England, &c." Though not one of Hogarth's

capital works, it at once became popular on account

(if its subject. The lean French sentinel was speedily

appropriated as a heading for recruiting advertise-

ments, where he figured in humiliating contrast to

a burly and well-fed British Grenadier. Moreover,

Theodosius Forrest, son of the Forrest who had been

Hogarth's companion in the " i'ive Days' Tour,"

turned the whole into a cantata, headed by a reduced

copy of the print. These were the initial lines of

this patriotic performance :

—

Recitative.

" 'Twas ;it the Gates of CulaU, Soijmih lulls.

Where sad Despair and Famiue always dwells,

A meagre Frenclimnn, Madam Grandsire's cook,

As home he stecr'd his carcase, that way took.

Bending beneath the weight of famed Sir-loin,

On whom he often wished in vain to dine.

Good Father Somiitick by chance came by.

With rosy gills, round paunch, and greedy ej-e

;

W^ho, -when he first beheld the greasy load.

His benediction on it he bestowed," &c.

But a more interesting outcome of the painter's

misadventure than even poor Forrest's verses, is the

picture of " Hogarth Brought before the Governor of

Calais as a Spy," which Frith exhibited at the Royal

Academy in 1851, when he was yet biit an Asso-

ciate. In the Academy catalogue the passage from

Walpole already quoted is printed in explanation

of the title of the picture. It is curious to note, in

concluding this account of " Calais Gate," that much

what happened to Hogarth in 1748, happened again

to Wilkie in 181 G. He, too, stopped to sketch

" Hogarth's Gate," as he styles it ; he too was

arrested and haled before the Mayor. But he was

politely dismissed, though Waterloo had not long

been fought. Austin Dobson.

"CUPID'S HUNTING FIELDS."

From the Picture by Edward Burne Joxes.

THE excellent monochrome which, by permission of

Mr. Constantine lonides, we have reproduced, in

its original colour, as our frontispiece, is a characteristic

example of the exquisite and peculiar art of the most

imaginative and, in some ways, the most accom-

plished of modern painters. The draughtsmanship

is so expressive and complete, so "entirely masterful,"

that it recalls the very terms of Ruskin's eulogy.

The colom-, simjile as it is, is eminently appropriate

and attractive. The gestures are quick with pas-

sionate significance. The general effect is one that

interests and that charms. The painter's mannerisms

are present, it is true—his indifference to perspec-

tive, his care for methods and ambitions long since

abandoned, his preference for a unique type of face

and a peculiar cast of expression. But to be man-

nered is not necessarily to be unbeautiful or imperfect.

Here there is too much beauty and too near an

approach to certain kinds of perfectuess to leave the

matter in doubt for even a moment.
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In invi'iiliiin and in aim tlio ])iotaio is in some

sort representative. The love-g'((d is blind and impas-

sive as Fortune herself; at his approach the maidens

who are his quarry are smitten, not with joy, but with

amazement and dread ; one is already stricken down,

so that the archer holds her underfoot, and her hurt

is manifestly desperate. From this imagininj^ of

love, and love's works and ways, there is abstracted

all that is gross, all that is unworthy, all that is

trivial and mean. It is wholly noble and wholly

spiritual ; and the forms in which it is embodied

are tduched with (lie august and stainless chastity of

great religious art. It is charged with the passionate

melancholy which colours the poet-painter's outlook

upon life and time; it symbolises love as an in-

fluence which is the source, not only of the world's

hajjpiness, but of the world's misery as well. But it

is the work of one who has " uttered nothing base;"

and in the far-reaching significance of its conception,

not less than in the matchless purity of the terms

in which that conception is expressed, it is worthy its

author.

A SCULPTOE'S HOME.

MR. THORNYCROFT lives in that green retreat,

the Melbury Road. Here house by house

rises the home of some well-known worker in the

fine arts, built in almost every case after the designs

or according to the taste of the inbabitanls, until tliis

street, situated in an arid

and unsuggestive suburb

of Kensington, has as-

sumed an atmosphere all

its own, and even to walk

therein is to assimilate

something of the higher,

cjuieter, more refined lives

that are lived in its pre-

cincts ; till for awhile

the brutal ugliness, the

prosaic squalor of Lon-

don are forgot.

Moreton House is

the name of Mr. Thorny-

croft's home. It is so

called after a fine old

English black and-white

half-timbered bouse, built

in the best taste of its

period, now crumbling to

decay, in a remote corner

of Cheshire, once the an-

cestral home of the Thornyciofts.

It is built in that later Victoiian

style to which our architects

have given the not altogether appropriate

name of Queen Anne. It is of red brick,

as hou.ses should be under a murky sky. Tliouoh

not built wholly from Mr. Thornycroft's designs,

it has yet been controlled by his taste, and of the

entrance porch (i.) he is specially proud, since this

is entirely his own device. He was much delighted

when Mr. Waterhouse, the architect, admired its

idea and proportions. Its distinctive feature is that

it is light, and yet solid and protective : two essential

requisites for a climate such as ours, to which nothing

can be more unfitted than the airy Greek portico

affected by lui tiiliti buildtis—places in ^\hich to

( itch in full foice the

cluonic \\ind and lain A
'-cc( nd d( oi adinit-5 into

tlu duelling and into a

niiiow \cstibuk tint luns

il ng'.idL the house, of

whiih the Ion kidcd wiu-

d us aie seen in ( ui vig-

nette below At the

fuitliLi (ud west

still Is 111 ( pustmii

stitiutt. f the

Qu(( n tht \\ ik

A SCULPTOli S HOME.—I. : THE POINTINO STVDIO. THE FORCE
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of Ibe elder Tliornyeroft. It is from this corner this hall open out the drawing-room and dining-

tliat we obtain that charming peep of the inner room on the left, the gallery on the right. But

hall and the staircase which our artist has de- ere wc explore these rooms let us hasten to the

picted in his third sketch, ^'cry happily do lines studio, where presides the master-spirit. Fully to

A SCULPTOR S HOME.— II. : TllK lAP.GE STUHI

and curves 1)1 end ; very pleasantly to the eye do the

subdued tints of hangings combine with the dark

polish of the wooden stairs, the red tiling of the

floor, the hric-a-hrac, the photographs and engravings

that line the walls ; while beyond, giving grace,

colour, and, as it were, the benediction of nature to

the wdiole, are the green trees of the garden, seen

through the leaded window at the base. From

understand an artist we must see his studio; fully

to understand a man's house we must have looked

into his mind.

Mr. Thornycr'oft's studio, or rather studios, are an

annex to the house, connected with it by a pretty,

narrow little conservatory, gay with flowers, forming

an appropriate entrance to a sanctuary of art. The

first room we enter hence (vi.) is rather a depository of
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j)lastc'V ciipic'S of sdino of tlie various art-wnrks of

tlie family—for the Thornyerofts, as we all l;nn\v,

are a family of sculptors. Here stand not only Mr.

Hamo Thornycroft's " Shakesi)eare," designed for

the Park Lane fountain, his gold medal group of a

" Warrior Bearing a Wounded Youth from the Field

of Battle," his many portrait-busts of varied merit

;

but also works by the father, whose pupil he has

been, and by the gifted mother who has helped to

make the name of Tiiornycroft a household word

in sculpture. There is no attempt at elegance of

aiTangement. The works stand closely packed to-

gether ; and since they are all in plaster, always

a dead material, and one that suffers terribly from

the effects of a London sky, this is hardly the place

in which to enjoy Mr. Thornycroft's art. The room

however, and one adjoining it, are used for the

rougher work, of which there is so much in the sculp-

tor's art. Here is done the pointing, as it is called :

the marking out with mathematical accuracy upon

the marble the points that shall guide the workman
whose labour it is to block out in the rough from the

formless marble what may be called the potentiality

of a statue, its rude semblance, to which it is re-

served to the sculptor's hand to give form, finish,

and life. In our first vignette we see the plaster

bust from which the workman copies, the shapeless

marble, the nicely

accurate instrument ^- - -•

by which the mea- ^ -

surements are taken, r^ir^^r

and the punctures

made upon the block.

Here are hewn out

the pedestals ; here,

in short, is done all

the \\'ork that is

rather masonry than

sculpture.

The next room,

sepiarated from this

by only a wooden

partition, is called

the large studio, and

is that in which Mr.

Thornycroft's assis-

tants work. The

brick walls are tinted

a warm Pompeian

red, and a curtain,

hung transversely

across the length of

the room, adds to the

impression of colour.

Here the artist's

small clay sketches A SCl'LPIOK S HOME.—III. : THE STAIECASE.

are enlarged to the size tiie statue shall ultimately

assume; here they can be seen full size, alive with

all the soft tender sinuosities that make the clay

medium so truly, as Tliorwaldsen expressed it, the

life of the statue, of which the plaster cast is the

death, the marble the resurrection. Here stands

the strange framework on which the statue is

built up, with its hanging chains that will ulti-

mately be enclosed in clay and form the arms

and legs ; its leaden pipes that will support the

head and shoulders ; the iron support, resembling

a gas-pipe rather than an artistic utensil, that will

form its prop. Large doors open out from the

studio towards the garden, and lead on to a paved

platform that juts right out into the greenery. On
to this platfoi-m Mr. Thornyeroft loves to bring his

work, and even in the garden itself many of his

statues are first made. This is another respect in

which he is perhaps unique, yet another evidence

of his healthful mind. Probably there is no

other sculptor in London who has the same true

instinct to work out of doors. As nothing is more

fatal to letters than the smell of the midnight

oil, so nothing is moi'e disadvantageous to art than

a confined studio atmosphere. But how many have

the courage or good sense to shake it off? By
taking out his work into the open, Mr. Thorny-

eroft confronts it

3 with the full light

of day. He knows

well that sculpture

is essentially an out-

door art—that only

our English climatic

conditions have

forced it to seek

shelter under roofs

;

and by taking out

his work into the

open he fictitiously

creates for himself

a sort of Greek feel-

ing. He does not

see it under the

artificial effects of

light and shade that

must haunt even the

best built studio.

Under the wide eye

of heaven it must

be true, if it can

stand at all. Here

no doubt is the key

to the quiet vigorous

character of Mr.

Thornycroft's work.
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IIl' is fortunate in having a g-ardon to work in;

and though it is small, it is so surrounded by other

gardens—separated from his own in some eases

only by a green hedge—that it seems far larger

than it is. The scrupulous neatness with which

it is tended, the kindliness with which the flowers

grow in it, the miraculous absence of smutty trees

and jjlants, would lead you to believe yourself miles

distant from the grimiest city of the universe. Mr.

Tl.ornycroft loves the open air, as he loves sports

and athletic exercises. He knows that to keep his

nature in balance, and preserve his strength, he must

remain in contact with his mother earth.

From this large studio we enter Mr. Thornycrof t''s

sanctum (v.) . It is large—thirty-fi ve feet in length

—

and the sloping roof is high ; but being somewhat

full it scarcely gives the idea of its size. Here, too,

the walls are tinted the same Pompeian red. But the

jnincipal first impression is that here the workshop

element has been minimised until it may be said to be

eliminated. JNIr. Thornycroft says that he does not

like the room in which the greater part of his life

is spent to be comfortless. Certainly few sculptors'

studios are so pretty, so cosy. There is no dirt, no

untidiness, no parade of the utensils of his craft.

The \'ery water-pot that holds the brush with which,

as with a holy-water asjierge, the sculptor must

sprinkle his clay in order to keep it moist, is en-

closed in a brass pot of quaint design, being in fact

a Breton milk-pail. It is seen in our sketch, on the rug

beside the modelling-stand, which is surmounted by

the clay sketch of a monument to a dead father and

son to be erected in Liverpool for the widowed mother.

Culture, true culture,

not its tea-cup semblance,

pervades the very air of

the room. For while

paintings, sketches, pho-

tographs line the walls,

a piano occupies the place

of honour, and a violon-

cello rests against the

jamb. Then there is a

bookcase, and books are

carelessly strewn around

—sure tokens that they

are kept to be read, not

merely looked at. And
examining them we shall

see that poetry, and

poetry of the best and

highest kind, predomi-

nates. Upon the floor is

spread a matting, with

here and there an Oriental

rug, forming patches of

pleasant colour, another notable feature in Mr. Thorny-

croft, and rare in a sculptor, being his fine eye for

colour. The quaint fireplace, designed by the artist,

encloses a hearth with Early-English dogs. And as

is fitting, and as it has been since all ages, that the

hearthstone be the guardian of whatever is sacred to

the house-owner, so here Mr. Thornycroft has accu-

mulated his Penates. On each side the lintel hang

photographs of portions of the Elgin marbles, which

Mr. Thornycroft recognises as his chief masters in his

art ; while over the centre is a cast of one of the

tigers in Professor Halhnel's " Bacchic Procession,''

so unfortunately destroyed in the fire that consumed

the Dresden Theatre. Over the firei^lace itself, beside

two Doulton vases, are Mr. Thornycroft's favourite

antiques, which he places here, as he expresses it,

to keep his eyes fresh, and which enable him, wheii

he lifts them from his woi'k, " to see how bad it

ia" as contrasted with these masterpieces. It is

the period of the Elgin marbles, the highest, purest

type of Greek art, that Mr. Thornycroft loves best;

and it is characteristic of his sense, his taste, his

freedom from conventionality, that the specimens he

has chosen to be his Penates are not those that one

would, perhaps, look to see upon his fireplace. True,

a large photograph of the Venus of Milo surmounts

the whole altar, as it may be justly called; but

then it would, indeed, be rank heresy in any artist

to exclude from his work-room the dearest of the

antiques. Beneath the Aphrodite stands a cojjy of the

fine dignified bust known as the Oxford Fragment,

probably a Demeter. And truly it is fitting that

the Earth Mother should preside over the hearth-

IIUME.—IV. : THE DINIKG-EOOH.
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s(oiR' iiF ono (if liiT healthy sons. On her oiiu haiitl his sitters. The most iiiasti'rly, vii;oriius, and witlial

is a torso (if tlie Cyrenian Aphrodite, on the other poetic is the "Sir Artliur Cott(in." Others reveal

the so-called "Hera" of Kensington, with her that Mr. Thornycroft is not wanting- in a certain

placid, areliaic, curiously tlioughtful heauty. The perception of quiet humour.

other busts and statuettes all testify to the sculptor's The studio is lighted by a hiyh lancet window, over

sympathy with early Greek art. which, in onr sketch, a blind is drawn. Mr. Thorny-

Thc many busts and statues that adorn the room croft can, when he desires, also light the room from

A scULrioii's iiojiE,—V. : the artist's studio.

are from Mr. Thornycroft's own hand. Here wo

see a Ijronze cast of the original wax sketch of

his "Teucer"-—the statue that gained him fame

at the Royal Acadetny in 18S1—as well as a

full-sized bust. Here, too, stand the masterly little

bronze of an "Athlete Putting a Stone," and the

excellent standing statue of Lord Beaconsficld, de-

signed by the sculptor in eomjjetition for the Beacons-

field ISIemorial erected by the town of Liverj)ool.

Portrait-busts, too, abound in his studio, in too many
eases the mere " pot-boilers " ^of his profession.

Their excellence varies with the artist's interest in

above. The uni(pie feature of his studio, and one

of which he is specially jiroud, is that the wall

does not come down flush with the window, but that

beyond he has built for himself an alcove or low

outer room, which jiresents the unspeakable advantage

that, while he can get his work near to the light, he

can himself, by retreating into this outer room, gel

at a distance from his object, and so have a good

perspective whence to judge it. The alcove is con-

nected with the studio by a curtain, and opens out

on to the garden. On fine days the door stands open

and a luscious background of greenery is presented to
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tlie eve, refreshing and resting', and conibiuiug- very

oralet'ully with the white of the sculptures, making

tlieni look less deuatiirees than at tlie best they are

apt to do in Loudon. The alcove itself is a delicious

little snugu^ery, used by Mr. Thornycroft as his

in i)laster, the quarry whence the marble is hewn,

and finally the carving of the work out of the nobler

material. All the instruments used in the sculjjtor's

profession are indicated—the modelling-tool, the cal-

liiwrs, the spatula, the point, the gradiue, even down

A SCULPTOE S HOME.—VI. : TUE SCULPIUKE GALLEEY.

writing-room : full of sketches and books, and those

silent evidences of culture which the cultured eye

is so quick to detect, so grateful to perceive.

Stepping out from it into the garden, we see that

above its low roof is built a balcony, on which on

warm evenings Mr. Thornycroft loves to sit reading

or sketching in wax. Beneath, just above the door

to the garden, runs a frieze, or what has become a

frieze, for it was merely a coved cornice of cement

which Mr. Thornycroft chose to decorate. While

the cement was wet he sketched in a charming little

frieze, representing the story of the making of a

statue. On the extreme left the sculptor gazes

ardently into the fire whence he draws his first in-

piration ; then, seated at the piano, uuder the sweet

strains of music he matures it, while the outline of

the moon shows that this is night, the time for medi-

tation. The uprising of the sun tells of the dawn

of a new day in which the statue passes from the

realms of fancy to those of reality. The clay sketch

is made, the frame constructed on which the clay

is put; here is the model sitting, here the casting

215

to the very screw-jack. Turning the corner, we come

upon the sculptor, his work done, enjoying his recrea-

tion : hunting the deer, shooting, fishing, playing

lawn tennis, evoking sounds from his violin. The

frieze, though most roughly and sketchily scratched

in with the stylus, is full of poetry and charm.

Re-entering the conservatory, we pass into what

is called the gallery for finished work (vi.), next to

Mr. Thornycroft's private studio the most attractive

room in the house. It is a striking illustration of

the air of refinement imparted to a room by the

presence and judicious arrangement of sculpture.

Here the place of honour is given to music, in

the shape of a grand piano, and piles of music books

lie around; for here it is that the Thornycrofts

assemble of an evening to seek refreshment and

inspiration from the sister art. Here, amid plants

and flowers, stand some of Mr. Hamo Thoruycroff's

finest works, some in plaster, some in marble

;

among the former his vivid "Artemis," seen in

our sketch; among the latter his " Lot's Wife."

Since he finishes most of his sculpture himself, his
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niarLlo work is particularly individual. All work that

is completed is kept awhile in this r(Jom, perhaps

that he may the better judo'C of it in a new n/ilicn,

and give it any final touches it may need. Through

the open folding-doors of the gallery we look into

a family sitting-room, chiefly furnished with Mrs.

Thorny croft's sculpture, while a door at the other

end conducts us onee more into the hall.

Crossing this we enter a cheerful drawing-room,

cool and low in colour, of which the only fault is

that perhaps it has too much of an uninhabited look,

the Thornyerofts preferring their sanctums or the

gallery for general living. A notable feature is

the fireplace, the tiles that surround the grate being

painted with portraits of the whole Thornyeroft family

by Miss Helen Thornyeroft. The dining-room (iv.)

has not this unused air, since man, even artistic

man, must eat. A warm-coloured pleasant room it

is, with its long liay window and lead lightings,

through which in the evening are seen the red rays

of some of those lovely sunsets for whicth London

is famous. Here hangs Mr. T. Blake Wirgman's

finely-conceived portrait of Mrs. Thornyeroft, repre-

senting her as in the act of modelling a clay statue,

the modelling-tool in her fingers.

But after we have seen all in detail, what chiefly

strikes us and clings in our memory about Mr.

Thornycroft's house is its true artistic beauty and the

absence of modern artistic affectation. Every object

seems to fall naturally into its place, not to have been

put there as the result of much study from the desire

to be pecu.liar and unique. And it is this that makes

it, what even the finest houses should be, essentially a

dwelling-house, not a mere repository of beautiful

things where comfort and homelikeness is the best

point to be regarded. This is an error into which our

present makers of beautiful houses seem a little

inclined to fall. Helen Zimmern.

THE STOEY OF A PHENICIAN BOWL.
" And the daughter of TjTe shiiU be there with a gift.''

O our modern ears these

words from the nujitial

song of the Jewish

king are charged with

a wealth of sacred, alle-

gorical association. But

to the singer himself

they had a simpler

significance ; and this

significance, though less

familiar to us, has still

for all time a deep and far-reaching importance. It

is the sound of a voice still witnessing to a bygone

phase of the world's art-history : a voice which, heard

in conjunction with the testimony of modern archajo-

logical research, is all the more fascinating, the

more persuasive, because its witness is so wholly

spontaneous and unconscious. Let us seek the

daughter of Tyre in her old-world home, and try

to learn something of the fashion of her gifts.

And, first, the fashion of her gifts. In the British

Museum, in the museums of the Vatican and the

Louvre and of New York, may be seen a number
of bronze and silver-gilt bowls, chased and embossed

with delicate and intricate decorations. Our first

illustration is a drawing from the most famous of

these bowls, found at Palestrina, not far from Rome,
and preserved in the Etruscan museum of the Vati-

can. In the centre circle the eye is caught at once

by a scene that, by the type of face, the treatment of

the hair, the peculiar dress, is manifestly Egyptian.

Round the next circle are ranged a frieze of horses in

motion, whose character it would be hard to identify.

The spaces left vacant are filled in regularly with

formally-drawn birds, moving in the same direction

as the horses. Such birds, serving no purpose but

that of decorating vacant space, occur frequently in

the designs on early Greek vases. In the outermost

circle the main interest of the artist has unfolded

itself. In the upper part of the picture, starting from a

tiny fortress, a king goes forth in his chariot to the

hunt. Remembering the design of the centre medal-

lion, we might at once assume him an Egyptian.

But a second glance corrects our supposition : that

high peaked head-gear, that long, crimped, formal

beard, that closely-draped figure, are to be seen in

the Assyrian relief in our fourth picture ; we have

seen them a thousand times in other reliefs from the

walls of Assyrian palaces at Nimrud, at Kuyunjik.

But again comes another surprise— the Assyrian

king is driven by a charioteer of obviously Egyp-

tian type. The story continues round the tiny

frieze : the Assyrian dismounts, and leaves the

Egyptian charioteer in the chariot, while he him-

self takes aim with his bow at a stag standing in

naive expectation on a curiously -drawn mound :

the stag is wounded and falls. All through, after

the manner of ancient oriental art, the figures are

represented again and again to denote advancing

stages of one and the same story. Next, beneath
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tlu' sluidu of a piiliii-tivo, the Egyptian gives fodder

to the horses, and the Assyrian proceeds to hang

up and divide the stag he has slain—]3art for the

feast he himself has earned, part for sacrifice to

the gods. We see him seated, the altar before him

;

above is hovering the winged disc of the oriental

sun-god, symbol of a protecting genius
;

just such

a symbol yuu may see near an Egyptian sphinx

euuld ever see them. Their kinsmen still flourish in

the modern gorilla, and it must be remembered that

the name " gorilla " is taken from the account of the

"wild men" whom Hanno, the adventurous Cartha-

ginian admiral, so named when he captured them in

his voyage round the Pillars of Hercules along the

unknown coast of Africa, of which the story is told

in the one fra"-ment of the oHicial records of the

1.—A BOWL FKOM PALESTEINA.

enn-raved in Perrot's admirable book. But danger

is near. From the opening of a cave in a hillock

to the left of the scene there looks the face of

a hideous ape, an incarnation of malice, watching

to slay the pious king unawares. In the next

scene the brute stands upright, a stone in his hand.

This cave-dwelling ape standing upright, man-

fashion, and warring with stones for weapons, science

says must be sought for in Africa, and Africa alone.

Such apes appear not infrequently on early Greek

vases, though in his native land, we may be sure,

unless they had travelled across the seas, no Greek

navy of Carthage. But the goddess in whose honour

due sacrifice had been done is mindful of her wor-

shipper; and just as this hideous ape is hurling his

stone she appears from heaven (truly a dea ex

machina) and catches up king and chariot in her

protecting arms. Such honour in many an ancient

mythology is the guerdon of the faithful. But the

king returns to earth again, dowered with new

strength. He tramples his enemy underfoot, and

returns in triumph -to the palace whence he went

forth. Looking at the bowl, we ask ourselves with

inevitable curiosity what manner of art is this that
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c'oiiil)inos in such straiifje confusion a king from tlic design as a whole is by no means clear. The

Assyria, a charioteer Jfrom Egypt, and an ape from explanation given of the Palestrina bowl is due to

Africa? Why was this cup found in Italy? Why the ingenuity of the French savant M. Clermont-

do its designs reappear on pottery that is Hellenic ? Ganneau, and the archDeological world still waits

Here are problems enough for solution. eagerly to see if he will unravel by the like clue

But one instance, perhaps, may not suffice; I the decorative mysteries that still remain.

2.—A BOWL FEOM CUKlUil

will take another. Where the instances are many

we cannot attribute peculiarities to mere accident or

caprice. The bowl we figure in our second illustra-

tion is said to have been found at Curium, on the

south coast of Cyprus, during the excavations made

there by General Cesnola. The mystery seems to

deepen. Curium in Cyjirus and Palestrina in Italy

are far enough asunder. In the centre medallion this

time is a scene more obviously Assyrian than any

our Palestrian bowl afforded. A winged deity, half

god half monster, contends with a lion. The spaces

round are filled by two protecting hawk-shaped genii.

How thoroughly Assyrian is this winged deity we
may see by comparing him with our copy of the

relief. As yet, I may add, the interpretation of

But enough is clear for our purpose ; the style

may be recognised apart from the full mythological

significance. Let us look at one more scene in

the right-hand corner of the outside frieze of our

Curium bowl. A king, Ijearing on his head a sym-

bolic crown, manifestly Egyptian, is slaying his foes;

he grasps them by the hair, he kills them literally at

a blow ; beside him stands a hawk-headed sun-deity,

Ra, with the solar disc on his head. By the side of

this we might place a similar design from the rock

temple at Abu-Simbel, in Nubia ; the juxtaposition

would be enough. At intervals along our Curium

bowl are formal designs like trees, with monsters

planted heraldically on either side. A glance at the

Assyrian relief shows how oriental they are.
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A thiril e-ii]>, t'rum Amathus, in Cyprus (Hgiired

ill iiur third picture), bears witness even more clear

and circumstantial. Round the innermost circle are

ranged a row of sphinxes: Egyptian, for on their head

they wear tlie urajus or curled asp, with head upreared.

They are the sisters of the gentle human-heaxled

Egyptian sphinx already referred to, Ijut they have

borrowed the high formal wings of their Assyrian

sister. In the next circle to the right are two frog-

headed Egyptian genii (each crowned with the urieus)

adoring the great creative beetle, symbol of Ptah,

the God of ^Memphis ; next, to the left, is a winged

lady, a lotus blossom in her hand, balanced on the

opposite side by a similar winged lady, Athor, the

moon-cow goddess, the horned moon-disc on her

head. Facing each of these winged goddesses is a

youthful figure who lays his finger on his lip, sign

of the young sun-god Horns. One is seated on

a lotus bud, symbol of the rising sun ; the other

stands erect, holding the Egyptian sign of life in

his hand. Between the two figures of Horus stand

symmetrically two that are manifestly Assyrian;

between these, a Horal design like that in our relief.

But Assyrian though they are, these figures bear in

their hands the Egyptian life-symbol. In the outer-

most circle is a battle scene, in which Assyrian and

Egyptian elements are mingled in a confusion I

may not pause to unravel.

And now for our Assyrian relief. Two winged

Genii kneel on either side of the Sacred Tree. The

tree is arranged formally, symmetrically, pattern-

fashion ; it is a symbol, not a living growth. The

Assyrian type of figure and face is clearly seen in

the Genii : the short muscular figure, awkwardly and

formally draped, the face with full cheeks, aquiline

nose and heavily-set eyes, the long formal beard.

The two curious wings also arranged pattern-fashion,

symbols of swiftness and strength, are mere adjuncts

to point a meaning, not organic parts of a wing-

flying being. The whole system of decoration, the

harsh emphasis of the muscles, the elaborate lifeless

detail of the feathers and drapery give the relief the

air of a piece of needlework translated into stone.

Very different is the aspect of Egypt, as shown

on the opposite page, in a relief from a sculpture

at Abydos. The great king, Seti I., father of the

still greater Ramses II., is here represented; and

in his beautiful figure we may study, far better

than in the rude drawing of our bowls, the type of

the Egyptian. Seti is pleasanter to gaze at than

the Assyrian genius, with his coarse brutal aspect

;

he is tall and slight, his shoulders broad and full,

his hips narrow, his arm fine and powerful, the

hand with long sensitive fingers ; the head somewhat

large, the forehead square and low, the full-lipped

mouth very gentle and a trifle melancholy. His

dress, scanter than that of the Assyrian, is the curious

scheiUl of plaited linen falling in triangular form.
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as we liavc seen it in the centre medallion of our

bowl. On his head is the kingly urajus, already

familiar. In his right hand is the tiny figure

of the goddess he worships, holding the T-shajied

nation as they elaimed and fought for their Promised

Land. This people built Sidon, the City of Fish-

catchers ; and later the great city of Tyre arose on

her " rock " in her splendour. In the Fourteentli

-AN ASSYia:VN BELIEF.

symbol of life. Near him is the opening bud of the

sacred lotus, a lotus like that from which we saw the

yoiing Horus arise. It would be difficult to find any-

where in any art, ancient or modern, a relief more

instinct with delicate refinement.

It is these two arts, the art of Assyria and the

art of Egypt, that we find almost inextricably fused

in our richly decorated bowls. I might easily mul-

tiply examples, I might examine bowl after bowl

with the same result; we should find always this

mingling, this well-nigh chaos of Egyptian and

Assyrian elements, varying much in proportion,

ignorantly and inaccurately copied, but combined

usually with a dexterity decoratively pleasing to the

eye, however bewildering to the mind. What, again

we ask, does this mean ? The answer is the strangest

of all stories, the tale of the Daughter of Tyre ; for

these bowls are among the goodly "gifts" she holds

in her hands.

Assyria and Egypt lie geographically far asunder,

but between them is a land, a narrow strip of sea-

coast known by its inhabitants as Canaan (the hol-

low country) ; a land called by the Greeks in part

Phenicia, in part Palestina (the land of the Pelishtim

or Philistines), Phenicia being called by the Egyp-

tians the land of Kaft. Here, two thousand years

before Christ, were settled a civilised people, a people

who were at one time hard-pressed by the Hebrew

Century B.C. this land of Phenicia was, we know,

invaded liy the great king of Egypt, Ramses II.,

who has left behind him sculptures on the rocky

coast near the modern Beyrout. About three cen-

turies later Tiglath-Pileser I., King of Asshur,

forced his way across the Euphrates and reached

the western sea-coast. But long before these war-

like contests the land of Phenicia had carried on

peaceful traffic with Egypt and Assyi-ia. In her

markets met and were exchanged merchandise from

Syria with the products of the valleys of both Nile

and Euphrates. Here are merchants from Egypt as

Ezekiel saw them, with " fine broidered linen," with

papyrus fabrics, with glass and graven gems ; here

a caravan is unlading with its treasure brought from

the uttermost East with the fleece of long-haired

lambs and goats, with spices and frankincense, with

cinnamon and cassia, with silken tissues, with pearls

and bright gold from India. Ezekiel has painted

the picture in his " burden of Tyre." Our business

is rather with the Phenicians as craftsmen than

as merchants. Craftsmen they were, though artists

we may not call them, for they lacked creative im-

pulse. When the wondrous wares of the East poured

into their markets, they were not content merely to

exchange the one for the other, a fleece for a golden

bowl, a graven weapon for a casket; they must learn

to copy as well as to buy and sell. As copyists they
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attuiiiod to a marvellous manual tloxtcrilv. Tliey liad

art enoui^'h to admire tlio artisiii- wares it was tlieir

mission to bear to and fro; and in llu'ir own native

workshops they began to attempt to reproduce them.

They had no national style; they could simply

imitate technical processes and combine and re-

arrange the elements that lay to hand. But in

tliis mechanical adaptation, they achieved a success

destined to be known far and wide through the

civilised world. Their skill was not to be confined

within the narrow limits of Canaan— their trade

was to turn westward as well as eastwar'd ; and in

this traffic with the West lies their peculiar signifi-

cance for the modern woidd.

Let US follow one of their traders on his way.

Slowly he will creep on from island to island, to

Rhodes, to Crete, to Thera, Melos, Samothracc,

Lemnos, Thasos ; at each he will plant trading sta-

tions, to which again and again he may return. In

exchange for his ware he will win copper ore from

Cyprus, gold from Thasos, captive slaves from each

\iiaii'>j:<i'j;^^\-
, f,

FKOM A EELIKF AT ABVDOS.

and all. And last, on a fateful day, some trader

more venturesome than the rest moors his black ship

in the Bay of Argos ; he unlades his wares—stuffs

dyed with the Tyrian purple, carved ivory, and amber

and graven ostrich eggs, vessels of pottery, shining

armour and carven bowls—such bowls as we have

seen. Eager natives crowd about the gay bazaar,

goodly men and fair tall women ; and gladly they

barter for these Eastern gauds their home-grown

wares, and, most of all, the purple dye-fish on their

coasts. Further afield we will not follow the Phc-

nician trader; we know his ships touched at the

coast of Etruria and Latium, for the first of our

bowls was found at Palestrina. We know that to

the coast of Africa came the Phenician Queen Dido;

and how her colonies held Sicily and Sardinia, the

Balearic Isles and Spain. We know, too, that the

Phenician voyaged even beyond the pillars of Her-

cules, and that one day he bore for freight the

prophet Jonah. But we will pause at Hellas,

where the treasures of Mycense tell of his pre-

sence, and Ezekiel lifts his voice,

_„ adding yet another woe to " the

yj burden of Tyre." " Javan (the

J. Ionian, i.e., the .Greek), Tubal, and
pa Mcshech, they were their merchants,

•-
'

^

I
they traded the persons of men and

I ] vessels of brass in their market."

1 This contact with Hellas gains

special interest to us from the testi-

mony of Homer; the art he knew

of was manifestly of foreign, of

Phenician, character. Menelaos

has a " mixing bowl " beautifully

wrought ; it is all of silver and

'j] the lips thereof are finished with

gold, and the hero Phaedimos, Khiff

of the Sidonians, gave it him.

Helen has a silver work-l^asket

with wheels beneath and the rims

thereof finished with gold, which

was given her by the wife of a king

of Egypt ; the swineherd Euma»os

tells how to his island home came

"the Phenieians, marineus renowned,

greedy merchant men, with count-

less gauds in a black ship."

The sequel of this story I may
not tell to-day. How the artist-

spirit of Hellas awoke at the electric

touch of this foreign contact ; how

her native craftsmen first wondered

at, then copied, then outgrew their

foreign models; how with the genius

of the true borrower they chose out

the good and refused the evil ; how
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tlii'V learnt trom tlu' coarso realism of Assyria ami

the delicate naturalism of Egypt such lessons as each

could teach ; how they borrowed from the East the

alphabet of art as they borrowed the alphabet of

writing, and transfigured it to be the expression of

a living language all their own ; how they learnt

from the Fhenicians such skill in the fashioning of

material and such conventions in the expression of

ideas as might save them the long weary struggle

for the mastery of mere technique; how they a])pni-

])riiited a system of decoration ready made ; bow

they absorbed a sentiment for what Mr. Pater has

well called "Asiatic curiousness;" how they learnt

the principle of heraldic balance, the symmetry of

subject answering to subject : all this, the story of

the GriEco-Phenician period of art, I must leave

uni)ietured and untold—leave it even to-day, when a

gritiin and a sphinx and a unicorn still decorate our

walls, and tell of the Phenieian trader who brought

Ihem from the East. Jane E. Hauuison.

COMEDY AT COURT.

IN "La Comedie i\ la Cour " (Paris: Eirmin-

Didot), M. Adolpb Jullieii, authdr of an

excellent " Histoire de la Costume au Theatre,"

has told the story of three of the most dis-

tino-uished sets of amateur theatricals known to

the France of the Eighteenth Century. The first is

of the best and handsomest books of the kind which

I remember to have seen.

During the last century F'rance was wholly

delivered over to the passion of private theatricals.

The craze was a development of the fashion of a

preceding age. At the epoch of the I'ronde it was

the private theatre of Conde's grandchild, the mad the proper thing to keep a comi)any of players. Unde.

Duchesse du Maine, at Sceaux,' once the country- Louis Ciuatorze it was still the proper thing to haAC

house of no less a

man than Colbert

.

The second is the

admirable little

play-house estab-

lished by Mdme.

de Pompadour at

Versailles, and

translated by her

to Bellevue. The

third is the at-

tempt at histri-

onics of Marie-

Antoinette, at the

Theatre du Petit

Trianon. The his-

ttiry of each of

these achieve-

ments is well and

clearly told, and

advnirably illus-

trated, now with

reproductions by

l)rocess (some of

which we are able

to present to our

readers), and ninv

with etchings and

ehromo- litho-

graphs, after Co-

chin and Le Brun.

The result is one

MBLLE. PEEVOST AS A BAOCHAUTE.

0/11 l/i; Pwlwe by Uaoux. 2Itis6j dc Tours.)

n ])rivate trooji,

but it was also

the proper thing

to appear yourself.

The Grand Mon-
arque had Moliere

for his manager,

and kept a com-

pany which was

one of the original

stocks of the Co-

medie - Frangaise,

the greatest

theatre in the

world. But he

often deigned to

stoop himself to

the stage, and, in

Benserade's bal-

lets and the diver-

tissements that

make so terrible a

solution of con-

tinuity inthework

of Moliere, he

danced amid his

courtiers with a

majesty so daz-

zling, we are told,

as to be almost in-

tolerable. Where

the king had eu-
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tcn-d in, it wns; diily natural and dcccnl llial llii

(•(lurt sli.iuld I'dlldW. Club al'tcv clnli \v;is I'drnii'd

and |ihi\ -liiinsc al'li'i' jilay-houso was Imill ami llllcc

np. And aflcr tlio peace of 174.!S tlir rasln.m lim

l)cci)nu' a mania. liif^'h and low, rich and \ini<\-

idvai and riliald, the buro'css with the did<e, Aspasi:

widi tiic ciaud'hli'i- of a hundred earls—every (in(

tiHik plcasni-c in acting;:. There were jjrivatc (Jicalrc;

"<lans (iinl ics ((uartiers, dans toides les vncs, dan;

liintcs Ics niaisons." No man about (own bnf liui

his peculiar sfa<;'c, no fashionable woman bul Ikh

licis. In their brilliant set of essays, "La Femnu

an Dix-lnntieme Siccle," the brothers (joncuurl

workinn' aflcr M . N'ictor FourncI, cnunl up sdua

Idi'ly of them, and do not ",, near tn exhaust iiii.

(he tale. Mdlle. (iuimard

iiad a couple oF play-

hnuses, so had the sisters

\crrieres, so had Vol-

taii-e, so had the lleo-ent

Orleans. M. de la Pope-

linicrc had a theatre of

his own at Passy ; the

dancer D'Auborval, by

a costly and in<>;enious

mechanical arranfi'cment,

could convert his draw-

in^'-room into a theatre

in the twinkling- of an

eye ; Clairon was the

bri^'ht particular star

of the Duehesse de Vil-

Icroy's comjiany; a per-

I'drmauce, for Mole's

benefit, at the theatre

of Harou d'hlselapon,

rcaliscil upwai'ds di'

1 wcnly - four Ihousand

livrcs. At Versailles, in

flic Theatre des Petits

( 'abinets, Mdme. de Pom-

padour achieved success

in comedy, traji-edy, and

d|)cra alike ; while princes

]ilaycd the bassoon in

the orchestra, and dukes

and marquises danced in

solemn ballets, or "took

the nap" in pantomimes

and jjfinale.f. Marie-

Antoinette took lessons

of Duo;azon ; Voltaire

trained and j)rodueed

Le Kain, and, in sj)ite

of a tendency to over-

emphasis and exaf^gera-

21G

(idu, himsell' excelled as an ac'tor of traf>'cdy ; the

l!eL;('nl was admirable in ])easant parts—as, I'm' in-

stance, the Tiubin of " (ieori^'c Dandin "—and in the

part dl' a linancier—as, for instance, the Turcaret

df Lt'sa^e ; the Manpiis de Court en vaux was an ex-

cellent jin-wirr (Jdiixi'iir; \1 . line de Miromesnil,

the keeper of the seals, was an incdinparable Scapin
;

Mdme. de Montesson was sometimes equalled

with So])hie Arnnuld ; IVIdlle. de Savalette was es-

teemed not much inferior to the Pand'evillc herself.

It was one .Iraniatic cluii, at the llolel Jaback,

which sent out the peerless Lecouvreur ; it was

audther, at the Hotel de Clermont-Tonncrrc, which

I'cvcaled La Kain; it was a. tliii'd, foundi^d just

before the Revolution li\' a certain l)d\en and in

ZKPIIYE AND I''L01iA.

iii(«i by Ddohd for tlic raviUun of Aiiivm, Hcmiu.)
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existence yet some thirty or forty years an'o, wliicli

jirodiieed artists so near to us in time and rej)iite

as Bocag-e, Samson, Ligier, Provost, Arnal, Boiifte,

and Brolian. Oi' private theatricals under Napoleon

(who was a jjcrfect judge o£ acting, and who hissed,

they say, the Empress Josephine witli absolute

pitilessness) and the monarchy I have no need to

speak. "With the actors trained at the Theatre-

13oyen we have advanced far on into the present

century; and I need add no more than that the

two Coquelins, with INIdlles. Reichemberg and

Samary, are as po]iular on the drawing-room stage

as were Fleury and Clairon and Dazincourt before

them. So that in France the tradition of private

theatricals is as free from breaks as that of the

Theatre-Fran^ais or the Opera themselves.

Of the private theatres of the Eighteenth Century,

tliat of the Duchesse du Maine was one of the earliest,

and, in some ways, one of the most important. It

had its origin partly in the Duchesse's inordinate

vanity and partly in her peculiar craze for excite-

ment. Her Highness—the " poupee du sang," as she

was called—was as active in the pursuit of pleasure

as her renowned grandsire had been in the pursuit

of victory. Flattery of the grossest and most ex-

travagant type was a necessity of life for her ; and

without excitement, change, novelty, the opportunity

of parading her ])ersonality, she could hardly have

existed. It was in the Pavilion of Aurora, in her

domain of Sceaux, that she set up her stage. In

1072 Le Brun had built and decorated the place for

Colbert, from a tapestry in the Pitti Palace. He
painted the ceiling of the central hall with a mag-

nificent allegory of the coming of dawn ; and fi'om

this the Pavilion took its name. The Duchesse

-^"une des personnes qui s'ennuyaient le plus au

monde, et qui ennuyaient le plus leur monde"

—

had a passion for allegory ; and she commissioned

Delobel to paint the ceilings of certain rooms

in the Pavilion with allegorical groups, suggested

by heroic moments in pieces played by her upon her

private stage, in which her own portrait bore a

principal part. In one, which I have reproduced,

she is represented as Flora, while Zephyr, as the

Genius of Festival, crowns her with laurel, and

corpulent amorini sport and worship about and

around. In another she is figured as Pomona

—

a Pomona, it may be noted, who makes the most

of her form ; Vertumnus, attired as a female sooth-

sayer, is telling Pomona's fortune, which, you may
be sure, is none of the meanest; while a number

of these harmless, necessary cupids, in whose absence

no allegory could be held complete, are pursuing

their wonted vocation in the background. These

two imposing trifles are a type of all that was done

to amuse the Goddess of Sceaux. Witty as she

was—and she was one of the wittiest of licr

time—tlio Duchesse only lived to be flattered and

amused, to converse in allegories and enigmas, to

take first jiImcc in rli:n'ades and dramatic riddles

designed in lier honour. Among her poets were

Chaulieu and Sainte-Aulaire, were La Fare ami

Fontenelle and Voltaire ; the Abbe Genest, au

Academician, and a poet of singular dulness and in-

eptitude, wrote tragedies for her stage; Nicolas

Malezieu, an Academician of singular sjirightliness

and humour, was her manager, her playwright, her

principal actor, her master of the revels ; her lady

of the bedchamber and dramatist in ordinary was

the incomparable Mdlle. de Launay. Among her

intimates were Louis de Bourbon and Marie-Anne

d'Enghien—afterwards the Duchesse de Vendome
—the Due de Nevers, the Duchesses d'Harcourt,

de la Ferte, d'Estrees, de Rohan, de Lauzun,

d'Albemarle, and a crowd of notables besides. At

Sceaux all these noble persons wore nicknames.

Thus Malezieu was called the Curate ; Genest, the

Abbe Pegasus, or—with reference to the grandevu- of

his nose—the Abbe Rhinoceros ; the Due de Nevers,

Amphion ; the Duchesse, Diana and the Sylph of

Damascus ; the Due d'Albemarle, the son of our

James II., the Major ; and so forth. Tired of

donkey-riding and riddles, and the fantastic humours

of the Ordre de la Mouche-!l-i\Iiel (the Duchesse,

being tiny of stature and abounding in wit and sweet-

ness, was pleased to figure herself as a honey-making,

sting-bearing Bee, and to create an order of knight-

hood in her own and the insect's honour), it occurred

to the mistress of Sceaux to institute the series of

entertainments known in history as the Grandes

Nuits. Their origin is trivial enough. The Duchesse,

as I have said, was incurably restless, and j)assed

a great part of her nights at cards. A diligent

courtier of hers, the Abbe de Vaubrun, determined to

give her a little surprise. He explained his device

to jNIdlle. de Launay, and with her aid he was enabled

to practise it without delay. That admirable creature,

assuming the shape of Night, came suddenly in upon

the card-players, and thanked the Duchesse in an

elaborate harangue for preferring her to Day, Luna

to Sol, Darkness to Light, and so forth ; after which

the gallant Vaubrun, as one of Night's lackeys, came

forward and sang a madrigal, composed ad hoc by

Malezieu and set to music by Mouret. The idea was

novel ; the flattery was gross ; the opportunity of

display was excellent ; and the Duchesse lost no time

in instituting the set of magnificent diversions we

know. They were given once a fortnight. Each was

luider the direction of a king and qu^een, who planned

it, arranged it, executed it, paid for it, and put off

their crowns next day. They were composed of

dances, music, and operatic and dramatic interludes.
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Tlidsii (if 1li(' scvfutli nig'lit arc a type of the vest. In She .-iiiix'nrs lo luivo lipoii :is Imd an .-wtfCHs as

llic lii'sl iiilcrludi; astronomers came ti'oopiiin' in I'l'nm ran well be imagined. Bnl. her intcresl in the

I lie observatory to ask for information about a certain static was a part of her nature and ceased only

Star which liad taken of late to rising- and setting witli her life. After her return to Sceaux she

with exemplary punctuality every fifteenth night. In is found arranging performances of tragedies by

the second, a band of treasure-seekers, insjiired by Mer- Morand and dramas by Calderon and comedies

lin the Wizard, repaired to Sceaux to discover a certain by Plautns. A year after her husband's death,

hidden Gem. In the third a pack of wehrwolves and Voltaire and the Marquise du Chatelet were her

maniacs came in and were restored to reason under a guests at Anet, where they spent their time in

certaiiT beneficent Influence. I do not need to note writing history and explaining Newton, in making

that Gem, Influence, and Star were all expressions of themselves ridiculous, and in producing Voltaire's farce

her unapproachable highness,

the Duchesse du Maine.

This was in 171.5. With
the sixteenth entertainment

the Grandes Nuits came
miserably to an end. The
old kino- fell mortally ill,

and the Duchesse had to leave

Sceaux for Versailles, where

many and great misfortunes

awaited her, and from whence

she was not soon to depart.

The Grandes Nuits were

over for good and all. The
fourteenth night, however,

had witnessed, says M.
Jullien, an event of caj^ital

importance in the hi.story

of the dance. At the l)e-

ginning of the second inter-

lude Apollo ajipeared, and

offered the princess a " danse

cnracieruec de Camille et

d'Horace le poignard a la

main." Then to Mourct's

music Balon and the en-

chanting Prevost (whose

portrait, from the original

by Raoux, in Tours Museum,

aParuChea.O-iLipj/ILLtricuf.<LevUliiliLhmUe di^laPg/U-

.

THE DUCHESSE DU MAINE.

(From a rrint.)

" Le Comte de Boursoufle."

In the autumn of the same

year (1747) we hear of operas

and ballets (danced by Mdlle.

Guimard and the Due de

Courtenvaux), and of a

performance of Voltaire's

" Prude," an adaptation of

Wyeherly's " Plain Dealer,"

with the poet and the " divine

Emilie " in principal parts.

Over the ]iroduction of the

" Prude," I may add, the

Duchesse and her poet had

a violent quarrel. Voltaire,

who was an egoist of the

first water, and whose impu-

dence was scarce less phe-

nomenal than his literary

skill, filled the house with

invitations of his own. This

mightily enraged his royal

mistress ; and the poet and

his l^milie were as good as

ordered from the house. The

ill-feeling lasted for some

time. But the Duchesse was

vain ; Voltaire was the most

dexterous of flatterers ; and

I reproduce) danced and mimed the great scene in presently things were smoothed over, and concord

Corneille's fourth act, the scene between the brother reigned once more. In 1750 Voltaire finished his

and sister. The two artists were excited even to " Rome Sauvee,'' which he pretended to have written

tears ; the audience wept with them ; their success under the Duchesse's inspiration, and which he eer-

was comj^lete; dramatic dancing was proved to be tainly owed to her suggestion. He produced it at

possible and desirable. The hallet (Taction dates from Sceaux, with young Le Kain as Lentulus and him-

this experiment at Sceaux. Balon and Prevost are self as his own Cieeron. This was the last event of

the direct ancestors of Taglioni and Carlotta Grisi, importance witnessed in the Pavilion of Aurora. In

the heroines of " La Sylphide " and " Giselle." the January of 1753 the Duchesse died. She was

The Duchesse du Maine, I should add, was old seventy-seven years old; and as Sainte-Beuve has

in histrionics at the time of the Grandes Nuits. said, " elle avait jouait la comedie jusqu'a extinction,

She was ambitious exceedingly. Tragedy and comedy et sans se douter que ce fut une comedie." All her

came alike to her. She attempted Moliere's Cele- friends and boon companions had preceded her to the

mene and Racine's Andromaque, Genest's Penelojie grave. She had lived so long, and she belonged to

and Quinault's Lauretta, the Monime of " Bajazet," a past so distant, that she was forgotten even u-

and the Iphigenie of a translation from Euripides, the act of death, and buried as the merest nobody.
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Some tive-and-twenty yeai-s afterwards, in 1780,

Marie-Antoinette took up the stage as an amuse-

ment, and began to i)lay in opera and comedy at

Trianon. She had been admirably trained. Gluek

had taught her music- ; Noverre had lieen her dancing-

a]i]X'ars, liowever, to have been a l)ad actress (it was

of licr that some one said, " II fant convonir qui

c'est royalement mal jouer"), and as a manager to

liave been greatly wanting in tact and discretion.

She beofan in the Augrust of 17 SO as the Gotte of

AN AECHBUCAL BAI.LKl

(Ftmn a rktiire at Tiiaii

master ; she liad learned singing from Sainville and

D'Aufresne ; and at ten years old she had appeared (as

you may see her in my last picture, which is a repro-

duction of one in the Petit Trianon) with her brothers,

the Archdukes Ferdinand and Maximilian, and a set

of supernumeraries which included the girls and boys

of the houses of Clary, Auesberg, and Furstemberg,

in a ballet composed by Metastasio and set to music

by the composer of " Orphee " and " Alceste." She

" La Gageure Imprevue " and the Jenny of " Le

Roi et le Femiier," pieces like our own " No Song,

No Supper" and "The King and the Miller of

Mansfield;" she ended, in the August of 1785,

four days after the arrest of Louis de Rohan for

his share in the Diamond Necklace business, as

Beaumarchais' Rosine. Eight years afterwards she

wended her w'ay to the Place de la Revolution and

the altar of Saint Guillotine. W. E. H.
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ART IN OCTOBER

JI. AtJGUSTB Rodin, whose bust of J.-P. Laurens is

perhaps the most successful sculpture of the year, has

completed a " Jlauon Lescaut " in marble.

Professor Legeos has remodelled his charming bas-

relief, " La Source," from head to foot, and it may now
be considered one of his happiest and most finished

achievements. In conjunction with three great satyric

masks, of uncommon merit in respect of both invention

and execution, it will probably be adapted to the orna-

mention of a mural fountain in bronze and stone.

Me. Herkomer has gone to America to lecture and

paint portraits. He leaves behind him, among others, a

portrait of the U.S. Ambassador, Mr. James Russell Lowell,

author of the " Biglow Papers " and of much intelligent

work in verse and prose besides.

The President and Mr. E. Burne Jones have been in-

vited, as representative English painters, to contribute to

the next year's Paris International Exhibition of Contem-
porary Art.

Like the Crown Princess of Germany, H.R.H. Prin-

cess Beatrice has been elected an honorary member of the

Institute of Painters in Water-Colours. The next ex-

hibition of the Institute will be held in the spring of 1883,

in the new galleries in Piccadilly. It will be open to all

water-colour painters alike, as the Institute is a " Close

Society" no longer.

The Treasury has refused a special grant for the pur-

chase of the "H. B." drawings—nine hundred and seventeen

in number ; the originals of so many famous caricatures.

It has sanctioned their acquisition, however
; and when

funds are available, and the collection can be paid for, it

will be transferred to the British Museum.

At South Kensington it is proposed to form a complete
collection of such manuals of the art of fence as have
appeared in Europe from the Fifteenth Century downwards.
A more curious or more interesting library it is not easy to

imagine.

JIr. G. a. Audsley has in the* press an important and
elaborate work on Japanese art. It is intended to describe

and illustrate the whole artistic achievement of the Middle
Kingdom, and it will contain upwards of ninety folio plates,

sixteen of which are photographic reproductions in mono-
chrome, while the other seventy-four are printed in gold

and colours. The book will be issued (to subscribers only)

in four parts, at intervals of six months. The entire edition

—for England, America, and the Colonies—is limited to

twelve hundred and fifty copies, fifty of which are artist-

proof impressions, printed on Japanese paper.

The Twelfth Liverpool Corporation Exhibition com-
prehends eight hundred and twenty-six pictures, seven
hundred and twenty-seven drawings, miniatures, and
etchings, and some forty pieces of sculpture. The gathering
includes a collection of impressionist pictures, and a col-

lection of realist work as well. It is remarked that history

and genre are fully represented, but that the landscapes
are few and unimportant. The most notable of all the

exhibits is the President's " Phryne." Among the others

are Mr. Yeames's " Prince Arthur and Hubert," Mr. Bar-
nard's " Sidney Carton," Mr. Blair Leighton's " Foreign
Bride," Mr. John Collier's " Clytemnestra," and Mr. Rich-
mond's " Prometheus and Hercules." Among local artists

the most successful is Mr. Peter Ghent, whose " Nature's
Mirror," a very striking piece of landscape art, has been
purchased for presentation to the Corporation. The sales

on private view day amounted to upwards of £1,325.

The Ninth Annual Exhibition at Brighton includes

.some five hundred pictures. Among the exhibitors are

Mrs. Jopling, Miss Hilda Montalba, Mrs. A. F. Grace,
Jliss Eleanor Brace, Chevalier Desanges, M. Fantin, and
Messrs. Alfred Parsons, Aumonier, Wells, Elmore, Schiifer,

J. S. Adams, Davidson Knowles, Clem Lambert, W. Lewis,
Handel Lucas, J. M. Burfield, and E. Armitage. Much of

the work is of excellent quality, and the success of the

exhibition is complete.

At Kirkcaldy the Eleventh Annual Fine Art Exhibition

comprehends over nine hundred works, at prices ranging

from five shillings and sixpence to two hundred guineas.

Chief among the exhibits are Mr. R, McGregor's " Great

Expectations ;" Mr. A. K. Brown's "The Way to School
;"

Mr. Lavery's "Young Lady of the Eighteenth Century,"

and "The Time and the Place ;" and Mr. Andrew Young's
" Snorers "—a piece of rather vulgar comedy. It is worthy
of note that the sales at last year's exliibition amounted to

£1,164. At the last exhibition of the Pai.sley Art In.stitute

the sales were eighty in number—nearly a fourth of the

whole collection—and the amount realised thus was up-

wards of £359.

The Nottingham Autumn Exhibition includes Mr. John
Collier's "Last Voyage of Hendrik Hudson," Mr. J. D.

Linton's " The Banquet," and pictures by Messrs. Aumonier,
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Walter Crane, E. A. Waterlow, Schafer, J. 1{. Herbert,

and Frank Dicksee. Among local artists, mention may be

made of Misses Pitman, Florence Small, and M. S. Storey

;

and of Messrs. Peel, Wilde, Holland, Cubley, Moore,

Redgate, Gresley, and Belshaw. Messrs. Arthur Young

and George Halse contribute work in marble and bronze.

The exhibition, which has been extremely popular, is pro-

nounced a great improvement upon last year'.s.

The Glasgow Black and White Exhibition is remarkable

in a magnificent and unique collection of M^ryons, one

hundred and thirty-two in number. In other respects it

greatly resembles its predecessors. Lhermitte, as usual,

sends some broadly simple charcoal drawings. Professor

Legros is at once the most versatile and most individual

contributor. Always on the look-out for a new method of

expression, he exhibits two luminous studies of heads in

which mezzotint and etching are combined with wonderful

effects of strength and colour. The portrait of himself, in

pure etching, is frank and masterly in treatment, and shows

a perfect conception of the limits of the medium. In

addition to these, he sends a stately drawing in sepia of

French fisherwomen and several noble landscape studies

in outline. M. Richeton is represented by a portrait of

Professor Blackie, alike unworthy of the subject and the

artist, and Mr. Whistler has two charcoal studies with

nothing particular about them but eccentricity. The
current French landscape school, never so strongly under
Corot's influence as when divorced from colour, has repre-

sentatives in AllongiS, H. Trouville, Karl Robert, Lalanne,

and P. Vautier. Other original work is sent by Messrs.

Albert Moore, Paul Flandrin (whose heads lose some of

their characteristic insipidity when in outline merely),

Alma-Tadema, J. Sant, and J. D. Watson.

Me. Woolner'.s much abused " George Dawson " having

been irreparably broken and defaced, the Committee has

decided to commission Mr. Williamson to submit a model
for a new statue, for which, at the time of writing, eight

hundred guineas had already been subscribed.

At Vienna the "Fiammetta" of M. Jules Lefebvre,

M. Leopold Flameng's "Rorke's Drift," and the " Parisienne"

of M. Adolphe Martial have been bought by the Austrian

Government.

Two curious documents have been discovered at the

Hague. The earlier in date (1649) is the catalogue of a

state lottery in which pictures were given as prizes. Among
the paintings disposed of were six Cuyps, valued at from
45 to 52 florins apiece ; an " Alchemist," by David Teniers,

rated at 25 florins ; and a Van Goyen, estimated at the same
figure. The second paper is a price-list of certain pictures

that were sold about the middle of the Eighteenth Century.

It includes a Wouvermans, 44 florins ; an Ostade, 70 florins
;

a Teniers, 70 florins ; a Metzu, 105 florins ; and a Van de
Velde, 400 florins. The comparison of these prices with

those secured at the Hamilton Sale is, to say the least of it,

instructive.

Belgium—the country of Rubens and Van Dyck, of

Teniers and Ostade and Jordaens, and a hundred famous
painters besides— has been for some time past extremely

well disposed towards that " artist in nightmares," Antoine

Wiertz. Not only does it regard the hideous phantasma-
goria exhibited at the Mus6e Wiertz, in Brussels, as high
and noble art, and the expression of a notable intelligence

and a fine imagination ; it has determined that Wiertz
is a proper subject for fetes and monuments and after-

dinner speeches, and that Dinant, his native place, is to be
made happy and glorious in a colossal reproduction of his
" Triomphe de la Lumifere," to be set up there under
the lee of the citadel. To this end a national committee
has been formed ; a national subscription has been set

going ; national fetes have been organised in many of

the principal towns ; the " Triomphe " has been described

as " one of the most beautiful creations of Nineteenth
Century art;" and, at the time of writing, some 15,000

francs have been collected for the embellishment of Dinant.

The story of the Wiertz Memorial will form, no doubt,

an entertaining chapter in that " History of Misdirected

Enthusiasm " which will one day be written. In English

something analogous already exists : in Mr. Hollingshead's

pleasant farce, " The Birthplace of Podgers."

M. Dubufe's enormous diptych, " La Musique Sacr^e et

la Musique Profane," noticed by us in our review of the

Salon, has been bought for the Conservatoire. Mr. Ruskin's

notorious little Meissonnier has been purchased by Defoer
Bey, and now adorns his house in the Boulevard Haussmann.

The late Henri Lehmann—an exhibition of whose work is

announced for January next—has bequeathed a number of

objets d'art to the Acad^mie des Beaux-Arts. These are to

be sold by auction, and the proceeds are to be devoted to

the foundation of a triennial prize—of a thousand pounds

—

to be awarded to the artist who, during the previous three

years, shall have achieved the most eloquent protest " contre

I'abaissement de I'art que les doctrines pr^conisees aujourd'

hui semblent favoriser." The prize will be called the Henri
Lehmann Prize . . .

" pour I'encouragement des bonnes
etudes classiques." The bequest is, of course, an attack

upon Realism and Impressionism : upon the tradition of

Courbet and the principles of MM. Manet and Degas.

How many youngsters (the recipient must not be more than

five-and-twenty) it will persuade into premature wisdom
remains to be seen.

The opening of a private International Exhibition, at

the galleries of M. Georges Petit, in the Rue de S6ze, is

announced for the 20th December next. The French artists

who will be represented therein are MM. Duez, Saint-

Marceaux, B6raud, Courtois, Jacquet, Dagnan-Bouveret,

and Bastien Lepage ; the foreign, MM. Boldini, Edelfelt,

Domingo, D'Epinay, Eguzquiza, Gonzales, Ribera, Lieber-

mann, Tofano, Stewart, and Sargent.

A committee has been formed for the erection of a

subscription statue at Besangon to the memory of Claude

de Jouflfroy
—

" inventeur de la navigation a vapeur."

MM. Faye, Dumas, and Ferdinand de Lesseps are among
its members. With respect to the proposed subscription

statue of Jean-Jacques Rousseau, it is noted that the Con-

vention ordered a Rousseau of the great and famous sculptor,

Houdou, whose " Voltaire," in the J'nijn- of the Tlif^atre-

Frangais is one of the finest portrait sculptures in exis ' ence.

Houdon's plan has the merit of ingenuity at least. Pi .ched

on a rock, " plants d'arbres," his Rousseau would liav. been
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seen engaged in the act of contemplating "avec satisfac-

tion" the ardours of the young Emilius ("ag^ de dix ans"),

who " surmontant les obstacles, s'^lance et saisit le bonnet

de la liberte attache k uu arbre :"
. . .

" prix," remarks

the patriotic artist, " d'une course dont I'objet est k la fois

de developper ses forces physiques et d'^lever son ame."

The philosopher the while, his hand upon his heart, " parait

jouir du succes de son 61eve," while with the other hand he

covers with the mantle of philosophy ("qui est le sien")

the symbols of the arts and sciences ..." pour les

transmettre .'i Emile, qui n'a d'autres maitres que lui et la

nature." This pleasing performance was destined for the

Champs-Elys6es. It is perhaps as well that it never got

into marble out of prose.

could bring in low heels and loose corsets with a stroke

of his pen ; why should not JI. Worth be appealed to 1

The spectacle of an illustrious personage of either sex

in reasonable attire would do more to make extravagance

ridiculous than a thousand congresses with an equal number
of medico-aesthetic addresses thrown in. Why, in the

interests of art and sanitation, should not illustrious per-

sonages be attempted t Associations may argue as they

please, and prove and disprove until the world is sick

and tired of hearing ; but until they can make the reforms

they profess not only becoming but fashionable, they will,

for all practical purposes, be little more than non-existent.

A SECTION of special interest in the Exposition des

Arts D^coratifs is devoted to the graphic illustration of

the Art of Dress. It is largely composed of engravings

lent by Victorien Sardou, who is a curieitx of the first

water, and who is responsible, not only for the greater

part of the collection, but for the catalogue as well. It

may be noted that M. Sardou, as becomes a practical

dramatist, is a devout and most intelligent student of

social and domestic archseology. The literary merit of his

pieces is sometimes questionable ; but his work is always

perfect considered as an example of the art and science of

mise-en-scene. As employed by him, indeed, costume has a

positive dramatic quality, and plays an active part in the

development of an intrigue. In "La Famille Benoiton,"

for instance, the miracles of extravagance in which Mdme.

Fargueil dressed her Clotilde were as necessary to the part

as the homilies upon luxury it was her function to deliver.

It must be added that now and then M. Sardou forgets the

playwright in the costumier, and fairly swamps his drama

in accessories and decorations. This was the fortune of

" La Haine "—the most moving and vigorous of his failures.

It is a capital melodrama in many ways ; but it was tailored

and mounted to death, and has never known resurrection.

In this connection it is worthy of note that the cos-

tume question has of late been much and earnestly debated.

It is probable that ere these lines are in print a pro-

posed Congress for the Discussion of Women's Dress will

have assembled and squabbled and dispersed. Meanwhile

Mr. Roberts has been lecturing on the enormities of modern

costume ; Colonel Ziegler, Surgeon-Major of the Swiss

Federal Army, has lieen demonstrating the stupid sinful-

ness of boot-tops and high heels to the Hygienic Congress

at Zurich ; and Dr. Alfred Carpenter has exposed the

nothingness of the funnel hat, and the diabolical quality

of tight stays, and shoes with high heels and pointed toes, to

the Sanitary Congress at Newcastle. None of the lecturers

had any difficulty in proving his case. The subject, indeed,

is worn threadbare ; and there is nothing new to be said

about it. It has over and over again been pointed out that,

from the physiological point of view. Society is compassing

its own destruction ; and, on every occasion. Society has

replied with a calm smile and the production of a more

idiotic waist than ever. It is certain, therefore, that for

the moment things must remain as they are, and that little

or nothing will be done in the way of dress reform until the

reformers go to work in another direction, and secure the

interest, not of the Nation's doctors, but of the Nation's

milliners and tailors, and of those on whom these arbiters

of health and morals most depend. M. Worth, for instance.

We should add that the difficulty of persuading the trade

was fully recognised by Mrs. King of the Rational Dress

Society in a brisk and sensible paper read in the Health

section, before the Social Science Congress at Nottingham.

To propitiate the Abstract Milliner, she said, the society

had offered a thirty-pound prize for a pattern dress which

should be at once becoming in effect and rational in prin-

ciple : with prizes for tricycle, cricket, lawn-tennis, and

skating costumes of a similar type. !Mrs. King, who is an

evangelist of the Divided Skirt, is strongly in favour of

bright hues and charming combinations of colour. This

element she holds to be the best in feminine attire as it

now exists ; and she is unselfish enough to hope that, in

course of time, it may resume its old importance in the

dress of man, and become, as in bygone ages, the attribute

of both the sexes. With its men in brave apparel and its

women so costumed as to be able to move freely and grow

properly, the future, she opines, will have the advantage of

the present to a great extent indeed ; and there is every

reason to believe her opinion justified.

The catalogue of the National Gallery of Canada, in

Bank Street, Ottawa, presents some interesting features.

The Royal Canadian Academy was instituted in 1879, and

after the first exhibition at Ottawa, in 1880, seventeen

pictures and drawings were presented to the gallery,

together with a piece of sculpture, the gift of the Marquis

of Lome. At the close of the second exhibition, which

was held at Halifax in 1881, the collection was stiU further

increased by the presentation of two pictures and half-a-

dozen drawings. After the third exhibition (Montreal,

1882), at which some four thousand five hundred dollars'

worth of art was sold, four more pictures were added, and

within the last few months accommodation has been found

for a copy of Salvator Rosa, presented by the painter, and

for a "Study of a Head," presented by Sir Frederick

Leighton. The total number of works included in the

collection is therefore only thirty-thi-ee—which, for the

National Gallery of a great and flourishing dependency, is

small indeed. It is earnestly to be hoped that the Pre-

sident's example will not be thrown away, but that his gift

to the Canadian National Gallery will be followed by many

others. There is no doubt that the Dominion will presently

be the scene of a vigorous esthetic revival; and it is

surely not too much to expect of the artists of the mother-

country that, by precept and example, they should help

this consummation on.

The Spirit of the Age—a spirit of correction and

destruction—is triumphant all over the Continent. In

Italy the ravages of the restorer are infinite. At Bordeaux
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the making (if a new road has entailed tlie destruction

of many Thirteenth and Fourteenth Century houses. At
Basle the western towers of the great church, which was
built in the reign of the Emperor Henry II., have been
thoroughly restored, renovated, and conventionalised. At
Bern the cathedral has been handed over to the architects of

the place, to be repaired, completed, and generally improved.
And at Paris—Paris, umbilicus artium, the eye of the

universe, the brain of the world . . . the city of Victor

Hugo, in fact—at Paris, it is found that the treasures of the
Garde-Meuble National have been " restored " and " done
up " for exhibition in the Palais des Champs-Elys6es. In
England we are—for the moment at least—more fortunate.

It is proposed, for instance, to destroy the Old Toll-House
at Yarmouth, which is said to be unique of its kind in

Britain. Sir John Lubbock, however, has taken the matter
in hand, and is doing his best to have the place appropriated
as a museum. It is said, too, that the restorations com-
mitted on the Abbey-Church at Hexham will be visited

as severely as possible. Altogether, we are in a better way
than our neighbours.

The death is announced of the landscape-painter
Joanny Rave

; of Iilmile Renard, a designer of great merit,
employed at the Manufacture Nationale, Sevres ; of J. de
Halbig, sculptor of the colossal " Descent from the Cross,"
erected near Ober-Ammergau ; of W. B. C. Fyfe, a popular
painter of portraits, landscape, and fjenre ; of Gaspard
Gobant, " aquarelliste militaire;" and of .loseph Pettitt,

the Birmingham landscape-painter.

As represented by the first number, the " Glossaire
Arch(5ologique " of II. Victor Gay (Paris : Librairie de la

Soci^te Bibliographique) is a work of great merit and
importance. It supplies a want, and it does so with so
much fulness and exactness as to be really irreproachable.
Copiously illustrated, neatly and clearly written, it is so
evidently the outcome of a vast and abundant erudition
as to seem almost beyond criticism. The form is a large
octavo

; and the number, which carries on the work from
" A " to " Bl," is a hundred and sixty pages long. As the
type is small, and as the pages are double-columned, the
amount of matter is very great. As a specimen of the
articles themselves, the first, short as it is, may be regarded
as typical. Under the heading "A," the author treats of the
place in medieval art of the capital letter. His description
is eleven lines long ; his illustration is copied from a golden
buckle (1300) in the Warme collection ; the five quotations
by which he completes his definition are taken froni
Chaucer's "Canterbury Tales" (1392), from the " Inventorio
di Guarderoba Estense" (1494), from the " Inventoire
d'Anne de Bretagne" (1499) ; from the " Voyage dAnne de
Foix" (1.502); and from the "Inventoire du Chateau de
Pau " (1561). Nor are the capacities of the letter exhausted
in a single article ; for in his next definition M. Gay
remarks that, in combination with a certain border, it did
duty as a trade-mark among the armourers of Abbeville.
Of special interest are the articles " Basin," " Bain,"
" Amies et Arniures," " Baton," " Artillerie," " Arquebuse.'"
We should add, however, that these are selected almost at
random, and there is not a page in the number but is in
the highest degree authoritative and interesting.

who worked so largely and steadily for England, and whoso
achievement is so liberally represented in the National

collection that, according to MM. De Goncourt, the British

Museum had at one time determined to call him an
Englishman, and to consider and catalogue his work as

English art. He was a facile draughtsman, with a pleasant

and abundant vein of invention, a knack of graceful and
telling composition, and an intimate acquaintance with the

modes and manners of his contemporaries ; and he was
recognised as one of the best and happiest illustrators of

his time. Of his innumerable designs, the most remarkable,

as MM. De Goncourt observe, are those produced for the

illustrated "Decameron" (in five volumes) of 1757; for

the 1765 edition of Marmontel's " Contes Moraux ; " and for

the " Lettres de Deux Amants." The worst are probably
his Olustrations to Shakespeare, though the designs he
executed for Fielding's " Tom Jones " are tolerably bad
likewise. Among his other achievements were the illus-

trations of the Baskerville Horace ; of Marmontel's trans-

lation of the " Pharsalia ; " of Voltaire's " Pucelle ; " of

Mdme. de Boccage's " Paradis Terrestre ; " of Beaumar-
chais' " Eug(5nie," D'Urf^'s " Astr6e," " Manon Lescaut,"

the " Partie de Chasse de Henri Quatre," the Voltairean

"Corneille," and Voltaire's tragedies. The list, however, is

such a long one that even MM. De Goncourt, enthusiasts

as they are, do not attempt to give it in its entirety. We
shall have said enough if we add that they have written a

charming account of Gravelot, and that, of the five examples

of his work which they have chosen for reproduction, not

all are particularly meritorious.

The eighth number of " L'Art an Dix-Huiti6me Sifecle"
(Paris

; A. Quantin) is devoted to Gravelot—a Frenchman

j\Ie. James Hilton's " Chronograms " (London : Elliot

Stock) is both a curiosity of literature and an achievement

in production. Everything about it is comely and attrac-

tive. The form is quarto, the size is scholarly and serious
;

the types are clean cut, varied, and clear ; the paper is

thick and luxurious ; the title-page is original in design and
quaint in eflfect ; the margins are wide, and the edges

decently rough ; there are initials and head and tail pieces

enough for a dozen ordinary volumes ; the reproductions in

fac-simile—of medals, engravings, woodcuts, and so forth

—

are worthy of France herself. The matter, too, is not less

curious and remote than the guise is elegant and quaint.

Mr. Hilton is an enthusiastic chronogrammatist, and he

has hunted chronogi'ams all the world over. There are

five thousand or so imprisoned in his book, and he knows
where to lay his hand on .some five or six thousand more.

He gives us chronograms from Britain, France, Germany,
Austria, Hungary, the East ; chronograms in Arabic,

Hebrew—even English ; chronograms on Mai-lborough's

wars, John Calvin, drowned puppies, hunting lodges,

tombstones, title-pages, statues, universities, processions,

battles. He tells us of learned wits whose imagination

expressed itself chronogrammatically, and who worked off

chronograms by the thousand ; of odes and dialogues and
satires in chronograms ; of chronogrammatic sermons,

hymns, and ecstasies
; of chronograms public and patriotic

and chronograms private and confidential In a word, he
as good as exhausts his .subject, and leaves his successors

to follow his lead and garner up his harvest anew. It is

improbable—as it is certainly undesirable—that the worship

of the chronogram will ever be revived. If it were, however,

j\Ir. Hilton would assuredly be ranked with the fathers of the

faith, and have immortality showered upon him (in chrono-

grams) from a hundred quarters at once, for the master-

piece of patience and research he has just now produced.
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The Royal Academicians have decided to reprint and
publish the catalogues of the K.A. exhibitions from the

earliest almost to the latest. Mr. Eaton, Secretary to the

Academy, will direct the publication, and will overlook the

preparation of the necessary indexes. The reprint will be

sold at cost price.

The National Portrait Gallery is being completely re-

arranged. The portraits from Sergeant's Inn and the

British Museum are being incorporated in the general

collection ; the order will be chronological ; and every pic-

ture will be labelled with the name of the giver. Wliile the

process of re-arrangement is proceeding, that part of the

gallery in which the alterations are going on will be closed
;

the rest of the collection will be open as usual.

The Emperor of Austria has bestowed the commander's

cross and star of the order of Franz-Joseph on MJI.

Bonnat and Georges Lafenestre ; the commander's cross on

MM. .Jules Lefebvre, Robert, and Francisco Turbino ; and
the knight's cross on MM. Guidocelli and Rafael Chacon.

The Khedive has conferred the order of the Osmanieh on

Mr. Villiers, the special artist of the Graphic.

Mr. W. B. Richmond has resigned the Slade Profe.ssor-

ship at Oxford. ^Mr. Frank Dicksee is painting the parable

of the Wise and Fooli.sh Virgins. Mr. Holman Hunt has

well-nigh completed the " Flight into Egypt," begun six

years ago at Jerusalem. Mr. Alma-Tadema has painted a

portrait of the Duchess of Cleveland. JIM. Detaille and

De Neuville are at work, for Vienna, on a panorama of

the Battle of R6zonville. M. Meissonier has been paint-

ing at Venice, in St. Mark's. M. Bonnat is busy with a
" Martyre de Saint Denis," for the Salon of 1883, and finally

for the Pantheon. ]\I. Fr^miet has been commissioned to

produce an equestrian bronze—of a herald at arms bearing

a cresset—for the new Hotel de Ville. M. Cot has in hand
a gigantic "Sainte Elizabeth d'Hongroie." M. C16singer,

who has finished a " K16ber " and a " Marceau " for the

Ecole Militaire, is at work on a " Carnot " for the same

institution. And !M. Morot is engaged in working off some

90,000 francs' worth of commissions for the city of Nancy.

Miss Margaret Thomas has been commissioned to

produce a bust of Henry Fielding, to be placed in the

Somersetshire Valhalla. In this connection it is worthy
of note that the only authentic portrait of Fielding in

existence is that one painted from memory by Hogarth
after the great original was dead. Tradition has it that

Hogarth was assisted in his task by a sil/iouetfe, cut specially

for him by a lady ; and the story—in support of which,
according to Mr. Austin Dobson, there is not a tittle of

evidence, while good reasons are not wanting for supposing

it to be wholly untrue—is repeated by ilr. Leslie Stephen

in his brilliant introduction to the edition chi luxe of

Fielding issued by Messrs. Smith, Elder, and Co. As the

portrait in question is but the slightest sketch imaginable,

and presents no more than the outlines of a very strongly

marked and individual profile, it can hardly be of much
use in the production of a portrait in the round ; and it

seems certain that Miss Thomas's " Fielding " must be

almost as pure fiction as Houdon's noble " Moliere."

Dr. Jean-Paul Richter's edition of the writings of

Lionardo di Vinci, now for the first time printed, will

be published by Messrs. Sampson Low, in two superb

octavos. It will include whatever is known to exist of

Lionardo's literary work, and will be illustrated with

close upon seven hundred fac-similes, two hundred and
twenty of which are in photogravure. To subscribers

the price will be eight guineas.

Messrs. Henry Graves have confided to ]\Ir. Alfred

Lucas the engraving of one of Constable's most impressive

landscapes, the " Stratford-upon-Avon." The plate will be

of the same size as the master's " Salisbury." The " Strat-

ford " is only inferior to the " Salisbury " as the church is

inferior to the cathedral. In the representation of green

England, with its breezy skies, its flying clouds and shady

trees, its gleaming rivers and lush meadows, it is a veritable

masterpiece.

As usual the French Gallery (Mr. AVallis's) exhibits a

good deal of able work, but there is nothing striking. G.

Von Bochmann's " Waiting for the Fish-Boats " shows

pleasant feeling, fine colour, and excellent realisation of

character and gesture. Of Karl Heffner's contribution,

by far the best is " Summer Sheen " (68), in which the

artist has grappled with a difficult and original problem
of straight lines and levels. The effect is not as full as it

might be, but the picture is striking nevertheless, and at-

mospheric and luminous. Mr. Leader's " After Sunset

"

(.3.5) is in his more imaginative vein—rich, solemn, quiet

;

but his larger " Wilds of Dartmoor " (98) is tame and very

unequal. Mr. J. Clayton Adams's "Poppies" (175) .shows

sincerity and commendable restraint ; and Mrs. Val. Brom-
ley's "View in Kent" (5) is pleasant and simple. An
ambitious "Hermione," by Mr. T. F. Dicksee, is ably drawn
and realistically treated ; but though his figure is dignified

and simply posed, the picture is rather di.sappointing.

!Mrs. Anderson's " Egeria "—a work of similar pretensions

—

has good qualities of line and colour, but is hackneyed in

treatment. These are the chief works in an exhibition

which shows a fair average of honest labour and pleasant

interest.

At Messrs. Tooth and Sons' the place of honour is of

course given to Bastien Lepage's Salon picture, " Le P^re
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Jacques." It is painted witli his unrivalled ability ami

insight into certain elements of fact ; but that is alL In
" Pets " Mr. HoU seems to have tried to imitate Mr. Millais

;

he also seems to have failed. But in " No Tidings " he

touches a chord of true feeling ; indeed this canvas is not

only more sincere and masterly than anything of his we
know, but nobler than any other work of the kind pro-

duced in recent years. M. Emile Vernier has a delightful

method, and has, too, the right tradition of Rousseau

and Corot ; his " Putting Down Oysters at Cancale " is

full of truth and quiet charm ; such faithful, delicate, and

altogether plea.sant work is rarely seen. Mr. John Burr

strikes a note of genial humour in " Going to School," a

lively, expressive, and unconventional picture of children.

We have only space to mention Louis Deschamps' " Resig-

nation," which seems to us to reach the lowest depths of

ugliness ; Mr. S. E. Waller's characteristic " Flown "—with

good horses and a remarkably ill-drawn mansion ; Mr. A. C.

Gow's " Wedding Morn ; " and Mr. G. Simoni's " JIarket

Day at Tangiers "—clever, dashing, and cold as ice.

The most disappointing work in the Dudley is Mr.

Clausen's " Peasant Girl," which, not unjustly, hangs in the

chief place of a very feeble exhibition. It is aljly painted,

but unreal ; and it is only interesting as an example of imi-

tative skill. Mr. Clausen, in fact, has gone back—has for-

saken Millet and his own unexceptionable manner, for a

clean and smooth imitation of Bastien Lepage. Mr. H.

Moore sends a characteristic rendering—more finished than

usual—of grey sea and wind and struggling. light, "Scar-

borough Fishing-Boats Running in a Breeze ; " and Mr.

Orrock an airy and effective study " In Charnwood Forest
"

—weak in the foreground, however. As far as originality

and sincere effort go, the best thing on the wall is " Iron-

works on the Tees," a little sketch by P. CockereU (a new
name), suggestive, interesting, and atmospheric, though the

railway signals are too large. Mr. W. M. Loudon's " Easy "

combines simplicity and effectiveness ; Mr. J. O'Connor's
" Entrance to Fish Market, Vincenza " is patient and care-

ful ; and Miss Florence Martin's " A Deep Study " is as

pleasant as bright. These are all that we can commend out

of a total of four hundred and thirty-seven frames.

In the catalogue of Mr. M'Lean's Exhibition of British

and Foreign Water-Colours there are many distinguished

names ; and on the walls there are many uninteresting pic-

tures. A few are attractive and meritorious enough. The
late Cecil Lawson's imaginative work, " The ]\Iorn in Russet

Mantle Clad," in spite of arbitrary colour and blotty execu-

tion, would be- notable amidst much abler surroundings,

being beautiful in sentiment and fine in atmosphere.

Again, Mrs. Cecil Lawson's studies of flowers—of which
" Provence Roses " and " LOies " are the best—are remark-

able for combined delicacy and truth ; whilst Mrs. Angell's
" Apple Blossom and Primroses " is natural and bright.

" Peeling Potatoes " is a good piece of tone and composition,

by Josef Israels ; and, odd as it may seem, it comes very near

to being humorous. Mr. T. B. Hardy's " Lonely Shore " is

a fine study of Fornby Sands, full of feeling and quiet

truth ; and there is considerable action and good composi-

tion in " The Callow Brood," by Mr. Phil Morris; whilst

two other works which deserve mention are Mesdag's
" Hazy Morning," delicate in tone and atmosphere, and an

"Evening," broad and solemn, by L. Harpignies.

The honours of the Brighton Exhibition of Laces and
Fans were carried off by Lady Brassey, with a superb

show of Point de Venise, Point d'Argentan, Point d'Angle-

terre, Honiton lace, Irish lace, and the manufactures of

Genoa and Spain. Next in order comes Mr. Chilmaid's

collection, illustrious in some magnificent examples of

Point d'Alemjon, Point d'Argentan, Venice Rose-Point,

old Genoese, and the Brussels Needle-Point of the present

day. Of exceeding interest was Mr. Armstrong's fine

gathering of Mechlin and Valenciennes, and the pillow

laces generally. Mr. Blackborne's exhibit was composed
of old Greek and Spanish, of Italian " Punto Tagliato,"

and of late and early ^Mechlin, Bnissels, and Venetian

Point. The specialty of Mrs. Tamplin's case of laces was
a gathering of Old Blonde and some exquisite examples

of Burano. Mrs. Barrett exhibited a flounce of Venice

Rose-Point, six yards long and close on three-quarters

of a yard wide. The chief exhibitors in the Fan section

were Lady Brassey, Mrs. Charles Phillips, Mrs. Bland,

Miss Day, Mr. Gates, and Mr. Marcot. Such a collection

of charming designs and exquisite materials—tortoise-

shell, chicken-skin, Vernis Martin, lacquer, ivory, satin,

mother-of-pearl—has not often been brought together.

The Liverpool Art Club propose to hold an exhibition

of the work of the late Hablot K. Browne during the

months of January and February next.

The Manchester Royal Institution has been made over

to the Corporation, and is now the municipal art gallery.

The first donation, from Sir Joseph Whitworth, was of four

Ettys : a "Peacock," a "Last Judgment," a "Godfrey of

Bouillon," and a " Portrait of the Painter."

The Manche.ster Literary Club have determined to pur-

chase the collection of sketches and engravings by John
Leech, now in the hands of the artist's sister ; to bestow a

certain number of them on the Manchester Art Gallery ; and

to divide the remainder between Nottingham, Sheffield,

Leeds, Liverpool, and other large and important citie.s. A
committee has been formed to this end ; and at the time of

writing it included Mr. Boehm, Mr. Tenniel, and Mr. Ruskin,

who, with even more than his accustomed excessiveness,

declares the drawings superior to anything in art, the best

silver point work of the Sixteenth Century Italians alone

excepted. There is no doubt that the object of the move-

ment is meritorious in no mean degree, and none that the

acquisition and dispersal of the drawings in the way pro-

posed would be in some sort a national gain. It is there-

fore all the more to be deplored that the action of the pro-

moters should have been illustrated by the delivery of an

opinion which, with all our respect for a great and eminent

writer, we cannot but regard as a piece of pure extravagance.

At the Antwerp Salon j\I. Fantin-Latour was repre-

sented by one of his charming portraits ; Mdlle. Cl^inence

Roth, a pupil of Alfred Stevens, by a " Docteur Worms ;"

M. Vautier by a "Botaniste;" and M. Bokelmann by

an " Arrestation." M. Isaac Israels sent an "Enterrement

Militaire," and M. Mauve, a " Plage de Scheveningen."

Among the other exhibitors v?ere MM. Mesdag, Emile

Glaus, Schaeffels, Jacques de Lalaing, Fr6d(iric, Delvin,
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Verstraete, Coin-tens, Joseph Layraud, and—with the

bust portrait of Professor Legros first shown at the Gros-

venor Gallery—Auguste Rodin. Of the twelve gold medals,

one fell to Mdlle. Cldmence Roth, others to j\DI. Mauve,

Courtens, A'erstraete, Glaus, Delfosse, and Smidt-Hald.

From the Mus(5e de Grenoble the theft is reported of

a collection of gold medals, 1,911 in number, valued at

£32,000, and worth £800 as old metal. No traces of the

thief have been discovered ; and it is probable that ere

this the medals have become mere gold.

At Rome the hanging committee of the International

Exhibition is composed of twenty-four artists from the chief

cities of Italy. Florence has sent the painter Barabino, the

sculptor GaUori, and the architect Castellazzi.

At Florence, Professor Consani has finished a marble

"Susannah," which is unclassical in subject and extremely

refined and pure in style. Mr. Longworth Powers, son of

the late Hiram Powers, is at work upon his first statue, a
" Hero Awaiting Leander." The maid is seated on a rock,

holding a torch and gazing seaward. The pose is good, but

at the time of writing the work is not far enough advanced

to be discussed with assurance.

At the Guildhall, busts of Lord Beaconsfield and

Mr. Gladstone, the work of Messrs. Belt and Woolner

respectively, have been unveiled. A " St. Francis," Gio-

vanni Dupr6"s last work, has been unveiled at Assisi.

Monteverde's " Bellini," a poor work, which has been years

producing, and has cost some six or seven thousand pounds,

has been unveiled likewise. In France a committee has

been formed to collect subscriptions for a statue at Nancy
to the illustrious Claude Lorraine.

A LITTLE shrine, with .statuettes in bronze of Mercury,

Hercules, Apollo, ^sculapius, and two Lares, and with the

bronze lamp stOl hanging in its proper place, has been un-

earthed at Pompeii. At Rome a fragment of Egyiitian

sculpture—in basalt—has been discovered, together with a

polychromatic mosaic, of a scene connected with the yearly

rise of the Nile. At Paris, in the Quartier du Temple, the

demolition of an old house has resulted in the discovery

of a pot of old coins, valued at £12,000 ; of wood carvings

and frescoes worth £4,000 ; and of a leaden roof valued at

£4,000 more. The greatest find of all, however, has been

made at Poitiers, where the Abb6 De la Croix, and M.

Lisch, Inspecteur des Monuments Historiques, have brought

to light a whole Gallo-Roman city ; with streets, houses,

and taverns ; a theatre with a stage some ninety metres

wide ; an immense thermal establishment, complete to its

very flags ; a temple, measuring a hundred and twenty

metres in length, and with a facade seventy metres wide
;

and a multitude of statues " de meilleur style," and of

articles in bronze and pottery and iron. M. Lisch has re-

commended the Government to purchase the discovery as

it stands, and the Commission des Monuments Historiques

has decided to support his recommendation.

its honorary secretary since 1837 ; of .1. C. Cunncy, well

known for his careful and accurate studies of Venice
;

of the German historical and landscape painter Adolf

Eybel ; of the animal painter J.-P.-P. G61ibert ; of the

draughtsman and illustrator Staal; of the sculptor

Ferrat, author of a famous " Icare Precipit6 dans la

Mcr Egee;" of the landscape painter .Jules Rozier; the

historical and portrait painter Charles Bonnegrace ; and

of Comte Clement de llis, author of " Le Mus^e Royal

de Madrid,"' and curator of the Musde de Versailles.

The death is announced of Mr. Lewis Pocock, one of

the original founders of the Art Union of London, and

Messes. W. J. and G. A. Audsley'.s "Popular Dictionary

of Architecture and the Allied Arts " (Sotheran and Co.)

supplies a want, and is therefore assured of popularity.

The first three volumes, carrying the work from " Aljiha"

to " Buttery,"' are now before us. The articles, albeit a

little long, are well and clearly written ; the illustrations,

which are many, are sufficient and suggestive ; the matter is

throughout of undeniable excellence. More than this, the

work is intelligently planned and composed, and is, both

in intention and in fact, the popular text-book which it

purports to be.

Thi.s year the Christmas Card season set in early, and

with uncommon severity. There is .so much to choose from

that choice becomes difficult and a decided opinion almost

impossible. Conspicuously successful are the wares pro-

duced by Messrs. Marcus Ward. Among them special

mention must be made of their folding cards, " Cinderella,"

"The Three R's," and—particularly—the charming "Christ-

mas Procession ; " of their pictures of children, birds and

animals, all pretty and natural, some humorous and fanci-

ful ; and of their floral designs, many of which—as, for

instance, those representing the penny bunches of violets,

primroses, and so forth—are charming indeed. The novel-

ties prepared by the Artistic Stationery Company include

notepaper and envelopes illustrated with landscapes etched

by E. Law ; notepaper and envelopes pictured with devices

from Shakespeare ; a pleasant series of " Etched Art Christ-

mas Cards," on paper and on satin, by the younger Cruik-

shank ; hand-painted designs, on satin and on gelatine, of

no great merit ; some excellent calendars, large and small

;

and a number of Christmas cards—floral, Shakesperian, and
" iesthetic "—incomparably the prettiest of which are those

pictured with birds and children, and with children and

fiower.s. Messrs. W. ilansell make a specialty of photo-

graphs :—of flowers and landscapes, from nature ; and of

birds and mice and " Beautiful Faces and Figures "—imi-

tated from Mr. Frank Miles—from pictures and drawings.

Their specimens also include some rather dubious etchings,

and a quantity of chromo-lithographs, the best of which

are the seascapes signed by the Cavaliere de Martino.

In passing it may be noted that all their exhibits are

exceptionally well mounted and produced. By far the

best of the innumerable productions of Messrs. Hildes-

heimer and Faulkner are the delicate and charming

studies of flowers (639, 648, 670, and 734) of Mrs. M. E.

DulReld. After these—a long way after—mention may
be made of Mr. Weigand's "Jack and Jill" (712), Mr. Lu-

dovici's " Street Arabs " (570), the prize designs of ]\Ir. H.

G. Willink (671), the "Vfinter Landscapes" (779) and
" River Scenery " of Mr. Maurice Page, and the elaborate

studies of flowers by Mr. W. J. Muckley. Most of the prize

designs, we may add, are astonishingly poor and uninterest-

ing. On the other hand, Messrs. Raphael Tuck arc more

varied and successful than ever. Their " Royal Academy
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Portfolios " open upon designs by Messrs. Poynter, Dobson,

Herdman, Yeames, and Sant ; their comic cards (307 and

376) are really comic ; in figure and landscape subjects they

abound ; and some of their floral designs (324, 399, 427) are

as graceful and pretty as need be.

One of the comeliest Christmas books ever produced is"

Mr. Kobert Dudley's " Monthly Maxims." Its covers are

in vellum and gold ; each one of its leaves is of fine ivory

cardboard, linen hinged ; it has uncommon merit as a

specimen of colour-printing. Mr. Dudley's verse, it must

be owned, is rather poor. His designs, however, are always

graceful in effect, and are often very happily invented, and

touched with a whimsical humour which, so far as we

know, is peculiar to their author.

Messrs. Macmillan have published as Christmas

books a new edition of Bloomfield's hearty old pastoral,

" The Horkey," witli a riotous preface by Mr. F. C. Burnand,

and a set of pleasant illustrations by Mr. George Cruik-

shank; and a new translation of Grimm's "Household

Stories," by Miss Lucy Crane—" Done into Pictures by

Walter Crane." The fir.st is the more popular, the second

the more distinguished. Bloomfield's verse is old enovigh

to be almost new, curious enough to be interesting, and

frank and genial enough to be entirely agreeable. Then,

Mr. Cruikshank's innumerable designs—though they smack

a little of Bedford Park and the inevitable Caldecott—are

full of fanciful prettiness, and are neatly drawn and grace-

fully coloured. The effect of the new '' Household Stories
"

is what is called " sesthetic." It reminds us less of elves

and goblins than of a private view at the Grosvenor.

There are no more determined and successful expressions

of the spirit of neo-medieevalism in black and white than

Mr. Crane's larger illustrations: to " Kapunzel," "Mother

Hulda," " The Six Swans," and the rest of them ; and with

the spirit of Grimm the neo-mediseval spirit will not marry.

As a purely decorative artist, Mr. Crane is seen to far

greater advantage than as an artist in romance and drama.

They must be fastidious indeed who could refuse him ad-

miration for the delightful initials, the wonderful head-

pieces and tail-pieces with which he has adorned his

daughter's translation. Nothing so fanciful and good and

quaint has been drawn for wood for many years.

In " Abroad " (^Marcus Ward and Co.), by Thomas Crane

and Ellen Houghton, we are presented with a kind of

sequel to the " At Home " of last year. The pictures are

prettily drawn, prettily coloured, and prettily invented ; the

idea—of a troop of youngsters on tour—is novel, and has

possibilities ; the verse in which the story is told is fluent

and intelligible ; some of the decorative work is quaint and

pleasing. The book, however, is hardly so attractive or so

weU done as the one that preceded it.

Or Messrs. Griffith and Farran's jniblications, the best

—pictorially speaking—is certainly " Wee Babies," by Ida

Waugh and Amy Blanchard. Mi.ss Waugh's conception of

the Abstract Baby is none the less interesting for being

purely realistic. She knows her subject well, and her

several renderings of its peculiarities are presented with

much vivacity and some humour. Miss Clarkson's illus-

trations to " Fly-Away Fairies aud Baby Blossoms," which,

like " Wee Babies," is of American origin, are more con-

ventional in spirit and in effect. They are prettily felt,

however, and their appearance is calculated to be popular.

In " Fairy Land " the text, which is by the elder Hood and

his wife and children, is better than the pictures, which are

by Tom Hood the younger. It is very good and pleasant

reading. In " Fairy Gifts " the text, v^fhich is fresh and

bright, is by Kathleen Knox; the illustrations, which are

far from remarkable, are by Kate Greenaway.

iSlESSES. Cassell publish, in a sumptuous quarto, a re-

issue of Dora's " Paradise Lost." It is admirably produced

and printed; it is illustrated with fifty full-page plates,

remarkable both for invention and execution ; it may fairly

be described as one of the best and handsomest gift-books

of its year. A publication of singular merit and interest is

Dr. Andrew Wilson's " Wild Animals and Birds," illustrated

with innumerable engravings after Wolf and Specht. In

"The Changing Year," a Christmas book for people of all

ages, there are many pretty pictures and a great deal of

pretty verse ; while " A Parcel of Children " is as pleasant

a volume for the nursery as can well be imagined.

Among new prints special mention must be made of Mr.

Lumb Stocks' charming engraving after Mr. ]\Iillais' diploma

picture, "A Souvenir of Velasquez ; " it is very skilful work,

and one of the prettiest decorations imaginable. A line

engraving by Mr. Holl, after Poole's " Midsummer Night's

Dream," is careful in point of technique and pleasing in

effect. Both are published by Messrs. Seeley. lu "Rivals"

(^Mansell and Co.), etched by T. B. Kennington, from a

picture by Edwin Hughes, the sentiment is obvious, and

the technique by no means of the highest quality. Of

surpassing merit as specimens of photography are the re-

productions of Mr. Schmalz's sentimental "Allegorical

Triptych," and the same artist's "Sir Galahad," recently

issued by the Autotype Company. The latter, which is

very large, is particularly remarkable. Both are likely to

be very popular. With these the company have published

a reproduction, excellent in every way, of Jlr. Henshall's

" Behind the Bar."

The text of the new four-volume edition of the

" Thousand and One Nights " just issued as an " Old

English Romance," by Messrs. Nimmo and Bain, is that

revised by Jonathan Scott, from the French of Galland. It

is, in fact, the text in which the incomparable " Ai-abian

Nights " became in England the classic it is. It presents

the essentials of these wonderful stories with irresistible

authority and directness ; aud as mere reading it is as

satisfactory as ever. The edition, which is limited to a

thousand copies, is beautifully printed, and remarkably

well produced. It is illustrated with twenty engravings

designed and etched by Lalauze. These, as was to be

expected, are rather too Parisian in sentiment and effect.

They suggest not so much Bagdad and Serendib and

Damascus as a feerie at the Porte-St. -Martin. Still,

they really do illustrate the text; they are uncommonly

skilful and finished work ; they contain some charming

figures : they constitute a true attraction. In a fifth number

of the same series, Beckford's wOd and gloomy " Vathek "

appears side by side with Johnson's admirable " Rasselas."

The five illustrations are etched by Damman ft-om designs

by A. H. Tourrier. They have no merit whatever.
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Mr. a. W. Hunt, the landscape-painter, has been

elected an houoraiy fellow of Corpus Christi, Oxford. Mr.

Millai-s, who has sold his "Pomona" for £2,500, is paint-

ing more children ; he has completed, besides, a portrait

of Mr. Hook, K.A. Mr. Hughes has painted, for an inn

at Canterbury, a noble sign, representing Sir John FalstafF,

the patron saint of the house, in the act of encountering the

immortal Men in Buckram : with portraits of Mr. Godfrey

Lushington's children. Mr. Watts has sent his great " Hugh
Lupus " to the founder's. The President—who has been

working his hardest and best to make the Rossetti Exhibi-

tion complete and representative—and Mr. E. J. Poynter

have made great progress of late with their work for the

decoration of St. Paul's. Mr. Poynter, too, is at work

upon a "Caisar and Calphurnia" for the next Academy.

M. Cranck, the French sculptor, has finished his monument

to Admiral Coligny. Professor Legros is busy with a

medallion memorial of the author of " The City of Dread-

ful Night
;

" Mr. Ford, with statues of Mr. Glad.stone

and Mr. Henry Irving ; and Mr. Alma-Tadema, with .some

new exercises in the Neo-Antique, called severally " Shy,"

" Between Venus and Bacchus," and " The Meeting of

Antony and Cleopatra." M. Degeorge is at work on a statue

of the painter Flandrin. M. Falguitjre, sculptor of the

colossal group designed for tlie summit of the Arc de

Triomphe, has been elected a member of the Academic

des Beaux-Arts. M. Jean B6raud is painting a picture

which represents one of the vestibules of the Grand Optira

at the close of a performance : the crowd of men and

women in evening dress, the army of lacqueys, the gas,

the fans, the hubbub, the light overcoats, and all the rest

of it. Mr. J. Forbes-Robertson is painting, for Mr. Henry

Irving, a large picture of the Chapel Scene from " Much
Ado About Nothing;" and M. de Neuville, after a visit

to England, has gone to Egypt, to paint us a Tel-el-Kebir.

M. Aemand Durand has reproduced, with a text by

M. Georges Duplessis, the complete work of Lucas van

Leyden, in 174 plates. M. Ernest Chesnean is writing an
" Artistes Anglais Contemporains," for the Bibliothtique do

I'Art—to be illustrated with thirteen etchings. M. Quantin

has published Francois de Belleforest's map of old Paris,

with notes and an introduction by the Abb6 Dufour. Mrs.

Mark Pattison has nearly finished her monograph on Claude

Lorraine, for the Bibliotheque Internationale de I'Art.

George Morland is principally known to the present

generation as a drunkard who drew signboards for pots

of beer. That the public now think thus of him is mainly

his own fault, and it is not they who are to be blamed if

his marvellous gifts of colour and manipulation, his true

feeling for English scenery and character, have been for-

gotten. It is time that an attempt should be made to

restore him to his place among original EnglLsh artists,

and we are glad to hear that Messrs. Henry Graves will

issue a series of engravings from his best works.

The Institut has received twelve marble busts from

the Direction des Beaux-Arts, for the decoration of one of

its vestibules. The list is as follows :

—"Jules Favre," by

Mnie. Rouvier ;
" Littrii," by Deloye ;

" Claude Bernard,"

by Desprey ; "Sylvestre De Sacy," by Martin ; "De Rong6,"

by Gravillon ;
" Stanislas Laugier," by Belhomme ;

" filie

de Beaumont " and " Perrault," by Ricard ;
" Sainte-Claire

Deville,"by Lequien ; "Regnault" (Acad6mie des Sciences),

by Joly ;
" Michelet," by Pascal ; and " F(51icien David," by

Mataben.

The " Ajax " at Cambridge was, pictorially and archajo-

logicaUy, a complete success, and reflects the highest credit

on all concerned in its production. The most famous of

London stage managers has produced nothing so tasteful

and nothing so near perfection. The proscenium, with its

groups in bas-relief ; the altar, with its tiny flame ; the two

scenes (superbly painted by ^Mr. O'Connor), in which the

action of one of the greatest and completest of tragedies is

cast ; the costumes of the Salaminian mariners, of Tecmessa

and Athenfe, of Ajax and Odysseus, and Teucer and Menelaos

and Agamemnon ; the shining armours, the weapons, the

colours and textures and hangings—all was excellent alike.

In action the immortal poem approved itself a stage-play of

the most perfect type, written with absolute knowledge

alike of human emotion and the essentials of drama, and

constructed with an incomparable mastery of stage resources

and requirements. It is not without significance that

somewhere about the same time Hugo's dull and arrogant

melodrama, " Le Roi S'Amu.se," should have been failing

solemnly at the Th(5atre-Fran9ais.

Close on seven thousand pounds' worth of pictures are

said to have been sold at the Liverpool Autunm Exhibition.

The Hamilton Manuscripts, sold for something like

£80,000 to the German Government, are 700 in number.

Among them are the Psalter of Saint Salaberge, first Abbess

of Saint-Jean-Baptiste, at Laon, and a " Gospels " in gold

letters on a purple ground, given by Leo X. to Henry VIII.

Both these date from the Seventh Century. Another in-

estimable work is a Byzantine " Gospels," dating from the

Eleventh Century ; another, Augustine's " Cit6 de Dieu,"

written for Charles V. of France
;
yet another, a manuscript

(1409) of Boccaccio's "Des Cas des Nobles Hommes et

Femmes." Then, there is a magnificent " Bible " (Four-

teenth Century) ; there is a wonderful " Gospels " (1399), by

the Venetian Jacopo Gradenigo ; there is an extraordinary

missal written on parchment (1520) for Giovanni di Medici

;

and there are MSS. (Italian ; Fourteenth Century) of

Horace, of Jerome, of Xenophon, Petrarca, Visconti, Cecco

d'Ascoli, which are equal to anything of the kind in exist-

ence. Perhaps the most remarkable number of the collec-

tion, however, is a manuscript of the " Divina Commedia,"

illustrated with eighty great parchment folios of designs

—

in silver-point, fixed with the pen—by Sandro Botticelli. It
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i.s ImrtUy possible to say too imu-li in Jisiiraise of the policy

which allowed such treasures to leave the country, nor too

much iu approval of the very ditiferent set of principles and

ideas which dictated their acquisition.

It is said that a bust of Robert Burns will presently

be placed in Westminster Abbey, near the memorials of

Thomson and Campbell. Colossal bronzes of Stephenson

and Watt, by Professor Kiel, are preparing for the New
Polytechnic, at Charlotteiiburg, near Berlin.

The Winter Exhibition at the Grosvenor Gallery is

composed of pictures by Mr. Alma-Tadema and the late

Cecil Lawson. The ettect of so large a gathering of works

in oil and water colour (there are some two hundred) by the

painter of " Sappho " and " The Sculptor's ilodel " is curious

and on the whole disappointing. There is an immense

amount of technical skill—and especially of technical skill

as applied to the painting of surfaces and textures ;
there is

an incomparable display of antiiiuarian and archasological

science ; there is a great deal of dexterous composition, of

apt and pleasant colour, of carefid and accurate drawing.

And withal it seems as if a single example of Mr. Alma-

Tadema's art would be more satisfying, and would give a

better and a more gracious idea of Mr. Alma-Tadema's

talent and accomplishment, than a whole roomful.
_

The

fact is that in human sentiment, in dignity, in passion, in

imagination (as opposed to invention) the artist's work is

somewhat lacking ; and that, iu the absence of these

master-qualities, the attributes of finish, of intelligence, of

knowledge, become in no great while almost uninteresting,

and in the end grow positively tedious. The exhibition

should therefore be taken by instalments, so to speak—half-

a-dozen pictures at a time. If it be, the visitor, finding in

its matter those qualities for which the painter is so justly

famous, will pass from surprise to surprise, as at a Royal

Academy exhibition ; and so be able to appreciate such work

as "The Sculpture Gallery," "The Silver Statue," the

"Fredegonda," and the " In the Peristylium," as it deserves.

strougly-haiidlcd laiKlscape, with some very admirable

figures; and Mr. Fred Barnard's " An Unequal Match " is

an old idea, ably and characteristically expressed. " Noon-

day Rest," by Mr. Robert Page, shows some well-drawn

farm horses ; and Mr. J. R. Reid's " Plagues of the Village
"

is strong, but far too clever. Some careful and eminently

successful studies of Eastern life and character, by Eugene

and Philip Pavy, attract by their unobtrusive style, their

thorough but nevertheless artistic treatment of details, and

their marked richness and variety of colour. The land-

scapes, as usual, are the most numerous. Mr. R. A. M.

Stevenson's " Dull Weather " is fine in light and distance,

and gopd in well-balanced values ; and its sentiment is as

beautiful as it is sincere. Mr. R. W. Radclifi'e's "The

Hamlet in the Marsh " has many good qualities, but loses

in proper pictorial effect, by the unhappy insistence ou the

cluster of houses. The same artist's " Lambing Time," too,

is truthful, and possesses admirable open-air feeling. If

Mr. Halfnight had thoroughly appreciated the fine dignity of

trees and beauty of line, his " When Autumn Leaves are

Falling " would have been more complete and striking than

it is. The best sketches on the walls are Mr. A. D. Pepper-

corn's " Surrey Cottage " and " Surrey Rickyard ; " and

there are many more or less able and attractive pictures by i

W. L. Wyllie, G. F. Munn, Yglesias, Leslie Thomson, C. T. I
Garland, W. J. Laidley, Stuart Lloyd, J. Fraser, H. Caffieri, F

Janet Archer, Kate Amphlett, F. M. Jones, Mrs. Val

Bromley, and Langton Barnard. The water-colours all

.show quite as steady and fair an average as the oils.

The hundred or so of pictures left by the late Cecil

Lawson comprise a gathering at once interesting and im-

pressive. Among them is much that is false in sentiment,

gross in colour, and elaborately artificial in manner. There

is much, however—as, for instance, the solemn, noble

" Pool ;" the large, liberal, Rubens-like "Minister's Garden
;"

the admirable " Barden Moors ; " the mysterious and sugges-

tive " Strayed "—that is notable in many ways : as imagi-

nation and as craftsmanship, in composition, handling, and

feeling alike. And it is impossible to consider the collec-

tion as a whole without a great respect for the artist's talent

and ambition, and without reflecting that English land-

scape was signally unfortunate in his death.

The Exhibition of the Society of British Artists is very

much better than its predecessor. The average of merit, it

is true, is not remarkably high ; but a large proportion of

the pictures are good. Indeed it is impossible for us to do

more than mention the chief attractions. To our mind the

best work, so far at least as intention and sincerity are

concerned, is Bertha Newcombe's "A Common Greyness

Silvers Everything," which is a thousand times better than

its title. Mr. Yeend King's " Freshwater Sailors " is a

Mr. Millais' "Pomona" (exhibited at Arthur Tooth's

Gallery) is very bright and winning work. In art and

workmanship it is not as good as " Cherry Ripe ; " but

iu both respects it is better than " Caller Herrin'." The

expression of the plump little lady's face is admirable,

and her golden hair is realised with ]Mr. Millais' own

union of breadth and truth. The wheel-barrow, too,

is a masterpiece in its way : probably no other living

English painter could have introduced so bare and com-

monplace a thing with such boldness and effect. The

colour in the draperies is delicate and novel ; there are

happy suggestions of light and air and distance in the

background ; and the general scheme of the picture is

vigorous and fresh. The faults are : a lack of character

in the trunk of the apple-tree on the right ; exaggerated

colour and value in the apple in Pomona's hand ; and a

poorly conceived and very badly executed gate in the

distance—looks like an afterthought dabbed in at the last.

Of the pictures of Venice at the Fine Art Society's Rooms,

perhaps the most complete is Van Haaneu's "The First

Dip." The technique, of course, is-admirable ;
more notable

are the variety of character, the facial expressions, and the

truth of gesture. It is gracefid in line, correct in value,

and harmonious in colour; it is very human ; and we have

seldom seen a story better told. If there is a fault, it is a

slight poverty of illumination. P. Fragiacomi's "In the

Lagoon," "Squalid Venice," and " Venezia Ricca " show

fine feeling for .sunlight and air, a certain grasp of tone

and colour, and some broad and able handling. The sky

and water of the last-named are painted with particular

ability and charm. A. N. Roussoff is represented by several

drawings, best of which perhaps is the " Funeral of a Child

at Chioggia : " large in style, good in many technical quali-

ties, and touched with unaffected pathos. This artist cau
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be vigorous and brilliant, as in Lis " Fruit Seller," anil

delicate and quiet, as in his three charniing studies of

bridges. Mr. MacWhirters "Bridge of Sighs" compels

attention by its superior ineptitude ; but Mr. G. Q. R.

Talbot's "Autumn Leaves" is very bright, harmonious, and

truthful. Mr. Ruskin's pencil sketches are interesting ; his

finished drawings are elaborately commonplace.

but is now at Paris, where he will study for some years :

another instance of the value of Continental training.

But, from one point of view, the most important con-

tributions to the collection are several works by the late J.

W. Bunney, a})rot>'(/e of Mr. Ruskin. Bunney's forte was

architecture, which he treated with remarkable skill and

sympathy. His most ambitious work at the Fine Ast Society

is a large study in oil of the front of St. Mark's : wonder-

fully elaborate and accurate in detail, but quite wanting in

picturesque qualities. As a scientific record it is of the

highest value ; as a picture it fails—is indeed inferior to a

water-colour drawing of the same subject, and to a very

pleasant picture of the cathedral by Mary Weatherill.

His " .Judgment Angle of the Ducal Palace," however,

and the "Giant Stairs" of the same edifice, are really

fine—the latter being particularly large in style ; and there

are several other works which not only afford considerable

pleasure, but also bear careful examination.

The most notable pictures at the Guardi Gallery are

those by Hermann Philip.s. The largest of these is "The
Troubadour," which is rich and solemn in colour, able in

composition, strong, broad, and suggestive in handling. It

has also some possibilities of beautiful line, and a touch

of such imagination as is found in Old Masters. His
" Dame Allemande," too, is rich, fine, and free, and not

without a certain distinction; whilst "Martha" is quieter,

but admirable in colour and sentiment. The young Spanish

painter J. Benlliure is represented by many extremely clever

tours (le force in genre ; and Domingo's "Fascination"

shows a thoroughly well-painted kitten and a slovenly

and meaningless baekgi-ound ; his " A Ma Propre Sant^,"

however, is good in texture and technique. Mr. W. H.

Bartlett's " Cabaret in Normandy," and JL'. Hamilton's
" Vivisection " (56), attract attention ; the one by its able

realism, the other by its clean, clever, and thoroughly

popular treatment of an improbable incident. Heffner's

" After the Storm," and Bochmann's " Last Load," are

average specimens of each painter's work

Indeed, the rapid improvement of American art as seen

at the Salon, and here in England, has produced a respon-

sive movement across the Atlantic. !Mr. John A. Lowell

has opened at Boston an exhibition of first-rate work by

several of the foremost American painters now in Europe

—including the Harrisons, W. E. Norton (whose work has

been remarkably well received), C. S. Pearce, W. F. Halsall,

G. Todd, Gaugengig], and Edwards. Mr. Pearce's Salon pic-

ture "An Arab Jeweller," has sold for two thousand dollars,

and several other works have brought proportionate sums.

Mr. Norton's " Mussel-Gatherers " has come in for special

praise, and was probably the best picture at the New England

Institute Fair.

Some time ago the Royal Bavarian Academy of Arts

appointed a commission to inquire into the system of

mural painting perfected by Herr Keim, of Munich. The

report of that commission has recently been published ; and

it would appear that the new method is not only of con-

siderable value, but may possibly bring about a revolution

in mural decoration. A picture executed with Herr Keim's

process was buried under a gutter throughout the severe

winter of 1880 without injury ; and neither hot nor cold

water, neither alkalies nor acids—diluted or otherwise

—

produced any effects worth mentioning ; the pictures so

tested remain quite impervious to climatic and even

mechanical influences. The colours are supplied from the

manufactory aU but ready for use ; they are pure, they blend

well, and are ea.sily manipulated ; the tones and values are

equal in both wet and dry states, and they are unaffected by

the final glazing. The painting ground is a clear white, and

affords novel freshness and brightness of effect.

The death is announced of the famous engraver Eduard

Mandel, professor of engraving (1847) at Berlin, and author,

among other masterpieces of the burin, of reproductions

of the " Colonna Raphael," Van Dyck's " Charles I." and

"Van Dyck," and Scheffer's "Christ Weeping over Jeru-

salem ;
" of the Lyonnese sculptor Bonnaire ; of the

landscape-painter Dessain ; of E. B. Stephens, AR.A,
sculptor of " Maternal Love " and " Narcissus ; " and of the

Dresden professor Julius Hiibner, curator of the Dresden

Gallery, and author of a " Sampson," an " Orlando and Isa-

bella," and a " Dispute between Luther and Doctor Eck."

In America considerable attention has been attracted

of late by the works of two clever young painters—I. M.

Gaugengigl and George W. Edwards. The first—a Bavarian

by birth, but a naturalised resident of Boston, U.S.A.—has

already won for himself the title of the " American ileisson-

nier," and a tiny work of his, " L'Affaire d'Honneur," in the

French master's manner, has just been sold for a thousand

dollars. His works are in so great demand that one

has already been stolen from the walls of an exhibition,

and a large reward has been offered for information as

to its whereabouts. He studied at Munich, and also in

Italy and France, and works slowly. Mr. Edwards is some
years younger, but has already made a name. His work in

black-and-white and water-colour shows fancy, originality,

and good technique ; and some recently executed pictures in

the latter medium have made quite a stir at Boston, and
are fetching high prices. He is a native of New York,

The " Dictionnaire de I'Art, du Bibelot, et de la Curio-

site " (Paris : Firmin-Didot), by M. Ernest Bosc, is one of the

handsomest, completest, and most useful publications possi-

ble. It may be described as the only manual for collectors

in existence. Not a single species of ohjet d'art but finds

room in its pages ; not a single species of knickknack, curio,

gem, antique, jewel, but is described and illustrated by its

indefatigable author. It is well and clearly written, excel-

lently planned, and admirably executed ; and the connois-

seurs who can afford to be without it are few. Of the seven

or eight hundred illustrations it contains, some seventy of

which are full-page size, many are good from the points of

view of drawing and engraving ; all are sufficient, and repre-

sent the objects they set forth with accuracy and suggestive-

ness. Among them are several printed in colours and gold,

which may take rank with anything of the kind the house

of Firmin-Didot has ever produced.
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" Our Sketching Tour," By Two of the Artists (Grilfith

and Farran), is pleasantly imagined, pleasantly written, and

pleasantly illustrated. It sets forth how a bevy of young

ladies—Ivy, Thyra, Claudia, Myra, and Imogen—went
forth to paint from nature ; how they had adventures ;

how

tliey made studies; how in the end they married and

settled and all that sort of thing; and it will probably

induce other bevies of young ladies to try and do the same.

It is prettily intended and prettily produced ; and has,

indeed, no other fault than may be conveyed in the words

"it might have been better."

Mr. J. A. Symonds's admirable " Renaissance in Italy
"

(Smith, Elder, and Co.) has found favour not only with

experts, but with the general public as well. The first

volume, "The Age of the Despots," passed into a second

edition some time ago ; and now the second and third,

"The Revival of Learning" and "The Fine Arts," have

done the same. Few modern books have better deserved

success. Mr. Symonds began by mastering his suliject
;

and into the five volumes of " Renaissance in Italy

"

he has crowded the results of many years of intellectual

effort, and of reading enough for an ordinary lifetime. He
is, as is inevitable with laymen, a far surer guide in litera-

ture than in art. But he has taught many to see, and on the

whole to see rightly ; and he takes a foremost place among

those whose function is to unfold the teachings and results

of the Revival. His work is a book not so much to read

as to study. It is full of knowledge and understanding,

and its sugsestiveness is remarkable.

by the Rev. Stopford Brooke." In these days, when only

the wealthy few can hope to possess the " first states " of

the "Liber Studiorum," it is no little boon to bo able

to purchase something like a complete set of them for a

few pounds. We ought therefore to be thankful to Mr.

Stopford Brooke for suggesting this reproduction and doii\g

his best to make it worthy of the great original. He and

the Autotype Company have not altogether succeeded

(for that was impossible), but they have not altogether

failed. The photographs, while they miss the subtler

gradations, the richness and soft texture of the mezzotints,

are much better than worn impressions of the copper-

plates. There is also much to be said in favour of the little

dissertations which Mr. Stopford Brooke has written to

accompany each picture. They show the long and reverent

study which, under the guidance of Mr. Ruskin, the

editor has devoted to the subject. They are also full of

poetic suggestion and sympathetic (or would-be sympathetic)

criticism. Nevertheless they are often laboured in expres-

sion, and not seldom forced in sentiment. Tricks of

composition familiar to the most ordinary artist are ex-

plained at length as if they were marks of Turner's special

genius, and the feelings excited in the writer's mind by each

picture are too often set down as those which undoubtedly

instigated the artist to produce it.

The new edition of Lane's translation of the " Thousand

and One Nights " sent out by Messrs. Chatto and Windus

is " an exact reproduction " of the edition published by ilr.

Murray in 18.59, with the translator's final corrections.

The present editor is Mr. Stanley Lane Poole. He is

perhaps a little too confident of the merits of Lane, and he

is certainly a great deal too contemptuous of the merits of

Galland. Lane's translation, for instance, can hardly be so

valuable to scholars and students as he makes it out to

be, inasmuch as it is confessedly expurgated and incom-

plete ; and it is certain that as a piece of literature it is in

nowise remarkable, inasmuch as the style is uncommonly

turgid and inexpressive, and as the literary and dramatic

gifts displayed in it are the reverse of commanding. It is

certain, too, that Galland's version, considered as narrative

merely, takes rank among the good things of literature, and

that, however inferior as an Arabist the author may have

been, he was—supposing the story-telling to be his work,

and not, as is sometimes said, the work of Lesage—immeasur-

ably superior to I,ane as a literary artist. This, however,

is by the way. What in this place we are concerned to

say is that the new edition, which is in three volumes,

is handsome to look at, and convenient in form, and that

it includes the well-known illustrations, some hundreds in

number, prepared by William Harvey under the super-

vision of the translator. They are graceful and ingenious

from the point of view of art ; and we are informed that,

in the matter of costume, architecture, upholstery, and so

forth, their accuracy is unquestionable. They are probably

the draughtman's best work and his best title to fame.

The illustrations to the new edition of Mr. Blackmore's

" Lorna Doone " (S. Low and Co.) are not altogether satis- U
factory. Of course, the best are by Mr. Small : his designs I
are few, but in sentiment and grace, in charm of draughts- '
manship and balanced contrast of white and black, they

are representative of his best manner. Mr. Boot's initials

are not up to his usual high level. Mr. Armstrong's nu-

merous landscapes are pretty, very careful, and weak.

Some of the weakness may be due to the engraving, which

is elaborate, thin, and inexpressive. The blocks, too, seem

poorly printed. All faults notwithstanding, this is a graceful

gift-book, pretty in binding, fair in typography and paper

;

and Mr. Blackmore's story, if it is unequal and in places

dull, contains some very good and vigorous work.

The "Liber Studiorum of J. M. W. Turner" (Autotype

Company) :
" Autotype Reproductions, with Critical Notices

Messes. Hildesheimer and Co.'s issue of Christmas

and New Year Cards comprises a great deal of excellent

and attractive matter. Two series of " Views on the

Thames" (3002—3), etched by Mr. Wilfrid Ball, are pleasant

in themselves and have besides the rare merit of being

genuine etchings. Of exceptional elegance and charm are

certain " Wreaths of Flowers" (92, 692). Worthy of peculiar

praise, too, are Mrs. Whymper's " Butterflies " (49, 1249); a

set of " Little Kittens " (75, 675) ; a set of " Growing Ferns "

(95, 995) ; and four designs of flowers iu red earthenware

pots (96, 1296). Speaking generally, Messrs. Hildesheimer's

wares are extremely well printed. Prominent among the

many pretty and delicate fancies published by Messrs.

Eyre and Spottiswoode are Maurice's " Wedgwood Series

"

(369), a series of " White Flowers" (432) designed by .lames

Dundas, and a series of " Silver Border " views. Mention

may also be made of a set of " Children's Heads " (384) ;
of

Paolo Priolo's "Four Seasons" (1213); and of a .set of

" Flowers in Antique Vases " (629). The " Etched " Christ-

mas and New Year Cards published by Alfred Gray (from

designs by Mr. Baxter and the publisher) are something of

a novelty. They are good in themselves, too—touched with

fancy, ingenuity, and sometimes humour. The porcelain

hand-painted cards sent out by the same publisher are pretty.
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The P.R.A. is at work upon a statuette—to be pre-

sently enlarged and cast in bronze—of a man awaking from

sleep ; on the picture, life-size, of a girl in gold and purple,

seated on a tiger-skin ; on the portrait of a little maiden in

white and gold, with peacock feathers in her hand and a

blue iiower at her breast ; on a study of a female head, seen

in profile, above the folds of a white mantle ; and on the

picture of a fair woman in gorgeous apparel, set against

blue tiles and among white and red marbles.

Here Ludwig Knaus has been elected an honorary

member of the Royal Academy, in the room of the late

M. Viollet le Due. Mr. Zouch Troughton has been elected

Honorary Secretary of the Art Union of London, in room

of the late Mv. Lewis Pocock.

A POETEAIT of Anne Boleyn—in a cap of gold thread,

a black veil, a hood with an edging of pearls, and a pearl

necklace—has been added to the National Portrait Gallery.

Foe two years past the Rev. S. A. Barnett, of St. Jude's,

Whitechapel, has been doing his utmost to educate and

develop the artistic sentiment of his parishioners. This

he has attempted by means of loan-collections of pictures

and sculpture, which, exhibited at St. Jude's Schools, have

excited the greatest curiosity and awakened the sincerest

interest. Last year the St. Jude's exhibition was visited by

over 26,000 people, most of whom had never in their lives

been brought face to face with a gathering of art until that

moment. An experiment so praiseworthy and so successful

can hardly be too warmly recommended ; and we trust

that all those who have first-rate pictures will communicate

to Mr. Barnett their willingness to lend them, and give

him all possible help \^'ith his Easter Exhibition.

The winter exhibition at the Royal Academy includes

over three hundred and sixty pictures and drawings. Of
these a hundred and sixty-one are by the late John Linnell,

and other eighty-three by the late Dante Gabriel Rossetti.

The remainder are by Old Masters generally—English,

Dutch, French, Flemish, and Italian. To the con.sidera-

tion of the Rossettis we shall next month devote an

illustrated article. For the present we shall content our-

selves with noting the fact that at first they were crammed

into a single gallery, and that their arrangement still

leaves much to be desired.

Of the Linnells it must be owned that, taken collec-

tively, the impression they produce is one of disappointment

and regret. There are many that prove the painter to have

been possessed of excellent parts : there is hardly one that

does not prove him to have been more or less incapable of

using his talent aright and of doing himself full justice.

To have seen the gathering is to have had a curious expe-

rience. At first sight Linnell—at all events the Linnell of

the beginning—is nearly always agreeable and impressive.

Imagination there is, and daring, and a feeling for colour,

and a fine faculty of composition, and a sense of style, and a

genuine regard for the larger and nobler aspects of nature.

But, on examination, the eft'ect, in nine cases out of ten,

turns out to be misleading. The imaginativeness is too

evidently a consequence of Turner ; the daring is rather

reckless than discreet ; the colour sense is found to lack

delicacy, and to be unaccompanied by a corresponding and

complementary insight into value and tone ; the quality

of style is touched with mannerism and with imitative-

ness ; the regard for nature is expressed with too great an

indifference to essentials and too sincere a con.sideration

for accidents and details ; the faculty of composition—

which is Linnell's noblest attribute—appears to take but

little count of such important elements as beauty of

form, and grace of line, and excellence of texture. It is

as if, beside Linnell, the only painter who had ever lived

were J. M. W. Turner ; as if the lofty and invigorating

example of Constable, the plain heroic magnitude of Crome,

the noble and affecting simplicity of Hobbema had never

been. For Linnell, it is evident, such (lualities as mystery,

as natural light, as atmospheric elevation and perspective

were simply non-existent. He painted .skies, not as arched

and domed—like bowls—but as flat and pendent—like

awnings ; his idea of clouds was of something solid and

involved—like excited bedclothes ; his conception of air

was of an element altogether valueless and inefficient.

Too often is his drawing vague, and his conception more

or less confused ; too often is his colour hot and brassy

and heavy, his handling spotty and uncertain ; too often

have his backgrounds the same importance and signi-

ficance as the planes of landscape—the stretches of what

should be air and light and space, and of what is after all

but very palpable paint—that lead up to them. In Linnell

at his best—the Linnell of "The Barley Harvest," and
" Under the Havrthorn Tree," and " The Last Gleam before

the Storm," and " The Windmill "—these defects are not

perhaps so marked and obtrusive as to be fatal. In Linnell

at his worst they are obvious enough to compel the reflec-

tion that since the painter's day we have learned much, not

only in the way of seeing nature, but also in the way of

reproducing what we have seen. And the reflection, so far

as Linnell is concerned, is supplemented by the thought

that it is the property of such exhibitions as the present

either to consecrate a reputation or to kill it ; and that with

the tradition of Constable the living influence it is, and the

unapproachable examples of Corot, Rousseau, Crome, and

Millet, the ordeal, in Linnell's case, might well have been

shunned.

Among the Old Masters pure and simple mention may

be made of an excellent Perugino—a " Pietk ; " of an

admirable portrait—a so-called " Caterina Cornaro," good

enough to be the Titian it is reputed ; a couple of Poussins,
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both very badly luiiig ; two good Van Dycks—the portraits

of Spiuohi and of the Duke of Newcastle ; a very noble

piece of Venetian portraiture, ascribed (rather imaginatively)

to Giorgione and Giovanni Bellini ; n wild and wondrous

Turner—the " Burning of the Houses of Parliament ;
" a

lovely little Gainsborough —the " Child with a Cat ;

" a most

chaste and delightful Reynolds—the portrait, as Una, of

Elizabeth Beauclerk ; three strange, mysterious, and impres-

sive Rembrandts ; a good Hobbema—from Buckingham

Palace ; a very vigorous little Morland—" The Surprise ;

"

and a tiny masterpiece by John Constable, which is

perhaps the most notable work in all the exhibition.

If Mr. Edward F. White's exhibition at the King Street

Galleries, St. James's, is scarcely equal to its predecessors,

it includes some thoroughly good and respectable work.

"A Basket of Quinces" is a wonderfully painted piece of

still life by A. Haanen—a lady ; it combines an almost

phenomenal power with truth and right restraint. Mr.

Pettie's " Sisters " are very charming girls, though his values

are doubtful, and his execution somewhat unequal. Mr.

Henry ^Moore is represented by a finely conceived and

admirably painted " Summer Moonlight—In the Dow-ns,"

luicommonly spacious and sincere ; and there is a simple,

unaffected interior by Mr. Holl in his Dutch manner. One
of the best works, however, is J. van de Sande Bakhuysen's

"In the Wood," which may be compared with a picture

similarly named by J. Neuhuijs. Both are broad in style

and true in effect ; but whilst the first is strong, vigorous,

and realistic, the second is quiet, dreamy, elegant, and

refined—with reminiscences of Corot's sentiment and dis-

tinction. Other works there are, too, by Mark Fisher,

Mesdag, John Linnell, Boughton, Cluys, Leader, Frith,

Pettie, and others. Some of these, the Linnells, for in-

stance, are old friends, but they bear further acquaintance.

In the present crowded condition of our pages it is not

possible to do much more than chronicle the formal open-

ing at South Kensington of the princely collection be-

queathed to the nation by the late John Jones. It occupies

two courts, one of which was recently filled by the his-

torical array of English water-colours. It consists in the

main of furniture and porcelain, chiefly French of the last

century, though there is some very good Chelsea-ware as

well. The furniture, on the whole, is good and represen-

tative, some specimens being, indeed, of the best ; but the

choice collection of Sevres is probably unique. Nearly

every known variety and style of the best period of manufac-

ture are included ; and as the Museum was particularly

poor in this department, these additions are of the utmost

interest and value, for they go very far indeed to render

the national gathering complete. Of the pictures, bronzes,

miniatures, statues, and the like, it mu.st suffice for the

present to say that few, if any, are without interest, and

several 'possess genuine worth and beauty. Taken alto-

gether, the bequest is probably the handsomest ever made
to the people of England.

The Old j\Iasters belonging to the Mar(iuis of Bute

have been lent to the Bethnal Green Museum. The collec-

tion is rich in examples of the Dutch and Flemish schools
;

and of these we may note a Teniers, a fine Ostade, some
Cuyps, a Gerard Dou, and works by Rubens, Snyders,

Ruysdael, and Hobbema. The portraits include cue at least

The exhibition of the Royal Society of Painters in

Water-Colours seems a bad one, as regards both intention

and execution. This much being said, we .shall only par-

ticularise one work : Mr. Oswald Brierley's very beautiful

and delicate view of Venice, which is, perhaps, the only

complete and properly arti.stic achievement on the walls

;

the only picture in which technique is subordinated to in-

tention, and in which poetry and natural truth are com-

bined with refinement and charm. For the rest, it must

be admitted that there is plenty of prettiness, plenty of

careful workmanship, and more than plenty of that niggling

commonplace which has wearied us any time during the

last ten years.

It is rarely that a lady accomplishes such strongly

individual work as is shown in some pictures by Mrs.

Charles D. Lakey exhibited at the London Art Galleries,

in Baker Street. !Mrs. Lakey, an American, paints land-

scape and cattle with understanding and even distinc-

tion. Her style is based upon a right tradition, in that

it often suggests Constable, and something, too, of Corot

:

a broad, vigorous, expressive handling, and a solemn

and dignified sentiment. Her cattle are painted some-

what in the manner of Van Marc, but with a distinct

individuality nevertheless ; and while, as in the largest of

the pictures under notice, she is impressive, she can also

be genial. She has a strong sense of tone and value ; her

touch is remarkably simple and direct ; and her work, if

unequal, is quite devoid of either trick or exaggeration.

of Gainsborough's most distinguished achievements ; a fine

half-length of Wellington by Lawrence (who painted the

duke over and over again) ; and, chief of all, an astonish-

ingly powerful presentment of Innocent X., attributed to

Velasquez. It is certain that Velas(iuez painted the Pope

at Rome in 1()48, and that the portrait was so successful as

to be honoured with a coronation and procession ; but

whether this is Velasquez's picture may not easily be de-

cided. It would not dishonour him in any case ; and it

is, taken altogether, the most impressive, and certainly not

the least interesting, of the two hundred and odd canvases

exhibited.

While on the subject of the Bethnal Green Museum
we may point out that these loan collections lose niuch

attraction for the public, and particularly the EastEnd public,

in the absence of a catalogue. There is absolutely no cata-

logue of these two hundred pictures, and the information

labelled on the frames is not only brief but in many cases

unreadable, from being either inaccessible or placed in a bad

light. Light, indeed, is a great desideratum at the Bethnal

Green Museum. Vast sections of the roof that might be

glazed seem to have been deliberately constructed to ex-

clude illumination : with the result that on some parts of

the walls and on certain sides of the screens pictures are

almost invisible. This, however, is a large matter ; the

catalogue is a small one. The expense of compiling and

printing even a catalogue raisonne, which is the sort likely

to be most useful, is not very alarming ; and we believe that

the sale would be remunerative. Rightly viewed, however,

whether it pays or not ought not to be considered ; and

certainly when South Kensington publishes an elaborate

illustrated handbook of the Jones Collection, it is not

impertinent to ask for a mere inventory of a gathering

whose importance is scarcely inferior.
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Perhaps the most remarkable feature of the Graphic

Animal Exhibition at the Fine-Art Society's rooms is that

in many cases the artists have not painted animal pictures

at all. The cats and dogs and horses play subordinate

parts in the drama or the comedy represented—have be-

come, so to speak, mere vehicles for the conveyance of

human sentiment and sentimentalism. In Luigi Chialiva's

" Exchange of Compliments," for instance, the main in-

terest of the picture is the little comedy between the

humorous old boy on the horse and the plump and rather

pert young hussy in the field. In " Awaiting Master's

lleturn," by J. M. Clude, again, it would be hard to say

whether the accurate treatment of the soft light of the

lamp and the glow of the fire on rich furniture was not the

painters chief object, rather than the presentment of the

dozing greyhounds. Still, true studies of animal life and
character are not wanting. Mr. Frank Calderon's " Left in

Charge " is really admirable. " A Pigeon. Fancier," too, by
Clough Bromley, is a good study of a poaching cat ; while

Otto Weber's " Culprits " shows some admirably painted

turnspits and genuine insight into dog character. Mr.

Charlton's dogs in " A Fellow-Feeling Makes us Wondrous
Kind," are, of course, first-rate.

Chairman of the Art Gallery Committee, or with Mr. Heath,
Secretary, Free Library, Derby.

Peehaps the best proof of the legitimacy of the revived

art of tapestry-painting is to be found in the way that it

has been taken up by artists of unimpeachable "orthodoxy."

At the interesting exhibition of these storied hangings at

Messrs. Howell and James's, one of the judges, Mr. H. S.

Marks, R.A., as well as Mr. Herkomer, A.R.A., and Mr.

W. J. Linton, exhibits original work. A scene from " As

You Like It " is important both from its size and character.

The painter's art has always shown good decorative quali-

ties, and his broad treatment of the beach trunks, and the

simple, firm design of the figures of Touchstone and his

companions, display, as might be expected, a thorough sense

of the limits of his materials and the nature of the service

which his painting is intended to perform. The list of

prize-takers is too long for quotation, and description of

their work is out of the question ; but it may be said that

both English amateurs and professionals appear to be im-

.

proving in technical skill and appropriateness of design.

Joseph Weight, A.R.A. (he was duly elected an Acade-

mician, but would not take up his membership), was an

artist of whom not only Derby but England may well be

proud. Seeing that Hudson and Mortimer were his masters,

it is a wonder that he painted so naturally and well. As

a painter of the efi'ects of light, especially artificial light,

he reaches a high rank, and no visitor to the National

Gallery can help being struck by the fine modelling and the

power of expression displayed in his " Experiment with the

Air-pump." He was also a fine portrait painter. Some-

how or other, though " Wright of Derby " is a name with

which we are all familiar, he is seldom mentioned, as he

should be, with Hogarth, Gainsborough, Reynolds, and

Wilson. But even as a matter of history he deserves such

honourable association, for he was one of those few complete

and individual artists who made the English school some-

thing more than a mere name. We are, therefore, very

glad that Derby is about to honour her son with an exhibi-

tion of his collected works and the fine engravings after

them by Earlom. The exhibition will be opened in March
next, and any owner of Wrights, who is willing to lend

them, is requested to communicate with Mr. W. Bemrose,

At Lille a thief broke into the museum, while the
watchman was at the other end of his beat, secured a cer-

tain number of coins and medals, and decamped. He was
apprehended in no great while, with his pockets crammed
with the " purchase " thus valiantly acquired. At Fonte-
vrault and Pellouailles they contrive to " convey " things

more adroitly. According to a writer in the Courrier de

I'Art, seven pictures have lately disappeared from the

church of Fontevrault, while the church of Pellouailles is

mourning the loss of " le plus beau monument de I'art

angevin au XVe siecle—an " Entombment " by Vandel-

lant, the painter of R6n6 d'Anjou.

M. GusTAVE DoEfi has finished his "Alexander

Dumas,"' which wUl be set up in the Place Malesherbes,

and unveiled some time in April next. A subscription

statue of Harriet Martineau will be unveiled at Boston.

Geeicault's sketch for " Le Radeau de la Mdduse "

—

which somebody has called " the last epic "—has been

bought for 2,000 francs for the Mus6e de Rouen. We
shoidd have been better pleased to announce its purchase

for the National Gallery.

At Mayence a labourer has brought to light an earthen

pot containing over a thousand gold coins, all minted

between 1340 and 1390. A Roman town has been un-

earthed in Bavaria. And in Paris, in an old house in the

Quartier du Temple, a copper vessel has been turned up,

and with it a load of gold pieces, close on eight thousand in

nundoer, and valued at four thousand sterling as old metal.

A teiptygh, attributed to the Van Eycks, has been dis-

covered at Enghien. An " Entombment " is figured in the

central compartment, while the dexter and sinister panels

respectively are occupied with presentments of the Woman
Clothed with the Sun and the Mission of St. James. The
history of the work is curious and suggestive. For cen-

turies it adorned the hospital at Enghien. Two years ago

it passed into the possession of M. Reuse-Leroy, director of

the Municipal School of Art, in part payment for work

done for the Commission des Hospices. By M. Reuse-

Leroy it was sold to the Abb6 Jules Bosnians, archivist of

the house of Arenberg, who has published a pamphlet on

his purchase, and who will find no difliculty in disposing of

it to one or other of the great Euroiiean galleries.

An International Exhibition—being the third—will be

held this summer at Munich, in the Royal Crystal Palace.

Pictures must be sent in — at the sender's risk — be-

tween the 1st and 31st of May. Herr von Piloty is

president of the Central Committee. Another Inter-

national Exhibition, from May to October, will be held at

Amsterdam. At the Albert Hall the painters "crowded

out " of the Academy will again be invited to exhibit their

work : under other conditions and to better purpose, it is

to be hoped, than last year.
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Here JAConv, thu eminent engraver, has finished, after

sixteen years of ettort, his reproduction of Raphael's

"School of Athens." The engraving is .sixty-three centi-

m6tres high by ninety centimetres wide. Thirty proofs are

offered for sale at £4r> each ; twenty-five at £30 each ;
and

so on, in a descending scale.

fashion for decoration is to lie of permanent artistic value

to the nation it will be by adopting the principles and

following the precepts of teachers like Mr. Day.

Artistic Prussia is just now in luck's way. Awhile

ago it secured the incomparable Hamilton Manuscripts.

This purchase it followed up almost inunediately by that of

a superb gathering of Japanese pictures (including some

ninety albums and rolls and over a hundred kakemenos),

which had been formed by Dr. Gierke, of Breslau, and

which was secured for the Gewerbe Museum for not more

than 4.5,000 francs. And it has now, at the cost of some

twenty thousand sterling, become the possessor of a com-

plete collection of the works of Antony Eisenholt, of Wart-

burg, one of the famous goldsmiths of the Renaissance.

The President of Guatemala has issued a decree for-

bidding stone to be quarried from the monuments and

remains of the Mayas. In France, on the other hand, the

town gate of Nancy has been disrated as a public monu-

ment, and is delivered over to the tender mercies of the

municipality.; while in England the Society for the Pro-

tection of Ancient Buildings has been obliged to issue

an appeal in defence of ]Maghull Church, in Lancashire,

])arts of which date from the Eleventh, Thirteenth, and

Fourteenth Centuries, but which is threatened none the less

with instant demolition. Then, the Society for Preserving

the Monuments of the Dead has had more to put up with of

late—in the way of desecration and destruction and deface-

ment—than we have room to set down. It is reported, too,

that the Midland Railway Company have resolved upon the

ruin of Tintern Abbey and the Great Western at one and

the same time, and to this end they are preparing to bridge

the Wye near the famous ruin ; while it is certain that the

Surrey Archffiological Society have had to protest against

the threatened demolition of the Archiepiscopal Palace at

Croydon. Altogether, it is evident that in " Rien n'est

Sacre pour un Sapeur," Ther^se, albeit to all appearances

a mere singer of comic songs, was in reality a kind of

Pythoness. The refrain she made so popular is the aptest

device for the Nineteenth Century, all the world over,

that has yet been produced.

The death is announced of Mrs. Elizabeth Murray,

nee Heaphey, the painter of portraits and Eastern subjects;

of the engraver Pollet, a pupil of Ingres, Delaroche, and

Richomme ; of the painter Sellier, author of a "L^andre"

and an " Esclave Gaulois ;" of Maurice Poirson, painter

of " A Bord d'un Yacht " and " Le Vieux Capitaine ;

"

and of the German sculptor Afinger.

" EvERY-DAY Art," by Lewis F. Day (Batsford). Readers

of The Magazine of Art are no strangers to the ability,

both literary and artistic, of the author of this volume,

some passages of which have appeared in our pages. Of the

many writers who think themselves competent to instruct

the public on matters of decoration, Mr. Day is one of the

very few who are thoroughly equipped. A good artist and

a sound thinker, he has produced a book of sterling value,

as free from ignorance as from affectation. If the present

Mr . John Ashton's " Social Life in the Reign of Queen

Anne " (Chatto and Windus) is a thoroughly honest and

creditable piece of work. He has aimed at accuracy rather

than picturesqueness, and preferred facts to fine writing. A
crowd of books are annually put forth, of which the sole en-

during effect—reversing Praed's words—is " to startle Truth

and 'stablish Error
;

" and no one in any way acquainted with

modern literature can fail to have observed their disastrous

activity. For this reason, when a work comes before us

which makes no rhetorical pretence, but, in a modest way,

gives us a vast amount of valuable and properly authenti-

cated information, we feel very grateful to the author. We
feel grateful to Mr. Ashton, whose patient pages on Augustan

manners must be invaluable to the student of the time.

Our only regret is that he should not have given us some-

thing better in the way of pictorial illustration.

Mr. J. W. Mollett'.s " Illustrated Dictionary of Words

Used in Art and Arclueology " (S. Low and Co.) " was

commenced as an amended edition " of M. Ernest Bosc's
;

but " little or nothing of the text of M. Bosc's work has

been left standing ; his definitions having in the process of

revision under reference to original works almost entirely

disappeared." This being so, there seems no necessity to

refer to M. Bosc ; still less for Mr. Mollett thus to

condemn the source that inspired his work. His com-

pilation attempts much, and fails not a little. It is mis-

leading on such matters as the violin ; it omits " Medal

"

—a large chapter of art history and achievement ; its

definitions are unexplanatory : as " Elevation. In archi-

tecture a perpendicular plan drawn to scale"—which may
mean anything. And if it omits some essentials, it includes

much that is unnecessary ; whilst its illustrations are not

always selected with good judgment. Oddly enough, too,

it appears simultaneously with M. Bosc's new " Diction-

naire de I'Art, de la Curiosite, et du Biljelot " (Paris :

Firmin-Didot, et Cie.), to which it is in every way inferior.

Among recent fine-art publications there is nothing so

costly and elaborate as the " Encyclopedic des Arts D^co-

ratifs de I'Orient " (Canson, Rue des Beaux-Arts, Paris) of

MM. Collinot and A. de Beaumont. In size and form this

monumental work is a splendid folio ; the paper is of un-

common excellence ; the reproductions—by Lemercier

—

are in the best and finest style of chromo -lithography.

The six sections into which it is divided— Persia, Japan,

China, Arabia, Venice, Turkey—are issued in twenty-five

fascicvles, each of which contains ten plates, and costs

forty francs. The best and most interesting number of the

set—to whose consideration we hope to return—is the one

devoted to Persia, which is an education in itself.

The Fine Art Society have published, at a modest price,

a good and careful engraving by Josey, of Mrs. Tyrrell's

graceful and i)leasing work, ''A Long Time Ago." The

picture, it is to be noted, is an excellent specimen of its

class. It represents a pretty face, part of a pretty figure,

and something of a pretty costume ; and, as reproduced

by the engraver, it makes a pretty decoration.
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The maximum number of works by a single artist ad-

mitted to the exhibitions of the Royal Academy has hereto-

fore been eight. It is reported that in future it will be

limited to four. The innovation, which has long been

called fur, is of the highest possible importance.

The Institute of Painters in Water-Colours proposes to

establish free schools for students of the art of water-colour

painting. These are not elementary—which is perhaps a

mistake ; admi.ssion being obtained by means of a test-

drawing, proving the applicant already .skilful in the use

of his materials and the practice of his method. The

course will comprehend still-life, landscape, and figure,

and book-illustration. The Sixty-Fifth Exhibition of the

Institute, the first in the new buildlTig in Piccadilly, will

be opened to the public on the 30th of April next.

What, perhaps, is more to the purpose is—that the

Institute has resolved to open its galleries during the

winter season with an exhibition of pictures in oil. The

resolution is probably in consequence of the determination

to reduce the number of exhibits adopted by the Pioyal

Academy. Its possibilities could hardly be exaggerated.

Me. Kuskin has been elected to the Slade Professorship

of Fine Arts, in room of Mr. W. B. Richmond. Jlr. Rich-

mond, it will be remembered, succeeded Mr. Ruskin, who

had resigned. Now Mr. Richmond has resigned, and Jlr.

Ruskin succeeds in his turn.

Me. B. W. Leader, the painter of " February Fill-Dyke "

and " In the Evening There Shall be Light
;

" Mr. T. Brock,

the sculptor of " A Moment of Peril ; " ilr. R. ^lacbeth,

the painter and etcher ; Mr. E. J. Gregory—whom many
people consider the most powerful of living English crafts-

men—and j\Ir. Francis Holl, the engraver, have been

elected Associates of the Royal Academy.

Mr. Heekomee, for the enlightenment of the Americans,

has issued a critical and descriptive catalogue of such work

of his as has been on view in New York " at il. Knoedler's

Gallery." In this he tells his public what he thinks of

his handiwork, and applauds himself, when he believes

he deserves it, for "solidity of work" and "largeness

of manner," and " youth " and " boldness " and " attempts

to do something unusual," and other virtues, with some

point and a characteristic energy. Against the perform-

ance there is really nothing to say. On the contrary there

is much to be said in its praise. Most men have a very

definite idea of the merit of their work, and their opinion,

if they could only be persuaded to enunciate it, would often

be more amusing than the work itself. Michelangelo, as

we know, thought highly of all he did ; so did Beethoven
;

so did Berlioz ; so does the Laureate ;
so have many others.

The record of their self-satisfaction is at least instructive.

The difference between their case and i\Ir. Herkomer's

is that they unburdened their souls in conversation or in

their autobiographies, while Mr. Herkomer unburdens his

in a "Descriptive Catalogue" of works apparently for sale :

—that Mr. Herkomer, in fact, has tried his hand at adver-

tising, while his predecessors only attempted confession.

All the same, American journals have not hesitated to speak

of the matter in flippant, even disrespectful, terms, and

to resent—as a personal affront—the keen perception of

character and the insight into facts by which, if by nothing

else, the painter's attack upon the American public is

marked. This, to say the least of it, is unjust. Adver-

tising is a modern art and science ; and it has nowhere

been more steadily pursued nor more brilliantly success-

ful than in the United States. Whether Beethoven and

Michelangelo and Berlioz and the others would have risen

to the occasion as Mr. Herkomer has risen is a question

that need not just now be debated. What is evident is,

that it is unjust of New York to blame Mr. Herkomer

for approving liimself, on the instant of landing, a New
Yorker of the most accomplished type ; and that in the

expressions of local opinion to which we have referred there

is probably a certain element of local jealousy.

The anti()ues exhumed and collected at Cyi^rus by Mr.

G. Gordon Hake have been unpacked and arranged, and

will presently be on view at South Kensington. The

gathering consists of nearly a thousand specimens. It in-

cludes (1) a quantity of Cypriote, Phoenician, and Ptole-

maic pottery
; (2) a number of statuettes (from Salamis),

Hellenic in type and of great artistic merit
; (3) a quantity

of antique glass
; (4) a collection of lamps

; (5) a variety of

objects in alabaster and in bronze ; and (.6) a batch of orna-

ments in gold. There is every reason to believe that the

JIuseum has been fortunate in its agent.

Me. Alma-Tadema's " Cleopatra "—the picture recently

added to the collection at the Grosvenor Gallery—is neither

better nor worse than anything he has done before. Sur-

faces and textures are realised with his peculiar accuracy
;

all manner of archa;ological fact and detail is treated with

his peculiar care and inventiveness ; the colouring is rich

and pleasing ; there is a successful rendering of Eastern

light and air. But, except as mise-en-scene, the picture is

unimpressive. The Cleopatra is not a bit admirable and

splendid ; the Antony is rather conventional ; and there is

a cast of self-conscious comedy over all the work.

The feature of the Bartolozzi Exhibition, at 26, Savile

Row, is the fact that the be.st engravings on the walls are

not by Bartolozzi. Gondii and Burke were his superiors,

and one or two examples of their work take first place.
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I5ut, as we said the nthur day of a more important collec-

tion, it is the property of individual exhibitions to con-

secrate a reputation or to kill it. Bartolozzi happens to

be fasliionable just now ; but from the critical point of

view his work is of small account. Whether he actually

invented the stipple method of engraving seems doubtful ;

failing this, however, his admirers claim that he " founded

a school. " This is true ; but the school he founded was

merely accomplished and inane. His art is as well pleased

with itself as it is flattering to the spectator ;
thus, it is

just the thing for idle folk. To all else it is insignificant.

From Manchester it is reported that over si.x thousand

]iounds' worth of pictures were sold at the last exhibition.

From Kingston-on-Thames, that a balance of over £'340

remains in hand from the Industrial and Fine Art Exhibi-

tion of 1882, and that it is proposed to devote this sum to

the foundation of a local school of art. From Chester, that

the Dean is taking measures to insure the establishment

of a school of art and museum. And from Newcastle, that

the Life School there will be reconstituted, and is in future

to be called the Bewick Club.

Certain mannerisms apart, the second series of Mr.

Pownoll Williams's Sketches and Drawings of the Riviera,

&c. (at McLean's Gallery), are generally of higher technical

excellence than the first. Last season Mr. Williams did

not confine himself to the Riviera, but visited also the

Italian lakes and Geneva. Among the drawings of Italian

lake-scenery, "A Sunny Corner near Pallanza" (31) and

" II Sano di Ferro after Rain " (35) are admirable ; the cool

greys of the disburdened sky in the latter are particularly

fresh and truthful. In "Morning at Bordighera" (19) a

bold decorative effect is produced by the projection against

the sky upon one .side of the drawing of a spray of yellow

roses of natural size ; some palms are deftly introduced on

the opposite side, and Bordighera becomes a mere vignette.

Some drawings are slightly theatrical in expression : as of

Nature posing. In-stances of dirty and exaggerated colour

in the skin are not unfrequent. The texture, too, of the

rocks sometimes leaves much to be desired.

We regret to announce that the Treasury has reduced

its grant to the British ^Museum. In Paris, on the other

hand, of the 700,000 francs in hand from the Salon of 1882,

a sum of 500,000 has been voted for the purchase of pictures

and statues for the nation. To the enterprise and daring

of the Prussians we have had occasion more than once to

refer ; and we shall not linger on the pitiful contrast be-

tween our fortune and theirs. Matters with us indeed are

so bad that they could hardly be very much worse. The

National Gallery is so full as to be almost a public scandal
;

the British Museum has not room for half the treasures it

possesses ; collection after collection is offered us for sale,

and offered in vain ; there are no funds available for pur-

chase, and none for education ; and in all directions there

is as little prospect of a change for the better as our worst

enemy could well desire. Facts more discouraging could

hardly exist. They show how narrow and peculiar has been

the influence of the New Renaissance, and how scant is

the importance of culture in the national scheme of govern-

ment and the national theory of existence.

In Paris the Soci(5t6 Philanthropique is preparing an ex-

hibition, to be opened in April, of "Portraits du Siecle :"

the portraits of all such men and women as are famous in

the history of Nineteenth-Century France. International

exhibitions are open at Rome and at Berlin, and others

are organising at Munich, at Amsterdam, and at Calcutta.

Exhibitions of pictures and sculpture will later on be held

in Caen, Bordeaux, Grenoble, and Dijon. And in London

it is proposed to stock and open an exhibition of Irish lace,

with a view to the improvement of the industry, which is

not in a flourishing condition.

Mr. Burton has bought another Signorelli for the

National Gallery—one of the rare altar-pieces of the master,

once in the Mancini Collection—for not Tnore than £1,200.

The National Collection is also the richer—by the gift of

the artist's widow—of " The August Moon," a well-known

work by the late Cecil Lawson. The same artist's spacious

and Rubens-like landscape, "The ]\Iinister's Garden," has

been purchased by the Corporation of Manchester for the

new Fine Art Gallery of that city. The Louvre has taken

to itself an excellent " Lamartine," by the portrait-painter

Gerard ; while for 2,ooo francs the Musde de Rouen has

acquired one of the most remarkable of G6ricault's studies

—

the famous " Deux Tetes de Supplici^s."

During 1882 the Administration des Beaux-Arts has

expended 320,000 francs in the purchase of works of art for

the Government of France. Of this sum, 52,800 francs have

been disbursed in original pictures, and 15,500 in copies of

the Old Masters ; 47,700 in antique marbles for the museum ;

192,000 in modern sculpture ; and 3,000 francs in medals.

Among pictures the costliest is a " Bataille de Bapaume,"

by Armand Dumaresque ; among sculpture, the first and

second places are taken by Jacquemart's " Mariette Bey "

(for Boulogne), which cost 18,000 francs, and by Lanson's

"Judith et Holopherne," which cost 15,300, while Gustave

Dora's "Alexandre Dumas" comes third, at 12,500 francs.

Cavelier's " Gluck " and Allesseur's " Rameau " (both for the

Op^ra) cost 7,200 francs each ; the monument to Rouget

de risle, at Choisy-le-Roi, cost 9,000 francs ;
while 8,500

francs were expended in the casting of Doublemard's

" Camille Desmoulins."

At Florence, Mr. Ruskin has bought landscapes and

flower pieces by Mr. Newman , the American water-colour

painter, which, with characteristic impetuosity, he pro-

nounces " the acme of modern art." He has also purchased

for his museum at Sheffield an album of pen-and-ink

sketches by ]\Iiss Alexander, illustrating the Tuscan stornelli

and 7-ispetti. A "Death of .Julius Cassar," by Professor

Zimenes, is a distressing example of the offensive realism

which is (for the moment) the last word of Italian sculp-

ture. It shows the great Roman clenching his fists and

sprawling—with a broken neck—among the stark and

naked legs of his upset chair. Of course the abomination

is cleverly wrought. Signor Gordigiani has presented the

Sisters of Charity with one of his sweetest portraits,

painted, it is said, from a vision seen by him while musing

in his studio—a smiling girl in the white muslin and cap

of the last century. The Sisters have made this Christmas

gift the subject of a lottery.

In Brussels, Courbet's "Environs d'Arras" sold for

22,000 francs; Millet's "Le Verger," a pastel, for 10,5«i

francs ; a sketch by ]SIeissonier for 5,600 francs ; and the

" Gouter " of Willems for 5,000 franca.
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At Sardis, Mr. Denni.s has bought the site of the Temple

of Cybele, and will begin to excavate at once. A certain

sum has been subscribed towards the expense of excavating

at Ephesus, on the site of the Temple of Diana. At Per-

gamos, Dr. Flumanii is recommencing operations for the

German Government ; while Dr. Schliemann—whose ac-

count of his last campaign in the Troad is announced by-

Mr. Murray, and who has already made up his mind for a

raid upon Crete—is hard at work at Athens.

In Gustave Dor6 (1832—1882) the world has lost the most

famous of modern designers. From the first he had such a

facile hand and such an inventive Israin as in their degree

have never perhaps been rivalled. At eighteen he was draw-

ing grotesques for the Journal Pour Hire, and exhibiting

landscapes in pen and ink at the Salon. At two- and-twenty

he was famous as the illustrator of Rabelais, and in no

great while he had tripled his reputation by the publica-

tion of his designs for Balzac's " Contes Drolatiques."

He illustrated Beranger's ".Juif Errant;" the "Essais"

of Montaigne ; Taine's " Voyage aux Pyr6n6es ; " the

"Contes" of Perrault. In 1861 he published his designs

for the " Inferno ; " "Don Quixote " in 1863 ; the " Bible
"

and " Milton " in 186.5 and 1866 ; "La Fontaine" in 1867
;

and between that year and 1879 he had illustrated the

" Purgatorio," the " Paradiso," the " Idylls of the King," the

" Londres " of Louis Errault, the " Espagne " of M. dAvil-

liers, the "Ancient Mariner," and the "Orlando Furioso."

In addition, he had painted the " Mort d'Orphee," the

" Famille du Saltinibanque," the " Titans," the " Paolo and

Francesca," the " Dream of Pilate's Wife," and a score of

enormous pictures beside ; and he had done popular work

in sculpture. It is reported that he leaves a set of designs

in illustration of the plays of Shakespeare, and a good deal

of unpublished material in black and white as well. The

story of his life will be told by Mr. Blanchard Jerrold., who
has had the work in hand for several years.

The death is also announced of the famous sculptor,

Cl^singer ; of the Belgian sculptor, Geefs ; of the engraver,

Karl Huber ; of the animal painter, Christophe Cathelineau,

a pupil of Drolling ; of Richard Cookie Lucas, the etcher

and monumental sculptor ; and of Don Jos6 Salamanca,

a famous virtuo.so and collector.

It is not easy to imagine a better gift-book than the

English version of the " Florence " of M. Charles Yriarte, put

forth of late by Messrs. Sampson Low. Exception may be

taken to the covers, which present such a combination of

gold and scarlet and black as—for some inscrutable reason

—

is supposed to add to the beauty and luxury of the British

drawing-room. But, apart from this, the book is excellent

in every way. It is admirably printed ; the paper is choice

and comely ; the ornamental borders, from the " Grandes

Heures" of Simon de Colins (1547), are masterpieces of

decoration ; the four or five hundred engravings, on copper

or on wood, are gcjod and interesting one and all. Prints,

paintings, manuscripts, sculpture, have been pressed into the

service ; till nothing that is notable in Florence remains

unpictured, and scarce any distinguished Florentine remains

unportrayed. As a popular introduction, pictorial and

verbal, to the history of the famous city the work is unsur-

passed. Considered under its literary aspect, it appears as

a series of brief but graphic sketches—of men, monuments.

epochs, pictures, movements, tendencies. The effect pro-

duced is somewhat broken ; but the interest is fresh

throughout, and the information imparted is good in quality

and considerable in quantity. M. Yriarte has the art of

putting things lucidly and well—of stating general proposi-

tions and describing particulars in terms that enable his

readers to grasp his meanings instantly, and easily to keep

pace with him as he proceeds upon his way. As Englished

by Mr. C. E. Pitman, his work retains its characteristics in

sufficient proportions to be generally acceptable—alike to

those who can read it in the original and to those who
cannot.

The " History of Ancient Egyptian Art " (Chapman and

Hall, Limited), translated and edited by Mr. Walter Arm-

strong (who, by the way, has done his work with skill and

discretion) from the French of MM. Georges Perrot and

Charles Chipiez, is prolsably the most valuable publication

of the season. The two volumes, which are well printed

and careftilly produced, are illustrated with close upon

six hundred pictures in black and white, and with fifteen

coloured plates. Some are not particularly good ; many are

excellent :—as, for instance, those for which the primary re-

sponsibility rests with MM. Bourgoin and Saint-Elme Gau-

tier. To give an adequate idea of the value of the text is

impossible. It must suffice to say that such an exhaustive

and authoritative account of antique Egypt has never before

been produced in English. Civilisation, architecture, sacred

and sepulchral painting, sculpture, the industrial arts, gems,

ornaments, technical processes—everything relating to art

in Egypt is discussed, described, and explained, and that with

a fulness of knowledge and an acuteness of perception that

leave nothing to be desired. The book, in fact, is of its

kind invaluable. No art-library and no public collection

can afford to be without it. Wherever English is spoken

it must at once take rank as the best and fullest popular

text-book of Egyptian art in the language.

In " Nature at Home " (Bradbury, Agnew, and Co.) we

have an English version of Gautier's " La Nature Chez

EUe," illustrated with some seventy process-reproductions

—

twenty-four 'of them full pages—of designs by M. Karl

Bodmer. How "le divin Th^o" got his knowledge of

nature does not appear. He was a great reader of dic-

tionaries, a great student of ballets, a great lover of the

drama, a great amateur of properties and curios, a great

dreamer of dreams, a great writer of picturesque French, a

great master of the art and artifice of verse ; but that he

was intimate with natural scenery, or indeed with nature of

any sort, is nowhere apparent in his work. In the present

volume, however, he comes forward as the social historian

of the forest ; and, whether his report be real or only ro-

mantic, he contrives to be amusing. He is of all writers,

the most difficult to translate ; and the figure he cuts in

" Nature at Home " is not much like the brave and splendid

presence he has in "La Nature Chez Elle." Still, he is

readable, and for the most part even attractive ; so that the

effort at translating him may be said to be on the whole not

unsuccessful. M. Bodmer's pictures must be spoken of in

better terms. The artist has long been working in the

forest of Fontainebleau ; he knows his ground thoroughly
;

his representations of wild life have considerable merit. His

drawing is sometimes insignificant, and his effects of tone

are often commonplace and ineffective. Still, the intention

of his work is excellent enough to make it interesting;

while in parts the execution is really vigorous and sound.
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Three books about Rossetti. Mr. W. Tirebuck's " Dante

Gabriel Rossetti" (Elliot Stock) is an enthusiastic and

rather loosely-worded essay on the quality of Rossetti's

mind and imagination and the tendencies of Rossetti's

influence and art. It may be read with pleasure and with

interest : though its conclusions are very far from being

incontestable ; and though some of its comparisons—as,

for instance, that of the Lyceum with the Grosvenor

Gallery, of Mr. Burne Jones with Mr. Henry Irving, of

Beethoven with Wagner, and of Beethoven and Wagner

with the Pre-Raphaelites—are far from being felicitous or

convincing. !Mr. T. Hall Caine's " Recollections of Dante

Gabriel Rossetti " (Elliot Stock) is vague in style, and not

remarkable for measure or discretion. It is written, how-

ever, in a generous and admiring spirit ; it contains a number

of interesting details ; in the absence of a better book, it can

hardly fail of popularity. Mr. Sharp's " Dante Gabriel Ros-

setti " (Macmillan and Co.) is a combination of biography

and criticism. In manner it is pompous and inexpressive
;

and it is tedious in effect. It is likely, however, to be

useful to students of Rossetti's art and life, inasmuch as

it includes copious extracts from the master's prose, and a

considerable number of variants—old readings, first drafts,

corrections, interpolations, and so forth—of his verse ; to-

gether with a good catalogue of his pictures and drawings.

In his preface to " Japan : its Architecture, Art, and

Art Manufactures " (Longmans), Dr. Dresser with emphasis

declares that it is " as a specialist, and a specialist only,"

that he submits his book to the public. The fact is, he has

little new to tell us, even of native architecture—his strong

point ; and he does not tell it particularly well. Still, his

work is acceptable as a fairly intelligent and not unpic-

turesque story of a brief sojourn in a strange and mysterious

country. If, beyond this, it has a peculiar value, that value

lies in the illustrations. Some of these are little master-

pieces of careful drawing and refined engraving : they

instruct, and they faithfully record ; while those drawn and

engraved in Japan by natives have extraordinary interest

and charm.

The " Artists' " edition of Mr. Wise's excellent " New
Forest " (Heniy Sotheran and Co.) is a disappointment.

The illustrations consist of twelve new etchings by Mr.

Heywood Sumner, and sixty-three old wood-blocks en-

graved twenty years ago by Mr. Linton from drawings by

Mr. Walter Crane. The etchings are spiritless and im-

personal ; they might illustrate any district but the New
Forest. Mr. Crane's drawings are only careful and accu-

rate. Mr. Linton, it is needless to say, has engraved them

as well as could be ; but they offer no scope for the exercise

of his peculiar and admirable vigour and breadth. More-

over, the best eiigraving shows to disadvantage if the blocks

be worn. These blocks are badly worn ; and the use of

India paper merely emphasises the defect. The growing

practice of printing so-called India " proofs " from old and

useless blocks cannot be too severely condemned. Of Mr.

Wise's pleasant work we need say nothing ; it is a classic

already.

Out of " Scraps and Sketches " and " My Sketch-Book
"

(Reeves and Turner) a pleasant idea may be obtained of

the humorous and whimsical talent of George Cruikshank.

Both volumes—which may now be had at a tithe of the

original cost—are made up of stray numbers and odd leaf-

lets published between 1828 and 1836 ; and in both, with

much that is trivial enough, and much that is positively

hideous, there is much to admire and respect. Of the

sixty pages of which they are composed some few are

occupied by a single design. Among these are such

truculent pictorial sermons as "The Fiend's Frying.

Pan"_a protest against the horrors of Bartlemy Fair

—and " The Gin Shop " and " The Gin-Juggernath "—

both of them powerful and both of them gruesome and

dreadful : with caricatures like the "Scene in Kensington

Gardens"—a lampoon upon the modes of 1829; and such

vigorous and imaginative grotesques as " London Going Out

of Town "—a design as full of movement and fancy and

originality as anything its author ever produced. For the

most part, however, the volumes are composed of sheets

of thumb-nail sketches :—pictorial puns, reflections on the

vapours and scandals of the time, " Chapters on Noses,"

" j\Iemories of the Common Pleas," enormous contrasts of

fatness and leanness, whims and oddities and humours of

every sort and on every subject. Some of these are excel-

lent, and may be returned to again and again—a remark

that applies with equal force to the volumes themselves,

their many trivialities and grossnesses notwithstanding.

No more gallant and delightful booklings are produced

than those sent forth from the Librairie des Bibliophiles

(Paris : 3(i8, Rue Saint-Honore) with the imprimatur of

the publisher Jouaust. Evei-y volume is a work of art

;

every set of volumes may claim equal rank with a picture

gallery or a portfolio of etchings. Among M. Jouaust's

last issue mention may be made of the four volumes of

delightful old French, in which are contained the " Notti

Piacevoli " of Straparola, the Boccaccio of Caravaggio, one

of the gayest and most spirited of the Italian noveUieri.

Like the " Decamerone," it is a book " de hault goust
;

"

but it has never seemed so readable as in the Edition

Jouau.st. It is illustrated with fourteen etchings by Cham-

poUion, from designs by Garnier. They really illustrate the

text, but they have no special merit, and would be better

away. The same may be said of the five plates etched by

Monzies, of drawings by Arcos, for the Jouaust " Mariage

de Figaro," and of the four contributed by the same artists

to the companion volume, "Le Barbier de Seville." The

quality and appearance of all six volumes are admiraVile.

Even prettier and more attractive is the Sieur de la

Brosse's excellent translation of Tasso's " Aminta," which

forms a part of the Collection Bijou. The illustrations

—by Champollion and Victor Ranvier, and by M6aulle and

Giacomelli—the print, the paper, the rough edges, the

parchment cover, the red lines, the lettering in blue and

gold, are all in keeping and are all delightful. In '• Un
Drame Dans Une Carafe," by E. de Beaumont, with illus-

trations by Louis Leloir, the design is of another order.

The volume (which is not extraordinarily good reading)

takes the form of a jilaquette. It is bound in white ; there

is a sprinkling of flies (a fly is the hero) on the cover ;
it is

tied with green ribands. The efl'ect is charming.

j\Ir. Percy Thomas's etching, "The Inn-Yard of the

Old White Hart " (F. S. Nichols and Co.), is pleasant in

tone and fairly skilful in technique. It should prove ac-

ceptable to all amateurs of Old London for the hostel's

.sake, and to all Pickwickians for the sake of Sam Weller,

who makes his first appearance, as everybody knows, as

the boots of the Old White Hart.
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The Royal Academy intend to build two new rooms

—

in size the second largest in Burlington House—for the

exhibition, one of steel engravings and architectural draw-

ings, the other of water-colours.

It is announced that this year the summer exhibition at

the Grosvenor Gallery will comprehend, beside the usual

miscellaneous gathering, a large and representative selection

from the work of a distinguished Academician.

Me. Buene Jones is hard at work on his great picture,

" The Wheel of Fortune," for the coming Grosvenor Exhibi-

tion. Mr. Herkomer has painted a picture of life in New
York—a group of Irish and German emigrants at Castle

Garden. Mr. Nettleship, the painter of " A Dirge in the

Desert," will exhibit two more lion and tiger pictures : one

of a blind lion feeling his way with his paw along the edge

of a precipice, and watched over by a pack of hungry

hyrenas ; the other of the end of a duel between tigers over

the " Ewiges Weibliche "— over a disputed mate. Mr.

Poynter, besides the " Ctesar and Calphurnia " already

announced by us, an illustration of Shakespeare's line,

" When beggars die there are no comets seen," has finished

a picture of Psyche in the halls of Eros. Mr. Woolner

has finished, for the Temple Library, a marble bust of Sir

William Erie, and the marble, for Birmingham, of Her

Majesty, and has accepted, for the Priory Church, Cartmell,

the commission for the memorial to Lord Frederick Caven-

dish, and—for the Lord Lawrence Memorial Committee, as

the Lawrence Student's Prize—a commission for a gold

medal two inches in diameter. Aim6 Millet's admirable
" Quinet," for the town of Bourg, has been successfully cast,

and will be unveiled some time in May. Herr Makart has

produced a portrait of the wife of the French Ambassador,

the Comtesse Duchatel, which has set Vienna talking.

Professor Legros has completed his medallion of James

Thomson, the poet, and a medal of Gladstone which is said

to be the finest thing of the kind he has yet produced ; and

M. Rodin is at work on portrait busts of Victor Hugo and

Henri Rochefort.

Among recent additions to the National Portrait Gallery

mention may be made of Mr. F. W. Burton's " George Eliot,"

engraved by Rajon, and exhibited last year at the Grosvenor

Gallery ; of a portrait, in chalk, by Linnell, of the trans-

lator, Sarah Austin ; of Lawrence's full-length " Sir William

Grant, Master of the Rolls," painted for the Rolls Court

;

and of Hudson's full-length " George II.," for many years in

the Judges' Room at Westminster.

suggestive of buttercups and daisies, that to take it seriously

is impossible. It sets forth some charming studies of tone

—as, for instance, " Upright Venice," "Wheelwright," "Noc-
turne Palaces" (Mr. Whistler's English is peculiar), and
'' The Dyer." But the artist's humour has attacked even

his theory of etching ; and four-fifths of the work exhibited

can no more be taken seriously than the exhibition gene-

rally. The best thing of all is the catalogue. It is unique

among catalogues : it has a brown paper cover ; it abounds in

ingenuity, and is evidently the re.sult of a good deal of

reading and research. It proves its author to have a pretty

talent for art-criticism.

The collection of water-colours at Messrs. Agnew's Old

Bond Street Galleries contained not a little interesting and

able work. There were several sketches by David Cox

—

muddy, however, and generally disappointing ; and a lew

good examples of De Wint—striking in truths of atmosphere

and distance. There were a couple of sketches by Turner,

the " Criccieth Castle," engraved in " England and Wales ;

"

the " Bridge," not much more than begun, and specially in-

teresting as showing the artist's method ; and a curious

sketch—presumably for the illustration to Milton—"The
Temptation on the Mountain." Amongst the moderns,

several drawings by Luigi Chialiva were entitled to first

place, in point of truth, charm, and technique. Best of

them, perhaps, is " A Summer's Day "—a hot and thirsty

flock drinking from a broad still stream. The pose of the

shepherdess is full of simplicity and grace ; the drawing of

the sheep and lambs all that could be desired. We have

only space to note two quietly impressive sketches by W.
W. Ball, and works of merit by Harpignies, T. B. Hardy,

E. K. Johnson, Ridgway Knight, G. F. Wetherbee, Edwin

Ellis, Frank Powell, and J. M. Macintosh. Mr. R. Ander-

son's " Fishing Boats on the Guadalquiver " is remarkable

for strength and out-of-door truth and light, and a slight

want of value ; the distant houses seem a little strong. Mr.

A. W. Hunt's drawing entitled " Durham " is interesting,

because the quaint old city is conspicuous by its absence.

Me. Whistlee's " Arrangement in Yellow and White,"

at the Fine Arts Society's Rooms, is perhaps the most origi-

nal of Mr. Whistler's jests. It is so completely successful

and so charmingly unlike an exhibition, and so pleasantly

Me. Millais' "Pomona," after a considerable sojourn

in Mr. Cousins' studio, has been added to Messrs. Tooth's

Exhibition in the Haymarket, where it divides the honours

with "Toil," the large picture painted by M. Lhermitte for

the coming Salon. It has been declared that M. Lhermitte

and his school perpetuate the tradition of Millet. Nothing,

probably, could be more erroneous. Millet painted pea-

sants ; and so, it is true, does M. Lhermitte. But whereas

the master delineated them with supreme sympathy and

heroic sentiment, these modern artists, of whom M.

Lhermitte is at once a type and a leader, paint them with

almost brutal realism. And this is true of " Toil as it is of

the whole school. The techniciue is splendid ;
assurance

of handling, accuracy of value, comprehension of tone,

balance of colour and effect—all these are able and right.

Textures, drawing, and atmosphere are good ; and prob-
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ably corn has never been better painted. But the whole

thing is kind of dead ; the old reaper and his daughters

have neither animal life nor human souls, and what was

meant to be pathetic is only wooden and hard. It replaces

the noble idealism and the deep emotion of Millet by a

clever accumulation of facts ; it is not beautified by a

single throb of human feeling, and in its excess of realism

it entirely fails to be real.

and are hung in Chester Town Hall. As examples of how

the men of the Fifteenth or Sixteenth Century pictured the

men of the Norman period, the series is interesting.

An idea much in favour with artists who have travelled

in the East—particularly in Egypt—has been turned to

good account by Messrs. H. and .J. Cooper. They have

brought over a variety of antique Arabian woodwork, which

they propose to use in the interior decoration of modern

houses. The effect, if we may judge from the " Arabian

Eoom" in Great Pulteney Street, is admirable in every

way. An enchanting series of alcoves lighted by coloured

lamps, a delightful unconventionality of construction, and

a picturesque arrangement of rich rugs, soft drapery, and

appropriate furniture, combine to render Messrs. Cooper's

" Arabian Eoom " a serene realisation of much that is best

in Arab art. The latticed verandahs—so full of the odd

and the unexpected, so picturesquely antiquated, and so

instinct with individual ingenuity and feeling—are par-

ticularly pleasant in effect ; but the point which claims

mo.st attention, perhaps, is the adaptation of this quaint and

ancient woodwork—the Verandahed Meshrebiyeh of old

Caii-o—to modern European requirements, in the form of

grille-screens, for dividing rooms and as fire-screens and in

the shape of dados and friezes for wall decoration. Herein

lies the originality of Messrs. Cooper's idea ; it seems

appropriate, and if handled with judgment and taste,

capable of wide development with the best results.

In Liverpool the Browne Exhibition has been so success-

ful that it is possible that the collection may be sent for

exhibition to London. It comprehends a good representa-

tive selection (not too large) from Browne's designs for

Lever and Dickens, chief among which are the drawings

for " Dombey and Son," " David Copperfield," and " Bleak

House." Browne, it is evident, was hardly a colourist. In

certain of his pictures, however—" The Bathers," and the

two " Surrey " water-colours, for instance—there is a very

pleasant sense of colour. It is evident, too, that, design he

never so gracefully and well, he was hardly able to grapple

with a great subject and a large canvas. All the same,

" Les Trois Vifs et les Trois Morts," his big picture, is

striking work. Chief among the innumerable fantasies

included in his work are "The Book of Life," "Vanitas

Vanitatum," and " Death's Eevel." An interesting failure

is the series of designs, a hundred in number, for Shake-

speare's "Venus and Adonis," in which the goddess is

shaped and featured like a grisette, and draped as for a

fancy ball. There are many striking examples of the

brilliance and skill that animate his drawings of horses,

and many of the fun and frolic he breathed into his pictures

of Irish life. Of the spontaneity and facility of the artist's

talent, of his fancy and his humour, his abundant humanity,

and his strange command of graphic melodrama, the exhibi-

tion gives proof from the first number to the last.

In Paris the Louvre has acquired, for 6,.500 francs, a

reputed Clouet, exquisitely finished and in perfect preserva-

tion—a " Jean de Bourbon, Comte d'Enghien." An admi-

rable purchase, by the Union Centrale des Arts D^coratifs,

was that, for no more than 10,600 francs, of a collection,

over 213,000 pieces strong, of patterns of textile fabrics-

French and Persian painted cloths ; Chinese, French, and

Indian embroideries ; silks, shawls, laces, scarves, cashmeres,

waistcoat stuffs, and flowered materials ; carpets, painted

hangings, and curtain pieces ; manufacturers' patterns by

tens of thousands—Austrian, German, French, and English.

Mr. Quaritch disputed the lot with the Union Centrale

;

but it was the Union Centrale that won. As the collection

is unique, and the formation of a second is absolutely im-

possible, it is greatly to be wished that the bidding had gone

the other way, and the lot had crossed the Channel.

The series of eight portraits of the ancient Earls of

Chester (1069—1237), sold at the dispersion of the posses-

sions of the Stanleys of Hooton some forty years ago, have

been presented to the city of Chester by Sir Thomas Frost,

With a great deal of bad and middling work, the Expo-

sition de Cercle de I'Union des Beaux-Arts was interesting

in certain portraits by ]MM. Sargent, Carolus Duran, L6vy,

Cormon, and Wenker ; in a " Venezia," by the Eussian

painter Bogoluboff ; in a good Detaille, " Son Ancien E6gi-

ment ;
" in a " Spadassin," by M. Leloir ; in a " Boeuts de

Cotentin," by M. Barillot ; and in a charming mirror-frame

in gilt bronze, the last work of Gustave Dor6.

MM. Bastien-Lepage and Jules Lefebvre, French pain-

ters, ]\I. Delp^r^e, the Belgian painter, Herr Bockelmann,

the Saxon painter, and Herr Brozick, the Viennese, have

been made knights of the Belgian Order of Leopold.

The Eoman exliibition is not international but Italian.

Of the 1,500 works on view only a small proportion are

foreign. Among them are pictures by INIessrs. Stanley

Hazeltine and Dwight Benson, the American landscape-

painters, Eosa Bonheur, Louis Gallait, the Polish painter

Matejko, the Norwegian Adelsteen, and Mr. Alma-Tadema.

Of the Italian work there is not much to be said, except

that it is clever in technique, mostly realistic in intention,

and very often vulgar and offensive in effect. Among the

better examples are Michetti's " The Vow "—a picture of

peasant pilgrims in the Abruzzi ; Lacetti's " Christus Im-

perat "—a presentment of the excesses of the early Chris-

tians ; Canumarano's "Battle of St. Martino;" Scifoni's

" II Cottabo ; " Barzaghi's " Lady Jane Grey ; " and Bos-

chetti's "Socrates." The best of the landscapes are by

Count Corsi, Felli, and Vertumni. Mention may be made

of Dalbino's "Ariadne" and the Venetian and Pompeian

studies of Cabianca and Bazzati. Some of the sculpture is

very hideous. In contrast with the bad, clever new work

are Storey's bas-reliefs, Consani's " Susanna," and Confa-

lonieri's graceful " Saffo." There are many bronzes ;
but

there is none worth talking about. Altogether, the exhibi-

tion is the reverse of exciting.

It is decided that an International Exhibition shall be

held in Eome every four years, and that national exhibitions

shall be held every three years, in one or other of the cities

of Italy.
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An impressionist exhibition will be opened this summer

by ^I. Durand-Ruel, at Messrs Dowdeswell's Gallery, in

New Bond Street. An exhibition is announced of the work

of i[r. George Tiuworth, the sculptor. In June an exhibi-

tion of works of art will be opened at Huddersfield ; Messrs.

Agnew being the agents for the conveyance of pictures and

sculpture sent for examination. In Paris the Union Centralo

will open an exhibition of decorative art on the 11th of

April. Apart from the Salon (which will be open from the

1st of May to the 15th of June), the Exposition Nationale

will be open at the Palais de I'lndustrie from the loth of

September to the 31st of October.

This year the picture sales have only been remarkable

for small prices. Thus in Paris, a "Kermesse," by Dela-

croix, was sold for 7,000 francs ; Meissonier's water-colour,

" Pierre I'Ermite," for 5,000 francs ; Theodore Rousseau's

"La Chaumifere," for the same price; Daubigny's "Village

an Bord de la Seine," for 5,500 francs ; Tassaert's " L'Aieule,"

for 4,005 francs ; Corot's " La Lev6e du Filet," for 10,000

francs ; Millet's " Pecheurs de Varech," for 4,000 francs, and

his pastel, "La Gardeuse de Chevres," for 11,000 francs.

In London, Jlr. Leader's " On the Llugwy " was sold by

^Messrs. Christie, Manson, and Woods for £446 5s. ; Henry

Dawson's "The Old Loch," for £262 10s. ; Richard Wilson's

"Lake Avernus," for £115; George Barret's "Langdale

Pikes," for £99 15s., his "Virginia Water" (from Lord

Albemarle's collection), for £194 5s., and his picture of

the Long Walk at Windsor—painted in collaboration with

Gilpin—for £330 ; Linnell's " Young Anglers," for £525
;

and Mr. T. S. Cooper's " Cattle and Sheep at Pasture," for

£346 10s.

The death is announced of Professor Alexander Strachu-

bur, author of a number of illustrations to the Bible and to

Luther's hymns ; of Joseph Frank, the Belgian engraver,

a pupil of Calamatta ; of Leonidas Driossys, a Greek sculp-

tor, medaller at the exhibition of 1867 ; of Florence Follet,

the engraver and water-colour painter ; of the Saxon land-

scape-painter, Julius Fiebinger ; of James Whittall, Turkey

merchant and numismatical collector ; of the French en-

graver, A. -J. Huot ; and of a well-known Belgian picture-

dealer, C.-J. Nieuwenhuys, long resident in England, and

author, in English, of " A Review of the Lives and Works

of some of the most Eminent Painters" (1834), and of a
" Description de la Collection des Tableaux qui Ornent le

Palais du Prince d'Orange k Bruxelles."

on the plates of the Autotype "Liber," makes the .sunset his

text for a very pretty discourse, and even points out that

the sun in the "Noi'ham" of the "Liber" has gone farther

towards its setting than in the "Norham" of the "Rivers of

England." Mr. Brooke also says that Turner saw Norham
only once, and was always faithful to his first impression,

remembering the cows and the boat, &c. Yet it is certain

that the sun could not both rise and set on the same side of

Norham, and it is also certain that in Turner's first drawing

of Norham the sun was rising and not setting. This is the

description of it from the catalogue of the Royal Academy

for 1798—

Norham Castle, on the Tweed—Summer's Morn.

"But yonder comes the powerful King of Day,

Rejoicing in tlie East ; tlie lessening cloud,

Tlie kindling azure, and the mountain's brow

Illumined—liis near approach betoken glad."

Thomson''s " Sfasons."

Where is this drawing of 1798 ? It could solve the doubt,

as could any one acquainted with the position of the castle.

In some of the newest houses of Bedford Park—the

iBSthetic Eden which made Mr. Abbey, the American

artist, "feel like walking through a water-colour sketch"—

the nurseries have been papered with light and sweetness in

the form of pictorial versions of the idylls dear to infancy.

Thus a red cow leaps over a brick-dust moon ; hard by, a

red dog prepares to swallow a red dish and a red spoon,

which are careering through space in the manner of the

chariots of the gods. It is only fair to add that this

heroic work is infinitely preferable to the paper still to be

seen in many modern drawing-rooms.

Is Turner's famous " Norham Castle " a sunset or a sun-

rise ? A great deal of beautiful sentiment has been ex-

pended upon it on the supposition that it is the latter. Mr.

Stopford Brooke, in his graceful and pleasant commentary

Messrs. Liberty's issue of Spring Patterns includes

some charming colours and some very pleasant materials.

The printed silks and velvets are of remarkable merit, as

examples of the use of red and blue upon maize and yellow.

Some striped silks are of uncommon lightness of texture and

brilliance of tint. Most useful, and in certain samples most

delightful of all, are the Alwan Cloths and LTmritza Cash-

meres, among which are some of the prettiest blues and

greys imaginable.

In " Framboise de Rimini " (Paris : J. Rothschild), M.

Charles Yriarte has resumed all that is known of one of the

most famous episodes in human history. To those interested

in Dante, and to those interested in as much of him as was

expressed in Rossetti, the work should "arrive most wel-

come." In material and design it is of singular merit.

The illustrations, which include fac-similes of drawings by

Ingres and Ary SchefFer, are appropriate and well produced.

In " A Royal Warren " (Typographic Etching Com-

pany), Mr. C. E. Robinson has given us—with some eccen-

tricities of manner—a gossipy account of the Isle of

Purbeck ; its legends—which are often wild and dramatic

;

and its topography—which is almost always unconven-

tional and interesting. As regards print and paper the

volume is luxurious, and its illustrations, mainly produced

by a new process, demand some attention. They are

etchings by Mr. A. Dawson ; but the novelty consists

chiefly in that most of them are printed with the letterpress,

like woodcuts. The process, which is described in the pre-

face, and which is the invention of the artist, seems to have

possibilities ; but judged by these examples it is inferior

to good wood-engraving. The main faults of the pictures

are want of force and a clear sense of value ; but whether

these are inherent in the artist's work, or whether they

are produced by the absence or misuse of certain mechanical

aids to good printing, it is diflicult to say.

A PUBLICATION of uncommon interest is Mr. Elliot

Stock's fac-simile reprint of the eJitio princejis (1719) of

"Robinson Crusoe," with the original frontispiece, the

quaint title-page, the abundance of capitals, the long s's, the

primitive type, the list of "errata"—all the features of the
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original, even to the publisher's advertisement at the end.

Mr. Austin Dobson contributes a pleasant '' biographico-

bibliographical " introduction. The reprint is an excellent

addition to the admirable series of which it forms a part : a

series which, it is proper to note, already includes facsimiles

of the first editions of " Paradise Lost," " The Pilgrim's Pro-

gress," George Herbert's "Temple," and the "Compleat

Angler" of Mr. Izaak Walton.

Mrs. W. K. Clifford's very charming "Anyhow Stories"

(Macmillan and Co.) are hardly stories for youngsters. They

are touched, however, with a quality not at all unlike

genius ; and they are good reading for boys and girls well

on in years and in experience. It is pleasant to know that

they are already in a second edition, and may well become

the standard work they ought to be. Some of Miss Do-

rothy Tennant's illustrations are good and pretty, some of

them are not. The best—the frontispiece— is capital.

The authors of " Lectures on Art" (Macmillan and Co.)

are Messrs. Picginald Stuart Poole, W. B. Richmond, E. J.

Poynter, J. T. ^lickletliwaite, and William Morris. The

volume, in fact, contains the half-dozen lectures delivered

by those gentlemen in aid of the " Anti-Scrape Society "

—

the " Society for the Protection of Ancient Buildings." It is

an excellent little book. Everybody concerned in it is a

specialist ; and everybody has something good and valuable

to say. Mr. Richmond speaks of Monumental Painting
;

Mr. Poynter, of Ancient Decorative Art ; Mr. Micklethwaite,

of English Pari.sh Churches ; and Mr. Poole of the Egyp-

tian Tomb ; while Mr. ilorris is seen at his best and

strongest in discourses on " The History of Pattern Design-

ing " and " The Lesser Arts of "Life." Occasionally there

are lapses : as when Mr. Poole goes out of his way to refer

to Mr. J. F. Lewis as " the greatest recent painter of light

after Turner," a description that is questionable as English

and inaccurate as information.

"Art and the Formation of Taste" (Macmillan),

by Lucy Crane, is one of the few sensible and practical

books of its kind. Its author seems, with her brother

Walter, to have inherited not a little of the artistic spirit

of her father, and with this chief attribute Ler lectures

combine careful study and sound sense. Entirely free

from affectation, her advice, if conveyed in a form that is

always somewhat dry and too self-contained, is pointed and

appropriate. Her precept on such matters as form and

colour, and her example on such homely affairs as the

decoration of a fireplace, are unexceptionable ; and though

she is a little weak and uncertain when speaking of Michel-

angelo and Raphael, in the main her hints are good and her

opinion safe. The volume, we should add, is neatly printed

and bound, and usefully illustrated with drawings by

Thomas and Walter Crane.

"The Serpent Play " (Chatto and Windus) is a " Divine

Pastoral," by Thomas Gordon Hake, who was in some

sort one of the masters of Dante Rossetti. Poems of high

spiritual meaning are nowadays so rare that Dr. Hake's

last and in some respects greatest contribution to literature

appeals to a public untrained, and therefore disinclined, to

give the very serious attention which it reciuires. An alle-

gory of the human soul in its search after God, through

the temptations and discouragements of mortal existence,

the mystery of evil, the ultimate triiunph of good—these

are themes which find patient reatlers almost as seldom

as competent writers. " The Serpent Play " Ls not easy

reading ; the meaning of the whole, the meaning of the

parts, and the relation of the one to the other, are all diffi-

cult to master. It must be read not only once, but many
times, to apprehend the grandeur of its scheme and the

noble complexity of its thought. It is worth the trouble.

Miss M. A. Wallace-Dunlop's "Glass in the Old
World " (Field and Tuer) is a really admirable book. Em-
bodying what the author modestly calls her " notes of studies

made during the past few years," it presents a very exhaus-

tive epitome of what is known of ancient glass—that is to

say, of the glass manufactures of ancient Egypt, of Greece,

Assyria, and Rome ; of Hebrew glass, and Chinese and
Japanese, Persian and Indian, Etrurian, Pompeiian, and
Christian ; of early glass in Great Britain and Ireland, and
in Europe generally. This review of the history of one of

the oldest of the arts is written with perspicuity and care

;

it is the result of earnest original study, and of thorough

research in the voluminous writings of ancient and modern
authorities. That it is full of interest goes without saying

;

student and amateur will be ecjually pleased with it. No
better summary of peculiar knowledge has been given to

the public since long.

M. AuGUSTiN Challamel's " History of Fashion in

France " (S. Low and Co.) is a book entirely after the

heart of woman ; and the translators—Mrs. Cashel Hoey
and Mr. John LilUe—have reproduced the sprightliness and
piquancy of the original with marked success. The book
deals with " the dress of women from the Gallo-Roman to

the present time ; " though the illustrations only carry us

to 1880—already behind the age it would seem. It is any-

thing but dry reading, this handsome volume with its ad-

mirable plates. It presents an attractive blending of history

and anecdote, and if the one is not wholly accurate, the

other is infinitely entertaining ; for M. Challamel has ex-

pressed the essence of centuries of beauty, extravagance,

and art.

It is proposed to erect a subscription statue to the

memory of Hector Berlioz. The committee in Paris is

under the presidency of the Vicomte A. Delaborde, and is

composed, among others, of i\IM. Ambroise Thomas, Saint-

Saens, Masse, Reyer, Massenet, Colonne, Litolff, Brandus,

Albert Wolff, Vaucorbeil, Pasdeloup, and Charles Gounod.

A committee has also been formed in London. It is thus

composed ;—Sir Julius Benedict, Mr. Arthur Sullivan, Dr.

Stainer, Mr. Charles Hall6, Jlr. Augustus Manns, Messrs.

T. A. and F. Chappell, Mr. Joseph Bennett, Mr. Hueffer, and

!Mr. Louis EngeL There are many to whom Berlioz—the

maker of the modern orchestra ; the very genius of colour

and arrangement ; the unrivalled artist in instrumentation

—is out and away the greatest musician since Beethoven.

There are few who have listened to his work without

admiration of some sort ; there are fewer still who have

read his memoirs and letters, his " Soirtes de I'Orchestre

"

and his "A Travers Chants," wdthout conceiving a feeling

of personal regard for him. In his life he was unhappy

ancl unsuccessful. It is but fourteen years since he died,

and his fame is already universal ; his example has gone

far to revolutionise the practice of music. It is to be

hoped that the memorial with which it is proposed to com-

plete his immortality will be not unworthy the occasion.
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Mr. E. J. Poynter's " The Cataimlt," repiocluced by us

lust month, is the property of Sir Josepli Whitwell Pease,

il.P., by whose permissioa it was engraved.

Me. Fkank Holl has been elected an Academician.

Mr. Cope—A.R.A. in 1843, and R.A. in 1848—has resigned

his R.A.-shii), and become a retired Ivoyal Academician.

Of the Institute of Painters in Water-Colours, Jlr. Spencer

Stanhope, Mr. Walter Langley, and Mr. E. A. Abbey, the

American illustrator of Herrick, have been made Members.

Messrs. -John Iiurr, Wainwright, Glindoni, E. -J. Poynter,

1\.A., and Frank Holl, Pi.A., have been elected Associates

of the Society of Painters in Water-C(.ilours. Mr. Louis

Fagan, of the Print Department, British ^Museum, has been

elected an honorary member of the Soci6t6 des Artistes-

Graveurs au Burin de France.

Mr. Onslow Ford, who is at work on a "Gladstone"

in marble, for the City Liberal Club, will exhibit a portrait

statue, life-size, of Mr. Henry Irving as Hamlet. Mr. A, C.

Gow mil be represented by a scene from Motley's " Dutch

Republic ; " Miss Gow by a " Captive Maid ; " Mr. Oakes,

by three landscapes, one of them a picture of the "Adder's

Pool" on Snowdon ; Mr. John Collier, by a "Professor

Hiuxley " and a picture of Nubian Dancing Girls ; Mrs.

John Collier, by a portrait of her husband at his easel ; Mr.

Simonds, by a " Perseus ;
" Mr. Thornycroft, by a bust of

Professor Erichsen and a statuette of Jliss Sassoon ;
Mr.

Holl, by a " John Bright " and " No Tidings," the sketch of

which we engraved lately ; Mr. E. J. Gregory, by a picture

of Piccadilly, with the Life Guards passing, and a double

line of carriages, and the usual London crowd ; Mr.

Dicksee, by a iiioture of the Foolish Virgins ; Professor

Legros, by a " Projet de Fontaine " and a case of medals
;

Mr. Boehm, liy a " Sir Francis Drake," a bronze " Millais,"

and busts of Lords Derby and Sydney and the late Arch-

bishop of Canterbury ; Mr. Val Prinsep, by a " Titian's

Niece," a " Miriam," a " Mrs. Kendal," and a " Bathing

Ghaut, Benares ; " Mr. Fildes, by a " Village Wedding ;

"

Mr. Marcus Stone, by " A.sleep " and " An Offer of Mar-

riage ;
" Mr. Orchardson, by a picture of Voltaire and De

Rohan's lackeys ; Mr. Keeley Halswelle, by three landscape.s,

one an illustration of a stanza in " The Lady of Shalott ;

"

Mr. Vicat Cole, by a single landscape ; Mr. Colin Hunter,

by several sea.scapes and a portrait ; Mr. Adrian Stokes,

liy some French and Spanish scenes ; Mrs. Jopling, by a

portrait of Miss Terry as Portia ; Mr. Stacey Marks, by an

"Ornithological Lecture," "The Clock-Setter," and "Lost or

Missing ;
" and Mr. G. F. Watts, by " Kate "—a portrait

and a study in reds—and "The Rain It Raineth Every Day."

vincial museums and galleries is likely to meet with

vigorous opposition. Such a proceeding, it is argued, would

deprive the three great collections of their national and

representative character, would make them incomplete as

gatherings and imperfect as stores of reference, would

expose them to the risk of many losses and much damage,

and woidd be a death-blow to the higher study of art.

It is therefore proposed to memorialise the Government,

and to prepare, for general signature, a petition setting

forth the practical aspects of the scheme and a consensus

of artistic opinion as to its demerits.

It has been decided to establish a Royal Academy

Students' Club. Rooms, to be open all the week round,

have been taken at 17, Golden Square. Here members may

meet and dine and read ; and here, too, it is proposed to

have musical evenings, smoking concerts, and conversa-

ziones. It is also designed to provide the members with

colours and brushes and canvases and artistic material

generally at prices much lower than the average, and to

make the club rooms a kind of depot from which the works

of country members may be forwarded to any London

exhibition for the mere cost of carriage. The yearly sub-

scription for old students is a guinea, and for younger

ones ten shillings and sixpence. There will be no en-

trance fee until the number of members exceeds 12.5. The

scheme, which has the sanction of the P.R.A. and the Royal

Academicians, seems an excellent one, and is worthy of

all encouragement. Application should be made to the

Honorary Secretary, Royal Academy Students' Club, Royal

Academy of Ai'ts, Burlington House, Piccadilly, W.

The proposal to lighten the burden of South Kensington,

the National Gallery, and the British Museum by distribu-

ting their superfluous treasures as loans among the pro-

The Easter exhibition, organised by the Rev. Samuel

Barnett at St. Jude's, Whitechapel, has been this year more

brilliantly successful than ever. Close on 2.j() pictures

were lent for exhibition. Mr. Watts sent his " Manning,"

his " Carlyle " (which someone has described as " a mad
ploughman in his Sunday clothes "), his " Esau," his " Love

and Death," his " Poverty and Love ;

" Mr. Graham,

Rossetti's "Annunciation"—the most popular picture in

the show—and " Brother Peaceful," and a Holman Hunt,

the " Light of the World ; " Mr. Burne Jones, his " Saint

Theophilus and the Angel;" Mr. Orchardson, his "Jessica;"

^Ir. Burgess, his " Stolen by Gipsies
;
" Mr. Constantine

lonides, his magnificent Millet, "Les Scieurs de Bois;"

Jlr. Tate, his five Friths, " The Race for Wealth ; " ]\Ir.

Loder, the " My First Sermon " of Mr. Millais ; Mr. Turner,

two charming examples of Briton Riviere, the "Cave

Canem " and the excellent " Hope Deferred." In addition

to these, there were Fettles and Calthrops and Goodalls,

there were Goodwins and Allinghams and Sutton Palmers,

there were Friths and Burgesses and Boughtons, and

Severns and Longs and MacWhirters, and Van Haanens

and Hunters and Legros. The committee worked hard

and well ; the catalogue was eloquent with Ruskin, Keats,
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C'iirlyle, Shelley, Blake, Wordsworth, and !St. Paul ; tlie

30,000 visitors enjoyed themselves immensely. Better work

in the popularisation of art has seldom or never been done.

The first vv'ater-colour exhibition of the new Dudley

Gallery Art Society has been somewhat unjustly handled.

On the whole it is better than the later Dudleys, and it con-

tains work which would not disgrace any all-round good

exhibition. Miss Macaulay's "Still Waters, Loch Fyiie,"

indicates a steady advance on previous work : less man-

nerism, more truth. The same may be said of " Kirkcaldy

Boats, Drying Nets," which is an admirable transcript,

and full of daylight and air. Mr. A. Melville's "Call to

Prayer," a scene outside the Midan Mosque of Bagdad,

if blotty in execution, is a very clever work, and good

in colour. Shockingly hung, Mr. Mercer's " Dethroned

"

—an old, gigantic tree, blown down by a storm, indi-

cated in a stress of cloud and sunset—is impressive alike

in sentiment and effect ; and Mr. Caffieri has done nothing

truer or pleasanter than " On the River, a Quiet Row." Mr.

R. W. Allan's " Returning from the Oyster Beds, Brittany,"

is a fresh and sincere combination of the sentiment of sea

and storm, with the pathos of fisher-life and toih A tiny

" Street Corner, Pont-Aven," presents a delightful group of

village folk by M. L. Menpes, and forms an odd contrast

with Mr. Edwin Ellis's vigorous and melodramatic " Last

Gleam." Mr. Pownoll Williams has achieved an admirable

effect of "Golden Sunlight,Venice;" and an "Alpine Slope,

near Zermatt," by J. M. Donne, is a drawing of considerable

technical merit and some originality of conception.

On the whole the Lady Artists show an improvement

on their last exhibition. There is still a vast amount of

frivolity and ineptitude ; but there is earnest effort and

some good achievement. The flower-pieces often show

sincere regard for nature, considerable grasp of decorative

necessities, and a very respectable technique. The most

ambitious work on the walls perhaps is Miss Alice Havers'

"Footsteps," engraved in this magazine. Miss Hilda

Montalba's "Sorting Crabs on the Venetian Lagoons," is

beautiful in atmosphere and soft grey tones, but the figure

seems still even to lifelessness. Mrs. R. T. Wright's " Fish-

ing Boats of Chiozza," is admirable in handling and colour.

Bertha Newcombe sends three pictures, none as good as

she has done and can do. She seems in danger of acquiring

the preposterous mannerisms of a certain French school.

Miss Helen O'Hara's little sketch of " A Cottage near Lis-

more," is good in atmosphere and colour, and broad in

handling. More winning and quite as natural is the

same artist's " Throw Me a Rosy One "— a child in an

orchard : here tone and light are excellent, the expression is

lively and pleasant. Mention may be made of good work

by Misses Linnie Watt, Charlotte H. Spiers, K. Macaulay,

Emily M. Merrick, Grace H. Hastie, and Clara Montalba.

The Exhibition of the Society of Painter Etchers is but

a little better than its predecessor, which was a shocking

bad one. The strenuousness of Mr. Herkomer, the eclectic

fantasies of the Americans, and the supreme accomplishment

of Professor Legros are absent. It is significant enough

that out of 169 exhibits only as many as may be counted

on one's fingers are worth attention, and most of those

even are the work of a single artist—Mr. William Strang.

His contributions, in point of draughtsmanship and imagi-

nation, in command of means and severity of treatment

contrast with the trickery and feebleness of surrounding

eflbrts. Here, at least, is etching—imitative, it is true,

rather than assimilative, of a great school at its be.st

—

an austere and expressive method, and strong and simple

ideas to express. In such work as " The Traveller,"

the " Woman Bathing," and " The Prodigal Son," Mr.

Strang shows himself not only a very accomplished etcher,

but an artist of high promise. Of the other "contributions

worth attention we may note Mr. Macbeth's " Flora ;

"

Mr. Oliver Baker's "Draycott Mill"— bold in line if

harsh in ett'ect ; Mr. Alfred East's "Evening"—strong,

vigorous, expressive, a thought tricky; Mr. Slocombe's"On

the Lymington River;" Mr. G. Gascoyne's "Evening;" Mr.

Herbert Marshall's " Broad Sanctuary, Westminster ;

" the

desolate, mournful and mysterious "Near Lake Idowal,"

a landscape mezzotint by Mr. Joseph Knight ; and the

views of the five Borough inns by Mr. Ned Swain.

The attraction at Mr. White's King Street Galleries is

" The Stowaway," by Mr. Millais. In some respects this is

admirable, in others disappointing. Solidly and carefully

painted, it indicates more of efibrt and intention than most

of the artist's recent work. The lad's pose and gesture are

very natural ; the worn face, with its conflict of expression

—fear in the startled lips, defiance in the knit brow, and

entreaty in the young eyes shining in the light from the

opened hatchway—all these are realised, and are curiously

impressive. But there is an air of unreality, a want of

inspiration. The picture scarcely tells its story (a printed

explanation is given to visitors), and those cables and wisps

of straw savour more of the studio than the hold. There is

some good work besides the " Stowaway," of course.

At the French Gallery are three Corots, well worth the

seeing ; chief of them is " When the Year is Young "—fuU

of the tender and delicious mystery of spring, and of the

l)ainter's serene distinction and indescribable charm. Then

there is the famous " Ferry " of Troyon, beautifully spacious

and atmospheric, and very broad in handling. Professor

Muller's " Arab School " is probably the best picture he has

yet produced, for along with painstaking elaboration of detail,

it presents some fine studies of character, some admirable

gesture and expression, and a vivid rendering of eastern light

and air. All the same, it appears inferior to his sketches.

These are curious and efi'ective comments upon Muller's

finished works : they are so much more spontaneous and

vivacious and human ; and withal the techni(iue is more

eft'ective because swifter and more direct. The heads are

true portraits ; the interiors are models of their kind ;
and

there is a bit of coast scenery in which the solemn majesty

and glowing colour of eastern sky and sea are rendered with

inevitable truth and with unwonted feeling. In Kaulbach's

"Venetian Beauty," the scheme and colour are too mani-

festly accommodated from the Venetian school. Billet's

" Gleaners " presents some pleasant colour, lively gesture, and

a sense of movement ; but the sky is a solid falsehood. Von

Bochmann's " Horse Fair, Hungary,'' is full of varied human

character and vigorous movement. Julien Dupr6's "Rest,"

a note in the fields of Brittany, if a little hard and violent,

possesses some charm in the landscape and human interest

in the figures ; while the technique of Laug6e's " Les

Choux," is first rate. Seller's " Rembrandt in his Studio," is

a capital piece of rjenre ; and Benjamin Constant's " Hareem

Guard " is dexterous and rich.
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The Fine Art Society's Exhibition of pK'tures of children

is essentially popular and pleasant. The place of honour is

given to Mr. Herkomer's "Grandfather's Pet;" but the best

picture in the room is Mr. IMillais' " Captive." Mr. Her-

komer seems to have tried to do something merely strong

and big; while Mr. Millais displays much of his early care and

a more restrained teclmicpie than usual. His " Captive " is

a woman and not a child ; but there is about her an ex-

quisite grace and much pathetic dignity. The colour, too,

is beautiful—is at once quiet and rich ; and there is a touch

of distinction rare in modern work. Mr. Collier's vigor-

ously-painted " Sonatina " presents a pretty girl posing

with a violin
;
playing she is not, for her fingers are " stop-

ping " a discord which would astonish Wagner himself, and

she has not yet learned how to hold her bow. Mr. Archer's

"Springtime" is delightfully simple in treatment. Mr.

Morgan in "Maternal Cares " gives us a portrait of a charm-

ing child with some strong colour in the accessories. Mr.

Leslie's companion pictures, of a school girl on the first and

the last day of her holidays, are less affected and more

charming than most of his later work. We do not believe

in Mr. Morris's "Babes in the Wood," with their false flesh

tones and badly-painted costumes ; we are sceptical, too,

about " The First Sorrow " of Mr. Marcus Stone's maiden,

in spite of ingenious colour and good expression ; and we
have doubts about Sir F. Leighton's soft and pearly " Yas-

meeneh," delightful as she is. The boy in Mr. Macbeth's
" Playmates" is lovely, but the dog is rather a caricature.

The new Art Gallery of Derby was opened by Mr.

Russell, the Mayor, who gave a very pleasant conversazione

on the occasion. To Mr. Bass, M.P., the donor of the build-

ing, to Mr. Woodiwis, the giver of the valuable site, to Sir

Philip Cunliflfe Owen, for the intere.st taken in the matter

from first to last, and to Mr. Wm. Bemrose, who has played

the most active part in collecting and arranging the works

of Joseph Wright, A.R.A., commonly called Wright of

Derby, the credit of the whole undertaking seems prin-

cipally due. The re.sult of the exhibition is one very favour-

able to Wright's position as one of the fathers of British

art. We propose to devote an article to him at once.

The twentieth exhibition of the Iri.sh Fine Art Society

is undoubtedly the best ever held in Dublin. It compre-

hends some four hundred and forty several works, most of

them water-colour. Some of the work is vastly superior to

the rest, but the general standard is satisfactorily high.

The oils of Miss Webb and Miss Purser are marked by

drawing at once bold and correct. Miss Currey's water-

colours take the first place, her " Modern Dutch Painter,"

" Pansies," and '' Hawthorn " being remarkably clever ; but

Mi,ss Helen O'Hara, well known as an illustrator, deserves

almost equal commendation for her masterly " Kingfisher,"

" Little Beggars," " A Recitative," and a beautiful May
study of primroses ; as does (Miss) J. J. Longfield, for her

two landscapes, " A Wooded Glen " and " Mountain Road."

Mention may also be made of the contributions of Miss

Keane, Rose Barton, Maud Peel, and Mary Fowler.

side room, locally known as the " back kitchen ; " bad
work has been excellently placed. Three of the Academi-
cians send thirteen jiictures each, some of large size ; one

has fourteen ; and three others have a total of thirty-two.

Mr. Frank Dicksee's " Harmony," lent by the Council of

the Royal Academy, is the gem of the collection ; but with

a few exceptions—from Miss Alice Havers, Mr. Yglesias,

and others—English art is poorly represented. There are

some good landscapes, one of the finest being Mr. Caterson

Smith's " The Top of Howth," which breathes the very

spirit of a lovesome gloaming on a mountain track. Messrs.

W. Osborne and Edwin Hayes, Augustus Burke, the Presi-

dent (with a beautiful "Sabrina"), Alfred Grey, J. E.

Rogers and W. Dufley send good work. Here, as at the

other exhibition, the female artists come brilliantly to the

front.

Professor Colvin, after long deliberation, has at last

matured his plans for the institution of a Museum of Classic

ArchtBology in connection with the Fitzwilliam Museiun,

and it is expected that by October 1st, the building will

be ready for use. The architect, Mr. Basil Champneys,

has had to adapt an old structure to new purposes. He has

done his work with great judgment and skill, and the

lighting and arrangement of his interior leave nothing to

be desired. The museum will contain six groups of casts
;

forty single figures ; sixty smaller single figures ; reliefs,

and architectural details ; eighty smaller reliefs and busts
;

and eighty statuettes, heads, and specimens of ornamenta-

tion. The cost of these is estimated at £1,500 ; that of the

building itself, £9,000, exclusive of the site. The museum
will take rank, not only as the finest in England, but

—

after that at Berlin—as the finest in all Europe.

Of the Exhibition of the Royal Hibernian Academy it

is not possible to §peak in such terms of praise. The collec-

tion is uneven and below the average. The hanging has

been vigorously censured. Good work has not only been

skied, but has been condenmed to a wretchedly-lighted

At the election of jurors, for the forthcoming Salon, M.

Bouguereau, last year the thirty-ninth on the list, was

placed at the head of the poll, with 990 votes. Next came

M. Harpignies, with 980 ; then, M. Henner, with 966 ; then,

M. J.-P. Laurens, with 950 ; then, MM. Humbert, Busson,

Jules Lefebvre, and Robert-Fleury, with 930, 924, 924, and

907 respectively. Among the other jurors are MM. Ben-

jamin Constant, Puvis de Chavannes, Ulysse Butin, VoUon,

Fayen-Perrin, Bonnat, Duez, Luminals, Baudry, Cabanel,

Detaille, and De Neuville. It is anticipated that 611 French

painters, 252 French sculptors, 246 French architects, and

127 French engravers will contribute ; that pictures and

statues will come from 60 lady artists, 50 of whom are

Frenchwomen, and that the foreign contingent will include

188 painters, 57 sculptors, 42 architects, and 31 engravers.

M. Paul Baudry's " Parnasse," his " Poetes," and his

" Reve de Sainte Cecils," all three in the foyer of the

Grand Op^ra, are to be engraved at the expense of the

State. The first, by M. Bertinot, of the Institut, for 12,000

francs ; the second, by M. Haussoullier, for the same sum •

and the third, for 4,500 francs, by M. Dubouchet.

In Florence, Professor Gordigiani has finished a "Mar-

chesa Ginori," .so full of careless grace as to b.e worthy of

Lely. The brilliant flesh tints are subdued by a large

crimson-plumed hat, and relieved by a creamy-white dress

and pearls on a background of the primrose peculiar to the

artist. He has also a delightful little "Mozart at the

Harpsichord," which is idealised from his own daughter.
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.Mr. Criiis, tlie Ainerican, cxliibits soiiiu very .sincere work.

His "Scratcli-Criulle" is a graceful group of cliildren. Tlie

hands, interwoven in the intricacies of the game, show very

careful study. His young girl under trees, against a back-

ground of misty olives, is very successful in soft relief. In

his " Perdita" the colouring is stronger—a deep-blue robe

against a foliaged ground. He has lately been trying e.x-

periments in a new style, which, for decorative purposes,

has merit. It consists of flat washes of colour, the shadows

being only indicated by deeper tones of the same colour. In

a large altar-piece
—

" Christ at Eminaus "—for a church in

America, painted in this manner, he produces a very quaint

eflect, tjie flatness giving the idea of an enlarged miniature.

Theoretically, the method is of course a step backward.

Signor Chelazzi has just painted three mirrors—some twelve

feet high—for the Grand Duchess of Kussia. They are

noble in form and well painted ; but they are sophisticated

with wreaths of roses, iris, and ivy, with water-lilies in the

form of a bush, and much false botany of that sort.

be one of luxury, and limited in number, will be issued to

subscribers only, and will be publishetl by Messrs. IJenn-ose

and Sons. It will be entitled " The Art of the Old English

Potter," by L. M. Solon, and the plates will be destroyed.

Messes. Christie, Manson, and Woods have sold the

late E. Duncan's " Brighton Downs," for £241, his "Launch-

ing the Lifeboat," for £378, and his " Brig on the Rocks, near

Dunbar," for £409 ; a David Co.x, for £152 ; and Topham's
" Wayfarers," for £199. Among the Denman Flaxmans, the

twenty-four lots of the "Odyssey" went for £271, the

twenty-three of the " Iliad " for £208, and the twenty-six of

the ^schylus for £72 ; a " Teresias " sold for £9 9s., and

the " Monument to the Marquis of Hastings " and the
" Lost Pleiad," for £30 9s. ; Professor Colvin bought for

the Fitzwilliam Museum the MS. poem, " The Knight of

the Blazing Cross," illustrated with forty-one groups of

figures, for £220 ; Blake's " Songs of Experience," finished in

colours by the artist for Flaxman, realised not less than £85.

At the Hotel Drouot, Corot's "Chemin de Coubron" sold for

6,300 francs ; the " Femmes a la Source," of Decamps, for

8,500 francs ; Fortuny's " Rentr^e de la Procession," for 9,200

francs ; Isabey's " L'Alchimiste," for 9,550 francs ; Dau-
bigny's " Bords de I'Oise " and " Les Briileurs d'Herbes," for

10,300 francs and 12,000 francs respectively ; the "Femmes
au Bain " of Diaz, for 15,000 francs ; the " Calvaire " of

Delacroix, for 19,000 francs ; and a Rousseau, the " Chemin
dans le Foret de Fontainebleau," for 20,500 francs. On
another occasion Drouais' "BufFon" and "Madame de

Bouffon " realised 14,300 francs and 15,000 francs respec-

tively. At the sale of the Lehmann Collection, " L'Enfant

au Fauteuil," a pencil drawing by Ingres, sold for 2,950

francs; his pencil study for the arms of the Phidias in the

"Apoth^osed'Homere," for 1,200; and—to the Louvre—his

pencil portrait of ]Mdlle. Boinard, for 5,000 francs.

The death is announced of F. Hengsbach, the Dussel-

dorf landscape painter ; of the French engraver Huot ; of

the French painter, Jules Grenier; of Alfred Clint, son of

George Clint, A.R.A., for some years President of the

Society of British Artists ; and of Baron Charles Davillier,

the eminent archasologist and art-critic, author, among
much else that is of permanent value, of "L'Orfevrerie en

Espagne," and a " Histoire de I'Origine de la Porcelaine

en Europe."

M. Solon, the famous keramic artist, has written an

elaborate history of English pottery from the earliest times

to the beginning of the present century, and has illustrated

it with many etchings of his own. The edition, which will

Of Mr. John Kinross' " Details of Italian Buildings
"

(Edinburgh : Waterston and Sons) it is impossible, in the

space at our disposal, to speak as it deserves. It is beauti-

fully produced, to begin with : the paper is good, the

ornamentation is in excellent taste, the fifty plates are

excellently clear and fine. The majority of the author's

examples are Renaissance ; but a certain jiroportion are

Gothic. They are admirably chosen ; they are sufficiently

numerous to be representative ; and as specimens of free-

hand drawing they could not readily be surpassed.

Chief among the art manuals of the season are Mr. Charles

Perkins's " Handbook of Italian Sculpture " (Remington)

—translated by Mr. J. T. Clarke ; and Dr. Franz von Reber's

" History of Antient Art " (Sampson Low and Co). Both

are the work of specialists, each one eminent of his kind
;

both are the result of years of study and research ; both are

elaborately authoritative and complete ; both are absolutely

indispensable to the student. The " Handbook " contains

some forty illustrations only ; the " History " is rich in up-

wards of three hundred. There is little to be said of either

one set or the other, except that they are good enough as

diagrams and not particularly good as pictures.

Those in quest of French books for children cannot do

better than procure " Le Monde Enchantd," edited and

prefaced by M. de Lescure, and—among more modern

work—il. Daffrey de la Monnoie's translation of the

" Magic Mirror " of INIusaeus, M. Emile Moreau's pleasant

and whimsical "Aventures de Bertoldo de Bertagnano,"

and M. Aim6 Giron's romance of the Wandering Jew,
" Les Cinq Sous d'Isaac Laquedem." AU are excellent

reading, especially the first, which contains a dozen nursery

epics by Charles Perrault, the Comtesse D'Aulnoy, Anthony

Hamilton, the Comte de Caylus—"Cinderella," the "Sleep-

ing Beauty," the "White Cat," "Fleur d'l^lpine," "Beauty

and the Beast," and the rest of them. The last three

are admirably illustrated in black and white, and in colours

from designs by MM. Georges Jeanniot, Alexis Lemaitre,

and Henri Pille ; but of the pictures in "Le Monde Enchante"

the less said the better. All four are produced and published

by the famous house of Firmin-Didot.

In " Les M^dailleurs Italiens des Quinzieme et Seizieme

Siecles " (Paris : Eugene Plou et Cie), by Alfred Armand,

we have the second edition of a book that to the student

and collector of medals is simply invaluable. The original

edition was in one volume, and was concerned with only

750 medals ; the second is in two, and the medals it de-

scribes are close on 2,600 in number. The book is divided

into two parts. The first part deals with the medallists

who are known to us by name—with Sperandio, Matteo da

Pasti, the Pisanello, and some 1,300 of their works ; the

second with the anonymous artists, their contemporaries^

and the 1,200 or 1,300 pieces for which they are responsible.

No more complete and thorough piece of work has been

produced these many years. It is a model of arrangement,

a masterpiece of research, a mine of information.
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The Exhibition at Messrs. Dowdeswell's, of works liy

members of the >Soci^t6 des Impressionistes, is not, of course,

to be taken seriously. What is good in the impressionistic

idea is as old as the art of painting. Every great painter

has been an impressionist "before the fact." Velasquez

was an impressionist when he painted the gesture of the

actor Publillos de Valladolid ; Raphael was an impressionist

when he caught and fixed the central figure in the " Trans-

figuration ; " Millet and Constable were impressionists in

the " Angelas " and the " Valley Farm ; " and Rembrandt
was an impressionist in the " Ronde de Nuit." But these

were all great artists and prodigious craftsmen ; the impres-

sions they represented were the ultimate and consummate
flowers of imagination supported by all the resources of

technical skill ; they were of enduring interest not only in

themselves, but also by reason of the manner in which they

were conveyed. Their successors have changed all that.

With them—M. Degas alone excepted—impressionism is

another name for ignorance and idleness. It would seem as

if they suppress all drawing, because tliey don't know how
to draw

;
put composition avray because they are too lazy

to compose ; throw colour to the dogs, because they do not

care to learn the proper use of it
;
practise a new theory of

art because they will not be at tlie pains of mastering the

old ; and report facts instead of painting pictures, because

they have no remarks to offer on the subjects they elect to

record. To them the world is a place of Chinese lanterns

and theatrical transparencies, and fashion plates and
chemists' bottles ; they affect the sentiment and imagina-

tion of the abstract camera, the sense of beauty of the

average penny-a-liner, the insight into nature of the common
bagman. They are the Cheap-Jacks of art, and they offer

impressions for pictures as to the manner born. In the

work of M. Degas there are eminent artistic equalities :

of drawing, colour, observation, truth to nature ; the quali-

ties of a man strong enough to paint as he pleases, and say

bis say in the terms that like him best. In the work of

MM. Boudin and Pissaro there is some pleasant colour, and
little else. In the work of MM. Manet, Monet, Sisley,

Brown, and Renoir, there is plenty of cleverness, a good
deal of impertinence, and as much vulgarity—of sentiment,

ambition, and technique—as can well be put on canvas.

TitE antipodes of all this might have been seen a

hundred yards away, in the magnificent Rousseau—" La
Valine de Titfauge

''—exhibited by jMessrs. GoupiL Painted

(in 1839) with the solidity of an Old Master, a masterpiece

of colouring, an achievement in sentiment and imagination,

it set forth, in the noblest terms, an impression such as no
'' Impressioniste" seems capable of seeing, much less of

essaying to record. Hard by it hung a Bastien-Lepage

—a village street at early dawn. It also set forth an im-

pression :—in poorer and meaner terms, with a veracity,

an understanding, and a mastery of means that were truly

remarkable. But then, like M. Degas, M. Bastien-Lepags

is an artist first and an impressionist afterwards. MM.
JIanet, Monet, Renoir are impressionists

—

et jvceferea nil.

Of the In.stitute of Painters in Water-Colours, at the
new galleries in Piccadilly, we have first to note that the
three .saloons are excellently designed and lighted, and very

tastefully decorated. What is of more account, perhaps

—

the collection of 900 pictures is not unworthy of its home.
In so large a gathering there must be an inevitable amount
of rubbish. The Institute's sixty-fifth exhibition is no ex-

ception to the rule. Still the average both of aim and
achievement is unusually high. Mr. Keeley Halswelle sends
several wonderful transcripts of sky and water ; Mr. W. L.

Wyllie several of his fresh and delightful river studies.

Arthur Severn's " Breaking Waves " shows a novel effect of

foam and rainbow and lumpy swirl of water
; and Alfred

Parsons has done nothing breezier or more natural than
"Washing Day." Arthur Melville's "Portrait of Mr.
Sanderson" is masterly as well as strong, and Anderson
Hague's " Hay-field " is admirable in feeling and tone

—

which is true (perhaps more forcibly) of Peter Ghent's cool,

.solemn, and beautiful "Ferry: Evening." Helena Maguire's
" Orjaheus " is a new and pleasant rendering of an old story

;

and such accomplished painters as Messrs. Abbey, Wirgman,
T. Walter Wilson, W. J. and Fred Morgan, Charles Green,

J. Fulleylove, John White, H. B. Roberts, W. C. Symons,
A. H. Weatherhead, J. D. Linton, C. S. Reinhart, and
E. A. Corbould are seen to excellent advantage. Miss
Mary L. Gow's " Godmother " is a singularly pleasing com-
position of its kind. Some of the landscape sketches are

admirable in their way ; and such all-round excellent work
as Mr. Huson's " Sons of Toil " would make its mark in the

be.st of company. Mr. Clausen, we are glad to see, has

returned to Jlillet, as appears (a little too clearly perhaps)

in the " Shepherd with a Lamb :
" but his most impressive

and original work is "Flora"—not a lovely goddess, but
simply a street flower-seller : an old woman, with a weather-

beaten face scarred with experience and poverty ; a world
of suffering in her eyes, a strange pathos in her whole attitude

and aspect. It is, as yet, Mr. Clausen's best work.

The Royal Society of Painters in Water-Colours, spurred

by the activity of their rivals, have also produced an excel-

lent show, though there is a notable absence of freshness.

There are many works here which, commendable enough in

point of mere technique, fail to interest, because they are

repetitions of dead .sentimentalisms and exploded conven-

tions. The Society have strengthened themselves of late,

and some of the new Associates are well to the fore. Mr.

Frank HoU's " Leaving Home," for instance, is a first-rate

replica; and Mr. Wainwright's " The Singers "is almost a

masterpiece of gesture and expression, while in composition

and colour 'tis excellent. Perhaps the most successful points

of it are the textures : the method is broad and simple
;
yet

the differentiation of white -stockings from white marble

—

two things identical in tone and colour—is all but perfect
;

and this in water colour is excejjtionally difficult. Henry
Moore's " Bright Breezy Morning" is delightfully fresh and

true. Mr.. Wilmot PiJsbury sends .several of his charm-

ing midland pastorals, always notable for truth, care, and
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delicacy ; and Carl Haag's " Bisiiiillah " is capital in tcch-

niiiiie, and notable for its transparent luminous shadows.

Of Mr. Marshall's Thames sketches " Limehouse Eeach"

seems most successful. Mr. Brierly is represented by an

admirable effect of " Weather Clearing up after Kain," at

Venice; fruit boats, wind-ruffled water, and wet sunshine

are rendered with truth and delicacy. Of Arthur Hopkins's

contributions we prefer " Patching Up the Old Flag ; " a

group of fisher-girls mending a Union Jack—less mannered

than usual, graceful in drawing and design, and good in

tone and colour. Sir John Gilbert has "A Doubtful

Pause," admirable in colour and expression, and a dirty

"John the Baptist;" and C. Gregoi-y's "Tales and Won-

ders " shows careful handicraft, good tone and colour, rather

sentimental feeling, and some charming children. Mi,ss

Clara JSIontalba, in " The Convent's Offering," is as usual

successful in colour and tone ; but her palace seems asto-

nished at its own perspective. Other works of merit are

P. J. Naftel's " On the Beach, Amalli ;
" W. E. Lockhart's

" Crail, Fife ;
" J. \V. North's " Old Cross in a Western

Village ; " E. F. Brewtnall's " Upon the Wings of the

Wind ;
" and R. Thorne Waite's " Buttercups and Daisies."

Edwin Buckman's " Financial Difficulty " is a pleasant bit

of comedy : good in drawing, harmonious in colour, and

admirable gesture and expression.

Fisherman's Return "—a group of \\cary women <ni the

shore—presents some excellent drawing, some (piiet colour,

some admirable tone ; but sea and sky are vapid. His
" Shepherd Boy," again, is strong and true, with some very

life-like goats ; but his most important work was " Toilers

of the Sea." Here the grey shore, the mists, the stealthy sea

are painted with truth and feeling ; the poses of the women

lying on the sand are touchingly suggestive ; the distant

figures toiling in the water are full of varied action.

Menzler's "Lady of the Sixteenth Century" possesses dis-

tinction and beautiful and refined colour. Jacquet's

" Reverie " is wonderfully painted
;

pose and expression

are simple and true, and the colour is splendid.

At the Society o'f British Artists there is an immense

amount of mediocrity, alike in aim and execution. The

best picture is Mr. W. C. Symon's " Early Morning : Helford

Creek." Here the influence of Constable is strong and

beneficial. The sky is full of light and movement, and

throughout the work there is a sense of largeness and air
;

the gestures are admirably caught ; the group of trees in

the right centre is well imagined, and, like the rest of

the work, well painted in a manner broad, simple, direct,

powerful, and sufficiently expressive. Mr. Charles W.
WylUi-'s "Washing-Day at Staples" is a pleasant tran-

script of sky and shore and brightly-dressed figures. Mr.

A. W. Williams's " Charcoal Burning " shows laudable

effort; and H. E. Detmold's "Spring Morning, Nor-

mandy," is good in tone and a sense of clear air. Mr. Wyke
Bayliss's "Interior of Coutance Cathedral" is an unusu-

ally striking example of his skill in architectural subjects.

Mr. J. S. Noble sends in " Uninvited Guests," some well-

painted horses ; Mr. Edwin Ellis's " Cornwall " is strong

and vigorous, of course, but inharmonious ; and Mr.

Stewart Lloyd's " Moonrise " is not so much moonrise as a

study of varied colour in vegetation under the last rays of

sunset. Arthur Hawksley's "At Glen Conway" is cool,

strong, and airy ; Paul Knight's " November Day " is deli-

cate and true in effect, and commendably simple in hand-

ling ; and R. C. Bell's untitled picture of " Phillis, fair and

bright," has pleasant sentiment and good colour.

In some respects the best work at Mr. T. il'Lean's

Gallery, 7, Haymarket, was Van Marcke's " ilill Stream with

Cattle," which combines more than ordinary individual

attraction with much of the method and feeling of Con-

stable. Benjamin Constant's "Judith" is .strong, dexterous,

and aimless ; and Mr. Tildes' " Roses " is graceful, very

pretty, rather original in treatment, and rather too reflective

of certain mannerisms of Sir F. Leighton. Mr. L. W.
Hawkins's " Wayside Cross " is simple and not unpathetic

;

sunlight and solitary stillness of air are admirably rendered.

Pierre Billet was unusually weU represented. " Waiting the

At Messrs. Arthur Tooth's there is Mr. Millais'

" Olivia," one of the worst things he has done. Tito's

" Market Place, Venice," shows clever execution ; 5Ir.

Heywood Hardy's "Tired," good po.se and expression.

Mr. Morgan's " Open your Mouth and Shut your Eyes " is

bright and popular, of course ; and Mr. Leader's Valley of

the Llugwy" is good topography, with a fine senfe of sun-

light and air. Professor Sorbi's " Mora " shows some very

excellent handling in colour and expression ; and Mr.

Boggs's " St. Vaast la Hogue" charms by its grey tones and

luminosity. Israels is represented by two characteristic

works—" Watching," and " Sailing the Boat."

BI. De Neuville's is the best of the war pictures at the

Fine Art Society. In some respects, indeed, this present-

ment of the final rush on the earthworks at Tel-el-Kebir is

his most impressive work. No doubt it lacks the finish of

" Le Bourget ;
" but in invention and imagination, in truth

of detail and effect, in variety of incident, in delicacy of

colour and balance of tone and value, it is excellent. The

whole exciting drama of that onslaught in the early morn-

ing is realised in it with extraordinary spirit and truth.

Beside it, Mr. Woodville's "Kassassin" appears an ill-

considered nightmare. Its illumination is impossible ; its

draughtsmanship is melodramatic ; its colour is far more in-

genious than real. Mr. Wyllie's pictures of the bombardment

of Alexandria, on the other hand, are perhaps the best of

all his works in oil. Ships and sea, and bursting shells, and

all the wonders of air and vapour peculiar to a sea-fight are

rendered with rare sympathy and skill ; and on one canvas

the vastness and implacable strength of the modern iron-

clad are suggested with telling effect.

The exhibition, at Messrs. Lefevre's, of works by Rasa

Bonheur cannot be said to increase her reputation. Accom-

plishment of the careful sort there is in plenty—notably

in the " Wild Cat ; " and those who care for the accurate

painting of fur, and such-like technical niceties, will find

something to engage their attention. The exhibition, in

short, consists of studies or portraits of animals, not of pic-

tures, in the right sense.

Mr. Frank Miles has had (at Messrs. Dickinson's

Galleries, 114, New Bond Street) an exhibition of his pencil-

portraits and works in oil. Of the former, the best in point

of liveliness and interest are the portrait of Mrs. Banbury, in

chalk ; some winning portraits of children ;
the triplex of

Mrs. Langtry ; and better still, the single portrait of the

same lady. Honourable mention maybe made of the study
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of a breaking wave—" An Ocean Coast "—which gained

tlie Turner silver medal in 1879 ; and there were some

pleasant landscape sketches— notably "A Grey Day" and

a "Nocturne at Amsterdam."

"Responsibility"—a water-colour painted for repro-

duction in the Pictorial World—h one of the best drawings

of its kind that ilr. E. A. Abbey has of late produced.

The idea is not new perhaps ; but it is treated here with

genuine humour, with rare grace of style, and with refine-

ment. In fact the work is altogether pleasant and fresh,

and its technical merits are high.

The Album of Water-Colour Drawings by living artists

from 1826 to 1828, collected by the late G. F. Robson for

Mrs. Haldimand, made an interesting little exhibition at

Jlessrs. Vokins', U and 16, Great Portland Street, W. Most

of the hundred drawings were very like each other. A
" Scene at Salisbury," by Constable, was very careful and

precise, but full of cheery go and strength, and admirable

in light and atmosphere. A Copley Fielding had much
movement in the sea under a " Brisk Gale ; " and a striking

dramng by R. R Bonington—" Grandpapa," all things con-

sidered, the best of the lot—was rich and fine in colour,

vigorous in drawing, full of gesture and life and humanity.

A " Chatillon, Val d'Aosta," by J. D. Harding, might be

mistaken for a lithograph ; but there was demure simplicity

in Uwins's "Going to School." A vigorous sketch by

Landseer ; a memorable Turner—" Oyster Beds, Whits-

table ; " and a " Spanish Posada," by Wilkie, added much

to the value of a collection which, if not completely repre-

sentative, has many lessons for tlie student, and interests

for the world at large.

Me. Burton's Report for 1882 asks the Government for

more room, and chronicles three donations, and the purchase

for the National Gallery of twenty-two pictures, at prices

ranging from £100, the cost of a Blake, to £6,300, the cost

of a famous but suspicious Velasquez. The Gallery was

visited by some 896,000 persons on the free days, and on

the students' days by 34,260 persons at sixpence apiece.

The receipts were therefore £856 10s. against £719 10s. 6d.

in 1881. It need hardly be added that owing to something

or other the new official catalogue is not yet ready for

publication. One begins to wonder if it ever will be.

Two superb specimens of Soochow Coral Lac—globose
bottles, some forty inches high, adorned in relief with

stormy seas and marine monsters in vigorous action—have

been bought for £325 for South Kensington : also a set of

water-colours by Balthazar Solvyns, a Seventeenth Century

Belgian illustration of Bengalee life and manners. A portrait

by Isaac Van Ostade—of a boy in dark green, with a fox-tail

in his cap, and his hands in a fur muff-has been added to

the National Gallery. The Louvre has acquired a collection

of nineteen portraits drawn by Daniel Dunioustier, and—by
the gift of j\Ime. Adolphe Moreau-a famous DelacroLx, "La

Baniue de Don Juan," valued at £12,000. At Brussels the

JIus(5e-Royal has bought—from Spain—three sketches by

Rubens : the " Rape of Hippodameia," the " Fall of the

Titans," and " Mercury and Argus." From Naples it is

reported that Angelico's famous "Crucifixion" has been sold

to France. The picture, which is a large one, covered the wall

of what had once been the refectory of the convent of San

Domenico, and is actually a peasant's cellar. The place had

been turned into a kind of lodging for travellers, and to

save it from ruin the picture had been covered with glass

by a .Jewish gentleman, distressed and scandalised by the

spectacle of its degradation. Another picture from the same

abode of wickedness has been bought for -17,000 lire by the

Grand Duke Sergius, and sent to the Hermitage. In

Rome Prince Corsini has sold his palace—books, pictures,

gardens, and all—in the Via Longara, to the municipality

for £100,000, for a public picture gallery, library, and

museum. The Palazzo Farnesina, shut to the public this

some time past, will be thrown open on the first and fifteenth

days of the month, and with it the Raphael frescoes—the

"Psyche" and the "Galatea" series— it contains.

In Paris, at the Hotel Drouot, the Narishkine Collection

realised 1,072,830 francs. A Troyon, the " Abreuvoir," went

for 80,000 francs ; a Fragonard, the "Serment d'Amour,"

for 42,000 francs ; a Rembrandt portrait (" de Vieille

Femme") for 51,000 francs ; a Rubens, "£tude de Quatre

Tetes de Negres," for 5.5,00(J francs ; a Dow and a Terburg,

for 50,000 francs and 51,000 francs respectively ; a Diirer, the

" Senator Mouffel," for 72,000 francs ; and a Peter de Hooghe,

the " Consultation," for 160,000 francs. At the sale of the

Aguado Collection, which realised 272,000 francs, the top

price— 50,000 francs—was brought by a Murillo, a "Por-

trait de Moine." In London Messrs. Christie, ilanson, and

Woods have sold Turner's " Glaucus and Scylla " and the

"Whale Ship" for £598 and £945 respectively; John

Phillip's " Lady in a Garden," for £819 ; Linnell's " Milking-

Time," for £677 ; and Mr. Alma Tadema's small " Pro-

claiming Claudius Emperor," for £535 ; his "Lesbia," for

£577 ; his " Honeymoon," for £840 ; and his " Exedra," for

£1,470. The Aston Rowant pictures—described and illus-

trated in The Magazine of Art, June, 1882—realised

£34,500 16s. The top prices of the sale were :—£850,

for Mr. Horsley's "Banker's Private Room;" £966, for

Linnell's "The Travellers;" £1,165 lOs., for Mr. Burgess's

"Licensing the Beggars;" £1,260, for Mr. Long's "A
Question of Propriety ;

" £1,365, for Mr. Hook's " Leaving

at Low Water;" £1,575, for Rosa Bonheur's "Early

Morning in the Pyren(5es ;
" £2,100 apiece, for Mr. Fildes

" Applicants for Admission to the Casual Ward " and " The

Widower " (both engraved by us) ; and £2,625 apiece, for

Mr. Long's "The Gods and their Makers," and Mr. Riviere's

very pleasant " Sympathy."

Mr. George Bullock is engaged upon a book on

George Jameson, sometimes called "the Scottish Van

Dyck." Mr. W.' Bemrose has in hand "The Life and

Works of Joseph Wright of Derby:" to be published by

subscription ; with a portrait, fac-similes of engravings, and

etching, by Mr. Seymour Haden, of Wright's " Edwin the

Minstrel." Mr. G. A. Audsley, the author of the " Keramic

Art of Japan," is at work on a book upon chromo-litho-

graphy. Messr.s. Macmillan will presently publish, for the

Dilettante Society, "Specimens of Ancient Sculpture,''

" Principles of Athenian Sculpture," and three volumes of

" The Antiquities of Ionia." Mr. A. C. Murray has in the

press the second volume of his "History of Greek Sculpture,"

the first of which was crowned by the French Institut.

Mr. Muybridge proposes to publish, by subscription, " The

Attitudes of Man, the Horse, and other Animals in Motion,"

illustrated by one hundred permanent photographs. Mr.

Robert Farren has sent in for publication, to Messrs. Mac-
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niillan and Bowes, a vtilnme of etcliings called " Cathedral

Cities: Ely and Norwich;" with an introduction by Mr.

Freeman. Mr. Quaritch and the Keeper of the Print.s are

preparing a volume of photo-intaglio transcripts from the

Italian engravers:—the "Monte Sacro" of Botticelli and

Baklini ; Lippo Lippi's " Triumph of Petrarch ;" and so forth.

ilr. Algernon Graves has completed his index of the cata-

logues of English Exhibitions—a work of great labour and ex-

ceptional value—and has finished his " Dictionary of Artists."

And in October Messrs. Seeley will publish the late Samuel

Palmer's Paraphrase of Virgil's " Eclogues," illustrated with

the etchings by the author-artist. M. Louis Gonse, editor

in chief of the Gazette ties Beanx-Arts, has written a great

book on Japanese art, which will be published by subscrip-

tion—with scores of illustrations, on wood and in colours

—

by M. A. Quantin, in October next.

Not long ago the United States Congress—at the

instance, it is said, of a naturalised German, a painter of

panorama landscapes, who found himself being ruined by

foreign competition—passed a bill increasing the ad valorem

import duty on works of art from ten to thirty per cent.

The Society of American Artists, on the other hand, had

tried to bring about a t;otal abolition of the said duty, and

in the January of the present year had even introduced a

bill, backed by innumerable petitions, to that effect. Now
the Society, the monstrous action of Congress notwith-

standing, is hard at work on the abolition of the new bill.

It is satisfactory to know that this scandalous measure is

resented by the American artists generally ; and it is

earnestly to be hoped that the Society, backed as it is by

the feeling of artists all the world over, will achieve the

complete success it deserves.

The death is announced of Adolf Itsenplitz, the Prussian

sculptor, librarian of the Academie der Kiinste ; of the Bel-

gian medallist, Adrian Veyrat ; of the landscape-painter,

Alphonse Lambert, a pupil of Corot and Daubigny ; of the

decorative sculptor, F. Lalmand ; of Thomas Agnew, the

well-known picture-dealer ; of the water-colour painter,

William Leighton Leitch ; and of Edouard Manet, the

famous impressioniste, the painter of " Bon Bock."

In " Cities of Southern Italy and Sicily " (London :

Smith, Elder, and Co.) Mr. Augustus C. Hare has produced

a very good and useful guide book. Its literary merit is

inconsiderable. But it is .suggestive, and it is complete
;

and it should be popular in no mean degree.

]\Ir. E. W. Gosse's " Cecil Lawson " (London : Fine Art

Society) is pleasant reading. The style is instinct with the

author's peculiar brightness and skill, and as a biographical

essay it is much to be commended. As a piece of art-

criticism, however—as an attempt to anticipate posterity by

fixing the place and defining the special attributes of an

artist but newly dead—its value is not evident. It is written

with the graceful intemperance of a funeral oration or an

academical eloge ; it is brimful of dexterity and tact ; it is

obviously intelligent, suggestive, judicious, well informed.

But it leaves the matter precisely as it was before. Mr.

Gosse claims much for his friend ; but he has not much
more to advance in support of his claim than the asser-

tion of his personal convictions and an eloquent quotation

from Mr. Comyns Carr. Again, Jlr. Herkomer's vigorous

portrait notwithstanding, he is curiou.sly unfortunate in

his illustration.s. As reproduced for him, Lawson's " Hop
Gardens '" is even uglier and more cliaotic in black and
white than in colour ; Mr. Whistler's variation upon Law-
son's "The Swan and the Iris" is in Mr. Whistler's most
sportive vein ; and the facsimile of Lawson's pen-and-ink,

"The Morn in Russet Mantle Clad," brings out but too

plainly the pretentious worthlessness of the original.

Me. Percy G.\rdnee's new book, "The Types of

Greek Coins " (Cambridge : The University Press) is of

quite singular interest and completeness. It attempts, and
with admirable succes.s, the co-ordination of numismatics

with the other branches of classic archaeology ; and, in

English at least, it marks a new departure in research. To
know it is to know as much as can be known about the

coins of Hellas ; and to be acquainted with these is to be

acquainted with some of the most perfect work in the whole

range of art. That this is so a glance at any one of the six-

teen plates (admirably produced by the Autotype Com-
pany) with which the book is furnished will show. There

is not one but reproduces a number of admirable expres-

sions of beauty ; there is not one but is worthy of the

closest study, and is capable of giving the greatest delight.

Mr. Gardner's text—full, scholarly, expressive—prepares

his reader for much, but for scarce so much a-s he finds in

Mr. Gardner's plates. Both text and plates, however, are

of great and enduring merit ; and none interested in art, or

with a feeling for beauty, can afford to be without them.

jNIr. Caldecott's Commentary upon jEsop (" Some of

.(Esop's Fables, with Modem Instances." London : Mac-

millan and Co.) is a disappointment. The animals, with

one or two exceptions—the Ass in the "Ass in the Lion's

Hide," and the Frogs, in the "Frogs Desiring a King"

—are insignificant ; and the men and women shown in the

artist's " Modern Instances " are no better. The book adds

nothing to the artist's pleasant and graceful reputation.

The second and third Uvraisons of the Hermitage Auto-

types (Autotype Company, London ; Braun et Cie, Paris

and Dornach), containing fifty more photographs, are fully

equal to the first. No such reproductions of pictures have

been seen before, and no such masterpieces of photography.

Among the finest subjects included in the second issue are

an admirable Raphael (37) ; a " Sainte Famille ;" Velasquez's

prodigious "Innocent X." (41S) ; an "Enlevement des

Sabines," by Rubens (555), full of tumult and energy and

daring ; a "Madeleine Repentante," signed Titian (98) ; and a

Claude, "Le Matin" (1428), the mere sight of which is enough

to ruin one's faith in Mr. Ruskin as an art-critic. In the

third, the best are a Franz Hals, a " Portrait du Peintre

"

(770) ; Antonis Mor's superb " Sir Thomas Gresham " (480)

;

a wonderful " Buste de VieDlard," by Van Dyck (629)

;

Poussin's " Triomphe de Galathee" (1400) ; and Ruysdael's

" Le Bois "
(1 138). This last, we should add, appears to have

been printed from a plate retouched with more of energy

than discretion. The hero of both issues, however, is cer-

tainly Rembrandt. He is represented by six or eight capital

works :—by the " Jeune Guerrier " (809) ; the wonderful

" Sacrifice d'xVbrahani " (792) ; a " Portrait de Femme

"

(829 bis) ; the incomparable " Willemszon Van Coppenol

"

(808) ; the " Laboureurs de la Vigne " (798) ; and the

astonishing " Abraham k Table avec les Anges " (791).
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Mr. Alma-Tadema has been to Naples, where he painted

a ])ortrait of Signor Aniendola, the sculptor. Mr. Millais'

new picture—exhibited by the Fine Art Society— is called

" Fresh from the Nest," and represents a child in a white

frock and a pink sash standing (for her portrait) under a

tree, with a fledgeling bird in her hand. It is very pleasant

and graceful work. Mr. Legros is at work on a medal of

himself. Mr. Oakes has finished a new landscape.

The bast of Fielding which Miss Thomas has prepared

for the >Shire Hall at Taunton is not the only posthumous

bust that exists. As early as 1846, Mr. W. F. Woodington,

A.R.A., exhibited at the Royal Academy "a posthumous

bust of Henry Fielding, the Author." It was commissioned

by a clergyman of the name of Curtis, and was placed

in the upper .school at Eton, under Dr. Hawtrey.

The brilliant success of the " Tale of Troy," acted in

Lady Freake's Theatre for the benefit of a scheme for the

Higher Education of Women, was a remarkable instance

of the new culture of our day. That a band of eighty

maidens and young men could be gathered from the ranks

of London society, all zealous to pose as Homeric characters

and chant Homeric Greek, is as wonderful a sign of the

times as that society should crowd to see and hear them.

Admirably stage-managed by Mr. Alexander, the perform-

ance was best as spectacle : in the graceful and charming

tableaux imagined by Sir Frederick Leighton, Mr. Poynter,

and others. Readers of the " Greek Myths in Greek Art,"

which appear from time to time in The Magazine of Art,

will be interested to know that, from a histrionic point of

view, Miss Harrison's rendering of Penelope was the master-

piece of the play.

At the Slade Schools Professor Legros has carried into

effect a cherished idea, not a whit less important and sug-

ge.stive than that of the medals. The idea is sculptured

vases, and the anonymous friend who offered the prizes for

the medals also came forward with £10 for the vases. The

idea, it appears, did not quite take the fancy of the students,

until one day the Professor said, " Let's begin at once," and

led the way to the modelling-room, followed by sixteen of

his pupils, mostly ladies. The conditions of the competi-

tion were severe. The subject proposed was " Children

Playing in Foliage," and a fortnight was allowed for the

design, which included vase as well as decoration and model-

ling—fourteen days for the whole thiirg. One or two of the

competitors had some previous knowledge of modelling in

clay, but the majority were new to the work, and none had

done vases before. For inspiration they glanced at a famous

set of etchings by Piranesi ; but, with one exception, they

do not appear to have assimilated much from that immortal

master. Still, the results are in every way satisfactory,

and the interest of this beginning is undeniable. Miss

E. Hall6 carries ofiF the first prize, with the most com-

plete production ; Miss E. M. Rope conies second, with an

admirably conceived vase, and some delightful babies,

though the work is less equal than Miss Halld's ; and Miss

E. S. King is third, with some excellent design. These

three sketches in clay have graceful and refined feeling :

they are touched, in fact, with art ; and the experiment

opens up practically a new field of decoration.

At the Dudley Gallery is an interesting little exhibi-

tion of pictures and sculjiture by a dozen French artists—

Mesdames Cazin and Besnard, and MM. Rodin, Lanson, Ary

Renan, Leon Barillot, Cazin, Besnard, Roll, Damoye, Auguste

Flameng, Gervex, and Lerolle. :M. Ary Renan, a son of

the distinguished Hebraist and Biblical critic, is a kind of

French Strudwick ; he is mystical, sentimental, evapore

;

his pictures abound in the unconscious humour of which

we see so many fine examples at the Grosvenor Gallery.

M. Barillot, an animal-painter of good parts, sends seven

pictures, the best of which is probably his " Oxen—Cotentin."
M. Cazin sends but a single picture -of the bedroom where

Gambetta died ; excellent in tone, true in colour, very

cleverly .and vigorously painted. M. Roll is a realist et

pnvterta nil. To M. LeroUe's " A Misty Morning," which

contains a true impression, and renunds you a little of

Lhermitte, we shall return later on. M. Gervex, one of the

most popular of modern French masters, is represented by

thirteen canvases, the best of which are perhaps "The

Bath," a brilliant but rather immodest nudity, and

"Winter," a pleasant achievement in the representation

of light textures and exquisite and delicate tints.

The interest of the gathering, however, centres in the

seven contributions of M. Auguste Rodin. Chief among

these is a plaster of the superb " St. Jean," the head of

which was pictured in The Magazine of Art for Feb-

ruary, 1883, and whose merits were fully discussed on the

same occasion. A work of singular merit is the " Eve " of

the same sculptor. The figure is not of faultless beauty

;

but the modelling is incomparably vigorous and skilful,

and the attitude and gesture are so full of passion and

energy as to make the work, mere statuette though it be,

great imaginative art. To M. Rodin's magnificent bust of

M. J.-P. Laurens—which is certainly the finest piece of

portrait-sculpture produced since David d'Angers—we shall

return next month ; of that of jM. Carrier-Belleuse, we

shall only say that it is not much inferior to the

"Laurens," and that it is touched with ever so much of

energy and dignity, and, like the " Laurens," if in a less

degree, has the attribute of an absolutely heroic style.

In the old galleries of the Institute of Painters in Water-

Colours, 53, Pall Mall, is a collection of works by M. Charles

^'erlat, of Antwerp. We are told in the biographical notice

in the catalogue that the artist was " guided in Ms studies
"
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by Dtlaci'oix nnd Theodore Rousseau, both niiglity ineu iu

till; story of modeni art. There is absolutely no trace of

their teaching in his work, which, on the whole, is coarse,

uncomely, uninteresting, and unattractive. Some of it

—

such as the study of " Kagni6," the young " Radoni," and
bits of the "Vox Populi"—is undeniably clever, but the

rest is, for the most part, mere craftsmanship and solidity.

Mr. Hine has gathered an interesting collection of

water-colours at his galleries in King Street, St. James's.

Of works by deceased artists there are many, notably some
De Wints and Copley Fieldings, whilst the best modern
men are represented by drawings which are always credit-

able, and sometimes of considerable mark. Mr. J. I).

Linton's " Les Emigres," for instance, will not have been
forgotten by those who saw it a year or two ago. There

are also several drawings by the late W. L. Leitch.

Mr. J. P. Mexdoza has opened his new St. Jpmes's

Gallery, in King Street, with a small but not uninteresting

collection. There is that wonderfully faithful piece of still

life, "The Printseller," by Mr. Walter Goodman; with a

handsome Spanish lady by ilr. Pettie, which is one of the

artist's brightest achievements in character, expression, and

in colour. Of the foreign pictures we may note an excellent

" April Sunshine," by Bartezafo—exhibited at the Milan

Exhibition—good in light and colour, and with some quaint

and pretty gesture in the group of child-figures. Favretto

is represented by several canvases, of which, perhaps, " Le
Favori " is the best : clever handling, original idea, and very

natural in pose and expression. Mr. Hamilton ilacallum's
" Summer Half-holiday " has been seen before ; Mr. A, H.

Burr's "Saying Grace" is a »iew rendering of an ancient

subject, combining winsomeness with humour. There are

also some excellent sketches by ilr. MacWhirter, !Mr. Leader,

and Mr. J. O'Connor ; and, finally, Mr. Frith's most popular

and depressing series, " The Road to Ruin."

A MAGNIFICENT specimen of Seventeenth Century wood-
carving has been on view at the rooms of the London Art
Association, 124, Pall MalL It is from an ancient castle

in the south of Europe, and consists of two doors and
about one hundred and fifty feet of dado. The design is

said to date about 1630, and is pure Renaissance, though
the workmanship has the boldness, richness, and freedom
which are usually associated with Gothic handicraft. The
dado is panelled in solid oak, and inlaid with light in dark
and dark in light alternately. Each panel is carved in

high relief with a distinct design ; but so admirably are

they conceived that the balance and harmony of the whole
is well-nigh perfect. As for the door.s, they are master-

pieces of chaste and beautiful design, and magnificent

examples of wood-carving skill. Our museums possess

nothing like them, and due effort should be made at once
to secure them for South Kensington.

Ok the Salon there is very little to be said. Among the

painters absent are M'Sl. Meissonier, Jules Dupr6, Baudry,
Gerome, Vibert, De Neuville, Munkacsy, Menz?l, Makart,
Van Haanen, Knaus, Legros, and JIadrazo ; and of the five

thousand exhibits on view not many are of extraordinary
merit. In sculpture, the success of the year is M. Dalou's

—

•with two magnificent bas-reliefs, for the adornment of the

Chambre des Deputes ; the one, an allegory of Liberty and

Fraternity ; the other, a presentment of Mirabeau's memo-
rable defiance of the ilarquis de Dreux-Brez6. In por-

traiture, the success of the year is Mr. Whistler's, whose

excellent " Portrait of the Painter's Mother " has been

medalled. Mention may also be made of M. Bonnat's
" Mr. Morton " and " Mdme. E. R.," M. Cabanel's " Mdme.

H. C," M. Courtois' "Fantaisie," M. Comerre's "Mdlle.

Achille Fould," and the vast canvas achieved by Mr. Sargent.

In figure-painting, the failure of the year is M. Carolus

Duran's, whose "Tentation"—like his "Lady Dalhousie "

in the current Academy—has hardly a single good ipiality
;

the success is perhaps M. Cazin's for his excellent ".Judith,"

and perhaps M. Henner's, for his "Femme qui Lit," a

superb nudity ; while M. H. G. Martin's new version of

the pangs of Paolo and Francesca has been medalled.

Among the realists, M. Charles Giron's " Deux Soeurs

"

represents a virtuous woman of the people

—

en plein Boule-

vard—haranguing her sister, who has taken to guilty

splendour ; M.. Br6aut6 paints a scene at the Morgue

;

]\L Fouri6 the corpse of Flaubert's Emma Bovary ; !M. L.-R.

Carrier-Belleuse, the interior of a Parisian milliner's ; M.

Morot a powerful " Crucifixion ; " M. Bernard a varied and

novel " Exposition des Arts D^coratifs ; " M. Jean B^raud,

the interior of a beershop ; M. Brunet, in " Les Gibets de

Calvaire," a modern view of the Crucifixion ; and M. Beau-

lieu, a dreadful picture of a heap of rags and squalor and

humanity bedevilled with brandy. An illustrated account

of M. Bastien-Lepage's single contribution, "L'Amour au

Village," will be found on a preceding page.

Of the American contingent we shall have something to

say later on. Among pictures of landscape with cattle and

seascape with figures, mention may be made of M. Jules

Breton's delightful " L'Arc-en-Ciel " and " Le Matin ; " of M.

Yon's " La Rafale "—a pair of ponies in a windy meadow by

the sea ; M. Georges Bertrand's absurd " Le Printemps qui

Passe "—a group of naked damsels careering over the spring

grasses upon prancing steeds ; of the notorious " Gorge aux

Loups" of M. Lacroix, which has been described as "an
immense abortion ;

" of the " Epave " of M. Lazerges—

a

body stranded by the ebb-tide ; and JM. Ulysee Butin's

" Jlise a I'Eau," which shows a fishing-boat in the act of

taking the water, her crew all ro^ving, and their wives,

waist-deep in sea, all pushing for dear life. This last is

probably the best picture of its kind in all the exhibition.

In the sections of architecture, painting, and engraving

no medaille d'honneur has been awarded ; in the section

of sculpture the distinction has fallen to ^I. Dalou.

In the section of painting the awards were, one first-class

medal, twelve seconds, and twenty-seven thirds, among them

Mr. Wliistler's ; in that of sculpture, four firsts (to MM.
Carlier, Boisseau, Turcan, and Cordonnier), five seconds, and

nine thirds ; in medal engraving, one first and one third

;

in architecture, one first, five seconds, and six thirds ; and

in engraving, two firsts (to Champollion and Lamotte), one

second, and ten thirds.

It is hardly necessary to add that the Hanging Com-
mittee have done their work as arbitrarily as usual, and

made themselves enemies by the score. Against their verdict

some painters have appealed in a fashion rather passionate

than practical. Thus, M. Van Beers has bedaubed both
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liis outraged pk-tuivs with lilac-k, and so made tlium in-

visible, while il. Vaunueliu has cut his iiicture out of the

frame, and taken it gallantly away with him. In England

we are less sentimental and a good deal more impersonal.

It is imiMissililc to imagine an English painter who has had

his contribution exalted into invisibility at the Grosvenor

or the Academy a.ssaulting himself, as represented in his

work, with a palette-knife, and so making Varnishing Day
for ever hideous and for ever memorable. He would never

think of such a thing as that. He would look carefully

along the line, and relieve his feelings on the works of other

people. It is only fair to add, that if he picked his men
aright (there are plenty of them) he would at once become

a hero to every art-critic in the civilised world.

Among the Rossettis sold by Messrs. Christie, Manson,

and Woods, the " Venus Astarte " and the " Aurea Catena,"

in coloured chalks, realised £126 and £210 respectively
;

while of the water-colours, the "Jehanne la Pucelle " sold for

£367, the " Giotto and Dante" for £430, and the " Beata

BeatrLx," a replica, for £661. At the sale, by the same firm,

of the Griffiths Collection of prints, the second state of

Rembrandt's " Hundred Guilder Piece " sold for £305 ; his

" Landscape, with a Tower," for £308 ; the second state of

his "Jan Six" for £50.5; and the finst state of his" Arnoldus

Tholinx " for £1,510—the largest sum ever paid for a print.

The 258 lots of the collection realised a total of £6,948 5s.

Among other good prices obtained of late, mention may be

made of the £1,837 achieved by Rosa Bonheur's "A Scottish

Raid." In the Lee Collection the highest pieces were as

follows :—Peter Graham's " Passing Showers," £630 ; Alma-

Tadema's " The First Course," £808 ; Linnell's " River

Scene, North Wales," £819; Rosa' Bonheur's "In the

Forest of Fontainebleau," £1,060 ; Creswick's " The First

Glimpse of the Sea," £l,.312 ; Jlillais' "St. Martin's Sum-

mer," £1,365; Elmore's "Charles V. at Yuste," £1,417;

Briton Riviere's "Genius Loci," £840, and "An Anxious

Moment," £1,732 ; and Troyon's"Evening—Driving Cattle,"

£1,995. Coming to the drawings': Turner's " The Valley of

the Var" went for £210, "Corinth" for £231, "The Sea,

The Sea" for £210, and "Tintagel" for £367 ; Rosa Bon-

heur's " Stag and Hind.s " for £236 ; Louis Haghe's " Tran-

sept, Toiu-nay Cathedral," for £210; Duncan's "Overtaken

by the Tide " for £325 ; and Copley Fielding's " Land-

scape, with Cattle," for £378, and Bridlington Harbour " for

£420. The 211 lots of the Fettes-Douglas Collection of

medals realised a total of £1,471 13s. 6d.—an Elia de Janua

selling for £40 ; a "Maximilian" for £65 ; a Gentile Bellini,

of Mahomet II., for £85 ; a Medailleur h I'Esperance, the

" S. Camilla Buondelmonti," for £95 ; and a " medal of

Butrigario and his brother Ercole," by a Bolognese, for £110.

Watteau's " L'lle Enchantee ;" and 28,000 for Hobbema's

"Le Moulin a Eau." At Brus.sels, the pick of the Nieuwen-

liuy's collection were Memling's " Adoration," 8,500 francs ;

Lucas Van Leyden's " Le Bal de Marie Madeleine," 12,.")00
;

Van Meire's "Le Christ en Croix," 11,150 francs ; and .Jan

Van Eyck's " Portrait d'une Femme de Philippe-le-Bon,"

20,000 francs. The diflerence between English and Conti-

nental prices is great enough to be remarkable.

At the Hotel Drouot five Courbets sold for 7,000 francs,

5,650 francs, 5,400 francs, 4,000 francs, and 3,400 francs

re.^iiectively ; a Corot, a Nattier, and a Boel for 7,000 francs

each ; a Porbus for 8,200 francs ; two Bouchers for 4,50()

francs ; and a Ribera, " St. Luke Painting the Virgin," for

18,100 francs : in a total of 509,665 francs. The top prices

of the Collection de Beumonville were :—8,000 francs for

Fragonard's " Renaud et Armide;" 10,000 francs each for

Itenibrandt's " L'Ob^lisiiue," and Torque's " Portrait de

.leune Femme," and Greuze's "Mnie. de Viatte;" 10,9.50

francs for Guardi's " San Giorgio jSLiggiore ;
" 17,000 francs

each for Wouvermann's " D6m(5nagement Rustique " and

Ruysdael's "Village sur la Hauteur;" 20,0tKl francs for

The National Gallery has just acquired what, if Mr.

Burton's ascription be correct, is a superb example, in per-

fect condition, of Antonello da Messina—a " Portrait of a

Man." Mr. J. H. Parker has presented the Ashniolean

Museum—already the richer for his gift by 3,400 photo-

graphs of Rome and things Roman—with five hundred

drawings of ancient Rome, most of them by Professor

Cicconnetti. A magnificent Jordaens, the property of M.

Arnold Pret, has been bought for 50,000 francs for the

Mus^e Royal at Antwerp. The Louvre has purchased for

200,000 francs the notorious "Apollo and ]\Iarsyas," the

best debated and wierst certificated Raphael in the world.

From Paris it is announced that M. Charles Gamier, a

whole Anti-Scrape Society in himself, has protested in the

public prints against the yearly scraping of house-fronts, in

which the French 'projyrietaire is wont to indulge. From
Bristol it is announced that the Dean and Chapter have

pulled down Minster House, or Prior's Lodging, at the south-

west angle of the cathedral, which dated from the Fifteenth

Century, and was one of the few remaining fragments of

the Augustine abbey. Izaak Ware's little summer-house

in the gardens of Ashburnham House has been pulled

down by the Dean and Chapter of Westminster. The

Fifteenth Century nave-roof of Western St. Mary's, near

Spalding, Lincolnshire—with its seven bays, its nine tie-

beams, and its admirable tracery panels— has suffered

so much from neglect as to be threatened with destruc-

tion, unless funds are forthcoming to put it in repair.

The Royal ArchiBological Institute "greatly regrets to

hear of the condition in which the unique and beauti-

ful chapel of Kirkstead now is, and hopes that means

may be found without delay to prevent its fall, which

appears to be imminent." The proceedings of the Society

for the Protection of Ancient Monuments have given rise to

so much impatient criticism and such a deal of illiberal

laughter that it is only fair to show how necessary is its

existence and how useful is the work it attempts to do.

At Derby there are now two porcelain factories—the

older, conducted by Mr. S. Hancock, and celebrated for its

delicately modelled fiowers, as well as for some fine fiower-

painting executed by one of the oldest hands in Derby;

the younger, a limited company, called the Derby Crown

Porcelain Company, which has grown into a very important

art laboratory within the last few years. While reproducing

with a skill which leaves little to be desired the old and

still popular Derby patterns, with the famous blues both

under and over the glaze, there is a constant search after

new design and decoration. Some beautiful new "bodies"

have been invented, notably one coloured throughout with

delicate mauves and greens. Some fac-similes of Oriental

china have been lately produced for South Kensington.

One very large Japanese jar, rich with gold and red and

blue, would do credit to any factory in Europe,
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The Committee of tlie National Eisteddfod of Wales—

to be held at CardifT on the Gth, 7th, 8th, and 9th of August

—propose, for the first time in the history of the institution,

to oflFer prizes, some five-and-twenty or tliirty in all, for the

graphic and plastic arts. They include an open one of £30

for the best oil-painting ; another—of £3(>, £10, £3, £3, and

£2—for the same, confined to natives of the principality

;

two of £20 each for the best water-colour, the one open,

the other for Welshmen only ; an open prize of £30 for the

best piece of sculpture ; one of £5 5s. for the best ideal

medallion of Cardiff town ; and one of £7 7s. for the best

bust of a Welsh worthy. Others will be oflered for carving

in wood and stone, bookbinding, monochrome in oil and

water colours, chalk, pen and ink, sepia, lithography, archi-

tecture, china-paiuting, terra-cotta painting, and needle-

work. The judges are Messrs. Tadema and Wedmore.

The death is announced of Louis Viardot, the well-

known art-critic, husband of ^Mdme. Viardot-Garcia ; of

jMdnre. Eva Gonzales, a pupil of Manet ; of the German

battle-painter, Sele ; and of Jules Goupil, a pupil of Ary

Scheffer, four times medalled at the Salon, the painter of

" Une Merveilleuse " and " Le Kendez-vous Manqu6."

Messrs. Neill and Son, of Haddington, N.B., are

about to issue a limited number of impressions from thirteen

hitherto unpublished mezzotint engravings after drawings

by Girt-in. They were executed by that admirable engraver

S. W. Reynolds in 1823-24, or about the same date as his

engraving of the " Dartmouth " of Turner in " Rivers of

England." This work contained three plates after Girtin,

who, it w'ill be remembered, died in 1802. From specimens

of the proofs which have been forwarded to us, the engravings

are evidently of the first quality, rich and luminous, and

.soft as velvet. They are a little smaller than the " Rivers

of England,'' and, we think, a little larger than the plates

known as " the small Liber " of Turner. Amongst the

subjects are " Carnarvon Castle," " The Rainbow," " On
the Exe," " Bolton Priory," " Kirkstall Abbey," and the

cathedrals of Ripon and York. The last is, with a few

slight alterations, the same scene as that in " Rivers of

England." With them will be published a portrait of

Girtin (engraved also by Reynolds), after the painting by

Opie, now in the possession of Girtin's family. The plates

were designed for a work to be called " Liber Naturae,"

and it is thus Messrs. Neill will now issue them.

figure are unexampled. The tnitli is, that our author ap-

parently thinks that the only ninckrn wood-engraving is

American. He seems to claim Mr. Linton as an American
;

and omits to mention that two blocks by Adams, repro-

duced here, are direct copies from finer originals ]>y the

Englishman Powis.

Mr. H. W. Batley's "Etched Studies for Interior

Decoration " (S. Low and Co.) show careful execution and

commendable taste. The etcher tells us in his preface

that his ambition is towards a more wooden and less stony

style of furniture than distinguished the early period of the

Gothic revival. With this view he has gone, oddly enough,

to Egypt. Not for materials, we add, but for design. The
result, as applied to a drawing-room (Plate 4), is altogether

admirable : here, indeed, is a real suggestion. The design

for an oaken staircase, with the lines of construction boldly

carved and moulded, is rich and even impressive ; though

Mr. Batley seems to have come to grief with the perspective

of the light from the window. Faults notwithstanding,

these studies will be found useful ; for their .suggestions,

if not remarkably novel, are certainly effective, and they

never offend, even when they are least conventional.

It is not possible to say much in favour of Mr. George

E. Woodberry's " History of Wood Engraving " (S. Low and

Co.). It is a fairly readable compilation, but it is not ex-

haustive, and it is generally uncertain and in parts confused.

The chapters on the early printed books, and wood-engrav-

ing at Venice, are the best (and least original) ; and the

illustrations are certainly interesting. Diirer and his suc-

cessors, however, are inadequately treated ; and the chapter

on modern wood-engraving is absolutely misleading and

unfair. Thus, Mr. Woodberry seems to think that "little

that is valuable for artistic worth " has been executed

since Nesbit, Clennell, and Thompson ; whereas the best

work of the last twenty years is better than anything done

before, not even excepting Bewick. Mr. Linton is barely

mentioned
;

yet his landscapes are pre-eminent. The
work of Mr. Roberts, again, is apparently unknown to

Mr. Woodberry, though his achievements in portraiture and

Of "The Sun.shade—The Glove—The Muff"(Nimmo
and Bain) we shall say little save that it is a translation

from the French of Octave LTzanne, and that it is charm-

ingly illustrated (in divers colours) by Paul Avril. The

French edition, produced some months ago by M. Quantin,

was almost instantly exhausted. The present version

differs but little from the original, save that it is in

English, and is published by an English house. The trans-

lation, it is true, is obviously a translation ; and of the

gallant and significant flavour of j\I. LTzanne's French

(M. LTzanne is an Eighteenth Century Parisian, born a

hundred years too late ; as who should say a contemporary

of Cr^billon's Z(5phyre and of Zola's Nana) not very much
has been preserved. But, for all that, the book is good to

read and good to look upon. In fact, we do not remember

to have seen so pleasant and graceful a jest this long while.

Mr. J. Fergusson, in " The Parthenon " (London : John

JIurray), says not much of the Parthenon itself. His work,

which is singidarly exhaustive and convincing, is best

described, as in his own sub-title, as "An Essay on

the Mode in which Light was Introduced into Greek

and Roman Temples." His two main arguments are these :

(1) " That, as a rule, all Grecian Doric peristylar temples

were lighted by opaion, or clerestories ;
" and (2) that " no

temple in the ancient world—with the single exception of

the Pantheon at Rome—was lighted by a horizontal, as con-

tradistinguished from a vertical opening." He writes very

vigorously and aggre.ssively, and he supports his theories

with good argument and all the weight of learning and

authority. As a contribution to the literature of archi-

tectural archaeology his work is extremely noteworthy.

Messes. Chatto and Windus have sent us Mr. Black-

burn's " Academy Notes " (ninth year) and " Grosvenor

Notes" (sixth year), together with the sixth issue of M.

F. G. Dumas' " Illustrated Catalogue of the Paris Salon."

All three are excellent ; to art-critics and art-students all

are indispensable.
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Mr. IiEiD lias resigned the nfticc of Keeper of the

Prints. His phice will be filled by Mr. Sidney Colvin,

now Slade Professor of Fine Art at the University of

Cambridge. Mr. Pieid, who has been clnef of the depart-

ment since IWio (his connection with it dating from

1842), resigns "on account of his increasing years and

failing health." His career has been useful and laborious.

There is no doubt, however, that in Professor Colvin he

has the best successor possible, and none that the depart-

ment will rather gain than lose by his retreat.

It should be remembered that Professor Colvin is some-

thing more than the critic and scholar we know. He has

an admirable capacity of organisation : as the foundation

and completion of the new Museum of Classical Archeology

—which at starting will be only second to the great in-

stitution at Berlin—and the conversion of the Fitzwilliam

Museum from a kind of chaos into a model of order and

arrangement, and an active educational influence, will show.

For the exercise of a capacity of this sort the Print-room

attbrds ample scope : it is hardly too much to say that under

the new Keeiier it will very speedily become a great deal

more useful and complete than it has ever been before.

By permission of the Queen, the Institute of Painters in

Water-Colours is henceforth a Royal society. As the Royal

Institute is to water-colour art as the Royal Academy is to

painting in oils, it is greatly to be hoped that Her Majesty

will follow up this first favour with a second, and by con-

ferring on the Institute the power of granting diplomas, do

all that is wanted to equalise it with the rival corporation.

Raggio'.s bust of the Earl of Beaconsfield—a work for

which the artist was lucky enough to secure three special

sittings—has been subscribed for by the members of the

St. Stephen's Club, of which it is henceforth the property.

It is understood that the Ashburnham Manuscripts will

not be purchased for the nation after all. The Government

—the most intellectual ever got together, as we know

—

is not prepared to pay Lord Ashburnham his price ; and the

manuscripts, which of course are miserably uninteresting,

and only refer to English history and the nation's past, will

probably go to Berlin, or Chicago, or New York. Lord

Ashburnham offers them for £90,000 ; the Government,

with the inopportune and impertinent economy of which

such corporations, however intellectual, are sometimes

capable, wiU give no more than £70,000 ; and the collec-

tion, as we have said, will probably go elsewhere.

Classic Arcluuology was enthusiastic and practical at

once. It resolved that the object of the school should be

to promote all researches and studies which can advance

the knowledge of Hellenic history, literature, and art,

from the earliest age to the present day ; that it should

occupy a house at Athens, witli a library under the care

of a resident director ; that membership should be open

to any person accredited by a university or college of

the United Kingdom, or by the authorities of the British

Museum or of the Royal Academy ; that it should be

among the duties of the director tu aid members with

information and advice in the prosecutimi of their studies,

and to transmit periodically to a committee in England

roports of researches made under the director of the school,

or on other subjects of interest in relation to its work.

That, of course, is all very well ; but as there are no funds,

it is diiMcult to see how any of the resolutions can take

practical shape and being. Much might be done if the

universities would help ; and much more if the Prince of

Wales, who presided, would show the same personal in-

terest in the scheme which he is showing in the Royal

College of !Music. These consummations, however, desi-

rable as they are, seem equally hopeless. The universities

are overburdened with responsibilities ; the College of

Music is not yet half-endowed, so that as much or as

little may be looked for from the one quarter as the other.

It is hoped and expected that something may be achieved

by means of a national subscription.

Mr. Burton has bought for the National Gallery, for

£2,360, the "Samson and Dahla " of Andrea Mantegna,

once the property of the Duke oi' Marlborough, and sold at

Christie's with the Sunderland Collection. The price is

considered somewhat excessive ; and there are not wanting

those who would not have been sorry to see the representa-

tive of the Berlin Museum emerge victorious from the duel

in which Mi: Burton engaged him. The latest acquisition

to the Louvre, the gift of the heirs of a certain M. Coutans,

includes seven pictures in oil— among them the " Chapelle

Sixtine " of Ingres, Prud'hon's " Christ en Croix," and a

"Tetes D'Etude" signed "Gericault." Together with a num-

ber of water-colours, the work of Paul Delaroche, Charlet,

Bonington, G6ricault, Prud'hon, Augustin, and Decamps

;

and a fine selection of drawings by Ingres, perhaps the

greatest and the most accomplished of modem draughtsmen.

The meeting held at Marlborough House to consider

the proposed foundation at Athens of a British School of

Me. Bruce-Joy's colossal statue of Lord Frederick

Cavendish is an agreeable conception. The pose is natural

;

the right leg licing advanced, while the hand rests on the

left hip in a manner characteristic of the statesman in

speaking. The sculptor has dealt successfully with the

intractability of modern dress, a long Inverness ulster being

treated boldly and eftectively as a relief to the conventional

frock-coat. The likeness is good, and the whole work is

animated with the personality of its original.
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A F.uiJLY i-ppreseiitiitivc collection of the works of the

late W. .1. Leitili, \ ice |iicsident of the Ivoyal Institute of

Tainters in ^\':lt('l ( 'nloiirs, has been exhibited in the

Council Chanilior of the new galleries in Piccadilly. Leitch

was one of the last representatives of a water-colour school

which has been overshadowed by the brisker and stronger

and, on the whole, healthier work of a new generation
;

but his aims and style are interesting and instructive enough.

We shall return to the subject in our next " Current Art."

At Messrs. Goupil's there has been on view, amongst

other things, a fine Corot, with a curiously strong contrast

of light and shade, a beautiful and delicate atmosphere, an

ingenious grouping of cattle, and characteristic tone. The

chief attraction, however, lay in the studies by MM. Detaille

and De Neuville for their panorama of the battle of Cham-
pigny : six large canvases, painted with a kind of distemper,

which has evidently many advantages for rapid work.

The most striking thing about them is their carefully

studied character, and the almost severe reticence of M.

de Neuville, whose sketches have hitherto been remarkable

for a pardonable exaggeration of a fiery energy of technique.

Here, however, the two artists have worked on the same

level with excellent results. It must be said that the pano-

rama seems more topographical than military ; but there

is an abundance of movement, the landscape features are

excellently portrayed, and a sense of clear, bright, and frosty

air has seldom been more truthfully expressed.

Some curiosity was roused last year by the exhibition in

Bond Street of some new painted tapestries. Examination

showed that though the invention might be capable of con-

siderable results, the specimen exhibits were not artistic

productions, being crude in colour, feeble in design, and

common in effect. The exhibition of Tentures Artistique,

however, proves that capable hands can turn the new method

to good and beautiful account. At the Albert Hall, and

at a specially arranged house in Bond Street, are examples

thorovighly well worth seeing. There are, for instance, nine

copies of Baudry's " Muses," at the Opera : to say nothing of

a large variety of pieces suitable for as various purposes,

designed, and, as a rule, actually painted, by artists like

Henner, Harpignies, Monginot, Feyen-Perrin, Olivier de

Penue, and Victor Ranvier. The colours, instead of being

woven in, are painted on the web, and, it is stated, are as

durable as the Gobelins dyes themselves. The question Ls

so important that we propose to examine it in detail.

Those who are interested in the graceful ineptitudes of

Bartolozzi and his defunct school found a good deal to dream

over in the second Bartolozzi Exhibition at the Windsor

Gallery, Savile Row. To the proofs of rare plates of the

master, and some productions of his pupils and disciples,

exhibited some months previously, Mr. Nash added some of

the original works from which the plates were engraved

—

notably some black and white by Angelica Kauffman ; a few

oil paintings by Cipriani (vastly inferior to the engraver's

reproductions); and some very graceful pencil designs by

Cosway, who in his way was perhaps the best and most

artistic of them all. There was a useful catalogue, marred,

however, by some remarkable indcfinitions of etching.

afforded a curious glimiisc of a bygone state of things.

Round a portrait of the late "Jack" Russell, painted a

quarter of a century since by Mr. Richard Elmore, were

arrayed a selection of drawings, paintings, and prints in

the peculiar " Tom and Jerry " style of the first half of

the century. It included works by and after such men
as Harry Hall and Rowlandson, Seymour and Stubbs.

Rowlandson was represented by a set of the famous
" Cries of London," and Aiken by those odd fantasies,

the " Symptoms." The general impression left on the mind

by these pictures is that our forefathers were disreputable

in a fine old vigorous fashion of their own, which, in its

way, is rather pleasant than otherwise.

Me.ssrs. Howell and James are to be congratulated

on the success of their eighth annual Exhibition of Paintings

on China by lady amateurs and professional artists. Miss

R. J. Strutt deservedly carries off the highest prize for

amateurs—the gold medal presented by H.R.H. the Crown

Princess of Germany—with two beautifully painted panels

of "Spring" and "Winter." The other takers of royal

prizes are Miss L. Whitaker, Miss C. L. Barber, Miss

Everett Green, Lady Bromley, and Miss B. Gilson amongst

the amateurs, and Miss J. S. Smith and Miss E. Chatfield

amongst the professionals. The high level of execution

which has now been reached in this pretty branch of

art is fully sustained throughout the exhibition ; but as

we propose to return to the subject, we shall here only

mention the names of the other prize-takers. Ama-
teurs :—Miss K. Kirkman, Miss C. H. Lee, Miss A.

Beard, Miss E. A. Mallett, Miss E. Cooke, Miss E. O. Guy,

Miss E. M. Bowar, Miss A. M. Webb, Mrs. Collins, Mrs.

Nesbitt, Miss A. Chapman, and Miss E. E. Crombie. Pro-

fessionals :—Miss A. Hanbury, Miss C. Spiers, M. Georges

Leonce (judges' prizes for the best work in the exhibition),

Sydney Callowhill, Miss Andrews, Miss E. Harrison, Mr.

James Callowhill, M. Gautier, and Josef Rosl. If we
have any fault to find with the manner in which Mr.

Frederick Goodall and Mr. Stacy Marks, R.A., have per-

formed their duties as judges, it is only with respect to two

or three works. jVIiss Nellie Hadden's capital " Jackdaw "

might, we think, have received more than simple commen-

dation ; and Mrs. Sherrington's " Fall of Jericho " and Mr.

Ryland's " Procession " some strong mark of appreciation.

The collection of sporting pictures gathered together by
the Messrs. Gladwell, at their gallery in Gracechurch Street,

The small but very creditable display of the Cincinnati

Pottery Club shows that the art of painting, both on porce-

lain and on pottery, has been in some respects more suc-

cessfully practised by lady amateurs in America than by

their sisters in England. While in mere skill of producing

pictures on china the former do not appear to such great

advantage, they seem to have a greater decorative sense and

a finer feeling for conventional design. Miss Laura Fry's

pitcher, for instance, with incised decoration, is inferior in

the drawing of the ducks to Misa Hannah Barlow's ; but

the water-lily ornament round the knob is simple and effec-

tive. Miss Holabird's feather bottle and Miss McLaughlin's

large vase, both underglaze barbotine, are instances of

successful decoration of the round which it would be difK-

cult to match by any amateur work in England. Mrs.

Keenan's vase with large lilies and gold, Mrs. Leonard's

plaque of dogwood flowers, and Miss Peachy 's claret-jug

are all fine in their way; and though we do not care

for the elaborate modelling of flowers in china, Mrs.

Field's vase, with chrysanthemums in high relief, is first-
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rate of its kind. Worl« by Miss Banks, Mrs. Kebler, and

Miss Rico also deserve their decoration by the initials

(h.c.) which record the approval of the judges.

Of the foreign professional work there are admirable

examples of such well-known masters as Grenet, Gautier,

Clair, and L6once ; but the palm for splendour and novelty

is borne away by M. Mallet's magnificent specimen of what

is called the "New Gem Pottery"—a painting in trans-

lucent and iridescent enamels which is in its way uni(iue

in the history of keramics. There are also some vases

painted with animals of various kinds, of which the design

seems due to the hand of ^I. L^once, who is probably the

most accomplished decorative draughtsman of animals out

of Japan. In these the new enamels are used with great

effect and propriety ; strange fishes shimmer and gorgeous

insects flash as through tropical water and air. Enamels so

vivid and lustrous have to be employed with great judgment
;

but as long as the secret of their production remains, as at

present it does, in the hands of MM. Leonce and Mallet,

only delightful results can be expected.

That the development of Mr. Elton's pottery, to which

we recently called attention, is still far from having

reached its climax is evident from some later productions

from his kilns, to be seen at Messrs. Howell and .James's.

Some of the specimens show an increasing mastery of the

grotesque, and others an advance in elegance of shape

and daintiness of decoration. The pottery at Linthori)e.

exhibited at the same place, shows a marked improve-

ment. Some of the "splashed" vases form very charm-

ing and new combinations of colour, and are free from

the defects alluded to in our article on " Some Original

Keramists." Jlr. Albert Hill's plaques, with beautifully

modelled animals and flowers in gold, are another feature of

real artistic interest in the present exhibition in Waterloo

Place. Some portion at least of his secret seems to have

been discovered by the Messrs. Callowhill, who_ (they are

three in number) exhibit some charming works, with flowers

and landscapes in modelled gold on a bronze ground.

At the last exhibition of the South African Fine Arts

Association (founded 1871) the exhibits sent from all parts

of the colony—of paintings of Cape scenery, drawings from

cast, and so forth—numbered about a thousand, many

hundreds in excess, that is to say, of any previous show.

And the increase was not one of quantity alone ; the

work was of better quality also, some of the flower paint-

ings being of considerable merit. The Association is

supported partly by subscription, and partly by a small

Government grant, and funds are urgently needed for its

further development. Owing to want of means the Com-

mittee have been unable to purchase any valuable works

of art either in England or elsewhere. They have, how-

ever, established a school of art with a competent master

(for many years head of the Macclesfield School of Art);

and it is hoped that the institution will ere long be one of

the leading features and influences of the colony.

list of purchases by t!ie State includes a couple of pictures

by American artists :—the " Port d'Isigny," by Mr. Frank

Myers Boggs, and Mr. Dannat's " Contrebandier Ara-

gonais ; " both of which we purpose to engrave.

Among pictures and sculpture sold of late for high

prices, mention may be made of a " Bacchante " by Cl(5singer,

£1,400 ; Hook's " Market Morning," £.50-1 ; a Constable,

£945 ; a Corot, " St. Sebastien," £1,228 ; David Cox's
" Going to the Hayfield," £2,42') ; and Gainsborough's

"Country Cart Passing a Brook,' £714, and " Pea.santa

and Colliers Going to Market," £2,835.

The death is announced of Mm. ISIary Heaton {nee

Keymer), author of "The History of the Life of Albert

Diirer,'' the "Masterpieces of Flemish Art," and other

well-known works ; of Ferdinand de Brakeleer, the do//cn.

of Belgian art, father of the admirable painter Henri de

Brakeleer, and a brother-in-law of Baron Leys ; of the

Prussian historical painter, G. Daege ; of Alessandro Caa-

tellani, the archieologist and anti(iuary ; of Jacob Felsing,

the eminent engraver on steel ; and of Isabella Bewick, the

last surviving child of the famous wood-engraver.

Those who are interested in the statistics analysed by

Mr. Blaikie, in his article on " Exhibition Popularity," will

find Mr. Graves's list complete in Notes and Queries for

July 28th, 1883.

Among new books mention may be made of an editiun

de luxe (Paris : Launette) of the " Sentimental Journey,"

limited to 200 copies (at 300 francs or 350 francs apiece),

each of which will contain a unique aquarelle by Maurice

Leloir. Also of a volume of etchings from pictures, with

illustrative verses, the text and illustrations both by mem-
bers of the Savage Club.

This year the Prix du Salon went to M. Rochegrosse

for his enormous " Andromaque "—a picture all massacre

and immodesty and hideousness. We may add that the

" Muster Altitalienischee Leinenstickeeei " (Ber-

lin : Frantz Liepperheide, 1881-1883). Two vols. Selected

and published by Frieda Liepperheide. This excellent

book of copies and suggestions forms part of the series of

" Musterbiicher fiir Weibliche Handarbeit " published by

tlie Modenwdt. It may be described as an edition of the

"Complete Needlewoman." Its object is to place before

such of the public as are interested in the better and more

elaborate types of needlework a selection from those won-

derful and complex patterns which were the occupation

and delight of all good housewives in the Italy of the

Renaissance. The text is full and careful ; but it is not neces-

sary to know German to understand and profit by it. Any
one with a good eye and an ordinary amount of sense may
pick out the stitches for herself, so plain are the diagrams

and so complete the processes of illustration. The stitch

that is chiefly exampled is the cross-stitch. This in itself

is simple enough. Properly used, however, it can be

wrought into patterns of exceeding elaboration and con-

siderable beauty—can be made, in fact, to produce remark-

able decorative effects. JIany of those set out in the eight-

and-forty plates {hors texte) contained in the two volumes

are of great merit. Some are suitable for working on dresses

;

they would be vastly preferable to the stamped devices at

present in use. Again, if only as a change from the very in^-
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different crcwelliiig that is so mercilessly inflicted on us,

they would jilease and rest the eye. Besides this use, they

niiKht 1)C turned to good account in quilts, chair-backs,

talile-cloths, portieres, and so forth. The one objection is

that the work would take more time and trouble than, with

our many interests and our much unrest, we are nowadays

accustomed to bestow. Evidently our great grandmothers

had a good deal less to do than ourselves. Still, one cannot

help admiring the labour of their hands ; and with this

very handsome publication to serve as a guide, one might

do worse than follow in their footsteps.

critic is very easily jileasod. A charming sketch liy Mr.

Whistler and a capital example of the sober, careful,

ingenious accomplishment of Jac(iuemart complete the

book. It is excellently produced, we may add, and should

be seen by everybody interested in its very charming subject.

In "Les Trappistes" (Paris: A. Quantin), a portfolio

of ten etchings, M. Auguste Lancjon has produced a series

of accomplished and striking illustrations of the convent

life so pleasantly described by Mr. 11. L. Stevenson in his

" Travels with a Donkey in the Cevennes." In the first of

his designs, which is also one of the best, he shows us the

swine-herd and his pigs ; in the second, which is not so good,

the hen-herd among his bird.s. Then he takes us through

the dormitory, with its rough, coarse couches and its range

of cells ; into the barbering room, where several brethren

are getting their crowns shaved and their tonsures produced
;

into the dairy, where cheeses are making ; into the refec-

tory, where, in grim black and white, the brethren sit at

meat, while the reader admonishes them from the pulpit,

and the .skull grins horribly at them from its little shelf

under the cross on the bare white wall ; into the scullery,

where they are washing dishes aud doing scullion's work,

with all imaginable gravity and seriousness. So much for

their life. The next etching, " L'Exposition du Corps,"

shows one of them in death : stretched out upon his bier

in his habit as he lived, while two brethren sit by in solemn

vigil. In the next, among kneeling monks, the poor corpse

is being laid in earth ; while the last of all, " Le Retour de

I'Enterrement," pictures the mourners prostrate in abase-

ment on their faces on the flags of the church. The work

is touched with pathos—the simple melancholy of the ideal

it reflects and the life it portrays. To say that of it is to

say much in its praise, but not more than it deserves.

In "Four Masters of Etching " (London : The Fine Art

Society) Mr. Frederick Wedmore tells the public—as often

as not in terms that savour overmuch of affectation and of

" preciosity "—his opinion about the works of Dr. Seymour

Haden, Mr. Whistler, Mr. Legros, and the late Jules

Jacquemart. As he expressly states that he is " not a Mede
nor a Persian,'' his verdicts need not be taken too solemnly.

This is fortunate, inasmuch as though they are marked by

intelligence and a great love for his subject, they are a little

too refined and peculiar to commend themselves to the

general. Of the four masters with whom Mr. Wedmore is

pleased to deal, he is most in sympathy with Dr. Haden and

.Jacquemart, in the first of whom he discerns a great deal

more than meets the vulgar eye. In his estimate of Whistler

he is more exacting and austere ; in his estimate of Legros

he is brief, lofty, and on the whole unsatisfactory. As the

illustration of Legros' art is the portrait of G. F. Watts, R.A.

—perhaps the finest work of its kind in modern etching,

and certainly the only work in the volume at which most

people will care to look again and again—this unsatisfactori-

ness is a little mortifying. Of the Haden etching, " Grim

Spain," Mr. Wedmore remarks that it is "the only Spani.sh

subject of his which I thoroughly like ; " from Avhich it is

evident that when Mr. Haden's work is in question his

Mb. Loftie's "History of London " (London : Edward
Stanford), 2 vols., is a most exhaustive and scholarly

study of the develojjment of the great city. To do it

anything like the justice it deserves in such space as

we have at our disposal is merely impossible. We shall,

therefore, content ourselves with remarking that it begins

with the "fortified cattle-pen" by Wallbrook which

was London to the aboriginal Briton, and ends with the

London of Street and Decimus Burton and the Speculating

Builder ; that it is well and vigorously written ; that it

abounds not only in learning, the result of years of research,

but in intellectual originality and independence ; that it

is authoritative and complete in its treatment of peculiar

institutions as well as of the questions of urban topograjjhy

and development ; that it is, in fact, a really monumental

piece of work, marking an epoch in our knowledge of its

subject. To this we must add that it contains a number

of excellent maps, both ancient and modern, and some curious

and appropriate illustrations—after Hollar (an excellent

artist). Van den Wyngaerde, and others ; together with a

careful index. Not to have read it is not to be interested

in the greatest city in the history of the world.

In "Velasquez and Murillo" (London : Sampson Low
;

New York : Bouton) Mr. George Curtis has produced a

useful and exhaustive catalogue of the work—original and

engraved, extant and destroyed—of the two most eminent

artists of Spain ; Don Diego deSilva y Velasquez, the prince

of portrait-painters, the perfect craftsman ; and Bartolom6

Estdban Murillo, the painter of saintly ecstacies, the poet

of a hundred religious idylls, the limner of the romance of

Roman Christianity. Mr. Curtis admires the latter master

a little too fervidly to inspire us with complete confidence

in his faculty of criticism. But his work of research is

singularly thorough and complete. It includes a catalogue

of his heroes, pupils, and a classified and descriptive list

of his heroes' work, with their history, the names of their

owners past and present, an account of the sales at which

they have appeared, the engravings that exist of them ; and

with a bibliography of the literary matter in which they are

discussed. We shall have said enough if we add that it is

illustrated, rather ill than well, with four etchings—of the

" Portrait of the Painter " and the " Innocent X." of Velas-

quez, and of Murillo's " Marriage of St. Catharine " and " St.

Diego of AlcalA ;
" and that it is produced with much of the

luxurious simplicity which bibliophils admire.

The tenth, eleventh, twelfth, and thirteenth numbers

of " L'Art au Dix-Huitieme Siecle " (Paris : A. Quantin)

are devoted to Eisen, Moreau, Debucourt, and Fragonard

respectively. With the notice of Prud'hon yet to come,

the work will be complete. As we ]iropose to discuss it

as a whole it is needless here to treat of it in these four

of its details. All are excellently illustrated and pro-

duced ; arc good in subject and fresh and novel in treat-

ment ; all are brilliantly written ; all are worth reading,

worth keeping, and even worth remembering.
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The project to transfer the British Museum drawings

from the Print Room to the National Gallery, if it was ever

seriously entertained, has been definitely abandoned. As

it stood, it was immature, and it was incomplete. If it

should ever be mooted again, it will not be in its pristine

shape.

Me. Boehm intends to take down his present " Lord

Lawrence"—all sword and pen and stomach, as people will

remember—and jmt up a better in its place. The example

is a good one, and may be recommended not only to all

sculptors of memorials, but to many painters of portraits.

The National Gallery will not be opened at night

until the trustees have discovered an electric light that

will do its duty properly. Hitherto experiments have been

confined to the arc light. The objections to this form of

illumination have been already stated in The Magazine
OF Aet, and there is no need to state them anew. The pitli

of the matter is that, as we pointed out, the arc light need

not be used at all. What is wanted is, as we took pains to

show, the incandescent lamp with a storage battery. This

arrangement has succeeded in scores of private houses
;

it has succeeded perfectly in the library of the House of

Commons ; why should it fail in the National Gallery ?

The Pioyal Listitute has taken studios in Great Ormond
Street, and will open there in the autumn its newly-founded

schools. These will be limited to male students, under

five-and-twenty years old. The instruction, which will be

gratuitous, will be extended only to those who have already

attained to a certain proficiency in their art.

Sir Frederick Leighton has resigned the colonelcy of

the Artists' Volunteer Corps. The honorary colonelcy lie

retains. His successor is Mr. E. W. Edis.

At Amsterdam a diploma of honour has been awarded

to ilr. Herkomer ; at Berlin the great medal of honour has

fallen to the Belgian portrait-painter Wartens ; and in

Paris, iL Galland is made an othcer of the Legion of

Honour, the riband of which has been sent to MM. Boll,

Pisan, Morice, Dutert, Gruyer, Alegre, Dasson, and Dalou.

Among the Committee elected at Marlborough House
for the promotion at Athens of a British School of Classic

Archteology are the Dukes of Devonshire and Albany ; the

Archbishops of Canterbury and Dublin ; the Marquises of

Lansdowne and Salisbury ; Lords Granville, Dufierin,

Cairns, and Eosebery ; Mr. Gladstone and Sir Stafford

Northcote ; Sir Frederick Leighton, Sir Frederick Pollock,

Sir Henry Maine, Sir Alexander Grant, Sir .John Lubbock
;

the Masters of Balliol and Trinity, and the Provost of Oriel ;

and Piofes.sors Butcher, Lewis Campbell, Jebb, Newton,

Parry, Gardner, Tyrrell, and Sidney Colvin. The acting

secretaries are ilr. T. H. S. Escott (36, Brompton Crescent)

and Professor Jebb (Springfield, Cambridge). The Presi-

dent is the Prince of Wales. Some large subscriptions

have been promised, and it is proposed to issue a public

appeal for others. They will be received by Messrs.

Grindley and Co., bo, Parliament Street, S.W.

M. Rodin has finished his bust of Victor Hugo. Mr.

Armstead is busy on his bust of the late Archbishop

Tait for Westminster Abbey, and upon a marble doorway

for the Holborn Restaurant Herr Makart has sold his

" Diana and her Nymphs " for £7,000 to an American banker.

Miss Margaret Thomas proposes to is.sue to subscriber.s a

limited number of casts of her " Henry Fielding." Mr.

Shields has finished his series of pictures in glass for the

chapel at Eaton Hall. The designs are twelve in number.

The six in the upper tier are as follows :

—"Adam and Eve

in Paradise," "The Nativity," "The Crucifixion," "The
Ascension," " Pentecost," and " The .Judgment." Those in

the lower tier are allegories of " Praise," " Obedience,"

"Faith," "Hope," "Charity," and "Vigilance." The figures

are life-size.

Those who rejoiced in the rejection of the Ennerdale

Eailway Bill, and the preservation from defilement of

liorrowdale and Derweutwater, will be somewhat startled

to hear that half a dozen schemes for railways in the Lake

district are afoot, " two of which are objectionable in a

very high degree, and one of which, if it should ever

be carried out, will ruin the beauty of the whole Lake

county." In the face of these preposterous encroachments

it is all very well, with Wordsworth, "to share the jjassion

of a ju.st disdain." It will be ever so much better to " rally

round the Permanent Lake DLstrict Society," and help to

keep the railway man at his proper distance. The Society

is already large and influential. Communications are

addressed to the Rev. H. D. Rawnsley, Crossthwaite, Cum-
berland ; to Mr. Albert Fleming, Broxbourne, Herts ; or

to Mr. W. H. Hills, The Knoll, Ambleside.

At Messrs. Goupil's there have been, amongst other

things, a grey and tender Daubigny, exquisite alike in tone,

colour, and sentiment ; a glint of sunshine through a wood,

by Diaz, unaffected, delicate, luminous, and rich ; three

.small but very interesting Corots, showing as many
varieties of technique ; and a striking study of a head by

L. Mettling, rich and refined in colour, vigorous and ex-

pressive handling, and effective light and shade. Besides

these, also, were fifty-two water-colours by J. H. Zuber, an

artist whose work in oil is known at the Salon, but whose

name is new to this side of the Channel.
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TiiHsfi watcr-coionrs, imlecd, arc of more than

onliiiary interest and artistic worth. The work of a

foreigner who has never been in England, tliey suggest a

strong and intelligent study of the best English masters

of the art. Simplicity is the keynote of tlie whole collec-

tion, every drawing of which seems to have been executed

in the open air. They unite the strength of David Cox

without his mud, and the delicacy of De Wint with colour

and effect far fresher and not less true ; and they show

withal a singular command of means, an ur usual capacity of

suggestion, and a marked ability to seize the essentials of

an evanescent aspect of landscape and sky. It is difficult

to particularise where all is excellent, but we may note the

admirable water in"L'tle h Alt Kirch, Haute Alsace"—

an altogether beautiful and effective sketch ; the fine out-

of-door breadth and luminosity of " La Ferme Isolde ;

"

the cleverness of the scheme of colour in " La Promenade

des Bebes, au Luxembourg ; " the veracity of " Un Jour

de Neigc," wherein the snow is represented by the plain

white paper ; and " L'Embouchure du Caree & Menton,"

in which the sheen of the water is excellent in colour

and transparency, and the figures are full of life and ges-

ture. This last drawing is a leading example of the artist's

skill. It is so delicate in tone, and so subtle in gradations

of colour and light, that at first sight it seems to belong

to the " highly finished" order. Highly finished it is, but

its effects are produced not by stippling or niggling, but by

direct and simple wa.shes of the broadest kind. That,

indeed, is INI. Zuber's method, in which body-colour is

almost entirely eschewed. His collection shows us some-

thing (luite novel, and something, too, which will hold its

own with the best English work.

There was nothing to distinguish the recent exhibition

at the Mansion House of embroideries from the Royal

School of Art Needlework from previous exhibitions at the

Duke of Westminster's. The designs were not new ; the

craftsmanship was neither better nor worse than before.

The exhibition, moreover, was hurriedly arranged and badly

advertised, and, it is to be feared, was poorly attended and

poorly patronised. This is the more to be regretted as the

School is the reverse of flourishing, its receipts having

dwindled steadily during the last three years.

attitudinising as a grand edifice when it is only common-

jilace and ordinary and not in the least degree imposing.

The architecture is described as Renaissance, but there is

an Elizabethan air about it which is an agreeable relief

from the fashionable pseudo-Italian. We shall liave to

wait until London has one central government before we

have a municipal building worthy of being placed in the

same category as the Manchester Town Hall—a building

that shall bo worthy of architect, people, and city.

JIany of the caliinets made by Chippendale and

Sheraton, Ijesides their elaborate inlays, were adorned with

cop]ieri)late engravings stuck on the wood and polished.

j\Iessrs. Morant, of Bond Street, having purchased some

old plates by a pupil of Francesco Bartolozzi, in a very

good state of preservation, have hit upon the idea of

applying impressions in the celadon and jasper seen in old

Wedgwood ware to pilasters, panels of dooi-s, mantelpieces,

and so forth. The woodwork and moulded ornaments,

copied from Adam's designs, are painted white ; the effect

of the celadon is singularly cool and harmonious. It is

doubtful policy to graft the art of one age upon the stock

of another, especially when the difference is so strongly

marked as that between the ideals of now and a century

ago. In the present instance, however, it is so far a success.

The new Town Hall at Westminster is to a great

extent hidden away in a back street. It is not likely to

arrest the attention by grandeur or dimensions, but on the

other hand it does not pretend to be more than it is by

The Manchester Autumn Exhibition will open on the

4th of September and close on the 11th of December. A
sum of £2,000 a year, plus the net profits of the exhibi-

tion, will be appropriated to the purchase of pictures and

sculpture for the permanent collection. If more money is

needed more will be forthcoming, by private subscription

or otherwise. The unsold in London may hope much of

Manchester. But it is greatly to be hoped, for the sake of

the next generation, that the permanent collection will not

be exclusively supplied from the annual exhibitions.

At the Munich International Exhibition the bulk of the

collection is contributed by Munich and Diisseldorf, Berlin

and Vienna—by one or other of the German art-centres, in

fact. Italy and Spain are fairly represented, however, and

so is America. Among the English exhibitors are ]\Iessrs.

Leader, Holl, Henry Moore, Linton, Herkomer, Herdman,

Norman Macbeth, and Alma Tadema : the last by a couple

of pictm-es of which, as he has declared, he knows nothing,

and by which he declines to consider himself represented.

A Constable Exhibition has been opened in Ediidiurgh.

On its close the collection might with advantage be trans-

ferred for exhibition to London. At Reading, with the

Church Congress in October, there wdll be the usual

Exhibition of Ecclesiastical Art. In Paris, next year, it is

proposed to hold au exhibition of drawings by Modern

Masters ; it will be instructive and suggestive, if only

because it will show how very few know how to draw. In

New York a loan exhibition will be opened next .lanuary,

under the presidency of Mr. Allan Thorndike, in aid of the

Pedestal Fund for Bartholdi's enormous "Liberty."

The English engravers have fomied a committee to look

after their interests in the Vienna Exhibition ; the President

is Sir Frederick Leighton, the Vice-President Dr. Haden,

to whom, by the way, the Society of Arts have awarded

their silver medal, for a piaper "On the Relative Claims

of Etching and Engraving to Rank as Fine Arts."

A " Crucifixion," by Andrea del Castagno, and a

Sodoma, a " Virgin and Saints, with the Donor,'" have

been added to the National Gallery. At South Kensing-

ton a fine collection of casts has been formed and arranged;

some admirable (and costly) Limoges enamels have been

purchased ; some drawings by Rossetti and a couple of

Turners have been acquired ; the New West Court has

been opened, with the Indian Collection formed by ilr.

Purdon Clarke. At Vienna aii Albert Diirer, an " Entomb-

ment," has been discovered on a canvas overlaid with gross

colour and common design, and attributed to a pupil of
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tho younger Cniiiaeh. By the beiiuests of M. His de

Butenval and liaron Charles Davilliers, the Louvre will be

enriclied witli a selection from the antique bronzes of the

late j\I. His de la Salle and a quantity of precious work

besides ; and by that of M. Edouard Floury, the Bibliothuque

Nationale comes in for upwards of 17,()ii(l drawings and en-

gravings of the history and antiquities of the Aisne.

At Versailles the Mus^e du Jeu de Paume—a museum
(if the Pievolution—has been oi>ened by M. Jules Ferry,

and given in charge to M. Vatel. The Jeu de Paume has

been completely restored by the architect M. Guillaume.

Over the door, on a plaque of black marble, is the inscrip-

tion, in honour of the men who gathered about ^lirabeau,

when he turned to defy the monarchy and the ^farquis de

l)reuxT!rezi5, commanded by Bonaparte of the Institute.

The " Bailly " of St.-Marceaux is surrounded by busts

of Gregoire, ilirabeau, Dom Gerle, Potion de Villeneuve,

^Merlin de Douai, Barnave, Volney, Sioyiis, and a dozen

others. A frieze sets forth the seven hundred signatures

of the famous declaration ; and on one of the walls is a

reproduction, by Ollivier Merson, some thirty by twenty

feet, of David's immortal sketch, " Le Serment du Jeu de

Paume." Opposite are the decrees of the Convention and

the Republic of 1848, by which the Jeu de Paume is con-

stituted a national monument, flanked by cartouches in-

scribed with the epigram of Andr6 Ch^nier :

—

" Que ce voyage souhaite

Recompense nos fils, que ce toit leur rappelle

Ce tiers-etat, a la honte rcbelle,

Foudateur de la liberte."

In glass cases ranged about the hall are portraits, en-

gravings, books, autographs, and so forth—a world of

objects dating from the revolutionary epoch and in one sort

or other connected with the Revolution. Among them is

the king's speech to the States-General printed on satin.

Mr. F. S. CiROWse's " Mathurd," a revised and aliridged

edition of which has lately issued from the Government

Press of the North-Westeru Provinces, is one of the local

histories or " district memoirs " compiled by order of the

Indian Government. It is primarily a book of reference

for district officers ; but it is full of interest for the general

reader, and of great value to the scholar and the student.

Indeed, it is in the front rank of its kind. Dealing ex-

haustively with a city which is to this day the Jerusalem

of the largest division of the Hindu sects, and whose history

embraces over two thousand years, it is a veritable mine

of information of every sort—antiquarian and philological,

literary and artistic, biographical and legendary, topo-

graphical and historical— all set forth with exemplary

concision and completeness. MathurA, (lietter known as

Muttra) is the seat of an exquisite art of stone-carving

;

and Mr. Growse, who seems gifted with a universality of

accomplishment, has turned this to good account, in his

restorations of ancient buildings, and in the construction

of new. His view that the buildings erected in India by

western missionaries should be eastern in architecture is a

sound one, and he has embodied it to some purpose in his

Roman Catholic chapel. The principle, however, is tenta-

tive, and from various causes incomplete. The museum,

however, which Mr. Growse has done so much to establish,

is a very beautiful example of modern native work.

Nothing is more likely to prevent official vandalism, of

which Mr. Growse quotes some extraordinary instances,

than the existence [of an institution to which antiquities

may be removed as they are discovered. Archieologists and

lovers of Indian art must be always grateful to him for

his untiring efibrtsto rescue priceless " finds " from destruc-

tion
;
just as Hindi scholars must appreciate his researches

in local literature. A feature of the present edition is the

very luminous and valuable chapter on the etymology of

local names. The book, which is excellently illustrated

in autotype, is the outcome of a wide sympathy, a trained

intelligence, and a judicious taste ; it merits a far larger

circvdation than it is likely to obtain.

Constable's "White Hor.?e," which was recently

engraved in The Magazine of Art, is being very care-

fully cleaned. The result is even now remarkable. When
finished, the state of the picture will show a vast improve-

ment upon last year. New charms of light and colour

are already visible ; its qualities of atmosphere increase

in variety and beauty ; and the cloud-masses which before

seemed flat and rather wanting in significance are now
seen to be modelled in Constable's best manner, and full of

mystery and airy motion. Why, we ask again, is this

masterpiece not purchased for the nation 1

The death is announced of Edouard Fleury, brother of

Champfleury the novelist and archaeologist—hi.storian, art-

critic, archasologist, journalist ; of Christian Sele, the battle-

painter, at Dusseldorf ; of Ludwig Benedex, the Berlinese

historical painter ; of Handwerk of Cassel, the painter of

portraits and animals ; of the Berlinese landscape-painter,

Alexis Geyer ; of the Italian architect, De Fabris, restorer

of the faqade of Santa Maria dei Fiori ; of the Viennese

architect, Heinrich von Ferstel ; of the French architect

and decorator, J.-F. Nolau ; and of the English water-

colour painter, Charles Vacher.

The " Philosophy of Landscape Painting," by William

M. Bryant (St. Louis News Company, 1882), is a bad

Americanism. The author seems crushed by the Immensi-

ties, much contemplation of which has led him to feel that

Nature is "but one phase of the grand Total of the LTniverse

which is knit together into an in.separable Whole by the

subtle all-pervading bond of infinite Reason." This is a

fair sample of three-fourths of the book. What it has to

do with landscape is not clear. Mr. Bryant has read more

than was good for him. He has faith in Woltmann, the

title of whose " History" he always quotes in the original

German ; he makes copious extracts from Luebke, which he

doesn't seem to understand ; he has sentimentalised through

Victor Cousin on the True, the Beautiful, and the Good,

and has come to grief over some essays on " Speculative

Philosophy
;
" and he quotes a new poet—one Snider, of

St. Louis—who begs not to be left out of the Delphian

symphony because his body is changed into a many-

stringed harp, wliich is "struck by the throbs that are

sent from the soul " of Nature. This, Mr. Bryant tells us,

is the "exclusively modern mode of viewing and inter-

preting nature ; " and in a sense he is right. His know-

ledge is second-hand and superficial; and his purpose-

to supply what is missing in landscape from works on

the i)hilosophy of art—has yet to be fulfilled.
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Lv •.luliii Leech; a Biograi)lueal Sketch'' iRedway :

London) Mr. F. (i. Kitton gives an afl'cctionate and read-

able account of the life and work of the kindliest and plea-

santest of modern satirists. He is hardly so sound as could

be wished on the subject of Leech's draughtsmanship ; he

has said nothing of Leech's great regard for the upper

classes, nothing of his idiotic women, nothing of his in-

ability to picture a gentleman or a gentlewoman, nothing

of the sameness of his types : and he makes too much

of the opinion of per.sonal friends of Leech—as Thackeray

and Canon Holl. But his little book is one that may be

studied with pleasure and interest. It is incomplete and a

little partial ; but so was the man it recalls so pleasantly, so

was the satirist it describes so gracefully and well.

Mr. Tristr.\m J. Ellis calls his "Sketching from

Nature " (Macmillan) a handbook for students and ama-

teurs ; we are sorry to say it can be of little use to either.

Mr. Ellis seems to have no true idea of what sketching

really is. Instead of telling us how to train the eye and

the hand—how to see and how to do—he tells us how to

look at a landscape by holding a mirror " close to one eye

.... with the corner against the nose," and even by

"placing the head horizontally or upside down." With

such directions he gives general " rules," some of which are

old and exploded, and others new and doubtful. AU these

oddities are set forth in a style which is loose, inexpressive,

ungrammatical ; and though a careful following of these

dicta might end in astonishing results, it would never teach

us to sketch from nature—at least, as that difficult art has

been practised and understood until the present.

Mr. Comyxs Care, in his "Art in Provincial France"

(Remington and Co.), has produced a readable and intelli-

gent account of some dozen or fourteen of the art galleries

in the French provinces. In a series of letters to the

Manchtster Guardian he describes and estimates the works

of art on view at Orleans, Blois, Angers, Tours, Nantes,

Limoges, Bordeaux, T lulouse, ^Montpellier, Marseilles,

Lyons, Dijon, Nancy, and Lille ; and in a preface written

ad hoc he sets down the conclusions resulting from his

experience, and gives the nation and its rulers good

advice. Occasionally he is a little dry ; occasionally he

is a little remote and inhuman ; occasionally he is a little

partial and uncritical (at Marseilles, for instance, he is

lengthOy explicit on the subject of M. Puvis de Chavannes,

who is a kind of French Burne Jones, while at Dijon he

cannot find time for so much as a word about Legros). But

his book is in the main useful and practical, and its sug-

gestions are worth consideration ; even as the comparison

he makes between the provincial galleries of France and

England is fruitful of mortification and surprise.

A REPRINT of " Le Diable Amoureux," however executed,

is sure to be most welcome. The story, one of the classics

of magic, is as famous a piece of work as its epoch pro-

duced. To praise it would be nmch the same as to talk

admiringly of " Clarissa Harlowe," or " Hamlet," or " David

Copperfield." We shall, therefore, say no more of the present

edition (Paris : Jonaust) than that it contains the delight-

ful preface contributed by Gerard de Nerval to the Gani-

vet reprint of 184."), together with seven skilful and ingenious

etchings (one of them a portrait of the author) from the

graver of Lalauze. They who only know Cazotte in the grim,

dyspeptic pages of Carlyle can hardly do better than seek

out his acquaintance, and in the present edition. It lacks

the interest and humour of the original illustrations ; but it

is probably the prettiest and neatest ever produced.

In. " Les Curiositez de Paris" (Paris: A. Quantiu) we

have a book for archaeologists only. It is a reprint—from

the original edition of 1716 ; "Paries Soins de la Soci6t6

d'Encouragement pour la Publication des Livres d'Art "

—

of a description of the Paris of Louis Quatorze, redacted

and compiled after 1703 and before 1715, and published at

hist under Louis XV. It may be described as a kind of

" Murray's Handbook " of the period. Its popularity is

attested by the fact that seven editions were called for

in a space of sixty years or so, besides a pirated reprint

sent out from Amsterdam. Its authorship is doubtful ;

Qu^rard ascribes it to Le Rouge, the geographer and

engineer ; others have seen in it an anonymous production

of Piganiol de la Force, author of "' La Description de

France ; " while the present editors attribute it, with some

show of reason, to Saugrain, the original publisher, for half

a century a bookseller of Paris. However this be, it is

curious and entertaining in no mean degree, and the little

woodcuts, after Marot and Sylvestre, by the Rouennese en-

graver Vincent Le Sueur, with which it abounds, are as

interesting, and in their dry way as graphic, as need be.

M. G.\ffaeel'.s " L'AIg^rie" (Paris : Firmin-Didot et Cie.)

is the most important work on the great French colony that

has yet appeared. The subject is most exliaustively treated.

The historical survey of the conquest and colonisation of

Algeria is remarkable for thoroughness and accuracy. Ex-

cepting in a few instances, where he deals with English

policy, il. Gaffarel is singularly impartial. His criticisms

on the Pelissier and Canrobert campaigns are commendable

in this respect. The most interesting portions of the work

are the descriptions of the aboriginal communities, the

Kabyles, the Khroumirs, and so forth. It is illustrated by

engravings after Horace Vernet, Gudin, and others : not

very satisfactory, owing to excessive reduction in scale.

The other woodcuts are, however, admirably elucidative.

The art-work of the Kabyles is ably treated, while a chromo-

lithograph of the characteristic costumes of the Barbary

States, in which the figures are taken from one of the cele-

brated cartoons of Vermeyen, shows how little these have

varied since the unhappy invasion of Charles V.

The wood-engraving after Sir F. Leighton's fresco, " The

Arts of War," recently published by the Graphic, is in

some ways notable. The work of Mr. Charles Roberts,

it presents a series of triumphs over difficulties. As far

as we know it is the largest block ever executed in

pure tint ; and in wood-engraving the larger the block

the more masterly must be the skill. Here the chief

triumph is the admirable balance of tone maintained

throughout, in spite of infinite varieties of texture, value,

and colour. This quality of tone, indeed, alone raises the

engraving to the level of art. The line- work is sound,

vigorous, and expressive, and, in some of the faces, beauti-

ful. The flesh generally is admirably executed ; and

though the smallness of the figures has prevented Mr.

Roberts from exercising all his exquisite skill in this

department of his art, still some of the hands are little

masterpieces.
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By the munificence of Sir John Savile Lumley, a most

important addition has been made to our small collection

of works by Spanish masters in the National Gallery.

This is a large canvas attributed to Velasquez : one of

the remarkable variations on the "Flagellation." On
the left of the picture is the figure of Christ fallen,

bleeding and exhausted, on the ground, and hanging from

the pillar by the cord which binds His wrists. Behind,

a child kneels in adoration ; and an angel bends over

the praying child, and points to the figure of the Ee-

deemer. The authorship seems doubtful as regards direct

external evidence ; and it is always rash to lay th.e law

down on internal evidence alone, even after the most care-

ful examination. Nevertheless, this much may safely be

asserted : if this picture is not by Diego de Velasquez, then

there must have been some other painter of his day who
had nearly as much power of drawing, colouring, and con-

veying the sense of air and space, and whose religious work
was equally destitute of tenderness and pathos. Certain

crudities of colour in the picture may be the result of rash

cleaning and retouching.

At the National Gallery also, two portraits by Raeburn

—the bust of a man and a full-length of a lady—have been

added. The Peel Collection has been arranged in Room
VII. ; the Spanish pictures are to be in Room XVI. ; and
the attendants have appeared in a new and gorgeous uni-

form, with enormous brass buttons.

The enlargement of Sir F. Leighton's design for the

South Kensington fresco, " The Arts of Peace," progresses

rapidly. Mr. Richmond has modelled, life-size, a bust of

Dr. Pusey in silk cap and Doctor's gown; and Signor

Fontana has finished his marble statues of the Queen, the

Prince of Wales, and an allegorical presentment of New
South Wales for the new Government buildings at Sydney.

The statue of the Iron Duke is to be broken up after

all. As the worst heroic statue ever executed, it should

be kept for aye as a curiosity and a warning.

A REPRESENTATIVE selection of the works of the famous

engraver Pye, presented to the nation some time since by

his daughter, have been arranged for public exhibition

in the British Museum. They are hung in the first

room of the Northern Gallery, and consist of proofs of

plates in the " Royal Repository," the " Polite Repository,"

and the '' Souvenir." They are "masterpieces in little."

First-class medals at the International Fine-Art Exhi-

bition at Munich have been awarded for painting to MM.
A. Achenbach, H. Baisch, W. Diez, L. Knaus, L. Loeft'tz,

C. Meyer, and G. Richter (Germany) ; J. Bertrand, Bastien-

Lepage, and E. Renouf (France) ; H. Herkomer (England)

;

L. Nono (Italy) ; K. L. Miiller (Austria) ; F. de Pradilla

and P. Casado (Spain). For sculpture, to M. J. A. M.
Idrac (France). For architecture, to il. P. Wallot (Ger-

many) and the Commission des ilonuments Historiques de

la France. For etching and engraving, to M. C. F. Gaillard

(France). Sixty-six second-class medals have been given,

including one to Mr. E. A. Abbey, the American water-

colourist. At the Amsterdam Exhibition, also, we note that

Mr. Herkomer gains a diploma of honour, that Signor

Segantani for Italy, and Herr Wertheimer for Austria,

carry off gold medals, and M. Aiwatowski, for Russia,

takes a silver medal.

It appears that we did the Messrs. Callowhill an in-

justice in supposing that their beautiful modelling of gold

on porcelain, which obtained prizes and honourable mention

at the recent Exhibition of Paintings on China at Jlessrs.

Howell and James's, was derived from the similar work
of Mr. Albert Hill. On the contrary, it appears that

Mr. James Callowhill originated this style of decoration,

but that he and his brother, Mr. Scott Callowhill, being

engaged at the Royal Porcelain Works at Worcester, were

debarred (while Mr. Hill was not) from exhibiting their

works till this year.

Connoisseurs may like to know that there is in

England a veritable example of Bonifazio Veneziano, an

artist of the school of Titian, famous for his rich colouring,

but whose work is little known out of Italy. The picture

belongs to Mrs. Bainbrigge, of the Heriots, Droitwich.

It is in oil, measures eleven feet by five, and is in excellent

condition. A "Cena," or Last Supper, it is believed to

be the same mentioned by Zanetti in 1771 as hanging over

the high altar in the church of the Archangel Raphael at

Venice. He describes it as ''dipinta di maniera grande

e vero molto." It was found in Venice and brought to

England by the father of the present owner just after the

scare of Napoleon's threatened invasion. From his ail-too

ajsthetic hands it was hidden in an attic ; consequently

the dealers know it not, though we understand it is likely

to be disposed of.

The delightful old-world character of the Temple will

soon cease to exist. There, as everywhere, almost, re-

building is the order of the day : and changes are as rapid

as they are ugly. The latest innovation seems indefensible

:

the Benchers of the Middle Temple have been chipping

off the face of the old red brick of their hall buttresses

and smearing the bare surface with black cement. Then,

owing to the sinking of foundations, the houses in Garden

Court are to be rebuilt : which means that one of the

most picturesque bits in London is doomed.

The "Manufacturers' High Art and Ecclesiastical Furni-

ture and Decorative Exhibition," at Humphreys Hall, is a

very jjromising first of an annual series. Organisations of
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this kind are undoubtedly good for trade, and they are in-

teresting to large sections of the public. Whether, however,

they arc entirely beneficial to artistic progress is not so

certain. The display of furniture and decorative art

generally was very creditable, but the mass of visitors have

no standard to guide them ; and it is worth remembering

that in these matters England is far behind lier continental

competitors. The ability to reproduce medioeval forms is

well enough in its way ; but we lack power of design, and

though this and similar shows may do various and necessary

good, they can never give us that. And the emphasis with

which this is indicated is not the least valuable of the

results of the exhibition.

Attention has been called to the necessity of relieving

the bare walls of schools—and particularly board schools

—

with art in the shape of autotypes and other reproductions

of fir.st-class masterpieces. No better means of improving

national taste could be conceived, perhaps ; and we are glad

to hear that, thanks to the initiation of Miss Christie, the

novelist, an Art for Schools Association has been started,

with Mr. Ruskin as president, and a committee including,

amongst others, Messrs. Browning, William Morris, Matthew
Arnold, G. F. Watts, Forster, Mundella, Sidney Colvin, and

Lord Aberdare.

The authorities contemplate an alteration in the old

brewery at Winchester College. They will use it no more

for brewing, but as a library and a bursar's office. The
small openings in the walls will have to be enlarged into

windows, and other structural alterations must be made.

The brewery stands almost as it was left by William of

Wykeham. Cannot an effort be made to save itt

The Thirteenth Annual Exhibition of Modern Pictures

in the Liverpool Corporation Art Galleries was opened on

Monday, 3rd September. There are over sixteen hundred

exhibits, constituting a collection which is at least equal

to the average excellence of previous years, although there

is a smaller proportion than usual of especially striking

pictures. As usual a number of the leading canvases are

from this year's Royal Academy, and there is also a strong

list of contributions by the Scottish school of painters, who
have been gradually finding out recently the importance

of the Liverpool exhibitions. Among the most prominently

excellent pictures are W. L. Wyllie's fine scene on the

Thames, purchased for the Chantrey Bequest, and John

Collier's "Pharaoh's Handmaidens" and "Three Sisters."

" Relics of the Brave," by A Hacker, a powerful scene of

dome.stic interest, was purchased at the private view for

the " Ulfair Acadia " of arts and sciences, Savannah, U.S.

Sir Frederick Leighton is only represented by a small

and indifferent portrait of a child, above which hangs an

"Impromptu Toilet," one of the best works James Sant

has recently produced. " Haytime," by George Clausen, is

not surpassed for exquisite colour, tone, and atmosphere,

and the same artist's " Woman of the Fields '' is a fine

realistic study. Another and a powerful piece of realistic

work is W. Logsdail's " Eve of the Regatta." In one of the

smaller rooms there is a good collection of " impressionist

"

pictures—prominent among them being W. Stott's "Kissing

in the Ring." Messrs. Millais, Burne .lones, Alma Tadema,

Watts, Long, and other leading men are wholly unrepre-

sented.

Amoni; the Scotch contributors W. E. Lockhart takes

a foremost place with " Alnaschar's Fortune," and Ivceley

Halswelle, G. Aikman, II. Gavin, and others are well

represented. " Whittenham Clumps," by the first-named, is

one of his best efforts in landscaiie. Among local artists

W. B. Boadle has two striking portraits which flank

Professor Richmond's " Miss Davies ; " John Finnic has

several quiet rural scenes in his best manner ; Peter Ghent

has nothing (juite equal to his "Nature's Mirror" of la.st

year, but well maintains his reputation ; T. Hampson
Jones in " A Sussex Landscape " (in water-colour) .shows a

successful efTect of broad sunshine ; T. Huson, A. Hartland,

P. Bigland, and otliers merit favourable mention. In

water-colour, especially noteworthy is the " Old Story

"

by Walter Langley, who has another powerful drawing

illustrative of Hullah's ballad " The Three Fishers."

"Llyn Idwal," by J. J. Curnock ; "A Fir Wood in Winter,"

by J. T. Watts (a very promising young local painter)

;

and " Above Lake Idwal," by J. Kuight, are other striking

exhibits. In sculpture there is nothing which requires

special mention.

The Permanent Collection of the Corporation of Liver-

pool has been enlarged by a view of " Scheveningen, Holland :

Arrival of the Fi.shing Fleet," by W. J. J. C. Bond, pre-

sented by the Mayor ; by a statuette of Mr. Gladstone, by

A. Bruce Joy, presented by Mr. G. H. Croxden Powell ; by

W. Dendy Sadler's Academy picture, " Friday," presented

liy Mr. James Pegram ; and by a portrait by John Bishop

of the late Michael James Whitty, the founder of the penny

daily newspaper, presented by Mr. T. R. Russell.

A MEMORi.\L brass has been erected on the north wall of

old Windsor Church to Thos. Sandby, R.A. Sandl)y was

Deputy Ranger of Windsor Great Park after having been

secretary to the Duke of Cumberland, and died at the

Deputy Ranger's lodge in 1798. No stone marks his grave
;

the memorial has been put up by a descendant.

Derby has been unable to collect the £400 for " The
Orrery" of Joseph Wright, which is thus lost to his native

town. It is to be hoped that '' The Alchymist " may
yet be secured for Derby. All this shows that Wright

is better appreciated outside than in his birthplace.

The hundred chefs-d'ceuvre recently exhibited in the Rue
de Seze are to be engraved in twelve livraisons ; the first

two will be devoted to Corot and Millet, the remainder deal-

ing with Jules Dupr6, Troyon, Diaz, Theodore Rousseau,

Eugene Delacroix, Meissonier, and others. An edition on

parchment, at a thousand francs, is almost entirely sub-

scribed. Amongst the statues decorating the faijade of the

new Hotel de Ville (the exterior of which, by the way, is

finished) is one of the painter Regnault in the uniform

of the National Guard, in whose ranks he was killed. The

drawings and pictures of the Coutau Collection are ar-

ranged in the Salle Henri IV. at the Louvre. A new
design for the medaille dii Salon has been under considera-

tion, and a new gallery at Cluny has been inaugurated.

It contains, amongst other highly important objects, some

famous Cinque Cento tapestries, the collection of boots

and shoes formed liy Jules Jacquemard, and the magni-

ficently sculptured chimney-piece found at Rouen.
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In the CliaiU'Ik' du Saint Esprit of Toui'uay Cathedral

arc now liung some si)lendid tapestries, date 1402. They

were manufactured at Arras by Pierre Ferii, and were pre-

sented by Canon Toussaint Priez. Belgian amateurs believe

them to be the only extant examples of the famous Flemish

high warp of the early Fifteenth Century. There were

originally seventeen scenes in the legend of 8S. Piat and

Jillentherius, but three have been lost. Their history

is curious. Originally they dressed the cathedral stalls.

They cscai)cd the iconoclasts in 1566, but in the last

century they were removed as rubbish, torn up, and

made into rugs. Then they were used to stop holes in

the roof. They have been restored so far as practicable
;

and, though sadly mutilated, the scenes are still vivid, while,

as works of art, they are exceedingly fine. The rescued

portions cover a space of twenty-two by two metres.

Some fine polychromatic mural decoration of the Fifteenth

and Sixteenth Centuries have been discovered in the parish

church of Heythuizen, in Belgium. The paintings are of

sprigs, branches, and flowers, the latter brilliantly coloured.

One of the jiainted stones bears the arms of the Counts of

Horn, who were Lords of Heythuizen.

M. H. Hymans, of the Brussels Eoyal Commission on

Art, identifies a small picture in the Royal Gallery at

Turin, representing "St. Francis and a Brother of his

Order," as the work of Jean Van Eyck. Apart from in-

ternal evidence, there is the will of a certain Anselme
Adornes, of Bruges, who died in Scotland in 1483, and who
bequeathed to each of his daughters " a small picture of

St. Francis by Jan Van Eyck." It is suggested that the
" St. Francis " in the collection of Lord Heytesbury may be

the second of them.

Ijaraniouut iiuiiurtiiTRe of liL;ht and colour. He was born
in 1799, but was domiciled at Pvome since 1828, where he
was long professor at the Academy of St. Luke. He was a

member of the .'Academies of ^Munich, Vienna, Berlin, and
St. Petersburg. Cot was a pupil of Cogniet and Cabanel,

and was a painter of many theological subjects and portraits.

He had a considerable reputation—more, however, amongst
Ics belles Tnondaines than the amateurs. The deaths are

also announced of the well-known painter Dubufe ; of the

French portrait-painter Chanipniartin ; whilst in England
the death is recorded of Edward Calvert, one of the few

remaining disciples of Blake.

Calvert was an intimate of Blake, whose designs so in-

fluenced him that much of their spirit and certain charac-

teristic modes of drawing and engraving occur in the works

of both. The woodcuts published by Calvert, esjiecially

" The Christian Ploughing the Last Furrow of Life " and
" The Cider Press," are very like Blake's. Calvert's designs

for book illu.strations are somewhat scarce ; all of them are

beautiful, thoughtful, and poetic ; they associate the artist

on the one hand with Blake, on the other w'ith the earlier

inventions of Palmer. " Nymphs," his first exhibited picture,

was at the Academy in 1825, and " A Shepherdess" in 1827.

In that year Calvert was one of the few friends, including

Mr. Richmond and Tatham, the architect, who attended

Blake's interment at Bunhill Fields. In 1835 he sent to

the Academy " Morning," a poetic landscape suggested by
the third Georgic of Virgil ; and " ililton's " Eve " was the

suliject of 1836. Among his intimate companions was F.

O. Finch, the poetic landscape-painter, in whose honour

he wrote an eloge, printed with the " Memorials " of that

artist, 1865. He was an intimate friend of the late

Samuel Palmer and Mr. Richmond, who has written in the

Atlienceum some interesting reminiscences.

Messes. Christie have sold of late George Barret's

picture, " A Classical Lake Scene," for £420 : B. W.
Leader's "An Autumn Day," for £425 ; Corot's "Morning
by the River," for £430 ; Linnell's " The Weald of Kent "

and "The Flight into Egypt," for £467 and £945 re-

spectively ; Goodall's " The River of the Nile," for £1,197
;

Briton Riviere's "The King's Gateway," for £1,270; and

Alma Tadema's "Between Hope and Fear," for £1,312.

M. Vibert's "L'Andante" has sold in Paris for 13,700

and his " Toreador Vainqueur " for 8,000 francs. At the

same time and place, Leloir's "Troupe en Marche" brought

6,300 francs, Meissonier's "Dragon en Vedette," 9,700 francs

;

and large sums were realised by several works of Heilbuth

and Jaccjuemart.

The statues of Etienne Marcel and Ledru RoUin, for

the municipality of Paris, will be confided to MM. Idrac

and Steiner respectively. It is proposed to put up statues

of Claude Lorrain at Nancy, and of Hugo Grotius at

the Hague, both by public subscription. Subscriptions,

it may be added, are wanted for the pedestal of Mr. Arm-

stead's "G. E. Street" fur our own Courts of Justice, and

for the "Hector Berlioz" proposed for the city of Paris.

Abroad two painters of mark have died, Heinrich Riedel

and Pierre Auguste Cot. The former has been called the

Nestor of German jjainters, having, by the adoption of the

tradition of the Italian school, taught German painters the

The Autotype Company have published a reproduction in

their excellent manner of Mr. Herbert Schmalz's " Voices,"

exhibited in the Academy last year. The girl is pretty, the

sentiment is sorrowful, the intention rather vague ; the

picture is sure to be popular.

The new livraisons of the Hermitage Autotypes (Auto-

type Company) are even more striking in their contents

than their predeces.sor,s. Rembrandt the mighty still is

king. It is not only that his light and shade tells best in a

monochromatic reproduction ; his majestic imagination and

noble humanity, his vivacity of gesture and depth of mean-

ing, the masterfulness of his method and the grandeur of his

manner, reign pre-eminent. Exceedingly remarkable are the

portraits of a young warrior, of the Rabbi Manasseli Ben
Israel, and of a Turk, and the " Toilette de la Jeune Femme
Juive"—full of a cui-ious sentiment, and inexpressibly

dramatic ; and the wonderful " Reconciliation of Isaac and

Jacob." Then there are a curious "Portrait d'une Dame,"

by Da Vinci ; several Rubens's, chief of which is the

splendid " Jdsus chez Simon le Pharisien
;
" the charming

Madonna del Latte of Correggio; a superb "Virgin and

Saints " by Francesco Fran-oia ; the beautiful " Adoration

of the Shepherds " of " Vecchio ; " Velasquez's " Laughing

Peasant-Boy ;

" and many another masterpiece besides.

The landscapes include a delicate and lovely Ostade, and

a fine Ruysdael ; and there are some portraits and a fine
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" St. Sebastian " in Van Dyck's best manner. A delightful

" Lady and Child," by Paris Bordone, i.s spoilt by an undue

insistence upon the whites of the draperies ; but otlierwise

this section of the series seems pretty free from photo-

graphic faults.

The two hundred unpublished drawings by Jean Cousin,

entitled " The Book of Fortune," have been is.sued in English

dress but French fashion by the Librairie de I'Art (Reming-

ton and Co.). M. Ludovic Lalanne's notes and rather wordy

introduction have been fairly translated by Mr. H. Main-

waring Dunstan, who recently did into English the letters

of Hector Berlioz. Somebody dubbed Cousin the French

Michelangelo, because of the principal of his easel pictures

—" The Last Judgment," in the Louvre ; but though he

does not deserve the title, he is a notable figure in art-

history. He painted more church-windows than canvases
;

he was an engraver and sculptor ; he even dabbled in lite-

rature. His " Last Judgment " has many fine qualities, and

these designs, considered as sketches, are not unworthy of

him. They were intended for a volume of "Emblemata

Fortunse," projected by Imbert d'Aulezy in 1568; but the

book was never published. Its curious history and its odd

discovery by M. Lalanne are told elaborately in the intro-

duction. The sketches themselves are unequal. They are

nearly all drawn with a pen, and abound in the classic con-

ventionality of the time ; but many are graceful, some are

humorous, and all possess more or less invention. If Jlr.

Dunstan translated the Latin mottoes as well as the French

text, he has much to answer for.

of the Human Form " (Chapman and Hall), under the

authority of the Committee of Council on Education. The

text has been ably translated by Mr. James J. Wright. A
good reference book.

Mr. Alfred Gotch'.s account of " The Buildings of

Sir Thomas Tresham " (Taylor and Sons, Northampton

;

B. T. Batsford, London) is a curious and special work.

It sets forth literally and artistically all that is known of

the Northampton.shire buildings erected by the knight, the

market house at Rothwell, the " three si|uare " lodge at

Rushton, and the "new" and "old" buildings at Lyveden,

besides many particulars of the Tresham family and their

home. The drawings are excellent, and of special interest

to architects. They show what manner of men lived in

Elizabeth's age, and what a beautiful architecture it pro-

duced.

The seventh volume of The Antiquarian (Elliot Stock)

is interesting and valuable iu matter and attractive in

appearance. We note, amongst its varied contents, an ad-

mirable series of papers on monumental brasses, by Mr.

Sparvel Bayley ; some curious " Ulster Superstitions," by

Mrs. Damant ;
" Some Words on the Mace," by Mr. Llewel-

lynn Jewitt ; several papers on Coins and Coinage ; and

a pleasant note on " Ballad Lore." The illustrations are,

as usual, good ; and the records of current events, and

the index—both very valuable features—maintain the high

reputation of the periodical

A NEW and handy edition of the " Maclise Portrait

Gallery " (Chatto and Windus) is sure to be popular. These

brilliant sketches, indeed, contributed as much as anything

to Frasers fame ; they constitute one of the most remark-

able and interesting series ever executed ; and they are

most vivacious and suggestive notes on the literary and

social history of the first half of the century, in which light

they are of inestimable value. The memoirs have been

compiled by Mr. William Bates. Doubtless the task was

not an easy one ; but it should have been done well. In

doing it ill, Mr. Bates has not only mi.ssed his opportunity,

but spoiled the ground for all successors. He is one to

whom quotations and superlatives and bibliography are daily

bread ; he has no style nor sense of literary art ; and he is

an incorrigible gossip. These qualities may not detract

from the popularity of the book ; nevertheless it is so ruined

by errors of fact, and yet more by errors of taste, that it is

scarcely possible to regard it with patience. Of the repro-

ductions of !Maclise's drawings, all that may be said is

that they are slightly reduced, and lack the crispness of

the original. Otherwise they are aU that is desirable.

Two publications of special interest to artists are before

us. The fir.st is new: " The Artists' Table of Pigments"

(Wells Gardner ; and The Artist office). It is compiled by

Mr. H. C. Standage, and gives the composition, conditions

of permanence and non-permanence, adulterations, effects

in combination with other colours and vehicles, and tests

of purity, of a long list of colours. The work has been done

with great care, and its usefulness is incontestable. The

second is a reproduction by Mr. John Sutcliil'e of the well-

known " Polycletus " of Dr. Gottfried Schadow. It is issued

as " The Sculptor and Students' Guide to the Proportions

Mr. Alfred H.^rris has published as a pamphlet

(W. H. Allen and Co.) his lecture on '

' Industry and Art,"

delivered last March at the Bradford Technical College.

Mr. Harris has mastered his subject ; and his facts,

gathered on the one side in Paris, Zurich, Chemnitz,

Stuttgardt, Gmund, in fact in the manufacturing centres

of Europe, and on the other from masters and men
in England, are of immense and startling significance. It

is not possible at present for us to deal with them at

length ; but they anticipate the report of the Royal Cora-

mission on Technical Education, and present the strongest

and most urgent reasons for immediate Government action.

The chief points of Mr. Harris's utterances are these :

that in consequence of the rapid acquisition of the best

machinery by foreigners already highly advanced in design,

they have robbed us of our manufacturing supremacy,

consequently the struggle must now be fought on other

grounds than hitherto ; that if we are to regain our

supremacy we must cultivate our workmen in technics and

art, in at least the same proportion as the foreigner has

amassed mechanical aids ; and that the South Kensington

scheme has entirely failed so far as industrial requirements

are concerned. A large share of blame is due to the

manufacturers themselves ; they have rather discouraged

than helped the spread of industrial art knowledge ; but

the South Kensington system produces neither true de-

signers nor real artists. The results, in fact, have been

well put by a Frenchman, who said, " Your artists are not

teachers, and your teachers are not artists." That is really

the gist of the matter ; and it is impossible to exaggerate

its importance, for it is the chief cause of the long stag-

nation of English trade. This, of course, is the .slightest

possible sketch of Mr. Harris's pamphlet, which is full of

fact, experience, and sound argument.
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